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'BATTLE OF THE JACKPOTS'
RCA and 20th Unveil Best BigrScreen

iLonely Heart Terperies Big B.O.
In BUyn,

BroM-and Also on B'way

Theatre

TV Yet Before Fix Engineers

By BERT BRILLER
If you're over 28 and need a
York City has three
friend,
•friendship clubs that will solve

+
By GEORGE ROSEN

Are You Kiddin'?

New

'your problem for around 75c or
'x buclf:. If your interest is "endur?'ing friendship that leads to marriage" it will cost at least $50 at
Clara Lane's Friendship Centre.
All these businesses talce in big

I

.

I

1

I

New
audience
participation
show, tentatively titled "The Stork
Race." is being auditioned this
Twist is to get three exweek.
pectant mothers before the mike
and the

.

It

fir.st

NBC

tive
situation

CBS

ing the half-hour broadcast gets
The Clara Lane outfit has an loaded with loqt. No obstetricians
annual gross of more than $250.- are in the stjidio, however, be000. , Two iriendship clubs oper- cause tlie airer-is taped well in adated by tester Lockwood in Brook- vance of the mothers' due date and
lyn and the Bronx have played the ""race" is judged via hospital
•host to, more than 1,000,000 cus- records.
Auditioners are Addi.son Smith,
/torners in the past eight years.
"'What Makes
In fdct, the friendly biz is so good writer-producer of
Harrice, the anthat the Rialt.o Ballroom on Broad- You Tick?" ant^ Cy
way early this year began billing nouncer.
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^TCinies

'this an unfriendly aping of his
'Clubs' names, took the ease to court

I

(

i

I

Time Buys Ike s

j

j

I

j

j
'

.

hall to switch its tag to "Fellow-

ship Club."
In Bronx

wood

•

'

t

I

supreme court Lockhe hit on the

testified that

(Continued on page 63)

niglit
;

is

Benny Hoopers?
The grave danger, it's 'recog*
nized, may come during tiie summer months, when Benny lays off,
and NBC's glvea\va.\' has the 7 to
7:30 Sunday field to itself.

i

•and on March 17 forced the Kialto

CBS Sunday

VidpixFor400G

Behind the thinking, too. is the
general awareness that a single
Time. Inc.. publisher of Time, pivotal show can be the answer
to the success or collapse of an
bought
Fortune,
lias
Life and
programming'.
entire
evening's
in Europe.'' vidpic series
I

I

I

i

Pilffn
Factor naurn
I/UIIU CdMCI
l/dWIl PfAAinl
1 I CCUt
"The
Hallmark
Productions'
Lawton Story" will have a cufl'o
pre-dawn screening during Easter
services to be held on the Central
Park, N. Y. Mall April 17. Use of
the picture was donated by Hallmark prez Kroger Babb and no
admissions will be charged. Babb

"Crusade
Benny's exit from NBC,
on the life of General Eisenhower,

By BOB STAHL

television programming moved a
step nearer reality Monda^ niglit
(4) as RCA and 20th-F6x Unveiled
the best quality theatre TV pictures yet seen in a demonstration
for the Society of Motion Picture-:
Engineers' convention at the Hotel
Statler, N. Y.
Utilizing, every possible method
of transmission to prove the new
instantaneous
projector
works
equally well on all, the system provided images in most instances as
good as those obtained thi'ough
standard 35m film projection. RCA
engineer Barton Kreuzer, handling
.

j

I

feels the

resulting publicity will

compensate for the waived rental
fee.

Seats will be available for some
10.000 people, according to the

Churches of God of Greater

New

York, Inc.. sponsors of the event.
Picture deals with the life of
Christ and also weaves in an annual Easter pageant held at Lawton, Okla. A large screen will be
set up on the mall for the showing
and two projectors will be utilized

the demonstration in association
with Earl L Sponable, 20th research chief and SMPE prez, disclosed RCA plans to turn out pilot;
*i
i
„
installations by the years end-^or
.

,

Waltz'

Now

Official

I

The

ifor $400,000.

State Song;

Negro Solons

j

I

will

bow on ABC'TV

month or the

first

Agency is Young &
Objected to the Lyrics
"Crusade" will
Louis, April 5.
complaints of three
St.

Despite
,

Negro members,
Missouri
the
House of Representatives by a 91
to 31 vote last week passed, a bill
that would make the "Missouri
Waltz," President Truman's favorite ditty, the State song.
Inclusion of "mammy." "pickaninny''

:

i

n^'-ed,

26-part series

week

late
in

this,

May.

j.u

i.

be

I

$

j

!

Yield Via U.S.

dilions.

One

of the big questions' which

Arthur Rank must answer behe returns to Britain is
whether to turn his older features
loose on television hei-e or stand
by for another year or so. He has

fore

Fix Market For
i

;

Legit Flays Ferks

j

Fact that Kteuzer listed
(Contintte4 o»ii page 55)

.

the

i

1

After 2"Year Lag

|

\

Look

•

;

,

(Continued pn page 20)

,

a cafe, good walking weather
broupht out the usual number of
spenders. ITtter^
hardy citizens W'ho hired private
limousines biit majbrity fotind that
( Continued on page 55
to
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Salesman/ 'Madwoman'

Seen

Critics'

Choices

winner of the N. Y-:
Critics Circle prize for best
play of the season is figured to
be I'Death of .a Sstesman," Arthur
Miller drama at the Morosco. N* Y.
Likely choice as best foreign play
figured "The Madwoman of
is
Chaillot," at the Belasco. N. Y.
There may also be a best musical
Probabl

.

Drama
!

j

in. tela than in award, with "Kiss Me. Kate." at
In Hollywood there are re- the Century, and the incoming
takes so that best shots can be se- "South Pacific," at the Majestic
lected for presentation on the seen as favored cahdidate$.
screen. There's no second chance ,.
Oulside choices for the best play
<
(Continued on page S4)
ion video.

more important
films.

j

\

I

'

,

New York s plaistic surgeons expect a bonanza as more performers
get the video yen. Tele is expected to replace films as the prime
reason for facial renovation.
Vic Damone has just had his
schnoz trimmed and others are deliberating on a similar step.
It's
figured that a pug-proboscis may
be okay on radio, but for television, it's a dift'erent matter.
Milton Berle probably anticipated the need for a classic profile for
television.
He had' the schnoz
surgery done several years„ ago
„„.„^.._,
Henry Slate, of the Slate Bros.,
also had a beak-bob recently and
the B,arry Sisters, a singing team,
current at the Chez Paree, Chicago,
both had their noses nipped.
The need for facial correction is

.

While it's true that some were
forced to walk from the eastside
to the theatre district and thence

Talent's Schnoz Bobs

Mike Todd's Musicalized
'Aida' a la *Carmen Jones'
Musical comedy version of
"Aida," with stoi'y and lyrics
adapted by Charles Friedman and
the Verdi score arranged by Robert
Russell Bennett, will be produced
on Broadway in the fall by Michael
Todd. It will be titled "My Darling
Aida" and will be localed in
Memphis during the Civil War.
Friedman will probably direct
the book. Howard Bay will design
the scenery and Irene Shai'aff will
do the costumes. At Uast two
Metropolitan Op-jra sin'
are in

will.

To TV for Bonanza;

Stromberg's 3-Way

j

6 way

|

.

!

Offsets N.Y. Taxi Strike's

B.O., Cafes
already decided in favor of video' Dent on
programming of his product, it is
Favorable weather cooperated
understood, but the time element with New York's entertainment enis still being mulled by him and
lessen the
effect,
terprises
to
his American advisers. What Rank that the taxi strike would have on
the boxoflice. Contrary to expec*
(Continued on page 60)
tat.'pps. boijifaces as well as- legit
and theatre operators declared
they lo.st comparatively little be-r
Plastic Surgeons
cause of inability tp hall a cab at

Way

I

Good Walking Weather

i

^

|

ratings

eventually bring the legitimate
theatre to every city in the counRadio-Video-Pix Prod. tr.v, are nearing finalization here.
Project, conceived by producerHollywood, April 5.
First three-ply parlay of a radio director Harold Winston, is made
program, television show and fea- possible through a revolutionary
ture film is lieing set up in New basic
set-l'ramework which he has
_-„
York by Hunt Strombefg. Vet pic- perfected.
ture producer, wlio is getting his
Entire idea stems from what
initiation in radio and TV, expects Winston calls his "ohe-maii proto ink the papers this week with test"
costs
pi-ohibilive
against
a sponsor for the radio
which have made it impossible for
airer.
Show, 'abeled "Prowl Car," is a repertory company to travel
based on actual adventures of profitably and have "decreased (he
cruising police. Half-hour weeklv number of road companies reachprogram will originate live from ing even the larger cities around
the Coast. Same .snonsor has an-, the nation.
option on the TVer, which is ex-i
Recognizing the tremendous nut
iContintied ou page 25)
(LC'onlinned on page'S5j
i

TV

J.

broadcast

on opposing shows.
Other sponsored programs in the
period are tlie Arrow. Swift and
and "darkies" in the lyrics were Gult shows on NBC-TV and Chevobjectionable to Reps. Walter V. rolet's "Winner Tiike All" on CBSFilm niarlcet for legit pla.vs,
Lay. St. Louis; and William A. TV.
more or less dormant for the last
Cole and James McNeal, both of
Deal on the Eisenhower series
year, has come to a boil this week.
(Continued on page 55
Kansas City.
No actual deals have been set, but
Cole and Neal stated they liked
several are bubblin.? and others
the melody and suggested that the
Situaare at least possibilities.
objectionable terms be deleted. Lightweight 'Basic' Set
tion for legit authors and produNeal suggested that when the bill
cers is more encouraging than in
is considered by the Senate the
for First
Paves
several years and after a definite
lyrics should be changed to subtwo-year lag.
siitute
"baby
for
pickaninny"
Airborne Repertory
Most active prospect at the mo'mother for mammy" and "old
ment is "A Streetcar Named DeHollywood, April 5.
wlkS ior darkies."
sire;"' Irene Selzniclf'.s production
tour
western
initial
Plans for an
airborne
(Continued on page 54)
Wings,"
an
of "Tlieatre on
may
repertoiy company which
Hunt
into

.

Sba^^'S?

,

I

4.

I

.

.

beyond the reach of most smalltowii and nabe exhibitors, but is
believed weU within the pocketbook range of the key city showcase houses, which would be most
likely to use it under ipresent epn-

!

Rank Sees New

was. the single factor that
(Continued on page 45)

Rubicam.

Tluirsday.s at 9 p. m., the 20-minute
film being incorporated into 25minute shows. Skedding of "Stop
the Music" at 8 and "Crusade" at
9 is expected to give ABC-TV a
strong lineup thai may cut heavily

,

-^^^./^/.'^f;,^^^^^^^^
j

recog-

it's

,

I

I

I

lo.

predictions of big theatre
linked for large-screen

'I'hose

circuits

I

.

i

"The Friendship Club on
Square." Lockwood thought

Itself as

the competi-

already moving into action in a bid to counter the looming tlireat resulting from NBC's
determination to install a giant
giveaway in its. Sunday-at-7 slot as
opposition
Columbia's Jack
to
Benny. CBS is all too aware of
what ABC's Sunday night "Stop
the Music" did to both Fred Allen
and Edgar Bergen. What, it reasons, is to prevent a "biggfer and
better" giveaway on NBC from
whittling down those impressive

!

coin.

vs.

if

Jackpots."

i

one to give birth dur-

I

looks as

will not be fought out
on the talent front, but will probably wind up as a "Battle of the

i

,'

•

now

:

"

!
.

;

!

,

'
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Weclheeday, April 6, 1949

yARXETT

MISCELLAIW

New York's circus ticket mess, highly publicized last season, apparently hasn't Jlmproved this year, according to J.- Raymond Walsh,

For MPRF May Gross Record 270G

moderator on WMCA's "Something Ought To fie Done." On March
27 Walsh had a salesman on his airer who said he went to Madison
Sq: Garden the day tickets went on sale, waited in line 45 minutes;
then "was told there were no tickets such as he wanted for three
Sundays in a row, even though more than a month away^
Walsh wanted to give the Ringling Bros.-Bamum & Bailey outfit
a chance to reply, and also had circus p.a. Bill Antes on the March
27 program, Antes said that this year the circus sold no tickets,

Hollywood, Api'iJ 5i
Friars Frolic at the Shrine AudiBid For
torium April 16, for benefit of the Roz Russell Gets
motion Picture Relief Fund, is exElsinore 'Hamlet' Legiter
pected to chalk up a new record
April 5.
Hollywood,
gross for a one-nighter, with overIn initial step in plans for a
all take probably reaching $270,exchange of theatrical
000. Of that sum, ticket sales will world-wide
government has
account for approximately $140,- talent, the Danish
Russell to appear
000, remainder coming from the invited Hosalind
theatre at
journal being printed for the af- at Royal Danish State

Queen

as

Elsiriote

fair.

'

full disposal of /^ame.

WEEK

356th
:

3i640 Perfopitiancei

Yoice' Gets $8,000,000, info Films

AU-tlme lonf; run record in the
"Hartiiet." Special pi-odijctibft will
Scale at the 6,600-seat house
be co-sponsored by Royal Danish legitimate theatre.
ranges from $100 down-front to $2.
and American Nat^.= a
« sellout
=.nn..t but
hnt for
frrnnmber
of State theatre
a number ot
Its
Theatre and Academy. It's
$50 and $100 seats.
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
the, first time an Americart has
El Gapitan Theatre, Hollywoodi Cal.
William Perlberg, coordinator of been honored' by such an in
And now in world-wid'e rcleas*
the affair, has arranged with y^,,
second time that foreignAmerican Federation of Musicians g^.^ ,,3^^ ^^^^ invited to, play in
C<30"
"BILL
to donate services of the pit band. tj,e home of the Tragic Prince,
Ken Murray's
•y.
..
between 45 and 50 ment, who 11
,Qq„
Academy Award Film

$2,000,0i in

.

.

""^sic^udL

fehet' r/u«ti Ollvirand
'

BENNY'S INDIE

.

MAY

vo^m^^, Play is scheduled for production June 17-18 at

whose members will
w. V
v»fl Union,
_
aid in parking the cars, the Car
penters Union and the local gea
darmes. Talent, of course, is on
a "for free" basis.
„ . ,. ,
u
Already lined up for the show
are a pair of production numbers
as well as several specialties. This
Is My Night With Trixie" features
Gene "Kelly and "includes Gary

^mm RED

SEE

Jack Benny may go into the hole
Miss
Kronberg Castle.
Russell says she hopes to w'ire. ac- more than $400,000 as reisult of inceptance as soon as She learns, the demnifying the Columbia Broadcompletion date of the current casting System against loss on the
Columbia comedy. "My Next Hus- first and only picture produced by
band," and starting date of her next his Amusement Enterprises, Inc.
Film, "The Lucky Stiff," being disfilm.
tributed by United Artists, is doing
so poorly at the b.o. it may miss by
$200,000 even covering
o
o its negative
•

Cooper, Robert Montgomery, Ray
Milland, Walter Pidgeon, Jimmy Staid M'waukiee Journal
Stewart and others still to be en-'
listed.
"The Tramp Ballet, or The
la
Other Side of the Tracks" boasts
a cast including Brian Aherne, William'Bendix; Eddie Bracken, Rod
Cameron, -Dan Duryea, George;!
Milwaukee, April 5.
,"1."*''^.?^*^'*/. I^ennisI
Eddie Cantor, making a perO Keete, Vincent Price, Cesar Ro- sonal appearance ,here under
j
spon
mero. Sonny Tufts and Keenan
Wynn. Other performers will be sorship of Pabst, his radio bankAlan Ladd and Humphrey Bogart; roller, crashed the editorial colClayton, Jadcson & Durante in a „mns of the Milwaukee Journal on
revival oi
ievivai
of their
uieu- "wood
number; >,
;_i
wooa; numoer
i-iu
e Vt j
tt
n
^
ju
Frank Sinatra and Gene Kelly; Saturday (Z). Usually one of the
George Burns and Jack Benny as most conservative of the nation's
Burns & Allen; Jimmy Cagney as dailies, the Journal beat the drums
j

'

•

:

1

vnAt,

instead of !!l^1f^„l''*^n*"!rn*
chancing an unquantity, CBS would be

known

!

guaranteed by Benny that it Wbuld
take no loss on the film. That was
comedian, lauding him as cbnfirmed tp yARiETy by CBS Jtreky
William S. Paley this week.
,
i
the actor with the social con"Stiff" cost better than S700.000.
science
Its domestic grossing possibilities,
The Journal commented:
based on experience to date, have
AssSed
For a good 40 years Eddie .brought estimates from UA of beCantor has been visiting Mil- tween $500,000 and $600,000. From
.waukee a week at a time. He that the distributing company takes
came first as a boy player in a 271,2% as its fee, while an additional sum of approximately $100,vaudeville, ''kid" revue, then suc000 was spent for prints and advercessively as a star of the ZiegUsing.
Using,
There's a possibility
I'eld shows, and as a nationally
that
,
Co ,l^?n' J^f
some of the loss may be made up "'I'Oadcasting facilities.
prominent figure in films and
_
Appropriations CoimnUtee
Plan is to revive an Arluro Toslater from foreign distribution and
radio and civic life. He has just
recommended a $3 750.000
°
canini-Vladimir Horowitz concert
video and 16ni rights:
provided this city with another
lor the anti-trust division
thp Lausanne
r.nii<!an,iB Festival
Woctivoi in Swit- ou<\get
at the
.•
exciting week, coming under the
, ti,„
r
^^P^ii^"^"-^"*^- ' "P^^^
zerland on the night of Aug. 31,
sponsorship of the Fabst Brewr
taking up 10 years to the day -J^n/'ng a $338,000 increase over
ing Co.
Global Coverage For
inhere the Toscanini-Horowitz i*^* ^f^^- ^" committee testimony
Eddie Cantor represents Holly[Festival performance left off on "^"^ claimed victory of the antiwood and show business in gen-continued on" page 25)
Atlantic Charter Signing AugV'si,
\ug. 31, '39.
'397"l>o
Two houi's'after
hours after the
eral. But he is the actor with a
39 concert was over, the war was
social conscience, He could just
Washington. April
;

t'

1

•

;

i

'

I

/7

'

\

gan.

who

i

.which! stars Dorothy Larnbur)
had not yet gone into release. ,Ar^

1

,

,

j

n"LSna

[

emcee.
Is supervising; the entire productifin
which is being staged by
Joseph Santley and directed by
"
Harry Joe. Brown.
Jessel,

|

i

& Lewis, Dan

Tony Martin
Dennis Morgan and Ronald ReaGeorge

,

but

•

George M. Cohan, and Bob Hope,

!

I

,

.
,

1

a capital gains deal with him several months ago.
Thus the network became owner of "Stiff."
When the deal was made, the pic
(in which Benny does not appear,

j

.

.

I

,

I

^
Amusementi „
Enterprises was one
of the Benny assets that was turned
over to CBS when the latter made

Ti|b(^

,

To

;

gjjjt

;

Al Jolson, Martin
Dailey, Lou Holtz,

'STIFF'

historic

'

Pitcli

Or^te

"was that trek that made
between $10,000 and $12,000. Also ^tOl'^'^ decide to film "Hamlet as
cooperating cuffo are the Team-

S

,

.

.

.

Pro-H'wood

S

,

New State Dept. Budget

Washington, April 5.
The House Appropriati ons Committee delivered to Congress today
(Tues,) a budget recommendation
from Paris of $34,000)000 to finance the State
Department's information aiid edu^
Paris, April 5.
cational program during the neif
Major company biggies in New
fiscal year, beginning Julv 1.
It
York have a. plan afoot; for a largewas $2,000,000 less than what was
scale public relations job^ on the
Continent to combat anti-Ameri- requested but $3,000,000 over last
can picture; propaganda, it has year's allocation.
"The Voice of America,' the rabeen learned here. Idea is understood to entail setting up a public dio phase of the State Departrelations exec and aides in Paris ment's propaganda work, is slated
,
,
^, ,
to work out of the Motion Picture to receive $8,000,000 for staff, programming and technical facilities,
America offices here,
Hollywood product is subject to while the documentary film pro» constant pummeling in most of gram' will get $2,000,000, a slighti
Europe, not only in the Soviet- increase over the current year.
In secret testimony before the
pj.jjjj
countries, but in others as
well.'
MPAA toppers, it is under- House committee, which was regt^od, feel that a good public rela- vealed today, George V. Allen, a.stions .iob would not only be a long- sistant secretary of state^ said
range help on upping grosses, but /there was little possibility of exwould improve the po.ssibility of panding the distribution of Hollythawing 'some :of their frozen coin wood films behind the Iron CuN
and reducing currency and quota- tain. The department's chief obrestrictions.
.tective, Allen said, was to prevent
further- limitations on U. S. pix
and to keep certain films from beGlobal Broadcast For
ing iised "to vilify and slander"
country.
He disclosed that
^ this
Toscy's 'Then and Now'
several
Soviet satellite
nations
were editing U. S. films to conform
to
the
party
line.
Lausanne Festival Revival
Seven U- S. broadcasting com-;
Paris, April 5,
panies have' been ticketed by the
One of the great musical events SfaV^tiil^-t^fiJI^f
"1
of postwar Europe, designed to fJ^i^,!^?*'"ff,Sc
<:
?how that while Nazi terror and
payments gi>e National Broadcastintimidation have vanished, culi„g Sys?em $405 72S
tural achievement lives on is beBroadcasting, 'ti^',™^.
$131,713; Columbia
i"S Planned here. French Radio
Broadcasting
System,
$412,956;
System, the Swiss Radio and Radio
$295,086; General ElecMonte Carlo are joining in the Crosley,
tric, $321,027; Westinghouse, $62,Project. Out of it is expected 10,677:
and World Wi^^^^^
pome an historic event which will
addition the Sr^Kh Sif-l^
be put at the disposal of worldwide

AND

,

will

I

I

!

,

,

The MPAA's Arch Reeve and

,

are handling press;
Lance Heath assigned to assist.

.

..

1
,

I

1

'

'

'
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CARMEN MIRANDA TO
MAESTRO OWN BAND
Hollywood, April ,).
Carmen Miranda will; assemble
lier own band for a four-week date
at the Hotel Ambassador's Cocoariit Grove, starting Oct. 4.
She'll
fp,llow Dorothy Shay,, who opens
Sept. 6 for four weeks, her third
date at the Grove in a year.
No
is
band
set to back the latter.

^^^^

!

I

Duke Wales

,

Garden was offered

time on the airer to answer complaints and promised to send someone to the April 3 broadcast. On Friday (1) Walsh was notified that
Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick, Garden's prez, had dcfclded he didn't
want to answer any charges. There the matter rests.

In

C'fertrude

Garden had

that the

KEN MURRAY'S

,

Mess Again

Circus Ticket

Coast Friars' Dream One-Nighter

i

,

i

|

I

'

'

i

•

entertain and have the rest of
the time to himself. Instead, he
throws himself into all sorts of
CIVIC movements. He is willing
to lend a hand wherever it is

We
to
it

sometimes

find

"pan" Hollywood. Certainly
little more than its share
So it is a
.

has a

of "phony" figures.
real
pleasure to

these are apparent.

We like Eddie Cantor, not only
because he is a good actor but
man he

lor the

FLOCK OF SHOWFOLK

^" that occasion, the Mzls rebined here ye-sterday (4) 'to play
broadcast of
^^^^
the major part in making the sign- -^P^^S
Festival because of tlie appearing of the North Atlantic Security
SAT.
Horowitz. This time not
Pact the event seen and heard by ^"'^^
Germany hear it, but ill Heavy complement of showfolk
more people than -any previous ""'^
will be broadcast to all European ^ere on the Queen Mary when the
event in history.
Scene was kleig-lighled for the countries and made av.iilabie forMiicr sailed from New Yoi'k for
news cameras and television which '^'^''rtwaving to all parts of the Europe last Saturday (2). Dcparttold the story on viewing screens "'°rld. Idea, too, is to have Tor- ihfi film players included EitoI
Horowitz pci l'orm the Flynn, off on a three-week yacaover the cntii-e northeaist quarter *<''"i"i
same concert that wa.s heard 10 'ion, as well as Kathryn Grayson
of the U. S.
who was accompanied by her husRadio carried the story to the.y^^rs before.
The ''then and now'- concert hand, Johnny Johnston.
nation without overlooking any
Others sailing were Fred Leahy,
idea was initially projected by
part.
Then the State Department lined Sammy Simon, the French pro- production manager for Walt Disup what it claimed was the great- ducer, with Pierre Crenesse, Di- oey; music publisher Louis Drcye.st shortwave hookup in history,
rector of the French Broadcasting If us; William Pizor; foreign chief
The two-hour ceremony was picked System in North Amei-ica, han- for Screen Guild Productions;
jup by "Voice of America" and put dling the art^angements in the U. S.] Joseph Harris, board chairman of
out live by 29 transmitters, includRealart
Anita Colby,
Pictures;
ing special relays lined up for the
former.model turned film publicist,
TTplnpH
l.snst
occasion. Tlie worldwide web inan<l Fulton Oursler, senior editor
/xt
\t.
eluded "Voice of America," British
of Reader's Digest.
JNorth Says
Broadcasting Co., French BroadLeahy will look over the studio
Television, which helped give
casting System, Canadian Broad- the
Ringling Bros - Barnum & situation in Britain in an cd'ort to
casting Co.. and U. S. Armed Bailey
groundwork for the Discircus its biggest gate in ''""y
I'orces Network. Proceedings went hi.storv
ney-RKO upcoming live version ot
la.st vear during its stand
out over Kuropo. North Africa, at Madison
Sq Garden N Y will "Treasure Island" which is slated
'
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Grove now has shows set
through mid-June.
Rudy V^allcc
and Del Courtney are current, with
Vallee getting .$3,000 weekly and
Courtney $2,750.
Frankie Laine
opens April 26 for four sessions
with
Leighton
Noble
backing,
Sherman Marks' "Salute to Geoi ge
Gershwin," recently at College Inm
Chicago, comes in Mav 24 foi- a
month.
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and LaUn America, be nowhere in sight when the cir''^art
sometime this summer
with --;;'double-coverage-"-;fbr -the cus
opens tonight (Wed.) -at the with Byron Haskin directing. Pizor
Iron Curtain nations.
'
is on his annual threc-month EiiroGarden
Later, summaries of the cerePean
survey,
while Harris expects
Circus prez John Ringling North
mony arid speeches were rebroad- is definitely
scrutinize foreign product beagainst TV this year.
cast to Latin America and to the
He would offer no reason, dcclar- lore returning in time lor a Realtar East and on all regular "Voice" ing
next month
art
board
meeting
only that was the policy h"
^""^
'''""'^
^3 'lad established "for the moment."
Sl'^!,"^
languages.
Pat Neal With Flynn
jjg
banned the pickup of any
segments of the performances for
Hollywood, April 5.
trailerizing purposes.
Patricia Neal is set to coslar
20TH MEETS MAY 17
Garden
spokesmen
conceded with Errol Flynn in "Dallas" at
^^^^
of [that the circus last year opened Warner Bros, when actor returns
onfv,"?"® u
57, soft and not until CBS-TV moved from Europe.
Flynn is vacation,2*
o*
Mockholders
of record, April 15, into the arena for a seric
of eight ing there while she recently fi""
will be eligible to attend and elect
pickups did the ticket s:.le climb Ished "Hasty Heart" with RonaW
Middle
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to record proportions.

Reagan in England.
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NABES TO DISPLACE DOWNTOWN?
Nassers Talk Seflii^

UAs

Overseas

jFactional Interests in Fix bidustry

Setup to Raise Coin for Parent Co.
from the domestic dis- Reagan's Dicker
company if Nasser broth-

organization
tribution

Almost complete

For

abolitioi:.

Washington, April 5.
Film 'ndustry drive for Govern^
ment aid in bucking the 40% British pix quota has begun to lose
much of its steam here, as the split
8
Coast Drive-Ins interest between the picture
biz
Hollywood, April 5.
segments comes to the surface.
Pacific
Drive-In
Theatres
is
Drive, which started out less
gambling around $2,500,000 in new than a fortnight ago with strong
construction that it will snare behind, the-scenes pu-sh from -Mohefty business from regular film tion Picture Association, picked up
houses, Firm expects to have 20 support from the indies and from
opcn-air theatres in operation by|studij labor.
summer.
MPA, mainly representing the
Eight drive-ins, with a car ca- majors, was out: to break the 40%
pacity of about 7,200, now are be- quota, it soft-pedaled the iced coining built, the $2,500,000 figure in- issue.
However, when Roy E. Brewer
cluding cost of sites and equipof lATSE, and- Ken Thompson, of
ment.
Screen Actors Guild, came to'
vVaslvington, they made clear that
their prime interest was the employment of studio technicians and
actors.
What was hm-ting' their
people worst of all, they told memhers of Congress and Government
officials, was the coin freeze. In.
order to get some use from this
money, they explained, the studios

of the

present system of exclusive downfirst-runs is seen in trade circles as certain within the next five
to 10 years. There has been a
rapidly growing impetus for the
plan of simultaneous initial .play^
dates in a series of key neighborhood houses in each city as a profitable substitute for the midtown

$2,500,000 Budget For

town

succeed in their present efforts
Par's 15 in Va. Hivs
UA. Nassers, it is underNegotiations
of
Charles
M.
have been negotiating for
a third party of UA's for- Reagan, erstwhile Paramount dissum which trib veepee, for a controlling ineign setup jtor a cash
coin they terest in the Paramount-affiliated
they could apply to the
Dominion (Hunter - Perry) circuit
would pay for the company.
Among those with whom the have reportedly fallen througli. first-run.
Nassers reputedly have been deal- Reason for the breakdown in nego*
Scheme has worked out well in
Under*
ing on the sale of the foreign tiations is undisclosed.
Los Angeles, Toronto and a few
branches is Jacques Grinieff, in- stood that Reagan was dickering other territories and distribs are
ternational film financier who has for Par's cut in chain which repre- eyeing it with great interest in
been at various times tied up with sents 51% of the stock.
Dominion circuit consists of 15 their present search for increased
Serge Semenenlco, v.p. of the First
returns on their product. With diThere houses in Virginia. Reagan, it is
National Bank of Boston.
vorcement a- fait accompli for two
were also some negotiations, which said, is 'intent on acquiring a cir- companies, and believed in the
have already fallen through, for cuit and will continue pursuing cards for the other three, producersale of the Canadian distribution that end.
di.^tribs are looking «n' the nabc
setup to the N. L. Nathanson inday-and-^dates from a new aspect
•terests.
Al Mchtman has been giving the
price tallied of for the overseas]
plan a Workout in his talks to ex"setup, it is reported, is araund $1,hibs in his current tour to up
According to these re900,000.
20th-Fox's rentals. Lichtman's
ports, thi.s would supplement the
pitch is that the producers must get
$3;500,000 in cash which the Nasmore coin and that a revision of
sers have available toward the $5,traditional distribution and exhibi400,000, which owners Mai-y Picktion forms must be considered.. He
ford and Charles Chaplin want for
is
suggesting the simultaneous
the company.
first-run bookings as one way.
In addition, Sam Wiesenthal,
David O. Selznick used the
Nasser's rep, who returned to the
Coa&t from New York last SaturTop execs of two New York scheme for playing ofl: his "Duel
day (2) after several weeks in New banks handling considerabVi fllw*: in the Sun" and Walt Disney reYbuk. is understood to have nego*- bia agreed this week tliat "the cehtly employed a version of it in
Mated a deal by which Nassers clouds over the' film industry have New York for "So Dear to My
would get $500,000 in cash from bl'ovVh away soniewhat aiid a little Heart." Both found it fairly sueDeLuxc Laboratories to apply to- of the silver lining is peeking cessful, although both admitted
ward thie purchase price. Deal is through.'' Bankers are Alex Afd- they favored it only for certain
said to have been arranged via rey, exec v.p. of the Bankers Trust type pictures.
As Lichtman points out and
fiastman Kodak/ from which De* Co., and Alan C. Abeel, V;p. of tlie
Sebnick had previously stated, all
Luxe buys stock. In return for the Guaranty Trust.
loan, DeLuxe is to get a 10-year
"The Wofst seems to be oyer for the economic logic is on tlie side
No
contract from
the Nassers' for the film industry," Ardrey^ said. of the nabe day-and-dates.
printing of all pictures made oh "The period of peak production manufacturer of toothpast or autheir General Service lot.
(Continued on page 22)
costs is now biehihd us, the low
In other circles it was said that point in domestic grd'sses is past
the Nassers have on hand all tire and, with the Economic Gooperacoin they need, but are making ef- tion Administration now showing
forts to cut down the amount of results abroad. I think we are
cash necessary to swing the deal. much closer than we were six
(Continued on page 24)
months or a year ago, to cpnver"tibility of frozen currencies"
^
Abeel declared that it was not
only in the figures, but in the geiftPlans For
eral attitude of confidence returnHollywood. April 5.
ing to the industry that he saW
James K. McGuinness, ^former
Anglo-U.S. Film Meet reason for at least limited optieditor-in-chief on the Metro lot, is
Discussion of the tack to be mism. In addition,, he pointed out. setting up his bwn indie produc(Continued on page 25)
taken by tile American delegation
tion outfit, understood to be bankFilm
Joint
to
the Anglo-U.S.
rolled by Robert R. Young, tlie
Council is expected to consume
railroad man, currently connected
much of the session of the direc- 'annie;
$1,500,000,
with Eagle Lion and Pathe inPicture
Assn.
tors of the Motion
dustries.
week.
York
this
of America in New
McGuinness plans to make four
NichoMeeting of Barney Balaban,
to six pictures in the next year.
woii}\\ooa,
Apiii
.o.
chief
las M. Schenck and
ers

to buy
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nle to
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Say Pix Bankers
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20th Shifts Exec
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C Assault on Brit Quota

Cramp D.

VICE 1SI RUNS

There may be a divorcement of
united Artists' international sales

i
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were now making films in Europe
which resulted in lessening employment opportunities in Holly-
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OQ DeSt U,a. tllni (irOSSer
With both "Hamlet" and "The
Shoes" clocking ofT heavy
U.S. returns for J. Arthur Ranlt,
the British producer ^now sees the
Red

'J'''"?''*^'^^

I"-'°J'"^''-

i

Plan, if it works successfully,
will completely revolutionize the
play-dating situation now existing
in Philly. Other ma.ior companies
are expected to keep a close eye
on 20th to determine whether they

•

Also in town to talk up (iovernment help has been GoVi Ellis
(Continued on page 25)
.

^^^^^V"""*"'^
Philadelphia to supervise the

I

,

possibility of a third big grosser
adding to his take in "Quartet,"
filmization of four sliort stories

by W. Somerset Maugham. In its
opening week at the SuttoUj N. Y.j
"Quartet" piled up $17,700, by far
the top take for the 555-seat house.
by 20th. sales
Sutton, an ofl'-Broadway theatre,
Smith, Jr., in the face of vehement
had a previous record of $14,000
protests bounded by Philly exhibs
racked up by ; RKO's Mex-ihade
when he first broached the plan to "The Pearl," with an Anglo im-.
.

.

j

should follow

Young Bankrolling

,

McGuinness Indie?

MPAA Maps

I'

manager Howard Minsky

i

;

I

5.

Acting to eliminate the 28-day
clearance between downtown showcase theatres und the nabe circuits,
bring some of the nabes up
^° ^ day-and-date opening position
With the first runs. 20th-Fox yesterday (Mon.) moved assistant eastern

i

,

1

Move was taken
veepee Andy W.

suit;

them

at a meeting here last week.
port. Rank's "I Know Where I Am
Smith and 20th veepee Al Licht- Going." in
second spot on a $13^400.
(Goniiiuiud on page 18)
grtss.

j

at

mg's cheapest musical

I

MPAA

I

TIT

^rSrVfe^d

^jjj

g^jj^g

i

Eric Johnston with the British
Tt^'Ml^ro
,^ed by
delegation is slated for Washington duced
will -.be the Judy Garland starrer,
April 21-23.
directorate will convene "Annie Get Your Gun," with a
which
to
budget
whittled
$1,500,000.
tomorrow (Thursday) or Friday to
lay plans and decide on attitude includes $600,000 to Irving Berlin
of the American reps. Board meet and Dorothy and Herbert Fields
Another
recent
and
book.
for
score
will follow the annual conclave of
the membership of the MPAA, Berlin musical at Metro, ".Easter

^

UN Post

Griffis'

————

!

Wa.shington. April 5.
Stanton Griffis reported to President Truman yesterday (4) on his
.iob as head of United Nations ReHe/ for Palestine Refugees. He is
on leave as Ambassador to Egypt
while working on the relief chore.

,
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I
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I

jjjj^^g

.1'^^
t^^.yl^}^.^9-^^Jl
his own funds. Releasing deals;are
Palnv J^^^^^^^J^^^..
Beach Wednesday
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Came,'

'Ball

which is scheduled for tomorrow. Paji-ade," was brought in foi- .'62.300,'Beal,' 'Pacific,' 'Door' Five Stroiigfcst
All present directors are expected 000, the cost including Berlin's
$600,000 for that stint.
to be reelected at that time.
Saving on "Arinie" will be made
Reversion to more seasonable VForce of Evil" (M-GK
Johnston is due in New York
production
Strongest runneivup pictures are
elaborate
additional stout prodcutting
and
by
weather
tomorrow to preside at the meetnumbers not directly concerned uct are helping, improve the na- "Mother Is Freshman" (20th), "The
ings,
with the story line. Meanwhile. t\\o Uonal biz tone this stanza. 'Several' Bribe" (M-Gi, "Red Shoes" (EL),
features, "Scene of the Crime'' and soi-e economic spots and usual "Portrait of .Tennic" (SRO) and
"Border Incident," were brouglit in downbeat diiring Lent however. "Ma and Pa Kettle" (U). LastGoldwyns East Next
named, not in. many larger keys so
'[under the ,$700,000 mark, while continue to hurt.
Sweeping release of "The Set far, shows considerable future',
on 'Roseanna' Bally "Tension" and "side street ' arc
Up" iRKO) ahead oi "The Cham promise. "Johnny Bolinda"-"Sierra
Samuel Goldwyn is due in New aimed at the same figure.
Madrc'' (WB) is doing particularly
ihdespite
Lehteh
pion" (UA>,
Vork next Wednesday (13), accom
flucncc. is paying off by pushing well on basiS'Of Academy laurels;
panied by lils wife. Producer will
"Little Women" (M-Gt, which
this figlit opus into top position
be ea.st a week or 10 days, super- Harry Cohn Back West
clicked at N.Y. Mu.sic Hall; is
in
some
Iccy
13
nationally. Playing
vising, plans for regional preems in
Accomped by Spingold Cities covericd by Variety this standout currently in Philly. "Mr.
Louisville and the Kentuckj-Wcst
Belvbdere
Goes To College" (20thi.
weeic, it is' grossing more than
Virginia mountain country of his
Harry Cohn, Columbia proxy,
$245,000 with most spots reporting due in Roxy soon, is aco newcomer
forthcdming ^'Roseanna McCoy;!'
trains out of New Yoi*k to return to
Goldwyn then returns to the the Coast tomorrow (Thursday). nice to fancy or terrific trade, [ ih Baltimore where Sock. "The
Fan"
(20tl-i)
shapes only fairly good
Coast for sneaks of the pic and, He'lI be accompanied by v.p. Nate T.vjpical is N.Y. where it is giving
"Jigsaw"^ (tJA)^:
about the end of April, is planning Spingold, with whom he and Mrs. iiter^Criteriott its iJestr
.tis.slito ih;.iUA?
to go to England to see "The Cohn f.loan Ponyi guested in P;ilin Inwhthi'^v::.-";, ^- vv-.:,
"Walking HilLs" (Col) is doing
"Ball Game" (M-G). now oxit in
Elusive Pimpernel," in the produc- Beafli. Cohn has been east lor Ihe
in Seattle.
"Siren of Atmore 'sitiiatidfls, is a strong secdndj hie
tion of which he has. been part- pa«t 10 days,
improvement over last wed^^^
nered with Sir Alexander Korda.
Col topper attended a board an
c..
Red Sta lion
liLi
mild
far
Goldwyn contractee David Niven, meeting of the company Monday 10"rMi place, "Nick Beal
yho stars in "Pimpernel," arrives! (4) which was described as "nni- is showing enough to land thi.^d in K,\ looms big in T^^
"Wiike
Wake Of
of Red Witch'
Witch (Rep) is
m New York tomorrow and flies tine." It was the second monllily PO^'t'O" with "Canadian J'acil.c
fourth.
"Knock On Arty accs in Portland, with
right out for England for added dVi'-pctornte'meerirsuc^^^^
sion, "Bad Boy" (Mono) is not so
is
scenes. Joan Evans, another Gold- Ml^ich he
is! Door" (Col., first last session,
p«sen"
winding up with fifth money xvhilc good in Cleve. "Shot Jesse James"
wyn pactee and star of "McCoy
..v
red h chlv unusu-.l
(SGi disappointing in Providence,
W due in New York Saturdav
.„.„.„„y"^9^
spingold vfn\e'"in"'the Coast "El Paso". (Par) is sixth from, top
,
^ig Nine fims^^^^^
for two weeks with her
9"^""S '» *
pai'ents. about two weeks looking at no^^
(Complete Bo.i;oftice Reports
this ov.lor: "Joan ot Arc" (RKOi.
playwright Dale Eunson and mag
ad-miblicity
olannine ad-publicit.
ma« product
nrodnci and planning
071 Pages 12-13)
"family Honeytnooa" tUJ and.i
wrrter Kathei<ine Albert.
^campaigns.
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Bad

Public Relations Decried
In 5 Majors Walkout

on Oscars

'

!

strong industry opinion is that-f
the five major film companies

I

I

m Kramer's

a public relations error

made

Whirlwind

'

announcing they'd no longer sup-

port the Academy "Oscar" awards.
'Brave'; Under 2 Mos.
Several factors entered into the
Stanley Kramer, Screen Plays
decision to dump financial sup"Home of
port of the Oscar Derby. Not the head brought a print of
least of the reasons was resent- the Brave" to the United Artists
ment by 20th-Fox at not getting a
t daj <Wednesday, Uvo
single important award for "The
Snake Pit," which the company fnTbl^e tXTe^^s.^
ifad
and many critics felt to be the its first and only sneak Monday
best effort of '48.
night in Westwood, L. A. UA is
Economy was a second big fac- tossing a Waldorf-Astoria party
tor—not the economy involved in for the producer on Friday (8).
saving the $57,000 which six com"Brave" is the first of four
panies together contributed toward
Hollywood films in which a Negro
the awards ceremonies, but the
to be the central character.
is
coin which appears to be wasted
Others are 20th-Fox's "Pinky,"
in producing pix which are aimed
Metro's "Intruder in the Dust" and,
for an Acad prize. The men on
"Lost
Rochemont's
de
Louis
the New York financial end of the
Boundaries."
business resent the extra costs engendered by the studios in prepping films for Oscars instead of
Winnah
keeping their eyes wholly focused Court Rules

\

'

the b.o. target.

port for the Oscars, tlie public
relations aspect was viewed with
the greatest apprehension within
the trade. Timing of the announcement the day after Academy
prexy Jean Hersholt's blast at the
majors—which teed off the whole
affair— was thought to be bad.
Yarn made front pages through
out the country, with newspapers
going Back to: Hersnolt s
ment' to explain the. compamilliohs of readers who had. not
seen or heard of the Academy
chief's original statement now had
it called forcefully to their atten-

5.

"Champipn" until
Judge Campbell

decide then whether
.
- .
to start the kial. ;tejj-0whedule it
for a later date.
for
itlKP
appearing
Knupp;
Guy
^vhich charges similai-ities between
'•Cham&ion'^.

been published before in one form
or another, can hardly be labeled "confidential." Here they are:
Av'ci'age production cost per picture for the seven majors in 1941

was $400,000, as against $1,500,000 in 1948. Total profits for the
seven majors from worldwide distribution in 1947 was $30,000,000,
as against a loss of $16,000,000 (in other words, a decline of $46,000,000) in 1948. It should be noted that this represents distribution only, and not theatre profits of the circuit-ovming companies.
In 1940 four or five out of every 10 pictures recouped their c6.st
from domestic distribution, while in '48 only one out of 10 did.
Rentals in foreign territories amounted to 37V4% of world gross in
'46 in contrast to 35% in '48.
Smith pointed out that while this
represents a shrinkage of only 2V^% in rentals, remittances were
down about $50,000,000 beeause of freezes imposed on currency in
various territories.

|

request fbr an injunction against

-

statistics "oif-the-record.''
Statistics, all of which have

Herb Yates Sees
Divorcement As
Indies

Panacea

Citing a startling 54% improvein business for Republic in
ehicago,.:since that important situ-

ment

i

ation fell under judicial anti-trust
rule, Herbert J. Yates, Rep's prez,
told his stockholders yesterday
(Tues.) he is highly optimistic that
divorcement spells better days for
all indies, particularly his company. Yates was referring .to the
Jaclcson Park decision which regulates run. and clearance in Chi.
In divorcement, he sees a breakup
of the current New York system
which he tagged "the worst in the
country" so far as distribs without
theatres in the area are concerned.
Yates made his statement in response to stockholder queries on
Rep's prospects at the company's

Ladd- Smitli' Top March Grosses;

annual meet. "Broadway," he said,
"is a pigeonhole for .any nontheatre owning independent.
I
might tell you that if an independent puts his pictures in some of
these theatres, he must come out

tod^^^^^^^^^^i^^

asked for a hearing as early as
.
,
for Screen
Motion Picture Assn. of Amer- possible. Sam Zagin,
flays, suggested the case might
ica execSi wlio have been bolsterproceed next month after the cpurt
(Continued on page 25)
Ed
calendar eased someVvhat.
appearing for United
Raftery,
Artists which is releasing the SP
TV's Bally Value For
pix, asked either for a quick hear'ing oE a long; postpCnctnent l^ecause
Pix Amazes Film Cos. he must represent UA in pending
in the east,
While many filmites have heads anti-trust litigation
The judge finally ruled that he
in hdnds worrying over what teleVision is going to do to the picture might be able to begin Thursday
Industry, publicity-advertising men and ordered the attorneys to he
"Champion''
for film companies are wide-eyed back in court then.
in amazement at the smash trailer- is slated to open ...Saturday (9) at

with a loss."
Speaking further on -the anti*
trust suit. Rep's topper said that
with divestiture the company could
make fewer B's and more A's. By
so doing, it could rapidly correct a
situation where the company's better films suffer 'so far as the pulilic's attitude is concerned towards
the Republic trademark. His comments followed a stockholder o.bservation that Rep's output of low„
(.u
izing job TV is doing for Iheir the Globe, N. Y. It hearmg on tl^^
hurting boxoffice atcan
film
product. The ftaek segment of the injunction hasn't started,
^^^.^ expensive
^g^jg^gg
industry, at least, is beginning to open as scheduled.
view video not as a threat to films,
Meantime, Screen P lay s atAll told, Yates waxed optimistic
but as i:,omething of a bonanza.
torneys came into court armed on Rep's earnings this year, declarTV's results in luring customers with a stack of affidavits from ing it would probably be; the best
to theatres have been spectacular fight experts, production execs, semester in the company's history.
in every area where there are any publicists, exhibs and critics tp Net for the first quarter, ended
appreciable number of receivers. argue for dismissal. Among those Jan. 29, amounted to $413;800, beAiming to take advantage of this signing the affidavits to be pre- fore taxes, company president
potential, several companies are sented were Harry Brandt, eastern statedi while the second quarter
planning special TV trailers for exhib; Sherrill Corwin, operator of looks "very fine," particularly in
some of their product. Some com- the four Music Halls here; Walter view of whopping returns from
panies already have run regular Higgins, film buyer for the Pru- "Wake of the Red Witch."
dential Circuit in N. Y., and
-trailers on tele.
!

1

,

.

,

,

,

.

|

I

.

I

.

j

'

;

however, Stanley Kramer, producer of the
is apparently done by the numer- film "Champion."
ous interview shows on TVv which
Brandt and Higgins declared in
are glad to have Hollywood play- their affidavits that there is no
ers as guests, along with clips sequence or part in "Champion"
from their new films. There is a that "in any way effects the box
whole crop of such .shows original- office earnings of 'The Set-Up'
ing in New York. They are becom- Corwin went even further, declaring of such value in acquainting ing the two "are entirely different
potential audiences with new pix stories of the boxing game.
I
that film companies figure even- would not hesitate to. boqlc either
tually on bringing stars east prior of th'6 pictures; shortly after the
to Broadway preems for no other other. I do not feel showing of
reason than appearances on these either picture would impair the
programs.
value of the other."
Plugging "Champion" (UA), one
Kramer,, in his affidavit, charged
of the film's stars, Kirk Douglas, that "RKO does not come into
has been on six video shows within court with clean hands; that its
« week, and Marilyn Maxwell on paramount motive in' bringing the
three. Amazing to all was the dif- lawsuit was to gain national pubference in public reaction to Doug- licity^timed with its advanced
las within a matter of liours; JPlay- opening dates for 'The Set-Up'."
.er
appeared virtually unknown
when he arrived in New York
about 10 days ago, but after a Lazarus, Sr., Recovery
couple of the video airers he was
being stopped on the street by kids

Most

effective selling,
,

Dividends

Spotlighting the company's recovery, Yates disclosed that Rep
will renew payments of dividends
July 1 on preferred stock which
has fallen in arrears for three In(Continued on page 24)
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'Letter 3d,

UA's 30^ Terms od 2

ern epics

March Big 10

'

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th).
"South of St. Louis" (WB).
"Joan of Arc" (RKO).
"Knock On Any Door" (Col).

oil release,

(EL).

"Sea in Ships" (20th).
"Dear To Heart" (RKO).

1

:

EAR

[

i
'

,

upped to division sales chief, assuming command of the south central sector.
With the accent on a
five-divisional setup,

Par

'has also

eliminated one more of its district
posts, that of Hugh Braly on the
Coast.

Braly Checks out April

and his

9,

duties will fall to George Smithy
western division manager, who
headquarters in Los Angeles. Main

on the new five division lineup in which much of the
emphasis

is

assistant.

:

26)

.

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Benjamin
Maurice Bergman
Jack Carson
Harry Cohn
William Dozier

.

L. A. to N. Y.
Benny

Jack.

George Cukor
Irene

'

Dunne

'

Joan Evans
George Folsey
Sam Goldwryn

Gordon

Griffith

Sidney Gross
Radie Harris
Joe Kirkwood
Cliff Lewis
Mort Lewis
Robert L. Lippert
Robert Lord
Zeke Manners
Elsa Maxwell

Sidney Meyer
Mark Robson
William Saal
Sol C. Siegel

Frank Skinner
Clifton

Webb

Margaret Whiting
Donald Wood

N. Y. to Europe
Carol Brandt
Anita Colby
Errol Flynn
Ben Goetz

James Dunn

Hans Habe-Bekessy
Richard Hageman

Joan Fontaine
Tim Gale
Dave Kapp

Nicole Herriot

Joseph Harris
Henry Henigson
William Horne
John Huston
David Niven
Fulton Oursler

Edward Lachman
Jock Lawrence

Lou Levy
Arthur Rank
Nate Spingold
Gael Sullivan
Rhys Williams

J.

George Petrie
Mrs; Jack Warner
'

I

|

Video purposes only.

medicos

"miraculous.!'

ceiving.

west-

''WhispeHng

"Family Honeymoon" 'U) finished second, not only piling up a
high total though Universal has no
theatre chain, but also showing
consistent strength in all four
weeks of March. Third-place winner was "Letter to Three WivfeS'*
Far Revamping Sales
20th), holding firmly to same sjpbt
held in February sweepstakes.
Org; Wirthwein's Coin
Fourth position was copped by
_ . ,T
,
rti
Tiff
(lark ''Mother is Freshman" (20th),
nil pYlf IUpb ^'«»!
landing first place once and second
Paramount's streamlining of its another week. It slipped in nasales organization, initiated by Al- tional showings after that; it Was
really only three weeks in the
fred W, Schwalberg on his pifomdmonth. "South of St. Louis" (WB)
1
ii
i !u
v.-^
djstrib managership several took
tionto
fifth, displaying consistent if
months back, has been pushed sev- not smash boxoffice pull,
Sixth spot went to "Joan of Arc"
eral more notches. In one change,
(Continued on page 26)
M. R. (Duke ) Clark has been

"Red Shoes"

Clark replaces Harold Wirthwein, who resigned last week. Latter had been boosted to divisional
topper following sales meets at the
studio last month. He walked out
last week after protracted negotiations .with management failed to
last week. Third was an extension
iron out differences on salary.
of a previous contract calling for
(Continued on page

|

4th
;ma.j()r

Mm

"Whispering Smith" (Par).
"Family Honeymoon" (U).
"Letter Three Wives" (20th).

United Artists succeeded in obtaining the new 30% distribution
fee it is demanding in two of the
three deals okayed by the board

Nasser for three to five films a
year for five years. The other was
with Douglas Sirk for a remake
of "Two Hearts in Three-Quarters
Time," which will be produced in
probably in Vienna. ExtenHailed as 'Miraculous' Europe,
for autographs.
sion deal was with Benedict BoPaul N. Lazarus, Jr., heads for geaus for "Johnny One-Eye," a
TV is figux'ed to be of particular
value in selling ".sleepers," which Kansas City today ( Wednesday ) to Damon Runyon yarn which is godepend on word:of-mouth, since return to New York with his ing, into production immediately.
that form of publicity can be tre- father, Paul N. Lazarus, Sr., Who
"The 30% deals mark progress
mendously accelerated by the new suffered a brain hemorrhage there for UA in gradually upping terms
medium. To simplify the film angle five weeks ago. They will arrive by during the past, few years. PrevailIn the future, it's planned to make train Friday (8), when the elder ing rate formerly was 25% and
special takes tor TV exploitation Lazarus will go to his home at then 271/^%. Company maintained
eince union rules forbid use of Lake Mahopac, N. Y., far a lengthy it could not operate profitably on
music.
soundtracked
Producers convalescent period,
those terms, since actual cost of
have found difficulty in getting r Lazarus, Jr., Is exec aide to Grad distribution was aroUnd 2Wi%.
purely dialog clips and to do so Sears, president of United Artistsii
UA has also upped its end of
have had to take footage which while Lazarus, Sr., is contract man- the take by eliminating its conthey didn't feel to be most effec- ager for the company. Recovery tribution toward advertising of
of
the
deemed
elder
but
it's
now
Lazarus,
enabling him pictures. It formerly kicked in with
tive otherwise,
Worth the extra coin to specially to return to his home in such a an amount equal in pei-centage to
•hoot what may be- needed fori brief time was termed by K, C. the distribution fee it was re-

several

Itts^Ecti^ aciiQrdingvu> i'eiKjttjs: f
V'arieiy; icbi^esjpond^^^^^ in 22 key
cities.
Combd 6f Ladd( and facf
that pic was in Techniccilor, pushed
''Srnith'^ ahead right from the higli
spot it left oiBf St the end of I'ehrtj*
ary. Film was first one week, second another and in the chips the
other two weeks of March.

are:
,

when

had their newest

Smith" (Par), with Alan Ladd, copped national boxoffice iauirels fpr

10 boxoffice champs
In March, in order of showing
in representative key cities^

The Big

Deals: Nasser and Sirk

27Vi%,
Most important of the 30% pacts
was the one inked with James

lother

In a month;
c<)mi>ahies

district work of the past is handled by a division chief and his

1

i

Tamily'

^

tion.

had a plan afoot for a meeting by the
prexy with trade press editors this week to give them tiie

things, Johnston office

MPAA

'

crowded Federal court calen-

Screen Plays'
Thursdav (7).

MPAA

I

dar Monday 15) forced postponement of RKO's $5.00*000 damage
c<iijpj*ight infrinBcmcn^t^^^^^^^s^^^ and

,

A

-ch

Vs.SP'sXhanipion'(UA)
Hollywood, April

A

oppo s^ thfimpost.

YetittW
A

Some Not-So-Confidential Fmures
mild tempest was stirred Friday (1) when Andy Smith, Jr.,
in charge of sales for 20th-Fox, read off to some exhibs and newsmen at a luncheon in New York ji series of industry statistics.
short time later the newspapers were called by 20th and asked not
to publish the figures, since they were "confidential."
Figures were the same as Eric Jolinston, Motion Picture Assn.
of America prexy, had used in lantern slide discussions with Hollywood studio workers last month. They were provided by each
research department with the agreement
company to the
that they were to be made public only with the okay of all seven
producer-distribs involved. Howl was raised, therefore, when it was
learned that Smith not only read off the figures, biit they were contained in mimeogi-aphed handouts of his speech. Among other

SaGramento, April 5.
A tax measure designed to increase cost of American pix lensed
abroad to compare with completely
domestic product has been tabled
in the Assembly. Bill was offered
bv Assemblyman Everett G. Burkhalter of North Hollywood.
Burklialter claimed that producers go abroad to make pix for

j

No

Bad Timing
But of ail the aftermath comment on the abandonment of sup-

Tax

4Q;yp"of%,hat they cost here, tlius
throwing Californians out of work,
The tax, he said, would discourage
foreign sh^ooting^ Ke.t

,

ieX

on

Bill to

Foreign-LensedU.S.Pix

Sam Wood
Max Youngstein

Europe

to N. Y.

Greta Keller
Emile Littler
Arthur Loew
Mr. & Mrs. Lauritz Melchior

Ray Morgan

STILL

HERE

Henry Morgan

'

'

.

1

,

PROD. SHORTAGE FACES B'WAY
Tortone' on

,

,

,

.

.

of an Era'

Filins'

,

Other Distribs Favor Rental Boosts

DELUXERS' NEED

Many industryites are taking exception to the conclusion of Fortune in its current (April) issue that films have "reached the end
Mag, in a
pf an era and are about to embark on a new one."
lengthy study of the industry, observes: "With boxoffice down,
foreign revenue cut, critics pained^ old fans dwindling, reorganization at hand and television looming, the motion picture industry
may be turning a historic corner," it states.
Only sharp exception that can be taken to Fortune's Conclusions
is that the industry is moving toward independent production. No
doubt there will be more indies in the future, it is agreed, than
durtaig the present low, but the mag's reasoning that the future lies
with the lone wolf filmmakers is obtuse and difficult to follow.
Fortune concludes: "All of the arts have changed several times
in the past 50 years; it would be natural for the movies to do so
again. ... An era in the world certainly ended [with the war] and
the decline in the boxofEice may reflect it. The industry itself is
. going through an economic crisis in production, and is moving
on to independent production, a freer market, a focus on the domestic market; a government controlled market abroad and a contest or a rapprochement with television.
Can anyone, then, say
that an era in th6 movies has not ended and another not begun?

m mm

FOR

But Sans 20th-Fox s Tuss About
-+

Broadway's showcase operators,
currently in a terrific scramble for

major

,

No 20th-ITOA Meet

I

rolls

Handicapped by their lack of
first-call on any one company's
out.

output of films, the indie deluxers
on New York's mainstem are particularly hard hit. The drought is
expected to last until Hollywood
comes through with its promise of
a big burst in releases, expected
to break late in the year.

.

may never.^come

In

the, battle

playing

for

I

product, the,
blues is
those

divorcement

anti-trust

:

its part, at least for

houses which have been axed from

B way

Alleged B.O. Cuts by

1st

Runs

the majors.

Problem for the Para-

mount and

Palace, currently tied

and RKO, will also concedstiff one for theatre management when their divorcement
goes through; Rivoli and Criterion

to Par,

edly be a

Already Wavering; Scales Elastic

'

WB

House

Chicago, April

i

I

i

;

:

it

'

was

spotlighted

:

5.

first

last

.'

titled to

hitting

product.
I

|

Indie Coin Ease

|

j
i

dropped

opening price .30 cents down to
cents, was getting 70 cents
by noon, weekdays. After that the
scale varied largely according to
House has
the flow of business.
been asking $1.50 at night or $1.80,
depending on whether it is early in
the run, and also if a sock picture

ViaBlumenthal,

Rathvon

:

or not.''
Palace further chopped its scale
(Continued on page 20)

Outfits?

Considerable easing of the financing situation for indie producers
is seen if A. Pam Blumenthal determines to follow N. Peter Rathvon into setting up a picture in-

i

I

i

vestment

Blumenthal,

unit.

film;

financier, who recently bowed out
as board chairman of Cinecolor, is

To Korda's 'Winslow Boy'

feel that a production boom
close at liand :and there will

distribution rights currently being

'

exclusive handling.

Big Screen Video
|

i

to

is

i

|

|

|

I

be made for profitable distribu- ago.

exhibs

is

Curtis' contention that he
a valid offer to Korda for

on

1

Gov't

Now

made
the payment of 125,000 pounds,

by the option, in London for the U. S. rights under
some sort of arrangement through
the Bank of America and the Bank
of England. Deal to clear the nec
(Continued on page 22)
price

set

GABLE ASKS METRO FOR
'

Alf
Va

TA
nA AIITCinit
lU UU
UUlOll/E

Pir

rivi

Hollywood April 5
Clark Gable, known for yeare" as
the "King" on the Metro lot. would
Hfce to
a portion Of his domam tor a chance to make one picture a year outside his regal realm.
understood Gable is dissatisfied
•

tU

!

I

I

f"'".

«
i

which

It is believed: that Halpern is not part: of the dduble-baWelted deit:,
working directly for TQA, but that brought Al Lichtman into the
rather for the group of circuit ops company as a sales consultant, it
interested in early large-screen de- has been learned.
The new con-,
velopment. However, this group, tract, fixing his paycheck at $1,500
headed by Si Fabian, is closely tied weekly, amended an old pact
to TOA and any constructive re- which would have terminated Dec.
sults of the Halpern survey will 31, 1950. Both the Smith contract
probably be made available to all and one for five years given to
TOA members.
Lichtman were simultaneously apTagging of Halpern is believed proved by 20th's executive comto be in line with exhibs' desire to mittee Feb. 17.
obtain all available information on
The Lichtman contract specifiprlce of equipment; legality of the cally provides that the former
creation of an exhibrsyndicatcd Metroite "will concentrate his eftelevision company; and possibili- forts upon improving our distribU'ties of booking exclusive programs. tion methods to the end that we
In another move made last week, shall obtain a wider distribution of
TOA again showed its preoccupa- our product and enhance our. film,
tion with video prospects. Group rentals therefrom."
Lichtman's
has joined the Society of Motion ticket gives him $60,000 for the
Picture Engineers as^ a sustaining first year and $35,000 annually
member. While the step was osten- thereafter^ plus all travelling exsibly made to explore all fields of penses.
mutual interest in theatre engiTwentieth's intentions to boost
neering, main concern is with tele- rentals are clearly indicated in the
,

j

:

:

Lichtman

and Paramount agreed
'"^J"": companies are takmg up to in their consent decree.
Should
the trio avoid divestiture, it was
-'Ll'l/t';[n'r«';^-in'r'^=\
he
feelSj will also bring a greater
argued, they would become more:
:

!

share

of

b.o.

producers, thus
financing more atto

powerful than ever because of the
elimination of Par and RKO com-

Vs. Holdouts

:

It

says:

"You

:

.

BENJAMIN, LAWRENCE

there.

ACCOMP RANK WEST

i

Both Robert Benjamin, hea'd of*
Arthur Bank's U. S. office, and
Jock Lawrence, exec veepee, ac-.

j:

J.

j

!

companied Rank yesterday

(Tues.),

when the latter shoved off for the'
Benjamin and Lawf enee
Coast.
will remain on the Coast one weete

I

-

I

:

making indie
With the roles handed him since his tractive.
petition.
return from the war and wants to
The Government claimed that
COI'S RE&ULAE DIVVY
take a chance at least once a year
the settlement proposals of Waron another lot.
were
Loew
20th
and
Columbia has declared a regu- ner,
Gable has not made a picture off lar quarterly dividend of $1.06V4 "wholly inadequate."
"The dethe Metro lot since 1934 when he
per sliare on outstanding cumula- fendants' competitive bidding eviwon an Oscar in a loanout job at tive preferred stock.
dence," said the brief, "establishes must assume either that many
l^olumbia in "It Happened One
Stockholders of record May 2 that, flrstrun exhibition privileges more requests for such competitive
Night."
(Continued on page 24)
cannot be gei}erally licensed on a
will collect the divvy May 16<
.

pact.

(Lichtman) will recommend such
changes in policy and methods as
you deem an improvement over
the present policy and methods.
You will use your best efforts to
train our sales organization so that
it will accommodate itself to any
such policy and methods as are
(Continued on page 63)

"Only four of the eight distributor defendants offered any proof
selling since
at'- all of competitive
the decision of this court, and only
Fox and Loew of the remaining
majot defendants offered proof to
show the extent to which they actually used competitive methods.
"No evidence wfts offered to
show that Columbia, United Art^
ists. Universal or Warner gave any'
independent flrstrun exhibitor in
any of these cities an opportunity
to compete for the exhibition of
its films on first run
"In view of the extremely limited number of firstrun situations
involving affiliated theatres where:
competitive bidding or competitive
negotiations were permitted, we

RKO

:

,

trust proceedings, the Government
last Friday (1) urged the trial
court to slap the trio of defendants
with a complete theaU:e divorce-

than

bosses observed some
now^ be paying all they.

may

Part of Lichtman Deal

competitive basis in cities over
23,000 so long as the major defendants own flrstrun theatres

In its brief, the anti-trust division argued that the three defendants should get no better deal

the

'

Andy Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox's distribution veepe, was; handed a hew
employiiieint ticket ais
flve-year

Washington, April 5.
With Warners, Loew and 20thFox apparently set for a long siege
in the current phase of the anti-

ment order/

|

,

For 5 More Years As

Using Par-RKO Decrees

.

I

;

Andy Smith Ticketed

System, to survey the possibilities
of an early move in that direction,
Halpern. who is also an attorney,
out of the
is quietly operating
Theatre Owners of America's N. Y.
headquarters.

As Divorcement Club

I

general beliejt
unlike that in

:

Nate

vision.

1

the

selling,

said,- ''that; just as we might
have been forced to close our studios if production costs had kept
(Continued on page 18)

i

I

:-..It

.

^

them

;

tion.

Blumenthal is understood weighing the advisability of going ahead
with his 4)wn organization as
against tying up with one of the
majors to get packages together
for a studio.. Present talks with
distribs in New York will probably
de'termihe his cOiirse. If other companies, aside from United Artists,
indicate a willingness to take on
indie product for release, he'll
probably go ahead on his own.
Otherwise, although he's said to be
bullish about the prospects for LA,
[he's ag'in putting all his eggs into
one basket.
Upbeat in indie production
looked ifor by Blumenthal as a resun of the faster playoff of product
"ow taking place. This has created

is

can- logically afford :f or pictures.
"We have to remember," one of

Halpem, former
ass't to Dr. Frank Stanton, president of Columbia Broadcasting
taken

1

-

be
plenty of room for indie packages

I

1

1

|

in his search for a femme
to replace Teresa Wright on the
Selwyn
producer's talent roster.
has narrowed the field down to
about five but is understood "still
not .happy with any of them:"
Talent snooper is on the hunt
for a gal to play opposite Goldwyn
contractees Dana Andrews and
David Niven. Miss Wright, who
formerly handled these roles for
the producer, left the lot after a
battle with Goldwyn a few months

Sir Alexander Korda's film "The
Rathvon, former prexy of RKO,
Winslow Boy," has landed in the. was also east recently on a similar
middle of a battle over its U. S project. Both men are known to

On

Pushing their entry into the
large-screen theatre television field
one step further, group of metror
politan New York exhibs have

i

weeks

in New York from the Coast currently investigating the feasibility
of reorganizing an indie production financing outfit similar to
those he formerly operated.

In Hassle for U.S. Rights

in

film

public."
Distrib

j

I

William E. Selwyn, casting director for Samuel Goldwyn, will
be in New York for another three

,

it

them over the head." They,

concurred
that

j

Goldwyn's Selwyn Still
Questing a 'Teresa Wright'

:

|

Joe Curtis (Pickford)

waged by Korda on one side and
Joseph Curtis, Weiss & Geller ad
agency e^cec, and his partner, Mary
Pickford, on the other. Curtis, who
had an option on the American
rights to the pic which expired last
week, intends serving notice on all
film companies that he still claims

N.Y. Exhibitors

Dire shortage of product is
dramatized by several unorthodox
deals made by City Investing's ASt
tor theatre. This house, considered
a choice Broadway outlet, has
(Continued on page 22)

60

dear than

with exhibitors as well as with: the

diet;.-':

its

.better

any other industry, must remain
a. system, of barter and therefore;
c'&nnot be pinned, down to an^
cut-and-dried rule. As one of therti
pointed out, "what we call showmanship is really merchandising,
and that goes for our negotiations

Ex-CBSer Aiding

in six years.
Showcase was
forced to book the pic because the

faster turnover, caused by shorter
runs, found the home company unable to: supply enough new pix to
keep the deluxer going.
No further call on. outside product will be made by the Paramount
theatre, it is said, because enough
home features are lined up to
carry the theatre through October,
To do so, however; house will receive practically every Paramount
film (excepting one or two for the
Radio City Music Hall) released
during those months. This, means
that the Rivoli, partly owned by
Par, must look elsewhere for film

a

QOW' getting from: exhlbs.-But,. theji
pointed: outt ''if we can show our
we have better pictures^
we will get better terms without

customers

outside film to get the house's

nod

for

:

:

week when the Paramount booked
Columbia's "Under Cover Man,"

Sell

Triple-Bill

is nixing bookBalaban & Katz north
Belmont, when house is
sider,
showing subsequent triple features.
Theatre has been running
trio pics for last several months,
but not as steady policy.
When house books single or
double features^ Warner sets its

ings

frankly admitted they would up
their scale as soon as they got a
sock picture—something that, the
Criterion did with "The Set-Up."

which claimed

Refuses to

Warner exchange

.

In this regard, considerable advance interest is being displayed
over whether the Globe will stick
to Its current scale if "The Champion" tees ofl? big. The Criterion,
weekdays, held to the advertised
50 cents until noon, then tilted to
70 cents and by 3 p.m. was getting
80 cents with $1.10 for logos. The

I

}

to pass.

;

minor reductions claimed it was
simply an instance of reverting to
some of the widely
plugged admission slashes were
made with little intention of sticking to them.
Other exhibitors

Astor,

Problem

To

type, hinting that

.

I

are already facing a shortage of
top product.

Broadway flrstrun straight-film -f
theatres began, showing signs of
wavering on the reduced price
lineup even as early as last week.
Managers of houses which held to
their, early-bird matinee scales or

I

I

I

Following ITOA's boycott of
the 20th execs' session with
New York area exhibs Friday
(1), Brandt invited Skouras
to attend a meeting called by,
the ITOA for April 14 at the
Skouras
Hotel Astor, N. Y.
flew to the Coast Friday night,
however, and isn't expected
back until April 17. Even if he
returns earlier, it is doubtful
that he would "cater to Brandt
by attending that meeting," according to a 20th homeoffice
spokesman.

-

"

r

Delayed meeting of 20th:Fox
prez Spyros P. Skouras and
Harry Brandt and his Independent Theatre Owners Assn.
to kick around the claims and
counter-claints made by both

film product, see the race for
films growing even:

top firstrrun

more intense before the year

It'

Consensus among the sales toppers of other major film companies
to 20th-Fox's present drive for increased film rentals is that most
of the distribution chiefs either
already have begun their own cam?
paigns to boost rentals or planned>
to do so in the near future^ They
were -unanimovisly puzzled, however, over 20th's "making such a
fuss about it."
They feel the
ticklish job: could be handled much
easier through quiet' negotiation;
with the exhibitors involved.
Sales chiefs generally agreed:
that good boxoffice product is en-

I

I

with the British film magnate
while the latter visits his daughter,
Mrs. Fred Packard.
Rank, Benjamin and Lawrence.
are expected to return together,
heading for Washington where the

j

I

I

I

1

I

Britisher is slated to participate
in the Anglo-American Film council meets.
Rank came north from
Florida to join his two aides for

1

'

;

the westward trek.
I

i

[

i

He was

visiting

Robert R. Young, railroader who
controls Pathe Industries, parent
org of Eagle Lion.

I
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FILM REVIEWS
The Fan

Vednegday^ April

ford

ZOth-Fox release of Otto Premincer produetlon. Stars Jeanne Grain. Madeleine
Carroll, George Sanders. Rldiard Greene.
Directed by Otto Prcminger. Screenplay^
Walter Reisch, Dorothy PavUcr. Ross
Evans, based on Oscar Wilde's "Lady

and Sydney Greenstreet, a

:

Miniatnre Reviews

ruthless appetite for power. Film
rapidly gathers momehtura after
Miss Crawford, stranded by a

"The Fan?' <20th). Nicely
paced version of "Lady Win-,
dermere's Fan;" strong biz.
WB).
"Flamingo B a a d"
Classy vehicle for Joan Craw-:
ford with strong cast; solid

bankrupt sideshow company, falls
Windermere's' Fan''; camera, Joseph La in love with Zachary Scott, the
Louis Locftlcr; special
editor.
Sliellc;
photographic effects. Fred Sorsen. Trade- sheriff's protege. Nixing the affair
shown in N. y.. M^rch 24. '*I9. Running because it interferes with his polit-

(

;

•

time. 79 MINS.
Lady Windermere

ical

,

Jeanne Grain
Madeleine Carroll

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

b.o.

ambition to make Scott governor of the state, Greenstreet
marries him off to a high society
gal and then frames Miss Crawford

,

Mrs; Erlynne

George Sanders
Lord Darlington. .....
Lord Windermere ..... .Richard Greene
JUartita Hunt
...
Duchess of Berwick
.lolm Sutton
Cecil Graham
.Hugh Dempster
i
Lord Augustus.
.

"Mr. Belvedere Goes to Co)'
lege"

.

.

.

.

.

.Hugh Murray series of well - contrived coinciFrank Elliott dences, she meets and finally marlohn Burton
Hasl<ins
Trevor Ward ries the state's chief political boss,
Auctioneer
.Patricia Wallter David: Brian. Brian, who's an elecAmerican Oirl.v. .
Eric Noonan
...
UrideJWdod.
tion Bxer with the soul of a re,..^..i<.... Winifred Harris
'Maid..
.i.Alphonse Martell former, joins battle with GreenFfalUppc...
..i...
Felippa Rock street for control of the machine.
HosaUe
I... Colin Campbell
.Tailor'
Terry Kilburn Scott, meanwhile, has degenerated
Messenger
Tempe Plgott into a rubber-stamp state senator
Mrs. Rudge
and commits suicide when he becomes involved in a frameup of
With Oscar Wilde'.s "Lady Win- Brian. Greenstreet, on the verge of.
dermere's Fan" for the story, and victory,
finally
is
accidentally'
Madeleine Carroll, George San- killed in a gun fight with MisS
ders, Jeanne Grain and Riciiard Crawford,
permitting herself and:
Greene for marquee lure, "The Brian to begin a new life.
Fan" shapes up as a boxoffice winMiss Crawford's portrayal of a
ner. Properly merchandised and demanding, many-sided
part is
with ballyhoo accenting that it is handled with her usual resourceful,
a^ tight version of the stage orig- technique. She imparts convincing
inal. "The Fan" should prove solid.
personality shadings ranging from
Screen adaptation "is refreshing strength to tenderness with a
conand rieatly uses the flashback tinuous and convincing style. As
technique in telling the 19th centhe heavy, Greenstreet delivers a
tury narrative. Two films on the suavely
powerful performance that
Wilde story already have been pro- surmounts his
overdrawn role;
duced, in both instances under the Scott
does well as the weak-spined
tag of "Lady Windermere's Fan."
character, while- Brian,
Yarn of the attractive mother Warners' up-and-coming one of
players;
Who moves In English society so as registers positively
as a-virile, perto.be near her married daughter is sonable
romantic lead. Rest of the
deftly told. It shows her trying to cast
is uniformly good.
from
mailing
prevent the daughter.
Max Steiner's full-bodied backthe. same elopement mistake that
ground score, expert lensing and
she Jfierself made only to become smooth editing give
solid backing,
one of the most notorious women

Dawson
The Jeweler

..........

.

. . .

.

.

dians.

"Thunder In The Pines"
Smooth, amusing pror

.

. .

.

.

(SG).

•

I

I

'

1

.

I

I

I

•

.

Herm.

in 'Surope.
•Otto Preminger has invested the*
picture with strong production val<ues, and as the director he hasn't

Mr. Belvedere Goes

'

to

College

overlooked story, and dramatic
values for handsome backgrounding.
He has kept the Walter'
Reisch-Dorqthy Parker-Ross Evans
script moving at a swift gait, unusual for what is really a drawingroom narrative; Part of the pro-:

1.

ducer-director's ability to do this
stems from judicious use of unusual camera shots.
Alfred Newman; editor, Harmon Jones.
Miss Carroll makes of the young, JJ«?*shown March 31, '49. Runnmg tiitae.
attractive mother a vivid personClifton Webb
ality, a woman sought by wealth Lynn Belvedere
Ellen Baker
Shirley Temple
and nobility in nearly every Euro- Bill Chase
Tom Drake
pean capital. Only when pictured Avery Brubaker ....
Alan Young
Mrs. Chase. ...... ....Jessie Hoyce Landis
as an elderly woman (in postwar Kay
Nelson
...'..... Kathleen Hughes
London) does she seem a bit un- Dr. Gibbs
Taylor Holmes
convincing. Sanders, as her ardent Corny Whittaker ........ .Alvin Greenman
....>.:. Paul Harvey
believable, Dr. Keating ,
lover,
contributes
a
Griggs
...Barry Kelley
characterization.
Miss Grain, as Joe Fisher
Bob Patten
Lady Windermere, achieves further Hiokey
Lee MaeGregor
Helen Westcotf
acting laurels in what is perhaps Marian
Pratt
Jeff Chandler
her best screen role to date.: McCarthy..........
.Clancy Cooper
.Greene does an adroit interpreta- Sally
Eevlynn Eaton
Barbara..
.ludy Brubaker
tion of Lord Windermere.
Babe
............ .Kathleen Freeman
the gossipy
Martita
I

:

I

I

I

I

1

'

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

Ma™

Hunt makes

Duchess pf Berwick a worthy

:

sino monastery.

up well as a sophomore who foils
for Belvedere's stinging wit. Jessie Royce Landis is excellent as
the sorority house mother, while
Taylor Holmes, Alvin Greenman,
Paul Harvey, and others fill all demands.
Standard campus'tunes are usedl
in the Alfred Newman score to fit
the mood, and Samuel G. Engel's
production supervision gives the
story the proper physical values to
show it off best. Same expertness
reflected in lensing, editing

other technical credits.

.

.

.

,

LoUe

Stein
Peggy Call

Jean Auchincloss

addi-?

and

Brog.

Massacre River
Monogram

Hollywood, April 5.
of Julian Lesser(Allied Artists) production,

release

Frank Melf ord

Guy Madison. Rory Calhoun: feaCarole Mathews. Cathy Downs.
Johnny Sands, Steve Brodie. Art Baker.
Directed by
John Rawlins.
Original
stars
tures

screenplay. Louis Stevens: camera, .lack
MacKenzie; score. Lucien Moraweckr John
Leipold: editors. Richard CahooH, W. J.
Murphy. Previewed March 28, '49. Running time, T3 MIMS.
Larry Knight.
Guy Madison
Phil Acton
Rory Calhoun
Laura Jordan ......... .Carole Mathews
Kitty Reid..
Cathy Do'irna
Randy Reid
........... Johhny Sands
Burke Klmber^ .... ....... Steve Bfodle:
Col, James Reid. ............. .Art Baker
Chief Yellowstone. ...... .Iron Eyes Cody
Sergeant Johanssen ....... Eqiory Parneil!
Mrs. Johanssen.. ... ...... :Queenie Smith
Joe
Eddie Waller
Eddie
i
i. . . . . .
James Bush
Roberta ,„
... . . ^ . ....... John Holland
Simnts
.Douglas Fowley
Piano Player. ............
Harry Brown
,

.

,

. .

.

,

.

.

,

s

.

.

.

.

i

.

Scout...:.

. ...

.

..... ..... .•.Kermit

.

in tlie Pines

Hollywood, March 31,
Screen Guild release of Robert LIppeirt
(Wm. Stephens) jproducUon. Stars George
Heeves, Ralph Byrd; features Greg MoClure, Michael Whalen, Denise Darcel.
Directed by Robert Edwards.
Original
story. Jo Pagano; screenplay, Maurice
Tombragel; camera. Carl Berger: editor,
Norman Cerf: score, Lucien CailUet:
music director, David Chudnow, At Paramount. L. A., March SI. '49. Running time,
.

Pearl.

..

.

.

.

.

Nick
Bernard.
Whiskers

.

.

Martin
Lyle Talbot
.Vince Harnett
... .. .
.Roscoe Ates
......Tom Kennedy

.;.';'...

..

...'.....,..

.

Station. Master..

.

;

.

:

.

Isabelle.

.

.

... . . .

Kluty

n*"?';

.

.,

.

.

.

. . .

. ,

. . .

Maynard

fall

George Reeves and Ralph Byrd
are the pals who, unknown to
each other, send passage to, the
crafty Gallic looker, Denise Darcel.
When she. arrives in America she
agrees to wed the one who cuts
down the :most trees and wins the
bonus off ered by Lyle Talbot,
proprietor of the town saloon and
owner of most of the logging land.
Whllfcthey battle it out; she goes
for Talbot.
Marian Martin, Talbot's cast-off girl -friend, exposes
him as a card cheat and swindler
and the two pals win his saloon and
other property from him in an hon.
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,

.

.

.

.
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.
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and Intrigue.
Pic
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I

,

I

I
I
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'

,

appeal.

set in mid-17th. century
^

tT.yirig to

earn

an honest penny selling vegetables
in a street market. Is brought in by
a Loyalist leader as a stooge to deliver Important secret documents
which contain plans for the over*
throw of Cromwell and the return

of Charles IL

Other than Field, who rompi
through his part, credit must go to
Miss Lockwood playing an off-the*
beaten-track role with great gustoi
Although the scrlpter's conception
of Nell Gwynne does not call for
high quality thesping, she handlei
the part with verve .and vivacity,
and takes on custard pic on the
chin in good old-fashioned manner.
Competent rendering of the Royalist chief comes from Jrrry Desmonde, and a well-picked support-

ing cast enters Into the
the show.

Fear Xo

spirit of

Myro,

Kvii

(ITALIAN)
Harris-Wolper release of Minerva Filnj
production. Stars Fo.sc6 r.lachctti. Nino
Pavese. Directed bv Gulscppe M. Scoteif.
Screenplay. Diego F,ibbi'i. Giovanni
Sonla, Gulseppe M. Scbte.se. Arnadlo <>«:
noino, Giorgio Laatricato, Maiio Mpne-

»

editor,

celli:
.A.

Nat

W. Van. At

N. Y.

Running

HoffbcrtT-Engli.'ih-titlMi

Fifth Avenue l'layhoiii»>
time, »H MiNS.
,,

Fosio Giacbettl
Benedict
Nlao Paveje
Alfredo VareUl
Liliahne !.»•»•
Sabina
Manoel Hoero
NIcandro
Faustinas. ,-...T......... Adrians Benef"
VlrgiHo TomaMl"}
Tereniio...,
Llvla
A. Maria Pado»»
\
St.

Governor Zalla...:;.
Marco

(In Italian; English Titles)

Based on life of St. Benedict,
founder of Benedictine Monaster};
at Monte Cassino, "Fear No Ev»
misses its mark because ot ,m<^^J
amateurish execution. Result IS
modest grosser for forelgn-ia"'.
guage spots.
recalled that tM
It will be
Monte Cassino monastery was tne
target of Allied bombers during
the war because Nazi Runners na"
gained a foothold there. The
The story of
(Continued on pajge 22)
•

rtiijfious

is

Butterfield (Fields),

.

firo0.

. .

when England was under tht
Cromwellian heel and the Loyalists
were plotting to restore the monarchy. In this grim setting Sidcup

,

.

.

'

.

.

.

,

The

:

.

.

,

,

.

wJS*

Miss Darcel takes the: acting vnarlea n.
.. .Anthony
Hulmehonors with a really excellent in-the
calculating M.7gi^"";-.
terpretation
of
Mu1?i
French babe. She has looks (on Sylvester Clutterbuck... Claude Hulbeii
Barebonea
Michael Brennsn
the buxom side), a throaty speak- Brother
Mosspott.
Peter BuU
ing and singing voices and definite Lord Doverhouie
Vincent Holman
sex appeal to fetch far better roles ="1"*
John Salew
on the strength of this one. Reeves
Unrestrained slapstick in a pe.
and Byrd do okay as the pals. Talbot makes the heavy a pleasantly riod setting of political and mill,
Miss Martin, tary intrigue provides the backhuman connlver.
Greg McClure,' Michael .Whalen, ground for Sid Field's second exVince Barnett, Tom Kennedy and cursion into British films. Without
Roscoe Ates provide able support. doubt "Cardboard Cavalier" is goRobert Edwards' direction is ing to be a substantial money,
smooth in most scenes and William maker for native exhibitors, but iti
Stephens does a capable job on success in America will: depend
the production end. Story by Jo mainly on popularity of Field and
Pagano and screenplay by Maurice Margaret Lockwood.
Much of the credit for this lightTombragel has a flavor which compensates for lack of originality In hearted frolic should go to scripter
Noel Langley, who has blended
Dag,
the plot.
comedy, bathos and sheer slapstick
with skill and ingenuity. Around
Lawton Story
a slender plot Langley has de.
(SONGS-COLOR)
veloped a fitting vehicle for typical
Hollywood, March 29.
Fi.eld buffoonery, also allowing adHallmark (Indie) release of Kroger mirable: scope for Mi.ss Lockwood
Babb, J. S. .lossey. Neil E. Bogan pro- as the
principal partner in crim»
duction.
Stars Ginger Prince; features

.

.

cj^

. .

bang barroom brawl.

Flamingo Road

,

.

Brian

.

.

n

Sidcup Butterfield

.

•

:

Cardboard Cavalier
London, March SO
,
GFD release
of J. Arthur b nit *
Cities (Walter Forde) producHon
dKi"?
by Forde. Star. Sid field? Maraar^
'ill*
wood Ser«npla7 by- N«l'&«yV
"iSt
or, Alan L. Jagw; mGriS:
Lambert Wul
llamson. At Ojeon. London,
Ma«h
*" 2i
'49.
Hunnlng time,
MINS.

NeU 5wynn.
Margaret LockwSS
est poker game.
Curtain falls Lovelace.....;,,,.;..,,
j.rrv ni.cm^!!K
with pals reunited and on the Uriah Croup...
.
J^kVcNa^M!
Murdercaaket
... ......
A1«J n«S
prowl for other dames Jtfter a slam- Tom
Pride

:

•

Most -of the film's cast is made
up of Lawtonians, playing them,
selves and their pageant roles.
the fictional portions, roles are For
en.
acted by Forrest Taylor,
Ginger
Prince, Ferris Taylor, Gwyn
Shin,
man, Willa Pearl Curtis, Ray
La?I
gay and Maude Eburne with
iuit
adequate results.
Pageantry of the Easter service
has been effectively lensed in
by Henry Sharp and the huesco or
add
value to the production,
Brog

:

:

.

.

fashioned a banal yarn, full of hn
kum and schmaltz, that permit*
the youngster to display her
abi ity to read lines, act cute and
sing

m

out for a fickle French
dame and' are reunited in the end
when she goes for a richer guy.
Story is laid against a logging camp
background and the production is
larded with process shots, most of
'em good, of tree-felling and the
hardy river work of the loggers.
Pals

Elaine 'Ryan
.pattee Chapman
Joyce Otis

,

ciipies final

Her debut would have been more
In this one the old Quirt and effective if
she had not been call
Flagg relationship between two ed upon to
carry the entire stwy
pals does good service to help the load
this fictional
comedy and action push "Thunder The expected results framework
from the hnl
in the Pine's" a cut or so above the kum are
achieved by William Beauusual
low-budget
programmer. dine's direction.

,

feegy,

tors,

.

..... .... ... ...... .Marian

.....
Gregg Barton Forrest Taylor,
Ruth Tobcy * rank .....
Millard Coody, Gwyn
Shipman, Darlenc Bridges, Ferris Taylor,
Maude Eburne. Lee "Lasses" White. Del
"Massacre River" has a good Fisher. Hazel Lea
Becker. Willa Pearl
Lonnle Thomas
Curtis.
Directed by William Betudin*
Prof. Ives
Recinald SheRield title to attract in the action mar- and Harold Daniels. Screen story. Scott
Lord Augustus, and John Sutton, Miss Cadwaller........ .. .Ifatherine Lang
ket, but sells the handle short by Darling; treatment, Milton Ralson; origIsabel Withers
fhe bosom friend of the Winder- Mrs. Myrtle
inal. Mildred A. Horn; original pageant
Instructor,....
.....
Arthur Space emphasizing romance rather than story. Rev; A. Mark Wallock: narration,
mere family, all help make the Beanie
...
Gil Stratton, Jr.
Scott; camera (Cinecoloi), Henry
story unfold: smoothly.
cowboy- and -Indian adventuring. DeVallon
Sharp: editor, Dick Currier: special songs.
Joseph La Shelle has turned in a
However, there's a fair amount of Lee "Lasses" White, Steven Edwards and
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College" slambang movement to partially Andy > Page. Vachel Lindsey. Previewed
neat camera job. while Louis LoefMarch 29. :*9. Running time, 101 M1N8.
fller's editing has kept the running gives 20th-Fox a rather solid fol- soothe the action fans that the title
Ginger .................... Ginger Prince
time down nicely.
Weor*
Uncle Mark.
.Forrest Taylor
lowup to its isocko success of last will lure.
Himself and as Jesus
Millard COody
Romantic triangle in v the Louis Uncle: Jonathan
year, "Sitting Pretty." It's a slick
.Ferris Taylor
Stevens plot grabs most of the Henrietta
Maude Eburne
comedy that would do well on its footage
Jane
,Gwyn Shipman
Warner Bros, release of Jerry Wald
and
keeps
John
Rawlins'
Herself and as Virgin Mary.
pvotluction;
Stars Joan Crawford, Zach- own, and the return possibilities direction
moving
at
a
canter/
More
Darlene
Bridges
.„..„
.
_
ary Scott, Sydney. Greenstreet. David are heightened because of the rePearl.
.Wllla Pearl Curtis
actionful
moments concern an WillaMartin
Brian; features Gladys George. Directed peat of "Pretty's"
... ... .,
star laugh char.Ray Larg'ay
by Michael Curtlz^ Screenplay, Robert
earlyrwest Army post and soldiers' Sr.
imself and as Simon
A. S; Fisher
Wilder: /additional dialog, Edmund H. acter, that self-styled genius, Lynn
efforts to keep the Indians in line, Herself and as Mary Magdalene
North; based on play by Robert and Sally Belvedere.
Hazel Lee Becker
providing a number of excellent
Wilder; camera, Ted McCord; editor, FolPlus a pageant cast of thousands asComparisons will he made and clashes. to placate those ticket buy- sembled
m.'ir Blangsted; .score, Max Steiner; musifrom 32 southwestern U. S.
cal direction. Ray Ucindorf. Tradeshown "Pretty" will come out
a shade ers who like solid rough stuff. The towns.
N. Y., April 1, '49. Running time, »4 SUNS:
ahead without taking anything outdoor locales have been: vividly
Lane Bellamy
.loan Crawford
away
from
FicUllng Carlisle......
Zaohary .Scott
"Mr. Belvedere." The photographed by Jack MacKenzie
The annual "Prince of Peace"
Tiiiis Semple ....... Sydney Greenstreet first screen
venture had the ele- in sepia tones.
D.i n Reynolds
Easter pageant, at Lawton, Okla.,
David Brian
Lute-Mae Sanders
.
Gladys George ment of surprise in the preisentaGuy Madison and Rory Calhoun "Prince of Peace" Easter pageant,
..Anuabelle Weldon ....... Virginia Huston tion. of the character and a story
are the co-stars of the pieces por- has been put on film by Hallmark
Doc Waterson
... Fired Clark
that was a bit more real. However
Millie.
.Gertrude Mtchael
traying Army officers at the West- Productions for theatre distribuOracle. .:,..
Alice White "Pretty" made repetitious use of
Bo.-vtright
Sam McDaniel the character in the latter part of ern outpost. Both love the colonel's tion. It would have been a finer
Pete Ladas;
...
.... .Tito VuOlo
the footage and didn't spot his daughter, Cathy Downs, but she fa- pictu re had not producers seen fit
Triangle aspects to drag in a crass, commercial
story antics quite as advantageously vors Madison.
enter when Madison falls for a showcasing of a: precocious mop"Flamingo Road" is a class ve- las "Mr. Belvedere"
does. Humor gambling
liicle
for Joan Crawford that'll in the second
hall
mistress,
Carole pet, apparently In an attempt to
venture is more soMathews, and friends try to patch strike a broader popular market.
show plenty of pulling power in all phisticated, but appeal
will be up his
Hallmark's heads, Kroger Babb
situations. Loaded with such mer- broad.
romance with Miss Downs.
Script tosses in a lot of tragedy and J. S. Jossey, achieved considCbandi.sable ingredients as heartIt would be hard to find anyone
and nobleness
break romance and stinging viodeveloping ro- erable^ monetary success with hymore suited to play Belvedere than mance angles in
lence, film is hooped together by a
that would have poed distribution of their sex exsmart, well-meshed screenplay and Clifton Webb, and he wraps up the shown up better had the younger ploitation film, "Mom and Dad."
:reenforced by a strong cast and role with a surness that makes players been more experienced.
Since a religious subject can't be
sound direction. Plush-lined pro- every line and situation pay off.
Calhoun has the edge on Madi- sold as strongly in the general
' cluction
values, including some ul- The dialog by Richard Sale, Mary son in getting
across the portrayals market, "The Lawton Story" will
tra-swank garb to .set Miss Craw- ,Loos and Mary McCall, Jr
is and two
find it harder to pull down big
featured
femVnes
answer
socko
and
he
knows what to do
ford off to' best advantage, comgrosses. However, if picture's talwith it under the fast, glib direc- script demands. Art Baker gives a ent
plete the payoff ensemble.
showcasing in the first half is
quiet performance as the colonel,
Backgrounding the
drastically
dominant torial pace Elliott Nugent uses in Johnny Sands does an eager
trimmed, there are
soltJv .rae of a carnival dancer's rise to presenting the material.
dier and Steve Brodie supplies plenty of dignified exploitation
Plot takes Belvedere to college some
the social summits is a sordid
angles
in the latter half's inspiramenace as a gambler. Others
pif'fure of American local politics for a degree so he can qualify for
tional
message to help its chances
are adequate.
Wliieh may create some contro- a literary award. He proposes to
in specialized engagements.
Co-producers Julian Lesser and
vprsy. This portion of the pic exag- parn the four-year degree in one
The annual pageant, staged on
gerates the political corruption for year and never doubts his ability Frank Melford have framed the Wichita Mountain outside Lawton,
fhe obvious requirements of the J!.ntrance exams, usually a matter Stevens original script with lop- was conceived and first presented
notch scenic values but missed in
plot. There's an attempt, however. of hours, take him minutes, and
24 years ago by the late Rev. A.
to scent the odious flavor with a the pace carries him just as swiftly playing up romance rather than Mark Wallock. The untutored simmore forthright action. There's a plicity
mild pitch for wider nolitical parlaugh setups
with which the cast of
"t'^^''
good score by Lucien Moraweck townspeople
that fill i*"^
the script.
ticipation by the public.
go about their renewand John Leipold, ably batoned by al of
Yarn swivels around a deadly
faith has a stirring emotional
It's Belvedere's picture but
there
antagonism between Miss Craw- are sufficient story tangents fo- Lud Gluskin. Editing is not smooth. quality, the prime essential of all

Nancy

tion to a fine: supporting' east. Virginia McDowall, as her ever-obedient daughter; Richard Ney, her
suitor; Hugh Dempster, the stuffy

,

I949

6,

Christ's birth,

His teachings, the
crudflxation and resurrection now
play annually to thousands of visl.
the
having lone

pageant
aeii
outranked the Oberammergau in
annual draw. The Christ Storv op.
50 minutes of the footage and was directed by HamM
Daniels from Rev. Wallock's oris,
mal script, with an excellent narra.
61 SUNN.
*
Jeff Collins
.George Reeves tion by Knox Manning.
Boomer. Benson...
.Ralph Byrd
...
Film serves as an introduction
Hammerhead Hoga'n ...... Greg McCIure for
Ginger Prince, six-year-old and
Pete ....................Michael Whalen
Yvette.
Denise Darcel around her precociousness has
been

:

cused on other characters to keep
it from being altogether a one-man
show. Shirley Temple and Tom
Drake team nicely as the romantic
interest, while Alan Young, shapes

20lh-Fox release of Samuel G. Engel
production. Stars Clifton Webb. Shirley

Temple;
features
Tom Drake, Alart
Young. Jessie Hoycc Landis, Kathleen
Hughes. Taylor Holmes. Alvin Greenman.
Paul Harvey. Barry KeUey. Bob Patten.
Directed by Elliott Nugent. Written by
Richard Sale. Mary Loos. Mary McCaU,
Jr.! based on character created by GWen
Davenport; camera, Lloyd AhSrn: music;

supporting book-

Margaret Lockwood.
"Fear No Evil" (Italian)
(Indie). Very mild story about
§t. Benedict and Monte Cas-

is

Hollywood, April

.

fitr

VThe Lawton Story" (Songs)
(Color) (Hallmark). ^ Story of
the Easter pageant at Lawton,
Okla. For special bookings.
"Cardboard Cavalier" (GFD).
Light British frolic. American
b.o. depends on Sid Field and

..

;

:

grammer
ings.

. . .

.

Webb

Emphasis on outdoor romance
rather than cowboys and In-

.

.

Clifton

Nifty b.o. outlook.
"Massacre Elver" (Mono).

acter.

on a street-walking rap.
Coming out of the clink, she
Richard Ney
Mr. Hopper............
.Virginia McDowall starts her climb to the: top. Via a
Lady Agatha.
.

(20th).

back with the Belvedere char-

.

.

Thunder

Sinister small-town sheriff with a

,

'

'
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OAm CRIME PIC OUTPUT

HEAVY
DoaliDg
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1

As Ires hk Exhibs
«• T*»<v««

circuit »*wM»#-v

4^

1/0

SATE

^ct^vujLvw wx;r« piayea'j

Tlie indies claim that gueli a policy is
first runs back to baclc.
made possible only by special rental deals extracted by tlie favorable position of the dominant chains.
Latest Incident occurred in the Fox-West Coast theatres which
advertised a double bill of Republic's "Wake of Red Witch" and
Bulletin of the Paciilc Coast
universal's "Mexican Hayride,"
Conference of Independent Theatre Owners clalma that in. indie
situations Rep is asking a 100% Increase for Its picture, and Universal is asking for a percentage on the Abbott & Costello pic; The
bulletin advises its members: "Next time a Republic or Universal
'salesman calls on you demand terms which will enable you to
If he won't, tell him to keep them."
4oi;a>le bill these two.
a«

'

'

.

.'*

Dr.

Dolto

Details

Joe BerahanTs Cmecolor Exit

mm.]

Linked to Splitting

.

:

,

24 Non-Strikers

speed.Byinstallingtelecameras
same position

In approximately the

)

.

14,

tally

embracing

five

in

Full

late.

Projecting the system into the
future, DuMont predicted that all
,111m will someday be shot that way.
He pointed out that sound, once

Prod Slates

,

RKO

'

the next 12 months, an increase of
more than 100% over the 22 fea-

(Continued on page 25)

ordered

can,

unemployment, Warners is putting on a program of 46 pictures in

Stromberg Pards

tures filmed last year.
i:ight of the 46 will start within
hdustry Shorts' Nut
five weeks, beginning with "White
Heat," starring .Tames Cagney.
Other starters in rapid succession
Fixed at $28,000; Ail
be "Always Sweethearts,"
will
"Barricade," "Chain Lightning,"
Indie producer Hunt Stromberg
Agree on
Rentals "Beyond the Forest," "Return of
and Sam Dembow, Jr., are enterAfter a month's give-and-take the Frontiersman," "The Miami
ing a production - distribution alii'between the Theatre Owners of Story" and "Perfect Strangers."
ance along: the lines of the Hal
America,
repping
exhibs,
and These pictures will bring into play Wallis-Joseph H< Hazen combine.
Francis Harmon, Motion Picture the whole gamut of Warners' stars,
Under a new tieup, Stromberg will
Shirley- Temple^ Barry
.Assn. of America's veepee serving such as
make films while Dembow concen•s spokesman for dlstribs, TOA has Fitzgerald, Humphrey Bogart, Virtrates on supervising sales, arrang-'
agreed to accept a $28,000 figure ginia Mayo, Dane Clark, Raymond
banking and taking care of
ing
•t the production, plus advertising Massey, Lon McCallister, Bette
other
chores. Dembow will seek to
cost, for each of the 12 public re- Davis, Joseph Cotten; Burt Lancaster,
Randolph Scott, Ginger establish a line of credit for the
Iitions shorts made under
unit
which means a switch from
Rogers, Dennis Morgan, John Garauspices. On that basis, TOA has
field.
Kirk Douglas and John Stromberg's former method of get-'
Offered to pay one-half regular
Wayne. Some of these stars are ting loans on individual produc•nort rentals for the pix with the
on the regular Warners payroll tions;'-;..:'
understanding that dlstribs will
First of a series of pix handled
waive all distribution charges. and some are under one-plcturcunder the new partnership will be
AOAers claim that regular shorts a-year contracts. In.addition to the
46 pictures coming up, Warners "Too Late for Tears," produced by
rentals,
whittled
to
one-half, has a backlog of 18 features.
Stromberg alone and released by
sufficient to meet the
Two other pre
SSS'il?
Metro will start 11 pictures in United Artists.
#28,000 nut.
June, compared ductions are slated for the unit,
That point still remains in dis- April, May and
the first going before the cameras,
(Continued on page 23)
pute since many of the dlstribs
Sept. 1. Both will be released by
»re contending that a half-of-regUA.
uiar rental will not be
enough to
Dembow previously served on
meet the investment. To prove its
KIDS'
the UA board and acted as a rep
contention. TOA has asked the affor indie producers. Prior to that,
niiated circuits to turn in their
he was an exec with Paramount for
B.O,
totals on amounts
paid by them
many years.
Prestige unit of Universal, hanlor
regular
theatrical
briefies.
When the totals are collated, ne- dling J; Arthur Rank's product
gotiating parties will again meet aimed for art house consumption,
M. nick Tapped For
to kick around
has shoved off on a concentrated
the question.
^_*eyeral short subjects sales man- pit<:h for the estimated 8,000 nonN.Y. Top Censor Post
are convinced that a $50,- competitive^, theatres - scatterednftn''o
UUO figure set for total
country. Under orders
Albany, April 5.
rental on through the
»ny one regular short is optimistic. from Nate Blumberg, U's prez.
Post of chief censor of all films
wgue that the fact that the Prestige is attempting to widen the commercially exhibited in New
t
P-r. briefies are
a series of 12 will base of its bookings to take in the, York State will be filled by Hugh
mean a gradual decrease in the thousands of theatres in towns and M. Flick, disabled war veteran.
•mount garnered from each, once villages.
Lawrence J. McKlnley, Who got the highest mark, 89.268,
the original impact
Prestige sales chief, is toilring the in last fall's civil service exam.
slows.
country to push the scheme.
Starting salary is $6,700.
Flick, who enlisted in the army
According to McGinley, most of
Unfreezes *Night'
in as a private and worked up to
houses
the non-competitive
Hollywood, April 5.
smaller situations have no matinee lieutenant colonel, has served 15
•Warners' "Night Unto Night," performances during the week. years in the State Education Dept.
Ronald Reagan and Vi- U's salesmen have been instructed The censorship post has been only
v!:^'\*"^'"?8
is about to see the to
seek matinee bookings from temporarily ;fllled since April,
,iX Lindfors,
''got
of day after two years in these houses arranged with school 1945; when Irwin Esmond retired
oaikness.
Picture, made in 1947, tieups. The kids and their teach- after 14 years in the job. Dr. Ward
ers take over the theatres for play- C. Bowen, state visual aide and
since
Ings of British plx specially adapt- radio director, has doubled as
It Will be
released next month.
censoc since 1946.
ed for classroom study.

With Sam Dembow

50^

-

MPAA

were charges by two more

WB

em-

Atlas Unloaded 330,000

ployees.

NLRB

slapped a cease and de-.
sist order, against AMPP, Warners,
in Marcl^
Columbia and Loew's, after finding
them guilty of interfering with the
Ginsberg Sells 500 Par
rights of their employees to en•
Washington,
April 5.
gage in "concerted activities for
Atlas Corp. unloaded warrant*
the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protec- for another 330,000 shares of RKO
common
inthree
transactions
last
tion."
Securities and Exchange
Still pending is another phase of month,
the big studio jurisdictional Commission reported today- in its
strikes.
On March 12, NLRB or- summary of insider stock transactions
for
Feb. 11-March 10 period.
dered the Set Decorators to conduct an election within 30 days 'to Atlas still has warrants for 234,812
determine whether they wanted to shares.
Harry
M. Warner made 'three
affiliate
with the Painters or
lATSE.
The Labor Board has gifts of Warner comn^on, totaling
never gone into the question of 4,300 shares in same month. He
still
holds
274,050 shares of
who was at fault in the studio
common plus another 16,000 in a
strike.
AMPP is required to notify its trust account. Joseph E. McMahon,
of ficer of Republic Fix, ac(Continued on page 20)
quired 100 shares of that corpora-

RKO Common

,

'

:

.

,

.

WB

-

.

tion, his total holding.

.

MEX STUDIO'S PITCH
TO U. S. INDIE PRODS

I

'

.

Hollywood indies who want to
produce English-language films at

RKO's Churubsuco studios in Mexico City have had a source of financing opened to them through a
new outfit, Filmicas, S. A., set up
last week.
Jointly controlled by
Mexican and American Interests, it
is getting together apd financing

.

RANK'S SCHOOL

PITCH FOR ADDED

I

|

Ed Alperson's Hookup
FC was taken over: by Cinecolor
about two years ago.
That was
shortly' after Bernhard,
former

losses suffered.

21,

one shooting and eight on future
agenda.
Warners has eight on itsprogram; Universal-International^
Hollywood, April 6.
United Artists^ seven each; ParaComing up out of the doldrums
(Continued on page 26)
of

Within an hour instead of a day

is entitled to profit, since it carried the company along during its
growing pains. Bernhard, on the
other hand, wants to devote his
full time to FC.

Warner Bros, theatre topper, had
bought controlling interest in FC
Two others were In return for all the outstanding
reinstated without back FC stock, Bernhard and his cd- r
pay, and 14 were awarded back owner, Edward L. Alperson, each
pay without reinstatement.
got 40,000 shares of Cinecolor. At
Similar charges against Republic,
(Continued on page 20)
20th and
were dismissed, as

with 17 against Republic's
including nine finished and
eight prepping. RKO is next with

As 4 Majors Roll

.'

menti while Bernhard favors it. It
is understood that the Donners feel
Washington, April 5.
that with FC now moving into the
National Labor Relations Board black side of the ledger, Cinecolor

trails

.as the film cameras, the directors
can televise the action, record it on
tUin off the face of a viewing tube
and hftve it instantly developed and
printed, thereby getting the rushes

•

,

Win ERB Award

yesterday (4 found the Assn. Of
Motion Picture Producers, Warner
Bros., Columbia and Loew^s guilty
of discrimiftation against 24 nonstriking studio 'workers during the
1945 jurisdictional strike. The 24
first release.
refused to do "struck work" or to
Republic leads the field in west- cross picket lines. The Board orern group.
Valley lot has eight dered the eight employees restored
completed, has three now' lensing to their jobs or the equivalent,
and 10 b'eing readied. Columbia plus back pay for any financial

Studios Periling

agreement between them they

Negotiations to date have been
entirely friendly, but there is Understood to have been some strain
between the two major stockholders.
Donner people, it is reported, are opposed to the divorce-

Walkout

In '45

RKO

:

tain

can exercise control.

•

Wood producers and directors are
using the TV facilities for getting
their' daily rushes out at ^uper-

i

"Border Line" independently on topper of FC.

Work

Mitchum Back

;

the Hal Roach lot, financed with
There has been no definite detheir own bankroll, and with coop- cision yet
on whether the split will
eration of government officials in
be made, but it is thought to be
Washington.
highly likely.
Matter probably
Setup calls for/Bren to produce, will be decided in two weeks or so
Setter to direct and MacMurray to and
then, submitted
to
stockstar.
holders.
While Cinecolor is publicly owned, Bernhard holds about
10% of the outstanding shares and
the Qonner Estate of Philadelphia
another 15%, so that if they ob-

Dr. Allen B. DuMont, prez of-f
pavements.
puSIont^ Television, revealed Mon(4) that major Aim studios are
With westerns the real backbone
to
of the industry, this type of enterJnw experimenting with TV's kineHollywood, April 5.
tainment is being readied in ever
scope recording methods for proRobert Mitchum, back in circu- increasing
Twentieth-Fox
duction purposes.
numbers.
Currently
lation after 50 days in the county there
are 44 saddlers, with budgets
is known to be among those studios
clink, reported for work at
ranging anywhere from $70,000 to
which have already purchased
in "The Big Steal," » Don Siegel
$1,500,000 awaiting release, with
equipment. He also confirmed the
production which has been shut 54 and better being propped. Five
possibility of theatres projecting
down for more than a month.
are now before the cameras, and
regular studio television programs
Lensing will be resumed April nine are in first release.
via large-screen TV.
17 for four weeks on location in
Crime pictures likewise have a
Speaking at the teeoif session of Mexico, followed
by a few days on healthy backlog, these numbering
the Society of Motion Picture En- the home lot.
27 with 20 more propping. Eight
ginciers' convention at tfte Hotel
are. currently filming and three, in
atafler, N. Y., DuMont said Holly-

dW

Co.

MacNnnay's

Hollywood, April 5.
Hollywood is meeting rising tide
of interest in adventure by undertaking greatest program of westerns in its history, and heftiest
concentration on pictures with
crime angle since the days when
no producer thought, himself a
producer unless he had a Couple
of
gangster films
before the
cameras.
Total of 112' westerns are either
currently in first release, finished,
filming or propping, and in same
four categories there are 58 crime
films.
This gives paying public
grand aggregate of 170 pictures to
give them a lift as they watch hero
this many times go through plenty
of action, be it on the range or city

MeAods

FC from

Resignation of Joe Bernhard as
president and director of Cinecolor last week was preliminary to
Imlie
a possible split of Cinecolor and;
Holly woodj April 5.
Film Classics.
FC is a 100%New indie company, formed by owned subsid of the tint
firm, with
Milton Breui Fred MacMurray and Bernhard
up to last week prexy
William A. Seller, will produce of both
outfits.
He'll continue as

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Honywood's

Experinent with Kinescope

PIX

AGTl

Hugh

[

.

%

WB

-

Henry Ginsberg sold half of the
Paramount common

1,000 shares of

he held.

His sons have another
275 shares. W. Ray Johnston got

rid of 2,300 shares of Monogram
common. He still holds 317 shares
plus options for another 12,500.
Loaw's, Inc., steadily gobbling

up all it can find of Loew's Boston
Theatres common, acquiredr another 224 shares to bring total to
125,250 shares.
Charles C. Moskowitz bought 1,000 more of Loew's
common and now has 3,500 shares.
packages for production. It plans
Harry Cohn added 100 shares of
to back 10 to 12 piX' anhually.
Columbia preferred to make it 300
Milton Gladstone, N. Y. attor- shares.
He also owns 141,327
ney, is organizer of the setups
shares of common.
In Eastman
which will be represented on the Kodak $10 common, George H.
Coast in putting the packages to- Clark got rid of 150 shares but still
gether by agent Walter Batchelor. has 57,600.
They estimate a 25% saving-in-production costs in Mexico, primarily
Levin's 'Under lOOG* Pic
via labor charges.
Transcontinental Films, new proJulian Gladstone, son of Milton,
is proxy of the company.
Other ducing outfit headed by Edward
officers are Arthur Bohrer, N. Y. Levin, rolls its initial picture next
produce merchant; Mark M. Hor- Monday (11) as a New York locablit, Boston industri'alist and attor- tioner. Budgeted at "under $100,ney; Miguel R: Cardenas, former 000," the film is tentatively tagged
prexy of United Artists of Mexico, ''Project X" and will be handled
and Albert A. Sepulyeda, .Mex at- in: a documentary technique. Financing has been "privately artorney.
Initial pic will be. "M," remake ranged."
Edward Montagne directs while
by Seymour Nebenzal- for UA release, of the classic German pic. Rita Colton and Keith Anders have
Monte Proser, operator of the top roles. Latter has been underCopacabana nitery, N. Y., is also studying Alfred Drake in "Kiss Me,
getting a package together for Kate." It's the first venture into
production with Gladstone finan- full-length production for Levin, a
Coast exhibitor.
cing.
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150 day-and-date

territorial

premiere

as the key-spot to
feed ofF with Cincinnati
give BOX-OfFICE
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They'll tolk

about

promotion for years, with
show,nHE "fE OF RllEY",
radio
the whole live
ofjje Grand
right from the stage
Box-ofF.ces o" o>'ef me
Theatre in Oncinnati.
and from thatfrne

-

this

terrrto% did handsprings,

^ S^icture has broughtover
feeing to exhibitors
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Baltimore, April

5.

Bu-siness here is im nnodlerate
groove with some better than average trade recorded by the leaders
but^ nothing exciting. Standout is
the fancy biz being recorded by
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College."
sold as world preem at New. "Kiss
in Dark" is very dull at Stanley.
Estimates
This Weels
Continuance of mild weather is
(Loew's-UAl (3.000; 20- helping Broadway firstrun business
Game" (M-G) (2d wk). this session to overcome the very
/ell
at
$11,000 after minor inroads made by the current
$17.(300 opener.
taxicab strike. Actually, the Lenten
(Kappaport) (2,240; season and surplus of holdovers
§0-70)
"Million
Dollar
Week- and extended-runs are contributing
KO) plus Mischa Auer, more to. the highly uneven appearMarilyn Majjwell and Three Sims ance of the Broadway film boxonstage. Stage layout spells okay office than the cab ivalkout.
$14,000. Last week, "Clay Pigeon"
Three
major
pictures
were
(KKO) with Tommy- Dorsey orch, launched during the past week,
solid $18,200.
and all are doing extremely ivell
Keitlh's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20view of general conditions and
001—"State Bept—File 849" (FC). in
Lent. Two of them, "Set-Up" and
Not much at $6,000. Last week, "Portrait of Jennie," substantiate
i
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Ciarrfek (B&K)
"HomieifSe*' (WB)
ait" imn).

(600: SO-88)—
Mfon (Shea)' (I.IOO:
mit '%m Banmf$9,m. Last week, "Ma and .Pa -Kettle" {TO (2d wfe>.
"—0ui^ mom> «bs "Big mm" Surprise elie&,-aBi at leagfc $9,W0
l«mm. Last
fyeels,

hwlsy §W,MO,

Haritls (Hareis)
(aiEOWk wWXusty "Dark
Pasl" '(C©1).

(g,gO©; 4S-8ro—
Crijj liked this

'

twer hopes.
;

<rf

Arc"

Ann
<3.«f0:

V

>

fiaviag tough

it's

i

50- at $».«00,
1

Ships"

«-v ^W*
sfe« glia CharHe

s;

Last we6&,-"To ssa
disappoiatimg

(20th),

8

at

"Bad

Boy" (Monoi, dim
and pulled,

"$15,500 in 10 days,

(Par)
—"Bride of Vengeance"

(3,664; 55-$1.501i
(Part witis

IPffliP0iM<i»ii»4
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j

Charlie Barnet orch, Jerry Colonna,
Jack
Carter,
others,
onstagBc
Opens today (Wed.>. Last week„
"El Paso" (Pari and Louis Jordan
Five, Kay Anthony orch topping
stage Mil (2d wk), slipped off to
$50,000 after very good $69,000)

'

(U), $9,800.
(Hicks) (9S0;

Pittsburgh, April S.
westerns ia dowmtown loca-

m

ahead,

;

"Bed Canyon"

Weeli

AlW)

IPalace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.20)—
"Shot Jesse Jame.s" iSGi. Looks
mild $15,500 and not holding. In

I

I

tax.

Ssioa," at woocls, will fee esreelont
"CaaaaioB Facific," at
|8f,(}0§.
SaossTClt, lowte strong ^14,000.
"Eefl aoeg," at SalwyHi, is im 15tli
"Paisaa" is
v/eelj at Mtf

"Sierra Mate"
Bright $11,000
men, $13,500.

oldie.
I

'

come.

gecoiMlHTselseffs age teSiag paEeol
hy' "3mn oi A¥©/' a?i ©ramC witlk
""CesEiiaoa® DeaStent $SO,@Oe.

issue) (2d wk».
Off at
after fine $20,000 opener for this
Holds a third.

i

the fact that want-to-see pictures
MayfaSir
20-65)— will do biz no matter.
"High Fury". (UA). Uneventful $4,"Set-Up," which started out sock
Avenue (U) (583; $1.20000. Last week, "Own True Love"
and got uniformly excellent re- $2.40).—-"Hamlet" (Ui (28th wk).
(Par), $4,200.
views, is very solid $32,000 in ilirst Twenty-seventh « \veek climbed to
Staraley (WB) " (3,2S0;
25-75)—week
at
Criterion.
This
is strongest $16,000, virtually capacity on basis
"Kiss in Dark"
done at this house in months. o£ Academy awards.
by local crisE and
"Jennie" is just as big with $38,000
HEaffl® (Ctty Mmsk HaJl (Rockewith $S,000 about
Last week. "Johnny Belinda" (WB) for initial Bivoli stanza despite be- fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40i. "Little
ing hurt more by the tasji strike Women" (M-Gt with stageshow
(2d run), 17,700.
Down to $100,000)
TdJwm (Eappaport) ,(1,500; 35-85) than other theatres. House always (4th-final wk).
had a considerable carriage or less on blov/ofl after okay $112,—"Paisam" (Indie). Swell $11,000
500 for third session. "Connecticut
near. Last week,
"The Fan," with Ginny Simms Yankee" (Par) \vith annual Easter
Becomes Electra" (KKO), $7,300.
Mew (Meehanie) <1,S00; 20-SO)" and new ice show topping stage Pageant and stageshow opens to"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College" layout at Kosy is heading for good morrow (Thurs.).
KoM© (Magei (584; 44-981-—
{20th). Fancy $17,000 or near. Last $80,000 even in the face of criic
week, "Letter Three Wives" (20th) barbs. "Shot Jesse James" is dis- "Mobtown" (FC) and "Hit the
appointing $15,000 at Palace, and Road" (FC) (reissues). Just pass(M w&), ©kay $7,700.
won't hold. .Same applies to "Mob- able $7,000. Won't hold. In aheaa„
"Daughter
of West" (FC), about
town"-"Hit Boad" reissue combo at
same.
$7,500 for Rialto.
ISjVdsB
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60»
Virtually all holdovers are way
"Jennie"
$1.25)
(SROi (2d wk».
off, typical being the tumble taken
by "Ball Game" at State. This is First week ended last night (Tues.)
down about $S,0iOO to $21,000 In reached fine $38,000. In ahead,
"Snake Pit" (20th) (21st wk-5 days)„
fourth round.
slim $4,000.

—

—

ffiffisy
(20th) (5.886; S0-S1.80)—
geanoe" ^vitli Charlie Barnet band
with Ginny
and Jerry Colonna heading stage- "The Fan" (20th
show today (Wed.). Capitol brings Simms, Araaut Bros., "Merry
in "City Across Biver" xvith Art Widow" iceshow. Boing fairly well
at $80,000 or less., and holds one
fUe©:
"
$22,000.
tomorrow (Thurs.).
lag.
""Jij'amily
Honeymoon"
and
imd "Bloadle't
iveek. In ahead, "Mother Is FreshStanley (WB> (3,800; 45-80)—"H
Bff
Weels
Petsart- f27.O00 or Paso" (Par). Baug-ap §18,000. Last "M€k Seal." B'ormer is faney
man" (20th with Phil Baker, Cato
'
Astoff (City Inv.) (1,S(»; 80^1.50) Calloway, iceshow {3d wki, ligh£
w»ak»-."W«?twn's Seerel" week, Aeafieiay lam-els wemrt Badio City, while
—"Knofik on Boor" (Col) (7th wk). $55,000.
"Bkekle's Chinese m\ml\ helji to "Sierra Matte"- (WIW stiiriy at State. "Knock On
Door" is Miif well in
this round after
Do^vn
to
$11,000
State (Loew's) (3,450; 50-$1.50D
Belinda"
(WB)
oh
reImA
BKO=.Or|>ljemn
sesgion,
okay $1S,000 for sixth \veek, below —"Ball Game" (M-G) (5th wk>.
n,«00; 5<H»a~. torn ilale, dismal $9,000.
Shoes" still is wrj
Start.? today (Wed.). Fourth frame
Warner
(2,000? 43=80).(ZOth) (2d wkl.
longer
wcs down to $21,000 after fine $27,«
iMi wwlt, l®0,{M)(>. "Own True lm&" (Par) and "Hoini- sixth Worltl ^wek
Istiinates foff fMs Weefe
(City Inv.) (589; $1.20- 000 third. Stays a few weeks more.
«WB). Barely liangtng ott t@
(laoe- »1 2(J»
;)
Stoania (WB) (2,7d6; 70-$1.50!—
CeBlary (Par) (1,600; 30-70)— $2.4!»*-"Ked Shoes" (KL) (24th
(EL* (i5fh house franehise with these two at
week *4.S00. Last week, "South St. "Letter Three Wi«s" (gOth) (m.o.). wish Still itt blue chips .at $14,- "Kiss in Dark" fWB) irfth Guy
Strong $WO0i. Last wedj, "Coun- 000, after _$14,S00 for last rouni Lombard© orch heading stageshow
tOHis" <WB) («».».>, fair $7,000.
(2{i ivk). Slipping ioivn to modese
tess Monte CiSsto" (0), okay §7,000. Continues indef.
State-Luke
50-98i
(B&K)
(2,700;
""
CagiW (Loew's) (4,820.; 80-$1.50) $40,000 or less in initial holdoveir
Lysie
(Par)
(1,000; ^ 50-70)—
.J»>kA At »J5,000
round after merely good $52,(J0®
"Wmny " Belinda" (WB) and "Outpost in Morocco" (UA) plus opener.
ezyover Man"
Holds a third. "My Dream
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" (WB) Gordon Jenkins orch, Cardini top1.000.
is Yours" (WB) with Lionel Bamp=
(Scl mm)
{M w'e). Prestige of ping stage bill (2d wk). Down to ton
C) O.70f):
orch opens April 15.
$16,000, LEADS POET. Academy Av«r«Ss helping hold at small $48,000 or less aftiSr modest
SUB y(?njes Up" fM>(J» i2c?
VilEtoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95hot $S,flOft pace alter big $7,500 $58,800 for iSrst, beloiv ejjpectancy. $1.80)— "Joan
tt3«K'ts f le.eOO, Last weoS,
l»ortlaiMl, Ore., April 5.
of Arc" (EKO) (21st
ross Kiver" (U) with Art
\\\iM of Hed Wileh ' lis smash Initial sfen®.
se Murphy, Stan vvk). Being helped by Academy
Kadio City CPar) (4,000; 30-70)— Kavaaagh, James ISSartoa onstage puMicity and loo&g stea# at $13,°
Brondway this week.
.,il.073; 98?— f'liny at
"Knoeic cm Any Door" Is *lso faiing "Family Ifoaeyiaoon" (V). Good at opens toiBorroiu' (Thurs.).
(900 or near sffesr mis $24,000 to
(M-G).
sl7.'!i)i»
week, "Letter Three
theatres,
StkAfmeSi kt
20th stanza.
Crfteffism (Moss) (1,70®; @Ci-$1.75)
"iV n I
(2a wk) m&i $14,000.
*
Week
ftrtinwtM Ut
"Set-Up" (KSCO) (2d wk). Fiiret
«fv«?
BEa (RKO) (2,800; 50- week ended last Monelay (4) might
iKMidway (Parker) (1.832; 50-83)
'I
On Door" (Col) (2d soared to very .^oiid $S2,8C0, taest
"W«i« flf Red Witch" (Eep) anil ,01
liriliaf Siltri
here in months, theatre realigaiag
"SaaWkie for Three" (Rep). Tor- &k. Okay $9,000 in 5
hefty $1S.-Si0. first canto,
In
its scale in view of crcswiSs,
^.sfid $i«,(»0 or over. Last weefe,
(SKO) (1,600; 50-70) ahead, "Criss Cross" (U), tliin $7,'"'"Cnss (ross' -l'' ami "Angol to
-"Sgt. irork" (WB) and "Castle on 500 to Inal <i days of thiri week.
Rx'ie iRep», ttrong $»,300.
$S,,:iwf®ii^"iiii
©Isls© (Branfit) (1,500; m-^lM)
Oriental (H-E» <2,0(t8; 30-f!5>-- HhcI-ob" (WB) (reissues). Good
n L ^/eck, "South of St.
-"Impaet" (UA) (3d-fia|il wk).
"Knock On Door" tCol) antl "Strike O0i
TwoEto, "April 5.
'2d wk), virile $8,500. DoiTO to $8i,00§ after tMn $11,500
It Rich" (Mono. <»a.v-flat6 %V'it}it ParTrio
Mstorlcffll-backgrounfi
of
I
(I r) (2.800; 50-70)—"Nick in
seconfl round.
"Champion" films, "Joan
f
mount. Fine S.'i.i)fl». Last wee!?.
of Arc," "Saraband'"
r).
iSrisk $18,000.
Last (UA) opens Saturday (9).
"Mother Is Freshman" «20tli) and I5eai
and
a reissue of "Northxvest Monnt=
(l,73iS;
sing Bandit"
aiayfaSff
SO(M-G),
(Brandt)
"Amazing Mr. .JC'" 'tfiL'j toMfi ^veek,
Q& Police," are sharing town's tog
$1.20)— "CasaMaaea"
(religirt
ftTO)
17.000.

|i3fo(JO

ill

ftejs.

i^^®^J«°
Pena (Loev/s-VA) @,SiOi as-s^dW
'
La,it week. $turdy ™.«BaJt6am©"..<M»GI
(U^vU
r$l 4,500 .aftet last wwls's
„
50-fl8)-i-f
I

i

fare is at a minimum euronlj? laajor iiigvi'comers be^.
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Ms Week

week, "Dark Past" (Col) and "Adventures Silverado" (Col), okaj?

as'

I

for hefty grosses,

(for

State (SOth-Cent) (1,059, ®55, 888,
®S4; 38-60)— "Bed Stallion itt Hockies" (EL) and "Jiggs, Maggie iis
Court" (Mono). Big $12,500. Las(S

Paramount

Wis

week

MitmteB

and "Aruaaing Mfc-X" ffiU torrii

I

this

d Stallion in Rockies" looms
In £oui>house. somho.

(C©1> asid "Sftsig
•W.ifkofx niii^
fSeoa$7,S00. Last
..rtwdi" >»'o|

.

April

5.

Me!iiiii®rfall

t

im hvi around town shapes
1
.jtanza. "The Set-Up," at
is a knockout at $30,nit, '•€'mm£tw& De- iji'O, - All "T»ke Out to Ball Game"
at Orpheum and Stats looks nice.
"Family Honeymoon" at Memorial
I

1

(

"Family Honeymoon'
"Alaska Patrol" (SG)

I

-i

3

40-85)(UI)
_.

- Is ISresh000. Last lYeek,
maja" (20th) and "Black Eagle'
(Col), oke $24,000 in ten days.
Uetmw®Maw (NKT) (4,367; 40-

,

$10,000.

0;

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—=
"Northwest Mounted Police" (Par])
I

(reissue).
Teraflc $15,000.
LasIS
iveek, "Sea in Ships" (20th) (2it!
wk), dull $5,000.
'

36-6®)—

'lUm's (Loew) (2,096;
85)~-"Kiss "in Dark" (WB) and
I
"Bribe" (M-G). Satisfactory $12,"Strike It Klch" <Mono). SatisfacmK% i 1.200; 40-88)— tory $2l,®0§. Last -,«eeb, "Soutli of 000. Last week, "Force of EvE™
(M-6), light $8,000.
Elappy" 'Ul' (2d wk). St. Louis" (WB) and "1 Chested
(Bank) (2,390; S5-$1.20)—
Ill
0 iter S8,300 for first.
Law" .(20th), $18,000.
(EL).
Very big $17,=
(Orisastam (Loew) (S,000; 40-SS)
JjO Loa
JCO> 13,200; 40-8S)
Last week, "Wa&e Bed Witch'*
li'ElCOi and "Amazon "Take Out to Ball Game" (M-G),
Plit
s
wk), wow $13,000.
f i c
Tsrr ifle $80,000. Last Tidy $25,000. Last %veek, "Knoels
n
36-66)—
.Every Sunday" On Door" (CoD and "Blondie'ts BSg
lien
SSaea's
(FF)
(2.388;
JSOibt and smokey aiountain Mel- Bear (Col) (2d ^vk), $17,i80!).
"Whispering Smith"' (Par). Okay
clt J

If veiv strong trade.
s f»r TMs Weefe

,(

!

IW

,

I

.

'lid

Pjicacaai
^TCek.

hmt

u/Pi

at!)4V(Bff

12.000,

»Mwe.sti

(2,t(j§,

am!

"South
(Fo.'i:

•

2,048, 700; A^m\
(Ui (2d wki.

r°"Ma and Pa Kettle"

wa{ $16,000. I^ast week,
umvan

with

It

total
^^'@ak

08500

f?cl wlu.
" lUiiJWtra - ft'alt'way
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"UalLnx', in

EstSmates

fflae

at

C;ttii&ettoM.

mM at Of§tomm

ff®r

TMs

four principal plaver.N
ca.Rt, iai?ar capacity for whopf'stliseuBi fH-i-;'
I'uifC
$159,000,
almost neck and "Walking Hills'* «C<
neck \vith great' o£ "Egg and I" tUj India" iVMt. Niee
b.v

arc

I

9 days.

We*

yj'ar ago.
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Qui net

neweomor. belag
"Kiss to Bark" fe
in

wx-

l^

ma. §16,000,
Indie* (1,100; 40-7§)—
II t
ne-i t" (EL) and

(HBT) (1,80(J; 40-89) $8^00. Last week, "John Loveo
Facifie" (iOth) and Maiy" (WB) (2d wk), so-so $6,809.
"The Hideout" (Bep) {2d wk). Good
Tw®n (FP) (1,481; 36-66)—"Kiso
$18,000. Last week, neat $18,000.
ia Bark" (WB) (2d wk). Okay 84.JPlgrftsii
(ATC) (1,890; 49-85)—. 000 after last week's good $5,800.
m-ns)— "Bed Canyon" (U) ami "ShaHirocIt IlEiSversiity (FF) (1.586; 1S-$lMi
*
Hill" (Indie) (2d wk). Boiva to $6,- —"Joan of Arc" (SKO) (2i wkL
11 h) ana "The
L
J
c
Higfort" «ijepi tM u'te>. Okay $7,- 500 after miM $S,m9 first.
iSoek $16,000 after last wesk'o
State (LoG^v) (S.SOO; 40-83)-. smash $20,000.
iOff aftw f>l5.r»(» for first.
$1.25)— "TabG Out to Ball Game" (M-©.
lT|3t0v;m (Loaii') (2,74§; SG.i3S)-=>
"OG)
I vjIt c
Solid aiS.OSfJ. Last tysGl;
Satisfactoi-37
'."life ©£ Palsy"
11
lo'fd
tu il oiut 04,©0i after Oa Bo«" (Cal) and "BloaiSe's Big 07,800. Last vmh, "SeS
Deal" (Cal) iM vb), ate $ll,@Oi.
(U),
$6,000.
[
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New Product

Faik to

Lift

LA Biz

Oby $35,11;

But 'Set-Up

Omaha Diill; This Is N.Y.'

MadCStallionlia'Canyon'SSG
Los Angeles, April 5.
Firstrun pace here continues to
stagger along, although eight new
bills

opened

None

week.

this

situations,
"Red Stalmostly
lion" shapes moderate $21,000 in
four sites as is "Jigsaw" at $16,500
Beal" is
"Nick
rspots.
also fou
modest $27,000 in two Paramount
houses. Holdovers all are slow.

Estimated Total Grosi
$2,670,000
This Weeli
(Bo«eci on 25 cities, 214

\

Smugglers"

Medium

"I

'Set-Up Stirs

Last

$40,000.

House"

Slight

$16,500.

;cd

Stallion"

'

Pantaces,

EKO

Hillstreet (Pan-

RKO) (2,812; 2,890; 50-$l)— 'The
Set-Up" iRKO) and "Crime DocDiary" (Col). Okay $35,000.
Last week, "Knock Any Door"
(Col) and "Blondie's Big Deal"
(Col) (3d wk-8 days), okay $23,000.
ParaHollywood
Paramount,
(3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)
'Nick Beal" (Par) and "Thunder
in Pines" (SO (LA only). Slow
$27,000. Last week, "Red Pony"
1 Rep)
and "Angel in Exile" (Rep)
(2d wk), $15,000.
United * Artists, Ritz (UA
g^l
"Red Can
(2,100; 1,370; 60-$l)
yon" (U) and "Duke of Chicago"
(Rep). Medium $19,000 with $33,000 for 5 day-dating spots. La.st
week. "Family Honeymoon" (U)
ami "Valiant Hombre" (UA) (2d
uki. $14,500, with $25,100 in 5

—

houses.
(685; 85-$1.20l
(Indie).
Strong $4,-

^ A'olpone"(Rosener)

Last
week, "Don't Take
Heart" (EL) and "Yank Back" dn500.

wk-6 days),

$1,800.
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.50)
".S.vmphonie Fantastique" (Indie)

Charles Trenet one-man show
Disappointing $3,500.
Last week, "Maniac" (Indie) and

viith

on

stage.

"Assa.ssin" (Indie) (2d wk), $1,700.

'Game' LVille Slugger,
19G; 'Enchantment' 14G
Louisville, April 5.
Out to Ball Game" at
State and "Enchantment"
s
the Rialto shape as best bets
this week.
"'Flaxy Martin" in for
days at the Mary Ander.son, is
average. "Last Days Pompeii" and
'"She," reissue combo at Strand,
looks neat.
Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People's) 1.000;
4.5-65)— '"Flaxy Martin" (WB). Mctlium $4,500 in 6 days. Last week,

"Take

Loew
at

1

"Johnny Belinda" (WB).

— "Man
BS

National

(Standard)

$7,000.
(2,400;

—

SO-

Wham

i

;

j

i

—

(3d

20G

—

mount (F&M)

tlici

Game' Wows

—

60-$n
and "Old
Slow $9,-

tor's

K.squire

i

I

'

i

i

I

I

"

,

!

I

I

Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
(5th wk). Healthy
on heels of perky $5,500
fourth.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)
—"Family Honeymoon" '(U) (4th
—final wki.
Sweet $6,500 after
$8.,500 third round.

"Red Shoes" (EL)
$4,500

Playhouse. "Paisan" still is steady turn date. Last week.
"Fighting
in fifth Trans-Lux week.
"Ham- O'Flynn" (U) and "Kidnapped"
let" continues amazing in second (Mono) (2d wk),
nice $6,000.
round of second-run at Dupont.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 50-75)—
Estimates for This Week
'•Unknown
Island"
(FC)
and
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-85)— "Alaska Patrol" (FC). Good
$5,500.
"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk), plus Last week,
"Enchantment" (RKO)
vaude. Sturdy $20,000. Last week, (2d wk), $5,000.

Who Reclaimed Head"
(FC) (reissue) and "Hollywood KeP.alace
sizzling $30,000.
(RKO)
vue of 1949," revue with Una Mae "Set-Up (RKO). (2,600; 50-75)—
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—
Fairly good $12,Fairish $7,000.
Carlisle onstage.
500. Last week, "Criss Cross" (U)
Set-Up" (RKO). Slow start, but
Last week. "Loaded Pistols" (Col) $10,000.
building to fancy $16,000.
Last
with Monte Hale, others, onstage,
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)— week, •'Boy Green Hair" (RKO),
95.000.
"The Peari" (RKO) and '•San Fran- better than expected at $12,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; cisco" (M-G)
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)
(reissue).
Satisfac4 r!-65)— "Enchantment" (RKO) and tory
$5,000, Last week, '•Whisper- —"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (2d run)
(Continued on page 24)
ing Smith" (Par), same.
(Continued on
(

(WB) (2,700; 50-99)
Stiff" (UA). Tony Martin's

-

Girl" (EL).
000 here, with $21,000 for 4 houses
Last week,
day-dating.
wiiere
"B:\d Boy" (Mono) and "Joe Palooira in Big Fight" (Mono) (2d wk6 days), $7,600, with only $16,600
in 5 sites.

(2d wk), $13,000.

Earle

"Lucky

—

,

(2,210;

(EL)

(RKO)

5.

j

2d wk)
Last week, mild

Fasnioned

Detroit, April

!

(20th)

Orpheum (D'town)

NewDetPiclSG

Lenten influence is keeping pa- p.a. topping stageshow spells sock
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— trons away from theatres in droves. $36,000. Last week, ."Johnny Be"The Bribe" (M-G) and "Violence" Some say it's the worst seasonal linda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre"
(Mono). Nice $4,500. Last week, slump in several years. Large num- (WB) (2d runs), fair $14,900.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-90)—"To
$17,
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Black- ber of holdovers also isn't helping.
mail" (Rep), $4,000.
"Mother Is Freshman," in second Sea in Ships" (20th) (2d wk). Trim
Providence, April 5.
week at Fox, is holding fairly well. $19,000 after sock $28,000 launchRKO Albee's "The Set-Up" is
"Nick Beal" is top newcomer, be- ing.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50surprising hit with sturdy session
ing okay at United Artists.
99)—"Bribe" OI-G) (3d wk). Down
though Lenten period is beginning
Estimates for This Week
to $11,000. Last week, fair $15,000.
to be felt, tioew's State's "Act of
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; iiO-gg)
Violence" and inauguration of
"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and —"Little Women" (M-G) Giant
stage-pic policy with Sammy Kaye
"Intermezzo" (SRO) (reissue) (2d $20,000. Last week, "Joan of Arc"
band is a bit disappointing.
wk). Good $21,000. Last week, mild (RKO) (14th Wk), neat $8,000.
Frisco,
Estimates for This Week
924,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99)
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Force of Evil" (M-G). Tidy
Mlchlgran (United Detroit) (4,000;
$11,"
^ ^
San Francisco, April 5.
"Set-Up" (RKO) and "Gun Smug70-95)— "South of St. Louis" (WB) 000 after strong $16,000 takeoff
Year's highest temperatures are
glers" (RKO). Very strong $17,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
and "Parole. Inc." (Mono) (2d Wk)
grosses
here
Market
St.
soclung
Last week, "Mourning Becomes
Down
to $15,000. Last week, big "Kiss in Dark" (WB). Tepid $19with
the
Golden
Gate
this
week,
Dept.(RKO)
"State
Electra"
and
000. Last Week, "Family Honey$23,000.
park drawing the biggest crowds.
File 649" (FC), $15,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)— moon" (U) (3d wk), oke $14,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Lux Brightest spots in town are the St.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)
"Cover Up" (UA) and "Valiant
ury Liner" (M-G) and Ken May- Francis, with "Take Me Out to Ball
Stagedoor,
where Hombre" (Rep). Mild $16,000. Last "Nick Beal" (Par) (2d wk). Fair
and
nard and Tarzan heading slage- Game"
week, "Walked by Night" (EL) and $15,000. Last week, solid $21,500.
show.
Last "Hamlet" is soaring in 21st week
Very nice $9,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; .50-99)—
"16 Fathoms Deep" (Mono) (2d
week, "Calcutta" (Indie) (reissue) on basis of Academy awards. "Bail
"Jungle Jim" (Col) and "Untamed
wk), $14,000.
and Keye Luke heading stage, Game" is socko.
Breed" (Col). Just getting by at
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)
$8,500.
Estimates for This Week
$10,000. Last week, "Killed Jesse
Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 44-65)—
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-85) —"Nick Beal" (Par) and "Big James" (SO), slim $8,500.
John Loves Mary" (WB) and
Fairish Fight" (Mono). Oke $18,000, Last
"The Set-Up" (RKO).
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20week, "Kiss in Dark" (WB) and $2.40)—
-Highway 13" (WB). Fair $12,500. $13,000.
Last week, "Dear to
"Red Shoes" (EL) (15th
*
'
Last week,
"Chicken
Every Sun- Heart" (RKO) and "Gun Smug- "Homicide" (WB), $12,000.
wk). Still great at $8,500 after $9.Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)— 000 last week.
day" (20th) and "The Judge" (20th), glers" (RKO) (2d wk), nice $11,500.
$18,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Sierra Madre" (WB) and "BackMetropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- "Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and ground to Danger" (WB) (reissues).
63)
"Paisan" (Indie). Very good "Cheated the Law" (20th). Mild Mild $10,000. Last week, '"Walking HermaibHarmonicats Up
Hills" (Col) and "Song of India"
$14,000. Last week, "Bad Men of $19,000.
Last week, "South St.
Tombstone"
(Mono)
and
"Big Louis" (WB) and "Homicide" (WB), (Col), $12,000.
'Fight' Sock 23G, Indpls.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
Fight" (Mono), weak $7,000.
$18,000.
"Command Decision" (M-G) (2d
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-85)— "Act
IttdiahapoUs, April 5,
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— wk).
Good $13,000. Last week,
of Violence" (M-G) and Sammy "The Bribe" (M-G) and "Miss Mink
First-run filni biz is uneven hei"e,
$17,000.
Kaye orch heading stageshow in 1949" (20th) Pleasing $16,000 or
but several are gdod despite th^
Downtown (Balaban) (2,800; 70inaugural of stage-pic policy. Dis- less.
Woody Herman's
Last week, "Bad Men of 95)— ••Force of Evil" (M-G) and Lenten drag.
appointing $20,000 but Lent must
Tombstone" (Mono) and "Trouble "Tampico" (UA). N.S.H. $14,000. band an(j Harmonicats are boosting
be taken seriously into considera"The Big Fight" to hot session at
Makers" (Mono), okay $12,500.
Last week. "Act of Violence" (M-G) the Circle. "Take
tion
hereabouts.
Last
week.
Me to Ball
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)
and "Winner Take All" (Mono), Game" is leading straight films
"Knock Any Door" (Col) and "Valiant Hombre" (UA) (2d wk), nifty "Force of Evil" (M-G) and "Rim- $8,000.
with fancy gross at Loew's.
fire" (SG). Nice $19,000 or under.
$14,500.
Estimates for This Week
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44- Last week, "Kiss in Dark" (WB)
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 6090)— "Big Fight" (Mono) with
65)
"Undercover Man" (Col) and and "Flaxy Martin" (WB), sturdy 'Ball Game'
25G
"Mutineers" (Col). Opened Mon- $17,000.
Woody Herman orch, Harmonicats,
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
day (4). Last week, "Shot Jesse
others, onstage. Socle $23,000. Last
In Big St. Loo; 'Kettle'
James" (SG) and "Shep Comes '•Ball Game" (M-G). Sock $20,000.
week, "Clay Pigeon" (RKO), >S>ith
Home" (SG), disappointing $9,000. Last week, '•Nick Beal" (Par) (2d
Ted Weems orch, Connee Bbswell
wk), hearty $13,500.
Sturdy 20G, 'Riley' 17G onstage, $20,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
St. Louis, April 5.
85)— •Red
Canyon"
(U)
and
"To Sea in Ships" (20th) and
Cincy Suffering Spring
"Take Me Out to Ball Game" is "Tucson"
"Search for Danger" (FC). Very
Tepid $10,000>
(Indie).
pacing the field here this week
dull $12,000. Last week, "Knock
Last week, "Family Honeymoon"
with
socko
round
at
Loew's.
Pre- (U)
Hangover Albeit 'Set-Up' On Door" (Col) and "Gallant Bess" Easter
and "Marvelous Journey"
spending splurge in biz sec- (FC), solid
(EL) (2d wk), down to $11,000.
$15,000.
tion is bolstering trade at big
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; downtown houses.
$12,500; 'Sun' Okay 5G
"Ma and Pa "Ball Game" (M-G). Pine $16,000
55-85)— "Jigsaw" (UA) and "Cara^ Kettle" shapes
solid at vast Fox. in
Cincinnati, April 5.
9 days. Last week, "Knock Oh
van (EL) Only $4,000 in 5 days, Mii^er temp'erature
also is a help! f
Biz generally this round reflects
1
n'nnr'
Door"
Uoor
(Col) and "Rusty Leads
and pulled. Last week, "Enchant,
!!..«_ *
«
™„.. .4,
a hangover of last week's Spring m'pnt'
Estimates
for
This
Vl^eek
Way"
(Col), modest $11,500.
(RKO) (3d wk), nice $6,500
fever tumble.
Straight filmers
44-65)—
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Lyric
(G-D)
(1,600;
have three new bills with "Set- at $1.20 top.
—"Life
of
Riley"
"Walk
Crooked Mile" (Col) and
Stagedoor
(U)
and
"Old
(370;
Up fairly good, at Palace. '•Sun $1.20-$2.40)— (Ackerman)
"Hamlet"
(U)
(21st Fashioned Girl" (EL). Nice $17,- "Big Sombrero" (Col). Mild $5,500.
Comes Up" is okay but "Caught" wk).
000.
Last week, "Kiss in Dark" Last week, "Urubu" (UA) and
Sock
Last
week,
$7,500.
shapes mild. Town topper is combo
(WB) and '•Fla.xy Martin" (WB). "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA), $4,500.
Albee with the Desi Arnaz band $7,000.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— $16,000.
boosting
"Slightly
French" to Dulcimer Street" (U) and "SnowFox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Ma
pleasing figure.
^ound" (U). Nice $2,300. Last and Pa Kettle" (U) and "Far Fron- 'Accused' Trim 16G, Mont'l
Estimates for This Week
week, "Don't Take to Heart" (EL) tier" (Rep). Solid $20,000. Last
Montreal, April 5.
week, "South St. Louis" (WB) and
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-94)— '2d wk), $2,100.
Three holdovers are slowing up
"Henry,
"Slightly French" (Col) plus Desi
Rainmaker"
(Mono), biz in deluxers this week. Best
$18,000.
Arnaz orch, ofhers, onstage. Pleas. .
.
«
newcomer
looks
to be "Accusetl"
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
ing $22,000.
Last week, "Flaxy 'CafJln' I mill t1 ft AflA
at Capitol.
"Snake Pit" stili is
"Ball Game" (M-G). Sock $25,000.
Martin" (WB) plus Frances Lang- "Cl-Up LOUQ ;piD,UUU,
strong in third Loew's session.
Last week, "Knock On Door" (Col)
lord, Jon Hall, so-so $19,000.
Estimates for This Week
(2d
wk),
great $17,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 50-75)—
D.C. Ace; 'Kiss' 15G
40-65)—
Loew's (CT) (2.855;
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-75)—
"Caught" (M-G).
Tepid $7,500.
"Snake Pit" (20th)-(3d wk). Down
Washington, April 5,
"Family Honeymoon"
(U)
and to $14,000 after sturdy $19,000 last
La.st week "Force of Evil" (M-G),
Biisk biz over weekend, thanks "Kiss in Dark" (WB) (m.o.)
(2d wk). week.
ditto.
to cherry blossom tourists, is help- Fine $9,000.
Last week, "Family
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— ing boost the average along main- Honeymoon" lU)
Cavitol (CT.) (2,412; 34-eO),^
and "Station "Accused"
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G).
(Par).
Trim $16;000.
Okay stem this round despite many West" (RKO) (m.o.), $11,000.
$8,000.
Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) (2d
Last week, "Johnny Be- holdovers. Of new pix, '•Set-Up"
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)
linda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre" at RKO Keith's looks best. "Sleep"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and '•Sierra wk), $8,500.
iWB), solid $8,500 on return date. ing Car to Trieste," is strong at
Palace (CT.) (2,625; 34-60)—
Madre" (WB). Fancy .$9,000 on re"Every Girl Married" (RKG) <2d
'

$3';j()0.

—

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
"Caught" (M-G). Mild $12,500. Last
week, "Red Pony" (Rep), $8,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— "Dark
Past" (Col). Not bright. $19,000.
Last
week,
"Woman's Secret"

Lone Oby

,

week,

••Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and
••Lone Wolf His Lady" (Col) i2d
vk-8 days), $34,400.
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$l)—
"Kiss in Dark" (WB) and "Flaxy
Martin" (WB) (2d wk). Down to

About

Up

Slow

(20th).

Last week, medium $42,$27,500.
10".
.:gyptian, Los Angeles, Wilshire
(FWC) (1,638; 2,097; 2 296; 60-$l)-"Force of Evil" (M-G) and "Man

like

'•South of St. Louis" (WB) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col), $7,800.

M

1,248;

(2,048;

Hurt

Tony Martin carried thci load in
boosting "Lucky Stiff" at Earle to
big ses,sion. "Caught," at Aldine,
and "Kiss in Dark," at Maistbaum,
are doing only so-so.
Estimates for This 'Week

Prov. Fat

2,404;
— "Canadian
Pacific

Cheated Law"

(RKO).

others despite big campaign, but
$7,000 still is good. Last week,

'

60-$l)

oke $11,000.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"The Set-Up" (RKO) and "Gun

fhcotres;

Hollywood Music Halls (Prin-Cor)
"Jig(834; 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$l)—
saw" lUA) and "Rimfire" (SG).
Slender $16,500. Last week, Lady
of Burlesque" (UA) and "Guest in
$13,700.
(reissues),
House" (UA)
Chinese, Loew's State, Loyola,
and

(U),

ly at Karlton,

Based on it theatres

W

in Dark" (WB). Slender
$8,500 and below average here.
Last week, "Family Honeymoon"

i

i

clown to $1,500 in final (10th)
Apollo week.
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii

1 719(20th)

(

sec*

Strongest new film is "Little
Women," which bowed impressive-

$820,000
Last Year
(Based on 24 theatres)

(Tristates) (2,800; 16-

midtown

tor.

Estimated Total Gros»
$511,««0
This Week

65)— "Kiss

fiieafres, chiejly nrst runs in
cluiing N. Y.).
Total Gross Same fVeek
$3,006,000
Last Year
(Based on 21 cities, 207

in five
small-seaters.

Uptown (FWC)

paramount

5.

Lenten lethargy still gripes most
flrstruns here although arrival of
new product and return of vaude
at Earle brightened

.

$33,000

Of extended-runs, "Paisan' is
okay $4,200 in sixth El Rey week,
"Fed Shoes" looks nice $7,500 in
14th week at Fine Arts, Hamlet
shapes fancy $7,500 in 23d Four
Star week, and "Joan of Arc Js

Philadelpia, April

nee Bo.swell-Benny Strong orch on
stage. Not big $18,000. Last week,
"Life of Riley" (U) and "Return of
Wildfire" (SG). good $11,800.

.

Socko

'Stiff'

Braadwa; Grasses

Orpheum (Trlstates) (3,000; 2080)— 'This Is N. Y." (UA) and Con-

Key City Grosses

,

dian Pacific" is near medium $40,000 in four houses.
Red Canyon" shapes just pass-

able

Martin Lifts

Strong band, is not getting far.
Estimates for This Week

i

is

impressive. Best comparative pace
is being set by "The Set-Up," okay
"Cana$35,000 in two theatres.

5.

Worst slump in a year hit downtown houses this week. Even the
Orpheum, with "This Is N. Y." and
stageshow headed by Connee BosBuster West and Benny
well,

'Pacific'

1949

fomen' Giant $20MPInDy Topper;

Plus Stage Fair $18,000
Omaha, April

April, 6,

"

Appeal Bd. OK's 'Birth Baby'

•

page 24)

1

I

Regina, Sask., April

5.

wk).

Good

$14,000 after fine $19,-

000 opener.
Pfihcess (C.T.)

(2,131;

34-60)—

"Road Housed

(20th) (2d wk). Solid
$12,000 after soick $17,000 first sesr
sion.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)-r
"Dark Past" (Col) and "Blondie's
Big Deal" (Col). Slow $6,500. Last
week, "Blood and Sand" (20th) (reissue) and "Gay Intruders" (20th),

Banned by the Saskatchewan $8,000.
censor in 1942, "The Birth of a
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)-Baby" has been approved for show- "Siren Atlantis" (UA) and "High
ing in public theatres of the prov- Fury"
(UA). Fancy $9,000. Last
ince by an appeal board of two week,
"Innoceht Affair" and "Kiftgs
men and three women.
Olympics" (UAy. IHjm.

'
;

ir<>aite»dlay,

April 6, 1949

PICTURE GROSSES
Buoyant At
$17,000 on Balto Preem

1

Chicago, April

Wednesday

,„j^ng day take

cut

Estimates Ar« Net

of "Set-Up" at

But for this

palace.

*

5.

(30)

it

"Command De$30,000.
dsioii," at Woods, will be excellent
"Canadian Pacific," at
S27,000.
RdoseVelt, looks strong $14,000.
"Bed Shoes," at Selwyn, is in l!5th
week at lofty $13,000. "Paisan" is
sharp $4,000 in 11th week at
World.

.

I

I

I

—

I

.

'Paso' Paces Pitt

With Hep $18,000
5.

ley, despite indifferent notices, got

slim.

$50,000.

Estimates for This Week
<
Garrick (B&K) (900: 50-98)—
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
"Homicide" (WB) and ''Last Bandit" (Rep). Tidy $9,500. Last week, "Ma and Pa Kettle" (U) (2d wk).
"Bomba" (Mono) and "Big Fight" Surprise click, and at least $7,000
looms. Last week, husky $10,000,
(Mono) (2d wk), $6,000.
over hopes;
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—!
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).Lusty
"Dark Past" (Col). Crix liked this
$28,000. Last week, $36,000.
one but it's having tough; sledding
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50- at $9,000. Last week, "To Sea in
98)— "Mother Is Freshman" (20th) Ships" (20th), di.sappolnting
at
plus Nell/e Lutcher and Charlie $13,000 in 8 days.
Ventura topping stageshow (3d wk).
Penn (Locw's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)
Down to $30,000: Lsstmek, sturdy —"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk).. Oke
$37,000.
$14,500 after last week's strong

W

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) (2d wk).
Strong $14,000. Last week, $20,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (15th
wk).
Nice $13,000. Last week,
$13,500.

(WB)

"Family Honeymoon" and
"Nick Beal." Former is fancv at
Radio City, while "Beal" shapes

(Col) (2d wk). nice $20,000.

45-80)—
and "Homi-

Last week, "South
Louis" (WB) (m,o.), fair $7,000.

$4,500.

Down

to $10,000.

'WITCH'

Woods

(1,073;

„Stout

$27,000.

Last

98)—
(2d

week,

$o<i2i000i

Century

Portland, Ore.. April

Broadway
at
"Knock on Any Door"

fairly well

^at

5.

(Par)

(1,600;

Paso' $12,000, 'Sel-Up'

Same, 'Game'

BanguplSG

Kansas

City, April 5.
lake
Out to Ball Game,"
on Orday stand at Midland, will get
top gross this week. However, "El

Me

Paso
at

Paramount and "Set-Up"

at

Oipheum both are doing combetter.
The weather

paratively

contmues

cold.

|4,p0(^
^li'ps

iln<l>e) (reissues).

Last

week,

(20th) (m.o.),

D days.

Pleasant

50-$1.50).

,

'

—

Criterion (Moss) (1,700;

Wives"

—"Set-Up" (RKO) (2d wk). First
RKO-Orplieum (RKO) (2,800; 50ended last Monday (4) night
70)— "Knock On Door" (Col) (2d week
soared to very solid $32,000, best
wk). Okay $9,000 in 5" days after here in months, theatre realigning 'Saraband' Sultry 17G,

hefty $19,000

first

canto.

its scale in view of crowd.s.
In
ahead, "Criss Cross" (U), thin $7,500 in final 4 days of third week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,.500; 50-$1.20)
—"Impact" (UA) (3d-final wk).

50-70)
(RKO)
—RKO-Pan
"Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle on
(1,600;

!

i

Hudson" (WB)
000.

La.st

(reissues).

Good

"South

week,

$8,of St.

Toronto; 'Riley' $7,500,

'NW

Police' Tall
Toronto, "April

15G

wW, Virile $8,500. Down to $9,000 after thin $11,500
Trio
of
historical-background
"Champion" films, "Joan of Arc," "Saraband"
Slate (Par) (2,300 50-70)^"Niek in second round.
"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and Beal" (Par). Brisk $13,000. Last (UA) opens Saturday (9).
and a reissue of ''Northwest MountMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50- ed Police," are sharing town's top
"Amazing Mr. X" (EL), torrid week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G),
$1.20)— "Casablanca"
(WB)
(relight $9,000.
$7,000.
coin this week for hefty grosses.
Orpheum (II-K) (1.750; 50-85)—
"Red Stallion in Rockies" looms
"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Song
big in four-house combo.
of India" (Col). Good $7,500i Last
Estimates for This Week
Louis" (WB) (2d

5.

;

{

week. "Mother Is Freshman" (20th)
Estimates for This Week
and "Amazing Mr. X" (EL), torrid
„_l5squire (Fox Midwest) (820; 456p)~"In Navy" (Indie) and "Saps $11,500.
50-8.=5)—
%\

(3,450;

Still in blue chips ,at $14,- "Kiss in Dark" (WB) with Guy
000, after $14,500 for last round. Lombardo orch heading stageshow:'
(2d wk). Slipping down to modest
Continues indef.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50) $40,000 -or less in initial holdover
"Outpost in Morocco" (UA) plus; round after merely good $52,000
Gordon Jenkins orch, Cardini top- opener. Holds a third. "My Dream
ping stage bill (2d wk); Down to is Yours" (WB) with Lionel HampsmaH $48,000 or less after modest ton orch opens April 15.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95$58,500 for first, below expectancy^
"City Across River" (U) with Art $1.80)— "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (21st
Mooney orch. Rose Murphy; Stan wk)., Being helped by Academy
Kavanagh, James Barton onstage publicity and looks steady at $13,000 or near after fine $14,000 for
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
50-$1.75) 20th stanza.

'

'El

State. (Loew's)

wk)*.

$17,000.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
-"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) and
"Homicide for Three" (Rep). Torrid $16,000 or over. Last week,
"Criss Gross" (U) and "Angel in
Exile" (Rep), strong $9,500.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
"Knock On Door" (Col) and "Strike
It Rich'' (Mono), day-date with. Paramount. Fine $5,000. Last week,

after

okay $13,000 for ^xth week; below —"Ball Game" (M-G) (5th wk).
Stays only few weeks Starts today (Wed.). Fourth frame
hopes:
longer.
was down to $21,000 after fine $27,(589; $1.20- 000 third. Stays a few weeks more.
Bi,1ou (City Inv.)
$2.40)—
Strand (WB) (2,756; 70-$1.50i—
Shoes" (EL) (24th
"Red
50-70)—

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
"Family Honeymoon'', (U).. Good at
. Last week, "Letter Three
(20th) (2d wk). sock $14,000.

is

two theatres.

.

Warmer;

Down

round

to $11,000 this

Week

initial stanza.

smash

is

week.
this
also faring

entry

'

K.C. Cold, Biz

,

—

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (m.o.).
Strong $6,000. Last week, "CounMonte Crislo" (U), okay $7,000.
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;- 50-70)—
"Johnny ' Belinda"
(WB)
and
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" (WB)
(2d runs) (2d wk).
Prestige of
Academy Awards helping hold at
hot $5,000 pace alter big $7,500

St.

WONDERFUL

VWake of Red Witch"

(Essaness)

doing

Estimates for This

$16,000, LEADS PORT.

Last week,

fine $16,000.

Command Decision" (M-G)

well

is

tess

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098)— "Sun Comes Up" (M-G) (2d
wk).

"Knock On Any

Door"

cide" (WB). Barely hanging on to
houser franchise with these two at

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

.—"Bribe" (M-G). Stout at $25,000.
Last
week, ''Undercover Man"

sturdy at State.

in -second
RKO-Orpheum
session.
"Red
Shoes" still is very profitable in
sixth World week.

(2,000;

(Par)

Minneapolis, April 5.
is at a minimum, curonly ma.ior newcomers bcr,

ing

turn date, dismal $9,000.

Warner

—

.

i

rently,,

,

"Own True Love"

Rivoli
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60Virtually: all holdovers are way
"Jennie" (SRO) (2d wk).
typical being the tumble taken $1.25)
by "Ball Game" at State. This is First week ended last night (Tues.)
down about $6,000 to $21,000 in reached fine $38,000. In ahead,
"Snake
Pit"
(20th) (21st wk-5 days),
fourth round.
Paramount opens "Bride of Ven- slim $4,000.
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.80)—
geance'' with Charlie Barnet band,
with Ginny
and Jerry Colonna heading stage- "The Fan" (20th
Arnaut Bros.,
"Merry
show/ today (Wed.). Capitol brings Simms,
in "City Across River" with Art Widow" iceshow.. Doing fairly well
at $80,000 or less, and holds one
Mooney band tomorrow (Thurs.).
week. In ahead, "Mother Is FreshEstimates for Tliis Week
man" (20lh) with Phil Baker, Cab
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50y Calloway, iceshow (3d wk),, light
"Knotk on Door" (Col) (7th wk). $55,000.
ofi!,

Best Bet in Mpls.

and "Blondie'S
iStanley (WB) (3,800: 45-80)— "El
Paso" (Par). Bang-up $18,000. Last
week, Academy laurels weren't
(RKO) and "Blackle's Chinese much help to "Sierra Madre" (WB)
Revenge" (RKO), $14,800.
and "Johnny Belinda" (WB) on re-

Secret'* (Col).
Potent $27,000 or
over. Last week, "Woman's Secret'!

$7,500 for Rialto.

Brisk 13G,

Fresh fare

50-98)— $22,000.

(2,500;

—

.:

;

Pittsburgh, April

Bjg westerns in downtown locations used to be poison, but apparently no more. "El Paso" at Stan-

away fast and will be leader this
Chlcaro (3,000: 50-98)— "Knock week by a wide margin.
Both "Take
On Any Door" (Col) with Georgia Me Out to Ball Game" at Penn
Hoagy Carmichael on- and "Ma and Pa Kettle"
at Fulton
Great $68,000. Last week, are holding up well in
stage.
second ses"Whispering Smith" (Par) with sions. Also new,
"Dark
Past" at
Tony Martin p.a. (2d wk), fine Harris, shapes

(RKO)
(RKO)

I

I

Gibbs and

Palace
"Sel-Up"

'

'

I

j

Apollo (B&K) 1,400; 50-98)—
(WB)
and
Belinda"
•'Johnny
(WB) (2d wk).
"Sierra Madre"
Bright $11,000 on return date. Last
week, $13,500.

'

Lofty 38G, 'Fan'-Simms-Iceshow 80G

I

prices, liowever, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Week

Knockout at $32,000, 'Jennie

Dark" is vfery dull at Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
Continuance of mild weather is issue) (2d wk).
Off at $16,000
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- helping'
Broadway fli*strun business after fine $20,000 opener for this
60)— "Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk).
this session to overcome the very oldie. Holds a third.
Holding well at $11,000 after minor inroads
made
by the current
Palace
(RKO)
(1,700;
50-$l,20)—
strong $17,600 opener.
taxicab strike. Actually, the Lenten "Shot Jesse James"
(SG). Looks
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; Season and surplus of holdovers mild
$15i500 and not holding. In
20-70)
"Million
Dollar
Week- and extended-runs are contributing ahead, "Bad Boy" (Mono), dim
end" (RKO) plus Mischa Auer, more to the highly uneven appear- •$15,500
in 10 days, and pulled.
Marilyn Maxwell and Three Suns ance of the Broadway - film boxParamount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
onstage; Stage layout spells okay oftice than the cab walkout.
"Bride of Vengeance" (Par) with
$14,000. Last week, "Clay Pigeon"
Three
major pictures were Charlie Baniet orch, Jerry Colonna,
(RKO) with Tommy Dorsey orch, launched during the
past week, Jack
Carter,
others,
onstage.
solid $18,200.
and all are doing extremely well Opens today (Wed.). Last week,
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20601—"State Dept—File 649" (FC). in view of general conditions and "El Paso" (Par) and Louis Jordan
Lent. Two of them, "Set-Up" and
Not much at $6,000. Last week, "Portrait of Jennie," substantiate Five, Ray Anthony orch topping
stage bill (2d wk), slipped off to
"Red Canyon" (U), $9,800.
the fact that want^to-see pictures
$50,000 after very good $69,000
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)— will do biz no matter.
'Opener,
"High Fury" (UA). Uneventful $4."Set-Up,'' which started out sock
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20000. Last week, "Own True Love"
and got uniformly excellent re- $2.40).— "Hamlet" (U) (28th wk).
(Par), $4,200.
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)— views, is very solid $32,000 in first Twenty-seventh , week climbed to
"Kiss in Dark" (WB). Lambasted week at Criterion. This is strongest $16,000, virtually capacity on basis
done;
at
months;
this
.:house
in
of Academy awards.
by local crix and ignored by public,
Radio City Music Hall (Rockewith $8,000 about all expected. "Jennie" is just as big with $38,000
Last week, "Johnny Belinda" (WB) for initial Rivoli stanza, despite be-, feHers) (5,945; 80-$2.40).— "Little
ing hurt more by the taxi strike Women" (M-G) with stageshow
(2d run), $7,700.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65) than other theatres. House always (4th-final wk). Down to $100,000
—"Paisan" (Indie). Swell $11,000 has had a considerable carriage or less on blowoff after okay $112,500 for third session. "Connecticut
or near. Last week, "Mourning trade.,
"The Fan," with Ginny Simms Yankee" (Par) with annual Easter
Becomes Electra" (RKO), $7,300.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— and new ice show topping stage, Pageant and stageshow opens to"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College" layout at Boxy is heading for good morrow (Thurs.).
Rialto
(Mage)
44-98)—
(594;
(20th). Fancy $17,000 or near. Last $80,000 even in the face of crix;
week, "Letter Three Wives" (20th) barbs. "Shot Jesse James" is dis- "Mobtown" (FC) and "Hit the
appointing $15,000 at Palace, and Road" (FC) (reissues). Just pass(3d wk), okay $7,700,
won't hold. Same applies to "Mob- able $7,000. Won't hold. In ahead,
town "T"Hit Road" reissue combo at "Daughter of West" (FC), about

potent

Estimates for This

'Set-Up'

in

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, heni^e the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

might have

highs at house. Fight pic
$27,000 despite this.
Cliicago also is doing well with
"Knock On Any Door," written by
plus Hoagy Carauthor,
local
michael and Georgia Gibbs. Great
''Bribe," at State*68 000 looms.
sturdy $25,000.
for
heads
Lake,
Second-weekers are being paced
at Grand, with
Arc,"
of
"Joan
bv

hit 'recent
Jooks lusl^

B way Stiil Spotty But New Pix Soar;

Baltimore, April 5.
Business here is in moderate
groove with some better than average trade recorded by the leaderiS
but^ nothing exciting. Standout is
the'fancy biz being recorded by
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College."
sold as world preem at New. "Kiss

'Door -Hoagy-Gibbs Great
last

13

'Belvedere'

M'flits Powerful $27,000, Chi;

Bain

,

'Set-Up'

Hub Sockeroo, $30,000; 'Game

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (20th-Cent) (1,059, 955, 698,
694;
ies"

Paramount (II-E) (3,400;
"Knock On Door" iCol) and "Strike

Hotsy 40G, 'Honeymoon Torrid 24G

"To Sea in
Rich" (Mono), also Oriental.
slow $3,000 in It
Good $8,000. Last week, "Chicken
:
Every Sunday" (20th) and "Night

35-60)— "Red Stallion in Rock(EL) and "Jiggs, Maggie in

Court" (Mono). Big $12,500. Last
week, "Dark Past" iCol) and ''Adventures Silverado" (Col), okay

Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 40-85)— $10,000.
Boston, April 5.
Wind" (20th) (2d wk), fine $8,200.
Honeymoon" (Ul), •and
First run biz around town shapes "Family
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—
/ooU^^'l^"^^—"Portrait of Jennie"
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50- solid this stanza. "The Set-Up," at "Alaska Patrol" (SG). Fine $24,- "Northwest Mounted Police'' (Par)
'''''' ^'"^
^'''^
85)— "Sun Comes Up" (M-G). Okay RKO Boston, is a knockout at $30,- 000. Last week, "Mother Is Fresh- •(reLssue). Terrific $15,000. Last
(20th) and "Black Eagle" week, "Sea in Ships" (20th) (2d
,.J"',»"land (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65^- $8,000. Last week, "Command De- 000, with "Take Out to Ball Game" iman"
B,ill Game" (M-G)
at Orpheum and State looks, nice. (Col), oke $24,000 in ten days.
wk), dull $5,000.
and "Blackle's cision" (M-G) (4th wk), $5,800.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40^-'""ese Adventure" (Col). Smash
Mayfair (Parker) (2,000; 50-85)— '"Family Honeymoon" at Memorial
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
85)—"Kiss in Dark" (WB) and
*18,000: stays 4 extra days.
Last "Velvet Touch" (RKO) and "Inner is doing very strong trade.
"Bribe" (M-G). Satisfactory $12,"Strike It Rich" (Mono), SatisfacSad $2,Estimates for This Week
S**-' Knock On Door" (Col) and Sanctum" (FC) (4 days).
000.
Last week, "Force of Evil"
l;200; 40-85)— tory $23,000. Last >eek, "South of
Astor ,(.TaycoX)
(FC), okay 700. Last week, legit..
"'^ Journey"
light $8,000.
(M-G),
$H000
!"C,otta Slav Happy" (U) (2d wk). St. Louis" (WB) and "I Cheated
Odcon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
Law" (20th), $18,000.
Mild $7,000 after $8,500 for first.
..JP'P'je'"" <RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Saraband"
(ED. Very big $17,The Set-Up" (RKO) and "Gun
Orpheum (Loew) (3.000; 40-85)—
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
Lively
'Hills'
week, "Wake Red Witch"
$11,000,
000.
Last
'•mueglers" (RKO). Sturdy $12,000
"The Set-Up" (RKOi and "Amazon "Take Out to Ball Game" (M-G).
GUest" (FG). Terrific $30,000. Last iTidy $25,000. Last week, "Knock (Rep) (3rd wk), wOw $13,000.
La.'it week, "Kiss in Dark"
36-66)—
Every
Sunday''
Door
(CoD
8G
"Chicken
On
and
"Blondie's
Big
Shea's
Cool
week,
(FP)
(2.386;
IjWBi and "Homicide" (WB), $11,Seattle; 'Kiss'
(20th) and "Smokey Mountain Mel- Deal" (Col) (2d wk), $17,000.
"Whispering Smith" (Par). Okay
Seattle, April 5.
Paramount (NET) (1,800; 40-85) $8,500. Last week, "John Loves
„„»*a];a"nount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
ody" (Col), thin $16,000.
Town is loaded with holdovers,
fcl
Paso" (Par). Pleasant $12,000,
Exeter
(Indie) (1,100; 40-75)— —"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and Mary" (WB) (2d wk), so-so $6,500.
and it is showing up in overall biz "Don't Take It to Heart" (EL) and "The Hideout" (Rep) {2d wk). Good
Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)— "Kiss
^'o'^- Last week, "South
J Si.
c, "r'^y
entries also are
ot
Louis" (WB) (2d wk), $8,500. total. But new
"Waterloo Road" (EL). Nice $6.- $13,000. Last week, neat $18,000.
in Dark" (WB) (2d wk). Okay $4,weak. "Walking Hills" looks best 000. Last week, subsequent-run.
PilKrim (ATO (1.800; 40-85)— 000 after last week's good $5,500.
" Uptown - Fairway
(Fox
A/r Ti^^'"''
Midwest! (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65) newcomer, being fine at Coliseum.
(NET)
(1,373; 40-85)— "Red Canyon" (U) and "Shamrock
Fenway
University (FP) (1,556; 75-$1.20)
is mild at Orpheum
r- Ma and Pa Kettle" (U) (2d wk). "Kiss in Dark"
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "The Hill" (Indie) (2d wk). Down to $6,- —"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).
in 9 days.
I'l-eal $16,000. Last
Sock $16,000 after last week's
Hideout" (Rem (2d wk). Okay $7,- 500 after mild $8,000 first.
week, with personals by four principal
Estimates for This Week
40-85)— smash $20,000.
State (Loew)
(3,500;
iOOO after $8,500 for first.
players
irom cast, near capacity for whopUptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—
Mayflower (ATO (700; $1.25)— "Take Out to Ball Game" (M-G).
Coliseum (II-K) (1,877; 50-84)—
mns $29,000, almost neck and "Walking Hills" (Col) and "Song of "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (7th Solid $15,000. Last week, "Knock "Life of Riley" (U). Satisfactory
neck with great of "Egg and
Last week, "R(6d Canyon"
I" (U> India" (Col). Nice $11,000-. Last iwk). Holding to about $4,000 after On Door" (Col) and "Blondie's Big $7,500.
a yeai' ago.
Deal" (Col) (2d wk), nice $11,000.
(U), $6,000.
(Continued on page 24)
fine $4,500 last week.
no?"?,"'P''''''"son (Dickinson) (550.
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WcdnesJay, April

Tom and
Jeriy and

The most popular and most
widely played cartoons in the
world today gre the M-G-M
"Tom and Jerry" Technicolor
series.
Their new Academy
Award cartoon is their greatest!

Leo say:

HATS OFF TO MR. OUIMBY!
The

New

Wins

Cartoon

His 6th

Kmg

Oscat in^^

8 Years! All-time record!
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE

EVERYWHERE!

APRIL

30th

We hay. timed disttibution of Ais gmt subject ,o that
temedtately .tsfem..,Acad«nyAw.ri

its

national

rd«5. foUow.

Winn,,. Be among thed-eatrntoXS'

M-G-M's "THE LITTLE ORPHAN"
Best Cartoon Of The Year!

6,

I949

•VABnETT'S'

—

!

i

OmCB

tANDON

INTERNATIOIVAL

v

:

IS

LONDON LEGIT LURES TOURISTS
Pix Prodnction in Italy

Marks Time,

PLAYS

U.S.

Awaiting Passage of New Govt. Setup
Genoa, March

Weltner Due

London. April

Europe's Pix Fesl List

London, March 29.
legit biz, taken as a
doing extremely well.

West End

1ft

une

staR^^
stage

"^Sref

:

this year's

this

i

.

'

s'h°il^s-7ho^Tflaied\o'"sta?f^
pictures starting in «ariy summer.
Adam and
(Toto is slated for an
Eve fantasv, while Macario will

prohabh- do
America" for

-

i

{
;

"How I Discovered
Lux Film).

John Schlesinger

pon
Upon

In

m% Control

!

i

Capetown. April
John Schlesinger, only son of
Padova"; i ^. gchlesinger, who died several
the Saint"), Opel Films njonths ago, has taken over the

1

."i.

,

"Antonio

Film's

("Story of

di

I

Possesso" ("Possession > Lux
Film's "Lupo Delia Sila, on location in Calabria, has been waiting
•'II

for the arrival of its star

|

'

Amedeo
,

trfemendous
Schlesinger
empire,
including its widespread film in-

fllm

is

being

moment:

—

total of

i

,

]

play,
Millar's
Google
stars
Patrick; Irene

H^b

Grosses

i

the fact that a top
pla.ying alone, can

i

WithU.S.PixHypo

j

Withers.

bill

I

NigelJ

.'

^

Bue
Aires. March
Buenos

29.
.

Buenos Aires pix grosses are
f"^""^,, as well as ever despite

1

film,

average of

;

is

American

pull down an
30% while a doubledi-aws only 5% or so additional.
Distrib supplying lower end of the
program would naturally hold out
for better than the 5% difference.
Understood, formula give."! the tailend feature a better break.
New rule went into effect last

|

Worth and GhristoPber Kane, and is financed 50% by
Show opens
H^^I^'^d S. Cullman.

i

split of rentals
has proved necessary to overcome

!

Bjll.

Ronald
which,
"Delilah."

Even more important

,

American Outfit.
Formula for a

I

^

i

provincial tour.

terests. Announcement to that effpg^ j,as been made here by John.
^^^^
^^^^^
j^^l^gj. tu^ed
^^^^
^j,,^
entire wealth durjifgiime. When making the
j

Argentina, meanaround him. (Jne
made In Milan at the
"Gente Cosi!' / "People gjft the son
on'was
waf "V<l]iZria^t\'kl
With Pirates oi ^^^^ ^j. certain
Like That").
tain char.tabk"
charitable bequesrs:
bequesl
Capri" winding up its shooting last
included in tlie Schlesinger hold
that is the sum ings are the ownership of 150
Saturday (26),
i
V.
I»u~

from
Nazzari
while shooting

Time." which marks re-

a

j

j

:

turn here of American actor John
E™^^^^^^^
Sweet
with aaw
di a unapman anu
sweetj wiin
Rank starlet Carol Marsh in sup'
port.
Show is being tried out at
Liverpool, April 11. coming to St.
Martin's theatre. April 21i This is
followed by Noel Coward's "Private Lives" revival, opening at
Southsea, April 18, with Margaret
Lockwood in star part created by
Tallulah Bankhead, for extensive

;

Shooting in Rome at the moment
Sulla Palude"
is Arx Film's "Cielo
Swamp"),
("Heaven Over the
while before the camera on loca"Rondini in
tion are: Major Film's
Vole" ( "Swallows in Plight" ) Oro

;

.

Busiest of the produeer.s is undoubtedly Henry Sherek, who has
three plays in active rehearsal,
with three more to follow. These
ar e Tadwell Chapman's "Twice

N. Y. early next week,

dual

Checklist of probable dates of
Europeian Filin Fe.Stivai panies.
The formula, recently
merry-go-round:
completed, provides for division of
Milan: April 19 for two weeks, in rentals on a double-bill when each
Fair; Lo- company
cottneptloh .with' ]^
contributes
one film.
Marian$ke Heretofore, under the Yank-imcarno:
Jiiiy 'XK'-!. on;
Lazne' (MarlenbadV (Gzechi)):. ^uly posed ban against niixing a British
23 to Aug. 7; Edinburgh (docu- and American pic in a dualer, each'
mentary only > in August: Venice: American; company had to make
Aug. 11 to 31: Cannes: Sept. 2 to up its own packages.
Snissels show has been called
The new rule is also aimed to
work to the advantage of British
^^^^^.^ ^j,;
^^^^^^^ exhibs. In the. past, an exhib had
^^^^
documentary festivals in Italy to book both ends of a double-bill
.y,' „^,^^ai^ hii» >iat<><i and
f..n,vv
^nvi American
Aivi^^i^.,^
\ta...
during the summer, but dates apd ftom one
company. Now
places have not been announced he can buy a single film from a
Yank distrib if he agrees that the
yet.
second pic will come from another

.

^ ^

coLirred Tokyo earlier

package for the
British
theatres under a
new
formula worked out by the comAnierican

Genoa. March 29^

whole, is
Managements are very optimistic,
lining up a flock of new shows for
week, planing to the big influx of foreign visitors,
5°^'""T,V?r
who are expected to top the
Few
.«
oi^r Italian
ifaiUn Manila Monday (4).
'nvolve
^afts
financally
completing a comprehen- 300,000 of last summer by at least
ioto
k^
another 100,000.
comedians Macaco ^nd
p.^^, ^^^^ territory, he

Pf^fdXte
the defanlte

these are

,=5.

Two American companies can
to make one all-

now combine

'

in U. S.

G-^oree Weltner, Paramount Inprexy, is in Manila today (Wed.), preparatory to taking

P««««*l,3'y/?*
to^^
Many plans have been^^'S'X^Sn^

for

Now Use U.S. Twin-BiDs

By H.\RRY REGENSBERG

I

is

law

Relax on Dualling Ukase;

Cinemas Can

S

29.

Film production in Italy is still
marking time until the new cinema

British

iOIG

'

the limited number of releases in
Leeds, MaJ- 2, and comes to
week. It is expected to help the
New theatre June 8. replacing the "'e past tortnight.
f20th)
has companies speed up their release
"Sitting
Pretty"
Vic Co. which closes June 4.,
^^^^..^^^ theatres:
g^^^^jj
booking Old
(U.S.) since its of pix in Britain since a number
is also Skedded for Broadway grossed $130,000
Show
^
°
rights to another 150; distribution
"f them were hampered by an in
cast. i.first release' at the Ambassador i:ok.i,f»f<.
aU-American
j ,
*
.j
.,
^
„
°
tacillties and studio properties
abihty to Mot^K
match up <^i.„:..
their own prodSherek then concentrates on last October. The picture ran five
Majors will be able to swing
•oduction of "Background," by weeks at that 1,800-seat theatre,
production
|n"''e
Chetham Strode: new and li more at the 700-seat Luxor. 'i«ve top films into dua ers. They
war
arren
suffered from a shortage of
U.S. Hit Tunes in Ireland
starrer for H6bert Donat, "The Subsequently it went to the smaller
the second-half product while a numby Nobel -Prize iguazu and is still running at
Cocktail Party
= - ..
ber ol minor Yank outfits have
Radio Disk Ban;
Hot/ vvinner T. S. Eliot; and new Doro- Gran palace, Avith no sighs pf dlrti: had lesser product back up because
thy Parker-Ross Evans play star- inishing returns^
of a lack: of tbp fllrtis.
Flora Hobson. "Coast of
"johnny Belinda" (WB) grossed
'Too Noisy' Songs Nixed
to be. known here as; ij^jggOOiaj jjjg Qpgra in its^^fi^^^
ria."
Dublin, March 25.
"Mary Is From Home."
[six. Sveekr.
Yanks Yen
of That
Radio sponsors here are beefing
<i/-.a„„
Tpiineiit's Six
*ui wi.^,!" f\itM,T.\
at bans impend on disks submit,^„,

production activity at the

mioment

'

i

at

,

'

.'

i

New

Rome, March

•

.

i

i

|
I

Too

.

'

1

.

I

•

1

'

,

.

i

I

reSecr

a

lLr4

ba^^^^^^^^

l~rJ)\Htv dibkb
Hi«u« ffm?,rivP,tKins
n advei Using puicelebrity
poses, and Radio Eiroann station
execs are imposing strict censor-

'

whirharbeU'^ruSg

market-and imerests

1

and

'^•"'> ^
tjhe^^uruu^^

m

shows

Prince

Tennent, Ltd.,

'

Wales,
1

.^^

selected.

Racks Up

Some

i

^J^^

Apollo. Globe, St. James's,
Hayand
Aldwych,
Criterion.

^ J^^J^^Z \^ti7hlTf\r^^^^

president of the
comprising 30 busiis

Profit in

.

'

south.

463G Net

..

|

sound stages. An electrical
power plant nearby will help to
•void the breakdpwns suffered by
studios in Rome and those furthe.

British Lion

!

i

six

corporation
ness men.

I

*

,

29.

Plans are set for a modern motion picture studio to be built near
Florence, called the Studio St. Angelo. Architectural work was done
by Italo Gamberini and includes

Olello Pagliai

.

.

Italo Studio

at the 600-seat

,

$56,400 to datfe in reissue, and
expected to Continue at the same
rate for months to come.

I

ha-sn't

Coin;

Billions

cal

Mean Less Than IG Now

Inroads of inflation in China
lo- have reached such fantastic heights
scripted that the billions of Chinese dollars

(Guaranteed)

"Immigrant"

Next

activities.

Chinese

is

at

ot

^^^L

Radar, has grossed

production

directed.

:

years
less
dollars
of
pix

10

Months; Gets 2d Loan

•

Linnit & Dunlee
London, April 5.
arajalv ol Magador." although lal
Cage Me a Peacock." Cambridge
British Lion Studio Co. has been ter had
aired a couple of
oeen a.ieu
iiaa been
sKeaae to shut sometime
theatre skedded
granted 'a second loan ol an un- times from station before pttng healre
^^^.^
in api".
that the
.
speeified
sum from the Film blacklisted. Sponsors
...i,.,,..,,-.- say
nt iic "
aiiait,
tip-^'n
bdute- T
revue ..c:.,,,,,„
s revue,
J
'-ano""
V,
hnt no
nn tieaiij
f.
p-irlv ac
de- Laudcau
clearly
Finance Corp., according to the ceasor ,j.a.^m
lias
has
system
doing
..^^^
^
Oat.„ j,y,„g
q^,

,
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Prince Littler's only new one
"Brigadoon." already proving

IS

a'

smash on its Manchester tryout,
and looks an assured London hit Hebrew adaptation

FOREIGN TALENT IN MEX

Earnings statement is the first
be issued by any studio since:
the crisis in British production. Di'

rectors recommended payment of
the usual 15% dividend on ordinary s»ock, while a
divvy on
preferred was also voted. If these
melon cuts are approved by' share-

&%

'

opens at His Majesty's
Meanwhile, his other
at
FILMS CAUSING BEEFS American hit. "Oklahoma!,"
in the big
still
is
Lane,
Drurv
Mexico City, April 5.
completing two
despite
money,
Foreigners who are regular top
like
looks
and
shortly,
run
years
piC players in Mexican films outstaying through 1949.
^
number similar natives .five to. one,
Brother Emile Littler has notiisurvey shows. Most, of the aliens ing new imminent for the West
are Cubans, Spaniards and Argen- End. but is thriving on "Annie Get
two
tinians.
nearing
is
winch
Gun."
^
Your
Situation prompted Andres Serra years at Coliseum, but stiU raaKing
Rojas. prez of the pic trade's money: "Latin Quarter" at London
own bahk. Banco Nacional Cine- Casino (in a.ssociation with Tom
iriatogtaficO, to urge producers t<>
overcome baci
Arnold which
give preference to Mexican play-; press and grossed $30,000 in nist
fers over foreign whenever possible.
stanxa, top for West End musicals;
He stressed .thai there's no dis- and revival of "Lilac Time." which
crimination in this, merely that it's has proved such a hit at His
Majesty's that it's being transbreaks in their own homeland,
'^""^
wlien
April

payments will be made the following day.

$11,000,000 British Pix
r
r
ai
II
>rA
loin frozen Abroad bV 5U

,

Remem- possibly earn.
ber Mama," while the Ohel has a
The $1,000 or less balances for
new play about the fall of the old the companies come after a remit-^
Guards- tance freeze which
"The
city ot Jerusalem,
has been in
men of the Walls."
force for more than 10 years,
quality
universal
"Mama" has a
Nonetheless, companies are conthat makes the immigrant mother tinuing to distribute old prints
as
she
as endearing to Israelites
which entered the country befpre
Was to Americans. Tuvia Greeii- the iniport tax y/ai iihpQ.Sed.
his directorial interference
baum,
froitt^^he GomthU^
com- go'\'^rned portions
the
job
handles
debut,
of the cpuhtrys
Mama:
petgn^y jjaHa Lancet, as
are reported.
p,.„f„,,
ao
K-.itiim-inp
and
as Katherine.
Irena Proter.
Joseph Sukenik, as the blustering
uncle, give engaging performances.
outstanding success of the opening UA's Ornstein

it

14.

of "I

i

:

'

making

I

.

b Rome On

>

holders at the April 26 conclave

'

BOWS

reception.

in top

'GUARDSMEN'

$400 has just been lifted by the
Chinese government, Dept. heads
TEL AVIV LEGIT
of the majors, hoWever, have deTel Aviv, March 29.
cided that tlie $800 represehts
presenting
is
a
chamber theatre
much more; tfaiin ati^y one print can

'

gain of $836,000.

.
Actually, tax now levied against
each print comes vto some $800.
IN Surtax which amounted to another
^

.

to

.

v.'

IAMA;

^current films at $9,000,000.

Board chairman Hugh Quennell
is bearisiv on
future operations,
estimating an ultimate loss of
$2,800,000
on present product.
Cpmpany, however, racked up a
net profit of $463,416 over a 10month period on a gi*oss trading

in

"Don Juan Tenorio," a survey made by Yank foreign
preemed at the Gran Rex Feb. 18, dept. execs. It resulted in a deand grossed $40,800 In its first two cision not to ship any more pix
into China until thfe' import duty
^gglts
*
on films is lifted.

feature.

j

'
"
»
company's annual report. Authority to increase its borrowing powers to .$26,000,000 Will be sought
from stockholders at a meeting to
be held April 26. Statement also Lomond" are first three
placed the book value of the firm's tunes list here currently.

;

j\v\va
.

Kirshenbaum, who por-

„

.

trayed yuung Dagmar.
"Guardsman of the Walls" deals
With the fanatical devotion of pious
Jerusalem Jews to their wailing

"
Banker said that foreigners for Brigadoon.
purpose of the descendants
^g^g
blocked move than 200 Mexicans
Tonif Arnold has one show, ice^.j^
^j^g
^^^^
his
from pic pla.ving .iobs last .vear.
pesiaes 11
Stoll. besides
e btoii.
Cascades," at the
dpfpnri ^^e
thp city.
ritv. One
J, ^^ ^^^^^^
London, March 22.
Casing H
London
the
at
venture
joint
.^^^.^ ^^^^ p^j^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^g,..
By the end ot this year, British
being
May.
early
closes
"Cascades';
Gets
^ Loiiijim
^.^j^^
producers anticipate that upwards
Production was by
Jaj
oi
weeks
six
by
replaced
of $11,000,000 of frozen coin will
London. April 5.
j^j^j^^, Halevy, with an impressive
.
.
season, albe locked in various foreign coun^
Yitzchak Frankel.
"The Queen Came By," a Vic Pomero.v's Italian opera
n«w setting by
trios, recovery of which would as- torian department Store comedy- ter which Arnold stages a
sist in revival of
J^bn lason, longtime producer
drama, which had been put on at ice revue.
._ studio activity.
.
t:n Plays
„i„„c solo
«,r.in
sti"
Cochran
Charles
Longford Productions, Dublin,
Government has been asked by the the Embassy theatre last Septem(Continued on page 60)
Brill.], Film Producers Assn. for ber. opened at the Yorks, March
^ows out soon to beconie lecturer
;its aid.
in drama at London Univ._with
-v.
30.
several London productions on the
Bulk of the frozen coin is blocked
Although splendidly acted and
Other Foreign New»
slate as well. His last chore for
in J.ipan and Germany, but there well received, play has no, marquee
on Page 17
Longford's will be Oscar Wilde's
are also subistanttal holdings in appeal and a lengthy run is un-,
A Woman of No Importance."
Italy and Poland.
Lulikely.
•

^^^^^^^^^^^^

Rome, March

29.

George "Bud" OrhStein, United

«JeX (Ky

'

!

'

1^

SelroiS

Hollywood after conference with

;

,

Mary Pickford regarding a three
picture production deal here in
in collaboration with Ferrucio Caramelli of Rome. Pictures
will be in the English language
with American top. billers «nd
mixed Italo-American casts. Cast,

;

Italy,

I

I

I

;

,

'

I.

,

"ij^j "'"^^

l

l^be
wilj^be^announced
a^nwd
j
'

I

1

,

,

'

'

—

1

:

date
ajj^^^awi
at a later oate

Starting

,

I

availability ^^^{^.^^.^J^f^,''^'^
of Mus Pickford who
now busy with a legal suit

«

against Samuel Goldwyn
sale of United Artists.

and in
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Geo. Skouras Counters

Indie Exhib Assns'. Irate Bulletins

Briefs

From the Lots

With

Exhibs

i\,mm Claim

Skouras, hd$d of the
Skouras theatre chain, is challenging the right of dlstribs to jointly
cut clearances against one of his
houses. Skouras has put the move
to a legal test in a countersuit for

George

Score 20th's Upped Rentals Drive
Irate squawks of indie exhibitors
to 20th-Fox's drive- for increased
rentals this weelt preceded the 20th
touring committee o£ veepees Al

-f

Skouras on Co-op Ads
Underlining the determina-

Liclitman, Andy Smith, Jr., and
Charles Einfeld across the country. Despite the 20th toppers' mBi.steiice that no definite pattern
for the rental hike has yet been
tormulated, exhibs voiced the fear
they would be hit indiscriminately

that the absorbing of
ad costs by distributors was
"one of the biggest crimes
ever committed in the induslast

week

try." Advertising

was formerly

the sole responsibility of ex-

companies."
Pacing the complaints was NaAllied,

,

panies to eliminate cooperative advertising, 20th-Fo3i: prez
Spyros P. Skouras declared

by the boost and accused 20th of
"presuming to speak for all film

tional

mpst major film com-

lion of

Skouras said, and
when they stopped paying the
costs, most of them "stopped
hibitors,

whose Washington

homeoffice declared the tour of
20th's Big Three to convince exhibs the company rates a larger
share of the boxoffice dollai- is "already a flop." Allied averred the
20th execs are serving as stalking
horses for all producers and urged
the studios to cut expenses rather
than try to get higher rentals. But,

thinking;"

Speaking at the 20th execs
meet with N. Y. area exhibs
Friday il>, Skouras patted the
lowly exchange personnel. He
conceded that exhibitors might
be operating more economically than filni studios but said
distribution personnel work
harder ahd get paid less than
staffers in any other-branch of

letin declared:

doubt if the campaign has
immediate objective beyond

"We
any

the industry.

stimulating the sales organizations
to drive harder. The long-range
objective appears to be to condition the exhibitors' minds to the
Idea that the producer-distributors
sliould have a still larger slice of
the receipts. This, in our opinion,
Is as

wrong as

It is

unjustified,

WB, PhiUy

'It

is

7% Wage

Hike

Philadelphia, April

and

is in the betherefore right and

S.

With the 20th-Fox drive for increased rentals rolling: into its.
third week, exhibitors around the
country report they have seen no
tangible evidence of what form the
drive will finally take except on
the admittedly crucial que<stion
of adjustments, General- feeling
among the indie exhibs is one of
puzzlement, and reports seeping in

.Rosalind Russell bought

.

Promise Me," by Leigh Jason and

Julius Joelson,

of J. J. The-

atres.

way of defense
brought

,

.

hea4

His action, in turn. Is by
in a suit originally
against
Joelson
by
Skouras, his brother, Spyros, head
of 20th-Fox, the latter company
and Warners.
Skouras obtained permission last
week from Judge Edward A. Conger to bring the countersuit and
name the -four defendants. In a

Louise Randall Plerson, for independent production, aside from
Independent Artists, in which she
is one of the chief stockholders
Sam Jaffe is cooking up an indie
film on the career of Grandma
Moses, elderly New England artprimiist who won sudden note in

'

tive painting circles.

Hicks' new thesp contract
with "12 O'clock High" his
first assignment. . .Sylvan Simons
liew pact as executive producer at
Columbia calls for $2,500 a week
for five years witliout options...
Jack Holt, former star of silent eaters, signed for a role in the Koa

Don

at 20th

bitter attack against the
',

.

Rocky Lane series.
new term contract starts his 25th
year at Metro ... Eddie Cline will
direct "Maggie Wins a Racehorse,"

i

Andy W.

Smith, Jr.,. to eliminate
adjustments henceforthk Consensus
is that they'll be forced to stop
booking 20th product If they're
no longer able to obtain 'a lowering of terms after a picture has
played off at a loss to them. Smith
laid particular emphasis on eliminating adjustments and credits in
the New York exchange area at
the 20th meet with N. Y. exhibs
Friday (1) at the Hotel Astor,
N.^Ys He declared once a deal i$
:

first-run

nabe prpduct.

.

Rossellini Reforms; Has^

Father"

Ann Miller
series at Monogram
will star in "Singing in the Rain,"
Scripter
Pic
to be produced by Arthur Freed at
Rome, April 5.
Metro. .Metro- borrowed Kristine;
In a Switch ft-om, hiis practice Af
Miller irom Par for role in "Death
Mary
Rechin the Doll's House"
"off-tfie-cuff" shootingy; Italian dtner named special assistant to Dore
Roberto
Rossellihit
has
Schary at Metro . Crystal White, rector
wage hike, retroactive tff last dancer in Ken ^Murray's "Black- signed a contt-iict with .Cflan I>^(>i6
non-dancing
signed
for
a
outs,!'
with
all
men
Callegari to write the dialog and
In addition,
Caravan""
at
Re"Strange
role
in
are
experience
more
years or

7%

Its bulletin

Up

next in the "Bringing
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

'°r/f?tli«"e
'"JJ.V^^S
Licht
NCA added that
now

public. .Roy Rowland's
entitled to two'week vacations
undoing all the goodwill
option hoisted by Metro.
annually, instead of the single
cemented for 20th by Smith and
week they formerly received.

censure.

man

is

.

warned exhibs that "some district
managers and salesmen will try to

make homeoffice heroes

.

Leo Borrows Stars

CAr
IDUu

KIClir I

ntiVl

Hollywood, April 5.
Kietro, once cr^)wded with I^
naries, lias been borrowing stars
lately from the plentiful supply at

Till?

-

-

be made in Stromboli,

BIG PAULDING FETE

of them-

selves at exhibitors' expense before arrival of the Fox phalanx at
Various exchange centres."
United Theatre Owners of lUl
nois attempted to rip apart 20th's
losing
alleged statement it is
•money,' declaring the "record indicates Fox is doing very well.'!
UTOI bulletin said: "This new effort of 20th-Fox executives must

story development for the forthcoming Ingrid Bergman starrer to

director

.

off the coast

of Sicily.

ON

ATDU

Heretofore, Rossellini has had a
then used anywhere
''^*''<
lo six Italian writers on

i^*^""^

ItllLAlIVC from two

the location set to write

the scene
Paulding O.
and fill in the dialog as shooting
Opening of new SI 60.000 Pauldprogressed. No one knew from one
ing here in a; town of 2,800 people
was big community event; Cham- day to the next exactly what would
Warners
This method, seember of Commerce ^o\i tickets for take place.
Recent loanouts from Burbank to two shows hel* opening night, ingly haphazard, has, however, paid
Culver City were: Errol Flynn for vvith $5,300 receipts going to off in money and fame, as in "Open
"The Forsyte Sage;" Alexis Smith County Memorial Hospital. Pauld- City" and "Paisan,"
for "Any Number Can Play;" Syd- ing County newspaper published
not be taken too lightly. They ney Green.street for "Malaya"; S- special edition to mark opening.
Ford's Spill Costs Tinky'
Sole theatre here, it was built
have hired the talent and they ex- Z. Sakall for "Good Old Summer
Tm
'«i<-Anc! in
JR2flO 000' n.dZdn
Kaynn OiepS
if£.VV,V\ni,
pect to do the job. Their first argu- Time" and David Brian for "In- on site of Grand, destroyed by fire
in 1946. Owners are Jack O'Conment for higher rentals is their truder in the Dust."
Hollywood, April 5.
nell, Toledo vet distrtb, and Arthur
contention that the theatres of
With -Elia Kazan signed to reWeaver,: who manages house.
America made a net profit of $200 .r
place the ailing John Ford as diMpls. Boothmen's Tilt
000,000 in 1948. Their sources of
rector on 20th-Fox's "Pinky," it is
2 New Orleans Nabes
information is not quoted and we
Minneapolis, April 5.
estimated that the two-week ShootNew Orleans.
-will not presume to dispute it.
(ParaMinnesota Amus. Co.
Two new nabe houses opened ing delay caused by Ford's illness
"IF this figure is accurate, it rep- mount) and RKO Theatres here
Kazan,
here. New Pitt, one of largest of cost 20th some $200,000.
resents an 11% earning on invest- have signed a new three-year con- its kind, seating 1.000, is latest in who directed 20th's Oscar-winning
ment. According to the U: S. Dept. tract with the local booth opera- chain o£ theatres the' Pittnian famGentleman's
Agreement"
last
of CommercCi more than $2,000,- lors' union, retroactive to last mid- ily operates in New Orleans, Baton year, cancelled a scheduled Euro000,000 is invested in the motion December, .under which the pro- Rouge, Sulphilr arid Lake Charles. pean vacation to plane out to the
picture industry
Thus, taking jectionists receive a 3% wage boost
Second, the Beverly, also 1,000- Coast over the weekend.
their own figure of $200,000,000,
$200
by
the first year and 2% foi: each of seater, is owned and managed
Fordrsllpped in a small ditch
"
"
this represents only an 11% earn- the succeeding two years.
Philip Pecuhia
and George Rayner,
bullt on the set, spraining his back
ing of the total amount invested in
exhibitors
Local
independeht
and right ankle, and, while retheatresr-not too high a return.'' also recently made a new pict With; i $1,000,000 Calerary (Can.) House
cuperating
at his home, developed
Calgary, Can.
the pperators, granting them a 5%
a case of shingles. "Pinky" is proJ. B. Barron, manager of Grand
scale increase.
here, announced plans for $1,125,- duction veepee DarrylF. Zanuckis'
personal
production
this year.
000 theatre and office building.
Distribs
Greenlight For 'Bank Nite'
Theatre will seat 1,000.
Minneapolis, April 5;
; Continued from page » g
Slate Set
Hampton-Turner Build in Texas
"Bank Night" in Minnesota thegoing up, so might some of the.se
New officers of the Assn. of MoCarthage,
Tex.
exhibs be forced to .shut down it atres would be legalized under the
New 800-seat house is under tion Picture Adverti.sers will be
their
operating
expenses keep provisions of « bill introduced: in construction here; It will be oper-- voted in tomorrow (Thurs.) at a
niounting and that Includes film the state legislature.
ated by H. L, Hampton and H. B. luncheon membership meeting of
The measure would permit the Turner. P. C. McPheison, former the group. Certain to be tapped
rental." But they agreed with 20th
execs that some exhibs have, been playing of any game of chance manager with East Texas theatres, are Max Youngstein as prez for
buying product at much lower where there is no consideration in- will be manager.
another year; Harry McWilliams,
terms than they should pay ami volved and would extend the priviveepee; Harry Blair, treasurer;
$100,000 . House For Mexicans
these are the situations they said lege to. churches, veteran organizaand Marjorie Harker, secretary.
tions, charitable and other groups
Abernathy, Tex.
roust be corrected.
Slate has already been
New 700 seat Nu-Vue theatre a nominating committee.named by
None of the other sales chiefs as well as theatres.
built here at
cost of $100,000
*luestioned plans so radical a step
Proposed for members of the
opened here by George Reed. The
as 20th's announced move to elimiboard
along with the officers are
Rita, which Reed >also owns here,
nate credits and adjustments if a
will be used tor Mexican patron- Charles Alicoate, Vincent Trotta,
.
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picture plays off at a loss to the
exhib. Most of those who have not
already done so will follow 20th
in cutting -down clearance In all
situations where it's considered lu.equitable on the basis that llie
Dept. of Justice has thrown tlie
*li'estion of clearance back in the
laps of distributors.
The .salesmanagers differed in
their choice of selling methods to
achl-ve higher rentals, but all
agreed that « picture', should be
sold mainly on the basis of its return in test-run engagements. Sliding .scale had con.siderable backing
.^as the one procedure wliich allow s
^^''a picUire to find its level at the
factual bo.^office payoff.
.

20th

i

Ui

I

Runs

Continued from page 3

man emphasized

I

much

Gross. Gordon
Blanche Livingston,

s
3

time that
impact
was dissipated during the time lag
between tlie first and subsequent

too

Syd

age.: ,:/

at that

New Canadian

Theatres

Regina, Sask.
New theatres in westem Canada
include a 500-seat one at Pincher
Creek. Alta.. and a 400-seater at
St. Paul. Alta. A new 300'seat

of the ad-publicity

nins. lis a part of tlie 20th drive
for upping film rentals.
.

house

being
completed
Lake, Sask.

is

:

at

Minsky's primary job will be to Meadow
survey the key nabe houses to
1,050-Seater for Dallas Ready
determine .which of them can open
Dallas
.day:^and-^date with the downtown
The Vogue, new l,0SO-8eater will
theatres
without
entering
into
direct competition with them: How be opened here in Western Oak
section soon by Robb & Rowmany ol the nabes will draw the Cliff
ley theatres. Built on site of the
110(1
will
be drterniined when
Bison it is seventh house to be
M n.sk.v reports his findings back old
operated by circuit in Oak Cliff
to the lionieofficet
(section. Lloyd Pullen is manager,
I

j

'

I

ZOTOS SUED ON

-

made that deal will stick, regardless of the boxoffice gross. According to Smit:., he discovered that
handing out adjustments had become, an automatic habit in the
N.Yi area, adding that "if we continued under that system, we would
have to close shop." He indicated
that adjustments and: credits would
be studied throughout the country
With an eye to eliminating them.
Backtracking Already?
.
Smith and 20th veepee Al Lichtman, according to exhibs attending
Friday's session, have already backtracked slightly in their demands.
Where Smith previously had called
for a 25% rental boost up and
down the line, both he and Lichtman said at the N. Y. meet that
they have no argument with "the
many theatres that do pay us adequate
film
rentals/'

on Bergman

WB

.

indi-

i

Cameron starrer, "Brimstone," at
Republic. .Frank Whitbeck cooking up a two-reeler about the.Battle of the Bulge to be gent out in
advance to plug interest in ^ the
production,
Metro
forthcoming
"Battleground"...Warners is "inspired a. conspiracy" to cancel
warming up a remake of the old out the clearance and hring about
whaling story, "Moby Dick," orig- day-and-date bookings.
inally filmed in 1930 with Jehn
Joelson's action, inwhich the
Barrymore and Dolores Costello as countersuit
is brought, seeks. $2,leads.
400,000 tiieble balm. It asserts a
Republic bought "Bandit King conspiracy on the part of the deof Texas," by Olive Cooper for fendants to deprive the"
Luxor of
Pete Smith's

new pact with the Warchain
ner circuit management.
considered the bellwether of exrhibs here and the new pattern is
expected to be followed by the
Other circuits and indie operators.
Pact gives the projectionists a
signed a

is

the grass roots areas

i'rom

quartet,

Skouras claims that an unnamed cate the 20th bookers and salesmen
RKO exec branded his as "a men- are equally conlused. Some exhibs
ace to the industi-y" and has claim they have found the 20th v
.threatened to drive him out. of
field personnel sitting back to w ait
business:
for more explicit- Instructions from
Skouras' countercharges assert
that his Park Plaza theatre, the the homeoffice before attempting
Bronx, previously held clearance to line up new bdikings.
Exhibs have reacted vehemently
over Joelson's Luxor. RKO and
Warner execs, cross-claim asserts, to the threat of 20th sales veepee

.

Ticklish labor situation in Philadelphia's filmeriefi was settled for
the most part last night (Mon.)
when projectio'nists's local 307

proper that the independent exhibitor organizations should adopt
counter-measures and a c q u a i n i
tlif^ir members with the full implitjations of the movement and with
the facts."
North Central Allied, whose
Benhie Berger, last year
pre/.,
teamed with 20th's Smith to set up
an industry-wide conciliation plan,
also blasted' the drive.

UI.

Rental Drive

treble damages filed in
"Come Be My Love" at $1,800,000
district court against
"Oh N. Y, federal
RKO, Warner Bros., Universal and

films in

In

Still

DarkimMs

•

Settle for

the time to resist evil
ginning.

Projectionists

Hollywood, April :5.
Mae Marsh, star of silent films,
drew role in "Strange Caravan"
Republic... D. J. Thompson
at
opera to
shifts from radio soap

With Harry ^Brandt and his Independent Theatre Owner.s Assn.,
who had blasted most sharply
against the 20th drive, boycotting
Friday's meet, midwestern circuit
operator Ted Gamble carried the
ball for the exhibitors. In an ad
lib speech, following talks by 20th
prez Spyros P. Skouras, Lichtman,
Smith and ad-puta veepee Chai'les
Einfeld, Gamble expressed doubt
that exhibs will accept "wholeheartedly" 20th's declaration that
it has Cut production costs to the
Emphasizing he was not
bone.
speaking in his official capacity as
board chairman of the Tlicatre
Owners of America, Gamble declared that "before any increased
rentals take effect, the film companies should examine very carefully costs In Hollywood."
Extravavanee at Studios

He averred that average exhibitors feel most studios ai-e still extravagant, mentioning specifically
the high salaries paid to stars,
Without referring to high exec salaries, he added the companies are
"still

packing too

their

in

studio

much overhead
costs."

Gamble

questioned Smith's figure that the
combined net profit for all theatres in 1948 was $200,000,000 declaring many exhibitors have been
forced to reinvest much of their
profit into building new theatres
or renovating old ones. He also
cracked back at a projected 20th
plan to sell all percentage pictures
in
White and via sliding scale, saying exhibs dethe past have found too many
partures from the set pattern |«
which distribs used the scale only
CHIZ
as a wedge to get still higher
:,

%

St. Louis, April 3.

Metro and Paramount have

•

filed

percentage-chiselling actions here
in Federal district court agaln.st
Christ Zotos, operating the Roosevelt theatre.

Centals,

Lichtman, Smith, Einfeld and
Skouras planed to the Coast Friday
night with other homeoffice reps.
First three will spend several days
with Skouras viewing new prod.

.

.

.

.

.

Complaints in each action Inelude the conventional charges
that Zotos turned in allegedly false
reports on percentage films. Total
of $6,000 is demanded on the suits
which claim that alleged chiselling
dates from Jan. I, 1941, to the
picsent.

uct at the studio before starting

another round of exhlb meetings
in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
They'll then make a countrywide
swing, talking with exhibs in mest
branch areas and expect to
away from the homeoffice about
two months.

w

Aprfl
fr^uBAay,
1-

6,

X949
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THE PICTURE OF THE SEASON
At Radio City Music Hall -Picked by
the Showplace of the Nation and Record
Hundreds
their

of

Happy

Other Key Houses

as

Easter Attraction!

THE PICTURE OF THE MONTH
In Redbook, McCall's, Cosmopolitan,/
Parents' Magazine and Calling All Girls

THE PICTURE OF THE WEEK
In National Magazines like Collier's,

Look and Parade

THE CROSBY PICTURE OF PICTURES
says the Trade Press:
'Such, an obvious natural for Crosby

didn't think of

it

sooner."

—M.

"Roll out your best carpet, dust

it's

a wonder Paramount

P. Daily

off

those chairs and light up that

because you're going to get a whopper from Paramount."

M.

marquee

P. Herald

"Screen versions of 'A Connecticut Yankee' have been made
before but none can vie with this one." Showmen's Trade Review
"Will score solidly as one of the season's
best grossers,"

"Comes

Variety

as a refreshing breeze to

captivate theatre audiences."

—Hollywood Analyst

Color

by

Murvyn Vye Virginia Field
Henry Wilcoxon froduced by Robert Ftllows
•

with

*

Directed

by

Screenplay by Edmund Beloin *

TAY GARNETT
Lyrict

by Johnny Burke—Music by Jomei Van Heuien

.

,

"

'

Wednesday, April

Fdm Buy

Fear of

TV Echoes

Coiitmutd from page S

Show

tne have given filmmakers an open
Forty years back, when
door to pirating dramatic copynickelodeon era was just beginning

way

to give

production

to "big business
and distribution,

Wm

Variety's headline in the
rights.
Feb. 10, 1912, issue tells the story:
"Picture Men Have 'Joker' For

the

to
motion picture indlustry had
The Cojjyright Law
buck virtually the same proWeins Managers Assn. Takes

— Theatrical
Pro-

f^'^i^^'

World
just before, the First
threw the rest of show busibordering on
ness into confusion

try

War

The

—

a conTiie film industry's rise as

picture
"shoestring

enterprise" flickering
shadowy form, crude in its
techcontent and primitive in its
were the usual doubts
There
nique.
"whether pictures were here
i" its

fbout

to stay."

Around 1910 the general indifference and competitive contempt
to
for the film industry began
change into a worried look p.n the
"live"

of

though D.

W.

Even

showmen.
Griffith's

A Nation," was still
the picture business was
rapidly acquiring a mass basis.
There were already in 1910 several
thousand spots, many of which

interests,

,

the

some

,

late

Frohman,

m

Tn either ease, -the film business
Para- as a whole suffers because certain

.

M

Todd's ^Aida'

i

!

I

I

;

among

tinter outfits
in Hollywood, ownership of a procompany
duction - distribution
would provide it with a certain
amount of color biz. FC, when the
switfh ua.i itnrif. wn.1 entirpiv outfirbut then sfarted t'
j(.
distribute some new product,
v.also acquired its own exchanges

tive situation

i

i

from

franchiseholders.
This
shift in operational policy sent it
from black to red, out of which it
has been successfully climbing in
recent months.
A tangent of the issue that prc»ceded Bernhard'.s resignation last
week was A. Pam Blumenthal's

'

j

I

|

|

I

I

i

,

i

j

I

:

j

{

;

;

!

|

formula for, division of iis.sels between the two projected outfits

its

bow-out as board chairman of the
two companies a few months ago.
^
Blumenthal, who is also a Cineofficer. Production will be budg- color shareholder, felt, it is. underK^'^if^'
°''''H"'»°*"**'*'innni
which
Dixey posed
for a $1,000
j^^^^
^^^un^, $250,000-$300,000. stood, that Bernhard was attemptremuneration
Chicago
last
„
^^^^^ in Philadelphia in ing duties beyond -the ability of
September and come to Broadway one man in heading operations of
Other managers did follow Froh- during October,
both Cinecolor and FC. Bernhard.
man's lead in trying to block parTodd, whose prodiiietiori of "As it is believedi now agrees with that
ticipation in films by legit actors.
the Girls Go," at the Winter Gar- viewpoint and feels that he can
According to Vamety of Jan. 6, den has been 'the
top gro,sser of best protect his own heavy invest_
..nf
Warn.ngs
are once more Broadway
1912,
this season, will leave ment by divorcing the companies
next week to hear singers in and concentrating on the producl?!i,"Lif "fil

,

i

'

'

actresses that posing for rhov-

Ing pictures 'Will

make them

in-

engagements with the
big producers. ... The latest play-}
ers of prominence to be lured
into the posing game are Nat C.
Goodwin, who holds a financial i„.
terest in a motion picture plant
In San Francisco; Mildred Holland,
with complete repr6duction of all
her plays; and May Buckley,, a
well-known leading woman."
^,
m
Play Piracy Fears
In 1912, legit producers became
agitated over a proposed Congressional bill that allegedly would
eligible for

[

|

;

|

,

I

various cities as possibilities for
the cast. Show is to be a lavish
one, with large company and heavy
physi'caV'lay-out.

tion-distribution outfit.

No

successor has been named to
the presidency of Cinecolor.

,

.

i

producers, directly or indirectly, to
interfere with, restrain, or coerce
their employees in the exercise of
the right to self-organization, to
form, join or assist labor organizations, to b a r g a i n collectively
through representatives of their
own choosing,"

The back pay awards cover only

this

bi'acket

Lewis' Contract Suit
Vs.

Rooney-Stiefel

Los Angeles, April
Funds of Samuel H. Steifel and
Rooney-Stlefel, Inc., have been

losses of pay to those involved. tied up In an attachment suit filed
For instance, if a man were un- in L. A. superior couii: by Hsfy
able to work because of illness or Lewis.
Latter is seeking $26,000
because he was in the armed he assertedly would have received
forces, he would get no back pay under a deal to serve as producfor that period. If h« were Work- tion manager on three Rooncying elsewhere at less wages, he Stiefel productions.
would get only the difference.
Lewis asserts he was di.scharged

.„ ,
Darling Aida"„ will
be the
Feldman's Story Buy
second musical comedy edition of
Charles K. Feldman, Hollywood
«
S^*"'* "Pera to be pre- agent and promoter of film packIn the case of eight of the work'^ew York in several ages, has purchased film rights to ers, they were given back pay
"J
years.
The other was "Carmen "Tender Mercy," novel by Lenard from the time of their layoffs unKaufman, for $50,000. Story was til lATSE either suspended or ex;^,'i"^f'
p^''™'-?^ published by Creative Age Press. pelled them eight months later.
produced by ^"if
Billy Rose, with
Yarn deals with a family's im- The Labor Board held that, under
a Negro cast.
Todd previously becile son, a nurse who alone can a closed sliop agreement, they
produced the all-Negro "Hot Mi- handle him, and the nurse's boy were no longer eligible
for emkado," from the Gilbert & Sullivan friend who attempts blackmail
of ployment or compensation after
operetta.
the family.
their union dropped them.

ZA ^Z,Lr^

Circuits falling in

,:

i

'

.

"f/n^ers and their employees as are Interstate, Texas Con.solidated,
Malco, Tri-States, Central States,
"We will not advise, urge, or Paramount - Richards and Wilbyotherwise influence our member Kincey.
foUovra:

m

1

hence, the production-distribution company will not share in
such proceeds.

and,

Non-Strikers
Continued from page I

|

and

in thea-

I

ownership or management.
Cinecolor acquired FC with the
thought that in the highly competi-

,

"

buying partial interests

I

'

i

]

;

Nothing definite has been
stock.
Al person, now
discus.sed as yet.
an indie producer at 20th-Fox, has
no interest in returning to FC's

j

i.

in

"Accordtres," Par's topper said.
in 3 Mos. ingly, Paramount would be in a
Hartford, April 5.
hopeless bargaining position with
Last Wednesday (31) for the sec- the co-owners who would know
ond time in two months, the box- that Paramount had no alternative
office of the E. M. Loew's here was under the court order but to sell."
Solo thug held up This is an "extremely important
held up.
cashier, Inez Quinn, by flashing point," Balaban stated
indeed, it
gun and obtained some $75.
is the key to a clear understandOn Jan. 31 two armed bandits ing of the consent judgment.
netted .more than $600 when they
Balaban played down the inipcrheld up manager Leonard Young. tance of the stock restrictions. He
To date no arrests have been made stressed that the voting trust is
for either robbery. The theatre is not a permanent arrangement. The
located in the middle of downtown court would end it whenoyer twoHartford,
thirds of the certificates of interest
in the theatre company have been
converted, It could be ended belENSERS NOT EYE-TO-EYE
fore if the court is satisfied that
Hollywood, April 5.
there is no common working conBeProducer George Barnes has re- trol of the two companies.
placed Ernst Laszlo as cameraman cause ample time is afl'ordcd l)y
on Parampunt's "Riding High" the decree to divest interest in the
after latter failed to see eye to stock, Balaban does not believe
eye with director Frank Capra on forced selling will deflate its value,
how .the ,Bing, Crosby starrer
Although the proxy statement
should be lensed.
failed to so specify, proceeds from
Result' is that some of the foot- 4 the sale of certain large partnef*8e taken since March 14 may .ship interests will go directly to
i^ave to be scrapped with pic po^ the new theatre company, Balaban
sibly going beyond its May 16 said.
Cash received on these
j.„
^'"'^"P deadhne,
transactions will not be used in the

Up Twice

I

lisi.

from voting the stock. It also deVariety, in "its Aug. 5, 1911, mands judgment directing its reissue, reported the story as folturn to Partmar. Besides seeking
lows: "That i'l-ohman is taking
$250,000 tripled for alleged antithe pictures seriously, there is no trust violations, F &
subsid is
doubt for they certainly have demanding $100^000 for claimed
proven 01 position to be reckoned
with. It may be that hereafter a
Partmar operates the house unlot of thespians will be given the
der lease from Paramount which
icy mitt around the Frohman ofrequires it to play the latter'*
fices if they have taken prominent
product exclusively. It is now asroles in picture plays.
serted that Par fed the house poor
,
i.T^
^
,
i<
X
"It IS hinted that next year the Ipj^. charged "unfair and unreasonmen and women, who do the pic- able rentals;" and withheld prodture pantomimic playing in the uct
in violation of the 10-year
cummer, and then fill dramatic en- lease; inked in 1941.
gagements during the winter, will
unsuccessfully
Plaintiff
had
have harder work in securing
an injunction against Parasought
berths if other managers follow
mount during oral argument of
the Frohman stunt.
the consent decree last month.
Henry E. Dixey for a Nickle
Latest anti-trust action is one of a
"The following may have caused "^^^^^^ "^J" j^g^i "skirmishes"' since
Frohman s new contract insertion ^^j^
cross-suing on
as to picture acting: This Past (.jj^ ^.^j^jj
season Henry E. Dixey played the
Parsons theatre, Hartford, in 'Mary
Jane's Pa..l Directly opposite was
a picture house which displayed a
huge banner with the following:
i Continued from page 1
'Why pay $2 to see Henry E. Dixey
when you can see him for 5c.?' jj^^
^^^^
^ij, represent
The nickelodeon was then running
^^^^^^^ ^j^^^
^^^^^

M. Loew's, Hartford,

Held

|

Continued from page 9

the market rate of $6 a share at
amounted
that
time
that
to
$240,000. Price has dropped, along
with the rest of the inarket, to
about $2,50 per share currently.
Any number of types of deals
are said to be possible for reacquisition by Bernhard of the FC

j

.

E.

Bernhard's Exit

Alleging that it is a 50% stockthe Ij^A-j|jowe- (p

f^S^TS^rllholder-in

-ount^ho.ds the ^othe^
was regarded as a sort of "ack-

^^^or^
it

18.

:

.

]

1911, inserted a clause in his thesping contracts forcing players to

company

I

jfo'*

:

M

film

,

The

Charles

i

filed

people over being wiped out by
video, took the first steps in comthe picbating
" r.nd hamstringing
J
^
n
Broadway
ture makers.
producer.

1

listed.

COURTS

against

m

common
favor of the twosplitup
Two-third s vote
the anti-trust settlement is necessary to carry through the reorganization,
'"g

:

SHOWING SEX

"You've

neglect the ordinary screen
an $850,000 treble-damage ac- and
vehicle where the lower scale is
tion in <N. Y. federal district court
in effect, they are apt to become
against Par. At the same time, F
annoyed with having a different
subsid has now appealed to
&
Supreme Court from a admission fee in force every time
the U.
they go to the theatre. Net result
ruling of the lower bench which
is that they; get out of the theatredenied it the right to intervene in
habit.
anti-trust action, going
Government
the
^
fighting against the
Paraentered
by
decree
consent
mount.

i

files,

paralleling
fears among

action

of the

Of the many thousands of stockholders in the company, only 400
have so far voted against the proFILMS posal, it has been learned. Because of the strong affirmaiive
Albany* April 5.
hand-raising, Par's management is
A protest against the showing of now counting on an 80% approval
sex hygiene films to school chil- of the move when the April 12
dren was registered Friday (1) by meeting is over.
the Catholic Welfare Commission.
Because' of a raft of queries by
Two films, "Human Growth," made stockholders,
Barney Balaban, Par's
by Eddie Albert in collaboration prez, has circularized
a lengthy
with the medical school of the Uniletter among the shareholders exversity of Oregon, and "Human
plaining the reasons for the sellle-.
Reproduction" a McGraw - Hill
ment.
Balaban also attacks the
goojc co. Text Film Dept. produepremise that the restriction- again.st
as objectionable
tion, were cited
holding stock of the new theatre
by the committee in a statement
and productlon^istribution compaissued by the Most Rev. William
nies simultaneously will seriously
A. Scully, D.D., coadjutor bishop of
affect the value, of the stock.
Albany, arid One time chairrian of
Letter constitutes .tiie flr.st offithe motion picture c<)inmittee of
cial statement that the- main reaU. S. bishops.
The committee felt that "Human son for seeking" a- Govemmrnt deal
Growth," which was intended- for was to save Paramount from a
children in grades six to nine, shellacking when It liquidated its
U. S. Suwould cause "great spiritual and partnership theatre's.
harm," while "Human Re preme Court decision. Balaban
production" was looked up on as noted, made the sale of over 1 ,000
Par would
"a more mature treatment of the houses compulsory.
same subject matter, which should have been crippled in its negotiabe restricted to adults and mar tions, if it could only sell and not
couples." Impetus for th* pro- buy 'to preserve equality in bar^
test was the increasing pressure gaining powers.
being exerted: on local boards of
"In most instances, the co-owneducation by parent-teacher groups ers would be the only prospective
for showings -of these pix.
purchasers since third pei-sons ordinarily would not be interested

.1.

of films.
Legit's Trepidations

According to VAmETY's

NX

SUIT TO
Two-ply

voted exclusively to the exhibition

contemporary

Marcus

With still another week to
go before the payoff annual meet
company, Par has corralled
between 55%-60% of the outstand^

battle.

CATHOLICS PROTEST

having to ^ pay extra
mount has been initiated by Part-, fans resent
- . —.
„
picture comes
mar Corp., Fantshdn fe torco sub* every time a good
along. While they may plunk down
sid operating the Paramount thePartmar has their money for the good picture,
atre, Los Angeles.

couldn't be described as theatres,
in the main converted stores, de-

legit

April

F&M TAKES LA. PAR

years

away,

.

Hollywood, April 5.
virtually certain despite early foreFleet of 370 planes Of all sizes,
bodings of a minority stockholder

from bombers down, is being
mounded up by 20th-Fox for air
^.^.^
sequences in "12 O'Clock
produced by Henry King.
Ships bought or rented from
surplus mil'tai v equipment deallrs.^will be assembled near Fort
Wa ton, Fla., where shooting starts

.

..

epochal

"The Birth of
five

E

A\>proval of Pahunount's consent
decree and plan of reorganization

—including the controversial stock-

Hi

holding restrictions— now appears

Up The

Hill,
F/ Shea,
and stick to it. The public must
Loew, Lew Fields, WllUani Briaay, know what it is going to pay at the
Rajr Comstbck, Lee Shubert, John boxoffice at any specified time.
L. Kerr and Adolph Zukor on the Prospective patrons realize that
aijvisonr tedard.
entertainment must have a price,
But; like miany of the current but they also want that price sta^
trepidations over the rise of tel^ bilized.'
vision, the fears surrounding the
Feeling among many Broadway
film industry's ascendancy proved managers is that when admission
unwarranted. Legit, vaude and bur- prices are moved around for .every
lesque continued strong for many good picture it has a bad effect on
years after 1912 and it was only. biz, in two ways:
(1). It puts a glaring light on
much: ,kiter, under the impact of
different economic and social fac- weaker pictures, making the pubtors, before they went into • de-. lic only freely put down its money
for films getting a higher admis'-cline.;
sion r or (2) it irritates the prospatron who had been
pective
counting on paying a certain price
and tlien finds a different one

with Gus

OK Decree and Reorg. Plan
•

m

at
lender was slow and gradual
video tothe outset, but later, like
powerful
day, it came along with a
at the
days,
earliest
its
In
rush.
show
turn o£ the century, the other
the
fields practically ignored
bii!
business; It was deemed a

full-length feature,

.

Will

Air Fleet for

managers

legiti-

burmate theatre, vaudeville and
lesque—the ."Big Three" of the
were
entertainment world then
from
facing a boxoffice challenge
a mea vigorous newcomer with
chanical, yet mighty punch.

faces

'

of

indus^
Like video today, the film

mild state of panic.

{

week, lowering weekend night
price to $1.20 and getting only $1
weekdays. Also it put early-bird
scale at 50 cents until 1 p.m. Also
as the price line wavered back and
forth, some stage-film houses, notably Ihe Stiand, dropped to $1.25
for final days of extended-run inlast

stead of sticking to $1.50.
,.
„
The inconsistent price-juggling
Sunday (March 27), hrst really
'tifting
day this spring, was not rewarm
For
$100 As The Penalty
Sunday
last
extent
any
to
peated
Plays For the Camera."
probably because biz was bet
Vaudeville also attempted to halt (3),
ter all along the line.
film's onrush in this period. One
Veteran Broadway
scheme, reported in the May 11,
are worried over reckless
frankly
1912 issue of VABiETy, involved the
and often absurd changes in adopening of a 10-20-30c; circuit for
mission scales. They cite that the
the playing of "cheap shows" to
more than ever, must
today,
public
"draw away from the picture know what it is going to pay 'for
houses as well as higher forms entertainment.
The
entertainment."
of
(sic! )
constant shifting of the"This
project was organized by the Coatre prices is bad in the long run,"
operative Booking Circuit, spear- said one Broadway
a jj a g e r.
headed by L. Lawrence Weber,
got to have a set scale,

.

Ci^'rernS

Par Figures 80% of Stockholders

B'way B.O. Cuts

Early

Legit Fear of Pix, Variety Files

ft

1949

6,

PICTIJIIES

so

from his $500 weekly job after
working on budgets and holding
conferences on "Hot Hod" when
that film had been .sl?ted for pro^
duction at RKO. He claims he was
dismissed when production was
switched to General Service and
producers notified him they wouio
have to use production manager oi
that rental lot.

iTgancBibiy, April 6,

1949

\Iore than

200 Day-and-Dates

Scl

lV)r

THE BIGGEST MONEY PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
WALTER WANGiR'S

SUSAN HAYWARDo,
CHECOKEf LANSING,
HALf WILDCAT .7. HALF ANGH

ALLWOMANl

TOP

^

"?«Su'-^^^

^^^^^^^^

JACK

Walter Wanger

;tulsa"

presents

With

E

Jack -Produced by WALTER WANGER -Directed by STUART HEISIIR-Assoglate'
CHILL WILLS/LLOYD GOUGH, EDWARD BEGLEY, Jimmy Conlin.. Roland
Kenypn-Suggestoid bjfja story by. Richard Wormser-An EAOEUONl FILMS Rftattt
Producer EDWARD lASKER- Screenplay by Frank Nugent and Curtis

WeAnasdaj, April

.6,

PICTURES
Indie Exhib

If

Yens Good Die Days

Contiiiueil

I

in its desire to

.

j^^^^^. ^^^^^ j^,
scheduled to be torn down around
May 1. Apollo is on ^^-^'^'^

demonstrates why by fondly Angering a Metro contract for the 193435 season. It is for the Luxor thein
subsequent-runner
a
atre,
Brooklyn, and calls for 47 pix, all
of them (except 11 that the com-

,

„,^°)Hvp»nPr

.

j

pLamountW"

now in xoKyo on a
.^^^^S^^'^^SSi^M
eign
the
cliiet,

is

Far East swing, studying

,

Japa-

The others range from ardent
thespians to rank amateurs. Indoor
sets are inadequate but numerous
outdoor scenes help make up for
:Weor.
this.

M-G's Asiatic supervisor,
Tokyo.

I

is

also in

Fevgelset

.

(The

Silverstone said that a decision
Continued .from page 5
would be reached shortly on the
10-company cooperaguaranteed Columbia a $125,000 future of the
Germany,
outlay for the run of "Knock on tive distribution setup" in

Any Door," now winding at the Japan, Austria and Korea, He
carries through
theatre. Of this sum, $65,000 goes added that if Metro
Most fantastic of all, in retro- to Col as assured rental for the in its desire to do its own selling,
spect, is the product which M-G run of the film and another $60,- the other member^ companies, by
promised and delivered that sea- 000 must be paid out in advertise force of expediency, would haveson. Here are -some of the 47 pix: ing. Maurice Maurer, operator of little choice but to follow suit.
"Treasure Island" (Beery, Jackie City Investing's theatres, paid off
Pox international topper said
Cooper, L. Barrymore), "Chained" $250,000 on a similar deal to
that the other majors theoretically
of for "Joan of Arc" at the Victoria.
operation,
(Gable - Crawford), "Barretts
could continue
Wimpole. Street" (Shearer-Marchas a practical competitive matbut
Maurer, it has now been learned;
Laughton), "What Every Woman temporarily solved the Astor's ter it would be unfeasible. None
Knows" (Helen Hayes), "Merry booking problems in a recent trip of the distribs wants any of the
Widow" (Chevalier^Jeanette Mac-. to the Coast. He has closed for others to gain, by setting up their
-

RKO

1

I

six -months' .;exclusive

playing of

Columbia product. Starting with
"Knock," Astor will take on "We
Were Strangers" and "Anna Lucasta." Col also has an option to
book "Jolson Sings Again" in the
house.

Changeover of Loew's State to
top Metro product has. toughened
the booking problem for both
Loew!s Capitol and the Criterion.
Former house is operated' in part7

Messmore Kendall.^
The latter was recently- operated
jointly by M-G and B. S. Moss,
but has been turned over to Moss
nership

with

Capitol has been depending increasingly on Universal
product while the Criterion has
leaned on U, Eagle Lion and Co-

entirely.

.

]

lumbia.

|

State has b^en grabbing off most

That was

of Metro's biggest films with the

product,

Music Hall getting the balance.

which was made and sold at a low
price, and on some of which, .such

Indicating the rivalry of .the 4wo
for Metro's best is the fact -that

as the pix listed above, the theatre
operators made tremendous profits.

"The Barkleys of Broadway," Fred
Astaire-Ginger Rogers musical, is
grooved for the State on insistence
of Joseph Vogel, Metro's theatre
veepee.
Distribution force was
wangling for a Music Hall opening
but Vogel fought for the film^ contending that the shortage made it
a must for his house.

Knowing that with' upped cosis
and changed circumstances it is
impossible, Hattem would nevertheless like to return to the "good

He

feels^ it allowed, the producers to
sell their product more cheaply,

,

the exhibs to huy it more cheaply
and made for bigger profits all
around. It furthermore gave theatre ops an opportunity to do more
planning ahead, he declares.
"The promise when block booking ended," he said, "was that individual selling would force the

Both the Warner Bros. Strand
and Harry Brandt's May fair have
been forced to fall back on reissues and return engagements to
pad their schedules. Strand has

1

j

played

:

several

dualers including

"John Belinda" and "Treasure of

Sierra Madre."
Mayfair is curcompanies to make better pictures rently showing "Casablanca," WB's
in order to get sales. That hasn't reissue. RKO Palace has also frehappened. They just make fewer quently resorted to that device to
pictures and we have to buy every- keep its doors
open.
thing they turn out, just as under
block booking, if we want to keep
our houses operating. So it hasn't

Stockholm, March

i
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factor, is
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be

traffic

IHI.'.>IINS.

forgotten. Camera work by Goran
and geography. With cities spreadStrindberg and music by Von KOck
ing and traffic heavy, it becomes
add to success of the film. Winq.

Hardships

.

very difficult for people to get to
midcity. Why make it tough for
Licbling dcr
them to see your product? Licht(Beloved of the World)
man asks. Theatres located in
suburban areas, with easily-avail(AUSTRIAN)
.Vienna, March 11.
able parking space, will get lots of
tt
*M
"""" Oonau-Arta
customers: to whom price is not so
•odnrti™
Nadlne Gray and a"w
much an object as the inconveniSiegfried Brcucr.
ence of a long ride in traffic, it is Jf«ted by^Max Neufeld. .Screenplay bv
Karl Farkasi^amSit'^'^l®'™«*'i!*,*«'»
said. Some of these people would era,
Oskar ^ Schnirch: music. Nikolaus
and Frank Fox. At Ila.vdn Kino,
probably not have attended a film Brcdc/ky
Vienna. Running time, »0 .MINS.
at all, so they represent increased
ne-Toscs
Nadine Gray
........
income for the industry as a whole. King R.Toul,
o
Fischer
Siegfried Breuer
""a"'""'',
And Marias Els, .Karl Farkas, Egon v.
.Tordan, Carl Guenther. Eugen Neufeld.
.loehen Brockman. Hans Puti, Rolf KUtAL SUCHMAN JOINS SRO
:

,

.

I

.

now

against
potential

Al Suchman: joined the staff of
Selznick Releasing Organization in
New York this week as aide to general sales manager Sidney G. Deneauv
Suchman previously served
as eastern and Canadian sales rep
for Samuel Goldwyn and eastern
salesmanager for Eagle Lion.
In a further shuffle of help be"
^^'^
""'^
Motion
Picture
Sales Corp., new outfit headed bv
luiiuci
former
orv»L»
SRO
ore/ Neil
iMPii
a
prez
Asnew

This pic

.

—

,

,

I
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!

Sof

i
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I
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Eva
Dahlbeck
Bengt BlomSren.
Bertil Palmgren

pretty melodramatic
film fare, but of high entertainment value. Cinematic treatment
bows to happy end theory, which
has paid off repeatedly at bbXofElce
:''«na is bound to do so this time
too.
l'iBhtwelght yarn deals with a Wng

newcomer

and

Camera wprk
is

by

outstanding.

Winq,

•':,..;.

W

is

inhabi-

—

I

m

endured by

mountain country in
northern Sweden at the turn of
the century, which resulted in their
migration to America, have been
ably depicted in this film. It will
good bet
be sure b.o. here,
--, and'
- a
.....
for Swedish-language houses in the
U. S.
Good performances are given by
tants of the

W«U

;

•

Michel Auci»ir

,

....

.

|

—

..Cecile Aiibiev

.

.

Monsieur Paul......... Raymond Souples

schera and:Eduard Loibner.

Understood

,

The Madame ........... Gabrielle

i

.

,

threatening legal
""''S*^
^^^^^^

Lescautv.'

Robert DesjrIeuxV.i

Leon Lescaut,.;,/....;,.. .Serge ReBgianl

HoUyood, April 5.
it would have been the second
„
Henigsen arrived from deal of its type made by Curtis
who both
Italy to report to Metro on the pro- and Miss Plckford with the British
ankle".i!®."'''!^!!^^
their jobs at the end and
-fl
"r>..n
.i-i
live happily forever: after.
duction
situation
where
e
wuo TLion outfit.
Previously, duo banJpilnt
Hell re- idled American
Vadis'' will be made,
T
^ny
histori-t
„„ rights to
i„ "High
ix.K.i
™pw '''"?*®**®*
turn shortly to Italy' to prep; a Fury." Korda-madI film sta^ri^g Peggy De(3raw wa^
named
w^'^Z"'' ''"I
late June or July start.
Producer Arthur Horn blow, Jr.,
^^"^
director John Huston, the cast and
C^^ti^T a son of Jack Cohn. pTsf at Ir'S a'nt
t^tharat gs !^^!^, X^^le'^"^^"^
exec veepee of Columbia.
crew will follow.
Paramount.
''kdine GrTy'- discovered by

Henry

.

Manon

-

Curtis had been dickering with
both United Artists and Eagle
Lion for a distribution deal on The

:

Marm-

and written

production.

'

,

output with a reasonable, cancella- posal.
tion clause."
Reportedly, Korda thereafter offered to accept the Curtis proposal
five days before the option expired.
Sue Rep for Piracy
Dispute thereupon sprung up over
Los Angeles, April 5.
an extension of the option^ Curtis
Dick Irving Hyland and Harold claiming that he was entitled to
O'Neal, writers, filed a $100,000 additional tlme> to iron details on
piracy suit against Republic Pic- clearing the coin; Kordav on his
tures and Herbert J. Yates, in- part, insisted upon carrying out
volving "Calendar Girl," filmed in the option by the March 31 deadline.

Terra Film release o( Lorens

19.

Directed
by Ingmar Bergman. Stars Blrger Malmsten, Eva Henning, Hasse Ekman, Doris
Svcdlund, Stig Olin; features Carl-Henrik
Fant, Inger Juel, Anders Henrik.snn. Irma
Christenson. Curt Masrellei. Arne RagneFrldell,
_
born, Marianne ^Lofgren. Ake.
Borje Mellwig. Alee Engfeldt. Camera^
Goran Strlndberg: music, Erland yon
Kock. At Astorlai Stockholm: Running
time, SO M INS.
Doris Svedlund
Birgitta Carolina .... .
stcdt

;V ;
Paris, March 13:
TOlwa^: tof^PAUi-Edmbnd De^

a 50-50 chance of
TomaS ................. Birger Malmsten getting through the American
cenEva Henning
.... .... ..........
Soli
Hasse EEman sors. It is the story of the moral
Martin..................
.Carl-Henrik Fant disintegration of a young man
Actor.
enIngcr Juel
Actress
Anders Heniikson snared by a girl who has no moral
Paul.
Irma Christenson standards.
Linnea.
................. Curt Masreliez
Alf
With
the
advance
publicity,
plus
......
Arnc Ragncborn
Postman.
some frontpage lawsuits on title,
own branches, an: advantage, against Mrs. Signe Bohlln. ... ..Marianne Lnfgren
Ake FrideU: etc., "Manon" is bound to clean
Singer.
up
the day when remittances from the PoUce Inspector
BorJe MenylK
.Ake Engfeldt at European boxoffices.
occupied countries may again be Police Sergeant.
The story,' a modernized veivsion
permitted. Companies get nothing
of:
the
Abbe
Pre
vest
novel,
c.on-dinow except some governmental aid
written
and
This new film,
in allaying print costs.
rected by Ingmar Bergman, is a cerns Manon Lescaut, a beautiiful,
masterpiece and a credit to all but not very bright girl, and her
concerned. It should Click at all faithful lover Robert. Desgrieux.
Swedish boxolf ices and will be a In the first part of the picture a
draw abroad. Critics here think flashback shows how. Robert saves
Manon from an angry mob who
it's the best pic shown in Sweden
are going to shave her head for
Continued from page 3:
in the last 30 years.
Film is a modern allegory set in collaborating with the Germans.
tomobiles or hosiery would throw a moving picture studio. A film They escape to Paris where Manon
a large amount of money into an director's friend, just out of a men- becomes the tool of her unscriipu?
lous brother and eventually winds
ad and publicity campaign for his tal hospital, approaches him with
the idea for a pic about'Hell, with up in a house of ill repute. Robproduct unless he had wide distri- the devil declaring that aU the ert kills the brother and the two
bution so that people who wanted evil and all the good in the world escape aboard a ship going to
Palestine.
to buy it as a result of the cam- should go on as always,: if the
Had the film ended here Gloiizot
people want it so. The devil also
paign would be able to do so.
advocates that political misunder- would not have been in trouble.
Diluted Merchandising
standings, with wars, etc., should Instead he begins an anti-climatic
That's exactly wha- film produ- continue, but that atomic bombs journey of the refugees killed by
Arabs when attempting the trip
cers do, however, it is stated. They should be banned.
The director is hesitant about across the desert to the promised
spend a lot of money on a nationwide or citywide campaign: and making the picture, but sees some land. The film from now on: no
longer concerns exclusively Robert
then make their picture available analogy in incidents in the lives of
people he knows.
One and Manon, and becomes a story,
in only one house of perhaps 1,500 some
of the Jewish refugees.
It ends
or 2,000 seats. The same selling couple's marriage is breaking up with the boy burying the dead girl
because of excessive drinking on
force could be used to fill a total of
the part of the husband, who does in the sand.
perhaps 10,000 or 50,000 seats in not
Cecile Aubrey is a talented 17love his wife, but needs her
a whole flock of theatres.
helpi Another similarity is found year-old who does a good job as
As it is, Lichtman declares, by in the story of a girl, who has Manon. Michel Auclair as Robert
the time the pic gets to the nabes borne an illegitimate cliild and is is also excellent. Thirard handles
the sales message is forgotten and hounded by various people, who his cameras well, especially the
music
another picture, which has moved eventually drive her to crime. Such desert scenes, but Misraki's Buch.
is not up to par.
into the downtown house, is get- episodes create an incentive in the
ting all the plugging. The 20th- producer to make the picture, but
he
balks,
because
in
portraying
Fox exec hiaintains that people
Flickan
Fjellli^n
devil as the ruler of the world,
who can't get into the centre- of the
the impression is given that God (Girl from the MbuniaiM Village)
the city, or can't afford first^run
(SWEDISH)
is non-existent, a moral responprices, would nevertheless be will- sibility
Stockholm, March 28.
he doesn't feel qualified to
Europa
Film
production and release.,,
ing to pay a little more than cur- undertake,
stars Eva Dahlbcck, Bengt Blomgreni (carent nabe taps to get an earlier
EInar Hylamlcr. Carl Deurell, KersEntire cast is firstrate with Dnrk
Huud,
gander at pix. As a result, thertM Svefundy aliewcomer?e^^^^
L^" \i.''in?>>e£R.' k?! .ffohrborg. .su
EIse-M.iric Brandt, Helga Brofeldt, Borie
would be more in a film for both promising portrayal.
Also out Blomberg, Harry Phllipsson, Greta B«rproducer
and exhibitor, since standing are Birger Malmsten tliels. Albert Stahl. Directed by Anders
_ ..
Hcnrikson. Screenplay by Sven Gustafs..-^
there'd be more coin coming from Hasse mi—
Ekmah,
Eva Henning, Stig
son from novel by Bernhard Nordh; camOlm and Curt Masreliez, all giving erai Bertll Palmgren; music, Sven Skocld.
the public.
At Anglais, Stockholm. Running time,
performances that won't easily
additional

meant a thing except higher prices
Joe Curtis
because the companies are malung
Continued from page (
fewer pictures; and have to put
more overhead on each. I'll gladly essary pounds
was .somewhat comgo back to signing a year's contract plex,
it is said, and Korda therein advance for: a studio's entire
upon refused to greenllght .the pro-

1947.
Scribes declare the picture was
ba.sed on their story, "Pretty as a
Picturei" submitted to Republic in
1945,

;carah;a-

enarme prodncUon; Directed by: Henrii
Georser OouzSt. Star» Seirge Regtiani.
Ce'cne Aubreyi JMchel AuclW and ca^
brieUe Dwziat. Screenplay, by ClouMt
and Jean Ferryj music, Paul MiWakir cam./'
era. Thlrardv At the Marlvaux. Paris.
^r"Running time. lOS a»l<S.

Prison)

(SWEDISH)

MPEA

:

Donald)v "Evelyn Prentice" (Myrna
Loy-Wm. Powell), "Painted Veil"
(Garbo-Herbert Marshall), "Babes
in Toyland" (Laurel & Hardy;,
"Gay Bride" (Carole Lombard),
"Forsaking All Others" (CrawfordGable^Montgomery), "David CopperBeld" (W. C. Fields-L. Barrymore), "Afte.- -Office Hours"
(Gable-Constance Bennett), "Vanessa" (Helen Hayes-Montgomery),
"Naughty Marietta" (MacDonaldEddy), "Reckless" (Harlow-Powell),
"The Flame Within" (Ann Harding"No More Ladies"
Marshall),
(Crawford-Montgomery) and "Escapade" (Luise Rainer-Powell).
Larger Profits Then
Hattem maintains that de-spite
the fact much larger suras: of
money change hands now than in
1934-35, the exhibs made compara^

_

.

can't carry the ..picture alone. Nino
Pavese as Governor ZaIla also
lends a professional touch.: Lilianne
Laine is in but has little to do.

'

,

Direction of Max Neufeld gets
plenty of action and sets the script
up with a good pace, there's not a
dull moment. Two tunes are spotted: "We and Springtime" and
"Roses of Love" are very catchy
Score throughout measures up. An
okay lensing job was turned in by
Oskar Schnirch.
Maas.

Fosco Giachetti, as Saint Beneis. outstanding, but he

dict^ easily

centage .bookings.

old days" of block booking.

part effectively throughout. Beaufemme's debut guarantees a
big future. O. W. Fischer, as the
king, makes a most sympathetic
figure. Siegfried Breuer as Harry
always attempting to win the giri

nese situation; Edward O'Connell,
I

Prodp Shortage

tiany could Choose) at $J7.50 fiat
rental. Actually, Metro only selected seven of the iilms for perr

tively larger profits then.'
partly the result of the

i

tiful

ders aimlessly.

I

,

pk(* •

American producer Mtirltz Gruenstein in Paris, and newcomer to
the European screen, handles her

story is a worthy one. The producers tell in fairly concise manner

showing how the populace
resume normal opr ground
had sunk into idle ways, the cast back,, is excellent.
struggles futilely, and the plot wan-

eratiOHs in the occupied countries,
has filed applications with the military governments in the past few
weeks for permission to open its
own branches.
It was learned elsewhere that
transf
eramendment to petition,
.
...
majors are already preparing
"nge the picturc from the Garrick the
license applications for early filing

i

bom

Fear No Evil

will be forced to follow, Murray
how Benedict da Norca, a member
Silverstone, 20th-Fox foreign chief,
of a rich family in Rome, dedicated
admitted in New York this week. his life to prayer and rehabilitation
M-G, which has led other distribs of the destitute. Framed on a back-

Despite the long series of vie-*
won by the Dept. of Justice
maits 11 -year battle with the
Extend 'Jennie' in Loop?
indie
jors, supposedly, on behalf of
Chicago, April 5.
exhibs, many of the latter are
Request for extended Loop run
prone to look back on the '30s as tor "Portrait of Jennie" was put
the "good old days." Block-booking off to April 25 by Judge Michael
and blind-selling, long since elim- Igoe, Chi federal district court, beinated by consent decrees, look cause of illness of Tom MeConnell,
rather attractive now to exhibs Jackson Park theatre: attorney.
who must bargain for each pic and
Judge, however, admitted an
find the distribs breathing down:
tories

In

1949

Film Reviews

Others Sure to Follow
If Metro pulls out of the Motion
Picture Export Assn. ih Germany,
Austria and Japan, other companies

Of Block Booidng and 100% Lineup

uuwv-u rentals
lui upped
hard for
pir neck
necK iiaru
their
T
,
tT.
«!„, buyer
C„^r for
fnr ^the
thP
film
Hattem,
Jack
38-house Interboro Circuit in New
York, is among the leaders pf the
"good old days" fraternity. He

M-G Vamps Export Org

'Years,* 'Miniver'

.

Tops In

Paris Despite Local Pix
April 5.
Over 60% of Parisian filmgoers
prefer French pix to all others,
according to a recent survey conducted and elaborately published
by operators of the Rex theatre.
Other results reveal that 88% ot
Parisians go to the cinema while
45.4% go at least once a week.
Paris,

Dubbing is popular 'witli 'he
with 71% expreswnfi preference for French in foreign hlms.
"The Best Years of Our Lives
and "Mrs. Miniver" placed among
the 14 pictures most popular with
Parisians during the last few yea"'
fans,

TfidiieBclayT April

fi»
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PICTURE

"^^

fiHTOSELL ITSELF HAS
"'^S
eNO^^i BEEN made
:..

ciee/t sEHvicc

;

Wednesday^ April

PICTURES

Ue

SEE SIMPFS DETROIT
TEST STALLED INDEF

'Bad

WASHINGTON

Not So Cood

Bo/

(Continued from page 12)

$11,000, Cleve.; 'Set-Up'

25G

17G, 'Game' Smash

and "Texas,
These double
(UA).
not so hot, doing only

'This Is N. Y." (UA)

Brooklyn"

,

Cleveland, April

Strong $7,000 in 5 days
(2d wk).
after terrific $11,000 last week.
National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)

5.

features

"Take Me to Ball Game" switch- $5,000. Last week, "State Dept.
ing Loew's State back to straight File 649" (FC), stout $8,000.
film policy, is displaying heltiest
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
Variety
pitching form this week.
Mother Is Freshman" (20th) (2d
Club's heavily ballyhooed .benefit wk). Dropped to $10,000 after dis'Bad Boy
flttst-night showing of
appointing $16,000 opener.
okay
only
it's
but
rolling
got it
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)
"Set-Up" looks good at
at Allen.
"Sleeping Car Trieste" (EL).
Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)-"Bad
Boy" (Mono). Barely okay $U.OOO.
Last week. "Walking Hills" (Col.),
smart $15,000.
^„
^
Esaulre (Community) (700; $2.40)
—"Red Shoes" (EL) (15th wk). Nice
$7,000 after $7,200 last week.
*
55-7(^)—
(3,465;
Hipp (Waifner)
Just okay
"Kiss in Dark" (WB)
Last week, "Johnny Be$17,000.
linda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre
•

.

.

Stuff-Pictures
My

town and submit to

this

tion before trial. So far,
of them, Walt Disney, has

Later he was offere^l a $1,500 per week post as a CBS commentator
to pinch hit for Ifate Smith, but the Goldwyn office, Russell claims
refused to let him go until it was too late. Russell was finally signed
by the William Morris agency for a lucrative personal appearance
up
examinaweek at the Oriental, Chicago, to join up at
only one tour, but quit after one
Anti-Defamation League. The book was written in'
so, speaker, for the

done

no indication that the
others are readying for a similar

and

theire is

quiz.

Last week, 'Sara-

(3d wk), so-so $3,500.

collaboration with Victor Rosen.

Life mag will initiate a series of off*the-record round tables next
Week to guide its editors' in a study of the film industry which it will
publish next summer. Eric Hodgins, former publisher of Fortune and
author of "Mr. Blahdings Bulldi His Dream House," will be moderator
of the discussions and coordinate the opinions expressed into the final

Teeoff session next Tuesday (12) will be lield in New York with critics
presenting their .-views. Sessions will follow with producers, directors
and writers In Hollywood, with exhibitors in Chicago, with a typical
film audience in some midwestem town and with a group of ^'thinkers"
sociologists, psychologists, philosophers, etc., in New York.
Life has previouslyi.done similar round-tabled articles on "The Fur>
five suit of Happiness," "Modem Art" and "Housing."

SEATTLE

—

(2d runs), $17,500.

DO(Hr SWINGS WIDE

into

1

igan is now becalmed with little
Tiie
prospect of an early ti;ial.
case cannot go to bat until all
eight indie producers show up in

nation procedure.
Order for the quiz was made
(Continued from page 13)
months ago. Since then, dates for
Palace (RKO) (3,284; 55-70)- week, "Atlantis" (UA) and "S.O.S. appearances of these indies were
"Set-Up" (RKO). Good $17,000 or Submarine" (SG), $7,700.
set several times, but on each ocr
over. Last week, "Dear to Heart
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84) casion were put off.
Among the
(RKO), $15,500.
—"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
Goldwyn,
State (Loew's) (3,450; .55-70)-- "Clay Pigeon" (RKO) (2d wk). still-missing are Samuel
Walter Wanger, Edward Small,
*'Ball Game" (M-G). Smash $25,000. Okay
in 10 days, after great
$8i500
Strom(Indie)
Hunt
Law"
Bogeaus,
Benedict
Last week, "Cheated
$13,000 last week.
^
^
^
with
Selzstageshow
and
Cagney
William
and Jack Carson
Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)— berg,
Marvin L. Faris, SIMPP
Marion Hutton, Robert Alda, stout "Knock On Door" (Col) and "Lone nick.
examination
his
had
$32(000.
Wolf and Lady" (Col) (3d wk). Still exec, has
^
Disney.
along
with
flrie at $7,000. Last, week, good $8,r
Case was much heralded iRS. a
700.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)— test of the right of producers to
"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and book pix without claimed monopIN DENVER, $15,000 "Alaska Patrol" (FC) (4th wk). oly Interference. But it now looks
Good $4,000 after $4,800 last week. as though the test won't come for
Denver, April 5.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)— a long time.
Intermittent snow here failed to
"Boy Green Hair" (RKO) and "Gun
deiit biz greatly although it did cut

(WB)

1949

Hands," which was released
Harold Russell's book, "Victory In
Detroit, April 5.,
March 15, is stirring considerable comment in the trade through iti
The $8,000,000 triple-damage sharp needling of Samuel Goldwyn. The armless vet, who won an
anti-trust action filed here by the Oscar for his performance in "Best Years Of Our Lives," reveals that
Society of Independent Motion Pic- he was originally Infced by (SoldiKyn's former eastern talent scout
ture Producers last year, with con- Miriam Howell, for $500 per week, which was later torn up for a
$250
siderable fanfare, against Para- per week pact plus $100 for living expenses. After the film was commount's United Detroit theatres pleted, he was ticketed for 52 weeks at $420 per week with four
six.
and Cooperative Theatres of Mich- month option periods.

David O. Selznick, for instance,
one of the plaintiffs, is heading for
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)— Europe in the spring and may not
Lure of be back in the U. S. for many
'Kiss in Dark" (WB).
Oscar-winning Jane Wyman not months, maybe two years. Several
paying off too well, with only $15,- others have made several transLast week, "Red
000 in a days.
continental treks without stopping
Pony" (Rep), mild $11,000 In 6 off for their quiz. Under court prodays.
cedure, no trial can be had without firt complying with the examiHefty $6,000.

band" (EL)

6,

:

some

spots.

"Knock On Any Smugglers" (RKO).

Slow

$7,000.

"Joan of Arc" (RKO)
Door," big at the Broadway, is giv- Last week,
very good $6,500 at $1.25
ing this house its best week in (3d wk),
months. "Red Canyon" also is nice top.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
at three spots. "Volpone" shapes
"Kiss in Dark" (WB) and "Flaxy
strong enough to hold at Vogue,
Martin" (WB). Mild $8,000 in 9
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74) days. Last week, "Red Pony"
(UA), good
—"Knock On Door" (Col). Big $15,- (Rep) and "High Fury"Talent
Quest
state finals in
000. Holds. Last week, "Act of $8,500,
Murder" (U) and "Countess Monte one night helping.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
Cristo" (U), (3d wk-5 days), $3,000.
"Michael
and
(Par)
"El
Paso"
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)

$9,"Nick Beal" (Par) and "Dynamite" O'Halloran" (Mono). T»assaWe
"South St. Louis"
(Par) (2d wk). Fair $9,000. Last 000. Last week,
(WB) and "Jlggs, Maggie in Court"
week, $11,000.
(Mono), moderate $7,800.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84)
"Red Canyon" (U) and "Ladies of
(WB) and
Belinda"
the Chorus" (Col), day-date with —"Johnny
Webber. Nice $14,000. Last week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d wk),
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and Good $4,500 on return date. Last
"Christopher Blake'-' (WB), big week, $5,200.

$17,500.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Dear
Secretary" (UA) and "Rose Yukon"
(Rep), day-date with Paramount
Fine $3,000. Last week, "Wake Red
Witch" (Rep) and "Christopher
Blake" (WB), fine $3,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600;

35-74)—

"Set-Up" (RKO) and "Strange Mrs.
Crane" (EL). Not up to hopes, but
still good at $12,000. Last week,
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Gun
Smugglers" (RKO), fine $16,000.

Paramount (Fox) ^2,200; 35-74)
"Dear Secretary" (UA) and "Rose
Yukon" (Rep), also Esquire; Trim
$11,000 or near. Last week, "Last

Days Pompeii" (RKO) and "She"
(RKO) (rfeissues), good $9,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Red
Canyon" (U) and "Ladies of
Chorus" (Col), also Denver. Nice
$2,500.

Last

"Wake

week,

Red

Witch" (Rep) and "Christopher
Blake" (WB), fine $3,500.

'Pacific'

Shows Way In

BuffJ17,000:'Beal'14G
Buffalo, April 8.

"Canadian Pacific"

is

showing

the way here this round, with nice
session at the Buffalo. "Nick Beal"
also:is good at Great Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 40-70)
'

-

.

—

"Canadian Paciflc" (20th) and
"Texas, Brooklyn" (UA). Nice $17,000. Last week, "Ball Game" (M-G)
and "Bad Luck Blackie" (Col) (2d
Great Lakes (Par)

True Love"

(3,400; 40-70)

(Par)

(Par).

and

Good

"Own

$14,000.

Last week, "Kiss in Dark" (WB)
and "Homicide" (WB), $15,000.

40-70)—
Hipp
(Par)
(2,100;
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre'' (WB) (2d runs). Fancy
Last week; "South of St.
Louis" (WB) (2d wk), big $7,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
$9,000.

"Knock

On

Door"

(Col)

and

"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col) (2d wk).
to $10,000 after wow $20,000,

Down

over hopes, on opener.
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 4070)— "The Set-Up" (RKO) and
"The Hunted" (Mono). Not so big
at $10,000 or near. Last week,
"The Plunderers" (Rep) and "AnSel oh Amazon" (Rep),

Herb Yates
Continued from page 4

Quarterly payments
stallments.
Will be at 25c per share. He refused to predict when common
stock divvies could be made in the
face of persistent questionings
Rep's

outstanding

.

bank

loans,

now reduced

to $1,200,000^ would
be completely paid off by November, Yates said. Company is paying $175,000 monthly until the
loans are cleared. Interest on the

loan runs 5%.
True to form, stockholders questioned Rep's head closely on television prospects. Republic is not in
television and won't go in until it
can be paid well, Yates replied.
"I think that is a matter which may
six
develop
within
the
next
(Continued from page 12)
months," he added. Tele is not
"Clay Pigeon" (RKO). Nice $14,- profitable now as evidenced by a
000. Last week, "Wonderful Urge" top of $7,500 being paid by spon(20th) and "Mine Own Execution- sors 'i^r. 15. minutes of film proer" (20th), $15,000.
gramming.
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
Rep's expenditures for the first
"Ball Game" (M-G) and "Golden 12 weeks of 1949 are $101,217 lower
Eye" (Mono). Solid $19,000. Last than the equivalent period of '48,
and
(Col)
week, "Knock On Door"
Yates said In pointing up company
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col), niildish economies.
Rep will hold the line
$12,000.
45-65)— for the rest of the year. In; 1946,
(1,000;
Strand (FA)
"Last Days Po*npell" (RKO) and expenditures were $14,179,000, he
'47 they were pulled down
"She" (RKO) (reissues). Surpris- notedj in
Last week, to $10,430|000, while those in '48
ingly brisk $6,000.
"Station West" (RRO) and "Dis^ were only $6,780,468.
Management expects to close a^
ney Cartoon Carnival' (RKO), neat
deal for the sale of Molding Prod$5,000.
ucts Corp., company subsid, some
time this month after extended negotiations. Price would be $850,000, a figure authorized by stockholders last year. The non-theatriContinued from page 3cal outfit made $100,000 during '48.
"Wake of the Red Witch" is
It is understood they are willing
the biggest picture
to pay Miss Pickford her entire "practically
$2,700,000 share in cash^ so that ever distributed by the company,''
Chaplin can exercise the option he Yates said. He sees a $3,000,000 doholds on her stock, but want to mestic gross for the film and an
make a: better deal with Chaplin added $1,000,000-$1,500,000 from
for his end of the company. Chap- overseas. Pic's negative cost was
lin holds the Pickford option until $1,150,000.
Yates said his original salary has
next Monday (11) but can get v a
been cut drastically. It previously
10-day extension if he desires.
Hopes of making an arrangement ran to $75,000 In salary and $100,000 in expenses. Figure now is:
for Chaplin to take a smaller
amount of cash than Miss Pickford $37,500 salary plus the $100,000 exwere said to have been so strong penses.
Edwin Van, Pelt, veepee of the
when Wiesenthal left New York
Chemical Bank & Trust; Douglas
last week that there was possibility
an agreement being T. Yates, son of the prez and veeof
pee of the foreign wing; Edward
reached by the end of this week.
L. Walton, Coast gales chief, and
In the meantime it appeared that John Petrauskas, Jr., treasurer,
the offer of Si Fabian and Ted were
elected directors for a threeGamble to buy the company if they year term.
could obtain a firm option was gor
ing by the board. With interest in
LYNCH'S 30TH ANNI FETE
the greater quantity of cash which
was apparently obtainable from
Albany, April B.
the Nassers, Miss Pickford and
Some 400 industryites showed
Chaplin seemed to be giving up at a testimonial dinner tendered
Fabian and Gamble the brush. George V. Lynch, Schine circuit
Edward Nassour, who is also inter- film buyer; Monday (4) at the Ten
ested in obtaining the company, Eyck hotel here.
Pete honored
was still in New York this week, Lynch's completion of 30 years In
but was awaiting the outcome of the business.
the
Nasser negotiations before
Sir Ccdric Hardwicke, stage and

LOUISVILLE

Eagle Lion is pulling a new publicity angle in connection with the
of "Tulsa" in Tulsa next week by hiring the local newsreel rep
to picture the various events in connection with the opening. They

preem

Include a lengthy parade, a 12-hour square dance, decorations and
banners throughout the town, etc.
EL's plan in getting pix of it all is to turn out a trailer for use in
other cities; Idea is to get penetration outside the area of the effect of
the preem. In Tulsa for appearances In the trailer will be players
Susan Hayward, Robert Preston and ChlU Wills, as well as producer
Walter Wanger and director Stuart Helsler.

Paramount is sendixig Into release next week a nine-minute short
Ladd and moppet Mary Jane Saunders to plug 11 of Its
forthcoming pix. Film, which is being offered to exhibs for free, it
similar to product pitches issued by Par last year and the year before.
Pic bears little resemblance to a trailer, but rather purports to be «
view of what's going on at the studio through the eyes of little Mary
Jane, whp, incidentally, takes the original Shirley Temple role in Par's
forthcoming remake of "Little iSliss Marker" "Sorrdwful Jones." Ladd
narrates the film, whicli shows a brief scene from each picture.
starring Alan

—

The U.

described as "the greatest instrument for
swaying minds that man hat ever created," was urged to throw Its
weight behind peace at last week's session of the Unitd Nations EduDr. Jaime
cational.
Scientific & Cultural Organization In Cleveland.
Torres Bodet, UNESCO director general, asked the American delegates,
"Why not try to persuade your studios to turn out a series of films,
explaining how ignorance imprisons man; how Ignorance of ofher countries' ways creates political tensions which might be avoided if all
men made an honest attempt to understand each other.":

$10,500.

S. film industry,

-

,

Nassers-UA

-

RKO, Par Decrees as Club
Continued from paf4 I

RKO

as to
tions where affiliated flrst'run the- holding divorcement relief
tend
atres faced other firstrun theatres, Fox, Loew and Warner would
benefits
is convincing proof of the need for to nullify the competitive
granted
already
relief
of
the
divorcement relief to create a comRKOand
against
Paramount
petitive film market. ^. .
"Withholding such relief would
"The inferior boxofflce perprevent effectuation o(
formance of the independents' also tend to
the consent judgments of Dec. zi.
films Is concededly In part a result
1948,
as to Fox and Warner.
of their cheaper cost.
But their
cheaper cost is also a necessary
result of their lack of competitive
access to that part of the market Mpls. Lower House Kills^;

which yields the

critical revenue,
All of the defendants' testimony
as to the high cost of their pictures

-

alone."

i

;

the

federal

law's

repeal.

oy

bltteriy fought
The brief added that if the three measure was
_
theatre interests.
majors escaped the divorcement to
alter
Adverse vote came shortly
which Par and RKO agreed in
Kepa fighUng speech against it by
their consent decrees, the followcalieo
L. Haeg who argued that it
ing would be the result:
declareo
and
policy
for an unsound
"1. The competitive advantage the remedy lies in a decrease w
resulting from the leverage on the government costs.
i.w.
measure,
film market now exercised by
Previous to killing the
Loew, Fox and Warner as a result the House approved an amendmem
of their integration would be sub to require referendums o"/"*,,,municipanw
stantially increased.
any
mission tax In
fi"2; In the areas where theatres: with a home rule charter,
of Fox, Loew and Warner Wt' in Paul
a year ago defeated
competition with RKQ or Far» municijiial admission tax.
,

,

film star* emeeed.

"

a«™'':
dominate the market by possesion ties to impose amusementevent oi
in
of superior financial resources sion taxes up to 20%
ine

|

in.

"

.

.

jumping

Local Stele Tax

Minneapolis, April 8.
and theatres, as compared with
Although recommended by i"
those of the independents, shows
the Minnflonly that their illegal conduct has legislative committee,
lower house
legislature's
put them in a position where they sota state
municipalimay now be able to continue, to killed a bill to permit

-

I

;

privileges were made than were mount that leverage could be used
granted; or that the independents to prevent any substantial cpmpein these situations were so con- titlon from the new RKO and
vinced of their inability to survive Paramount theatre companies.
"3. The Important areas domia bidding contest with an affiliated
theatre that few such requests nated by the firstrun theatres of
were made.
Fox, Warner and Loew could not
be
penetrated competitively by the
"In either case, the failure of
and Parathese defendants to employ com- films of the new
petitive methods of distribution In mount picture companies.
"4.
In short, the effect of withmore than a fraction of the situa-

.

wk), solid $11,000 in 5 days.

—"Nick Beal"

Squawk has been registered by 20th-Fox on use of the title "Quicksand," for the Mickey Rooney-Sam Stiefel film now in production for
United Artists release. Fox claims interference with the label "Sand,"
on which it holds a priority with the Motion Picture Assn. of America
Matter may go to arbitration, with the result
title registration unit.
hinging on 20th's ability to show that it has under way and has spent
coin on the "Sand" production.
Paramount made pix tagged "Sand" back in 1920, "Quicksand" in
1918 and "Quicksands" in 1928, while Lewis J. Selinlck made another
No present-day protection It
likewise .called "Quicksands" in 1923.
claimed on any of these, however.

I

.

'

.
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Kfie«fMor«13iaa30
Continaed' ftom paf •

Albany Gets Anywhere
Albany, April

5.

The picture business emerged
Unharmed from the session of the
legislature which ended Thursday
introduc(31) and which saw the
tion of more then 30 bills affecting
Sieatres. Spokesman for exhibitor
organizations, who were doubly on
the alert this year after the narrow
scape in 1948 with the Finefiremen-in-the-theatres

C1>ncy

Budget

'Itaipe'

In

Bills

Anti-Theatre

Gen'l Aniline's Big

measure, cited the "perfect score"
for 1949 as proof of thv fruits of

trust- division

it

1948 Profit' Boost
Net profits of General Aniline &
Film Corp. scored a sharp rise in

asi

over the major film

companies weighed heavily in win*
1948, hitting $8,604,919 against $3,ning the budget increase.
Meantime, the U. S. Advisory 333,250 in the preceding year.
Commission on Information which Sales for the semester also climbed
steeply
to reach $90,837,864, a 21%
was set up by Congress last year
to investigate the effectiveness of boost over '47 and 41% better than
the U. S. information program be- '46, Earnings for common A stock
hind the Iron Curtain and else- reached $11.74 per share against
'47.
$4.55
in
where, has recommended "a much
larger
expenditure"
than
the
Economies and technological im$36,000,000 budget asked for.
provements in the Ansco film diviThe present program is good "as sion resulted in a boost in manufar as It goes," said the Commis- facturing capacity and appreciable
sion's report, but doesn't fulfill our cost reduction, according to Jack
International responsibilities; The Frye, prez. He also reported that
Soviet Union, it said, spends "enor- the company spent $7^663,838 on
mous sums" on "propaganda" and plant and equipment improvement,
uses "its best and most imaginative including the film wing. It should
give Ansco. increased capacity to
brains."
The Commission estimated that enter large scale film markets not
the Voice of America is reaching available with present capacity,
millions of Russians; 1,000,000 in Frye told his stockliolders.

effective organization.
Harry Xamont, temporary chairnian of the Albany Theatre Owners
Ass'n, and one of the first upstate
f xhibs to' urge formation, of a legislative committee to protect the in^
terests of theatremen at the Capitol, declared, "The results spealc
lor themselves; organization is beLamont Poland, a 10th of the people of
ginning to pay off."
thanlced exhibitors for their sup- Czechoslovakia. In addition, It report and a number of legislators ported, it is our most important
lor their "undeirstanding of our medium in getting the American
{iroblems and their broadmindedr- story to Bulgaria, Hungary and
accepting suggestions." Rumania.
in
liess
Latin-America 'Scratched'
Lamont also pointed out that
In LatinrAmerica, too, the Com-,
Leonard Rosenthal, exec director
mission found, the U. S. program
tor the local TOA, and Orln Judd,
Metropolitan Motion Pieturc The- can only "scratch the surface" in
counteracting "the potential aittrac-^
atre Assn.' attorney, who coordinated the industry's effort this year, tion which Communism has for the
received "very 'cpurteous consider- underprivileged," particularly In
Venezuela^ Chile and Mexico.
ation from the lawmakers.
The Commission objected to the
Among the bills which didn't get
provision by Congress for a $10,a greenlight was one requiring the
prominent display of the original •000,000 appropriation to the Eco-

Forep Fix' Quality Ebb Plus Peak
U.S. Dbtrib Fees lLO!iag Imports
*

PAVExhibs West On

I

U. S. disfribs of foreign pix are
.currently in the paradoxical posi-^
tion
of
facing a critical coin

I

I

squeeze

i

I

i

1

Arnall, head of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Produ-

His people are also badly
hurt by the coin freeze. Unlike
the majors, they lack the financial
assets to enable them to carry on
If their money is tied up in England, Italy, France and elsewhere.
So what has shaped up here this
cers.

week

lATSE, SAG
and the indies on one end of a
is

a picture of

:

MPA

Over'

:

Up Production

to the general decline in quality of
the average overseas importation
and the exorbitant prices asked
for U. S. rights.
Several hundred indie exhibs,
outside of the sureseater circuit,
are: meantime buying foreign pix
for one and two-day midweek playings in order to plug up gaps left
by Hollywood's product shortage.
Several
of
the. major
theatre
chains, including Loew's and the
Skouras circuit, are. also booking
and Reeve is assisting,
top foreign pix with increasing freAll studio participation in the quency. Loew's, for example, has'
bought "Passionelle" and
drive will be mapped at the con-: just
fab.
It will include setting up a "Torment" for a wide circuit play.
Hitch is, however,: that outside
stars' caravan which will take to
the
hinterlands;
production of: of the art house firstruns 'in the
shorts, and other ballying; tech-: major metropolitan centers^ the
niques.:
Foursome will return to foreign distribs receive extremely
low rentals.
From mos.t of the
New York over the weekend.
Bergman is chairman of the in- indie exhibs, the returns are so
dustry's
participation committee minuscule, they barely cover transwhile Youngstein is serving as his portation costs. In one case, a $40
publicity chief. Sullivan and Lach- charge for a long-distance telem&n represent exhib cooperation in phone call made by an exhib in
booking a foreign pic exceeded his
the campaign.
rental cost. One of the few profitable sources remaining are special
Benny's V. S. Bond Film
college screenings arranged by the
Hollywood, April 5.
Romance Language departments
Jack Benny will be starred in a which pay oner $200 for a single
one-reeler which the Assn. of MO" playing.
While the Italian and French pix
tion Picture Producers will lens
for the U. S. Treasury Dept.'s sav-^ are waning,, except for a handful of
ings bond drive. Pic, labeled "The standout features, the Spanish lanSpirit of '49," will be produced this guage films are: revealing surprismonth at the Metro studio by Rich- ing strength. Aside from bringing
ard Goldstone and co-ordinated by in steady grosses in special neighArmand Deutsch. Allen Ilivkin. is borhood areas, a Spanish-language
[

i

.

I

I

j

.

I

I

'

i

'

We

Each

'

:

,

Argentine-made

scripter.

Benny, will play a triple role of
his father and grandDore Schary, Metro's veepee in charge of production, heads
the Hollywood committee 'working
with the Government.'
himself,

father.

Oscar Walkout
:

Continued from page 4

share equally in a
500,000 loan, Ardrey said he
pleased with results to date.

$3,'

THEATRE
FOR SALE OR LEASE

RIALTO THEATRE
118 Hudson
Containt

St.,

i.ioo

nal on five features for April and

was May

Paramount, making a

at

total

12 starters on that lot since
Jan. 1.
April blossoms In the garden of
are "Copper Canyon"
celluloid
and "Sunset Boulevard." On the
May program are "Dead Letter,"
of

"Little

Boy Blue" and "Where Men

Are Men,"

all

high budgeters.

Hoboken, N.J.

•a1 1 !
fully
•qHippod itoge. Two Simplex 35
rnm projtetori with W.E^ *ound.
i

Stromberg's Prod.
Continued from page

:

1

IPtrfeet condltloH.)

Immediato Possession!
I'w further Information contnrt:

MR. PATSY Dl
Tel.:
,

MENZA

Hobohea 3.9335, 3-3104

pected to get under way in six
to nine months. It will be on film.
Feature picture will be produced

by Stromberg for United Artists
release, similarly to product he has
been turning out for the company
for the past five years.
Radio stint is being scripted by

^

Now Specializing^
^

in R«/re«hment

Service for
^DBIVE-IH THEATRESy

tPORTSERVICC.
a^RST BLDG.

inc. J«i tun nk.>\

BUffAtO.

N. Y.

Hay

Buffum,

New

York

ether

recently toured a numgathering material

writer.

He

ber of

cities

i

from police department
will have tie-ins with

files.

Show

local genofficers in-

darmeries, with the
volved in the stories being taken
to .the Coast for personal appearances on the au-er*.

"White Horse

film,

bow

will

at a

in

Start 500-Gar Ohio Drive In

Cambridge, O.
(Construction begun on 500-car
drive-ln near here, and expected to
be ready May 1. Cy and Ferris
Francis, of ByesviUe, O., have five*
year lease on property.
:

-'

New York Theatres

M
M JOAN
ARC

Announcement was

Metro press demeeting last Wednesday (29) in
the office of Nicholas M. Schenck,
MiG topper; It named as responsible for the declsiota, Schenck, Ned
Depinet, Barney Balaban, Harry M.
Warner and Spyros Skouras;
.

a

of

INGRID

.

Acad Promises Awards
Will Continue as Before

Hollywood, April 5.
Oscar gallops on, regardless of
the recent rhubarb attending therecent 21st running of the Derby.
The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences announced that
the annual race for awards on the
celluloid track would continue in
future years even If the major
studios refuse to kick in with their
Report of the Acadentry fees.
emy's board of governors said;
"In past years part of the exDr.
pense of the Awards program was
Continued from page 9.
borne by the sale of tickets in
blocks to major studios. Most of
processed directly with the film, is
underwrote
now handled in the laboratory and the studios generouslypresentations
the expenses of the
later dubbed onto the film. Same
in this manner.
However, this
evoluntionary process could take
year
a: number of studios f ailed to
place with actual lensing via kinecontribute; and the Award presscope recording,, he said. One obentations were underwritten by
stacle now in the way is the low
six of the producing companies.
definition of. TV images but, he
"In the: lielief that the annual
said, there is no technical reason
why TV can't be made as good as Awards not only, encourage higher
35m film. Only the necessary time standards of motion picture proand money have prevented that de- duction but have won worldwide
recognition, and therefore constivelopment so far.
DuMont questioned the commer- tute valid and sound public relations, the Academy, representing
cial feasibility of theatre television,
craftsmen of the industry, will
noting there are insufficient sports the
and other special events v staged undertake to make Awards as in
without interrupduring a year to support the pro- previous years,
tion.
cess. He speculated, however, on
Metro, Paramount, RKO, 20thputthig studio broadcasts into theatres as a second feature. He. salQ Fox and Warners contributed $57,000 to this year's Derby, with ColIt would be easy enough to eliminate commercials, substituting in umbia, Republic and Universal on
their stead specially-shot film. He the outside looking in. Bankrolladded that theatres could easily ing of future awards will be decidenough work out the -problem of ed by the new board of governors
after the annual election May 10.
rights with advertisers.

DuMont

.

j

'

regular

time Friday (8).

first

,

nouncement.
only
Since
five
companies were involved, the
New
York
and
Washington
headquarters of the MPA A were
not informed.
made via the

Inn,"

Broadway house, the Gotham, for
the

s

ing the industry's public relations,
were flabbergasted by the an-<

'

stitutions

'

.

jSSSX^

starring

BERGMAN

,

Henry Ginsberg gave the go

.

>

^

in-

:

,

Lion;. 'Gael Sullivan, exec director
of the Theatt'e Owners of America,
and Edward Lachman, head of New
Jersey Allied, plane for the Coast
today ( Wed. ) for a series of confabs on the U; S. Treasury's sav-ings bond drive. Quartet will meet
with Dore :Schary, Metro's v.p, in
charge of productioUi and Arch
Reeve, Coast publicity manager for
the Motion Picture Assn. of America,
Sehary is chairman of Hollywood's
participation
committee,

I

nomic Cooperation Administration rope pulling for unfreezing of
release date on all advertising of
to disseminate private, media in funds abroad. At the other end
plx in circulation more than a year,
countries receiving ECA assistance. is
pulling for a quota reand another requesting that tickets
Such activity belongs to the State duction.
for reserved seats facing obstacles
Dept., it said, and should not be
::')iave a printed: notation Indicating
This has been more than a little
limited to ECA couhlries;
partial or obstructed view.
confusing to the legislators and
The Commission' suggested that
more documentary motion pictures others in these parts who want to
be used, and that facilities for help the industry.
Added Up It Spells Nothin'
adapting such pictures in various
Is
languages "be rapidly and substanPrincipal developments last week
Continued from page 3
tially increased." It. also urged ah were:
On Friday (1) Richard Walsh
companies that have been In the expansion of mobile units td take
red month after month have begun motion pictures and other visual and Roy Brewer of lATSE, and
materials to people who have no Ronald Reagan and Ken ThomptO: hit the blacky with costs down
son, of SAG, visited the White
and domestic and foreign receipts access to radio.
House. They made their pitch to
atabilizing themselves.
both President Truman and his
Since Bankers Trust, which has
aide, John Steelman. While receivbeen very active in indie producing a sympathetic hearing, nothing
tion financing in the past, operates
developed which really showed
on no formula in determining on
Continued from page •
that help was on the way, although
loans, Ardrey said, any improvement in the general situation would with eight starters in the first quar- the President did indicate that he
naturally be reflected when appli- ter of 1949.
would ask the State Department
Slated for April filming are "Bat- to look into the situation.
cations are considered.
He extleground," "Bodies and Souls,"
plained:
British Foreign Minister Ernest
"We are making loans as always "Annie Get Your Gun," "Death in Bevin, in town to sign the Atlantic
Doll's
House,"
"Side
Street,"
the
whenever we feel we can get our
Pact, was guest speaker at the Namoney back.
have no auto- "The Devil's Doorway" and "Am- tional Press Club Friday. He was
May
starter is ''Tenr
bush."
Lone
matic formulas for guarantees or
asked, "Do you intend to discuss
sion,'' to be followed in June by
percentages.
request is "Quo Vadis," "Love Is Legal" and Anglo-American motion
picture
judged wholly on Its merits."
problems while you are here?." His:
8: sequel to "Mrs. Miniver."
Guaranty, which has made no
Fifteen of the 30j)ictures on the meaningless: retort was;' "I am too
indie loans for the past two years,
UI production schedule for 1948^49 old."
"will be guided on future policy
will be completed fay the end of
On Thursday Eric Johnston took
by the situation as it unfolds," tills month, giving Universal a
Abeel declared. He added that the healthy backlog. Three of the 15, the problem to Under-Secretary/of
bank holds a large number of loans "Come Be My Love," "Sword in State James E. Webbi He, too,' 'got:
a polite hearing but apparently
to major companies "and we are
and "Partners in made very little progress.
the Desert"
happy about every one of them." Crime/' are currently in work.
The California Congressional delWhile stating that the indust'-y's
Of the 12 completed; only two,
problems "appear to be on the way "The Life of Riley" and "Ma and egation listened to the troubles of
the industry as related by Brewer
to solution," Abeel admitted that
Pa Kettle," are in release. Awaitthe banks are "wondering what ef- ing distribution are "City Across and Joyce O'Hara, assistant to
Johnston. The legislators set up a
fect television will have."
the River," "The Lady Gambles,"
Hegarding the Indies, Ardrey "Arctic Manhunt," "Take One subcommittee to work on the situpointed out that Bankers and False Step," "Abbott & Costello ation and lend every assistance.
Security-First National of Los An- Meet the Killers," "Illegal Entry," However, because the British were
geles, which shared a $1,211,000 "Calamity Jane and Sam Bass," here to sign the Atlantic Pact and
the
State
Department
loan on Howard Hawks' "Red "Yes Sir, That's My Baby," "The because
Hiver" (UA), had been paid off Western Story" and "Curtain Call didn't want any trouble, the Galifornians were asked to play possum
completely a few weeks ago. Con- at Cactus Creek."
Which they
for the time beings
cerning Walter Wanger's "Joan of
Par- Guns Five More
obligingly did.
Arc" (RKO), on which the
sig-

two

when more

time

a

at

exhibs than ever before are bookU.S. Bond Drive Bally ing foreign language films. Rapid
Maurice Bergman, Universal's withering,, profit-wise, of the foreastern ad-pub head; Max Young- eign distrib biz following the early
stein,
ad-pub veepee for Eagle postwar bloom is ascribed chiefly

.

Continued from page 3
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from Film
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NEW YORK
land,

prez R. M. Savini. „
,
,
atSaul E. Rogers, film industry
Tjewlytorney, will be installed as
B'nth
elected president of B'nai
Astoi
Hotel
Cinema lodge at a
Levin,
H.
Jack
26.
dinner April
Inc.,
g m. of Confidential Reports,
the afwill serve as chairman of
.

.

which will also fete retiring

offiprez S. Arthur Glixon. Other
vecpees
cers being installed are
Blackman, George Brandt,

Max

B.>

M. Collins, Hal Sanson,
Harry Friedman, Leo Jatie, tiai
Hodes, Marvin Kirsch, Milton Liv-

Julius

ingston, Louis A. Novins, Robert

K. Shapiro and Al Wilde.

Row

new Marx

Bros,

picture,

Oater Output

TAKES OVER KID HOSP

Continued from page V

Love

Screen Guild, Equity, six

Members

Miami, April 5.
of the Greater Miami

mount,
>»4 «« «« « *
""Tules Serkowich and E. G. Fitz- apiece; 20th-Fox, five. Other com- Variety. Club, Tent No. 33, has
gibbons, Columbia and Paramount
lesser num- voted to take over the operation
keby Hotel chain staff.' Will^.be exploiteers, here to beat drum for panies and indies have
»_„ Door'
r»nnn." and
of the South Florida Children's
Nick bers.
succeeded by assistant manager "Knock on Any
Charles Judge,
Paramount has two of its own hospital now under construction.
„
-i- *
Beal."
Jack Goldberg's Herald Pictures
in current release, "Whispering Hospital will be completed about
will send unit here to begin proPaleface," and Jan. 1, 1950. New board of trustees
"The
and
Smith"
duction on documentary, "City of
also one from Pine-Thomas, "El- will be named by the Variety club
Brotherly Love," which will depict
"Street of Laredo" is and the name of the hospital will
Schine Circuit, Inc., of GJoyers- Paso."
O'Kelly
life of Negroes here.
ville named Fielding K.
awaiting release," and coming up be changed to Variety Children's
With the housewrecking crews district manager to supervise
are "Copper Canyon," "Montana Hospital of Florida.
occupants
away,
blocks
only two
houses in Glens Falls, GloversviUe, Rides," "Where Men Are Men."
Property consists of 22 acres of
of property on south side of Vine Amsterdam and Hudson Falls.
industry's exchange row
Screen Guild has backlog of land and a building valued in exstreet,
O'Kelly, preseiit manager of
and three being prepped. cess of $800,000. It is slated to
here, were being forced to vacate.
Rialto, Glens Falls, and vet man- three
Ride" in open with 72 beds which will be
Ryder,
Melrose Realty plans a 500-seat
"Ride,
has
at
Equity
headquarters
ager, continues
theatre near Doylestown, Bucks
release, teeoff of series; upped to 90 when funds permit..
Rialto. Harry Corlew, his assistant, current
County. House will be leased to becomes manager of house.
Thunder, Roll" finished;
"Roll,
Joseph A. Wodock, Doylestown
In a switch-over, the Fabian cir- and four other "Red Ryder" yarns
S. Y. Tent's Drive
exhib.
.
All are In
of Troy, to go in near .future.
operation
assumed
cuit
After several months of organJack Cohen, district manager of
Cinecolor.
N Y., Griswald, which the Warners
National Screen here, resigned.
izing activities. New York's new
years. Fabian insix
for
held
had
finished,
pair
double
has
20th-Fox
Carmen theatre now has
Club, Tent 35, has thrown
firstrun policy. WB re- "Sand" and "The Beautiful Blonde Variety
features on Sunday when the stalled a
American there to sec;; from Bashful Bend," and three to open its doors for new members.
vaudeville is off. Philly's Sunday turned the
Max A. Cohen, chief barker, reVictor Bunze, one - time
blue laws prohibit stage enter- ond-run.
do, "Horse Opera," "Zapata," and tiorts .more than 200 applications
Waterford exhibitor and old-time
Police
Mounted
tainments on the Sabbath.
Northwest
untitled
the
from
taken
have been received. Additionally,
vaudevillian,
releasing schedule
membership of 300 New Yorkers
American to manage the Gnswala. storv. On its
Nat Holt indie, "Canadian are being transferred from- other
Is

—

.-.

.

ALBANY

.

•

>

.

.

Bonus, Palace house
months,
several
for
placed in charge of the theatre.
had been a relief
he
Previously
Fo3£ West Coast reopened old
manager for RKO circuit in N. Y.
in -Inglewood unBay Connors, managing director Granada theatre
der new name, the Fox. House
at Palace for the last 15 years,
was partially destroyed by fire six
switched to RKO Flushing.
rebuilt
Lpngterm lease for the Acme, months ago and has been seating
with 1,000
Glendale, L. I., closed by Joseph as a deluxer
capacity.
Selig. Frann-Lyhn Amus. Corp. is
Fox West Coast's Northern Calilessor on the deal for the 600managedwill
be
division
seater. Berk & Krumgold acted as fornia'
by Spence Leve during the ab'fi'ScntS''
Edward T. Carroll, formerly with sence of Dick Spier, recently orto
RKO, added to Film Classics's dered hospitalized for three
four 'months because of a heart
salesman;
as
exchange
Philadelphia
Sidney Lefkowitz promoted to attack. Leve has been co^manager
hOmeoffice ass't to Burtus Bishop, of District No. 1 in the Southern

Howard
manager

MIAMI VARIEH CLUB

and
a bally for "Alias Nick Be«l"
hosted her«t dinner and show;
Lester Cowan, Paramount producer-director, here raving about

,1.

Pat Patterson and Roy Reid, Asand
ter toppers in San Francisco
Rubin,
Los Angeles, and Berme Clevehead of Imperial Pictures. Astor
in for huddles with

fair,

1949
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LOS ANGELES

Holt also is prepping
Pacific."
tents throughout the country.
"Cariboo Trail."
National Theatre Supply opening
Eagle Lion's "Red Stallion in the
branch in old Warner Bros, ex- Rockies'' has just gone out in ret
change, Glenn Slipper of Los Anis
Awaiting early release
lease.
geles will manage.
with "The Big Cat" still
District Manager Wilham Miskell "Tulsa,"
Continued from page 4
Latter two are in Techof Tristates Theatres back from to go out.
New Haven, Conn, where his moth- nicolor, ahd "Stallion" in Cinecol(RKO) the fboxollice champ for
or, giving E-L full program of
er is seriously, ill.
February, being particularly sturdy
Dundee, Ralph Goldberg's de- color.'
early in March when business was
luxe nabe, doing so well with arty
Film Classics has Martin comparatively stronger for all picpictures that he is revamping house Mooney's "Daughter of the West"
tures than later in the month,
with slide-back chairs.
awaiting release, and Albert J. "Knock on Any Door" (Col), which
his
Scribner
sold
Hopkins
Byron
Cohen has "The Renegade" on his looms as a nice bet, took seventh
at Scribner Neb. to John Brandt future production schedule: for reCalifornia division of FWG.
"Red Shoes" (EL) was
while
Jr., Metro midwest division chief.
after two years operation.
lease through this company. AlUcd eighth.
Fox-West Coast opened its new
Lefkowitz, h.o. staffer, assumes
Tristates is negotiating for more
"Massacre River" finchores formerly handled by Irving $400,000 FoXi Inglewood with "Mr. drive-in, spots in the Omaha ter- Artists has
"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th)
ished by Windsor Pictures and
Helfoni, who is now devoting full Belvedere Goes to College," Dick ritory.
"So Dear ta My
niilth.
Wound
up
flock of
ready for distribution.
tithe to the Coast and Canadian di- Haymes as emcee and a
Heart" (RKO) snagged 10th money.
film names as guests, including
Visions.;Metro has trio coming up-— "Am-:
Clifton Webb,
Many Medlocres
Shirley Temple,
bush," "Devil's Doorway," "OutGreenPatilette Goddard, Sydney
New Paulding theatre, Paulding* riders." Just finished is Samuel
The month had a big list of picstreet, Janet Leigh, Judy Canova, O., reopened March 10 with PauldGo 1 d wy n s "Roseanna McCoy,'' tures which did not pile up much
Arthur Frank, film buyer and Maureen O'Hara, Jane Powell, Bar- ing Co. Memorial Hospital fund which RKO will release, feud story money because of the generally
House replaces the pld
Tiooker for; Lockwood & Gordon bara Bel Geddes, Elizabeth Taylor, benefit.
of the Hatfiields and the McCoy'f Offish tone at the boxoSicci Best
Enterprises, resigned; replaced by Colleen Townsend, Roy Rogers and Grand, destroyed by fire in 1946.
of these were "Hamlet" (U), "Nick
Tom .Belford named manager of which may be classified; as a westJerry Crowley, former Metro and Dale Evans giving the customers
of Beal" (Par), "Life of Riley" (U),
an eyeful.
Columbia booker.
new Port, Port Clinton, O., just ern. Don Barry will put "Rose
Decision"
(M-G),
Tennessee" into production as ah "Command
Martin MuUin, head Bf N. E.
opened.
Theatres, Inc. and Louis R. Perini,
William and Elsie Logan, opera- indie in July, first of six westerns "Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (secST.
Boston Braves prexy, named cotors of RoUercade Skating Rink to be made during next two years. ond In February), "Enchantment"
To bolster sagging flrstrun biz here, purchased Defiance (0.)
chairmen of 1949 "Jimmie Fund"
(RKO), "Fighting O'Flynn" (U)
Tops Crime Fix
UA
for Children's Cancer Research here, Fanchon & Marco is bringing Drive-In on State Road 66 from
On the Hollywood crime front,' and." John Loves Mary" (WB),
two Children's World Theatre Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brinkman.
Foundation.
I in
Although extensive bookings for
off with total:
John J. Ford, of the Maine &: prtJductions to the big Fox. "Jack
Liberty, Lancaster, O., owned by United Artists leads
New Hampshire indie circuit, was and Beanstalki" first of these, Erwin Briner;: reopened after be- of nine pictures either in backlog,; new, big product likely will wait
or prepping. Paramount, until Easter, several promising picshooting
elected chairman of the board at opens April 7.
ing remodelled following January
Columbia apd Warners follow with tures were unveiled during the
the annual election of officers of
Construction started on new fire.
Most promising of these
six apiece; Metro,;flve, 'Universaii, month;
the Allied Theatres of New Eng- 500-car drive-in on outskirts of
Sam Pinanski Paris, 111,, for F. B. Youngblood
land this week.
RKO, Republic, four each; 20th- to date appears to be "Take Me
was reelected president of the as- and .Oral Pierson.
Fox, Eagle Lion, three; otheri Out to Ball Game" (M-G), which
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhib? with one apiece.
sociation, and
Stanley Sumner,
Roger L. Meyer appointed genwas rolling in good to sock fashCambridge exhibitor, was reelectr eral manager of houses operated itors paid tribute to late John D.
UA's lineup include, in backlog, ion in final week of March.
ed treasurer.
by Clark and Russell Armentrout Kalafat, who was one of its offi"Kiss In Dark" (WB) launched
Other officers: Charles Kurtz- in Barry and Pittsfield, 111., and cers, by setting up a $6,000 loan "Cover Up," "Impact,", "The
fund for medical students at Wes- Crooked Way,'' "Too Late ft* last week, also shapes up as a solid
man, Loew's; Ben Domingo, RKO; two Missouri towns.
Women"
moneymaker.
"Little
Martin MuUin, Netco; Al Somerby,
Bloomer Amus. Co:, Belleville, tern Reserve University here. The Tears," "Jigsaw," "T w 11 i g h t."
(M-G),
on strength of its lone playOld Howard, and Maxwell Melin- 111., expects to light new 750 drive- circuit operator died April 5, 1948. Shooting are "Red Light" and
coff,
Warners, co-vice-chairmen. in near there in June.
Built at estimated cost of $400,- "Quicksand," and prepping^ "By date at N.Y. Music Hall, also looms
big.
Kettle"
will
be"Ma
and
Pa
(U) did
Lake
Martin Mullin is chairman of (he
the
Avon
new
Hook or Crook."
Dennie Campbell has purdRsed 000,
legislative committee and appoint- the Creal, Creal Springs, III., from come the 25th theatre of the AsParamount^finished, "Rope of sturdy to smash trade in two ini-'
ed Frank Lydon as field secretary C. A. and R. M. Moore of Crab sociated Theatres circuit which has Sand;" "Chicago Deadline," Pine-^ tial playdates. "Canadian Pacific"
and Mrsi Anna Hughes DriscoU as' Orchard, 111.
tentatively set April 16 for open(20th)
dates
also
did
nicely
first
on
Thomas' "Special Agent;" shooting,
executive secretary to replace the
Val Portwood, manager of Kera- ing the house.
"El Paso" (Par)
"After Midnight," "File On Thelma on the Coast.
late Joseph Brennan.
Directors^ sotes Bros. Lory, Highland, 111.,
Theatre, a 1,200-seater, is locatfared better than expected on sevJordon; prepping, -'Dead Letter."
in addition to the above, are Ed- elected head of Rotary Club there. ed in nearby Avon Lake, O.
eral first playdates.
"Bad Boy"
ward Center, Edward Cuddy,
Columbia—in release, "Knock on
Fred Wehrenberg convalescing
(Mono.) did fairly well on prelim
James Doyle and George S. Giles. at his home after a stay in local
Any; Door;" in backlog, "The Lone
dates" but fell back sharply after
Wolf and His Lady," "The that.
hospitaL
New bill introduced in the New Devil's Henchmen,'' "The UnderBringing back "Johnny Belinda''Jersey state' legislature^ would set cover Man," "Johnny Allgero;"
up city censor bodies fo'r- this city shooting, "The Blank Wall;" prep- "Sierra Madre" by Warners to cash
Don C; Hayman, who operates
in on Academy awards^ for these,
theatres in Bellington and TunnelJerry Weiss transfers to booking and Jersey City. Measure is the ping, "Beyond These Walls."
ton, W. Va., flew west for 10-day department of Schoenstadt circuit. idea of Newark police topper.
two
brought spotty results last
Warners -backlog, "Flaxy Marexploitation job on Los Angeles
week. "Red Pony" (Rep) managed
Censor board reviewed 119 films, Chances of the two-city censor
run of Clyde Beatty 's circus. This rejected none, but tagged adults bill being enacted into law are re- tin;" prepping, "White Heat," "The some okay coin, being brisk to
Miami Story," "Women Without
is third year Hayman, former pro- only, "Lost Happiness," "Susan garded as slim.
Men," "Murder, Inc.," "The Hood- strong in some locations. "Force
motion man with Post-Gazette Spina," and "Rozina, the Love
of Evil" (M-G) was uneven during
lum."
here, has gone to Coast on such as- Child," all imports.
Metro—finished, "Scene of the the month. "Portrait of Jennie"
signment for Beatty.
North Centrel theatre closes
Work started on new projection Crime," "Border Incident;" prep- (SRO) was doing uniformly stout
Minnie Steinberg, widow, of April 7 for remodeling.
Roland room
which will be an adjunct of ping, "Manhunt," "Side Street,'' to great biz in its few scattered sitMannie Steinberg, who moved to Kay Stonebrook, managing direcuations.
the coast with her family last tor, who has been ill for a month, Motion Picture Assn, headquarters "Death in the Doll's House."
here.
Structure will be only one
"Paisan" (Indie) did remarkably
month, joined Film Classics L. A. will reopen house.
U-I—in backlog, 'Illegal Entry,"
branch.
Wally Dorff joins Republic book- story, with a second floor to be "City Across. the River;" shooting, big trade early in the month, via
Room will have 70 "Partners in Grime;" readying, a batch of bookings in small-seatJerome, Pa., theatre returned to ing staff coming over from Selz- added later.
permanent
seats.
management of >Stephen Gironda. nick.
"Symphonic Pastorale" (In-;
"Tehacchapi, the Story of Molly ers.
been
under
lease
House had
for
die); another foreign-make, likeBalaban & Katz circuit took over
,X.":
several years to Charles Szewczyk, Broadway Strand.
RKO completed, "The Win- wise attracted attention by sock
Boswell exhib.
Henry Spanos, head of Film
Maurice. Druker moved from dow," "Weep No More," "They trade in small arty spots and exJohn Perry, Belle Vernon the- Studios of Chicago, back after
Cleveland's State to manager of Live By Night;" lensing, "The Big tended-run dates.
atre owner, started court proceed- month in hospital.
the Loew's. State here recently. Steal."
ings to have himself reinstated as
RKO Palace remodeling with Joseph
Samartano, former manager
Republic---awaiting
release,
head of town's borough govern- new marquee, seats and carpets.
here, took avev city nianagership "Hideout," "Street of San Franment; was ousted by council last
Ray Carsky in sick-bay for gall- of Baltimore,
cisco ;" coming up, "Flaming Fury,"
September.
stones.
"Post-Off ice Investigator."
Russ Zebra resigned booker's
North avenue and Harlem driveas Continued from page t ssSBt
20th-Fox
berth with Hanna Theatre Service ins opened April 1, as did Skyhi 66
completed, "ThieveiS
to: go into wholesale jewelry busi- and Starlite."
Harris and John Wolfberg; hold- Market," "House of Strangers;" Wirthwein has bids from other film
ness; being replaced by Joe Hanna.
ers of Realart Pictures franchise prepping, "21 Bow Street." E-L-^ companies.
George Tice succeeds Arthur
"Trapped," "Port of
in this territory, set up a local readying,
With Clark taking over, his diviLevy as branch niatiager for Cooffice, with Robert Herrel as man- New York," "12 Against the Uil- sion, has been revamped to com"
Dick Powers transferred hy ager.
lumbia here effective April 18.
derworld."
prise the Dallas, Oklahoma City,
United Artists from Milwaukee to
Tlce became a salesman in 1937.
Frank Seltzer is prepping an Memphis, Kansas City and St.
sales
staff
here,
replacing Al
.That
indie without release, "Blood Louis exchange territories.
McGlincey, resigned.
Money;" and Martin Mooney's of J. J. Donahue, central division
Liocai' nabes. starting to play up
Starway drive-in of Frankfort,
Nate Mllgrlm, former booker for dittnerware ahd other giveaways Ky., and Odeon theatre, Augusta, "Until I Die" will go out under manager, has also been reshaped
Affiliated Theatres, has gone into over screen attractions.
Cooking Ky., new accounts of Theatre Own- Film Classics banner when made. to include Chicago, Indianapohs,,
schools also returning and duals ers Corp., local booking combine. Film Classics also has "C-Man" Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha
DeLuxe Premiums.
completed; Equity has "Parole" in and Des Moines. Other three divi«
National Film Service, Inc., made arc greatly on increase.
current yrelease and "Aliniony" sions stay put as presently consUj
arrangements wijth Motion Pictures
Art Anderson, Warners' branch
just finished.
Sales Corp., of N.Y., to provide manager, in St. Mary's hospital reScreen Guild re- tuted.
"~S
covering from virus pneumonia.
March
physical handling.
of
Dimes campaign cently completed "Arson, Inc;/'
Braly has been with Par fPrJW
State theatre found 80-year old reaped $26,458 from patrons of and Alliecl Artists has *'Bad Boy" years, last 29 of them as distnCC
Thomas Speck,' manager of
Trans-Lux, resigned to join Kir- woman who never had seen film as Georgia Theatre Co.
in first release.
manager.
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NAB

RADIO

THE FACTS OF LIFE

VS.

Godfrey: "Nuts to Giveaways

BIGSTllTlSTILLDyk[6

Manitrnzd from Arthur Godfrey's morning CBS show, March 24:
"Now, I got a cute thing that comes up out of Variety. You all
know what VARiEry is., don't you. It's a tradepaper, you know, that we
And aside
all Subscribe to hoping, there'll be something about us in it.
from that, of course, it is a sort of—oh, an encyclopedia for us in Show
business. These guys try very hard and they do a real job in report>ing the news of show business to show people to render opinions, to
They do a very good job. It's a
to criticize shows and, you know.
good outfit.
"So there's an article in there this week that tickles me to death.
the Music' Sunday night show proved the answer
It says ABC's 'Stop
It says
to halting Edgar Bergen and Fred Allen in their NBC tracks.
ABC now reasons this way; If a giant giveaway can solve the Sunday
.8 to 9 problem why can't it have the same impact in the daytime?
Specifically, encountering the top audience-pulling Arthur Godfrey
morning show on CBS?
"As a result, ABC is planning to slot a big jackpot giveaway as opIf it should duplicate its nighttime success it
position to Godfrey.
would be sweet revenge for ABC where it is recalled all too vividly
that tor years they were the undisputed leaders in the Hooper sweepstakes. But today it's completely out of the picture with Godfrey and

Successor,

New TV Head,

Exit

Of Clay Morgan Seen in NBC Revamp
•f

as many key industry
representatives
are
concerned^
there is a lack of pre-NAB convention enthusiasm. This, in turn, is
expected to attect. the attendance

As far

.

.

atre" was kicking around: the
idea last week of doing a. radio
version of "Johnny Belinda."

upcoming- powwow in Chicago next week.
The major networks, it appears,
are sending fewer delegations than
in previous years.
As for station
management, one operator of a
higtime 50kw outlet that is newspaper-owned, after looking over
the scheduled agendai summed; it
up with the crack: "If the boss
gets a peep at this, I won't be seeing Chicago next week."

i

|

CBS

in the driver's seat.
"Well, that's a very nice compliment and very flattering and so
So now we!re going to have to buck giveaways, huh? Well,
have to think again, ABC, because I'll tell you some»
The people who listen to us in the morning have got too dog-thing.
gone much sense to fool around there, sitting there waiting for something which they'll never get. Right? Rifilit! Nuts to your giveaways."

in
as

forth.

The lack of interest is attributed
some quarters to the fact that,
one industry topper put it,
time we were getting down

repercussions:

Idea met with an instant nix,
however, when- execs tried to
-figure out how to use the
Oscar^wtnning Jane Wyman,
who plays a deaf mute.
Lux settled for the -Acadi
emy-kudosed ^"Treasure of
Sierra Madre,"' which will be,

A

horizon to

when Sidney

i

Ch'fieldMay

1

m White Due FrL; 5-Year

]

-

-

and won't continue.
Clay Morgan, who- ibas been as*sistant to the president, is reported among those exiting.

|

is

with an economic crisis.
Instead of playing around with the
birds,
bees and flowers, why
doesn't.'the NAB dish out the facts

as

on tapr

the spot .left vacant
Strotz returned to

the Coast. Charles R. Denny has
been doubling as the web's executive veepee and head of tele operations, with Carleton Smith upped to fill the gap, but scntimer.t
is that, the two-way Denny admin->,
istrative spread is too burdensome

,

now faced

fill

,

"It's

to speciflcsi since the industry

nian-is.

A No: 1 TV man also looms on the

/

month.

later this

Ken Dyke

successor to

NBC's top program

-

done

NBC chieftains remain mum on
scheduled far-sweeping exec
realignment and reorganization in"
.spired by RCA^ board chairman
David
Samoifs demand that
"something's got to be done." But
close observers see the following
the

'Lux's' Belinda Nix
In the wake of the Acadendiy
film awards, "Lux Radio The-

at the

you're going to

Deciam

27

'

Go FuD-CBS;

of life?"

Como

NBC is definitely on the prowl
for creative talent, particularly
idea 'men. with productional know-;

;

how, with major accent on "showthe one hand, the small stamen," and it's anticipated that
tion operator. fighting for survival
there will be a flock of new
in an era when clients are buying
There will be a decision this in the programming division, faces
if the
more wisely and when his big kilo- week on Whether Chesterfield is right guys can be found. NBC may
watt brother is reduced to grab- goihg to pick up the tab on CBS' make a bid
to woo some of the probing off small station business, is "Sing It Again" giveaway show, ducer-director
braintrusters from
looking .to the NAB to bail him currently heard in the Saturday CBS, which has
been out in front
out.
He wants, specifically, to night 10 to 11 segment. If the
creative programknow how he can knock $50 a ciggie company does buy it, it will j^m^|e
week oil his operating expenses add another blow to NBC. For theHow
the Dyke situation will replan
is
drop
the
five-times-ato
and how he can make money with
solve itself is cueing most of the
Club,"
week
"Supper
which
contaxes being what they are.
interest at the moment. NBC has
More important, he wants to tributes about $1,500,000 a year to offered him an alternative of going
know how he can buck up against the network in gross time sales.
to Chicago, with 1. E. (Chick)
Perry Como has signed a new Showerman
a growing situation where the locoming east, but Dyke,
two-year contract with Chestercal retailer, who in the past was
it's reported, nixed the offer.
good for 13 weeks of spots, now field, and the plan would be to in
The . entire situation was kicked
put his money into newspaper ads stall Como as the top singing at^
arouna
at
an wnrBPA
NBC-RCA board
,
.
,
because he doesn't want to be traction on "Sing It Again."
last Friday I); in .N,¥^^^
bothered with a bunch of soliciHowever whether the singer feetmg
but web execs are
silent on what
i.
t
w«!«k
» <= o^.mii,
tors.
For, where there were four could be properly mtegrated mto jj,g^gpjj.g|j^
or. five stations in a city a few the giveaway pattern is but one of
years ago, today there are 10 and the; facets that's been holding up
12 and the retailer squawks that he final
signaturing.
Chesterfield
has "more solicitors than custom- wants "Sing" in a half-hour version in place of its present 60ers."
minute format. CBS has been tryIndies Have .Gripes, Too
ing to interest the prospectiveThe small indies want some ans- client in buying the full hour.
wers,- and because the NAB has
Show is being offered at $3,500
agreed to turn over a full day to
Talent lineup for the floor show
kick around their problems, the for each quarter-hour of sponsorassociation is getting it in the. neck ship. At $7,000 for a half-hour, it being put on by the major netfrom the bigtime operators Who compares with Chesterfield's cur- works, in connection with the anclaim that, although they're out- rent $15,000 weekly talent nut for nual banquet of the NAB convention in Chicago next Tuesday (12),
numbered in membership by the "Supper Club."
H Chesterfield buys "Sing," it is practically set. (Radio talent
indies, "Who puts the coin into
the NAB coffers and what are we would give CBS a clean sweep of is being purposely bypassed so as
getting in return?" All of which the client's programming; includ- not to rekindle the NBC vs. CBS
has tended to put the NAB in the ing Arthur Godfrey both radio and situation).
TV and Bing Crosby, who goes
middle.
Show, for whlcTi the webs' arfr
The 50kw operator,' in turn, into a Wednesday night period for pitching in a total of $10,200, includes Jane Russell, the Four Step
wants to know the TV factS'Of life, the ciggie company.
Bros., Ben Blue, Patti Moore
and feels the NAB as presently
Ben Lessy, Dick Haymes, Marge
geared isn't in a position to give
Creates
Gower Champion (dancers on the
them to him. They feel that be- Call of
Admiral TV show), and a top comic
cause the NAB is overly-conscious
still to be lined up.
of the small station man; the big
Bedlam
There will
also be a line of six girls. Les'.
station problems, including television, are getting the brush.
At *Aida* Rehearsal Gottii^brorcBs,"spTO^^^^

On

to 'Sing'?

:

MBS Board Poser

Contract at 125G
Final decision on the selection of -f
a new Mutual rietwotk prexy won't
be known until after Friday's (8)

I

'

Likelihood of Frank White's
acceptance
of
the
Mutual
prexy spot has already sparked
some last huddling among
CBS board chairman William
S. Paley and his top associates

-

on

who

will

move over

|

to

White's spot as prez of Columbia Records.
It's expected that Paley
Co. will tap one of the 20th
floor brass at CBS for the spot,
just as it did in the case of
White, who was former v.p.treasurer of the network. But

&

his terms.
It's understood that White will
assume the job if the Mutual board
agrees to a five-year contract at
$125,000 a year. His present salary
as Columbia Records prez is said
to be $75,000.
It is also reported that, should
White and the Mutual board come
to acceptable terms, it will be with
the blessing of CBS board chairman William S. Paley, who, it's
said, would welcome the continuance of a rejuvenated Mutual competitive network as healthy for the

-

Huddle

Col. Disk Spot

MBS

board meeting in Chicago.
But all .signs at the moment point
toward Frank White's acceptance
of the post Whether or not White
will agree to step out as Columbia
Kecords president to ^succeed iBd
Kobak at Mutual will depend, too,
on the board's willingness to meet

.

i

they've arrived at a decision,
nothing has been tipped at the
moment, awaiting a final decision by While.

-

|

i

I

|

lOG Floor Show

|

|

Cantor Blasts

;

the

likelihood

of

White establishing new and fresh
patterns which the Mutual board
are sorely needed, has become a major topic of trade con-

Hooper Ratings

feels

(Continued on page 39)

& Dinah

Set for Mutual

As

'Big Outrage'

Chicago. April 5.
Eddie Cantor joined the ranks of
the anti-Hooperites by terming the
present system of ratings "the big-

topped off
pearance Friday (1> with a bitter
.Mutual lawyers and Saul Jaffe,
and outspoken blast at program
Jaffe 4 Jaffe, attorneys for
They have agenda gripes, too,
Frank Sinatra and Dinah Shore, ratings.
Cantor claimed the first network feeling that the answers they want
are huddling this week to finalize
to sue Hooper because of losing
contracts for the singers' daytime
won't be found in the. star billing
low-rated show
co-op shows on Mutual. Pacts are the sponsor of a
given Attorney General Tom Clark
would explode the whole system
expected to be ready for inking by
and FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
of ratings. He cited the examples
end of the week.
Jack It's the feeling that, with Coy
The daytime airers, which have of Burns and Allen, and
salesmen now having virtually completed the
been in the works for some time, Benny as "tremendous
circuit with a multiplicity of
gab
depend on a
have brought a big response from whose radio futures
speeches, his value as a drawing
calls,"
MBS outlets asking for details. few scattered phone likewise
drew attraction has diminished. "And
Top net brass
Reason for the delay, it's reported,
how,'' one griped, "can Tom Clark
was that Sinatra and Miss Shore Cantor's fire: He suggested "they tell us how to sell Sears Roebuck
examined
were negotiating with nighttime should have their heads
as a national account?"
(Continued on page 39)
bankroUers. At first evening backThe TV-conScious operators feel
ers felt afternoon airers might hurt
the NAB isn't getting down to funratmgs on their shows, but later
damentals, i.e.: what sort of a rate
Exit
were convinced that the new stanLeBrun's
card to set up?. What about cost
zas will bring their stars greater
of equipment?
What's the lowHartford, April 5.
public support.
Mutual, it's said.
Dissatisfied with top level sta- down on kinescoping, remote costs,
Will permit cross references to the
tion policy, Harry LeBrun, gen- and how to feature pix and news
highttime broadcasts on pther nets.
coverage?
its
since
eral manager of WCCC
air inception in September of 1947,
resigned suddenly Wed. <31). AlLombardo Summer Sub
Aiilrir Tolrac q Povilnav
though move was expected in the
nllUy
laKcs a raiUiiCi
trade, it came' with such suddenFor Phil Harris-Alice Faye ness as to leave his post unfilled
San Antonio April 5
Gene Autry seeking to purchase
Guy Lombardo orch -has been and employers without notice of
signed by Rexall, via BBD&O, as his quitting. Station in the mean- KTSA here, has amended his apsummer replacement for the Phil time is 'being supervised by Max plication to the FCC to include
•J^W'is-Alice Faye Sunday airer on Savitt, local attorney, and one of Cyrus L. Heard as joint purchaser.
WBC. Lombardo will take over owners.
As yet no action has been taken
starting July 3, for 13 weeks.
Understood no new manager to on the sale of KTSA by the FCC
Stanza, to be titled "Musical be named for some 30 days. Prior to Autry or the Express Publishing
Autographs," will feature favorite to his Hartford post, LeBrun was Co., the other applicant. It is presongs of celebs and listener re- southeast station's representative sumed that the case will have to be

Among Femmes

NBC

what

.

,

1

set

down

for hearing.

,

when

!

'

{

:

&

I

From Minn.

as hundreds of women
stormed the doors and fought for
the cuffo admission. In the ensuing
melee a, numb,er of women -were
knocked, down, and- several were
at each other's hair.
NBC's verdict: Never again.
militia

Airlanes

Minneapolis, April

The Minnesota
eral

posed

law

to

committee
to

ban

The'

bill

has

pass a pro-

and
from the

"blood

thurider'* rflidio prbgrsim
air.

5,

state seriate gen*

leglslatioti

recommended out

,

woMd mak^

lawful to brpad(iast any program
"revoking around the commission
Chicago, April 5.
of such crimes as murder, bodily
'^^^
25-year anni attack on a human being resulting
April 12 with special broadcast fea- in
bloodshed,
rape,
attempted
fo^o^^ed by April 22 and strangulation or other forms of
^3 celebrations. Edgar Bill, first attempted murder."
president
The committee amended the
°" measure to include programs of
J^'.'L*"^^*
Show.
^PrU 12 Dinner Bell
"lust" in those barred from the
WLS-Prairie Farmer employees, airwaves, whether locally origifamilies and friends stage a re- nated, brought in by networks or
union April 22 at Palmer House. played by electrical transcription.
The April 23 "National Barn The measure now goes to the
Dance" show will be aired from senate general orders calendar for

WLS' 25th Anni Hoopla

'

i

i

1

|

|

!

,

.

probably

didn't
realize pp^'l!^ "fi^""^
°
it was getting into last week
vin^JTni^li'lWv.*'''"
^^f„
J"
it opened
up the doors of "i"!^^^ e^^^^^
F^Poited, now wants to be counted
Studio 8H in Radio City, N. Y.,
'
for -a catch-as-catch>can invitation
to sit in on Friday's (1.) -rehearsal.
of Arturo Toscanini ii^id the 3!*tBC Solons
Get Bill Banning
Symphony Orchestra In the closing
two acts of "Aida."
Blood
Thunder Stuff
For a while it looked as if it
would be necessary to call out the

I

WCCC

for Mutual.

&
&

Symph

Comedian
his Pabst Milwaukee ap-

gest outrage in radio."

of

quests.

NAB s Non-Radio

{

:

industry.

Franide

;

:

I

,

Meanwhile,

!

.

if

'

|

[

i

..

i

,

|

.

[

!

Chi Eighth street theatre.

1

consideration.

«

6

,

1

.

Wednesday, April

RADIO*

t8

Mpls. Food

;

Ae

Hooper s Top 15 and

Show Flop Blamed On

6,

..

1949

Opposition

(March 30)
Total Network

Ifhiz Quiz'; Evorybody Sued for 94G

.

Division of Lever Bros,
has set up its own Hooper
charts for the edification of
the executive branch, of the
Lever family. As a result, the

Fibber

.

,

concerned.
"Here's how LB reasons it:
For several seasons Lux, Jack
Benny and Walter Winchell
have been competing for the
top Hooper spot. But in arand Benny
riving at the
national rating, Hooper adds
both the original broadcast
and the repeat show on the
Coast, whereas the Lux rating
is measured in terms of the
:

D.C/S Longhair

prove

it.^

Control Goes to Ro^cari

—

be

KWK

present

a new issue of common stock, control of the station is transferred to
a group headed by M. ^Robert

Rogers, general manager, who acquires the largest single holding.
Other large subscribers ar^ Pierson Underwood, program dirfectbr;
Irwin Geiger, attorney; Jesse I.

,

•

Vs. Ex-Prexy Tracey

People Are Funny
Inner Sanctum

17.8
16.8

.

16.8
10.4

18.6

2Q.5

20.4

^

(No sponsored network program)
Railroad Hour ... .... 6.2

m

.

Chicago, April 5.
Trustees of the Majestic Radio
and Television Corp. have filed
suit against Eugene A. Tracey to
recover $500,000 he allegedly took
While company president. Majestic
is being reorganized under supervision of U. S. district court. Trustees told Judge PhiUp Sullivan
that negotiations were underway to
sell the company.
netted
Tracey
alleges
Suit
money through "excessive salaries"
and unlawful use of options to buy
4!ommon stock.

Arrow

Straight

.

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

4.5
6.4
14i4

.

.

.

.

;

.

5.1

.

Cavalcade of America

Mr. District Attorney

.

Groucho Marx

16.2

. .

Harvest of Stars
.

Johns-ManviUe
Carnegie Hall
of the

16.2

Mayor

.

.

.

.

21.8

organization,

original

all

stock-

holders continue to participate in
the new company but their shares
no longer carry, voting rights.

LEVYS STICK AROUND

PENDING SUCCESSORS
Philadelphia, April 5.
Dr. Leon Levy, president and
general manager of WGAU, and his

|

brother Isaac D, Levy, veepee and
general counsel for the station,
will continue in charge, until their
successors are named.
In February, the Levys announced their plans to retire, effective April: 1.
At the annual
meeting of the Board of Directors

1

!

I

'

18.6
17.8

Gabriel Heatter ....... 3.2

15.7

Music HaU

;

FM

The

.11.2

AM-FM;
Selling

Assn. held

its first sales

New York Friday
that "FM is crowding

in

(1),

AM

touting
for radio broadcasting leadership,"
but the FM'ers apparently^ were
dealing more with hopes and po-V

April 5.
Radio has been feeding video
many shows, but songstress Dee
Parker will reverse the trend on
a network-wide basis.
Her new show, "Speaking of
Songs," will be heard over ABC
each Sunday afternooni beginning
April 24. Show is based, ih part,
on her ''Rehearsal Call,'* which
WXYZ-TV began feeding to ABC's
eastern video web on March 20.
Detroit,

tentialities
ties.

than facts and

actuali*
.v..

.

Speeches boosted the advantages
of

medium, but lobby

the

talks

with station brass revealed that the
FM outlets are for the most part':
in the red, and feeling, the pinch. ^

Ed Kobak,

MBS

prez, told the

parley that Mutual has 160 FM affiliates
and that at night they
"Rehearsal Call'' is telecast Sun- cover a larger area better than the
day evenings.
web's
stations. "That means,''
In both shows, Phil Brestoff (her Kobak explained, "we could reach
husband) and his orchestra give more people with FM than
her support.
if the people had FM sets.
Much
of FM's strength lies in AM's weak-

;

AM

AM—

For instance, FM coverage,
the same day or night, while
night coverage is greatly reduced." i
FM'ers
battling
should
stop
AM'ers," the MBS exec said, "and
instead should join them, to help;
the sale of AM-FM sets. MiUions
of people still get poor receptionand
is the only means available

nesses.

To AVCO-Or

AM

is

NottoAVCO;

.

FM

WCAU departmental

I

15.5

.

Reversing a Trend

to guarantee good reception. Now
is the time to sell
in sections
where reception is poor. Stop arguing and start constructive selling.";

FCC on Pan

in Hospital,

I

20.8

5.0

.

.

15.7

to their respective posts.

Three

.

Phil Harris- Alice Faye,12.8

4-

WCAU, Inc., of which both
Levys are members, they were re-

htads were elected to vice-presidencies at the meeting. They are:
Alex Rosenman, v-p in charge of
Carnation Subs Are Set sales; John G. Leitch, v-p in charge
of engineering, and Joseph T:
Hollywood, April 5.
Buddy Clark, singing star of the Connolly, v-p in charge of programs.
Carnation show, is in Cedar of
Jo.seph Tinney, v-p and assistant
Lebanon hospital for major .sur- general manager, and G. Bennett
gery, which wiU keep him off the Larson, v-p in charge of television,
air for three weeks.
were re-elected, as. were William
Bob Crosby and Eileen Wilson L. McLean, Jr., treasurer, and
will sub for the first two weeks.
Richard W. Slocum, secretary.

Buddy Clark

.

Time to Start Constructive

of

named

.

Jo Stafford
3.9
Johns-ManviUe vf.;... 2.3
Sealtest Variety Show.
6.8
Big Story
11.8

16.0

clinic

reorganization
guarantees the "long-term stability' 'of the station.
Under the proposed plan of re-

. ......
2.3
........ 3.0

.

Town

Stop Scrapping, Kobak Tells

of the corporation.
Rogers said the

I

at times.

Washington, April 5s
Federal Communications Commission proposal to i-equire local
advertising of broadcast applications, as a substitute for AVCO
bidding system, was criticized yesterday (Mon.) by Raytheon Mfg.
Co., holder of a television permit
in Boston, as ineffective. FCC has
proposed that applications for new
stations, changes in frequency or
power, or transfers: be advertiseu
either in local newspapers or both

FM

He was echoed by Maj. E. H.
Arm.strong,
inventor, who said,
engineering
"we've licked
the
problems. Our real trouble is that
we haven't got the people to listen
to FM." He added that many inex-

FM

1

I

(Continued on page 38)

D.C. Web Stations

newspapers and via radio.
Raytheon told the Commission
that local notices would not meet
the purpose FCC intended since
distant areas which might be afWashington, April 5.
fected by possible interference of
All four network stations here
new stations or changes in faciliFM
ties would not be reached. It sug- were duplicating programs on
for
the
first
time last week as
gested instead that the notices
in

Nielsen s

,

Top 20

(Feb, 26)

Cur.

Prev.

Rank

Bank

Program
Lux Radio Theatre

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

Amos

5

4

Talent Scouts

8
7
8
9
10

,

7

Bob Hope

10

12
13

22
12
19

46
14
18
17

20
27
.:]'':. ''^y:'

,

,i

.-i.
. J 4

.

i . .

Change
—1.4
—0.2
—1.5

Friend Irma
Mr. Keen
Mystery Theatre
People Are Funny
Stop the Music (4th qtr.)
Mr. District Attorney
"The Fat Man"
Ford Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. North
FBI in Peace and War ...
This Is Your FBI
Dennis Day

.

28.0
27.4
26.2

.

256

,

24.6
24.4
24.0
23.3
^.. 23.2
22.9
22.4
22.3

My

,

"^'"'

Rating

.....28.0

Sam Spade
Walter Winchell

15
11

20

.

Points

Andy

6

11

14
15
16
17/
18
19

,

'n'

Cur.
32.7
30.3

Jack Benny
Fibber & Molly

'

'

18.3

and Morris Rod'man, who continues as president

I

KWK

Robert T. Convey,- prez,; Ray
E. Dady, v.p, and station director;
V. E, Carmichael, v.p. and commercial manager, and John W.;
Tinnea, asst. station manager.

Salt

17.1

.'

Miller, attorney,
I

—

staff,

Majjestic's SOOG

Lum

Duffy's Tavern

Washington, April 5.
Washington's classical music sta- Amos 'n' Andy
WQQW, which experienced
some tough going in its early days Crime Photographer .
when it tried to hold down commercials to one minute in a quar. . . ... .
ter-hour segment, filed an applica- Bing Crosby
tion with the FCC last week to re- Suspense ....;.;»......;
organize its corporate structure.
Under the plan, whi«h involves

OfRichards'KMPC

KWK

the

ai

.

:

Toward Purchase

the

managed by

20.2

.

move its quardowntown station and

KWK

21.5

Mu^c

Throes of Reorg;

In

NBCMovii^Ooser

will

FCC
KWK: in

Stot> the

tion,

as
and KWK-FM.
will drop its application to
for a tele permit and aid
its application for a similar permit., If granted,
will
be the second tele station in St.
Louis.
Under the terms of the
deal
will be known as KWK,
Inc.,
instead
of
Thomas Patrick, Inc. The new station will be

KWGD

12.4

.

:

is the week-in-week-out
No, 1 champ. It has charts to'

bought an interest in KWK, local
Mutual outlet, and combined the
attivities
of the
two stations.
KWGD, which began operation last
Dec; 19, went off the air at 10 p.m.

known

WQQW

Lux

bins Deal

henceforth

Bob Hope

.

KLZ; Denver,

KWK,KWGDLink

will

BMB

''.

front.-'

.

the combine

22.3
21,6

,

the show. Further efforts to sejl
Hollywood, April S.
reserved seats ''met with resistance
The chances are ^better than «veii
and complete failure,' 'it is alleged;
Also, the publicity "gave that KMPC will either be an NBC
of
impression
susan
the public,
affiliate or owned and operated by
picion as to the food show's value,
the network next year,
-pj,at>g
the merit' of entertainment offered, and a corresponding exces- what Frank Mullen sees in
cessive charge for admission," ac- crystal ball and NBC's Sid Strotz
cording to the complaint.
finds no dissent on his ouija board.
For each of the 18 performances,
Mullen and Strotz have been
2,538 of the 5,B5f available seats
were reserved at a special price of hobnobbing privately and publicly
of late and they're not talking
$2.40 each. Net return from the
about the rain in Peru. Said Mulsale would have been $34,512,
which sum was wholly lost, save len: "It looks like a deal." Quoth
for $2,262.50, the complaint states. Strotz: ''If the price is right we'll
The Impression giv^n the public, buy." He left just enough openaccording to the complaint, re- ing for eavesdroppers to put tosulted in a loss of attendance and gether, "if it isn't we'll affiliate."
Since going to 50,000 watts last
a loss of 'general admission fees.
year the price tag was upped to
$3,000,000. NBC wants to deal oh
a much lower figure.
Contract with Earle C. Anthony
for KFI runs out at end of the
year after a long association that
can't be called pleasant.
"Dick"'
St.
Richards is getting out of radio
actively, that is
and Mullen, an
St. Louis, April 5.
NBC'ite of many years,
One of the biggest radio deals rather swing the KMPC would
deal
in the midwest was clinched yestowards his old alma mater; KBC
terday (Mon.) when the St. Louis is the
only net without its own
Globe-Democrat Publishing Co., L.A. station
and it has proven
owner and operator of KWGD, pretty rough

KWK

Jac^ ..Benny
Frieiid Irma

:

,

NAB

one broadcast.
Lever contends that, on the
basis of a one broadcast tally.

went on

It is further charged that Olsen's
action created ''unfavorable and
pernicious news items" which were
promptly broadcast and published,
causing a decrease in patronage of

(Mon.).
ters to the

23.4
23.4

tition
16.0

2.3
6.4
Dr. I.Q
8.2
Erwin D. Canham ..... 2^4
Johns-ManviUe
2.3
. . . •
Railroad Hour
6,2
Taylor
Henry J.
2,8
Sherlock Holmes ...... 5.9
Voice of Firestone,.;.. 6.7
Horace Heidt
8.6
Arthur Gaeth
2.0
American Forum
2.6
Contented Program . . . 5.2
Town Meeting ........ 4.4
We, the People
9.5
Gabriel Heatter
6.9
Sam Spade
10.1
and Abner . . . . w'. 7.0
Fred Allen
10.8
Milton Berle
.
9.1
County Fair
7.0
Gabriel Heatter
...
5.0
.

,

KLZ's Hugh Terry Is one of the
managers;
industry's best-known
director. District No.
regional
and for nine
14; a director of
years tlie man who's Itept KLZ out

WW

plaint.

In

Molly

Talent Scouts

My

Showman

Aggressive

HUGH TERRY

.

'

as scheduled and was "under hiS:
immediate control." It is alleged
that Olsen told patrons to move
into reserved seats and, despite
ushers' efforts, the- audience did
stampede into the reserved section
"without authority, tickets or paying for same." A "near-riot condition" resulted from Olsen's action and the promoter was forced
to discontinue reserved seat tickets
and to make refunds to reserved
seat holders,' according to the com-

'

&

;

"Lux Radio Theatre"
Monday night show on CBS
consistently winds up in the
No. 1 spot—so far as LB is

Compe5.8

Gabriel Heatter
4.5
Fishing & Hunting Club 2.0

Lever

work facilities.
The audience participation show
-at the Food Show, conducted by

:

27.5
24.7

,

Lux

enter"audience-appealing
vide
tainment." Accordingly! the Olian
Advertising Co. arranged to record
the coast-to-coast "Whiz Quiz,"
sponsored by Beich, for subsC'^
quent broadcast over the radio net-

;

.

Johns-ManviUe News
Telephone Hour

:

:

.

'Lux' Leads the Rest

opening night.
Complaint states that for such
a show it is customary to pro-

ijuizmaster Johnny Olsen,

Hooperatinr

Program

Walter Winchell
Lux Radio Theatre

Minneapolis, April 5. '
Continental Convention & Show
Management of Minneapolis, which
lost $51,829 on an eight-day National Food Show in the local
Auditorium last fall, has filed a
$94,609 damage suit against ABC
network, Minnesota Broadcasting
Corp., operator of WTCN, the ABC
outlet here, the Olian Advertising
Co., and Paul F. Beich Candy Co.
It alleges the loss resulted from a
radio quiz show broadcast on

Sponsored Network
Competition
Helen Hayes

.

. . .

.

.

t,v^'-^^^''::'Ki'

-fO.3

—1.8
-1-1.4

—0.9
—1.6

Now 100% FM

be

CBS by the Washington
ter.

The Commission has

set

May

4

I

as the deadline for filing comments
on its proposal to abolish AVCO

WINX-FM

call
Po.st

letters to WTOP-FM. The
to Wilrecently, sold

-f 0.1
-f 1.9

-f 0.8

-fO.9
-1-4.4:^

22 2

—1.1

22^1
21.8

—0.3

2I.6

-fO.2

21.

-1-2.0

-1-0.3

and changed

its

WINX

liam Banks of Philadelphia, owner
of WHAT, but transferred the FM
Approval of
auxiliary , to WTOP.
<P««»:»»_»
D
k\.
rortia S \xr
ISreather the transfer two weeks ago by the
NBC, which has relaxed its ban FCC made possible the WTOP-FM
on transcriptions, has given"Por operation.
tia Faces Life" the green light to
Under its previous CBS ownerrecord for three weeks during the ship, WTOP lacked an FM affilisummer. Episodes of the soaper ate, the network having failed to
win be waxed during the spring, file when frequencies were first
so that the cast can take a breather assigned in Washington in 1946.
for the dog days.
However, the web later obtained a
"Portia" is sponsored by Gen- conditional FM grant but was deeral Foods, via Benton
Bowles.
(Continued on pa^e 39)
.
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Post, took

over

I

Wax

1
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'
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-

;

fr«dnc«Jay, April 6,
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COY GOING INTO STATE DEPT. ?
Yandenberg Defend Richards'

WJR

fcriiii

But Majority £q)ress Outrage
Washington.^April 5. -fThere is a growing belief here,
approaches for George
fli the time
A Richards to submit his plan of
transfer of voting control in
three SOltw statloas (KMPC

his

Detroit and
Angeles,
Cleveland), that it will be a long
Is
time before anything concrete

done to separate the tempestuous
broadcaster from his hold on the
case,
Richards
The
outlets.
Variety learned last week, may
well be an "extended" headache
for the Federal Communications
Commission.
The iirst extension on the newsslantina hearings, scheduled for
March 23, was granted on the 18th
on a' pleading of highly critical Illness plus a request for 30 days'
time to submit a transfer proposal
'

"in such

form

as to

meet the

Commission.

the

cjuarterS

ifere

ate

Washington, April

chairniaii

.

of

has
check -6!Ut a^
Federal Cpnt-

the

'

;

munications Cpmmissipn and accept a morie lucrative berth within
thf!

'State iDejpt.

thiiit

C6y

;

irejaiiiins:

minm p^

thP- isub^

they vpoiilt, to, a multiplicity of
all :pf 'wl»ich point to his
early bOWout as the FCC's No. 1;

,iect,

;

career and armchair diplomats
with business men.'
tike otfe l;CC cliiiiriinen befote
him who have, .depai^ied -for simi*.
lar Reasons, Coy: wahtS ii; job of-,

show.

rate

reflects
listener."

:

The

Colored Market

iriore^^^ c^^^

,

scheme.
....
.'.''r.
,
.
,
Having already broken the ice.
Close associates of Coy; are coriRichards may be expected to ask
vinced that the FCC chairman's
for further extensions on illness
more relaxed attitude in recent
grounds, as others have done beweeks is the clincher that hie has
By that time, possibly
fore him.
already made up his mind.
after months have been spent in
Strengthening their belief is
the noimal procedure required for
the fact that Coy played a prompassing on transfer proposals^ the
^^^^ ''^^ the UNESCO meetExpansion of the Negro market
heat on the Commission may have
,
ing in Cleveland last week. They
is paying off at three New Yoik
died doTO and the agency may be
mdies
wHOM,
and link that, too, with Coy's recent
hard put to deny additional reappearance at Constitution Hall for
all of winch have successquests
ful shows beamed at Negro listen- » strictly State Dept. affair having
Pressures on the Commission
noihmg to do with radio.
ers.
have been heavy ever since it orQuestion of Coy's successor in
At WHOM, the "After Hours'
dered hearings on the Radio News
Swing Session," heard nightly from *^he event of his checkout has been
(Continued on page 38)
11 p.m. to 2 a.m., is almost all sold a D. C. guessing game for some
out and may be extended. The time.
show, which features Willie Bryant
and Ray Carroll, has just signed
two new bankrollers.
bankrollers, the Major
Distributing Co. and Pabst beer,
for half-hour periods cross-theboard. Other sponsors, including
several nationally advertised accounts, are foods, drugs; soaps, recIl's now estimated that within ord shops, apparel stores, restauanot^er year practically half of the rants and pharmacies,
Washington, April 5.
A foreign language station,
top networic personalities, includJames D. Shouse, prexy of Crosprograms its English time
ing those on NBC and CBS, will
succumb to the tape-recording iov a specialized audience, the ley Broadcasting Corp., told the
residpnts
ot
Manhattan, FCC yesterday (Mon.) that if the
route. Since NBC lifted the' trans- Negro
cription ban a few weeks ago. Al Brooklyn, Queens and New Jersey. sale of WHAS, Inc., is approved,
Jolson has taken the tape plunge, according to Charles Baltin, a.s- the $1,925,000 amount needed for
jdlning the ranks of Bing Crosby sistant to Fortune Pope, station purchase will be loaned by Cros
and Groucho Marx on ABC. manager. "The Negro market in ley's parent company, AVCO. He
(Crosby will c6ntinue taping when metropolitan New York is growing said AVCO's board voted to make
he moves to CBS in the fall). —^^'^ almost double the 1940 fig- the loan a month ago.
At resumption of Commission
Eddi^ Cantor is taping most of his ure," Baltin says. ;'And agencies
.l«'arning the
importance of hearings on the transfer, recessed
shows balance of this season and
will jiermanently tape next season. special campaigns among the col- last month when Government counsel refused to accept Crosley enOthers are manifesting interest and ored people.
Like the Bryant-Carroll airer, gineering, testimony on overlap
huddling with their clients for an
which specializes in hop. boogier between
and WHAS, Shouse
official go-ahead.
Bob Hawk, heard Monday nights swing and spiritualSj WWRL's testified that cost of producing pror
grams is not the criterion on which
(Continued on page 38)
on CBS for Camel cigarets, has
Crosley
determines its selling
joined ranks of those permanently
price. "We try to recapture from
recording their shows. Hawk cuts
the
part of the cost," he
-a 45-minute program before a live
N.Y.U.
Workshop said.advertiser
"We build programs accordaudience a week in advance and
ing to what we feel advertisers can
edits it down to 30 minutes.
Will Also Accent Tele; afford to spend, not by what it
As far as Camel's is concerned,
costs
plus a margin for
it figures the same as
other clients:
by taping the show in advance one
Guest Lecturers Listed profit."
He said that Crosley might sell a
can eliminate the fluffs and the
New York University adds the program for. $300 which might cost
questionable gags and tighten up
the program.
words "and Television" to its regu- $700 to produce. "If we had to
sell our programs for what they
lar Summer Radio Workshop with
co-st us," he said, "they wouldn't
the present (13(h) seSson. As besell."
CBS Goes to a Party
fore it will be an intensive six
The Commission heard testimony
Washingtoij, April 5.
overlap from William S.
weeks day and night course lim- on
Top execs of CBS, led by Frank
Crosley engineer, and
Alberts,
to 60 students.
Stanton,
prexy, were hosts to
Lester
Carr of Weldon & Carr,
Robert J. Landry, publisher of
members of the FCC at a dinner
Washington
consulting engineers.
here Friday night (1) at the Carl- Space Si Time, will again be di-
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background

show.
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'

scouted.

i

Irving Mansfield

is

producing.

The

Fit to

1

Bum
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were something approximating a
Court of Hooper Relations, they'd
like to do something alsout it

•

'

paign to get sponsors to cancel out pronto.

j

bemg

here.

NLRB' opinion on AFRA's camon WSAY.
complained
i

ACTORS CUNIC SERIES

still

WSAY

Another union victory was an

p|vn

|

considering a halfhour stanza based on the adventures of Jean LaFitte, the New
Orleans pirate.

,:

Cig Hucbters

i

j

|

is

against

aired.

i

'

v.p..

-

I

i

!

[

1

gram

.'

The radio boys at William Esty
agency, which handles- the Camel
commerce Army Day rally tomor- cigaret "Screen Guild Players"
row (Wed.). As a result, the gen-' Thursday night show on NBC, took
and
eral informed the rally's sponsors one look at the new Hoopers
that he didn't want his speech practically hit the ceiling. If there

I

,

j

.

:

in its:

the chief of staff's office, not to
broadcast over the struck station
when he addresses a chamber of

i

1

hoard of directors, and ABC offipials.
Last year a dinner was
given for the commissioners by all
four nets.

won two rounds

Union asked Maj. Gen. Ryder, of

'

George Sterling, who is in Mexico, JI"Sh
Hartley,
CBS cuts an udition platter
Arnold
and Robert Jones did not attend.
yj"^^' Craig,
Seipmann and George April 16 of its 60-minute "clinic
Otiier CBS officials pre.sent were Charles
tor actors" tentatively titled "CoJo.scph n. Ream, executive veepee; "0^<^" 1,1(1 10 editor of Variety.
lumbia Stage Door." Clifton FadiHoward S. Mcighan, Lawrence W.
man has been set as emcee of the
Lowinan, and Adrian Murphy, viceshow, which will get a Wednesday
Presidfnts and general executives,
Sablon Series MuUed
night 9:30 to 10:30 showcasing
and Earl IT. Gammons, veepee in
charge of Washington operations,
ABC Is mulling a new musical vvith likelihood of a May preem.
Kegotiatibns are hOw under way
Dinner was described as merely drama series starring Jean Sablon,
to line up George Kaufman and
a
get-together," with no business French nitery singer who has been
Helen Hayes as two of the three
discussion.
FCC'ei-s,
recent off the air for more tlian two years.
in
regular panel pa^^^^^^
1 hird
•nonlhs, had been hosted by Mutual
J. Donald Wilson the web's pi^Blocks
is
i

/'

Strike; General

Rochester, N. Y., April 5.
I'ederati on of Radio

UN tDO

ikii/it

America (with Jacques Manachem,
director of -the International £xchange of Radiodiffusion, handling.
the Paris end), the project- has

American
Artists has

Workshop,

summer and

Leon Gold- f
Walker, Edward M include Wallace House,
Guest
Rosel Hyde> nnrt Miss si^in and Frederick Methot,

slot-

Nixes Speech Airing

,

Paul

program

feels it has inin
the Jimmy

AFRA

'

I

J;py,

it

FM

i

WLW

ton hotel.
FCC commissioners
present were
Chairman Wayne

they'll platter programs
for rebroadcast in France among
stations of Radiodiffusion

member

new

.

|

Summer

_

NBC

that

a

a

•

j

I

^

witnessed the establishment of a
This
8:30 slot at the end of the sea.son. regular series in this country.
includes such weekly series as
It precedes Bob Hope and Camel
feels a HopcrDurante back-to-back "Five Centuries of French Music,"
"Songs of France," "French in the
slotting would he terrific,
Camel is also unhappy about its Air" (for teaching of the French
,
Thursday night "Screen Guild language), "Bon jour Mesdames,"
Players" and has put in a bid to "Gai Paris" (starring Annabelle)*
"This Week in France" and speNBC for choicer time.
As for the Durante show, Esty cial spots slanted for women's proagency is also teaming up Vera grams and for rural listeners.
Crenesse this week will start
Vague this Friday (8) with- possiplattered
bility
that the Schnoz-Ameche- shipment of the U. S.
Vague combo will stick if it jells. shows to France, including a series ;
Original dickering to negotiate a of seven half-hour shows develdeal tor Frank Sinatra to team oped by Fordham University's
with Durante fell through because station, WFUV, based on American
of the amount of upped coin in- folklore.
As an expansion of the two-navolved.
tion exchange, the French Broadcasting System currently ties in
with "Voice of America" with
Wins 2 Rounds In
daily half-hour shortwave program
to the French West Indies. ^

•

.

;

/'

:V

whereby

NBC

(ABC's
opposition show, "Your FBI," is
tough competition. out-Hoopering
Durante by 5 points.)
Camel's, meanwhile, is watching
to see if Tunis vacates the Tuesday

AVCO to 'Spring'

They Take to Tape

its

Now

jected

wants

cigarets

on

shuffle

'

More and More

:

Francais
(French
Broadcasting
System) and shortwaved to the
various French territories around
the world familiarizing them with
Durante stanza, with Don Ameche the cultural, political and ecogoing in as replacement for Alan nomic life in the various parts of
Young, William Esty agency, which America:
Spearheaded by Pierre Creproduces tlie show, Wants to get it
director of the French
out of the Friday night 8:30 period nesse,
Broadcasting System in North
into a better time segment.

WMCA

WWRL—

,

System

total

;

A Schnoz-Hope

:

,

,

week by

Broadcasting

closer ties and understanding. The
indie stations carrying the shows
will use the tagline identifying
them as "a member station of the
International Goodwill Network;,":.In return, the cooperation of the
American stations is being sought

Off

;

this

;

.

Am

per

cost

not-toor
drastic ceiling on high State Dept.
berths would fit into the -financial

feriiig

Hypo Pays

low

.

.

,

of more
than 200 independent stations in
the U. S.. Canada, Panama and the
Philippines have "already been enlisted as members of the symbolic
network using the transcribed
French programs that are produced in Paris by a Francoerlean staff.
The primary purpose
of these shows is to acquaint large
segments of the American papulation with the culture and show biis
aspects of France and, without
benefit of propaganda or diplomatic screening^ seek to establish

Dunville replied he would
carry the program, despite, the
importance^ of toothpaste advertising on radio.
"As long
as you have an audience and
acceptability," he said, "advertisers won't do more than fuss,
especially if your advertising

:

when

announced

As a nucleus, a

by toothbiTishing.

/;

comes

at a time, for example,
Capitol Hill is alerted to a
scheduled substantial revision' ^'6^
the State Dept. desigried to repliace
It

officially

the " French
in N. Y.

children is due to eating too
much sweets and is not helped

factors',

man.

S.

Roy E. Dunville, Crosley
Broadcasting Corpi veepee and
general manager, was asked
yesterday (4) by FCC examiner
Leo Resnich at the WHAS
transfer hearings whether he
would accept a program emphasizing that dental decay in

Wiyne Coy

convinced that

definitely resolve^ to

full-

What

Creation of an International
Goodwill Network involving an
ambitious programming exchange
between the United States and
France and designed to foster a<
better understanding among the
peoples of the two nations, is being

Oh, Sugar
Authpjpative

ac-

—

est reoiiirements and the approval
of the Commission." But, it is beJn? aslced. supnose the plan doesn't

satisfy

is fast

quiring the distinction of becoming the guy with the most
flexible format in radio. Every
few weeks his CBS show gets
an overhawl, which finds it
either shifting time period (it's
played every available sustainer segment to date) or alternately shifting from a quarter
hour to 30 minutes or a full
hour.
Latest move is ^show goes
from half-hour to 60 minutes
in mid-May in the 3:30-4:30
niche cross-the-board, expansion cued to Armour's bowout
of the 4-4:30 "Hint Hunt"

Los

WGAR

WJR

French-U^. 'Inti Goodwill Network'

Chameleon Lewis
Robert Q. Lewis

?tem' Of

Enlist 200 Stations for

the

'

On

The station owner
to the regional director

the

Hooper

rating

night,

"Screen Guild" put on one of its
of the labor board that the Union's sock productions of the season,
actions constituted a secondary starring Joan Crawford in "Dark
boycott. The union answered that Victory." Esty boys figured it was
a secondary .boycott involves urg- good for at least a two point hike
ing workers to leave their jobs, but in the rating.
that this was merely ah appeal to
But it was also the night of the
advertisers.
The labor director Dorothy Lamour-Sealtest Variety
told WSAY to withdraw the com- Show fiasco in Houston, which was
plaint or it would be dismissed.
cut off the air. The Seal test program, which immediately precedes
AFRA PICKS FRISCO
Screen Guild on the NBC ThursNational
convention
of
the day roster, took a 4.5 nosedive on
American Federation of Radio Art- the Hooper tallies. But the real
ists will be held in San Francisco beating was taken by the Camelsponsored show, which dipped
Aug. 25-28.
Slated for discussion are major from 14.3 to 8»1 as the Sealtest
policies, including questions 6f TV clambake invited a wholesale tuneout carrying over to Screen Guild.
jurisdiction.
I

1

,

I

i

:

TELCiVISION

30

Duffy Sees

TV

WedncBtlay, April 6, 1949

Oustripping

AM

Can. B casters AskFree (Of CBC) Hand
In Development of Video Outlets

By 1954;'Arnol(i Notes Talent Boost
Most radio, advertising and in--f
dustry toppers feel that television
by 1954 and the
will outstrip
video boom may halt the onset
of a depression, BBD&O prexy
Dlf
Ben Duffy told the City College
In' 'ataother move, to boost the
Business School Radio-TV ConferSlightly quality of DuMont television's pror
ence Wednesday (30);
more than 100 registered at the gramming, program chief James
parley, with 230 persons attending Caddigan has upped Tony Kraber
to manager of program presentathe luncheon session.
confidential tion for the network. In addition,
a
to
According
BBD&O survey, :most broadcasters he has established a revised or-:
and admen feel that TV will ganization plan for the departeclipse AM, Duffy reported, but ment in which a different supervi89% believe radio will not die. sor-will be in charge of all shows
originating from the web's three
''XV is in the chorus line with
N. Y. studios. They, plus remote
the other media, and no one has
chief Harry Coyle, will
picked one star," he explained. operations
report directly: to Kraber, who was
"As long as new media bring new
formerly program
manager of
sales, manufacturers will find addiWABD, the web's N. Y. flagship.
tional money to pay the cost. Costs
New plan is part of Caddigan's
must' be measured in terms of
move to expand, the: programming
goods sold, and video may im/
emphasis from WABD to a more
crease sales ten-fold. The AmeriNew studio
network-wide basis.
can public has a tremendous casupervisors have not ..been named,
pacity to absorb new prgsjucts and
but Kraber, in addition to overseethere is no such thing as saturaing their work, will also be in dition."
rect charge "of all announcers, dir
Edward Arnold, speaking on the rectors, floor managers, makeup
relation between, films and TV,

*

KRMRUPPEDINNEW

AM

COLUMBUS T-DAY
SANS CROSLEY HOOPLA

MONT SHUFFLE

FM

declared Elliott Sanger, v.p;
WQXR, N. Y. "That reason
existence must be the need
the specialized services of
and
FM. Tele is not a substitute for
good music and cannot be as fast
with the dissemination of news as

HARRY SALTER
-

If

Envisions Chi
i

I

,

Chicago, April 5.
ABC-TV, Chicago, will hit the
$1,000,000 business mark by the
end of the year, according to John
H. Norton, ABC Centrai Dj vision
yfeepee.' But, even though Nortoii
expects WENR-TV to tie bpeirsitirig
in the black by Qctobet, ABC Will
plow this money back into Chi

work

stiallatioh of

Next Round Up On

is

completing

specially-produced

I

from $10

up

$250,000 of equipmeht

billings

thuS:

amount

has

and

far,
-

b^en

:

a
signed
,

For Flock of Pix

i

I

I

i

I

[

I

I

i

1

;

\

i

Hollywood, April
Productions has inked
.

CpF

$25 annually

_\vheti
sel-

a

applicants for. private TV licenses
in Canada, Davidson Dunton, CBG
chairman, submitted a lengthy
statement to Variety. This pointed

(Continued on page 3d)

option contract with: ABC for
three tele-pix series. Three pilot
pix have been completed and aired
to
N.Y. for network approval.
Films are slated to be made 1ft
series of 26.
Three groups include a series of
fairy tales; with music, a musical
first

Home-Made TV

Canada's

melodrama package and dramatic

>

Pix

Backlog Readied For

section. Initialer in dramatic package stars Roddy McDowall, Jean

like
for

TV

Entry

Toronto, April

5.

Beating the pistol on TV in Caur
Ward, Mary Bradley, Steve Brant- ada, where outlets under the Federal-sponsored
^ featured
Canadian Broad„
if^ ^",1,1';'"'^^ t,
d
Parsons
han- castmg Corp.'s policy will not get
?,i„ comedy-relief. Gordon Jenkins under way for a year or 18 months,
Aciair cienea original William Brown-Forbes, president
for two musicals, of Cinevision of Canada Ud., here,
p.^^if f"" ^^P^f
,

I

•

I

I

i

(

to

gets underway.)

In swift rebuttal of charges by

I

WENR-TV.

!

Canada.

Dunton Kebuts Charges

In a new 4,000 sq. ft. tele studio on
the 42d flooi- of the Civic Opei^a
building. (This space, incidental-;
ly, is where WENR debuted 19
years ago, aiid^ has recently been
Used by Universal Records. ) With
the new studio, ABC-'TV's third in
Chi, the web is adding an additional complete engineering and- programming crew to the payrolls.
In view of the bright commeriCial- picture, Norton has assigned
three account execs to handle video
sales exclusively;' Central Division
has turned in over $400,000 in web

1

'

.

in

the CBC's expensive television

'

!

;

five-minutc

musical shorts, were set this week I'l^^u.^^T
knotty problem of tele jurisdiction
Artists tele chief John
jointly
with the Screen Actors
as- the first schedule of
Guild':
Control of TVA would be
'the: company's TV film releases.
vested in representatives of the
Complete roster lis up for rental to member unions,
on a proportional
ad agencies and broadcasters at basis
according
to
numerical
prices commensuvate with the. size strength.
of the market, scaled down from
Chief point at is.sue is whether
a. Y. as the starting point.
control should. remain permanently
List, available on either 16m or with
the five 4A unions, tfi- whether
35m prints, includes a series of 13 the video performers
should themshorts featuring the Striders, Negro ^eTves'Take
over the reins after a
P^'^o'l of one year or longer,
Z^'Tv'ht"v-f'
v"-''f-'''''^"!i'^^
for TV by Video Varieties and a AFRA favors the
second course as
series of eight produced by the more democratic,
but is meeting

Contracts

I

AH

by United

trolled,

I

ABC

I

f^.

|

iarnbo-,is

"^^''^'?*ir^^"'^^
"^lanK Kicnarcis,

Uanny

1

TV

t""
i
Jeannie
Taylor,
'Tony Barr, Bade
•

Thomas and Ben Cameron are
liners in melodrama series.

^^O.OOO packages because the
big names aren't in the midwest,
but he points out that Chi is able

CSF

is

i

\

top

headed by Frank Cald
i

to produce low budget programs al
a cost "far below" those of New

\

York.
Rehearsal

time in Chi, tor instance, i.sn't billed even close to
the high New York figures. Slides,
in New York, another example
cited, cost $100, while in Chi the
cost is never over $5.
Secret of
these savings, of course,' is radio
personnel doubling in brass in

1-awrence

S'^^^'^'^

S'f"'.
Stearns.

;

'

i

I

NEW
COLUMN-TYPE PROGRAM

STERLING SET FOR

;

:

j

I

Jack Sterling, who took over Arthur Godfrey's early morning radio Show la.st year on CBS starts

1

nadian-made product has had' an'
okay Toronto reception.
open-end comincr^^P^''*
three-five minute come"'^ use Mildred Morey, Mo»ity
.

same outfit titled ''Shorty Warren opposition from Equity,
AGVA
and His Western Rangers." Two and AGMA, who feel that
even- Atlanta Gets Its 1st
^^^'"^^ Ms.ta\ of the Wrifia new half-hour cross-the-board
both released originally tunlly the TVA members
miglit
'Canada) radio show;
by UA, are "Scandal in Paris," pro- vote to merge with APHA.
Baseball Telecast television series April 18 on CBS-l4'^y,
Seyler, dancer; Billy O'Connor Trio;
'rv.
It's to be a column-type pro
duced by Arnold Pressburger, and
One objection raised to giving
Atlanta, April 5.
Charlie
the
Cheerful Chef scries,
gram, on which he'll interview in"Dark Sands,'! produced by Walter the video performers policy con^
Sports- minded
television
set teresting
Current schedule includes 41 sevFutter.
Also available are sports trol is that it would be setting up owners
people in the news.
Monday (5) evening viewed
Sterling's ^show is to be slotted en-and-a-half minute dramas; a sesubjects, travelogs and a group Of a new union, to which dues
would their first baseball' telecast over
ries
of
Shakespearian
12''2-minute
in the 1 to 1:30 p. m. segment
documentaries.
have to be paid. Proponents of the WSB-TV, Atlanta Journal
station.
In announcing availability of the AFRA approach, however
"'''"S puppets. Now id cutsay that
Game was between Atlanta which will necessitate a switch in ^F^^^
^5"^ Pi-ocess 'is T"'sporiV "series inpix, Mitchell noted
I

1

'

,

leatures,

'

I

I

'

that

UA

hopes whether or not
j

eventually to concentrate solely on
films

,

produced especially for TV.

But, he said, the industry's "pres;ent transitional status" necessitates
a compromise by including the subWets turned out originally for

TV

actors are given
control, administration of the setup will require, additional dues.

'KukIa'

Moves

to

WNBQ

Chicago, April

theatrical release.

'

Kukla,

Fran

'Timid SouF Package For

a

'handsome"

5.

OUie"

will
in Augu.st after a
Chi program will

WNBQ
.summer, hiatus.
wind up at WBKB
shift. to

and

package agency for

the- leads in a
;

television

^„"tlet

Bn^^'TiES

the !;,.nnM I„ i,^"
^' '"i^ that he
based on cartoonist H. T. wo,,irtX »
Webster's "Timid Soul" character. and re-^.^mp lil wSl?"'*" .''?5=''""."'
sometime in
Jerry Holland, original writer on August
series

BB

Assn,
j

'^^Si'V^".
WSB-TV

,

'w'^XV

tlme'W^'Vwo'olherstrlD nroamms
«„ the web. dTo by Doan'^^^^^^^^
i'air" is to

12:30 to

1

L

nove^^^^^
?he

Hme'lT^

1

Wa^

'

ren Hull show is to go from 12 to
sports director, did the spieling in
12:30. Addition of the Sterling si-this initial telecast and production
ries is part of CBS-TV's gradual
details were in the hands of Frank
expansion into a projected full dayCason,
time p rogramming setup.

TV

Cocktailery

What

is believed to be the
cocktail lounge exclusively
devoted to television. With spe-

first

cial chairs

equipped to hold

drinks and sandwiches, will be
launched soon at the Hotel
Beverly, N. Y.

!

'

t^^S£;gnV\^K•n

Southern

^^"^^"'' ^

June 10, despite
minute offer
to retain the

of

T7ir«^T"H*!!
L'r'''
tour.
T d ' Horlon,
H„Hr
Thad

last

Ernst Truex, Sylvia Field from John Balaban

top-rated show.
Ernest Truex and his wife,
Rea.son for change is that RCA,
Sylvia Field, have been signed by
"'"''
show's
sponsor, owns -^"^^
NBC netthe Wilbur Stark-Jerry Lavton wnrt

new weekly-half^ur

Crackers,

Lounge was

de.signed, built

and, furnished especially for
video viewing, with RCA and
the hotel tied in on it. Special RCA projection set,
furnishing a 6x4' foot picture,
is
to be used.

skiing, hockey, three on
fi.'hing; a travel series
dealing with straight, scenics or
fieographical oddities filmed in On^"^^ Scotia, Alberta and
"'''tish

Columbia.

I

1

—

„,
WeStlHgllOUSe tO Picfc

Penn. Solons Would

Drop

Up Tab on

TV

'Studio

One

AmUS. Tax Deal was near the inking stage
Philadelphia, April ,5.
this week for Westinghouse l^lecIhe Pennsylvania House of Rep- trie to pick up the tab on CBSresentatiyes unanimously passed a TV's "Studio
One" series of hourbill
designed to relieve liquor long legiters produced by Worlhlicensees in the State from paying ington
Miner.
an amusement tax for the use of
McCJarin-Eticksbn; ad agency fflF
television sets.
Westinghouse, pitched the shpvi' tb
The measure was sent to the four of its cHentisi,
with th^ electWc
Senate for concurrence. Under a firm looming
as the hottest prosregulation of the Liquor Control pect.
Program, now aired twice
Hoard, licensees with video sets monthly
in the Sunday night 7 to
are now iorced to pay a tax 8 slot,
may go once a week as soon
amounting to one-fifth the annual as the
bankrolling deal is wrapped
j

.

I

'

I

1

license fce«

:

i?rown-Forbes'' selling poiiit isthat general production costs on
these films are at least 25% lower
than in the U. S.; that his use of a
terrific amount of unknown Canadiah talent, chiefly in the radio
and nit cry field, is more than coirespondingly lower;
As televised
from WBEN-TV, Buffalo, the / Ca^
'

Stearns is also mu.sical
director for the film. All pix are
tailored for 30-minute video slot.
They were filmed in color and on
16m. Thesps were paid SAG scale.
:

video operation.

first in
this country to start
up an extensive b;icklofi of
film's.
These are in continuous
production at the Toronto studios
of J. Arthur Rank, with product
being distributed in the U. S. by
Film Eqiiities Corp., New York. ^,

rolling

il^aclt-

i

,

to

second section.

WLW-C officials plan no special
CAB members also pointed out
until studios are com- that TV service in Canada will
be
pleted probably in June or July. inadequate to the Canadian
pubThe peculiarity of T-Day here was lic unless TV is permitted free ac»
caused as much by the method of cess to TV material from every
the station's operatiofi as anything possible source, this referring
to
.
else.a present CBC regulation which
Other than spot announcements forbids the rebroadcasting of U. S
the' station expects to carry "live": TV programs by Canadian
stations.
from a temporary studio in the CAB members also insist that the
transmitter garage and films tele- period of TV license be lengthy
cast here, its programs will be enough to enable the license-holdbeamed from WLW-T, the mother er to get back his initial investstation in Cincinnati. Mobile unit ment; that such private licensebroadcasts of special events and holders: be free from having to
the Red Bird baseball games will compete
with
federal-subsidized
also originate here, but the rest competition; and that no increase
of the schedule will be a duplicatc be made in the present $2.50 an0^' Cincinnati's.
nual fee tor listening sets. (Goneral opinion in the TV trade is that'
.set-owners will be levied anywhere
'

ia-

Programwise, Norton feels that
UA's
Dept. Sets 50
Chicago has every opportunity of
climbing into a dominant position
Assorted Pix for Its
in network originatiah. Currently,
WENR-TV feeds 11 hours weekly to
1st Sked of Releases committed them.selves and haven't the \veb, and a heavier schedule is
listed tlieir objections.
anticipated when new eastbound
Fifty television films, ranging
The proposed plan calls for the cable allocations are made. Norfrom two full-length leature oldies

Mitchell

^

'

"

.

•

video development.

thority Plan".

TV

stations:

•,

Presidents of the member unions
in Associated Actors & Artistes of
America will meet Friday (8) to
hammer out remaining points at
issue in the 4A's Television Au-

(Continued on page 37)

its

TV Blue Skies'

unions but one in the 4A"s
including Actors Equity, Chorus
Equity, American Guild of Musical Artists and the American Federation of Radio Actor.s— have accepted the plan in principle, although taking exception to certain
points.
The one holdout is ±he
American Guild of Variety Artists,
whose leaders have said they endorse the TVA, but so far have not

em-

independently,

.

4A Tele Authority

organized labor and; in
larger cities, the foreign-language
audience."
Patience Needed
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS program v.p., said, "Neither AM: nor
TV can prosper by depending entirely on the talents of proven per^formers or formula id^as. Progress
in both will depend on the willing-

membership

115

.

The network

Other specialized fields for
AM and FM broadcaster
dance music, hot' Jazz; local

the

owned and operated radio

pages to the operation and the regulation be removed by the CBC
Columbus Dispatch gave it space for the mutual development of TV
and pictures on the first page of outlets, private and federal-con-

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
:St6p the Music— ABC
Pays to Be lgnor;int— CBS

ABC's Norton

radio.

are

braces

.

:

sports,

whose

casters,

in this country, passed: resolutions
at its recent annual Conveiiition
asking that the power, of program

ceremony

AM

the indie

5.

Prior to the CBC's TV announcement, the Canadian Assn. of Broad-

of the hoopla
which usually characterizes the
first entry of television into a city.^
carried: a full-page ad in
both of the city's Sunday papers.
The Columbus Citizens gave three
little

WLW^C

directly under Caddigan
to supervise the training of pro
duction perspnnel and the developfor ment of special effects,
for
will

Toronto, April

i^u

,

was

Tliere

those at the Wanamaker store, the
homeoffice on Madison avenue and
the Adelphi theatre.
Under the operations setup,
writers will report to Larry Menkin, recently-named program planning manager. Frank Bunetta, who

.

AM

;

C, third link in the projected fivecity Crosley chain, went on the air.

artists^ set designers, studio crews,
etc.
DuMont's studios include

:

w

Would-be operators of TV stations in Canada are vociferouslv
in -arms regarding the
decision
the
of
Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. to apply the same principles
to
in this country as now
govern Canada's federal-controlled ra-

up

Columbus, April !5.
TV
TrDay came here Sunday (3) with
unaccustomed quietness as WLW- dio networks.

'

said that eventually half of tele's
output would be in vid pic form.
Video will not kill the exhibitors,,
he forecast, because tele will play
a' big rdle in theatres. He added
that tele will give talent great opportunities.
"Video is not going to put out
stations
and
of business
which have a reason for existence,'^

I

up.

'

,,
.

,

m

TV'S
Friday

;
1

May Day Debut

been

WEWS,

Day" to
battling for

which had

permission

to

Cantinflas, leading Mexican
comic, may do his first television show soon via a guest shot

activities of the
telecast the night

UNESCO

•

meeting here

nnlv open
The events included an
Aoril 1
Roosevelt.
address by Mrs. Eleanor
After battling with the State
Dent for three days and finally
thought
approval,

Sng
was

A

set.

Comedian

of

«

WEWS

,AFL

and
hands, electricians, engineers
laborers, who said they wouldn't

move

men

a finger if
moved in

WEWS'

non-union

lines,

electrical,
.

Showtime at 8 p.m. found the
unions adamant, the State Dept. In
out on a
near-frenzy and
Hurd declared that if the
limb.
open
Stage employees refused to
electriciahs
or
curtain
stage
Uie.

WEWS

in

the

between now and mid-September, most of them in what until now has been tele-virgin terri^
tory.
Those stations which began

.

Boston, April

1

^

pioved

5.

an April, fooler,
but WBZ-TV, tlie potent First National Bank of Boston and BBD&O
Agency figured they were going to
make video history locally by airing the current smash "South
Pacific" last week.
Bank had bankrolled the idea as

,

,

fb be

,

on the grounds it would set an
you?" Answered Finegan: "No, embarrassing precedent. Also fig
we won't let anything interfere." ured the show might not look as
.WEWS was then able to tele- good as it does on stage, a remote
vise the remaining portion of the possibility, it's figured here, but
UNESCO performance. WEWS' producers remembered how sad
cameras, focusing on Mrs. Roose- another hit lookei on video.
velt, hit one of the podium mikes
BBD&O producer "Jack Wright
full
face,
with the result that figured on using infra red lights
the WTAM letters were plainly without Additional lighting, but
evident throughout the telecast. In deal never got that far,
instances the letters obof
UNESCO
the faces

BATES'

speakers.

WEWS'i.

switchboard

was

re-

AS

lit up like a Christtive 'With 'protest: calls, Com-

ported to -have

vmas

W

'Stop
Admiral

is

Music Buy jf^jX.
under

j

picking up the tab

one of

biggest spenders in tele.
manufacturer also backs
the hour-long "Admiral Broadway
Revue" on NBC and DuMont video

The

video to

minutes of "Stop

first

p.

show

m.
is

Gold, via

&

Mitchell.
It's also reported that Admiral
has given producers of the Friday

revue the green light to
spend coin with the aim of hypoing

New

W

Young

St

Rubicam

Sln««

!

—

&

CCNY
,

.

hour Show would get the panel discussed the proposal that
dispense with- weekly broadWednesday 8 to 9 NBC time, fol- TV
casts
on
some high-budgeted
lowing Godfrey's refu.sal to move
shows. High costs make it impracout of that CBS period. But with
sored

.

the

RCA

tical in
to pick

indications

purchase,

now are that Buick will agree to a
new CBS time,, probably Tlvursday.
Agency for
Thompson.

RCA

is

J.

ZJ

television

I

is

The Authors League Council 'rollers to get together and work
Wednesday (30) passed a resolu- out similar-mood shows, so that the
tion .".flmitting the Television Writ- same general type of program will
ers Guild as a member organiza- be put on every week, The policy
tion. The move is now being, sub-^ might develop a new kind of co-op

i

TO STAGE TONI
INDIE

;

mitted- to councils of other member
leagues for approval, with action

be completed by mid-April.
TWG was granted four seats on
the League council, which was expanded from 36 to 40 members,
to

Discussion of the

TWG

draft con-

was begun and

|

|

'

;

[

i

be
voted on at the councirs next meetmg.
stitution

with costs shared over a period of
time instead of .Jn different geographical areas.
Although the .idea was not
brought up at the parley, one network veepee is proposing that expensive video shows be presented
three, or four times, in different

|

will

i

TV

Philco's

Status
I

'

On Tap

This

Week

Future television pla ns of the
Phileo Corp:, "which abandons spon:'

.

sorship of "Philco Television -Playhouse''

achieved
Plans for a demonstration of
fairly respectable ratings, has been
only sporadically successful from
an entertainment standpoint and ^,1^ A^..n
the show to coinc de
A; R, has reportedly been dis- wihthP June 11 inauguralVideo!
satisfied since Phil Silvers ankled relav from WHAM.
jeveral weeks ago to devote his
It" will be staged in Knights of
full
energies to his currently coliimbus Civic Center With. all
^.
ni'oadway leglter* "High Button makes of telesets distnbuted by
Shoes."
association members on view.

t,,ij,

i™d"lwThe*S

,

i

'

1

i

>

Video

Mapes.',
'"Playhouse."

operating

the

'

brass

agency

sets

NBC-TV, are

^^^^

Philco

40.750 TV SETS
Washington, April 5
in

next Sunday's (10)
to be set
fuddles among top
and Hutchins ad
radio-TV chief Pierson

after,

stanza on
|

C.'S

it's

'

:

.

j

TV
5.

and on different days, viii>
repeats or kinescope recordings.
Costs would; be cut considerably,the exec explained, and viewers
wouldn't miss good TV fare when
two costly stanzas are in the same
time slot.
Audiences won't object to seeing the repeati lie says, inasmuch
as people flock to Broadway legiters, even when- they've had a
long run.
Idea is that because
'regular viewing habits haven't
yet been formed, tele should preserve its material.
spots

i

^

TV

However, it was noted, there
a possibility for several bank-

;>os.

',

I

.

Rochester, April

once

of magazines, which- make allowances for irregular insertion sched-

1

|

iyaMCj

Rochester Prep* for

than,

four times a year, with piano manufacturers cited as an example.

AUTHORS LEAGUE TAKES
IN TV WRITERS GUILD

I

'

cases for advertisers

Some sponsors, it was reported,
Waller
may want to use TV only three, or

i

i

many

up the -tab more

a month.-

|

(Continued on page 36)

SHOW WITH OWN

Suggestion that television break
radio's traditional weekly schedule is being made in sev«
eral quarters.
At the
confab last Wednesday (30) the sales

away from

,

Format

A Tele

Formulafor Clients

For a white- It looked as though
the Olsen
Johnson Buick-spon-

i

„

setup.

while

Wanted:

sweepstakes.

I

i

.

production staff it casting about
for a new progi-am format for the
"Arrow Show," now aired Thursday nights from B to 8:30 via NBCTV.
Present plans call for the
elimination from the cast of all but
•comedian Jack Gilford and to start
from scratch with an entirely new

Program,

I

j

strong 44.5 rating.
'-'

Seek

;

,

niglit
Its

\

,

.

'.''^.

:

Charles Irving, director of the
"Nora Drake" daytime radio airer,
has signed to produce the forthBerle and Howdy Doody coming Toni-sponsored half-hour
,,,
^ v . x,
show on CBS-TV under the aegis
Milton Berle will get togethei
of his new indie package outfit.
with Howdy Doody tor the hrst Irving will work under the productime Friday (81, when he does a tion supervision of Foote. Cone &
guest shot on Bob Smith s mop- Belding TV chief Roger Pryor.
pet show on NBC-TV to plug his
Show is to be a situation comedy
own marathon TV stand the loi- revolving about a group of youthlowing day for the Damon Runyon
(.hgracters. with commercials
Cancer Fund.
to be integrated
^
^,
^
Already lined "P for ^he fayp^.^,^,
|^
to stari^at
long stint, scheduled
...
,
huddliiig with five Writers
will select whichever one subCooacabana and
5^^^^^^
Iry.ng
trial Script,
best
the
mits
rli?eries
niteues
Y.'
Qtuivter. N. _Y.
and Latin Qtiaiter.
^^^^ studying the comparative
into which Berle will integrate
costs of film and live TV and may
himself in his usual "Texaco. Star
decide to do at least half of each
Theatre" stvle. Show is to origi*
pfogi-am on film. Show is
week's
International
hate from NBC-TV's
scheduled for a May 19 launching
iv...
-theatre, 'N,Y;'
in the 9 to 9:30 p. n). slot on CBS

is being set to preem
Thursday in May, in the
slot.
Second half of tlie
being sponsored bv Old

Lennen

\

TV's Momentous Meeting:

"Music"
the
8-9

I

!

No CBS Retrenchment
the feeling among

set

Webs.

I

;

Illustrating

her talents during the summer.

1

til e

bought

i

network brass is that of CBS-TV
program chief Charlies _UndeihiU.

NBC, and program chief
Blackburn is now building
the Music" on ABC-TV. Via Kud- Norman
new weekly offering to showcase IRVING
her.
Purchase will make Admiral a
for the first 30

{

week

this

I

TViewing habit.
the
acquired
While they won't be able to take
portable receivers with them on.
vacation, they can be counted on
to continue looking while they're
at home. And, to preclude any lag
in their interest, the major networks are already formulating
plans to showcase and develop
some of their top house packages
during the summer layoff period.

fori

contract

cities.
I

Thus,
for
example,
DuMont
maintains its hold on the Sunday
the night 7 to 8 slot for "Original AmaWednesday night 8 to 9 slot Oh teur Hour and CBS draws a cable
"Studio
^'""^ ^'"^
has vet
jei been
oeen ^'
NBC-TV
J>io
show nas
No snow
q^^^,, ^.^^ ^j^^ ^j^.^.^ j.^^^
7 .
selected for the spot but it s ex- ^BC. Sunday nights from 8 to 9
pected that the bankroUer will are held by NBC for the ."Ijainbs
round up the heaviest talent pos- Gambol," CBS for Ed Sullivan's
sible to shove into the time di- "Toast of the Town," and ABC for
rectly opposite the "Arthur God- "Hollywood Screen Test."
CBS
frey and Friends" show on the
(Continued on page 36)
rival CBS-TV web.
Move is thus
seen as the latest punch tossed by

RCA

1

SPONSOR

^^iss"lLcDoU^U

.

Web feels
tion from Berle;
certain it will be able to snare
most of Berle's audience during the suftimer and maintain
that hold even when the Texaco program returns in the

j

exclusive

!

I

SUMMER FOLD

ratings of 16.1

I

Oppose Godfrey

i

About Town" show

Admiral Joins In

i

I

the RCA-NBC combo in its fight,
against -CBS, following the l^itter
season— and while baseball might web's talent raids on NBC.
RCA now sponsors the five-times
have lost its pull in the older TV
cities it was the big video booster weekly "Kukla, Fran and Ollie"
half-^hour kids' show out of Chiin those areas originally.
As far as the key city areas are cago on the full NBC-TV east and
concerned and those on- the east midwest net. With its new niglitand midwest network links, most time acquisition, it puts RCA in
viewers in those cities have by now the top bracket commercial TV

Bates Fabrics bows oft the Kyle
MacDonnell-Earl Wrightson "Girl
at the end of
April, as the latest in the parade
of bankroilers taking time off for
the summer. Program, aired Sunday nights from 10:10 to 10:20,
chalked up a Hooper in the last

(Continued on page 39)

.

use was opened. Four webs com-peting for three cables would not
give in to compromises. Americany
Telephone
Telegraph, which installs and operates the co-axes;finally laid the problem in the laps
'
of station operators in Erie, Rochw
ester and Buffalo, last three stations on the lirik to take the air,
and the solution they arrived at ihdicates the top-rated shows in the
I
key metropolitan area have equally
good audience pull in the other

fall.

!

scured

•'

last wtni*
ter before the single cable now. in

Wed. TV Time To

has
Program's Hooperating
been kept down around a 1
only because of the competi-

|

many

.•''','

&

presents actual altorncys and
judges acting out court cases.

.

same snafu encountered

.

•

'

In pitching for time on the hookups, the networks ran into the

RCA Buys Hour

tion," a live studio show
nating in Philadelphia, which

to meet any figure" to
show the hit at the Shubert to
the Hub's 50,000 video owners.
Figure mentioned in negotiations
was $10,000. but the bank would!
have topped that if necessary,
Producers finally vetoed the deal

gal pacted for next Sunday's

:

times.'"

commercial.
She called up to say she had
broken her engagement.

incumbent

its

^the four major webs, with
the top-rated N. Y.-originated
present

programs .securing their

(lOi

origi-

"willing

among

continue pro-

will

gramming

.'

broadcasters -In

all

i

"Cross Question" sliow in the
Tuesday night 8 to 9 slot
throughout the summer, despite the temporary exit of
Milton Berle's "Texaco Star
Theatre" from the competing
NBC-TV web.
CBS execs believe they have
a potential winner in "Ques-

Qient, But Is Nixed

|

i

by

faced

gaged girl to extol the virtues
of a Textron trousseau.
Yesterday (Tues.^ J. Walter
Thompson, which produces the
show, had to cancel out the
.

I

a 'Question'

Still

\

refused to provide sufficient current for the video side, there just
wouldn't be any video presentation. He added he could not force
his men to work.
Meanwhile the show had gotten
under way with lero hour the
coming talk by Mrs. Roosevelt. As
deadline neared, Cleveland's Mayor
Thomas A. Burke is reported to
have asked William Finegan, secretary of the Cleveland Federation
of Labor and business representative of the AFL-Theatre State Employees Union: "You're not going
to let anything Interfere with the:
televising of Mrs. Jloosevelt, are

Hartman show on NBC-TV.
Fabric company each week
brings to New York an en-

gram

TV

pinch

their network operations. Allocations on the total of three cableS^
to be in use are split about evenly

-

will,

most instances, be able to prolocal baseball pickups -this

in

Pacific

Sneak in Hub Gets

i

summer

for a May 1 teeoff, which will gqi
far towards easing the cursreni-

an

in

itself

awkward spot this week in
connection with the commercial
for its Sunday night

,

operation since last

Two new coaxial cables linking
television's eastern and midwest-r
ern networks have been scheduled

The Wretch
Textron found

the air

CBS-TV

etc.

equipment,

due

is

S. in two weeks for a personal appearance at the Delmar, N. y., Spanish-language
vaude house. Berle hopes to
get him on the NBC-TV show
during that run.

received from Paul Hurd, head
Auditorium,
the Cleveland Public
signaling the green light.
failed to reckon with
But
unions, including the stage-

'

"Texaco Star

U.

had been

letter

Bef-le's

Theatre."

WEWS

all

it

on Milton

New Coaxials
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Will Ease East Midwest Network Jam

iPPED

PftCE

Television will continue its accelerated rate of growth during
the summer, despite the hiatus
planned for most of the top-rated
programs flow on the air.
That is the opinion of most industry officials, predicated on a
number of factors. At least 15
new stations are scheduled to take

Berle Eyes Cantinflas

SI

SUMMER ROSIER

STUFF'

WEWS in UNESCO Broadcast Mixup
Fool's

. .

TBUIVISION

Was Snafu Day fw Cleve. s

+
Cleveland, April 5.
Fridav was anything but "April

,,

;

PM

.

which cost Philco
an average ?15,000-$20.000 weekly,

roll a

was originally supposed to sign

News'

off

Pacts

Army Parade

Philip Morris has signed to bankpickup via the N. Y. Daily
WPIX of the annual Army
Day Parade next Saturday .9),
starting at 2:30 p, m. Agency is

March 27 broadcast at the
completion of its 26-week run but
was extended two weeks With fu- Blow.
ture plans still indefinite, Mapes
Jid^epfa Bblloh and ReX Marshali
said, Philco has not yet made a Will handle the narration ftoin ii
The Committee is composed of deal with NBC^TV to maintain its camera position along the line of
WPIX remote pickup chief
the
Sunday
night
hold
9
to
10
march.
on
four
reDresentatlver"of the city's
franchise.
Jock Murphy will di^ept
^
television stations.
l"^^""'^ esti-

last week by the Washington
Television Circulation Committee
at 40 '.50, an increase of 3,350 over
the March 1 figure

mated

alter the

I

;

•

!

"

!

'

I

^

^

'

-
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SUPER CIRCUS
BECK CANDLELIGHT REVVE
tVlih Monica Lewis, Rocer Dann, With Claude Kirchncr, Cliflf Soubier, Mary tfartUne, Jack Holtz
Kirkwood & Goodman
°

.

Writers:

,

Marit

Director; Ricliard

Lawrence,

Tele FoUow-ujp Coimneiit

and Myla, Wldeman Circus acts
Producer: Jack Gibriey
30 MIns.; Sun., 4 p.m.

Diclt

Goode

•-.4-

CANADA DRY

Producer: Howard G. Barnes
20 Ming,; Tliurs., 10 p.m.
A. S. BECK

ABC-TV, from Chicago

M. Mathes)
First half-hour of "Super Circus"
WNBT, N. Y.'
preemed under sponsorship this
iDorland)
week;
and
it might just as well
conmodestly
This offering is a
Super Fizz. Two
ceived intimate musical sliow whicli have been called
sandwiched befills
the bill adequately as late variety acts were
Routining for the tween an outstanding welter of
evening fare;
(J.

ginger ale commercials.
Claude Kirchner as ringmaster
and Cliff Soubier as the clown
managed somehow to get a ponydog-monkey act and a horizontal
bar performance into the circus
atmosphere, but the program could
be written off aii a free style exhibition of plugs for the sponsor's

20'minute session is handled in
smootl), informal style within a
Musical chores
well-dressed set;
are executed in good style by Monica Lewis and Roger Dann with a
touch of comedy supplied by Kirkwood & Goodman team. Addition
of a hoofer would, help round thisscssion into a miniature revue.
On the debut stanza (31), show
epened brightly with each of the
i<cts doing a musical intro on an
amusing horn-tooting note. Miss
Lewis, who has an impontant videogenic appeal, delivered a' couple of
pop tunes with verve^ while on the
romantic side, Dann, a French
chanter, softly crooned some
French and American ballads that
neatly blended with the atmospheric mood. Kirkwood & Goodman's turn, however, was discordTheir comedy
ant and sagging.
efforts in a long musical number
were completely hamstrung by lack
of material, although both lads
:

product.
act

VICKI VOLA

—

;

from sponsor's name.
Refreshing note was Mary Hart- THE HUGH MARTIN SHOW
line
leading orchestra through With Betty George, Jack Gray,
bouncy" numbers. But despite her
Butterfly McQueen; Kayot Balappearances and the hard work of
lard, guest
showed nice personalities.
Kirchner and Soubier, televiewers' Producer: George Abbott
Opening session was also handi- interest was; inevitably centered on Director: Vie McLeodcapped by over-plugging for the six different ways to present a 30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m. (EST)
shocTstore bankroUer. Besides several mentions by the live talent,
filmed commercial had a forced
comedy tone which detracted fyom
/ Herin.
its effectiveness.

'

commercial.
Show plugged

Sustaining

ginger ale verplacards, and with
product was mighty
near running out of viewers' ears.
Camera work was adequate untilkids contest was under way, and
then even the lens got confused.
Overall picture of commercial
show still adds up to an attraction
for youngsters, but it will help if
they like ginger ale, lots of it.
Mort.

NBC-'fV. N. Y.

bally,
with
prizes, until

George Abbott, legit producer
and director, makes his video bow,
producing

,

TV TEEN CLUB
With Paul Whiteman,
Whitemanrothers

Margo

'

'

Producer: Jack Steck
:

Director; Herb Horton
Writer: Ben Martin
60 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC-TV, from Philadelphia
.

Technically,

3:30 p.m.

NBC-TVs

first pick-

Productionwise,
howeverj
much
remains to be done to iron out the
rough spots in keeping viewers' interest from lagging during those
half-hour waits between events.
That should require only some
imaginative thinking, and the pickups, which NBC plans to carry
throughout the season, should have
little trouble in luring both racing
fans and a suitable bankroUer.

a good public service gesture.
Program has the Philly kids
gathered for a Saturday night

•

party at a local armory, where
they dance to a large orch. Airtime keys -the. vaudeo presentation
and the preem last Saturday night
(2)
spotted
several
promising
youngsters in various turns. Whiteman's teenage daughter, Margo, a
pretty gal with an infectious personality,
handled most of the

Use of the Zoomar lens on the

emcee work in professional style,
with Whiteman himself at her side
occasional

nostalgic

notes and to back her up on the
rough spots.
WFIL-jTV producer Jack Steck
and director Herb Horton wisely
put some production techniques

into the show, abetting each act
with good camera handling. Use
of the "jury," which selects the
acts to be aired each week, plus
tiie
Whiteman - directed chorus,
added to the program's overall impact.
With the dearth of good
Saturday night shows now on the
air, this looks like a good bet for
a sponsor 'interested in doing a
public service turn as well as
spotlighting his products.
Stal.
•

made

it

possible to follow the

and down to the

finish

It

;

nostalgia are

M. F. Gannon who, through their
response to questions of courtship
much to spark an otherwise slow stanza.
William Boehm does well on the
singing, but lacks the script to
carry the show.. Maureen McNally
takes the musical honors. The
Fourflushers, in a barbershop quartet background, are routinish in
days, did

.

offerings. Jack Elton does nificly
at piano, and videorwise. Price docs
have nice change of frames.
Program caught, however, lacked
balance in that virtually every
song and most of the dialog dwelt
on a St. Patrick's Day that had
passed three days ago. Mark.

depending upon

taste.
So
If this thrice

Modern Modes (4), guests
Producer-Director: Jack Gibney
Wnter: Fred Montiegel

VIDEO VARIETIES
.

With Ann: Ryan, Bob Shreve,. Doc
Wildeson Orch
Producer; Rikel Kent
;

20 MinS^, Mont., 7:30 p.m.
Participating
WLWT, Cincinnati
Styled for early-evening looking,
,

this tangy musical snorter is performed by Grosley staffers who are
set with pop fans.
Routine is ad
lib,
with the seasoned skipper,
Rikel Kent, keeping a watchful
eye and car.
Doc Wildeson, trusty trumpeter,
heads a hangup instrumental crew,
including Sid Carey, bass; Tom

Hichley,

drums and vibs; Chick
Gatwood. guitar; Buddy Ross, acand Bert Little, piano.
Ryari^^nd Bob Shreve take
(Continue^ on page 39)

cordion,

Ann

i

|

|

I

not tor video.
Vocal group,

pertorms

well,

slight storv

And
Mom'
with

"Sugar" was competently staged
and played, with Jane (iompton
turning in a neat thcsping job as
the under-age Gallic siren. Production had a few good moments but
the total

'

-

Was lightweight.

eflfect

Admiral Broadway Rcvuc;" cut
the halfway mark la.st week
by a power snafu, picked up the
lost pieces by including some of
*'

off at

them in the show Friday night d)
over the DuMont-NBT webs. Mary
McCarty's satire on a, hypochondriac femme,. which was snipped in
the middle last week, benefited bv
the extra rehearsal time but otherwise Friday night's offering was a
sporadic affair.

Opening
production
niimbfr
played weU but the foUowing Sid
Caesar-Imogene Coca skit on a
near - sighted bookdeater lacked
punch.
Both Caesar and Miss
Coca recouped their losses later,
he with a solo routine on mating
through the ages and she with a
funny bit on an opera diva. Latin
number with the three leads also
was lacklustre but Marge and
'

Gower Champion pleased with a
soft-shoe terpsiohored to ''Give Me

an Old-Fashioned Song."

Camera

played too close to the SaUci Pupfor top results, dispelling

pets
1

'

most of the illusion this act usually
generates on a large theatre stage.
High spot of the hour was the
amusing tramp ballet for the windup, sparked by the Champions' antics,
Slow pace, of the middle
commercial, incidentally, indicated
that even Roy Atwell, who carries
the plug, is getting tired of its
sameness week after week.

"And

Never

Been

Kissed;"

dramatization of Sylvia Dee's new
which Philco Television
Playhouse offered on NBC Sunday
(3), was a disappointment
Story
of teenagers in the flapper age a
generation ago had its amusing
moments, and some very funny
gags, but on the whole was belowpar entertainment.
In writing,
situation, easting and direction, the
offering
suffered.
There were
novel,

.

many corny moments and some

old

A pie in the face is funny
the first time, but not the third.
Direction and performance were
plodding. Furthermore, technical
flaws spoiled the program, such as
bad lighting which gave the actors'
gags,

makeup some grotesque effects.
Bert Lytell, genial emcee, was
missing from the program because
the Actors Equity tieup had run
out.
There was no courtesy announcement to this effect which

may have left loyal Philco fans
wondering.
Muriel Kirkland did
a fine job as the mother, as did Syl-

Lane as a brat. Lenka Peterson
was also fine as the girl-friend. Patricia Kirkland and Billie Redfield
were okay in the leads.

via

Four Vagabonds,
New series under the o^'erall
and really rocked heading of "London After D;irk"
teed off with a bang on BUG. Lon-

the closing number, "Yes indeed."
Modern Modes, instrumental quartet, ^exhibits good change oC
pace
in their various numbers.
Sandwiched in between these
t^vo groups were the
amateurs.
One, a postal employee. Cliff Anderson, came through with a Como-

with his TV show.
weekly session can't hope for a
The rest were
huge mass audience, it can at least like 'Because."
be sure of- a steady a^d devoted reminiscent of nabe house amaDon McNeill Enterfollowing among more sophisticat- teur nights.
ed viewers, For video, Morgan, is prises, packager of the show,
dispensing the same casually dry should be able to find better Negro
compound of satire and imagina- amateur talent than appeared
tive drollery which earned' him his here.
original radio rep.
Each of the guest ams was given
On last Monday's show (4), Mor- a sweater, coat, pots and pans, etc.
gan, decked out in a turban, open- Awards weren't big enough to
ed with an amusing lecture on the cause oh-ing and ali-ing in allnatural history of the camel neatly Negro studio audience, add nothillustrated; by seiTj^animated car- ing to the show and this payoff'
toons.
It wa,s a solid flve-minute should be eliminated, at least in
stmt, after which Morgan virtually front 01 cameras.
Set, well-done modified night
retired to the backgiound for a
couple of musical numbers. Dave club scene, allowed good contrast,
ApoUon delivered a fancy guitar with a few exceptions. However
number topped off by Morgan slic- there ai-e production difficulties
mg an egg through one of the which may be hard to overcome.
background harps.
Show closed
Show can be tightened considerwith Morgan doing a brief impres- ably by eUmination of
awards,
sion of Arthur Godfrey introducing more careful screening
and reone of his talent scouts as prelude hearsal
of
guesting
ainateur.s.
to another novelty instrumental Makeup should
help take care of
number.
Herm.
color contrasts.
Don.
.

couple

•

razzes,
it is

woven

ai'ound 30 minutes dedicated to a
celebrating their- golden
anniversaiy.
On stanza cauglit,
couple honored were Dr. and Mrs.

With Ray Grant, Four Vagabonds.

all

'

William Boehm, Maureen
McNally,
Fourflushers,
Jack
and knowledfee, should develop
Elton, guests
into a good trackside interviewer
Producer^Director: John Price
as .soon as he overcomes that "gee30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
whiz" attitude about TV. Sto/l.
WNBK-TV, Cleveland

and

was

listening to the trackside caller.
Aaron Ruben
Bill Stern, on hand to kick oft" the Director: Roger
Muir
initial pickup, showed his TV in- 15 Mins.;
Mon.. Wed., Fri., 7:30 pm.
experience
attempting
by
to Sustaining
lead the cameras where lie Wanted NBC, from N. Y.
them to gO; Too often he sounded
Henry Morgan is a controversial
like a tired father leading a recalcitrant brat.
Ex-jockey Sammy comic in any medium with a style
Benick. because, of hi.s background that can draw as many raves as

With

Mu.sic

HAPPY PAPPY

The

ing.

(3)

,

eve.

call forth much laughter.
strictly according to formula.
tells Janie
to "catch flies

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" presented an okay vaudeo
layout via CBS-TV Sunday night
but had little to lift it above
average. Brightest spots were the
fine acro-terping of the Coistello
Twins, the vocalizing of Kitty
Kallen and the ad lib clowning of
film actor Kirk Douglas, brought
to the stage by SuUivan from the
studio audience. Otherwise, the
show lacked necessary verve.
Clown Emmett Kelly did an
okay job of plugging the Ringling
Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus
which opens tonight (Wed.). at Madison Sqare Garden, N. y and al.so
demonstrated his cartoon techniques. Piero Bros, impressed with
some fast juggling routines and
Honny Graham pleased with his
comedy. John Carradine, in fuU
costume, thesped an acceptable excerpt from Shakespeare's "Rich-

(4)

honey" and daughter wins back the
boy next door for the happy end-

:.

,

GOLDEN WEDDING

Monday

concerned 15-year-old Jane Jones
and her guest, Susanne, a just returned from Pares who considers
herself a ."femme du monde"
Keeping up with Susanne shakes
the Jones household, but doesn't

:

nags from the starting gate around caturing.
the turns

"Colgate
Theatre"
presented
"Sugar and Spice," innocuous twoact comedy about tennage foibles

.

40 Mins., Fri., 9:05 p m.
Sustaining
WENR-TV, Chicago
put together in a
This aU-Negro program is a
line,
with little less in focus breezy; informal manner, without
ba.sically sound idea lor showcasdespite the. varying distances cov- making any attempt at
production ing Negro talent, but in the initial
ered.
NBC cameramen attempted furbelowSi Martin himself, in addi- telecast the contrast
between proto use the Zoomar between races, tion to eniceeing
at the ivories, fessionals and amateurs was
too
too; and had viewers jumping all does some effective
vocalizing.
great, making for uneven pacing.
over .the track and the surroundThe chief value of the show will Istill, Its commercial possibilities
ing terrain with no regard to oriengreater than some already
lie in Abbott's ability to ferret out are
tation.
Way the cameras jumped potential
bigtime TV talent. If only sponsored video.
from time to time indicated the
Backbone of the program is Ray
lensers' inexperience with both the that in Miss George, a looker as
Zoomar and their coverage job, well as a talented singer, and in Orant, as Happy Pappy, who either
but that should be ea.sily cor- Miss Ballard, video has a couple through feigned dignity or nerves,
of promising prospects, the Abbott was stiff during opening
rectable.
moments,
Rose.
but later became completely reClem McCarthy did .his usual tryout has paid off.
laxed to handle emcee duties
breathless but baffling de.scription
capably.
of the races. He obviously knows HENRY MORGAN
However, Grant will
SHOW
have to be careful about his sughis gee-gees, but viewers would be
With Patsy Kelly, Dave ApoUon
gestive glances and chatter—-Hiatus
able to follow the horses better by Writers; Morgan, Arnold
HorWitt,
races

:

in

collaboration with
half-hour musical.

.

:

NBC-TV. from N. Y.

agers out of trouble spots.
TV, the web's Philadelphia outlet,
merely took the club idea and
built an hour-long show around it.
Result is good entertainment plus

toss

(2),

in

new

Sunday night at
7 period, which NBC is now utilizing as a: tryout showcase.
While billed as the "Hugh
Martin Show/' the erstwhile composer of. Abbott Broadway musicals
keyboards the program as only a
supplementary adjunct to what,
essentially, is a .30-minute series
of musical vignettes done in the
intimate
style
the
of
Abbott
musicomedies.
There's nothing pretentious
about this show and perhaps that's
in its favor. There is a line of boys
who are woven into the continuity and who backgrounded a reprise
of Martin's .'Buckle Down Winsocki" from Abbott's "Best Foot
Forward," one of the show's stand^^
out bits.
Also from "Best Foot" there was
a sock duo treatment of Martin's
.'/Three
B's" boogie-woogie
improvisation featuring Betty George
and Jack Gray. As a guest attraction, Kaye Ballard, who brings to
mind another Abbott graduate, being a sort of Nancy Walker with
refinements, gets a TV buildup
with a Hollywood celeb .cari-

With Clem McCarthy, Bill Stem,
Sammy Renickt announcers
Producer: Bill Garden
60 Mins.; Sat.
Sustainine

this

slotted in the

It's

up of the season from, the New
York racetracks marked probably
the neatest job done as far as folWFIL- lowing the: horses was concerned.

.

to

NBC

JAMAICA RACES

This show could probably best
be described as a teenage vaudeo
:presentation, but one with a new
idea— the combating of juve de•Jinquency.
Program, conceived
and developed by ABC music veepee Paul Whiteman, is an extension of his Teen Age Clubs,
f dunded in over 200 U; S. cities
as a means of keeping the teen-

ard HI," but spotting the act be.
tween two vaude numbers tnade it

slightly incongruous.

,

featured dogs
jumping through hoops, riding on
a pony, and dancing on hind legs.,
Starrlne as "MISS MILLER" on
Monkeys rode on pony. Jack Holtz MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY, eighth
petitormed on horizontal bars with consecutive ypar, NBC.
a whirlwind exhibition of dips,
As "BETTY MOORE" on THE
spins, kips and twirls.
BETTY MOORE PROGRAM
Along with circus acts, two kids jVIutual.
Heard on the TTelen. Hayes'
Were given a blackboard and chalk
"ELECTRIC THEATRE"
contest, wherein they raced to jot
Telephone PL 7-0700
down number of words gleaned

The animal

.

Jaek Dempsey, brought in as a
last-minute replacement foi? comedian Jackie Miles on the "Texaco
Star Theatre" last Tuesday night
(29) via NBC-TV, helped maintain
the hot pace engendered by the
Milton Berle opus in recent weeks.
(Miles was unable to arrange a delay ini his dinner show at the Copacabana, N. Y., where he's now appearing.) With Dempsey playing
it deadpan, he and' Berle socked
across a fight routine, climaxed by
a slow-motion knockout, which
lent^ added zip to the ex-cfaaihpfs
surprise appearance.
Despite Berle's backing himself
with one of the most talent-heavy
bills he's had, it was still his show
all the
way, from his opening
monolog as an organ-grinder with
a live monkey on his shoulder.
Beatrice Kraft and her dance
troupe terped one of their Indian
satires straight and then Berle
came in to clown it up for the
necessary laughs.
June Havoc
started slowly with a number out
of her reach; gained speed with a
nostalgic and funny vaudster impersonation but. hit real pay dirt
teaming, with Berle for a "When
Francis Dances With Me" songand-dance routine.
Desi Arnaz soloed neatly on a
medley of Latin tunes and drew
top results with some hot bongodrumming, highlighted by novel
camera superimpositions.
Berle
and the entire layout, as usual,
finaled with ajproduction number,
this time based on a Latin motif,
to round out a tightly-paced show

don, with the production of "Inside

Scotland

Yard."

Produced

on

straight documentary lines, this
small, feature was designed to emr
phasize that crime doesn't pay,

Emphasis is centered on the
importance of public coopcr.ition
with the police department, and a
picture is presented which proves
_

conclusively
.stands

little

through the
work. This
matic fare.

that
the - criminal
chance of getting
Scotland Yard netgood popular dra-

is

Production of BBC's "Counsel's
Opinion" showed up weakness of
farce

as

a

medium

for

video.

There was a topline cast, headed
by Austin Melford and Irene Worth
and producer Eric Fa wcett put all
he knew into the production, but
nonetheless it proved to be an unsatisfying entertainment.
On the
other hand, the BBC excelled itselt
with its production of Patrick
Hamilton's "The Governess," with
Betty Ann Davies and Milton Rosmer starred. This was a sdong.
mteaty subject and proved one of
the soundest offerings aired from
the London studios in recent
weeks.

•

,1;,

.

IT

Froducer: BU> Nelson
ttireotor: Georfc Bixver
Sg^Mlns.: Sat. 9 p.m, (CST)

ard.

"Faraway

dealer service.
Hillbilly singers are competently
nasal, and applaud each other s
Cowbell clanging in
numbers.

ling match via television and a
matron accused by a delicatessen

proprietor of attempting to make
off with two pounds of butter.
Problems generated ample levity

and

dialers

fair

amount

undoubtedly took a
of vicarious delight in
the participants' squirmings. Airer
considerably helped by the witticjs^s of Donald as well as by
cisms
Stark's neat, buildin g of the sitiiations.
Success of the stanza also
hinges to a great extent upon the
adroitness of the contestants.
Those on the debut were hep
is

i

Band

background gives true .flavor.
supports well.

ALEC TEMPLETON

enough and one neatly worked in
a plug for Aunt .leinima which
,

bankrolls in association with sister
product, Quaker Oats. It's good
daytime stuft' lor the housewives.

Producer-announcer: Duncan Pir'nie

Writers: Arch Kepner, Templeton
15 Mins., Fri. (1), 8:30 p.in.
*
SustaininK

WQXR,

-

CO.
ABC, from New York

sor plugs are heavily salted be-r
tween numbers, stressing friendly

'

',

QUAKER OATS

Stokes, "Tennessee Tears"; Barn
Dance band, "Cruising Down the
River" and Janie and Connie,
"Down by the Station."
Band starts and winds up show
Sponwith square dance music.

Gilb.

With

Comment

Producer-director: Morris
30 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 3 p.m.

,

«n.S-ABC, from Chicaeo
(LoRoclie & Go.)
(Lambert tc Feasley)
A novel audience transcribed
"Barn Dance" Is the same type participation show is "Talk Your
show that has been Way Out of It." Emceed by comic
iif" hillbilly
running knee-deep in corn since Peter Donald, the layout calls for
Half-hour contestants to
the early days of radio.
extricate themselves
introduced via the ABC network from embarrassing situations.
reveals no change from the songs- Their ability in accomplishing this^
and-gags routine that has been is determined by five judges culled
Jetting the rural trade since its from the studio audience. Awards
are $25 and a box of Aunt Jemima
'^Bob Atcher sings "I'm Bringing Pancake Flour.
You a Big Bouquet of Hoses";
On initial show Wednesday (30),
Captain Stubby and Buccanneers, the "stage" for some four dilemmas
tipgpeye, the Sailor Man"; comwas set by announcer Richard
insert; Lulu
nletc' with falsetto
Stark.
Sample jams included a
Belle and Scotty, "I'd Rather Live wife on the spot due
to her husBy the Side of Koad"; Red Blanch- band having seen her at a wrestTiny
Places";
.

CO-OP

Sustaining

WOR-Mutual

NBC, from Hollywood
Dean Martin and .Teri-y Lewis,

trum, has brightened its now formidable Sunday night- lineup, 'with
,

!

O & H now

THE STORY OF CARDINAL

N. Y.

,

|
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|

1

1
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1

j
I

'

WOR
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!

:

:

.

I

1

WEVD,

\

conglomerate
of
descriptive
ices working in a new' inedium
word-picturcsi by film actor Claude
(ejiicept for some guest ishpts, as on.
Dauphin, a song contrib by Line
Bob Hope's show last week, wherei
Renaud, billed as a "continental
they hit ;a: Jbetter stride); but Sun.song stylist,'' and particular accent
day's
show .Was Off ? ph timing,
on a q & a gab on latest Parisian
creations
by Marjoric Dunton. pace and- tempo. If it's axiomatic
''"^''^ ingredient
"'"'"S
fashion' expert, TnTervVeVing"GaiisPai'l's even a weak script,
^''^
mont Lanvin, the stylist. Latter
small wonder that the
sequence makes the show a natural "^cn
show failed to get over.
for local department store bank- P''eem
'

,

——

This airer is narrowly limited to
aspiring professional writers for
whom it will have some value.
Gorham Munson knows how to
teach the scribbling craft and includes helpful hints on marketing
copy. Among the promi.sing features is Munson's weekly interviews
with
prominent literary
agents' and editors who will keep

AT JAMAICA
...

"v

1

—

.,7^

-

w

WMGM.
.

'

'

1

With

t

he

•

.

i

1

'

.

I

i

Writer: Gene Hurley
30 Mins.; Thurs. (31) 8 p.m.
Participating

1

I

i'payoff.
'

"Five Mysteries" presents five
capsule whodunits, with a panel of
Sve experts called on to solve the
cases.
Show has plenty to fasci^
defective yarn and ptizzle

I

I

\

—

:

"HOMECOMING,

1949"
With John Garfield, Lilli Palmer,

others
Writer: Walter Bernstein
Director: Iliman Brown
30 Mins.; Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
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FORUM

:

On the basis of Sunday's performance, the show needs plenty
of work.
Rose;

•

WOR, New York

i

i

of !Toclay\s

for
had the
*{?*"''^
ing on-the-scene descriptions of all
=2 Horatio
tt*'*''',.-""**?^^'**'?"**'^
an
Heriiu
Alger epie.
Jamaica races transcribed
pjg,,t.
earlier in the day.
Value of lliis program insofar as
CONN.
OF THE AIR
results are concerned, of course^.
With Ralph Delia Selva
final
.s neclit-'ible since the track's
"
30 Mins.. Sun., 1 p.m.
'event usually goes to the po.st beDePasqualc Restaurant
gives
I'ore ,'):30. However. Capo.s.scla
WCCC, Hartford
every
of
account
factual
good,
After struggling along for .some a
chronological order in
in
SIX years over a varied assortment race
of the turf will
ot Connecticut stations, the "Con- which students
necticut Forum of the Air" has ! revel.- although
deliver.v.
Capossela's
nnally snared for itself a sponsor.
high pitched, w;as
De Pasquajie's Restaurant, from •inclined to berapid,
clear enuncia:
a
..Where the cro.s.sftre p.ittcr discu.s- marked by
that never became confused
sions emanate, is footing the bill tion
He eschews the so*or 52 weeks. Originating in Hart- or hesitant.
color and furbelows of other
ford, program is net-fed to another called
"
'
"
turl'casteis to concentrate upon a'
five stations scattered throughout
rundown of the field, a running dcthe state.
,sfription of the actual race, folSmart direction and whip han- lowed by the finish positions and
dling by Ralph Delia Selva make pnecs
this program an interesting one.
Bj.icf interview with a veteran
tie lines up and moderates his own trainer was spotted
in the
laie
show and does a radio-wise master- profii am It afforded an interesting
ful job of production. By inter- moincnl. but WPfc such comment
spersing a variety of voices and spaced a bit earlier in the layout
keeping conversations limited to- il would lend a better change-ofgetlier with feeding leading ques- pacc to the one-aftcr-another race
tions, .Delia Selva rounds out a dc.scription,s. Plugs for Daily RacGilb.
ing Form are modest.
(Continued on page 38)
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N. Y.

S^'-l^V..'^!..«^
bangtail show « ill
a^riterion.' Vhls
n
«v.,i.«n^>A
'
audience
-.
.
obviously find _ ready
among turf fans. Format has I'red
Capcsscla, oflicial Uirf announcer
several racing associations, giv-

page"s^d.^?fra'n^rst"oUng'ev'en''^f
in the middle of a .sentence.
His
success story, however^ of screen.writer Nunnally 'Johnson's ri.se to
the top of Hollywood's gold pile

.

!

:

come off! as people, partly.becau.se
Danger of they weren't introduced at the Mutual, from New York
prexy's pet projects
killing off the "South Pacific" mu- opening.
five
Partly
because
"Homecoming, 1949," a single
sic; almost every deejay has the
identify. broadcast presented by the United
are
hard
to
voices
idea of "previewing" the .score.
Appeal, was a moderately
Was a time when publishers and/ 6^tiih,'anls't"f
m^^^^^^^
or producers restricted public per- fl?^''ai?ei'J^w^fe"n 'one
said
formance of production numbers .She felt the wife was the murderer i"r"n'r^^?rn"'r^;;!..'m?i}^^^^^
but apparently. no bans exist now
episode numbei: 4 "because it's
haDOoned for a sp<;
to
we had a lady: killer placed persons camp, taken
P^^'^
.
In^'id
.score.
iSint^llv
their new homeland in IsraM.
seeming^
RodgViTrHammerslein
Script lacked, pace and ihuch yaria?
.=>
r??^f„'ls^a
,
Laii Lvaruso
is a
snow.
Mifi,, t-of Af ol. liiG
]Y jjgyg tl,p,„j.g]^es a nifty set of:
u
v.
1
tion of inood,: but had ct few toijeH?
be able
^•»>™ e"'eee and should
songs; same applies to the Cole
young
the
ing
moments
w'hen
draw out members of the panel.
Vincent
Porter-"Kate" tunes
people finally arrive in Haifa and
Good device in. one puzzler find a real place in the ^oimnurfity.
L^pez, vadio pioneer with dansapation. continues a click with his which .stumped the.- experts: was
GaWcld was honest and convincL„„(.|,eo„ v^rnh i,ope/ matinees bringing back the cast tO; act out, ing,
though une\'en( as the IndomThesping and
from the Hotel Taft iN. Y.) grill- the denouement.
whose,
table yOung h ti-is
Kelly Rand and Francey scripting were good, con.sidering
,.oom.
chief
fuiietibri seeteecl t6 he to .reLgj^g ^.g 'his vocal .'lides, -and the strict limitations of time and
main
cheerful,: while, Lllli Palmer,
giveaway
the
Lopez apparently is not averse to plot and fact that
niahaged to be! tioth plausible and
a
obvious.
pii
blisherS,
must
be
somewhat
muSic
clue
giving
the
quick airtime .showcase for new Those who crack each crime, get S;^Pi=*''Sf„^^ J,e m^^^^^
tunes ... On the subject of mati- 100 Pocketbook mysteries. Bril.
S^,,^^hJ"P?'*'^T.fhinf
w^"p comn^^^^^
.number
of doubles, were
n»f. tiolits.
fi-niifs Rill
m.ntpr acts
does a ton
con-'
Kill biaiei
nee
petently pflayed. Himan Brown's
bigtime job with his
.sislently
pr6ductiott, iiieMing; the. potent
Luncheon at Sardi's sessions via THE 'KILI ERS
backgrounds and bridges.
WOR. Maxwell Shane, plugging With Earle Breeding. Raymond was considerably
helpful,
his "City Across the River" (U)
Trent, Fred Smith. Marie Pethe dramatization
Following
film, which he wrote, produced and
quion, others
directed, clicked unusually well on Produeer-Direct6r: Frank L. Mac- there was a three-minute explanation by Morris Bothenherg, naone session, making his .stint more
Intosh
tional chairman of the UJA, of how
than a trailer for an upcoming Writer: Macintosh
Same: happened with .10 Mins.; Sat. (2) 5 p.m.
the organization plans to .spend the
new film.
desired $250,000,000 to send disGreta Keller marking her come- Sustaining
placed persons to Israel this year.
back to the States after, bistroirig WGYNrFM, New York
her
-hatiye
Italy,
Hobe.
Moritjt.:
in: St.
This broadcast, featuring the
^
Vienna and Paris, and now back in _
...
«
,
.,
She mentioned Alec New York Univer.sily Radio Playthe U. S.
were clipped
Templeton and Stella Unger would ers, had promise as an adaptation to come oft', speeches
in confusion, cues weren't picked
Yank-adapt a European play she ot the _tamous J.rneSt^Hemin
dragged—footTransitions
Incidentally, Us story "The Killers." But amateur up.
just acquired.
upstairs were unnecesShane seems one articulate pro- thesping of studes trying to play steps going But 'despite it all, the
ducer who's not afraid to get.be- tough thugs laid an egg (or is it sarily long.
.suspense of the drama and Hemfore a mike to plug _ his pic— yegg?). The killers spoke slowly,
came
across.
realism
.sounds like he's got a piece of the having difficulty with their lines, ingway's
firiL
or hammily. Group scenes failed
profits.
.

j

i

cK"« .»

i

It
was particularly apparent
with the show lending itwhen they stood up again.st Hope,
self to fashion promotion.
But weighed as entertainment, who was returning the guest shot.
it was all surplus trimming..
Che- A succession of Martin fluffs (ob-,
"written in" .since the
valier's "Buttons and Bowij" finale viously
was
decidtjflly
worth
sticking initial stanza Was transcribed an^
'* have been edited) didn't kid.
around for las a strictly-audio; at- could
traction the guy is still, dynamite):, anyone, nor were they funny.
but five minutes,' bf Chevaliieir on a- Hope, of course, hopped on ttiem,
30-rainute show wdh'tv- fc^ep the but brother, there wasn't that Croscustbmers tiined in^eyen' if there by pickup.
is a weekly succe.s.sion of euestars
The uproarious studio audiencemeasuring up to the Yves Montand reaction suggested time and again
calibre.
ilose.
to the home listener that the boys
.!
^"
«
were getting their boffs from supplementary stage business and their
FIVE MYSTERIES
That
standard nitcry mimicry.
With Carl Caruso, emcee
could be awfully irritating to a dial
Producer-Director: Mcnde Brown
twister who's still waiting for the

'Oiling,

but will have to do some real
Rhtening up to realize all its poswas one of the late disk company sibilities. The guest experts didn't

Brit

Cardinal.

posted on new develop- TODAY'S RACES
With Fred Capo.ssela
ments and openings in the field.
Caposscla
On his introductory program (1 ). Writer:
Producer: Raymond Katz
Munson. started from scratch, ad- 30 Mins.; Monj-thru-Sat., 6:30 p.m
vising the hopefuls on the elemenDAILY RACING FORM
i

•

'

dialers

tary problems of a self-discipline.
11% suggested trying G. Bernard

•

.

.

j

N. Y.

:

a

'

|

15 Mins.; Fri., 8:45 p.m.
Sustaining

.

i

1

^.

TIPS TO WRITERS
With Gorham Munson

.

|

|

|

.

I
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Templeton, who had to be in Denver Friday (1), traiiscribcd the
Bro7i.
show.

I

!

l

.

WQXR

,

'

'

the same type of people. A play
to get best results must have a diversified audience; it must have
the spontaneity of different types
of people to make it spark.
He'
spoke about how necessary it was
Producer-Director: Don Peterson
to keep the show up to opening
Writer: Jean Eicks
night .standards during a run; not
30 Mins.; Sun. (3) (i:30 p.m.
just "dusting off" rehearsals, but
Sustaining
act by act, tliorough rehearsals of
WMCA, New York
bit of business, etc.
Actors
The Franci.scan Friars, on tlicir every
(the ,best. (Of tJiem) lose' character
'Ave Maria Hour" Sunday i3), previa
milking
and
performance
senled the "Story of Josef Cardinal laughs, kidding, ad libbinp,
etc. He
Mindszenty.
Stanza opened with
compared it to housekeeping— one
a brief scene in the Hungarian must clean up things constantly to
People's Court at the Cardinal's have a neat household.
trial, then flashed back to events
Serlin felt that television was
in the Primate's life. It told of
feeling its .way .it present, and that
his building a new school and
church in a small town ^ his im- eventually it must land in the
prisonment in 1919 by the Bela hands of the people who know
people of the theatre, radio
Kun Communist government, his how,
and pictures. He said, "This is a
fight agHiii.st Nazism ending in his
country of toys" and at present
incarceration, and his release when
television is a toy, but it is bound
the Red Aimy chased out the
to
be
an adult medium. People
Germans. U ended with a brief
will alwa.ys want to see round acscene at tlie 1949 trial, with the
tors.
Hollywood is a big machine
religious leader repeating, "I am
easily." he continued,
that
"scares
sorry ... I regret ... I am guilty."
the theatre"
concluding talk, .ndding that "going to
brief
In
a
Spellman de- should be an occa.sion; people
Francis Cardinal
should say, "This is fun!''
confesMindszenty's
(liat
clared
Joe Laurie, Jr.
sion was extorted by torturing and
^-r
drugging and that the lesson of his
Disk jockeys, etc.. wittinglv or
martyrdom is "rebellion to tyrants
It was an otherwise, seem to be saluting the
is obedience to God."

on April Fools'
Day. The kidding of its programs,
its commercials, even its plugs for
owner N. Y. Times, was really
funny, and the best part of the program.
Otherwise, the program was a
little too sedate and .arch; Templeton must have been a little impressed b.y the surroundings and
didn't completely let himself go.
But there was something for most
fans of this Bert Lahr of the longhair beat in his spoofing of the
Various phonograph speeds (78,
33Vf), 45); of various stars^(Crosby,
Durante); of German lieder, etc.

.

W. Hartman

(L.

'

There's
nothing wrong with after one of the biggest, buildups
"This Is Paris" that a few more ever given a pair bf newcomers to
Precm program (3) in the 6:30 songs by Maurice Chevalier can't «ie„ ,..;,,„
radio comedy is„tj
field, ptemierted
cure.
Considering that this is
time-slot provided another topChevalier's show, built specially tlieir NBC shovs' last Sunday (3)*
flight show enlivened with a script
for his distinctive stylized talcnts.i Program is in the 6:30 time va0^ Considerable charm, intelligence in his
first bigtime radio showcase cated by "Ozzie and Harriet," who
and high-level performances. The
slanted for U. S. audiences, his arfc now their competition, having
consistently high quality of this
of songs for an elapsed run- moved oVer to the 6:30 period on
show has been inesciipable since brace
ning lime of approximately five CBS.
its inception some, years ago,The JJartin and Lewis duo, who
Sunday's show contained the stnctly
»^ll*JSw^£JI./'l.tt!!!?ie*'
short rations.
have been pyramided into one of
usual plot of Harriet outmaneuvThis Is the \videly r, heralded the top hitery acts in slibw bizw
ering her none-too-bright hu.sband,
weekly series of shows being tape- represent a major NBC "a«ie jn the
but despite the same general narecorded in Paris ^nd originating hole" in the web's bid to counter
ture of the show, there's a con- in
the Cafe de la Paix, which Mu- Columbians current Sunday: night;
stantly fresh note,
tual IS selling ^fpr co-op sponsor- supremacy. But, on the basis of
on the getaway show, NBC didn't dig
•
,.^'3?^?'
.•
„ Jack
T
1
T
u'.H'j'^«"i"^
About
a year ago
Lcscoulie
the web's
N. Y. flagship,
arc out from under as yet. Potentially,
and Howard Lindsay did a swell tjie French Touri.st Office and the ti,e boys have got it; there's still an
early morning spiel, when the 6ars ^';f.'Jp\,^j'Pi>i f^l^ tu^^ij}}^^^^!^^ open field in radio for a couple of
^'
* '
are usually tired from dull diskride)
Jioe).
l-^?^-^^
distinctive
brands of zanyism. "Jf'l"
But
_
11
A J
T
jockey *talk.
And
now again
LesThe strictly bigtime produc- bridging the gap from a nitery
coulie brought an interestinff and tional accoutrements of "Paris" visual assLst into a strictly audio
r^nformative' guest in Oscar Serlin bespeak the topflight talent pro- medium still remains a big "but."
^'^
mike. Latter didn't
The initial .script
was built
^/S^c'^^Sm^'^S
K*'"''
'r'''^."''';
-f
go in for cheap blurbs for his wmT'
with ex-CBS'
BiU Robson
directing
show; not' a' mention once that
matinees for "Life With Mother"
**" Wednesdays and Satur.square.
for' that matterj
Y""""
one of the show's top assets, with goes for Same;
Martin; On, the vocals,
He discussed many things of the the guesting of Yves Mont.ind. the guy is tops, as he demonstrated
theatre.
Some of Iris observations also marking one of 'the high anew last Sunday, but it the voice
points
of
the
first
in
the
tran-^
were, "We have no theatre in
bears a striking resemblance to
America, we have show business." scribed series.
Bing Crosby's, both in the .singing
He opined that "theatre parties'
But as a Chevalier starrer, No. and banter divisions, there was an
benefits" were not: very good for 1 in the 'This Is Paris" scries obvious lack of the Ciroa'ner's sureshows becau.se they consisted of a practically lound the singer lost in ness.
segment of people who think, act the shuttle. He was hidden midst "
Chalk it up to/ a jcoviple- of nilV*;;
and laugh alike^ because of being

I

1

.

back in their original
environment after a two-year hitch
on NBC.

,

,

MINDSZENTY
For its special April Fools' Day
program this year, WQXR enlisted ("Ave Maria Hour")
the services of Alec Templeton. With Raymond Edward Johnson,
Richard Janaver; Francis De
The unpredictable piani.st-funster,
Sales,
Robert:
Morgan,
Tom
turned
the
inhibited,
be
not to
Iloier, Ronald Long, Ethel EverqUarter-liour into a regular misshett, Ann Marie Gayer, Herbert
Inash, stabbing the station in the
Ratner, others.
back with his pianistic-vocal impressions of

;

Maurice Chevalier, Yves With Dean Martin and Jerry Levis.
Montand,, Claude Dauphin, Mari:
::Followu|t
Flo McMlchael, Dielt Stabile
jorie Dunton« Gaumont Lanvtn,
orch; Bob Hope, fuest
Line Renaud, Paul Baron orch
Writers: Norman Su1Uvan> Dicic
Producer: Ray Morgan
McKnirht, Ray Allen, Chep Kas*
CtJS, which originally 'showcased
Writer: Sam Pierce
tellaw, Leon Fry
"Ozzie and Harriet" into one of the Director: Bill Robson
Director: Robert Redd^
top -situation com'edlos on t\ic spec- 30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 pM. (EST)
30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.

Gould

Bulley,

'

-

MARTIN AND LEWIS SHOW

THIS IS PARIS

&

,

"

;

33

TALK YOUR WAY OUT OF

with Bob Atch«r, Captain Stubby With Peter Donald, audience parIMu Belle
ticipants;
announcer, Richard
"and Buccanneew,
B«di» Btan«har4, Tiny
Stark
4sotty,
ItokM, Janle an« Connlej Billy Writers: Michael Morris, Bernle

.

1

Wofaeatlay, April 6, 194,^
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NATIONAL BARN DANCE
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Wednesdlay, April 6, 1949
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Radio's

Major Leagues Reject Ford Dealers

Sunday

In»de Televi^cn

coincidence,

REPEAT WITH PIRATES
5.

(10),

Sam

Levene's obvious antagonism to dramatic critics at least made
and Moss Hart's guest stint with John Chapman's WPIX video show
sparkle. The N. Y. News' drama critic handled it well, and with good
humor. The playwright seemed a little worried about his star ("Light
Up the Sky") but Levene pautioned Hart not to worry about his upcoming "Miss Liberty" (which he is staging and co-producing with
Robert SherwOod and Irving Berlin, who authored). Unlike Levene's
frankness and open captiousness with the critical craft, he seemed
inclined to logroll his currently favorite author-producer (Hart).
By
and large it wa6 a good teevee stint, so good that the 15 minutes fled
too fast. .Levene's cracks at "the nine old men," meaning the criticsthe actor's expressed exaggerated concern whether Chapman ever
wrote, directed, produced or acted in a. play which he felt should
alone qualify Chapman or anybody else to be an "expert" critic; coupled

playing

his

Jesus during the live broadcast of "Greatest .Stol-y" over
ABC and will play the part of
Pilate, His judge, during the

ATLANTIC, SEALTEST TO

late

Pittsburgh. April

striking

stations

Christ on one airer and Pilate
on the other.
Parker will be featured as

+

Cliicago, April 5.
to sponsor
baseball hitjlilights on film for
p.m. viewing apparently has
been nixed by ma,ior league refusal to allow any films under comtn-M'cial sponsorship.

TV
1

In a
tiiesper

Warren Parker will be
heard simultaneously on two'

Plan for Chi BaU Nighttime Pix
Ford Dealers plans

Gamut

tran.scribed

WMCA,

oil

:

AtliaBtle Hefitiing Coi; and SealFord Dealers had been working
oul" arrangements with J. Walter test will again pick up the tab on
Thompson agency to kinescope full the Pirates' baseball broadcasts this
daytime games of Cubs and Sox, season. Two bankrollers will take
rush through an editing job. and alternate dates to put their spiel
present a 15-minute package over On, just as they did a year ago.
Home games are to be aired from
a Chi tele outlet at 11 p. ni.
Scheme ran into a snag vi'hen booih at Forbes Field, with the
Am'^rican and National League of- road clashes being recreated from
fices balked at commercial angle, telegraph accounts.
Both Cubs and Sox have already
Rosey Rovvswell, who has been
inked contracts for television cov- calling the play-by-plays ever since
erage, and apparently feel p. m. the first baseball broadcast locally,
showing would conflict with day- has been signed for another year,
time contracts.
with Bob Prince as his assistant.
Sox prexy Chuck Comiskey,
will be the key station
mindful of the current Danny again, with flock of district outlets^
Gardella court case, said that com- banded together as the Atlantic
„
niercial sponsorship other than di^]^„, .^
Network,
Sealtest
J
rect video viewing from ball park „,,,i,.,,„^„,.
the acthe
ac
laKmg tne
is, taking
whichevei daj it Is,
would put ball club under Inter- counts, too.
Last season ,,there
state Commerce Commission laws.
were an even dozen, but that s ex-

"Ave Maria Hour"
Both shows,
on

N. y.

will be aired at 6:30 p.m.

—

Palm Sunday.

'

MITs Video

,
'

•

,:

:
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innovation For

i

Most optimjsiic picture in Chi of tele set manufacturers' 1949 pro''"ct'O" is a target goal of 3,000,000 set up by Edgar Greenebaum, Jr
Television Shares Management Co. This total breaks into
and t>hileo together; 400,000 by Admiral, 260,000
1,000,000 sets by

;

ll

'

PL^.M^UJll

i
'

vnUrvlllll

ifll

i

I

'

RCA

I

by Motorola, 200,000 apiece by Crosley and Emerson, and 1.00 iooo
shared among the other manufacturing conjpanies,
Greenebaum believes that the present tube shortage may reverse
itself in two months, with the output so great that set manufacturers
will have a struggle to keep up with the tube output,

I

I

1

!

I

I

:

undel^Snt ^etup'uS P-^ed to_beinere^
'

sairth^t

Boston, April

WWSW

I

could not allow kinescoping, newsreels and short subjects, unless
policy is changed "in very near
future."
Major League film director Lew^
Fonseca's office- revealed that under prevailing rules, no kinescop-

taining basis."

'

In.stitute of Tech, ,
_^,.,„ ».^„+
neu's beat
;

world
by getting Winston Churchill to
its mid-century convoca
address
...
<
a
A
k i n
tw"; ^il^em
on the event
?r.V"l..VP/?^f
Garden to
<^aiaen
thnV'nafked'thp'Boston A.L!!
'1
linnn capauiy.
r«n-,P^v
a ii,uuu

MIT

TV

engineers invented a

'

^ew

technique
eliminating sets and slashing costs is being used on
"
"Doorway to Fame." Called "Super-Image" by its deDahlman.of United Productions, method has performers
^ special all-black set while a miniature backdrop is shot on
an easel, both images blended in control room. Dahlman savs that the
"black magic" technique requires special lighting, makeup'! costumes
paint, but no additional rehearsal time, and "sets" can be changed
jn iq seconds.
"Doorway" telecast Monday (4) was produced entireiv
without sets, commercials also getting "Super-Image" treatment. Dahl,„an adds that a patent has been applied for and it will soon be possible
to achieve the effect by electronic Ineans, eliminating need for the
black set

'

I

i

DuMont'i
-l^u^lont's

i
I
i

^^j^p^j,
^^^^.j^

new

lighting system for the occasion
cold
that provided a brilliant
light from a series of special lamps
hanging from the ceiling 20 teet
over the speaker s head. Idea was
to try to eliminate the glare and
heat that makes video hot work.
System is claimed to be an important technical advance in video.

,

:

!

|

i

.

Usual network ban against recognizing the existence ojF'others oii the
air was bypassed last Wednesday night (30^ wheJi '"Kukla, Frari -and'
Olliej" moppet show on NBC-TV, devoted its eritire Half-hour to "Holly^
wood Screen Test." aired regularly by ABC-TV,
Neil Hamilton, emcee of "Test,'' had. invited pUie, the dragon,' to iie
screened for a part in a remake of "Reluctant Dragon." Throughout
Wednesday night's program, producer; Burr; TiUstrom had the dragoii
rehearsing for the test, only to tm-n it down at the last minute in order
to stay in Chicago, from which city "Kukla" originates.

.

;

'

i

.

Chicago, April 5.
Chi radio columnists trying to
MIT, to handle the 4.500 conkeep pace with the public demand vocationei-s who couldn't get seats,
for televi.'sion news are. devoting also
set up a lO-by-13-foot video
nearly 50% of their space to video screen in its. Cambridge gym t6
Startling fact about surdoings.
project the biggest image so far
vey is that compared to latest Chi seen hereabouts.
area tele set figures of 115,503,
Meantime
_ Churchill, who men^
there are nearly 3,500,000 radio
tioned the Garden speech was his
homes in this TV service area.
^^^ut. expressed interest in
pxDlain percentage
Dpreentaee
explain
Columnists
...
officials Miv...looked. i.iij.
MIT ujn^ioio
meni.uvY lie luun.™.
,
,
equality, ""i on'y on a recent upwilbur Swartley, manjjo^g^ ^
ager of WBZ. who passed the word
^^^A^^
f
%,«f
,M,il„ H»
Result was that the
v'eSnts'are ifewsworthy^Uems; videoed speech was
filmed in Radio
whereas radio news is the "same
City and a print rushed to the
old stuff we've be*i writing about
Queen Mary for Clvurchill to ogle
for years."
enroute.
Sun-Times columnist Don Fos-i
ter (Bill lrwin) believes that while
radio news is of paramount importance to a majority of homes,
television is making such rapid
strides that it Is difficult for him
.
..
,
--i,* j
» "^eep his column space weighted

i

\

j

I

Until current snags developed,
JWT execs and Ford Dealers belittle
lieved they would have
.trouble working out a deal whereby a second sponsor would bankroll the direct pickups from the
game in conjunction with the later
Ford package.
Package would run almost nightly during baseball season, since
Gubs and Sox alternate Chi stays
in their ball parks.

...

nolog.v, scoring a

;

.

to

,

i

I

Awake

,

.

Chi Columnists

ing program would be allowed unr
less "it was carried out on a sus-

5.
I

Massachusetts
_

i

!

I

"

,

;

;

I

i

1

1

,

j

I

I

^

'

I
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AH Hollywood
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\

Marshall GrantrRealm has guaranteed video film thesps up to $1,.500
per week if television series is converted for use in motion picture
thesps « straight $S5 per day for chores in TV
cigarets.
Films, under sponsor-producer pact,
year after date of delivery. If Grant-Realm
consumption, players will be paid up to $li500
per week, depending on the nuiqber of days they spent in initial

Rights
Game Ri

Hollywood, Aprtl 5.
Asking prices on this season's
football games are bounding to
greater heights than those of last
teason, but' television outlets say
they can't afford upped payment
for vid rights. Station execs don't
feel they want to pay even last
Top coin last year
year's prices.

Two

and USC.

universities pocketed a $'75

|

j

.Tribune radioed Larry Wolters
said the same thing pointing up
the news angle of tele develop-

|

;

'

Teams may

i

I

I

I

'

|

i

AM-TY

Team would

USC

!

ABt

i

h

and

It is entirely possible that *igure has been upped
as a simple means of getting

W

KTLA

option and thus allow
to keep teevee cameras off

Dons

first

'

tiombardo's P.A. Turns
Airer Into Jock Stint
Guy Lombardo's

per-

sonal appearance at the New York
Strand, his MBS airer, "Lombardo
Land, USA." has been turned into
a disk^ jockey stint for the April
''
-<---!
"
" broadcasts,
" the
•
with
band2 and 9
leader spinning his own platters.
When the orch goes on the road
theatre
engagement,
fol owing the
the live format: will be resumed.
'

'

,

'

i

gri'diroti this year.

Becau.«ie of

i

KJR

last year.

to drop

;

I

m

by

May

'

;

received

1

i

'

film home and out of town games
in slow motion and offer highlights
of each game for videoing. Home
games would be beamed during the
week so there could be no interference with gate receipts.
XTLA has first option on the
L .\. Dons grid battles this season.
Si.;ilion reportedly paid $17,000 for
ri"hts to last year's Dons games.
price acceptable to Dons
Ml 11 mu
for this season runs well above the
i

,

,

,

'

receives a financial offer which it
feels can't be turned down. Present plan being mulled by Rams

$75 000

I

,

,

I

to the increase in receivers in this
area.
Professional L.A. Rams are not
inteiTested in. television unless- team

UCLA

I

]

,

separately.

is a straight film deal.

^^^^

'

.

|

sell

Trade feeling is that
no matter how the deal is set up,
the asking price will be upped due

shooting.

Earl "Madman" Muntz entered the Chi tele set field last week with
newspaper spreads advertising his three-knob control table model, re- WBKB will show off its improved
Multiscope (time-weather-news ma- tailing for $269. Muntz has leased the Howard Radio Co. plant for
Chi
manufacturing operations. Trav-Ler Radio Corp. introduced its
^hine) by appointment at the NAB
management convention April 11- new line of tele receivers in Chi with promises of April delivery.
Wolters reported some
ments.
Pahst Brewing Co recently t.Trav-Ler features four console models, two 10-inch arid two 12-inch
reader complaints on lack of radio ^o^ght approximatelv 10 hours
tubes, ranging from $250 to $350.
a
^^^"^
week time on Multiscope, and will
r^'"''
treme mmonty.
Because of multitudinous editorial problems raised by the video
^^^^^ ba.seball news, highlights of !
The Herald-American carries no day's game next day lineups hews boom, NBC is sending Stockton Hellf rich, manager of continuity acceptance, on a cross-counto" tour for parleys in Hollywood. Chicago,
radio
ed
Bill
daily column, but
and recipes'
^^^^^
Cleveland
and Washington.
reported^^
McHugh
WBKB has inked a contract with
Hellfrlch will leave April 16, and will al.so have talks with editors in
^ews was about evenly split. New
Sunday columnist Quin Ryan, One- fel^to^pl^' a™und'the'"clocr'o"n San Francisco and De nver, where NBC "does not have TV outlets,
time radio exec, places emphasis the Multiscope.
Acme is expected f
on video, however.
to offer sam,e service: to other scope
Daily News splits its chores with users, of which 10 have been lined
5 Takeoff For
Hub Sets Talent Staff
Sam Lesner writing a radio col- so far.
^
y.
umn twice weekly, and Jack
ABC's Frisco TV'er
For Sponsored
Mabley taking tele stint once.
Hollywood. April 5.
News imports N. Y. Heralad-TribPaul Mowrey, ABC television
Sox, Braves Ballcasts
une columnist John Crosby three Libby 'True Story' Cut
times a week, with Crosby playing
Boston, April 5..
up TV programs at least ; once
lausmfi;
Hurry a"S""i of the net s kgo tv in
Irving "Bump" Hadley, former
'
San
Francisco. First program will major
weekly.
«-hi,..>«„
K
league pitcher and WBZ'
a pickup of the S.F -Oakland
,^ T
T
-i K
H4
^T S
WBZ-TV sportscaster, has been
L.bby.
McNeill
Libby's de- baseball gam.
&
added to the talent staff of ancision to cut-''My True Story"'
Takeoff of ABC's Hollywood sta- nouncers covering home games of
Bigtime Sunday
to three-a?week;fi'oiti its present
tion, KECA-TV, is scheduled for 30
the Boston Red Sox and Boston
^^^^^ ^'"^
network days after construction
C
J C
C
of its TeleOthers are Jim Britt, Tom
dpread tor ueattle salesmen scurrying to round up a vision Center, which should fall Braves.
Hussey and Leo Egan.
non-competitive sponsor to bankin mid-June.
Hookup of the two
Seattle, April 5.
All games from both parks will
roll the Tuesday and 'Thursday aircities by microwave
K.IR is' trying a new: Sunday ings. Libby
owns the. flve-year-old of a coast network as the nucleus be aii-ed both by radio and video
is scheduled for
strip of public interest shows, titled
this season, with the Narragansett
-show, but wants to ease its radio
"Community Interest Series." be- .budget without entirely dropping late in the year.
Brewing Co., and the Atlantic Reginning at 11 a.m. and carrying the
fining Co.. continuing as co-spom
6.2 Ilooperated program.
c<i.
through until 12:30 p ro. Hour and
sors. Local Chevrolet Dealers Assn.
otorc
Patrons
Burke
Herrick,
Share
of
J.
Walter
In
a half .segment is held together
will be video sponsor on da.vs that
Thompson,
indicated
several
JWT
with opening announcement callJersey 'Guess It' Quizzer Atlantic Is on the radio side.
clients
were
'interested
in
the two
ing attention to all SIX quarterFor the telecasts of both day
"Guess It and Gel It," new quiz
hour program.s and connectives segments, but were nixed by Libby
show, teed off Monday (4) on and night - games WBZ-TV and
also emphasize continuity of the on basis of being too competitive.
Paterson, N. J., under WNAC-TV will operate on an alIf no sponsor is found, Libby will WPAT,
series.
ternating schedule, with WHDH
sponsorship
ot
Packard
continue
Departspon.sorship
of the entire
ABC network "Child's World"
However, network execs ment Store, Hackensack, N. J. It airing all games.
leads off, followed by a local panel strip.
want to keep the client happy, and W'H go on daily, emanating from
...^ ^.„iv.i^..o
forum
discussing, the
children's IVu... ...„^„oo,i.6
re*t«>''e' "'""K Monday through
staging an intensive hunt for
in arks; next are two university of
*J>«
Moore's 'Ladies'
Friday,
12a5 to 12:30.
another
advertiser.
Washington shows, "Science HeadStore patrons provide the conChicago, Api il S.
lines" and "University Guest." At
testants on the program, winners
Tom Moore Productions, new
12 (noon) is "Art foi' Your Sake'
being
awarded
packages*
package
outfit,
has taken over „prowhen
Eigen'*
from the Seattle Art Museum, and
.
BahkrdUfer ,.u
_
_
.
"Ladies Be Scatcontents,
duction
chores
on
packages
blinding up the scries is the weekJack Eieen show mi nnMnni .-^
items sold at Packards. Show ed." ABC-owned audience pariicily book-review program, "Speak- gets
is a ^fZuZZ.^LJ''!^.?^!
bankroller starting tomor- I'^inK
produeed by Ted Webbe, of patiort show. Airer exited Feature
ing ot Books." Feeling is that sub- row (71. Doeskin Tissues through
1'
wPAfr,n7ni»7».,o„7.
^"''"J?"'
v_
Productibus
week.
last
.ificts covered are of wide enough
the Federal Advertising -Sen^y
"Ladles," now heard oh a'uesd^y
interest to appeal to many listen- has bought tlie sho w "on a five-yeai ^^f.^L' SleTured'^^^^^^^^^^

^^.^^^^

^

j

taken this season;

WBKB MULTISCOPE ON
DISPLAY AT NAB MEET

i

.

-

XC -rv telensed
C L.\ and UbC have not yet decU[u\ on what course will be

.

I

S*'"^*

2?*'

houses. Firm is paying
series for Lucky Strike
revert to producer one
converts pix for theatre

I

i

UCLA

telecast of Easter Sunrise Ser-i

'

i

was cornered by

down

I

Upped Asking Price
For Grid

stations turned

Hollywood Bowl when demand was made for split of lighting
costs.
Overall tab would run around $1,000 and station heads figured
too costly, comidering early hour of U,e event,

vices in
,

'

Coast Yidstations Nix

-

Tom

1

j

TV

.

|

'

'

;

,

'

-

.

i

I

1

Mutual may send producer-an-r
no"ncer Jack O'Reilly to supervise
the
ecr

remotes.

'

with an authoritative histrionic ability certainly made the quarter-hour
flash and gleam.
Levene quite obviously gives vent to a long nurtured gripe -among Sctor.'i and others in the theatre about the nine;
critics who can make or break a show and their alleged lack of qualiflv
cation. He even revived the. one about inviting the critics a week after
a show opeiied, so as to minimize that first-night nervousness.

j

Ed Brainard

I

will
j

ers and that those who are interested in educational, sociological
and cultural sub,iccts will be able
to,get,goo^ C(^verage.ii},ppe chunk.

1

1

i

and Thursday

deal.

Cleveland
Al
Henderson
Eigen's foimat will continue with
stepped out as president of AFRA
name_ perlbrmer aiid a N. Y. to become
flack at WTAM. John
glarngti: «i^;f-8uiH*n^Ji
Rose, WHK, is new pfexy,
,

at 2 p.

m,

'

CSl

<

continue on that basis umM
June, when the sponsor. Quaker
Oats, will probably take the Monday through Friday web slots.
will

i

I

1

i

.

RiUIIO-tELEVlSION

Wedneiiday, April 6, 1949

& Dale Snarl

rarHiERLe'Martf®'''' Stations' Day
'

Seattle, April 5.

Seattle Transit

play "Interlude in Eden" April 10
York
."A Man's House;", John Drink'
torins Smith takes a leave of water's religious drama, chosen as
from his role on the Hart- the subject for the Good Friday
television program ... Sporting events include
night
Sunday
man's
the England vs. Scotland football
the preShow (NBC-TV) during
game and two sessions at a race
Broadway tryout of "The Happiest meeting. .Legend of lieonardo da
Bos- Vinci's painting "The Last Supper"
Vpars " leeiter which opens
LeGuy
(12)
is the theme of new video play
ton next Tuesday
trial
spot
a
narrate
"Behold the Man" to have its first
how signed to
campaign of -film commercials on airing Easter Sunday. Victoria
Stations for Radio Hopper inked for two dates in "My
all N Y. video
DuMont's
mag
Best
Television
Mother Said."
&
National
the
televise
to
set
WABD
Brand Quiz Contest, to be lield in
Philadelphia
Leslie W. Joy,
Names
con 1 unction with Brand
general manager of WDAS has reDav at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
Union Oil Co. signed and will be succeeded by
neit Tuesday (12)
screening its new him document Lambert B., jBeeuwkes, commercial
many manager of WDAS for the last two
tarv which is to be shown on
TV stations, at a Toots Shor lunch years. Beeuwkes

New

.

.

aljsence

m

.

.

.

—

System

is

On

consid-

ering installing FM radio receivers
on all city busses and trolleys in
a move to increase revenue. Advertising slanted at transit ..patrons
would be sold on the programs if
the receivers are installed.
Tacoma already has equipped
some of its busses with radio receivers, and an early survey of
riders revealed that approximate^
ly 97% of the straphangers liked
the new service.

.

5;

,

•

—

|

public service gesture and that

had offered only time

.

Ben Grauer

'.

.

\

;

I

i

i

it

]

I

its

we

{Continued on page 36)

program was as a

oiler to carry

for

WLW-C. Columbus: Morehouse-

Martens Department stoi-e. spot announcements; Universal Sales and

and ap-

Service (radio, television
'49

Club

pliances).

Rita

(the

Show), 30 minulcs weekly;

Wagner Breweries, Telenews,
week,

minutes five times a

Saturday

20-.minute

Eddie

N

v..

Davis,
bonifacc,

Leon &
making

10
plus

sqm-

night

Eddie's,
his tele

Columbia!

Hail KCBS...Hail

bow Friday f8) as guest on the
Vincent Lopez show over
Irene Manninp inked for "Window of the World" show Thursday (7).

WABD

.

.

.

On
Hollywood
Albert DekkVsr has been set as
emcee for "Right Face," television
sliow

package by BUI Waiters and

Sam Taylor. Program features a
IMPPRO has
photo-quiz format
packaged a -television series titled

to

KCBS. And

last "t" to the fact that

that dotted

KCBS

is

Making our San Fiancisco

.

script for Jim Hawthorne boasting
a musical variety format with Hawthorne emceeing, ,GAG will ped-

Fanny Brice will do "Baby
Snooks" one time on KNBH. Show
has been set for Easter evening.
Hanlcy
It will run 15 minutes.

dle

will

Stafford

resume

his

-

now

installing its third
camera for the trans-

is

television
'

Cameras run

mLssion of video film.
outlet $9,000 apiece

KLAC-TV

show "Inspiration Theatre" has
had its, title changed to "Hollywood Littlfi Theatre." Program is
written and produced by .Ion Slott
KTLA will telonse the Sports

men Show from

to a lot of

its

Gil more stadiu

m

on April 16. Jerry Fairbanks
Productions starts rolling anotlier
teevee series for NBC Monday i4).

t

all leltevs to

good people,

San Francisco, were
and crossed the

last "i"

now a Columbia-Owned

Station.

Columbia-Owned Station

KCBS means

a lot of good things

liid tiding you.

promoting KCBS-CBS ptograms are appearing in every news-

FOR THE LISTENER-KCBS now

inents

becomes unmistakably associated
with CBS— today carrying the

paper throughout the entire KCBS'

greatest schedule of eiilcrtaiiiincnt

ever concentrated on one iiotwork.

And this star-studded CBS schedule
is

backed and blended with KCB.S

local originations

vhich cater to

Northern California

ADVERTISERS,

h'steiiing lik«s.

TOO

-local,

na-

tional spot, and nrl work —share

new

advantages from this roiitforced
identity between the )iol\vork
its

and

San Francisco outlet. For
more than 900 adveilise-

instance,

BMB

.50-100%

Audience Area.

A SIGNIFICANT "EXTRA"KCBS
ally

role as

Phil Rapp
Baby Snooks father.
and produce program ^

will write

KTTV

and switching

ilie

outlet a

,

"How's Your Eye Que?" Program
is an audience participation progi'am revolving around film clips.
It will be sold as open-end, 30minute program complete with
Hal
Script for local announcer,
Finberg: is writing a television

KQW,

April 3rd the call letters of

changed

is

now

by Radio

represented nationSales ... Radio

and

Television Stations Representative

— (]BS. Which means you now can
get penetrating and resourcef uldata

about the

KCBS market and North-

ern Californialistcniiig habits, plus
t

omplcte and accurate information

oji ho\Nf to

gel

KCBS^

listeners to

buy more of your product— faster.

.

Tele-pix will be situation
titled
^

"Jack.=ion

and

Jill."

Kams and Helen Chapman

comedy
Todd
star

April 10, assisting in ba.seball
:

air-

Chi Radio Writers meeting
7 to discuss television..
WBKB helped celebrate Boys Week
by having selected youngsters open
and close station last week. .Chi
ings.

.

April

.

Television Conference expected to
lose $500 on national convention,
teleinstead netted $800.
vised A.A.U. swimming meet Sat.
(2)... WGN-TV one year old this
week (5), and will hold special
celebration
opout of
eration until May 15 when new
transmitter
station
of
parent

.WNBQ

.

.

WBKB

FM

WBIK

Singers Kay
Kenton and Mel Torme guested on
Eddie Hubbard's ABC-TV Vaudeo
is

erected

.

.

.

varieties.

London
Larry Adier dated for a telel>rogram to take place within
24 hours of his arrival in London
.Embassy Club's Copa Revue is
to move from the exclusive nitery
to BBC's Alexandra Palace for a
telecast April 8. .Sir Paul Dukes,
Yoga student, to demonstrate his

vision

• .

.

ihethod of staving

oflE

fatigue by

yawning, .John McQallum aebutwg ill video in James Parish's nevr
.

Ask us or Radio Sales how
Golden Gate"— can

lie

KCBS— "Columbia's Key

your key

lo greater profit.

"COLUMBIA'S KEY TO THE GOLDEN GATE

Chicago
Harry Crcighton switching from
WON to WGN-TV announcing stalf

:

WONS

'

ordnance show today iWed.)

Il'ickctt

-

.

Army Day

of

it

free.

WTIC.

Aber-

to

Md.,

deen Proving Grounds,

had

"

after

ABC-TV show tomorrow

on Fray's

NBC-TV coverage

it

Some 17 stations statewide carry
the governor's message. When the
series of programs was first drawn
up early this year, it was offered
exclusively to WTIC in their primary area, with other stations being allowed secondary rights to the
talks.
That is, they could carry it

This did not hit too well with mo!;t
radio stations statewide and locally, with the office of the governor
eventually getting the needle. As a
result, Doug Bennet, exec secreeeption is WONS, Yankee outlet,
tary to the governor, told Variety
originally offered its fa- that the ether was free to all staIt
cililies at same time as WTIC.
tions and that they eould. carry tlie
was told by the Governor's office to programs at their own discretion.
try another time. Station said in,
This was in effect negating a
ell'ect, "if vvc can't have it wlien we
want
won't carry it/' claiming promise niade earlier to WTIC that

.

Election of Richard E. Jones as
a veepee of Fort Industry Co. was
was previously announced Saturday (30) by Lee B.
Monday; (11)
associated with KYW, the NBC Wailes, v.p. and general manager.
. wDTv
V"v^,...
Candy Jones WPIX sliow. Your o^igt jn Philadelphia, with the Jones will continue as general
c,„." bows in Findav
(8)
Friday 'R)
stations relations department of manager of WJBK and WJBK-TV.
Luokv Star,"
routme. Mutual net and the
night" with telephone auiz
"Lone Ranger" He joined Fort Industry in SepFirst guest will be Ralph Bellamy
tember, 1948.
Mario
Bragand
Jacaucs Fray
their
ensince
ifiotti, separated
'42, will
in
Army
the
into
trance
time
first
the
for
together
app<>ar
(Thurs.)

,

.

Dick Jones
WVII1..3 Upped
v/|«^<iu
Detroit, April

Gov. Bowles' Fireside Chats

Hartford, April 5.
Despite assurancies from the governor's office that the air Is free to
tbem, no Hartford radio station has
seen fit to broadcast Gov. Bowles'
„
,
,
weekly fireside chats, day-date and
In Hartradio time with WTIC.
ford %h€ 15-minute fireside chatter
sjpiel by the executive officer of
the state is first aired by the .50,000
watter on Wednesday nights/ witli
other local stations rebroadcasting
jj,(.gj,
periods during the fqlSole ex-^
lowing 24-hour period.
.

,

.

m

S5

to the

If Al%
'

A

iVllDu

SfiOO watts, 740 kilocycles, Columbia Owned • Represented by Radio Sales

:

.

1

are also

(Tueis.)
.

.

.CiNinle

.

UN delegates—Eleanor Roosevelt and Erwin D. Ca^ihaiv
"Big

Lembke

cast for "Nick Carter" next

Story" next Wednesday

the Production Centres

From

.

.

left
'

.

^

.

.

.

.

,

I

.

.

&

.

.

,

\

|
I

|

.

newsman

;

.

.

.

.

•

'

WOR

.

.

.

:

.

,

manager of Kenyon

business

WMCA account exec,
Sunday (3).
.Barbara
WOR flackery Monday

,

&

Eckhardt radio-TV

Fieisehl.

.

.

father of son, Barry, at
Frost leaves ABC publicity department
Harry Wismer recovered irom
(ID
Illness, leaves Detroit today to cover Master's Gold Tourney in Atlanta
.'Robert B. Masson, former radio director of several fund drives,
has joined Young &' Rubicam radio-tele staff
Two regular ABC
commentators covering the UN General Assembly opening yesterday
liospital
to join

:

Mort
White Plams

dept.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

..

.

.

.

WMOR

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

)

.

a.m.: series April 11, six

.

WBBM

.

,

.

.

tonight (Wed.K

.

new

Julian Bentley to start

FM

.

P. J. Ritter, sponExecutives Club, to succeed Cirl Havelin, of BMI,
sor of ABC's "Betty Clark Sings." featuring the: bUnd 12-year-old
singer, will launch a "Box Tops to Fight Blindness" drive in May
BankroUei;. will compute profits made on' listener purchases ' and will
donate the sum to National Council to Combat Blindness.
The Mende Browtts (he's
producer, she's costume designer
Ruth Kanin) have a new daughter, Dina, born Sunday (3) at French
hospital.
.Samuel A. Alter, former assistant v.p. of Coca-Cola, appointed v.p. of Blow agency
C. G.; Alexander, ex-NBC-TV, is new

.

.

NBC's Plans

I

i

Tomorrow <Thurs will be Drew Pearson day on WJZ, tying in with
opening of "City Across the River," film for which Pearson did intro
-John J. Karol, CBS sales manager, nominated for prez ot Radio

.

.

NBC-TV plans are more nebulous but the web has scheduled an
April 16 launching for a; new halfa week.^ Sponsor is International. Harvester
demonstrate
. .NBC will
hour
show staiTing singer Jane
the multiplex facsimile system, which co-transmits' facsimile and reguPickens.
A full-hour dramatic
lar
programs, at NAB convention
Singer Jimmy Carroll guested
over WBBM's "Melody Lane" Tues. (5)
Jim Mahoney, MBS midwest series, to be produced by the web
but
at .a more moderate budget, is
station relations manager,: on biz planing to Fremont, Neb., and Marexpected
to
replace the costly
quette, Mich.
Radio Features, Inc., has sold Tello-Test to Columbia
Baking Co. through Freitag agency; Atlanta
Don Brinkley new "Philco Television Pla.vhouse."
which foows off after next Sunday's
assistant' program director alter 10 years of Chi radio-tele ex(10) performance.
Vaudeo show,
perience...
has added Jay Trompeter to announcing stalf
on a less ambitious basis, will
NBC commentator Alex Dreler on three-week speaking tour through also
probably replace Milton Berle's
midwest for Skelly Oil Co.
.Canada originated "Happy Gang" back
"Texaco
Star
Theatre"
when that
on WGN-MBS
Fran Allison of Kukla, Fran and Ollie Show to guest
No. 1 Hooperated opus leaves the
with disker Jerry Saxon via WIND Sat. (9)
.Lloyd Griffin, midwest
air
oarly in June, with guest
operations head of Free & Peters, on Texas biz trek
Author Willard
emcees
rotating
weekly.
ABC-TV
Motley guested by Emmett Dedmon on WJJD
-and WSAUFM, Milwaukee Journal affiliate, have moved from downtown WauSau to and DuMont haven't yet set their
Plumer estate
John Carey, WIND sales manager, back from Gotham plans.
Tele's
expansion
to
cities
hithertrip
Phyllis Haag, 38-year-old English instructor irom Washington,:
to minus the medium i.s expected
chosen best U. S. teacher in Quiz Kids contest.
to maintain a steady rate of speed
Janet Kern added to creative staif of Henri, Hurst & McDonald until
the FCC lifts its freeze on
agency.
,New
oldtime melody show features Nikki Kaye as new station permits
within the
writer-producer-narrator
.WBBM's Dave Moore in Milwaukee on biz next few months. It has alreadv
Irish soprano Rita Lynch left Chi last week after two-week stay
been proven that the addition of
as
guest
Bobbie Jean Jackson, 1949 Spirit of Cotton, guested fresh stations to cities
with
by disker Al Benson via WJJD.
NBC announced C. E, Reed upped already in opera ti on always outlets
boosts
to technical film director and engineer Frank Schnepper transferred
the sale of receivers,
openirom
to TV
Don McNeil rejoined Breakfast Club Mon, (4) ... ing up new programsthrough
to viewers.
New
Sunday fare is "House of Hymns" with Len Cleary at
organ ...Arlene Bledsoe winner Of
"Stars of Tomorrow" competition
'fieorge Hartford, commercial manager Of WTOP, Washington, in town for Radio Sales
NBC promotion staffer Dave Kimble
named eomnianding officer of Natl. Guard platoon.
''.,•
":
v'-:r
Continued from page 31 sa
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CLEARING HOUSE FOR TALENT

made

a

move

in that direc-

j

i

I

i

,

'

most feeling that Fireside
I

Chats are "dial twisters" and not
worth the effort or the hard feeling that might result;
Whole thing .stems back to the
onetime exclusive hold on the governor's otlice maintained b.v WTIC

NEW YORK

This stranglehold was broken by
Charlie KeatSt one tune newspapersecretary to two •RepuWi'.
can governors. He offered radio
facilities to any and all, noting that
he could get better coverage thus
than from a 50,000 watter which
was weak in some areas of the state
iiiid which reached an uninterested
audience in Maine and elsewhere
out!.ide the state,
With the election of Gov. Bowles
last November, situation was again
reversed with WTIC getting top

man and

,

they Gould have the exclusive early
airing.
Bennet recognized this,
when he said he assumed WTlC
would get pretty well burned up if
any one else broadcast at the saiiie
time they did. However, no station

THE ONE AND ONLY

IN

3S

.'

'

;

Bowles
Ss

ANNOUNCING

I

I

I

I

!

seat.
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NEW

CBS-TV OUTLETS

the talent you

want— From

Actors to Novelty Acts,

,

Calypsos to Clowns—We have 'em for you.
for Television, Radio, Films or

TALENT:

Is

your

name

office calls. REGISTRY'S

now and

register

"WOV

subiDitted

If

not,

come

WOV
in

work — for promotion — for

The Clearing House

New

for Talent

York 19

PLam

am

Leads the Parade"

the only dual

Annual radio and

first

award winner

March

12.

7949

television promotion competition.

•WAKE UP NEW YORK
1280 CLUB

in Billboard's 11 th

•BAND PARADE
•PRAIRIE STARS

Italian language market 2,100,000
individuals
larger than Baltimore and WasKington combined.

REGISTRY'S CASTING

Street.

among the four webs.

casting

•

West 47th

are to

'

evenly

T/ie Billboard.

when a

publicity.

21

Only two cables

Monday through Saturday

a.m. until 6 p.m. Only a
single cable will continue available
eastbound, froni Chi to N. Y., on
which: time also has been allocated;

are not agents-but

CASTING?

for

be open

from 10

Whether

the Clearing House for Talent.

TO

westbound

cables is split at certain times during the week, during which ABC
gets the single link from Phi ladelphia to Washington and NBC gets
the hookup from N. Y. to Chicago

Stage— Call REGISTRY'S

We

CASTING-PLaza 7-0600.

way Revue."
One of the three

via Philly.

a period of years. Ail stateCBS-TV snagged three more staconferences, chats, etc, tions to receive its programs durwere the property of the 50,000 ing the last week.
waiter with no one able to cliinb
They include WKY-TV, Oklaaboard the wagon except for talks homa City; WGAL-TV, Lancaster,
ot, public intere.st during the war I'a and KMA-TV, Omaha.

ments,

Don't waste time searching for

gets one of the cables Mondav
nights from 8:.30-9 for Arthur GodScouts," and NBC
gets the Tuesday night 8 to 9 slotting for Milton Berle's "Texaco
Star Theatre,"
Same situation
holds throughout the week, with
both NBC: and DuMont maintaining a hold on the Friday night 8
to 9 period for the "Admiral Broad-

frey's ."Talent

for

TO CASTING Off ICES:

.^

CHICAGO ...

lis

i

Page Farrell.
H. Ri Baukhage, the commentator, to lecture to Masons in Springfield. 111., Friday (8).
Gordon A. Hellman, formerly with ABC-TV,
ABC head
has joined radio-tele department of Kenyon & Eckhardt
librarian, Ruth Crawford, is chairman of the Special Libraries Spring
Institute
Bill Spier, producer of CBS' "Sam Spade" aftd "Philip
Morris Playhouse," planed In from thfe Coast Saturday (2). Out again
.

,

,

to "Front

.

.

|

.

.

Grimes new

.

.

.

i

.

Licon Levine, CBS director of discussion broadcasts, elected president
of metropolitan N, Y. chapter of Assn. for Education by Radio.
Boy born to the Alan Surgals (radio scripter) last week, named
Wallace Chateauvert apJonathan Richard. Mother's Florence Small
Rubicam succeeding
pointed auditioq and casting directdr at Young
Joseph Sctbetta, who moves into the Dunniger-Paul Winchell TV show
Elizabeth Eustis new to "Lora Lawton" ...
produced by the agency
Charita Bauer, Helen
Anne Seymour joins "Our Gal Sunday" cast
Shields and Bret Morrison added to "Stella Dallas" ... Maurice G«sfield, Arthur Kohl, Larry Robinson, Peter Fernandez and Jackie

31

Indicating its willingness to invest heavily in summer programming, CBS plans a Uve comedy
show to replace a half-hour film
program
now aired Thursday
nights at 9. Two new Sunday af ternoop. programs are in the works,
one a kids' show and one a concert
musicale featuring a 30-piece studio orch and guest soloists. Iii addition, a televersion of the Robert
Q. Lewis "Little Show" 'has been
scheduled for an early May preera.

,

^

bered as a prewar radio scripter', now deep in Mass. poMtics as a state
"Mr.
Bob Heller slated for CBS veepee chevrons?
assemblyman.
Mrs. Jane" CBS sustainer may get one of the two Monday night JLux
Red Barber back from
Radio Theatre hiatus slots this summer
Florida today (6) after six weeks with the Dodgers at Vero Beach. Ditto
Judson Bailey, Who writes Barber's CBS "Club House" program

.

charm. It operates this way; place a cigaret in the njouth* strike a
Zeke Manners
match, blow it otiU return the cigaret to the package
Benay Venuta is
hauled east to improve his radio and record deals.
revamping "Keep Up With the Kids" and may put it back on Don LeeMutual .. .Maurie Webster, KNX program exec, parted with his appendix .... Harry Ackerman, dossiered down with new shows for the summer, has a dozen ready or waiting and another dozen in reserve
From the grapevine: Groucho Marx will receive a Peabody award for
being the best something or other of the season. If it's quiz or comedy
or both there'U be no Academy-like gripes from this seaboard.
Irving Brecher says there: have .been no conversations with Bill Paley
or MCA for a "security" deal on "Life of Riley" ...Jack Kirkwood
floored by the flu and cancelled at least a half: dozen broadcasts.

]

.

&

Continued from page
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.

.

.

.
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Sunimer Roster
ss

concentrate on building shows
with an eye to fall sponsorship.
While plans are still in the formative stage, Underbill revealed that
CBS is now planning a domestic
comedy seriea to replace the Arthur Godfrey
"Talent ScouLs,"
launching the new program May

Harry Koplah is now emceeing Satur- 16. A house-built melodrania will
meet and NAB convention
day's "Meet the Missus" in addition to directing Ed East the other five replace "Suspense" starting July
"Juvenile Jury" is being brought to Hollywood for two broad- 12 and a full-scale revue is to be
days,
casts this mid-month ... "Red Ryder" moved back to ABC after four slotted in the Wednesday 9:30 to
Larry Berns is crusading against chain 10 p.m. period at the end of May,
and a half years on Don Lee
ciggie smoking with a formula of his own which, he says works like a replacing "Kobb's Korner."

.

.

and

(13).

.

WNEW

Richard McCutcheon, WOR
second son, Sande
.John Bates, ex-J. M.
Wednesday (30) for month vacation in Europe
Mathes radio director, has joined Kenyon & Eckhardt as supervisor of
Composer Irving' Fields to guest on CBS' "Herb
tadio production
ex-Benton
& Bowles,
White,
William G.
Shriner Show" April 11
Henry R.
joined Pedlar & Ryan Monday (4) as chief time buyer
Poster, who has been with ABC. MBS and WNEW sales and promotion
departments, has joined sales staff of Headley-Reed station reps
Tremaine
Relnheart-Lei
of
Alic!«
JRalph Bellamy to guest on preem
Daniel Rudstein, rememhubby-wifey show on WOR Saturday (9)

(10)

Cy Howard, with tvio CBS shows going, is working on a third, a
situation comedy piece called "Eddie and Annie," It deals with a pair
of youngsters who talk and act like grownups and Howard believes he
Opie Cates replaced Felix
can turn it to radio and TV for simulcast
Mills as the Lum aiid Abner music director because he can read better
Railroad Hour will skim its budget to
with a straw in his mouth
summer weight for 22 weeks, with Gordon MacRae carrying on supLew Weiss trained
ported by John Rarick's band and the Sportsmen
to Washingtoti as radio's only delegate to Joint Civilian Orientation
conference, after which he moves on to Chicago for Mutual board

last week: Disk jockey Jerry Marshall
stork had spree at
announced
fathered first child, Michael Terry; and scripter Bob Stewart

tiewswriter,

Sunday

HOLLYWOOD ...

IIS

YORK CITY ...

ISEW

.

;:
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RAJilO
Sensitive Indeed
Top radio advertisers

hside Stuff-Ra£o

are
getting sensitive about knocking other products in noncompetitive fields. Up to recently^ a soap company net«
work seri^il had as one of its
characters an average kid who
didn't like to eat his oatmeal
in the morning.
The character had' to undergo a change of tastes after the
president of a major food com-^
pany requested that if the kid
doesn't want to eat anything,
make sure it's not cereals.

tJje debacle of Dorothy Lamour's Sealtest
ahv onus resulting from
Glenn McCarthy's Shamrock hotel in Houston a couple
taken off of KPRC there in a letter last week to manager
•pks ago was
Y-Mr Harris from Jennings Pierce, NBC stations relations rep on the
Pierce wrote that the KPRC staff "constituted the silver lining
rn«st
cloud" of the Sealtest origination.
Jn the Wack
of the blame in some press reports for
KPBC had been handed part
Actually, station merely
in connection with the show.
mishaps
thp
Sl«fed for the web. Since Sealtest has no distribution in Houston,
doesn't carry the show, but did so in this particular instance

rieiaation at

KPRC

local interest in the
because of the

Shamrock opening.

Tlniaue month-long campaign to promote sale of household appliby WOR, New York. The
outlet is
ances has been launched
manufacturers and trade organizations, using
working with appliance
industry leaders on programs and taking newsNation breaks, spotting

MBS

Ex-Gov. Kerr's 50 Kw.

For Tulsa Gets Okay

Washington, April 5.
The FCC today granted an appliABC's "Theatre USA'.' will make a special Army recruiting pitch on cation for a new station at Tulsa,
for
doctors
and
(Thurs.)
dentists,
with
tomorrow
Jack
Benny,
broadcast
Okla., to operate 50 kw. day time
Ham Fisher taking part.
Kate Smith, John Garfield and
and 10 kw. nighttime to a company
Garfield will do a scene from the Broadway legiter, "The Big Knife,"
headed by Sen. Robert S. Kerr,
his cartoon character, "Joe Palooka."
•and Fisher will introduce
former govei-nor of Oklahoma who
active in the oil business.
Kerr holds 38% of the preferred
and 49% of the common stock of
the All-Oklahoma Broadcasting Co,
Tull
Sez McDonald which will operate the station. His
brother, T.: M. Kerr, is also in the
Chicago, April 9.
Matching simile for simile. Zen- company. In approving the Kerr
application, FCC denied the use
ith prez Commander Ei P. McDon^
Of the frequency, 740 kc, to
aid cracked back this week at FCC
chairman Wayne Coy's statement Inc;, for a station at Siloam
Springs, Ark.
that the question of television set
obsolescence is "Something of a
tempest in a teapot." According to
PICKUP
WNBft'S
McDonald, the question is a "full
Chicago, April £i.
gale on the TV sea and the public,
will televise the annual
as passengers, may suffer because
of the industry's operation of its Jackson Day Democratic dinner
Thurs. (7) from the Stevens Hovessels."
is

COAST INDIES LAUNCH
DISK JOCKEY

strengthened
starting last

5.

station KLAC

Sunday lineup,
its
Sunday (3), in an ef-

break

fort to

'Obsolescence' Problem

WAR

Hollywood, April
Independent

g:30-12:30 p.m.

its

rival's,

Hooperating.

KFWB,

KLAC

Bill Stewart
has pitted disk jockey
Stewart is
against Peter Potter.

CIRCUNS THE KILOCYCLES
Warren« O.—WRRN, Warren, on resigned as assistant director of
April 1 changed its call letters to the Lowell Institute Cooperative
WHHH, for the initials of Mrs. Broadcasting Council to concenHelen Hart Hurlbert, publisher of trate on getting a graduate degree
the Warren Tribune, which pur- at Boston Univ. on television and
chased the Warren station from education.
Nied & Stevens, of Akron, a few
.weeks! ago.
Cleveland The, city's first labor
station opens its broadcasting June
Seattle
A two-hour variety 1 when WUCO-FM takes to the air
.show, produced by and starring lo- with a range from Akron to Lorain
cal radio talent, had its first per- and Elyria. It's baeked by the CIO
formance last week in the Eagles United Auto Workers.
a u d 1 1 0 r i u m. KOMO producerannouncers Bob Hurd, Scott Easton
Cincinnati
BiU Guenther, forand Doug Setterburg are handling mer exec of Crosley WLW, back in
production chores on the; show, town after 18 months on sales Staff
and Easton and Setterburg are also of WQAM, Miami; His new aflilia*
stprred. Others who do specialties tion is with the Haehnle ad agency,
include Carol Berar, vocalist, and in charge of radio and video.
Bill Powell, comedian. Ken Cloud
and hist^rchestra furnish the muChicago
Harry B, Goldsmith,
sic.
Jr., is now in charge of all me'dia
for Russel M. Seeds agency. Arvid
Omaha^-r-Lyle DeMoss, program H. Bergsten was upped to space
manager for WOW, one of the best buyer, succeeding John Berling,
Icnown radio figures in the area, who has retired after 32 years with
has gone to Rochester, Minn., for agency.
complete check at Mayo clinic.
i

—

—

—

appliance sales.
naner ads to plug

said the campaign "will establish in the
Sales manager- Bob Mayo
appliance manufacturers the potent sales force they have at
niiiids of
band in radio."

ye/

KUOA

>

DEMO

s

—

LouisviUerrr-Network originations
are ganging u|J locally.
"Town

Meeting" over ABC network will
air from Memorial
Auditorium
Tuesday (5) with WINN being
originating .station and Louisville
Federation of Teachers providing
local auspices. CBS' "Give and
Take" with John Reed King, will
air from Jefferson County Armory,
Saturday (9).

WNBQ

ChicagO'^WGN announced Atlas
Brewing Co. wiU sponsor "Jim
Amecbe, Story Teller," 15 min.,
three

week,

a

:

.

through

Olian
for

agency;, and station breaks
Lever Bros, through Federal
vertising agency.
:

.

Ad-

:

—
WLOU, Sunday
Louisville

Boys
(27),

took over
in observance

of National Boys' Club Week. Kids
from local Red Shield Boys' Club
and Optimist Boys' Club headed
operating departments of the station from noon until signoff at 6
Every station in town had
p.m.
special Boys' Week features, some
dramatizations, and others inters
views with Boys' Club workers.
Louisville Boys' Club glee club

from 10-2 a.m,
Boston -^ George Creamer has
been appointed program superStewart's platter show will go
visor for WBZ, Hub's NBC outlet.
under the banner, "Sing Your
Formerly of Boston, he has been
Zenith prez claimed also that his. tel.
KLAC has pur
Wdrrieg Away."
Illinois bigwigs Sen. Scott Lucas, for the. past two years program
chased the package, a Stewart- company has never said the addiof
ultra-high
frequencies Gov. Adlai Stevenson and Mayor manager for WINX, Washington.
Scott Production, on a straight tion
Pror would affect service on the present Martin Kennelly are skedded for
sponsor percentage basis.
video closeups.
Boston-^George W. Slade has sang over
grain bowed with tab being picked 12 channels. Referring to Coy's reup on two of the four hours by cent denial that anyone buying a
TV set now has had ^a fraud perparticipating sponeorsi:
petrated upon him. McDonald said
that "no onei and certainly not
Zenith, has to our knowledge. made,
any such suggestion."
airing

37

.

WKYW.

•

Duffy

— Continu«d from page 30 as
industry to make a
investment in creative peoto work With them patiently,
painstakingly and for a sufficiently
long time to let those talents have
a real trial."
The Sales Panel, recognizing
that '/'deflation has started," agreed
that the big depression of the early
'30's did not hurt radio and predicted that the advertising dollar
will grow in order to reach the
"existing but reluctant market."

ness of the
capital
ple,

The video boom, it was said, will
coin
not appreciably cut into
and, for five years at least, local
time sales will not be affected by

AM

TV.

The Program panel

Chicago, April 5.
announces co-sponsors for
Cubs games are Old Gold cigarets,
through Lennen & Mitchell agency
and Walgreen drug stores, through

Schwimmer

&

Bert

Scott "agency.

Wilson will handle reporting.
Pre-game description and "Dug
Out Dope" are co-sponsored by
Karoll's Men's Stores and Fohrman

makes

WBZ

Slade in

George W. Slade, former Edu-

cational

WBZA, and

WMCA
One-Minute Spot Announcements
(minimum national rate)

Chicago, April

AM

8:00

to

B

40.00

:

1.15

6:00 PAA

m
You save

on

WMCA

5.

Quarter- hour programs

and "more creative publicity is
needed. Increased use by broad- radio.
Campaign will air midwest and
casters of their own air facilities
southwest for starter, with nation^
was recommended.
wide plans contingent on feeler

128.00

64.00

You save

(minimvm national rote)

'-

Cost- per- thousand
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Marion Harper, Jr., McCannEnckson prez. told the conference drive.

homes

1.84 3.68

50%
on

WMCA

TV more

search is
head-counts

qualitative renecessary.
"Accurate

Hudes' D.P. Disks
are important," he
Ted Hudes, New York package
"but we must also know what producer, is in Chi this week reon in every head We count." cording interviews with governors
and representatives of displaced

We

Station

24.00

Cost- per« thousand 'homes

THE SPOT ON MOTHS

Schoenfeld, Huber & Green,
agency started an 18-market radio
picture.
plugging
The Publicity-Promotion Panel spot campaign this week
Moth
Killer for Frank J. Curran
observed that getting publicity is
CO., Aurora, III. Total ad budget is
becoming
increasingly
difficult,
set at $85,000, with 75% going to

goes

New York!

in

iS.

TV

suggested that the NAB, universities or the American Marketing

said,

your best buy

Exit

Boston, April

Assn. collate the material for ready
reference,
clarify
apparent discrepancies and present a rounded

in

rate card

.

commercials should be
integrated
into
It
programs.
agreed, however, that TV's great-r
est impact would be on network
radio, with indies appealing to spe-

that

WMCA

Baseball broadcasts will
Motors.
be part of 30-market midwest baseball network, sponsored by WIND.

Director of WBZ and
assistant director of
the Lowell Institute Cooperative
Broadcasting Council since Decern^
ber, 1948, resigned this week, to
become director of public info for
the United Prison Assn. of Mass.
Slade; former supervisor of the
cialized audiences.
The Research Panel favored tlie MasS; Dept. of Education, will be
collection and editing of the miany in charge of all radio and press acdifferent studies in the field. It tivities of the Association.

whether

new

WIND

split on. sev-

eral questions, including kidding
the commercials, whether viewers
prefer live shows to films, and

Realistic

Cubs' Brace of Sponsors

Ran Out of Records
of fh«

PHIL

Dims

AND COMPAHY
ad cantata
*o; we'rt

broadcMting

If

TONIGHT at 10:1 5 en WINS
For my infwmallon
Phil Davis, CO 5-8148 or
'

Nnton Productions, PL 9-8246

_i

persons commissions.
Platters will be supplied to sta
tions to plug aid to D.P.s.

Atlanta—WQXI, Atlanta indie
located in suburban Buckhead, has
landed a second four-hour sponsored program. Burke Motors, new
dealer, is sponsor
of 240-minute time segment, which
has been named "Motorcade of
Melody," featuring riecordings, with
an occasional guest star thrown in
for good measure. Bill Lowery is

Buckhead Ford

the emcee on this marathon program, which comes on every
Saturday afternoon from 2 to 6
o'clock.

Reduce Station "B"s published rate as

much as 39%

can buy

WMCA

for less at card ratel

Ask us

and you
to

still

prove

WMCA
buy

is

how
now

price-fixed
the smartest

wmca
570

•

first

on

New

York's dial

in the market!

Bosed on Fcbroary Pulse (Monday-Sofurday, 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM)
ratings and Metropolitan District Radio Homes, SMB.

dVerogc

1

Wednesday^ April
that type of audience for any
achieves.
,
„ .
.
Sparked by Ernest A. Kehr, author- of several authoritative tomes
Continued from page 29
on philately and conductor of a
stamp column in the N. Y. Herald Club complaint. Hundreds of let*
Tribune, the 15-minute stanza is ters and postcards have poured
reputedly a climax of an hours into the agency, the overwhelming
session in the studio, when viewmajority expressing outrage that
ers and participants may involve
Richards should be permitted to
in off-the-record discussions, swap
operate radio stations, and: demandstamps and what-have-you.
Mahy
that FCC take action.
ing
Initial session caught Friday (l)
come from veterans,
was given over to a history of the letters have
a war to
new postage stamp of the Israeli who assert they foughtwhich
have
prejudices
the
banish
government and a closeup explanation by Lt. Issiah Rappaport, re- been charged against Richards.
cently returned from that country,
number of letters refer dison previous movement of mail. paragingly to the designation of
There were also hints as to remov- Richards' outlets as "Goodwill"
ing and salvaging stamps for the stations.
Several regarded the
collectors.
stations as a "danger" or a "menIts limited appeal ,will likely ace" or "a travesty on everything
keep it in the public service we have grown to Joiow and love
Edba.
domain.
In this country."

upon

pull

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 33

;

THE ADVENTURES OF FRANK
RACE

result,
well balanced show. As a
most
the dullness and dryness of Only
discussion groups is lacking.
contemsubjects of political and

With Tom Collins
Writer: Buckley Aneell
Producer-director: Joel Murcott
30 Mins.; Sat., 10 p.m.

porary interest are utilized. Modpickerator helps things along by
are
ing pro and on opponents who
not only authorities in their fields
thus
wit,
the
on
nimble
but also
good
a
at
moving
pace
the
keeping
rate of speed.

WINS, New York
mystery-adtranscribed
This
venture aircr might have resulted
in better listening if the script
had not been so confusing. Sus-

|

picions as

to:

who was behind an

insurance fraud centered on sevAll these people
various times attempted to rub
out investigator Tom Collins. However, writer Buckley Angell never
the relationships
established
firmly
of the suspects with the actual
fraud committer.

BETTY & GEORGE

eral individuals.
at

B|ichael$^ guests
30 Mins.. MbA. tA Fri.. 11:30 a.m.

With the

GRAND CASH MARKETS
WROW, Albany

,

Homey program, featuring anThesping was relatively gopd
nouncer George Michael and wife, with Collins, a vet radio 'actor,
suffers from an overdose of ad- standing odt ^s the private gummore
who was hired to track down
shoer
be
may
Effect
vertising.
deleterious if, as reported, the first the disappearances of two Victory
segment also goes under sponsor- ships. From a production standship. Show recently was expanded point '•Adventures of Frank Race"
from 15 to 30 minutes, after it had was fairly well done. One fight
demonstrated listening pull. At- scene was especially well staged.
mosphere is as authentically do- But the quality of this series will
mestic as any of the kind in radio, have to improve if it expects to
mystery
brisker
with
with the Michaels' young twin sons compete
Gilb*
and a dog on the premises and with stuff on the nets.
not infrequent interruptions by

it

Richards

doorbell or telephone ringing.
Couple emerge from these broads
casts as happy, high-spirited and
undefstanding. Michael is an experienced radio man: Mrs. Michael
has had no previous air experiencci she holds the advantages and
disadvantages which go with that

background.
children, dogs

They

:

Jaco.

,

j

'

1

I

Fremont, O,. April 5.
Hospitals throughout the coun-

system

the

eliminates

bedside

radio, and patients may now tune
in without annoying others.

beds In the hospital have
been equipped, and the receivpr
tunes In three major broadcasting
systems and the local PM station,
and is placed under the patient's
All

;

By pulling a cord, the
patient may have his choice of the
four outlets. The system was installed by a Cleveland firm oh a
But other letters came from In- rental basis, and becomes
the propfluential citizens or organizations
erty of the hospital in four years
went to the support of Rich

SPORTS DOUBLE-HEADER

pillow.

Rosalind Maranis, Jimmy who
Finnegan, Jim Walton, anr ards.
Outstanding among these
nouncer; Jack Crutcher Bench- was a letter dated last Feb. 23
(5)
from Sen. Arthur Vanderberg of
Producer; Bill Loder
Michigan to FCC Chairman Wayne
Writer: Jimmy Finnegan
Stating that he knew the
Coy.
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:15 p.m.
"nature of the charges" against
FEHR BREWING CO.
Richards and that he knew RichWHAS, Louisville
ards "has beeil wrong in some of
iSmithi McClure & Benson)
his internal activities," the SenaThis is sort of a daily roundup tor asked to be "acquitted" of any
of sport news, late flashes, inter- Idea of interference.
larded with musical numbers by
Vandenberg Cites 'Fair Play'
THE LAND OF MAKE-BELIEVE the Jack Crutcher .instrumental
"My interest," said Vandenberg,
With Zel DcCyr; Dick Sugar, an- combo and vocal numbers by Rosar
nouncer
lind Marquis, staff thrush, Fcmme "is in WJR as an institution
Producer-Director: Miss DeCyr
warbler alternates on shows with I think I Jsnow whereof I speak
Organist: Harry Anik
when I assert that WJR has rightly
%
Bill Pickett, baritone.
15 Mins.; Sat. (2) 3:30 p.m.
Show opened with a fast orch earned the public confidence by a
Sustaining
number, "Back Home In Indiana." record of constant, impartial, wnWEVD. New York
prejudiced public service which is
This
followed
Marquis
was
by
a
A talented young performer, Zel
"Be It Ever So Humble," a model of radio operation.
DeCyr does a competent job with vocal,
"Regardless of what may have
The written by Joe Staskus, local com-,
this story telling session.
poser, which looks to have possi- been Mr. Richards' personal pretales are simple; the show caught
bilities and might catch on. Miss dilections, I venture to say: that
dealt with a little fir tree which
also gave sultry voiced WJR has come as close to a conMarquiS:
had
forest,
a
longed to leave the
treatment to "Love Me Or Leave stant record of 'broadcasting fair
brief heyday as a Christmas atMe," while the Crutcher boys got play' as can be found in this countraction and then was burned.
in the rhythm groove with "Oh,
There was little moralizing, while Look At Me Now" and "Boo Hoo." try. I respectfully urge the imthe plot was straight forward and
portance of preserving WJR in this
Jimmy Finnegan, sports director character."
understandable to a youngster.
who writes the show, also gave the
In the course of the narration.
From the Michigan Regional Ofcommentary, and delivered a fast,
Miss DeCyr took the parts of half
Conference of
authoritative, resume of .the sport fice of the National
a dozen characters, playing them highlights; big noise locally of^ Christians and Jews came a letter
She catches mdods
expressively.
course being the tournament play saying that "so, far as our knowlwell and projects the feelings beof the Wildcasts, University of edge goes" WJR "has a clean bill
hind the words. Interesting proKentucky topflight basketball team, of health."
duction detail is that organ conJim Walton did a persuasive selling
Lt. Gov. Knight of California
tinuously plays during the broadjob for his suds sponsor. Alto- wrote Coy on March 1 that he was
cast, adding a lyrical quality. Bril.
gether, a briskly moving session
"not familiar with the nature of
which had the participants excomplaint" and was "most hapchanging banter in a friendly, the
ADVENTURES WITH STAMPS
py to make this wholly unsolicited
Hold.
With Ernest A. Kehr, participants; breezy way.
and wholly voluntary statement."
Dick Bradley, announcer
Knight said he has known RichDirector: Steve White
ards for 10 years; that he is a good
Producer: Henry Morgenthau, 3d
citizen and "the unremitting foe
15 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
of Communism or other false forSustaining
Conbnued trom page 28 Sa
WNEW. New York
eign ideologies inimical to Ameri-

With

usage in that time.

Other hospitals in Ohio simiequipped include the Huron
Road and Grace hospitals. Cleveland, and Aultman hospital, Can-

-

.

.

40%

has a

if it

ton.

Colored Marltet
Continued from page

29

"Afternoon Swing Session"
is
pitched toward a Negro audience.

Heard daily from 4:30

.

to 5:30 p.m.,
reaches housewives and teenagers, with: Phil Gordon featured
as "Dr. Jive." "The strip has 10 adlargely
retail
vertisers,
outlets but
including some national accounts^
it

Selvin Donneson, WWRL, sales
topper, points out that the station
supplies bankrollers with merchandizing
including lists :of
aids,
pharmacies, groceries and other retail outlets in Negro residential
areas. In addition, it provides surveys on preferences for various
products among Negro buyers.
WMCA, N, Y., also has a successful show featuring Symphony
Sid, who recently was given an additional half-hour daily. Symphony
Sid was formerly heard on both
the
and
programs.
.

WHOM

WWRL

San: Antonio :—^ This week the
Kallison Trading Post will begin
its 13th year of broadcasting over
KTSA. Program is heard six
mornings a week starting at 7 a.m.
and originates in the department
store with Perry Kallison as ''The
Old Trader."
,

Stop Scrapping

S

M.G-M—
'On an Island with Yau"
THK CjUIEI. show
BVery Friday

Mgt.:

new

This

stanza qn WNEW, N.Y;;
the groove for the upr

is strictly in

Mite, 8:3» E.S.T.

philatelists and
token will have' to

coming

LOU CLAYTON

saiiie

'

.

pensive FM sets are now on the
market and cited a new Zenith
by the model which will sell for $39.95.
depend He concluded his address with tape

can democracy," He declared that
stations KMPG did a good job during the war,"always presenting both
sides of any controversial issue."

recorded airchecks contrasting
reception with static-free FM.
Incomplete Information
Part of the reason for the
foundering of many FM operations
was discussed by Linnea Nelson,
chief time buyer of; J. Walter
Thompson. Miss Nelson pointed
out that although there are ,700
FM'ers on the air, only 326 are
listed
in
"Standard Hate and
Data."
Of these, she said, half
programs and the
duplicate
others give only sketchy, incomplete information. Some say "rates

Gov. Frank J. Lausche of Ohio
also submitted a testimonial on behalf of the Richards station In

AM

WARNING

EDITORS • RADIO STATION MANAGERS
THEATER MANAGERS • BOOKING AGENTS
tmmtha

J

There are persons fraudulently claiming to represent
Grand Ole Opry now booking shows
throughout the country. Some of these persons actually present shows made up of acts never heard over
others advertise shows that never appear.

WSM

WSM —

Beware of them!
Two Federal Courts have ruled that the title
"Grand Ole Opry" is the exclusive property of WSM,
and unauthorized use is illegal. Genuine Opry acts
are the only ones

who may

use this title. Don't allow

the people of your city to be misled or disappointed

through fraudulent advertising.
Grand Ole Opry are handled
All acts of the
by legitimate, honest bookers, and all bookings are
Artists
cleared through one central office ^the
Service Bureau.
When in doubt as to the authenticity of any act or

WSM

—

WSM

'

booker claiming to represent
Grand Ole Opry, write or phone

JAMES

R.*

DENNY

Manager,

'Fascinating

i , .

different."

Paul Danif,
Poit,

N«w

(

{

Artists Service Bureau (

WSM

or the

— 6-7181 —

WSM

AM
Uf
^ Iwl
WW 9
NASHVILLE

3,

TENN.

on

"consult

request,''

i

•^:'1IIHfflllllKB|if'^-

i

.'

!

WGAR.
-

St. Louis—Harry Renfro, Public
Relations Director of KXOK, has
been elected Commander of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, downtown St. Louis Post 6516. Be will
serve for one year.

'

For Ivory Flakm
CBS, Mon. thru Fri.
2:45.4 PiM.

With JOHN K, M. MeCAFFEHY
WHtten and Dlrvcted :bj
'

.

ADDISON SMITH

(

i

manage-

ment," "rates not determined" or
"see network listing."
Talking up the medium's story,
FMA prexy William E. Ware said
721

that

FM

statioTis"

~can

now

reach a potential audience of 100,000,000.
Everett L. Dillard, head
of the Continental FM Network,
said that AMronly receiver production dropped last year by more
than a fourth from Its '47 level,
while FM sets increased by 35%
over '47. Since the war 3,000,000
FM sets have been produced* he

WDEL

WGAL

WILMINGTON

LANCASTER

OEIA.

PENNA.

WKBO

WRAW

MARRISBURa

READING

PENNA.

PENNA.

WORK

WEST

YORK

EASTON

PENNA.

PENNA.

.

said.

Dn Millard C. Faught pointed: to
a solution of- the: FM coin problem
in attracting new bankroUers, declaring that if radio would do the
same kind of ad job for looalbusiness that has enabled 10,000 local
newspapers to prosper, radio could
.

'

increase

its

revenue by millions of

dollars.

—

Schenectady WSNY announced
the Esso Dealers of Schenectady
and vicinity: have purchased a
heavy schedule of broadcasts. This
is believed to be the first cooperative effort: by Individual service
stations in this part of the country. It was arranged through the
cooperative efforts of Roger Kelso,
Schenectady rep of Esso; WSNY,
and the Esso Dealers themselves.
Initial schedule callii for a total
of 48 broadcasts per week.

York

I

AM

||||

GRAND OLE OPRY
the

'

Cleveland,

'

larly

warmers

.

chat about
(on which Michael is an expert)
and domestic affairs, chiefly, beLatter
fore talking with guests.
are both of the "name" and "nonname" variety in the area.
The Michaels integrate themselves smartly with the- andiencer
thanks to George's easy style of
speech and Betty's friendly, unHer voice
assuming manner.
could be modulated a little.

the Dr. Ordered

try ate eyeing the new central
radio system recently installed in
Memorial Hospital, Fremont. The

A

•

.

Ohio
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Hospitals
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Coast Soup Firm Drops

Television Reviews
Continued from page, 32

Cleveland Snafu

Xlown' for Video News

Hollywood, Anril 5.
,
Continued from page 31
Sponsors of the KTTV's "Bozo
ing after a trying we^k of battle present an unobstructed view of
the Clown," Rancho Soups, has
dropped the show after eight weeks with the State Dept., union, hall the historic meeting tonight.''
Over at WTAM, engineering
of telensing. Sponsor has decided officials, 'tc, this was almost the
staifmen, who put the mike up
that it is spending too much money proverbial last straw for
James to record the speech for a later
on the local televi|ion scene.
Hanrahan, manager of WEWS. In playback, both in its entirety and
Rancho has. been picking up the a prepared announcement, which as part of the West Coast Alkatab on a newsreel telecast over was given at the end of the tele- Seltzer program, said their operaKTLA plus the "Bozo" program. cast, WEWS said in part:
tion was a normal, routine one;
Firm has decided to drop "Bozo"
"WEWS, of course, had nothing that other stations had call letters
and continue with the newsreel to do with the placing of the NBC on podium mikes, too.
in cutting its video budget.
mike, which prevented television'
To put on the UNESCO telecast
viewers in northeastern Ohio from as a
public
service
program,
getting a clear view of the Im- WEWS cancelled out several comportant UNESCO speakers.
This merciaisi including the Texaco
D.C.
Stations station regrets it was unable to show, which WNBK fed.
Continued from page 28

\

;

care of the vocal assignment?,
television
apffl is suited for
Sfarance and know-how before a
gives off fully
ffia Miss Ryan
of face and figure.,
Sn her charms
nn stanza caught, the femme
Bird Told
»a?bler sSld "A Uttle
MP" and Shreve Irish-tenored
m».gt*rhings in Life are Free"
They dualed the "Alpleasingly.
nhabet" number
rommercial injections were cannedTpots for the "Set Up" film
and on rugs at
theatre
BKO
at an
'a

m

&vAy.

quaint

citizens with their legal
rights and responsibilities. Format
has attorney discussing civil actions with clients against law office

background.
Preem involved use of air
son

rifle

by nine-year-old.
of client with
resulting serious eye injury to
neighbor.
Stanley Gordon as attorney explained that whilfe client
is
morally responsible to help
neighbor with hospital bills, she is

.

not legally bound to do so, because
son is under age of liability.
Brina Magida as client showed
department store.
Sjrts & Doepke,
Some proper anguish of troubled mothThev came too abruptly.
Gordon's legal manner was
talent can er*
verbal tipoff by the live
convincing to lay audience, with
this wrinkle.
easily smooth out
enough stage presence added to
-dKoll*'
make the problem
sion « matter of general viewer inRUMPUS BOOM
terest. Invisible announcer George
With Johnriy OJsen, audience par- Bauer came in at start and finish
tioipaiits
.
with just-jight explanation of pro- J
Director: David Davis
gram.
Except for pronounced
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri„ 10 a.m.
camera lags, this is a dandy little
TELEDISCO
package all around.
|

Web

i

1

.

i

,

constructing the auxiliary
complications.

^^^^^

'

engmeenng

My

]

Addition of

i

WABD.

owned

Format

Nonas)
one embraces the

usual audience participation parlor
came contests with the whole layout ringmastered by Johnny OlThere's nothing particularly
sen

45% CBS-

the

WTOP is expected to
FM sets in this

ulate sale of

stim
area,

in radio circles as a deterrent to
receiver sales.
It has also been
OF
afWith Shelley Herman, Doras Smith, reported that lack of an
filiate has been hurting
and
Everett Clarke, Dick Bull

ADVENTURES

HOMER HERK

Writer-Producers:

.

Patrick

mon, Gordon Pace
But Director: Bruno
outstanding about the show.
VeSota
on the other hand there's no need 30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 Pirn.

.

FM
WTOP

Sam- helping other

stations.

Recent

tor

RAYMOND KATZ

es-

timates have put the number of
reception

FM

sets having
facilities
in the Washington area at 75,000.

worry about freshness or orig- Sustaining
A survey last month by NBC
inality since in theory "Rumpus WGN-TV, Chicago
showed that 11% of the me'tro'poliBoom" already has a ready-made
This is premiere of adventure | tan population has access to FM
crop of femme viewers who have
involving
series,
scholarly
receivers but that only 5% Were
little
been avid followers of Olsen on
1

i

,

|

i

'

FM

daydreamer whose pipe, dreams regular

For iseveral months a morning transport him to distant times and
on WABD, the program re- lands, involving famous historical
personalities.
cently had its tab. picked up by
Format employs dreqm fadeout
DuMont's metropolitan New York
On show of Shelley Berman as Homer Herk,
distributor, Teledisco.
subsequent camera .cuing
caught Thursday (31), Olsen smiled with
benignly at the beaming studio into prepared historical crisis, in
audience of grandmother^, moth- this case Queen Cleopatra awaiting
the first visit of Marc" Antony
ers and assorted children in the
Plot involves Homer Herk being
course of putting the guestees
mistaken for Antony, until real
through their paces.
musical Antony appears. After ludicrous
included a
Contests
message game, a brief sequence sword scene. Homer,, disposes ofl
where two elderly ladies imitated Antony by means of jiu jitsu toss,
chickens and a scene where a gal Cleo figures Homer is real McCoy
was asked to identify a musical and' stages a violent seduction and
Session obviously is well- proposal scene.
note.
Marriage is called off when
devised for the femme stay-athomes, for what woman isn't in- Homer criticizes her clothes and
terested in seeing everything from is tossed to crocodiles. Camerawashing machines to compacts dis- then restores grateful viewer to
tributed to contestants for doing awakened Homer.
apparently
is
"Adventures"
next to nothing?
Olsen dexterously wove in several .plugs for beamed at family circle, but misses
DuMont's models and made copl by a mile. Script and situations
ous references to a donor of some are childish for adults, and too
of the merchandise.
Camerawork oversexed for children.
Original songs "Whatever I Do,"
was capable.
sGilb
,
"There's Nothing I Like So Much,"
and "I'm Too Young to Get MarDRAWING
With Bill MnlTejr. Jane Campbell, ried," are fairly delivered by variMusical
Guests
ous principals of cast.
pirectoK Paul Krauss
background is capably handled by
Settings
i& mm., Fri., 6:15 p.in.
Robert Trendler orch.
fixture

.

.

.

''Accent

listeners.

Operation of WTOP-FM leaves
approval of the WINX sale as the
last remaining step in the manysided- transaction by which the
Post took over majority control in
WTOP from CBS and the web acquired complete ownership of
KQW, San Francisco. Transfer of
WINX requires compliance with
AVCO procedure but unless competitive bidders appear soon, approval to Banks is likely. Under
the. conditions by which the FCC
permitted the Post to take over
operation ot WTOP sale of WINX
'

And^ fo you
I

|

BEE WALKER

;

;

must be completed by Aug.
otherwise
rendered.

,

its license Will

Me On
WMGM's
On Music Program"

For Introducing

to

the nets.

Thanks

where inability to tune in on the
web's programs has been regarded

N. y.

(JSlHoft
on this

FM to

18,

be sur-

For

Your Wonderful Coaching and
Great Arrangements

White
Continued from page

1!7

versation since White's name was
first projected publicly last week.
For one thing, White himself, on
the basis of his past 15 years of
organizational activity as a CBS
exec (since 1937), and before that
with Newsweek and the Literary
Guild, would undoubtedly be eager
«

ROOM

Sustaining:

?o"r^'o'tX'S?i'wo^ fs"?o|'
Mildly entertaining parlor game,
It seems a shame to waste pro
A vanotion of charades in which duction money on such trivia.
Matt.
guest contestants draw out titles
of songs, plays, books, objects, etc.,
and teammates guess identification
from the elementary sketches, is
telecast here.
Program uses two
emcees: Bill Mulvey, who has held
executive positions with WGY, and
= Continued from page 3a
WRGB-TV, Schenectady

Pioneer

As a

oin

Patterns

negotiatoc, both in firianciiil

matters and particularly on labor
problems; White probably
peer iii the indilsti^;; But, perhaps
of even greater importance ,ih
terms of Mutual and its future.
White's ability over the yearis to
introduce different patterns rather
than follow in the same paths of
stiffer competition (CBS vs. NBC
Newsweek vs. Time, Literary Guild
vs. Book of the Month) would, it's
felt, be the clincher in resolving
Mutual's new modus operandi.

hM

'

Gan^ B'casters

b

M

i

|

[

i

j

«ane Campbell, who apparently is
government
a GE office employee. Mulvey in- out that the Canadian
been considerterviews, directs and coaches the has, for some time,
women contestants; Miss Campbell ing how TV broadcasting could be
|
does the sameiwith the men.
developed in this country in a way
national
Drawing
Room"
sometimes that would best serve the
drags and lags, but the last tele- interest. The early stages in the
cast viewed had tempo and zip, growth of TV in other countries
Kobak, meanwhile, is silent on
thanks to an exceptionally good have been carefully studied and it his future plans.
Many in the
squad of femmes. Gals, GE workwas realized that TV here would trade feel that the outgoing Mutual
ers (several of whom had appeared
go through a difficult and costly prexy is in the enviable position,
Addition- period of experiment,
because of his own personal ties,
?2' proved sharp.
T,
televised rather well.
t'**^
In the meantime, however, with administrative know-how and sales
Mulvey
possesses an engaging
^
grant of $4,000,000 from technique, of taking considerable
television personality. Miss Camp- an initial
the federal governmentj the devel- business with him. On that basis, ||
Peii, \vhile friendly;
over-presses
of a Canadian TV system it's considered likely that NBC or
opment
on occasions; becoming coy and
on an "interim ABC might put in a bid for his
undertaken
will be
Joco.
echelon level.
basis," with CBC stations to be services on an upper
ATTORNEY AT
established in Toronto and MontStanley
...
Gordon,
Brlna real.
^
"'2J»_.
thereMieida, Ann Blager; George
government,
federal
The
fore, proposes to adopt the followWriter-Producer: William Wines
ing interim plan: The general diContinued' from page 27
SI'Mtor: Bruno VeSota
rection of TV broadcasting in Can'=«
ada will be entrusted to the CBC; for allowing an outsider to domLute,"*""'
national TV production centres inate their business."
WGN-TV, Chicago
and
revealed that his first
Toronto
Cantor
in
established
will be
this series is designed to s
Montreal; in any city or area in NBC tele show would be kine^
Canada, including Montreal and scoped from the Coast Oct. 4, using |
one
different
cast than one he has
establish
a
to
license
Toronto, a
private station .will "be granted to been trouping with, except pos- 1|
Radio and
Executive
ade- sibly for Mitzi Green. Show may
a private organization giving
''""wn Drortuoflr, director, and
means
monthly, although
twice
iSl'i
financial
screen
of
quate assurances
Ji'^'ntttor o« many lartlo & tPlevlKion
show
and of service; in view of the high Cantor is holding out for one
wL,^' 41'°'" riTmnnent positlnn With
"Senfy to haiulle all
is a month.
ShZ.
l>na«es of thle woi-k.
cost of television operations, it
will split beformat
inProgram's
groups
or
felt that individuals
Box V 1818, 221 W. 41«(
owned
Cantorof
rehashes
private
tween
a
establishing
terested in
and comedy
material,
station in any city may wish to Zelgfeld
news events.
form an association for the pur- twists of current
Comedian admitted that "he was
pose of applying for a license."
Office Space for Rent
new tele
despite
radio
to
stay"
provides
in
means
This plan by no
RADIO CITY VICINITY
lor the exclusion of non-Canadian ,show.
Cantor troupe is skedded for
J^slraWe 1- and 2-room ofdoeo with
material from Canada's TV chantw.ephone Hwltchbourrt Bervice,
Pittsin
appearances
personal
will
public
nels, said Dunton. The
on 4th floor
Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit
wish Canadian TV stations, both burgh,
ABBEY HOTKI,
Ik. ...
in near future, An
"1
W. SlKt St.
iNew York City
public and private, to carry good and Buffalo
24.
Phone: Circle C-MOO
May
for
lined
is
show
Oakland
programs from other countries.
|
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TV

TAD BRUCE
CAN BE HEARD 7:30 NIGHTLY
VrMGM's "Accent on Mus'k"
Thru Saturday, April 9th
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;
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Personal Management
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Capitol Sues to Block Mercury s

Jocks, Jukes and Dhks

Of Telefunken Masters via Czechs
Claiming exclusive manufacture
Ing and distribution rights in the
western hemisphere to the classical catalog of Telefunken Records,
Gapitol Records filed suit in New
•york federal court Fi-iday (1 >
against Mercury Records to re-f
strain Merc from pressing certain
3^elefunken masters without its coaDamages and a permanent
sent.
injunction are also sought.

1

j

Denver, April 5.
On Good Friday (15) Ray Perkins will continue for the third
year his playing of Handel's "Messiah"' on disks, instead of his regular pop disk show on KFEL. Two

I

hours, 2:30-4:30

'

,

Gapitol, according to its com^
plaint, maintains that last October
it completed an agreement with
Telefunken,
German recording
company. As approved by the Allied Military .Government's joint
exportTlmport agency, the pact

^ve

Capitol the right to" press and
all past,- present and future

By BERNIE WOODS
Buddy Clark "Chapter

I

i

I

I

I

I

\

Ted Dale.

Columbia's "Messiah" by Huddersr
field Choral Society and Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra under direction of Sir, Malcolm Sargent.
Perkins' sponsors have agreed to
forego all commercials with listing of' backers presented at end
of uninterrupted two^houT fsession.

LORRY RAINE

,

WKtO

disks by Telefunken, in the U, S.

and South America.

2 Memorials

In addition, Capitol contends
that through the deal it also holds
Fights to use the name, trademark
and goodwill of Telefunken. Mer-

To

Honor Jack Kapp

cury is specifically charged with
procuring masters of performances
recorded by Telefunken and "manA meeting today (Wednesday)
ufacturing and distributing" rec- in adman Milton H. Blow's office
ords 'etched from them. Plaintiff, may result in the N. Y. Hearth
I

lucidetitaUy,

-

week

this

released

Fund,

signalizing

year,

this

its

first 'pressi'ngs of its new Capitol. drive with a tribute to the memory
Telefunken' catalog.
to Jack Kapp, the late president
Mercury's Telefunken mastets of Decca Records, who died sudwere acquired via the company's denly of a cerebral hemorrhage
reciprocal deal with Gzechoslova- March 25. It would take the form
kian recording flrms^ made last of an all-star show along the lines
ysar,
of the salute to Mark Hellinger
the year before.
Industry leadbrS' also have been
in consultatipn with officials of the;
N. Y. Public Library to perpetuate
the recorded word, voice and sound
in the form of a Jack Kapp Discology Collection, as a permanent
tribute in his honor.
This would
be an extension ;of the Theatre
Columbia Records Is approach- Library, which is so important an
ing the sale of pop music via its adjunct of the N. Y. Public
Library.
Microgroove LongrPlaying platters
Meantime Dave Kapp, veepee of
from a new angle. It is readying
a 10-inch LP disk for release with- Decca who was voted extended repowers, leaves' tonight
in- the, next month or so which will cording
(Wed.)
on a flying trip to the
carry a minimunb of eight pops by
different
artists
on two sides. Coast and upon his return next
Tunes will be a mixture of current, week will go into the Jack Kapp
Disk
Memorial
more' fully.
new and slightly frayed melodies,
and the package will sell for $2 .85.
Ormonde Wilson, sax lea'der of
If'Il be called "Popular Favorites."
Another grouping, which might the Basin Street Boys, has broken
up
the
unit.
Wilson
will join his
be called Columbia's one-disk hit
Gibson, who
parade, will involve eight to 10 stepbrother Steve
"Country Hits" by various artists heads the Red Caps combo, supon two sides of a 10-inch LP sell- planting Arthur Miller, who steps
out to join the Four Blues.
ing at the same price.
:

Pop Spfee

CpL's

On LP

Bufldup

'

•

•

Columbia also

producing
Inch LP's carrying .the cream of
past hits by such;artist$ as Benny
Goodman, Woody Herman, Frankie
Carle and Claude Thomhill. Each

Goodman

Drugstore Concert
Hollywood, April 5.

platter will carry eight tunes, and
sell for $2.85. They will be shipped
from Bridgeport, Conn., starting
week of April 18. Goodman sides
will carry his "Jersey Bounce,"
"String of Pearls," "Somebody
Else Is Taking
Place." "Gotta
Be This pr That," et al. Herman's,
for example, will tote his "Calddnia,"
"Apple Honey," "Goosey

My

Gander," "Northwest Passage" all
crack jump items, plus four others
equally strong. Thomhill's release
will consist of his pre-war hits,
"Autumn Nocture," "Piano Concerto," "Small Hotel," "Night and
Day." Carle's will be equally rep-

Although widely-heralded In adr
vance, a scheduled Benny Goodman band appearance at the Owl
Drug headquarters, was called off
Saturday after Palladium operator.
Maury Cohen nixed the deal. Goodr
•man flnaled a five^week stay at the "Somehow," a ballad, is
have a chance and if
terpery Sunday ( 3 )
Bandleader said Cohen "was un? Eckstine will get the pop attention
der the impression my appearance he deserves.
Les Brown "A Fine Romance"at the .Pavilion (in front of the
drugstore) would interfere with "1400 Dream Street" (Columbia).
business at the Palladium" and Brown could well have another
vigorously.
Goodman "Got My Love" in the "Fine Roprotested
an arrangement that's
was forced to notify management mance" side,
almost a carbon copy of his hit.
of the "World's Largest Drug
It also comes off Columbia's shelf,
Store" that he wouldn't be .able where "Love" was stashed. Jocks
to appear and firm was able to will punch it repeatedljr enough
rush through ads Saturday morn- to possibly make it hit. "Dream
ing announcing the cancellation Street" leads nowhere;
"due to circumstances beyond our
Binr Crosby - Evelyn Knight
control."
"Everywhere You Go"-"How It
,

1/..

,

orch has signed
term contract with M-G-M Records. He had previously recorded

hit.

for Musicraft..

to

DOWN THE RIVER

CRUISING

FAR AWAY PLACES

3.

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE

(8) (Spitzer)

.

.

.

.........

....

.

.

.

.

.

... ..

^

'

LOVE YOU SO MUCH

It.

I

5.

GALWAYBAY

in building himself a substantial
listening audience at this small
indie in neighboring Cambridge.
Following no particular format for
two daily two-hour shows he
manages to keep his program A\..

versified
interest.

enough to hold

listener's

.

He seldom employs gimmicks
save an occasional phone interview.
When caught he was interviewing
Patti

P^ge

W.

in

Va.,

where a

last

booking had taken herj
causing her to miss a personal appearance planned with Tacker.
Hep as to records: and music.

t^»Iiinule
,

Tacker gives a good

solid line of

musical chatter offering plenty of
He has a good radio voice and
manner and proves especially, ingratiating to the younger listeners,
who rank him' plenty high locally
as a Jock.
Elie.
info,

EmiU- Petti band at Baker Hotel,
Dallas, replacing Carlos Molina or.vheslra.:

brightly, and jocks, will find plenty
of use for it. Reverse is real country style, a side that carries plenty
of its own appeal in Miss Starr's
excellent vocal and Merle Travis'
lively

bumpkin background.
Green Orchestra "Teddy
Picnic" - "The Mosquito's

Phillip

Bears'

Parade" (M-G-M).

Late last year

London Records' version of "Teddy Bears" started enough demand
for

U. S. companies to cut it.
Green's version, also from England

.

.6.

LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME

IT

HURTS

(5)

.

(Lombardo)

(10)

(Melody Lane)

,

'

.

.

•

•

.

;

(13) (Leeds)

-

,

(20)

(Bourne)

.

.•

.

.

,

•

.

.

.

•

•

.

(

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY
8.

AGAIN

9.

LAVENDER BLUE

(3)

(7) (Mills)

(Bobbins)

.

.

.

.

.

.

10.

I'VE

(9)

(Santly-Joy)

,

GOT MY LOVE
TO KEEP ME WARM
::.•.. '

SUNFLOWER

his

"Lies" won't get lost in the shuffle
of recordings of the tune. It shines

,

.

I

(14) (Berlin)

'

SO IN LOVE
SO TIRED

(Famous)
(T. B.

,

Platter Pointers

CoIumWo

H-^l, ^'"S"'"
Bros
( Mills

...

Coming Ip

Cambridge, Mass.
a d.j. who has succeeded

,

"How It Lies"-"Wabash
Cannonball" (Capitol). Miss Starr's

Lies,"

.

(10) (Laurel).

'

is

Andrews

.

1.

2.

ART TACKEK
Here

(Decca).

both sides. "Hurry"
that's a possibil-

pops a tune

ity.

could break "Everywhere" for a via EMI, is one worth having. It's
It's been moving nicely: due a vocal from the outset by an unGuy Lombardo's (Decca) and billed quartet and it's exceptionally
attractive. Same goes for the cut*
melody aboard the flipover, almost
a duplicate melodically.
Capitol
Records and Frank De Vol's Orchestra also did "Teddy Bear." His is
.Decca
[Russ :M6reait.
a lightly and brightly played inM-G-M
Barron
B
.
.
......
lue
strumental until deep in the disk
I
i .
DeVol himself does the vocal. It's
.Decca
j Bing C'rosb3/v. .>.j,
fine, but Green's is better.
Either,
Victor
X Perry Cojnp
however, is a must for jock liDccco
. .
braries.
DeVol's backing, "FarelElue^a^on^^"
....M-G-M
well Bliies" is okay.
Brps
w . ......
.pecca
j Mills
Russ Morgan "Barroom Polka"Columbio
. . . , .
Put Your Shoes On, Lucy" (DecX Buddy Clark I
ca). "Polka" is catching on fast
Crosby
• . . • .
Decca
\ Bing
as a novelty.
Morgan, who's hot
1 Anne Shelton. ... , ..... .London
with hits, gives the tune, actually
Evelyn Krlight
Decca
a p.d. melody with a new lyric, a
Paula Watson
Sipremc
commercial ride and it'll likely
Vaughn Monroe
continue his stWng of hits.
Victor
He
J
clicks also with "Lucy," the flip{Guy Lombardo
Decca
over. It's one of the best versions
.
.London
J Vera Lynn.
of the hillbilly hit; he does the vo( Vic
Damoiie. .... . .
.Mercury
cal himself, and in combination
Dinah Shbi-e i . . . ,
.Columbia
with the Rhythmaires;
i
( Samrny Kxvyet, ;..,..,,.:.: Victor
.

X

10-12 a.m.; 2-4 p.m. (Daily)
iParticipatinff

Lies, How It Lies, How It Lies"
(Decca). Crosby and Miss Knight

Shep Fields

'

WT AO,

side

-^J^^lfl Best Sellers on Coin-Machines "J^JlJKi!

resentative.

Disk Jockey Review

Billy Eckstine "Somehow"- Was Loaded"
M^ Name" (M-G-M). Eck- gals click with

"What's

stine continues gathering speed.
In the past, it has been generated
by standards and originals. This
is his first real approach to pops
and he's backed by the Quartones
and a Hugo Winterhalter band.
It's the right combination, but unfortunately the wrong melodies.

Fast rhytlim, the trio carry
the corn melody smartly. They do
equally well with the hillbilly flipi
over and because it's superior
melodically the side figures to be
the heavier. It's loaded with commercialism. Vic Schoen backs the
best, may group.
it breaks,
Kay Starr "How It Lies, How It

10-

is

solidly.

Kin« Cole Trio "If You Stub
Your Toe on the Moon"-"Don't
Cry, Cry Baby" (Capitol).
Both

,

market

:

Binr Crosby "Bali Ha'i"-"Some
Enchanted Evening" (Decca).
Standout tunes from "South PaCrosby does them
cific" score.
in the style to which he's accustomed, which means they're

(Mercury) diskings
superior to either'
but it's livelier and louder and
could do the trick.
Pairing do
right well by "Lies," too, a piece
that's likely to get equal play with
"Everywhere" everywhere. BacTced
by Vic Shoen's orchestra and Jud
Conlon's Rhythmaires, it rides

excellent
sides.
Typical Cole
"Toe," from Bing Crosby's "Connecticut Yankee," is best under his
rhythm treatment. It's made to
order for him and jocks will use
jobs. But, neither is the equal of aplenty. Ditto "Cry Baby," a bal"Can't Sleep"— Decca
Perry. Como's versions, except that lad," gives up more potentialities
DISK JOCKEY SALUTE:
these are in a better dance tempo. under Cole than any other rfecoMED FARRON,
backs Crosby ing of it.
LouisviUe's alrlanes are bright- John Scott Trotter
Dottle Dillard "Let the Good
ened daily by the Kd Farron-Hobin lushly.
Bright show,
Peggy Lee "Simalou" - "While Things Happen"-"! Didn't Know
Bd Parron traded geology for ra- We're Young"- (Capitol). - Cap's the Gun Was Loaded"; "Save That
Money Boys"-"Put
dio. Ed says Lon-y's "It's Too Late Miss Lee may nave another out- Confederate
NoWi",' by Tim Gayle, Matt Furlu standing hit in >'SimaIou." A weird, Your Shoes On Lucy" (Select)
and J. Fred Goots (Bourne, Inc.) far eastern type tune which she These four sides launched the Se^
Is "really taking off."
All four tunes are
works over in fine fashion, the disk lect label.
TIM GAYLE
fairly
well known by now.
It gets:
catches full attention.
But
Hotel Sheraton, Detroit .
great backgrounding from a crew Dottle Dillard isn't. She's worth
''While looking into.
Backed by Owen
under Dave Barbour.
We're Young" has gotten some Bradley's orchestra she does a
Cohen, Palladium Op,
good, name recordings so far and smart job on all four' sides.
hasn't moved. Miss Lee isn't like^r
Andrews Sister«"Hurry,. Hurry
ly to help.
Hurry"-"I Didn't Know the Guti
Nixes Cuffo

'

,

I

My Eddy Howard's
TWs copy isn't

paniment and background under

m., will feature

p.

In

Mary"-"Whispering
Called
Waters" (Columbia). Kind of a tune
Clark does exceptionally well,
"Mary" has a solid chance fot hit
Interesting ballad melody
rating.
and good lyric and jocks should
find wide use for it. Backing also
is
appealing; a western ballad,
it with choral accomdoes
Clark
Life

'Messiah' Blacks Out Good
Friday Pops for 2 Hours

j

.

Dccco

Frankie Masters' band worked
two neat sides for M-G-M in
"Everywhere You Go" and "She's
a Home Girl," the latter a good
"The One I Love"
Russ Morgan ...... .... Decca " new tune
hadn't been done as well by in a
\ Frank Sinatra
Columbia
long time until Georgia Gibbs cut
Btnfli Crosby
Decca
it for Mercury ..; Bop kids should
'\ Dinah Shore
get
Columbia
their fill from Charlie Bamet's
Russ Morgan
"Cu-Ba" (Capitol) .Ronnie Deaur
Decca
.

..

(

.

I

'

(Glenmore)

\

•

j

FOREVER AND EVER (Robbins)
CARELESS HANDS (Melrose)
CLANCY LOWERED THE BOOM

\

^.
•

(

.

i

,

.

......

Dennis Day
Paula Watson

*
,

Capitol

i

Eckstine

.

number

o}

veeks song

M-G-M
M-G-M

"-

bpcn

in the

isn't

always convincing,

Top

Bob Chester To
Reorganize

Band

Detroit, April

5.

maestro, a disk jockey on WKMH
".Capitol t
Columbia • here for some time, will> begin reorganizing his orchestra within the
Mercury
next 30 days and hopes to get going
">
on ohe-nighters as soon as posVictor

Peggy Lee
Day
Eddy Howard
Vaughn Monroe

fias

who

Bob Chester is heading back into
the dance band business. Former

Decca

M-G-M

,

(Doris

{Figures xn parentheses indicate

I

Eckstine.........
Spots

Billy

.

(Miller)

V.

Coral

Art Mooney
J Bill!/

•

Columbia

Ames Bros

Unk

ville,
•

is on "I'll String Along With You''
London I (Mercury)
Bob Eberly's "You
Capitol
Red Head" is an unusually good
Copitol t sidCi made with the Tattlers, and
" backed by "Hurry, Hurry, Hurry,"
Corol
also done well.
Victor

Supreme

Starr
^i""/! Shore

.

(Leeds)

Whiftnfli

LKay
•

.

.

CARAVAN (Amor. Acad.)
SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Remick)
LOVE ME, LOVE ME. LOVE ME
DON'T LIE TO ME (Leeds)

Margaret

Capitol

\Ames Bros

. .

(

.

.

Kay Starr
Grade Fields
Mel Torme

.

(Kettmor)

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pie)
TRUE TO YOU IN MY FASHION (T. B. Harms)
rou, YOU. YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell)
BEAUTIFUL EYES (Duchess)
NO ORCHIDS FOR MV LADY

.

:

'

Harms)

sible.

lO.J

.

»;

Joe Glascr's Associated Booking.
Corp. will handle the band.

"
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ORCBESTRAS-JMnTSlC

ASCAP AT THE CROSSROADS
RCA^L

OB

RPM

Promotioiial

Majors' Price l^ishing on

FIICETVJTe

Binge in Fight to the Fmish
Bbth RGA-VIctor and Golumbia-f
Becords burst into large-scale naadvertising campaigns last

tional

the former to promote
and
its new 49 rpm recordings
players, and Columbia heralding
a cut in pop and masterworlcs.
unquestionably
timed
to
prices,
take the edge off Victor's 45 debut.
The ad 'clash by the two titans
was expected and it piles more
coin costs atop the incalculable'
amount the battle of the RPM's
has so far cost the two networkbacked manufacturers, rival diskFriday

i.t),

'

ers,

distributors,

down

dealers,

and

all

the line.

There's no doubt in the minds
of recording men from the studios
on down to counter salesmen that
the battle of technical progress,
Which the engineers of both prefer
to call the current clash of rpm
developmentsr, has done great harm
to the record business and caused
great financial loss. Dealers
It
firm^ believe that the recent deep
slump in sales has been caused
by indecision in the public mind
over the rpm fracas. They have
read/ they have heard,, and they
have been told by the uninformed
so many variations of the truth
concerning the two new speeds of
reproducing records, as against the
standard 78, that confusion is still
.

,

AFM Boosts TV
to

week with representatives

TV.

AM

radio scale is now $18 up to
one-half hour and a minimum of
$7.50 per hour for rehearsals,
which must consume four times
the length of the broadcast, or a.
two-hour rehearsal for a 30-minute
program. That comes to $33 per
man for radio for a half-hour show,
and the tele rates will therefore
reach $26.40 per man for a local
show and $29.70 for a network job.

66%%

AM

AM

AFM

Ames

Bros.

Take Legal

Steps to Stop National

From *Amory' Reissues

use.

Jazz Bloom Dies on Vine
Hollywood, April

6.

street jazz renaissance

Shaw hito
City,

Originally, the group was known
as the Amory Bros. Under this tag
they made a number of sides for
When Lou Levy, their
National.

manager, signed them to Coral he
changed their name to Ames Bros,
deliberately to offset prior record-

ings under the Amory tag. How•eems to be over.
group has made
Hollywood-Empire room, opened ever, now that the
some strides via Coral sides, NaIn December as a hbt Jazz shrine,
tional also changed the name tag
shuttered Sunday (3), following on the recordings it has by them,
Billy Berg's and the Morocco into from the Amory Bros, to the Ames
oblivion.
Spot, operated by Gene Bros. Neither Coral nor Levy like
Norman, KFWB disk jockey and the idea and they feel they can
Jazz concert promoter, had
an legally put a stop to it.
uneven life.
In recent years many artists who
Louis Armstrong's trumpet blew began recording for indie labels
the requiem as the spot folded. and subsequently moved to major
Armstrong, in at $4,000 weekly, companies, have been bothered by
was one of the few attractions that the marketing of the indie mateproved to be a draw for the Hol- rial in competition with things
lywood-Empire. Others were Billy later made for the major company.
Eckstine and Woody Herman. But There'is nothing illegal or unethical
coin was lost on Louis Jordan, about the indie moves in nine out
Slim Gaillard and Roy Milton.
of 10 cases because the majority of
Only on>3 booking was affected times the artist involved was able
by the shuttering. Charlie Ven- to move to the major because of
tura's 10-piece bebop crew had the rep he or she made with the
been inked for a two-week stand, indie and changing names would
silly.
In tlie Ames case things
are different. Their original contract with National is under the

at $2,000 per frame, beginning
April 19. Ventura quickly shifted
to Ciro's, Frisco, for the same

be

period.

Amoi^

tag.

*

.

.

.

—But Nixes Bop

As

for the video problem, it's admitted that so far the two factions
have been unable to form a clear
picture. It's obvious that the telepeople must strive to obtain music
rights at the cheapest possible
costs to them in view of tele's red
ink. It's also obvious that
must be aware of the probable lowering of radio income while it is
dickering a video deal, despite any,
possible desire to do its best to. go
along with tele operating costs and
income of the moment.

.

Where Columbia's move had «
Artie Shaw returns to the wars
April 14, when he goes into the
new Bop City, New York, spot on
the site of the old. Harem. But, as
usual, he's doing it uniquely. He's
organizing a semi-symphonic orchestra of 40 men, which will play
the bop music spot for one Aveek
only, using material by Maurice
Ravel, Aaron Copland, and similar
composers. It emphatically will not
be a bop band, despite the policy
of the spot it will play.
Idea is for Shaw to do three 45minute concerts (no dancing) nightly, with r5,";ular printed programs
of selections di.stributed to patrons,
with footnotes by noted critics
such as Irving Kolodin., No drinks
or food will be served while Shaw
is performing his symphonic works.
In addition to Shaw, Bop City
will use the bop band of Machito,
recently at the Clique Club, N. Y.,
and Ella Fitzgerald. They will- work
separately.
:

ASCAP

ASCAP

has been assured by the men it is
negotiating with on a video deal,
the Society's revenue for the
current year from
radio .will
not be appreciably lower than the
1948 income to the Society of close

.that

AM

to $7,000,000.

dealings with tele people
on a contract, ASCAP has other
worries;
Video men* look at the
situation on a dollar basis; so does
ASCAP and its publishers members, to some extent. But, the Society's- top writer members, with
whom .it had the .most trouble in
securing the assignment of representation rights, look at the prob- Injections of Risque
lem mostly from an artistic viewpoint.
These top writers firmly Tunes at Annual
are convinced that video is not the
same as radio from an interpretive
Shindig Annoys
viewpoint and their thoughts can
only be concurred with by all conMany members of the .American
cerned on the ASCAP side. They Society of Composers, Authors and
see video getting a great deal more Publishers were a bit annoyed last
out of the commodity, that ASCAP Tuesday (29) evening at the Soholds the rights to and they believe ciety's annual dinner at the Walthat tele should pay proportion- dorf, N. Y., by the rather risque
ately more. They see music, espe- tunes sung by Josh White. Latter
cially the more valuable copyrights was
part of the entertainment
which are concentrated among the whipped up for the 600-odd Society
holdings of the topmost group of members and special guests and no
ASCAP writers, being much more one': knew, of course^ what sort of
were
to
valuable to tele than they
material White would use.
radio because of the sight nature
Milton Berle, who rushed over
of the newer medium.
to the meeting after ' his weekly
In

flat statement Monday (4) aftereffect that it would not
disturb present prices.
Wording
of the communique was a bit unusual and vague in that "there will
be no general .reduction in sug-^
gested retail list prices
under
current plans." It was signed by
Jim Murray, Victor division president, and no one- at Victor could or
would explain that "suggested"
word. Of course, the "under cur-i
rent plans" could mean anything,^
.

J.Y.

Bop

its

'

ASCAP

president,
said
in
one
Ames Bros., vocal quartet now
of his speeches, "technical progress doesn't and won't sell rec- on the Coral label, Decca subsidords.^' His obvious implication was iary,
have begun legal action
that it takes artistic, not engineerAmes
against National Records.
ing brains. Decca's current list of
boys seek to stop National from
hits, all on 78s, which are more
issuing recordings they made for
or less smothering the best-seller
that company before signing with
lists, bears that out.
Coral, under the name they now

fhe Vine

Artie

rights.

tions last

Resame

noon to the

90%

scales for radio musicians doing television work, concluding negotia-

Set to

•'.

Of Network Rate

DeccB

H'wood-Empire Shutters;

JD

There's nothing that
threatens the Society's existence,
sails from New York today (Wed- but the problems confronting
it
nesday) for London. Dreyfus has will, in the minds of its board
been in the U. S. fairly consistently members and executives, have
since before Xmas, with one short great bearing on the future operavisit home, and his current trip to tions of the organization.
London is expected to be equally
Foremost at the moment, of
brief.
course, is television. ..Thereafter
He'll be aboard the Queen Mary. there are the moves being made
both in New York and in Washington to work out an amicable settlement of the situation in which
ASCAP is barred from collecting
fees for the exhibition of music in
film theatres over the country.
Whatever is agreed upon between
the Society and the Department of
Justice, and between the Society
and N. y. theatre men, must be
placed in alignment with the
thoughts of Judge Vincent L. Leibell, who made the decision which
decreed that ASCAP should retail
American Federation of Musi- .film, exhibition rights (to its reperclans secured a boost of salary toire, but could not sell those

AFM

'

Columbia Records' reduction of
prices on shellac pop and Masterworks disks as of last Wednesday
(30) produced the expected result
Jimmy Dorsey expects to get of throwing the
entire platterback on the bandstand at the Statmaking picture out of focus temler hotel, New York, some time this
porarily.
Columbia's confirmation
Week, perhaps by tonight (Wedof reports that it would drop prio**
nesdayk He's been out ill since
coincident with the debut of TtCA-"
the middle of last week. He spent
Victor's new 45 rpm records and
part of the time in a N. Y. hospital,
players launched a scramble of
but returned to the Statler over
ideas with and against similar
the weekend.
moves.
Much- of his condition is due to
M-G-M immediately said that it^
nerves, stemming from the' worries
would match Columbia's move,
over the. fire, that destroyed his ToDecca and Capitol just as quickly
lucca Lake, Gal., home and the
affirmed a stand with current price
severe burns suffered by his wife,
levels.
Jane.
RCA-Victor came out with a

will

fus publishing interests in England,

AFM's initial scale for tele, established last year, effective May
rate
of the
1, called for
for local TV and .75% of the
rate for network video. That plan
was extended for one month by the
Victor and Columbia are comlast March 1, while the
mitted to battle one another to the and broadcasters got together and
finish. Capitol is taking Victor's established new rates.

side. Mercury is with Columbia.
Decca and M-G-M are so far riding
With the 78s. None of it is now
doing the record business any
good. Dealers hope and so do the
recorders that the technical adr
vances eventually will help the
biz^ But, as the late Jack Kapp,

^

be a
Dreyfus London-Bound
crucial, period for the American
Louis Dreyfus, head of the Drey- Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.

of the four networks. New deal is
for one year as of last Wednesday
(1) and calls for tooters to be paid
80% of regular AM radio scales
for local tele shows and 90% of
the the existing AM scale for network

rampant.
of
whether
Regardless
public eventually gets it clear
that the Columbia development is
a long-playing disk, turning at
rpm's and that Victor's is a sevenInch disk not long-playing in the
same sense, but turning at 45 rpm's
and emphasizing fidelity and the
speed of its changer equipment,
the situation isn't likely to clear
up quickly. There's still the basic
clasii of three: different speeds and
the equipment needed to play
them, being marketed at a time
when money is short. Regardless
of how low prices sink for the new
players of either system, it is still
an added expense for record buyers^lf they go for either or both.

Disks Puts Indies in Tough Spot
Next six months or so

Scale

Pop

Members

,

resounding effect was on the
lower-priced indie recording companies, such as Eli Oberstein's
Varsity disks. Spotlight Records
and Signature's new Hi-Tone disks.
Though the record business has
been such lately that none of these
outfits have been doing the land^
office business that many claim,
they have been moving substantially enough because of the obviously superior, economic angle ot
a low-priced recording. With the
majors dropping closer to them,
however, the indies' situation becomes that much less -secure.
Oliepstein,
whose
recordings
had been selling at from 43c to: 45c
including tax (depending on retailers), immediately dropped his
basic retail price to 35c. Signature
has been at that level from the
start some weeks back and Spotlight is in a comparable bracket.
It's improbable that these indies

iftore

-

'

;

-

:

:

:

can drop any lower, if it's possiblefor the majors to do so.
In fact,
top labels cannot see how Colum-!bia can dispense its 10 and 12-inch
pops for 60c and 85c respectively,
and its 10 and t2-inch masterworks at 85c and $1:00 and still
make a reasonable profit. Manufacturing costs have not dropped
to any appreciable extent, though
all of the compaiHes have cut costs
by reducing personnel.

'.

.

:

150G Piracy

Suit Claims

'Near You' Infringement
Top recording companies in th«
industry last week were named defendants in a $150,000 piracy suit

brought in N. Y. federal court by
Thelma Hester Jones: She claims
At any rate, ASCAP's immediate Texaco TV show, broke it up with her 1934 unpublished tune, "Just
an Old Fashioned Mother and
immost
perhaps
the
problems are
He took over, the Dad," was lifted by the firms by
his routines.
faced
Society
has
in
the
portant
minute he stepped onto. the dais publishing and recording "Near<
recent years.
and didn't let go.
You."

Named defendants are Supreme
Afternoon's business meeting,
Capitol
with writers and publishers and Music, Decca Records,
the Society's execsi was also rather Records, Columbia Records, RCA,
quiet.
A clash occurred between Victor Recording Laboratories and

VAUGHN MONROE WINS
ARMY'S SONG CONTEST

Bruno New York, Inc. Miss Jones
charges the melody of her tunej
as reproduced in ''Near You " Was
not original with the latter song's',
writer, Francis Craig. Besides' the
$150,000, she wants an injunction,
and an accounting of the profits.

members over Pinky Herman's
5.,
resolution to weigh only those
Army's initial votes cast on issues that jgo to
copped by membership ballot,' instead of
Vaughn Monroe, who was awarded counting uncast votes as negatives,
$1,000 Savings Bond for his en- ran into a squall. Pros and cons
Runner culminated in a brief clash betry, "Men of the Army."
up was Thomas J. Filas, Chicago tween Herman and songwriter
musician and composer^ who got a Charlie Tobias, but the measure
$500 bond for his "It's The Army." will be put to a vote of the entire
A $100 savings bond for third membership.
went to Jimmy Highsmith, New:
York musician. Fourth, a $50 savings bond, went to Mrs. lola Nancy
LAKE COMFOUNCE RESUMES
Warran, Chicago housewife, for her
Hartford, April 5.
"Three Cheers for the Army." Mrs.
The 104th season of Lake ComLillian S. Fawcett, Los Angeles pounce, amusement resort at nearsinger, now a civilian employee by Bristol, got underway Saturday
with the army in Japan, got fifth (2). Russ Schurer orchestra started
,^
^
,
with "We're the Army." It took a its
11th season for Saturday night
$25 savings bond.
Washingtortv April

:

-

.

,

First prize in the

-

,

song

contest

was

^

Answering the suit, Supreme
and Decca ask dismissal of the action since the complaint allegedly
fails to state a claim; Papers also
point out that the plaintiff had rftl
knowledge of the facts in 1947 but
for unknown reasons waited 19
months before filing an infringe-

ment

Mundell Lowci former

,

i

Chuck

Foster's orchestra gets its

Effective
Easter Sunday (17),
park's name band policy gets un-

action.

MUNDEIX LOWE'S lEIO

I

guitarist

with Dave Martin's band at Cafe
Society, N. Y., his formed a trio
with bass-player Joe Shulman, and

pianist Dick Hyman.
crack at the Biltmore hotel,
derway. Ray McKinley orchestra
Sherry Shadborne, who recently
26, opening for
eight weeks. Foster's is a midwest- opens, followed (24) by; Johnny appeared in the legit, "Inside
Long and Vaughn Monvoe.
U. S. A.," will be the vocalist.
band.
i

first

Los Angeles, May

i

'

cm

'

,
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On Agenda at AFM
Fed-+
Top execs of the American

assertedly will
•ration of Musicians
to induce certain Individ-

Spt

|

ef-

abnormally high scales are
basis in
having on a year-round
Detroit,
such cities as Cincinnati,
In the two towns mentioned
et al

'

:

.

AFM

By .Ottawa
j

INDIE PRESSING

.

:

;

.

,

FOR

.

DISKER

.

will

30.
finally be

:

1

I

I

.

album

its

of the

Berlin's "Easter
Parade,'' in time to grab some
Easter biz. Metro subsid couldn't
release the book last year, when
the film was issued, because the
recordings are cut fronj the sound

track 'of the film. American. Federation
of Musicians recording
ban was in progress then, and
though releasing them would have
entailed only dubbing the sound
from celluloid to wax, the
refused permission.
In such a case, the musicians in-,
volved in the original recording
are paid full scale for the dubbing.
Tunes involved are all a bit aged
now: "Better Luck Next Time," "It
Only Happens When I Dance With.

AFM

'°

'Louis' in

Mess

of Trouble

Future of the novelty, "All Right,
Louie, Drop That Gun," is getting

SYMPH SOIID
5.

.

.

i

Hollywood, March

M-G-M Records
able to release'
score of Irving

'

.

Philharmonic Orchestra goes on

Clean-slate
on funds enables
board to sign Hans Schweiger as
director for second season here,
and to go ahead with guest artist

more

Wesson

confused.

Bros,,

vaude .team that has claimed they
originated the title line in their

i

.

:

,

WB

^

.

,

.

]

,

j

'

i

|

i

I

BVC

:

I

I

I

.

,

.

I

'

I

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

:

act,

has

retained

an attorney to

start suit for a piece of the tune.

Rl^ht behind (hem is George DeWitt, single cafe comic; who intends suing the Wessons if they
sue the tune's writers and its pubr
DeWitt says
Usher, Feist Music.
he originated the line, and the
Wessons got it from him.

'

•

WJMO

|

:

Italy,

i

"Fischiettando Tarantella" Victor
recorded it in Italy before the war
and pressed it at its Italian plant,
subsequently bringing it to the

U. S.
,
Prior to Wendell's plugging of
the disk during the past couple
months, it had been a popular request item on Ed Murphy's WSYB,
Total Syracuse, disk programs. This was
Coven
Covers about a year or so ago.
Weeks PastPlayed Week On Date
1

17
2

,

Lawrence Welk. .Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2).
Jimmy Dorsey
Statler (450; $1-$1,50)
.

2

1,425
18,925
2^725
3,450

1,425
1,000
1,175
1,623

|

Far

,

I

j

,

.

.

.

—
.

.

.

Connelly

Magic
For You

Feldman
Chappell
Chappell
Southern

Happiness
Cuanta le Gusta

Dream

Olwen

of

Perhaps

.

.

...

.:.

.

.

.

Put 'Em

.

Monwa,
....

.

^

,

»

1st wk.).

,

»

YrR.).

ci
blow

^m. gooa.
a
Off

in

a Box

.

Box

Suvla Bay

Cool Water.

&

Cox
Yale

Lillette

You Was

Wright
Southern
Kassner
Connelly

.

,

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..... ...

;

Goldmine
Leeds

.

Famous

.

. .

.Spitzer

...

; ,

.

,

.Laurel

..... .....

:.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

...
Sunflower
While the Angelus Was: Ringing
:

.

i

.

.

.:

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

,

.....

.

.

v

..

.

.

.

.

Famous
Harris
T. B. Harms
Pic Music

Why Can't You Behave—*"Kiss Me Kate"
You Broke Your Promise

21 songs of the weefc (Tnore in case of ties), based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research,
Peatman; Director,
Inc., Br; John
Shapiro-B
A Chapter In My Life Called Mary~,
Laurel
"A" You're Adorable
Words &
As You Desire Me
;

.

—

'.

M

Sallin' the Jack ... ........ .....:....-.,.....,,,:... Marks
Hill
Range
Bouquet of Roses
Range
Hill
Candy Kisses
, ,
Melrose
Careless Hands
........... . .... .... . . . .
Amer. Acad.
Down By the Station

&
&

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Green-Up Time— *"Love Life"
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry
I Don't See Me In Your Eyes Anymore. .....
I Got a Gal In Galveston
;

.

.

.

Wanna Marry Mary

.

.

,

Chappell
Biltmore
Laurel
Republic

.

.

.

Look Up

.

.......

.

.

.

.

.

,

.......

...

.

.

.

My Dream Is Yours— 1 "My Dream
Home Girl

Is

Triangle

Warren

Someone To Lov«
Tara Talara Tala
Underneath the Linden Tree
You, You, You Are the One
•musical.

Patmar

Witmark

Yours"

She's a

Film

.

Mellin

Mississippi Flyer

t

Cameron
Encore

Just Reminiscing

.....Oxford
.

.

.

.

Feldman
Cinephonic

Angels Nevef Tell Lies Norris

i

;

<

,

I

Second 12

Powder Your Face

My

Until

(Los Angeles)
(Palladium B., Hollywood, 8th and final

10,300 admissions.
Victor Lombards (Aragon B., Santa
Parties helped good 7,000.

,

It's

16,400 admissions.

.

.

.:i

Tour East Next Year

.

<

.

.

.

.

.

. ; ;

.

Galway Bay
.Leeds
Here I'll Stay— *"Love Life".
Chappell
I Get Up Ev'ry Morning
Leeds
I Love You So Much It Hurts, ...
.Melody Lane
Remick
If I Could Be With You
I'm Beginning To Miss You .... ..
Berlin
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World. .1. .. .. .
.. . .BMI
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm,. v v .... v ... Berlin
Johnny Get' Your Girl
.....Bourne
Santly-Joy
Lavender Blue— +"So Dear To My Heart";
....
Little Old Church Near Leicester Square
.. Oxford
....
........... Leeds
No Orchids For My Lady
Once In Love With Amy— *"Where's Charley?" .... Morris
Lombardo
...
Powder Your Face With Sunshine. .
Mills
Red Roses For a Blue Lady
.... T. B. Harms
So In Love— *"Kiss Me, Kate". ........
Glenmore
So Tired ....
Someone Like You-^t"My Dream Is Yours" ....... Harms
Laredo"
Streets Of Laredo— t"Streets Of
........ Famous

Symph To

Louis

.

.

River
.

T

.

,

St.

.

,

Down the
Away Places

Cruising

j

,

.,u
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min,). Joe E. Lewis and with
Cole danceirs replaced Mary Small and Joey Bishop Friday (1). Upped
8,000 tabs.
,
„
,
A
steady
ballroom
Northside
Chuck Foster (Aragon; 1-$1.15 adm.).
Svith Foster.
Nice 12,000 admissions.
„
v
Al Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Fine 2,500 tabs.
on
upcontinues
fave
Grift Williams (Trianon; $1-$1.16 adm.). Chi

.

.

Robbins

,

f

St. Louis, April 5.
Plans are being worked out for
*VfoXdorS,, Morton Downey; New Yorker, ice revue.
the St. Louis symph orch, under
the baton of Vladimir Golschmann,
to make it;, first tour of the east
Chicago
next season. Concerts will be preBarclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House. 550; $3.50 min.r$l cover).
sented in New York, Boston, WashVictor Borge garnering healthy biz. Stout 2.900 tabs.
ington and Cleveland.
Henry Brandon (Marine Room. Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). ConThe orch has been making midventions hiked biz to nice 2,700 tabs.
western tours for the last several
cover).
•Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05
seasons.
8arae healthy 1,600 covers.
.
cover).
min.-$l
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; 3.50
Prof. Corey fairing n.s.g, Drop to 900 covers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Best British Sheet Sellers
Sunday matinees hiking take to smash 3.380 payees.
„
Bll Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). "Salute To
(Week ending March 24)
Cole Porter," sock 4,0d0 tabs.
London, March 25;
Leeds
Faraway Places
Slo w Boat to China .... Morris
Los Angeles
Heart. of Loch Lomond, .Unit
Del Courtney (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). With Rudy Vallee headChappell
12th Street Rag
lining.
First week okay 3,000 covei s.
Wood
Love.
When You're in
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Steady 3,200 covers.
Keith-P
Cuckoo Waltz
Ted Flo lUto (jeverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Slow 1,000 covers,
Strauss-M
On the 5:45
Victoria
Buttons and Bows
Dash
Crystal Gazer
Maharaiah Magador. .Chappell
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
.

•

.

..

Again

3 days.

(Chicago)

A

...
Beyond the Purple Hills
Brush Those Tears B^rom Your Eyes
Buttons and Bows— "'Paleface".

[

j

t

at Hotel B.O.'s
Hotel

Benny Goodman

.

'

next season following, a successful
emergency fund drive which closed
last Thursday (31).
Outfit was
some $35,000 in red for pa.st two
seasons, and board would not okay
1949-50 season until deficit was
niade up.
*

Good

:

'

i

swing.

,

,

!

^

You," "Stepping Out With My
meet, Baby," "Shaking the Blues Away,"
Frisco
the
way, is the first time "A Couple of Swells'' and "Vaudeconclave has been ville Montage," by Judy Garland,
far west, Petrillo is Fred Astaire, Peter Lawford and
It Ann Miller, are involved.
(Expected to visit Hollywood.
would be his first trip there since

t

lishers.'

Victor gave up the struggle to
secure the cuts due to the coritinued stiff resistance by m.iijor
publishers against the ideat .on the
theory that once it gave in to
PHILIPPINE
Victor all other major reeprdiHg v
companies would demand of;' simr
Hollywood, April '5.
RCAF bandsmen constitute a "seply .start making the same dfeducBrandt-Flores
exr
Company,
local
rious threat to the employment of
tions. Warner Bros, music, comport-import
over
house,
has
taken
members of our union."
»
bine had been the first to stgre'irr
pressing
disks
a
Philippine
in
of
tor
State maintains two bands
to the cuts, and Edwin H. Morris
plattery
in
an
reciprocal
RCMP
unusual
Ottawa, the RCAF and the
its subsidiary firms long had
and
dealt
Islands
outfit
Philippine
clothband, providing their food,
ing and shelter plus salaries, and Recording System, had its pressing been' suspected by: the .music biz
as having okayed them, but. dethe union asks "Should they be air plants destroyed during the war.
lead, the remalilder^,
Under deal set up by Nester C^ spite the
lowed to compete against musiFernandez of PRS, masters are of the major, firms refused to jgd^
clans who get only salaries?"
Questioned about the fact that shipped here. Brandt-Flores procr for the idea.
Victor henceforth will make demembers of Toronto's RCAF band esses them for the islanders and
are unionized, he explained that handles. U. S.: sales, gettinR a per- ductions for all disks returned by
Air Force musicians in that city centage on platters sold here, as dealers and distributors (they're
numbered only 45 men out of To- well as manufacturing charges. allowed 5% ) a method of computronto's 3,000-man union, but that Disks bring $1.25 in the islands ing statements that all publishers
in Ottawa there were 90 RCAF and 85c here.
are in accord with. Victor: had s^id
In the past three weeks, B-F has that it did not: deduct for.:)!etiiriis.'
musicians and only 300 in the local
federation. Ottawa execs feel that shipped 70,000 pressings of the 40
45 men won't make much differ- records in the PRS catalog. All are
ence to a union of 3,000, but 90 by native talent and are cut in
Dallas' 24-Wk. Season
men added to a group of only 300 Tagalog and Spanish. Most of the
numbers are Latin-American tunes,
is a different story.
Dallas, March 29.
most popular being the fast dances
Another 24-week season has
known in the archipelago as been arranged for the Dallas Sym"apalachiolas."
phony in 1949'»50.
The basic
Gets U. S. Rights
agreement with the musicians
Red Ingle's Natural Seven do a union was signed by Giovanni
To Italian Hit Tune series
Cardelli, orchestra manager.
of
one-nightcrs
starting
Bregman-Vocco-Conn have se- April 16 at Springfield, 111., with
The symphony gave a 20-week
cured U. S. publication rights to "Grand Ole Opry," before going season in 1945-46, 22 weeks in
the Italian song, "Sicilian Taran- back into Village Barn, New York, 1946-47 and 1947-48, and 24 weeks
in 1948-49. .
tella," which has been making some April 26.
noise on disk .iockey shows via
the RCA-Victor recording.
BVC completed a deal with the
estate of G. Belsamo. writer of
the tune, in Catinania, Italy.
Jack Bregman .started negotia..The top, 30 softgs of the week (more in cose of ties), based on
tions for the song by mail when
the copi/rigfited Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Muit began showing up strong in the
sic Broadcast over Radio Netioorks.' Published.by the OSlce of'
Cleveland area due to disk jockey
Research, Inc., Dr. John G.- Pcqtman, Director.
Bud Wendell's plugging of it on
He has reshows.
his
Survey Week of March 25-31, 1949
ceived signed contracts giving him
Bourne
A Little Bird Told Me
the right here. Tune is known in
Rosewood Spinet
Shapiro-B
...... .:.
.
incidentally, under the title
5.

:

FINALLY GETS LOOSE

ment's tap.
Following
Which, by the
the AFM's
moved to the

Band

.

Local S^r^i^gtVta^tiS

Montreal,' April

Ottawa Federation of Musicians
has refusedToTermH"mem^^^^^^
the Royal Canadian Air Force band
to join, the union.
According to
secretary Donald J. Lynn, the,

M-G-M'S 'PARADE' SCORE

in

Bands

.

.

I

Gov't/ Refused Cards

,

key union men have never agreed
with the standby principle, and
have often spoken against it; but
local proposition
It is strictly a
which the national office can do
nothing about except by urging its
of
Elimination
discontinuance.
standbysi it's figured, would help
open up vaude and provide mpre
work for musicians.
Actually, there will be little of
national import for the AFM to go
over in convention. There are no
recording, radio or television probIf the 2Q%
lems on the agenda,
tax has not been reduced by then
an important
will likely be
It
source of discussion. But the AFM
aiding the National
is currently
Hotel Men's Assn., morally and
financially, in fighting for legislation that win reduce the govern-

schedule.

living Off

;

slated to play a concert in Washington May 3 under auspices of the
Ui S. Chamber of Commerce.

duction of the Taft-Hartley Act,
but which is now back in existence
Petrillo and his
most cities.

Kansas City, April

Wear

.

RCAF Band

up

.

breaking for

K.C.

RCA-Victor has already refunded or will soon give back whatever
Pbilly Ballroom from Shoe deductions had been made from
Leather
to Repair royalty statements issued to pub«
Ushers who had agreed to its 8Vi!%
Philadelnhia, April 5.
The Elite Ballroonj, band show- "breakage" deductions. Victor last
discontinued its attempts to'
case and sour.i Philly's only re^ week
,
,,
.i...
1
maining Negro ballroom, closes pduce all music pubs with whom
to agree to the
it does business
June 1.
Spot's lease runs out and owner cuts off the top of statements,: arid
Jimmy Toppi plans to convert the it returned: pacts that had beeii i;
big hall into a vets school of .shoe signed by small and minor pub-

Y„

Sherry and violinist Hazay Sacher.
Composer - conductor is also

run over $150 weekly, back
many travelling bands
and local employers.
In addition, the AFM heads have
ipoken of the stymieing effect of
which had been
the standby rule,
the intro11D in the air following

scales

Campaip

-

''"^-'l
one-nighter tour
with

is expected to gross around
$500,000, an unusually high take
for these times.
In the Romberg
contingent are Met singer Jarmila
Novotna, Gene Marvey, Victoria

43

Cuts

After Prepping Long

the River"

^^1^ 8,

!

feet

years
ago.
yeragl'"'

Down

n

Refunding

"Most Requested" Disk
Seller on Coin Machines
"Cruising Down the River"
Best British Seller
"Par Away Places"

1 at Carnegie
''""''^^ ''''^

«t Carnegie hall N.
T""""- which winds

^-

arp «nid to be fullv aware

'..in

tr^mployment ^blocking

Powwow

May
'fr"'.
10-week

National

RCA

the River"

Sheet Musio Seller
Down the River"

"Cruising

"Cruising

Sees f«fzTa^^^^^^^^^^
ft

Down

"Cruising
Retail

Frisco

Tops

of the

Retail Disk Seller

aaa m
Komberg S ^KnA
$500,000 Tour;

W'^'^r.^i^ls^'SZelFufn-l
etven^?on''sMed' t^tart
Franoi-iro

.

OaCHESTRAS-MUSIC
Tops

Salary Scale Cuts, Standby Rule

S

.

.

1!
1

*

Legit musical.

...

.

.

..

.

.....

.

.

vLa Salle
Campbell

,

"

I

.

WcJncBday, April

ORCHESTRitS-HfUSIC
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BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

CAVALCADE

(lausical-Historicat Revie w:

1949

6,

1800- 1948)-^*^^-^
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By JULIUS MATTFES^D
(Copyrighl, Varitiy,

'

and

(•geiidt

•lid

inc;

All Righit Rararved)

prei*nlafi»n,

Cavalcad* tiaitad

Survey o1 retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating ior this and last week.
sales,'

-

bawt bdcliground mfermolion, otttndanr lo tha compilalien
appccrrad in fA* Ocf. A 1941, iuua whtn fht Vqriafy Song
publication striolly.
ft it iuggMlad that (bti* loftaHmanfi b«

Afhst

-

afippad and filad for fufura rafaranca.
Attantion i> haraby callad to tha foci that this inatarial ia copyrightad
ba raproducad ailhar wholly or in part.
.'(Continuad' from last' Waak).
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Week Ending

'

mont, cop. 1905; renewed 1932.
1904
Daddy's Little Girl, w., Edward
When I'm Away From you, Oear.
Howley- Madden, m., Theodore F. Morse,
w.,
m., Paul Dresser.
F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., Inc., cop.
Dresser Co., cop. 1904.
Where the Southern Roses Grow, 1905.
The Day That You Grew Colder,
v., Richard H. Buck, m., Theodore
Dresser. The Paul
F. Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub, Co., w., m., Paul
Dresser Pub. Co., cop. 1905.
cop. 1901,
Dearie, w.,
Clare Kummer.
The Yankee Doodle Boy (Little

Johnny

Jones),

Mrichael] Cohan.

Jos.

George
w;, m.,
E. A. Mills, cop.

W

m
& Co.,

National
Bating

i

,

.Stem

Forty-five Minutes

cop. 1905:

From Broad-

1905.
the day.
Fou the Noo, Or, Something In
In New York City the first subthe Bottle for the Morning, w.,
way opened, v
Also in New York City the Harry Lauder and Gerald Grafton.
m.,
Harry Lauder, T. B. Harms &
steamer "General Slocum" caught
Francis,
Day
Hunter, cop. 1905
lire in Hell Gate. 1,021 lives were
by Francis, Day
Hunter, Lonlost
;
don.
the
perenEugene V. Debs was
He's Me Pal. w
Vincent P.
nial Socialist candidate for presi^
dent. In 1904 he was making his Bryan, m., Gus Edwards. M. Witsecond of a, total of five tries for mark & Sons, cop. 1905.
1 Don't Care^ w., Jean Lenox,
the presidency.
The great fire in; Baltimore dC' m., Harry O. Sutton. Shapiro,
Remick & Co., cop. 1905.
Etvoyed 2,500 buildings.
I Want What I Want When I
The U. S. occupied the Panama
Want It (Mile. Modiste), w., Henry
€;• ral Zone.
As an article of feminine wear, Blossom, m., Victor Herbert. M.
the shirtwaist was setting a record Witmark & Sons, cop. 1905.
In My Merry Oldsmobile. W.,
for stajring in vogue. This year saw
the shirtwaisf still at its zenith Vincent P. Bryan, m., Gus EdOne enthusiastic salesman volun- wards. M. Witmark & Sons, cop
tesred the public statement that it 195|5.^
i,,
a
. i.
vx * .
In the bnade of the Old Apple
was here to stay forever.
The "rich man's" depression of J'ee. w., Harry H. Williams, m.,
Van Alstyne.
Shapiro,
J9J4 was the nineteenth financial Egbert
"
& Co., cop. 1905
setback since 1790. It lasted: one Remick
Jim Jiid5on--FrOm the Town of
year.
Hackensack.
Wi, m., Paul Dresser.
1905

I

2

2

3

4

4

6

5

3

6

5

7

7
9

T

and Publisher

Down

"Cruising

River" (Spitzer)

1

.

;.

1

I

I

'

1

5

1

1

,1

2

7
3

5

1

2
6

2

7
9
10

3

2

"J

5

3

6
2

4

4

8
10
3

6
9

5

8
9
10

-

"Sunflower" (Famous).
....
"Powder Your Face" (Lombardo)

7
9

6

3

4

.

.

.

.

v

"So in Love" (T. B. Harms)
"Forever and Ever" (Bobbins)
"I've Got My Love" (Berlin);. ...
"Lavender Blue" (SantlyrJoy) ...
"'A', You're Adorable" (Laurel)..

8

10
11

11

\

6
2

.

7

8

Bandana Land

(It

Happened

in

M

m

S

7

8

"Little Bird Told

Me"

(Bourne).

London: Chappell

&

Co., Ltd., cop.

1905.

Carissima. w., m., Arthur Penn.
Sons, cop. 1905 by
M. Witmark
Sol Bloom; -assigned' 1907 to M.
Witmark
Sons.
Claire De Lune (in: Suite Berga-

&

&

Piano solo, m., AchiUe
Claude Debussy. Paris: E. Fro-

masque).

Francis,

Day

&

Hunter, cop. 1905.
She Waits by the Deep Blue Sea.

w Edward

Madden,

,

F. Morse. F. B.
cop. 1905.

m.,

U. V.

IDON'TSEEME
IN

YOUR EYES

Theodore

cop. 1905.
The solution to the problem of
what to give young folks as a

9

58
44

7

22
21

23

7

5
10

10

3

17

4

14
12

8

12
9

I

I

„

,

Anton Dailey. Jerome H. Rem-

ick

&

Co., cop. 1906.

Ethel Levey's Virginia Song—
In Virginia (George

Was Bora

Washington, Jr.). w., m., George
MHchaelJ Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop.
1906.

Every Day

Bed

(The

m„

son.

Day to Me
Henry Blos-

Ladies'

is

Mill),

w.,

Victor Herbert M. Wit-

mark & Sons, cop. 1.906.
The Good Old U. S. A.

w.. Jack
Drislane. m., Theodore F. Morse.
F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., cop. 1906.
He's a Cousin of Mine (Marrying Mary), w., Cecil Mack. m..
Chris.
Smith and Silvio Hein.

Gotham-Attucks Music

Co..

Inc..

cop. 1906.

(Continued next week)

&

Co., cop. 1905.
We've Been Chums For Fifty
Years, w^, m.i Thurland Chattaway.
Pub. House, cop.

sic Co., cop. 1906.

1905.

Zimmerman;

New York Music

Anchors Aweigh. w., A. H. Miles
and R. Love 11, m., Charles A. Zimmerman. Cop. 1906 by Ida M.
assigned

1929

RED

,

BLUE

ROSES
for o

SKIR^

BLUE
LADY

to

What You Goin' to Do When the Hobbins Music Corp.
Rent Comes 'Round?~-Rufus RasArrah Wanna, w., Jack Drislane.
Andrew m., Theodore F. Morse. P. B. Havitus Johnson Brown, w
B; Sterling, m., Harry Von Tilzer. land Pub. Co.,
cop. 1906.
Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co.,
At Dawning, w., Nelle Richmond

Ai tyarlawfag m iWalody at WAR DIWI

THE

DREAM

OF

MILLS MUSIC

OLWEN
INC

top. 1905.

Eberhart. m., Charles Wakefield
Lighthouse
m Albert Von Rings Ding Dong, w., Arthur J. Cadman, Op. 29, No. 1. BostonMusic Co., cop. Lamb; m., Alfred Solm^n. Jos W. Oliver Ditson Co., cop. 1906.
Bake Dat Chicken Pie. w., m.,
1905.
& Co., cop. 1905.
Frank Dumont. M. Witmark &
My Gal Sal, or. They Called Her Stern
When the Mocking Birds Are
Frivolous Sal. w., m., Paul Dresser. Singing in the Wildwood. w., Ar- Sons, cop. 1906.
Because You're You (The Red
The Paul Dresser Pub. Co., cop. thur J. Lamb, m, H. B. Blake.
Mill), w., Henry Blossom, m., Vic1905.
H. Remick & Co., cop. tor Herbert.
M. Witmark & Sons,
My Guiding Star, w., m., Thur- Jerome
1905.
cop. 1906.
land Chattaway. m., Jean Schwartz.
Where the Moming Glories
The Bird on N«Ilie's Hat w.^
Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop. 1905. Twine Around the Door, w,, AnMy Irish Molly O. w., William drew B. Sterling, m., Harry Von Arthur J. Lamb, ny., Alfred SolJerome, m., Jean Schwartz. Je- Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer Musj.c man. Jos. W. Stem 8c Co.. cop.
1906.
rome M. Remick & Co.," cop. 1905, Pub. Co., cop. 1905.
Blow the Smoke Away (The
Nobody, w, Alex Rogers, m.,
Wliere the River Shannon Flows, Time
Bert A. Williams.
The Attucks w., m., James..J. Russell. M. Wit- Will the Place and the Girl), w..
M. Hough and Frank R.
Music Pub. Co., cop. 1905.
mark & Sons, cop. 1905.
Adams, nr., Joseph E. Howard.
One Called "Mother" and the
The Whistler and His Dog. Orch. Chas. K. Harris, cop. 1906.
Other "Home Sweet Home." w., composition, m., Arthur Pryor.
Cheyenne, w., Harry H. WilWilliam Cahill. m., Theodore F. Carl Fischer, cop. 1905.
liams,
m., Egbert Van Alstvne.
Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co.,
Win You Love Me in December

When

the Bell in

thie

,

.

:

AffM*

Evoryent

Tops for

ANY

Program

DOWN
BY THE
STATION
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC
INC.
IdlO llnNkdWiiy, N*tr Tark

19,

N.

I

Arthur
Tilzen

,

(see below)

When

As You

I

I

to

May?

& Sons, cop. 1905.
A Woman Is Only a Woman

'

Brown

the Rent

in

mark

1905.

What You Goin'
Comes

Do

w., James J.
Walker, m., Ernest R. Ball. M. Wit-

I

a

Good Cigar

Do Dolly

I

IT

AND TRY TO FORGET

&

Co.,

cop.

Chinatown, My Chinatown, w.
William Jerome, m., Jean Schwartz.

&

Co.,

LYRIC WRITERWANTED

cop.

College Life, w.. Porter Emerson Browne, m., Henry Frantzen.
B. Haviland Pub Co., Inc., cop.

f-

fly ItfCOCN/ZED

(POPULAR

Boy

»80,

Nevi York

1906.

IT!

HEARD YOU SAY GOOD-BYE
Ward* and mulk by srags Poleynit

rhyt^i.

^ J
Thu and
Others Now
m.,

FREE PROF. COPIES

Jerome H. Remick

But Jerome H. Remick

Is a Smoke (Miss
Dollars), w., Harry B. Smith,

'Round
-n., Victor Herbert M. vVitmark &
She Is Ma Daisy. Wv, Harry Sons, cop. 1905.
Lauder and J. D. Harper.
m.,
Would You Care? w.; m.,

PLAY

1111(112'

6
3

,

AND WHEN
Hiid.r.ta,

3

4

J.

..

A Picnic For Two. w.,
.1.
Lamb, m Albert Von
The York Music Co., copj
Rufus Rastus Johnson

LAUREL MUSIC CO.,
1619 Broadway New York

9

Charles K. Harris. Chas. K. Harris,

.

cop. 1905.

ANYMORE

6

6

—

The Moon Has His Eyes on You.

VANCOUVIOK,

6

10

9

.

Omar Khayyam's

,

m

w., Billy Johnson,
Tilzer. The' York

Arpearliis

73
67
59

10

9

6

Haviland Pub. Co., birthday present was discovered^

German Band, Music

PALOMAR SUPPER CLUI

86

7

8

Harry Lauder.

w., Edward Madden, m., Theodore
F. Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co.,
cop. 1905.
Longing for You, w.. Jack Drislane. m., Theodore F. Morse. F. B.
Haviland Pub. Co., cop. 1905.
Mary's a Grand Old Name
(Forty-five Minutes From Broadway), w., m., George Mtichael]
Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop. 1905.

FRANKIE LAINE

5
,.,2,.

2

8

14

14

119

2

5

8

13A 13
13B

1

-4

2
5
6

10

9

12

1

3

3

A:

"Rubaiyat." So
So Long Mary (Forty-five Min- great was the vogue for this poetic
work that hand-painted versions
utes From Broadway), wl, m.,
George MHchaeU Cohan. ,F. A. of it were hung on parlor walls.
In
'Chicago
the
Rotary
Club was
Mills, cop. 1905.
founded.
Stand Up and Fight Like H
Twenty-five thousand passenger
(Forty-five Minutes From Broadautomobiles
450
and
motor
trucks,
MHchael]
wv, m., George
The Paul Dresser Pub'. Co., cop. way),
were manufactured.
Cohan. F A. Mills, cop. 1905.
1905.
U. S. thirst increased. Distillers
Starlight, w., Edward Madden,
* l-iMe Rocking Chair and m., Theodore F. Morse. P. B. Havi'*; poured out 47,000,000 gals, of
.
Fitzgibbon and Jack
Whisky, 12,000,000 gals, of gin, and
land Pub Co., cop. 1905.
J)rislane. m., Theodore F, Morse.
Take Me Back to Your Heart 50,000,000 barrels of fermented
F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., cop. 1905.
Frank malt liquor.
w., Collin Davis,
Keep a Little Cozy Comer in Again,
William Randolph Hearst acJ. Richmond. M. Witmark & Sons,
Your Heart for Me. w., Jack Dris- cop. 1905.
quired Cosmopolitan magazine
lane. m., Theodore F. Morse. F. B.
Tammany.'.w., Vincent P. Bryan, ( Good Housekeeping in 1911; and
Haviland Pub. Co., cop. 1905.
m., Gus Edwards. M. Witmark & Horper's Bazaar in 1912).
Kiss Me Again [If I Were on the
Lewis
Clark Centehnia^ ExSons, cop. 1905.
Stagel (Mile. Modiste), w Henry
The Town Where 1 Was Bom. position, Portland, Ore.
Blo.ssom. m„ Victor Herbert. M.
w., m., Paul Dresser. Jerome H.
~
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1905.
1905 by Paul
1906
A Knot of Blue (It Happened in Remick & Go.i cop..
All In Down and Out. w., R. C.
Nordland). w., Glen MacDonough.
Wait 'Til the Sun Shines, Nellie, McPherson
(Cecil
Mack),
m..
m., Victor Herbert. M. Witmark &
w., Andrew B. Sterling, m., Har- Smith, Johnson and Elmer BowSons, cop. 1905.
ry Von Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer man.
The Gotham-Attticks MuThe Leader of the
.

3

«

.

Nordland). _w., Gleni MacDonough
VirUir
Hprhprt M. Wi(mark'&
victor Heroert.
wiimarK &
Sons, cop. 1905.
A Bowl Of Roses, w., W. E. Henley, m., Robert- Coningby Clarke.

4

9

1

rA4
8

7

i

.

,

1

1

3

5

"Galway Bay" (Leeds)
.....
"Red Roses for Blue Lady" (Mills)
.

:

&

;

1

I
N.

Title

.

way (Forty-flive.L Minutes From
m.,;
George
w.,
The St. Louis Exposition (Louisi- Broadway).
ana Purchase) was the wonder of MCichael] Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop.

1904.

&

1

P
O

CO
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'

This Last
wk; wk..

1

.

.
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1
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Ott€HKSTRAS.MtSI€
CAPITOL

Coast ToQters Scale

the Uidieat

miS' BOP

Enlist Colleges

45
For

Am

For
Contest Finals
VIA DISK JOCKEYS
'Dream Ball' Promotion
Somerset House, stalling schedCapitol Records is doing its own
uled dates at the Mark Hopkins,
Tops Traveling Band Pay education of record buyers on bop
Warren back to Holly- Frisco, and the Chase roof, St.
To Bally Monroe Disk
ChtfHf!
Music, Louis
Warren
represent
Freddy Martin added
music. It has gotten out a 10-inch
to
Boston, April 5.
Hollywood, April 5.
by the Big Kex Dennis to the band, first
vinylite disk for disk jockeys only
'ffitlv reactivated
teaching
Vaughn Moilfoe and
Lambert
RCA-Victor,
Local
AFM
Dave
47
musicians
who
guitarist
crew
has
Jg*2f''^
had since it was
tilled "What Is This Thing Called
working
to bop-sing on organized, save for occasional wax
CfitrfToid howr
WiU play for the National Thea- Bop?"
Done by Paul Weston's Leeds Music are currently
Modernaires set to re dates
hefty promotion
unusually
out
an
Chirper
Pat
O'Connor
coast
tres' amateur contest here will orchestra, with narration by Tom
publisher's new
Reddy, the disk traces the history gag to exploit the
reap a coin harvest higher, in
ballad, "Dreamy Old New England
of jazz from the days of- Leadbeily
proportion than the scale for trav- through various types of jazz, to Moon," which Monroe recorded for
one Oif RGA-Yic: irame
Frank Dc Vol plays the
Victor. All three are together on a
iStitute given
swing to bop.
rpm platter-plai;ers Tau Delta Phi Scholarship benefit eling musicians here..
next Tuestor's new'45
Disk will be shipped to every stunt to be carried out
historical blowout at Riviera Country Club
Circuit has one week of elimiexhibition alongside
Meadows,
major di.sk -jockey in the country. day (12) at Monroe's own
May 7.
hation fo-; divisional championniodels.
Framingham,
Mass., suburban cafe.
RCArVictor has gotten out some-"Dreamy
Old New
It's
to
be
tagged
Hollywood
ships
scheduled
at Loew's State thing very similar, called "Six
Chicago
whicli a
for
Ball,"
England
Moon
tentaback
downtown and one week at the Lessons in Bop," waxedt on two
»„., Morgan shoved
"queen" will be picked from
Moe Levy, of Leeds Miisle in
at the Capitol.
«w May 15 dateChinese, for selection of national sides of a 16-inch vinylite disk by among entries by various New
visiting
with
Paltown
Archie
at
Levingfour-weeks
It,,
Charlie Ventura's orchestra.
V. to open
England
colleges.
Bill Savitt, champs. Jnion has set scale al
He'll get a ton, Chi Leeds rep
31.
May
i!lrtium''he"re
too, is for disk jock use only.
Morgan's Glenmore $iio per week for sidemen for
guaiant^^^
So far. Boston U.. Rliode Island
, .,
.|
iifVvf admissions over $10,000. Mu-sic, here on way to Coast
, ^
State, Holy Cross, Connecticut U.,
performance
nightly, not ex^^nLl date nowset IV mid-sum- ditto Bob^^
Clark U., Tufts and some dozen
$8,500 lin Music Co.
Thelma Graccn ceeding 90 minutes, seven nights RCA-Victor Expands
will bring Morgan
lie?
other schools have agreed to ship
salary joins Benny Strong's orchestra as weekly.,. /Rehearsals
are extra.
nrepidv band's top theatre
a candidate to the Meadows. MonJimmy Featherstonc Leader $eaie is $165.
Harry Owens re-formed vocalist
In Sate
Disk Jockey Service!^oe, Lou Levy, Leeds head, Victorseries band slated for threeweekcr at Trilin hand and heads out on a
Regular scale for traveling bands
RCA-Victor is planning to ex execs, disk jockeys in this area,
guar- anon ballroom, May 10
Benny at Milliou Dollar theatre, which
nf six one-nighters, al $750
jockey service. etc., will be the judges. Newsreel
.ntM afiainst 60%, before starting Goodman into Salt Lake City Ren- has a stage policy, is $140 per man pand' its disk
wjdened'approach'toThe problem and' TV pickups have been ar?
Francis hotel, Frisco, dezvous April 20 .after one-nighters lor
it the St
28 shows, with the leader getki^ping'platter-spinners stocked pranged.
RCA-Victor bidding in midwest, including U. of Minn.
April 26
ting
$210.
Scale
for
local
musiPage Cavancx- prom. April 20
with and aware of Victor's release
Here's the payoff; gag is down
for waxing of a three-minute
augh Trio at Don Carlos Casino. cians at the house is $90 weekly in virtually all categories follows! for Tuesday because that's the
iprnt from Peter Tintnrin's ballet
Winnipeg, Canada
Gloria Van for 24 shows, with batoneer col- months of querying of jocks as to night of a new moon.
»n(f for his tune "And When the
lecting $135.
how the service could be improved..
Hour Has Come," after music was doubling from vocaling with Bill
Snyder's
orth
plus
role
to
roll
propram
in
In addition to setting a propor- Capitol Records is generally!
Hwd on a coast tecvee
„
.
,
Campbell-Connelly, British pub
^bert Bllder and Arthur Quenzer "Salute to Cole Porter" at College tionately higher scale for backing credited by jocks and rival comto Inn, vacated by Blossom Lee
the. tyros, union has ordered the panics as providing the best serv- fi™. has taken over the Dvorsky
•old "Are You Getting Anv?"
Sara Berner Mercury Records waxing "Jazz at contest to- use 16 sidemen during ice,: including personal- contacting catalog (Including "Blue Skirt
Pat-Mar Music
etching
stint
two-day
a
Waltz")
from
Jack
Mills,
completed
Continued on page. 46)
^
the: two-week eliminations.
by local Cap- distributor reps;
Boh
Capitol
a kldish album for
Stern, Duchess Music topper, off
on a tour of ten western slates.
Biltmore
Orch
into
Foster
ChuCk
Bowl, May 25, succeeding Jan Gar21ber, who checks out after a
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raonth stand to play the summer
Island
Catalina
at
season
Larry Maddi rcoptioned asain at
.

,

.

Oper(Eftioii

Log

Jackpots' Battle
;a Contimied

.

from page I'ss

brought about the collapse of the
web's Sunday night program strucBy the same token. CBS'
ture.
acquisition of Benny provided the
spark that has made Columbia su-

preme on Sunday.
realized,

It's

comes up at

7-

.

loo,

that

if

NBC

with what the Hoop-

er doctor ordered, jit can not only
put a heavy dent in the Benny
rating by next fall, but be the
sole factor in giving the 'whole
Sunday night
roster a new

NBC

lease.

CBS' Sunday Sleeve
is what CBS
has up its Sunday sleeve.
When
Benny takes- his- summer layoH",
Bill Paley & Co. wiU make a bid
to capture the time from Lucky
Here, for example,

.

.

,

Strikci|(which in the past has come
along with its own summer re-

placement)
built

"Sing

and install the CBSAgain" giveaway in

It

the 7-7:30 period.
As evidence of
the giveaway
popularity today,
"Sing^*

has been riding along with

a 10 and better rating, which is
Just about tops in radio as far as
sustainers go.

At the moment. Chesterfield

is

How BMI

leriously eyeing "Sing" for spon•orship (see separate story), so

Vfhether Lucky Strike would be
willing to forfeit the Sunday at 7
time during the summer to permit

a

rival ciggie outfit to move in may
nave a lot to do with the fulfillment of Columbia's plans.
If
Chesterfield doesn't buy. it's figured CBS' chances of putting
Sing" In to slug it out with NBC's
giveaway will be considerably enhanced.
•

Thus

CBS

figures Yiot only to
telephonic package,
but also protect the 7 o'clock audijnce until Benny returns in the
ran,
And come October, "Sing"
would probably be moved into tlie
Sunda^r at 10 period, thus making
me Sabbath giveaway scorecard
oent

NBC's

read:

NBC's giveaway at 7. ABC's
Stop the Music" at 8, and CBS'
Sing It Again" at 10.
Meanwhile there's « bigger and

»«ter payoif In the offing for
^BS' "Sing" show, the network announcing that it will not only rival
the NBC jackpot, but top it.
The
new jackpot (after the current one
w cracked) will total $50,000,
breaking down into $25,000 cash
*nd $25,000 in merchandise.
With three giant jackpot giveaways riding the Sabbath kilocycles, there's still speculation as to
What the FCC will do about eliminating the telephonic packages.
The networks have been heartened
by the fact that the Government
•Sency has to date looked the other
Way. But D. C. reports arc that,
„
^ *he thing gets out of hand, the
-FCC WiU move in,
•

Diagnoses Your

Music Logs
EVERY U

months your

station supplies

BMI

with a

each day for
log of the music you've performed
determines the
one month. This log, properly analyzed,
are comwho
publishers,
and
composers

payment

to

of their music.
pensated by BMI on the basis of actual use
music log is
And, as important to you, your daily
musical programming. It is
the pulse of your station's
of the heart
strength
exact
the
you, for it charts
vital to

your log helps you
of your broadcasting. A study of
of your music.
appraise the quality and selectivity
BMI wJH Jtadfy
•is,

»•"«•

CHART, or «nofyy*" "
it.
it yoo w/H simpV ask ior.
first scientific

facts

and

supplying
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New

York

•

been most coopcrativ*

logs whJen asked

amaze everyone who has

seeti

-to

do

NEW YORK

Chicogo

•

Hollywood

so.

This co-

BMI's logging

at this year's

-

BMI

log-

NAB Convention when you

visit

You'll have an opportunity to see a typical

ging job

systein
"

in operation.

the main exhibit hall at the Steven* for a look at BMI's

"Operation Log" in action.
unabft to onenil the NAB Convention, write
Dtpvttm»nt vt BtM far

y«ur copy o^ "Oporation los" in
ptfmpli/ct form, lllwstr«tc«f.

aw
;.tct

figures.

BROADCAST MUSIC,
•

its

Scientifically

licensee has

operation has resulted in standards of efficiency which

With more than 32,400 daily logs to be examined
them is stageach year, the physical task of processing

FIFTH AVENUE

BMI

to Sfarion Re/ati«ns

and automatic

In 1941 BMI
of music. Emsystem of checking actual broadcast use
accounting and
ploying the very latest IBM electronic
turns out
tabulating machines, BMI's "Operation Log"

a wealth of interesting

in

If

9f your ifafion'* /og

instituted the

gering. Every

0*'.11

INC.
19. N. Y.
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Wax

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Only Original Tunes

get the jump,

to

is

il'

retail disk best

Survey o)

on major 'platteries, which
indies can't buck with pop numsible,

'berSi

1

parative sales vatltig for this

a

at

week.

last

o

b

APBU

2

3

3

2

an eight-

4

7

5

e

6

3

4

common

8

2

with a number of similar groups,
recently emerged from compara-

"Cruising

Down

9

9

in satisfactory fashion. Boys give
plenty of zip to the "A.
M.
Blues" and also click with "Bow
-Wow," a novelty.

&

the

to

unit's

in

most

situations.

2

7

4

1

1

if

10

.

1

2

6
1

8

10

.

2

..

.

„

.

6

59

4

45

4

34

3

'

facturing

6

5

•

*

5

10

7

6

7

3

;

27

.

6

4

.

..

5

5

V

4

5

8

9

10

6

19

8

8

5

8

..

10

3

16

7

15

2

4

16A

9

9

"Again"

6

..

6

10

DINAH SHORE

3

9

LARRY GREEN
"I've

Got

My

9

KeeH Me".

to

2

9
2

13

PERRY COMO

(Victor)

DINAH SHORE

(Columbia)

18B

RCAVicler
.....lendon

MMSAN

......Dtcca

DINAH SHORI

(National)

G«n"

Got

My

.

,

.

.

3

.

Love

Keep Me".

18C 13

"I've

"Powder Face With Sunshine
.TACK KILTY (M-G-M)

SAMMY KAYE

to

3

LEICESTER

8

(Victor)
t

3

SQUARE

8

,

18K

..Capital

3

8

OXFORD MUSIC

S
ROBBINS MU^IC CORPORftTION

FIVE TOP

KISS ME, KATI

ALBUMS

iroadway Cast

DISC JOCKEYS

SHArlRO.

MUSIC

PHILHARMONIC

SINGS

VtM'tod Arlifli

Vaughn Monroe

Mercury

Victor

Broadway,

CORP.

New

York

JAZZ
Woody. Htrnitin

Volum* 9

Artitti

M-G-M

Records

Decca .....
Vfctor
Capitol

.

.

Columbia

..

.....

......

. .

..

.

....

,

..........

.

.

.

.

i

,

,

:

.

Columbia

,.

zn

.......

.

...

2
1

.,

I

.

London

108
35
47

5

.

No. of
Records

Label
M-GrM,.

Points

9
6
3

,

URMSTNN

VAUGHN MONROE

(Based ow Points i'amed)
Label

YOU

JIMMY McHVGH

JAZZ AT THE

Disk Best Sellers by Compftnies

EXACTLY
Music by,,

1619

WORDS AND
Voriad

Columbia

THE IVIR FAVORITI

LIKE

25, for

CHURCH NEAR

8

(Decca)

18D

Columbia

MARtARET WHITINB

WESSON BROS.
"Louie, Drop the

MILLS BROS.

June

THE LiniE OLD

9
8

........Mtrcury

.

9
2

18A 13
.........^.Itonda

.

(Columbia)

17E

EVER

goon, Salt Lake City,
eight days at .$2,.-iOO

(Columbia)

Love

.

Jack Smith's first album.
Modemaires. who got $1 ,000
weekly -for recent four-weeker at
Cocoanut Grove here, into the La-

(Victor)

Z
LES BROWN

171)

•MCII nilDS

.

(Columbia)

17B 12
I

st.irrer

.

My Love," her first film chore
... Bcnay Venuta etched four Gay

'.

'

"Tokyo

in
Boffart

'90s sides for Mercury
Capitol
set an April 18 recording date for-

,

17A

Japanese

Be

10

1

in

Humphrey

ter of tire magnate Harvey Firestone. Jr.. signed by Robert Montgomery to do the score for "Come

11

(Capitol)

16B

Initialer
his own

MGM

.

(London)

MARGARET WHITING

novelties.

Bear Lake,"

now lensing at Columbia
KIImbeth Firestone, 25-yearrold daugh-

12

(Victor)

12

VERA LYNN

and

lish

Joe,"

(Columbia)
8

15

i

.

Records
recording director, in town for
parleys with plattei-y's local rep,
Jesse Ka.ye . . . Karie Shindo, local Japanse girl, inked to warble
"These Foolish Things" in Eng-

(Decca)

FRANKIE YANKOVIC

.

composition.

17

5

to

.

.

Harry Myerson,

You So Much It Hurts".
STAFFORD-G. MacRAE (Cap)

PEKRY COMO

FOREVER

RUSt

.

to wax only
will be "Big

(DeCea)

8

Inc.,

April 11 at Billy Gray's Band Box
Mel Blanc inked with Capitol

26

3

(Decca)

14

:

Distributors.

handle distribution for Highw^v
Tec- Art,
Co'da,
and Kangaroo
labels in addition to his own Jewel
Records
Jane Harvey opens

^28

(Victor)

FRANK SINATRA

HHEN C*mOtl
PEHY COMO

.

30

7

'

•

,

17C 10

HAH MIIWH

Music Notes
Harold Leventhal checked in
from the east to start duties as
new Coast head of Lewis Music
Formerly with United Music he
was prewar head of Am-Rus Music, since taken over by Lee^s
Ben Pollack set up Record Manu-

35

6

5

.

la

1

"'A' You're Adorable"

KM).

AND

Dupre 'is Abner Greenberg, while
Samuel Jesse Buzzell represents

75

1

-

"I Love

13

overall

rhythmic efifects. Milburn wisely
does
his
top
waxings,
"Bewildered," and "Chicken Shack
Boogie." While not an outstandjng orchi this crew will moi-e than

own

8

3.

group's

tlie

Instrument gives a

nice

its

12

lot

arrangements.

(O

1

An

^

"Powder Face With Sunshine

'

'88

handed a

T
A
s

(Decca)

EVELYN KNIGHT
MILLS BROS,

exhuberant chap,' he
with an infectious
beat as well as handling the vocals

lustre

3

(Capitol)

"Sunflower"
,

11

•

•

5

7

.

(Decca)

SAMMY KAYE

Small band is neatly held together by Milburn, its pianist-

Electric guitar is
of prominence in

N
Seattle—

(Decca)

RUSS MORGAN
10

4

7

10

.

,

An

4

2

2

4

on the strength of

'

pounds the

I

',

week on the plaintiff's motion for
a temporary injunction. However
the jurist indicated the songsmiths
would be granted an early trial
accounting of the profits is also
sought.
Legalite for Nelson and

I

Minneapolis

Mills.

River".,

tlie

BING CROSBY

Introed as a Coa.st
combo, the outfit comprises piano,
eloctric. guitar, two saXj bass and

leader.

i

2

1

P

O

SI.
5

<fi

Omaha—

,(»

3

BING CROSsr
7

vtive obscurity
its recordings;

'

1

L

—

i3

'

(M-G-M)

RUSS MORGAN
i

Band Review
AMOS MILBURN ORCH (6)
in

r
Indianapolis

m9

s

(£

(Shenr

:'S

3:.

1*

u

published
?'To?=*^y''.l
in 1945, and Y?'*?
the firm's current hit
"Red Roses for a Blue Lady."
Supreme Court Justice Louis A
Valente reserved decision last

T

(Decca)

GORDON MacRA£

sextet,

s
(Schmc

1

5

1

(Victor)
for a Blue Lady"

"Red Roses

BLUE BARRON

piece crew and vocals himself.

Apollo, N. Y.
This Negro

'•

tt

<.
S

s

'

(Decca)
the River".

Cd

ct

d

f

iller

—

1

T

t
:entral

VAUGHX MONROE

Woolley, formerly with
Dor.sey,. fronts

Down

RUSS MORGAN

Pruik Woolley orch, Bobby Doyle
and Gil Mershom to exclusive wax
pjicts and has a deal to deliver
24-Hides annually to Black & White
J' eorrts.
which is handling dis-

lotnmy

Artist, Label, Title

RUSS MORGAN
"CruisinR

1

1

Tinturin has inked Merry Macs,

CO

i

tt

u

This Last
wk. wk.

"Romance."

i

I

2

%
m

T

,

tS
T m

Endliig

Kadio)

1

<Pearsoni

JS
to

1

01

0

CO

0

Wcck

National

s

&
IS

0)

N. Y. supreme court. Plaintiffs
object to an alleged similarity
between their "Bed Roses for Mv
^"'^

Muelle

cfl

.',

Fine; Arts teed off with Tin
own "Don't Gamble On Romance." and 137,000 copies of the
Sandy Simms etching have: been
shipped to date. Tinturin already
has collected a good chunk of royalties plus a $5,000 advance from
Pat-Mar Music, which is publishing

?

6

I

1

1
1

6

a

CO

sellers, bosed on reports obtained ir<m leodina stores in
12 cities and showing com-

and

turin's

tribution.

Of Songsmiths See Red
Claiming ^unfair
competition,
Ed Nelson and Jimmv
Dupre have filed a breach of contract action against Mills Music
in
songwriters

lopij

pos>

1949

6,

Song Makes Pair

'Blue'

liencefofth to original tunes only.

hold

'

Wednesday, April

Hollywood, April 5.
Fine Arts Records, headed by
Peter Tinturin, will devote itself

drum.

.

.

ORCHESTnAS-MUSIC

46

Fine Arts Records To

Idea

...

.

...,.,.»

.

National

.

.

.

Points
43

10
8

"SANTTy^JOY, INC,
Joe Glascr, Associated Booking
ill with flu in ^^ew Yoi-k,

head

On the Upbeat

Pianists Johnny Costa and
Bobby
Cardilla into Jackie Heller's
j

I

i

.

.

Mgr

New

York

Tht Public Choice

,

1

.

Goddard, formerly with GAC,

JOHNNY "SCAT" DAVIS

Prof.

Spotlight Room. Since they're
both

studying music at Carnegie
Tech
and can't work every night,
keyboarders wUl split the week
each
playmg three sessions
Wavne
hit Pascuzzi, Whitey
drumairlanfes
with
new disk show, mer at HollywoodScharbo's
Show Bar, is
"Showtime with Goddard," on also with Pittsburgh
Sympiiony
M'MOR, new FM station here
into Carnival
Griff Williams plays International Lounge
r m'.nlrT''
lor six days

Philharmonic No. 8 and 9" on
|L. P.'s to retail for $4.8."). Both albums, whicli were hot sellers, will
sell for $8..'50 combined.
Bob
I

Evansville, Iml.

Joy-Gen

1619 Broadwoy,

new

Continued from page 43

Rtw GRAHD THEATRE,

Eddie

PITTSBURGH

i

.

I

.

.

CARMEN LQMBARDO'S

:

'

,

And His SCATETTE
Starting

April

I

.

S

City,

Mo.

.

Universal Records

.

.

.

,

.

I

.

Exclusive

.

Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE QLASER,

Now

York

Chicago

.

Pres.
i

.

I

1

I

lumbia

disks.

.

.

.

.

Beverly Hills

,

Travel Exposition, Stevens hotel,
April 19-24,
Jimmy Palmer
into Rice hotel, Houston, April 19
lor 4 weeks
Louis Armstrong
into Blue Note April 11. followed
by Boyd Raeburn, April 17
Chet Roble Trio held over at Cairo,
northside
jazz
bistro,
through
April . . New Ballroom here with
Palladium as Its handle
Don
Reed into O. Henry Ballroom,
April 20 ... Chuck Foster .set for
Trianon, April 22
Harvy James
skedded for one-nighters in this
territory, April 8 to 14
.
Nate
Hale, formerly with M-G-M reeords, now domg promotion iof Co.

UPTOWN INTER LMDE. K ansas

.

.

.

,

j

9s

Irumpet with Deuces Wild. gucstApril
14
Neenie Waters, pianist, had
oj)tion picked up at
Club RiViera
.

,

COQUEnE

"^'^"y

Whltely's jazz
J.?.,,*?"/^^^^''!quartet
there for week-end dancing
outfit at

-.r^^A^^^r
K
Oakland,
for indefinite
Bill Bickcl Trio

Don

FEIST

Metz's;

run.

back into Bill

replacing organist Jean Allen,., Al
Marisico
band celebrated 10th anni at Nixon
Cafe.
Howard Webb, organist
opened at Terry's Bar and Grill.

for MOTHER'S DAY
and Mvftry Dny

A BeAUrifUL SONG

.

'

HOM
H«I

Hall,

Kemp

tmned

to

onetime pianist with
and Jack Jenney. rehig

joined Johnny
Copa.

home town and

Marino's orch

at

IN

MOTHER'S
My

li.

at Trtui-

STKWAHT
T.OC.T.1

ARIVI$
1\ARK

npnlorv or from

CARL riSCHER.

INC.

>>w yorb city—.»ol>brr

i

.

.!
:

y«fawJ«yi

April 6,

Inside
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oncnRSTiiAS-MVsic
Emerson's 45 Solo

Orchestras-Music

tm,erson Hadioi h^s gotten into
RPM battle. It is releasing two

You Go," recently cut by Guy Lombardo for
his Lombardo Music, operated by Bregmanand published by
Tune is actually an old one which became
JlfwnlConn, is unusual.
'^Au when first issued in 1927, only in the midwest. It was pubSun Music, Chi firm, which issued "Rose ColIffi by Milton Weill's
«!rGlasses" at the same time, and the latter got so big it smothered
SJvwhere." Few people outside Chi and St. I^ouis. where the latter
heard of the tune. Some weelis back, when Lombardo's
« s hit ever
S«r-Frazer broadcasts were on Mutual, they needed a sort of "travbackground music for an interview. Ray Harbey, proine" tune as
"Everywhere." The Lombardos liad never heard of
A«ftt suggested
days to find the tune and its publislier) and the maestro
(Hit took five
brothers fell hard for the song, Curiously^ Sun Music is now
iiirt his
whom Lombardo records. He immediately made
ISmed by Decca, for
Sun for his BVC-operated Lombardo Music to take the
. de«l with
me over and work on it. "Everywhere" was written by Larry Shay,
mrforv of "Everywhere

the

Joe

I

i

Hollywood, April 5.
Fred Waring's weekly interviews
Sonny Burke will have complete of music publishers' contact men
charge of Decca's local artists and on liis Tuesday morning NBC ra«
45 RPM disks
repertoire problems. He has been
RCA-Viclor.
They will not spin more or less in thiit position ever dio programs will become a part
even the standard 78 disks. An- since he joined the company, but of his new video series on CfiS
other, more expensive set, is being in
recent months Dave Kapp, Sunday evt-nings 9 to 10 p.m., sponmade that plays the 78s and' the Decca v.p., has been here most of sored by General Electric. CBS
the time.
program debuts Easter Sunday.
45* with an adaptor;
Due to the death of Decca's
Waring runs weekly meetings
An idea of the confusion attend- founder
and foi'mer prez, Jack with contact men in N. Y. to get
ant to the new speeds, is in the Kapp, his brother will hereatter their new songs and chin with
Emerson press release citing the spend most of his time in N. Y. the pub reps. A shot of these getnew macliines. It consistently re^ heading up a & t affairs. D. K. togethers, which for years occurred
gets back here later this week and at a NT. Y. r utomat, was kihescoped
fers to RCA new platters as "long-^
will remain for only four or five last night (Tuesday) fi-om a CBS
playing" records.
days before heading east.
playhouse for use. on the broadcast;

models that

will

handle only the
being issued by

1

I

i

j

i

I

I

1

!

,

I

I

j

Goodwin and Mark Fisher,

I

I

around the country are being polled as to their feelings
Of standbys when traveling bands are booked into local
Ml the question
the standbys are eliminated, MCA chairman and founsituations and if
can take all the credit. Stein wrote James C. Petrillo,
Stein
Jules
der
that more theatres might add stageshows if the
suggesting
prexy,
AFM

AFM

Decca Coast Operation

new low-priced radio-phonograph

nilJ*

locals

would stop demanding local standbys. His reawhether a working musician is a traveling man or a local

various key-city locals

loning is that

more employment in the profession. In Frisco, for
demands standbys. So do half-a-dozen big eastern
Understood Petrillo hasn't formally answered the letter yet but
sent to locals around the country inviting opinions.
been
have
copies
which does not exact standbys, already has notified
Local
47,
Hollywood
Stein's views.
Petrillo that it shares
adds up to
example, Local 6

It all

locals.

BGA-Victor, which has been very active; of late in making special
promotion recordings for disk jockey use, cut another last week with
Como. It's « script thing, including the use of a parody on the
Adorable," which Como made with the Pontane Sisters
for'bninediate release. It'll go to all disk spinners as a sort of "thank
you" ft)Jf past and future favors; Victor last year made a special disk
called the "Tommy Dorsey Story," which included bits of every hit
Victor, leading up to his then current
tiine he made over the years for
"Until." Victor is currently in the process of making a special 164nch
platter by Charlie Ventura called "Five Lessons In Bop;" strictly for
radio spins, not for sale.
Perry

tune, "A' You're
'

Arnold Shaw, Leeds Music promotion head, develops

some unusual

He's now in the process of shippmg packages
song-exploitation ideas.
worth |5 each, containing Revlon "Orchids To You" powder, lipstick,
etc, to disk jockeys to promote performances of Leeds "Orchids To
follows that up with shipments of live orchids
Lady" recordings.
Both
to jocks close enough to i^et them before the flowers pass out.

My

He

Meas were promotions with no cost involved for Leeds except mailing;
Few weeks back, Shaw sent good-looking notebooks to various disk
jocks and the first pages of each book contained inserted notes designed as reminders to Jocks about spinning a string of Leeds' recorded
tunes, from "Galway day" down.
Mrs. Thomas Dorsey, mother of Jimmy and Tommy D., often makes
When she gets
one-nighter tours with either one of her son.s' band.^.
tired of staying at the home the freres bought her in California, she'll
During the past
call one or the other, hop a plane and hit the road.
few weeks she has been in the east traveling with first one of her sons'
combos and then the other. It's not anything new, either. During
recent years, when she still maintained the family home at Shenandoah, Pa, she'd be
hand alone or with other members of. her family
if either one of the Dorsey bands played nearby— at Pottstown, Reading,
Scranton, etc.

m

As a result of collectors' demands, RCA-Victor is releasing a pair
sides etched by Marlene Dietrich in Germany 25 years ago.
Although lyricizing is in German, collectors have long yearned for the
disk since it is generally regarded as the best job of piping Miss Dietrich has ever done.
In capturing the cynicism of the period, she. delivers an authentic flavor rarely caught oh wax. Backing is by Frederick
Hollander orch. Hollander, now a film scorer on the Coast, also did the
arrangements. Ditties are "Ich Bin Die Folsche Lola" (I am the Gay
Lola) and "Kinder Haut Abend Such Ich Mir Was A us" (Girls, Tonight
I'll Choose Someone).
of

"That Wonderful Girl 'of Mine," new tune being published by Supreme Music, in which Decca Records and Biegman-Vocco'Conn are
partnered, is a pop rewrite of the Jewish standard, "Mem Shtelele
Recorded by
Belz," written by Jacob Jacobs and Alex Olshanetsky.
Larry Adler for a Decca harmonica album by hhn, the .Jewish melody
created enough interest for Decca and BVC to get ideas^about a pop
is worlc•career,
Suprem*
Sammy Gallop wrote an English lyric and
ing on the tune.
Al Jolson recorded it for Decca. J. J. Kammen published the original song.
«

|

i

;

in the Casino ballroom on Catalina Island
this year for the first time.
P. K. Wrigley, who has operated tlie
terpery since it was erected, has decided to lease it out tliis year. He
has notified local ops that new lessee will be able (o set his own policy.
Iftthe past, Wrigley has flatly banned jump arrangements by bands.

Jump bands may be heard

Johnny Bothwell's new small bop orchestra was signed by National
It's National's idea to use Bolhwell, a sax waj«n effort to replace the loss of Charlie Ventura's orchestra to KCA-

™

}tm, not Apollo.
Vlctor.

Chester Conn's

Own

Tarantella'
I

I

Lyrics

Chester Conn, partner in Breg& Conn music tirm, is

I

man, Vocco

pulling a switch in the fitting
of English Ivrics to the tune "Sicilian Tarantella," Italian instrumental now creating noise here via

RCA-Victor's Reina Orchestra recording. BVC recently secured the
U.S. rights to tlie tune from the
Italian publisher and will market
with
it as an instrumental and
lyrics. Conn has written the words

|
'

CAPITOL THEATRE,

himself.

SONGWRITER
af lal«ntMi> iMrtonabl* pion'I"
'•t wilRng
to lintl* In Mopcrativ*
*•»•««.
ConldM
•|UMl'

<»ENE SELIG. Tl 2-2527
Thurtday evening •r Safuriiay;

As
to

fit

a rule,

when publishers seek

a lyiic to

an instrumental of

any kind, they farm the job out

47-

WARING SONGPLUGGER
ROUTINE FOR VIDEO

Sonny Bnrke to Solo

to..

established writers and
Several
BVC has done it
pick the best.
Conn, who
often in the past.
Writer or co-writer of many substantial lunes of the pa.st, hasn't
written anything in quite a while.

U

M G M RECORDS
:hE greatest

name

in
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;1

1

.
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Wedneaday, April

4d

Up

Trust Fund Being Set

Bookers

Circuit

For Stricken Emile Boreo

Mulling Plans

Still

Cii'cuit bookei-s are taking a cue-f-

from tire success of vaude on the
Scliine circuit and are studying the
possibilities of playing stageshows
sans expensive names in situations
where there hasn't been any stageShows

in years.
.

expected that the chains will
use higher-priced talent up to $1,000 per act for the experiments m
the new towns.
As one circuit booker declared,
v ith the shortage of top names and
It's

lack of b.o. pull of some of the
packages currently being offered,
it would be best to start on a nonr
name basis in the newer houses.
It's felt that the Schine bookings
have definitely proven that vaude
as a substitute for second features
In cities which
is drawing biz.
haven't had vaude for some time,

.

^

would be poor judgment

j

Dick Culver, Tom Relder, Bill
Scully Quartet and IVIoi-ty Rappe.
Also Beverly and Bobby, dance
team; Pete and Claire Hagan, song
dance turn, and Emile Faustin,

i

^

]

Cuban

terper.
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Mulls Revision'of

law

Columbus, April

5.

Ohio Board of Liquor Control
has frozen liquor permits at the
number that will be outstanding
April II.' A revision of all existing
liquor regulations will be studied
while the freeze is in force.
,

I

i

'
I

I

I

!

AGVA
last

'

pleted.

they learned of

appointment several woek.s ago
and asked National AGVA for the
his

deal

rights to

directly

with

New

York.
That Jones was aware of their
attitude was indicated by the closing paragraph of his letter of invitation to the meeting, which
stated: "If there is any reluctance
on your part to cooperate with ahd
abide by the directives of AGVA,
as based on the constitution, bylaws and rules and regulations of
AGVA, it is hoped that your reluctance will not: be of such extreme nature as to force a strike

.

.

,

when

with Jones,

.

,

standing"

would now deal

dictatorships."
Jones': letter to the bookers, on
stationery was mailed out
Tuesday (28) and received in
plenty time. It is understood here
that the agents balked at dealing

"

'

'

CmiltS

man, Philadelphia, and the OlymAction of the board affects all
pia, l^Iiami, have found the non- liquor, beer and wine permits for
name policy .to pay oil.
Bookers both carry-out sales and sales over
-declare it would be comparatively the bar. No new applications for
easy to get business with low-pric- permits will be accepted while the
ed shows in situations where'name freeze is' in effect but the 1699
acts have seldom played. On the applications now pending with the
other hand. It would be difficult to department will remain valid.
lure
patronage
with
middleLiquor department spokesmen
bracketed talent into a theatre ac- said the freeze would be lifted
customed to high-priced perform- when regulation revisions -are com.
ers.

I

I

L^gt year's audition was successlaunching vKirJcwood and
Goodman, who attained some
prominence in the intimeries.

|

legal

AGVA

>

I

'

to start

a flesh policy with top names and
top bands, and then find it necessary to abandon the policy because
of inability to follow with displays
on the same level. If the newer
situations started oif with a five or
six 'act policy such a policy .can
be maintained without difficulty
for a long time.
An example is provided by the.
Capitol theatre, Washington, which
rarely goes in for top names and
does consistently good business.
The Majestic theatre, Paterson,
N. J.; The Rajah,* Reading; Car-

I

Pfi^iay <8) at the Charles Weid
Nitery operaman studios, N/
tors, agency repis and prodXicers
have been invited tp attend.
Among those slated to appear
are tapster Johnny Argo, singers J

withouj,

and said

.

1

f^^.

[

AGVA

only with individual agents.
The AGVA meeting with the nitery ops is scheduled for today
and the general membership nveeU
ing will be held tomorrow (Wed
Spokesman for the bookers contend they have never been notified
by the National Executive Board of
AGVA of Jones' appointment and
as far as they are concerned, Fred
Nerritt never left town. Privately
the bookers are grousing "about

I

The American Theatre Wing's
professional training program has
sclieduled second annual auditions
^

groups

I

ATW's VaiiHe Auditionis
To Be Held in N.Y. Fri. (8)

,

Agents' Boycott Hits Philly

Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., and Henry
Dunn, American Guild of Variety
Artists treasurer, will administer
a trust fund being set up for Emile
Philadelphia, April 5.
Boreo, who was stricken with a
Open warfare between the Amheart attack, last month while
working at the 22 Club, Miami erican Guild of Variety Artists and
Beach. Wallers last week received bookers organizations in this city,
a 31,000 check from Bennie Gaines, with a potential strike call and loss
Blackamoor room, Miami Beach, of franchises to the majority of
operator, who is handling the the agents, looms as result of an
funds collected at a recent benefit alleged bookers boycott of an
for Boreo.
AGVA meeting called yesterday
Upon receipt of the "check, Wal- to discuss policies.
ters^ called in Dunn to help adminDick Jones, former head of the
More coin will be dissident Local No. 6 of AGVA, is
ister the fund.
forthcoming as soon as a final acthe now national repvesentative of
counting is made .of the recent
Philly. As one of his
Around the union in
Miami Beach benefit.
first official acts, JoneS sent letters
$6,000 was collected.
to all agents and their- associates,
Boreo arrived yesterday (Tues,)
night club owners and AGVA
in New York, for hospitalization at
members in the area to attend a
Mt. Sinai hospital.
three-day series of meetings called
tor each group separately.
AGVA
Jones,
to
According
Midwest Dates
wanted to discuss such matters as
the issuance of contracts on all
Chicago, April 5.
engagement^, excessive benefits,
Jack Page joins his father Sid minimum basic agreements, teleas head of the club department Vision, exclusive agency contracts,
with Howard Schultz moving over clarification of matinee perform.Fred ances, Wage scales,- etc.
to the Sam Roberts agency
and Susan Barry into the Beverley
The AGVA's first meeting held
Hills Country Club, Covington, Ky.,
in the Lulu Temple was
Paul Burke, cartoonist, yesterday
April 15
attended by only four indie agents.
Matinee,
Club
WGN-TV
set for
Concurrent with the AGVA
Sclma Marlowe line
April 12
bookers,
exits after six months at the Pea- confab organizations of
cock Club, Jacksonville, Fla., and the Entertainment Managers Assn.
opens April 6 Glenn's Rendezvous. and the Variety Bookers Assn.
Newport, Ky. Dick Hyde joins the held a joint meeting in the Belleshow as production singer. .Jim- vue-Stratford. The meeting was.
my Ames, comic, option picked up closed and members refused to
at Silver Frolics through May 19
discuss its nature.
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, is bringing
Jones charged the agents were
in Carmen Miranda,. May 6, followsummoned to the meeting by teleed by Dorothy Shay, May 20
Park Plaza, St. Louis, has Charles gram, threatened with a $50 fine
for
failure to attend and that the
Trenet in for three weeks starting
whole thing was "a direct conspirApril 29.
Sherman Bros., panto-diskers, acy against AGVA.'' Jones further
said
''no member of the AGVA can
held over at Brass Rail indefinitely
.:: Cliff WinehiU, comedian, pairs work for an unfranchised agency,
with, Judy Manners, singer, to and the bookers groups forfeited
Stork
Club,
bill
their
franchises by refusing to talk
April
22
at
headline
DCs Moines, Joey Bishop moves terms with the actors union."
south to the Beverley Club, New
Jones characterized the agents
Lake Club, organizations
Orleans, April 14
"unchartered
as
Springfield, ML, has the Charioteers
.BiU Frafor week of April 14
zier and Elanor Gray spotted for
Flame Club, Sioux City. April 18 N.Y.
Branch Asks
Glenn's Rendezvous has added
, Marie Neglia,,. violinist, to the Andy
Hands-Qff by Nat'l Bd.;
Russell show", April 8 and for April
22 have Sid Gould and Marie AuS'
Cites Barto's Stalling
tin booked.
May 5. brings in Pat
Patrick and Tyrell and Winslow
Mertibers of the New York
with Bill Robinson heading the
branch of the American Guild of
June 3 show and Billy Vine follow- Variety. Artists
will press for a
ing in, June 17.
resolution
asking the national
AGVA office to keep out of
Dave Apollon ppens at the Bevr branch atlairs. Resolution will be
erly Hills Country Club, Newport, presented at a meeting slated for,
Ky.. April 29.
today (Wed.) at the Park Sheraton
hotel, N. Y.
It's charged by several members,
most ot them on the N. Y. branch
board, t'hat national secretary
Dewey Bartp is slowing up the
functioning of the branch and delaying action on various matters.
Among the items that the N. Y.
board would like to have cleared
are disposition of the dispute with
the RKO chain o\^gr dismissal Of
Charlie Banks as emcee "at the
Regent theatre without notice.
Meeting will also ask for complete
organization of the Ringling Bros,
and Barnum & Bailey circus which
opens tonight (Wed.) at the Madison Square Garden, N. Y.
Various members point out that
when the branch is permitted to
work out its own affairs, various
matters can be settled. Examples
of the setting up ot increased clubdale scales and increases for the
Roxy theatre chorus were worked
out without help or hindrance from
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Branch; Won't Deal Fith Dick Jones

For Return of Vaude in Faraway Spots

it

_

';;

.

.

call of

.

AGVA members

to obtain

contractual fulfillments.":

-

.

.

.

.

.

ROLLY AND BONNIE

AGVA

PICKERT
Held Over 12th

Week

BELMONT PLAZA,

New York

M^. JACK KALCHEIM

AMERICA'S NEWEST
ENTERTAINER!

DANN

ARTIE

Currently

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK
(signed for return

engagement)

Week April 7th^ Adams Theatre, Newark, N.
Week April 15th, Carousel, Pittsburgh
Week May 2nd, Olympia Theatre, Miami
May 15th, Latin Quarter, Boston
June 1st, starting Coast to Coast tour, appearing
on reopening of vaudeville bills in Loew Theatres
(Thanks to Sidney Piermont)

GUESTING ON

PIX

TELEVISION

RECORDS

NICKGarr«utly
LUCAS

.

.

national

X

KEN MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
Hollywood

.

•

i

LENNY COLYER
"MR.

Sl'Ki'S

]|<)lhl':i I'"

THE "NEW LOOK
IN

'

COMEDY
CnrrcnUy

mjyyf^y»5^ Exclusive Management -—li'

BILLBOARD ATTRACTIONS,

Inc.

AGVA.

GENGO WITH GKEEN AGCY.
Larry Gengo this week switclied
from the Joe Glaser's Associated
Booking Corp. to the. Leonard
Green agency. He'll set up an act
department at the latter.
Gioen agency has been booking
bands only, mostly Latin combos^

aikwIN
(LIINTON

fHILAbtlPHIA, fA.mmmmtm

HOTEL ;T«"ur«

aOO OUTSIOI ROOMS
tfm '2 DAILY
inCIAl WftKlY «*IH,

HousfKfC^iNe fAcnifiti

mmmvumma

•ismhci of

DANNY

«ii

iwt*""—

BETTY

HOCTOR and BYRD
Currently Appearing

Personal

Management

MATTY ROSEN
143 West 49th Streef
New York City

Zri Smash Week

STRAND

,

New York

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

fJh^r,

April 6,

1949

VAIJDEVILLB

IliPCopaCityJiam^^

Philadelphia, April

LARY SOLLOWAY

g

new

$1,000,000

Copa

S«
Sar

a

10-girl

line

Pl"S
York for the

show

Take Due

to the shutdown, with
freezing out of dozens of
stockholders in the
big and small

With Grade Agcy.

for Slicing

By AGVA-TA Action

was complete ignoring by
The promotion of benefits wherenewspapers (amusement and in an outside ticket selling organ-

desks both) of the occurence, ization gets anywhere up to 45% of
topic of talk the net proceeds is
though it was main
due for a reamusement-minded area vamping. Situation was brought
in this
to a head when a promoter conov6r the weekend.
Undoubtedly one of tlie lushest vinced Theatre Authority to okay
dubs yet hullt in a resort which gratis talent after request "had
has always boasted lavish rooms, been previously denied;
Affair in question was for the Ascost for copa City originally ran
The Norman Bel sociated Blind, Inc., which under
o^it $800,000.
k

(Continued on page 50)

man, was originally slated to buy
a show through Jerry, Rosen for
the Madison Square Garden May
Henry Dunn, American Guild
12.
of Variety Artists representative
to Theatre Authority, proposed a
compromise
situation
whereby
15% go to TA and $1,000 go to
Deal witli Rosen was subseacts.
quently called off.

ON HOTEL SKIP CHARGE
liarry Sunbrock, who is touring
a one-iiighter stageshow, was ar-

.

week

in

fice.

Columbus on

charges of defrauding a Cincinnati
hotel of a $50 bill.

Lew Grade

York April

affair

due

is

New

in

Year

Next

Reprise

ture.

di-

1

1

I

I

I

1

I

MCA

I

The greater

part of the State
Fair's surplus of $187,521.66 has
been accumulated since 1946, when
it
I

i

1

I

I

I

I

against

violators,

all

.

i

I

j

:

:

:

•

creased his salary from $4,500 to
$6,000 a year.

i

i

invoked

whether agents, talent purchasers
or the entertainers themselves.
Ruling virtually ends the general
practice ot Hrgf New York agencies dealing directly with clubs
here.
Local agents, paid nominal
sums
yearly,
merely
rubberstamped these deals. Practice was
particularly prevalent in the big
Sunday night club date business,
(Continued on page 50)

,

Report also showed that the fair
had accumulated a surplus of
$187,521.66 Since the Department
Deal was worked out so the Grades of Agriculture.assumed supervision
will put up some of their funds of the exposition in 1937 at the rebanked in the U. S, for the open- quest of W. Kerr Scott, then coming of the U. S. branch and initial missioner of Agriculture. The fair
operating expenses. British Trea.s- since then has been managed by
ury permission was obtained for Dr. J. S. Dorton, of Shelby.
the move.
After reviewing the report, the
The Grade agency at one time Board of Agriculture voted to rewas negotiating with MCA for a elect Dorton manager of the fair,
mutual representation pact. At one for 1949, commended him, and in-

seen likely to set off a reaction
that will force a looksee into all
promotions.
It's
benefit
being

Sunbrock has
Simultaneously,
by radio station
been warned
WSM, Nashville, to stop advertising his current layout as the origStation
inal "Qrand Ole Opry."

The

i

i

Greensboro, N, C, April 5,
Tlie North Carolina State Fair
took in $196,924.72 la.st year and
earned a net profit of $38,778.13,
according to report from the State
Auditor's office submitted at a
meeting of the Board of Agricul-

is

•

of 1941.

rective,

Penalties ranging from fines of
$25 to $250, and jail sentences
from 30 days to one year can be

Fair Profits; Planning

18.

stage in the proceedings,
offered $500,000 for the agency with
Lew & Leslie Grade retaining directorships and managing the London office, but deal was turned
charged tliat too little coin is re- down inasmuch
as the Grades
verting back to charity. If ticketwanted to retain their Identity.
selling organization gets the greatclaims that Sunbrodc' was never er part of the proceeds, benefit is
given authorization to use that actually for the boiler-room operaLaurette and Clymas open at
name, which the station claims is tor. As such, many performers are the William Penn hotel,
Pittsits exclusive property,' Only one demanding an inquiry into the dis- burgh, April 15
and follow with
act from WSM's show is in the position of monies realized at bene- jHollenden, Cleveland, April 29, and
Sunbrock unit.
Mt. Royal, Montreal, May 13.
fits.

However, the Associated

the Employ-

clarifying

state,

ment Agency Law

i

j

Elkort, until recently with Music
Corp. of America, met last week
with the Grade board Of directors.

auspices of promoter .iimmy Ban-

'

SUNBROCK PINCHED

rested last

|

Tarheels Like Hefty

Grade agency, London, for
Elkort to open a New York branch
for exchange of talent. Elkort will
represent the Grade's list of acts
in this country and will also line
up American acts for presentation
in England and the Continent.
Elkort will plane to the U. S.
tomoi-row (Thurs.) to open tlie of-

city

;

the
|

which was sent out fromi
Harrisburg March 31 by Secretary
of Labor and Industry William H.
Chesnut, makes it mandatory for
all purchasers of talent to deal
at a salary increase.
through agents licensed and bondstarting date is tentatively Jan.
ed by the Commonwealth of Penn24, for four weeks.
sylvania.

V London, April 5.
Deal was completed last week
between Eddie Elkort and Lew &

oroject,
local

|

Leslie

possible

5.

a directive issued to all agents in

{

gii'ls.

Odd side

;

Boost

K.O, to out'-of-state 1E>ookin£; in
Pennsylvania has been given in

.

Benefit Promoters' Soft

^^"^

fa"^*"

at Salary

The Modernaires, who recently
completed a four-week stand at the
Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador
hotel, Los AngeleSi are set for a
return at this spot .early next year

Elkort Sets Deal

and Tony

Ron Fletcher with
was paid o«

and

full,

Pennsys 10%ers
Philadelphia, April

Return

of

orch,
Michael Selker's

in

for

Modernaires' Coke Grove

$75,000

equipment is up for sale.
Spot, on site of former Latin
CityBen Blue, Quarter, was unable to meet talent
<5hnw. which featured
Sid
Gary,
costs. Closing act, Brother Bones,
Moore,
Patti
ien Lessy,
production by has a claim against bistro for backSf' paysees, plus
fea- salary.
SonttArden and Benny Davis
of the

a Break

In Pa.

a

The suspension was based on
Saturday night raid by members of
Ehilly's special Crime Prevention
unit, which alleged the spot was
selling booze to minors.

Up

fnJ bV

drew

niteries,

40-day suspension of license by the
State Liquor Control Board, effective April 22.

+

Beach, April 5.
Music Bowl, Chi, Folds;
wail-raising season
Topper to a
Effects
for Auction
niteries
;J 1 Mod portion of the
half of
Chicago, April 5.
S this area (though some
hit the black side
Music Bowl, wliich folded a
S. hPtter rooms
the sudden clos- month ago, goes under auctioneer's
t ihP ledger) was
creditors Saturday night hammer tomorrow. Over
iiliami

'

5.

one of the

Rathskeller,

midtown

K.O. to Qut-State Agents Doing Biz

Minor Sales

Lifted, for
Little
largest

Creditors Step In; Future in Doubt
By

49

Philly Nltery License

was reopened -after having been

NEW HOPE TOUR TO
19

TOWNS
'

IN 13

HIT

DAYS

Hollywood, April

Bob Hope hops

5.

April 19 on
a 13-day barnstorming tour to hit
19 towns he missed on his last trip.
Troupe will appear chiefly in outdoor arenas. Stpps are Shreveporti
La.; Columbus, Miss. Providence«
R. L; Hoswell, N. M,; El Paso,
Waco and College Station, Texas
Little
Rock, Ark.; Birmingham,
Ala.; Chattanooga, Tenn.; Ashville,
N. C; Roanoke and Richmond, Va.;
Winston-Salem, N. C; Charleston,
Erie,
W. Va.; Washington, D;
Pa.; Columbus, O., and Indianoft'

'

;

C;

closed since 1941 on account of the
war. The Auditor's report showed
that 1946 was the banner year with apolis.
gross revenue of $220,544 and net
Hope will be accompanied by
profits of $72,104.
In 1947 the Doris Day, Irene Ryan, Bill Farfair took in $166,312 and earned rell, Hy Averback, the Tiunbling
$22,421 in profits.
Titans and Les Brown's orchestra.

ERIC THORSON
PAQTa

mo

Just Concluded

I »

MAYFLOWER

HOTEL,

4 Weeks at the

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

"Eric Thorson, handsome young Viking's voice and personality are a hit
at the Mayflower Hotel, Wash., D. C. While he is singing, you could hear
a pin drop— so quiet is the audience. They love the guy!"
,

..

.

6ob Jordan, Washington Post

'

...

.

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL

PRESENT:

Montreal, Can.

March 25th
(4th Return

to April 9th
Engagement)

"A big Viking sort of guy whose intimate ballads
much pleasant listening and whose arrangements on

provide
popular

numbers are tops around town, and winds up taking heavy
Bruce Taylor, Montreal Herald,
applause."
"Eric Thorson, does a smooth job ... is good for squeals from
the ferns. Thorson has a good set of pipes."
Charles J. Lazarus, Billboard

FUTURE:

"Broadway weiseriheiniejcs; predict
that Eric Thorson, Norwegian tenor,
male singing find since Frankie Sinatra.
Several Broadway musical producers have already reserved
scouting tables for his opening at the Pierre Cotillion Room."
Robert Coleman, Daily Mirror, N. Y.

will prove the biggest

Opening Sheraton-Biltmore
April 11 through April 25 (Return

Opening

Hotel, Providence, R. I.
Engagcment Within 4 Months 1

New

Pierre Hotel, Cotillion Room,
Weeks (Return Engagement)

York

April 26 for 4

Opening Thunderbird

Hotel, Las Vegas,
June 26 through July 9
Personal

Management

MAY JOHNSON COMPANY,
74S

Fifth

Avenue.

New

Nevada

York 22, N.

Inc.

Y.—PLam

9-2991

,;;'

''

:'
,|

Wednesday, April

50
Cleve. Nilery

N.Y. Cafes Won't Hike Talent Budgets

To CtHnpete with Miller's

To Double

Riviera, N. J.
i

Add Femme When

f

|

j

Damone

for his initial

bill.

Fol-

show is slated to have
Tucker and the Wesson
Tony Martin, so far, is the
only topper set up for the third

lowing
Sophie
Bros.

display, but negotiations are on for

Harry Richman and Martiia Raye
to head the fourth show.
It's the first time a nilery in the
N. Y. area has gone in for a comparatively consistent policy ot multiple headliners. There have been
instances where a cafe, notably
Nicky Blair's CarnTval, had booked
a series of names on one bill, but
all within a modest budget. Some
years ago, the Riviera had Miss

Tuclcer, Joe E.

,

i

in
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Talent War, Price Slashing Fears

Vauders

Cleveland, April 5.
revues produced
by Herman Pirchner at his Alpine
Village are being picked up by
local Music Corp. of America office for Sunday tours to potential Spitalny's Girl Orch Into
vaude stands in Ohio small towns
Hub's Memorial April 16
within a radius of 150 miles.
Boston, April 5.
Nitery operator's current show
will play its first vaudeville date
RKO has booked Phil Spitalny
under this setup on Sunday (10) and his all girl orch into Keith
at the 1.500-seat Mayland, a new Memorial for week starting April
Essick & Reiff house which re- 16.
This will be first stage show
cently opened in Mayfield Heig|its, to be booked into theatre in 10

Package

New York bonifaces will xeslst-f'
the multiple headline policy which
prevailed the past few seasons in Slates
Miami Beach cafes which they fear
Bro. Exits for Musical
may start this year in the New
York area. Cafe owners are careIt's now the Slate Bros. (2) and
fully Watching Bill Miller, who Sondra following breakup of, the
opens his Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., trio turn with Henry Slate appearhas already ing in the Rodgers & Hammerstein
Miller
April 27.
signed Danny' Thomas and Vic production of "South Pacific." Sid
|

Revues

Causing

cafe

ML Resort Ops Plenty Woes
Operators

-

of

the

upper

New

York mountain resorts are still un;
decided whether to start a price
war or a talent war to entice trade
After the season shapes up
it's
that the area will have
a
combination of both.
For example, the Concord hotel
likely

Kiamesha Lake, according to book^
ers
Beckman & Pranskv, have
taken the rubber-bands oft' the waN
and Jack Slate have revamped o.
years, Keith policy using RKO, let. The spot will spend
their act and have added a femme.
as hieh
Playing the Mayland on a per- Boston, for such shows.
as .fVS.OOO for its 10-week summer
New trio opens April 11 at centage deal, Pirchner's unit conFeeling that this is a class at- .season and will attempt
to get
Mother Kelly's. Miami Beach.
sists of Phil Maraquin, comic; the traction and will draw many people
names such as Dannv Kaye MU.
aero Three Tro,ians; IJndsey line that would not ordinarily patronize
ton Berle, Sophie Tucker,
-jackie
of six feinme dancers; Doris Lee the Boston led to the decision. Pic
Miles and Joe E. Lewis,
and Pat McGormick quartet from will be "A Woman's Secret."
Gene Autry Pacted
Other major spots will make
Club,:
Eldorado
Alpine's
the
similar pitches for lop talent
Frankie Strasek orchestra and anbut
in the evert that the upper
For San Antone Fiesta other act. Although MCA conbracket
names
aren't fortlieoming, it's exv
using
idea
of
promoted
ceived
and
Dallas, April 5.
Sinatra Cancels London
peeled that hotel rales win
Alpine Village's revues on Sunbe
Gene Autry is being brought to the
lowered by the time season gets
its owner will conday
bookings,
*
San Antonio Saturday; April 16,
Palladium This Summer in full swing.
of his
!

i

tinue to

to spark that city's 54th annual
Fiesta San Jacinto celebration, an
event comparable to New Orleans

ink the majority
the Frank Sennes

through
agency here.
acts

I

Hollywood, April 5.
The innkeepers expect a terrific
Frank Sinatra's scheduled sum- rdrop in number of vacalioners at
tour of Europe, including a former tarifts. Many hope to optwo-week personal at the Palla- erate at capacity with name talent
dium in London, has been called as the lure. Whether thi.s will work
•

'

!

mer

Lewis and Richman Mardi Gras.
;

on the same bill.
The Alamo City's Fiesta ComWhile Miller is surrounding top mittee negotiated with Autry to
Pennsy's K.O.
off.
names with other talent of head- present two performances of his
Film commitments at Metro
~ Continued from page 49
Hner calibre, other cafe owners stageshow in the 6,000 seat Municiare sticking ito the single name pal auditorium and to head a big which is almost an industry in make it impossible for him to carry
and supporting act policy. Com-: western parade through the city Pennsylvania due to the closed out the tour as planned. He was
to have opened at the Palladium
peting operators feel that since' with the Governor of Texas and Sunday.
July 4.
Miller is open only in the summer, San Antonio's Maybr and other
Out-of-state bookers are also forthe status quo will be resumed! dignitaries participating.
bidden to solicit business here,
when the spot shutters in latcifall.
The cowboy star who only re- under the directive. Ruling is the
Miller's top budget outlay is said
cently came off a two-month na- result of an interpretation of the
City
to be aimed at the Copacabana,
agency regulation statute
tionwide tour of 50 cities, also has 1941
N, Y, Latter spot is reported to
Continued trom pajii; 49 ggssJ
been booked to play Midland, by the State's Attorney Genhave' dickered for Danny Thomas,
Philadelphia agents groups,
Texas.- April 13; Abilene, Texas, eral.
Geddes-designed cafe accommobut when Miller got the comic,
the Entertainment Managers Assn.
Copa retaliated by booking Dean April 14; and San Angelo, Texas, and the Variety Bookers' Assn., dated 850 in the main room, and
Following a
Martin and Jerry Lewis plus the April 15. After Easter, Autry will have long been pressuring for a 350 in the lounge.
play Beaumont, Texas and Alexr
sock teeoft' by Milton Berle, the
Vagabonds for the same bill.
andria and Lake. Charles, Loui- clarification of this law.
The directive, which became ef- Murray Weinger replacement of
siana.
Then he'll return to the
fective
immediately, makes the his burnt down .(summer, 1948)
Sid
Caesar set for Palmer Coast for' more picturework at
local agent solely liable.
There Copacabana hit an off pace that
Columbia.
House. Chicago, June 16.
are 132 licensed agents operating picked up rarely.
Anomaly is fact that the main
in the state and the ruling is a
great break for virtually ev^ry one room did a fair biz, with Barry
i

j

I

1

1

out in light of current economic
rconditions remains to be seen.

'

j

I

I

:

!

i

'

The hotelmen are reluctant to
drop prices at this point,
feellne
that theyll get a healthy
share
of trade during the height
of the
season if they have potent shows
Besides, a $10 or so price dip
lor
the week won't mean anvthina
with rates as high as $1,50 per
pei'

i

Copa

son

weekly.

cutting

i

If

prices

innkeepers start
no telling

there's

where the slashes

I

will slop Manv
fear that a 50% slice uiil
rcsuft
once a price war starts

i

I

I

The innkeepers think
better

Ihev

ll

do

they have top shows.

if

'
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ELECTRICITY
GENERA TORS

I

:

WORLD RENOWNED MENTALISTS

,

T

DESTIS

Ml
A BOX

OFFICE SENSATION!

Management: AL

GROSSMAN.

1270 Sixth Av*.,

I

:

i

losing struggle due to too large a
plant that required a huge opera-,
tional
"Staff
and necessity for
capacity crowds for two shows
nightly in order to meet the heavy
payments to talent, mortgagors,
those with liens and general over-

through booking agents, properly
licensed and bonded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and
are covered by a properly signed
contract of a Pennsylvania licensed

,

head.
Creditors K. O. Assignment
When the spot was shuttered following the ayem show on Saturday, it climaxed a fast sequence of
events last week which stemmed
from a struggle for control— or
Weinger had bowed out early in
the week, assigning his valuable

and bonded agent. No other conform will be recognized."

tract

Valaida Snow, slated for a Town
Hall, N. Y., concert. May 20, and
into the Harlem club, Atlantic City.

New York

June

Very

StiitnbiB

16.

ground lease

to

On«
abl«

closing,

gasDHne

oulel

engine,

Complete
$295 Mch

!

20KW

Fifty

,

—
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84D,
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i
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teRoi

'
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volt,
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ilniile
itlia>«,
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4
oyllndar
tiiglne.
(Also aviiilabla In 3

900
;

Phaia

at

illghtly

higher priee.)

>

$125S each

local

'

etc,

hunilral 3KVA P»rt.
Gasoline E n § n e
3000
,
Watt,
120
i

loll,

Volt, SO/SO Cyoli, siliglo
or 3 pitase Htb^irt imarator,
4
nylinder Her-

Harry Simberg, a

(and New England) hotel
operator and his group. However,
the larger creditors stepped in and
stymied any plans assignees had
for the place via writs and attachments which led to the sudden

Camm,

Cat-ntvaU,

for

;

I

;

]

Gray's aircast in the lounge a solid
draw: overall, however, it was a

•
of them.
In his notice to the agents. Secretary Chesnut said in part: "You
are cautioned to see that all forms
of
entertainment are procured

Dealer,

Expart

Rental

or

Inqiilriet

DitMl and Comprciior
ElMtrie Equipmciit
Box 474

—

Rnhaotar

I,

lovltell

Divliion

Company

N. Y.

—

GUn. ISW

,

.

Original financing for the plush
nitery included a stock sale plan
that had many of the operational
staff (waiters, etc.)
investing in
!-"preferred" shares running from
$100 up. These. In addition to the
heavier investors, some of whom
had sunk $100,000 and more in the
venture.
Latter group included
contractors and others who helped
erect and equip the structure.
Future of the club is now in the
hands of the attorneys representing the host of creditors,

,
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:
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Managament

I
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So
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u
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Barry Gray, who two weeks
ago had been signed by Weinger to
a year's extension on his original
contract for his airer from the
Copa lounge, is continuing from
studios of WKAT, with every cafe
and hotel patio now in operation
bidding for his services on the
same deal for a $40,000 annual
guarantee.
However, the gabber
will hold to his station setup until
the picture clears and (eventually
will return to Copa City when it
resumes.

Tcrpionqllly

Currently 14th

Smash Weekl

LOU COHAN, 2n

fTho

Varitty,

3/30/4f:-'"Wini
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including
bit
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loth lookt and ability
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Thenki t* Hati Mayar and
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and
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SEABOLD
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Management
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SHOW
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York

JACK KALCHEIM

Trampoliningly Yours

Paul & Paulette Trio

HELD
OVER

MIRIAM
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New

1

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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AND NOW

TIANO MAGIC<
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best selling piano disk artist—ENGLAND
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Direction
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The voice may be a little shrill
somethimes, the girth more ample,
but there's no doubt that Morton
Downey can still hold an audience,
And he did this with plenty to
spare at the chi-chi opening last
Thursday night. Opening with him, few real personality batoneers,
and no doubt sharing in the draw, considering his wide following in
the "smart" crowd. In short, part
was Eddy Duchin.
Old songs, new songs, Irish songs of his "performjince" is in his
songs, songs, songs. Downey constant table-hopping to say hello,
could go on for hours if the man- and it remains, incidentally, a
agement would let him. At the distinct showmanship touch for a
opening he was on close to an, hour, suppcr-club performer to have acr
and seldom did interest .lag.. A quired a circle of friendships that
couple of those sentimental ballads could ens.ure for any management
have a tendency to drag his pace the booking of such a talent. Dowsomewhat, but when Downey lets ney has that sort of following, too
»««»-»^—
-jMBega and between them they should
keep the Wedgwood Room waiters
on the 'hustle through their engage-

!

1

I

overall results.

Manor
vamped

nicely.

!

i

Th*

:

band

.

Chez Faroe,

I

I

\

ATTENTION!
Ageniti

Managtn &

'.

Talent Scouts

Btginni'ng Sunday, April 10th,

will

—

and

BLUE ANGEL
now and unusual oetf

proient 3

^tlit

of promita,
1

52

E.

Clil

55th Si. • PL 3-5998

a

brace of en-

entertainment

stay.

Actually, many males who came
to appease remained to applaud
for Valleu offers a topnotch evening's entertainment. It's all in
the mellow, reminiscent mood, delivered in shownianly fashion. He

Latin Quarter. N. Y.

(Continued on page 53)

(FOLLOWUP)

di-

Lou Walters Tias buttressed his
Latin Quartcj' revue with the inclusion of Georgie Price, comediansinger, with a wealth of yockproducing- material.
He provides alternate touches of nostalgia and
modernity.
Price's discourse on the tax' situ-

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branchai of Thtatricob

FUN-MASTER

'

Jose,

Venetian Room,

,

S.!*.

(FAIRMONT HOTEL)

Barry Sisters (2), Blair & Dean,
Geneve Dorn, Chez Paree Adorablcs (10), Cee Davidson Orch
with Hal Wallis, Rodriguez Rhumba Orch; $3.50 minimum..

his
biting . lampoons
of
George Jessel, Eddie Cantor and
Harry Richman are surefire for
this Broadway spot. In addition.
Price reprises some of 'the tunes
he's been associated with through
the years for an excellent overall,
ation,

San Francisco, March 31.
Wierc Bros., Rosalind CotirfErnie HeclcscHer Orch (10);
cover $1.50-?2,

risfht,

The zany routines of the Wiere
Lewis finds el- Bros., long clickers in vaude, have impression.
bow space at minimum, with Chez hurdled the problem of the inAnother new turn in the current
regulars and spenders in audience. timacy of a night club floor in their
edition is Tanyi and Biagi (New
following
popularity first hotel supper room engageHis
and
should keep ropes up during Chi' ment, to contrive a punchy com- Acts)..
Frank Libuse, another of the
appearance.
pote of their hokum. Result is a prime comedy elements in the layLewis's
uninhibited,
relaxed laugh-punctuated half-hour of sea- out, continues his zany antics for
chatter and novelty tunes, with soned nonsense which tickles the top
while the Florida
results,
Austin Mack at piano, find payees customers.
Stint includes hat- Trio's golliwog act, Don Saxon's
hanging oh his every word and manipulation, piano stuff and tra- tunes, Steffen-Martell dtincers rouLewis doesn't fail. There is always vesty fiddling to' draw sock re- tines by Jack Cole, along with
a. socko punch line, indigo innuensponse.
Trio fits in well with Ernestine Mercer, Penny Caldwell,
dos and smattering of bookmaker piano accompaniment of petite and Elissa Jayne round
out one
and race track anecdotes, the lat- Virginia Thomas.
of the better entertainment buys
ter being his chief stock in trade.
Songfest by Rosalind Courtright aJong the streeT
r.in<.i„
Comic's routines kept.aud in rapt is nicely received. r<„„„r...„u„
Community oi^c
sing
,jhe lush costuming of the look
attention for over :50 'minutes, for encore of oldtime tunes
wins ers and the slick Mme. Kamerova
a solid Jilt.
rounds of applause.
production is one of the salient,
Barry Sisters, two brnnet lookMusic for show and dancing is parts of the Walters display.
ers, found going bit tough on slow expertly handled by Ernie HeekJose.
tunes for first night crowd, but schet orch.
Ted.
"Cuanto La Gusta," "Pull Down the
Shade," and ''Italian Medley" garSlapsy Maxie's, L. A.
Cops
Nab
Bandits
ner generous returns.
Los Angeles, March 30.
Blair & Dean, terpteam, depart
Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri Si
from traditional danceables with Mark Plant, Franklin D'Amore &
In Chi Cafe Stickup
modern undertones and bits of dra- Anita, Ice Classics (7), starring
Chicago, April 8.
ma. Pair tell stories, via routines, Buddy Schroff, Van Alexander
Villa
Moderne, swank north
usually boy meets girl stuff. ''Danc- Orch
(9); $1 od?7m,'!iow; no couer suburban,
bistro, was held up and
ing In the Dark" and "Dance to or minirnurn.
robbed of $8,000 early yesterday
Tlie Wedding March" rated plau-.
dits.
The laughter that echoes along (4) morning by six bandits who
Exotic aero dancing of Geneve Los Angeles' Miracle Mile
these eluded police in wild chase into
Dorn to "Jealousy" wins the ring- nights marli:s the return of com- Chicago. Robbers, however, abansiders.
edy to Slapsy Maxie's. And with; doned two cars and two of the
Chez Paree Adorables offer neat Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri and men were traced through auto
routines, with Hal Wallis handling Mark Plant
.supplying the. material license and arrested.
the vocals. Cee Davidson's Orch the humor Is
fast, fresh and unFrank Hutchins, head ^f the
does excellent job of backing show inhibited.
club, identiffed the bandits, who
and on dance sets, with Rodriguez
Adams, an engaging wit. has had $1,000 of the loot oh them.
in on the rhumba rhythms.
made an immediate impression in
Greg.
the bow here. He's completely at
Gene Baylos pacted for the Chez
home on the floor, socking over Paree, Chicago,
May 13.
some tremendously funny lines
and swapping repartee with ringsiders,
A personable comic, he
knows ho\. to get and hold an audience and switches his tack as
rapidly as he detects audience
preference. Adams has eannily
built the role played by ex-pug
Tony Canzoneri so that the two
Return of Joe

eviry Sunday night-^n addition to
our ragular tiiow

is

relief.
'

\

in.

Acts)

Maintaining its careful policy of
booking entertainment- that will
appeal to a mature audience, the
Ambassador Hotel has come ud
with another winner In the combination of Rudy 'Vallee and Del'
Courtney,
It has been 11 years since
"The
Vagabond Lover" set feminine

customers.
In his standard act, but first time
here, Renault scoi-es with imper- hearts to fluttering at this spot but
sonations of Lillian Russell, Cath- the nostalgic lure of the first, and
erine of Russia, Eva' Tanguay, only, megaphone crooner still is
Madam du Barry, and his South strong. They turned out by the
American belle in which he tosses hundreds for hi.s opening and
artificial bananas to the customers. many a femme wore a soulful, pen.
His candor in opening announce- siye look as Vallee rehashed some
ment that he is 57 and' "the voice is of his old faves. Maybe some of
gone but the spirit is still there," the escorts weren't as impressed
won good reception.
but the hand that rocks the cradle
The contrast between his deep still governs where the entertainspeaking voice and his freak raent portion of the budget (and
soprano singing style also adds to all other portions, too) will be
the comedy effects that had him spent, so Valleo will be playing
to good'Sized audiences during his
begging off: when caughtv

Ralph Lane provides the rhumba

Chicago, April 1.
Joe E. Lewis, with Austin Mack;

Sunday Night Auditions

who

Melba*

Borr's
neatly plays the Latin music,
Kolin.

Blue Angel

re-

them
(New

rector for this room as well as
maestro, has an excellent society
outfit that does yeoman service in
keeping the dancers interested.

,

alternate

have

considerably.

femme Imperdraw and packing
Stewart and Barbour
are also, pleasing the

Renault,

sonator, is the

cores and exit to neat returns;

I

Mischa

act

They do

j

.

Angeles, March 30,

^

.

;

meht."

„

Rutfi; Vallee, with Walter Gros?Del CouHney's Orch (15): cower

managing

acrobatics and more on straight
terp passages. They've also interStewart and Barbour fill in
polated a line of chatter to heighten Interest in their efforts. They're pleasingly for Renault's costume
not yet too proficient in the gab changes* with Barry Townley's
orch
giving commendable support.:
dept., but they'll get along. Manor
McStay,
also does one song as a background
for a number and it comes off
ortT

.

Announcing

Mignon

and
their

This ballroom twain now rely less

,

«—

Francis

1

.

as

director. Hotel St. Regis is latest
entry in the nitery field here; with
new floorshow policy clicking.

i

^

(7);

'

With Otto Day in

1

10.

A nightclub reviewer can go on
catching Morton Downey for years,
and there's hardly anything new
that can be said of the still-youthful Irishman. When a performer
can play the Wedgwood Room of
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, alter
all these years in the cafes, what
more can be said of him?

Townley Orch

$1.50-$2,

Stanley Melba's knack of cut^^^^^^.^ ^ack with him if he ever
ting the formal Cotillion room
lost them at all
Downey, accompanying himself down to Informal proportions is
illustrated with the current
best
book
at
the
throws
piano,
at the
Guest
'em, all the way from "Put Your display comprisirtg Clifford
pair
Arms Around Me," through "Peg and Manor and Mignon. This
variety
O' My Heart," "Who," Irish folk of acts combine speed and
plus a novelty note designed to.
"Made Me Love You
tunes,
"Creanvin My Conee," "Only Gii-l get successful reaction from upperin the World;v 'mre Than You bracket spenders.
The first time in a New York
Know," etc. It all adds up to nearly
30 songs, and even at that; he had cafe, Guest, an import Irom AustraHa, i| prime fodder for this spot.
trouble getting away.
Duchin, who, like Downey, is a He's a technically proficient venWedgwood Room repeater,- still triloquiSt with some unusual vocal
plavs the danceable "society" mu- effects. He does a series of crowd
anilnal sounds as
sic 'for which he's become known noises, echoes,
for so many years. Sporting his well a usual line of patter with
usual deep tan, the pianist-maestro the dummy. He gives these varied
retains his standing as one of the bits a smooth tieup. for excellent

>

I

$3, $4t

'

Morton Downey, Eddy Duchin
Orch (121, Mischa Borr Orch \1
S2 cover (iter

Frojicis Renault, Stewart

bour, Barry
|2.80 cover.

Stanley Melba Orch, Ralph Lane

^cH; minimum

1949

Coeoaaiit Grove, L. A.
(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)

Toronto, March 30.
& Bar-

"

N^ht Club Reviews

Toronto

SI* Regis,

Cotillion Room, IV, V.
(HOTEL MEBKE)
Clifford Guest, Manor & Mifnum,
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ptr

Book
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i

"Cardini, Easily the Best of

the SI*ight-of«Handers."

A%ll. Vi4RIETr
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WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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;
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and both Adams and Canzoneri the
gestures.
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Holding over irom the previous
layout are Franklyn D'Amore and
Anita
and
the
Ice
Classics.
D'Amore still amazes with difficult
acrobatics performed with seeming
ease to win salvosi It's an exciting
stint throughout. Ice Classics' routining has been sharpened considerably to provide a fast 30 minutes
of topnotch skating. Star Buddy
Schroff's work particularly is ef-

when

qHallfitd.

Writ* lox V.«1. Variety.
154 W. 46th St,. Now York 19

fective

as:

he

combines

difficult

leaps and twists with graceful
skate-dancing on the tiny rink, Val
Alexander J»atons the house band.
As an overall entertainment
package, this is one of the best
layouts Slapsy's has booked in
some time.
Kajp.
-

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
«fNfMi fXfcunvi orn«ii
lOIW lUllDING ANNEX
)

W.4M

Soltetiva
Exp. UnnccM
salary

Good Comm.—drawing and

'

are able to work together for top
returns.
Later,
baritone
Mark
Plant gets into the act with laughlines and vocalizing. It's all good
stuff
and
well-handled.
Plant
scpres solo with a fine voice that
shows off to good advantage, particularly on musicomedy numbers.
One of the highlights of the overall routine is the aping of such
personalities as Richman and Cantor with Plant supplying the voice

or

Exeallant opportunity for
ptrmanaiit attoeiotlon with Importin
ant
Publication
Tbaotrieol
connection with national lalot and
eontcieti.

N. Y.t.

•

Mymt f-TMO

^ril

1949

6,

VillJllBVILLB

y^j^^^j

flame Room, Mpls.

his lyrics

Club Reviews

MinneapoUs, April 2.
Mel Cooper Orch

Lthcrace (2),
(7); $2 50 min.

Contintied from page 52

Grove,

'tMct^**
W**^-

oatter pattern

sense
of
showmanship
Attesting to Liberace's popuwhich
around causes him to toss political quips larity here is the fact that the
into his tunes; However, he's ap- current is his sixth engagement

while some
needed, most of the

W'TXnngs and

lilt

parently

in this class spot.
bell on all counts.

soft-pedalling the social
is
pokes fun at significance content of his numW'liiiT- good. Hfe
bers. He's sticking mainly to those
former career, his that have done
ilia
well for him on
tin's fdvttJtures and his age previous occasions.
The entertain»r*7,U done in a high good hu- ment quotient in his turn is still
The only
infectious.
high.
unnecessary ven^
""•i. .mV is an
Holdover Roger Price is one of
that should be dis-

At

dinner

show

He

rings the

caught,

on Miami Bea6h and

the,

.
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Club 365,

S. F;
San FFancisco, March 31.
fddie / artell, Valentine, Mark
Dumont, Helen Hughes Pvmcers
(6), Derle Knox Orch (7) and Pir
cante JRhumba Band (5); wo min.

Blnilio's

its

luxury priced foibles adds to the
build, as does a dualogue With wife
and accompanist Laura Kellogg,
though the crossfire sequence reminds of vaudeo more than of cafe
stuff.
Overall leaves impresh that
he can handle himself either in a
big spot or intlmery.
Charlie Carlisle, a vet emcee,
should know better than to take
up
more.„ than „ 40 minutes of
--- the
v-

(HOTEL HADISSON)

imum.
Helen l.'ughes dancers tee off in
nice production number to set
things for juggling specialty of
Valentine, who contribs a fast session of standard tricks for hefty
reception.
Eddie Bartell, singing comic and
impersona'ior,
is
standout with
chatter and songs, topped with im-.
pressions of Jimmy Cagney, Ga^
briel Heatter, Kate Smith, Lionel
Barrymor et al. Offs to solid applause.
Hughes dancers, with Mark Dumont handling vocal, provide a fit-:
ting finale;
Derle Knox orch is

.

ineffective, albeit amiapianist v orkei: 45 minutes and had jn^'W
to beg off.
Every number won We talk. The yat-tat-ta wears
enthusiastic response. While the ^"'"*-'}'' '"^ end result nullifies
performer's skill at the ivories and "f^** "^W^^ l*- a funny routine at
*'"ap drums, plus some incisive
his natty appearance, graciousness.
i

I

'

i

the cleverer intime room humor- clever choice of numbers and' ^^Sgery
Standou' with Fisher is Myrna
seem to have ists. His illustrated talks appeal showy arrangements are enough to
Voi«5 doesn't
to the literate cafegoer and does put Liberace in the top entertain- Bell, a lithe acro-tapstress who
"^e
^ much in the last decade; exceptionally well.
ment brackets, he gains immeas- socks with two routines that show
"ne of those you-like-it^
Marcy Lutes is discussed under urably in rating and customer ap- off aptness at flips, twists, some
larynxes, and more
"™
I
Son't
New
Acts.
peal
because of the showmanly sharp hei ' and toe work, plus a
or-yoiMO"
Jose,
jijg positive side.
presentation. Lighting is particu- trim figure and zingy personality.
rtfniv he knows how to wham
larly effective.
Gets palm reaction all the way,
okay on showbacking and dance
oveT^ whether It's the
Silver Frolics, Chi
while
Picante's '. group
Oceasioi.ally singling out indi••
Thrush Lorrie Lynn impresses as tunes,
which elicits strong
Chicago,
March
31.
viduals
iii
things
the audience who are being better for vaude houses than is equally adept on the rhumba
niT "e^ponse, or such
Jimmy
Ames,
Marian
Francis,
Ted.
celebrating
of
an
anniversary
Soprano versions of semi- tunes.
or cafes.
ffmeV" and "Sweetheart
Frolic Lovelies (4>, Bud Prentice birthday 01'
careclassics
just engaging in light,
didn't jell too well With
Dreams." which are
combo; $1.50 minimum.
fll My
chatter, he gets on intimate terms the tab payers, applause being po-.
his audi/alculated to remind

SSiSj

J

,

,

.

"ntt

r^ne

1

I

Itoumania, Miami Reaeh

fl

almost-forgotten rof rf some
moment. He works with

oniir

r^GroTwhose deft pianistics
» Wsh backing.

with

customers

by

dedicating

a

lite.''.

Neighborhood bistro has come number to them or making a gift
up with a comedian, Jimmy Ames of one of personalized albums; all
1

Line,

who. has been pulling hefty crowds of which helps create the friendly
Not only is his material fresh— itmosplierT'of rsocial'gathCT^^
„ King's orch
„
musical support comes but It s all clean.
And while "he's
hp's n*
nit great
Prpat shakes
Qhairpc as
?c groundings.
who played

Se

]

Full-scale
from
S

Grove date

Solid built buffoon triple-tongues
months
was some gibberish for fast opener,
followed by mugging version of
"Indian Love Call," in which he

five

so solidly he
so ind clicked
for a repeat.
Igned immediately^
undoubtedly be back many:
He'll
IS-piece CourtThe
times.
more
perfect for
well-nigh
is
crew
ney
operation of this type.
J hotel room
many built
The* arrangements,
of Bob
.round the keyboardlng
to
Moonan, are slickly designed
terpublic
leeD all segments of the
easily
happy and it's the kind of
provide
llstenaMe melodies that
those
the perfect background for
who prefer to sit at a table and
^Cap.

talk.

Village

Vanguard, N. V.
(FOLLOWUP)

The Village Vanguard is going
these
heavier on talent budget
days. Current show headed by Josh
White is as potent a display as this
spot lias had in some time. White's
tongs and guitar, ever a potent
draw in the Village,

have a shrewd

toms.

lift

the fuzz off your

way Jolson did
onlht Winter Garden stage."

'chmks' the

-WAITER WINCHELL,
DAILY MIRROR,
FEI. ISth, 1949.

Dirtetion—M.C.A.

Comedy Material Sale
S«ja only 1,1 f„|. goo orlglntil
brand
""^»« monolomi,
three
«»»»s, alx imrudleN, one sketch.
W« alio write Bpcclal muterlul to
order.

™ W.

43.1 St.,

UNLIMITED
New York—

4 -BO 13

singer, his occasional informal
vocalizing sallies serves well to
diversify the offerings and the
sure-fire selections help them to

:

and

(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)

lean guy

main attraction
town who
The longi

an adept eccentric dancer. His material, though, even in
the Yiddish idiom, is old hat The
is

guy is clever, but at times over^
does his "Well; I'm a talent" delivery. When he goes into impreshes of Maurice Schwartz, Menasha
Skulnick, et al, eccentric dancer
lyric work to the Al Jolson "Cantor" he wraps up.
Mildred Jocelyn, attractive aad
talented oprano, wins nice reac•

tion with poi)s,
ley and Yiddist

|

1

1

I
|

'

"Show Boat" medsongs.

Brue^ Howard shows marks of
developing into a lop mimic once
he eliminates the corn from his
His ace carbonings of radio
proeram types; viz "Duffy's Tav
ern," Victor Moore and others. get
intros.

over neatly.

Diamond

Rc

.e's

is

slated

to

Horseshoe,-

abandon the

With owner-performer Alan Gale
on vacation, this intiraery has set
a new sh.w that is entertaining
most of the way, with Hal Fisher,
a plastic panned clown and Myrna
Bell on the sock side, and balance

elaborate "Violins Over Broadway"
next month after making it pay of the lineup fair.
off for about a year and a half,
Fisher, a click in this town, sevis currently offering a generous
entertainment platter for the tour^ eral seasons ago, returns with a
^esh array of gags and special
ist trade. Still operating under the
songs material tailored to his funold format, a couple of the acts
making
for solid results. .Utilizing
have changed, but the basic inas basic material ,i"My WifeJ^Ias
gredients of light classical fiddling,
Gone And Left Me," song idea of
ballet and choral singing still conold
vaude
days, his redressed vertinue on an impressively vast scale
for a nitery layout.

Replacing Benny
pulled out because

Rubin,

who

sion servi 3 as a frame lor some
of the yockiest results.
With this,

|

I

I

I

Lary.

PEGGY LOEB
new

offices at

PLaza 7-2280.

announces the opening of her
48 West 48th Streeh Hew York, suite 906.
Servicing leading clubs,, ftefels and Mea-

I

|

j
I

I

f res fiirougliouf

vota of thanks to Lson and Eddie's, Copacabanai Casino Royal,
Flamingo and the Triton to mention but a few. And not forgetting my

fellow.agcnts

|

the country.

A

who have boon

so wonderful ond htlpful to me.

PEGGY LOEB

i

television!
commitments- George Givot is de-i
livering his familiar Greek dialect
doesn't improve
routine, which
a radical
needs
with age. Givot
revision of his Material, with elimination of the many stale gags and
solilodialect
his
of
dressing-up
a
quies with fresh inserts and snapof

pier timing.
Solid addition to the bill is the
impressionist team of Frank Ray
and Don Nardo. Two youngsters,
each
introducing
turns
taking
other, go through a fast series of
carbons Of Barry Fitzgerald, Jimmy Cagney, Leo Gorcey, Gary
Grant and other-s. Voice, inflection
and body characteristics are expertly handled in an all-around
Herm,
neat routine

MANN
just

concluded

PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK

his 40-piece

Recent Radio Guest Shots

symphony

a special limited opening week engagement

"MaHMiHBHMM

is

for the element still in
know his type of act.

Diamon«l Horseshoe,

deferring his opening at bop cily
order to enable us to present

shaw

Leon Fuchr

I

machito
artie

at this Yida well rounded lay-

is

out..

Clil

I

-

for

for

Current installation
dish nitery

Mayfair Itoom,

Miami Beach

our thanks to

in

Lary.

a

Alan

which

most exciting 'single'
gay places. Her robust

llie

the

.

okay on the back^

Marian Francis, radio songstress, ducts, the Mel Cooper orchestra, rough.
Comic opens with an oration on
has improved in delivery and voice, which does its usual good job of
being much more informal and at accompaniments 'and
customer the Army. Over-sized cutaway, bagpants and sneakers lend comiease than when last caught. She terpsing music. Room completely gy
cal touch to routine. His material
Rees.
has several good special material filled.
could be perked up, since yocks
bits, but could cut one .song for
are registered Via grimaces and
better reception. Quartet of line
silly poses, rather than the gags.
Gale's
dancers are more statuesque than
Unfinished sentences and inconMiami Beach, April 4.
usual and do okay in their routines.
special^'^
Hal Fisher, with Laura Kellogg;
But Prentice orch does a neat job
H'*
^ t? '
"^'\'::"'ijy,
tv.
Charlie Carlisle, Myrna Bell, Lor- ity, could be hilarious, if material
Zabe.
on backing show.
was as good as delivery.
Greg.
rie Lynn, Celebridears, Teddy King
Orch; no minimum or cover.

(FOLLOWUP)

in

assign-

really hits the high notes. He has click.
(FOLLOWUP)
.some off -the-beat imDreshes of Mel
Chicago, March 30.
\
He sounds off with a Gershwin
Torme, Dick Haymes, Jack Smith, medley, varies the tempo as he
Shortage of big-name draws in
Vaughn Monroe, Frankie Laine^ goes into "Jealousy," hits a lively this area is more noticeable in this
etc. Zany wrecks a musical saw "Chit Chat Polka" pace, makes swank room, since entertainment
in rendition of "Now Is the Hour," merry with "The Seasons," comes consists of one act Solo stint reend tramps through all alcoves of through in timely "Anniversary quires ability to hold audience for
rne nitery to search for the im- Song" fashion for celebrators. It 40 minutes with material sophisticated, yet entertainment-wise.
mortal "chloe," done a la Paul all adds up to pleasant listening.
IrMuni. Clicks all the way.
Brother George Liberace con- win Corey found the going a bit

Billy

"^fumcel
it

is

Miami Beach, March 26.
Leon FMchs, JWtldred Joc^lyn,
Bruce Howard, Ken Jones Orch;
Teddy minimum $1.50-$3.

by Boche-Carlyle^

i

Del Courtney,

flrst

staged

attractive and handle
ments in good fashion.
is,

1

ot

CAMEL

new york's fabulous
new theatre-cafe

machito
and

his

qfro-cuban

orchestra
positively will
J

open

thursday

april 21st

bop city
the

COCA-COLA

new music center

SHOWS

of the world

broadway

at 49th

opening opr. 14

Personal

Management

FRANK COOPER
,..

Direction

GENERAL

ARTISTS CORP.
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84
klackiton*
Irwin Corey

Jean Arlen

Bog Turk

with

In cannectlon

bill*

whether (uU

week

.

NEW YORK

T

CITY

&

7

Joan Hyldot't
Arnold Shoda

H

:

(W)

Strand

& T

S

.

Canfleld Smith
Coco, Steve & Eddie
Earl* (W) t
3 Suns
Marilyn Maxwell

CAMDEN

& Haley
Howell & Bowser
Atlas 3
CANTON
Slate (LI 12-14
Tommy Dorsey Or

.

.

Martha Davis

Janet

Sc

Palac*

(P) t

(I)

D Donegan

t-10

"Ramblers"

Wells & 4 Fays
Bob Williams
Georgia Gibbs

T & A

Oriental (I) 7
Jane Russell

Petina
Vivian

Miller
Plutocrats

Johnny Morrison
& Rosa

,

Adams

Abbott Dancers

SARATOGA

Si G Ahearn
Jimmy O'Brien
CINCINNATI

Coiiar*ss (WR) -10
only

W

Candy Stevens Co
The Trangers
Bobby Herman

Albee (R) 7
Louis I'rima Ore
;Nonchalants

.

Wynn
CLEVELAND

Si

Langford

COLUMBUS

UTICA

Stanley (W) 11-13
Chas. Spivak Ore

HARTFORD

WASHINGTON

1-10

Capitol

;

Albins

Candy Stevens Co
The Trangers
Bobby Herman

Granada (I) 4
Yvonne & Al Stone
Peter Raynor
Krandon & Kama

BRANCH

n

only

Les Silvas

'

Serenaders
Falcons.

Marqueez

Sandy Powell
Harry Worth
Veronica Martell

Raymond Girerd
Helen Crerar
Vivian Et Tassi
Trois De MiUes

Freddie Co

HACKNEY

BRIGHTON

Empire
4

(M)

June Manton
Ernie Brooks
Jeanette Hughes
Elizabeth Gray

Hazeli

Frogmen

Maureen

Aces
Australian
Charih Indra

&

Allen Bros

'

Les

lios

D B

Empire (M)

Breato-

:

A

EDINBURGH
.

.

Joan Hinde
Hilda Dixon

PARK

FIMSBURY
Emiilrfe

(M)

J

O'Gorman

I

.

Slim Allan
Beryl Seton
Brian Kent
4 Yeomen
Helen D.irmora

Empire (M)
8

Duii'irry,

4

Ted Andrews &
Barbara
Stan WJiite
'

&

Blagl.

•

:

Panthousa
Gigi Durstoo-

I

I

ern story representative in New
York. It stipulated that bids should

'Guild

minimum

basic agree-

ment, by this Friday noon' (8). It
was signed by Fleisher, but it's
understood that Edward Colton, of
his office, is actively handling the

'

I

I

matter.

In the case of "Detective Story,"
there is active interest on the part
of Paramount, Metro, 20th-Fox arid

Shaw Ore

Roosevelt

Blackhawk
Al Trace Ore

Chez

Songrs".'

4

Barry Sis
Rodriquez

Dave DeVore
Lee Pines

Al Morgan
Evelyn Terry
i^onny Colyer
I'>.inkie Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewatar B*ach
-

LONDON

Palladium (M)
Eleanor Powell

4

Henry Brandon Ore

B Lane &

Claire

Marianne Fcdele
Preston Lambert
D Hild Dancers (6)

Bob DU Font

.

Chez Parce
Adorables
J Rodriquez Ore
C Davidson O (11)

Sherman Hotel

;

Riclcman St Jackson
Leslie Strange
Jose Moreno Co
Hackford & Doyle

St'

Pliyliss

::Helslngt

Kirks
Allan Jones

E.

Geneve Dorn

Gypsy Markoff
Joe Isbeli
J Brewer Ore

LIVERPOOL
Empire (Ml
Krozy Komedy

Joe

Bob Vincent
Jackie Van
Red MaddoCk

Margaret Gibson
Blossom Lee
Harry Hall
Kirby Hawk*

Honey Dreamers
Hotel stovens
Frankie Masters 0
Phyllis Myles
'

Tommy

Traynof
.

is

stalling

French and Portuguese num.

tin,

^'^''ent

sers in place;

Act

is

good for vauders and
:Jose.

cafes.

Critics' Clioices
Continued from pane

1

sB

award are "Anne of the Thousand
Days," Maxwell Anderson drama
Dick Barrows is a barrel-chested at the Shubert, N. Y., and "DetecNegro whose baritoning shows tive Story," Sidney Kingsley melopromise.
His voice has a wide drama at the Hudson, N. Y. A posrange which is capable of handling
sible candidate for top foreign immost pops and standards adequateport is "Edward, My Son," at the
ly enough.
With the
Mat-tin Beck. N, Y.
Barrows was only so-so on "Too wealth of strong entries available,
.

i

'

Lonesome to Dream" when caught
at this Harlem vaude house. Tune
IS

a bit too light for a

man

I

of his

"Goodbye, My Fancy" will size. However, his treatment of
probably be .filmed by Kanin Pro- "Old Man River" is better than
the average intei^retation.
ductions (co-presenter Michael
With
and further experience, he'll
be ready
his director-brother Garson),
but for most vaude and
nitery spots
the rights might be sold to a
major using policies similar to
the
company,
bids.

Charles Tate

Neil Rojsa.

reported

^^"^

,
«fi^n no/f**'
$650,000
asking
price

Ed Prentiss
Snyder Ore
Bill

:

al^

so-

plantation

have some good overhead spins ana
leaps and show other elements of
good basic ballroomology.
The team also does a simultaneous strip. By degrees the garb of
both begins to fall apart, until the
galls down to her undies and the
male is sti-uggling to keep his trou-

ing it independently
DICK BARROWS
using the legit cast. However, un- Singing;.
der Kazan's setup with 20th-Fox 6 Mins.
make the picture Apollo, N. Y.

rate the play is not available
for
studio purchase.
Same goes for
South Pacific." In the case of

the

sugar, coffee, rum, etc.) tycoons;
their clubdates have been prolific
At the Tropicana, before a mixed
crowd of Cubans and Yanks they
click With their well routined
La'

10 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Tanyl & Biagi show sufficient experience to have been around for
some time. They're expert comedy
ballroomers who play it straight at
the start and proceed to satirize
this terp form.
The duo shows some good tricks
in comedy and deadpan style. They

filmin the east,

plan is still for
"Mister Roberts" to be filmed independently by producer Leland
Hay ward and co-authors Thomas
Heggen and Joshua Logan. At any

-tourist trade.)

meaning

ciety,

Comedy Dance

Bloomgarden are talking of

that studio might

and

The kids from Spain have
ready been taken up by Cuban

TANYI & BIAGI

,

»

Par**
Lewis

of a

MARGY LUTES

Kurt Maler
savannah

Eddy Duchin Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

bit

i

be in the office of Sidney Fleisher^
film sale arbiter under the Drama-:
tists

a

;

Proposed sliding scale would be
of the gross between $2,500,OOa and $3,500,000, plus 15% be-,
tween $3,500,000 and $4,000,000
and 20% on all Ovei? $4,000,000,
Letter outlining the asking terms
was received Monday (4) by east-

10%

Billy Daniels

Hotel BismarR

Eddie Royale

.'

Lovlics

Scotti

CHICAGO

Irene Hcrvey
Hooper Sis
Great Alex Tpe

GLASGOW

WUliam

.

.

Ladd
Konnan
3 Monarchs
Se

Ava

Fifth

1

'-

Ktzma & Karen
I

Hall

.

4

(S)

Peter Blair

4

'•'ayes.

I)

.

Keppel «c Betty
Dick Henderson
Spangled Aerialists
.Meteors
I

.

'Palace

W

Cordon Ray Co

No

Martha Wright
Hazel Webster
Downey St FonvlUe
Natal Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore

Jerry Reed

.3

&

Hotel

The Nitwits

Radcllffe

Eddie Stone Ore
Ore
Hotel Biltmora
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore

000 plus a percentage of the film
gross. In addition, Williams would:
have approval of the screen treatment and the choice of director
would be limited to John Huston,
Anatole Litvak, William Wyler,
Ella Kazan (who staged the legit
original) or George Cukor.

Humphrey Bogart. However, King- 9 Mins.
sley is waiting until has has a Village Vanguard, N. Y.
Marcy Lutes, a former band vochance to discuss the situation with
calist now in business for herself,
his
tax expert, so he can figure out
Ruth Brown
Teddy Hales
has gone in for ultra-stylization
Margot Brander
DePaur Sc Toulag
the most profitable picture deal for which
makes her outlets extremely
Art Waner Ore
Manhattan Paul
himself
tax-wise.
B Harlow Ore
Ida James
limited at the moment. Miss Lutes
Copacabani
Ruth Mason
There is also some Hollywood in- is an ofay gal who has captured
Jackie Miles
Pauline Bryant
terest in "The Traitor," although the Negro style of ringing comConnie Haine*
Shotsie Davis
F St S Barry
Rosetta Davis
its topical nature tends to limit its pletely and has even gone beyond
Linda Lombard
lEstrellta
Herb Georga
Lucille Dixon Ore value for the screen, since a basic the blues interpretations of her ColPaul Godkin
Splvy'i
She's curchange in the international diplo- ored contemporaries.
Skyriders.
Kelly St Keating
matic or political situation might rently under the influence of the
M Durso Ore
Spivy
Alvares Ore
date the story before the film bop-cult and appears to be expert
Vartaillas
at free-wheeling interpretation.
China DOII
Jean Sablon
edition could be released. For that
Ming & Lin»
Bob Grant Ore
The
form
of
the
tune
is kept inreason, a sale would apparently
Paddy Wing
Panchito Ore
tact under her ministrations but
Noro Morales Ore
Villaga Barn
have to be a quick one, with pro- what
Jose Curbello Ore Gay Blades
happens to the melody hasn't
duction of the picture following yet been
Line (7)
Allen Carrier
determined. Withal, she's
El.ChIco
Bourbon St Bainf
soon after.
expert at this calling.
Roslta Rios
Abbey Albert
Damxron &
Piute Pete
Although there's no deal immi- Her deviations show some sign of
Chapuseaux
Villaga Vanguard
nent for "Two Blind Mice," there logic which can be detected when
Tina Ramirez
Josh Wliite
are indications of studio interest she does a familiar tune. However,
Los Guarachcro*
Roger Price
Vizcaino, Ore
C Williams
in the comedy. There is also strong she requires more conservatism at
Hotel St R*gli
Cvril Haines 3
interest in "Salesman," but stager this point for commercial purposes.
Julie Wil.<ron
Waldorf-Astoria
Laszlo & Pcplto
Morton Downey
Jose.
Kazan, author Miller and producer

M

J Powers

Arthur Dowler
Hamilton & VassI
Cooper Twins
.LEICESTER

Empire (M) 4

'

4

Cotton Bd
Tesslc O'Shea
3 Hotleys
Billy

% St D Waters
J Lockwood
Newman Twins

S'.

Stuart

LEEDS

Lowe

Raquel St Rolando
Kenneth Buflet
Mildred Ray Lin*
Quintero Ore
Argueso Ore

to bids. Demand is for a flat price
of $650,000 or a guarantee of $450,-

is

^

Result is that deluxera
f?i.Pleylike the Tropicana, in a verdant
natural setting, and the Sans Souei
are natural attractions for both thn
native

is on Spanish;
V^l,
but that
Tyrone Power-ish tenor
up front—he's a ringer for the film
star— whams in French with "La
and lowered witHout any visible Vie en Rose." They also will probsupports; There's also a transfer- ably get credit, eventually, for proence trick in which a girl disap- Jf.^*^'?^.-? surefire international hit,
While a musipears from a chair into a closed titled "Lisbona."
trunk.
Richiardi also does an cal salute to the capital of Portuassortment of the usual prestidigi- gal, it's sung In Spanish. Tune is
said to be a folk melody and if a
tation^ all applause-getting.
P.D.
it rates a U. S. buildup; any
He's assisted by a company of
six, but Richiardi is the master of one of the Brill Bldg. pubs could
the scene from the moment he!s really project it into Important
on stage. He has assurance, good rating.
Otherwise, Havana night life is
personality and he performs with
still good.
authority.
Las Frltas, the Coney
The youthful Richiardi is from Island of the capital, just on the
the Argentine and has appeared outskirts, has its assorted dives
in films made in that country. Con- where the lowdown versions of the
sequently he came to the U.S. with rhumba ("shoein* the mare," etc;)
a rep among the Spanish speaking are the prime lure. Restaurants
population. He's also remembered and hotels are jammed but spendas the son of Richiardi, Sr., who Ing is reported to be below last
played in the States some IS years year. "It was murder in Decenvago, but Sr. never enjoyed rep of her and January," said the maitre
at the Club Florida: only the last
the current edition.
The stockyard portion of the month or so has been up, Prices
turn is a shrewd bit of showman- appear high. I.e. too much on a
ship even if vaude managers won't parity with the U. S. standard. In
like the gruesome aspects in their a. country
where sugarcane is
theatres. Richiardi is a natural for cheap and rum is in the backyard,
one-nighters, fairs, circuses, car- 60c for a daiquiri is standard,
nivalsr-but definitely not in nite- hence a deterrent. Shops are ditto,
But
the
ries serving meals.
Hotel Nacional (Kirkeby,
Jose.
operated) is busier than the Hotel
Astor lobby.
Abel.

.

3 Stevil Sis

Romanos.

.

•

Gloria

John-on Clark
MayJair 3

Reg

St

4

Alan Kay

Betty Jumel
:

Rayner

Betty
Victor Julian Pets
Fred Lovelle

CHISWICK

Empire (S) 4
Felix Mendelssohn
Hawai'n Sercn'd'rs
Alec Pleon
Bill

O'Dell'

Lionel Smith

June

Piet Van Brechts
Elizabeth & Collins

Gerry Leader

Len &

4

(S>

Vic Oliver

Aqua Rcvuette
Tarzan Jr

-

Havana-Madrid

cZ

one post-sundown rain

-

Macarl's Dutch

Francolse Flore
Jackie Hunter

George Price

Florida

Steffen-Marlell
Elissa Jayne

Ann
4

(M)

:

.

.

Clara Cedrone
Estellta

Ames Bros

Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse

Tanyi

BBITAIN
BIRMINGHAM

^

Nancy Hanks

Viola Layne
PicKert

Irving Conn Ore
Hot*l Taft

(Canada)

Jene
Gaudsmlth Bros

Monk

Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Bobbie Martin
Evelyn Ward
Walter Klavun

R & B

HAMPTON Howard Hartman

EAST

&

Julius

.Castellanos

Dorothy Deerinf
Joanne Florio
Joe. LaPorte Ore
D'Aquiia Ore
Hotel Savoy Plaza

Donald Richards

1-9

vriramount (wr)

7

(L)

Piero Bros

Tomm.v Hanlon Co

'KINGSTON

:

Hotel Balmont'Plaia

Frick

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jan Bart
-Rex Owen

:

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Jack Norton

Hippodromf

.

Billy

Croydons
Boyd Heath
Sbepard Lin*

Myles Bell

Peggy Taylor 3

Palace (R) 7-10
.Eddie Cantor

Hippodrem*

Ralph Lane Ore
Leon A Eddie'i
Eddie Davis
Taja
Maria Lament*

Handman

White

Son Cummings

Chora) Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Line
Hotel Plerra
Clifford Guest

Manor & Mignon

Court Sq (II 7-10
Martez & Lucia
Joey Gilbert
Bedini & Melino
Levere 7

Martin Bros
Roberts Sis A:

Ronnie Graham
Dave Martm Ore
Diamond Horsesho*
Jay Marshall
George Givot
Lucienne & Ashour
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks

Stanley Melba Ore

SPRINGFIELD

7

Jon Hall

LONG'

'

Jene
Gaudsmlth Bro*

Miller

Jane

Miller

SPSS

Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Oi
La Ruban Blau
Bibi Osterwald
3 Rills
Mike Brown
Norman Paris 8
.

Cafe Society

ROCKFORD

CHICAGO

is

gore.
Richiardi'S managers won't let
him do the dissection trick in the
non-Hispanic: houses unle8s> the
gore is eliminated. But without it,
he's lost his major selling point,
Nonetheless^ Richiardi still has a
good collection of illusions. He
has a levitation bit wherein a
femme in prone position is raised

:

.

Hoagy Carmichael

femme
.

.

Burton

to ;the

.

;

Palace (R)
KinK Cole 3

What happens

'

Nichols

Jack Norton

attentioni
of Holly wood
"Death of a Salesman," Arthur
Miller's dramatic smash at the.Morosco, N. Y.

object

.

.

(I)

Peggy O'Neill Co

&

Already reported slated for
the
Cocoanut Grove (L. A.) and NmS

m

of the unanswered questions in the
minds of the audience.
Aside from audience sensitivi"Mister Roberts," still a solid
ties, managers of orthodox vauders
sellout in its 60th week at the
may have other problems witti
Alvin, N. Y., would be a choice
Richiardi'S: act.
House managers
item for the screen, if it were may not think-it neat. to have their
available, and the prospects are sets and stages ruined'
by pseudo-

.

.

Greg Talbot

State

'bREEN

:

The Quinlans

'way (WR)

'

.

Samuel Spewaok farce at the Cort,
N. Y., and as a, remote but potent

"South Pacific," which preCabaret Bills
mieres tomorrow, night- (Tburi> at
the Majesticy N. Y., would attract
PLAINFIELD
bidding
if
co-authors
Richard
Oxford (WRI 11.
NEW YORK CITY
only
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
T O'Neill & Cathy
Lawrence Welk Or n, would consider it.
Sagatell*
Ralph English
Hotel New Yorkar
Dorothy Ross
Tom, Dick Si
6506 ^Streetcar' Askine Price
G Benedict Ore
Day, Dawn Sc
Harriett
Although film in te r e s t in
Ice Revue
Dusk
Dod Dodson
Hotel Statlar
Jack Prince
Keye Luke
"Streetcar" is strong, the tough
Tony Pastor Ore
Jack Corlies
READING
asking terms of Mrs. Selznick andj
Blue Angel
Hotel Plaza
Raiah (I) 7-*
Murray St. Parker
Hildegarde
Audrey Wood, agent for the author,
L Jordan Tym 5
Salvatore Gioe Ore
WallyCox
Paula Watson
are regarded as a likely deterrent,
Mark Monte Ore
Ellis Larkin 3
The Los Gatos

Stanley (W) 10 only
3 Suns
Marilyn Maxwell
Mischa Auer
Al^. Connie
Fanton
Towers (I) 1-10

;

.

Bijou Ic Carol
Chris Sands

Otero

Herman

that

Mischa Auer
Al & Connie
Fanton

Harrison
Hermine's Midgets

Frances

Naudy

Letizia

of

The Kids from Spain. WclUs^'
variation on the "Kids from iw.
drid" billing which the
d^wTrf
of Rosario
Antonio utilizes.

.

"The Traitor," Jed

production

Street, N. Y., to generally favornotices; "Two Blind Mice,"

,

.

WOOD

&

Y.;

able

Bandy's Dogs.
Alfred Thripp
Boy LoRoy tf 'RoT

Empire (S) 4
Harry Lester Co
Bob Konyot St
Marion

Day

St

Gould

Albert Whelan
Reg Salmon

.

.

Hermine

Chicago

St Clair

Renee Piat

Valentine

N.

Harris'

20 Mins"*
Tropicana, Havana, Cuba
This is an unusual musical
com.
bo, first time in the Western
HeM
sphere. Chavales de Espana
mesnl

York's Waldorf-Astoria, the
vales de Espana are a cinch
for thB
States and a natural where
universality of music sneaks the
im
That puts no boundaries on the
house, the Belmont runs stageart."
It's an unusual 10-man
shows three days weekly, Richiardi
combinaturns the stage into an abattoir m"'- "^enun^Jne. of a moderated
Waring's
Pennsylvanians with their
with this surgical display. He then
asks the audience to inspect his rhythmic formations and studious
purveying their wellmayhem, and Spanish pay ees being patterns
like no others come up one and selected instrumental routines Ar.
cents
are
on fiddles. The boys are
all.
Men, women, prospective
mothers and' those with babes ih versatile and come down from the
arms crowd the stage. Virtually podium to form V-shaped and kinthe entire house is onstage. After dred groupings in the Tropicana
the stage is cleared, the blonde which IS an outdoor nitery. (Ron?'
cafes are very little hazard
whom he "sawed" is removed in less
in
what appears to be a comatose conr Cuba where it rains conveniently
only during the late afternoondition. That's the end of the show;

SHEPHERDS BUSH Wouk's topical melodrama, which
Empire (S) 4
opened last week at the 48th
Max Miller

Inger-

Edwards
Freddie Frinton
Joyce Golding-

Lady Frances

.

& Dare

'

:

NOTTINGHAM'
Royal <M> 4
Prof Jimmy

:

tre,

Detroy
Mushie

Hal

-

J Billings & Diana
\
3 Stevel Sis

RHItADELPHIA:
Carman (I) 7

'

;

10-13'

Say &

Carr

Gaudsmlth Bros

Stanley Burns

Robert

H

AMBOY
:

BALTIMORE

Wilkey

Si

,

Malestle (WR) t
only
Candy Stevens Co
.The Trangers
Bobby Hernianv
Milter & Jene

Hlppodromo (I) 7
nelene St Howard
PattI Page
Bobby Jordan
Jack liconard

Bobby Gilbert
Stated) 7-»
The Hollidays
Roberta Welch

LeVan

PERTH

Elroy

NEWCASTLE

,

:

Kingsley hit at the Hudson thea-

.

ESPANA Mm
P«-ese«ta«on

NTX

Market

is

John Vree Co

Chico Marx
Bemand's Pigeons
Bobbie Kimber
Freddie Sales
D. Henderson Jr

Frolic Lovelies (4)
ItUd Prentice Ore

Other legit shows in which there
active picture interest are "De'
tective Story," the new Sidney

-.
.

Marquis
Al Carthy

Empire (Ml 4
Alan Kay & Gloria

Jimmy Ames

tour.

Bob Davis
-Bob Andrews
Atlas Si Pippl

Cyrus

PATERSON

Nelson
3 Parks

'

-

.

Stat* (L) 7
Ritter Co

Lew

(

'

Empire (M) 4

.BiI

Raymond

Kenneth Allan
Archie Usher

Majestic (11 S'10
St Clairs
The Pitchons

Hoctor 4c Bird
Chester Dolphin

&

Vicki-

Tex
.

Guy Lombardo Ore

'

Bil

Ronnie Stewart
Fred Sloan
iTackie Farr

iPrank Marlowe

:

7

(I)

Betty Astell
Stanelli

Les Alyxons

SHEFFIELD

Fosse

& Niles
NORFOLK

4

Marion Francis

Dorothy Shay
M Abbott Dcrs

Acts
CHAVALES

(7)

(The Kids from Spain)

65 Mins.
Belmont,

Frollci

:

CO,

Magic

'

Max Bacon

.

The Ravens
Artie Dann

Blue -Barron Ore

t

(S)

Ginger

Barclay Alien O:

0

-

Reg Varney

Wood

Charlie

Co The
Emmy ^

Carlton

.

.

Adams

,

ChaSi Barnet Bd
Jerry Colonna:
Jack Carter
Margaret Pheian

Bunny- Briggs
Roxy (I) I
Ginny Simms
Arnaut Bros

Hippodrome
Joe Stein
Carole

Max

'

NEWARK

.

Fui'nell

PORTSMOUTH

MANCHESTER

Walter Nilsson
Alan Carney
Colstons

Bockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Heather

Royai (M) 4
Shires & Tylee
Cyril Fletcher
Pierre Bel

Harrison
Carol & Ross
Dolaire

Olympla (P).i

Buddy Walker

Gloria Lane
John Schiclding

Finlay Bros

-

Kinney
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore
Silver

&

RICHIAHDI. JR.

Jessie Rosella

Richiardi, Jr. is a magico whose
big trick is cutting a woman in
(lOi
half with an electric buzz-saw in
a manner so realistic that bloo4,
gore, viscera and entrails are
seemingly strewn across the boc^
of the dissected femme. Too gruePix
some for orthodox vauders to
Continued from pase 1
handle, it's been the hottest thing
in JNew York's Spanish Harlem,
of the Pulitzer and Critics' Circle
with a drawing power equalled
prize drama by Tennessee Wilonly by the top Latin picture
liams, currently in its 71st week
names.
at the Ethel Barrymore theatre,
In his first midtowti Manhattan
N. Y., with a second company on date in a first-run Spanish picture

.

Bruno Rugger!

Bernard

Roger Ray
Scnor Wences
Alan Clive
Louise's Pets

-

Rice Sis

(P)

G & B

Josef Locke

&

Harriett

Dod Dodson
Keye Luke
MIAMI

Fisher

Paramount

Cathy

St

Tom, Dick

Musl« Hall (I)
Paul Haakon
Salicl Puppets
Harrison

O'Neill

Ralph English

7

(L)

Capitol

New

(14)

Phil

Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl
Palmar H«us#

Lett or In nrireiithesn* indlcntei clrcaft: (I) Ind*pe|ident; (JA I'O^w) (M) MOMI.
(I') l'"rini..ii..t; <«) RKOi (S) StoA; (W) H'anier» (WB) W«lter Bead*

Art Mooney Ore
James Barton
Bose Murphy
Stan Kavangh

Ore

Salle

Vina Cardan*
Foster
Martin Burnett

JeannI* Sook
Charles St LucllI*
Jerry Rehfleld

below ludlcat* opMlnf day of diow
or: split

La

:

.

Keef*

Bill
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Numeral!

:

Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdean

VARIETY BILLS

Apollo.

Gill).

.

there's believed to be little chance
of the aisle-sitters failing to inaKe

awards In any regular

classifica-

tions.

Critics will meet Tuesday afternoon (12) at the Algonquin hotel,
tne
N. Y. John Mason Brown, of
Saturday Review of Literature »

president*

;

:

Wftdnggjay, April 6,

nOIJSE BEVIBWS

1949
among others, liliss McCall is
friendly to the eye and ear in "I

*

Ginny Simma, John St Rene Got It Bad" and "You Can Depend
Mad On Me," her best;
Carlton Emmy's
Hyldojt. Arnold Shodq,
Three acts provide welcome
nae Foster Line, H. Leopold Spu relief tot customers who like their
conduct- entertainment in a lower key, but
Orch
House
Chorus,
Mny
Id by Bob Boucher, "The Fan" Herman sets a fast pace for the
mth-Fox); reviewed in cUrrtnt entire show. Jerry Murad's HarArnaut,

wTs. Joan

Issue of Vapiety.

monicats make for a nice musical
contrast in their click specialties,
Boogie,"
"Sabre
contains most "Harmonica
Dance" and for a topper, "Peg O'
My Heart." De Lyon takes care
of
the
comedy
end
in
a
convincing
with
braced
are
etc.,
dancing Hue,
way with his musical nonsense,
two standard, substantial vaude imitations and sound effects. He's
Simms, -who
turns, plus Ginny
a success with the -locals. Cathy
doesn't mean too much as the star
it's an entertaining Moore adds a touch of grace and
Withal,
name.
beauty, in a couple of pleasing tap
routines.
Corb,
M^ss Simms doesn't seem to
have made much preparation for
in a
>
Capitol, Wasli.
the date at the Roxy. Encased

partner fared better on the laugh
^
side, but
hole routine was draggy
Philadelphia, April 1.
garnered little audience reToriy Martin, Mignon & Mortells, and
Penny Edwards, Jack Mann & Irv- sponse. Jimmy Mordecal gives out
M.c;
ing Benson, Lou Schrader's House
with enthusiasm in bringing on
Orch; "Lucky Stiff" WA).
the various acts.
Entire talent lineup is reprised
Making his ^rst appearance here
in nine years, Tony Martin main- in the finale, which was the only
tains his allure for the femme apparent attempt at a production
trade, particularly the teen-agers effort. "Hollywood Revue of 1949"
who thronged the Friday (1) mat- impresses as more suitable for colinee session caught.
Martin is ored houses, where audiences are

Earle, PliUI;^

85

,

'\.

'

Big-Screen TV
s Continued ttom page

I

a

price at "under $25,000" is believed
to indicate it will sell for far less.
Other RCA execs have conceded
the price might, be set finally at
$15,000.

(Although Paramount has never
put an official sales price on its inone balladeer. whose romantic ap- more hep to the, typical Negro termediate- film system of theatre
Hold.
TV, it has reliably been reported
pearance matches not only his talent.
voice, but the material he uses.
to cost about $35,000 per theatre.
Two systems differ in that the 20thCrooner scores principally with
Hippodrome, Balto.
the
ballads— "September Song"
RCA system, in which Warners has
Baltimore, April 3.
and "Comme Ci, Comme Ca," as
also had a developing hand, pro-'
Woodie & Bobby, Al Norman, jects the; images instantaneously
well as his theme, "See You in My
Dreams." For change of pace there Marilyn Maxwell, Mischa Auer, 3 to a full screen, via a system of
are "Waiting For the Robert E. Suns, Jo Lombardi House Orch reflecting and enlarging mirrors
Lee" and a rhythm arrangement (12); "Million Dollar Weekend" and lenses, whereas the Par sys\
of "Lullaby of Broad\Vay." A solid (Col).
simple, solid-color strapless gown,
tem involves the filming of TV
Washington, April 3.
\
hit.
she got away easily with four
images as they're received off the
Toy & Wing, Stagg McMann
Penny Edwards, blonde Warner
songs, a pair of standards, and a
Name dominated layout reveals
George O'Hanlon, Martha starlet, is a looker with plenty of considerable talent in addition and face of a cathode-ray tube, develop«air tif pops. Her performance is Trio
ing
and processing the film in a
Tarltadaisical and uninspiring. Best Stewart; "Take Me Out to Ball vocal savvy.
She does "Sunday sum total is potent fare. Following matter of seconds and then runAfternoon,'' "Put Your Shoes On, snappy opener by Woodie & Bobby,
was the closing, "I've Got You Gome" (M-G)
ning it through the regular theatre:
Lucy," "Galway Bay" and an roller skating duo, and okay gagUnder My Skin." She follows Carlprojectors.)
that
an
act
Wags,
"ton Emmy's Mad
A bright lineup is lending inter- operatic travesty. Also a neat tap ging by Al Norman, Marilyn Max18 X 24-Foot screen
hasn't changed for years, and is est to holdover of^ screen feature routine for nice returns.
takes hold for a solid sesh of
Emmy trods at Capitoli with influx of tciur- Mignon and the MartellSi three well
New 2Qth-RCA unit represents
still as entertaining*
over
Socks'
g r o 0 v e y vocals.
on the heels of the Arnaut freres, ists showing, plenty aftpreiciation' men and a girl, furnish the acro- "Powder Your Face," "A Good the latest stage of the model shown
another act that has followed a throughbut, Acts arfe tied together batic opener. Comic Jack Mann is Man," "Little Birdie Told Me" and last year at the NAB meet at the
They
do
time.
some
for
routine
in
the
emcee
slot
and
with
doubles
set
"My Darling."
WB studios and that used by the
in' rfeytie format by eiiiceeing of
„._-- violin bits and the love George O'Hanlon, the Joe Mc- his partner, Irving Benson, in
the
„„ usual
Mischa Auer is another name Fox theatre, Philadelphia, for a
,„fj„„ ^v,„t „„t„
bird Piece. It s the latter that gets jjgj^jjgg
warners' "Behind the standard patter, song and dance who comes through with a real act, pickup of the Louis-Walcott fight
the biggest returns in the 50-min- ^igj^^ g^^jj,, ^1^^,^.^^ O'Hanlon han- to good reception. Lou 'Schrader's getting considerable laughs with last June. New model has been; reute program.
dies his emcee chores straight band backgrounds acts capably.
his
clowning
piano
stuff
and
and fined down to -a much smaller size,
Xiagh.
House routines open with a adding little but a pleasant permaking his slot count for the limit. suitable for installation in any type
"Merry Widow" item which at one sonality to this phase of his p.a.
Three Suns close' with swingy in- theatre. It can furnish a throw of
time or another uses all the Roxy
Apollo,
]\. Y.
This is the second stop in curstrumental
electric
stuff
on
organ,
45 to 80 feet, Kreu2er said, andcast— the dancing line, ice line, rent tour of' O'Hanlon, who has
Amos Milburn Orcfi (6 Cfiub- guitar and accordion. On to solid ean be used on the top-sized 18x24*
featuring
choristers,
Spitalny's
teamed with screen chantoosey by JacJcsori Oreh. (14), Choco- reception trio gives out with trade- foot screen.
Audrey Dearden, which segues Martha Stewart in a pleasant little lateers (3), Jaclcic Petty, Paula marked versions of "Hindustan,"
Unit is devised for installainto blade bits by Joan Hyldoft package that still needs some edit- Gdstlc, Dtcfc BorrQtus, "Crackshot" "Cecilia," "Twighlight Time" and
tion on a speciallyrbuilt platform
and Arnold Shoda alone and to- ^
tightening. Both are still & Co.; "Port Said" iCol).
a coupling of "Peg O' My Heart" directly in front of a theatre mez-gether. Miss HyW»"
obviously feeling their stage oats.
and "Tico Tico." Just right to zanine, rathef' than in the regular
{f„
is
also
Shoda
and
to see on ice
but general effect is promising,
Aside from * Amos Milburn's clinch this setup and a natural for
projection booth.
The range of
a tricky bladester.
and combo builds to a sock /finish small combo, the Apollo's layout a series of strong applause.
is thus, considered adequate
Line carries the finale alone, after a mild start.
leans toward the mediocre'. Chubby
Biz all right.
Bum.. throw
for almost any type theatre.
working out its widely known, inO'Hanlon is weakest in his sin- Jackson's, band is a spirited outfit
RCA engineers ran a closed cirtricate "Indian" number to "In gle stint, suffering largely from a but it lacks a definite style. Roundcuit transmission first, projecting
dian Love Call."' It is, as it always ij„geri„g' uncertainty land hum- ing- out the bill are the Chocoscenes televised in an adjoining
has been, an inspiring piece of drum material. A general modesty lateers, a standard comedy turn;
'Basic'
Wood.
work.
Statler room. It then showed pic"
and naturalness gives him a good a brace of "warblers, a femme terpContinued from pace 1
tures taken off the. air. from a regu*
start with payees, but a succession er and the antics of "Crackshot^"
lar NBC broadcast, following that
Chicago Tlicatrie,,CiiI of stale gags doesn't help. Picks the house comic.
of a traveling outfit as legit's great- with a switchover to the same pro*
up
again in a routine based on
five rhythm, (our reed'and
With
Chicago, April 1.
McDoakes character^ and finally five brass, Jackson's crew opens est liability, Winston began ex- gram transmitted via leased tele*
Billy Wells & 4 Fays, Georgia walks off to solid reaction after with a hot tune paving the way perimenting several months ago phone wires.
Kreuzer underlined
Gibbs, Bob Williams, Hoagy Carr his stint with Miss Stewart in for- brunet Paula Castle. She listr with methods of cutting costs. He the use of the latter method for
miohael, Louis Basil Orch; "Knock their song and danc<t number from lessly chirps two ballads for lair finally came up with a set frame- theatres, pointing out that leasing
On Aty Door" (Col).
Columbia's "Are You With It," a results. Snappily costumed, Jackie work made of channeled alumi- of the wires required no FCC apnovelty ditty called, "Daddy, Sur- Petty displays some so-so tap rou- num and so constructed that it can proval. Any theatre chain desiring
tines, but her pertness helped earn be changed readily to fit set de- to employ that method, consequentWith a little trimming here and prise Me."
Miss Stewart, like her partner, a good salvo.
mands for any play. Device was ly, will not have to worry about
there current bill can be worked
Following "Tiny 's Blues," Jack- proved practical in a tryout with the availability of frequency space
registers best in reprises of her
into satisfactory layout. Most of
cinema successes. In addition to son's outfit turns to bebop with its "Voice of the Turtle," in which nor about governmental approval
the- lag, unfortunately, lies with
chantoosey goes well in leader joining two sidemen in the three-room set was created of its programming.
the headliner, Hoagy Carmichael, the duet,
20th
from
chanting
the.
's
lyrics to "Lemon without difficulty,
who tries to maintain a note of "Hello My Baby,"
Demonstration Closed with a
Kissing Her Now." Drop.'!
sequence where the orch,
Since all verticals can be folded transmission of film taken from
informality. He achieves it most "Wonder Who's
Count Basic, Harry into thre&'foot lengths,
Also sings "Lady Is a Tramp" to mimicked
Of the time; but for better aud
the entire both a closed circuit and off, the
imitation of James, Lionel Hampton and Stan
reception should perk his routine. mild response, Teeoff
set can be stored In the back of air.
For the film Showing, RCA
backgrounds
Kenton
scored
handily.
Although
which
Bette
Davis,
Composer works in front of an
the chartered plane which will be utilized for the first time its "flyfalls flat. Her Jackson is one. of the top bass
excellent four-piece combo, recruit- an O'Hanley gag,
Winston ing spot scanner," used by broadwith a tune players^ in the business, he strum-; used by the company.
ed from house orch. He opens with vivacious manner
med
the instrument odly for avfew figures set and alt company, bag-^ cast studios heretofore only for the
helps.
about
chats
"Old Buttermilk Sky,"
gage won't Weight more than 1,000 transmission of still pictures. DefiTop honors really go to the bars at show caught.
tune backgrounds and then swings
nition in all cases was excellent,
Frequent repeaters at this col- pounds.
McMann trio of harmonica
into "Huggin' and A-Chalkin' " for Stagg
Troupe will go everywhere by and the brightness was only slightwith players, who come near to being ored vaude stand, the Chocolateers
hefty
response.
Follows
sizes register again with their comedy plane,
Winston is mapping a ly less than the screen of an aver"King Be-Bop's Dream" and cow- show-stoppers. Using "three
age filmery. Slight distortion was
sails right knockabout stuff. Garbed in vari- route as far north as Alaska.
boy number. Both are minor items of mouth organs, combo
noticeable in some instances, but
and should be replaced with some- into their routine with a medley colored suits; the boys dick in a
this might have been due to poor
of almost every tempo in the book, slow-motion pantomime bit and;
thing better.
Bumble close to an okay reception with
camera focussing. Unlike previous;
Georgia Gibbs is refreshing in including "Flight of the
all over the stage, some adequate aero stepping. Mildemon.strations of the unit, TV's
that none of her songs are the Bee.'' Bouncing
Taxi
Strilce
is
under
Band
burn orch
reviewed.
scanned lines were in most cases
Hit Parade toppers which have and gagging for effect, they go on
Continued
from
page
I
barland
Reviews,
hile
Dick
Barrows'
a
v
the
Hours"
completely invisible.
been overdone here. Sock song- to "Dance of
Devotion."
toning
is
listed
under
New.
Acts.
of
"My
version
Whether there are enough sports
stress opens with "Big, Wide, Won- novel
delight the House shifts to a week of legit they could get along on their own and special events available dur*
and
hard
work
Lads
derful World," and follows with
power or what cabs were available.
Friday ( 8 with "Anna Lucasta."
galleries.
merit a the"So In Love," from "Kiss Me,
An ever-growing number of cabs, ing an average year to
Gilb.
a fine job as
Wing
do
&
Toy
the
Kate," "Manhattan Towers" and
however, are reappearing on the atre's laying out the money for
trio of terp
with
setters
a
pace
still a moot point.
"Ballin* the Jack" for a beg-off.
streets.
Majority of. the inde- tele unit is
is a nostalgic
Best
bet
numbers.
L'ville
Xalional,
programming
theOther
plans,
for
Bob Williams gets hefty laughs
pendently owned hacks are now in
- George
Cohan
M.
Castle
Irene
Louisville,
April
1.
possible
the
including
atre
with his disobedient purps and his
video,Register well, and ^alk
Una Mae Carlisle, Kitty Murray, operation, and fleet-operators are pickup of regular broadcast probreathless pleas for cooperation/ number.
Lou-e.
Chinky Grimes, Rocky & Vicky sending out as many vehicles as grams, has been discussed in the
Canines, when they get started, off to hefty applause,
Bobby Marshall, Graviates, Jimmy they have drivers.
especially white mongrel, show off
trade. Regardless of the programRhythmasters
Savoy
Mordecai,
smartly.
Olympia,
"ling
P™blem. however. Monday
<=nMA«rt''fhp''f„rmri"^
had the normal quota of „i„u^../Homnncfr»Hnn
(5) toith Winnie Worren, Scpio spots
Billy Wells and Four Fays are
proved that
demonstration nrnvprt
Miami, April 3.
Bus and subway serv- night's
Starlets (6); "Man Who Jieclaimed business.
a bright opener with fast-moving
video technically is
The upper east large-screen acceptable to any theice were taxed.
Billy Gilhert, Jimmie Casanova, His Hcod" (FC).
tumbling, with shapely gals doing
more
than
side spots got most of their cus*
tome neat flips. One femme does Gaston Palmer, Gloria Villar, Rich
audience.
atre
Carlone house
Lineup of acts, backed by a five- tomers from the immediate area.
three-forward somersaults without & Gibson, Freddie
Smith" (Par). piece orch on stage, is titled "HolIt's probable that a prolonged
use of hands, while others are also Orch, "Whispering
Carries strike, especially if violence flares,
lywood Revue of 1949."
good, Lou Basil house orch backsix gals, who work in a would dent the boxoffice. In legit,
grounds neatly.
Zabe.
Fare on tap this week is satisfy- line of
Ike's Vidpic
couple of numbers. Show is made j^ere were no casualties although
||
inc vaude thouKh no outstanding
SSSS Continued from page l^aasM.
layout in bomparison to bills^h
.<>L.^'l.=?l^°':l'".?i'^.°L!R!."l\\^ some of the shows depending upon
Circle, ladpls.
acts stacking up in quantity, but window sales were hurt to some cadis for each chapter to be rein recent weeks.
Standing
quality.
on
medium
onij?
Indianapolis, A'pril 2.
extent. The hits were sold out in peated twice, making three cycles.
Billy Gilbert, comic, goes well
is Una Mae Carlisle, exotic
out
Woody Herman Orch., with Mary with his sneeze-malaprops routinadvance. On the other hand, three
Interesting angle of Time, Inc.,
Ann MeCall; Jerry Murad's Har- ings. It's giggle stuff, rather than blonde, who does her chanteusing
scheduled closings this week may sponsorship of "Crusade" marks
at the piano. Registers solidly with
nonicats, Leo De Lyon, Cathy howls.
partially due to the tieup.
switch of the pub from tie-up with
"Little Bird Told Me," "The Man be
Moore; "The Big Fight" (Mono).
the emcee slot, young Jimmie
The strike mattered little to the NBC-TV, with which it worked on
I Love," and a medley of her diskCasanova makes an ingratiating
Gabs are used by a convention and election coverage,
film houses.
for bcff returns.
Woody Herman is winning kudos introer, and in own spot gets over ersVocals
are dished out by Bobby small percentage of picture theatre to ABC, of which the Luce interfrom the advanced class in jazz handily with his character imInsiders
ests once owned a piece.
Marshall, jitterbug blues singer; patrons.
While a variety of acts takes care preshes. Though some of his maTaxi strike gave rise to two sep- also speculate on whether the
Carl Van Moon, baritone, and Winof the customers who aren't stam- terial could stand freshening, gen^
nie Warren, singer and tenor sax arate exploitation stunts by film close working arrangement bepeded by the Herd on this week's eral appeal and impact is solid.
player.
and legit ballyhooers, both de- tween ABC-TV and 20th Centurybill at the Circle.
setter
The concertpace
fast
is
a
Teeing off
Rocky and Vicky, mixed team, signed ostensibly to provide free Fox, for which March of Time provaudeville combination is getting via the xylophone, work of Rich
turn on the fast taps and garner transportation to theatres. Twen duced ''Crusade," may result in
good results. Audiences are going and Gibson. Stint is routined exnice applause. The Graviates pace tieth-Fox Monday (4) hired two ABC getting first crack at the vid-r.
in a big way for comic Leo De
pertly for maximum results. So- through
handbalancing horse-drawn hansoms to furnish pic package ideas the film comseveral
Lyon's fresh stuff.
prano voCals of Gloria Villar, an stunts, inject a new trick or two,
free rides for Roxy customers. Car- pany has in the works.
Herman makes the usual band orb appealing thrush, are okay.
hfts them out of the usual
Thursday eve skedding is viewed
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ plugging the
show approach, giving trombonist Handsomely gowned lass purveys which
"The Fan," as smart, as Time hits streets on
Bill Harris; Terry Gibbs, vibra<=«>Tent Roxy film,
smart arrangements and song selec- ^"rhinkv rrimps on for some fast
phone and Oscar Pettifor d, on the tions to gain full values. Mixes ste?S%^nra'ynVSi;tr,%oe1i cruised midtown -Manhattan and Thursday and Life on Friday, and
bass, and other sidemen a chance
than 100 patrons the video series will give direct
and "show tunes for sock re- \~o^-^rbig with the customers, pre- P''^^^-*^ -VP
pops
to shine in numbers ranging from
support to newsstand sales. Time,
bodi
slow arm and body
ceded b-y
by some slo_w
^ow High the Moon" to "Lemon ceptloHi
Jod^ucer'^S Todd Inc. backing of "Crusade" 'is conJuggling of Gaston Palmer is gyrations by the Starlets. Comedy
Drop" while he shares the vocals
as its subsid,
grotesquely garbed Kitty similarly used two busses for trans- sidered a natural^
with pert Mary Ann McCall. The well conceived, interweaving with efforts of
customeirs to the Wintei* March of Time, handled producoverall. Murray were wasted, as much of porting
to
add
biz
to
comedy
distinctive Herman vocal style is
Richard de Bochemoat is
her chatter was lost, due to her Garden, where his "As the Girls tion.
applied to "Let's Fall in Love" and Freddie Carlone's house orch backs
producer.
MOT
male
is current.
Go"
Her
the
mike.
'i^,:ignoring
ol
Lory.
"I Ain't Gettin* Any Younger." show 111 good style.
Roxy's

new show

efforts of its
of its punch in the,
hduse .personalities,. Ice revue,
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May Be OK

Scalping

Indianapolis, April

With Heiress'; Chautauqua's Sked
Basil Rathbone, who opened the
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., in
1927, will play his first return date
there to open the 1949 season as
guest star in "The Heiress," Probably Beatrice Straight will also appear in the title part she is curplaying opposite him on
rerttly
tour. Engagement will open June,
Star's original appearance 3t
27.
the spot was in "The Guardsman."
Only other booking definitely set
thus far for the season is Helen
Hayes in the tryout of William McCleery's "Good Housekeeping," the
week of Aug. 15. Production will
play the following week, Aug; 22.
at the Falmouth Playhouse, which
Bichard Aldrich will open this year
and manage in combination with
Dennis.

Chautauqua Theatre
Buffalo, April

The company and

stafi froifl the

Cleveland Playhouse include: Kirk

.

.

ducer

of

summer

.

.

31
the

for $25.

of

management

I

of H.

,

.

.

-

Willis, Max Ellis, Rolf Engelhardt,
K. Elmo Lowe, Robert AUman,
William Swetland, Robert Ellenstoin, William Paterson, John Bab- St. Paul 'Slapped' Again
in«lon, Robert Evans, John Lee,
David Brubaker, Michael Osker,
In Mpls. 'Shoes' Booking;
Ruth Feather, Dorothy Paxton; Sue
Shirley
Lucp,
Crobaugh, Sara
Newspapers in Boycott
Bvyan, Gertrude Slack, Jean SherMinneapolis, April 5.
man, Harriet Eells, Wilda Leslie,
New York bookers and producers
StakLucille
Wright,
Eiinor
chouse. Mary Ward and -Marcella apparently were unmoved by the
St. Paul mayor's protest against
McDonald.
the spotting of important attractions into Minneapolis occasionally
Mt. Lebanon Get» Straw
?

for

•

Byron Young

exclusive

visit to

:

Twin

City

St.

Broadway

Paul

'

(lie strawhat.
Tryouts for: new talent are now
on. but last year's players will not
be called for casting for some time.

South Shore

Revamp

Boston. April

'

George Somnes

5.

assume post
as producer for the South Shore
will

G.•"dens in Denver.
.Setup for Cohasset this season
ratlkally different from previous
sea.sons as result of the Town Hall
franohiiie being picked up by a
group headed by Mrs. Helen

Howes

tuition expenses besides,

:

Vosoif.

Group

figures

to

.

1

:

i

Among the backers of Lee Sabinson's $75,00f> production of this
Dalton Trumbo comedy, "The Biggest Thief in Town;'' are legit proi
ducer Irving Strouse ($300); press agent Samuel J. Friedman and stage
manager George Charles ($375 eacli); talent agent Toni Ward, former
strawhat operator Charles S. Howard,, author's agent Mary Leonard
Pritchett, producer and radio actor David Heilweil, costumers James
Stroock and A. M. Blumberg, advertising exec Norman Kent ($500 each);
theatrical accountant Jules Winokur ($750); N. Y. Times writer Arthur
Altschul, film scenarist Hugo Sutler ($1,000 :each); ad exec Lawrence
Weiner,- film writer Robert Rossen, Hilda Kook (wife of lighting tech"
nician Eddie Kook), N. Y. Times writer Murray SchumacK; theatre
'manager Louis A. Lotito; camera dealer Charles Mogul; producer Alexoander Cohen, production assistant Gertrude Applebaum ($1,500 each);
producer Sabinson ($2,750); director Herman Shumlin ($44200); pro*
ducer Louis J. Singer ($6,000); radio star Fanny Brice ($15,000).
Play "closes Saturday (9).

v

,

•

Sioux Falls, S. D., April s.
Robert Snook, director of the
Augustana College theatre, goes to
New York this week to confer with
officials of the American National
Theatre & Academy about prospects for booking Broadway names
for guest appearances next season.
Success of the program- this season won the enthusiasm of: college
heads and the local officials for
expanding the operation during

is

New

editorial policy of the

among pressagents is that writing quality, as well as subject
now the determining factor in selection of news features, so
figured that publicity submissions may henceforth have to be more

Feeling
matter/ is
it's

skillfully prepared.

Hedgerow's 27th -Season

N

Philadelphia, April 5.
Hedgerow theatre opened its
27th season Friday night (1) in the
converted grist mill at Moylan-:
Rose-Valley. Opener was Goldoni's
classic comedy, "Mistress of the
Inn.''
Saturday evening saw another literary stage item. Goldsmith's "She Stoops to Conquer."
With Jasper* Deeter still at the
helm, the Rose Valley troupe begins its regular season of Wednes-

Y. Daily

Strawhat Jottings

.

Litchfield (Conn.) Summer
Theatre will open June 7 under
management of Leonard Altobell
and Lawrence Slade. Skedded so
iar are tryouts of Robert Waldron's
comedy, "Three Citizens from
fteaven," Slade's new play, "Sodom

ship

among

through Saturday performances tomorrow (6). There will be
repeats of the Goldoni~and Goldsmith workSi with Bertolt Brecht's
Tepicjt"

"The- Caucasian

Chi Heraldr American columnist Boy Topper started something when
he suggested th*t Cast of "Mister BoWerts" should put their baseball
team to good use. Members of cast have kept in shape for their firstapt tussles by playing softball, with uniforms supplied by Leland Hayward. Topper suggested a game between ca.st of ''Roberts" and "Finlan's Rainbow," since both are only longrun legiters left in Chi. As a
result, the game will be played April 24 at Northtown Stadium, with
all proceeds going to Hlnes and Vaughn Veteran hospitals. To make
matters worse, winners of the game have been challenged for a playoff
by another team
.
which is made up of Chi's columnists and two

Circle,"

April 8-9.

Off-Broadway Notes
"Under Way," by Norwegian
dramatist Helge Krog, will be presented by the Interplayers, San

.

Francisco little theatre group. April
24 and May 1. Jean-Paul Sartre's
"No Exit" will be Offered April
15-16.
Elizabeth MeCormick
.
I

'

,

.

,

i

Popular

theatre,

to

start

next

September at the Central
Opera House, in E. 67th street.
N. Y. Classics and new plays will

rise to this estimate.

B'way's Abravanel Pulls

be presented.
Brooklyn playUtah
house will present a Passion Play
Thru Crisis
[during Easter Week (April 18) at
Salt Lake City, April 5.
St. Anne's church theatre, Brook'
Utah Symphony Orchestra has
lyn.
Harrison Lewis: is producer
managed to stagger through its
and John Killen director.
The
Dallas Sets Engel
season,
despite
financial
Fed Workshop, dramatic group of full
Dallas, April 5
the N. Y. Federation of Posl Office troubles, a short-lived strike and
Charles Meeker, Jr., managing
Clerks (AFL), will present two general predictions of a mid-seadirector of the outdoor Starlight
one-act plays, Saul Silbert's "Till !)0n fold (hanks largely to a per-^
operettas, announced the signing"
Monday" and Joe Roos' "Appointed sonal sales and promotion job by
of Lehman Engel, Broadway comDestiny," Saturday and Sunday its maestro, Maurice Abravanel;
poser, conductor and author, as
„.
Latter, who left the Broadway scene
(9-10) at the Hud.son Guild Neighmusical director for the 1949 sea
(conductor of "Lady in the Dark,"
borhood House, N. Y.
Louis
son.
Veda
Quince has resigned as direc- "Seven Lively Arts," "One Touch
Operetta staff members re-enof Venus," "Street Scene," and
tor
for
the
Dallas
little theatre.
gaged for the season are Roger
others), to come here two seasons
Gerry, production manager; DougTenor WilHam Home, lead in ago, is generally credited with havlas
Morriss, technical director;
ing pulled the symph through, by
Broadway's
"Helen
Goes
to
Troy,"
Peter Wolf, set designer; Ralph
has left for London for his first helping raise coin, propaganJizHunter, as.sistant musical director;
tour. He'll sing both in mg in the community, and keeping
Vonn Hamilton, dance director and continental
concert and opera in Paris, Stock- symph morale from disintegrating.
chorcogra))her, and James Wicker, holm,
Vienna and Rome, remaining
Three-year-old orch gave 20
stage manager.
abroad three months.
weeks of concerts this season, for
.

.
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Hope. Pa., will include "Take My
ijtand."
by Elihu Winer, and
•'Group of Ten," by Frank Mandel
»nd Morgan Wallace, On the tentativQ slate is a new revue. "The
Bucks County Follies," with mateVl.U by such local . residents at

.

;

i

1

|

|

i

I

'

i

1

.

critics!

Columbia Pictures prez Harry Cohh estimates that his company's
$15,000 investment in "Oklahoma!" is worth about $750,000 eventually,
anrt
T-'.^TuZ-'Ju
announce a or at least that's his estimate. The 15G bought 11% of "Okla," and
^pLfn.nf'^ct^^i^^''
permanent
stock company, to be the manifold profits from
multiple companies around the globe give
called
.

I

Bain," and a modernized version-l
Tryouts at
of ".Tulius Caesar"
the Bucks County playhouse. New

playgoers.

day

;

:

.

recently followed the lead of the N. Y. Mirror

ducers and pressagents who commute from those communities' have
been withdrawing display ads from them. They figure that the country
edition which reaches such towns is still not a good display medium,
even at the greatly reduced rate, since it doesn't carry news and feature material on the theatre and is thus not as likely to draw reader-

I

The

:

News has

in offering a special rate for ad space in its country edition, apparently
in a bid to recover some of the display copy it has been losing because
that edition does not carry editorial matter on legit. Regular editions
of the two tabloids, which contain all the theatrical rfews and feature
material, are not distributed in many outlying areas, so some legit pro-

1

'

Sunday theatre section of the N. Y, Herald

Tribune is the talk of Broadway show circles, particularly pressagents:
Under William Zinsser, new drama editor, the sheet^s former makeup
has been revised to stress feature news with a broader show business
slant. Edition of last Sunday (3) failed to carry any art on last night'ft
(Tues.) opening, "The Ivy Green," the first time within memory that
the sheet had not thus covered one of the ensuing week's premieres.
Legiters especially noted that a television story, with three-column art,
made the first page of the section.

1949-50.

Wanamaker

south

|

Broadway Names Sought
As Sioux Falls Guestars

is

build a 700-seat theatre and estabmusic and art center in the
Vamping
shore town. Mrs. Osgood
Perkin.s is business manager of the
enterprise.
'Goodbye' for Pic Stint
Others in the new group, which
Sam Wanamaker. director and
tJUMi u the
ousted
me uiu
old lesuue
regime oi
of me
the Pittsrins- ,malp lead of "Goodhve Mv Fanpv "
burSh crowd including Frederick ^^^I^JXrosco
theatre N.
at the Morosco theatre.
N Y
Y quits
auUs
BiirlPich. Henry
Hpnrv Boettcher
Bopttrhpr and
«nH
Burleigh.
the cast end of next week. Richard
Bichard Hoover, are G. Prescott».
Hart, will succeed him April 18 asLow. publisher of the Qulncy Pa- leading
man
for Madeleine Carroll;
triot LedE;er, Dr. Henry F. Howes,
star of the Fay Kanin comedy.
Ernest G, Howes, J. Franklin
After leaving the play; WanaMcElwain, Mrs. Hugh Bancroft, Sr., maker will
fly to England to do the
Arthur E. Whittermorei Roger B. film, "Christ in Concrete," which
CouUery and Stanley Osborne, all goes into production April 19.
heavy-caliber South Shore names.
lish a

Bill, an outgrowth of the closing of "Trio" on Broadway, would authorize a judge, on application, to grant an injunction pending final
determination of an action to compel issuance of a license, or to review
iiUspension or revocation, or to restrain interference there with. It would
not affect the power of authorities to close a theatre held to be structurally unsafe, or of the district attorney to proceed against a stage
Show under the penal law.

i

.

•

Players at the Cohasset Town Hall
when it opens its season July 4.
Somnes has been directing Elitch's

and authoritarian."
I

Last season, which was less than
three months in length, saw sellout performances in the last 25
days of the show. Students participating received college credit for
their work, and earned a little for

-

of

!

melodrama, "The Drunk-

oldtinte

.

i

j

ard," will be shown on alternate
nights with "John Loves Mary.''
Two separate groups of. students,
each remaining on the boat for
10 weeks, together with several
"permament" members 'Of the tour,
will participate in the project.

passing it up, and instead of dividing up the week, will play the
entire six days at the Lyceum
here, the same as "Annie"' did.
Several other big shows have done
the same in recent years.
In "reprisal," the two St. Paul
newspapers, owned by B. H. Bidder and his family, continue to re*
fuse, to carry any advertising' for:
those attractions which confine
their Twin City engagements to
Minneapolis: They also omit all
mention of the shows in their news
columns in the hope that St. Paul
residents won't be aware of their
presence 10 miles or le.ss distance
or will refuse to attend them.
"High Button Shoes," like "Annie,"
will have to struggle along without
any St. Paul newspaper help.
Practically all legitimate roadshow attractions playing both cities
apportion double their time to
Minneapolis, which has several
hundred thousand more population
than St. Paul. "Allegro" just concluded an unprofitable engagement
of five nights and a matinee in St
Paul and finished a full week of
seven nights and two matinees
here.

Surrey Stirs
Seattle, April 5.
The Surrey Playbarn here will
open for its second season June 16
and run 12 weeks, according to
Miio Ryan one of the originators

Perennial attempt by Sen. Fred G. Moritt, Brooklyn Democrat and
one-time professional singer, to clip the authority of the New York City
license commissioner to revoke or suspend the license of a theatre
where an alleged immoral stage, show is presented, failed when the
N. Y. Legislature adjourned at Albany with his bill-iamending the Civil
Practice Act asleep in the Codes Committee. Senator Moritt has introduced a similar measure for about five years, but legitimate theatre
Interests have not appeared to be interested. Church opposition to it
was reported several years ago. Senator Moritt believes the present
power of the license commissioner to be "undemocratic, un-Americaft-:

Hiram, O., April 5.
of
success
the
by
last year's "Operation Showboat."
Hiram College dramatic department Will again sponsor the participation of its students in a showboat tour aboard the S. S. Majestic,
only remaining vessel of its kind.
This year's season will begin at
Point Pleasant, W. Va., April 30,
and end five months later at Louisperformances at
ville,
offering
numerous cities and villages on the
Kanawha and Ohio Rivers. The

"affront"!

because "High fiutton Shoes"

Seattle's

,

'Drunkard' and 'Mary

Minneapolis.

But now next week
getting another

produce and

will

their

Twin City

Mayville will direct.

Frajncis

the proposition now;
Michael Todd, the other one mentioned as a possible purchaser of
the theatre, also denied being interested.

Spurred

engagement. The protest was
lodged earlier this season when
"Annie Get Your Gun" confined its

star policy.

*i

lO Sail

Again With Collegiate

'

Pittsburgh, April 5.
International Repertory Co. here
operate an Equity strawhat
this summer at Mt. Lebanon, Pa.
Six-week season will open Aug. 11
and the schedule will include
"Blithe Spirit," "Night Must Fall,"
"George Washington Slept Here,"
"AM My Sons," "The Importance
of Being Earnest" and "Ladies in
Retirement." There -will be a guest

n

SHowboat

.

:

will-

\

^;

|

M. Rogers:

and with Michael Ferrall as diJohn Baird Will direct
rector
"The Common Glory," historical
pageant presented annually at the
Matoaka Lake amphitheatre, Williamsburg, Va. Season starts July
Staff for Richard Aldrich's
1
Falmouth (Mass.) theatre July 1
will Include Robert Crane as associate producer, Herman E. Kraw^
itz as business manager, Seymour
Krawitz as: pressagent, 'Henry T.
Weinsteln as stage manager and
and Edward
director
assistant
Green as property man. Aldrich
will operate the spot in combination with his Cape playhouse, at
Dennis, also on Cape Cod.
.

Of course, Hammerstein admits, there is always a temptation to own
a theatre, since it offers the prospect of having a regular production
"home." But he and Rogers turned down offers to share in the ownership of the Alvin, Hammerstein, Ziegfeld and other New York houses
and he thinks they'll probably never buy into such a deal. There was
casual talk about two years ago of their taking over the Palace, but
they didn't even go to inspect the house and they aren't interested in

sections

right-to-regulate
state's
of the constitution.

at°^HUa^rPal,"ir!unrr:^
.

forbidding

law

held

Decision

sale of tickets "at less or greater

Fairhaven (Mass.) amounts than normal price" was a
has appointed violation of personal liberty and
theatre,
the

the spot, with Michael J. O'Leary
as. business manager.
jLueaiie-iii-i.iiK-ivuuiiu
Tenthouse
entnouse Theatre-in-the-Round
will

on

ban

seven-year

high school basketball tournament

.

John Lane managing director

.

5.

Schedule of summer plays for
Chautauqua Repertory Theatre at
Norton Memorial Hall, Chautauquai for coming season includes
"Parlor Story," Inspector Calls,"
"Jolm Loves Mary," "Glass Menager \" and "Life with Father."

Indiana's

Oscar Hammerstein, 2dV denying rumors that he and his Gollabora«
tion and producing partner, Bichard Bodgers, are negotiating for pur.
chase of the Palace, N. Y., as a legit house, explains why -he is hot
He regards himself
interested in the operation end of the theatre.
primarily as an author rather than a producer, he says, so ownership
of a theatre might influence him toward patterning his writing to the
instead
of
concentrating
on the story and
requirements of the house
character elements of the script. Also, it might tend to make him hurry
the preparation of a show if the theatre were unoccupied at the time.
He figures the authorship of musical Shows is already difficult enough '
complications,
without adding such

5.

ticket scalping was «upset when
state supreme court reversed conviction of Otis F. Kirtley, Muncie
real estate roan, charged .With selling $3 tickets to the 1948 state

George S. Kaufman, Moss Hart,
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Justin
Lewis T. Fisher
Herman, etc.
and John J. Dee will reopen their
Lake Shore Playhouse, Derby,
N. Y., June 21 as a non-Equity
Anthony Farrar, prostrawhat
,

hadeStoif-l^

Indiana Roles Ticket

Bow

Rathbone to Reprise Dennis

i

.

.

.

38 performances in all, which included a tour of the state. It gave
10 sponsored full-hour broadcasts
over KSL, to gain a 14 Hooper
average. Season's deficit ran about
$40,000, most of which has been
raised

by

private

subscription.

Musicians in mid-season were without pay for three and a half weeks,
which occasioned a two-day strik*
on the part of nine prominent
players, but this was smoothed
over, and pays made up.
City's music-lovers haven't gotten over th e di sa ppointment of the
veto by Go V* Bracken Lee this
winter of a legislative grant of
.

symph to help It
its feet.
But drive is being
started now to raise funds for next
season.
Budget should be about
$140,000, and deficit may run to
$70,000.
It's hoped to raise $35,000 by the present drive among
the city's smaU business men.
$40,000 to the

on

—

:

I

;:

;

LEGITIMATE

MuH$

Equity

Walter Huston

Agent

Slicing Talenf

in Stillwell

Some Producers, Brokers Yen Agency

Story Mulled for Fall

List in

Answer

to Various Gripes
I

David Lowe is trying to find a
dramatist to adapt "The Stillwell
Papers," war memoirs of the late
Gen. Joseph StillwelL He would
like to present it on Broadway in
the fall, with Walter Huston in the
leading part.
He has a verbal agreement oh
terms for such a deal with George
T, Bye, representing Mrs. Stillwell.

'Buys Again to Correct Tix Abuses

-

"

curtaiU
Actors Equity may soon
of licensed legit talent
list
Idea is to weed out the Littler
agents.
innprcenters who are largely

Hq

and withdraw their franIt's figured the list is now
the limited
too long considering
acamount of legit production
isn't enough
tivity and that there
income for
rasting to provide an
agents. Therefore,
all the licensed
of cascutting down the number
possible for the
ters might make It
profit.
others to operate at a
Agent situation has been a
for, virsource of dissatisfaction
involved for a
tually everyone
and agents
long time. Both actors
has achave complaints, but little
Improve mattually been done to
Equity council
ters, although the
with
has had a committee to deal
one of the
the matter. Understood
hitches is that there is a difference
among the union's
of opinion
heads as to whether it has a legal
right to revoke an agent's franchise or refuse to grant one.

Two

specific

Emile

who planed

Littler,

to

N. Y. from London Saturday (2),
is looking over "Where's Charley?" for production in England.
He'll also try to book novelty turns
for the 1950 edition of his "Latin
Quarter'' revue; due at the London Casino next March after the
house's annual pai^tomitne.
This
year's version of "Quarter" opened
at the Casino last week.

who

Traitor' For 4I)G

Herman Wouk melodrama

May

9

even

break,

fig-

is
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at

whereas present conditions are de-
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Matters To

may concentrate on important
matters, the union h'as ruled that;
all subjects intended for consideration at the Tuesday meetings must
cil

|

proxy votes for the season's best
shows in various categories^
Times' reviewer will go first to

——

1

'

.

.

j

—

I

«

;

20%

;

from

legally raising the price cnC
choice seats obtained under such
a deal. Under the old setup, only

by making a

larger,

.;

from

profit

were the brokers
able to cover losses on advance
"buys" for shows that flopped. Jn
that case, the tickets not in demand
were cut-rated through LeBlang's
and Gray's agencies, with jthe
losses offset by premium pricei^for
ducats to the smashes.
-h
Although virtually all bromrs^
even those believed %o be making:
a cleanup on bootleg prices ^for
tickets for hits
:

!

r-

j

complaiiiini^

some UaVe

code,

no desire

to bring back the 'Tbily"
system.
As it is, they are ';'able
to get a reasonable supply of ducats for hits, but don't have to take
,

.

;

on flops, for which they
might have made *'buys.'' Also,;,
they can't, be forced to al^orb
blocks of Uckets for weak'Sho^n in
losses

.

order to obtain locations for j£ hit
presented by the same producer or
theatre owner,
~
Scalping Rampant
But some: of the leading" pro^
dueers are becoming increasingly
concerned at the present situation,
in which they have little control
over tickets, while scalping at sky^
rocket prices is rampant and "ice"
is
obviously reaching unprece'dented amounts. It's recalled that

:

.:

..

'

some of the :'-'ice"^,nsed to
be shared by the prQduce;£'.^ud' the
show, in some cases productions
being largely financed With coin
obtained in advance from -brokers.
In any case, the producer attitude
Jose Ferrer, star of *'The Silver
Whistle," at the Biltmore, N. Y., is that if "ice" is going to' be paid
virtually
everyone admits
will ^probably remain with the (and
show for a brief tour this summer, that a certain amount is inevita'
(Continued on pa|f#;60)
possibly to the Coast with only a
at least,

Tour

on the program included Patrick
Hayes, local concert manager;
Father Gilbert V. Hartke, of Catholic Univ. dramatic department;
and Jay Carmodyi local drama
critic.

couple of bookings en route. He
Maxwell Anderson was in town doesn't intend to continue with It
next fall, 'but has no other definite
plans. His and Sam Wanamaker's

week to attend a meeting of
the committee. He supports the
Celler bill to have Congress: supply
L
^r.
1
J
funds^ to rebuild the Belasco and
then lease it to private operators.
asserted
playwrights
Anderson
prefer Washington for tryouts^

'RIVER FIRF UGiiTS

last

I

Equity's

Drama Critics' Circle, but will give
John Mason Brown, president, his

the Ipllowing seaspn^ AS a result,
Hem- Waniiniaker and Ferrer have virf

tually .decided to..'switch :plans for
the fall of 1950, and will try to
Actors
Equity keep the project in the active
argued.
"Since
closed the theatre, they should put preparation stage through the comup funds for a new one." When ing seasons
^-^
Hildreth estimated that the cost of
restoring the Belasco would be _j
_j
,
«.
$250,000, Miss Heming cut in with hArrpir P|9nn|nfr Shnrf
* WUIIIIIg OIIOI
*
"you can double that easily."
tt was generally admitted that
'Whistle'
Coast
to
the Belasco would be too small for
musicals and might foe too small to
With Pic Stint in Mind
handle some straight plays. Others

.

month's trip to Dallas, Los Angeles
and Seattle. He won't attend the
meeting Tuesday (12) of the N. Y.

i

ing; "Why think up one more thing
for the Government to do?" she

that the Actors Equity coun-

.

a

:

in raising the $100,000 budget required, Aldrlch has agreed to attend to that pha&:~ if 'Vtranam^ker
and Fewer- eould line lip Stairs,
Thus. fat;, inbfe a ;iSJhgle tbp iianie
has definitely iigreed to participate
next seaSoii,.; though Helen Hayes,;
Madeleine Carroll, Katharlhe Cornell, Rejt Harrison ahd Others, all of
whom are set for 1949-50, have said
they'd like to join sUph 'a venture

is

viewpoint was taken by Miss

'

n^ajbr'

old Belasco theatre, here;
Melvin Hildreth, chairman of the
Citizens Committee, asserted that
"the cash customers want the privilege of buying tickets." Opposite

Up New Rules

financing for the pro j-

short of chaotic.

.

sible, since the
ker fees: to 75c.

is ^nbt; a pfobleni
jf enough
names would givie firm commitments for next season it's be-: scalped tickets, are
lieved' there would be no difficulty
about the present

iect

.

pushing support
of the Geller bill to reopen the

MARGARET TRUMAN SET
FOR
CONCERT DATES

Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times

NeCe'siai:y.

.

•

show on WMAL-TV by the CitiCommittee for Legitimate

'

Atkinson Off On Month's
National Legit Survey

5.

zens'

Theatre, which

be submitted by the preceding FriNewborn,: Abner J. Greshler it day noon to Louis M. Simon, execFreddie Eields and Jack Spencer. utive-secretary. Minor or routine
items may be handled by the
union's staff, after consultation
with members who propose them,
and possibly with Individual council members, it's hoped.
24
New procedure has become
Washington, April 5.
necessary since the council agenda
Margaret Truman will make ha« become so cluttered up that
about 24 concert appearances in important Issues have had to be
the U. S, next fall and winter in held over for several; successive
a tour that will cover the midwest, weeks. Available time for discussouth and east, but which will def- sion before a quorum of the. couninitely not include New York City. cil is limited, as some of the memOne of the appearances will be in bers usually arrive late and others
X>. C. with the National Symphony have to leave early.
So in some
Orchestra,
at
opening of the instances a quorum is present only
symph's Sunday Concert series, a short time and official decisions
Nov. 27. Tour is scheduled to be- cannot be reached except then.
gin about Oct. 10.
The quarterly membership
Among the cities slated to lie meeting,
recessed two weeks ago,
Visited in October and November
will be held April 29 at the Astor
are Huntington, W. Va.; Syracuse,
hotel, N. Y. Matters not concludAtlanta, Knoxville and one in Miss
ed at the last session. Including the
Truman's home state, where she
issue of a merger of Equity with
Will appear with the St. Louis
the American Federation of RaSymphony Oct. 29-30. Most ap- dio Artists, the American Guild of
pearances will be solo recitals.
Variety Artists and other eastern
Another tour, which would Include
talent unions, as well as the proMiami, Jacksonville and Orlando,
posed Joint setup for organization
Fla.; San Antonio, El Paso and
of television, will be considered.
Waco, Tex., is being planned for
will
representatives
February and March.

New House

actress Violet Heming,
now Mrs. Bennett Gi Clark of
Washington, took, a rap at Equity
for its anti-discrimination stand in
legit here. Occasion was a video

Ease Meetings Routine
So

for

Washington, April

Former

theatre.

On Agenda

.

On

Up Funds

little

complete return to the old
is not figured poslaw limiting broper ticket' (plus
tax) would prevent an agency

"buy" system

himself is listed as having supplied
$32,500 of the financing, while
other backers include Elliott Nugent ($20,800), F. Hugh Herbert
Ne# Y<}rk repertbry
Prppos^
($5,200), Ruth Wilk ($650), Max cbmpariy:/ii^iinig Informed,, by S^m:
Wilk ($1,950),- Esther Horowitz
WanamaKeri josW JPeirirer tiiid Slch($650), Sylvia Harris ($650) and
ard AidricK may not begin OperaPatricia Richardson ($2,600).
tion until the fall of 1950—a year
later than wiginally planned;' PiiE'r
ficulty is in getting definite commitments from toi> Istars, indst of
Homing Raps Equity
wHpih 'hkve^.expreBse^ entbuslasm
f pi' tttts, idea, but have prior deals
D. C. Stand; Should Put
in Ihe imt)siyjA'''^y
.. r.^.,',,

:

Equity Sets

v

:

:

Put Back a Year

Will Mahoney, veteran American comedian who has been longtime domiciled in Australia, yens^
a Broadway comeback with his
wife, Evle Hayes.
She is in a
marathon run at the Theatre Royal,
Sydney, with "Annie Get Your
Gun" (she plays the titular Ethel
Merman role). Mahoney. has been
acting and producing Down Under.
The comedian has in mind an
intimate house like the old George
M. Cohan on Broadway and 43d
street (now the Brandts' New York;
a grind picture house) to inaugurate an intime legit-revue policy.
Mahoney has been sounding, out
U. S. showmen on a comparable
:

Those who oppose Equity taboo

for

Wis.,

;

Of exclusive actor^agent contracts
believe that the union might easily
adopt regulations to permit such
contracts and at the same time protect actors. It's argued that under
an exclusive contract between actor and agent the former shojuld
have the right of cancellation if
the latter did not come through
with a job within a specified time.
Although Equity council members have the idea of cutting the
list of licensed agents before long*
four more franchises were issued
Percenters receiving
last week.
them included Barron Polan, Abe

(8)

Red Wing,

Under the partnership agreement for the production, Harris

Yen B way House

Closely related to this situation
the Equity rule prohibiting exclusive contracts between actors
and agents. This regulation is obviously aimed to favor the actor,
but in certain circumstances it
works to the contrary.

Friday

in

10.
The engagements were fantastic prices.
Getts, of N. Y., who
Entire matter is under consid-:
mapping a full lecture tour for eration by the League board and
Brown, scheduled to begin early has been the subject of agitationnext fall.
in broker circles, in which several
Brown feels that lecturing is the different attitudes prevail. Among
only field of entertainment he most producers the old system of
hasn't tried and therefore wants "buys" is regarded as superior to
the way the League code has
to give it a whirl.
worked out in practice. Under the
"buy" setup, it's argued, theie was
some control of the situation,

is

Production ol "The Traitor," at

Items have caused

leaves

and

24,

is

Mahoney-Hayes

Is

critic,

lour in "Harvey'' for a lecture eng!)gement in Kohler, Wis., April

made by Clark

to
$12,000.

the producer.
Exelusive Contracts Angle

'

Gabfest Circuit

Revision of the ticket code of
the League of N. Y. Theatres to
permit some sort of return to the
old system of agency "buys" is
being sought by certain ticket brokers and Broadway producerit; Attitude is that the situation under
the code, which was aimed to Cor^
rect abuses in ticket distribution,
has gotten out of hand,: with widespread, open scalping of seats at

and

ured

casting director or casting consultsetup
ant). It's argued that such a
tends to force all actors to go
through the one, agent, who because of bis exclusive status becomes in effect the employee of

.

Try Larynx

On

h

Harris Brings

ard Rogers.

some producers of using only one
agent to caist a show (in some cases
the agent gets program credit as

to

Minneapolis, April 5.
Joe E. Brown will interrupt his

accompanied by the 48th Street, N. Y., was brought
his wife, will also attend opening in by Jed Harris for an estimated
of
"South
Pacific"
tomorrow $40,000, although It was budgeted
(Thurs.) at invitation of producers at $65,000. One-setter was tried out
Oscar Hammerstein, II, and Rich- in Princeton for only two nights.
Producer,

dissatisfaction among both actors
and agents. One is the practice of

•

Brown

:

For London Production

Sptive
chises.

•

Eyeing 'Charley?'

IN

Idea of Ferrer going to. the
Coast with "Whistle" would be
him to be able to take a film
offer during the summer.
He figures that his appearance in "Joan
of Arc," starring Ingrid Bergman,
has done more to establish his
name with the general public than
all the
stage appearances he's
played, and he'd like to make at
least one picture a Vear henceforth, preferably in the summer.
If
and when Ferrer leaves!
"Whistle,"
the
Theatre
Guild
hopes to get some other star for
the show and continue the tour.

Local Original to Close
Pitt

Playhouse Season
'

Pittsburgh, April

5.

Fred Burleigh, director of Pittsburgh Playhouse, has picked another original play by a local author to close the season at community theatre. It's :a comedy,
"Remember Me," by Dorothy Daniel, wife of Royal Danleli manag,

ing

editor

,

:

.

of

Hearst's

Sun-Tele-

Monday

fied approval to "River Fire," nev?

•

a tough time getting tickets
Arthur Miller's current legit
smash, "Death of a Salesman,"
that he thought the stubs were
too valuable to throw away.
Sp he had them mounted in
a pair of cuff links which he
has pre: ;nted to restaurateur
Vincent Sardi, Jr»

to

musical drama by Richard Valente,
a Bostonian who now resides in
Valdosta, Ga, Premiere at Atlanta
Woman's Club Auditorium, which

to

Stage, Atlanta's resident stock

I

Manage Tour Of

Theatre Festivals in '50
actress Joanna Roos
now figuring on conducting a
of theatre festivals in the
British Isles and on the Continent
during the summer of 1950. She
.

tour

plans to take about two dozen
people to visit such affairs as the
Edinburgh and Stratford festivals,
as well as leading shows in London and Paris. Tour will last from:
June to August.
Original intention was to do it
the coming summer, but it was
late to try to arrange a complete
tour. Then Miss Roos made a tentative deal to appear in a new show
slanted to go into production next

August,

:

proved a iJgala occasion;
Production Was given by The

Broadway

is

-

seats 800,

:

Roos

UP

ATLANT* PREEM

Atlanta^ April 9.
Theatregoers and 4C^ma critics
(4) evening ^ve unquali-

son.

for

meet today (Wed.) with members graph here and herself a' former
of the Theatrical Fact Finding newspaperwoman.
"Remember Me," which pokes
Committee to consider the general
union attitude toward off -Broad- fun at modern art, will *bpen first
way productloh. Specifically, the week in June, following the anconfab will concern the Barbizon- nual Playhouse revue, "Of All
It will be the second
Plaza theatre, N. Y., where the Things."
Players from Abroad will present original Burleigh has done this
Friday night (8) a German - lan- year. "Shorty," by Margaret and
Goethe's Joseph Yablonski, was the other
of
production
guage
"Iphigenle." Equity council mcm^ one.
bers hope a broad solution can be
worked out to protect union mem2-on-tlie-AisIe
bers in such undertakings and at
the same time not discourage addiActor Jose Ferrer had such

Dallas, where he'll attend the an- tional attempts to Increase theatre
nual festival at Margo Jones' The- employment at off-Broadway venatre '49, daring which the season's tures.
productions are presented in repertory on successive nights.
He'll
"The Great Walti," "The Stuthen visit the Pasadena Communi- dent Prince" .and "Rose Marie"
ty Playhouse and look over the have been announced by Virginia
Jegit scene in Los Angeles, after Plunkett as the three productions
>vhich he'll visit the Univ. of Wash- this sununer of the Houston Light
ington theatre, Seattle.
Opem

repertory company idea is now ap<^
parently off until the 1950-51 sea-

com-

pany. Lucia Cooke Us producer fPr
group. Hudson F<it|Sett directed.
It's scheduled for.i eight performances.

:•.

Valente wrote "River Fire,'' both
and music, ^hile associated
with a Memphis ilight opera company. It boasts ST musical numbers and the eb^oreograpby vis by
Mrs. Valente, w!ho teaches music
and dancing at Oeorgia State C0I-.
lege for Womc;n: in Valdosta.
Miss Glynn Hill, of Moultrie,
Ga., is cast ini' the heroine role,
and Robert W, Davis, New York
tenor, sings tK^ male lead. Other
outside talent ah the cast includes
Bruce Brighten and Leonard
Graves.
story

Adier Set for Musical
Harmonica player Larry Adier
appear in th.e Hyman Zahl
production "They Shall Have
Music" openShgc April 18 at the
*
Hippodrome,-1EUrmingham.
Adier will -lie costarred with Max
Wall, who aj^peared with h}m in
*b» wm.
"Tune In."
-

will

LEGITOHATB

sa

Plays Abroad

Plays on Broadway
The Biggest Thief

The Traitor

Leo Sabinson production of comedy in
Stars
acts by Dalton Trumbo.
Thomas Mitchell! features Walter Abel,
Rhys Williams, Rusa Brown, William J.
Kelly.
Directed by Herman Shumlini
scenery and lighting, Leo Kerz; costumes,
Eleanor Goldsmith. At Mansfield, N. Y.,
March 30, '49; $4.80 top ($6 opening)..
Georgia Simmons Bert Hutchins. ....... .Thomas Mitchell
.• Russ
Brown
Wesley Addy Horton Paige
,

Margaret
Prof.

three

.

.

.,

Allen Carr

.

Hagcn

Jean
.......Richard Derr
Henderson,
James Van Dyk
Mr. Fisllnger
Lee Tracy
Capt. Gallagher
... .WilUam Thunhurst, Jr.
Reynolds
Maurice Manson
Chief Wilson., .. ..
Lt. Smith .............. .James Davidson
Michael Abbott
Hammontree

Eva McKeon ..............

.

.Robert Readick
Buddy Gwyiin^
i . i
Dr. Jay Stewart.......... ..Walter Abel
.Charity Grace
Miss Tipton
.Rhys Williams
Sam Wilkins
Brent Sargent
Dn Rolf e Willow.
Fay Roope
Col. Jared Rumley.. .....
William J. Kelly
John yrroybalt ...
,

.

.

.

.

.

Gene Blakely
Larry Sherman

Man
Second Man

First

.

StrickO

Man

.

.

:

Dreyfuss
.Philip Coolidge

.Michael

.

.......

.

.

Herman Wouk,

man

gag

for
radio scripter for

;

.

.

Nurse ....... Alexander LockwooU
Ben Met?.
Second Nurse
First

i

.

i

i

Head Over

ScenaristTHOvelist Dalton Trumbo's first play is one of those misfortunes: a farce that isn't quite
funny enough. Despite a couple of

laughable scenes it's an obvious
Fred Allen and
boxoif ice failure, with negligible
.the Treasury before becoming a prospects for either films: or radionovelist, is a boxoffice click with
television.

Festiviil in

Ileels

27,
Nurnbertf' City Opera presentation of
operetta in three acts by Robert Stolz;
book, Waldemar Frank; lyrics, Guenther
Schwenn, Directed by Helmut Hansel)>4ret
by Kurt Hallegger, Stars Use Huelper,
Gusty Rainhoff, Gerd* Mackay, Josa Hall*
wegh, Robert Fackler, and Goorg GoU.

Providence, April 1.
Brown Univ. Brownbrokws production
of mustoal comedy in two acts (13 scenes)

.

:

by WilUam Dyer, Seymour Rosen and
Harris UUian. Directed by George Kckert.
Harold Bernstein:
director,
Associate
vocal direction, Adele Anthony: dance direction and choreography, Judith Dech
and Marcia Krawit; settings, James Baker:
orchestra conducted by Harris Ullian.
Staged at Faunce House, Providence,

March

:

At Numbers Opera House, March

Maxie Minsky ......... .Harold Bernstein
Phyllis Bogardus
Venus O'Hara. ..
First Chorus Girl ........... Alice Ruyter
Judith Dech
Second Chorus Girl..

—

.

,

.

,

. .

Third Chorus Girlv. ..... .Ann Stcllwager
Mary Miller
Andrea. .... ... . . ......
Kathleen Urch
Gloria
Karen.. .
...Glenna Robinson
.
Dcbra: :........*.......... Maxine. Israel
,

,

.

,

.

Broadway

possible

t^it

Summer

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

;

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

|%W

.

,

"

December

In

23.

Milroy Gay presentation of comedy
in
two acts by James Liggat. Directed hv
EUen Pollock. At Comedy, London, March
Njsel Wainwright
Frank Lawton

.

. .

But the wander
out again, permal

^°"^""' March

Phoelje Jones .......... Harriet

.

flits

and leaves way open for tho

employer.

of 1950

Diane Apley.
tic intrigues.
The -many nation!^
Ashcly Beauregard Calhoun, HI. ....
wlUiam Dyer- alities appearing on the stage give
Rotman
Joe .:....;..',...,.......: James Lennon Stolz an excellent excuse to show
..Laurence: Gross all the colors of his rich orchestral
Harry.
Robert Galileo palette. European melodies blend
Charlie
.......
.... Laurence
Hochberg
Dick
Paul Michael with the rhythms of the two AmerChuck Semlmoronowski
Gerald Donovan icas to a score that guarantees a
President Pistonhower
.

ing grooni
nently,

:

James Mitchell
Alleen Tuck
.

years' separation.

:

.

.

.

.

27i *49,

with his efficient secretary. He ri^
ceives a shock on learning the
eirt
married and hourly expecting
her husband's arrival after threS
IS

Banks makes of the elderly lovei.
a charming, understanding person
was premiered in bomb-battered ality, maintaining that a woman'.!
Nurnberg March 27 wheii composer- place is where she is needed Miss
Allan
adroitly conveys the conflict
Robert Stolz directed his new opet'
between duty and inclination, and
etta, "Festival in Casablanca."
~ The Moroccan capital, the Sa-, Kathleen Harrison, famed for her
cockney cameos, is forthright and
hara, and the Belgian capital are
amusing as the servant.
Clem.
the locales in which are seen a
whirl of diplomatic and ronian-

A

28, '49.

,

Casablanca

Nurnberg, March

.."^

A Man.

i

John Wengraf

Another Man

Chief Pharmacist's Mate..,, .Don Poherty

.Lois Nettleton

Laurie Hutchins...

Lt.

.

in

Town

Jed Harris production of drama in two
acts <£our scenes) by Herman Wqnk. Features Lee Tricy, Walter Hampden, -Wesley Addy, Louise Piatt, Richard Derr,
Jdjin Wengraf. Staged by Harris, Setting,
Raymond Sovey; costumes, Joseph Fret-lireU, 3d. At 48th Street, N. Y.i March 31,
'49! $4.80 top ($6 opening).
Prof. Tobias Emanuel. ..Walter Hampden
Louise Plstt
Jane Bailey

.

•.:::::::;:RwU"%?uZ^i

Angela Kingsley
Ann Stephens
long: run for "Festival."
Edward Kingsley
Comedy, originally titled "Aching
John WaVwick
As its 15th contribution in the
Further highlights of the show Judy Holmes
Daphne Arthur
and subsequently "The musical comedy: field,: Brownwere 'Kurt Hallea^er's solendid Monsieur Anatole
I^rank Hoyde
reportedly
Emerald
Staircase,"
David Payne
Brian Weske
probably the day after, the play is started as a fairly serious play but brokers parodies college life and stage settings, the direction b# Hel- Terence Holmes
Gordon Edwards
its own current problems, with the mut Hansel, and Use -Huelper as
brilliantly produced by Jed Harris
Rowena Smith
shelagh Furlev
became A farce .during extensive
Colonel Waters
Reginald Dysoh
and engrossingly played by a rewrites. In any case, it's a goofy plot having an attractive stripper leading lady.
Muriel Kingsley
Joan Mathesoil
Hansel, formerly
Berlin, Is re-,
stropg cast headed by Lee Tracy, fiction relating how a smalltown enrolling at school. Stripper moves
Walter Hampden, Wesley Addy undertaker and several boozey pals in, takes over the richest boy oh garded :as one of the best central
An assortment of stock characand John Wengraf Play's title and snatch the hody of the local mil- the campus and has: the rest of European operetta stage directors.
the fact that it's about a professor lionaire in: order to cash: in on the the male student body drooling. His seemingly endless imagination ters congregated at a seaside. htjtel
and the atom bomb may have limit- gaudy 'funeral. However, it turns She's finally chosen campus queen, and verve succeeded in making the in stock situations, with little Or
gets the publicity and subsequent
Also, the
ed -popular appeal.
faster
through the no action, sums up James Llggat's
out that the old geezer isn't dead pix offers, and also proves herself blood run
story's topical aspect will hurt its
buxom,: beer-fed Bavarian ballet first play. Although the author
yet, so there: are some, frantic com- a good pal by helping her roomfilm potential.
babes so that the kaleidoscope of shows understanding of comedy
plications before the traditional mate get her man.
ballet scenes with which the oper- and drama, he has endeavored to
The numerous flaws in ''The clear-up.
AH in all, though it fails to come
his theme without adeTraitor" do not offset its gripping
Some of this seems pretty des-- up to previously set standards, etta: is richly interspersed became develop,
a miracle show of grace and pre- quate story values. A number of
theatrical effect. The play is dated perately manufactured and what
is fairly entertaining.
It's cision.
show
ordinary people, who find themin form- and technique, some of its should- be funny is occasionally on
with
13
certainly
fast-moving,
selves
at
an ordinary:, hotel, have
It
Hansel
was
who
Invited
Miss
theses are highly questionable and the grisly side. Also, there's almost
scenes in 90, mintites;.:
Huelper, of Ber^n's Metropoli to their petty problems and all are
its intellectual and ethical preten" enough guzzling to.give the cast, if
The dance scenes are the most sing the part of the femme lead, mended before the final curtain,acsions are spurious. But It is tautly not the audience, a three-day hangimpressive, with Judith Dech get- at least during the first 15 perform- cording to plan. At no time is
written, superbly produced, and over. Some of the characters are
convincingly performed, so It tends amusing and likable and others, ting a special nod for her bur- ances.- Miss Huelper greatly con- there a surprise twist.
leycue interpretation.; Phyllis Bo- tributed to the success of "FestiAn intelligent cast has been
to lull an audience into temporarily possibly due partly to the casting
gardus is attractive as the stripper,
overlooking its shortcomings.
and uneven direction, give a play- Venus. Aileen Tuck and William val" by combining good looks and brought together and outstanding
excellent acting with a fine voice. credits go to two' youngsters, Ann
The yarn, as melodramatic as goer the fidgets.
Dyeri who also sing solo, are at
Stolz's operetta already is set for Stephens and Brian Weske,; for
contemporary, news,: is about an
Thomas Mitchell is plausible their best in a duet, "That's Why I
their understanding and clear-cut
London, Zurich and Berlin.
'idealistic '.young scientist who de- and diverting in the starring part
Love You So." Paul Michael disportrayals.. Irene Handl is at the
Martin.
cides to deliver atomic secrets to a of the undertaker. Walter Abel is plays
a pleasing baritone. Gerald
top of her form as an over-eager
Communist spy ring because he be- acceptable as his drinking crony, Donovan is: a particularly pleasing
maid, and Frank Lawton and Rosalieves that if the USSR has the A the doctor, although he sobers up laugh-getter as President PistonBelinda Fair
lyn Boulter are attractively teamed
bomb, it will create an armament suspiciously fast in the last act. bower, albeit the humor is a bit on
London,
March
26.
as the main romantic leads. An
stalemate' and thereby necessitate Rhys Williams is believable as the the unkind, side; Overall direction
Leslie Henson & John Buckley present
absolute gem comes from Frank
a real peace. However, he is sus- prayer-shoutin' druggist, and Russ is commendable.
tation of musical In two acts (six scenes)
Malo.
by Eric Maschwitz, Gilbert Lennox:: music Royde who, as a French conductor,
pected by -Naval Intelligence and, Brown and William J. Kelly are
by Jack Strachey. Directed by Charles scores many laughs without utterin a Tiokey but exciting scene at satisfactory as the editor and milGoldner.' At SavlUe, London, March 25,
^
ing:a single word.
Myro;
I
FAtJST
the end of Act I,' the plot is uncov- lionaire, respectively. Some of the

bis first legit attempt, "The Traithriller based on the headtor."
lines of today and tomorrow and
,
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.
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PART

In the end, the scientist sees other parts seemingly might have
his error and sacrifices his, life in- been written out entirely, and some
helping the Navy trap the ejusive are mere^y unconvincing.

(Yale

ered.-

.

chief- spy.".:

Although

the

title

the means. There's no suggestion that such actions are illegal and, under other suspicious circumstances, might involve viola^
tion of an individual's basic rights.
Despite these weaknesses, "The
Traitor" is a tingling thriller on a
topically urgent subject.
It
is
loaded with skillful stage hokum
and builds steadily from a slow
opening scene to a blazing climax.
Itis not to be taken .seriously as a
serious drama, but can hardly miss
as commercial entertainment.
Besides the captivating performance of Tracy, as a land-bound
Captain of Naval Intelligence, the
expert playing of Hampden as the
kindly philosophy professor, Addy
as the misguided scientist, and
Wengraf as the cynical spy chief,
theo-e are believable portrayals by
Richard Derr as an alert Lieutenant, of Intelligence, Louise Piatt as
a -plaintive fiancee, James Van Dyk
as an unctuous liberal-baiter, Philip
tifies

:

Coolidge as a Commie junderling,
and Jean Hagen as his decorative
.

stooge.
Harris'
direction
is
artfullv
paced, his staging of the technical
hokus-pocus of the second scene
being standout. Raymond Sovey's
living room set suggests a properly
academic aura,
If^^
;

21.

The Purple

Seattle, March 31.
Tryout Theatre production of drama in
three

by

(four scenes)

acts

Bill

Noble,

directed by Jerry van Steenbergcn. Set
by Blanche Morgan. At Center, Seattle;

March
Rhoda

31, '43.

Blaine.

Maroie BLiine
Mr. Walton
.

Madame

Joe.
Mrs. Merrick
Mrs. Slade'.
:

.

Bob

.Delores Dahl
Janet Green
.William Grant
Eleanor Cordon
Christina Grant

........

.

.

.

Sylvia

.

. .

.

.

.

.... ....

,

. . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

Helen Moore

.

.Rollin Neibauer
Eirl Benson
.
... ......... .Beverly Davis
Lawrence. . . ....
Jay Justice
;

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

doesn't quite jell, until a big, dra-

matic scene in the third act. Some
fine writing and flashes of meaty
drama are not enough to lift it out
of vagueness both as to intent and
direction.
Laid in

a fortune-teller's apart-

ment. OK a rickety amusement pier,
the talk centers around two daugh-^

Madame

of

ters

Older

Sylvia.

daughter, Rhoda, has purple birthmark §haped like a starfish;
younger is normal and gregarious
.

and joins mother in keeping eldest
at home to do work and add to
family finances. Rhoda, strangely
enough, gets two offers of marriage but refuses both, electing to
carry
on
fortune-telling
when
mother takes to ibed and younger
:

girl gets art school scholarship.

Delores Dahl goes a standout job
Rhoda, and
William Grant shines as Mr. Wal-

in long, difficult role of
ton,',

the

philosophical

boarder.

Eleanor Gordon .is Madame Sylvia
is also good, b V. script, while a
good try,; is^too much for them.

Alan Dazcll, flack, in town advancing for "Allegro" set for April
18 opening at Great Northern ....
Tenthouse theatre pitching its tent

summer

theatre session,

Shows

in Rehearsal
and Sidney"
New

—

"Bruno
Stages.
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.
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Stella

.

Moray

LUmir

.

Louis
All Habenlchts
Mortdefrold
,

With

his previous: show, "Carisjust closing a year's run,

.
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Jany Holt
Jean Servals
Paul Oottly

.

.

Moncorbier

J.

Paul Claudel began his

trilogy

plays dealing with the moral
drama of the French post-revolutionary period in 1910, and finished it in 1919, but "Le Pain
Dur," the second .of the plays,
hasn't been produced beforcv It is
a bitter and at times soaring play
of

which through its symbolism transcends its melodramatic setting;
Such' plot as there

is

compara-

is

slmple^the murder of an
avaricious father by his son, aided
and abetted by the father's misBut
tress and his own fiancee.
there the simplicity ends; for each
of the characters represents one of
the forces struggling for power in
the creation of our modern induscivilization^capitalism, cotrial
lonial expansion, nationalism, feminism and economic materialism.
It is impossible to convey in a
board developed at Yale about two couple had never met. Their
amus' few words the extraordinary power
years ago. This board is the only ing misadventures
make up the of Claudel's magnificent writing in
console of its kind in existence at plot.
this piece, which is full Of signifipresent.
Miss Dixon is her buoyant self in cance for the present-day specProduction made history from an adventurous role, and
Daphne tator, even though the action takes
the b.o. angle, being the first time Anderson as
a frothy "lady of he place during the reign of Louisa Yale play has been offered to the town" runs close
in appeal. Jerry Philippe, in 1840 to be exact,
general Public for a full week's Verno plays his
accusfomed comic
The play is admirably acted by
run at standard b.o. prices. Most retainer and is
f or Pierre Renoir as the father and
Eh productions are given before most of the show's responsible
laughs. This is by Germaine Montero as his misinvited audiences without charge. Jack
Stachey's first
ft^ll-lenglh tress. .Tany Holt as the nationalist
This particular one represented an musical score
and it fits mplo Pole, whose only desire is to sacrioutlay of approximately .$6 500, a diously into the
story's
naiiicwin ii fice herself for the liberation ot
framework
.y o framework.
^
/-lu
sizeable nut for a college show.
Charles Goldner did an expert job her country, is particularly moving
Credits: Frank McMullan, direc
01 direction and contributes lareelv in the last act, and Jean Servais
J
-„
,.
,
'l^l'!{l\"^^£^.\"H,5^T.'*",Ll'.Sht-,to the satisfying result
gives a fine performance as the
cfe7n.
ing, Stanley McCandless; literary
paricide son.
Paul Oettly is also
advisor,
Alois
Nagler;
acting
excellent in the short but impoi'A':;1l?^f»inan^«i ;Pla(>e
coach, Constance Welch; productani role of All Habenichts. Fred.
London, March 25.
tion supervisor. Boyd Smith— all
,
^Lmnit and Duntce presentation of comfaculty members.
edy in two acts by Wendy Grimwood.
Bone.
Di.
tively
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lected by Charles Hickman.

ville,
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Virginia Davis giving folksong
recital in Germantown, Pa., April
20
.
Ballet Espanol Ana Maria,'
which debuted in N. Y. last spring
at the Carnegie Pops, will give five
performances at Ziegfeld, N. Y.,
^P"^ .24
Michael
M^^.i
.

.

bvTT
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^""^^^
^
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•

Elteabeth Allan
Kathleen Harrison
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Longhair Shorts

(road)— of music'dfgrle
Martin Manulis. ot
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Lausrhter"

C. Knill
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Annie Ogle-Eyes,
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ter Roberts" while Richard Carlvacations this summer.

son

.Frank Tilton V
(The Hard Road)
Jerry Verno
Peregrine
Paris, March 16.
Irene Lister.
.;..V.V.'Daphne"Anderson
Andre Barsncq presentation of drama
Tiplady ... . .
Vhyllis Hunter in three acts by Paul Claudel. Direction,
RomiUy Wootton.; ,,.. Geoffrey Hibbert scenery and c;«tumes by Barsacq. At
Crunch
.:Peter Yardley Theatre de I'A tiler, Paris.
Due de Frisac...
Ferdv Mayne Turelure...
Pierre Renoir:
Captain Faversham ....Manfred Priestley Sichel.
iGermalne Montera
-jistress

Belie Barrow.

;

"Gayden"—Gant Gaither.
.Fortune Gallo
opening May 31
"Happiest
Years
Gertrude MindHn, Jr., special assistant to
and San Carlo Opera Co. set for
Serge Denham Ballet Russe de
run at Chi Civic Opera House, Macy.
Monte Cario director to Europe
"Mrs. Gibbons' Boys
Jimmy
April 23 through May 1.
George for a four-month
holiday ... Jan
Stewart may play lead in Chi "Mis- Abbott.
.

Le Pain Dnr

Sir Patrick,

MoU

vem

.

CHICAGO BITS

,

sima,"
this second Eric Maschwitz musical
Play wa? part of Yale's Goethe equals the other in color,
and
Bicentennial, which also includes spirited production, if not coiTtainart and literary programs.
ing quite the glamor and romantic
Script is one of 49 English trans- hackground.
Much depends on
lations of the original Goethe work. Adele Dixon in the title role, supDone by Alice Raphael, this ver- ported by John Battles, newcomer
sion carried some topflight writing, to England, who had lead In Broadnot only for its actual translation way's "Allegro," His pleasing voice
values but also for the poetry of matches a manly bearing suited to
its expression in English.
his martial character. Show is of
Dialog afforded groundwork for average prewar standard, with a
some
sound
thesping,
with
cast gay. historical atmosphere complete
...
„
. i
,
leads getting fine treatment from
with rousing chorus and usual
Thomas J. Tyrrell as Faust, Wil- comic interlude. But story is obviliam Francis as Mephistopheles, ous from curtainrise and its appeal
and Sylvia Stockdale as Margarete. will be purely local
Effective choreography was ere-;
Belinda is the daughter of the
ated by Thomas Ribbink.
country squire who takes the place
Play none in three acts; with of her craven cousin as a volunteer
multiple scene transitions being to serve in in the low
countries in
accomplished through lighting con- the 17th century. Her colonel is
trolled by the electronic switch- son of the neighboring
baronet, but
,

Rhoda, a shy young girl, made
neurotic by a disfiguring birthmark
on her face, which she hides under makeup, is the central figure in
this stark and diffuse drama.
It

.

^Llg^Jlg

Town

Reed.

again for

Haven, March

.

,

:

.

;

New

;

Belinda Woottou;'.
Adele Dixon
Squire Wootton. .......... .Bill Stephens
Miles Malley: .............. .John Battles

Dept.)

Climaxing, a considerable period
The single setting by Leo Kerz of preparation, Yale's Drama,J)ept.,
character's suggests the proper air of common^ (March 21-26) presented 'Taust
Kobe.
place gloom.
Part I" as one of its most pretentious productions. Beautifully designed and capably staged, lighted
and acted, offering served as a
Play Out of
faculty-student workout par excellence.
It's a feather in the department's cap, and a colorful
feather, too..
Starfish

original motivation seems reasonably plausible) his insistence .on delivering the material to only the
head spy is insufficiently explained.
Nor does the author succeed in justifying the old professor's reversal
of his stand against loyalty questionnaires for teachers. On the
basis of the. play itself, the scientist could presumably sign such a
paper, since he is n.ot a Communist
and apparently regards himself as
a loyal American.
Moreover, ''The Traitor" appears
to endorse wire-tapping without
court authorization and invasion of
private- homes without a warrant,
merely assuming that in the cirsumstances presented the end jus:

Drama

Brya'nToiemnS
t-oieman

.

.

.

This is a promising first play by
ArWsseau
young author, simply constructed, Mme.
Arblsseau
and putting no great strain on the Sebastlen

.

.

,

a

imagination. It provides likeabie
parts for Elizabeth Allan and Les!
lie

Banks, latter playing Snusuli

light-hearted role.

Its

likely to be purely local

March

Paris,

15.

.Tacques Truchot production of comedy in three acts by Henri Troyiit. u'reeled by Pasquali. Scenery by R, ,""'
shays. At BouiTes-Parlsiens, Pari.s.
Santa^RcU
.,
Mathilde.;
Ahdroe 'Tainsy
Maria. ......
Mnrcql BoH^S
A modctl. ,:....
Jeanne Veniat
Mmo. Vial.

Jacques .\rblsseau

Le Costaud
L'Elegant

.

.

,

Luce Fabiole
Yves Deniaud
Alfred
=•

Ada™

J*™

Pierre Duncan
Mathot

OUvler

fuccesfis
Henri Troyat has built his very
and main! funny comedy around an amusing,

^P^denfon ^tars'^UuteS

politician, who also writes
children's books, is,^ule^l^ in ^Ipye

Arbisseau is a weiisu wects
(Co^^inued on page QQ) ,

original idea.

known painter of religious

.,

;

VcJiniesday^ April 6,'

Total
.
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Lnnts Smash 3QG/ LA.;

Broadway Grosses

ore the comparative figures based on VARiFnr's
week and the correspQuding week of

9iG; Theek' 7G

Los Angeles, April

last
boxoffie' estimates, for

Cab Strike ThreateiK B'way

59

B.O.;

5.

Capacity or near capacity grosses
last week by the
four legit houses alight as theatre
biz ignored Lent and moved upward. "I JCnow My Love," with the
l.Oie
1,102
Lunts, racked up top business with
4,
.
$628,700
$718,300
its gross held down only by Thea$24,210,900 $24,071,000
tre Guild subscription tickets.
Legit attendance on Broadway CO (13th wk) (C-1.077; $4.80). After
Estimates for Last Week
59
56
last week generally maintained the a slow start and then hitting vir«
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan pace of the previous week.
Re- tual capacity for several weeks,
(354th wk) (1,142; $2.40). Very little ceipts were better for the early this Paris import has been hitting
bothers this one. Another virtual part of the week, but the taxi a steady pace: bettered $20,700.
sellout; $17,000.
strike, starting Friday (1), affected
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (59th
"Cafe Crown," El Patio (3rd wk) that night's business and Saturday wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Again SRC
(790; $3). Up to $9,500, about 90% (2) afternoon and evening.
at all performances; just short, of
capacity, and will definitely hold
The sellouts have not been hurt $35,000.
through April 16 at least
thus far, but if the cab layoff con"Private Lives," Plymouth (26th
"I Know My Love," Biltmore (1st tinues more than a week or so
(C-1,062;
Tallulah
$4.80).
wk) (1,636; $4.20). First frame's even; the top hits may have a drop wk)
Bankhead show is getting fine
.$30,000 dose to capacity mark. of advance orders.
f
profits
and is apparently set for
Chicago, April 5.
V
Current week also is on. subscripThis week brings two new shows,
the rest of the season; almost $15r
Midweek's rain didn't dent uption, but next (and final) frame "Ivy Green" and "South Pacific."
500.
isn't and may hit a new house recr There will at least
ward b.o. trend although activity
Current Road Shows
three clos"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (19th
present meaord.
is at minimum with
ings this week. Five new produccon./:..(April--4-16)'
"Tongue' In Cheek," Las Palmas tions, plus the return engage- wk) (C-920; $4.80). Theatre Guild's
ere legit layout. Conventions
with
"Allejsro" -- Davidson, Mil. (4-9);
hit for the 1948-49 season is provtributed to upped grosses,
(2d wk) (388; $3.60). No empty ments of "Medea"' andr "Man, and
field Cass, Det. (11-16).
ing a strong runner; $17,000.
seats here. Seven performances Superman," at the City Centerj
Ballet Theatre leading the
"Annie Get Your Guri"-^ Aud;, brought
"South Pacific," .Majestic (Mwith smash biz in eight perwith
advance wiU arrive before the season ends
$7,200
Savannah (4-5); Aud:rCiOlunibia (6- lengthening.
1,659; $6); Musical comedy adaptaMay 31.
tion of short stories by James A.
'"Lack'^^of forthcoming product 7); Aud., Augusta (8^9); A.ud., Chatt.
Estimates for Last Week
with (11); Aud., Macoii (12);: Albany, AlMichener, with score by Richard
finds four legit houses dark,
bany
Keys
Comedy)
D
(
Dramo
: C
Rodgers, lyrics by Oscar Hammer(13-14); Aud., Mioritgoihei^
(
)
"Allegro" only definite opening,
(15-16).::
CD (Ooniedj/-DroTna), R (Revue), stein, 2d, and book by Hammerslated for Easter Monday debut at
(Musict.1), O (Operetta).
stein and Joshua Logan, presented
"Blackouts of 1949"—'El Gajpitan, 'Pacific
"Inside U S.A.'
Great Northern.
at L. A. (4-16).
Other porentfietic Jlstures refer by Rodgers & Hammerstein, in astentatively follows "Fimans
*'Born:
Yesterday"
LyceumV
to seating capajcity- and top price, sociation with Leland Hayward iSc
Shubert.
«r ,
,
,
,
Logan;
Mj)ls.(6); Parkway, Madison (8-9);
opens tomorrow night
Estimates for Last Week
toa;..
amusemenf
includinsi 20%
However, estimates are net; i.e., (Thurs.).
Ballet Theatre, Opera House (1st Davidson. Mil. (11-16).
$10,<
"Streetcar
"Brigadoon" i-- Aud., Boch. (4-9);
N a e d Desire,"
exclusive of tax.
week) (3,800; $3.71). Closed SunBarrymore (70th wk) (C-920; $4.80)i
day eve (3) after eight per- Erlanger, Buff. '11-16).
"All for Love," Hellinger (10th
Getting steady< patronage and is a
."Cat .-aiid- eailarjf?'- 'i-ji- -'Fotreist,",
formances; smash $54,000.
wk) (R-l, 543; $4.80): Was about prospect
to continue into next' seaShubert *hiiiy/(4-i6).
Rainbow,."
"Finian's
week,
ahead
the
previous
$1,000
of
'Alley'
son; nearly $23,000;
Bain
'^Finiaii's Rainbow'*
Shubert,
(9th week) (2,100;^ $4.94).
but was socked by the cab strike;
"Sun and I," New Stages (2d
\ V'V'.
-i/^
^
dented midweek take, but still :Chi<4-16),^:'
down to approximately $7,000.
wk) (C-299; $3). Third production
Boston, April 5.
"Ilapiiiest rYears''-T-: Plymouth,
strong at $32,500.
a:'
"South Pacific" continued to (12 wk) (R-1.472; $6). Slid again to of the season for New Stages
"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (29th Bost.;-(ii-i6)v\'---./
around
$21,000.
hasn't equalled the group's other
"Harvey" (Fay Co.)-^Amer St. dominate the Hub during its final
Consistent
Sveek) (1,334; $4.33).
couple
notches
$24,000.
of
to
shows; closing Saturday (9)i a wee)c
liouis (4-9); Mosque; Peoria (11-12);; week in town, taking sensational
sock biz at $26,000.
"Anne of 1,000 Days,'' Shubert before originally scheduled; $lr
Orpheum, Davenport (13-14); biz at the Shubert and getting the
most sustained publicity play any (17th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Holding 500.
KENT, Des Moines (15-16).
"They Knew
Two openers, to strong pace and apparently a
They
"Harvey" (Brown Co.)
Nat'l, show ever got here.
Greensboro (4-5); Carolina, DUrT "The Heiress" at the Colonial and cinch to last out the season; un- Wanted," Music Box (7th wk) (C1,012; $4.80). Revival hasn't made
ham (6-7); State, Baleigh (8t9); "Magnolia Alley" at the Plymouth, der $29,000.
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar- the grade; closing Saturday (9);
PlayhousBi Wilm. (11-12); Warner, both drew good notices.
No openers this week, but im- den (20th wk) (M-1.519; $7.20). drooped to under $10,000.
All". City (13-l6).-v'
ahead are "Medea," Producer Michael Todd, depending
"The Traitor," 48th Street (1st
"Hell*apdppin':"T— Geary, Frisco mediately
"The Happiest Years," "The Man largely on out-of-town trade, has wk) (D-917; $4.80). Jed Harris pro.v^
(4-16),-vv
bring patrons to duction premiered Thursday (31)
"Heiress"
Colonial, Host. (4- Who Came to Dinner," VMrs. Gib- chartered buses to
bon's Boys," "Gayden'' and the the theatre from the principal ho- to seven out of- eight favorable noPhiladelphia, April 5.
tels; receipts were up for the first tices; appears a likely dick if it;
^^ioiirh Rnttnn
ShnM" Mump Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo;
Not much encouragement in the „„,7'«i? r'V^l.. IvceunT
part of the week, but the weekend can get off the .ground in the face
Estimates for Last Week
Mols
Lyceum. Mpis.
^'
local legit situation which is un- V^}\J^"Magnolia Alley," Plymouth (1st ebbed slightly below the previous of the taxi strike; first four ap^
precedented and cannot find aj^ "i K„„m mv imvp'*
This one one; has now reached $1,000,000 pearance drew so-so $5,000.
Biitmnrp week) (1,200; $3.60).
BUtmore.
^'^ ^''^
parallel even bac'k in the grim days , .» f}"^^.
total gross mark; still the town's
helpful
drew
mixed
but
generally
"Two Blind Mice," Cort (5th
^-^^
of the early '30's when Philly had
top money-getter at $47,500.
wk) (C-1,064; $4.80). Farce fell
"inside U: S.A."
Ford's, Balto notices as a strawhat type farce.
only two houses. Last night's open
"At War With the Army," Booth back a bit to $18,500.
Comedy, only one in town; topped
(4-9); Nixon, Pitt. (11-16).
May be
Ing of the "Cat and the Canary'
(4th wk) (C-712; $4.80).
$7,000.
"Where's Charley?" St. James
"Magnolia
Alley"—^ Plymouth,
revival, in at the Forrest for two
able to hang on for a run; circusy (21st wk) (Mrl,509; $6). Has showed
Opera
Metropolitan
Opera
Co.,
(4-9).
Bost.
is apparently getting fine staying power and now looks
weeks, provides only current ac"Man and Superman"'-^Curran, House (2d week) (3,000; $8.40). As exploitation
tion. Nothing is skedded next Monsecond week hit sock results; virtually in the black at like a prospect to play, into joext
figuredi
Frisco (4-16).
day but on Thursday (14) the Wal$10,300;
season; $37,800 again.
"Medea"—Aud., Htfd (4); Acad., $115,000. Total take here figured almo-st
"Big Knife." National (6th wk)
nut will relight for, a nine-day peNorth'ton (5); Court,- Spgfld. (6); at $186,000.
With theatre
riod with a Yiddish production of
"South Pacific." Shubert (3d (D-1.172; $4.80).
"Anna Lucasta." Only Easter Week Shubert, Bost. (11-16).
week) (1,750; $5.20). Final week parties and the advance sale large- Horeliov Pa P^nvAC It ran
Shub.-Laf., Det.
"Mr.
Adams"
neibllCy,
Id., rrUVCb 11 tdU
booking is "Present Laughter."
remained at absolute capacity to ly used up. grosses have slid; get(4-16).:
listimates for Last Week
ting an operating profit at $20,800.
take $40,470; house record;:
Erlanger, Chi
"Mr. Roberts"
"Biggest Thief in Town," Mans"Ivy Green," Locust (one week
"The Heiress,'' Colonial (1st
to Inside U.S.A;
Pay;
(4-16).
$4.80).
only) (1,570; $3.25). Single week
This one field (1st wk)
(C-1,041;
week) (1,200; .$3.60).
Hershey, Pa.. April 5.
"O Mistress Mine" -^Orpheum, drew favorable notices, but even Opened Wednesday (30) to poor nobooking for this costume dramatic
Davenport (4); Palace, Rockford Basil Rathbone's personal draw tices; closing Saturday night (11);
Launched by a $30,000 advance,:
tryout not very successful. Ad"Inside U. S. A." grabbed a fait
Rapids (6); KENT, pulled only
verse notices and only $5,000 at (5); Iowa, Cedar
$10,600; closing the first five performances got $12,300.
at the Community play(7-8); Omaha, Omaha
"Bom Yesterday," Miller (165th $33,000
faoxoflice.
tour Saturday (9), a week early.
House looks to be Des Moines
Music Hall, K. C. (10-12);
(9);
Chugging house here last week. Although
(C-940;
$4.80).
washed up for season.
wk)
disappointing
"What a Guy," Forrest (2nd Conv. Hall. Tulsa (13); Home, Okla.
along in its fourth year an l should the 'final take was
(15after the promising advance sale',:
week) (1,766; $3.90). Yiddish mu- City (14); Majestic, Ft. Worth
stick through the season; «!till a
Toronto
'Brigadoon^
the. business spotlighted how this
sical with Menasha Skulnik got a 16).
slight margin at $10,600.
"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Royal
little over $14,000 in final week of
"Death of Salesman," Morosco town has developed in the last
couple
of
from
a oneseasons
Alex
Toronto
(4-9)); Grand, LonWith
Record
$39,840 (8th wk) (D-931; $4.80). Gets the
10-day visit.
nighter to a full-week stand for
don. Ont. (11-16).
limit of standees at all performToronto, April 5.
strong shows.
"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)—Bing"Brigadoon" set a new house ances; topped $24,300.
intensive
Local
management's
hamton, Bing'ton (4-5); Strand, record in the 41-year history of
"Detective Story," Hudson (2d
'Superman' 18G, Frisco;
exploitation methods is credited
Jthaca (6-7); Strand, Elmira (8-9;
the Roval Alexandra for a smash wk) (D-1,057; $4.80). Sidney Kings- with the heightened interest in, enCourt, Spgfld. (11-13); Shubert, N.
gross of $39,840, with the 1,525- ley melodrama has joined the list tertainment, including musicals;
$24,000 Haven (14-16).
scaled at $4.80 top. House of SRO hits; theatre party com- straight shows and such traveling
"Show Boaf'^Court, Spgfld. (4- seater
limit
the
gross
for
a
missions
will
mail
order
on
first
sold
out
was
San Francisco, April 5.
r..
units as bands, concerts, etc.
Aud., Wore. (6-7); Lyric, Bdpt.
announcement; an extra Friday couple of months; first full week
"Man and Superman," with 5);
(8-9); Erie, Scheh, (11-12); Aud.,
matinee was immediately snapped chalked up almost $23,000.
Maurice Evans, opened to critics' Roch. (13-16).
"Edward, My Son;" Beck (27th 'Harvey' 12G in
raves Monday (28) at the Currah
up. "Brigadoon" is pencilled in for
4, Indpls.;
^'Streetcar
Named Desire"
(1,776;
$3.60)
but
show only Hanna, Cleve. (4-9); Amer., St. a further fortnight and possibly wk) (D-1,214; $4,80)- Eased again
to $24,900.
three weeks here when current
'Mistress' $5,500 in 3
grossed $18,000 for its first stanza,
'
(11-16).
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton
commitments have ended.
due mostly to balmy weather, big Louis
Indianapolis, April 5.
MadeSimilarly, "Oklahoma!" in for (20th wk) (CD-966; $4.80).
racing season and opening of baseFrank Fay in "Harvey" took a
the week of April 4, was sold out leine Carroll's following continues big $12,000 in four performances
ball.
after first press notice for an ad- to maintain hefty trade; topped at
The Geary (1,550; $3.60) also 'Stranger' Folds in Pitt
$3.60 top at the Murat (2,000)
vance sale of $32,680, with Royal $20,600.
suffered, with Olsen and Johnson's
March 31-April 2. "O Mistress
"High Button Shoes." Broadway Mine" grossed a mild $5,500 in
Alexandra scaled at $4.20 tops This
Hellzapoppin of 1949" chalking up
After Sour $5,500
(78th wk) (M-1,900; $6). Keeps on three
is fourth engagement here of the
$24,000 for the first week on reperformances March 29-30 at
making a sizable profit; nearly $27,Pittsburgh, April 5.
musical.
turn engagement.
$3 top, also at Murat
Kay Francis' "Favorite Stranger"
000.
House now has "Brigadoon'*
"Howdy. Mr. Ice," Center (41st coming week
folded here Saturday night (2) afof May, 2. but is with'Allegro' 28G, Mpls.
Kritz Vice Steininger As
ter giving the Nixon its lowest
wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Skating spec- out attraction for April.
Playing at
Minneapolis, April 5.
figure in two seasons.
tacle is in its final three weeks,
"Pitt T ImyU*
Ijight Upera TT/ioil $3 25 top (including tax), show did
"Allegro," New York Theatre with a new edition due May 26;
only around $5,500.
Guild-A.T:S. subscription season dipped to $29,000.
Pittsburgh, April 5
'Shoes' $36,400, St. Loo
new offering, benefiting from highly
Stranger,"
Karl Kritz, of N. Y. Met Opera
"Favorite
"Ivy Green," Lyceum (D-990;
comedy by Eleanora Sellars, has favorable word-of-mouth, finished .$4.80). Play by Mervyn Nelson,
staff, has been appointed musical
St. Louis, April 8.
director for Civic Light Opera been playing road dates for last to good $28,000 at $4.20 top in presented by Hall Shelton; opened,
"High Button Shoes" built rapidlast night (Tues.),
ly as it went along and the windup
Assn. this summer.
—
He replaces two months, but wasn't figured to| 1,900-seat Lyceumi
Business, however, was consider"Kiss Me Kate," Century (14th of a two-week stand Saturday (2)
Fran^ steininger. who held down h-e « P-^ible^ chance for Bro|d^
ably short of capacity
wk) (M-1,654; $6). Getting all the at the American topped a lusty
that post last year^
Monday (11) with
house will hold; $47,100 again.
$36,400 in eight performances; with
Another change in staff of al- Week, reopening which comes in
"Inside U.S.A.,"
"Lend an Ear," BrOadhurst (16th the 1,700-seat house scaled to $4.88;
ATLANTA
fresco company here will bring in ,
ANNIE'
wk) (R-1,160; $6). One of the sea- Gross for the first stanza was $33^
Maurice Kelly as dance director
Atlanta, April 5.
son's standout smashes; about the 000.
for modern and tap routines. An"Annie Get Your Gun" grossed same at $32,100.
thony Nelle will again stage the
in Split
<Borit'
$32,000 in eight performances at
"Life With Mother," Empire
classical ballets.
the Tower last week.
(24th wk) (C-1,082; $4.80).
Sub-, 'Streetcar' $26,400, Cleve.
St. Paul, April 5.
Show divides this week between
Cleveland, April 9.
Touring company of Garson Savannah, Columbia and Augusta. stantial profit margin at over $16,"A Streetcar Named Deslr*,"
500.
•OKLA!' 28G, BALTO
Kanin's comedy, "Born Yesterday,"
Sky,"
"Light
Up
the
Royale
headed by Uta Hagen, tagged •
with Jean Parker and Lon Chaney,
Baltimore, April 5.
Albany
<Okla!'
40G,
Dipped
smash
$26,400 in itt Utn
(20th
wk)
(C-1,035;
near
$4.80).
"Oklahoma!" made an oft-re- Jr., picked up a gross of about
eight peiiormanco at th« Hannft
to $14,700.
Albany. N. Y., April 5
peated visit to Ford's here last $10,000 last week in six perforniT
"Love Life," 46th St. (26th wk) (1,350 seats) last week at $3.90 top.
"Oklahoraal" grossed nearly $40,week and wound up with a fine artcce divided between the La^
subscription.
Guild
Has
taken
Theatre
(M-1,319;
$6).
A
new
Warner's
2,000
on
week
at
last
000
Wis.,
La
Crosse,
theatre.
Crosse
$28,000 total.
Pulitzer prize play is staying an»
lease on life by the use of two-forseat Strand at $4.40 top.
"Inside U. S. A." is current, with and the Auditorium here.
other stanza without subscription,
Film house has booked "High ones; over $24,000.
return of "Harvey,"' this time with
Play is splitting this week be"Madwoman of Challlot,'^ Belas^ so a high gross is possible;
Button Shoes"^for June 2-4.
Joe G< Brown,
tween Minneapolis and Madison.
for April 17.

Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross forall current shows last week
Total season's gross so far for all shows
Number of new productions so far
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crix, show was pulled toFielding 'Crazy as a Fox'
gether second night, and now is
an undoubted hit.
considered
In Bringing PhiOy Orch
Grossed top money of all .West End
in first week, around $30,000, and
looks set till Xmas.
Continued from page U
Britain at
Legit actress Lucille Marsh sails
Loss
Palace (5th wk)
Time,"
"Ulac
probably
Saturday (9) on the Noordam for
the West End,
Philadelphia, April 5
is with
(O). Put in as stopgap prior to
with "Bless the Bride," which
later.
The Philadelphia orchestra is
"Brigadbbn," show has proved several months' vacation in France,
nnw pomDleting its second year, Princes, a monthtees
in with a couDaniel Mayer
hefty grosser, doing steady $14,000, Italy and S\tritiserUn(ji . , • John being sent to England this sprina
Sin a mZey-mfker at the Adelphi.
virtually f.o.b. British impresario
shows, both to be produced with Emile Littler transferring it
is exhausted, he has pie of
When
Mol ison. They to the Palace April 20 after de- Tuerk, company manager of "Life Harold Fielding has put up
r^ady by the Herbert-! by veteran William
the
with Mother," in Doctors' hospital, guarantee for the
for are the new Alan Melville play parture of "Carissima."
responsible
transportation
combo
EUis
Hugh
ailment .
costs and salaries for tlie tour in
"Mfss Mabel," Strand (17th wk) N. Y., with a stomach'
thichhe will do with his "Top Secret." starringwhich is
Wakefield and "rom Gill,
(D). Very disappointing at $5,500, Lawrence Lansner, co-directot 0f advance and it will be paid in
present partner, L6rd Vivian.
in Glas- but may linger for a while.
.
the Theatre Guild, leaves Friday dollars. Bank of England has auStephen Mitchell has one for due for initial appearance
August; and an Ian Hay
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (2nd (8) for the Coast
William thorized full credit for the trin
.
the West End. This is "The Power gow early
DuGarde Peach play, with year) (Ml. Has done as high as $28, Fields, press agent for the Play- b.7 virtue of favorable credit balof Darkness," a Tolstoy adaptation, and L.
title of "White Sheet," OOO, but now nearer $24,000, which wrights' Co. and "Goodbye, My ances.
currently tourinft the provinces, tentative
Skedded for mid-June for still is showing good prpflt. Starts Fancy," hai; resigned from the
There is much interest (and
with Stewart Granger and Jean which is
to its third year first week in May, board of governors of the Assn. of envy) among other U. S.
Simmons as stars. It probably the provinces. Both will come
and looks like continuing through- Theatrical Press Agents
Mana- who wonder how the tripsymphs
the West End.
is begoes to the Phoenix end of April.
out the year.
gers, with Ben KornzweiKi alteri ing financed. But before orch
Estimates for Last Week
P. Clift tees in with a couple
sails
"Oranges and Lemons," Globe nate, succeeding ... Henri CauOne is Lesley Storm's
shows.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), (9th wk) (R). Hasn't hit the jack- bisens will be production stage in MaJ- for its tour of 28 concerts
"Black Chiffon," starring Flora CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revus), pot, despite raves by crix when manager of the touring "Present all the cash will be in a Philly
bank.
Negotiating the deal in(Musical), O (Operetta).
Kobson for a short while prior to
EvEdward
HammerLaughter," starring
first tried out at Lyric,
Sherek
Exhibition of volved a lot of Washington worlt
"Adventure Story," St. James j smith. Doing around $6,000, barely erett Horton .
her going over to Henry
.
Sep- (2d wk) (D). Well received, with
and diplomatic protocol.
for "Mary Is From Home," in
gyg^ break.
stage designs, model theatres and
Although tour appears
tember; and an Evelyn Laye star- Terence Rattigan following big
"One Wild Oat," Garrick (16th books on Show business opened venture to the Britishers, a losing
are help. Grossed $8,000 in first stanzji,
galleries,
Batsford
Fielding
at
(4)
Monday
rer "Two Dozen Roses." Both
opening,
wk) (C). Has clicked from
and his backers aren't regarded as
through
continue
will
and
Y.,
N.
which
is
skedded for the West End after a and looks set for good run.
doing steady $11,300,
in
The Imperial, N, Y., so crazy here. When the trip is
April 30
Old Vic Co., New (7th wk). Gen- practically capacity.
short provincial tour, sometime
"Along Fifth tlirough. Fielding will be top imhousing
currently
erally capacity, with a few seat's
April.'
Aldwych
Tide,"
"September
Average
Avenue," will get "Miss Liberty," presario in Great Britain. The mirimatinees.
(15th wk) (C). Has done very big
Leigh Stafford, former Ameri- available for
forthcoming Robert E. Sherwood- imum tiie tour can cost is $320,000
Looks like
take around $10,500.
can dancer, and now well en- continuing capacity till closing due to its Star Gertrude Lawrence, Irving Berlin musical, July 4 . .
and will continue doing biz as long Actor-director Ezra Stone opens a and the maximum may go as high
sconced ag director of three West June 4.
as $350,000. which is a lot of coin
$12,800.
play
is
in
it;
steady
a
as
she
rewritten
End theatres, has
lecture tour April. 26 in Buffalo,
"Annie Get Your Gun," Coli"The Heiress," Haymarket (8th under the management of National to pick up in 28 concerts. Fielding
bv Leon Gordon, author of "White seum (2d year) (M). Will complete
reportedly stands to lose at the
Cargo," titled "Till the Thaw," for second year June 7, and has clean- wk) (D). Has clicked from opening, Concert & Lecture Bureau.
most $50,000, and his loss may be
AmerDoing
for
long
run.
an
looks
set
and
which he is trying to get
ticket
approved
Broadway's
ed up for Emile Littler, with as steady $10,000, which is very profless than that. This is peanuts,
ican film star to head cast.
brokers will handle reservations considering his finanical status
high as $30,000 for many months. itable.
and
Hylton's New One
for the Antoinette Perry Awards the position he is shooting
Now nearer $25,000, but still very
for in
Pal"Together Again," Victoria
sure to go well into
dinner at the Waldorf, N. Y., April the international concertJack Hjrtton, with two shows profitable, and
setup.
Doing
steady
year)
(R).
ace
{2nd
Theron Bamberger will be
24
.
third year.
Asked why he is bringing tlie
currently in the West End—' High
for many months, and, al- a guest speaker at the monthly
$24,000
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (2d though now nearer
Button Shoes" at the Hippodrome,
$17,000, could conference
of the -Philadelphia Philadelphia Orchestra in view of
been big money
and "Together Again" at Victoria year) (O). Has
continue throughout summer. But Federation of Women's Clubs and his prospective loss. Fielding said,
for Charles Cochran and
Palace; former doing fair biz, with maker
likely to close ^ate May, cast want- Allied Organizations Thursday (7), "as a commercial venture it is- just
Lord Vivian; entered its third year ing rest.
latter practically capacity, despite
Summer Theatre plain crazy^ But I think it is my
talking
on
"The
April 26: Has done as high as $20,'
longevity of run-^has a new, one
job to bring the greatest music I
"Traveller's Joy," Criterion (40th Circuit."
000, but now nearer to $18,000, and
This is Ronald Gow s
skedded.
wk) (C). Got away to good start,
Guhlke and Bob can to the British Isles, and the
Antoinette
still showing handsome return.
prac- Dixon, of the cast of "Lend an Philadelphia
adaptation of H. G. Wells' "Ann
averaging
around
$6,500,
Orchestra is the
"Browning Version" and "Harler tically capacity. Dropped slightly
Veronica," in which he will star
greatest in the world."
1.
June
will
married
Ear,"
be
quinade," Phoenix (29th wk) (C).
Wendy Hiller. Will have four Dual bill has been profitable in- while, star Yvonne Arnaud was Warren Caroy of the Theatre Guild,
weeks' tryout in sticks, commenc- vestment, getting as high as $14,- away sick, but has now picked up is a member «<<^the >theatHw. advi'DRAFTED' AS
sory panel at the second national
ing May 8, arid then comes to 000, but with star Eric Portman again.
"Worm's Eye View," Whitiehall conference of the U. S. national
West End.
out, now nearer $9,000, but still
(2nd year). Oldest show in town commission for UNESCO, at CleveStanley French, successor to the okay.
AGAIN
has made fortune for promoters, land ... Hayes Gordon has suclate Firth Shephard, has three
Cambridge
"Cage Me a Peacock,"
Clarence Dervtrent has been
times doing $6 j4Q0, practically ceeded Donald Richards in the
First is "Young Wives (40th wk) (M). Noel Langley's musi- at
plays.
capacity; Now nearer $4,800, which cast of "Along Fifth Avenue".
"drafted" by the nominating comTale," by Ronald Jeans* starring cal adaptation from own novel
is still profitable, and likely to stay The Garson Kanins (Ruth Gordon) mittee to succeed himself as presi"^"TJ*'^„„tAc
$10,- ,
months to steady Tin
Joan Greenwood and Niaunton played_for
for several, more „„_thc
months.
sailed Saturday (2) for England to dent of Actors Equity. Actor, wlio
Wayne, due end of June, after 000. Now nearer $6,500, which
"Daphne Laureola," Wyndham's arrange a London production of had indicated his desire to be reBeing replaced by
provincial tryout; a new play by still gets by.
(2nd wk) (CD). Presented by Laur- Miss Gordon's "Years Ago" and lieved of the 'duties at the end of
Talbot Rothwelli and another by Cecil Landeau's new revue, "Sauce ence Olivier, with Edith Evans as "Leading Lady" and to discuss a
his present term, agreed to conTartare," April 25.
an unnamed author.
star, 'ishow got away to good press, film deal with Sir Laurence Olivier
"Belinda Fair." Saville (1st wk) and did capacity opening week. and Vivian Leigh,. aft(;r which tinue the office at the committee's
Harry Foster occasionally has ai
(M). Got over to fair press. Like- Advance bookings healthy, with they'll vacation on the Continent lirging that it is "imperative for
fling in play producing in the West
the best interests", of the union.
ly to do moderate trade for some first week's take- around $8,000,
...
"Dubarry
London
producer
Basil
Dean
End. His last effort was
\^eks. Opening week expected to
capacity. Looks in for healthy in New York on a show-shopping Understood that henceforth the orWas a Lady." some six years ago. touch around $9,000, above even near
ganization's first vice-president
run.
visit. He's also studying the U. S.
His latest is a new musical, "Her break.
will share some of the administratelevision
;..
setup
Broadway
proMenzies
Excellency," by Archie
"Carissima," Palace (2d year)
ducer Michael Ellis and film actor tive duties.
and Harold Purcell, with music by (M). Opened slowly, but took upOther officer candidates named
Kirk
Douglas
have
joined
Paton
Park
Manning Sherwin and Harry
ward swing and grossed around
Price in the construction and op- by the committee and slated for
Cicely
Davis, ivhicb will star
Now
$13,000 for.. several weeks.
eration of the New theatre,' de- three-year terms are E. John KenCourtneidge^;- Show opens in Glas- nearer $10,000, which is about even
page I ;
i Continued from
signed by Frank Lloyd Wright, to nedy, first v.p.; Cornelia: Otis Skinfor
Emile
break.
Being replaced by
gow April 19, and is skedded
be built this summer at Hartford ner, second v.pi; Ralph Bellamy,
Time," must decide is -whether television
"Lilac
the Hippodrome, replacing "Shoes" Littler's revival,
,.. Leonardo Cimint, Cecil CIot third v.p.; Augustin Duncan,' fourtli
currently at His Majesty's, April is ripe enough for the plucking.
late May or early June.
velli, John Effrat, John Kearnley, v.p.; Paul Dullzell, treasurer, and:
20..Rank has a big backlog of Brit- William Hammerstein, William Basil Rathbone, recording. secreBernard Delfont, wlio is minus
"Summer
in December," Comedy ish films which have nevo^- been Harmon
and Monroe B. Hack will tary. Council nominees, to serve
a West End show, has two in hand.
{ C ).
Fair press, with first released in the U. S. although direct
( 1st wk)
individual scenes for "Tal five years, are Edward Andrews,
One is the "Folies Bergere" revue, week's intake likely around $3,500;
,.„„ .,
which clicked in Birmingham try- slight profit. Limited run antici- prints have been here for a num- ent 49 sliowcase to be presented philip Bourneuf, Robert Perry,
ber ?of years. Since these pix have Tuesday afternoon (12) at the 46th William Talman, Alfred Drake,
out last week, and is talked of as pated.
Street
theatre, N; Y.
a replacer for Jack Hylton's "ToHenry Fonda, Dennis Kingj Beli
"Edward. My Son." Lyric (42d not had theatrical bookings, it is
gether Again*' at Victoria Palace, wk) (D). Has done as high as $11,-- considered cricket to groove them
Kranz, Winston O'Keefe and Freddespite latter still being in the 500, praGtically capacityi, and even t6 video without the danger of
erick O'lNeal. N^^
as a replace?
money; and a new musical, "Hat in at present take of $7,200 still show- running into exhibitor resentment
ment, to serve two; years, is Gerald;
the Air;" with book by Ken Atte- ing profit, and good for many: more arising from tele's cuffo competiSavory, and to serve dnti'Oreiit't
tion. Understood that Rank sees
well and music by Edward Horan. weeks
Florida Friebus.
55 Continued from page 57
^
"Foolish Gentlewoman," Duchess television as the only possible way
Cast is headed by Bobby Howes.
Equity council yesterday (Tues.)
.,
UT ^
u
ij u
J
Pat Kirkwood and Gabri»l Brune. (5th wk) (CD). Bettering $6,000, of extracting dollars for the un- ble) It should be done openly, with appointed Derweht and Louis M.
everyone, including the produc Simon, executive secretary, as repOpens in the provinces May 23, which shows slight profit in this played films,
small house. Has chance for sevUntil now Rank Ivas held up be- tion, authors, director, percentage resentatives on the standing comeral more months.
stars and producer sharing. Most
mittee on theatre problems, aur
"Happiest Days of Your Life," cause of the belief that television such gratuity coin from
the agen- thorized by the recent theatre conApollo (53i-d wk) (C). Has played could not pay enough for the Brit- cies now goes
to the b.o. men.
ference at the Astor hotel, N. Y.
to steady capacity at $14,000, un- ish films. Number of his Yank,
If the brokers (or a portion of Aline. MacMahon is alternate, while
til recently.
Now dropped to near- consultants, however, are advising
er $11,000, which is still profit him to start selling immediately them) decide to walk but on the Ruth Raymond and George Bockwith the argument that the field code they could probably do so. man will represent Chorus Equity.
yielding.
Located in tli* heart of Lali*
"Harvey," Prince of Wales (12th has grown enough to supply a fair- since they would be legally enSnnop**'* tummtr colony, overlookwk) (C).
Despite mixed press, ly substantial revenue return.
titled to operate with or without
ing lake and mountoini.' > Building
sliow has clicked from opening.
In this respect the product falls League franchise. Whether they
36xi0, excellent conitruelioni with
Regular weekly take around $16,into two I rackets. There are the would try to revive the old setup
full basement, 4 oerii land, near
000, which is profitable.
But a
pix never played in theatres which of "buys" is a question.
Continued from page
hotalt and gueit houict.
Can be
^Human Touch," Savoy (7th wk)
system of "buys" or some other
eaiily converted into theatre. De(D). Started slowly, but is gradu- can be baZlied as getting their
Sobasiion
methods of getting advance comtaili and pleturei on request. Price
ally building, and now averaging American preem exclusively over
commission
video. Other group consists of mitments on blocks of tickets for who has received a
around $8,000. showing profit.
only $6,000.
Excellent', mortgage
a wealthy woman to paint a
"High Button Shoes," Hippo- oldies whiicH have gone the rounds hits might solve a growing cause from
terms.'
George R. Dane« Owner,
large
of St. Sebastian, 'but
drome (14th wk) (M). Has been do- in the theatres over two years ago. of broker gripes—the theatre cannotportrait
Newport. N. H., Tel. «73-R;
find a suitable model
ing practically capacity biz for sec- It is possible that Rank may okay party, setup.
Sobastien appears on the scene.
ond shows, but bad first houses, one type for video bookings and
Most producers dislike theatre And Sebastien is the prison mate
with average around $20,000 but hold back the other.
parties, chiefly because of what of Arbisseau's black-sheep son. arlately nearer $18,000.
they
regard
as
cold
audiences
such
rested for burglary, at which 4>eDistribution would be through
"Ice-Cascades," Stoll's (26th wk)
United World Films, subsid of Uni- bookings usually Involve, but also bastien is a past master. Never(R). Has done very well for Tom
because the advance orders take theless Sebastien agrees to POse
ai.NOB ISSO
Arnold, with take having exceeded versal, which handles both 16m
large
for the picture, and as the WorK
blocks
of
seats
out
of
the
lias the ad$18,000 some
weeks, but now and tele fields.
Play, Brokers and
boxoffice and cause resentment progresses, he takes his role so
nearer $14,000, which is still show- vantage over other American comconAuthors' Representatives
However, seriously that he begins to
panies since the British-made are from regular patrons.
ing slight profit.
convert w
es Wmt 4,'itli Streer, New Turk
the
party
trade
gives
a
producer a sider himself as a real
"Kid From Stratford," Winter not subject to the film soundtrack
Tn2:< Snnfirt lllvd,. UoUy«vaad te, Cal.
righteousness. There are all sorts
Garden (26th wk) (M). Has done imposed by James C. Petrillo, prez vital backlog of business for a new of odd consequences.
show,
so
most
offices
feel Obliged
well since opening at Princes, suf- of the American Federation ot
The play gets off to a slow start,
fering slightly on being transferred sicians.
This tabu works against to accept the bookings. Agency but builds rapidly in the second*
would probably replace the act and
to this house. Marked return of mo.st American films SO far
as tele "buys"
by the third is rushing
Jack Waller to musical field after vision is concerned.
theatre parties.
along in a wonderful burst of farce
several
years
retirement
and
Summer Theatre in N.J., 40 milet from
comedy,
The cast is in general
British pix have already made
proved encouraging. Show has
Louis Lahe, apprentice conduc- excellent, with an outstanding pej*
Write to
N.Y. Star system Only.
topped $14,000 for many months, their entry into tele. Sir Alexan tor
of the Clieveland Orchestra, formance being given by LUce
der Korda last year sold 24 of his
although
now
nearer
which
$9,000,
STEVERS
RICHARD
will leave it in the autumn to be- Fabiole
as the hypochondriacal
films to WPIX, New York teleis still good.
Mme. Arbisseau. But it is Alfrea
11I> MofifroHN Avi... lEiitlK^rford, N. .T.
"Ijatin Quarter
London Casino vision station owned by the Daily ir%r{Li'''^^J''i^'f^Sl Adam .as Sebastien who lakes tne
(2nd wk) (R). Despite slapdown News.
in Canton; O.
acting honors.
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UTBIIATI
ways

of

;

approaclt

reached the British

He

them
.

of
joiwi Saunders,
Edward Cheyfitz,

t

^ho^&ed
Sst

but not getting an actual
clearance. He hadn't thought about
angle, he explained,
the Communist
has long since beCheyfitz
since
come "thoroughly respectable."
Saunders said he won't use Cheyagain, however, although
iitz' name
radio,
he intends continuing use of
for plots.
film and TV backgrounds
Saunders does the continuity for
Syndicate strip,
the Publishers
which has revolved around HoUywood recently. Ken Ernest does
the drawing and it carries the comfo

•

.

-

do

it

caS?

doublecrossing,

-^^^^^^^^

U.

S.

aipT'SfWohT'fn thecal' who sings, dances and, according to this reckless copywriter, "is so cute
in 'You're My Everything' she looks like a second Shirley Temple,"
culations of ^"^
'-"""""^
the ^^^^^^
aYt?al' sconce.
science
Having heard that phrase applied to an army of moppets in the last 15
years, I've been Wondering who the first Shirley Temple looked like,
Mex Ban Hurts Are. Publishers
Mary Pickford in "Edmund Burke?"
Argentine exports of books have
Two days before this discovery, I caught "Adventure in Baltimore,"
dwindled lamentably in the past which I half-hoped would have been about H. L. Mencken, Johns*
two or three years. In 1946, Ar- Hopkins or the Baltimore Sun. Instead it was about Shirley; Temple
geutine editorial concerns were and women's suffrage back in 1905. I had dined with aq old classmate
exporting 75% of their total pro- who claims he has a bigger syndication than Walter. WinchelKwhen.you
duction.
This figure has since throw out boiler-plate). His name: .Used to be George Ephraim'Sokolsky,
sharply dwindled as result of re-r and still is. As a moppet around New York's east side at the squirm of
the century he used to stump for Democrats, Socialists and Bepublicans
strictive government policies.
Publishers' current beef is di- f-^anybody able to pay off at election time. The: rest of the year -hewas practicing to be an anarchist,
rected against the Argentine CenI'm tempted to go on with the Sokolsky story, but lest I wander fur'^^^^''^^ ther and find myself so far afield as to be telling the inside story of
«-'^' ^^'-^
measures affecting Argentine book how Sid Skolsky (no relation, he insists), got euchred out of "Jolson: /
exports to Mexico. Hitherto Ar- Sings Again," I'm going to take a firm grip on myself and get back to
gentina has exported to Mexico 10 this matter of moppets and vestpocket marvels generalise.
Father of four, I nevertheless seem to take a: lot Of venial pleasure- on
times as many
manv books as she imports
from that, country, with learning some over-ambitious parents have been clipped by child talent
Mexico paying in U. S. dollars.
racketeers..' One chiseler recently siphoned $70,000 in 30 days out of
As the Central Bank has refused such a parent; but the average take runs around $50 a head. While
to unfreeze exchange due Mexico some parents may be motivated by no desire except to give a growing
imports ot
on imports
of Mexican books, the talent a better chance to flower, others see an opportunity for easy
M^^i'^."" government retorted by money for theitiselves.
In brief, a release from the economic conseimttesing a duty of one peso per quences of parenthood long before draft boards plan to pick up the v
kilo, plus 40% ad valorem on im- tab.
These latter parents rarely realize that in robbing a child of its
ports of Argentine books into childhood they are forging chains of servitude around themselves as
Mexico.
This has
completely well.
stymied shipments of Argentine
I like kids as kids, and if in a living room: they: suddenly show a talent
books and may possibly lead to Ar- for ballet or clowning hitherto unrevealed or. unsuspected, it always
gentine^ publishers having to re- delights me. But on stage, screen, radio or video, child-^wonders
just
patriate some shipments already
leave me wondering. For one that turns out well like Shirley Temple
-„
,.
made.
it seems to roe I can remember dozens who went the other way.
Currency restrictions had alTrouping
In
Utopia
ready cut off most of the South
As she trouped in "Adventure in Baltimore,'' I thought of Shirley
American markets built up since
1936, and Mexico was one of the and how she acted around the time of "Ba6y Take a Bow." For a while
few 'remainTng' within the A^gen- Skip, our first flea from heaven, was one of her playmates. She had
tine orbit, a fact which makes the never seen herself in one of her pictures. Neither had he. Thus she'Argentine publishers' pleas all the didn't know she wa£ a- somebody, and he didn't know he was- a nobody.
more urgent.
They were just two children at play, enjoying the equality which God
had planned for all his children in the first place.
CHATTER
Later the touching tyranny of success laid its hand on Shirley. "Come
Peter Curry, editor of the Dub- now, Shirley, time to take your beauty nap" a parental voice called.
lin Standard, has left Ireland' for As she was led away she waved back and called "Goodbye, Skippy!"
This, I thought to myself at the time, won't last. Twenty years from
short visit to U. S.
now she'll be a star, ever, jealous of her billing, and he'll be a stagedoor
J.; Marc PaiTott, Jr., son of novelist Ursula Parrott, named literary Johnny.
The nearest their lives ever touched after that found them years
editor of Theatre Arts magazine.
Inez Wallace in Hollywood on later* both on the same picture payroll for a few days. It was the
her Bnnual roundup of film ma- "Bachelor and- the Bobbysoxer."
How he happened to get' cut in was as accidental as anything, in
terial
for the Cleveland Plain
history. One of his classmates said they were looking for a lot of kids:
Dealer.
Avon: has brought, out a reprint for this picture and urged him to go along, as it paid 10 bucks a day.
When it came time to weeding them out,; the assistant director said,
of Robert Blochs "The Scarf,"
changing title to "The Scarf of "All under 14 raise your hands," Skip, who was under 14, but looked
all of 18, put up his hand.
Passion,
"Stop trying to be funny, you jerk,'V said the casting director, "or
Henry Hellson, editor of Ber
linage Tiedende, biggest Danish you'll find yourself going out that gate. Put yours hand down."
Skip even then could- take direction and put his hand doy^n;
daily;-in Hollywood to gander the:
All the 14-year-olders:and under were marched out. the gate.' Skipr
film studios.
Norman Katkov, ex-World-Tele- who.was under, but looked over, was hired.
One day he came home and told that Shirley Temple was in the
gramVtaffW,"w^oVkingW'liiVseco^^^
,
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.
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As far as I'm concerned, Walker
steps out from these pages natty,
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joy and sorrow.
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just

Gene Fowler,

Fields'

pal,

bill was drafted to meet Taylor with
his research.
Supreme Court decision

.
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printed in
'

Paris, it carried mostly French advertising, including in the last issue publicity for the French loan
and for the Ministry for Tourism.

Gretta Palmer Exits AL
Gretta Palmer has. resigned from
the Authors League of America

I

;

Gccupation in Germany.

vened.

-

because of disagreement over the.
organization's support of The Nation mag's fight against the ban of

Strawhat Theatre Guides
strawhat theatre guides
were published last week. One is
the N. Y. Board of Education
paper-bound 1949 Supplement
Fulton Oursler has threatened to
"
'^'~~-<^~- "
to "Blueprint* for Summer
Theatre^'
qtiit for the same reason.
by Richard Beckhard and John
.

Two new

1

Effrat, first issued last spring.

The

Joey Adams' Show Biz Novel
supplement costs SI, or there's a
Comic Joey Adams, who opened
bought in combination
yesterday
l^,
(Tues.)
Slapsie with the $1.50_original.
at
The 9ther
Maxle's in Hollywood, is working
published
on a novel. His first literary effort IS "Summer Theatres;"
Leo
ShuUj
paper-bound at $L
by
was "From Gags to Riches," which
supplement
is a
The "Blueprint"
has gone into a 25c reprint edition.
carefully compiled and edited list
Tentatively titled "Lay There
and Bleed," novel will have a show of over 250 strawhats, 1948 tryouts
star
appearrevivals,
guest
and
bijsi aess theme, depicting the ruthas a
less tactics of a successful come- ances, and such valuable data
dian.
The title is taken from an sample theatre budget. Equity's
strawhat regulations. New
old burlesque expression which new
was used when one. comic topped York newspaper ad rates, plus sevanother. The book will be finished eral so-what special articles.
In about six weeks with publica"Summer Theatres" is a caretion slated for September.
lessly gathered and sloppily edited

•

I

i

:

|

j

novel, his first being "Eagle At My
Eyes." He's currently visiting St.
Paul, his home town.

]

picture.

&

:Ginger'Take a

>

.

|

Bouquet For 'Beau James'
seasons, with some info about
James" (Viking Press, plans for 1949, plus a list of talent
«8ain proves he agents, theatrical unions, ads and
^P^'^""
IS .the
articles.
modem
Boswell for the the inevitable special
colorful characters of our time. Shull announces that a "supple
i»ene has the proper sympathy,
with latPr data will go on Macmillan for fall publication. Her
husband's new novel, "Limbo Townooe.
Hobe
S^lP in mid-A
mid-AorU
pril.
tolerance and humor, besides the sale
I

wnf

\
,

great talent to write about such
as Bill Fallon ("Great Mouth-

men

,

and Tammen

.

.

ri-.-ij

,

Irish'"tom-nS" %rad!t1onal,y

Lindsay .Gresham), is
on the spring Rinehart list.
John Wiistach sold ;;Murder by
missed
stoiy that
a

;

!

National Mistake

members of English
Institute of
Journalists, have now formed ^i^t
Guild of Irish Journalists with
headquarters in Dublin. Move was
of Namembers
Irish
started by
^.^^^^ ^j^^^
objected to Eng-j
lish control and appointment of a
Communist to be editor of the
Journalist, union's monthly publi;

Union of Journalists or

^};^^ to^
J^jlSlm!n
Hillm^^^
Sun.

P%Zi^alt ^nd

a

i

ker in

serial^^ Pythag^or^^^^^^
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Trask, New England
theatre owner, has just pur.

.Franklin

chased the Penn Publishing and
Play Co., Of Philadelphia. Penn;
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in mi^Vl^l .L^X^^^^
MMemanv^w^^^^^^^
T,„.\««en the many whispeis.about
Jjmmy's private and public life and
attached a hearing aid to them,
and it comes out loud and clear.

from friends and enemies of
*J!"["Wy. (I was surprised that Gene
nion t once mention Haixy Cooper,

:

:
:-

,

I

**

Spt

-

|

picture of New York City,
history, politics, behind-thescenes goings on, and its fun with
a. terrific cast of characters.
He

-

:

Bow

;

"S

"0 was lucky in getting the aid of
Jlmmy himself before he died to
set him right on manv things
'
Jimmy held back nothing.
To this,
*owler added the many things he

v.

FourrYcar-Old Or Hope Writer?
Dressed as a cowgirl, I just overheard her and her sister Patsy play*
puts out one-acters and acts as selling agents for Samuel French, ing on the lawn,
cation
^'I'll be Dale Evans," said Palsy, "and you be Roy Rogers."
New setup has backing Of Con^ Dramatists Play Series and Baker's,
"No," said Nonny, "I'm too cute to be Roy Rogers. I'll be Dale
gross of Irish Unions.
prpf; Robert Gessneri Tjeiw^ Y^
^
University'- motioh :picture dept. Evans."
Star Warfare
chairman 'who recently returiied
Recently ordered to undergo, the ordeal of a shampoo, she used every
Curtis Brown, Ltd., has sold, for trom Israel, has a series in the delaying action to postpone the ducking. When it was explained to her
its client, Capt. Louis de Wohl, a N. Y. WorldrTelegram on the new that there was only one way to wash her hair, and :that Was to wash it,
He has also written a she offered another solution. "I tell you, -let's go downtown and buy a
10-part serial to American Astro- state.
r\r magazine,
mncrnyinii called
pnllpd'. "Astrological
Astroloeical screenplay
wrppnnlwv based on his Palesti
logy
i.hat," she-said.
Warfare." Wohl was an Austrian trip, which he hopes to produce
With a line like that in a town which clings to the political formula
astrologer, an alien in London, Hollywood
of "Cover it up, don't clean it up," she may even go further than Shirley
jjj^lg^,^ astrologers
The Foreign Films News, origi- Temple did in "Adventure in Baltimore."
He
finally
and how they worked.
UjaHy n^ailed only to members of
When it comes to top-level stuff, however, our Patsy wins all prizes
it,
Inc.
sold the British War Office on
----the foreign Films
'• Movie Club,
j-' -j-"
protocol.
Going out one night we told the kids to take turns in
„ ,^
,„v,it r—*,- ---Vr"",
Save reports as to just wnat
New York, receives citywidc.dis- in
answering the telephone in accord with their years, meaning Pat would
advice Hitler would be given, and tribution beginning with its Aprilallowed to take the third call. We phoned from a theatre to see how
be
British
the
have
to
able
thus was
May issue. Some 6,000 copies at things
were
going. Pat answeredithe phone.
the
prepared on various timings.
placed
on
per
will
be
25c
"Who called before?" Mama Scully wanted to know.
Capt; Lduiis de Wohl says "I was stands through the G.I. Distribvit"Nobody called both times,'' Pat replied.
in special service, officially psy- ing Co, Bi-monthly started last
You couldn't get more plausible doubletalk from a minister oi foc^
chological Warfare, and my find- May with an Initial cirCulatioti of
eign
affairs.
other
,2,500.
with
were
worked
on
ings
j

fireat

muchlSff thafhnfnever"aDDeared

:

Comes a new moppet this week, singled out of a cast of 3,000, a sixyear-old named Ginger Prince, starring in "The Lawton Story," and I
got to wondering how this spiced sapling as well as Ivan Jandl, Oscar
winner, Gig Perreau, Sugar Robinson and the youngest of the Scully
Circus would fare in later years;
Known to the world as Nonny, an abbreviation of Anon (which in
turn is an abbreviation of Anonymous, the greatest poet who ever
lived) her real name is Marguerite Alice Scully. If the American way.
is to have confidence in yourself this Nonny, 4, is the Mt. Whitney of
the western world.: Only the other day eavesdroppers heard her in
conversation with John Boettiger, 8, a grandson of a president of the
United States, She was telling him, "I'm the bestest dancer in the
world!"
"What did you say?"
"I said I'm the bestest dancer in the world!"
"That's what 1 thought you said," .said John.
That Nonny gets most-things just wrong enough to be funny: might
also apply to this appraisal of herself as the Pavlova of her time. She
refers to the main intersection of Tinsel Town, as, "Hollywood and,
Whine." Watching traffic scurry back and forward acroi^s this aimless
intersection, she was heard to remark: "Look f t alt those people,^ They-look like humans!"

i

,

\

pletely to include Shirley.

Olin H. Clark, Metro's eastern
story head, guest speaker at first
annual Marlboro Fiction Writers
Marlboro College, Vt.,
confab,
Aug. 14-27.
J. J; O'Leary, boss of Mellifont
Press,- Dublin, now --ott visit to
Nigeria to o.o. booTc supply situatlon for missionary and other'
"^{^^^Is in WesT'Africa.
h,c turned over
Davidman has
Joy r.„„iH,v,o„
her new novel, "Weeping Bay," to

compilation of stFawhats of past

.

,

Co.

I

...

"Did you say hello to her?" his mother asked.
"Say hello to her? Why they rope her off like the first automobile.*:
"You used to play with her," I said.
"I did?" he asked."Gee, she's getting married already."
Today. 17V6 and 6 ft. 3, hopping between various military manoeuvers,
he might be excused .if he said the three greatest temples in the world
were the Tai Mahal, Solomon's and the Mormons', and forget com-

Valentine Davies novelized the
screenplay on 20th-Fox's "It Happened Every Spring" for June
publication by Farrar, Straus

.

( Timber Line")
and John Barrymore ("Good Night, Sweet Prince")
anduow he gives us James J. Wal"Beau James^
Unlike his stories about the
others, in this bo^k
»i-aiK«i,
"ooK on Walker,
r.....,-'
jowler does not go out of his way
»o make a hero out of .Timmy. He
Sives you both sides of Jimmy's
Story, no holds barred, and leaves
the reader to make the decision.
.^. With his usual expert tapping on
his typewriter. Fowler presents a

.

:

Paris Leg;i«W Mag Folds
Pershing Hall Topics, American
Legion .mag published by the Paris
post, folded from insufficient advertising to provide for the $600
required to print the next issue.
Circulation of about 6,000 went
mostly to Europe and the Army of

.

Bonfills

Little Big Horn, April 2.
of our brighter daughters

was reading a fan magazine so as to slow her brain down to straight
A's by the end of the school year. I peeked under the canopy of dis^
order and stopped at a picture of a moppet called Shari Robinson, 10,

1

friendships.

which invalidated a conviction of a
Kevir York bookseller for stocking
a magazine allegedly containing
true crime cases. Top court found
the present penal laws "too vague."
The bill is rflainly directed against
comic book publishers who were
the target for a concentrated attack by parent-teacher associations
before: the state legislature con-

piece'")

Scully

Under her bed (which wasn't made) one

}

characters from all walks of life
that made up Walker's long list of

fective

Present

|

swell,

It shows
his
weaknesses and failings, his de'^**j-5 ,P™*se and flattery. He
didnt want to take time out
to get rid of his minor vices. It
was more fun keeping them.
Fowler made Jimmy a human,
loveable loyal guy. If you are any
posite by-line. Ken Allen. Saunpart of; the Broadway scene or
ders was former amusement -editor
nterested in if hp tiiir»» ami rparf
of ttie Toledo News-Bee.
'^eau James.''
Joe Laurie, Jr.
Dewey Gets Anti-Lurid BUI
The N. Yi state bill amending W. C. Fields
Reissues With Biog?
the peiiial code to make it a misW. C. FieW biog, penned by
demeanor for. anyone to publish Lewis
Taylor, has tentative title of
or distribute printed matter "de"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man"
picting sordid bloodshed, lust or
a Doubleday publication in Octor'
heinous acts" is currently on Gov.
ber.
Serial rights have been sold
Thomas E. Dewey's desk awaiting to the
Satevepost and Readers Dihis signature. The measure, which
gest has. the condensation rights.
exempte publications devoted to
Doubleday is also negotiating for
the dissemination of news from
re-release
of old Fields' pix conits provisions, would become efcurrently with date of publication
Sept. 1.

a

By Frank

I

as

Sgli

I

wisecracks

bit of
interesting reading.
Fowler has painted a picture of
Walker, leaving out no moles or
blemishes. He put in a background
of New York, Paris and London.
He parades gangsters, politicians,
show-folksi fighters, royaltv, news
papermen, police and the many

is

if

admitting or ac-

and information. And every
it

And

calculations
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arraloTaJesTacLT^K^^^^^^^
love,

sa'ne

^Kit?et«is'edtf a'^^^^^
Tn' wh^lJe beS?' "ihSsT

^rraV'pDR'toVard^toptr^^^

Saunders from stars t^spear

thing.
Sout the wholeexec's
name m the
«vs the MPAAcartoon drew a floclc
ffirv Worth"
nfRnuawks—mostly from cranks—
that Cheyfitz had
Comformer
a
as
heen disclosed
during the House UnCommittee
Activities
American
in 1947.
Washington
in
^wrings
Saunders said he wrote in. CheyToledoan) on an imttiz (a former
him he was going
Bulse, warning

,

^w

JnSVfm^osrrv'Srf^

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

Ltird Siorne and
Winterton, M.P., and told
"What matters is that Hitler

:

I'le

TheyisTn'i™np''inTvn,Pn

assistant

'wJjte
Picture Assn of America
tn Motion
into sequence
iS-ixv Eric Johnston,
'?«*« comic strip recently, is sorry

61

Office."

iQte)^yie;#ed

Earl

.

they

before

War

Blues
the comedian, who was as close to believes in astrology.
Bed Taint Cartoonist's
Toledo, who
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of Maria Ratoff. She was formerHollywood
ly known as Maria Costes.
Only active American film unit
Irwin Shaw left for Italy on a
Guy Middletott engaged to Anita working in Italy in the past two
freighter.
Mrs. Jack Warner off to Europe where he's in business.
Arden.
months, "Pirates of Capri," the
Julia Faye laid up with bronchial
yesterday (Tues.) on the America.
The John Beckers (actress VirHarold Berens and Veronica Victor Pahlen indie production,
The Ernie {Chi hotelier) Byfields ginia Campbell) have gone to Italy O'Connor married in London shot its last scene Saturday- night pneumonia.
Irving Cummingses celebrated
for the summer. She turned down March 25.
In town for the "South Pacific
(2) at Scalera Studios.
32d wedding annl.
two film offers and hopes to get a
Clive Brook's actress daughter.
preem.
He's Faith, to marry an American naval
Margie Wood hospitalized after a
in the fall.
Arthur Judson, manager of 'N.Y. Broadway playnew
collapse on the
book;
lot,
doctor, Charles Moffett.
-philharmonic, elected president of working on a
Dixie Lee Crosby recovering
Mr. and Mrs. Emile Littler fliew
Bergt Sterner has quit tlie HyLotos Club.
from operation on her foot.
in from London Sunday (3) to atZahl agency, and now repie^
The Billy Hoses (Eleanor Holm) tend "South Pacific" premiere at man
By Den B'erry
Jane Russell to Chicago for two
Lew and Leslie Grade
sents
due back from their roMnd-the- invite Of Richard Rodgers and Os- agency for Sweden.
W.k. comic Lou -Bandy into weeks of singing at Oriental.
world trek April 18.
Dore Schary lamming to desert
car Hammerstein, 2d. Will be here
Gerald Palmer, general manager Hollywood nitery.
Charles' C. Moskowitz, Metro's a week, gandering shows,
Johnny van Helvoirt orch into to bake out a back inflammation
and producer of Tom Arnold's ice
Veepee and treasurer, off this week
Florence Desmond, British acThe Meyer Davises, moving to spectacles, flies to New York April Heck's cafe, Rcmbrandtplein.
on a Miami vacation.
N.Y. in the fall, are holding auc- 19, and expects to stay in U. S. till
George Theus orch from Switz-r tress, in town for a role at 20theriand in at Rufeck's. eatery: for a Fox.
Arthur Tait, exec in J.. & N. tion of some of their effects in first week in May.
Henry Ginsberg returned to his
Harold French signed to direct spell.
Tait, Australian concert chain, in their Philadelphia home Friday
desk
proceeds to be devoted to "The Danging Years" for Associafter
Alex Wins, prez of
(one Paramount
(8),
Palm
New York on holiday.
ated British, which is to start of the thred musicians' unions Springs siesta.
Jack Carson returning to Holly- world government causes.
Jack Kirkwood laid up with flu
Overflow necessitated the Jules lensing in the late spring. It will here), won his libel suit against
wood Friday :(8> after three months
Hammerstein be made in Technicolor,
Glaenzer-Rodger'^
De Waarheid (The Truth), Commie delaying his start in ''Riding High''
of personating in the east.
at Paramount.
(Joshua Logan-Leland Hayward)
Norman Marshall, who took over daily published here.
George (Lyons agency) Freed- post-"South Pacific" party shifting the Gate theatre from MoUie
Erich Von Stroheim here from
.Delegation from British Musi-:
ley's bon-voyage cocktail party for from the Cartier veepee's East 65th Veness and Peter Godfrey, has clans'
tJnion expected here to Paris to play in Paramount's"SunDorotliy and Lillian Gish.
street manse to a midtown hotel.
formed a repertory company, the huddle with Dutch unions on posr set Boulevard;"
Rat Brady broke a wrist and
Ziegfeld Club's tea dance on
Protestant Motion Picture Coun- London Gate Co., to tour Ger- sibillty of an agreement for band
;two
.ribs galloping with Roy Rogers
Sunday, May 8, at th» Hotel Koose- cil, -in association with Christian many.
exchanges between the: two counin "Down Dakota Way."
velt for the Actors Fund of Amer- Herald, making special award to
:BeGause Paul Robeson's two tries.
Lloyd Gough to Palm Springs to
ica.
all-star
gala
held
"The Quiet One,'^ Mayer»Burstyn concerts at Albert Hall were SRO,
AU-nlght,
bake
out a shoulder Injury susconoutstanding
manager
has
mark
retirement
Columbia
release,
for
''an
Harold
Fielding
Saturday
(2)
to
Rabinovitch,
Gregor
tained while playing in "Roseanna
producer, confined. to his Savoy- tribution to human .understanding." skedded two extra concerts' April of veteran stage star Stella FonSylvia Barry and Carl, Rosini 17-18 in the much larger Har-. taine. Show was lield in the Kleine MeCoy,"
Plaaa hotel suite following a heart
Jimmy Durante, Keenan Wynn,
Komcdie theatre and pi'oceeds
back from a succession of ship- ringay Arena,
attack.
Peter Lawford and Betty Lynn
Birminghatti
Hippodrome: has went to anti-T.B, fund.
Harry Blackstoiie's condition re- board entertainment bookings on
put on a show at UCLA for underported good after operation Thurs- the Mauretania. Watterson Lowe,- broken records; with sD^lfont's
privileged children.
day (31) at St. Joseph's Infirmary, vet "Burton Holmes of the winter Folies Bergere show, and run has
Jo^ Newman celebrated 25th
cruises," in his 20th year as an been extended from two to three
Atlanta.
anni of his film career which
weeks, with consequent revision of
ocean-voyaging lecturer,
Jack Goldstein publicizing the
started as a messenger boy for
The Troupers, organization com- provincial tour,
By Eric Gorrick
Curtiss-Wright "Span of Flight" prising' wives of .showbiz, entities,
Bernard
Delfont
presenting
Metro's "The;Search" doing sock Eddie Mannix at 13.
aeronautical exhibit at the Com- holding their benefit at the Latin Ralph Slater for three weeks' seaSam Engel in from London
biz in Sydney.
modore.
Quarter May 1. Ruth (Mrs. Jerry) son at Princes theatre. Then the
George Griffith, Hoyts cinema where he huddled with Scotland
Yard about "21 Bow Street," which
Jack Rubens, London theatrical Rosen, Cele (Mrs; Al) Beckinan hypnotist returns, for short trip to. exec, readying a U. S, trip.i
he
will • produce over there for
accountant, in on biz with his wife and Dena (Mrs. Lou) Walters head America, coming back, for another
Harry Huhtei% Par's local chief,
English season in the summer.
at the Hotel Astor; returns home the entertainment committee.
back from biz trip to New Zealand. 20th-Fox.
Margaret Ettinger agency will
David Henley, exec in charge of
April 13.
Post Office Players, N. Y. Post
Queensland exhibs expect perJohn W.; Heaney, Jr., former ac- Office legit group, want talent for contract artists, let out of the mission to up adihissions around continue .to handle public relations
for the Atwater Kent Foundation,
count exec for VIP Service, joined their coming -show, "Scliemes of Rank Organization, with his chief June.
Endorsements, Inc., In similar 1949," proceeds going to the Ed-: assistant, Olive Dodds, taking over,
Morton and Kay e, British piano although that fact was not disposition,
ward Morgan Foundation, provid' and Henley returning to Myron duo,. still sock in Melbourne for the closed in the publication of the.
late millionaire's will.
Les Zimmerman, William Mor- jng free hospitalization for postal Selznick. Cecil Tennant is quit- Dave Martin Tivoli loop.
ns agency publicity head, -in Kew employees. Producer is Joseph A ting to join Laurence Olivier;
Will Mahoney got off to a good
Gardens General Hospital for Pollack.
start at Cremorne, Brisbane, with
minor surgery.
Robert Lantz, New- York rep of
oldtime musicals, rst being "Little
Las Vegas
Broadway's Pepsi-Cola Center, the Berg
Allenberg agency,
Nellie Kelly."
Wasbington
wartime cuffo refreshment depot planes tO: London May 6 for conPeter Lind Hayes, and Mary
Webb Tilton, male lead in
for servicemen, now operating as fabs with Christopher Mann, Ltd.,
By Florence S. Lowe
"Annie Get Your Gun," hospital- Healy at Flamingo big draw.
24phour a day eatery*
agency's British associate, and also
Julie Haydon starring at Bu-d
Nellie Lutcher at Club Kavakos. ized for appendectomy; He'll be
built
spe to gander the current legit offercocktailery
First
Bob Hope and troupe due in for out of the cast for about three Cage Playhouse, local legitery, in
ciftcally for the viewing of video jngs jn b^th London and Paris
"Peg O' My Heart."
a one-night stand April 28.
weeks.
will be press-preyiewed at the Hg-n fly back in a month
Ink Spots making management
Jascha Heifetz concerted to ca"Oliver Twist" (GBD) is going
Beverly hotel April 6.
Mrs. RolH Frledland Landers
and
audiences happy at Thunderpacity
audience
okay
in
Sydney
and
Melbourne,
at. Constitution
Williams, disk-jockey on slve was the late songwriter-proBill
with no protests from any local or- bird, backed 1^ the new Kather^
WOV, boasts a songwriting secret ducer Anatole Friedland's first Hall past week.
ine Duffy chorines.
Jessica
Dragonette
skedded
for
ganization.
Pic
is
playing
the
taxy in Helen Glasser, whose "I'm wife- ^keeping herself active in
Last Frontier, Ilona Masssey
At
concert
a
at
end
of
month
for.
beneHoyts'
loop.
for You" will be published
Hollywood with Carl Post & Co.,
Ralph Bromhead, general man- carrying the honors with permaDave Smart com- public relations firm. Incidentally, fit of Casa Italiana.
Esquire's
Laurltz Melchlor here tonight ager of Eagle-Lion distribution nent' singing emcee Danny O'Neil
mutes so often from Chi to N. Y. Qiorfa Grant (Frledland), their
and the new Dorothy Dorbin
he found it expedient to sublet a daughter, is with KPI-TV on the (Wed), for benefit concert for unit, due on visit. His chief, Air- chorus.
group of wonien's colleges;
Commodore West; was here little
permanent Manhattan apartment. Coast
C. L. McCarthy, g.m. Of Ed
Eric
John-ston,
chairman of while ago. Local distribution of
Hotelier Walter Jacobs' personal American
l^^??.™55?^?l*^^.?„^„^'^?SL^?.
Cancer Society board. E-L- fare is via British Empire Pauley's Television of Calif., Inc.,
'letterhead, showing him lazing in
and owner of local iftdlo station
?i'*^ra'*"'Jf-rt^*'i*^^*\'S
'J!
drive Films.
old Diamond Jim Brady town
.
the
surrounded
Iw ^P^?"'5!_i,"^?."^F?."S':*"'=e.'^
hammock.
a
KLAS, CBS outlet, in from San
^lai-Karel Truman has agreed to
house; her office was his front Variety, the N. v^TJ'mff^TiJ'J!
Francisico
for conferences with
proem
next season's .series of Siinparlor.
1,;=. f^iAiV ti^.r
+V,.,.,
tells h
etc, thus
s friends that he s
KLAS manager Dick Goebel.
Sym^3
Glenn Condon, ex- Vaudeville on a sabbatical while his Lord day concerts for National
Buenos Aires
«
KHAM, now operating in day27
»,ri.™i Beach,
ij„„„u Is under phony Nov
News editor, now owner of KAKC, Tarleton, Miami
light hours only, expects FCC app^.^^^
..^^^^^
Censa
to
distribute
for
Fox
and
Antarctic,"
Tulsa, will co-host, the "Tulsa" 10-year, lease to. independent inproval for fulltime schedule. Both
British
comniand
perforiiiance Paramount in Uruguay.
(Eagle Ltoii) junket to Oklahoma terests.
Mexican composer Augustin Lara NBC and Mutual seeking the 1,000film, set for April \20 at Lopert's
next week.
Mrs. Ruby Schinasi's Chi trip
after for outlet, with manageDorothy Stewart, N.Y. rep for and the cancellation of lier daugh- Playhouse, With British Ambassa^ signed by Belgrano web for April.'
ent currently favoring latter.
dor arid Lady Franks sponsoring
York perfumes signed Mexican
J. C. Williamson Theatres of Aus- ter, Mrs. Arthur (Bubbles) HornActor George Sanders in and
for caricier f und.
warblers, Lara Trio, for Mundo
tralia, planing to Melbourne in blow, Jr.,
comine east this weekout of town for quickie marriage
broadcasts.
July for two-month Aussie biz-va- end, may cause them to miss each
Tilde Thamar re-signed for an- to Sari Gaboi- Hilton, former wife
cation trip,
other en route L.; A. to London.
June Knight,
other French pic. "Ronde de Nuit," of the hotel man.
Al Mitchell, ex-bandleader now The Hornblows are slated to go
Miami Beach
ex-"FoUies," also In town for same
with Roquevert in Paris.
The Answer Man" on MBS in abroad for his Metro production of
Kurt Lowe, ex-Emelco prexy, ofl' purpose; left as Mrs. Carl Squires.
By Lary SoUoway
from his Chi home on a month of 'Quo Vadis.'
He's
for
vice-president
(sales)
personal business (realty, etc.) and
Alan Carney into Olympia this on long tour in Europe and U. S. Lockheed Aircraft.
Plans independent producing on
seeing the shows.
week.
Las Vegas Evening Reviewhis return.
Ray Rice resigning as publicity
Lecuona
Cuban
.Tournal
changed
week,
Boys
orch
hands
this
Into
Emma
Gramatica opening at
director, of Raytheon to open own
Giro's, replacing Sacassas orch.
Smart theatre, with,' Argentine for a reputed $450,000, for first
oflice: He will continue to handle
Michel Rosenberg back for re- cast, in new Italo-Argentinc reper- time in 23 years. New owner is
By Maxwell Sweeney
Raytheon's publicity on an account
Don W. Reynolds, radio station
Maurice Baum- has purchased turn date at RoumanlaHheatre-res- tory sea.son.
basis- plus others.
mPalace",' nabe house, from Simon taurant,
Spanish gypsy singer Miguel de and newspaper operator of Ft;
Wamer veepees Samuel Schnei- Eppel
at reported figure of $60,000.
Maxie Rosenbloom; Cully Rlchi Molina paid $200,000 to buy big- Smith, Ark. Owns five riidio star
der and Mort Blumenstock reParamount has been given ex- ards and Ralph Young in new show gest theatre at Mar del Plata At- tions, five dailies in south central
turned to homeoff ice Monday (4)
region of the country. ^Seller was
lantic beach resort.
after Coast powwows on company's clusive newsfilm rights on Eire's at Mother Kelly's.
Republic Day celebrations April
Lever Bros, inked comedian Frank Garside, local postmaster.
production plans.
Filming of "Miami Story" with
Ben Marden dabbling in Havana 18
Burt Lancaster In the lead, due for Pepe Iglesias (El Zorro) for comF. J. A. McCarthy, U.I. southern f
realty, and particularly set on a
edy series on Belgrano web at rec^Ikerihl.
month
month.
^^^^^
sales manager, planed in from
Paris
ord figure of $24,000.
site for a lavLsh Cuban casino. The
Y. with wife, and On to London
rpnovVptllv
ifrppniiffht
has hppn '^^P"'*^'^'^
Nini Marshall, Argentina's star
By Maxime de BeiS ^
after week-ending here..
>ln on sambling
radio
and,
(33 Blvd. Montpafnasse.):
screen
comedienne,
Marian Sawyer, formerly in the ,,„^elnster Fllni new Irish setup'
signed to make pix in Mexico, after
Jack Forrester to Spain.
^^aded
by
Sir Shane Leslie (Cou
Goldwyn press department, now sin of Winston
New York junket In April.'
Orson Welles and Jeri-y Layan
B.V Helen McGin Tubbs
v.'ill film
with Ben Sonnenberg working on ;.mi;„ t,.a„ ct„i,Churchill*,
Carlos Borcosque
Is
putting to London;
,.,
Staircase, ul;
A obey
Oraon Welles expected in Rome finishing
Filippo Del Giudlce's English- made Ji^f^J'""
iJimmy Davis now singing at the
touches to the film, "Calle
player^.
/
from Paris.
•The Guinea Pig."
Arriba," with Amedeo NazZfiri, College Inn.
Doris Dowling in Florence for Malisa Zini and Juan Carlos BarWally and Suzetle Downey to „„1^^'°>'"?^*M'? l**Joe
Westreigh back from a; Gcf-;
,eeUend.
Havana^his week for 10 clays on "^"^tfit^.^^-jbou^^^^^^^^^^
many and Austria trip, ^
bieri;
one of his Cuban niu.sic pub activi- taistic
The Gerald M. Mayers celebratDolores del Rio has been unable
Summer,". She'll do the artHoll.vwood actress Anne Stewties.
He's also forei^ music con.
down
with
flu.
to keep her engagement with Re- ing silver- wedding anni.
,„
script with Guy Morgan.
SUltant to ASCAP.
John B. Nathan renting a vlU»
Mario Soldati, Italian film direc- public to make the dual Version of
After the .)ack Kapp will is read
^''<-' Riviera for summer vacaBeach's "The
Avengers,''
tor, off to London for 10 days' Rex
April 11, friends of the widow,
which John Auer is currently di' tion;
business trip.
iia
V. PJ. Kressim, Cuban bank
Frieda (Fritzl), hope to get her to
reeling
in Buenos Aires.
Ingrid Borgman, schedule?! to
^
proxy and pix angel, gandering
go on a brief out-of-town trip as a
By jei*y Gaffhan
Reese DuPree Is booking dance appear at an Italian charity ball,
respite from the sudden shock.
Paris..

Bernant at the (bride's White Plains
home on Monday (4). Both, non^
pros. They'll reside in Puerto Rico
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failed to show.
Rhys Williams, featured in "The bands into the Met- Ballroom.
David Pelham and John ShepMuzak and National Wired Music
Biggest Thief in Town," planes to
the Coast Sunday (10) following the plan a merger. Latter firm is own- pridse, producers of "Rapture,"
even- ed by John B.. Jack) Kelly and visting Hungary
show'ss closing the previous even
ing; He hopes to return ea.st in the Paul Harron. Former being owned
Film producer Leonalde Moguy
fail.
by Max Ingber.
^
here from Paris to icompliete plans
Mrs. Harry (Joan) Cohn catching
Burgundy Room in Hbtel Tfaeey for a film in Italy.
up on new. Shows while the Colum- is the latest addition to nightclub
Michael Stern, Pawcett Publicabia prexy Is east on business. In- ranks. Owner Ben Kaplan put in tions representative
in Rome, ex-'
cidentally, she makes her .fir.st,! floor shows last week.
peeled back from New York next
European trip end-June with her
Artie
i
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Shaw's long-hair debut at
husband;
the Academy of Music, with back"Miss Llbert.v," the Irving Ber^ ing by memb&rs Of the Phlladel
Sherwood-Moss Hait,phia Orchestra, Skedded for April
lin-Robert
musical; will debut July 4; ap- 4, was suddenly cancelled,
Eugene Ormandy, conductor of
propriately enough, as did Berlin's
World War II soldier show, "This Philadelphia Orchestra, ill with
virus infection and missed the last
Is the Army."
DrummerTcomedian Jack Pow- few concerts, _ Alexander Hllsbcrg,
ell's daughter Mycna married Bob associate conductor, filling in
[
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;

I

;
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week.

Anna

Magnani

and

director

Mario Zampa return this week
from London where they attended
the British premiere of "Angelina
Mia," Magnani starrer.
Gregory Ratoff 's wife sang a role
in Rome Opera House's production
of "Boris Godunov," under name

,,

"

Vienna

I

Eddy Polo in town looking
around.
Sophiensaal reopened as vaude
.

house

Amusement

on

tax'

big

film-

houses upped frSm 25 to 28%.

,'

Pylade Levy and Renato Gammarolto of Par Rome office gandering Paris.
.
Tei'ry

Thomas, booked

as

English Danny Kaye, opened
the Nlghl-Club.
Rene Clair goes ot Italy to

the
at
,.

ai--

for Universalia, wito
Scala theatre rehearsing Clift'ord Gerard PhiOipe in the lead.
a
Odet's "Golden Boy," with Karl
given
Yvonne
Prinlemps
Paryla as 6tar.
Lesion of Honor. Also Maurice
Of the $10,000 received by Aus- Lehman, owner of Chatelel theatre.
trian government from UNESCO,
Mistinguett, Henri Salvador and
20% is reserved for purchases of Peters Sisters are booked for an
books and films.
eight month musical review at tne,.
Ernst Deutsch and Tilla Durleux ABC theatre.
v
,
signed contracts witli Alpenfilm
Gordon Heath, who had the lead
Co., Gratz. Styria. Their pic, "Ti- in "Deep Are the Roots". heie.
tania," will be directed by Cui-d strumming a guitar and smginit
Juergens.
folksongs at Jacob's Ladder.
reet

a

film

.

•

,

.
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a (on, Alexis, wttQ operates J. Albert
Spns.
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OBITUARIES

JOHN DALEY

Lonely Heart Terperies

i

John Daley, 68, vaude performer,
died in Lima, O., April 2, where
Continned fcom pan 1
he was appearing in a nitery show.
The vet comedian and dancer idea for the Friendship Club when rules agiuhst rcheek-to^heekihg, a
iiam S. Hart, Charles Ray, Bill RusJAV GOVE
had toured vaude circuits in an he managed a theatre in Winsted, gent with a white carnation stacidfdirector of sales sell and William Duncan.
Jay Gove, 70,
with
act
wife,
entering
silent
his
known
as
Mack
Before
films, she
Conn. Lockwood, brother of Ar- in the dead center «if the fldpr. This'
*«P»ich for Metro, died in his
30. was with various stock companies. & Daley.
thur Lockwood, Theatre Owners of doesn't seem to deter some souls
in New York, March
Survived by wife and son.
to a throm- Her niece and protege, June Clyde,
America prez, noticed that nlany whp have found sudden friendsj
Death was attributed
is now starring in British films.
lonely people went to the picture these manage to assume ecstatic
picture
Survived
husband.
by
motion
the
SARA SWARTS
'"*Gove entered
house for lack of anything better expressions and romantic stances.
first advertising
Sara
Swarts,
character to do.
50,
inrtli^itrv as ^he
"I wanted to satisfy the
For the most part, customers ate
He
FUm
Corp.
Fox
died
actress,
for
JAMES
DONOVAN
March
B.
after
along!
31
Sfnager
emotional needs of older, shy, New Yorkers, but there is a gengeneral manaJames B. Donovan, 80, retired illness in the Motion Picture Coun-| ti^i^, self-onscious types who find 'erous sprinkling of out-of-towners.
Zs later assistant
Pictures Corp; later vaude comedian, died in Boston, try Home hospital
ger of Beal""^
it difiicult to answer their need for About half the coiiiers are 6vei':4Ci
Associated Ex- March 27. He bad been a standard
for
She
had
been
in
pictures
for
31
manager
tales
to and the gals, too, ol}\dously appeal;
desire
companionship
and"
act in the top vaude circuits, first years, chiefly at. Universal,
hibitors, and First National.
dance," he said. So he opened the to be prospecting for a mate. "I'm
He joined M-G-M in 1927 with partnered with his "former wife,
Bronx ballroom in '41 and the dahcing with this dame,'^ one
pro- Rena Arnold, and later teamed in
the advent of short subject
NEAL HART
told another, "and she's puinping
sales the act of Donovan tt. Lee.
Brooklyn place in *47.
duction and distribution, as
Neal Hart, 70. film cowboy in
liow?»rtn<^,
He had also appeared in several the days; of the silent screen, died
"We have 14 rules and enforce me about bu«ness,
development manager.
pm strictly,"
strirtlv •• Lockwood
r,nckwond explain
exulain- ™?P«y I ve ,gOtt, and^ SO oH.? .Sfl I
His work in establishing a yard- musical productions for George M. at Motion Picture Country Home, <hem
i.™.i,„„„
j.i.„„
and com- Cohan.
I™ here to-dance.
stick for the measurement
April 2.
the rules are: no one
Among
ed.
-^^f^'
Survived by con and a brother.
*
parison of boxoffice grosses of
Survived by wife and son.
birth certificate to
under
28
(bring
In contrast with the three clubs,
M-G-M pictures was unique in the
friendly but not
prove
age);
be
had
he
industry. In recent years
LOUIS IBOUCOT
Mrs. Edsar Stillman Kelley, 80 fresh; no one will be admitted who Clara Lane's Friendship Centre
compiled an analysis of theatre atno dances. Members are mLouis Boucot, 60i French stage widow of the composer, died in has the odor of wine, whiskey or
tendance which he had hoped to and screen comedian, died in
Dallas, April 3.
She had been beer on his or her breath; ladies Produced individually and- go on
publish in book form.
Paris, March 30.
there attending convention of Fed- not be permitted to wear slacks, dates elsewhere. They join for six
wife.
by
Survived
Making his professional debut in eration of Music Clubs, of which form-fitting
knitted months and are guaranteed one
sweaters,
Parisian cafes in 1900, he later she was a past president.
dresses or low-cut gowns; couples "J^ro a week. It costs $50 fw men,
ARMAND VECSEY
headlined' many bills at the Casino
not permitted to hold haiids and a ?100 forewomen un*p^^
Arinaiid Vecsey, 70, violinist and de Paris and subsequently apRudolph O. Obermeyer, 21, a man is not allowed to sit with wme"^ 30-45, and $20p
composer, died at his home in New peared in operettas at the Chateshipper in the St. Louis Metro ex- his arm around a woman or even over 45. It usually^takes S^ 4^^^^
York, March 31. He had been let. Recently he was partnered with
change*was killed March 25 when rest it ton the back of her chair; no l"^^^ "»ember finds som#WS^^ be
leader of the orchestra at the Ritz- Marie Dubas in a variety show at
a jeep which he was driving coir Cuban rhumbas. tindy shakes, °^
1*^^;
Carlton hotel, N.Y., from 1910 to the Ambigu theatre, Paris.
^^f"
lided with an automobile in St.
the "k«M<^
shags or balconades. (A halconade }*";,, ''^'J^s
1844. Before coming to the U.S.
Louis.
he had conducted the orcEestra at
« a step in the Peabody, i.e. a fast ]
J. DELL LAMPE
the Savoy Hotel, London.
J.
Dell Lampe, 54, orchestra
"
'•
"
;
pahion, the member cah rfeaSW (or
Erskine HiU, 54, member of
While conducting at the Ritz, leader and music arranger, died
bar
is
for
jitt^rbuggmg
Reason
| another half year-^payihg aiioth^r
construction
department
Vecsey also had orchs in Sherry's, after a heart attack at his home in RKO's
that the club appeals to dancers fee pf course
the Vanderbilt hotel and Robert Amityville, L: I.i April 2. He was for 18 years, died March 27 in'
who would feel out of place among
Goelet hotels throughout the coun- the son of the late J. Bodewalt Hollywood.
AppUcihts have td^
Roselands sharp hoppers. A five- f^t^ gj^in^ t,acfcgto„„a,
He was noted for arrange- Lampe, composer and charter
try.
ei^hasizes
older,
ments of large symphonic works member of American Society of
disUkes, and Economic %tStus. It
Wife of Israel Roth, veteran piece j:ombo
for small orchestras and composed Authors, Composers and Publish- Pittsburgh theatre owner, died danceable standards, and new^pop lakes a staff
to loveitlgate
Nightingale,"
the operettas, "The
there on March 28. A son, Jerry tunes without a bouocey beat, appiicarits and set up iAtroaufctions;
ers,
with libretto and lyrics by P. G.
There s a high propprtion .pf ma- During the past 10 years; Miss
Survived by wife, two daughters,, Roth, is also in theatre business.
Wodehouse and Guy Bolton; "Rose 'two sons and two sisters.
zurkas, .walties,- Virginia Reels, Lane estimates she hat brouE;ht
of China" and "Hotel Mouse." He
Father, 75, of Ralph DeStephano, tangos, 'polkas, hillbilly numbers, together about 40,000 persons
had also made many recordings for
Joneses^ boomps-a-daisies and with about 8,000 marriages resultALFRED J. niLLIER
bandleader at Carousel in Pitts- Paul
„
old Edison Co.
Alfred' J. Hillier, 59, former burgh, died in that city, March 30. the varsovianna— an early Ameri- ing. There are always about 1;5D0
Survived by wife, two sons, a
can ballroom step known in Texas members in her files.
brothers and a vaude and burlesque performer,
daughter, two
died in Paterson, N. J., April 4.
Dr. Basil Harwood, 89, organist as "Did you see my new shoe?"
Need for her centre, she feels,
sister.
At one time a straight man for and composer of hymns, died in
.The Brooklyn club takes in grows
out of fact that "America is
Jack Pearl, Hillier played his first London, April 3.
aboufSOO-eOO pal-seekers on. a fair; a land of strangers." One man told
GEORGE GRAVES
engagement at the age of 16 and
Saturday night, the Bronx place h/r, "I wouldn't have to spend a
George Graves, 73* noted come- was active until his retirement a
450-500.
dime to meet a girl at a bar, but I"
dian of the British theatre, died In few years ago.
Marathon Hoofing for a Buck
couldn't have her meet my friends.
Surviving are his wife and three
London, April 2.
Bernard
Teitel
to
Tlielma
The Avalon Fellowship Club, op- No decent girl can be picked up
His perfect diction, rich voice, sons.
iurncr, Lnicago, March .JO. Bride erated
atop the Rialto theatre by Naturally, some men come to the
and comedies delighted playgoers
^Michael Accardl, has two elevators centre saying they are in N. Y.
for nearly 50 years. His best role
FAITH HAMPTON
Tpfttwwnp'if 'nV
WarM^t.'jf
^' a'xJ « ™an with a white carnation on a short visit and would like a
was that of Count PopofE in "The
Faith Hampton, 40, film actress, house Chi
Merry Widow."
who herds lonelyhearts into the date. Miss Lane tells them, "If
and her husband, Don Short, died
>/r
J »«•
;i
Others of his successes were of suffocation In Hollywood, April
"^^^ cars. Upstairs, on a weekend eve, you're looking for excitement, go
v^'^J'- S)?** '^'^irt^M^^i?' ^^'ii'
"Lilac Time" and "Me and My 1, when a fire destroyed their one- York, March 16. Mother, Harriet ^""^ ,:„„„
.vnmpn elsewhere. We want members who
women
°*
iTnih
i.
Falb,
is
partnered
with
Naomi shove ""^^
Girl." He made his final appear- room apartment.
$1 bills through the ticket want long-terra friendships leading
?h»
TpffTLrf
in
jen-xoaa
,ieiiTi.uuii
me
tneatre
incdire
J
»t_
x
i.!_*t.
fn marriage,
maM-iaOB
nnf overnight
Avoraiffhf acance in the latter in 1945.
not
Miss Hampton had been featured
No"
"bYrth to
one'asks for
Two years after .his first appear- in films during the silent era but nartv buieru^
certificates.
Most comers obvi- quaintances."
t?„w^
f„
Alwf
r'„i..K
Albert
ance on the stage in Portsmouth had been inactive in pix for sev
to
Golub,
Ma-In-Law
""^'^
"^^^
secret^ to,
to
he was performing in London, A g^ai yeai-s, except for occasional N. Y.? ApVirs. She's secretary
"
~
:At the: doorway a large poster
Some folks come to get oiner
Alan Jackson,
year Kiter he was in Russia with >:|yit parts
Paramount
story
"The Geisha" and other musical
editor; he's operatot- of the cockr lists, 10 rules, substantially the people married. A father: may reg^;
same as the Lockwood establish- ister his daughter, withbiit^.^h^
tail lounge in Carnegie HaU.
comedies. His only appearance in
FRED MORROW
the U. S. was made in "The Little
Myrna Powell to Robert Bernant, ments.r Inside the softly lit hall knowing, meet the meii at the cenFred Morrow. 74, founder and
Michus" in 1907.
producer of the Ulster theatre. Ire- Aprjl 5, White Plains, N. Y., at the there are other placards: "Please tre and take them home, passing
land, died March 22 in Belfast. His home of her parents, the Jack report any rudeness or improper them off as business friends. One
Powells.
Latter is the vet drum- language" and "'Ladies are re^ man enrolled his mother-in-law sub
EDWARD MUNN RENO
wife died three weeks ago.
;
Edward Munn Reno, 87, reputHe produced many pageants inimer-coinedian; .principals are non- quested to dance when asked." The rosa and, using the same plan, got
edly dean of American magicians, Ireland and his ULster theatre pro- pro,
latter is not wholeheartedly ac- her married and out of his crowddied in his home at Kankakee, 111,, ductions included "Thomson of_Tir|
Another man.
jy^e Knight to Carl B. Squieri eepted. One woman told her part- ed apartment.
April 2.
na nog" and Helen Waddell's "The Las Vegas, March 29. Bride is ner, "Would you believe it, that strapped by alimony payments, had
Reno, who received his title sev- Spoiled Buddha."
radio songstress.
fat man over there asked me," she Miss tane marry off his ,ex-wife,
eral years ago from the InterSurviving is a son.
Members hail ffotij all classes.
Sari Gabor to George Sanders, confided. "And that bald one over
national Brotherhood of Magicians,
2.
Both are there. Imagine! I told 'em no. backgrounds and sections of the
was honorary president of the
MRS. BAYMONDE BERGMAN
The way I see it. it's kinder to re- country, from Pascagoula, Miss., to
niav'ers
^«'een
^cieen players,
Knights of the Ebony Wand.
Mrs. Raymonde Bergman, 80,
Montpelier, \U. The centre has
Virgmia Kellogg to Thomas Mil- fuse 'em right off the bat."
Starting his career at the age retired dramatic coach and skit
The. Avalon has a large roped- branches in Atlantic City and
March
23
Hollywood,
ton
Fine,
March
of .11, .he appeared in theatres writer, died in New York,
off dance, floor, surrounded by Miami and plans are underway to
screenwright
under
conBride
is
late
the
of
tliroughouf: the world and contin- 30 She was a counsin
chairs. Off to one side is a long establish Offices in Chi, Philly. St.
ued niling professional engage- Sam Bernard, comedian, for whom tract to Warners
ments until he was past 80.
Margie G. Peile to Charles E. counter which sells soft drinks and Louis, L. A., Frisco and other key
she wrote skits when latter apSurviving are his wife, three peared with Weber & Fields at Seebeck. Staunton, Va.. March 21. refreshments. One customer said,- cities.
Friendship pays!
daughters and a son.
He's sale.s manager for station "This is, &>. cheap date if you bring
their N. Y, Musiciil Hall.
a girl, only a buck a head, which
Survived by two .sons and a WTON there.
is less than a film. And if you pick
sister.
J. SEARLE DAWLEY
up a gal, she can't run up a bill.
J.
Searle Dawiey, 71, pioneer
Smith
The bar sells only coffee and soda,
motion
MRS. MARIE ANDREWS
picture
director,
died
Mrs. Marie Andrews, 57, lyric
March 29 in the Motion Picture
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Gilmor, at a dime a drink. Cake and pie
Continued from pstge S
Home, near Hollywood. He was soprano who for a time was a ra- (laughter, March 20, Alliance, G. cost only 10 or 20c and how much
active in pictures for 41 years and dio singer, died at her home in Father is sales manager with sta- cake can a woman eat?"
approved by us." These chores,
In tion WHBC, Canton, O.
retired Ia.st year because of ill Bernardsville, N. J.; April 2.
By .9 p.m. on most evenings the contract states, are confined to the
recent years, she had been soloist
health.
No particular fir.st year.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Heppner, large hall is full.
Dawiey reportedly megged first in the Methodist Church of Sum- daughter, New York, April 1. devices are used to bring couples
Thereafter, until March 6, 1954,
Prior to that she sang
film made by Thomas Edison back mit, N. .1.
Father is partner in Metropolitan together, but the rush-hour-jam' ef' Lichtman "will render us advisory
Y.
N.
m 1907. Between 1912 and 1920 over WJ2 and WOR;
Photo Service, N. Y., and former feet helps. Both males and females services in connection with such
daughand
husband
Survived
by
he directed many of top name
Walt Disney and Hal Home Or- circulate around the floor, giving changes in methods and distributer
silent
|
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day.s'

stars,

including Alice

ganization p.a.
the o.o. to those of the opposite
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Murphy, sex.; Typical opening lines are.
FiRANCfiSCO: PASINETTIMarch 26.; "Hello, bright eyes," "Hi, goodChicago,
Francesco Pasinetti, 37; Italian daughter,
lookin' " or "How'd they let you
and writer, and head Father is Chi NBG auditor.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Hayes, in? You ain't over 28."
Cinematographic ExperiTo the
LFOPni n RTCivrnT
Santa Monica, March 31. last gambit one matron answered,
1 86^ composer mental Center, died in Rome after son,
TsnntliV
i;
Leopold Steinert,
Mother is Bertha Kelly Hayes, "Sh-sh, I'm only 25, but I used
April 2.
and former member of John Philip ^ ^^^^.^ attack.
Pasinetti directed his first film press agent; father is. a story ana- my sister's birth certificate."
jousa's band, died in Los Angelest
He served at the experi- lyst at 20th-Fox.
at 18.
March 30.
Gripes on S.
(Lack oMt)
Mr. and Mi-s. Jonah Ruddy,
center sinc^ 1937 arid t>eA native of Berlin, Steinert came meiital
Occasional expressions of dissatdaughter. Hollywood, March 31.
came a director last year.
U- S. when 24 and subsequently
i.sf action with tlie distaff represenFather is a press agent
flao been a clarinetist and conducBlankenWesley
Mrs.
tation
are
heard.
But then, too,
Mr.
and
LIVINGSTON
H.
CHRIS
tor ^pf bands and -orchestras, inChris H. Livingston. 92, retired ship. son. Lubbock, Tex., recently, the guys aren't always loaded with
cluding, a nine-year hitch with
circus clown, and aerialist, died in Father is general manager of Wal'; s.a. either, although they're wearjousa and later with the orch at
lace Theatres there.
ing their Sunday best. Sometimes
St. Louis, March 28.
Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spatz, daugh- they chat with a woman who patLiving.ston started his circus caSurvived
by son and three reer witli the old St. Louis Turn- ter, New York, March 18. Father ronizes their vegetable or grocery
daughters.
verin, a gymnastic society, and is with Bregman, Vocco, Conn mu- store, or find another man. in the
later appeared with Ringling Bros, sic firm.
same line of business to talk shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Clark, A few guests have the travelingLEON A HBTTON
and other circuses for yearsj
Mrs. Mary Epstein, 57, known'
Soh. Washington, March 20. Father
salesman look.
professionally as Leona Hutton,
is top flack for MPAA; stationed
MRS. FRANK^LBERT
The Avalon, has a five-piece orch.
silent screen star, died April 1 of
Uri. Minna Albert, wife of in Washington.
.-r
an overdose of sleeping pills at her Frank Albert, Australian music
Mr. and Mrs. Leo ShulJ, son, Music is slow, but a bit sharper
than the Brooklyn and Bronx
home in Toledo, O.
publisher, died in Sydney, March N. Y., April 3. Mother is a legit aeand there are some Latinplaces,
-She played in sHent films from 30.
Klar)
father pubtress (Claire Klar)tress'
{
.
.
'
To enforce
American medleys.
1813 to 1924. co-starring with WttSurviving are het husband and llshes a legit herald.
gi'ady,

Burke,,
White.
.

may be necessary

Payment of

$1,500 weekly to
Smith represents a continuation of
the same pay which he has: been
receiving since Jan. 9, 1948, when
he took over as sales chief. That

,

'

I

as

riod."

!

1

•

polic,-

from time-to-time during the pe-

^

film director

.

tion

John Ban^more, Billie
Mary Pickford and Pearl

would have expired at the
'50. Prior to becoming sales
topper in the wake of the resignatlon by Tom Connors, Smith was
ticket

end of

$1,000 weekly on an
agreement made in 1945 which
started him off at S850 and then

receiving

'

I

scaled upwards.
Under his new contract, 20th
will enter new discussions with
smith on Jan. 1, 1951, to review

;

I

I

l

[

i

:

;

f

'

i

'

-

.

.'

1

the deal, "having in mind a ftirther
extension of: the agreement as well.
aS' the terms and other provisions
thereof." These discussions are to
be staged "Without prejudice to
the rights of either party to the

employment

contract.'v

Wedneaday, Aprfl

64

ft,

I949
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SHAMROCK HOTEL, Housitn, Tex
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kAY 31
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in
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September
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PULITZER PRIZES FOR PIX?
lew Changes
By
in^

in Baseball

cal

CMcago, April

John H. DeWitt,

from camera to camera

all

-grouped on the

cameras

will

Army

that

first trip

to

moon

DeWitt said
camera installed

all

a
television
in the nose

of the rocket could permanently record the first landTravel fans who stay at
ing.
home could catch the show
from their easy chairs, or

be

same side of the

Academy

their neighborhood saloon,

.

;CBS remote director Bernie
London, who Will supervise pick.

prexy,

ups.of the Brooklyn Dodgers, plans

show and Ted Maclc's DuMont
"Amateur Hour" are inspiring
dozens of calls foi' the "antiques," according to H, Newcorn & Son, 72-year-old music
store in New York. Young
viewers see the instrunients
for the first time on video, and
get the itch to play.
.

Hollywood, April

Number

of

suggestions

Records for Disks

have

(Continued on page 4)

12.

"Kraft Music Hall," one of the
ol dest continuallj'-sponsored shows
on radio, cancels out at the end of
the current season which gives Al
Jolson, incumbent star on the proNorth's About-Face; CBS
gram, a cliance to follow through
his plans for retirement. Kraft
May TV Ringling Circus isondropping
:
the sliow, which carries
-Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey a weekly production nut of $17,500,
Circus has reportedly finally de- as a retrenchment move and will
cided to open its doors to tele- cotooentrate next season on a dayvision during its current stand at time radio airer, which hasn't yet
Madison Square Garden, N. Y. been set.
Designation of the network, sponLast program of the season is
sor and date of the first airing to .be broadcast May 26. Nelson
haven't been set but it is believed Eddy and Dorothy Kirsten then
CBS-TV, which carried the circus take over tlie Thursday night 9 to
pickups the last several years, will 9:30 slot on NBC for a 17-week
araw the nod again.
summer session under Kraft sponReason for the- original ban put sorship. F6od outfit will drop its
on television this year by circus franchise on the period following
prez John Singling North, it has that series, but plans to continue
been learned, was his insistence sponsorship of the "Great Gilderthat the Garden Corp. get no cut sleeve" program, now aired via
on the money derived from sale of NBC Wednesday nights from 8:30
the TV rights. He and the Garden to 9. Kraft will also continue banknave finally come to a decision, rolling tlie Wednesday night "Kraft
however, which opened the way to Television Theatre" via NBC-TV,
tSiking bids from sponsors. Neither which goes into its third successive
North nor Garden officials were
(Continued on page 63)
al'ailable for comment.
,

Mpls. Fears
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The New Gus Sun

it

down

To Train

1^

Now

.

came

|

Circuit

for Television

Television producers have apparently adopted the slogan "to the
hills, men," .since the success of
the "Admiral Broadway Revue"
which had its genesis at Camp
Tamiment. Pa. Video idea-men are
Hollywood, April 12.
Famous Artists racked up one of now lining up mountain spots
the biggest agency commission wiiere weekly skits are performed
deals in years handling the loan- in order to test and rehearse maout of seven Selznick players to terial for presentation in video.
Warner Bros.
Allie Singer, writer on the ArTake for tlie Charles K. Fcldman row Show, is resigning that- post
agency is $250,000, representing April 21 ir. order to devote more
Wrc of WB's $2,500,000 outlay for time to the production of "Broadplayers Jennifer Jones, Gregory jWay Almanac" which will be rePeck, Shirley Temple. Louis Jour- hearsed and polished up at Green
dan, Betsy Drake, Joseph Gotten 'Mansions.
Warrensburg, N. Y.
and- Hoi-y Calhoun.
(CdrtlinMed on page 71)
i

May

Man-Bites-Dog, Mencken

Minneapolis, April 12.
Groups anxious to make Minjaii Ardent
neapolis "a good show town" have
Baltimore, Al>ril 12.
reached the conclusion that "ways
Henry L. Mencken, the Baltiand means" must be found to "edumore
sage, has suddenly turned
cate" the local citizenry about
that. In the case of "Pacific," vir- film fan after years of berating
things theatrical so that they will
tually every tune in the show has Hollywood and its output. Switch
know meritorious attractions in been done one way or another, ahd has resulted from Mencken having
advance of their arrival.
the "Kate" melodies drew unusual- been forced recently into seeing
This. was just emphasized and
much of the product he has habituly large attention.
forcibly brought home by the exSahie publishing group, the Max ally battered ig his writing.
perience here of "Born Yesterday"
Metamorphosis
about
Dreyfus combine, has both scores.
an experience typical of that
through severe eye trouble, which
most other touring legitiof
the Chesapeake challenger of evmate -attractions. This show, of
erything and everybody has sufcourse, is one of the biggest Broad- Columbia Inks Deal
j
fered in recent years. He is un-i
way smash hits of recent years, is
able to do much reading or other
in its third year in New York and
WaxBerlin'slJberty
close work, but can attend pictures
enjoyed a long, successful Chicago
—which have thus become his
run. Yet in this cosmopolitan city
prime source of entertainment.
Set
Cast
Is
Before
of more than 600,000 population
P. S.: Glaudette Colbert is his
(Continued on page 69)
In an unprecedented deal. Co- fave star.
lumbia Records has grabbed an
exclusive deal with Irving Berlin
to etch an album from the comDouble-Dealing Ducats;
Tunesmith Lavelli
poser's forthcoming musicomedy,
"Miss Liberty," slated for a nVid-;
New Haven, April 12.
Other Phoney« Theatre
summer Broadway opening. It's' Tony Lavelli, Yale basketball

To

.

until

4)

.

Catskill it. 'Time' Is

was the policy he had
"for the moment,"
Circus, which opened at the Garden last Wednesday night (6) runs
raid

1940
Writers Guild
(Continued on page

—

'

*nly that

New

conspiracy dates
when the Screen
put into effect k

!

!

In setting forth his original nix

back to

regular

as counsel.

i

I

;

Variety's

York attorneys,
The alleged

:

I

on any telecasts during the 1949
sfeason. North gave as his reason

Lawler,

written by Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein, II, have secured a total of 83 diiferent diskings, and the full number hasn't
been reached. It's expected to go
well over 100. "Kate" tunes so far
have seen 80 'recordings.
As a rule, it's rare for major recording companies to cover the
songs in a score as thoroughly as
they have these two, especially the
"Pacific" melodiesr Recorders will
pick two or three oi' maybe four
tunes out of an extensive musical
score for disking and let It go at

A 'Lost Horizon

'.

(

'Kate,' 'Pacific Set

films.

Merry-Go-Round

weekly )
and Daily VABiBTYy
which is published in Hollywood.
No money damages are asked by
Varietv and its wholly owned subr
sidiary. Daily Varifty.
The desired relief for which both papers

petition is "that the defendants
be permanently enjoined and' restrained from continuing each of
the unlawful practices herein set
forth; that the aforesaid rules, regulations .^or by-laws promulgated
by the Screen Writers Guild be declared illegal; and tljat the plaintiffs be granted such other and
There's probably no question further relief as the Court may
that the scores of "South Pacific" seem just and equitable."
Variety's Hollywood law.vers.
and "Kiss Me, Kate," are the
champs for the number of record- Gang, Kopp & Tyre; are the filing
ings each has secured. So far. the attorneys, with 'Edward C. Raftery
12 songs in the "Pacific" score, of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery

the

to

awards because the artistic standards they encouraged allegedly interfere with commercial values of

Jolson Oif Radio

have two cameras behind home
plate, one to 'cover the batter,
pitcher and umpire and the other
ta cover center field. Third camera
wjU be along the first-base line to
coyer the infield action. To eliminate the temptation of announcers
gecond'guess the ump, London
(Continued on page 71)
to'

objecting

.

der the Sherman and Clayton
anti-trust acts, against the Screen
Writers- Guild,' Inc.
Action was
(12t
filed
today
in
Los Angeles federal district court, and
is brought in the name of Variety,
Inc., and Daily Variety, Ltd., (respectively publishers oiE VARiEfy

—

Oscars.

with

Hollywood, April 12..
Vahiety has brought suit for an
injunction, on the grounds of conspiracy and restraint of trade un-

No, Not That!

Major companies have withdrawn their subsidization of the Acad balloting,
and ceremonies and have been
charged by Jean llersholt, Acad
.

Sue

'Daily Variety

Television is bringing back
off the shelf a number of old
ukuleles, ebony
instruments
bone'; clappers, tenor banjos
^hd tenor guitars.
Arthur Godfrey's CBS talent

School of Journalism, told Variktit
yesterday (Tues.). Dean Ackerman
administers the award machinery.
prizes
for
Idea
of ' Pulitzer
Hollywood, whicli has long been
smoldering, has flamed up in the
past few weeks as result of the
the
over
current
controversy

isn't far

off,

and

Screen Writers Guild for Conspiracy

were formally made by important
industry figures, Dean Carl Ackerman, of the Columbia University

who helped bounce
radar signal off the moon,
told National Assn. of Broadcasters engineers last week
first

over the field, it's best to cover the
.game as a fan would 'see it sitting
Thus, as far as
In the ball pari;:.

•^diomond.

Jr.,

12.

colonel

shock given viewers by cut-

ppssible,

Em mm
The Pulitzer prize committee
would entertain the idea of an
award for films if the proposal

Are You Ready?

sec few changes In television coverage from thst pf last year. Chief
point emphasized by the remote
piiitup chiefs of CBS, DuMont and
the Daily News' WPIX, which will
carry g£(nies of the three N. Y.
.teams this year, is that of viewer
onentation. Directors now believe
th-at,. to avoid the slight psychologi-

'Variety

E

N.Y. Video Stations This Year

Opening of the baseball season
N. Y. next Tuesday (19) will

ting

Coveri^e

8.

j

;

|

fddman's 250G Commish

Tlx Under

^

;

i

:

i

j

I

i

I

!

'

time any waxery made such
a deal before even casting was
completed. Even the exact format
and tunes for the show haven't

first

T-Men Probe

star

and a standout

at'cordioni.st,

apparently also is a songwriter.
Lavelli was in N. Y. last week for
the purpose of peddling tunes to
been set yet.
major publishers. He huddled at
Deal is plattery'S third this year length with Broadcast Music exfor a big show. Columbia grabbed ecutives.
"Kiss Me Kate" and "South PaciLavelli has recently received
with
the wide attention: on his aceordionr
for
recording
fic"
"Liberty" pact is ability, spotlighted, of course, by
original casts.
identical to those two, Columbia his court success. He iapenly exn
paying all production costs, which pressed his tunesmithing ambt*
tickets in evei-y territory in the
itionsi
(Continued Ob page 71)
(GontiiiUcd on ]>agc 63)

Washington, April 12.
U. S. Treasury is lining up its
revenooers for a nationwide probe
of phoney ticket printing companies in an attempt to tighten enforcement of admission tax coUections, it is reported here;
A prlvately directed survey of theatres
has turned .}ip a flock of illegal

;
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MISCELLANY

Wednesday, April 13, 1949

Sexy Circus Gives Papa a Break While

He Capital Gains Tax Turmoil
By

'

Kids Ogle the Spec and Acrobats
By HERB GO|[.DEN
Sex has hit the circus. Gals and
gams have been creeping up on the

Derbv GcC-Gce

i

^^'Jf^^^\,!^
To HypO L

ProfitS

tx^
Fund

j
elephants and aerial acts for years,
Vllle M.D.
,
of course, but the emphasis on puloiii<ivill*
Aofil 12
thritude seems to have finally come
..f^ ..V
p,„„„„^ sale
rinrntiii
Churchill
Proposed
Ot
10 full bloom in the current edition „
Downs dace track, scene of the
ot the Ringling Bros.-Bamum &,
developed to
Bailey extravaganza, which opened Kentucky Derby, has
point where a little publicized corits 79th season at Madison Square
poration, The
Churchill Downs
Gardfen, N.Y., last Wednesday (6).
No. 1 in the sex department for Foundation, seems the likely purFoundation was incorpothose a. k.'s who remember back chaser.
3.57lhWEEIC!
•\vhen the circus was all sawdust, j rated under the laws of Kentucky
3,650 Rerformancet
canvas, animal acts and a couple jn 1946, and question of whether
All-tlrae long run record In the
daring young fellows on the flying the track would be operated mainlegitimate
theatre.
couple
showgals—
trapeze are the
a
jy {q,. the University of Louisville
dozen of them_, tall, trim and _de- school of Medicine is to be deAnd Miles White has terminated by the university truslightful.
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
done his best by Mama Nature in tees.'''/
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
his costume designs, which means
When and if the sale of the
And now In world-wide release
they are plenty brief.
Then, too, there are the ponies track is con.suinmated, new owners
"BILL
-^,')0 of them^not in the eques- will operate solely as a non-profit
K«n Murray's
After allocatipn of
trian sense, but in the musicomedy organization.
Academy Award Film
Like sufficient revenue each year for
inteijpretatiott of the term.
the showgals! stager John Murray interest and maturity of bonds;
Anderson has chosen them with a balance of the net profit from the
Every one is a operation of the racing plant will
Billy Rose touch.
Again the costumes do be available for distribution to inlooker.
well by them and they're given '',titutions which may be selected
plenty of chance -to demonstrate
trustees.
their charms, not only in the regu
Should American Turf board
air specs, but in a "Girl in the.'
stockholders approve, the acMoon" number which finds 40 and
femmes aloft, going through a bal- tual transfer would take place
sometime after the Downs spring
Hollywood, April 12.
let routine on prop moons.
Coast Friars Frolic, for benefit
Femmes among the featured per- meet which ends May 21.
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund
formers likewise lean generally
on Saturday night (16), at the 6,to the puleh side. There seems to
be less emphasis on beef and more
600-seat Shrine Auditorium, is exon charm, among the ladies who
pected to gross over $300,000, by
work aloft and in the rings. There's Bill
far the greatest one-iiight gross in
an A'mazon::named Beatrice Dante,
show biz history.: The journal, alchimps
'rinstance,
who
puts
the
f
ready printed,: accounts for $151,-.
through their pace. The chimps
000. Tickets, $100 down to $2, sold
are marvelous, too, but there's no
thus far have brought in $130,000,
hombre over 16 who's going to
with possibility of another $10,000
waste his time looking at them.
to $15,000 more being sold before
And then there's a flrst-tim'e^inperformance.
Programs will be
America-act, the Rola Rola Duo,: in
retailed to audience at $1 per copy
which "the Venus and Adonis of
and up. Hit song of the affair,
(Continued on page 15)
Television bankrolling, will take "Trixie
From
Sunset
Strip,"
an entirely new twist in the up- penned by Joe Cooper and L.
Gracie Fields' British
,
,
half-hour
sports-slanted Wolfe Gilbert, has been published
J *>•
1
Ti *
Ayr
*
iiateS ;
liankS JriXj dramatic show being packaged by by Mills and wiU be sold at $1 per
(Continued on page 63)
Gracie Fields returned to Brit- Bill
Stern,
NBC's radio-video
ain Friday (7) on the Mauretania
..„„
„„„^,
r«„i«..fi.
Ki^i.
which
Colgate, ..
''P"''^* director.
after several
the
,*
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I

,

;
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;
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KEN MURRAY'S

.

AND COO"

Friars'

Record

Stern Series

For TV-Theatres

Fibn

,

!

!

^he

,ing

television.

,

...

,

GaM

1

j

I

;

'

j

acclaimed
peak listening time.
Sponsor is
Personna Blades, with deal made Ethel Smith's session of swing origan music. Trio of U. S. performvia J. Walter Thompson agency.
Towers has also signed with Sir |:ers were hailed in the true PalThomas Beecham for a series of ladhmi tradition and obviously
recorded disk jockey programs.
wore moved by the ovation.
I

Packed

house

also,

.

/as

Subscription Order Form'
Enclosed find check for $
Please Send VARIETY for

On« Year

New

Street
•

•

•

•

•:

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

i

Zone.

. .

•

State,

,

• .

< • •

the property must not be held primarily for sale as part of tlie writ^
er's business.
A professional writer would run afoul of this i^equirement, for by the very nature of
the thing a proteissional writet
writes to market his product. An.
bill, May 14.
^niateur Writer, OH the Other hand,
On holdovers
i^ii
iiuiuuvcis there
mcic will be
uc a
that category and so he
repekt"thr7econrwcek'"of"'thei«
"'"uld "ot be derailed by requiresame acts,
with

>

Lew Grade,

12.

in association with

.^^^''^

I

,

,

.

.

,

I

I

'

[

1

Canada and Foroign—$1

^Klitfr
154 Wost 46tfi Stroot

Yoar—$10.00

Additional

Inc.

New

York 19. N. Y.

't'^l

ha.s

^«

Leyyis

ordinary

in-

Eisenhower

m

'"r"^„ ^^"".^n^
^i^.^ide

Europe" giving him capital gain clearancc. What goes for a writer of a
book also goes for a playwright
The professional playwright would
not .have capital gain, the neophyte

would have capital gain.
Authors have some .sort of tax
balm if they don't come off with a
capital gain.
There Is a special

tor's cancellation of the

April 15;
date here was due to wish of the
theatre for him to lead off the
program, jvith the comic hedging
off to a later date to build a visual
show.

rule that says that if they have
worked on their manuscript for
three years or more, they can, under certain cireumstances, sptead
their income back over a three.year period.
In that way they can
Coast lots arc cooperating and Possibly get a better break on the
trying to line up package shows tsx 'jracketsj
What does It all add up to?
to put their stars in a favorable
light, with the usual personal ap- Capital gains are available to talpearance shots out. Local ABC- erit just as to atiyhody eise, but
TV outlet, WENR-TV, will not sraarty stunts won't work. The
carry the show, which will either six rfequireiTientS nfiiist be met in a,
Services, incorpobe
aired
Friday or Thursday realistic way.
rated or othehvise, are not: capital
nights.
,

i

|

i

I

,

I

Incorporation or packaging
of an honest-to-goodness property
gains,

Show Biz Tourists Warned
>-i

i

i -..,

With

I

I

I

;

this season promising to be
the biggest in years for" European
tourism, show bizites are warned to

is,

honest-to-goodne.ss cm poraon the other hand, all right.

To

Motion Pic Relief Fund

reservations as soon as po.ssible for transportation and hotel

Hollywood, April 12.
Jean Hersholt is giving half of

accommodations.

Not only is the spring-summer
Elkort, has booked Paul
Whiteman and his orchestra for an biz on the Riviera expected to be
extensive European tour, starting great, but trade is said to have
early October. Tour will last two been surprisingly good all winter,
months, and comprise 40 concerts, Many of the hotels at Nice and
at rate of five per week in Hol- Cannes, which don't ordinarily
see
land, Switzerland and Scandina- much biz until April, reportedly
via.
have had plenty of occupants since
If arrangements can be made, December.
The heavy influx from
American maestro may do series of Switzerland
and
Holland
has
one-night stands in England.
boomed France and Italy.

1?
tion

Hersholt's Donations

make

Eddie

Regular Subscription Rates for On*

r

,

Sinclair

if

«

|

hands and projectionists.
_
.
Taa
Package to cost vs*
$6,000 weekly,
is well below the cost ot similar
Broadway shows, and already has
several sponsor nibbles. Besides
Langford and Hall, Plait has set
Dan Dailey, Joan Davis. Jo Staf-I
ford, Peggy Lee, Perry Como and
others. It may be' that .Eddie Can-

A Europe's
On
General Boom

London, April
.

have

Piatt, theatre booker, has!
up picture names, none of
have been regular tele fare.
a sponsor can be garnered in
time, it may be that the house will
air the Frances Langford-Jon Hall

I

,

G'ty ';«

,

with various unions already clearing. providing extra performance
pay for acts, musicians, and stage-

ork.

GRADE INKS WHITEMAN
FOR EUROPEAN TOUR

:

J)^^

A

:

To
N-ani*)

and

whom

.

(Ple<M Print

.

A,uthors

interesting encounteira: With
capital" gains."
fellow writes a
book, keeps the finished manuscript
for .six months, and then sells It to
a publisher. Is that a capital gain?
The book is certainly property, but
how about requirement (6)r^that
sortie

.

wm

are
that direction.
West coast wings
of both guilds are expected to conduct similar talks at a-vlater date.
While no scraps have occuiTcd
between the film and radio directors up to now, the guilds want
to chart a mutual course on avoiding any head-on collision in the
video field as both expand. Knot-:
tiest problem growing up is the
mixture of live and filmed material for video, sometimes within a
single show, making it tough to determine which guild has control of
the program. Another area of dispute
is
the
jurisdiction
over
straight vidpix being produced in
the east since SDG; has no formal
pact with the studio operators.
Continuing talks are beuig carried on by Jack Glenn, eastern
SDG prexy, and Robert Lewis
Shayon and Nickie Burnett, prez
and exec secretary of the RTDG
in

\'

blqiw,:";:

sta-

different routines. Rehearsals wiU take six days ""fir 1°.

'

!

the picture oyer the amount put
up by the stockholders Js a capital
Rain. Thus far this plan has .stood
't *s no state secret that the
"P'
Government is trying to figure out
a way to deal the plan a knockout

but

:

i

tele

'

If

:

London

WBKB, B&K

I

lined

I

I

•

i

Name Shows

Nate

;

One of the biggest radio deals in
Ethel Smith
Hits
years has been concluded by Towers of London with- the signing of \--'.London, April, 13.
.^r,
Gracie Fields for a series of sponAmerican actress Kathryii Graysored shows over the Radio Lux- son and her singer-husband Johnembourg wavelength. Harry Alan ny Johnston won a sensational reTowers concluded the deal shortly ception
yesterday
in
opening
before he left for New York en iMon.) at the Palladium.
An exroute to JloUywood and Sydney.
ceiled audience clamored for its faFields program has been booked
vonte
song
numbers
and
the stars
for 39 consecutive weeks and will
earned
calls.
three
curtain
be aired at the Sunday afternoon

picture.
More than Six months!
later, after the picture is made and :
value established, the corporaOn a: liquida-:
tion is liquidated.
tion, ttik ehb^nceiiiient in valiie of

*i*8e
''^'HuH.^^'r*^*''of the theatre, using purrent stage
attractions. 'The hour-long package
will be aired on: the seventh day
of the bill, with a permanent m.c.
handling the chores.

bankrolhng on '-^^'nr,-.
NBC-TV.
'One Big
Idea
TV program is being formatted
and put together for simultaneous
One Big Union idea,: which is
television and theatre presenta' gradually welding together the taltion, the entire series, including ent unions under the impetus of
the TV version, to be filmed via television^ is now gaining headway
will among the directorial guilds in
3,5m.
Columbia Pictures
handle the theatre distribution.
films and radio,
Talks have been
producer of films in Italy, he asIt'marks the first attempt to pro- going on towards this objective for
serted before sailing that he had gram specifically for TV .and the- about a month between the east«equired"^10 American pictures" atre at one and the same time. em sections of the Screen Direc- to be released in the Italian terriSam Wood will direct the new tors Cxuild and the Radio and Teletory through his Union Film Co. series; Alton Alexander writing.
vision Directors Guild.:
In addition, his organization has;
Initial aim of the informal negoIn addition to packaging the
completed a film version of "II
show,
Stem will appear in each tiations has been to reach a workTrovatore'' in Rorpe, and is 'winding, agreement on jurisdictional
v
installment.
ing up a pic on Leonardo da' Vinci.
problems created by video programs.
Complete merger of the
Miss Fields' Radio Lux Series
two outfits is still remote, but the
Kath Grayson, Johnston,
London, April 12.
current discussions
feelers in
i

Amos

the

•

its

has packaged a show which

tion,

Welding Directors

Of Pix and Radio Into

show for probable

tele

case.

i

nhi^.n^ k^^n io
nMn^ar, n,«h^l loiohfJ i. 1?",*,
^5i"!l!?,3",tlff
vaude
house; will •.?Jil?^f.l'.*„^i*.^
probably become
a showcase of pictures names in

.

I

I

TV

and Andy

Showcase for TV

New Pattern

sponsors the Stern Friday night
NBC radio program, is audifion-

gains ruling in

capital

BMs Chicago As

|

|

The primary

in the .program, not

'

j

i

then

:

j

S.

individual.

is

|

|

iT.

ticular

value

the services. That is the way the
Government squares the favorable

j

,

months in

i

|

'

Following a series of concert dates
In England; the comedienne hopes
to start a two-month vacation at
her Capri estate some time in July,
She is also mulling an offer to appeaf in a film to b<^ produced byn
Basil Dean. Picture would be a renuake of a 21-year-old feature—the
first she ever made.
Accompanying Miss Fields on
her homeward trip is Monty Banks,
her husband.' A distributor and

of Benny's services, because the
program means, nothing
without Jack Benny.
It doesn't mean that all
corporations are "out." Kequirement
(3) is met if, for example, a radio
program operates under a fictitious
name or slogan, built up over a
long period of time, and does not
depend on the services of any par-

Benny

I

i

Sets

The Government, however, .saidthat was merely the form of the
deal;
The substance was the sale

1

300G 1-N^iiter

i

tion for services is not a capital
gain. Actually, Benny sold to CBS
stock in a .corporation that in turn
owned the. Jack Benny program.

(5) the property must not be
Stock Device
Some of the boys have made a
the stock in trade of the actor, author, director or producer, 6) nor .stab at capital gainS: by taking a
can the property be something "piece" of a picture or a show, inNow that the Government has stead of salary. For example, a
nixed the Jack Benny plan of capi- director will agree to take stock
(al gains, it is well to pause for instead of salary.-with the idea ofstation identification and see where later selling the stock and getting
talent does stand in the quest for his money as a capital gain instead
this form of tax saving.
of a fully taxable director's tee.
that is held primarily for sale in This plan will generally prove a
the usual course of things.
dud because the value of stock
The Jack Benny plan went a issued for services iiS taxable in the
cropper on item (3), which requires 'saijte>way. :as if the dil'ector iwey.e
paid in cash.
The "one-tltne'' or collapsible;
corporation has also been given a"
if goe.s:
workout. Here, is t^
A producer of a motion picture
orgahizes a company just for that;

i

i

"

;

and

;

i

'

The Government said Benny was selling his
"person" or talent, and compensasale of "property."

A

|

•

Seidinan, C.P.A.

S.

J.

First, why is there so much
straining at the leash to get a capital gain?
The answer is simple;
An actor's salary, an author's royalty, a director's fee, a producer's
profit, are all taxable in the ordir
nary way, and the tax can eat up
With
over 80% of the income.
capital gains, the maximum: tax
rate is 25 %v
That makes a whale of a difference. A capital gain of $100 to an
actor, author; director or producer
means that there will be $75 left
for himself.
salary, royalty, etc.,
of $100 means that there will be
only $20 left for himself, if he is
in the 80% bracket.
In order to
have $75 left out of regular income he must first make $375.
How is a capital gain identified?
It takes a combination of a. lot of
Here are the ingredients:
clue.s.
(1) There .must ;be a sale, (2). at' »
profit, (3) of property, (4) that has
been held: for at least six months;
'

,

Monty D

'':

.

\

i

'

his salary for thesping stint in
20th's "Bandwagon" to the Motion Picture Relief Fund, it was

learned

here.

He

plays

himself

in the film, helping William Powell
broken-down actor, get a bed
in the industry's hospital

as a

The Fond prexy's contributions
from radio guest shots,

in the past,

and other chores
i

—

all

contributed

anonymously—-have built two bungalows and one hospital room.

,

SOVmS OPEN
Rooney s

$2S,000 Per

Metro Picture;

LOTS TO EX-NAZIS

U.S.

Benny Now Set

Cantor,

/0N[ LUCKS

Own Prods.

He's Out to Cash in on

off-lot stints.

TheAtres Yen

of a reswitch In the usual
pix-to-TV pattern.
They've discovered the video
pi-oduct is desired by theatres

verse

theatrical

in

for

non-TV

areas.

First approach to the vidfilm pi'oducers has been made
by the buyer for several Canadian art houses. She wants
the two- and three-reelers to
fill
out
her single-feature

These

and a

Shorts

market as the result

besides a three-picture
co-production deal with Sam Stieand directing his
fel, producing

RCA

TV

Producers of films for video
have suddenly found a new

include,

owtf^television layout

re-

shows; claiming there

Filmmaking

the American
zone in Germany has suffered
severely because actors, producers,
directors and writers suspected of
having played along with the Nazis
have all lammed to the Soviet sector. Instead of the long denazification procedures to which the Americans subject them, they can v/ork
in Russian-sponsored films by
merely joining the Communist
party— an action which is viewed
by the Soviets as a complete purga-

Screen Video

S.

J[ack Benny and Eddie Canhave definitely committed
themselves to a sight-and-sound
whirl when they return from th^Esir

tor

summer

:

KTTV on the Coast, Benny last
week spent considerable, time while
iA New York casing the newest

Mark

is

$4,500,000 to $6,000,000
available.
Average
German pic now costs itbout
850.000
marks, ($250,000),

Second major deterrent to picturemaking in the U. S. zone,
Mayer, .saidv is that same old difficulty that indies face here and .in
England—banks won't a d v a n c e

than that, especially if ithey go
through with tentative plans
for simultaneous production of
English and German, versions.

On

the other hand;
production is building in the Russe
sector because of the Communist
practice of the government]
financing of all pieturemaklng.
Mayer said he had seen a good
deal of the Russian output and
some of it is very good. An occacoin.

more

spend, considerably

Revived

exhibitor

interest

in

j

large-:screen television gave steadily-moimting impetus thfc week to
the commercial launching of fullr
^^^j^
theatre TV, following a
precedental huddle in, Ne\v York
last Friday (8) between the theatre
tele committees of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers and the
Theatre Owners of Atnerica.
It was revealed that Loew's Theatres; veepee .Joseph R.' Vogel and
a large contingent of Metro ekecs
had witnessed the SMPE's demonstration of the new RCA-20th-Foix

a

June Allyson, Perry Como.
Judy Garland, Lene Home and
Gene Kelly before Rooney, who
played the lead role of Larry
Others were in for short
Hai-t.

AM

,

sequences only.

Cleveland Indians

'

i

Marcus Loew 2d

is combating it,
and centering a r o un d Veeck's
premise that no errant kid properly interested in baseball can be

said he expected that less than
half of the 40-50 pix announced
for this year would be made in the
American zone. About 25 features
have been turned out since the
end of the war, he estimated. They
play the 3,000 houses in Trizonia
(U. S., British and French zones).
Many more theatres are needed,
Mayer Siiid, and that is one of tlie.
reasons that the banks are refusing
There are not
to advance coin.

.

|

A

i

i

agreement

film

'for

-

Cantor's Pabst bosses; Harris and

Nate Perlstein, want him to do
TV every week in order to maintain uninterrupted c o n t i n u 1 1 y.

.Germany ap-

i

pears to be certain- unless either
the Economic Cooperation Admin.'

backs down on demands, The ei^ht
majors have advised EGA that
they will cease distributing pix in
Germany after July 1 unless the
industry gets a better break on
enough houses to completely milk dollar conversions. No. response to
the film; Many, theatres were the demands has -yet been forthbombed out during the war, in ad- coming from ECA officials.
dition to which there hasn't even
ECA has been toi,d that the com*
been normal, replacement and re(Continued on page 63)
pair.
Studio facilities, on the other
hand, are excellenti Mayer assierted, with first class plants available J. L.
5,000
Latter
at Templehot and Munich.
can handle as many as eight films
GIFT
Russians also have
at one time.
Washington, April 12,
an excellent studio in thejr zone,
exec
notably in Berlin, tire
production
Jack L. Warner,
said.
veepfie for Warner Bros., has made
a gift of $55,000 to tFnited Jewish

&

Warwick

istration comes across witli a better deal in the new year, beginning July 1; or the film Industry

Legler agency execs
launched into a

have

already

full-scale experimentation of kinescoping and' although Cantor .ar-

gues that "kine:

isn't ready yet,"
inclined to go along with
Benny that by fall the technical
advances will permit for a "here
I come" entry of bigtime COUSt
comics .into tele.

he's

'

WB

WARNER'S

Trade Mark Ret^tatorcd
FCIU.NDKT) BY SlJni SILVEH-MAN
.

Welfare fund of

tlie

Los Angeles

Council. Donation has
taken the form of 5,000 shares
of Warners common stock, now
selling at $11 per share or thereabouts.

New
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With the making of the gift
Warner holds 426,,'500 shares of
..

j

INDEX

common

outright and another 21,500 shares in trust in which he is

Bills

!

!

beneficiary.
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Film Reviews

'
'

.

....

;

another major part.
here last week, to have
script approved by Veeck and
court officials, the producer lined
up local actors for supporting
roles in the film.
K. Elmo Lowe,
associate
director of Cleveland Binfai'dized 'SoHg; Born'
Playhouse, who has been assigned t xr
t»
i •
In Near-Mcmphis Boolung
« part, was the one who sold Kline
.on the story.
Picture as yet unMemphis, April 12.
titled, is expected to be finished
Continuing its policy of booking
m September and released just! pix banned in Memphis, the Joy
about the time the World Series^! theatre, in West Memphis, Ark.,
games get rolling.
Smly 10 niiJes from the Tennes.sec
city, is capitalizing on tlic cenin

i

,

I

'

I

'

;

j

i

it

his resignation
positron.

~
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wore supplied by Wayne, currently
producing and starring in "A

,

,

.

'films.

51

*

Now

.

,

week.

.

.

International

^ seven-year period, will
g^.^^j.
^j^^ ^^^^^^
when and if they are reissued, Unconfirmed by the studio, details

producer, strange Caravan," at Republic,
Gregory Ratoli',
and director, returned from an
pg^j follows a blast by the
Euroiiean
eighth-month
jaunt,;gCTgen Actors Guild that reissues
Monday (11) aboard the Queen j^m-j gniployment. It also follows
While abroad Ratoft ^ stj.jng
Elizabeth.
reissues of Wayne pix
produced "That Dangerous Age after his click in "Red River" and
20th-Fox in England. Pic "Wake of Red Witch," latter being
for
which stars Myrna Loy. Peggy the biggest money-maker in ReCummins and Richard Gi'eene, public's 13-year history. Wayne's
was formerly labeled "The Case Insistence on the reissue rights
of Lady ^^rooke."
were prompted by the b.o. strength
Ratoff plans flying to the Coast shown by the re-releases of his old
this

.

....

Legitimate

;

1

.

»

j^g,.^

indie

i

. .

Inside Television

^j. ^^^^

-

I

n
atolt tSaCK
R.
rf

from, the

.

Inside Radio

j

would necessitate

—

:
I

sorship

I

even thougJi

Music

Inside

12.

Under a precedent-making deal,
Rumor here is that Johnston is John Wayne, who recently inked
not averse to being a candidate. a one-film a year pact with War-

j

'

which spotlight Negroes in other
tins year are, "It Happens Every than menial role.s previously exSpnng," by 20th-Fox, and "The cluded Metro's "Words and Music"
Stratton Story" and "Take Me Out from Memphis because of Lena
w the .Ball Game," by Metro.
Home.

Hollywood, April

.

Inside Legit

|

I

1

for release

01 GrOSS
»p:(jc„pc
neisbues „d PrpppHpnt
rreteoeni

!

;

I

publicity by scheduhng
Samuel Goldwyn's "A Song Is
Hollywood, April 12.
Born" for a week^s run beginning
Republic's, "The Cleveland Si»turday (I6i.
Memphis censor
Story," will include baseballers cliief Lloyd Y, Binloid recently
i;Ou Boudreau, Bob Feller, Hank kiboslied the pic because several
Oreenberg, Gene Beardon, Bob Negro performers were featured,
Lemon and Satchel Page. Other
Binford's policy of baning films

"n

11

House Reviews

Wayne S 10%

f\

i

I

3 Baseball Pix

J.

,

international problems.

In

Ccnta

.26

j

I

j

1

I

N.

iionywmtii S8
«S11 Yucca street
WaHlilniEton 4

'

I

Frofliflent'
Yorls 19,

;

West

Community

duced by Loew's oldest son, Mar^ Mention Eric Johnston
cus.. s
Shirley Temple will star in the
For Wash. Senatorship
film, which is as yd untitled- It
Seattle, April 12.
i.? understood to be along the same
lines as "Kiss and Tell," in which
Eric iohn.ston, prexy of Motion
Miss Temple starred for Columbia Picture Producers Assn., is being
in 1945,
mentioned in local Republican cirEnt commitment from Metro cles as the man to run against U. S.
was recently offered by Loew to Senator Warren C. Magnuson,
director Lewis Milestone, who has Democratic incumbent, Magnuson
a pact with Ent calling for one Iwil) adinittedly be a! tough oppo-'
more pic. Milestone, however, was nent, and Washington state Reunable to arrange financing of the publicans feel that Johnston would
package in the 90-day optloil pe- b<! a powerhouse, both for his,
riod he was given.
liberal views and familiarity with

VARIETY,

t>.T

Sul SiIverinaiT.
154

AMG

partnered in the indie unit with
Charles Einfeld. Pic will be pros

Wcehly

PiilillHlird

TO CHARITY

SHARE

12.

Final commitment by Metro to
distribute an Enterprise film will
be used for a picture to be financed
by David Loew, who was formerly

i

Kline, who is producing it, has
lined up George Brent for male
lead and is negotiating for Ted
Donaldson as the boy and Jane

horizons.

Washington, April: 12,
knocltdown battle over a new
:

j

.

to Prod.

.Hollywood, April

.

Else

]

Ent's Finale for Metro

completely bad.
Republic camera crew Willi
spend May and June filming exterior scenes liere, as well as the
opening game; also some interiors
taken in local courtrooms, offices
of psychiatrists and juvenile court
auHiorities.
Angle of how young
delinquents are rehabilitated partly by encouraging them to follow
the Indians team's Ideals of .sportS'
manship and physical perfection
will be accented in the story.

Or

In Reich,

[

(Continued on page 18)

how Cleveland

ECA Break

j

.

dealing with juvenile delinquency,

Better

\

unit last Monday
large-screen
night (4). In addition, a spokesSpark Anti-Juvenile
man for the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn. disclosed tljat all
Delinquency Picture ITOA theatres in metropolitan
Cleveland, April 13.
N. Y. have already been linked for
leased telephone
Strong influence of Bill Veeck theatre TV by
now awaiting the
and liis championship Cleveland wires and are
large-screen, units at
Indians on youngsters here is production of
asVwell as
being used as the basis of a docu^ a price they can affoid,
tlie
mentary film which Republic Pic- some plan for programming
tures will produce, using local houses.
(First step in the programming
backgrounds

Herbert Kline and John Bright
have already finished scenario

AM

i

sional exchange of -prints is made
between the two sectors .on films!
which are straight entertainment
and have no ideological angles.
Between the exodus of players
and the lack of financing, Mayer

TV,

Benny will probably do one show
month for CBS, considering mdre

than (hat too arduous In view of
his weekly
show, which -he
still wants to do live, rather than
tape in advance.
On the other hand. Cantor, under his new contract terms' with
his sponsor, Pabsl, wants to do
only two shows a month, and it's
now virtually certain that he'll stay
put on NBC, both video and radiowise.
Cantor will tape his
shows permanently in the fall
(most of his current season's shows
are being tape-recorded because of
his strenuous benefit and onenight- schedules), thus permitting
him more time to explore the -TV

'

Pix Biz Demands

i

Colum-

boss,

entry of top radio personalis

sfilO'

ties into

exec said, but American
companies could be expected
to

new

his

board chairman William S.
Paley, share the conviction that by
fall kinescoping will be strictly big^
time and probably spark a' wholebia

tliat

AMG

advances in kincscoping. Both

Benny and

would be

ordinator;

them

:

CBS

offi-

which would mean

cially 30Ci

-

likely that

It's

'

Mayer estimated that U. S.
companies had from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000 marks currently blocked.

vacations.

both will kinescope their shows
on the Coast.
Heartened by the response to his
recent premiere TV showcase on

tion of theatres.

theatre opera-

;of

Both

i

Ing

baseball yarns slated

•

closed this week by Arthur L.
Mayer, motion picture chief
for the Ui S. Military Government, who is currently, visiting
New York from Frankfort. Negotiations are under: ways he
said, to free American distribs'
*
frozen coin in the next: two or
three months for the production of films and the acquisi-:

and distribution exec, who is
now head of motion picture activities in Germany for the American
Military Government. He is in this
country for a Visit of a month or so
and may take hack With him his
successor, whom, he'll break in be^
fore retiring from the post as co-

Curious on Big

Rooney went to bat for Drake,
claiming he deserved better than
of
role
for
billing
featured
n'uJ^"*eiiiA'(n
siuaio
1ine
Rodgers.
Richard
used the alphabetical gimmick, list

Wyatt
While

niay

soon be in large scale film production in Germany, it was dis-

tor

Rooney had three years to go on

Tom

companies

:

Mayer, former U.

Exhibs Plenty

such deal.

American

bigtime

comics into
the. television picture is now scheduled to get under way in the fall.

v. Si Prod, in Germany

That was disclosed in: New
York this week by Arthur L.

is

arty theatre audienqes.

Move that sparked
his old pact.
the exit was the studio's lowerrung billing of him and
Drake in "Words and Music."

in

tive.

not
enough suitable shorts product
coming out of Hollywood for

whom

cording deal with
month.
he'll etch six sides next
In addition to currently shooting "quicksand," Rooney has -tliree
screenplays lined up, "Buckaroo,"
"Ricochet" and "Gravy Train."
Rooney, who spent 15 years at
Metro, wanted, an actor-director
pact similar to Gene I^elly's, it
was learned, hence decided he
wanted out when the studio nixed

r

Kinescope
Entry

He
usual $100,000 per film fee.
figures to come out ahead on the
deal through

^^^^^

[XPERISiMAYEf!!

Hollywood, April 12, f
Mickey Rooney's new deal with
Metro calls for one film annually,
per film.
for five years, at $25,000
of an exclusive
In order to get out
deal to go into Indie production,
oft his
$75,000
knock
he agreed to

for Tele

^^

I

.

.

.

.

Radio Rcview.s
Records
Frank Scully
Television

.

.

.

.

....

Television Reviews.
Vaudeville
D.VIl.T

(PuhHshed

In
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nCTCRBS
Mills. 400-Seater Shuts

Out Par s

SWG

Sues

'Variety'

ssge contiBUtd from pat*

barring

Gant Deluxer in Bid for 'Ball Game
M-G-M

$10,000

rental

^^.^ ^he^SyTd

,

successfully for the film.
Deal is considered a result of
the consent decree. With the exccption of three first-run pictures
a year ago at the liyeeum, legit
roadshow house, and the reissued
"Gone With the Wind" at the same
theatre, this is the only time in
years that M-G-M has sold away
circuit

,

j

gjgjj. g classroom riot, the
,.Qugh.tough juves in the audience

j^^^

on opening day began whooping

1

tact

spotted

also

down-

only

SWG

M-GFu-sttoShow

;

into

Upped

Profit

Me

ENT

"Arch of Triurabh

try's

upswing. In the smaller

was

.

this

I

^^^^
i

^^^'^

tions.

Proposed 'Code' Refused
1

i

i

Plaintiff ripclarpi the first of five
$10,000 installments, due last Jan-

\

uary, has not been forthcoming.

i

Dieterle's

3

1st to

in Italy;

Be

j

in

Director William Dieterle disclosed that he made a deal for
three pics in three years with
Italian distributor and financier
Ferruccio Caramelli shortly before
leaving for Europe on the Queen
EliMbeth last night (Tues.), Caramelli also in New York, departs

homewards tomorrow

(Thurs.)

to

i

prepare the ground for Dieterle's
Initialer
him, "Stromboli,"
for

which will roll at Stromboli in the
middle of May.
Pic will star
'Italian actress Anna
dialog in English.

Magnani with $10,935,845 against $10,433,649 in Variety or Daily Variety

While working on "Stromboli,"
Dieterle plans to shoot the exteriors for a film which he's scheduled to do for Hal Wallis at Paramount in September. This productlon will be completed in Hollywood. Accompanying:. Dieterle to
Europe was his production aide,
Victor Stoloff
Caramelli has also
wrapped up a financing deal for a

'48.

i

i

1

less
'
|

Federal

taxes rank-and-filers

—

Burt Lancaster starrer to be made
Italy by Harold Hecht and

rejected

—

the

the
pro-

"code of fair trade practices" to be Cowan

list
the comparative
to
in advertising suffered by
both papers since the boycott, at-

posed

'

.

losses

is

setting a confab for them,

of 15 or 18, with each of the Hollywood groups producers, direc(Continued on page 24)

—

Cantinued Troni' page

1

make the awards,

First money is coming from east- fuse to negotiate.
Variety and
Meyer is son-in-law of Universal ern banks, Holt saidi with the Daily Variety then elected to file
second coin coming through the .suit and limit the action to an inpre.vy Nate J. Blumberg and formerly with United Artists Theatre N. Y. law firm of Feiring & Bern- junction Without damages, against
stein, which also backed produe the Screen Writers Guild, Inc.,
Circuit. It is underetood he plans
to states-right the film. Agnew and tion of his late.st film, "Canadian only.
In bringing suit Variety is
Ca.sanave will handle their own Pacific," now in release by 20thFox. Each of the trio will be aware that. if it wins it will only be
cli-stribution via regional sale.s ofifict's they have set up.
Alee Moss, budgeted at $800,000, same as a symbolic victory, for obviously no
former; exploitation chief for Para- "Pacific," with the first to be lawsuit can force anybody to admount and pub-ad topper for lensed in Cinecolor and the other veftise.. But Variety wants to preTechnicolor. Holt's present serve the freedom and privilege
Howard Hughes, is associated with
MPSC on "Fathers" on a per- contract with 20th calls for that of the turndown by whomever it
centage arrangement and will han- company to distribute two of the solicits, or whomever it tries to do
three, but release plans for the business with.
dle exploitation and publicity.
Variety doesn't want to be reGrandpappy of the sexers so far third haven't been linalized.
Two earmarked for 20th release strained from doing business by
as gross goes is "Mom and Pop,"
which is handled by Kroger Babb!s are "Fighting Man," starring Ran- the dictatorial mandate of any orHygienic Productions. It has been dolph Scott, which rolls next ganization.
playing for a number of years to j^ont^h on a southern California
tremendous biz in towns through- location and at the 20th studios,
Europe to N. Y.
Separate per- and "Caribou Trail," In which
out the Ctountry.
J. Cheever Cowdin
formances are given for men and Scott will also star and which will
Sam Eckman, Jr.
women and a lecture accompanies be lensed during July and August
Ed Perkins
the showings. It is expected that in British Columbia, Third of the
Gregory RatofF
both these policies will be followed trio is "Santa Fe," which Holt
has scheduled for 1950.
Harry Alan Towers
by Meyer and MPSC.

Paul Douglas
Billy Kckstine
Charles Einf eld
Dale Eunson

Glenn Ford
Andre Hakim
Arthur Hornblow,

Jr.

Cy Howard
John Huston

{

N. Y. to L. A.
Mrs: Eddie Cantor
Jed Harris
Katherine Hepburn
William Howard

Henry JafTe
George Joy
Lawrence Langner
Gunther Lessing
Mort Lewis
Anthony Mann
Armina Marshall
Ken McEldowney

three more pictures he plans to name them all co-defendants. The
shjDot in the next year-and-a-half.
Guild, however, continued to re-

Fathers."

Harold Mirisch
Gregory Ratoff
Jean Renoir
Maxwell Shane

[

Charles Simonelll

N. Y. to Europe

.

Monty Banks
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Casadesus
Harold Clurman
Everett Crosby
William Dieterle
Gracie Fields
George Freedland
Florence George
Maria Hightower
Alfred Junge
Fmile Littler
Joe Magee
David Nlven
Ivor Novello
Watterson Rothackcr

"

.

]

,

1

Pulitzer Prizes
S

'

worked out by both sides, but that as well as meetings' by Hersholt
tr...:.
too was rejected.
with other industryites.
Whe.fi Variety originally pro- > Cowan's pitch is for a committee

full six

(20th).

—

^

2 New Sexers Due

(Par)*

"Gentleman's Agreement"

:

s
-

instead of people with a personal interest in the
outcome. Pulitzer committee iins
Trade interest has been stirred been mentioned as a natural beto some degree in the plan of re- cause of the prestige which its
verting to selection of Academy prizes have long held in the field
award winners, by a committee, in- of newspaperdom, literature and
stead of continuing the present the theatre.
method of voting by Acad memPulitzer advisory board, on its
bers. Scheme: is seen as a lot more Own initiativei considered the idea
fiexible and satisfactory for pub- of film prizes two years ago. Dean
and the Ackerman disclosed.
Plan was
u,, relations purposes
oscars are viewed as a prime pub- voted down at that time. In view
jjg relations stunt— in that many of that, he explained. It will not be
more factors can be taken into ac- considered again unless a formal
count by a committee than by the request is made from important
general membership.
sources.
He indicated he'd be
Idea is currently being pushed highly pleased to present the. recadvisory
the
to
in New York by Lester Cowan, ommendation
indie producer who for some years board if he received such a prowas exec director of the Academy. posal.
He has contacted and enlisted tenBoard, consisting of newspaper
tative support from a flock of top editors and publishers from cities
industryites
throughout the country, is schedCowan, is also pushing for exhib uled to meet in New York April
participation, in the Oscar selec- 28 and 29 to make its annual selections and to that end has been tions..
They will be announced
in telephonic huddles with Arthur May 2.
Lockwood, prexy of the Theatre
Owners of America. Lockwood, in
Boston, said this week that he
L. A. to N. Y.
was not sure enough of the feasiIrving Allen
bility of the plan to comment as
Lemuel Ayers
yet, but would take it up with
Curtis Bernhardt
the TO A exec committee and
board.
Art Cohn
In any event, it is likely that
Valentina Cortesc

oiHcially had observed that ".such
victory would mean the destrucChances for an indie producer a
What Cohen
tion of the Guild."
to obtain financing are "better
meant was that- a favorable verdict
than ever" now
providing he for Variety would entail treble
watches his operating expenses.
damages, court costs, and would
That is the opinion of indie Nat
make the Guild, its officers and
Holt, who proved his point this
directors individually liable for
week , In
New York by lining up the money damages, since it was
,
complete financial backing for Variety's thought at the time to

Frank Ross.

My Way"

"Lost Weekend" (Par).
"Best Years of Our Lives" (Goldwyn-RKO).

The communique from Lockwood will meet with Acad
posal.
Variety would have proposed an prez Jean Hersholt when the latarbitration method, including a ter arrives in the east next month.

——

NAT HOLT nNDS INDIE
PROD. B.R. NO PROBLEM

in

Two new sex pictures are about
to go into release. Stanley Meyer
Is handling one, "Sally and Bob,"
Neil Agnew-Charles Casanave's Motion Picture Sales Corp.,
is handling the other, "Sins of the

for

than $1,500,000 for a
to turn the trick.
"
JL.

months

!

.

v hile

Reserve

amounted to $2,783,810.
With its half-year report in.
Metro now appears certain to beat
its 1948 net. That total was $5,309,659, which means that Metro needs

"Casablanca" (WB).

"Going

:

the reason for delaying, legal action until now was not .only the
war but also postwar considera-

com

"Life of Emile Zola" (WB).
"Can't Take It With You" (Col).
"Gone With' the Wind" (Selznick-M-G).
"Rebecca" (Selznick-UA).
"How Green Was My Valley" (20th).
"Mrs. Miniver" (M-G).

Oscars-New Idea

|

Among the"considerations" adRepublic showed vanced by both papers is the de« VroRt before taxes, of $413,800 cision not to sue for specific damfor its first quarter. Twentieth-Fox, ages, despite the monetary losses
Columbia and Universal are also entailed. A sympathetic considerareliably reported set to release im- tion by Variety and Daily Variety
proved quarterly reports for the as regards a proposed "Code of
current period.
after considerable and
Ethics,"
In Metro's instance,^ the bigger considered conferences with the
take is directly attributable to a Guild, its counsel and sundry of
successful conversion to less costly its officers and board members,
product.
This is attested to by achieved little beyond stalling the
the disclosure that the company's legal clarification of this issue.
gross sales and operating revenues
Variety even presented a letter
are down to $55,455,000 for the detailing its compromise proposals
Al16 weeks ended March 17, against to the general membership.
$59,127,000
for
equivalent though several of the SWG ofthe
stretch last year. No figures were ficers and board members were
aired for the first 12 weeks of sympathetic to the idea of amelithe half-year period.
orating its relations with the trade
'Equivalent earnings on common press—'a relationship in which the
stock were 80c. per share against plaintiff papers took the initiative
75c. in ..'48.
Operating profit be- although, by the Guild's own adfore taxes or reserve for contin- mission, the advertising tabu was
gencies and depreciation came to not
either
weekly
aimed at

"

(Col).

"Mutiny on the Bounty" (M-G).
"The Great Ziegfeld" (M-G).

been made that an outside agency

,

.

1

"Cimarron" (RKO).
"Grand Hotel" (M-G).
"Cavalcade" (Fox).
"It Happened One Night"

Committee to Pkk

from advertising in Variety and
DAILY Variety and/or any other
1940
nflnf.r<!
date back
OdLK to
lO laiv
OdlC
trafle papCTS,

'48.

prise Pictures, charging breach of

which

defending the SWG in this suit.
Although the alleged abuses by
the SWG in barring its members

Los Angeles, April 12.
Announcement is regarded
Erich Maria Remarque, novelist,
cumulative evidence of the indusagainst Enter-

ftled suit for $50,000

;

paper's original intention. At the
same time. Judge Arnold reiterated
his positive opinion that Variety
was acting within its rights and, of
course, he Will not participate in

i

PAYMENT

FOR

Variety,

for

I

First official gain in profits to
Out to the Ball Game" deal is that
comthe World's "competitive bid" was be registered by any major
over
considered more desirable than pany in the present year
turned in by Metro.
that of the Paramount circuit, 1948 has been
"Red Shoes" is now in its eighth Bearing out the industry's convicpanic is -over and
week 4t the World where it's be- tion that the
profits for '49 will go ahead of '48,
ing roadshown at. $2.40 top.
Metro has announced a 28-week
take of $4,117,117 for the period
ended March 17. The net repre^
SUES
sents a slight but significant adnvor the
tho $3;886,745
jSa BHfi 74.1 QPnr«iri
scored
vance over
by M-G for the first half of fiscal
'ARCH'

REMARQUE

1931,
1932,
1933,
1934,
1935,
1936,
1937,
1938,
1939,
1940,
1941,
1942,
1943,
1944,
1945,
1946,
1947,

"Kin the teach', kill the teach',"
Censoring of Drew Pearson's
references to _;Brooklyn in- hia
remarks, incidentally,
prefatory
leaves unchanged the landmarks
Judge Arnold, even While he was
within the film which obviously being consulted by the Guild and
point to where the action occurs.
its house counsel, MOnis Cohen
(Kenney & Cohen), pointed out
was siting the stuthat the
dios on the same issues of "freedom of thought and freedom of expression" for which Variety is
now suing the Screen Writers
As new counsel for the
Guild.
'48
Guild. Judge Arnold could not act

town houses here. Since dissolution of Par and RKO pool and an
regairding
agreement
unwritten
product division, RKO has had no
Metro product in its two local theprodatres. During the pool M-G
pafa«iount houses.
Explanation for the "Take

current hot discussions of "art" versus "commercialism'' in films,
growing out of Acad prexy Jean Hersholt's recent swipes at the
studios and the majors' subsequent withdrawal of financial support
Hersholt declared that some execs wanted the
for the awards.
Oscars discontinued because they desired "t« make commercial
pictures, unhampered by considerations of artistic excellence."
Complete list of Oscar-winners for "Best Production" indicates
how closely allied are Acad honors and b.o.:
1928, "Wings" (Par), "Sunrise" (Fox).
1929, "Broadway Melody" (M-G).
1930, "All Quiet on the Western Front" (U).

;

;

from the Paramount

Whatever kind of

for, It generally

Before filing suit. Variety consulted Thurman Arnold, viho gave
the publisher of both papers a detailed opinion why he (Arnold)
thought the Guild was acting ilWithin that same year,
legally.
1948, the Screen Writers Guild retained the Arnold, Fortas & Porter
law firm of Washington, D. C, in
its own currently pending litigation against the major film studios,
the producers association, et al.,
tor alleged conspiracy and restraint of trade.

,

Oscars at the B.O^ Since 1928

"artistry" it Is that an Academy award stands
goes hand-in-hand With lM)xo0ice. That Is evident
from the rtudy of past winners of the Oscar for "Best Production."
Comparison of the Acad's choice each year since the first award
was made in 1928 with Variety's annual summary of top-grossing
films, reveals that the Oscar-winner was generally at the head or
near the head of the b.o. list. That point is seen as significant in

mam

its

—

re-

is

Proves Nothing?
guaranteed
The moral of "City Across the
and JO
River*'' Uni Versal's juvenile delinveeks minimum, playing time for quency pic currently playing
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game the Gapitol on Broadway, isn't
V'hich will play the 400-seat house making much of a dent on the
kids flocking to the earlyinstead of the Paramount circuit's gangs of
..OOO-seat Radio City which bid unhCd!
having

as

i

members
any and all

resolution
from advertising In
trade papers. The Guild's spleen
against another trade paper—not
weekly or Daily Variety t was
supposedly the maiP Iffeifisoft for
this action by SWG.

Minneapolis, April 12.

The independent World

ported

*

'

:

Raymond Gram Swing
I. Woodham-Smith

Q.

Al Jolson
Austin Keough
Al Lichtman
Walter MacEwen
Arnold Manoil
Ernst Matray
James K. McGuinness
Otto Preminger
E. M. Roberts
.

.

Wynn Rocamora
Mike Romanoff

.

Adrian Scott
Jack Segasture
Henry Senber
Sam Shain
Al Shenberg

Anne

Shirley

Murray Silverstone

Andy Smith,

.

Jr.

Victor Stoloff
Arnold Saint Subbcr

Franchot Tone
Spencer Tracy
Arthur Treacher.
Paul Valentine
Kippee Valez
Hal Wallis

STILL

HERE

Henry Morgan

•! ;!
!

:

MPAA YENS

EXHIBS' BALLY TIEUP

TOAs Lockwood Favors Exhibs' Prod. JAK[
On Own as an Offset to Dearth of Pix
I

exhib-syndicated

Motion Picture Assn. of America
may. take over the industry public:
relations job started by the The-

Is

'

^^^olph Valentino,"
move is''made7n7ratTack "against Sheridan Gibney doubling with
as
rental plan which
Fox's new
dovvn the company's "rental
slaps uuvvji
siap-s
tour" as "ill-advised."
"Such a franchise move, Lockwood said, "has been under serious
consideration for a long time; and,
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and associate producer. Virginia Van Upp, who was
^^Sned in that capacity last Deu
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of its supply of
iirodtact, but rather' would create
additional product for the general
the!»tte

has no^s

nor

Balaban Backs Up

on B'way

To'Home of Brave
situation faced by Broad„ i.^ * ,
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P.R. Shorts Eye
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Foreign Distrib

New Companies?
As a

necessary- preliminary to
000 guarantee, which was exceeded
RKO's split into two separate comafter about three months of the
panics, legalites for the major are
run. It will have an engagement
studying the question whether both
of just about six months^
outfits can jointly use the
Indications are that high guartag as part of their names. Legal
antees and liberal'percentage terms
puzzler, it is said, is not free from
are not flukes, but highly necessary
doubt since there is no clearcut
to attract strong product in keepdecision whether a name can be
ing with the long-run policies of
parceled
out: simultaneously -to two
v-t-i.
t
l-.rj
V Inv^tmg Co.'s Victoria and independently-operated outfits.
Astor theatres.
It is not believed that the GovMaurice Maurer, who operates ernment would; object to the use
these two N. Y. houses, has used of the
label by both outfits,
(Continued on page 18)
providing, of course, that is the
only thing held in common. However, question has been raised
Lichtman Agrees to
whether public interests would be
hit by a possibly misleading joint'
tag.
use of the
Harry Brandt

result of the

new

,

I

imminent upswing in
and partly the lack

production,

RKO

of holdover power by numerous
films released in the last 12 months.
Leading the backlog field at this
time is Columbia, with 32 pictures,
including
13 . "B''
productions.
-

.

for

tied

RKO

-

third with 27
the other major

Among
has

16;

On ZOth'sUpped

outfits,
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•
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Rentals

That twice-delayed meeting between 20th-J''ox sales execs and
Harry Brandt and his Independent
Theatre Owners Assn. will finally
be held in New York in the near
future. Brandt disclosed this week
receii
a telegram
ne had
naa received
mat he
that

Hal Wallis Finishes 3
-m

Apparently, Paramount has no
doubt on the subject, since its new
circuit will' be labeled United Paramount theatres while the production-distrib unit will undoubtedly
also hold on :to the Paramount
"
trademark.
v

apiece.

20th-Fox, United Art12 each; and

-

RKO

and iTOA

ists and Republic,
Universal, 10.
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;

.

.

.

,
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Schneider's termer, which is for and will be played there. Actual
seven years, upped him from the details of distribuUow have yet to
be worked out. They may be handled either in same way as domestically, with each company taking
care of its own particular short or
is jumped from his old contract's
by dividing the world market. In
$83,200.: No indication was given
the latter contingency, each' comof- how big the rises were.

$93,()00 he received from tlie company last year;: while Spingold,
who signed on for five more years,

i

be glad to meet with ITOA upon
their return to the homeoffice.
Accordihg to Brandt, "we will

Early spring weather and Holy
Week are providingoa .handicap

(Par),

,„eet them any time they choose."
Liehtmart and Smith are scheduled this session that few' pictures are
Only
to huddle with exhibitors in the finding able to overcome.
los Angeles and San Francisco the very strongest product conterritories this week and will then tinues rolling up sizeable figures,
other exhibs but several new films, just being
hold talks
with
throughout the country as they launched, hint plenty better biz.
work their way back to M, . Y.
"The Set-Up" (RKO) is holding
Brandt and the ITOA, which have to tdp position nationally for the:
(Continued on page 17)
second week In succession, being

is

wood's

speediest

film

turner-out,

Qfl

Music

I

ers, whether independent or on a
major lot. Producer has just
wound up "Rope of Sand," starring Burt Lancaster, Paul Henreid,
and Corrine Calvet; "Thelma Jordan," starring Barbara Stanwyck
and Jeff Corey; and "My Friend
Irina," starring Marie Wilson and
John Lund. First one went before
the cameras Jan. 24.
While east, Wallis will huddle

pany would control the entire series of 12 in an allocated country.
Domestic agreement aired this
week was only reached after bitter
opposition by shorts subject man-

Holy Week, Weather Slough Biz—'Set-Up,' 'Game,'
'El Paso,' 'Door,' 'Joan' Out in Front

i

I

I

National Boxoffice Survey

Jan. 1, N.Y. Respite: f rot" 20th veepee Al Lichtman,
now on the Coast, that he and sales
Tr
V,.
Hal Wallis
arrives m New York veepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., would
.

!

j

|

Mnce

from the Coast today (Wed.) to
recuperate from the chore of making three pix since the beginning
ot the year—which undoubtedly
qualifies him as one of Holly-

MPAA

|

Meet

is running second with
and Metro and Paramount are

iWaroers
1-9
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RKO
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Leonard. Goldenson, Paramount's
theatre head and future chief of freeze in England had been felt
the new separate circuit, came all- since Jan.* 1.
Plenty of cash in the till fot
out for television trailers at j'cs-^
teray's (Tues.) stockholder meet in both units is a certainty, stateresponse to queries on tele's effect ments of Balaban and Leonard
on the film biz. Goldenson was Goldenson, future president of the
joined by Barney Balabanv Par's theatre outfit, indicated in disclospresident, who declared that "noth- ing deals already made on part(Continued on page 22)
ing on the record shows that tele-^
vision has hurt the theatres;"
Balaban buttressed his optimistic view of video's repercussions
with the statement that the president of another company had made
a survey of Tuesday evening business in New York and found it had
not been hit by tele. Tuesday night
is regarded as the strongest, program^wise, for video and Gotham
With the intra-lndustry battle
is tele's main stronghold.
over "The Movies and You" string
"I propose to watch the future
of public relations shorts finally
(Cohtinued on page 20)
ironed out, the Motion Picture
Assn. of America, sponsor of the
series, is now turning its
CoFs Upped
Deals For to their bally possibilitiesattention
in the
foreign field.
In the past week,
Spingold and Schneider
has been showing the first
Nate Spingold, Columbia v.p. in four shorts to foreign dept. execs
in an attempt to swing the majors
charge of publicity and advertis-r
behind wide overseas playingSi
ing, and Abe Schneider, v,p. and
Whether the question of rentals-—
treasurer, both won salary inthe sore spot that stymied domestie
creases in the new pacts they
signed last week. Their contracts showings for many months— will
had expired^ -and the wage tilts crop up again is problematical.
Initial reaction of foreign dept.
were in line with increases that
had previously been given to other execs is that some of the briefies
are suitable to overseas theatres
execs.
i

i

HoUywo.od, April 12.
Backlogs on the major film lots,
numbering 178 pictures at this
time last, year, have been reduced
to 149. Liquidation is partly the
.

Trailerize Pix
-

I

Droptol49Pix

:

ed,

was
again
demon- was one of his earliest efforts when
tWs week in a deal by he joined- the jpssociation.
which Screen Plays Corp.'s "Home
Most concrete action the board
of the Brave" has- been set to go
(Continued on page 22)
into the Victoria early in May.
Terms call for a $100,000 rental
to the producer, who
gets 90% of the house gross after
$7,000 in weekly basic operating
cost is collected by the theatre.
Producer pays for all advertising.
"Brave" follows the current
tenant. "Joan of Arc," into the
Victoria. "Joan" received a $250,-

'

ing the first quarter of the year^
first quarter of 1948, he addhad been the best of that 121month stretch. As for film earnings, they were .suffering relatively because the full effect of the

The

attractions

guarantee

TV

:

hib participation and public relations scheme and has been mentioned as possibly heading it, if
there's a decision to take action
along these lines.
Getting theatremen into the MPAA has long
been a dream of proxy Eric Johnston. Bringing all elements of the
industry into a single association

Guarantees lOOG

:

Studio

Harmon, v.p. of the
in charge of tlie New York
has been promoting the ex-

Francis
oft'ice,

Tough
„,

Goldenson on

rentals,

MPAA

i

-:

•

Victoria

rpasonable
demands for hicher
"
. _u™rI:"L
terms, or a shrinkage in the supply of pictures, will create their
own supply of *A' product either
by strengthening some of the
smaller companies now In business
and encouraging them to make
jnore 'A' product; or by creating
(Continued on page 20)
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.

to

$250,000 in story changes

old'line

spite of the risks involved, and the
difficulty in financing production,
I ajn sure that new producers and
producing companies will emerge.
There is also the strong possibility
that exhibitors. If faced with un-

••

i

'

producing companies are unable to produce enough
pictures to supply the market, I
am -not concerned. In
•for one

outstanding common vothurdle to theatre di-

the

ing, the last

^

:

:

isting

of

-

.

.

market."
Prefacing that statement, Lockwood said: "If the presently ex-

Mack Sennett returns to pictures at Paramount, this time as a
writer and technical advisor on!
his biopie and the early days of

:

3^^^^^^^

i

Paramount

of

companies won

vorcement was cleared by :5,202,183
shares in favor and only 75,576
Hollywood.
againsti
In ah accompanying reNew
Betty Hutton will enact the port.; prez Barney Balaban prelast Friday C8).
Scheme was left in a rather Mabel Normand role and John dicted that the two new units
vague stage, with no vote taken, Lund will play Sennett,
would do as veil as. Paramount
would have done-- if. permitted to'
but may be further nailed down
continue.
this
week.
There was general
agreement among the directors
While winning approval; Balaban
that "we ought to improve our extold his stockholders that theatre
hibitor relations," but no s^uggesearnings, except for some bad
tion on how to' do it beyond the
weeks in the midwest^ were "very
facetious one of lowering film
close to.': last year's earnings'' dur-

f''^'"'

'

•^"'iVrrun1erX'?nU-S
feslonlTnUTt WdVprivfnt
existing

j

Historic splitup
into two separate

Betty as Mabel Normand, a landslide stockholder approval
(Tues.) at a meeting
John Lund as Mack Sennet yesterday
which was surprising for its sweetHollywood, April 12.
ness and light.
With some 80%

atre Owners of America last year,
and also make a pitch for participation by exliib organizations in a
theatre division whicli would be
set up by the MPAA,
Both plans
were discussed by the board of directors in a session in
York

'

:

^

SIARIEO B! TOA'

to form-f
production
posed by Theatre Own- This Time for Sure, Sez
ers of America's prez, Arthur H.
SmsiU on Valentino Pici
Lockwood, against the distribs as
^ iiollyjyoi>d> ''Aprit^^^^
the exhibs' answer to warnings of
Edward Small says he's ppsl*!
a possible dwindling of A product. tively starting
his long delayed
Lockwood's recognition of the

The currently hot plan

an

company

IParamoimt s Splitup Into 2 New Cos.

PI

OVER

new Bing Crosby

starrer,
to a flying start at
Y.
Hall, while "City Across

(U) is showing eriough on
initial playdate at N. Y. Capitol
to hint future possibilities. "The
Champion" (UA ) also is sOck on

agers to an initial proposal that
theatres pay one-half regular rent-

(Continued on page 62)
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Johnston Office OK^s

Riyer''
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preem

W(fire)

for

1
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Rep

"Hellfire" was okayed as thea Republic picture by thei
Motion Picture Assn. of America
,

.

title for

-

"Undercover Man"
(Col), which is next film into. N Y, board at its meeting in New York
iparjainbunt, shapes good in Frisco, last Friday (8),
As a result. Rep
despite dpwhheat there and Is will switch the moniker on the pic
pacemaker in two key cities cov- stout in Providence.
currently in production under the
ered by Variety and okay to
"Wake of Red Witch" (Reo^ label "Brimstone." Company jussmash in some, seven other spots.- looks solid in Pbrtland, Ore; "Mr.
tified use of "Hellfire" on the basis
"Ball Game" (M-G) again is a Belvedere Go^S to CollCgeV
(20th) that it comes from the Biblical
strong second boxoffice-wise.
;

I

;

date.

i

i

i

:

j

:

j

!

Jimmy

Stewart's Indie

'

jvith his partner in indie production, Joseph H. Hazen, and execs

of

Paramount,

tlie

east

Off, Joins 20th for 1 Pic

going iiito N. Y. Roxy this
quotation,
"hellfire
and brimmoved up into continues staunch in secondWeek,
B9I- stone."
"Knock On Door" timore week.
Word "hell" is not permitted unadvanced to fourth, al(Col)
"Dear to Heart^' (RKO) is do- der the MPAA rules governing
though not playing many dates.
ing J okay in St, Loiiis this round. titles
and so Rep's registration was
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) finished "Red StaBion" (EL ) shapes averautomatically turned down by the
'

"El Paso" (Par

Hollywood, April 12.
.limmy Stewart has inked a onepicture deal with 20th-Fox for
"Blood Brothers," which starts
Originally
in about four weeks.
intended as an indie, set up>by
Lew Wasserman, Music Corp. of

Which

distributes
unit's product. Wallis will be

about two Weeks.

Harry Cohn's Virus

Hollywood, April 12.
Cohn, Columbia prexy, America prez, deal for the pic
Who trained from New York to the didn't work out and property went
Coast Thursday (7), was stricken to 20lh.
en route with a serious virus infecJulian Blau.stein, formerly with
tion.
He was taken home and David O. Selznick, who just signed
bedded immediately upon his ar- a straight two-year deal with the
rival here.
/
studio, will produce from Michael
Cohn's personal physician, Dr Blankfort's screenplay. Blaustein's
S>tanley Iminerman, is in constant pact also calls for option for five
|

additional years.

,

fifth, showing surorising strength
age in Seattle.
"Force of Evil" title bureau. Company then made
Sixth place was (M*G) is
a few kevs.
surprisingly mild cur- an appeal to the board, which felt
copped bv "Kiss in Dark" (WB), rently in nearly all of
six keys the Biblical allusion okay, espeseventh by "South of St. Louis" playing.
cially in view of film's' subject
(WB), and eighth money by "Ca"Sea in Ships" (20th) looms matter, which concerns the re-

in

.

I

,

I

nadian Pacific" (20th)
rStout in Portland, Ore.
"Pride of
in,r 11
Ti
Best
runner-up pix are "Walkvanlrppo" (RKO),
fRK-n^ being
k„
1,
^ut
brought
iHfj Hilk"
(Cnl) ana
and "Ma
and fSk
Pa! ^ut on
-ivia ana
Hills
icon
irtg
reissue just as big leagues
Kettle" (U
latter mainly via two
start season,
.

i.

)

,

fttlendance,

,

I

Harry

I

)

third slot, while

^

j

I

I

.

bis playdates.

Four new pictures opening in
current week show high boxoffice
"Connecticut Yankee"
potentials.

looks

good

in

Cin-

cinnati.

(Co7Bplete Boxoffice Reports on

Page*

8-9)

generation of three men.
About five titles with the prohibited

word

in

them have won

waivers in the past 10 years. In
it is emphasized that it
not to be ^considered a prece-

each case
is

dent.

:

.

1

.

.
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ScUaifer's Lecbires

said last

Charles Schlaiferi: former ad-pub
chief for 20th-Fox and now head
of his own ad agencyt is tucning to
the lecture podium. Schlaifer will
conduct a series of fivCj^ open forums on current public relations
issues in the film industry at the

I

m

\

Declaring that production costs
are higher in Britain
than in Hollywood, David Coplan

\

pendent Motion Picture Producers
S AttV. BaCK 10 Mg.
prez, had a lengthy huddle with
„ ^ \Voodham-Smith,
^-.^ J. Arthut
ArfvJ,,*.
G- }
Secretary of Stale Dean Acheson ^
Nathan; and another
attorney who accompanied by Robert
and other State Dept. toppers here Rank's
when the latter r«^^^^^ original' by Richard Brooks now
Ws.chref
contoday (Tues.) and expressed
sailed from being scripted.
the
U
S.
arrived
the
that
fidence, following the talk,
the
F"day
on
York
Ne^y
(7)
full
cofilm industry will get the
He e^'Plfined- .Prior to his
operation of the Government in its tania.
hadn t intended
deaUngs with foreign government departure, that he
to remaia here as long as Rank.
restrictions. Particularly under disand
Legalite,
who also is a director
quota
British
cUssion were the
deorganization,
Rank
funds.
of
the
frozen
the problem of
Arnall's meeting with Acheson, clared that he made the trip to
arrahged by President Truman, New York merely to discuss rouRank's
varibusiness
matters
with
the
tine
push
by
climaxes a ma,ior
1

oa^

Prod,

Only a Secondary' Biz-Coplan

pix Arthur Freed will produce
within the next 18 months.
Others are "Royal Wedding,"
starring Astaire, June AUyson and.
Cyd Gharisse; "Tahiti,?' an original
.

l>

Fib

itbh

HoU]nv4>odi April 12.
a lequel to "Jlfe
Metro has
BarkleyA of Broadway," reteaming
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
to roU this year as one of the four

week

that he would not

go ahead with his production plans

London "until the cost situation
more nearly comes down to earth."
Coplan was United Artists managin

ing director in Britain until Feb. 1.
He has been in New York and Canada on a visit since then, and ar^
School, N. Y., beginning April rives back in London today (Wed28.
nesday).
Special section of the course will
Actively engaged in production
deal with television and foreign
plans for some time, Coplan said
problems. Industi-yt leaders will do
]
he hoped he perhaps might he able
guest stints.
to go ahead in two. or three months.
to
declined
He
associates.
to
industry
local
the
inside
ous phases
Within that time, he explained, he
line lip Governmental aid in their comment upon the forthcoming
thought that the British industry
foreign flght. Trade observers be- Anglo-American Film Council
would come to a revised agree-'
Heve today's talk means the Indus- meeting aside from expressing
ment with labor. Bringing down
fruitwould
be
biR
hope
that
"results
its
of
last
the
fired
try has
wages and easing restrictions on
Hearings
before
Will
Hays,
do
to
left
tul.''
only
thing
the
and
guns
working conditions, Coplan said,
former prez of the Motion Picture
is sit back now and await result?.
are essential if the British industry
Assn. of America, to settle the dishelp still is not
If Government
is i.0 get on its feet.
»_
pute among the majors over diviforthcoming, it is believed, the
II
sion of thawed French remittances
C!l-«i
Overall difficulty in Britain curfilm biz will have to struggle by i||ir|.il I
have now taken on the appearrlllll
rently, former
exec asserted;
«
itself in attempts to alleviate forance of a full-scale court test.
is the effort "by artificial means to
eign restrictions,
With 10 hearings already staged
«
i
make a primary industry out of
jj,
^ jj^
by Hays, regular trial regimen is
one that basically should be only
day*(Tues" with President Truman, iJIIAtjl AlllPnfllllPlll being observed,
the
including
Booklet which the Motion Pic- secondary." In attempting quanfllllVilUllI^IIl
the President arranged for the
swearing-rin of witnesses,' keeping ture Assn. of America put out last tity produf^tion, he said, Britain has
SIMPP topper to confer today with
m» of court minutes and representa- week, in its efforts to maintain outstripped its resources in: pro*
Acheson. Also sitting in on today's
„ It*
tion of each major by an attorney. Congressional interest in the quota dueersi writers, directors and tech. .„
huddle were Under-secretary of
tlllKnilll
Irving Morass, Columbia laywer, battle: with the British, is an ef- nicians and has shown that it can
State James Webb and Merrill Gay,
fective. propaganda piece, it is gen- no more successfully "mass pro-^
is acting as trial counsel for Col,
motion picture specialist in the de,„ ui
»
i
n
RKO, Metro and TTniversal. This erally agreed. Pamphlet quotes at duce" than can Hollywood.
April
\l.
Washington,
partment's commercial policy diviNot much hope is held out here quartet maintains that the division length from various United Kingdistribution has been set for:'
sion. Following the meeting, Arnall
dom sources opposed to or ques- hisNoown
for the amendment which Senator of French funds should not be afproduct if and when he
said'
fected by outlays of francs made tioning the current .45% quota, and: goes ahead, Coplan declared.
He
"I am certain the American mo- William F. Knowland (R., Calif.)
by the companies for productions the proposed reduction* of 40%. said he' has no commitment to UA,
tion picture business will have the hopes will benefit our films abroad
industry's own position in
tariff
CQncessipns or other extraordinary expenses in U. S.
barring
he'll continue to repre^
although
full, active and complete support by
France. Harold Bareford of War- the matter is also clearly stated.
the
company
on
Odeon
sent
the
of our State Dept. in dealing with to countries which discriminate
First portion
headed "'Views
ner Bros, is trial counsel for the
Theatres board. He was elected to:
foreign governments to obtain jus- against U. S. products via i'restricother four companiesif—Wfi, Para- of Exhibitors," is a digest of hightice. They mean business. They are tive quotas, discriminatory taxaa threC'^year term la.st November.
mount, 20th-Fox and United Art- lights from a leaflet published by
^'o"
other restrictive trade prac
is a major stockholder' in the
(Continued on page 18)
Exhibitors'
Cinematograph
ists.
These four contend that the the
J. Arthur Rank circuit;
division of thawed francs should Assn. of Great Britain and Ireland.
Khpwland introduced the amend- be
on the basis of sums actually Second part, "Views in Parliament last week and it is to be conCharges Britain
contains
excerpts from
held by the companies when the ment"
sidered with the bill to extend the
Franco-American film deal was speeches in the House of Commons British
Fare
reciprocal trade agreements act.
and House of Lords.
Attempting to 'Ruin'
HpWever two istrbhg straws in made.
position,
its
own
Instating
One of the latest witnesses to be
Better If Competing In
the wind last week showed how lit"The quota is unAmerican Pre Indnstry tle chancfe. there: wa& for .tbe called was Murray Silverstone, fair anddeclares:
and so
discriminatory.
foreign dept. chief for 20th. Silver.'amendment. ':.'.V v
Lessing
12..
Holly wood,. Ap
U. S.
stone was on the stand for two excessive it cannot be fulfilled
Iv The Senate battered- down days,
Charge that the British governundergoing cross-examina- It has hurt the American industry
British quota, along with the
ment is plotting the destruction of amendment after amendment, some tion in the course of his testimony ^ and it has hurt all elements of the
original 75% ad valorem tax, has
the American film industry was along similar lines, in passing the
Hearings are not hold on con- British industry as well.
made here at a meeting of the Mo EGA extension bill.
secutive days but are adjourned
"Since the imposition last year proved uneconomic insofar as thetion Picture Industry Council, at
2. The State _
Department madief. from time-to-time to suit the con- of the 45% quota just rpcently British industry, is concerned, der
which demands were made on tbe dear That while lt~agreer with" the veniece of the participants.
In- reduced to 40%, a meaningless clared Gunther Lessing, veepeeU. S, State Department for im- ob.iectives Knowland has in. mind, volved in the dispute are monies guesture— the history of the Brit- general counsel of Walt Disney
mediate action on discrimination jt has no intention of rocking the in excess of $2,000,000.
ish film industry has been one of Productions, upon arriving in New
against Hollywood pictures in Eng-j boat at this time, and that the first
Understood that under the arbi- steady decline. It is admitted on; York Monday (11) on the Quedn
Brewer consideration is to get the western tration agreement which resulted all sides in Britain that the quali- Elizabeth after an eight-week .stay
.^!P°^'^r
'f'?*^;
chief of the AFL Film Council, and European nations back on their in the appointment, of Hays
The Britas ty of films has deteriorated. Con- in Britain and France.
'Ronald
Reagan,
Screen Actors' feef.
referee there can be no appeal fidence in: the British industry hs -. ish, he said, should forget about
Guild prexy. said in part:
been weakened.
Bleak statistics artificial restraints in their home
This second point was made from his decision.
"Unless these restrictions
territory
and
try
to
compete
for
record the mounting unemploy-^'^^"^ "y Under Secretary of State
part of a program aimed at the
ment and the fall-off in theatre at- the U. S. boxoffice dollar.
J^'"^'' ^- Webb in a lettM replying
ruin of the American film Industendance .. .The quota is a clear
t« a query by five Republican senRestrictions, Lessing observed,
try in the world market, we are
2,000 N.Y.
violation of the spirit and intent of have tended to bring about produn.ble to understand their Pur- l»rs-Knowland Styles
international agreements by which uct thai may be suitable for BritRobert A. Taft, Edward Martin and
pose.
Britain pledged itself, in coopera- ish filmgoers, but such pix lack
"The dollar remittance agree- Owen Brewster, Webb wrote in
Negotiations between 22 ea.stern tion with the U. S. and other sig- international appeal. Recommend-:
ment was entered into at consider- part:.'.'
(Continued on page 20)
"It is the aim of ERP to achieve labs and lab technicians Local 702,
ing fewer and better pictures, he
able sacrifice to the American incited "Hamlet" and others as proof
dustry;
Notwithstanding, the: Brit^ such a situation as rapidly as prac-r International Alliance of Theatri(Continued on page 22)
cal Stage Employees, -for- a new
of what class product could do in
ish: government, shortly affer the
The
Preps Beef
union contract to cover about 2,000
the
western hemisphere.
conclusion'
of
this
agreement,
workers opened Monday ("ll)-in
British, he feels, would benefit
broke faith with the American im
New York. Current pact expires
from the rearrangement of the
Hiring jporeign Thesps
dustry by doubling the required rar Not UlVinS'
iTune 1, but both the union and the
U. S. exhibitor setup stemming
playing time of British pictures on
joint industry committee want to
the recent anti^trust dethe screens of Great Britain. It
For
'Quo Vadis' from
Newsreel But Would
reach an agreement before the excisions since these rulings would
had been clearly understood at the
Hollywood, April 12.
piration date to avoid any back
bring about an open and tree comtime the agreement was negotiated
Protest against the overwhelm- petitive market.
pay accumulations. The union' is
that the then existing quota of
Sell
York
asking for a sliding wage hike scale ing percentage of foreign thesps
screen time Would not be disSome 50% of the world gross
If Paramount can get the right
averaging around 15% plus in- hired by Hollywood companies for
turbed. The raising of this quota price,
and maybe 60%, Lessing opined,
the company will sell the creased vacation and sick4ea
ve pictures made in Europe is under
did not in any way help to soJve Parampunt
could be made in the U. S. Thus_
newsreel building, lo- time. Present wage scales in the preparation
by the Screen Actors instead of cornering British the^
the British dollar problem. Its on].v cated west pf loth
avenue On '43d labs range from $40 to $120 for a Guild. Chief cause
of the com- atres which represent 25% of the
result has been to injure the Amer- street, N.
Y. The building, which 40-hour week.
plaint is the report that most of
ican industry, deepen tne plight
world market, the Anglo industry
houses both the newsJeel offices
of British exhibitors and add to
Local 702 Local 702 prexy John the players in Metro's "Quo Vadis" should try to compete in America.
arid its printing and developing
the- unemployment among British
J. Francavilla is heading the union will be British, although the film
Lessing, who handled legal angles
f ac'litieis, lis currentlir, being, ofwill be shot chiefly in Italy. Thus
workers."
fered through various brokers for committee: with Joseph McMahon,
on "Treasure Island" and sundry
far, Gregory Peck and Elizabeth
' "
V
sale.
other Disney matters re ve aled the
Should a deal go through. Republic labor relations exec, actTaylor are the only Hollywood
newsreel unit would be moved ing as spokesman for the comfilm will probably roll June 15
Bill Dozier to
thesps assigned to the picture.
panies.
financed jointly by frozen pounds
T
1
itM
T-i
t
<m .II • uptown to new Pathe Laboratories
British union laws requiring 50%
of Disney and RKO. He plans to
S Trilby building, loeth street and park
usage of British talent do not ap- leave
for the Coast over the weekWilliam Dozier flew to London avenue,
ply to "Quo Vadis" becau.se it is
Par's maneuvers to sell the Rep's 10 Into Prod.
end.
over the weekend from New York
not a quota picture.
Under the
to arrange for a director and art building have apparently stirred a
rules, Metro is free to draw on
dii-eetor for "Trilby," vvhich goes covoy of industry rumors that the
Within Six
British, Italian or American talent
Barred
Seeing-Eye
into production at the Shephard's company intends folding up its
as it sees fit.
Foreign actors are
Hollywood, April 12.
Bush studios there May 16. Dozicr's new-sreel activities. These reports
paid in frozen coin, while AmeriTheatres of State
Production upsurge at Republic
Rampart Productions will be as have been branded by 'a Paramount
can thesps draw American dollars.
Albany, April 12.
finds a record 10 pix slated to start
sociated with Jesse L. Lasky and 'Spokesman as totally unfounded
Any action by the company, to lensing within the next six weeks.
Governor Thomas E. Dewey
Walter MacEwen in the Techsigned, because the New York
Pix
nicolor production which will star shutter newsreel activities }s con- Total includes two indie features,
in Zion
sidered improbable because the a Roy Rogers starrer and a William
Assn. of the Blind endorsed. Senahis wife, Joan Fontaine.
Chicago, April 12.
tor
Paul A. Fine's bill which exMiss Fontaine, who had been in leel has been turning in consistent Elliott oater. Spurt starts "ThursZion
(111.)
citizens
reversed
While Par execs have day (14) when "The' Arizona Gow- themselves last week and voted
theatres from proNt w York with Dozier, returned to Pi'ofits.
to empts film
thn Coast over the weekend. Dozier "cen studying all operations of the boy," .starring new cowpoke Rex abolLsh the 49-year-old blue law, visions of the law enacted last year
perexpects to be back in the States in company with an eye toward econ- Allen, get underway.
which has prevented Sunday en- to ban discrimination against
Indies are Kline Productions' tertainment in the pa.st. First film sons accompanied by Secing-Eye
about two weeks to accompany on^y measures, aim is said to he to
Miss Fontaine and their baby to cut out the frills rather than elim- "Cleveland Story" and Fidelity to be shown under the new regu- dogs in places of amusement.
Pictures' "Floodtide." Other pix lation
London, probably on the Queen '"^^e essential company depts.
was "You Gotta St.iy
Bill was introduced by Senator:
Besides housing the newsreel due' to start are "Flaming Fury," Happy," which played to more Fine, Bronx Republican, as an
Elizabeth, April 28.
They'll be in England until Sep- unit, the 43d street building han- "South of Rio,"
"The Golden than 400 patrons at the town's amendment to his 1948 measure.
tember. Miss Fontaine has a com- dies much of the company's print- Stallion," "The Wanderer," "Bandit only film house on Sunday (10).
Industry attorneys emphasized that
mitment to appear in a Hal WaUis ing requirements. It has processed King of Texas," "Post Office In^
There was a; referendum last it was not practical to permit blind
film, "September," on the Coast in some 85,000,000 feet of film annual- vestigator" and "Ranger of Cher- December
on allowing Sundaj^ persons with' Secing-Eye dogs in
;
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EXHIB %-CHISELING ON WANE
Wall St

Look with Favor On

Hollywood's Stepped-Up Prod.
Recent stepup in Hollywood production is viewed as a highly favorable sign In Wall Street. The

Prod widi ftma Com-and Lopert

E'

Samuel Goldwyn, who arrives

Svensk Shorts Director

While

i

.

'MUdred Pierce' Suit
Claims Infringement
.

'

ed to
tions.
j

^

SPGtoF^tlA's
I

Unionization

Move

!

i

Hollywood, April 12.
Screen Publicists

A

I

special

Guild committee^ nitmed by prexy
Lesley Ma.ion to' lead the attack
against the International Alliance
of Theatrical _ Stage Employeps;
meets tonight" (Tues.) to plan
course of action.

production there, with Goelet-and
Dowling as partners^ whether or
not Goldwyn decides.- tb go along,:
he said.
Lopert declared that he will buy

Of

ffl-G

s Lowest

Hollywood, April 12.
In line with the studio's holding
,

"Annie Get Your Gun" to a

Eur-

rope for U. S. distribution, but will
produce over there instead. All of
the backlog of good European product has been milked, he explained,
and there is very little available
that is good for the U. S. market.
Whatever pictures there are. he
said, have such high price tags on
American rights that it is unprofitable to import them.
"What's the use of paying $75,000 for U. S. distribution rights to
a film," he asserted, "when for not
too much more .than that we can
make pictures over there and have
world rights to them. Even if they
are not successful in this country,
we can still get our money out in
other parts of the world."
Lopert proposes making films in
the native languages of the coun-

I

,

.

no more completed pictures in

AtUMOne

.

in.

atres.

Lopert, one of the biggest importers and exhibs of foreign product in the U. S.» leaves New York
April 26 for four months in Paris
and Rome. He'll set up plans for

Town,' in Color,

'

'

Suit was filed originally in N. Y.
supreme court by writer Mae Caro,
who claimed "Pierce" was lifted
from her unpublished story, "Nothing to Live For;" She averred she
submitted the story to James M,
Cain, who scripted the film, and
that Cain read it and returned it
to her prior to production of the

.

.

Request to the MPAA board was
behalf of International
Variety by Abe Montague, Max A.
Cohen and Charles E. (Chick)
Lewis. Variety Clubs have agreed
to take over operation of the hospital, but need film company support through next year, by which
time they hope to have a perma(Continued on page 22)

vesting Co., which likewise is important in New York real estate
and owns 'eight film and legit the-

.

San. at Saranac

made on

were requests owner in New York City, and
Robsubmit more definite allega^ ert W. Dowling,
head of City In-

film.

Seemingly Save

.

$1,-

500,000 budget, Metro haS Set "Oh
the Town" for a similar coin outlay. It's one of lowest budgets in
years for a Technicolor musical.
"Town" will have 16 musical numChiz Suit Vs. Alger,
bers, where "Annie" will have 11.
"Town," too, will have one of the
Hit With Legal Bill tightest schedules on n^cord for a
Metro musical, 46 days.
Chicago, April 12;

Eight majors have been hit with
According to schedule, 16 numin counsel fees and dis- bers will take 21 days, with book
bursements as the price for judi- requiring 46 days. This includes a
okay to their requests to drop week of New York shooting. One
percentage-chiselling action number,
a
originally
"Dinosaur,"
against E. E: Alger's 13-theatre cir- budgeted at $50,000, is now costcuit. Suit had b^n pending in the ing $110,000, due to the fact a
Federal district court here for sev- prop animal didn't film; properly,
eral months where it was sidcr and took couple, of days to as-,
N. Y. VARIETY CLUB'S
tracked for' referee hearings to semble it tor new take. Studio is
determine whether licensing con- now talking of inserting cartoon
INDUCTION OCT. 27 tracts
made with the Alger chain characters, Tom and Jerry, for one
New York's new Variety club, were invalid as violating monopoly production number.

(Continued on page 20)

$7,198
cial

LA.

1st

Runs Only

.

-

9% Behmd

1948

Los Angeles, April 12.
Business in Los Angeles firstrun film houses during the first
quarter of 1949 was only 9% under
that of the same period of 1948.
Grosses, although below last year's,
were still fai" above those of all
previous years' except 1947 and
1948, the peak seasons of film his"

its formal induction laws.
Referee Joseph Elward signed
and cliarter presentation set for
Oct. 27 at the Hotel Astor, where the order discontinuing the action.
outfit's new clubrooms are lo- He declared that it was a "fair inEstimated turnout of 2,000 ference" that the reason given by
cated.
1
industry
the companies for ending the suit
is
expected to include
leaders and int'l officers of Variety was not the principal one. Alger
flacfcs.rHollywood, April 12.
International , Alliance of The- club. With the org's national con- maintained that the majors feared
Columbia is borrowing two male tory.
Francisco
San
ruling
legality
of
in
adver.se
on
an
Take for the first 13 Weeks of
atrical and
stars from Warners, Ronald Reagan
Stage Kmployees is vention opening
was $3,733,400, compared
issuing an American' Federation of May 2, Max A. Cohen, chief barker licensing deals if the suit was and Jack Car.son, as toppers in two 1949
Labor charter to publicists work- in N. Y will be on hand to pitch pressed. Referee, however, made pictures slated for May production. with $4,019,400 for the first quarter
ing in the Hollywood film studios, for the selection of Gotham as the no further comment on this score
Reagan will co-star with Barbara last year.
with
approvfall
meeting.
himself
Variety's
but
contented
as result of the recent vote of the site of
Hale in "Baby is Here," starting
for ing the suit's windup if Alger was
tagged
has
been
Block
Fred
Screen Publicists Guild to secede
May 3, for Santana Productions, refrom the Brotherhood of Painters, club's exec manager. Block was repaid for legal expenses.
leasing through Columbia. Carson
H.
It is Alger's claim that when the
thereby becoming an unaffiliated connected with the late Isadore
gets the title role in "The Good
guild.
Roy M. Brewer, lATSE in- Herk's Mutual Wheel burlesque majors first asked to inspect his Humor Man.'' rolling May 23, with
Testify in Det. Suit
ex- books, he offered to. permit some
are
clubroomji
Astor's
circuit.
Sylvan Simon producing and Lloyd
ternational rep, announced that his
mid-May.
in
so.
opened
ai;ditiAg
concern
to
do
pected
to
be
outside
Samuel Goldwyn, who arrives in
group- is going ahead with the petiBacon directing.
their
part,
resisted
the
Majors,
on
New York from the coast today
tion, pending before the National
other
claiming
that
no
acoffer
(W^d.), Will go to Detroit next
Labor Relations Board, for cer^20tli-Fox Decides Not
countants were set up for the comweek to ;giVe his. depositidn ih the
tification as exclusive bargaining
Post
Jack Roper's
plicated examination except the
$8,po6,00O triple-damage ahti-trust
agent for film flacks.
He added:
Film Maltz's Novel companies' -own experts, Alger
action filed there by the. Society of
"The recent SPG vote showed
Sales Independent
In
says.'
Motion Picture Prothai 109 of the 130 publicists emHollywood. April 12.
Under the decision, Thomas C.
Revamping of Paramount's sales dueers last year. Goldwyn's trek,
ployed in the studios wanted to
Twentieth-Fox has decided to
won the Jackson force which has been pushed since along with the deposition given in
join the lATSE.
Most of the 147 shelve pi-eduction of "The Journey McGonnell; who
who voted for no alf illation are not of Simon McKcever," unpublished Park case, is being paid $4,016 as the naming of Alfred W. Schwal- Detroit by Hunt Stromberg last
Alger.
Seymour
for
attorney
berg as distrib topper moved an- Friday (8), moves the stalled proemployed
picture novel bv Albert Maltz, who was one
in
motion
Simon, former Dept. of .lustice other notch this week. Jack tloper, ceedings a bit closer to trial,
studios."
ol' Uie "Hollywood 10" in the Comlegalite, gets $1,500 as attorney for who has been serving as assistant
Defendants.' Paramount's United
munist spy probes in 1947. Studio another defendant.
Alger's own to Hugh Owen, Par's eastern and Detroit Theatres and Cooperativegave no reason for its decision, deexpenses of $1,682' are also being southern division manager, has Theatres of Michigan, have been
claring in a flat statement only that
Sargeant s 'Jazz' Suit
reimbursed.
been upped to head a newly-ore- charged with depressing prices and
lit "will not produce the recentlyAmong
his holdings, Alger is ated dept. Roper has become man- dictating bookings tor indie prodacquired" story.
Katz's
partner with Balaban
Vs.
Settled
News that 20lh had bought the Publix Great States, Paramount ager of the boxoffice analysis dept. uct via monopolistic practices.
To fill the vacancy caused by They have insisted on taking depo^ Novelist Winthrop Sargeant's in- book caused considerable eyebrow- subsid.
Pards jointly own three Roper's switch, Lou Wechsler, for- sitions on their home territory
fi'ingement suit against
and lifting here last week, since it hyd
houses.
marly an Eagle Lion sales staffer, from the producers who filed the
Samuel Goldwyn was settled out ol been generally believed that none
has been brought: into the com- action against thent. This has recourt last week according to a of the major studios would touch
Wechsler worked under suited in lengthy delays through
pany.
stipulation signed by N. Y. Federal any work turned out by the "10." '12
Stages Schwalberg when /the latter was inability or unwillingness of the
O'clock'
Judge Samuel H. Kaufman. Action Maltz issued a Statement following
was dismissed without prejudice the sale, congratulating 20th for
Hollywood. April 12.
EL's distribution veepee.
producers to go to the Motor City,
Reportedly, Roper's main chores
and without cost,
Total of nine sound .stages five
Walt Disney was the only prowhat he termed' the first step in
Writer of the book, "Jazz— Hot eliminating the alleged "political on the Westwood lot and four on will be to study percentage pix and ducer to submit to the depositionr
and Hybrid," Sargeant charged blacklist"* among the studios.
the Western avenue site, have been to act as liaison between the com- taking before Stromberg stopped
that part of his tome was incorpo^
Maltz received $35,000 for the set aside for the 87 sets required pany and Confidential Reports, oft' last week on his way back to the
rated in certain sequences of story, which is to be published soon for "12 O'clock High" at 20th- Inc., checking outfit working for Coast from New York. SIMPP of^oWwyn's "Song Is Born" which by Creative Age Press. It is re- Fox, in addition to a number of most of the majors, and Sargoy
flcials are hoping now that others
Stein, attorneys who head up the will follow suit and break the jam.
distributed. Terms of tlie portedly a gentle fantasy; similar quonset' huts on the back lot.
settlement were undisclosed. Plain- in touch to 20th'a "Miracle on 34th
Robert J. Rubin, counsel for the
Outdoor sequences will be filmed auditing forces for the distribs. In
tiff originally
asked an account- Street" and with no political im- at Fort Walton, Fla.. starting April his new job, Roper will also work Society, will accompany Goldwyn
ing, damages
along with Par's legal dept.
to Detroit.
and an injunction.
18, with Henry King directing.
plications.

Purpose of committee is to prethe
Guild's
independent
by a majority of
last week, and to fight
Ott an lATSE move to be certified
as bargaining agent for studio

tent 35, has

-
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New Yotk

f rom ihH Coast tbd^y
(Wednesday), is slated to hold a sc'
confabs during the coming
week with Ilya Lopert on plans for
*
V,
i
. X
Existence of a copyright infringei^j^g ^^^^ \f Goldwyn's frozen
J."'
funds for joint production with
??JS",h'"h^t?-^*'"" fiT""'^^in France |nd Italy
Asso,,
f''^?±^Z'%.^'^hZ'l^?tr^^^^^^^
an
Oscar for Joan Crawford
ciated with them, if a deal is made,
1945, was disclosed in N. Y. fed- will
be Robert Goelet, Sr., reputed
eral court Monday 111) when the
to be the second largest realty

the courts continue to
clock off percentage-chiseling actions filed by distribs in a steady
flow from week-to-week, major
company insiders are convinced
that the ebb in .the volume of
phoney returns is at last setting in.
The idea of knicking off a chunk
of the grosses on percentage reports is showing a decrease, it is
said, following a three-year drive

think it may go
Yens H'wood Connection
far in counteracting the current
Hollywood; April 12.
dip in net profits for major film
Arne Sucksdorff, Swedish procompanies.
ducer-director whose "Symphony
Wall Streeters are convinced of the City" won the
one-reeler
that Coast producers have learned Academy award for
documentaries,
how to make pictures on faster has arrived on the Coast with eye
With to
schedules and more cheaply
a studio connection. Sucksdorff
the average picture now running has with him two of his latest
only two weeks, the financial men Swedish-made one-reelers which which combined a raft of suits and
think the idea of releasing more he is offering for major distribu- nationwide auditing activities. Total of chiseling, estimated from
pix to provide for exhibitor needs tion.$10,000,000-$15,000,000 yearly, is
They contend it is sound
is smart.
Sucksdorff 's "Symphony" was
economics to get more first-week made for Svensk Film Industry and believed to be in a decline:
Habit of chiseling is growing less
boxoffice returns, even if it re- distributed in the U.
S. by 20thpopular, the belief is, as result of
quires releasing additional prod- Fox.
publicity on these suits and extenWhile
uct, than to force a run,
sive auditing of theatre records
the gross per film may decline, the
under the direction of industry atgrand overall revenue total will
torneys, Sargoy & Stein.
Audits
Increase, or at least hold near
have already been made in over
All of this,
levels of recent years.
1,000 theatres through the U. S.
of course, is predicated on biz conLately, a shift in the line of legal
ditions in general staying up near
battle has been noticed.
Exhibs
current levels.,
suspected of giving a fast count on
But to do this, obviously prothe b.o., wage' court battle over
ducers had to cut the cost of each
the right of distribs to peek in
via
either
production,
individual
their books. Once the court gives
Initial ljudget trims or speeding
the- riod to an audit, most of the
Up of "Shooting time, or both. This
actions are quietly settled out of
has been done; hence the green
These settlements, with
court.
Picture
companies
are
expected
picture-making.
light on additional
few exceptions, are for the amount
to
continue
contributing
to
the
shearing
companies
Examples of
found owing in: the books with
their production outlay are still Will Rogers Memorial Hospital nothing lopped off in return for
through
result
1950
as
of
pitch
a
mounting. One recent instance, is
the payment.
made to the board of the Motion
"It's Only Money," which should
Distribs feel that in most cases,
BoOn be out of the cutting room. Picture Assn. of America last Fri- after auditing, exhibs give the
(Continued on page 20)
This "A" film, with Groucho Marx, day (8). Companies had been contributing
total
of
a
about
a
$6,000
Frank Sinatra and Jane Russell,
month
from
the
time
the
hospital
took only 24 days' shooting time,
got into financial trouble more
or three less than schedule. Sina- first
Majors Decide to Drop
than a year ago. They discontinued
.(Continued on page 24)
March.
the payments
financial observers

,

Goldwyn to Explore Continental
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'Squadron' 15G» Tor4nito

LA Loaded widi Reissues, Holdovers

Toronto, April

Pendn^ Easter; 'Cai^ht' Din $26,0i,
,

,
!

.

Tarzan' Fair 23G,

'Pacific 26G,

2d

Los Angeles, April 12.
Firstriins are getting no help

from the school holiday this ses-,
sion, and all bi? is down. Two new
bills and two reissue bills are
catching slow trade; Holdovers also
are off.
"Caught" shapes very mild $26,000 in three theatresi while "Tav-:
zan's Magic Fountain" is thin $23,000 in five. Reissue combo of "Sergeant York" and "Castle on Hudson" shapes light $26,000 in three

"Dirigible" and "Submaspots.
rine," also oldies, are dull $J3,500
in four locations.

Broadway Grosses

(20th)

,

.

5619,000
Year ...
(Based on 21 t/ieatres)

I,.ast

.

Tacific

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Soarboro,
State (20th Cent) (1,059, 955; 698,
Apollo"
35-50) —^"Johnny
694;

and "Show No Mercy", (20th)

and

'

.

.

Police" (Par) (reissue), $13,000.
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)-^
"Bribe" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $11,000 after last week's $14,000.

Punchy

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
Fair
"Saraband" (EL) (2d wk).

Second week of "Canadian Pacific" is down to oke $26,000 in
four sites. "Paisan" is still profitable in seventh El Key week, while
"Hamlet" is off to $5,500 in 24th
round at Four Star. "Red Shoes"
looks fine $7,000 on 15th Fine Arts
week.
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cor)

in Cleve.

$13,000

after

good

$16,500

$2imMGameOby2!)Gin2d

Im-

Last
Okay $12,000.
(reissues).
week, "Red Stallion Rockies" (EL)
Maggie in Court"
"Jiggs,
(Mono), ditto.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—
Big
"Fighter Squadron" (WB).
Last week, "Northwest
$15,000.

Estimated Total Ores*
$562,500
This Week
(Based on IS theatres)
.

H.O.$DullHnb;m-In(lia Staunch

12.

Pre-Easter slump, helped by fine
weather and too many holdovers,
is dropping biz at most houses this
week. "Fighter Squadron" is top
gro.sser with big session at the
perial.

Plenty

Key

Week

City Grosses

This Week ...... $2,575,000
(Based on 25 cities, 197

.

Week
.

.

Down

$2,654,000
cities,

209

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
"Thunder in Pines" (SG) and "Jig-

)

saw" (UA). Mild $19,000.
week, "The Set-Up" (RKO)
"Amazon Guest" (FC), sock

'Set-Up' Sturdy

000.

.

$7,000. Last week, "Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "Hideout" (Rep)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Mayflower (ATC) (700; $1.25)—

"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (8th
wk). Off to $3,500 after $4,200 for

Memorial (RKO) (3,600; 40-85)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U)
and
"Alaska Patrol" (SG) (2d wk). Reasonably okay $18,000 after big $24,000 in first.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)

—"Walking

Hills" (Col) and "Song
of India" (Col). Best in town at
nice $22,000. Last week, "Kiss in
Dark" (WB) and "Strike It Rich"
(Mon), $21,000.

Orpheum (Loew)

;

-

|

—

,

Me'

.

—

LOO ACE

OKAY

and

Okay $5,500 after $7,100 for last.
Fenway (Met) (1,373; 40-85)—
"Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle On
Hudson" (WB). (reissues). Okay

Seattle

Low

W

La.st

$27,-

.

Exeter (Indie) (1,100; 45-75)—
"Don't Take It to Heart" fEL) and
"Waterloo Road" (EL) (2d wk))»

.

—

routine biz is

Staunchest new

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85)—
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (3d wk).
to $5,000 after nice $7;500
for second;

theatres, chieTty nrst rwris. »»•

eluding N. Y.).
Total Gross Same
Last Year
on 23
\ Based
theatres

$11,000

—

how

"Walking Hills," paired with
"Song of India," at the Met. Second weeks of "Ball Game" at State
and Orpheum and "Family Honeymoon" at Memorial are okay.

in
36-66)—
Shea's
(PP)
(2,386;
"Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d wk).
Metropolitan Opera's one-week Okay $7,000 after last week's $9,Seattle, April 12.
stand at civic auditorium, doing 000.
FirstrunS' are generally slow this
sellout biz, nipped openings of sevUniversity (FP) (1,556; 75-$1.20) week.
Outstanding is "The Seteral current firstruns. Best show—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk).
ing Is being made by; Palace's Tapering to $10,000 after last Up" which is solid at Coliseum.
combo of Frances Langford, Jon week's sock $12,500.
Plethora of holdovers also will. hurt
Hall and King Cole Trio onstage,
this round.
36-66)^
Uptown
.(Loew)
(2,743;
(834; 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$l)—"Diri- which gave "Clay Pigeon" sock
Estimates for This Week
and "Submarine" week. "Canadian Pacific" is lively "Life of Riley" (U) (2d wk). Good
gible"' (Col)
after okay $8,500 opener.
Coliseam (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—
(Col) (reissues). Dull $13,500. Last at Hipp. "Bribe" looks so-so at $6;500
"The
(RKO)
and
week, "Jigsaw" (UA) and "Rimfire" State.
Set - Up"
This
Week
for
Estimates
(SG), slim $15,800.
"Highway 13" (SG). Solid $11,000.
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)— VSong 'Kiss' Smooth {14,000
Chinese, Loew's State, XiOyola,
Last week, "Walking Hills" (Col)
Uptown (FWC) ('2,048; 2,404; $1,- of India" (Col) and "State Depart(Col), about
"Song
of
India"
649"
Doing
fairand
(FC).
ment-^File
Pa248; 1,719; 60-$l)— "Canadian
In Drab Pitt; Tanyon'
same.
week, ''Bad Boy"
cific" (20th) and "I Cheated Law" ish $10,000. Last
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84)
(20th) (2d wk). Slowing up to $26,- (Mono), $11,000.
Esquii-e (Community) (700; $2.40)
8G —"Bad Boy" (Mono) and "Hide000. Last week, $40,600.
Out" (Rep).
Dim $6,000. Last
Downtown, Hollywood; Wiltern —"Red Shoes" (EL) (16th wk).
Pittsburgh, April 12.
week, "Family Honeymoon" (U)
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60- Amazingly steady at $6,000. after
Holy Week Is just about What and "Clay Pigeon" (RKO) (2d
$l)_^"Sgt.- York" (WB) and "Castle grabbing $6,400 last week.
Hipp (Warner) (3,465; 55-70)— everybody exected here ^not good; wk), okay $9,500 in 10 days.
v
on Hudson" (WB) (reissues). Light
Stout Only thing making even a slight
$16,000. Last week, "Kiss in Dark" "Canadian Pacific" (20th)v
Music HaU (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—
(WB) and "Flaxy Martin" (WB) (2d $16,000. Last week, '-Kiss in Dark" dent is "Kiss in Dark" at Stanley. "Boy Green Hair" (RKO) and
(WB), $16,500.
"Force of EviV with "Bad Men of "Gun Smugglers" (RKO) (2d wk).
wk), $27,700.
55-70)—
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200;
Tombstone" at Penn is way down. Slow $4,000 in 5 days after last
Egyptian, Los Anecles, Wilshire
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l)— "Act of Violence" (M-G). Fine $7,- "Red Canyon" at Fulton is fairly week's $6,600.
Mild $26,000. 500. Last week, "Siren of Atlantis" good.
"Caught" (M-G).
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
Estimates for Jhis Week
Last Week, "Force of Evil" (M-G) (U), $6,300.
"Red Stallion" (EL) and "Rusty
70-90)—
(3.284;
(RKO)
Palace
(20th)
(2d
House"
and "Man About
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)— saves Life" (Col).
Oke $7,500.
"Clay Pigeon" (RKO) plus stageWk), $16,500.
"Red Canyon" (U). Good $7,000, Last week, "Kiss in Dark" (WB)
Orpheum (D'town) (2,210; 60-$l) show with Frances Langford, Jon and may stay extra 3 days. Last and "Flaxy Martin" (WB), $8,200
Fountain" Hall, King Cole Trio. §ock $33,000, week, "Ma and Pa Kettle" (U) (2d
Magic
"Tarzan's
in 9 days.
(RKO) and "Brothers in Saddle" mainly as result of stage layout. wk), strong $5,500 in 4 days.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
(BKO). Fait $12,000 here, with Last week, "Set-Up" (RKO), bright
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)— "El Paso" (Par)- and "Micheal
$23,000 for 5 day-dating houses. $18,500.
Barely O'Halloran" (Mono) (2d wk). Down
(Col).
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)— "Walking Hills"
Last Week, "Red Stallion" (EL)
and "Old Fashioned Girl" (EL), $9,- "Bribe" (M-G). Rather slow $18,- okay at $8,000 or less. Last week, to $6,000 in 8 days after good
"Dark
Past"
(Col),
$9,000.
$9,400 opener.
000. Last week, "Ball Game" (M100 here, with $20,800 in 4 sites.
'
Pehn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50^84)
Patttages, BKO Hillstreet (Pan* G), big $24,500.
—"Force of Evil" (M-G) and "Bad —"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and
RKO) (2,812; 2,890; 50-$l)—"SetMen of Tombstone" (Mono). Will "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d runs) (3d
Vp" (RKO) and "Crime Doctor's
licking
take
a
bad
at
Last
$10,000.
wk). Academy awards helping to
Diary" (Col) (2d wk). About $14,Bops
Weather
Outdoor
Week,
"Ball
Game"
(M-G)
wk),
(2d
but
hold
near $4,000 after last week's
500. Last week, nice $31,400
okay $14,500.
nice $4,800..
below hopes,
Hot
Philly But
Los Angeles, Hollywood ParaStanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)
"Kiss in Dark" (WB). Jane Wy-— "Nick Beal" (Par) and "Thunder
man's
hot
right
now
after
her
Os$24,000; 'Canyon' 20G car, and this should help pic to
Rides High In
in Pines" (SG) (LA only) (2d wk).
Philadelphia, April 12.
Mild $19,000. Last week, $28,200.
$14,000, not bad for Holy Week.
Perfect Palm Sunday weather Last week, "El Paso" (Par), $17,United Artists, Ritz (UA-FWC)
Prov., 22G; 'Whiplash'
(2,100; 1,370; 60-$l)—"Red Can- sent thousands of natives hurrying 000.
yon" (U) and "Duke of Chicago" to the shore, and cutting heavily
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)-—
13G, 'Criss Cross' IIG
(Rep) (2d wk). Off to $10,000, with Into Sabbath grosses. Holdovers VEl Paso" (Par) (m o ). Doing well
$16,000 for 5 day-dating spots. Last were principal sufferers. Of new after brisk Stanley stanza with $6,Providence, April 12.
week. $17.700, with okay $29,600 in product, "Take Me To Ball Game" 000 or over Last week,. "Own Tr ue
State is riding high with "The
where^
atr—GoldmanT—
rook s best
5 houses.
tove" (Par) and "Homicide" (WB77 "Bribe7'~~wlth~TsthBr"~stands—only
below
is
Gtoyon"
"Red
smash.
fairly moderate in the pre-Easter
dull $5,000.
hopes at Stanley.
week. Next "best is 'Majestic's
Estimates for This Week
"Whiplash."
JHEARf-STAGEBILL
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
Estimates, (or This Week
"Caught" (M-G) (2d wk). Down to 'Game' Hits $25,000 In
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
17G, ST.
$0,000. Last week: mild $12,500.
"Criss
Gross"
(U)
and "Old- 99) r50
(WB)
«,360;
Boyd
12 Days to Top L'ville Fashioned Girl" (EL). Moderate
St. Louis, April 12.
(Col) (2d Wk). Dim
^'Dark
Past"
Observance of Holy Week in this
$11,000.
Last
week "Set-Up"
Louisville, April 12.
opening
after
$18,800
heavily populated Catholic city is $14,500
and "Gun Smugglers"
"Take Me to Ball Game," at (RKO)
"So
slowing up biz currently,
"State Loew's State, in 12-day stand will (RKO), nifty $17,000.
Earie (2,700; 50-99)
Dear To Heart" and stage presentaFay's
(Fay)
44-65)
(1,400;
Dept. File 649" (FC) with Marilyn capture top biz in town this week.
tion, "Jack and Beanstalk," shapes
Auer, Three Suns "Canadian Pacific" at Rialto also is "Dark Corner'' (Indie) and vaude
standout at the big Fox. "Red Maxwell, Mischa
onstage. Fairly good $7,000. Last
Last week, okay. "Lawton Story," at National,
Pony" also is dong very well at onstage. Oke $25,000.
with p.a. of Ginger Prince, juve week, "Luxury Liner" (M-G) (reAmbassador, with "Life of Riley" "Lucky Stiff" (UA) plus Tony player^ opening day only, looks issue) and Ken Maynard with TarMartin topping stage, $29,500, but
held over second week there.
zan heading stage, solid $9,500.
mild.
way below hopes.
Majesttc (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"To
"Whiplash" (WB) and "Flaxy MarAmbassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75) Sea in Ships" (20th) (3d wk). Low
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
( WB).
Good $13,000. Last
^"Red Pony" (Rep) and "Life of ebb $14,000. Last week, $19,000. 45-65)—"Homicide" (WB). Mild tin"
week, "John Loves Mary" (WB)
Biley" (U) (2d wk). Nice $16,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- $5,000. House to shut for few days find
'^Highway 13" (WB), $12,500.
Solid to allow final face-lifting.
Last week, "Life of Riley" (U) and 99)^"Ball Game" (M-G).
Last
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44"Old Fashioned Girl" (EL) $15,000. $24,000, two all-night shows help- week, "Flaxy Martin" (WB), $4,500 65)—
"Paisan" (Indie) (2d,wk). SoFox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Dear ing. Last weeki,"Bribe" (M-G) (3d in 6 days.
so
$5,500.
First
week, nifty
to Heart" (RKO) and stageshow.

W

Boston, April 12,
holdovers for Holy

bill is

Estimated Total Gros*

last

week.

of

tipoff just

here this round.

Cleveland,' April 13.

$7M

:

'

(3,000;

40-80)—

"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk). Down
to $19,000 after big $25,000 in first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—
"Sgt. York" (WB) and Castle On
Hudson" <WB) (reissues). Oldies
getting

week,
and

Last

oke. $14,000.

"Canadian Pacific"
(20th)
"Hideout" (Rep) (2d wk), fine

$12,-

000.

Pilgrim (ATC) (l.SOO: 40-85)—
"Cover Up" (UA) and "High Fury"
(UA). Not bad $10,000. Last Week,
"Red Canyon" (U) and "Shamrock
Hill" (Indie) (2d wk), $6,000.^

40-85)—
State (Loew)
(3,.500;
"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk). Sotso
$10,000. Last week, $15,000.

'UNDERCOVER' $17,000

BEST IN SLOW FRISCO
San Francisco, April 12.
Balmy weather and big Army
Day competition is nicking biz
here this session. Few newcomers
here this week, with "El Paso"
okay at Paramount, "Undercover

Man"

is

good: at

Orpheum

unfavorable conditions.
Estimates for This

Golden Gate (RKO)
95)="Tarzan's

"Magic

despite

Week
(2,844; 60^FotmtaiTi-'-

—

(RKO) and "Kidnapped" (Mono).
Mild $12,000.
Last week, "The
Set-Up" (RKO), $13,000.
60-95)—
Fox (FWC)
(4,651;
"Mother Is Freshman'' (20th) and
(Continued on page 18)
.

:

—

—

.

wk), $10,000.

National

(Standard)

50-

(2,400;
$14,000.
Okay $17,000. Last week, "Ma and
Karlt«iii (GdldmaiiV (1,000; 50-99) 85)-^"Lawton Story"
(Indie) with
State
Pa Kettle" (U> and "far Frontier" —"Little Women" (M-G) (2d wk), p a. of Ginger Prince; others, on- "Bribe"
(Rep), strong $21,000.
Strong
after sock $20,000

—

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk). Down
to $14,000 following first, canto's
$24,000.

(F&M)
(RKO)
''Set -Up"
Missouri

(3,500;

50-75)—

and

"Indian

Agent" (RKO).

Solid $12,500 or
near. Last week, "Family Honey^noon'' (U) and "Kiss in Dark"
(WB) (2a wk), Sll,500.
St.-

Lduis (F&M) (4.000; 50-75)—
St. Louis" (WB) and

"South of

"Ma and Pa

Kettle" (U).

Oke

$7,-

Last week, "Johnny Belinda"
(WB) and "Sierra Madre" (WB)
(2d runs), $6*500.

600.

—

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 50-75)
"Shot Jesse James" (SG) and

"Highway 13" (SG).
Last
<FC)
saxne.

Good

$8,000.

week, "Unknown Island"
and "Alaska Patrol" (FC)

(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
(M-G) and "No Minor
Modest $6,000. Last week, Vices" (M-G). Hot $22,000. Last
opener.
"Man Who Reclaimed Head" (FC) week, "Act of Violence" (M-G)
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99) (reissue) and Hollywood Revue
and
Sammy
Kaye orch heading
—"Force of Evil" (M-G) (3d wk). 1949 with Una Mae Carlisle on- stageshow, so-so
$20,000.
Dipped to $7,500. Last week, good stage, fairish $7,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44$10,000.
65)—"Undercover Man" (Col) and
Rialto
(Fourth
Avenue)
(3,000;
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— 45-65)—
"Mutineers" (Col).
Second week
"Canadian
Pacific"
(20th)
"Kiss In Dark" (WB) (2d wk). Dim
First was
and ''TUeson" (20th). Okay $12,000. started Monday (11).
$14,000 after tep;ld $19,00(» first
Last week, "Enchantment", (RKO) happy $12,000.
week. ,
and "Clay Pigeon" (RKO), $14,000;
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
"Red Canyon" (U). Fair $20,000.
Last week, "Nick Beal" (Par) (2d "Ball Game" (M-G) and "Golden
Carroll Estate OK'd
Eye" (Mono). Good $25,000 in 12
'Wk), fine $15,000.
Los Angeles, April 12.
days.
"Force of Evil" (M-G) and
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)
Tangled financial problems of
"Homicide" (WB). Okay $11,000. "Act of Violence" (M-G), tee off tothe estates of Earl Carroll and
Last week, "Jungle Jim" (Col) and day (Tues.).
"
"Untamed Breed
(Col), $10,000.
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)— Beryl Wallace were straightened
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20- '.'Tarzan's Magic Fountain" (RKO) out with the approval of Judge
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (16th and
"Gun Smuggler."?" (RKO). John Clark in L. A. superior court.
Carroll's fortune amounted to
wk). Will hold until warm weather, Healthy $6,500. Last week, "Last
currently beinp $9,000, good. Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and "She" $1,435,494. Miss Wallace left ap$14,000

stage.

I

—

:

—

!

I

"

'

week, $9,300.

(RKO)

(reissues), $6,000.

.

proximately $140,000

tti

relatives.

'St Louis' Average 12G,
Indpls.; 'Kiss'

Timid IIG

Indianapolis, April 12.
is strictly a holding

Film biz

operation at firstruns here this
Pre-Easter slump is flatgrosses.
"South of St.
looks stoutest of new

stanza.

tening
Louis"

with average figure at the
"Kiss In Dark" at Circle
also is fair but "Force of Evil" at
Loew's shapes slow.

entries,

Indiana.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2.800; 44In Dark" (WBI and
"Flaxy Martin" (WB). Moderate
$11,000. Last week, "Big Fight"
(Mono) with Woody Herman ordi,
Harmonicats, onstage, big $23(060

65)— "Kiss

,

at 60-90C

iscale.

—

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)
"South of St. Louis" (WB) and
"Homicide" (WB). Average $12,000. Last week, "To Sea In Ships"
(20th)
$10,000.

and

"Tucson"

(Indie),

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
(M-G) and
"Force of Evil"
"Caught" (M-G). Tepid $10,000.
Last week, "Ball Game" (M-G),
about $18,000 in 11 days.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44 - 65) -r"Angel On Amazon" (Rep) and
"Far Frontier" (Rep). Fairish $(),000. Last week, "Walk Crooked
Mile" (Col) and "Big Sombrero
(Col). $5,500.

,

Vcdneaday, April 13, 1949

Chi Slips

PICTTRE isnOssES
Fancy $14,000 In
Port.; 'Ship,s' Stout 13G

'Joan'

But Jane Russell Takes

New Pix Help B way

;

'River -Mooney

Portland, Ore., April 12.

'Ball

Game

Good

for Sockeroo $55,000;

M

IQss' Sweet ISG,
-f
Chicago, April 12.
depression is here a
early, taking a bite in mid-

Holy
hit

with

show

NSG 14G

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,

"Kiss in Dark" at
$55 000 lopms.
trim $18,000.
Roosevelt shapes
Other new fare is weakish with
•'Force of Evil" at United Artists
"Cover Up" and
minor $14,000.
"Tuna Clipper" at Apollo is so^so

without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

m

head the stageshow plus "Take Me
Out to Ball Game," and dandy

remams high with
Interest
"Knock On Any Door" at Chicago,
backed by Hoagy Carmichael and
'Set-Up' Smash $21,000,
'Georgia Gibbs on stage- at lush
"Set-Up," also in second
$55,000.
week, at Palace should garner
Det.; 'Door' Solid 28G.
"Joan of Arc" is
bright $19,000;
holding well in third stint at the
excellent
$24,000.
Grand with
"Paisan" at World ig neat $3,500

Detroit, April 12.

The Easter season apparently
Estlttiateis for This Week
is having little effect on Humphrey
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)— Bogart fans for the Michigan
"Cover Up" (UA) and "Tuna Clip- looks big $28,000 with "Knock On
per" (Mono). Mildish $8,000. Last Any Door.'^ Other houses are mostweek, "Johnny Belinda" (WB) and ly feeling the seasonal slump.
"Sierra Madra" (WB) (2d runs), However, "The Set-Up" at Madison is slightly terrific and "Paisan"
$10,000.
Chicago (B&K) (a.900; 50-98)— at United -Artists looks trim.
.
* "Knock On Door" (Col) (2d wk)
Estimates for Tliiis Week
With Hoagy Carmichael and GeorFox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—
Great $55,000 posgia Gibbs p.a.
"Song of Bernadette" (20lh) (reLast week, gigantic $74,000,
sible.
issue).
Mild $18,000. Last week,
and way over hopes.
.

for 12th week.

.

.•
s

';

"Mother

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
(Continued: on page 18)

Louis

'St.

Is

Freshman"

"Intermezzo" (SRO)

and

(20th)
(reissue)

(2d

wk); okay $22,000.
Michigan (United

Detroit) (4,000; 70-95)— "Knock On Any Door"
(Col) and "Ladies of Chorus" (Rep).
Big $28,000. Last week, "South of
St. Louis" (WB) and "Parole, Inc."
(Mono) (2d wk), $15,000.

Ace Pic

.

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)— "El
Paso" (Par) and ''Dynamite" (Par).
Solid $20,000. Last week, "Cover
Up" (UA) and "Valiant Hombre"

In Cincy, $l4j
Cincinnati,

Main

ApriM2.

doing a surprise Holy Week nipup in the face
of an overdose of reissues. Outside of combo Albee, with Louis
Prima band and "Cover Up," the
town topper is "South of St.
Louis," sturdy at Palace. "Pride
of Yankees," on a reissue, is butgrossing many other films at Capitol, "Red Shoes" is still okay in
line trade is

Rep), $16,000.
(Indie).

70$17,-

(2,000;

Trim

Last week. "Nick Real" (Par)

and "Big Fight" (Mono), $18,000.
Madiswn (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
"The Set-Up" (RKO) and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO). Smash $21,000.
Last week,, "Sierra Madre" (WB)
(2d run) and "Background to Danger" (WB) (reissue), weak $10,000.

week at the Guild.
Estimates far This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-04)
"Cover Up" (UA) plus Louis Prima
sixth

(1,832; 50-85)

Champion"

same.

Snow

"Sun Comes

Me' Bright 1^18,000

Shot Jesse James" (SG). No
Denver, April 12
buUs-eye at $7,000 in 9 days. Last
Sunday snow is hurting this
week, "Family Hoiieymoon" (U) week but mild weather Monday
l4tU wk),v.slick $7,200,
helped. "Ma and Pa Kettle" is
<R^O>
packing
:lParamount
and Esquire
(^.SOO;
50-75)
..c*"*!?"*
,??"th of St. Louis" (WB). Sturdy to win holdover. "El Paso'Ms- brisk
Last
week, "Set-Up" enough at Denham to hold a sec?«i9l?>°'
(RKO), ail right $11,000.
ond.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)
Estimates for This Week
(RKO). (mio.) split with
».5f''"PP
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 3,V
,*lfsh and Fantasy" (Indie) and 74)—
"Knock On Door" (Col) (2d
Suspect" (Indie) (reissues).
nr,
wk).
Good $9,000. Holds again.
Weak $4,000. Last week. "The
Pearl (RKO) and "San Francisco" Last week, socko $15,000.
(M-G) (reissue), $4,500.
Denham (Cbckrill) (1,750; 35-74)
I

—
—

'

—"El Paso"

(Par).

Fancy $13,000

or near. Holds. Last week^ "Nick
Beal" (Par) (2d wk), and "Dy-

'Wives'

Winning $13,000,
Omaha; 'Canyon' $5,000

namite"

*Sun-WSlow
in

Dim K.C.

(Par), $11,000.

—

Comes Up" and "Force

"Sun

big $33,000.

—

Down

(2d-final wk).

to very mild
after
$77,000

or close
"Belvedere Goes College"
(20th) with Vivian Blaine, McCarthy & Farrell, new iceshow,
opens Friday (15).
$52,000
opener.

(Loew's)
—State
"Ball Game"

(3,450; "50-$1.50)

(M-G) (6th wk).

Opens today (Wed.). Fifth frame
dipped sharply to around $15,000
after $21,000 for fourth.
"Barkleys of .Broadway'' (M-G) openg.
April 27.
'

Strand (WB)

(2,756;

70-$1.50)—

"Kiss In Dark" (WB) plus Guy
Lombardo orch- (3d-final wk). Just
getting by at $30,000 or under
after slim $38,000 for second. "My
Dream Is Yours" (WB) with Lionel

Hampton orch opens Friday
Victoria (City Inv.)

(15)^

(1,060;

95-

$1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (22d
wk). Current session is down to
$11,000 or less after nice $13,000'
for 21st week. Stays on.
;

Murder"

(U).

House back

'Set-Up Sets Pace

In Mpls.

"Gun

and

"Shockproof" looks fair at RKOPan., Holdovers include the road(589; $1.20- show "Red Shoes" in its seventh
(EL) (25th week, still steady at the small
wk). Still holding well at $14,000; World.
Favorable
weather is
after $14,800 last Week. Stays on. stimulating trade.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)
Estimates for This Week
^"Gity Across River" (U) plus Art
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "Nick
April 26.

to first-

Bijou (City Inv.)
$2.40)—"Red Shoes"

Mooney, Rose Murphy, Stan Kav- Beal" (Par) (miO.). Lots of steam
anagh, James Barton onstage. Do- left at $6,500. Last week, "Johning big $72,000, best here in ny Belinda" (WB) and "Treasure
months, and may stay more than
(Continued on page 18)
two weekSi which would, be first;
time this has happened at house
in some time. In ahead, "Outpost
Morocco" (UA) with. Gordon Jen- Balto Pre-Easter Blues

Smugglers" Second week ended

(RKO), $10,000.

Paramount

(Par) (1,900; 45-65)-^-

(2,100;

2,043;

700;

65)—"Unfaithfully Yours"

last

45-

(20th).

Slight $13,000 for 3 houses. Last
"Ma and Pa Kettle" (U) (2d
wk), big $15,000.

week,

Mayfair (Brandt)

Albeit 'Set-Up'-Yaude

Monday

(11) held very well at strong $25,000 after big $32,000 opener, best
initial week here in months. "Life
^
of Riley" (U) opens Saturday.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)
—"The Champion" (UA). Climbing to sock $41,000 or close. Holds,
natch! In ahead, "Impact" (UA)
(3d wk), $8,000.

"El Paso"' (Par) (2d wk). Okay $8,500: Lai^t week, pleasant $12,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest)

12.

'(Col) (8th Wk).

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— kins oi-ch, Cardini (2d wk), slim
"Castle on Hudson" (WB) and $43,500 and way below hopeS;
i^Sgt_York'iXWJB)_ (EeissuesL-SorasL
50( Moss)
(1.700:
Criteridn^
$9,000. Last week, "The Set-Up" $1.75)— "Set-Up" (RKO) (3(1 WK).
(RKO)

$li5i

Minneapolis, April

Four major newcomers here this
week, but few are showing too
Holding to $13,000, taking in Easter
much. Most interest seems to be
Sunday, after $14,000 last week,
"We Were Strangers" (Col) opens in "Tlie Set-Up" at Orpheum.

Tall

15G.

'Kettle'

12G-

Baltimore, April 12.
Pre-holiday blues have set in
here this week with no particular
help from product at hand. Doing
best biz

is

"The Set-Up"

:

tied to

starring, Patti Page
and
Bobby Jordan at combo Hippo-r
dromei "Ma and Pa Kettle" also is

vaude

pleasing at Loew's Century.

(1,736; 50-$1.20)

Estimates tor This Week
(reissue) (3dr
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20Down to $13,000 and be- 60) — "Ma and Pa Kettle"
(U).
'Violence' $17,000, Mont'l ing replaced by"Wizard of Oz" Drawing pleasing $12,000. Last
(M-G) (reissue) next Saturday (16). week, "Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk),
Montreal, April 12.
Stanza hefty $17,000.
New entries in most of big Second (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.20)— held well at $10,700.
Palace
houses but Holy Week is clipping
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
"Princess O'Rourke" (WB) and 20-70)
all theatres. Best showing is being
"Set-Up" (RKO) plus
(WB) (reissues). Doing

—"Casablanca" (WB)
final wk).

000 after sock $9^000

first

week.

—

"G-Men"

only mild $14,000, and won't hold,
with "Pride of Yankees" (RKO)
(reissue) opening Friday (15). In
ahead, "Shot JeSse James'? (PC),
dim $11,000 in 9 days, below ex-

Charlie Barnet orch, Jerry
onna, others, onstage (2d
First week ended last night (Tues.)
was good $65,000. Stays only two
weeks. Barnet was out sick 'Thursday and Friday. In ahead,"El
Paso" (Par) with Ray Anthony
orch, Louis Jordan Five topping
stage bill (2d wk). dowji to $49,000.

Park Avenue

1

!

'

1

—

(U)

(583;

$1.20-

"Hamlet" (U) (29th wk)!
Twenty-eighth week held well at
$15,000, about same as preceding
session.
Continues, with
extra
matinees sUitQd for coming weeki
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke80-$2.40).—
fellers) (5,945;
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) with annual
Easter Pageant and stageshow.
Looks big $147,000 and, of course.
$2.40)

vaude topped by Patti Page and
Bobby Jordan. Strong $15,000 inLast week, "Million DolWeekend'' (RKO) plus Mischa
Auer, Marilyn Maxwell and Three

dicated.
lar

Suns, all right $13,200.
Keith's (Schanbergeii) (2,460; 2060)
"Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d
Mild $5,000- Last week,
Col- run).
"State
Dept.-File 649" (FC) missed
wk).

pectancy.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
—"Bride of Vengeance" (Par) with

—

nice $2,500.

60-

(2,092;

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)
"The Fan" (20th) and Ginny Simms
and iceshow heading stage bill

Saturday (16).
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 6O-$1.50)

r-"Knock On Door'

"

i

(UAT-Par)

RivoU

$1.25)^"Portrait of Jennie'' (SRO)
Initial holdover round
(3d wk).
ended last night (Tues.) held nicely
at $28,000 or a bit over; first was

oldie,

Of Evil" is
"Portrait of Jennie"
continues in third week on advanced prices in Kimo.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 4565)— "Moonrise" (Rep) and "Act of

medium.

,

—

—

;

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
.
Omaha, April 12.
„.
Letter to Three Wives" at the "South St. Louis" (WB) and "Flaxy made by "Act of Violence," but just
paramount is tops for week with Martin" (WB), day-date with Web- good at Capitol.
resoundmg total. "The Walking ber; Nice $14,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
"Ladies
of
and
"Red
Canyon"
(U)
Wills
and "Dark Past" are fairly
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
good at Brandeis. "Grand Canyon Chorus" (Col), $15,000.
'•Kissing Bandit" (M-G). Just okay
irail
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Ma $18,000. Last week, "Snake Pit"
and 'M'iss Annie Rooney"
«re good at State.
and Pa Kettle" (U) and "Appoint- (20th) (3d wk), $14,000.
ment with Murder'- (FC), day-date
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
with Paramount. Big $4,000, and "Act Of Violence" (M-G). Good
B-f ""mount (Tristates) (2,800; 16holding. Last week, "Dear Secret $17,000.
Last week, "Accused"
c„
h^^^^^ Three Wives" (20th).
tary" (U) and "Rose of Yukon" (Par), $15,000;
n,
'f'..^A?'°00. Last week, "Kiss in
Dark"
(Rep), fine $3,000.
(WB) slim $8,300.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—
...""""deis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
Orpheum (RKO> (2,600; 35-74) "Wonderful Urge" (20th). Fair
Last week, "Every Girl
p!;?J.'"'},S Hills" (CoD and "Dark —"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Act $1&,000.
<C<?,"- Saturday $7,500. Last of Violence" (M-G).
Mild $12,000. Married" (RKO) (2d wk), nice $14,week, "The Sot-Up"
(RKO) and Last week, "Set-Up" (RKO) and 500.
<-'Un Smugglers"
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL), same.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
(RKO), $6,800.
(Tristates) (3,000; 16Paramouilt (Foxl (2.200; 35-74) "Unfaithfully Yours" (20th). Mild
fi.;r''V.5l"'""'
O'Flynn (U) and —"Ma, Pa Kettle" (U) and "Ap- $6,500. Last week, "Road House"
"l
Act olr'^i'""^
Murder" (U). Light $9,500. pointment Murder" (FC), also (20th) (2d wk), oke $11,500.
week, "Tliis Is N. Y." (UA) Paramount. Big $14,000. Last week,
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
and Connee Boswell topping
stage- "Dear Secretary'' (UA) and "Rose "Slightly French" (Col) and "Black
show lair $18,000 at 80c top.
of Yukon" (Rep), fine $11,500.
Eagle" (Col). Slight $8,500. Last
istate
(Goldberg) (865;
week,"Dark Past" (Col) and
16-65)
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
Urand Canyon Trail" (Rop) aiid "South- St. Louis" (WB) and "Flaxy "Blondie's Big Deal" (Col), $6,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—
«^ nnA ^V^^^ Rooney" (SG). Good Martin" (WB), also Denver. Dull
$5,000.
Last weelc, "The Bribe;
.'?2,000.
Last week, "Red Canyon" "Siren of Atlantis" (UA) and "High
(M
uvi-ti)
and "Violence" (Mono), $4,-. (U) and "Ladies of Chorus" (Col), Fury" (UA) (2d wk). Down to $C,-

500.

soaring to sock. $41,-

very mild $101,000.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)
"Hurricane'! (FC) and "Westerner"
(FC); (reissues). Not doing better
than average $7,500. Won't hold.
Last week, "Mobtown" (FC) and
"Hit Road" (FC) (reissues), $7,000.

;

—

^"s* week,

is

000 or near, greatest at this Brandt
(H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
house in many months. It is getShips" (20th) and ting this figure despite coming in
(Col), also Oriental.
behind "The Set-Up."
Solid" $8,000.
Last week, "Walk"Connecticut Yankee," with~^aning Hills" (Col) and "Song of Innual Easter. Pageant and stageshow,
dia" (Col), $7,700.
is roaring ahead to very strong
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50r85)— $147,000 or close at Hall, after big"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Fine $14,gest four days experienced by the
000 at upped scale.
Last week,
"Knock On Door" (Col) and vast house for opening week of
Easter bill.
"Strike It Rich" (Mono); $8,000.
Paramount is doing only fairly
United Artists (Parker) (895; 5085)— VSun Comes Up" (M-G) (2d well at $65,000 with "Bride of Venwk). Okay $5,500. Last week, $8,- geance*' and Charlie Bamet band,
Jerry Colonna topping stage bill.
000.
"Set-Up" is holding nicely at $25,000 in second Criterion week, as is
"Portrait of Jennie" With $28,000
for second RivoU round.
Many * new bills are being
brought in this session to take Advantage of the Easter uplift. Roxy
launches "Mr. Belvedere Goes to
College,'' with Vivian Blaine headOn
ing stageshow Friday (15).
same day, Strand opens "My Dream
Kansas City, April 12.
Pre-Easter week sees only a Is Yours" with Lionel Hampton
in
"Pride
bringing
Palace
is
band.
fairish pix line-up and moderate
grosses right down the line. "Un- of Yankees" on reissue that day,
faithfully
Yours" at Tower-Up- feeling it can cash in on start of
town-Fairway, likely leader, looks baseball season next week. Mayfair opens "Wizard of Oz," .another
very slim.
Midland

Adami

$8,000.
K^ilttrt-(City-Inv.)-(lT542; 50-75)

unveiled holds. Last week, "Little Women"
(M-G) with stageshow (4th wk),

Orpheum

—

y7'KUpV
(M-G).

bills,

•

runs, pleasant $4,000. Last week,
"In Navy" (Indie) and "Saps at
(Balaban) (l,700;"7b-95)— Sea" (Indie) (reissues), $3,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 61-75-$l)
"Command
Decision" (M-G)* (3d
orch, others, onstage.
Favorable wk). Fading to $8,000. Last week. -^"Portrait of .lennie" (SRO) -(3d
$23,000.
Last wtfek, "Slightly Sturdy $11,000.
wk). Nifty $3,000. Last week, dayFrench" (Col) plus Desi Amaz
date with
suburban Dickinson,
70Downtown
(Balaban)
(2,800;
prch; others, moderate $19,000.
95)—"Force of Evil" (M-G) and splendid $5,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,00T); 50-75)
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)
Pride of Yankees" (RKO) (re- "Tampico" (UA) (2d wk). Dim $6,- —"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and
500.
Last
week,
weak
$8,000,
issue).
Good $9,000. Last week,
"Force Of Evil" (M^G); Slow $12 'Caught" <M-G), tepid $7,000.
000. Last week, "Ball Game'' (M-G)
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
arid "Blackie Chinese Adventure"
"Act of Violence" (M-G). Fairish
(Col) hefty $23,000 in 11 days.
Hurts Denver But

—

new

in the last seven days, Broadway
firstruns currently shape up very

Witch" (Rep) and unevenly because of double handi"Homicide Three" (Rep) ,(2d wk). cap of Holy Week and ideal outSolid $9,500.
Last week, torrid door weather over the past week-;
$16,000.
end. Seasonal slowup of business
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)— in general is being reflected in
"Let's
Live Little"
(EL)
and holdover and extended- run situa^'Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL). Okay tions to the greatest extent. It also
$4,800. Last week, "Velvet Touch" is paring down initial weeks at
(RKO) and "Inner Sanctum" (FC) several theatres.
(4 days), $2,700.
Capitolv Music Hall and Globe
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)— are doing the top; lAiisness. "City
"To Sea in Ships" (20th) and Across River,"., with Art- Mooney
"Shockproof" (Col), day-date with band, Stan Kavanagh, others, onOrpheum.
Excellent $5,000 or stage, looks to reach solid $72,000
near. Last week, "Knock On Door'! at Cap after one of biggest open(Col) and "Strike It Rich" (Mono), ing four-day periods this year.; '^The

with

United Artists (UD)

95)—"Paisan"
000.

Despite four

Broadway (Parker)

—"Wake Red

Crosby-Easter Pageant

Sea in
Paso' Brisk {20,000 "To
"Shockproof"

'El

'

$72M

Big 147G, Xhampion' Sockeroo $41,000

Week

Estimates for This

However, slump isn't
take.
Oriental
last year.
as drastic as
to
brought Jane Russell
has

Fast

solid returns at downtown
spots. "Joan of Arc," at advanced
prices, is doing well at Paramount.
Down to Sea in Ships" looks fine
in
two spots.
"Wake of Red
Witch" will be solid in second

Broadway week.

Week

week

weather is teaming up
product this week to

nice

—

at $5,600.

Mayfair

(Hicks)

(980;

20-65)—

"Last Bandit" (Rep). Uneventful
Last week, "High Fury"
$4,000.
(UA), $3,700.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College"
(20th) (2d wk). Maintaining okay
pace at $12,000 after big $15,700
opener.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
Nothing
"Flaxy Martin" (WB).
much at $7,000. Last week, "Kiss;
In Dark" (WB), $7,600.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—"Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk). Holding well at $8,500 after solid $10r
500 opener.

.
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W^wday^ April 13,
The BarWeys of
Broadway
(SONGS—COLOR)
Hollywood, April

•

9.

Freed producMptro release o£ Arthur Ginger
Hoeers;
» stiM Fred Astalre.
Burke.
Oscir Levant, Blllie
i''S;,rf.
Francois. Gale Bobbins. Directed
11

fi^M

screenplay,
i'vThViieS Waltirs. Original
S'^i.,,
f'omden. Adolph Green! camera
songs,
Sfechn^cXr>f Harry Stradling;
Gershwin; dances. HobHirrv Warren. Ira
dances, Hermes Pan;
Vrf Alton; Astaire's

Lcnnie

Susie

arrangements.

Hayton!

Selinger, Robert Tuclcer;

:

ffiat Akst.
time,

nffing

,

G'ngcr Rogers
Oscar Levant

2'™ Mni/r

UvinUin
ffiene
wfc.

Bmie Burke

Belney

I«ay.

Pierre

OaMUes
MatH*"'

editor,

Tradeshown April 6, '49.
10» MIN8.
^ ^ Astairc
, .
Fred

V .k Birklev
J"V
Berkley

inrlee

•.•

G«»e Bobbins

Barredout
,
Jacques Francois
George Zucco
•"
•

.

Clinton Sundberg
Ine7 Cooper
Carol Brewster

SSrt FelSier
pJmela Drlscoll
.

•

rSSS Amboy
"
£J5™

Wilson

Wood

and Ginger Rogers
"The Bark-

Astaire
together again will give

Fred

Broadway" an auspicious
launching at the boxofflce. It's an
ace dance fest, presenting them at
best against a
terpsichorean
their
background that is
reduction

leys of

Sletro

at its lushest.

However, "Barkleys" lacks the
one popular ingredient that would
have practically guaranteed socko
The
business in any situation.
songs are ordinary. It has everything else that could be asked for
minutes of enteraii hour and- 49
tainment, making the lack of tune

.

flash
.

more noticeable.

Reuniting of the screen's most

complementary dance team has the
couple gliding their way through
five dance numbers with the grace
and apparent spontaneity that is
their trademark when appearing
together. Their work has a beguiling rhythm that makes "Barkleys"

,

VnJH REViBWS
Big jack

Miniature Reviews

Hollywood, April

"The Barkleys of Broadway"
(Songs-Color).
(M-G).
Reunites Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Big b.o.
"Sorrowful

Good
make

b.o.

Jones"

prospects

ard

Marjorie Main;

story,

(Par)
for re-

Robert Thoeren;

camera. Robert

Bud Valentine

WiU Farnsworth:

.

.

Teddy

.

.

Clem Bevans
.

.

.

.

.

.Jack Lambert

..
..

WUl

Wright

•TSaV!

PhUUpS

..

.

Wm.

i

.

-.Syd

.

Comedy

in

.-

'assist .'froin

Mar-

sufficient to sustain.
"Big Jack'' in the general situation
where his following is strongest.
.iorie

is

Story is ii setup for Beery to run
through the type of mugging his
fans most enjoy, but otherwise is
a. rather trite affair, depending on

"Dedee" ("Dedee D'Anvers")
(Vog). Sexj French import with
exploitation possibilities,

good

writing and direction which, with
expert playing, adds to general
flavor film has.
Irene Hervey, Philip Re^ and Alan NapleJr
form a secondary romantic tri-

quate but add no flash.
Plot has a pseudo-serious angle
Hollywood, April 12.
based on the doctor role played by
Paramount release of Robert L, Welch
production. Stars Bob Hope, Lucille Ball; Conte and the antirsurgery comleatures William Demarest. Bruce Gabot, plex of the public in the early '80s.
Thomas Gumez, Mary Jane- Saunders. Di- To practice:, surgery and improve
rected by Sidney Lanfield. Screenplay.
Melville Shavelsun. Edmund Hartmantt. his. healing. Conte turns to graveJack Rose: adapted from story by Damon robbing.
He's caught but saved
Hunyon and a screenplay by William Ri from a hanging by Beery's outlaw
Lipman. Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman;
camera. Daniel L. Fapp; songs. Jay Liv- gang; which wants him to treat the

.

:

,

.

.

.

.

chief's wounded leg.
Beery tries
to keep Conte with the gang, but
he escapes and sets up a new prac-

Robert EmArthur Schmidt.
Running time,

score,
'49.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

..

]

.

.

own profession with
crude skill.
The players, plus
Richard Thorpe's fast directorial
pace, do a miglity job of resurrecting some chuckles out of the
script material supplied by Gene
Fowler.
Marvin Borowsky and
tightwad bookie and a little girL
Osso Van Eyss from a story by
A film success when first made in Robert Thoeren. Several situations
1934 as "Little Miss Marker," it get over because of Thorpe's
broad, directorial slugging and the
still has plenty of b.o. life in its
trouping. Edward Arnold, Vanessa
repeat production as "Sorrowful Brown and others in the .cast are
Jones."
The comedy is warm, acceptable.
While this one will get by.
played with a lot of heart, and is
Beery needs stronger vehicles if he
slated for a br.oad audience appeal.
is to sustain: his position at the
Bob Hope tailors himself to the family boxoffice In the future.
Runyon character with great suc- Adequate production mounting has
cess.
It's a quieter type of Hope been given standard lensing and
other technical treatment. Brog.
hoke well fitted to the part's demands and he does it with evident
relish.
There's the same apparent
affection: for the yam on the part
Hollywood, April 12.
of all concerned with its maldn^.
Paramount release of William H. PmeThat flavor gets through to the au- William C. Thomas production. Stars
dience and considerably widens the Dorothy Lamour, Sterling Haydcn, Dan
practices his

.

:

.

"Shoes With Wings On," it was di^
reeled by Hermes Pan* with danc-.
ing shoe effects by Irving G; Ries;
As a couple; Astaire and Miss Rogers start their footwork with a
scene within a scene dance, run off
behind the title cards. Some fast
precision work is used for their
second terp spot, while the third is:
built around the mild comedy tune

:

.

of "My One and Only Highland
Fling," which the pair gives some

Importance.

George Gershwin's "They Can't
Take That Away From Me," used
in a previous Astaire-Rogers suc^
cess, is revived for a sock ballroom
dance scene and finale brings in a
rapid tapping of "Manhattan Downbeat."
Among songs, besides
"Fling," are "You'd Be Hard to Replace," "Weekend in the Country,"
all cleffed by Hafry Warren and
Ira Gershwin.
^

.

;

'

Francesco

Marco

Marcel Pagllero'
...... Dalio
..
Jane Marken

.

"...i J.

Germaine.

,

,

.

,

:.

.

.

.

.

. . . . i ,

.

.

,

.

.

. .

.
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.

.

i
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Duryea; features Irene Hervey, Philip
Reed. Harold Vermilyea, Alan Napier,
Art Smith. Irving Bacon. Directed by
'

Scripters Melville Shavelsonj Ed-

AUegret and Jacques Sigurd from story
by Ashelbe;. camera. '^Jean Bourgoin;'
music, Jacques Besse;
English titles,
Charles Clement, Noel Meadow.
Previewed in New York; April 13, '49. Running time. 93 MIX».
Rene
Bernard Blier
Dedee.
.Simone Slgnoret

I

.

.

Manhandled

film's chances.

:

.

.

,

.

V

(FRENCH)
Vog release: of Sacha Gordlne produe*
tion. Stars Simone Slgnoret. Marcel Fagliero; features Bernard Blier, Dalio. Directed by .Yves Allcgrct,
Screeii'>lay,

Harold Vermilyea is a
(In French, isrnptfsh Titles)
crooked psychiatrist, while Art
With: the tawdry. Antwerp waterSmith and Irving Bacon are asfront as a background, "Dedee"
tute homicide men.
It's not all
meller, footage being lightened unreels a sordid tale of a loose
somewhat with a running gag con- gal who tires of her unhappy exists
cerning the lack of brakes on the ence and seeks to get away from
police car and other touches that it all through marriage to a sea
will pay off.
captain;
This French import has
exploitation
Technical assists are all expert, good
possibilities
including Ernest Laszlo's lensing, whose clientele lean toward earthy
Darryl Calker's score, the art di- films.
Cast
in
the title role, Simone
rection and set decorations.
'
Slgnoret
mingles
with
the sailor
•
;:.
Brog.
customers of Bernard Blier's cafo
hard by the quayside. Her youthToo Lat« for Tears
ful features and lissome figure
Hollywood, April 8.
United Artists release of Hunt Strom- make her the spot's ace attraction
berg production. Stars LizabeUi Scott, as compared to her frowzier coDon DeFore. Dan Duryea; features Arthur workers. At best this is a seamy
Kennedy, KrisUne Miller, Barry Kellev.
Doorman Dalio, with whom
Directed by Byron Haskin. Screenplav. life.
Roy Huggins, from his Satevepost serial; she rooms, makes it even more uncamera, William MeUor; music. Dale
pleasant by continuallv mistreating
Butts; editor, Harry Keller.
Previewed
her.
April 7, '49. Running time, 99 MINS.
Jane Palmer.
iLizabeth Scott
When Marcel Pagliero, skipper
Dan Blake ...
.... .Don DeFore
of a freighter, striked Miss SlgnoDanny Fuller.
Dan: Duryea
Alan Palmer.
.Arthur Kennedy ret she gives Dalio the brushoff.
Kathy: Palmer, ... ...
Krlstine MUIer Thus spurned, he murders his rival
Lieut. Breach. ...... .. .'v
Barry Kelley and in turn is adequately
handled
by the girl and cafe operator whose
"Too Late for Tears" is a meanv law apparently is an
"eye for an
dering, slowly-paced
melodrama eye." Much of the early footage
that fails to come off. At best, merely
serves to
develop the
'coarse, ribald atmosphere oi the
f™^'//Jnw''wP°,*.*.^i f^^ru?""*'
cafe and its geographical surround.__
^"L^" ''"^^
aid its boxoffice chances.
ings. Were this pared by 10 or 15
Roy Huggins' Satevepost serial minutes the film's action would
be
posed a good idea for a picture, but speeded.
his script wanders through 99 minAs the flUe de joie Miss Stgnoret
utes without ever attaining the lends realism
to the role.
Paglipace or suspense necessary for ero registers as
the strong, silent
good melodrama. Plot deals with type, while Blier Impresses as the
a grasping woman. When chance boniface.
Dalio succeeds in a
tosses $60,000 into her lap, she credible portrayal
ot a piece of
murders and lies to keep it, but in human flotsam. Jane Marken is
the end, after murdering her hus- amusing as a buxom trollop/
Yves

operation, as well as his own neck
from an angry mob.
Mixed in with Conte's problems
are a number of antics as Beery

,

.

.

.

.

a feast of motion;
Psychiatrist..
Emmett Vogan
Sixth dance number is done solo Martha Jane Smith. Mary Jane Saunders
by Astaire. It is the combination
of special effects and Astaire hoofing in a dance with shoes that spelU/
Time hasn't dimmed Damon
binds into standout terping. Tagged Runyon^s Broadway fable of a

-

angle.

His work on cadavers enables
him to strike a blow for surgery
when he saves a woman's life in an

.

.: .

Wettr.

Bedee

(Dedee D'Anvers)

good

tice.

,

,

.

.

.

.

Favors."

I

(SONGS)

Sorrowful Jones.
Bob Hope
Gladys O'Neill.
......
.Lucille Ball
)'
Regret
William Demarest
Big. Steve Holloway
Bruce Cabot
Reardon.
.... .Thomas Gomez
Once Over Sam.
.......
Tom Pedi
Orvillc Smith. ....
Paul Lees
..... Ifouseley Stevenson
Doc Chesley.
Big Steve's Bodyguard :..
Ben Welden

;

"Adobe Hacienda,': "No Word Did
I Hear" and "Thankful for Small

;

a ghoulish, blood-thirsty humor to
get by.
Production values: given
it by Gottfried Reinhardt are ade-

^orroH'ful Jones

8, 1948; by Myro, who tabbed
4t as not falling into the "top
category
of
boxoffice
successes, and its appeal will be
restricted to audiences interested in a chapter of British
history."
Filmed in Techni-

color, it relates Scott's
illfated expedition to the South
Pole.
Film's greatest asset is "the
superb casting of John Mills
in the title role," says the reviewer who also noted that
shots of the Antarctic wastes
with all their terrifying beauty
were magnificent.

Saylor

the WiiHace Beery

manner, plus an

Main/

,

Clinton Sundbere
.Charles Dingle

Pokey..

m

Slowly^paced
el o dr a
a.
Spotty-.business outlook.
"iVie Big Sombrero" (SongsColor) (Col) Latest Gene Autry
entry; solid where his pix go
over.

.

is.
Accidental discharge of a siX'^'
shooter by a juvenile cowboy
saves Autry's face and the cattle."
Elena Verdugo, as the rich MeX'^
ican femme, .shows possibilities,
having the added asset of being
something of a dancer. Support is
standard,
with Neyle Morrow's
awkward juvenile firstrate.
The Cinecolor wavers several
times.
Best Autry songs are

:

.

.Edward Arnold
Vanessa Brown

.....

.

.

,

.

.

Mayor Mahoney.

Patricia Mahoney .\
C. Patronius Smith
MathiaSf Taylor.
Saltlick Joe

•

.

last

.

Dr. Alexander. Meade ...
Richard Conte
Flapjack Kate ;..:....,..: Marjorie Main

"Too Late for Tears" (UA).

,

film

was tradeshown in New
York last week, and is being released in the U. S. by
Eagle Lion. Pic was reviewed
in Variety from London Dec.

'

,b.,o.

Bay Evans;
mett Dolan; editor.
Tradeshown April 11.
«7 MINS.

Antarctic"

mand Performance
fall,

George Boemler. Tradeshown April .7,:'49.
Running time; 8S »nii8.
Big Jack Horner .. ...... Wallace Beery

Beery-Marjorie Main fans.
"Manhandled'* (Par). Good
suspense melodrama slated for
okay reaction at the general

ingston.

the

of

comedy

(Rank), which was the Com-

Ed-

Surtees: score, Herbert Stotdart; vdHor.

of "Little Miss Marker."
«r"i?*» i*""" <MG). Typical
Wallace
Beery comedy for the

m

"Scott

Metro release of Gottfried Reinhardt
production.
Stars Wallace Beery, RichConte.
features

ward Arnold, Vanessa Brown, Directed
by Richard Thorpe. Screenplay, Gene
Fowler, Marvin Borowsky, Osso Van Eyssi

11

touches via alleged
twists and always finds
time to croon a tune about the out*
doors.
If anything, there is too
much of this ballading, good as it
quaint

eral

Scott of the Antarctic
12.

:.

Lewis R. Foster. Screenplay. Foster and band and a fellow conniver, she
mund Hartmann and Jack Rose Whitman
Allegret's direction is fair as is the
Chambers; based on story by
Added scoring comes from two have supplied a generous amount L.
goes to her ovm sorry death.
S. Goldsmith; camera. Ernest Laszlo:
camerawork of Jean Bourgoin in
piano solo spots, for Oscar Levant, of quips for Hope to dash off as <editor. Howard Smith. Tradeshown April
Byron Haskin's direction is spotty this Sacha Gordine production.
r49. Running time. DR MINS.
who works over "The Sabre Dance' the plot /goes about' its business of II,
in handling the material under
......Dorothy Lamour
Merl Kramer,
Gilb.
effectively and gives a showy, con- telling what happens to a pinch- Joe Cooper
.....Sterling Hayden Hunt Stromberg's production suDan Duryea pervision, and the cast does little
densed keyboarding of Concerto penny bookmaker when, he takes Karl Benson
Irene Hervey
In !¥omo' Bella Legge
No. I in B Minor. There's a credit- custody of a little girl as security Mrs. Alton Bennet....
to assist in bringing yam to life.
Philip Reed
Guy Bayard
able job of musical direction by for her father's bet in the bookie's Dr. Redman
Lensing
of
players,
particularly
.Harold Vermilyea
(In the Name of the Law)
...... Alan Napier Lizabeth Scott and Krlstine Miller,
Lennie Hayton with Conrad Sal- parlor. Script is loaded with Run- Mr.' Alton Bennet
(ITALIAN)
Detective Lieut. Dawson ...... Art Smith
iiiger doing the orchestrations and
..Irving Bacon is not good, another factor in dullyonese and characters, but yam's Sgt. Fayle......
Genoa, March 31.
ing the illusions that are attempted.
_^JLQbertJ!ucker_-theLjrocal_arrangis^.
'

.

.

.

.

appeal-is-broader-than just,toi-deni=-ments.
zens of its "big street'' locale.
Charles Walters does an excelA good part of the success of
lent job of direction in putting the
moppet Shirplayers through the paces of the "Marker" was due to
Betty Gomden-Adolph Green script, ley Temple's appearance as the a,pwhile spacing in the dance num^ pealing youngster. "Jones" has^ a
cute
kiddie, too, in the person of
bers. Plot is light, but ties together
Youngster
Mary
Jane
Saunders.
neatly in depicting a more or less
standard story of a Broadway star is free of usual precociousness of
team of man and wife who have screen adolescents and plays her
that
makes
with
naturalness
role
a
a misunderstanding, separate while
Scenes with
the wife tries dramatics, and then it very effective,
get back together for. the finale. Hope, particularly when he does
Dialog is good and the cast is vei-y scratch sheet lyrics to "Rock-ABaby" while singing the youngcompetent in getting over the light
ster to sleep, are heart-warming;
material.
Lucille Ball was a slick choice
Levant bites into his lines with a
sharpness that plea^ies. Billie Burke for the femme lead, interpreting
P'ayS/a scatterbrained society dame Runyon's idea of a Broadway doll
and Gale Robbins displays advan- with considerable skill to make it
William Detageous curves as an eager under- entirely believable.
study. Jacques Francois furnishes marest's Regret, Bruce Cabot as
the third comer of the triangle in the big shot, and Tom Pedi as
the romantics as an effete French Once Over Sam, fit smoothly into
Thomas Gomez is
dtamatist. Other* back the prin- the goings-on.
cipals capably.
excellent and other good charArthur Freed has dealt out the acters are spotted by Paul Lees
production values with a lavish and' Houseley Stevenson.
hand.
Beautiful settings, smart
Sidney Lanfield's affectionate
costumes, lush color photography direction gets all to be had from
by Harry. Stradling, are among the story and the players, making
some of the. appurtenances that it very satisfactory entertainment.
give Barkleys" a de luxe appear- Robert
production
L.
Welch's
ance to back up the shownianly guidance is in the same vfein, keepteaming of Astaire and Miss Rog- ing the film glib, but warmly huBrog.
morous. A foreword narrated by
.

Lux Film

in the general market.

i

the performances good, and
the overall effect shaped to please
Familiar
in the average situation.
cast
ises

names and a title that prommelodramatics are other credit

time, lou snsts.

Don DeFore

Magistrate Guldo Schiavl Massimo GirottI
Baroness Teresa Lo Vasto
Jone Salinas
.

Baron Lo Vasto

Don

tion,

Marshal. I •. ..
Saro Urzi
Ciccio Messana.
.Ignazlo Balsams
Court Recorder. ..... /.Saro Areldiacono
Lorenzlna
.
; ...
..Nanda. De <iSanti$
Vastianedda
..
Nadla Nlver
Paolino
Bernardo Indellcato
Massaro Turl Passalaqua
Charles Vanel
.

..

.

Script strikes a

.

.

.

Clean-cut, tightly-knit, and well:

Sombrero

(COLOR—SONGS)
Columbia release of Gene Autry produc-:
tion. Stars Autry. Directed by Frank Mcscreenplay;
Olive:
Donald.
Original
Cooper; camera (Cinecolor), William Brad*'

it

a buck anyway he can, and what
happens to a number of people he,
uses to advantage along the Way
before getting his come-Uppance.
Although Foster has used a lot of
footage (96 minutes) to tell his
story, it-doesn't let'down, but could

ford; editor, Henry Batista. Tradeshown
N. Y.. April 7. '49. Running time, t» MINS.

Gene Autry.
Estrada ........ Elena Verdugo
... Stephen Dunne:

Gene Autry...
Bstrellita

.

James Garland

.

George J. Lewis
Vera Marshe

,Tuan Vaicaro
.\nKie Burke.

I

Luis Alvarado
Felipe Gonzales

1

I

Ben McBrlde.

.

.

...

. . .

.William Edmunds
.Martin GarralaKa
.Gene Stutenroth

;

,

.

i

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

1

murder

if it's

to his

Indie Grooms 'King'
Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, advantage. Dorothy Lamour does
"The Bi? Sombrero" has western
Hollywood, April 12.
in addition to special lyrics for exceptionally well as a dupe Dur- ballads, Cinecolor, Gene Autry and
cleffed yea uses along hts crooked trail a somewhat different blot. Added
Bangtail,"
Newly formed Pyramid Produc- "Rock-A-Bye
headed by Manning J. Post, "Havin' a Wonderful Wish," effec- and the two supply a top thrill together tJiis soells lust another
win start its career with "Every tively torched by Miss Ball. There's moment in a rooftop battle. Sterl- Autry starrer that will make exMan a King," a yarn oiE doings in an able score by Robert Emmett ing Hayden does an easy job as an hibitors happy where his oats
tracking operas have a following.
investigator
Dolan; topnotcli lensing by Daniel insurance
i-aiitortiia and Texas.
An ex-rodeo star sets out to wed
L. Fapp; concise editing under SU'- down some missing jewels and roOriginal screenplay is by Eu- pervision
a Mexican senorita for her: fabu
of Arthur Schmidt; plus mancing Miss Lamour^
gene Vale, who also get* a perAttention has been given to lous ranch and cattle. Autry sets
other expert contributions to hold
centage of the profits.
other characters in the plot by if riglit, He also, has added sevup tlie technical credits. Brog.
I

.

I

'

i

.

;

1

different picture of the island from
the olive tree and orange grove
impression
most people have.
Peasants and landowners alike living by a law of their own—that of
the notorious "Mafia,"; an organi-.
zation of tough volunteers. Which
dispenses its own kind of justice;
with a shotgun in place of the lawPicture shows what hapbook.
pens when the government sends
a young lawyer-magistrate to the
village of Capodarso to take over
the job of sheriff vacated by his
predecessor.
In the key role, Massimo Girotti gives his best performance so
far as the young lawyer who runs
into trouble from the start at his
new post. Camera work gives a
gofd picture of the and, sunbaked Sicilian countryside Musiscore, which properly high
lights salient points of action, rates
an extra nod.
Girotti gets masterful support
from a well-chosen cast of Character actors. Jone Salinas is the
baroness with whom the lawyer
(Continued on page 20)
:

I

I

!

i

i

'

.

.

Brog.

Tli« Big

number of tanis made to
who did what

concerns a
bold scoundrel, who's out to turn

;

. :

.

settings, music score rounded, this one is a surefire endirection, are all compe- tity for the art circuit. Filmed in
but editing leaves film over the heart of Sicily, it gives a far

gents but no attempt

I

. .

.

.

:

fool the customers as
and how. Basically,

mail, theft or

.

such as

length.

Thomas.

I

.

and art
tent,

cales

Turl Pandolflnl

.

Town

Technical assists on the produc-

by L. S. Goldsmith. Backr
ing the.- story are excellent production values, In keeping with loand characters concerned, by
William H. Pine and William C.

a story

CamlUo Mastroclnque

Fill

Lawyer Feranda...... .Peppino Spadaro

fills

have been made more compact,
Neyle Morrow
Tico
Bob Cason
Dan Duryea gives a smooth read-: iStacv
.... ... Pierce Dixon
Walter WincheU kudos Runyon and ing to his role as the small-time Farmer .... ..
.....
Rian Valente
Estaban
the. people he brought to life in chiseler who doesn't niind black- Pablo .................. Antonio Filauri

tions,

Bovere pro;

Germi, Giuseppe Manglone. Mario
MoniceUl. 'TulUo PineUl; camera, Leonida
Barboni.. At Orattacielo, Genoa. Running

a rather thankPlot is a concoction of mayhem less spot as the man who brings
and thievery that has been unra- Miss Scott to justice and wins the
veled with the proper amount of hand of Miss Miller. Arthur Kennedy,
the
husband,
and Barry Kelthrills and suspense by Lewis R.
Foster's direction. He also script- ley, police detective, round out the
ed with Whitman Chambers from credited cast.

:

his writings.

'

llnl,

.

,

factors that will aid.

.

:

,

yea's character as cohort of Miss
Scott's in chicanery hits a good
stride in film's first half, but loses
toughness and menace in the latter
half resultiifg in some unconscious
comedy in scenes between the two.

The pace

is fast,
,

:

^

releaie of Lull

Miss'~Scott~has a good moment or -auction.' Stara Masslmb Uirottl; f eatures"^^
"Manhandled" is a forthright
Jone
Cammo Mastroclhque;
melodrama that goes about its busi- two as the heavy, but overall effect Charles Salinas,
Vanel. Directed by Pletro Germi.
ness in a manner that will satisfy is below her usual level. Dan Dur- Screenplay. Aldo Bizzarrl, Federico Fel-

i

1

.
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NEW
Adventures
of that
"Sittine Pretty"

BALTIMORE'S BIGGEST
BEATING 'A LETTER TO THREE WIVES'

'SiniNG PREHY'

m snro

•

•

Man!

IN 15

MONTHS!

'DOWN TO THE SEA

'WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT

ME',k..k.u«

IN SHIPS'

•'ROAD HOUSE'

TOP THEM m...

ROXY,N.Y.! PHILADELPHIA!

PITTSBURGH! ATUNTIC CITY! HOUSTON!

Wene^ No Bosmss OKe
CENTURY-FOX

Bmessl

; „

•TARIETX'r liONDOK

)

.

!

OmCK

Martial flaai^ Vrntalcar Vawara

(M.

Forecast as Result of Portal Probe
London, April

12.

for

;

IXTERIVATIOISAL

Some Type of Divorcement in Britain

Far-reaching proposals

;,
'

4'

New Mex.

City Plant

Ready

Rank Finally Takes Wraps

Washington, April 12.
New, ultra-modern film studio is
due to open in Villa Obregon, a
suburb of Mexico City, within the
next few months, reports the picture branch of Ut S. Department
of

thfe

Sees Big Prod. Saving in

13

Off LF.;

New System

By HAROLD MYERS

Commerce.

Called Estudios Cinematograf iLondon, April 12.
*
may embrace Asquith Cites Need For
film industry, which
cos San Angel Inn, it will be pat- Swedes Start on Epic
Veil
of
secrecy,
which has
some measure of divorcement, are
terned after some of large .U.
shrouded the Independent Franiei
foreshadowed here by leading inShielding British Pix plants. Studio will have three
of
production,
was lifted
"jfthod
a-Language
dustryites as a result of the Instages and will include complete
after 18 months when the Rank
London, April 12.
Stockholm, March 29.
.
oulry into exhibition and distribuOrganization invited British and
Despite hopes of a year ago that laboratory .facilities,' separate elec*
under "the
trie plant for each producing comtion now concluding
"Signoalla,"
Sweden's
American
Filming
of
newspaper
r^ps
to Pinc'-they would be marching forward
Chairmanship of Lord Portal. Repany working there. ^nd private most expensive production, to be wood studios to watch a film in the
in May Into prosperity, the industry is
port is expected eitheir late
back in darker gloom than has ever projection room; '<$tudio accom- made simultaneously in three lan- making.
Engmodations
guages,
Swedish,
French
and
As
already
will
leased
on
conintimated,
or early June.
be
IF is
enveloped it, declared Anthony Aslish, has been started by TerraRank's answer to high production
For the last few months the quith at the 16th annual meeting tract basis.
Film under production reins of budgets and a larger part of his
committee has considered various of Assn. Cine Technicians
here last
Lorens Marmsteidt. Christian Jac- program turned over for producmemoranda submitted by most weekend.
ques is handling the direction of tion via this time and money savbranches of the Industry. It also
Although for cultural, artistic
er.
all three versions, with Romney
Fourth of initial series, in the
has listened to oral evidence from and economic reasons the industry
Its
Brent, who recently arrived here, nature of an experiment, is now on
producers, distributors, exhibitors should be making
as many films
engaged
unions.
as special director for the the studio floor. Sydney Box foland the
as possible. Asquith pointed out
meminterviews,
lows
oral
English
translation.
with three, first of which will
the
During
that today they had more members
Viveca Lindfors has the title be "Boys in Brown." Donald B.
bers of the Portal Committee have unemployed on the feature side^of
role in the three editions with Wilson is now in the preparation
displayed a keen interest in the production than at any other
peVibeke;
his'wife,
and
it
is
unLauritz
Falk
and
stage
ready to start filming when
divorcement,
Sam L; Seidelman, Eagle Lion's
case for
riod;
Criticizing exhibitor policy
derstood they have been well Asquith averred that proteetion for foreign manager, shoved off for cast in featured parts. The picture the floor is clear,
Already Rank has sunk $1,000,primed With documents from the the native industry wias necessary Washington yesterday (Tues.) to is expected to be. completed by the
being
shooting
end
June,
with
into
aspect
of
000
the new process but studio
this
with
deal
tj. S. which
so long as .theatre owners preferred push the company's fight, against
execs are confident the' money will
the allocation of films between the done both here and in France.
of the situation.
American -to. British product.
earn rich profits in cutting down
Althouph legislative powers may
majors and indies under the Franshooting
schedules;
any
The one IP
practice
into
to put
co- American film- pact signed last
be need
stage at Pinewood is already Cap-;
year.
Seidelman's D. C. trek folreforms advocated by the inquiry
able of turning out seven fulllows a trip to France where he
committee, the fact that it was set
length'
features
a
year,
and floor
of
the
made representations to both
up at the urgent request
time is normally restricted to
French and American authorities
Board of Trade prexy, Harold Wilaround six weeks.
on the effect of the film deal which
gon, lends credence to reports that
While
back
projection
is an inslots a 110-picture quota to the
proposals it may make will not be
herent part of the process, it i$.
11 members of the Motion' Picture
shelved, but will be introduced
not the whole thing of IndependExport Assn. and gives the indies
Mexico City, April 12.
with all possible speed.
Michael Havas, RKO's Latin the remaining 11.
ent
Frame.
In
the
initial
producMexican pic players have been
American sales manager, reported-,
EL foreign dept. exec, it is un- given a big break by edict of tions, BP plates have been used,
ly will succeed Wladimir Lissim as derstood, is squawking to V. S. Andi'es Serra Rojas, head of film with certain limitations, for 80"{i
Continental chief for the company, State Dept. -officials after com- trade's
of
the
setups.
But
the
underlying
See Turning Point
own bank, the' Banco
with headquarters in Paris; Lissim pleting a survey of the French sit- Nacional Cinematografico, S. A. value of the process is- its vital
'
resigned last week after a dis- uation made during his recent He has now ordered, all producers pre-planning of every stage of proFrench Prod. Reached;
agreement with Phil Reisraan, swing through the Continent. It who enjoy coin and other aid of duction. From the time of complev.p. in charge of f oreign is expected that' the fight will his bank that casts of all films tion of script; until the: pic is ready
RKQ's
SOOGPiiFinishinRed distribution.
break into the open if EL fails to they make must .be at leaiit 80% to go on the floor, at least six
Paris, April 5.
Havas until about a year ago was win a better shake under the al- Mexican. Order is effective May months elapses during which time
director, camcrman and art direcMost French picture men agree sales manager for RKQ in Europe, location of imports.
EL claims 1. Producers are in a huddle over tor
pre-plan every sequence, addto
the
Latin
was
transferred
but
has
now
here
production
that film
that it is shut off conlpletely from drastic changes in cast for new
ing appropriate Illustrations to the
reached a turning point, and that American territory because, re- the French market by last year's* pix.
shooting,
script.
Also all location
there
was
dissension
beportedly,
with
budget
The
banker
explained
the
order
a
producing in France
agreement.
work
is done in advance and the
Lissim.
His
spot
him
and
tween
leave
sure
to
was
necessary
because
of
beefs
by
around $500,000 is
Seidelman's action comes after
plates,
mattes
and
them in the red. They say they as sales manager was taken over protests personally registered with Mexican players that local pix are necessary
models
are
made
ready for prohad
been
Lapinere,
who
Ellas
by
foreign
players.
distribution
using
nearly
80%
cannot get enough
the State Dept. by Robert R.
_
Rojas reiterated hiS' contention duction. So detailed is the planabroad to cover their budgets. Re- Continental publicity chief.
Young, railroad magnate who conning
that
every
camera
angle
is
Reisman
understood
that
It
is
discrimination
in
there's
no
that
sult is that better French directors
trols Pathe Industries, EL's parcalculated in advance, sets are
are ogling either Hollywood or desired Lissim .to shift his head- ent outfit. Of the 11 films slotted this' against anybody; just that it is
quarters to the U; S., which would to indies annually, three, have al- time something- was done to give designed to harmonize with theLondon.
plates and every other aspect is
Lissalary
cut,
and
meant
^a
first
prefhave
players
film
Mexican
Some producers claim a French
ready been allocated to David O.
erence in their own country and worked out along mathematical
picture with an English version sim refused, leading to his resigna- Selznick.
lines.
made here only adds about $160,- tion last week. In the Interim, Joe
French indie producers, it is re- in local pix. Banker said he was
Method of shooting is normally
000 to total outlay which cannot Heliport has assumed charge in ported, are pitching for the re- told by Mexican actors' unions that
administraof
Continental
Paris
last
year more than 200 of their to allow for three sets to be in the
maining
If they
"
be recovered in the French marV
^ eight -licenses.
J
studio at any particular time. Of
picture
Lapinere
deprived
of
while
finances,
members
were
tion
and
coulT*obtai'r"these7Vt" woum ease
ket.
these, one is for immediate use,
the
getting
and
pubforeigners
of
sales
by
work
continues
as
head
their trading the: licenses for disDespite
this,
some diehards
another is in preparation for the
tribution of French product in the roles
claim that French films, however licity.
Most aliens regularly playing "in next setup and the third has just
Reportedly, the French
U. S.
poor their chance in the world
been used, and is due for removal
government is inclined to go along Mexican pix are Cubans, Spaniards to a special bay in which sets are
.market;
bigger
should
carry
Argentinians.
and
with the native filmmakers on the
budgets. Claim such high quality IRISH
built and demolished. Special easproposal.
would :boost world market revenue
ily maneuverable steel rostrums
Fixing of the quota last year as
DIP
return.
are used for transporting sets,' and
PIX
part of a deal unfreezing film dol- 4
French studios, which used to
these are a vital part of the IF
Dublin, April 5.
lar
remittances,
brought
combelong to various organizations,
equipment. Other necessary gear
State - owned
Eireann,
Radio
INDIA includes mobile
plaints from both EL. and Walt
have been combined by their ownlighting rails, overIrish station, plans to spend $819,Disney.
Disney, however, after
ers into one firm, Franstudios.
Plans for four Technicolor pic- head gantry and massive projection
920 during the current financial threatening a battle., dropped his
This is because the French owners
tures to be made in India were towers.
year, or $181;920 more than in
beefs when it was decided that
were anxious to separate their disSets are kept in store until the
Monday
Revenue from licenses is his product would come under the outlined
1948-49.
ti4h-exhibitor
(still
departments
*"_^M^EldmKM^
rushe s are okaved and t hen d isexpected" to~provide-about-$700;0007 RKO allotment.
profitable < from their studio and
Oriental-International Films, and mantled but not before plates have
with air time sold adding another
production activities, now mostly
been made in case a matching
4, Jean Renoir, his associate, who'll
$172,000in the red.
Only indies remain
direct them. Each will cost about shot should be required at a later
anticipated selling of time
The
active, many renting space from
21'
Initial venture will be date.
$600,000.
to sponsors is well below the 1948- FILM
Franstudios.
screen version of Rumer Godden's
'49 figure of $264,000, largely due
One reason why French labor
novel, "The River." Corporate setto Sharp cut in time made by
AIRLIFT CIRCUIT up,
unions are prote.sting against the
McEldowney revealed, will in- Par's
to So. Africa
Irish Hospitals sweepstake organicombine is that formerly when
Wiesbaden, April 5.
volve three nations. O-I will invest
zation some months back.
studio^ space was rented; a produ'
Constance Bennett, accompan- in Commonwealth, Ltd., a British
Freeze Ruling
will
cer automatically took over the
ied by an all-star cast, is touring- firm, while Indian capital also
Clay V. Hake, who recently refull technical unit belonging to
the air-lift Circuit of the U. S. be represented.
Govt.
to
Paramount's foreign
the studio and placed it on the Ijot Sure British
"River'' likely will be the first turned
zone of Germany, putting on Ruth
payroll.
The studios don't do this
Gordon's comedy. "Over. 21." Ap- Technicolor film, ever made in In- dept. after a stint with the doDistrib Quota pearing with Miss Bennett during dia by any company. With a 12- 'mestic sales wing, is en route to
Will
any niore. This means that men,
who stood in best with the union '
London, April 12.
three-week tour will be Charles year-old moppet, Patricia Walters, South Africa to look after the
Hake's
star, it will be shot as a loca- compahy's intefests there.
and could be wished On the studio
-.- its Lord Lucas refused to give asr Ruggles, Barry Sullivan, Vannessa as
Pic isn't ex- trip is :tiined so that he can be On
by Politic, prqpsure, are no longer surance to the House of Lords that Brown. Hillary Brooks, Charles ^lonei near Calcutta
ruling is
assured of permanent employment. the British government would re- Arnt, James Lydon and Joe Field. Pected to roll until after October, the sCene Wlien and
when monsoon season has ended. made; by the Dominion, govemintroduce a distributors' quota at Group is donating its services.
was metit on the status of Yank fllnis.
India
why
Explaining
expiration of the Geneva and- HaThis is the third major Statechosen to make "River." Renoir Ruling which would clarify a gen11
••li iii,^ the
,„f -airlift
oiriiii cirvana trade agreements which for- side show touring
Lea Padovani to Star
that it was generally conceded eral 50% freeze on all imports is
bid such a practice.
cuit since Bob Hope,.'jinx Falken- said
^he Godden expected momentanly.
He Said the international con- berg and Irving Berftn toured at by most filf^jne"
would
i
South African restriction fixes
In 'Christ in Concrete' ventions were signed in 1947 fol- Christmas,
Moore story was a fine one- b"t
and
Garry
US natuiai 10- both remittances and imports at
Ti or
nr Leave
T pavp it
Tt" ^a^e to be shot in
lowing representations to the Brit- brought his 'Tairp
lake 11
Rome, April 6.
McEldoWney and Renoir 50% of 1947 totals.
^^^^^
American
Assn. and as-^
The filmization of Pietro di isli Film Producers distribs that radiofprogram here in February.
leave for the Coast Friday ( 15
film companies have pointed out
surances from U. S.in
Donato's novel, "Christ in Con_ ,
and expect to head for London
to the government that earnings,
I
II
f
I
they would continue British procrete," is scheduled to go before
on pix, unlike other commodities^
Here from London; J^iy or August.
the cameras April 19 at Denham duction.
are garnered over a period of
studio in London under the title
Sam Eckman, Jr., managing di- jcropl
many months. Hence, general re-ridiiiieu
IpJ^aei Filin Planned
"Give Us This Day." Lea Padorector and chairman of Metro's
strictions which would bo clear
Hamburg's Film Fest
vani,
board in Britain, arrived in N. Y.
Novelist Golding when applied to ordinary goods
Italian
has been
actress,
Hamburg, April 6.
signed for the role of Annunziatta,
annual
visit
to
(11)
his
on
Monday
London, April 12.
would only confuse the film situaThe Hamburg Film Society and the homeoffice. His wife !»ccomand will appear opposite Sam
Novelist Louis Golding is asso-:tion.
Wanamaker, who is set in the lead- the Urania Culture Film Co. are panies him.
Hake was originally slated to. acciated with a venture for the pro-;
ing role of Geromio. Plantagenet sprucing up tor their forthcoming
While in U. S.. Eckman report duction of a film in Israel, with company Francis S. Harmon, veeFilm.sv Ltd., headed by the Duke of roles as host to the International edly will
'
in pee of the Motion Picture Assn.
l-'-'i™"
f" ^"^ffori studio work to be completed
I-eeds,
A. Kerstein and N. W. Film Culture Session scheduled for American Film
meet "slated
"" Britain. Project is to base a film of America, to South Africa late
Bronslen, are making the film, Hamburg May 7-15, So far, film Washington April 21.
Besides a
Golding's dramatic journey be- last year wheii the government re^
which will be produced by Rod companies from more than .10 'na- brief vacation, he will visit tlie on
fore the war from Egypt across strictions were first passed. Haiv
Geiger and directed by Edward tions have pledged participation,
Coast.
mon's trip was called off because
Siniai.
Dmytryk.
Promising to participate so far
Golding,- who is proposing to of a feeling that It: would be pi-ePicture will be released by J. are fllmers in Argentina, Denmark,
visit the U, S. soon, is contemplat- mature.
Arthur Rank, and is to be made England. France, Italy, the NethOther Foreign News
Practicallj^ ail other majors^ e^^
ing a return trip to Israel to make
entirely in England. Backgrounds erlands. Austria, Poland, Sweden,
On Tagt 15
final preparations before actually cept Paramount have reps statioii-^
lor the film are currently being Switzerland and the Soviet' Union,
|ed permanently in the Dominion.
embarking on pic.
sliol in New York.
U.S.A. iKirticipation xs anticipated.
-
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Screen Pisy by
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DIRECTED BY
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By Naming Raw Film Stock Essential
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as

It

long siijce^seems

have been conceded that s.
here to stay, producer John

Singling North is showing nothing
hut a showman's acumen in the
new emphasis on s.a. Little Willie
going to keep focused on the.
is still
horses the elephants and the flyPop has^ all that
ing trapeze, but
cheesecake, too. It should be
parlay.
a. profitable

Excellent Costnmlhg:
speak of the
It is impossible to
new top without repeated emphasis on the costuming.
beauties of the

White has designed and Brooks has
created dressings throughout that
are as superb in cut, color and
charm as any adjectives p.a. Koland
Butler can think up. The bill on
them allegedly ran to $285,000,
which, even allowing for the circus man's hypo, is still a lot of
Dressing of the
green sawdust.
„animals. floats,, etc., is said to have
'

run the total'up 16 '^mXifiW.
Total number of turns Is about
Likewise
itbe same as last year.
the number of flrst-time-in- America

acts,

which

North during his
last
Is

were inked by
tour of Europe

Top among these

summer.

undoubtedly the routine of The

Geraldos—husband and wife, Rene
and Madeleine— on a pair of staThey work
tionei-y trapeae bars.
at the top centre of
as befits the- turn,

the arena and,
there are no

Harold Alanza and the

three femmes with him, including his wife and sister, are back for
the third year. They have a really
sensational turn from the time
Harold and one of the :gai| gets
to the top of the arena by walking
up a 45-degree cable until the
finale, when Harold rides a bike
across the wire with the gals suspended from a bar across his
shoulders.
Among the new thrill acts is the
Great Swan.son, who proves something of a disappointment. He does
a plunge of about 25 feet from the
top of the arena with a hangman's
noose around his neck.
It prob
ably looks a lot less spectacular
than it actually is because of the
apparent padding of the rope
around his neck. He shares the
another new act the

fe!

Mh^^X.^ci^*'**' *^o?"^

ww,®*?^

precision, obedience or general
training. Mroczkowski's wife, Gena
Lipkowska puts another group
through their paces in an end ring,

^J^.

while Andre Fox operates in the

Comedian

'"'"^'^'-

|

|

Buenos

;

r At

"iSid Caesar Rebuttals

the

Aires, April 2.

of local pro-

insistence

ducers, the Argentine

government

mulling the possibility
i,s reported
other.
starred in
In 2 Suits Against Him of declaring tlie film industr;^ an
essential one, thus putting raw
somersaultsv etc. er" an unsatisfactory show.
stock on the list of goods essential
F^lfn'linrfiff''
Flanking
them are The Riding ception was mixed and press poor. Caesar with teaching a 1945 con- to import. This may result in putZoppes, with Cucciola, the midget
the ting foreign pix on a quota list,
tract was brushed off by
and The Riding Bostocks with
Marion Seiferl, They're all playing
comic last week who filed his an- decreasing their imports in proreturn dates with RBB&B.
swer in N. Y. federal court. De- portion to the amount of exchange
Rudolph Mathies* tigers and
fendant made a general denial of required to cover the film stock,
Daraoo Dhotre's leopards, pumas
all allegations and also counterand jaguar.s are the curtain- raiser.
Work is proceeding rapidly on
Slated for the Centre ring are
He '"Tije AVerigerS,''^^w^^ Republic is
Claims for $75,000 damages.
Claussen's Bears, which have not
claims that under the ticket he produclhg locally with Englisli,yet arrived here from Denmark.
was supposed to get a buildup and Spanish va-sions. Jolin Carroll,
Spotted later in the show is anstarring roles in films;
Instead. Mbna Maris and Adele Mara are
other animal mixture in all five
the papers state, he was farmed in leads.
rings
Bcstock's
Mules,
Miss
Unit is On location at
Dante's chimp.s, Nana Woolford's
out to Columbia and also was Mar del Plata summer resort and
dachshunds^ Patterson's Libertv
grooved into vaude and nitery also at the new Mapol studios.
ponies and Hugo Schmidt and
stints.
London, April 12.
Meanwhile, British producers are
Charlotte With elephants. Jun^bos
Three-day ,production halt at J.'
Caesar contends he inked the mulling
_ ^
plan to
„ make jEnglisli„ a
„
were- a last-minule sub for Charles Arthur Rank's Denham an4 Pine-,
contract upon representations from Spanish versions of Britislv pix in
Pfeterson's
Jockey Dogs, which wood studios was partially endediM.
H. Bren while th^ latter was Argentina.
haven't arrived yet. Mrs. Wool- yesterday
'
(Mon.) when lOO strik- his ¥. S. Coast Guard comntiand^
production outfit has
jHX)vlde they best ca-^ing
electricians returned to work inAl?ffiee^__Char^^^
nme-turn~iB-yeai.s^
--ha'f^-yiaew-o-oar-SHgtaown of both associate of the plaintiffs, had no
capitaL Cosnios Film, a lonner
Comedy
lots came last Friday
(8) when right to engage in outside aclividistribute unit, is prime movei^ iii
I'*.,^'!^ '^'''"f^'ly f'*Pa'"'''T>ent, Guti's
some 47 electricians walked out at ties while a member of the Armed the deal. Gosmcis Will have ofGorilla Parody is new to this coun
Denham to protest a proposed Forces, Caesar maintains the fices in Rorae, with Bruno Brunettry. It comprises six people, one a transfer of an Electrical
Trades agreement is null and void and tini in charge.
kid and one a woman, who run Union
official to Shepherds' Bush.i asks dismissal of the action.
Anthrough a knockabout session ift
director Roberto GavalThis was followed by a sympathy swers also assert the comic wasn't , Mexican,
...
,
,
which two of the number are in
is putting finishmg touches on
move at Pinewood.
given an opportunity to read the
gorilla garb. It's too diffuse now,
Mi Vida por la Tuya," which he
1
,v
T.A
acenrd
accorO.
Despito the Pinewood normalcy,
but may be funnier when tight_
^^^.^^^^^^ j^^j.^ f„j, Argentina Sono
ened.. Clowns are on hand, as ae- Denham. -situation rei«iauis to-, ^lu wotjier N.- Y.jwieral court- ^qj^Mecha Ortiz, Italian
usual," with a goodly assortment of changed
with
original
the
47 battle, Caesar answered a $150,000 acuess, mciuaea
p-ct
inpi„ripri
casi
=.»=i«<:t him
props, including the midget auto juicers
brought against
damage suit Krr„„,»,t
still
out.
Complicating -^o—
..
,
Argentina film personalities are
into which Lou Jacobs by some matters
was the fnanagemerit's by Coast writer D'every Freeman
legerdemain squeezes himself. Em- earlier co inter-action of dismiss- With a general denial.
Plaintiff skedded. to transfer to Spain this
mett Kelly again wanders through ing 2,000 workers at both plants scribe charges Caesar used his year under^ the aegis of Spanish
tile arena in which his heartbreak
"Penny Gum Machine" comedy prodflcer Cesareo Gonzalez. Luw
and insisting
it -v.^.v...v
couldn't .vv-v-ikeep them
........
...»..v...6 makeup has become a standard.
„hen the studios were inopera- skit without premission, Comedian, Cosar Amadori will direct Zully
There are four specs, all wonHowever, tlie Rank Organi-^ according to the answers, admits Moreno and Fernando Rey there.
tive,
derfully dres.sed. and highly imagwhile Hugo del CarrU is to make
nation later withdrew notices to; use of the routine in the Broad,n,v nnP
inative. Only
one rn.r
that t»i,«
falls short
picture
"The Darkie
a
called,
"
staff ipliowing way
M»f
at all is th^'finafe.' ''Thf GlorS entire Pinewood
^^^^^^^^^^
With the White Soul." Nini Marthe papers state, this material
But, '^^^"tC^/^^^
Fourth," wliieh builds up to a cur- usual attendance of electricians,
shall is also slated to make a film
Allen
and
by
Caesar
was
written
1..wi., T\
J
tain dropping away to reveal a
Meanwhile,
Denliam production
with M:.v r.iehman edit- in Spain after her U. S. tour, BeRoberts,
giant portrait of President Truman. is restricted to outdoor scenes not
nito Perojo will direct, with SpanWhy Truman brings giggles in- requiring use of lights. Rank Or- ing.
ish comedian Miguel Ligero costead of a burst of patriotic fervor ganization's refusal to discuss the
starredi^;
from the audience is something Pinewood and Denham notices
Something is holding up compleelse again.
with union officials resulted in
tion of the historical picture ( with
Other specs include the "Girl in
Assn. of Cine & Allied Technithe Moon" number in which the
political
bias)
which SINCC.'V
40 femmes in the ballet on the cians protesting to Labor Ministry
Films is making under the direcropes are set off by Kay Clarke, and also the Board of Trader
tion of Julio Saracerii. Director lias
Alma piaia and Jean Sleeter doing yoicing extreme concern with the
been give a deadline in which to
more spectacular areial work above J situatioii, AGAT general .secretary
wind up or else,
the Stages. Number has a theme George .Elyin declared if British
There was a ding-dong struggle
London, April 12.
song, "I'm in Love With the Girl pictures wer6 to survive the "govbetween Sono Film's "Dios se lo
in the Moon," with music by Henry ernmerit \.'ili have to step in."
British ftlrii Producers Assn.'s
Pague" (which has Zully Moreno
wi(^'Art;^^
S!Andemtt.*S%h-°has'5ro: 23^?}^
^^fi^.. "^f^ much heralded fact-finding gestapo,
iided the theme for "The Glorious ,'!f,lf^.*'lni^^!*'hL„of-'^"'^TtL ^tl brought in With ..the introduction and EihelcQ^s "Tlerra del Fuego"
Fourth,'' and the oto^^^^^
of the 45% quota and operating at the voting on best picture of
fhe
was
® film crisL
^^^^ an
" "act
year by the Association of Movie
Francisco" and "B i-thdays."
*'^'J^°.,,
,
.
u k,- ^\v,
IS to be
the scenes,
ol God
and urged the government quietly behind
is!
Arthur
Riscoe
a supposedly serious

^^^^
ai StrS^rf^h-^S^ fto^li^SSSSS^^
^lAstt^ m
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other acts peirforming while they
are on.
Pair works barefooted iahd does
all ktjids of drops and swaps in
Many
what's really a hair-raiser.
of the holds are only by each
other's toes. Their only real competition in thrill acts is the Alzanas
on the high wire, who are in next
to closing.

Lone legit opening of week saw
"Maiden's Prayer,''
a
jumbled
farcical mixture, bow at Playhouse
April 6. Piece is set in British

on a short pretty sad opening night, the animals Showing little in the way of

rolling cyclm-

board laid across a
Turn itself is overlong and
Spr
on
Sionotonous, Hut the costume
One
Jeinroe is deflmtely not.
leaf and she'd be wortang
Edat Leon
lights
blue
J^er
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commentators. Sono- -Film's Picture won first place, which caused
With Emelco to beef.
j^g^^ exhibitor defaulters
«ticular care the BFP.A is draw^asis of information col}
i, r
_..
..i......
f
lated by the bureau, a short list i nv|l .Daifli CalAiif^^
t-^e a ches of
oi the most
.^7."^"

,

show

*"''' ^'*^ ^''^

...u.. opening
la,. o-:-^
ran^'sL^'^Curs
I'.
.. uh.=.....6
.6

night, but will be tightened to
three' hours' by the time it winds
33-day run at the Garden
"P
f^l**^L''''»r'
turn on an i\/r„„
May o8. T+m
It'll be t>.i.-nrr,<>^^,ii-fi-,aitrimmed further to

t«^»]

naSnfJ^v ^^^T
a particularly
good
anchor-like prop.
^ A first-time perch a ct, Del Morals, shares the spotlight with" another percher, Les Deux Jacques,

jn^'^stry.
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Switch" Title"
DWlltll
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Makes

Argent. Prod ucer

year will ski p the

la.st
year
Coast, which was hit
Which North aims to schedule for
alternate seasons Troupe will play
^1?*=^ hoWs the center; Chicago for nine days in mid-sea^"
son and wind up in Te^as.
iun ^}^yr
^"^t^afe all holdovers—
Garden's getting a $6 top again.
Th»
J'^'"! Added this year have been 600
CcnJul'%J^'^''y^'
Flying Htarolds and pj-oinenatje geats directly in front
SSf*";
Comets. Because of
giving a
the loges on the floor,
°
lack of space
^
the Garden, last capacity now
of 14,800. B.o. opened

prexy An-

ai-

thony Asquith laid the blame in.
the lap of management.

|

two hours and 45 minutes on the
road.. -T onr this

and Los Onas, a balancing Ifidder

ACAT

But

t^e

°':,P=''''

^'j

.

i
,
i

,

against

OnT^^T^-^^^^^
Un
Action win be

delayed unm the,
Arthur Rank, with fel-

,

Chief; Indies Pleased
of J.
'Haiica'
at ILdal
act -HlUIllCUl
MnmAnt returndelegates
nUUdt: dl
to the Washington;
]ov^
London, April 12.
conference here early next month,'
Buenos Aires, April 2.
Long awaited appointment of a
but understood the fuH details will
on--4;he
into
trouble
ran
RKO
...
be sent to the government depart- chairman for Film Finance Corp.
„.
eve ol its preem at Gran Rex with ^^^^^^ j^fg
became a reality yesterday (Mon.)
j^^y
St
Dream
1
Builds
Blandings
"Mr.
u„r.
"V- ""L
u i
when Lord Rcith, former governor
''"ernating shows, but g^lJ ^.^^^^j^
tj,e circus,
j,^^^^^
fiX'n »n K
simultaneously on ^ut is expected to pick up on the House," which launched the new London Preem of 'Joan'
of British Broadcasting Corp., was
1 !*rn,/i
'l^tu"
that
house.
at
system
of advance sale, wiiich is exploitation
' - Draws liarge Crowd named by the Board of Trade, His
a Mfwf.°T''^''A?^"^^'^^^^
(first time
gUghtly ahead of last year,
Picture had been translated into
A^fi^"^: and
^^^^J™,^
in America
selection was hailed by independThe Great Trisco.
London, April 12.
Pat Valdo again bandies the Spanish as "Hogar, Dulce Hogar"
Royal preem of "Joan of Arc" ent producers inasmuch as the film
The One-Finger' UTondcr
ringmaster chore, aided by Harry ("Home Sweet Home"), and the.
bank will now open an avenue of
Back again, too, is Unus, who Thomas. Richard Barstow did the
been running with «t London Pavilion, aided by re- direct financial aid to the indies.
has a nifty number in balaricing Choreography, Thomas Farrar was campaign had
lighting
restnctm^^
lightmg
of
f»oval
on a globe on one finger. He pieces art director, Herman Rosse pro- that title for about a month. On thousands to Piccadilly Circus.
Other bank directors remain the
Circ,
preem date, however, ArgenIt. out with
considerable spectcular vided the decor, Merle Evans is the
Unveiling was attended by many same as on the inlerirri flnatiiCe
iiaKchig'a^^^
^^d"^An;S;^tteitina Sono Film (lo^l producers l
es in- corporation's board while James H.
n^^
suddenly discovered that- it pos- fi m and d^loniati
really superior showmln who gets Concello aerial director.
the absolute maximum from his
sessed the copyright to the title eluding Prime Minister and Mi-s. Lawrie continues as manajging diI
and forbade its use. RKO had to Clement Attlee as well as the rector. Film hi.en are expected, to.
It set
^Ifpra^l^
switch to "Hogar de Ensueno" Archbishop of Canterbury.
Caudldight "Sfcepherd'
receive a further break in the
edly the smoothest, fastest and all"Dream House" to avoid a suit, a radio precedent since the first Board of Trade regulations which
n
n
i* «
i
n
I
around juggler since Rastelli. He's
time a film preem ever was aired
provide that until production costs
eStlVal This involved changing air postersi
r Of *««"««»«»
EdmOUr&h
S" f
* v-oinui
flanked by the Asia Boys (3), and
the JBBC.
bills and other publicity material by
are recovered the bank may seek
the Franklin Astrid Duo (newEdinburgh, April 5.
at the last moment. Sono. Film's
deferment of remuneration from
,p»«8fgt«tion at
"cu$«j*ery^'' .«»t.'.-.Bitd- -ihupfi?'
producers.
I rmdnii I
S??^'***"**'^*-*^*^*''^^v-V»*«"®,
Film
Notes
ancing.
«n«ng.
ilOlCS
liOlUIUil
Hill
1949
will
be
Festival of
Edinburgh Festival
^^^„^ "^^*^^^^
h«art9ehi.s.
^HrfpH
„,There are also acrobatics from revival of old Scottish pastoral
Naming of the chairman, its un''"^^^^
London Aprin2
was stalled for some time
here, comedy, "The Gentle .^epj,«»W-.;.. derstood,
David Henley "us? our of J'^.
all lecw^^^ ?ffi'oo2^irffi
ine
»ecause of
oi unwillingness,
unwiiimgness, on the
by
set for midnight performances
Organization although because
iv
imBf*
seven week.s^ at 53c^^
springboard
$130,000^
L\ - impressive
part of top film ^or government
^^--b-"-"" act, candlelight.
they're flanked by the aero work
is all the moie
Thib
ooe. scale.
says
Guthrie
^^^^^^^^
^j^^y ^^^^j^^jj^
Producer Tyrone
considering that the film agenQr;'to tijeJ'^S
Anas' Ramsay^^^S
With advances to six companies,
BoSio<,^^J^f'1?h'"*%5"'^'^t
«ogmos
and The Three Acros. ths'^,25,
- "
in the hottest part tion
"
Bcrnerd- due here Film Finance Corp. made Its first
Jeffrey
mu.st have drawing-room was released
early September to produce a pic- direct loans to independent profor successful pres- of the summer period.
bi
The^^Jgo^'^^^^^^^^
at Elstree for Associated Brit- ducers. Those benefiting include a
(WBV day ture ^.
"Life With Father
Board over back of five e'le&s entation. It is slaled for .staging in
^.
^
^
^
and
Premier
dating
at
o^^te Upper Hall of Edinburgh's
co-op outfit recently established by
^ Eq„ost^L'*"&*te topped
Anthony
Davenport.
Nicholas
of Lilian Vlt- Signet Library.
Uiough nIgV
mrcfa'n",e^r'^f"
Films,
Valiant
Havelock-Allan's
to costar with Richard Greene
i^ooici
ste 'p^ifiiiamjiiai wm
rawufdel^y
ueiay leiease ui
o ''e
Piclures International
Plantagenet
Republic
^
JtSronsien 3 rianiageuei
Nat "Bronsten's
^
and JNat
r^^^^^^^^
Prpmipre " whifh Ana- anO
vvoria t^^^
flanked by a pair of femme hold- Corp. last week inked an agree- rade'' because set to go into these
^'L /n,. Films. It aiw
ovens, Cilly Feindt and Claude ment with Menachem Kolan of Tel two houses.
.
with English loan to Sir'Alexattiftr. t:Wi»'t »rl^:
AlexMider Korda
ish Lion and an advance to Renown
''S^^-l My Love';- *an^
halS^wKr^s.^'^'^^''*'''"^"^
T^J.'^Ki^l^
Applications from three
ran- six weeks at Ambassador, aK ier; currently in Europe, to take Pictures
Cwslan M^Azkowski i,' hack ha^t^eiTbXa distribute' and e^
'
Imore indie producers are pend.ni.
Iready is on reissue at the Iguazu. her place.
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CITY ACROSS

THE RIVER
>

Terrific opening, Capitol^ N. Y.

Terrific

week-end

!

and now

set for an extended run!

Wedneaday, April 13, 1949

Sales Execs

PIGTIJIIES..

Weigh Fox Rental Move;

Joe Gould Aides 20th
Ad Manager Rosenfield

Indie Distribs Cut Into Oii B.O.

If

Plum

I

Joseph

Gould, Universal-Interhomeoffice ad-publicity
was tapped this week by
iee
20-th Fox ad-pub chief Charles
Einfold as 20th assistant advertisConsiderable speculation contin- duchon in Techni starring Betty ing manager. In his ne v post he'll
Grable and Cesar Romero.
sales' exess of other
serve as copy chief and assistant
ues among
Twentieth homeoffice toppers
back of
to ad manager Jonas Rosenfield,
major companies on what's
also saw parts of seven other films
Jr., who was recently upped to
20th'-Fox's sudden efforts to add to which are currently in production
that Job following the exit of
production-dis- and scheduled for release the
the income of the
re- Christy Wilbcrt.
biz by upping maincler of this year and early
tribution end of its
in
Wilbert this week joined the
General consensus is 1950. Without making any direct
film rentals.
Paramount and tiein between the pictures Charles Schlaifer ad agency as
that'if 20th follows
copy chief and a member of the
screened and the 20th boosted
EKO in divorcing its theatres, the
planning board. Schlaifer will take
production company aims to be in rentals drive, Lichtman said he over the
20th account starting May
position prepara- and sales veepee Andy W. Smith,
the best possible
15.
Evelyn Ahlstrand, former
action.
Jr., will continue their national
tory, to that
space buyer for several top agenAside from that, a point of con- survey "until it is fully completed." cies, also joined Schlaifer's outfit
siderable discussion among the dis- He emphasized the company "will this week as media director.
tribution men is advisability of not make any announcement of
Gould's appointment is the latest
any
national

l^art Hedge

vs.

Divorcement

staffer,

SinceLaunchingofJPBookingSystem
Chicago, April 12.

Setlrial onLewynSuit
n rv I r
t rt
ror Daletvans Services

.

'

SOth's frontal \assault method vs.
All the companies admit
exhibs.
that they, too, are seeking higher

film, rentals,

change in its sales plans until
study of buying and
selling conditions has been thor-

this exhaustive

oughly made."

but that th«y prefer

Twentieth-Fox homeoffice exec
tho approach of quiet negotiation
contingent,
which had been
with theatre operators.
Salesmanager for a toD indie fuddling with studio toppers on
the
Coast for 10 days, separated
"I've
never
remarked:
this week
over
the
weekend
for their respecholding
a
press
Macy's
heard of
tive destinations.
Prez Spyros P.
conference or calling its customSkouras and ad-publicity veepee
ers together at a luncheon to anCharles
Einfeld
are
due back at
going
to
push
up
was
nounce it
the
homeoffice
tomorrow
(Wed.),
done
quietly.
generally
prices. It's
When thisrfi_is..any_noise made, it with Lichtman and Smith staying
iTi California for talks with exhibiare
being
reprices
It because
tors' in the Los Angeles and San
duced."
Francisco areas on 20th's drive for
On the other hand, top exec of increased rentals.
another major opined the. 20th
Exhibitor relations contact, Sam
way was the right way, despitfe the Shain, and Lem Jones, Skouras'
fact his own company wasn't using
assistant, are accompanying LichtHe explained: "When you go man and Smith. Ad manager
it.
to each theatre man separately, you
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., and assistant
get nowhere but in trouble behomeoffTcT'pubri'cili''cW^^
cause each one thinks he's the only
.1
livan. who had attended the prod
fellow you're hitting. He fears
uct huddles at the studio, re
he's being singled out for higher
When turned to their desks Monday (11).
terms, and he resents it.
you make a big fuss about your attempts to get more money, such as Recentralization
Of
,Fox is doing, exhibs know that
they're all in the same boat and
20th-Fox. Selling Eases
there is much better chance of success since they have'-no room for
Fieldmen's Paper
individual squawking."

it is

said

^

Technis Record

it

is

MPAA

Profiting, irom the situation arasuch companies as Republic, Eagle

in'

Reelects Johnston,

Techni's

move

in the

same

direc-

the roster of assighmients of its directors at the meetings of the Association's nieihbership and board
in New York last week. New com-

'^Xiition

by Techni

is

mittee, to be chairmanned by Jack

The five Balaban & Katz Loop
houses, the two BKO houses and
one United Artist theatre must all
change programs bi-weekly. The
two indies. Oriental and Woods,
can run films as long as they wish.
companies met Thursday (7) to re- Average on the eight, considering
elect the directors and added Paul that some
switch weekly, is six
H. Terry, of Terrytoons, to the films every seven days.
lineup.
Board then held its first
Climb in revenues for indie disquarterly meeting the next morntribs is not derived from better
ing and reelected Eric Johnston
terms, execs stress.
Their terms
prexy, and Francis S. Harmon and
are approximately the sAme as
Joseph I. Breen as Veepees.
Fred W. DuVaU was named ever. However, that important
trpoonvpr and Ridtipv Schreiber first-run business is the factor
secretary.
They had been acting building their profits.

MPAA

with the tinting outfit. Tlie understanding, verbal rather than written In form, is that the company is
entitled to reasonable returns, and
that the rate can be revised up or
down to keep within a fair margin
of profit.

Rate IS
is now nxea
fixed ai
at o.^zc
6 22r per
ner
Jrtdte
foot for Technicolor. After climbing slowly over a period of years
in those positions since last year,
until it reached 6.72c per foot, it
when George Borthwick resigned
was reduced to the 6;22 figure in as secretary - treasurer.
Stanley
April, 1947.
Ciiie Cut its price
Weber, DuVall's aide* was elected
some 26% from a previous charge assistant treasurer. John G. Mcof 6.0976c per foot on two-color Carthy, head
Of the international
process and to 5c per foot on three- department, and James S. Howie,

believed, led

only to a furthering Of what Smith
has termed the "status q«o" con-

AM^hsei
=

publicized

Prizewinning Shorts

veepee Al Lichthis

reviews

of

they

are

presently

Luce's

"Come

to the. Stable," star-

i

New York federal court Judge
Samuel H. Hoffman granted RKO's
petition to take a vifritten deposition of Orson Welles in Rome. Actor is to write his answers to 42

RKO

questions submitted by
attorneys before an American consul
in
the
Italian
capital.
Judge
trial will
start May 1 as scheduled, even if
Welles! answers are not in by that
'
'~"
time.

warned, however, that the

'.

'

•

,

.

penduig against RKO,
Herman J, Mankiewicz,
two years ago by writer
Ferdinand Lundberg. He claims
"Kane" was lifted from his story,
'The Imperial Hearst," and is askSuit

is

Welles and
as filed

ing an injunction against the film's
exhibition, an unspecified amount
of damages and an accounting of
the profits.

Welles' French Suit
Paris, April 12.
Orson Welles, currently in Morocco filming "Black Rose" under
Harry Hathaway direction for 20thFox, wUl be named defendant in
a suit for $30,000
refund o£
moneys, plus $1,000,000 damages.

C

Claimant

is

producer

Jacques

Gauthier, who promoted "Portrait
d'un Assassin," currently filming
with -Arletty and Maria Montez
and in which Eric von Stroheim
Over Veto
completed a part before he left
Betting for the U. S. When Gauthier was
looking for names, he signed
Albany, April 12.
Welles as supervisor of the picLegislative reps of exhibitor or- ture but latter, when denied what
ganizations breathed easier when changes he considered necessary
Governor Dewey vetoed the in the script, refused to 'perform
Becker - Hullts bill providing for and lammed out, meanwhile having
the creation of a temporary com- been paid.
mission to study the subject of
Gauthier contends that the piepari-mutuel beting on horse races ture now is just a Erench pictui-»
outside of racetracks.
The Slate with usual chances of international
- " eight sale,
Constitution was amended
whereas when Welles was
years ago, to permit paiu-mutuel connected with it, he had a tentabetting inside racetracks.
Law tive deal for England with the
makers unexpectedly passed the ABC circuit, agented by John

Vs:Wfrack

;

{

In 'Citizen Kane' Suit
Piracy
suit
involving
RKO's
"Citizen Kane" took an international twist iVIonday (11), when

ity relatibns, Depinet; foreign legal
advisory, Roger C. Clement, Para-

on a budget of $28,000 is starting
on a new project which they've
budgeted at $*100,000. Group comiprises Jdiifce Loeb, Hclefl Levitt
and Sidney .Meyera^^ "Quiet One*" exhibs.
which was made to be shown to
Continuing his attack against
sociologists and teachei'S, won an the 20th drive, Brandt averred this
Academy award nomination, and week that no exhibitor objects to a
good boxoffice picture getting a
is currently playing art houses in
fair share" of the profits, adding
various cities.
It closes a nine- he would leave it up to any imweek run this week at the Little partial tribunal to determine what
comprised. But.
Carnegie. N. Y;, where it garnered the "fair share"

Lichtman said.
With a pat on the back for production veepee Darryl F. Zanuck,
Lichtman mentioned Clare Booth

Ors Welles Must Depose

mount; general counsel, Keough;
International, McCarthy; distribuLichtman-Brandt
tors,
Abe Montague, Columbia;
newsreel, Edmund Reek, MovieContinued from page 5
Mostdnews; research, Charles
been the most outspoken exhib kowitz, taew's; solicitations. O'Concritics of 20th's plan to boost film nors; titles, Albert S. Howson, WB;
rentals, boycotted the meet set up and television, Cohtt,;
by 20th two weeks ago with N, Y.

Same trio of documentary-makers who produced "The Quiet One"

enjoyihg,"

ring Loretta Young and Celeste
Holm; "You're My Everything,"
^echnicolor musical for Septem
ber release witrioan^'DaiTey "a'ncl
Anne Baxter; Will James' "Sand"

added.

Producers Try Another

he and other 20tli
execs had seen during their studio
huddles here last week.
"We
have seen the product which will
fully back up our customers, and
help them to increase the high
level of theatre attendance wliicb
films

are feeding the Inabes faster, these
houses also require more product
with the Inevitable break for the
smaller companies.

Cohn, Columbia v.p'., has the tasTc
of coordinating any matters perpredicted in taining to video which come before
the industry because of an undeir-i the
board.
Reps Of the 10 MPAA member
standing 'Which the majors have
tion;,--;

—

HQw

six

New TV Committee

'

eight

of

To Coordinate

the industi'y as the prel-

Reduction in the normal quantity
release printing charges by Cinecolor last week is expected to speed

al;

MPAA

man

a

Lion, Monogram, Film Classics
and the lesser indies. They have
been able to cop bookings which
Activities ordinarily would have been gobude to an early announcement that
Motion Picture Assn. of America bled up by the bigger companies.
to/
Moreover,
added
committee
a
television
because the first-runs
the company will cut its print rates.
lieved

£t

dition in distribution, sihce many
of the field men had begun almost
the Allied States Association, in automatically to sanction contracts color.
of the
staff, were elected asNet take for '48 came to $1,775,- sistant secretaries.
the' past few weeks.
Many distrib patterned after those previously
execs, on the other hand, however, accepted at the h.o.
Present at the directors' meeting
Under the 834 against $l,422,752.in '47. Sales
are prone to brush
off
these- new picture - by - picture selling reached a record high of $20,016,- were Johnston, Nicholas M.
squawks as unimportant.
method, however, that situation no 066, compared to 1947's total of Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, r
They say they are instigated by longer affords 20th an equitable $17,407,975, Per-share earnings on Joseph R. .Vogel, Metro; j:,ai"le W.
men with a personal interest for split of the. profits on certain pic- outstanding common amounted to Hammons, former prexy of Educastirring up a flurry
tional; Steve Broidy, Monogram;
^either be- tures, according to Smith,
Hence, $1.93, against $1.55 last year.
cause of their own theatre opera- he said, the return to contract apTechni set a riecord for features Barney Balaban and Austin C.
tions or because they are paid proval at the homeoffice.
handled in '48^ Dr. Herbert T. Kal- Keough, Paramount; Theodore R.
execs of an exhib organization and
It was also found that too many mus, prez of the concern, reported. Black, Republic; Nate and John J.
are just ifying their salaries.
Ex- of 20tli's branch mana gers, book- __
During -the year, 39 were handled, O'Connor, Universal; Jack Cohn
penence" has beeiir mostT~disffil5s" efs~ and^salesmen undarthe^de^ aXa'irat 3i ~fn~imf?^r»^eaiitei\^
der, Co lumbi a; Ned
"t^^^''^-' RKO;
" Depinet,
agree, that an exhib will not stick centralization plan were so snowed were turned out by the British af- E.
Joseph Hazen,
with his organization in a fight if under by paper work that they had filiate, against- five in the year be- Hazen-Wallis; Albert Warner and
he can gain a personal advantage no chance to go out and sell pic- fore.
Sam Schneider, WB.
in terms for his theatres and the
Committees and their chairman
tures, which, according to one 20th
Program to double Techni's ca- naihed
decision in the Fox battle won't- h.o. official, is basically their job.
by the directors are:
come until the salesmen actually Smith indicated it may be possible pacity from 160,000,000 feet to
Executive,
Johnston;
finance,
320,000,000 on positive prints is
arrive on the premises.
eventually to turn back authority now almost completed. Dr. Kalmus Duvall; membership. Jack Cohn;
theatres, Joe 'Vogel; public relafor approving some contracts to reported.
Expansion is estimated
advertising-pub20th Eicecs Scatter
the field, after the h.o. has had a to cost $3,500,000. Despite the out- tions, 'Blumberg;
licity directors and advertising adchance to I'earrange the pattern.
Hollywood, April 12,
lay for added facilities, company visory cbuhcil, Mort Blumenstock,
has $6,000,000 in cash and $4,500,- WB; copyrights, Edwin P. Kilroe,
As further cannon fodder in
000 in net quick assets, Dr. Kalmus 20th-Fox; exhibitor and comniuni20tli-Fox's fight to obtain increased
film rentals, 20th

new

quiring

films weekly. The majors do not
swer another suit filed by Lewyn, release that many films. First-run
houses, therefore, are booking an
demanding $80,000 damages.
increasing number of indie product to meet their requirements.

Record profits and sales rejported by Technicolor for 1948 is be-

\

ject contracts,

minimum

As a result of the court's
decision, Miss Evans must now anwesterns.

Profits Augiffs

|

by some execs,

ings cornered by the indies because restrictions on playdates in

.

man committee

This opinion would seem to b©
borne out by the quantity and vehemence of the bulletins of exliib
organizations, particularly those in

of the windy city roost is
shared by all the smaller distribs.
in the industry. The Chi bonanza,
which in Rep's case has meant, a
54% hoist in revenues since the
JP ruling, is due to better book-

r"ie

'

Establishment of a special three.
of 20th-Fox homeofl'ice sales execs to pass on all
film rental deals means a perma
indie exhib leaders to get their nent end to 20th sales veepee
tomahawks honed before the actu- Andy W. Smith, Jr.'s, earlier atal effort at upped rentals is made.
tempts to decentralize such auTheatremen are whipped to such thority to his field staff.
combativeness that the salesman
Permitting the branch and- dihasn't much chance wljen he final- vision managers to approve or rely arrives,

j

Herbert J. Yates for $250,000, this city have left a large hole
charging breach of contract. Judge in theatre schedulies. Rep's gain
Houghton in. L.A. superior court was disclosed last week by Herbert
denied a motion by Republic to J. Yates, company prez. In a statein a string of department changes
dismiss the suit and set the case ment to stockholders.
effected by Einfeld since he joined
Chicago is now chewing up prodfor trial.
20th in February.
Lewyn charges Yates with in- uct faster than the majors can
ducing the actress to return to Re- turn out product. The two-week
public to co-star with her husband, ceiling on first-run Loop engageRoy Rogei's, thereby violating a ments in mujor-af filiated houses
pact to appear in a series ot indie has resulted in the deluxers re-

Work

Most of the. reasoning against the
meUjods of 20th sales execs Al
Licbtman and Andy Smith, Jr., is
that too much opportunity is given

'

Los Angeles, April 12.
First round in the legal fight
for the sei'vices of Dale Evans
went to Louis Lewyn, indie producer, who is suing Republic and

Republic's remarkable boost in
Chicago revenues, gained since the
Jackson Park decision took over

|

^

July 4

opeSng "Hous^

the produc-

of

down the

1

S^^^^^^^^

'Edward G. Robin- t'O" costson and Susan Hayward; "It Hap-'
New' film which the group is,'
PenS Every SprinK" baseball S^^^^^^^
with Ray Milland Paul Douglas documen^^
a story of adolesand
showing the difficulty of
Jean
Peters"Princ^^^^
Foxes," filmed in Italv with 'Tw^
I'ovver, Wanda
and Orson adult worid. It will be shot in
Welles; "Thieves' MarS
unlike in 16m. It was found
with
Richard Conte and Lee J Cobb, too difficult
work in the
to
and "Beautiful Blonde from Bash- narrow gauge and too expensive to
i'm Bend," Preston Sturges pro- blow up for theatre showing.
Sevs." starring

20th's lead.

said

many

the-

j

j

1

i

-

•

m

^

!

;

I

,

;

i

;

'

j

I

We

Brandt pointed out, incidentally,
«wt 20th might have done one
closmg days Mills, on which he was to have
good thing for exhibitors. "This off-track measure
been advanced about $1,000,000.
fight," he said, "has done more to of session.
Exhibs felt that legalization of In the U. S., he said, Loew's Inunite them than anything that's
happened in the industry s his- off-traek hetting would have dealt ternationai prexy, Arthur M. Loew,
a severe blow to their theatre biz. had promised him booking.
tory.
'

:

''

He

"

'

LXix

line.

operators are threatening to
submit their gripes to tJie courts
' ""
other major companies follow
atre-

|

i

; :1

,

'

11

1 ,
!
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CIO

in N.Y.

On-Spot 'Location Filming

«

|

|

is

a

streamlined pro}

cedure handled entirely through
the city's Departaient of Com-;
jnercct

nalia stems from a

panies.

i

j

\

I

two industries.

|

i

prefer to looli over the script.;
Furthermoi-e," he added, "a rush

'.

«v»,V

,

i

"El

I

i

!

ary stand. According to the union
the companies refused to
satisfactory counter-

SMPE's move

(M-G) (2d wk), stout $22,000, better than .expected.
Keith's (RKO) (1.939; 44-80)—
Mild $10,000.
"Criss Gross" (U).
Last week, "Set-Up" (RKO), nice
$14,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)

*x"eefe,

make "any
proposals."

Decision to enlist support of the
public in its contract fight was
niade last week after the majors
indicated their wi.sh to water down
the so-called security provisions

\

|

i

;

SPG

j

i

TV

theatre

playings

would

i

be

,

!

limited at the outset to theatres in
Greater N. Y.).

don-Garson Kanin

script.

TOA-SMPE

|

plans to bring in both Katherine
Hepburn and Spencer. Tracy, who
coTStar in the pic.
Director, in N. Y. to look over
locations, shoves. off for the Coast!
He has been also eyethis week.
ing Broadway legit players whom
he wants to cast in the film. No
decision on casting, however, will
be made during his current Goth-

session, despite the
j

no conclusions were reached,
considered e.specially significant
that it mai;ked the. first time

fact

i

-

:

j

Cukor
is

in

j

i

will get support for its the-

last

week

,

:

w

Warner

(2,164; 44-74)Colorado" (Col). Mild

"^o^ce of

(WB)

"Man From

(WB),.

Truman

!

week, "Kiss in
Okay $iq,500 in 8

.

Trans-Lux (T-L)

Continued from page

(650;

Great Lakes (Par)

44-80)—

—"El Paso"

"Paisan" (Indie) (6th-final wk).
Steady $6,000 for second consecutive week.

|

6

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 9)
"Homicide" (WB) and "Last Ban-

i

dit"

(Rep)

(2d

wk).

Oke

$6,000.

Last week, trim $9,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3rd wk).
Holding to very strong $24,000.
Last week, $27,000.

;

i

i

(Essaness)
—Oriental
"Ball Game" with
'

i

I

personal.

Fancy

plus^

Nellie

'

I

I

(retssttos).

Fairish

"State

;

j

;

,

j

'

the

i

Continued fr6m page 5

EGA

Indicating

can pack a

that
b.

o.

documentaries
wallop, particumetropoli-

New York

larly in the
tan area, the dual

:

package of "Bur-

^

I

bill beforti

j

McDonough took
;

DocumentariesJi^.O^
and

I

With

the ehatmber,
the floor to declare his opposition to a suggested
economic unification of Europe,

B 'way Victoria

WY

W

;

that he views "Courage"
as an "inspiring" property that can
be a great dramatic y^rn. Story

40-

'

I

(11)

(3,000;

ma. Victory," British govei'nmentmade treatise on the Burma campaign, and "The Trujs Glory," U.S.
and British joint opus, is being
held for a third week at the Squire,
N. Y. Double-bill, playing at the
$12,800.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) off-Broadway house, has racked up
—"Bribe" (M-G) (2d wk). Medium ^^'^"^^ for its opening stanza and
$6,000 in the foUowup week.
$15,000.
Last week, $23,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50On its usual diet o£ first-run re98)—"Force of Evil" (M-G). Weak- issues and foreign pix, the 8th aveish
$14,000.
Last week, "Sun nue theatre has been scoring $3,rComes
(M-G) {2d wk), $10,- 500-$7,000 weekly revenueis. House
000.
scale is in the 55c-$1.20 range.
Woods (Es.saness) (1,073; 98)—
Nat Sanders, head of English
"Command Decision" (M-G) (3rd Films. Ltd., distrib of the dualer,
wk). Off to average $18,000. Last has
taken on another British govweek, $22,000.
ernment - produced documentary,
"A Yank Comes Back," which
[opens at the Symphony, Skouras

:

;

•'Champion,

,

(reissue)^ $8,-

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Kiss in Dark" (WB). Neat $18,000, Last •week, "Canadian Pacific"
(20th) (2d wk), solid $14,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20.
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (18th
wk).
Okay $11,500. Last week,

'

day

(U)

300.

'

McDonough, of Hollywood,

Police"

$0

Car"

I

for the opening of
Kramer said on Mon-

Big Deal" (Col) (2d wk), strong

Century (20th Cent.)

70)— "Stagecoach" (UA) and "Long
Lutcher and Charlie Voyage Home" (UA) (reissue). Mild

week, "Armored

i

New York

die's

$10,500.

Last
(2flth)

Ventura orch on stage (3rd wk), $10,000. Last week, "The Set-Up"
(RKO) and "The Hunted" (Mono),
Palace (RKO) (2.500; 60-98)— $12,000.
"Set-Up" (RKO) (2d wk). Hefty
$19,000. Last week, socko $26,000.
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 60-98)—
"Frankenstein Meets Wolf Man" Anglo-U.S. War-Made
(U) and "Dracula's Daughter" (U)

'

In

Last Week,

"Own True

$31,000.

I

More

(3,400; 50-98)
>Tane Russell

$55,000.

week, ."Mother Is Freshman"

(3,400; 40-70)

and "Incident"

Love" (Par), $13,500.
Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70)— "Unknown Island" (FC) and "Appointment Murder" (20th). Okay $7,000
or near. Last week, "Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre"
(WB) (2d runs), $8,500.
Lafayette (Basil) <3,000; 40-70)—
"Walking
Hills"
(Col)
and
"Blackie's Chinese Venture" (Col).
Mild $11,000 or close. Last week,
"Knock On Door" (Gol) and "Blon-

i

i

(Par)

(Mono). Good $16,000.
"Nick Beal" (Par) and

as

1

Evil''

(^^^^ $15,000. Last
.Fairly .good_
week, "Canadian Pacific" (2()th)
and "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA), $15,500.
(»,

1

Last

$14,000.

Pres*

Good 15G

Buffalo, April 12.
Palace '(Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
Biz is only marking time await"El Paso" (Par).
So-so $14,000.
ing the arrival of Easter here this
Last week, "Mother Is Freshman"
stanza. Only "El Paso" looks good
(20th) (2d wk), okay $12,000.
at Lakes. "Force of Evil" Shapes
<.\
T.I
1.
IT
, ton
OK\
Playhouse
(Lopert)
(432; 50-85)-- j„st okay at Buffalo.
"Sleepmg Car Trieste" (EL) (2d r
i
Estimates ,„„
for m,«„
This Week
wk).
Strong $5,500, after hefty!
t
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)—
$6,000 for oiFcner. Holds.

days.
j

W

Pacing Buff.,

$16,000;

.$5,000.

a sustaining determined to give positive support
member. Huddle was confined to to our industry." Arnall left im«m sojourn.
exploring theatre TV in detail and mediately for New York, but said
Set to start this week are 10 days specific points brought up will be he had been requested to keep in
of shooting for Metro's "Bodies thrashed out at another meeting close touch with the Department
and Souls," which Curtis Bern- called for within the next few on future developments.
hardt is directing for the com- weeks. Meet, which featured the
At the conclusion' of yesterday's
pany. Glenn Ford planed in to final day of the SMPE's 65th semi- half-hour meeting at the White
(11) to take up annual convention, was led by House.
if. Y. Monday
Arnall declared, "It is
thespiiig chores in the film.
Eastman Kodak's Donald E. Hynd- certain that in President TruTlfiird film will be "Side Street"
man, past SMPE prez and now man the American- motion picture
with approximately two-thirds of chairman of its theatre tele com- producers have an understanding
the footage lensed in N. Y. An- mittee, and Walter Beade, Jr., ex- and loyal friend."
thony Mann, director, will be on hib who is co-chairman of the
Arnall said he had conveyed to
hand April 27 when the cameras TOA's committee.
the President that. "It would be a
Easting for the
start grinding.
Particular emphasis was placed fine thing if the State Department
slint will also be James Craig, Farin the huddles on the application should use its good offices to seley Granger and Kathy O'Donnell,
of FCC regulations to theatre tele. cure fair, non-discriminatory treattrio featured in the film. Sam ZimWhile no specific answers were ar- ment for American motion picbalist is producing.
rived at, it was pointed out that tures at the hands of foreign govFourth pic set for local lensing the only place in which theatres ernments."
is "On the Town," which Arthur will actually need micro-wave reArnall emphasized that playing
Freed is producing. Frank Sina- lay channels will be between the
Hollywood films in other countries
fi-a fjpnp Kplly and .Tule s Munshin
evetit.aickedjLm. a nd a transmitter. -can materiali v implem ent theJMar;^
will cdmie to town in May after Pictures can be carried from the
shall Plan, EGA, the Voice- of
studio sequences are completed. transmitter to all theatres linked
Kelly is also directing the filmi to the circuit via telfephone wires. America, and the North Atlantic
Pact. The President, according to
Twentieth-Fox
has
"HouSfe.
of ;Thus, the two committees foresaw
the SIMPP topper, •was "tremenstrangers" pencilled in for N, Y. no particular trouble with the FCC
dously interested' and cooperain getting a program under way.
tive."
Earl I. Sponable, SMPE prez and
It was the first time during the
Screen Plays' 2 in the Can, 20th-Fox
research chief, pointed current push by the industry that
out, however, that the' phone wires the President had gone this far.
Kramer-Glass Set 2
the
Arnall made it clear that he has
With "Champion" now in release now in use are not built for
wide band needed to carry TV by no means exhausted his efforts
and "Home of the Brave" in the images. He indicated, though, they toward unsnarling the trouble, but
Stanley
Kramer's Screen might be forthcoming if the de- sald^ he felt the State Department
can,
Plsys Corp. is How readying two mand was present. As for micro- was the place to start.
"If the State Department will go
more. Tentatively budgeted not to wave channels, he said theatre TV
use the spectrum space to bat for us," he said, "most of the
v\ ould
exceed $600,000 each, the films are above tha current ultra-high fre- problems of the
industry will be
"High Noon," a western that shows quencies, which have not yet been solved."
On another front yesterday, the
how a town died morally, and as.signed by the FCC for commermatter was taken up in the House
"The Courage of 10," which deals cial use.
of Representatives by Rep. Gordon
with paraplegics.

SMPE

i

'

Last week, "This Is N. Y."
lUA) and "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA),

Dark"

Lending added significance to this
meet was TOA's joining of the

|

j

000.

i

that theatre operators and engineers had sat down across a table
to talk out their mutual problems.

,

;

Fury" lUA) and "Guest in
House" (UA) (reissue). Sickly $4,- *EI Paso'

&

i

plans for an exhib-syftdicated company to book .exclusive shows for

— "High

atre demonstrations from its sister CIO local. Screen Office
Professional Employees Guild,
which represents the bulk of the
h.o. help.
Beginning its own contract negotiations with the majors,
SOPEG execs anticipate facing the
same company resistance as did
SPG. Both unions have joined in
a mutual assistance pact to gain
their demands.

|

]

I

!

T~

flacks.

|

I

!

gi'^nted-to-SPG—in-Hpast-oontracts.
These provisions cover arbitration
dismissals and
of. non-economic
working condition gi^ievances, and
double severance pay for laid-off

Big Screen Video

dull $12,000.
United Artists (No. Coa.st) (1,207;
53»85)— "Blanche Fury" (EL). Only
-'
$4,500 or less.
Last week •Jigsaw" (UA) and "Caravan" (EL),
$4,000 in 5 days.

!

Stagcdoor
(Ackerman)
(370;
—•'Sierra Madre" (WB) (reissue). $1.20-$2.40)— "Hamlet"
(Ul
i22d
Hot $10,000 in 9 days. Last week, wk). Big $6,500. Last week $7,"Johnny _Belinda:L'WBJ (2d run): 500. "
(2d wk), $5,000 in 5 days. .""
National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)

-

;

—

2,'5'"fo

I

""rl'tiuest-means -a lot of legwork
for our stafl'men."
Pointing up the volume of per-,
mils processed by the ComKierce
Continued from page 3
Dept. are figures which show that
during last year 14 major films
direction was taken two weeks ago
were location licensed, as were 10
documentaries and several shorts. when the TOA exec committee deTelevision also comes under the cided tentatively that projected

'

Orpheum

I

TV.

department's scope and some 647.
individual video permits were issued in 1948.
Slated for May production here
is M-G's "Adam's Rib," directed by
George Gukor from a Ruth Gor-

"I

wk).

(No. Coast) (2,448; 55wage hike, SPG drastically
Estimates for This Week
85)
"Undercover Man" (Col) and
cut its demands to a nominal inCapitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-85)— "The Mutineers" (Col).- Good $17,crease but could not budge the "Caught" (M-G) plus vaude. Slim 000.
Last week, "Red Canyon"
majors from their status quo sal- $18,000. Last week, "Ball Game" (U) and "Search for Danger" (FC),
a

is expected to further the establishment of a code of standard.s •lor the use of film on
tele, plus a speedier development of commercial theatre

'

in

Bargaining session's';© e t w e e n
both sides foundered on the firm
stand of the companies against upping their payroll loads at the
present lime. Originally asking for

associated with=
tlve filni industry.
Move is seen as further
proof that the film biz now
recognizes the ties between the

Consequently it's now possible
for a producer to secure a greenlight on use of the city's streets
•within 24 hours after making his
application. But generally the de-j
partment would like more notice,
deputy diriector Morgan Sheahan
said on Monday (U), "since we

.

SAN FRANCISCO

1 Paso' 14G,

(Continued from page 8)
Cheated the Law" (20th) (2d
Fair $12,500.
Last week,
okay $19,000.
Washington, April 12,
Warficld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
No standouts along main stem "The Bribe" (M-G)
and "Miss
currently, with fine weather luring Mink 1949" (20th) (2d wk),
Drab
Best bet is $11,000. Last week, $16,500.
populace outdoors.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
second run of "Sierra Madre" at
Metropolitan, where the Academy "El Paso" (Par), and "Feathered
Serpent" (Mono).
Okay $18,000.
awards skyrocketed film into com- Last week, "Force of Evil" iM-G)
paratively better biz than in its and "Rimfire" (SG), $19,500.
initial run here. _^ "Caught" with
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Vaude looks very "slow at Capitol. "Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk>. Nice
Paso" is only so-so at Palace. $16,000. Last Week, $20,000.

the negotiations for a new contract
between the Scrg^n Publicists
Guild and the five major com-

now

not

are

breakdown

Dull;

'Colo/ Same, Both Mild

RKO

of Motion Picture Engineers
governing body -has voted to
recommend changing its name
to the Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers.
Outfit also hopes with the action to open its member.ship
roster to TV engineers M'ho

impatient producers to hurdle. To-|
day it's a difi'cvent story. Granting

DX.

coUarites in the
offices once again are launching a
public relations war against Metro,
and
Paramount, 20th-Foxi
Warner Bros. Move to revive theatre picket lines, circular distributions and other pressure parapher-

.

Dual Billing

bygone days was too high a har for

fAra permits

New York home-

Going a step further in its
ed'orts to bring about a closer
tie between the film and televi.sion industries, the Society

i

have cried for authentic on-the-spot
scenes of Gotham or Brooklyn.;
Time^ftnsuming red tape in those

Picture Grosses

Majors

Following three months of laborpeace, the CIO white-

management

'

;

Eesiime

Wage

Speeded Via Commerce Dept
lotine in New York*
Location shooting
a little more than a year ago was
frowned upon by most filmmakers
even though their scripts might

Collarites

I

I

MINNEAPOLIS

house, Wednesday (20). Film w«S
the satne policy of guarantees with McDonough stated he was opposed
(Continued from page 9)
'ut-as 'authored by Mort Offner and
Written, produced, directed and
to such unification if it meant enof Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d runs) *cted in by
Lee Gold, who are currently work- some success- i^t City Ibvesting's couraging oppo.sition to the
Burgess Meredith who
devel- I2d wk), $5,200.
ing on the screen treatment. Pro- Keith's Cincinnati; aiid may be fol- opment
finished it in '48.
of American economy.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
«Iucer,
himself, has toured the lowed by other exhibs, it is expectAs an example, he referred to "Kiss
1
in Dark"
Veteran Administration's Birming- ed, if present shortage of product the Britifih film quota
and what it looks about all. (WB). Fair $13,000
Last week, "Fam- Loew's Pitt Snags 'Shoei*
ham Hospital at Van Niiy.s, Calif.,
wa.s doing to the Ame'ricah indusily Honeymoon" (U), good $16,500.
and found an "amazingly sharp with real .stamina continues. With try. Reviewing the background
Pittsburgh, April 12.
of
humor" in the attitudes of the pp few films available that will hold the quota, he said it
RKO-Orpheum RKO) (2,800; 50Persistent efforts of Art Cinema,
"cut deeply
patients despite their handicaps.
Up for long runs, producers are in into the foreign market of Ameri- 70)— "The Set-up" (RKO). Helped tiny art house downtown, to grab
by
good exploitation and favorable
Willie his "Home of the Brave" a tremendously better position in can film.s and brought widespread
off "Red Shoes'' came to nothing
reviews
shapes
to
hit
nice
$14,500.
concerns six men, including one dealing with first-run exhibs than unemployment to Hollywood, down La.st
week, "Knock On Door" (WB) last week, when Eagle Lion offiNegro, who wept on a mission, a few years ago when they were to the level of 1937." The Cali- i2d wk), good
cials closed a deal in New York
$9,000 in 5 days.
Kramer is confident that "we'll begging for playing time On Broad- fornian expressed himself in opRKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70) with Loew's to put the English piQplay thie bulk of situations in the >vay,
I

i

:

:

I

'

'

\

i

I

i

'

i

<

'

!

!

I

'

I

;

.'

south, for the picture Is solid enPartner - publicist
tertainment."
George Glass added that the picture will play the south "if we have
to show it in tents, but," he adds,
"we certainly won't invite censorship lor publicity purposes."

I

,

tion of the Broadway stage play
of a few .seasons ago.
United
Artists
distributing.
Unit's
is

"Champion"
I

Brandt

s

Globe.

is

Currently

—

the
to the u.se of Ainerlcan
".Shockproof " (Coll. Fair $8,000. ture into the Rltz here. That's
funds to build up foreign competi- Last week, "Sgt, York"
played
(WB) and same theatre which recently
tion putting a U. S. indu.stry out of '"Castle on Hudson"
(WB) (reis- "Hamlet"' for a coujple of mohths.
bu.siness.
sues), okay $7,500.
"Shoes'V will; play 800-sealer on
The example of Britain, McState
(Par)
(2,300;
50-70)— a regular two-a-day policy, alDonough warned, might be copied "Three Godfathers" (M-G).
Very though no Opening date has been
by other European nation.? to the good $12,000.
Last week, "Nick set yet, Ritz ordinarily is « movedetriment of Hollywood.
Bear' (Par), $12,500.
0ver spot for pix playing the Penn.

position

"Home of the Brave," produced
by Stanley Kramer, is an adapta-

I

:

.

,

;

I

I

at

'

^

.

i

,

.
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Oh, the things\they said

.

^

.

about the things she did

a

Her reputation suffered
but her romance didn't!
It might have been so-o-o

. .

innocent ... but

it

turned

out to be so embarrassing!
.

fotltotTouch of Spring

Broodway Run
AtN.Y'sBig

CAPITOL
Ti4l E AkXRE

in

.

Just ask Bob,
he knows!
.

Your Boxoffici.Jt's

Robert Young
Shirley Temple
John Agar
Advenfure in Baltimore

A DORE SCHARY

Prtsentation •

Produced by Richard H. Btrgtr • Oiracttd by Richard Wallace

•

s<rMnri«v ky UtitM
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,
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PICTURES

20

Shane

BaUy

Cttes U's

Indian Diplomat Causes
Pic's Withdrawal in Can,

for 'River

Maxwell Shane, producer-direc-*
Univeisal's

of

"Gity

Across the River," is throwing his
weight behind the perennial film
industry debate as to whether a
no-n.ime pic can rack up lush reIn the east
lurriis at the bosol'fice.

Improved Timing
There

i

i

marquee
without
film
sell
a
names," Shane said, "They argue
that the bookings can't be gotten.
But Universal has booked 'City' in
the Capitol here and the Oriental,
And
a big showcase in Chicago.
in the

film.

no lime would be

Sliane believes U's bang-'Up pub-

'

lost

!

I

New York demon-

Continued fronk p»fe

I

between

'Set-Up/

Nome

In

fish,

nel is fine as head of the "Mafia."
Added Jove interest is provided
in rustic style by two newcomers
to the screen, Nadia Niver as
Vastlanedda and Bernardo IndeliThe clear, wellcato as Paolino.

modulated

soimdlrack

factor

Italian

in

rrom page
.

'

right figures

as^

Ad

nT

,.„-._.,

*°

^"^h less than

i

erally,

;

tps
^'ird

100%

suspicion

.

,

,

good in Scandinavia, but has little
to orter tlje international nikrkot,
It'SvChdpC^s ill: Oie -Uv S. will be:

•

(ISRACL)
.

I

Greenwald: camera. Helmar Lerski; edl^
tor, Stephen Sharif; narrator. ..rimmy ljipincidental sonija, mupic and dances
by children of Ben Shemen. children's
Village in Israel.
9. '49.

.

At Stanley, N^.Y;, start-'
Bunning time, iM> MiKS.

.

to
Swedish-laniguage
Story revolves around a

b^ieon,. sufferihg

.

.

.ton;

m it e d

houses.

Swedish

ri

Kndassah'^ production, and release, Directed by Dr.. Siegfried Lehmann.. Screen^'
play. Mina Brownstone; adaptation; Hazel

his

reoorts
"^^^P^'^®

[

from amr

i

who is accideritally tiken
aboard a cruiser as an ordinary
'^^_^^
.
Film S basic idea: Was good, bUt
((ue to poor Writing, its chances
-Ifor being an outstanding comedy
n'esia,:

i

.

]

,

{

dlrectod

[

to-

Bally Attracts

;.

,

,

Hadassah has made an

'

fkll sh6rt.

-

Winq.!

intelli-

gent, if : slow-moving, documentary
of Children's Village in Israel. Produced-jn Israel and with ah amateur cast, picked for the most part
from refugee youngsters, in aforeConunued from page 6
mentioned
juvenile
settlement,
"Tomorrow's a Wonderful Day," natprieS, t6 work for reduction of
however, hardly measures up to restrictions and barriers thvva rti ti g
modern documentary standards. the explanded flow of trade among
Siritain
undertook
Film, obviously, will have very lim- the nations^
pledges in the
General
ited appeal in U. S. theatres.; As a these

MPAA

Attentioir

,

i

i

'

Cites

.

fund-raising
instrument,
category it deftly fits, this
is

which Agreeinent on Tai'iiffs and Trade
arid under tite Jrit^rriation^ U't'Sde

j|>icture

truly inspirational.

Unbilled "Benjamin," German
Jewish boy of 15 years, steals acting laurels as the sullen graduate
Of Nazi concentration camps. He
is depicted ^as being rehabilitated
in the Israel Children's Village.
But in unfoldirig 'this; tale of the
lad's .^.„.„
„.„..
return to normal „society^
this
„
^
la^Ks mobility.
It leans too
heavily on narration by Jimmy Lipton, and that's not enough. Like
documentaries of several years ago.
it keeps hammering on one angle
without compensating action. Film

Organizsition: Cbai*ter. .
*'A:t a time when billions of dol-

American taxpayers' money
is going into the cause of world
reconstruction and recovei'y, Britain
has adopted a damaging action."
lars of

'

|

:

Britain's CEA is quoted a.s stating that it can be estimated that
every firm produced in England for

:

.

£200,000 ($800,000) would lo.se
£40,000 ($160,000). Quota is an
obvious mistake, it adds, "because
it encouraged producers to churn
out too many films.
The more
is
handicapped boxofficcTwise by they produced, the more money
the fact that at least one foreign they lost.
Once a producer gets
production dealing with similar an idea that exhibitors are exrefugee camps for yoitngstcrs has pected to show whatever he probeen around in the U. S.' within the ducers, the temptation to neglect

pioitation."^

i

!

Although no official go-ahead
was given, it's almost certain
Metro would test -that type, of cam"made-for-price" ex^

|

pioitation pix, such as the recently completed "Border Incident."

t

Since

i

j

'

;

,

I

-

approval. Gen-

is

Salem Frigate," which he will also ward the theatre man by the fact
make for U. For this ono. a swashreturns on various pix dlir1"
is
buHding historical treatise, he .is;.'
oaVat'ive'neriods
perioos
'"^ ditlerent comparative
looking for one bi» name, with the
Confessions by
^"st fail to jibe.
rest of the cast to fit the oarts. Film
checkers that their reports have
k budgeted at .tl 500 000
^^een tampered with is cetjain to
Producer ha.s iust bought an
bring on a call from a posse of
story. "The Big Frame,"

~
.

(In Jewish; Engltsh Titles)

Hollywood, Apriri2.
Metro is surveying the impact of
opposition ad campaigns being
used by RRO and United Artists
on "Set-Up" and "Champion" in
an eft'ort to find a formula with
which to hypo its own product,
Impressive boxoffice returns being
hung up by both pix is: reportedly:
the cause of the. survey, with company toppers so impressed by biz
that orders went out to keep track
of all ad campaigns in each of the
35 key cities, along with an accurate boxoffice tally in each situShould the campaigns conf.*^'""-.
tinue to be impressive for the next
few weeks, it's likely Leo will do
quick switch from the type, of advertising used in past in favor of
boldface type and more blatant ex-

,

exhib, it is said, is slapped with
an auditing demand unless there
=.

;

An okay comedy which should do

!

,
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Run ning tim e,

Stockholm.

;

'

•
:

Naima

^l';,^'6rdar4hfb'e%"'a„S''^;Sf SSfl'S;
camera, Ake DsthUqulst. At Pauaojum;

I
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Chiseling
Continiirtl

.

Marlaiinc Lofgren, Bojan. Wcstin,

l

Tomorrow's a

,

get prints east sooner. One of
the principal reasons is to hit
the many national mags which
don't have Coast reviewers,
and close up as far as 2Vi
publication,
before
months
date. Desire of producers for
repeated last-minute reediting
following a succession of sneak
previews is frequently the
eause of prints- arriving in New
York close to the final bell.

criminal courts' building, which
every magistrate attended.
With the film launched at the
Capitol. Shane has headed to Bos-;
Ion to do a repeat on the flock of
interviews and screenings staged
In N, Y. He plans, to stay on the
road for another two weeks, workalone with U on the film's
bufldup in veriSus big cities.
Shane's next film will be "The

ert peiper, FrKiof BUiquist, Aflan Bohiin,

WonitorCiil Itay

ing April

Reorganizing the need for
more time for screenings in.
New York, most of the companies, Jn thejpast Jew^ months_
have been* pushing harder to

Indicating the concentrated job
done in the metropolitan area,
Shane listed the following stunts
pulled by U's flackery: 38 radio appearanccs and interviews; screening of the film for 20 separate origanizations; screening for 50 high
school editors, each of whom wrote
editorials in their sheets on the
juvenile delinquency aspect of the
pic; intei-views in every N. Y. newspaper; special screening in the

"Flottant K*v»l|»r»r" (CavalUcrs bf the

Navy) (SWEDISH). KunKsfilm proiluctlijii
and release. Directed by Guataf Etlgreu.
Stars Ake Sodebloln and EUs^elA. Foa-

a rare
Pietro

is

films;.

i

i

i

Germi's direction is tight and noticeable throughout film. Hawk,

Broadway opening.

real. Then I depended on Universal to get the picture across, and
they've done so."

Charles Va-

drunken baron.

11

Stockholm, who falls
a gangster, only to be
forced into a life of a streetwalker.
The gangster is nicely played by
Peter Llndgren.
Another competent performance is turned in
Wiwq.
by Stig Jarrel.

girl visiting
in love with

B«>)lla T^«>gge

In love, while in a novel
switch, veteran director Camillo
Mastroeinque, who has been directing Italian films since 1934, turiis
in a sterling performance as a selfalls

ceremonies unwholesome to the
western mind; but that such customs have been discontinued since
India obtained its independence.

I

cofnpletion of shooting and the

strated that it is the .lob you do
for a film rather than the impetus
of names that counts. "I purposeHollyJy made this picture without
wood personalities to make- it look-

'

I

the date of release. Flackeries
usually require two to three
months to do a tomplete job
oh a film if all the angles are
to be covered. In recent years
the time available had ^bcen
shrinking, although it never
reverted to the old days, when
a standard gag in the industry
Avas that films were edited on
the trains coming east, so that

j

in

ex-

from the lack
of tinttj between the arrival of
the first print in New York and

i

job

i

'

ploitation-wise

|

licity

and

publicity

suffering

j

name

;

in

I

to drumbeat for "City," Shane declares: ''Names or no names, if you
go out and build up a film in the
good
ri^!ht way. you can get a
After that; the rest deopening.
ponds on the picture."
"I've had debates with a lot of
producers wjio claim you just can't

thrre isn't a single

;

been some imthe situation recently, but many pix'are still
has

provement

Film Reviews

Toronto, April 12.
On heated protest from Sardar
Malik, High Commisisjoner for In^
dia to Canada, revival of "India
Speaks" (Astral Films) was abruptly withdrawn from further Ontario
showings, with the Indian Ambassador also petitioning the State
Dept. over the weekend that the
film be barred from further showings throughout rest of Canada.
With India importantly in the
current news, film was doing splendid business at the Victoria here
when yanked out of the Famous
Players (Canadian) house by O. J.
Silverthorne, censor chief. Indian
ambassador's beef Ayas that the
film was Aiade in. 1933; that it deals
with untouchables, mixed nude
bathing, child brides, creniation

On How No-Name Pic Can Be Sold
toi'-scripier

'

:

:

past year.
quality is strong. Too many BritPicture does prove that, given ish films fail to attract the public
Metro is planning several half a. chance, film producers in and everybody loses money."
Israel may soon be turning out
Exhibs, the CEA says, both want
medium budget pix it's more than worthwhile
productions. Dr. Sieglikely that the company will seek
need U. S. pix, and American
original
fried Lehmann does fairly well at and
film auditors.
yarns lifted from the headlinfes directing, especially in view of the distribs have shown a spirit of comfrom Leo -Katcher. It is slated to
Since the Treasury Dept.: has which lend themselves to straight cast and technical help given him^ promi.se on the dollar shortage. It
go before the camera after compleOther Leo pix which
percentage-chiz ballyhoo.
is pointed out that it is very unbeen
regarding
Wcor.
tion of "Frigate'."
likely the Briti.sh industry will, be
suits with a more than academic lend themselves to the new forniat
able to meet the new 40% quota,
interest of late, exhibs have re- and being considered are "InLainb«>^rl Fnolilt Sieh
Devirs
.since
last year 109 films were
cently been revamping their meth- truder in the Dust" and
Hedroht
promised, this was whittled down
ods when embarking on an em- Doorway."
TOA's
(Lambei^
b
l^hreatened)
campaign.
broidering - of - reports
to 95 and only a poirtion of that
(AUSTRIAN)
Continued Irom page I
Instead of straight under^reporting
number was made. This year, it
Pays Off ill Publicity Anyway
Vienna. March 8;
Los Angeles, April 12.
on percentage films, these wary exis said, the list started with 92,
_ was'
a franchise company similar to the
Ncue Wiener Film release of Gem von ~,,i~ ~J,,'^r^t{,y'^,,V
hibs have been diverting some of
Both contestants in the legal CzilVra
production. Stars Curd luergensi subsequently Whittled tO 74 and It
to__pix_^played onjat battle biBtweeii RKOi's "The - Set- features Hannelorc .Schroth. Leopold Ru- is safe tO predict that nunibcr
"'only l^hffiTm biz, TOA's top-l l^jeir ,f"-s
Dolores Hubert. Paul Kemp, Hllde ^.c,i_ ,,,111
Viicc
mnnh lesS.
Th*
up" and Screen Plays' "(Champion" dolf.
ine
Oe mucn
Taeger. Eini ManSold.
Direction and ""aoe Will
corners .icreenplay by Czifira: camera. Ludwlg mathematics 01 a 5% reduction
musicy-Hanns Elin5-4!ditor.. JIennyJ:fr„m--:n— 40% --mintn
Canripbell Beau- Bergerr
-qUOlaT-^vnlen—WHeOr
Bruensch.
At Wienzelle Kino, Vienna. '™ni—a
iiS^e.":^
mont and told to restrain their Running time, 9ft M1N8.
''^P'
are incomprehensible."
victim of a "publicity barrage" P«^«'"t«Jf"' P-'^'^.f*.
The T-men,
It
is noted, have punches until May 16, when the
1-men, it
IS
nimnri af fipttintr <i(>rn<3« thp id<>»1
.scrap .^11 be r^u.n^^^^^^
The ingredients of a good crime
tTt a p odu er musT get^lck Ms been punctually attending all trials test involves
prior rights to certain story, are all- there, but. pic somethose
investment. plus a profit on a pic-' based on phoney returns. For
times lacks suspense, due to fact
Balaban-TV
toj^jihibs who stick to the old metli- story material, said to be used in
'

I
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Lockwood
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.
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think

ture

I

nail

that

it

is

1

about time

that audience learns too late the

both films.

«f Pl^^"?* d"*"* their percentdown for good,"
Continued from pace 5
Meanwhile, both sides claim a basic idea of plot^that the murLockwood said. "No one has any age take, the keeping: of double victory in the struggle which is derer playa the part of the mureffect of television," Balaban said,
'right' to anything.
The producer sets of books^-one for the distrib, reaping a lot of publicity.
dered man. It's the story of a relandlord, silent partner or who"and if there is any harm, we will
motion picture should take

one

1

:

of a

w.^

ever else is interested-in profits—
the chance ot gain or loss based.
^^
^
Treasury,
on public reception of his producbecome the vogue,
tion, just as the producer of a
By and large, however, ,.
the old
legitimate play does."
i.
tested methods ol chiseling are bcContinued front page t
Industry is now witnessing a big
it is said.
Favorite
boost in the number of pix re- '"S foU^^J^f
try where they are' produced, not
Is still to slip in an extra roll
leased. Lockwood noted, because of
checker's head in English, as some American mashorter runs in keys and the fact
jors:
have
been doing in Italy rel"'^^^^ ^T'*^",^^*'
.^^^'^ ,"'^ff/f5:„^^P
that more first-runs "are throwing f,,,^."
cently.
Lopert already has estabf
off product. Subsequent runs and
companies
in
^'^^llj.^l^, oidei afe also systems lished .^affiliated
smalltown ops are now "glutted
France and Italy to meet requiresome
,„^^*^'' by *°
with film" and buying must be
ments of local laws that there be
While the checker is still the
hi"hlv selective
domestic partners: in production of
To" be successful a distrib must Pi*."-? fall guy for most fraudulent any pix out of blocked funds.
make only good b.o. pix and re- mm'sd'ations, audits have disclosed
Lopert disclosed that he is atsome instances where no cheating
tain his customer's good will, Lock
tempting to make a deal with Siwood said. If a customer's rela- was attempted on checked film.s. mone Simon to .star in "Women of
More frequently, audits indicate
tions with the distrib are satisfacr
that the exhib lays back until the Sabina," which goes into productory.
"he will be inclined to
checker steps out for a meal be- tion in Italy in June. It will be
stretch a point and absorb an infore jamming through some fast produced and directed by Geza
ferior box office picture wherever
Ratvanyi,
Hungarian
filmmaker
skullduggery on the ticket take.
possible." The theatre op will not
whose "Somewhere in Europe" will
do this again for 20th in view
shortly be released by Lopert
Chiz Suit in N. O.
of the company's announced deAnirl- finilot
Films in the U. S. T
l^operi,
(joeiet
New Orleans, April 12.
termination to get "the last drop
and Dowling are pfirtners in "En
of blood."
Three separate percentage-chisel- rope" and are financing Ratvanyi's
Twentieth's call for a reduction ing actions have been filed here "Sabina."
of clearance is lauded by Lock- against S. Edgar Mortimore, Lyall
The two real estate men and:
wood. Only one or two distribs G. Shiell and Mortimore & Shiell, Lopert were to have been assoclait
have "made a realistic approach Inc. Complaints charge false re- ed with Samuel Goldwyn in the
to the setting up of equitable turns on percentage pix booked current production by Roberto Rosclearances, in spite of their bitter into the Bell and Town theatres in sellini in Italy of an Ingrid Bergexperience in the law courts," this c'lty. Recovery of lost reve- man starrer.
Deal fell through,
TOAer declared. "Prompt over- nues IS demanded.
but it is hoped to continue the ashauling of all clearances is the
Chaffe, McCall, Toler & Phillips sociation that grew out of those
order of the day."
represent the three distribs.
negotiations.
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'"^e action. However, may I point
s'Ts^^thaTThe
sees.tnat
tne 'mwr"H'l,-.'rf'^,j;«n'''h,^
murdered man had .^.i. i,„i. „ i.„i,.„i. „>.^!.i. „„„ /''^
in
* ^^^f
no friends in the nearby town, he
^'"=*'s on televiquickly decides to play his part.
"
s'-'"'^
» '"""^t
Curd Juergens arrives as private
detective anc'. discovers facts by we can. get one star a year by this
mere coincidence. He is very good "method, it would make up for any
in the role.
Casting throughout possible harm from television."
is okay
Film is an Unpretentious
This theatre group has made
low-budgeter but is capably lensed. some studies. Goldenson s.iid. on
Maws.
putting on television trailers. "I
don't know a better medium to sell
the theatres. I've been li6i)ihg for
.years to be atile to get into Hie
Foreign Film Reviews
horn^s and give the pub! ie sam pi es
of our films. With these trailers,
Wnlikely for Anglo-V S. Morlcet)
we can't help but brinig tliein to
the theiiires. ',.::,.'
Catan"
(The
street)
(SWEDISH).
"Women will take men out of
KunKsfilm production .and release.
Directed by Gosta Werner, stars Ma.i-Britt their homes everytiiTie," Goidensol
son
Nxisson; features Peter Lindgrcn. Keve
1,,.,,
a*
"Generally, thcv hi)\' e
Hjelm, Erik Berglund. MarianSe Lofgren. COntmued.
Naemi Brise, Per Oscarsiion, Stig Jarrel, a tough time doing so. Alter teleJulia Caeaar. Barbo Flodqvlst, Harrine
Cederholm, Viktor Andersson and Anna- vision is in a home several monlhs,
Greta Krigttrom. Screenplay. Martin Ed- she will be sick and tired of vv')'e.Slund, Nils Idstrom and Ivar Ahlstedt;
sports events and
od.-iptcd from iiovel. "Birgcr .larl.iKutan"; tling matches,
camera, Sten Dahlgren.
At ofympia, other things which men like to see.
Stockholm. Running time, 8« MT9(8.
People watching television sets are
1

1

i

.

I

I

This is a good film, but whether
will pass the censors abroad is
doubtful.
Story about gangsters

tr^«"r.h^^"trtlr?t„''('Lni^

It

!

^^^^f" T,!

ll^ht
^tt^J^./'^'*'

and prostitutes

in Stockholm is;,
l**^..'''^'=°'I!P""^
DuMont
told with a great de.al of authen- \° hold on to its sizeable
(he
tlcity, especially in .scenes showing Laboratories stock, at least tor
police carting off Swedish girls ^^^^ being. As for theatre telecaught visiting American ships in vision. Par is expanding its manu'

I

thc harbor.

facturing

facilities

Ma.j-Britt Nilsson gives an out- ship out additional
standing performance as a country short order*

and

plim.s

units

to

within

.
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UA's Bcxomce "CHAMPION"!

PICTVaBS
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PAR-PARTNERED PENNSY
THEATRE APPEALS CASE

Par Spiitup Okayed
Continued from p«l*

-I

Harry Norman

Ball,

.

.

:

|

,

.

'

'

MPAA-Exhib

trustee of

.

Bally Tieup

Continued from pa(« 5

{

an estate operating the State theparent company would buy up atre, Ambridge, Pa., last week won
nership chains. Par
$2,000,000 in cash and notes on shares which stockholders wished the right to appeal to the U. S.
dissolution of one 72-theatre cir- to unload, thereby saving brokers' Supreme Court in an anti-trust suit
charges.
as
this
unMoreover,
so
far
involving the house, which is 50%
cuit.
Goldenson sees an annual profit owned by Paramount.
A threedisclosed chain is concernedr Par
£ets 14 houses outright with earn- of $10,000,000 for the new 650- judge statutory court in N. Y. fedbusiness
holds
company
theatre
if
of
the
50%
eral court reversed a previous deapproximately
ings of
whollylines.
The
present
along
filing
nial.
In
an
assignment
of
entire circuit.
Goldenson said another chain owned houses earned $11,000,000' errors, the petitioner claimed the
had been dissolved with Par get- last year, he said, and the sale court erred by entering the Parwould
mean
a
dip
which
of
69
theatres
amount
decree
March
3
houses
coihsent
of
15
three
out
ting
Without clarifying: :the issues afifectr
also spelled 50% earnings. It is of $750,000-$1,000,000.
believed the Dominion (Hunter
Par's policy of buying up its own ing the .State theatre.Ball also argued that the court
Perry) chain was referred to. The stock on the open market will connew unit will announce sale of tinue even after th'e production- erred when it refused to permit
all theatres made available under distribution
comtiany loses its him to intervene for purposes of
the decree. Goldenson said^ and theatre wing, Weisl said. AH cash proving the first-run State had
an opportunity would be; given for above normal operating and been -used for monopolistic practhe highest bidder to take the dividend requirements plus that tices, and "was and is an illegal
houses
garnered through theatre sales fruit of monopoly." Petitioner also
lAiXLt Resistance
will apparently be grooved for that has a suit in western Pennsylvania
Very few needling questions purpose. Between Nov. 11, 1946 federal court, for injunctive relief,
were asked by stockholders. Most and April 11, 1949, some 905,433 held in "abeyance by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the third
sought, information on the effects shares were picked up at a cost of
During the same circuit.
at stock restrictions and advice on $22,158,000.
which of the two companies would period, $37,000,000 in dividends
Fine's 25th
be the, best bet. Management were paid out "without materially
Cleveland, April 12,
steered clear of the latter queries. impairing our current position."'
Associated circuit (Myer B. Fine)
With stockholder approval out opening
Edwin L. Weisl, Par director,
25th new hoiise April 21,
listing
of both shares
predicted an end to all .stock re- of the way,
the Avon Lake, 1,200-seater, being
years
New
York
of Jan. on the
stock exchange completed in nearby Avon Lake,
.strictions within two
1, 1950, date reorganization goes on a when-issued basis is expected O,
Preview for city's officials and
Into effect Weisl also said that be today (Wed.)« Various intra-^dm- press put on last Friday (8) bjr Sid
proposed a plan whereby the pany agreements must be drawn; Holland, circuit rep.
will receive

took on the ^hole matter was in

naming committeet

to try to work
exhibitor relations and
a commudfty relations unit was appointed, both headed by Ned E.
Depinet,
prexy,
Serving
with Depinet on the exhib group
are Harry Kalmine, Warner Bros,
theatre topper; Austin C. Keough,
Paramount counsel, and William
F. RodgerSi Metro's v.p. in charge
it

An

out.

:

RKO

.

'

of distribution.

'

Committees
Working with Depinet in community -relations will be Leon J.
Bambergert RKO; Maurice Bergman, Universal; Steve Edwards,
Republic; Harry Goldberg^ WB;
Edward Morey, Monogram-Allied
Artists;
Louis A. Novins, Par;
Henderson M. Richey; M-Gj Sam
ShaiUi 20tb, and a. Columbia rep
to be named later.
Tieup of the two committees under one chairman gives a hint of
the plan to take over the TOA
public relations job since that was
largely a / matter of Improving
.

.

,

community relations via better exhib tieups. Theatremen were provided with newspaper material and
speeches.
Instead of having a
p.a.- come in from the outside/ exhib planted bis own stuff locally.

1949

\

Speeches were set up so that he
(fould make them himself or have
his manager make them from the
stage of the theatre or so that
they could be used at civic and
fraternal lunches.
In the latter
case, the exhib could make the'
talk
himself or possibly promote, some
prominent locahte to make tho
pitch for him.
TOA campaign was rated as
highly successful, but cost considerable coin and was not planned
as a permanent endeavor. MPA
therefore, is looking with interest
on picking up where the TOA left
off and sharing the bill with
the
theatremen.
Palfreyman's Exit
'

.

One of the angles of switching
exhib relations to Harmon's aegis
might well be the retirement of
David Palfreyman, who has handled theatre contacts for the
MPAA since 1929. He and Harmon are known long to have been
at loggerheads and it was partially
this

situation

which resulted

headquarters

his

in

being switched

from New York to Washington a
few years ago.
Exhib reaction so far to the plan
of hooking up with the MPAA is
all wait-and-see.
Theatremen are
pretty much in the, dark as yet on
What responsibilities and advantages, the move would entail. One
remarked, Monday (11), however:

"I don't quite see how they expect
to get exhibitors in when they
can't even hold on to the inde-

pendent

was

producers."

Reference
between
Goldwyn,

-

to the recent battle

Johnston

and

Samuel

when

the latter pulled out of the
to give his whole allegiance
to the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers.

MPAA

Variety Clubs
i

Continued from page T

,

nent and solidly-based program set
up for financing the institution.
Meantime, $260,000 is being held
in escrow for the hospital.
This
represents the take on a raffle run
under the guidance of major company sales managers last year. Variety won't accept the funds, nor
will it officially take over the institution, until the majors agree to
give their support while the new
financing is bein^ set up.
According to one of the clUb
execs, it was only in the nature of
a good turn to the sales
managers, who; had taken charge of the
hospital to keep it open wlien it
ran into financial difficulties, that
Variety agreed to step in. Varielv
Club toppers are now burned at
being forced into the position of

LADIES

FASHKm SHOW

VARIETY MOVIE BALL
HUMANITARIAN AW/mD DfNNCR
LADIES TAttlTIAN NITE

seemingly. going with hat in liand
to the companies it agreed to relieve of the burden.
Last week's
trio of Variety reps is said to have
haid-to-wait almost-six months-just—
to get the opportunity of putting
the proposition to the MPAA
board. There was opposition to
further contributions, however, by
only one member of the directorate, so it is expected that there will
be a favorable vote. Some companies have been giving $1,000 a
month and others $500.
Hospital, at Saranac, N. Y now
has a population of only about 30
patients as result of its financial
difficulties.
However, a long list
of applications is pending.
Institutioji is said to be most in need
at the moment of expenditure of
about $100,000 for refjageratiott,
,

and X-ray equipment.

AND ASjUACAOE

Anti-U. S. Quota
ss

vmerv ROUND-UP
A

Continued from page

6

;=

ticable. (End of discrimination and
full bilateral trade). Progress toward this objective during the last

year has been real, but a point has
not yet been "reached where; it
would be possible for European
countries to achieve a balance in
their dollar payments without careful conservation of their dollai*
earnings supplemented by as.si.stance from the United States."
Meanwhile, the California congressional committee, named to go
into the pix situation^ met la.'it;
week with Webb and outlined the
views of the legislators about one
of theft state's great industrie.'? and
its problems in Britain. It w:is another of those polite session.s wiiith
.

.

:

GOLF - RACES
TRIP AROUND S.F.BAY
VARIETY FROUCS

,

meant nothing.

The Calilornians
are also planning to coni'er with
Secretary of State Dean Acheson.

;
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Britain acclaims

a great winner

RAVE NOTICES

. . .

unanimous

FOR

HE aiEBi IT sp
*'AnatoIe de Grunwald has brought off
a particularly grand slam ^'The Queen
of Spades' takes all the tricks.^'

—

SUNDAY CHRONICLE
*'One of the finest, most imaginative
films for many a day-<—'presented with
perfect artistry."

THE SPECTATOR

"Rapt enchantment . . . Anatole do
Grunwald's production achieves a tour*
deforce as complete as the classic short

"Superb box-office."

story."

"Edith Evans, one of the great acting
sensations of the year."
B.B.C. CRITIC

SUNDAY CHRONICLE

THE TATLER
"Not since the RED SHOES have we had
a British film with/ such imaginative
handling as this de Grunwald produc<

"Anton Walbrook's fine, frenzied per*
formance uncannily suggests his insane
obsession in aii atmosphere
fear and the unseen."

Sinister theme, beautifully photographed, and with an initial screen per*
formance from Edith Evans which is
an absolute tour-de-force. An ace production which is a 'must'."

tion.

"Holds one spellbound from

start

to

»

dark, dramatic finish."

NEW STATESMAN
"Combines genuine film

THE PEOPLE

I

can. remember."

SUNDAY TIMES
me to death."
DAILY SKETCH

"Climax nearly frightened

"A

Masterpiece in the high. Romantic

tradition."

DAILY TELEGRAPH

~~~~~

greed,

ro-

NEW STATESMAN

ping entertainment."
film of rare virtuosity—^faultless
sense of period and place."
^^A

"Prophesy farthest heights of stardom
for

TIME AND TIDE

'"One of the best scripts for years-^
settings and costumes the most beautiful

'

"Superb screen material^how the
mantic, sinister theme thrills."

DAILY FILM RENTER

art with grip-

f»f

LONDON STAR

Miss

Yvonne

Mitchell

—

recalls

Garbo."

THE TATLER
"Terrifying tension and vivid suspense
•
vthe photography is adventurous, the
cutting imaginative, and the sets start-

—

^

ling."

EVENING STANDARD

"Gem among

screen thrills."

EVENINGS NEWS

^'This film achieves something tbat has
not been seen on the screen for more
than 20 years. The perfect dialogue,
the superb cast, .the thrilling story of
romance and terror, of beauty and
magic welded Into a totally satisfactory
whole."
B.B.C. RADIO CRITIC

—

^nioubted1y~~

BRITAIN'S 1949 CANDIDATE FOR TOP FILM HONOURS

ANATOLE DE GRUNWALD'S
production of

THE QUEEN OF SPADES
starring

ANTON WALBROOK

EDITH EVANS
(First

(Star of Red Shoes)

in

Dirtctcd by:

THOROLD DICKINSON

Settings

Lady of the

English Stag*

h»r triumphant film

and eottumcs designed by:

OLIVER MESSEL

debvt)

,
,

.

-

,

PICTURES
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Wcctnestlay, April 13,

Row

from Film

Clips

pleaded guilty to overcrowding the
Plaza, each paying $25 fine. They
claimed the overcrowding was
caused by an influx of people entering the house to get out of bad
weather.
The Surf, Rockport, Texas, formerly known as the Rio, reopened
following remodeling by Ed Ber-

Fountain, Terre Haute, bought the

MINNEAPOLIS

Victory, Danville; Hi,

>

Bill legalizing theatre bank night
Cart Harthill resigned as branch
and screeno as trade stimulators if manager Monogram here af t^r 40
no consideration is paid for the years in film biz; suciBetided by W.
Cliance to participate approved for
sales
I

Ki Embleton, forineriy oil'
passage by the Minnesota general staff.
legislation committee of the lower
,
Bob HalHday^ up from Albany,
Y., to succeed Ned Tillman as
N.
Harry Weiss, transferred from
office manager at Warner Bros.
Brooklyn has -taken over as RKO Tjllnian goes to AuStiii,
7exa$.
Theatres district manager, succeedCantor announced plains for
Joe'
ing William Clark, deceased.
drive-in near Western
Two more independent neighbor- $200,000
Electric plant now vfculiding on
hood theatres, Hollywood and Al- East side liere.
hambra, are demanding -aS-day
Film biz in state faces hectic
availability, formerly enjoyed only
situation over time muddle since;
by Paramount circuit Uutowui but
passed bill prohibiting
now also had by five local inde- legislature
cities to establish daylight saving
pendent houses. Exchanges' prob- tirjie by ordinance or proclamation.
lem now is how to limit the earlier Some; towns are seeking a way tp
clearance without inviting charges
beat farmferrSpdnsdred law, Otiiers'
of discrimination. Solution may be are uncertain.
found via competitive bidding for
runs. Minnesota- Amusement Co.'s
(Paramount theatre circuit) annual
May-June drive to boost grosses
Howard A. Nicholson Is ftew
dedicated to 50 years in show busi- sales manager at Paramount ex-,
ness to ,AI Anson, drive captain. change here, succeeding Truman
House managers making best show- Hendrix who returns to old post
ing will be awarded $2,000 in cash of keys cities' rep.
prizes.
Harold L. Beecroft, former 20th.Art Anderson, Warner Brothers Fox manager herej named Eagle
branch manager, back on job after Lion district manager h e r e
recovery from pneumonia.
Grover Parsons, southern district
Irving Braverman promoted by manager, takes over supervision of
Columbia from booker to salesman. Memphis territory In addition to
Atlanta;
Charlotte
New
and

nard.,,,:

house.

CHICAGO
Alliance Circuit took over Grand
in Terre Haute, Ind., and Riviera,
Anderson, Ind. This gives chain
four out of seven theatres in Anderson, plus nearby drive-in.
Calumet and Hammond theatres
sold to Nick Michale by Harold
Leiber' for undisclosed amount.
Maurice Rubens, head of Great

:

.

States-Parainount circuit, is retiring after 20 years with Par. Will
take over the management of
houses for Rubens Estate in Joliet,
111.

DALLAS

^

Carl Scott, city manager for Y
Muncie before the war;

division

W

and

in
returns to film business as manager
of Palace, Gary; succeeds Roy
Peffley, who died March 29.

'

in similar capacity.

'

.

It got off to a

after a short run.

H.

A.

Kaufman,

operator

of

much

Houston.

better, start in

M. R. Clark, Paramount district
manager in Dallas, Oklahoma City
and Memphis

'territories, :upped to
assistant to central-, division man-

Now. Specintiting^
in Re/r«f hmcnt
Service for

ager James
tinues his
S.

J.

Donahue, Clark con-

Thomason named general

Smith theatres.
Mission, Texas, succeeding Bert
Bausell, resigned.
The Cedar theatre. Cedar Hills,

manager

[SPORTSERVICE, Ine. MCons aitos
BUFFALO. U. Y

HURST BlDG

J.

home and headquarters

in Dallas.

DRIVE-IH THEftTRESy

I

M mm.

members and

*

'

,

111.

Strand, Equality, 111., house run
by George W. Joyqer, reopened
after facelift.
W. R. Elliott purchased the
Melba, a 400-seater in Houston,
Mo., from John E. Huston,

New York

Wall St.
Continued from paf* I

"Miracle of Bells,"
1947, required 62 days.

tra's

at a $1,500,000 average.

ago the average was
Universal has slashed

KANSAS

made

m

In

ARC
BERGMAN

Paramount, always knovfh for
watching production costs, is reported budgeting films this year

Two

$2,000,000.

Charles Nelson, 15-year-old high produced
school student from Salina, Kans., days.

won

finals of

Fox Midwest

division

of National Theatres Talent Quest.
As a prize he wins trip to Hollywood, competing there with winners from other NT divisions,
Lon Cox, film buyer for Fox
Midwest circuit for 20 years, currently is on vacation trip after sub-

mitting his resignation to Elmer

shooting

'

'

'

Beacon Hill here, owned by Benjamin Williams, taken over by
Joseph Cohen, Irving Sisson and
Ben Sack on long-terra lease. New
:

.

:

,

-

'

:

.

.

A

.

'

'

-

..

...

)

;

I

Sold by Indtptiidmt Thtarra Supply Dealer!
Ufc the Coupon t.o Obtain Further DotatU, Prie«( and Nam*

I

:

.;..'''..'

of .Your -Nearest -.DaaUr-

I

STRONG
CORP.

ELECTRIC

lininfr'Ot'

the

I

I

I

.

,

...

, ^ , ,

*•

,

, ,

i«

DlmM

.

JIANNE MADEtCINC GEORGE RICHARD
GRAIN:
CARROLL •AN0EH8 GREENE

"THE FAN
A

GINNY SIMMt,

on IM StM«^"Tli«
with

focturer of Projection

Arc

• * .

Coinpiiny

, ,

, , , ^ , , . , , j , . ,

Lamp*
Street

City nnd Slate.

operators will play foreign films at
house.
Eugene
Boragfne's
drive-in,
Saco, Me., will reopen May 13.
The kick-off luncheon spOarheading the 1949 "Jimmy Drive"
for the Children's Cancer Research Foundation, with Martin
MuUin hosting, attended by 100

Two

Coast productions that have
attracted much interest in the film
biz recently were turned out by
Screen Plays, Inc. Company is reputed to have finished "Home of
Brave'' for $525,000 and in a little
over 24 days. Shooting time of 24
days also was credited to "The

Champion," also produced by this
company for a little under $600,trOO.

This

significant,

latter

since

particularly
high boxoffice
is

hopes are held for it.
Just how Important these producHarold Cummings, for years tion cost trims are to a majdr
manager of Warner, Lynn. appoint- company recently was attested to
ed manager of E. M. Loew's cen- by a high official in N. Y.,
who
Brockton.
Victory theatre

ter,

said:

JOAN HYLOOFT

..

OtlMn

MERRY WIDOW
ARNOLD SHODA

=ROXY'!?..{V;=
Joseph

Jennifer

JONES COTTEN

ilWroiHenniej
'/^l V

OLI

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
RteMellflr

BINfi
Rhinilt

'

quire.

us."

—

Cnntcr

CS08BV

Wail.

FLEMING:

BEND1X

sir Cedrle

HARDWICKE

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
In

King Arthur's Court"
Color by TPfifanlcolor
;P(i.ramount Picture

A

THE GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

by E. M. Loew,

'

.

ii....;,....,.,..*,.....

ft

20th Century-Fox Picture

On. Virlity •(•in

;

"The World'j Lorgeil Monvj-

iwuum

rrblixil t) WtlTEII W«HGEI
tr VICIOI FtEMIW
. by 3IIMA nCIUIES. h*. .r*l*M.. b, I.O lAtHO nCIUbll

60

here, operated
"We now have our production
reopens Easter
Week after alterations by William costs so well in hand that even if
,Riseman Associates.
Name of an occasional picture fails to measure
up to advance hopes, it is poshouse will be changed to Civic.
First triple day-date run in the .sible to break even or show a profit.
Hub in many years set for debut With a high-budget 'A' picture, this
of "Tulsa" April 15. Film will open was not possible formerly.
The
and play circuit's downtown houses, top pictures which faltered at the
.the Pilgrim, Mayflower and Es- boxoffice spelled a
henvy loss to
1

Xnme

required

.

Uui

is still

exhibitors.

'...'..."

I'leaae mnd free lltemtore, pri«ra and
nearest dealer in Strone( iSiwtll|Chi^..'

year,

mucnoii

A vinot FUMING

coior tr ncHNicoioi Msr m

OCORGI COUlOUfltS . lOHN IRUANO ind Cf CU Hr lUWAV
uBUI Ihl mi. .11* 'liin
tOllKn* by MAXWEU ANDf NSOM
H.(.n .1.. bf MAIWIll «>1DH&0M an. AMDIIW iOtt- *'i ...tliwi b,

cast.

BOSTON

.

.

last

high on its shooting schedules, taking about 70 days
to turn otit an opus like "Madame
Bovary." However; M-G evens up
the total by bringing in films like
"Border Incident" in 28 days.
Independent
producers
have
their budgets -down almost 30%
under • year ago. The "A" pic,

Rhoden. Ralph Adams moved into
buyer's post.
Chet Hilton moves tures are budgeted at $650^000 to
over from District 5 booker to take nearly $1,200,000, latter figure
for
Adams' former position.
color features,' with top names in

-

.

Metro

its

of

iB.»,.,IIVGRlD

years

CITY
skeds on average by about 14 days,
Joe Redmond named assistant to making the average
now around 34
Senn Lawler, ad-pub chief of FOx days. It
brought in "Lady GamMi dwest circu it. Redmond had
been manager STtlie ^Esqiilre the^ bles'ijnJta_dayfi_this-aBrlng. 'IGoila
Stay Happy," comparable top film
atre, downtown first run.

.

derby, confined strictly

exhibs naming three. This body to the literary track.
Seven past
would get together and select the presidents of the Screen
Writers
Oscar winners, who would be an- Guild turned in their
nominations
nounced at a major ceremony.
for five special awards, to be voted
Ticket sale would pay for the
event, thus eliminating subsidiza- on by SWG members for presentation by the studios and other finan- tion at a dinner to be held in early
difficulties
cial
currently being summer. Former prexies
include
faced in the. Oscar selection. Major
Charles Brackett, Sidney Buchman,
costs now include running all the
Cole,
Sheridan Gibney)
films for Acad members, sending Lester
out thousands of ballots and em- Emmett Lavery, Mary C. McCall'
ploying Price, Waterhouse & Co. Jr., and Dudley Nichols,
Five'
to tally them; Most of this. Cowan awards will
be handed out for films
figures, could be eliminated.
shown in the Los Angeles area durCowan points out that the
awards were originally made by- a ing 1948. Nominations are:
Best written American comedy:
committee, but the- method was
switched, mostly to give the mem- "Apartment for Peggy," "A Forbership "something for their $5 a eign Affair,"
"I Remember Mama,"
year dues." Members would still
"June Bride," "Mating of Millie,"
be permitted to vote for their

the screen structures of two drivein theatres in the St. Louis trade
area. One was the Star Light, near
Paducah, Ky., and the other, the

Molody, near Tamaroai

Pr«dueet i .Snaw Whi<< unlfcrnal; Illuminated spottlgtit bkse... reduces the rtirrcnt supply, to.
spot..^lth ci'lGP eclites. fer uutPftssInK in brlla low arc Toltage, for. the llrBt tlnie OiakliiK
IlaiKsy .any IncantleiiRent or vertlnki arc type
posatble a hUh Intensity arc «potllRht wittiBpotllght, and actually equaiutnr. many 1arg9 out the use of heavy rot'atlng eciutpment.
Supplies a sparble to. The carbone are fed automatkaliy by an eleC'
theatre type spotlights.
prpscntatloni obtainable only wltb high inten.'
txle motor which maintains a constant are
Klty arcs.
gap. This results tn a steady llkht, free from
Easily Operated
•
hiss or flicker.
A Bllvered glaes reflector collects the illunilna- A trim of carbon consists of two 6niln i 7"
,-tlon from the. source and directs' it to a clrheavy copper coated high intensity carbons
eular aperture, from where It Is poiected ts with a burning lime of one hour and twenty
the stage by means of a two element rarlabl* minutes at 21 volts and ti amperes arc curfocal length lens system.
rent.
At tto feet the sixe of llie (pot Is variable from A horliontal matkini etntrol can b« anglet) at
a .30-.liich '.•head spot" to ii 33-foot "flood.'f- A!i degrcos' In each direction from horizontal.
nrans only 10. aniiiercs from any alletpating The color boomeraM contains six elides and an..
ciirrent 110. volt A.r. convenience outlet.
:
uttravlolet-'fWter .holder.
etflcietit,
atljii.'-f iihlc.
hitil'lv
selfii'cguVatliig
Mounted 'ori «(i8ters.. EasUy diSasse^nbled for
.'
traUerornier whttli is an integral part of the
";
shipment.

own

their

LOUIS

of R. N.

cpARjOE
t^v ^^^--^fO YOUR
^vi^
PRESENTATIONS

^Vli'

and techni

actors

cians-r«lecting three

-

'

HOUSTON

Dave Gaffney, who managed the
Glenn McCarthy's first film^
Terre Haute drive-in last year, will "The Green Promise" showed so
be in charge of new Skydrome at little green at Interstate's Aztec in
April San Antonio that it was jerked
New Castle when it opens ....
29,

Awards

Hollywood, April 12.
Film scripters are putting on
.

writers;

tors,

PITTSBURGH

former southern

manager for Eagle Lion,

SEO

joined

'

Script Special

Continufd from page 4

1949

Own

"Miss Tatlock's Millions," "Mr.
Blandings
Builds
His
Dream
House," "No Minor Vices," "The
Paleface" and "Sitting Pretty."
Best written American drama:
Lou Mayer, former publicity narrow because the group would
head for RKO theatres, Chicago, be so small the finger would be "All My Sons," "Another Part of
joined Atlas Films, Oak Park^ IlL right on
them If there were any the Forest," "Berlin Express,"
indication of n lack of Integrity,
"Northside 777," "Command De.
While Cowan's plans are greeted cision," "Johnny Belinda," "Key
Art Levy, retiring as branch as constructive in. some sectors, Largo," "Naked City," "Snake Pit,"
manager of Col after 18 years, will there's a lot of dissension in "Sorry, Wrong Number," and
be honored at a testimonial dinner others. Best part is, from one point "Treasure of Sierra Madre."
by the Variety Club at William of view, that a committee could
Best written American western:
Penn hotel on April 18.
take into consideration such things "Pour Faces West," "Fort Apache,"
'Major Ken Grimes, former man- as cost, effect on the
industry, box- "Fury at Furnace Creek," "Green
ager for Warn ers in Eriej Pa is
office appeal, coqtribution to the Grass of Wyoming," "Man from
being shipped to Germany.
social welfare of the nation, pre- Colorado," "Rachel and the StranBill Brooks, Paramount salesman, resigned to join Cooperative vious year's winners, etc. Other ger," "Red River" and "Station
view is such considerations West."
Theatre Service.
Shadyside theatre, operated by shouldn't count at all, but that the
Best written American musical:
Warner circuit since it opened, award should be Strictly for artis- "Easter Parade," "Emperor Waltz,"
now being run by Morris Finkel, tic merit.
"Luxury Liner," "On an Island
president of AlUed MPTO of WestOne of the reasons that Cowan With You," "Lady in Ermine,"
em Penna. Warners and Finkel is interested in getting exhib par- "When My Baby Smiles at Me" and
had been partners in the enter- ttcipation is
that he feels this will "You Were Meant for Me."
prise. Latter will take full posses'^
get the awards closer to public
Screenplay dealing most ably
sion around first of year.
Finkel
also has a partnership with WB in taste, reflecting b.o., and that the- with the problems of the American
atre men will balk at a picture scene: "AH My Sons," "Another
Mt. Oliver.
that had a budget which they feel Part of the Forest," "Apartment
excessive.
for
777,"
Peggy,"
"North.side
ST.
Those in favor of keeping the "Command Decision," "Cry of the
Dennie Campbell purchased the Oscars a badge of artistry
find In City," "Remember Mama," "LouisCreal, Creal Springs, 111:, from C. A.
the suggestion of exhib participa- iana Stoi-y," "Naked City," "Snake
and R, M. Moore of Crab OrcTiard,
tion a strong contrary factor and Pit" and "Street With No Name."
The Midtown, a new 650-seater, can be expected to vote against
Wood River, 111., owned by George any such plan.
Evanoff, due for an April opening.
High winds last week Wrecked
Theatres

.

Orleans.
H. Biersdorf,

Oscar Committee

Guild's

Abe Teitel, owner of World,
preem house for import product, committeemen under the proposed
takes over management of Astor, system. It is thought that there'd
Loop house, which will also show be little undue influence used on
foreign pics, opening with "Vol- the' committee or little chance of
ppne" April 22.
their getting off the straight-and-

.

INDIANAPOLIS

WnW

reopeped bs Fat Mitrphy following
damages caused by booth fire^
John Paxton, Interstate Theatres
city manager, and Charles Russell,
manager of Plaza, El Paso, both

Slide of
ilorting

"

PAUtniE
JOHN LUND
MACDONillD CAREY

>mucuuBiaiM>M

r'

'

2S

BUCKS FOR BUSDiSS: NAB CREDO
NAB

Meet Passe?

.

'A move was gaining momentum

this afternoon (Tues.) among
convention delegates, including some board members,
may reSult in submission of a resolution to abolish the na-

NAB

key

yrhicli

Feeling iamong these broadcasters is that the time has come foir
complete fe-evaluation of such nnwieldly powwows, and whether
ji
of accomplishments the amount of the time
tliey justify in terms
consumed and the approximately $750,000 out-of-station-pocket

When

-

huddle

By

tional Assn. of

<

As far as the NAB board of directors is concerned. No. 1 problem on the agenda for. the future
is molding successful competition
-^and selling radio to the advertiser. That the board reflects the
thinking: of industry was apparent

PCG

Commissioners w6uld eacb

quest.

Be Raised

-

get a $2,000 salary raise from the
present $10,000 to $12^000 annual'

P&G

Mulls

la'

Nix

&

Gamble, which, two
weeks ago announced it was drop^
Procter

ping "Life of Riley" in a surprise
move to save about $1,000,000 a
is reported mulling cancellation of: its "Mit\Perkins" repeat on
NBC. "Ma" ik^aired cross-theboard on: CBS at 1:15 p.m., with a
year,

'

.

And if there were any doubts
among broadcasters as to what the
future holds in store for them, the
clincher came on Monday when
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, cautioned broadcasters that they had
better "go
or else." ^
"Sales, sales, sales" 'was the
dominant keynote, of the convention, but if the NAB directors have
any. aces up their sleeves, they
weren't visible to the membership.
It was agreed that the answer
doesn't lie in a campaign, or the
projected all-industry film.- It's
recognized that more .realistic approach is needed to keep the
broadcaster in business. For the

TV—

:

Newspaper

By NAB Board's

tidn with the processing of applicafor radio broadcasting and
and special services licenses.

2-Term Limit

.tions

bi;en

applications
pending for

on

have
more than a
file

year.'^^

In

statement at the commithearings,
FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy said that: "Our bigCest problem here is the fact that
we have an abnormally large back(Continued on page 48)
.his

tee

Siom^^i^Up
lofNBCrri:N«hf
Friday night on NBC may wind
most turbulent on the
fall rescheduling
agenda.

UR_,as the
JJjeb's

There's likelihood that the entire
two-hour comedy sequencing of
the present season will take it on
the lam for more favorable Hoop-

er dimes,

^hows

include, from
«:3p to 10:30 respectively, Jimmy
Durante, Eddie Cantor, Red Skelton and "Life of Riley." Durante's
sponsor. Camel, is angling for better time. So is Cantor's bankrolWr, Pabst, Skelton moves over to
Sunday night on CBS in Septem-

involved

,

oer.

And

"Life of Riley" has
»een cancelled out by Procter &
i^amble, with certainty that it will
JJQt return to the same time segment since NBC has already negotiated a deal for occupancy of the
period (although identity of the
new client is being kept Under
wraps).

Chicago, April 12.

in Ga.

Atlanta, April 12.
'ip.
^
ihe Georgia
Assn. of Local StaJ'ons (GALS), net of 29 outlets in
tne state, got under
way officially

Monday (U) with Gov.
v^^lmadge
broadcasting
minute message.

Herman
a

two-

—

NAB

AM

•

plugging

—

TBA?

.

among

broadcasters

is

by Fri^enberg Agency, been lukewarm toward any such
move.

heard

also

and

on

WIP/

WHAT.

Meantime,
ded down

NABVS.FCC

and follow high standards in presenting programs
that will refiect credit on their
Clark said that
profession.
radio can malcp the entire universe just one big city where
in persons will be endeared to
bility

-

one another through communication.

TV

audience sl^id-:
over the same pe«

.the net,

8%

riod.

The Philadelphia iigures were
even more startling. Nets there

-

-

;

Sez

Significance of rating.s may be
that indies have already estab- ^
lished the winning pattern in the
fight against television, while net--:
works have yet to find the liicky

Wayne Coy

Chicago, April 12.
Wayne Coy, FCC chairconcerned, the NAB-vs;FCC controversy on freedom of
expression amounts to "a case involving a couple of other guys on a
couple of other matters." Within.
24 hours afer: NAB prexy Justin
Miller reprised his complaints that
the FCC has been exercising powers of censorship and has otherwise been thwarting the legislative purpose that radio shall be
maintained as a medium of free

As

combo.

far as

man

expression, Coy was hitting right
back. He was particularly critical
of the recent accusations made by:
the select committee of the House
of Representatives to investigate
the FCC.
It was Coy's opinion that *'the
opposing sides are just not speaking of the same things. They are
not giving the same meaning to

the key words and key ideas involved in the controversy."

FCC

chairman suggested

:

<r

Biggest feature of indie opera-

Roslow pointed out, has
been their ability to specialize in
fields of sports, classical and. cowboy music, foreign language programs, local interviews and events.
Some radio execs have been

is

The

"

dipped 9% since 1944, while indies picked up the same amount.

Scrap 'Screwy,'

tions,

stressing that the , only successful
method of combating the tele inroads is to "hit 'em where they
'

>
*

programs that
ain't"
Special
can't duplicated by TV stations
will be radio's only reason
for
'
existence in future years.
Moreover, say these execs, radio
will still go where TV can't fol^
low.
Bathing beaches and aiitos T
are two big untapped fieldis in this
respect.
The Pulse reports show
that on a. beach survey around
New York, 75% of portable radios
were tuned into indie stations.
Traffic light surveys to catch radio listening in autos revealed that
indies were listened to twice as ;
often as nets:.^uring daytime hours,
and four times as often during
evening hours. Surveys conducted
on restaurants, barber shops,
'

:

that in a careful analysis of the
two concepts involved, ( I ) freefor whom^ and: (2) what is
garages and filling stations, places
censorship?, it's a cinch that the
would
difficult it

dom

FCC would be

where

found righl^

TV

be

not

impossible, gave indies 66% of station mentions.
i
Conclusions. are. inevitable, said
Philco Bowing Off
Roslow, that the indies, with great->
er flexibility plus the advantages
of local specialization, have latchWith Crosby Windup to
ed onto the winning pattern of
holding audiences.
Center on FaO Tele
Whether the nets can meet the
Philco has finally decided to challenge is debatable, he pointed
cancel out of the Wednesday night out, unless they can come:up .wiUi
time on ABC when Bing Crosby an answer different from the one
winds up for the season.
they have been using tor the. past
Situ ation in regards to the '49
six years.
'50 radio' agenda ^a"s~Tesolved~at"
a meeting of the Philco-Hutchins
;

AM

•

.

.

.

:

;

;

^

.

masterminds

agency

last

week;

Company

doesn^t intend to resume
in radio in the fall.
As for video, it isn't likely that
Philco wiU bankroll a show during

the

summer

(its

NBC

Richards' Trio

Gets the Eye

"Television

Playhouse" went off after last
Sunday's (10^ performance), but
Chicago, April 12.
it's probable that the outfit will
Ultimate fate of G.—A. .(Dick)
resume in the fall. Efforts are Richards' three stations is cuing
being made to retain the "Play- plenty of speculation among broadhouse" dramatic format.
casters attending the Chi NAB
,

PM

meet.
There are well-grounded
reports that both Scripps-Howard

Invading South

and

Westinghouse

.wouldn't

be

averse to grabbing the lucrative
operation in Cleve*

With 'Storm' Soaper 50kw WGAR

NAB

Feeling

make

:

pro-newspaper-

NAB

that such a merger must eventuInitial 15-minute, cross-the-board ally be effected for NAB to assume
stnp was bought, for 52 weeks by a proper sphere of influence: on
Brown, Chi ad agency, for the upcoming TV era, otherwise
^ I:^
Ueorgia General Store," a mail TBA may "steal .the show."
Older stanza.
Thus far TBA members have
GALS is being
St* tto

ANPA's

anti-radio slides---these, it was recLimiting to not more than two ognized, are problems that the inconsecutive terms the services of dustry must tackle in the coming
members of the NAB board of di- fight for survival.
rectors—as the result of a special
It's because of the "sales at any
has cued consider^ cost'^ credo of the
referendum
that the
able discussion at the broadcasters' industry's standards of practice is
convention. Wliile on the one side expected to take a beating, despite
it's .argued that it adds up to a the new referendum vote upholdhealthy innovation in radio organi- ing the power of the
to adzational tliinking, others contend minister its code. Sentiment ap-,
the membei-ship will regret the pears to be that putting teeth into
imove.
the code hasn't a ghost of a chance
Previous statute, which did not at this stage of the
game: The
set a limit on terms, had been a boys are saying: "Look what's hapsource for industry sqfliwksr for peningTiowthat-tlie-squeeze-is-on^
out of it came a situation where, As far as most stations are conyear In and year out, the same cerned, anything and everything
names and faces appeared on the goes. They're accepting products
directorate to represent their dis- for
now that they
trict constituents.
wouldn't touch a couple of years
Feeling among some broadcast- back." The battle cry is "get busiers is that in the current transi- ness any business."
tional era when the industry must
Coy, in unmistakable terms, told
be constantly alerted to changing broadcasters, in the most bullish
patterns, habits and economies, it's report on "Operations: Television"
vital for the NAB to embrace to emanate from the Government
broadcasters with fresh ideas and
(Continued on page 48)
new approaches in keeping with
the changing trends.
However, others argue, "where
Radio's 'Potent Force'
will the industry get men to replace the
Dick Shaftos, Fritz
Chicago, April 12,
Morencys and Clair McCollough.s*
Attorney General Tom Clark
now that Morency is off and 14
members today
told
others scram the board when their
(Tues.) that radio can be a
terms expire In 1950? They Just
potent force in tearing down
aren't around. Let's not kid ourthe Communist Iron Curtain if
selves; the board needs this type
U. S. broadcasters will send
of men because others aren't to be
American message of
the
found."
peace around the world. Clark
said that "no Iron Curtain, no
tyrannical dictator or totaliLuring
tarian state can hush the voice
Chicago, April 12.
of radio because it penetrates
Judge Justin Miller, president of
all areas and is the most efNAB, told a press conference yesr
weapon in bringing
ficient
terday (Mon.) that the door was
and understanding
t rut h
"still wide open'! for possible meramong men;"
ger of the organization with TeleBroadcasters were, warned
vision Broadcasters Assn.
they must exercise responsi-

NAB

GALS Preems

Publishers' Assn.
(counterpart of the NAB), with its
$1,500,000 a year sales-promotion
outlay, in contrast to NAB's total
budget of $800,000; how to come
up with an effective technique to

counter

safety

Many

now

WDAS

"let's-stop-kidding-ourselves"
attitude that permeated the meet.

ProblonsCued

The committee ascertained, during hearings on the bill,
that there was a backlog in the
work of the Commission in connecr
activities.

added Prince Ed*
the fourth station in town to hire a Negro
disk jockey.
Colored platter spinners are

the

.

'

4 Negro Jocks

Philadelphia, April 12.

WTELhas

woods, to

Patterns vs.

Chicago, April 12.
Indie stations not only scooped
big inroads into network listening audiences during the last six
years, but the latest Pulse reports;
provided a tipoff on the pattern
of things to come in the radio-tele
scramble.
Dr. Sidney Roslow, the Pulse re-t
searcher, came (ip with New Yorkfigures showing an 8% gain in the
total indie listening pull,, from
34% in 1942 to 42% in 1948.

throughout the NAB convention
here, for storm signals were "up in

Hooper. The NBC repeat at
ly. The house committee eased re- 3:15 p.m. has a 5.9 rating.
(trictions on spending in an effort
P & G is increasing its spending
backing "Fireside
to get FCC. out of the rut so that in television,
clean up tfa^ -backlog Of Theatre" on NBC-TV,
it can
pending cases.
NAB alarm extends beyond teleCommittee's report commented
vision, into the increasing menace
significantly "the. committee is of
of newspapers and other printed
the opinion that the legal and admedia.
'ttiinistrative division of this agency
How, for example, to counter the
ire overstaffed and that some re'^
tremendous inroads of American
Ruction should be made in these
9.3

,

.

Broadcasters.

Alerted to changing economic patterns, and inroads of television,
radio broadcasters are practically
resigned to the inevitability that
they are fighting for survival.

House Committee Ups FCC Budget To

Washington, April 12.
House Appropriations Commitr-

Philly's

Chicago, April 12,

From here on in, '^Bucks for
is the new credo of Na-

Ithaca, proposes submission of a resolution calling for a complete
review as to merits of the annual meetings.
The group of broadcasters met today to draw up the proposed
resolution which embraces their thinking. It's been recognized for
gome time that the real down-to-earth accomplishments come at
the round-robin of district meetings, with the annual shindig re«:
aucfed to a "repeat broadcast of last year's meeting:"

$6^25,01)0; Salaries to

GEORGE KOSEN

Business"

new NAB board meets for its first post-convention
Thursday (14), board member Michael Hanna, of WHCU,
the

tee yesterday (11)' reported out a
bjU for the next fiscal year which
with a $6,525,would provide
000 budget for the fiscal year beThis would
iginning July 1 next.
be $175,000 more than the Commission got for the current year*
but $108,000 below the budget re-

Tm Wliere lliey AinY

EstabMing

In

CUES CHI MEET

tional convention.

cost.:

Hit

Indies

Chicago, April 12.

"

land.'.''

Philip Morris, which is picking
up the tab for the first IS minutes
of "Against the Storm," flrst soaper
on MBS, has signed for 377 stations, 145 of which are in<the south.

George Storer's Fort Industryj
claimed, wouldn't mind shedding its WJBK in Detroit in favor

it's

of wrapping up WJR, and it's said,
that conversations have already'
first time PM has used taken place
daytime radio belov the .MasonAs tar as KMPC ota the Coast
Dixon line.
is concerned, it lo6ks headed NBC's
Show will make the ciggie outfit way, with the network ditching
one of the biggest spenders for a Earle C. Anthony's KFL
single brand, with PM also bankrolling "Queen for a Day," Horace
Ralph Edwards, "Philip
Heidt,
Sports Quiz Sold
Morris Playhouse," "Previfev?" (on
Chicago, April 12.
TV) and a heavy video- spot cam"Sports Telephone- Quiz,' propaign. Agency on "Against Storm"
gram buiH around identification of
is Cecil & Presbrey.
sports figures, has been sold to
WIL, St. Louis, to precede airings
KUPC NEWS TIE
of the St. Louis Cards games,: and
Hollywood, April 12.
to KSO, Des Moines, for similar

Move marks

L.

A.

NBC's
has

Mirror,

television

already tied
Station,

made another news

KMPC

for radio.

to

KNBH,

tieup with

baseball broadcasts.
Larry Kurtze, prez of Service
Unlimited, has also sold series to
six other cities.

,

..

:

Wcdneidaj, Aprif 13/194^

6MB Needs $150,000 in Coin Crisb;

From Ae

Hooper m Bid to Take Bureau Over
Chicago, April 12.

Study

Lightning Bolt Hits Pitt

Hooper

Ko.
completion of
has told NAB prez Justin Miller
that he can turn out the ioh at
nearly half the present cost by utilization of his postcard system.
The proposal is on the agenda
for a wholesale kicking around,
when the whole BMB fiasco is laid
before the convention delegates^
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
Is in financial trouble again and its
fate will be resolved before the
NAB convention delegation checks
out of Chi.
With the broadcasters already
Into Study No. 2 td the tune of
$850,000, they won't get the "final
script" unless they come through
2.

Taking

Indie,

It

.

.

.

:

:

CARL AKERS

Engineers Credo:

..

.

KSFO

,

upon expiration May 1.
The petition was filed by Robert
H. Scott, atheist philosopher; on a
'

.

complaij^t that KSFO Nov. 18 last
refused to make its facilities available. to him ^for discussion of atheIstic
views.
The station, said
Scott, thus defied the Commission's order of July 19, '46, and
should be disqualified for a renewal of its license.
Scott further requested that if
the license 01 kSFU has alrea'dy
been renewed the Commission reconsider that renewal and hold a
hearing on his complaint. He said
he had written FCC Chairman Coy
last December that KSFO had refused him time on the station.
Scott precipitated the 1946 decision Of the Commission by his
petition to revoke the licenses of
two stations in San Francisco and
one in Palo Alto because of their
refusal to sell or give him time
for atheist talks.

Chicago, April 12.
Possibility that television might
not only crowd radio out of exist?
ance, but likewise eclipse the daily:
newspaper, was sounded here at
the NAB engineering sessions. .
Engineering experts showed how
a multiplex facsimile operation
using standard FM channels, could
operate on a $1,000 weekly nut, and
deliver the daily gazette on a video
.

ON 'STAGE DOOR' PANEL
addition to her Sunday night
"Electric Theatre'' show on CBS,
Helen Hayes has pacted a deal with
the network to serve, along with
George S. Kaufman, as a permanent
member of the panel on the 60In.

"Columbia

minute

Stage

Door"

show. Third member of the panel
will probably be Abe Burrows,

who

is

•moving: east under his
CBS contract.

new

seven-year

Fadiman will be permanent emcee of the "clinic for
Clifton

actors," which will be slotted in
the Wednesday night 9:30-10:30
segment. Audition record. will be
cut next week.:

ABC STOCKHOLDERS ELECT
ABC's stockholders met yesterr
day (Xues.), re-electing eight incumbent board members and electing one new member.
He is Alger B. Chapman, New
York attorney.

:

screen.

Radio Inventions prez John L.

Hogan

claims: that a fax operation
six ex-

would tack on only five or
hands to FM routine.

tra

St. Louis.
Under the new setup
Lee Sloan replaces Runnion as
prez and the latter steps down to
the general manager post.
Lee Sloan said that when FCC
gives the greenlight, the new own-

Daily

,

AM

FM

AM

-

.

FM

:

.

'
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Sciiwerin s Five Factors
"More than 50% of the effort in radio is waste," Horace
Schwerin, prez of Schwerin Research Corp., told the Radio Executives Club Thursday (7). To support the charge, Schwerin cited
the large number of shows dropped, airers that fail to deliver
audiences in keeping with their cost, and fact that the average
commercial "is just a Signal for most people tb become psychologically deaf."

Predicting a boom in qualitative radio research, Schwerin said
that advertisers want to know how many customers they are reaching "instead of just bodies." The research exec pointed out that
in 13 years of analyzing audience reaction, five basic factors were
found important to a program's success or failure; They are:

Familiarity—utilizing the listener's previous impression of
a program. For instance, when a pic star with s.a. played a dramatic role, audience reaction was negative, but was favorable
when she had a sexy part.
(1)

—getting a show
favorable reaction to weaker
(2)

Approach

started strongly carries over a
portions which follow,

(3J Mood— unity of mood is important; mixing a jazz number
a rustic comedy show gets listeners to tune out.
(4) Emphasis— strong portions and elements of programs should
be stressed and built up.
(5) Direction— Slanting appeal to different groups of potential
customers. If a product is bought mostly by older people, program
elements that appeal to the young should be eliminated, Schwerin

mto

said.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

,

"Herb Sheldon Show" to pick typical Child's waitress
Frazi^r
Thomas, former WLW emcee, back in New York to plug new package
,

Stuart MacHarrie, until recently with
WLW, New York, sales, has joined Thomas as sales rep of the newproduction firm
.Peggy Cobbin new to "Lora Lawton"
.John Raby
added to cast. of "David Harura".. Lawson Zerbe joins "Stella Dallas"
players V. ..Peggy Lobbin doing featured lead on "True Story" (ABC)
Friday (15)'
A five-a-week television ieature, built around Dick Leibert, composer-organist, submitted to NBC
.Marge Morrow, CBS
after a business trip to Miami.
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

;

.

.

,

.

casting director, back last week from vacation.
Emcee John Reed King and producer Jack Carney to Louisville for"Give and Take" origination (9)
,.:RDbert Q. Lewis went to Tulsa
Monday (11) to originate April 12 and 13 comedy shows from Oklahoma City in connection with premiere of film, "Tulsa". .Barbara
Keating back at her Margaret Arlen scripting duties for WCBS after
three weeks' Caribbean cruise;
Toni renewed CBS' "This Is Nora
George Axelrod, formerly
Drake" for another year, effective May 9.
with Goodman Ace, joins the Robert 0. Lewis writing staff.
A. E.
Joscelyn, KNX-Columbia Pacific network director of operations, back
at his desk after business- junkets to New York, Detroit and Chicago
WOR's "Dorothy & Dick" to describe Easter Parade from Hotel
Plaza
Jack Barry's "Juvenile Jury" (MBS) to launch art contest
for children Sunday (17)
Kate Smith to chairman 1949 Doughnut
Campaign of Camp Fire Girls. .Radio actor. George Petrie has cancelled appearances on. air shows to play a featured role in film"Swiss
Tour" ... Joe Franklin signed by Fine-Nelson transcriptions for packComic Ronnie Graham
aged version of his "Antique Record Shop"
of Cafe Society guests on John Reed King's "Best Girl" (WOR) Monday
(18)
Leonard Feather devoting all this week to be-bop on bis WMGM
"Jazz At Its Best" disk show.
David Kerman and wife Bunhy: will offer their "Bunny & David"
show for series of matinees at the Carl Fischer concert hall, N. Y.,: April
18 to 23.
.Vivian Ferrar, regular on NBCtTV's "Americana Quiz,"
has been pacted for modeling by Conover ... ABC's Bert Parks was
quizmaster at Brand Names Foundation luncheon at the Waldorf^
.

.

:
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.

.
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.

.

.

.
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.
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Astoria yesterday (Tues.), testing housewives' identification of products
... .Phil Alampi,. WJZ farm news director, father of a second boy,

David Anthony, Monday

(11).

Mother

is

Lying-In hospital.

at

^

:

.

Frances: D. Harris has been appointed head ol. talent section of the
radio and television department of McCann-EricksOn. Miss Harris faas
been a radio producer with the agency for the past five years.

:

.

IIS

HOLLYWOOD ...

trades.

Do daily papers back out of
existence or meet the challenge by
buying into fax operation? Does
Does:
gouge further into
fields by virtue of being in logical
ers will make an offer to owners channel position to latch onto new
of the remaining: stockholders to fax medium?
Can
hold its
sell.
The amount involved in the position by producing special protransaction was not announced.
gramming and services not likely
The station operating on both to be covered, by FM-tele operaand
frequencies, began tions?
operation Jan 1, 1947, and shortly
afterwards became involved in a
legal tangle with the trustees of
Murder Trial Recorded
Olivette, a residential community,
over the erection of its trans-^
For 'Mutual Newsreel'
mitter tower which lateip-was held
to be a violation of the zoning ordiRecordings o£ portions of a murnance of the town. After. numer- der trial were aired by \"Mutual
ous court clashes the station- was Newsreel" Monday (11). Unique
ordered-^tOLjemove the tow er.
iccu£ri!n&e^o£ija_mike and record
While a new one was being ing equipment being -permitted in
built in another section of the a courtroom during trial for a capcounty, trouble with the. AFL en- ital offense resulted when Judge
gineers
and" others interferred W, H. S. Burgwin, of Wake county
with the station operation. Arrests supreme court, asked WRAL, Muwere made right and left and one tual affiliate in Raleigh, N. C, to
stockholder sought to throw the record his charge to the jury.
station into' a receivership on the
In addition, the MBS recorders
charge of mismanagement, etc. The taped statements by the jury and
deal consummated last week is ex- the defendant, John Robert
pected to result in the withdrawal Bridges, who was found guilty and
of that suit.
sentenced to death.

KEEN HAYES, KAUFMAN

.

.

community for many: months, last ads carried at a rate of $1 per pubweek sold the controlling interest lic recorder would cover the costs
in the .station owned by himself of the additional operation.
and wife.
Purchasers are Lee
Thus, while tele set owners are
Sloan, who was v.p. of the station looking forward to a triple diviunder Runnion, and Silas E. Sloan dend in FM broadcasts, video and
and T. Virgil Sloan, execs of a fax, issue raises interesting possimoving and storage company in bilities
among communications

AM

WOR

.

.

.

KXLW

Strikes at

.

.

Does Everything

agreed BMB may find itself in
a bad way.
The outgoing NAB board kicked
the BMB situation around: in its, Runnion Sells Control
pre-convention swan meeting. One
In SL Loo's Strife-Torn
thing appears certain, whatever
the outcome of BMB: the need for
an industry setup is more vital
to Trio of Sloans
than ever, and if BMB goes by the
St. Louis, April 12.
board, a new organization must
Guy Runnion, prez of KXLW, St.
"wjie evolved;
But Jt's recognized
that the technique -will have to be Louis County station that was
beset with labor strife and tilts
improved.
with the trustees of a residential

Washington, April 12.
Repercussions of the Scott decision, defining the responsibility
of radio stations to allow atheist
broadcast's, developed last week
with the filing of a petition with
the Federal Communications Commission to hold up regular license
renewal of KSFO, San Francisco,

He Doz,

.

The break, from 1:57 to 2:45
But a lot of station managers are
griping and they'U probably sound p.m., silenced the last three minthe questionTandranswer utes of a local show and half of
off
at
BMB conference. Unless they get the broadcast of the New York
the answers they're loolcing. for, Philharmonic.

Adieist Scott

.

'

Video,

It's

•

.

.

:

•

YORK CITY

Bern Hoffman portraying the Barker on WNVc's "Saturday Morning
Story Fair"....WNEW'8 Ted Cott «ies to txaopt April 20 for two-^
week vacation
Fortune Pope,
general manager, awarded
plaque under Fair Employment Practices Cominisslon auspices by
Exclusive Record Co..
.William DaCosta,
engineer, has redesigned portable power supply unit to cut down size and weight of
equipment used on remotes
ABC's "Betty Crocker Magazine'' has
added telephone quiz feature
Sylvia Davis added to "Front Page
Farrell!' cast. .
Ward Laboratories -has appointed Frederick-Clinton
Co. to handle radio campaign. Sydney Rubin is account exec
.WJZ's

WHOM

Off Air

Pittsburgh, April 12.

Lightning late last Thursday afternoon (7) demolished the tuning
equipment of WPGH and put the
daytime indie station oft. the air
The bolt scored
until next day.
KLZ N«wseMter
a direct hit on the tuning house, a
small building located near the
transmitter.
tower and
Writing and airing KLZ news
Chief Engineer James A. Mae- broadcasts' is 'the forte of Carl
Farland, the only employee on duty Akers—a member .of KLZ's liighly
at the time, was in the transmitter, recognized nfeWS department.
KLZ, Denver.
and got badly shaken up by the
lightning bolt but escaped injury
Loss to station in commercial
sales was about $2,000.

If
with an additional $150,000.
enough ' of the 540 subscribers
St. Louis Station Off
agree to a firm committment nnd
St. Louis, April 12.
for
the
contracts
their
hold onto
Technical trouble at its Granite
required period of time, there'll,
be enough coin in the till, to get City, Jll., transmitter forced
the audience coverage cards roll- KMOX, local CBS outlet, off the
air Sunday (10).
ing and into the stations.
:

mW

IN
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C. E. Hooper, H's reported, has
Ws bid to take over BroadMeasurement Bureau after

piit In

cast

CaAxds

ProAicticMi

Eddie Bracken will finish out season as featured comic on the Dorothy
Lamour-Sealtest show
A little gift for past favors was presented
NBC's Sid Strotz by Jim and Marian Jordan ("The McGees"). It was a
stuffed elk weighing 500 pounds (live)
Scappy Lambert sticking to
the cast that turned out the. successful audition of "Father Knows Best,"
which General Foods bought as 'replacemient for Bums & Allen. In
support of Robert Young will be June Whitley, Rhoda Williams, Norma
Jean Nilsson and Ted Donaldson. Roy Bargy directs the music and Ed
James scripts .... Phil Cohan, of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
due here next week and Will be accompanied on the return trip by:
Jack Van Nostrand, Coast radio head of agency
Dennis Day tapes
first show April 13 so he can get away on Mexican fishing trip
Cornwell Jackson called to Washington for special meeting of Treasury »
Dept. He was active in War Bond sales during the war.
.Ira Cook:,
moved over to KECA for a four-hour disk session, on Saturdays with
multiple sponsorship
Robert J. McAndrews, of Young & Rubicam
publicity staff, managing director of Southern California Broadcasters
Assn., first time group has had full time, salaried administrator
This week marked start of 15th year of "Fibber and Molly" and one of
the most pleasant partnerships in radio. Owners of the show are .lira
and Marian Jordan and Don Quinn, who started with them from scratch
.-rT-Keith-Brown-heading up-radio-department-at-Berg-fc-AUenberg,—:
succeeding Harmon Nelson, who is pointing toward a career in television and may go on staff at ABC
Ben Starr teamed with Mannle
Manheim and Charlie Isaacs on scripting for Al Jolson ... Abbott &
Costelio's co-op deal with ABC washes up in July and all hands are
happy. It was a losing venture from the start.
.DuPont developing
a nylon-base tape, 40% thinner than the acetate now used, and will
permit that much more playing .time to the reel ... Tom Lane and
Burns Lee of Rexall's radio dept. taking their departure .soon ...
Sheldon Leonard has finally been "discovered" and his comedy antics
can be heard on at least three shows weekly
.Buddy Clark underwent serious surgery and will be off the Carnation show for three
weeks. Bob Crosby and Eileen Wilson do the subbing
Elmer Peterson's commentary was bought by a dog food three nights a week on
NBC Coast after he was dropped by Planters Peanuts, which is dropping
out of radio.
:
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CHICAGO ...

ABC staff musician Tom Filas second place winner of U. S. Army
song writing contest. His air, "It's the Army," netted him $500 savings
bond
WHBF-FM, Rock Island, 111., boosted power to 36,000 watts
Ralf Brent new WBBM sales promotion manager, after four years
with WGYN, New- York. .. WIND general manager Ralph Allass recipient of surprise birthday party by his staff
Spike Jones and City
Slickers making personal appearances at Civic Opera House April 21-22
... Vickie Hubbard has joined Hal Tate Radio Productions as continuity editor... Frank QfpGivern, WCFL promotion manager, flew to
Washington for a recorded interview with III. Senator Paul DouRlas.
WBBM's Dotty Miller in San Diego. ... Mcriam Boldt out of WIND music
department to join Radio Features .... CHI-NBC has Installed 10 latetype RCA recorders to handle delayed broadcasts for daylight .savings
time shows. Rolland Reiciicrt will supervise delayed airing programs,
while Hal Jackson will handle engineering angle
Jim Ramsey new
production staffer
WLS talent group at Vaughan general Tios^
pital to entertain vets. With Lulu Belle and Scotty, Red Blanchard, Don
White, Captain Stubby, Boh Atchcr, Phyllis Brown and Bill Bailey
NBC commentator Clifton Utley guested by Commonwealth rUib
WGN emcee Hank Grant hosting film actor Chill Wills and Barry
Sisters, singing duet
Author Dorothy Aldis on "Hobby Horse Presents,"
airer.
.WIND disker Jim Hamilton closed afternoon
'•Record Shop" with April 11 show
ABC hosted Libby execs and
J. Walter Thompson agency folks at cocktail party, celebrating Libby'^
sixth year of sponsoring "My True Story" show. ..
writerf
Charll*
producer Skce Wolff on panel at Art Institute May
Schooff new WCFL salesman.
.

.

.

.

WGN

,

WMAQ

.

.

WBBM

.
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Miller:

The Mayflower Is Docked'
Miller,

MBS

White Appt. as

KEY ROLE SEEN

Chicago, April 12.
prexy, is concerned, the FCC has
already scraptied the highly-controversial Mayflower decision. Judge
MUler's flat (and to many, surprising) assertion that "the aban^
donment by the FGG of its Mayflower Doctrine" (which he tossed
at the delegates to demonstrate the widespread development of
news, commentary and editorial analysis in hundreds of stations),
caused quite some corridor flurry. Some saw in the flat statement
part to "smolce out" FCC chairman Wayne
a bid on Judge Miller's
Coy, who is also due to address, the convention delegates. But
whether Coy would "bite" and take up the challenge was considered
broblematical.
^'Although," said Miller, "some commissioners seem still to hold
tenaciously to the: idea that. they, must shoulder the impossible
burden of regulating American; t'astes^after the manner of Radio
and of effecting "equitable distribution" of
Moscow and
broadcasting time between self-appointed exponents of every religious, irreligious, political, economic, social, historical and other
theory, it seems to be pretty deflnlteiy settled that the broadcaster
—the individual licensee—4s the one' whose power and duty it is
to decide what programming policies and content are best suited
to serve the pul>Iic interest of his community. Neither Congress,
Commission, networlc, advertiser nor commentator can do this for

As far as Justin

NAB

Affiliates; Still

Questing No. 2

The
the

'

him."

April 12.

Kobftk Kudosed

indies appear to have stolen
show this year.

NAB

Chicago, April 12.
Continuing as chief topic of
talk todiy (12) was the ovation accorded Ed Kobak, outbound Mutual prexy, at: yesterday's (11) two major events
of the NAB convention. Practically emerging the "hero" of
the broadcasters' confab, Kor
bak alone of all the' top inr
dustry brass on the dais at

Of even more major significance,
however, is the whole temper and
feeling within industry ranks reflecting: the pattern for the future,
in which the independent station
operator in America, is playing a
dominant role, in the moulding of
broadcasting..; Whatever the role of
television in the future, one thing
appears to be crystallizing itself
--»-the indie station today is the
one most truly representative of
'

session
Monday's luncheon
was called on via prolonged
applause to take the bows.
The incident was duplicated
at the night sessions )»f the
'

:

radio.

The "indie upbeat" is reflected
in the multiple convention activity
highlighted by the following fac-

FM

RCA s Swope Pact Seen Hypo to NBC

Whatever stimulation of excitement was offered in this year's
NAB Management Conference was
generated
principally
by
the
"Bread and'Butter" Sessions! of the
unaffiliated membership which, on
Sunday, came into its: own at NAB

asseniblage.

Hoover's Cross-Boarder

RCA activities, inNBC web, is believed

all

Former President Herbert
Hoover will be heard on a special

cluding the
part of the overall RCA-NBC bid to
bring in the top creative talent
available in its efforts to hypo
Web has reradio programming.
cently instituted an all'Out search
showmen with production
for
knowhow in its attempts to recoup
the losses caused by the" recent
CBS talent raids.

week-^long,

CBS

over

cross-the-board series
starting Monday (18).

With Lyman Bryson, the ex-President will be featured on "You And
the Hoover Commission," in inforof the commission's
background, organization and find-

mal discussions
ings.

•

"

which he had served on
the exec committee since 1932, has
led some trade observers to view
Ivis shift to the RCA-NBC, combine
as a direct reprisal to the CBS
Specific duties to which
raids.
Swope will be assigned haven't
been indicated, but it is believed

Frantic Bids For

is

dustry.

Tuesday at 8

doubtful that he'll take over as
chief of the NBC television operation, a post which the web is reportedly trying to fill at this time.
Exec veepee Charles R. Denny has
been carrying most, of the TV load

casting

web activities.
Swope was one-time exec

other

|

w

controlled

today to the indie voter who
swings the election.
Similarly striking were the revelations by Dr. Sidney Roslow, head
organization,
of Pulse research
who came armed with figures to
illustrate how the indie stations
in America, through their selective
program patteringi have been

TV

pee of the Long Island Park

board

-

meeting came when Kobak stepped

,

-

-

.

:

.

FCC Lops (Nf 2

AM morning show
and Wednesday night TV program,
Arthur Godfrey
is

already

integrated

into
pattern.

Mote Stallees

the

AM

— —

WALA

I

.

Com-

chairman of the
Overseas News Agency, a member
of the exec committee of Freedom
House, and a member of the American Society of Newspaper Editors,
which he helped found.
mission,

station

:

,

FOR INSOlNIiUSTRElCH

,

operators to
the upheaval, which saw ex-Columbia Records president step in as
successor to Edgar Kobak, was one
of confusion and bewilderment. For
the most part they :weren't too
familiar with the inneivorganizational friction which resulted in
Kobak stepping out at the invitation; of the directorate,
Primarily.
they were concerned with the manner in which the executive reshufaffiliate

White takes over May l. Reports
are that he signed a three-year
contract at :$85,000 annually. White
says he has no immediate plans to
bring in outsiders, He's still confronted with the problem of finding
a good No. 2 man as general manCBS has agreed to a deal where*- ager (as successor to Robert Swe<
by BiU Lawrence will go into the zey, who resigned several months
Chesterfield Supper Club cross- back), and also a program manager
the-board musical as summer re- to succeed Phillips Carlin. It was
placement for Perry Como. This is thought that the g.m. post might
despite the fact that the maneuver be filled from within present netinvolves the switchover of one of work ranks.
its upcoming prize artists to- the
Subsequent developments in the
rival NBC network.
wake of the White appointment
Oddly enough, American Tobac- were: Kobak Immediately anco tried to negotiate a similar deal nounced he was setting up a busiwith CBS permitting Lawrence to ness consultant organization with
go in as permanent replacement Mutual as the first client. (Reports
for Frank Sinatra on the Lucky are still current that eventually he
Strike NBC Hit Parade show. This, may negotiate deal to move to NBC
£dtoo, in spite of fact that Lucky on; an upper echelon level).
Strike has a top-rated stake in CBS
(Continued on page 48)
via its bankrolling of Jack- Benny.
CBS acquiesced on the Chestertieup
field- Lawrence
on NBC
principally because the singer, as
one. of the principal cogs in the

.

Wrk

connection with the

Chi convention.
For the most part, reaction of

the

WOR PACTS ROSENHELD

•

m

and recei ved a
edal of merit for
"his
aT^^'tant to Sec. of
War Robert P. Patterson. He'll
continue his other activities as vee-

(10) in

NAB

The
Chesterfield program
ciggie outfit is plunking' down a
Washington, April 12;
couple of million -dollars on an
Pursuing a policy of encouraging
'annual basis for the
and TV
Godfrey shows, and in addition is surrender of FM permits by permittees stalling on construction,
(Continued on page 48)
picking up the tab next season for
Bing Crosby, who also joins the the Federal Communications Commission last week dismissed two
CBS roster.
requests for new authorizations
CBS reasoned it wouldn't make after the applicants had allowed
much sense antagonizing that kind the original permits to lapse.
though
client,
even
NBC
may
of
a
chent
the
anticipationthat
In
Applications for new permits
-shares-in-the spoils. re-li-n^tsh-the-trmeT^ome-of-the
"were denied WCCP~ of" SavanffalT"
,Ioe Rosenfield, Jr., early morne.stablished comics on NBC have
By an odd coincidence, it marks and
of Mobile. Three other
put In a bid for the time, which ing disk jockey of WNOE, New the second such "lend - lease'' of applications for stations were also
the
over
alltake
will
hack-to-back
Orleans,
bracket
them
personalities
for
the
NBC
CBS
would
dismissed at request of the appli1'
Supper Club. Originally, Como cants..
with Bob Hope, who is heard at night show of WOR, on May
bows
out.
Lescoulie
Jack
when
to
the
Chesterfield
moved
over
8:30.
In the
field, five applicants
will call his 2-6 a.m. show while under contract to Cor for stations dropped out during the
Eddie Cantor, dissatisfied with ROsenfield
Happiness Exchange," lumbia, but the pact has since ex- week, among them being the Nashpresent Friday night slot, show, "The
his
show featuring phone pired.
ville
Radio Corp. of Nashville,
would like to make the switch and, a record
listeners
from
mail
and
calls
which had applied for a 5kw fullamong others, so would Jimmy
"sharing happiness."
time outlet on 1,410 kc.
Durante, also heard Friday night pitched to
Pacting of Rosenfield is in line
Partly offsetting the FM dismisfor Camel clgarets.
with the station's policy of having
sals were issuance of authorizations
The 8 to 9 Tuesday segment on a strong personality and a lot of
Rochester, N. Y., April 12.
for- new metropolitan FM stations
which the comics are casting en- gab aimed at insomniacs on the
Strike of the American Federa- to WDLS, Jacksonville,
111.,
and
vious eyes is in opposition to tele- all-night stanza. Lescoulie, who has tion of Radio Actors against
WOLS, Florence, S. C. In addition,
vision's No. 1 show, Milton Berle's
done some tele chores, is being con- has been settled. Management there were three applications foi?
Texaco Star Theatre. While it is sidered for network
and TV signed an AFRA shop contract, to new stations, two of which were for
potent
Berle's
recognized, that
wiiich it had objected vigorously.
spots.
low-power non-commercial educavideo pull makes a dent in the New
tional outlets. One of these was
York metropolitan area, which
filed by Boston Univ., School sf
boasts half the nation's TV audiPublic Relations, for a 250 watt
as far as the coast-to-coast
ence,:
-- j
operation.
radio bankroUers are concerned
deletions were largely offset
,«vf..nh<.H To
Tn the
thf
they're far from perturbed.
by granting of four applications for
Cantors and Durantes, network raGo.
American
Tobacco
to
have
rebated
$34,000
new stations. These included -a
CBS is reported to
dio still means Dallas, Spokane,
50kw day and 10 kw night outlet
because of failure of the .Jack Benny Lucky Strike show to hit the
Duluth, Seattle and Wichita, and
Situation
unmonth
of
March.
for
the
in Tulsa, to' a company headed by
guarantee rating figure
Berle's Texaco show at this stage
millionaire oilman and Sen. Robert
precedented in radio annals, stems directly from the deal negotiof the TV game, is not the menace
S. Kerr (D Okla ); a fulltime Ikw
ated by CBS for Lucky Strike's continued sponsorship of the
to radio conjured up in the minds
station in Saginaw, Mich., and a:
Benny show following its switchover from NBC to Columbia Jan. 2,
of New Yorkers
fulltime Ikw station in Turlock,
'49.
Benny-CBS-American
of
the
Cal. There were also two appjicaAmong the multi-faceted aspects
it
William
Paley,
chairman
S
tions received for daytime stations^
T6bacc6 deal, Columbia web board
in
rebate
tire
event
Bea Wain's Guester
is Under.stood; agreied to a $3,000-per-point
previous
season.
rating
for
the
Bennv failed to average his NBC
Bea Wain, whose "Mr. and Mrs.
Gets Chrysler
Hooper
The January and February Hoopers found Benny riding the
Music" disk-jockey series with her
"Sammy Kaye's Showroom," 15brigade^
But
the
crest on CBS, frequently leading off the Top 15
husband, Andre Baruch, ends Sat-;
minute airer of light dinner musics
March figures showed a decline, the supposition being that it noseurday night (16) on WMCA, New
will
be
sponsored
three times;
dived below the guarantee. Benny: is currently in the No. 3 spot
York, planes to Boston immediateweekly over WJZ, New York, by'
with a 22.3 rating. Last season this time he was in the No. 4 poly after the windup broadcast for|
Ch<-ysler Sales Division, starting
sition with a 25.5.
a guest shot on the Vaughn Monroe
May
9
at
6:45
p.m.
Situation comes on the heels of the revelation that Benny's
program that night on CBS.
Initial contract is for 26 weeks.
Amusement Enterprise Corp. film, "Lucky Stiff," may wind up
It's the first in a series of guest
McCann-Erickson is the agency.
$400,000 in the red,, with Benny Indemnifying CBS agatniit the loss.
appearances,
I

Interesting situation has cropped
up regarding the possibility of the
Tuesday night at 8 period opening
editor
„
i.,
curIt is
NBC nexti season.
on imrT
of the old N. Y. World, during "P
which time he won a Pulitzer prize rently occupied by the Alan Young
and the newspaper was awarded sJjqw, sponsored by Turns. There
Turns may drop
A7±f.' fcnergy has been talk,^that , „
per .of the "t?
U.S-. Atomic
„„a„«»
of the season
Commission to the United Nations the show at the end

now, but doesnt have the full
time to devote to tele' from his

in America is

by the four networks. Again, Miller accented the fact, that, more
and more, the trend in radio is
toward local autonomy. The NAB
prexy likened the indie operator

AM

Despite Berle

until

illustrated

the unaffiliated stations have
achieved such stature today that
now possible to achieve complete national coverage, without
benefit of networks. This was in
refutation -to. claims that broad-:

it is

board, on

-

Judge Miller

Sunday

,

I

aired at 6:15

p.m.

ship at the Mutual meeting held

Fears to Tread

how

,.

"You And

Fact that Swope only recently
resigned as a member of the CBS

member-

to the rostrum to address the station men. There was^a spontaneous
standup ovation for him.

Where Luckies

convention with its completely
own agenda. The Ted Cott-sparked
"Declaration of the Independents"
sounded off two years ago at the
convention
had
Atlantic
City
reached fulfillment.
In his solo convention talk, NAB
Miller
addressed
himprexy Justin
self to the unaffiliated boys and,
without mincing words,, demonstrated that the networks were no
longer the sacred cows of the in-,

affiliate

would affect their own Individual setups.
Top moment of the affiliate

:

Programming; Reprisal to CBS?

troduced to the

fie

Chfld. Steps in

.

12.

Frank White, newly appointed
prexy of Mutual, was formally in-

ets::

sultant to

Man

Chicago, April
Chicago,

BBC—

RCA's appointment this week of>
Herbert Bayard Swope to the special position of adviser and con-

Prez Confuses

,'

:

AM

'

WSAY Pads AFRA

GF May Sponsor
'Goldbei^'

WSAY

m AM

Revival of Gertrude Berg's "The
Goldbergs" on radio, now that
it is solidly entrenched as one of
the top TV shows is being eyed
by General Foods.
(»F is dropping the Jack Carson
show at the end of the season and
is currently mulling a replacement
for the Friday night CBS spot as
a companion show to "My FavorHusband," which It bankrolls

GF

back-to-back.
recently acquired the TV version of "GoldSanka Coffee.
It Would now be interested in a
revival of the comedy on radio, although not for simultaneous broadcasting, since the video edition is
heard Monday nights.

AM

,

,

'

1

berg's" to plug its

Berg, the show's creator
and star,, is also interested in
bringing the: show , back to radio,
where it enjoyed k 17-year reign
Defore going off about three years
.,
,

Voung

6c

Rubicam

Kaye

I

|

I

.

I

j

I

1

.

i

I

'

;

I

I

j

is

tl^'e

agency.

AM

i

I

IJi's.

ago'.

CBS' 34G Rebate on Benny

,

'

;

VeJncgday,

TELEVISION
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ABC-TV Co-op Shows

in the

Berk MaradHm Raises

Bhqk;

For Cancer;

[encies, Miliateis Ask for More
Ag(
operative shows, reports that alits tele co-op operations are
new they are running in the black.
Harold Day, manager of co-op
are
sales, points out that not only

ABC-TV Pacts 3

New '49

agencies

distribution

their

feel

is

ited

point

limto baclt tele shows in a
of cities. If ABC-TV

carry them sustaining.
Programs currently cooperative
amateur boxing and pro
are
Joe
wresting, both from Chi, and
New
Hascl's sports show, from
by
York. Wrestling is sponsored
Courtesy Motor Co., over WENR-

TV

WDTV,
Beer,

-Pittsburgh;

and

Theatre"
aired in

Miller Brewing is
vieweralso sponsoring a 10-minute
unparticipation quiz, which got

On WJZ-TV

AM-TV Sponsw

last night (Tues.), during
intermission of the fight telecast.
they
Set owners are phoned, and It
answer questions correctly get
prizes totaling $1,000.
AmeriWJZ-TV has just pacted

For Martin, Lewis
With the Dean Martin-Jerry
Lewis comedy team now launched
in a weekly half-hour radio show
on NBC. the web is shoPPing for a
single sponsor to bankroll them on
both radio and television before

can Shop, Inc., of Newark, to back
the wrestling stanza inn New York,
gtavting later this month.

T^l^ll'^tf

ABC 'Ranger Fee
Starts

ABC

and

|

in

for

Paramount

-

Tele Showcase

Now

|

I

in

Works

I

,

.

<

1

.

•

i
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By Fairbanks to Cut Costs
-HTTllywoodr^April—14
Jerry Fairbanks Productions has
completed a 26-weelt series of
musical vidfilms at Churubusco
Films
Studios in Mexico City.

"My Friend Irma"
release.

,

1

i

:

i

1

'

^

I

_

I

!

i

:

.

I

I

.

|

!

in Mexico to cut procost
and
duction
Musicians
Chicago, April 12.
Amerifcan Federation of''ifi.^JJiTf!?!,
Helsings, North Side nitery, will through: use of Mexican sidemen
originate a tele show starting for soundtrack, recording.
tomorrow (13) over WGN-'iy
Titled "Paradise Island," the
starring Al Morgan, piani&t. While
Films
15 minutes each.
this is not the first series from a J(ar Dannv O'Neill and feature
Chicago bistro, the Ca.sino having
Ste^Ung
Xerett "^"IS'"*'^"^
p'-'''^'"'* ^.^V'^f''''''
flnnp
amatpiir stint spvpral
several and his orch did the soundtrack
aone an amateur
months back, all talent at Helsings recording. Films will debut over
will:, be
professionals.
The 13 22 stations, sustaining and under
weeker, from 8:30 to 9 P.M. local sponsorship, this week.
Wednesdays, will use guest stars;
Fairbanks went to Mexico where
Sharing the tab with the bistro
he lopped production overhead
will be Tele-Tronics Corp., disusing Mexican musicians and la-

were rolled

ALL-PRO PROGRAM

1

!

\

i

nm
AnL

|

n„„

IloaS

Tord Theatre

Shifts

Two Bowout

;

I

I

Airers
"Ford Television Theatre," now
aired the first Monday night each

bori James Cv Petrillo,
per, has not set up a

AFM

scale

.

the N. Y. and Hollywood groups
Also on the aeenda
<M
agenaa is the set*

There's a Newsreel

^°'™V-

^K^'L"
1^^^ a
Code Of practices for indie

tv

nroducers
In aaaition,
addition memmpm
P™9.Vcers. in
bers will discuss such pertinent
matters as producers' rights on
kinescope recordings, standard contracts and the obtaining of screen
credits for all programs,
-

,

tributors for General Electric.

its Monday" edition to print the
names of all. contrlbtitdrk

will attend the session in a further
nlove to strengtheii the alliance of

i

I

Fellows Package

Hal Wallis'

of the pledges will be

more

.

CHICAGO BISTRO SETS

Stations also are complaining
over one-sidedness of web offer with
web and agency having several
out's while they have none. Package might be 52 different film.s, or
present budget,
if cost exceeded
10 may be repeats.

New

Program, to be.
the 9 to 10 slot, replaces

,

.stretch.

How much

CoasMo-Coast

new "NBC Dramatic

series.

Vaughn Taylor and Vinton Hay-

N. Y. April 23 for a stint at the
Copacabana, N. Y. nitery. They ref pTitly rnmplptfid their film de buts

1

a 24-hour

re-creating the character for

'

spokesman, 14 advertisers have
worth in the leads.
sought to take the comedians on
V
„„,
„
announced ongl"Burlesque,
tele alone, but the web has nixed
nally as the kickoff for _the new
them all to: find a dual sponsor^
series, was postponed a week,
Although NBC still plans to NBC
execs
NBC-TV
because
reportedly
pitch its strongest TV talent next
thought the play wasn't suitable
fall on Sunday night in an attempt
for an Easter Sunday showing. It
to buck the rival CBS web's strong
week
following
the
staged
radio lineup, it's doubtful that will be
Vicki Cum^
Martin and Lewis will be slotted with Bert Lahr and
meanon video that night. Comedians' mings co-starring. Philco,
to
decided
radio show is now set in the Sun- while, has tentatively
with a series
day; 6:30 to 7 period, and they come back next, fall
probably won't have time to re- of dramatizations of bestselling
hearse for both radio and TV pro- novels.
grams on the same evening. Team
did several guest shots on NBC-TV
Tunepix
of 26
last fall on the old Admiral^sponr Series
sored "Welcome Aboard."
Martin and Lewis are due in
Wound in Mexico Studio

—

(now WMGM), N. Y. radio indie,
pulled in $34,000 in pledges over

TV

TV

1

•,

,

;

General Mills have, set for fall
production. Gripes mainly hit the
three-year guarantee clausfe, calling fof June 1 tele rates for two
years, plus after second year, a
possible hike of not more than
one-third the present rate.
Buyers complain that this puts
the station in the "bargain basement" classification with no posBible out for increase in number
of-sets, which -would—pay— ofT—the_
sponsor, but would add no extra
Several claim
coin to stations.
such a contract not binding, due
to the FGG two-year license limitation on video.
Web is asking that the rate be
approximately one-third" of the
gross evening rate, leaving open
one minute for a possible local
Net says between the two
sale.
payments, the station's net income
should approximate one-half hour
of the local sale figure, and exceed the payment it would normally receive for a half-hour opIndies and
eriition from the web.
affiliates point out, however, that
the number of sets will increase
many-fold within the contract period and that readjustment in
come every six
rate; 'should
months or once a year.

.

I

«n'K

pledges
Similar

and again scripting. Ace's
feeling is that a five-minute strip
as a comic
is as natural for
strip is for the dailies and may

.<

Squawb

show which

,

in

stint.

video

I

Flurries of dissent were heard
here against the proposed "Lone
tele

t"o

j

$1,100,000

percentagewise than the
Heart Fund received. N Y. Daily
News' Columnist Ed Sullivan, one
of its prime backers, declared only
$14,000 in bash was coUectied of the
eventually emerge as the ideal pat- $50,000 he said came in as pledges.
Regardless of the amount of
tern for cross^the-board programming in video, since a IS-minute cash collected, show Itself reprei
daily stint requiring memorizing of sented a smash endeavor for all
lines is still an unsolved, tough concerned, including Berle, NBC
and the TV industry. NBC shelled
hurdle.
out $80,000 in paying for all cable
costs and station operating expenses for the 12 outlets carrying
the program.
Stunt got nationwide publicity, which should aid
in the cancer fight.
Program was
institgated by NBC-TV national
production manager Warren Wade
and Berle's personal manager, Irving Gray.
On a Treadmill
Berle took the air at. 12 noon
Saturday, with NBC Prez NileS
Trammell and N. Y.'s Mayor WilHollywood, April 12.
O'Dwyer on hand to introduce
A coast-to-coast weekly tele liam
the comedian and put in a pitch
showcase program f r o m both for the fund. His only respite from
Hollywood and N.Y. looms with a then until 4 a.m. Sunday, when he
national sponsor footing the bill. signed off, was from 3:30 to 4:30
whien NBC piekecl
p m Saturday
"
Producers Assn. here,
up the races from the Jamaica
independent Television Prod- (L.I.) track. Only other show car«
»t .r
ueers Assn.: in N.Y. will make ried by NBC-TV during the 16
available package shows for show- hours was "Who Said That?" air^^^^ treatment from members.
ed Saturday tiight from 9 to 9; 30.
Committees from both organiza- Coniedian raced from the Internations will work with sponsor and tional theatre, site ot his program^
ad agency in picking packages for to the NBC studios in Radio City
transcontinental use.
Budget is to take part in the qviizzer, returnexpected to average $6,500. Highest ing immediately to the theatrci
Film, legit, radio and TV jiame
^".dget so far for a Hollywoodoriginated show is $750. Deal calls talent paraded in and Out before
show the cameras through the day and
fo':„0"ginating
here, kinescoping for N.Y. and "'Sht for short guest spots. Showvice versa. Only shows that haven't Sirls from several Broadway legitbeen on air will be used. List of si's and N. Y. niteries, plus a bevy
available
Coast shows \till be of models, took tuirns handling the
brought to N.Y. April 20 by Mai switchboard for the incoming calls.
Boyd, TPA prexy. Martin Gosch, £>espit0 Berle's devoting most of
ITPA topper in N.Y.^ is handling his time strictly to answering the
the eastern end. It's tinderstood phones, the number of pledges inthe bankroUer is lined up but dicates he had a large audience for
won't sign until the first half dozen the entire 16 hours.: In addition,
the theatre was crowded with
Backage_Sho_wSj_are_seL_
'
'
~|~stndiD~affdieni:eg-t rom the ttine he
signed on until heleft the air.
w-rn«,
.
.
..
/
irPAs Annual
Meet
Illustrating the cooperation of
First annual meet of the In de- stations outside N. Y. with Berle's
pendent
Television
Producers marathon, ,WBAL-TV (Baltimore)
Assn. has been set for April 21 at remained on the air until &:()7
the Hotel
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Savoy-Plaza, N; Y., at a. m. Sunday, a total of 17 hours,
wliich time officers will be elected to acknowledge donations.
Balto
for the coming year.
Mai Boyd News-Post ran si}( extra pages in

Ace

Viewing

Nelson Bond and David Kent, was
staged twice previously by NBC-TV
Film producer S.
as a sustainer.
Sylvan Simon optioned the play
foYlowing "itV inftraY'VesCT^^
jjjg j^^ie outfit, Radio-Cinema
Corp., but subsequently let the op
Show next Sunday will
tion drop
^^^^ basically the same cast as

I

Chicago, April 12.

Ranger"

«rJnS

1

of

show he did for ttie New York
Heart Fund last year over WHN

been integrated into the Robert Q, received in cash, of course, is anLewis radio show when Ace was other matter. NBC officials bewriting it. It's built around the lieve a total count on the collec'
"let's not fight it, it's bigger than tions won't be possible for several
weeks, but are looking forward to
the both of us" laugh tagline.
Program will be called "Ruthie clearing about 90% of them. If
Gilbert On the Telephone," with so, that would be considerably

the "Philco Television Playhouse,"
which bowed out after last Sunday
(10) for the summer*
"Lobblies;" a fantasy penned by

der way

total

during his 16-hour

bert telephonic episode which had

TV

starter in the

a

video

.

Sunday night

entation

ci?&ss-the-board

five-minute

preswill get its third
(17) as the

company,

NBC Seeks Sh^le

Miller

WJZ-TV, New York.

viewed

is

.

show whleli is being Auditioned this
week for Philip Morris via the Milton Biow agency.
Show is based on< the Ruth Gil-

.

Rental WEWS, Cleveland. Boxing
Berghoff Beer,
Is bankrolled by
WENR-TV, Chi; Miles Auto Stores,
WEWS, Cleveland; Fort Pitt Beer,

NBC-TV

by trade observers as further
proof of TV's ultra-strong audi-

Gilhert Episode ence impact. With 12 NBC-TV
Goodman Ace is packaging a stations hooked on, Berle amassed

'Lobblies' Gets

and Buckeye Garment

Chi,

morning, via

Show

Strip

On Ruth

Nw

number

TV

S-Min.

Totals

CHARLES SANFORD

wide

will
co-ops the stanzas, affiliates
or
be able to sell the shows locally

TV

Now

ABC-TV announced three sales
Derby Foods has
week.
picked up the tab for the second
half of "Super Circus," via Needham, Louis & Brorby, to start
May 1. Bell & Howell will sponsor "Action Autographs," Sundays
at 1 p.m., starting April 24, via
Henry, Hurst & McDonald, Admiral was pacted' to back, the first
Musical Director
half of "Stop the Music," through
ADMIRAL BROADWAY REVUE
Kudner agency.
NBT-DiiMont Television Networks
Biz received by the web, starting
Friday Kites, 8-9 P.M.
after. Jan. 1, '49, spans five hours,
Per. Eep.: LOU MINDLING
10 minutes, and totals more than 113 West B7th St.
York
In$1,500,000 gross time costs.
cluded In new biz is Time, Inc.,
sponsorship of "Crusade in Europe," Old. Golds ("Stop the MuDry ("Super Cirsic"), Canada
cus"), General Mills ("Lone Bang("Identify
Garters
Paris
er"),
Sports Quiz"), Kellogg ("Singing
3(1
Manufacturing
Delta
Lady"),
("That's O'Toole") and Goodrich
"Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblies,"
("Celebrity Time").
only play: scripted originally for
television to be optioned by a film

enough to warrant bankrolling
programs in all TV markets, but

want

Biz

last

some advertisers don't

that

out

concerned

Damon Runyon Cancer Fund last Saturday (9)
and running into 4 a.m. Sunday

Goodman Ace Packages

Sales;

Well Over $1,500,000

.

The

Is $80,000

Television marathon staged by

Milton Berle for the

though

ing.

$U0O,0i|)

NBC Tah

ABC-TV, only video net with co-+

asking for additional
affiliates
programs, but advertising agenconsider
cies have asked the net to
sevplacing on diared cost basis
sustaineral video shows now on

1949

Al^ril 13»

|

top-i
for

i

soundtrack recording here and
does not allow musicians to make
soundtrack foi- video films for re-

In Ford s Future
Hollywood, April 12.
start of a Ford
newsreel to cover the
is seen in the setup between Pord Oealefrs of Los Angeles and J. Walter Thompson
agency whereby camermen will be
hired by the agency to cover this

What may be the

television

DERBY TO DEBUT ON

country

TV;

GILLETTE SPONSORING

lease at this time.

Louisville^ April 12.

Al Stewart, Sandy Stevens, AuThe 75th running of the Ken-, territory exclusively for the dealgustin Lara, Margarita Lecuona,
ers.
Progress of the experiment
CBS-TV, has moved up Allan Rankin Jones, Irvin Gra- tucky Derby will be televised by! Will be closely watched in Detroit
ham, Jack Owens, Bernie Wayne, WAVE-TV, in cooperation wMhi and other key cities.
Jack Baker and Monia Fleisher
Fleisher Churchill Downs Saturday
If it works out similar deals will
atter-l
Hour-long legit series bows cleffed 27 tunes i'or the vidpix,
be made with the eventual ex-nn M
'
for the summer after that date, thus enabling Fairbanks to dodge i""""' "'^^
change of news clips on a national
">l'<^'^''e

month

|

via

the dates, on the last two programs
of the sea.son to May 16 and June

•

.

Edith Fellows, long in films, is 13.
the star of a new comedy-drama ofT
Razor Co. will sponsor
written for television by Mervyn with no plans flnaTTzed yet to bring ASCAP's ruling which curbs mem- r
bers' tunes on teevce films.
Package is tagged "Ad- it back in the fall.
the direct tfelecast of the Oerby,
Nelson.
ventures of Peggy."
"Tlie Goldberg.s." usually aired
Leo Diamond, Tony LaRue, with producti(in handled entirely
Aside from her video activities, Mondays from 9:30 to 10 and the John Matson, Rosa Linda, Reggie by the WAVE-TV staff, under diFord
Dealers'
program, Dvokak, Ken Card, Royal Hawaiian rection of John Boyle, utiUzing
Miss Fellows has a 10-week straw- new
hat schedule already lined up, She "Through the Crystal Ball," which Seronaders, Pierre Andre, Laura WAVE-TV equipment. Race will be
expects to appear in "Wizard of occupies the preceding half-hour, Corbay, Judith Sargent, Leil Guer- called by Joe I*almer, New Yprk
Oz," "Peg O' My Heart*' and will be cancelled on the two "The- rero appear in series. Oscar Yerg 'iportsdaster, with locar color and
"Jenny Kissed JA6" on the bucolic atre" nights, "Crystal Ball" is to was art director ahd Edward Paul commentary by Bernie Bracher
*
be launched next Mottday (18>.
was iki charge of music,
loop.
I
cportscaster,
1 WAVE-TV
I

basisw-: :

j

I

i

!

!

1

\

-

.

—

Toledo
Ohio Bell Telephone
Go. has begun laying a coaxial
television cable from Dayton to
Toledo, to be completed by October. It will connect with the New
York-Chicago cable and provide

two television stations in Dayt<?n
wltlt outsidie programs.

1''1

—

',';

{

—

—

)

TELEVISIO]^

TOP NEW SHOWS

MULTI-NET TIES
TV

Mfrs.

Asai Maps Campap To

Offset Sales Dip from Zenith
First

concerted effort to bring -f
and accurate tech-

the public full
nical

infCrmation on television to

help combat
Zenith's

bad

tlie

effects

ads

"obsolescence"

video sets is to be

on

made soon by
Man-

Television

the newly-formed
ufacturers Assn.
Thai the Zenith

obsolete

ads,

if

the

[

the midwest last Janis believed primarily responsible for the upbeat, sincB
it
afforded sponsors the in-

creased circulation
wanted.

I

tliey

Ripley Show 1st
,

Casualty Due To

'Ohsolescence'

table,

[

1

!

1

I

I

,

.

1

.

the east and midwest
^orlvS tor all tour webs.

[

WBKB,

with

'

.

cost of entire project to be: $400,if Luce organization also picks

000

up the tab for the two repeat
'Young and Rutaicani is,
handling

WBKB As

WTJBM
WBBM,
station

1.
is

in

its

.

the

In the 9:25 segment, ABC is putting a four-minute film program,
.^.,„,i..„,..i u.,
produced by
the Wee
IMarch of
tor which

heretofore: staunch

,.^r

i

j
I

one

,

OPIMMm PrrM
im

SMALL STATION

"

origi-

I

!,

1

1

I

AM

j

!

NBC

I

has Tuesday, sewed up with Milton

and CBS
Berle's Texaco show
leads oil Wednesday with Arthur

new

stint,'

P&G

Buying

Pix for $4,11

TV Setup Within

1

NAB Loommg

'

!

i

;

:

NBC.

'

—

'

r—

:

—

Now" and

are

of

section

.separate

fending

still

off

television

in

oped by tele set manufacturers,
NAB, the board of directors
whenever the demand for it arises, the
sidestepped itself is finally making definite
reinarks
Doolittle's
the recent slambang be'tween; strides in setting up a full-fledged
'
and opposition manufac-

DuMoiittoAir

.,.

concerning the obsolescence
of present-day sets.

Amsterdam Show

t!.ircrs

.

.

,

Skoves Ckev Show Back

Morey

Amsterdam

show

DuMont

video Globe Democrat Eases
nil'
'^"oi''^*',!"
net April
21 at 9 p.m., sponsored
_ , ^ cj. r
rrir r»
by DuMont tele sets division, via
Out Ot St. .LoO 1 V KaCC
Buchanan agency.
Washington, April 12.
The comic's 30-minute show had
Competition for television stabeen set by the DuMont web a tlons in St. Louis was reduced to
month ago, but inking was condi- five applicants la.st week with the
tional on his release by CBS. The vrithdrawal of the St. Louis Globe
latter liad dropped Amsterdam at Democrat. The newspaper informthe end of February because of ed the Federal Communications
some MCA contractual obliga- Commis.sion it is purchasing a
lions, but clung to a 45-day option stock interest in Thomas Patrick,
on his services which prevented Inc., another applicant.
him fiom going elsewhere. In the
Others in the race for the four
interim the web tried to woo hjm, outstanding channels arc St. Louis
feeling he would be a natural tor Uni' .. Star-Times Publishing Co.,
the snmincr. but Am.sterdam elect- New England Television Co., and
ed to switch to DuMont,
i 20th-Fox.
:

'

:

Gordon Levoy'S' General Television Enterprises has wrapped up:
for 30a seven-year deal witji

P&G

program
on
NBC-TV, minute vidpix. Levoy is budgeting
scheduled to preem May 2 under $8,500 for each film, which will run
sponsorship of the Mohawk Carpet in two sections of 13 minutes each
Co. Show will be an intimate musi: with rest of time open for comvision

1

I

"'^^'"C"'

;

Within the past month. Justin
Miller,- NAB topper, has interviewed Phil Merriman, NBC; Jack,
Hartley. WEWS; Nick Kersta, television director of the William
Weintraub agency, and Eugene
.Thomas,
WOlC. .. Washington.

1

G

is paying $3,600
with Martin bringing on dif- mercials. P &
for use of each film on any video
fgrent show biz guests each week;
station at any time up to a year
'w^ith
the introduction of the
new program, the "Chevrolet on after the release date. Lcsyoy reBroadway" series, now
MoH- tains the right to release the sub-

cal.

,

The

ness end.

carries
Asher will
while Alsop reto look after the busi$4,000.

abroad

mains here

singer Tony Martin has been
signed for a weekly half-hour tele-

I

!

I

Zenith

produce

Martifl PaClS MusIcal;

a

commercial

middle
for
price tag of

1

the convention that ultra-high frequency equipment can be devel-

"

Godfrey's

CBS,—naw„ hea-vxLy-^westihound
conscious" in network origination;
anticipates a "substantial" eastbound network origination sked
from WBKB, with 11 hours mini'
mum agreed upon. CBS spokesHollywood, April 12.
men, citing WBKB's eight years'
Contracts are being drawn by
video operation "a comparative
signing by
lifetime in tele," hopes that the Procter & Gamble tor
Irving Asher and Garleton Alsop
station will come up with a few
to supply the soap firm with 13
"Kukla, Fran and Ollie.s," such as
27-minute pictures for television.
the station now originates fori
Each subject in two parts to allow

-

1

j

audiences on Friday and Sun-

day; when the web's audiences are.
In the TV picture,
strong.

i

——— —

.

The

Crusade;"

film short series is available for
Fred
sponsorship,: accordin|! to
nates here.
Thrower, ABC sales v.p., with likePact, negotiated hptween Tnhh
lihood of its being quickly snapped
„
u
t
wDT^D
J 1
because of its position in the
^'^t^rLi°J
rSs-iv
Volkenberg ^^r
CBS-IV,
was
for
CBS-TV
jj^p^p ,1,,,^ 9.30
much more favorable than those slot is still open.
previously offered'- the station by
ABC picked Thursday for its big
the web.
TV program guns because it has
For the past several months,
and theatres
allocations
WGN-TV has been a CBS-TV af- cable
available on that night, at tlie
filiate. Now, it will be exclusively
same time not cutting into its

i

suit, he said, those manufacturers
rvn h/iamt
turning out good sets could .sell all
they could deliver, while the sets
nim » 1 1 nniiirmiT
of- lesser quality died._
Sets with
AID
e-new-45-inch-ttibe;-he -said— are-;- ~
xratlTrts-t)n-1he-air?^—^
Chicago. April 12.
selling at the manufacturer's caMonochrome
DuMont's
pacity to deliver
UST prez agreed with other' Scanner will allow small tele stacheap
manutacturei^ that baseball would ^'""•'' ^" P'"''"''"'
prove a great impetus to set sales ly. and relieve more expensive
camera equipment tor other studio.
again this year.
In addition, he
noted that the projected TV debut usage, according to Roger Thompnext fall of some of the top radio son, DuMont project engiseer.
Thompson told NAB engineers
stars, including Jack Benny and
Eddie Cantor,
sets here that the Scanner, a cathode
will
push
Chicago, April 12.
throughout the year. According to ray tube aflair. Will handle color]
Hoge. S0% of all radio sets have slides adequately, and can be a
While most station members
traditionally been sold during the .simplified source ot test and prohere for the N.^B convention are
last four months each year and the gram material.
trying to stave off the inevitable
same situation should hold true for
Dr. Howard Doolittle, Maehlett.
TV.
Lab development engineer, told "Should We Build a Tele Station

UU MUNI blANNtK ittW

.

,

,

produced

I

,

,

:

ea.st-'

bound CBS-TV program now

net-

apparent

.

the pub-

.

owned and operated rsto^y ot
own video, 20th-Fox.
,-.

...if h,.„f
it.
without its
Chi. (Only

network DuMont, until June, when it's expected Mutual will have a tele
and WON, a Mutual
confident the alTiliation pattern network,
will settle down eventually into stockholder, wiH of course, be the
the same system now employed by Chi outlet.
WBKB will become the CBS-TV
radio, in which outlying stations
will be linked exclusively to only Chi mainstay just as soon as WGNone of the four nets. That time; TV will step out of the picture. In
of coursie, will have to wait for the no case will it be later than Oct.
opening of more networking facilir 11, the day after CBS' contract
with WGN'TV expires:
ties, and for the launching of more
Despite

for

deal

the.

lisher.

indie, as its outlet in Chicago,

CBS, with

i

!

under

.

.

^f'^ul
,„^^''L.''n!^
J^hS^'
ming and
because of
its advantagposition as the outlet which

,

•

I

to 9 p.m.,

If Time, Inc.i doesn't exercise its
option, the web will be free, of
course, to sell second and tliird
"Crusade" cycles to another bank-;
roller. Meanwhile Time will back
the vidpic series in every TV marChicago, April 12.
CBS-TA yesterday (Mon.) signed ket ABC can line up.

ong-

it

on from 8

sponsorship of Admiral and Old
"Crusade in Europe ," film
based on Gen. Dwight Eisen-/
bower's Doubleday tome, wiU be
slotted from 9 to 9:25 p.m.
Time, Inc. sponsorship of "Cru*
sade" is firm for 26'weelt series,
with options on second, and third
cycles.
Price of first cycle is reported to be around $163,000, witii
Golds.

Chi Outlet

•

'

,

was ^

cost of $'750,000

a

.

will be

ice to all of America."

t'ele

u
u
webs, both
because

I

,

at

series;

-

,

'

ini,'

'Stop the Music" video edition

before

establisli

:

Indie

cleared,
Situation, as it exists today^
_
finds mostly only the owned-andoperated network stations carrying
programs exclusively for a single
web.
Even that can't be set up
as a hard and fast rule, since
WDTV, DuMont's o;&o. outlet in
Pittsburgh, takes feeds from all

,

i

j

that

CBS-TV Pacts

.

'

certain

given imaginative leadership
rather than Maginot line. leadership, to take television serv--

Kudner

'

,

moves

series

.

our ultra-high frequency allocation and thus open up this
new frontier of the spectrum
so that it may be possible,

is now seeking another
the program but has found
hands tied through the inability of the networks to clear time on
their affiliates. While some of the
NBC-TV and CBS-TV outlets in
cities outside N.Y. may have the
desired time open, other stations
on the two webs are carrying shows
of any one of the four major webs.
Kudner has now set its sights on
the Thursday- night 8 to 9 period
on CBS-TV but the time still has
'

|

1

am

'I

many months we can

.

slot for

,

vidpic

:

its

:

.

shows

:

on

week

'

J

,.

this

"Hellzapoppin' " format.
Kudner
originally pitched for the Wednesday night 8 to 9 period on CBS-TV
but was forced to find another time
when Arthur Godfrey,, now occupying that hour, refused to switch
to another night. During the time
the agency was dickering with
CBS, RCA bought the same slot
on NBC-TV.

1

m

Ranger''

Contract for 52 weekly half-hour?

would be more exacting
the
"unfreezing" timebut Coy dismissed the

(11),

-

when

NAB

Monday

convention delegates

ducer.'''.

i

.

realm.

paragraph:

I

,

many months"
Some had been hope-

in the "before

ful that FCC Chairman AVayne
Coy, in his address to the

spot for the projected
Buick show, which is to star Glsen
& Johnson in an hour-long weekseries based on the comics'

ly

1

would be moved into ultrahigh frequencies still remains

finding a

had

but to the public, that the same
situation won't crop up again. TJVtA
thinks the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. failed in its duties by not,
taking a direct stand against ZenItli when the controversial ads first
appeared.
(Zenitli has since scrjipped the
After six weeks of sponsorship
leries of ads with the "obsolescence" claims in favor of a new ,of the Bob Ripley "Believe It Or
Tliey're in the form of ;:Not" TV show on NBC, Motorola
format.
"teasers,'.' which state simply that last week suddenly cancelled out.
manuiacturing outfit
"Zenith Television needs no 'con- Radio - TV
verier' to receive the proposed new asked tor, and was granted, a release from its 30-week non-cancelTultra-high frequencies").
able contract, terminating with last
Another Blast
week's videocast.
^
In the latest of a series of blasts
^,
„
I" ^lew ot the fact show is payagainst Zenith, U. S. Television
•'atmfi-wise and Uie format
prez Hamilton Hoge labeled state- '"8 °f
has
sat'slaetorily jelled, Ripdey w^^
original
ads
ments carried in the
continue
the
same
NBC-TV time
He
as "uncalled for and in error."
period
on a sustaining basis,
averred both Zenith and the FCC
Meanwhile, shbw is being pitched
are "heading for trouble'" with
up
to
agencies
for. pbtehtial spontheir statements about a move to
•
'sors.'
the UHF, declaring the upper band
Actually, the Ripley show is seen
needs more, testing and that engineerH claim it will be impossible as the initial coiniriercial casualty
stemming
from' the recent Zenith
to get a UHF transmitter" on the
"obsolescence"
conlroversy,
air before three years.
According vs.
to Ifoge. the ads represented "only which resulted in a general nosediving
of
tele set sales affecting
one more of Zenith's unfounded
all
companies.
It's
one
of the facgtalenients."
Hoge was more optimistic than tors tha? prompted Motorola 'to ask
out, with NBC and Doug Storer
some, other manufacturers about
Associates, joint packagers of the
current set sales, declaring the inprogram, noddin? an assent in
dustry is back in a boom delivery
j,^^ n. annst^nre.s, Ripley
era now.
For the first time, he
show iias a $7,500 weekly talcntsaid, the public during the first
pfoduetioiJ hutv\:^^
:, V
quarter this year could select from
a wide variety of sets.
As a tc-

.

signed Thurs. (7) by General Mills;
with Lone Ranger, Inc, and Jack
Chertok, Apex Film Corp. pro^

j

icate llie damage already done but
said the organization wants to
make certain, through getting info

'

Chicago, April 12.
Question of wlien television

whole thing in the following

up

Difficulty is pointed

;

[

Cloudy

Still

buiJd-

will take shape as a .strong vertical strip, starting May 5.
"Blind
Date," Arlene Francis' starrer in
which college students will vie for
date with models,; will be: skedded
in the 7:30 p.m. spot. "Date" will
preem as a sustaincr and will hold
the time period until Sept. IS,
General
Mills'
"Lone:

by the Kudner agency's trouble in

uary

TMA

declared most competing manufacturers believe it is too late to erad-

Ultra-High

Music'

ABC-TV's Thursday night
up

!

were never confronted with the
same problem.

cilities to

,

FCC

tele into the ultra-high freouencies, put a severe dent in the
this
sale of sets, was attested to
spokesman. He
weclt bv a

moves

*

ed into by most television stations

of April this year
sold, as against only fourand-a-quarler liours sold during tlie same, week in 1948,
Extension 'of networking fa-

'Date,' 'Crusade,' 'Stop

FIlCTOfI
affiliations enter-

are making it increasingly difficult
tor the individual webs and ad
agencies to clear time for some of
the top-budgeted programs now in
the works. Situation is unique in
that the radio networks, which
formed along their pi'esent singleweb system early in AM's history,

week

first

which

tlie

when and

Multi-network

Thursday Taking Shape,

With

TH[ BIG

were

Zenith TV set is the
only one which' won't be rendered

claimed

Ads

Illustrating tlie phenomenal
growth in television advertising dnrins the last year, 18
hours and 5,5 minutes of time
on the NBC-TV web during the

of

ABCs

F TIIUIE

Graphic Upbeat

29

'

j

.aired

.

,

,

„

"
^""ic'gn
day nights from 8:30 to 9, Will be Jf*-''
"J^'J'^i^.
moved back a half-hour to make cJ^arging Zo7o for distribution and
foreign market is bus only hope
wav for the
thp Mnriin
slio«
Martin shov.
The 8«
way
of coming out in the blue on the
'to 8:30 period is now occupied by
P&G deal.
an NBC-TV sustamer. titled "Song
and Dance." Rest of the Monday

.

1

.

.

,

.

'

!

,

several otlier
other people in
Miller ^
M^'lcr
has '*cvc''«l
l^ff
calibre,
As
mind, all of top
P.,
,
V. ^*_,?
NAB
told
of
the
spokesman
VARreTY. the job would be of
equal importance to that ot the
NAB prexy and probably the salbe equal to that of
»«>' would
Millers,
,

'

'

1

I

1

!

;

'

i

\

;

,

1

,

the possibility of a separate television ori'snization, within NAB,
with its own board being in the

Milwaukee Set Rise
night lineup will continue as now
set up. with "Colgate Theatre" in
Milwaukee, April 12.
the 9 to 9:30 slot and "Americana"
Tele sets in Milwaukee rose to
going from 9:30 to 10.
21,589 total April 1, according to'
Martin is' another in the list of WTMJ-TV survey- This represents
guests appearing originally on TV an increase of 2,574 over, .previous
on Milton Berle's "Texaco Star month.
Theatre" who were subsequently
Only 8% were listed for public
given a crack at their own pro-, places, with the remainder in pri'

works.

grams.

,

;

,

,

in

Such thinking indicates a Shift
board ot directors' policy, with

•

vate homes.

.

.

w«dne»day, April ia> 1»4<>

SI

IISrSIDE
U.

A.
the

In nearly everyone's mind today

CBS Program

strongest because

more of the

Schedule
it

is

the strongest in

pleases and serves

all

radio

.

.

most of the people

time.

This leadership in network programming
It is the calculated result

is

no accident.

of years of planning successfully

followed through.

many ways:

And

it

—by

inventing great package programs like "Suspense"

has been accomphshed in

and "My Friend Irma";

—by "showcasing" great programs
—by

—by securing
Invention

.

. .

them, hke Benny and

showmanship

These are the

vital

.

. .

If

Amos

'n'

Andy.

elements which

CBS has woven

into

U. S. A.

you have your own radio program, you can be sure

pattern
1. Lowell Thomas

Philharmonic;

initiative.

this rich pattern of listening inside

If

like the

developing great personalities like Godfrey;

is

the one in which

it

this

will flourish best.

you need a radio program, you can be

siire

that

CBS

2 My Friend Irrm
.

8. Suspense
4t,

Lm Radio Theatre

6.

My Favorite Husband

6

Edward R. Murrow

.

7.

Z)r.

Christian

8.

A???os

^

'

Arthur Godfrey

10

.

11.

Jiotcfc

A^.

'n'Andy

Benny

F. Philharnii&hic

has
to

it

for you -for the best

new programs

will

continue

come from the Columbia Broadcasting System.

—
;
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NLRB Slaps WSB,

NBC Locak to Set Jackpot Tactics;
Sked Whodunit vs. Benny

-

NBC

placing the big decisioii'f'
as to strategy in "The Battle of the
Jackpots" SMSfainst CBS in the hands N.

in Interim

is

of its affiliates. The senior web is
Conducting a round-robin survey
iimong its stations on whether NBG
should insert Its big giveaway on
Sunday evenings at 7 p. m., when

CBS

On

will install its $50,000 giant

C.

He Was Fired in Union Row
Greensboro, N. C, April 12.
Unfair labor practices charges
have been leveled against a Hick<-

for ory, N,

jackpot show as a replacement
Jack Benny during the comic's
summer hiatus. Alternative on
which the locals are being queried
Is leaving the CBS stanza "liigh
and dry" and putting the NBC telephonic package on another eve-

Announcer Claims

mer

C, radio

announcer,

by a forNational Labor

station

Relations Board office at WinstonSalem disclosed. NLRB said John
L.

Meacham

of Charlotte, N.

C,

cused WIRC and the Foothill
Broadcasting Co., which operates
tactic being considered the station, with firing him because
headquarters is building a of union activity.
full-hour bonanza stanza, to go on
Complaint al l e ge d Meacham
at 6:30 p.m. Sunday, thus stealing
"was told at the; time he' was dis*
a 30-minute: head start on CBS.
charged that he was being fired
\i afeUates of the net go for the
because he tried to organize a
idea of bucking CBS with a 60(damn) union." He said he joined
minut.fe giveaway^ move would rer
the station in December and was
quire shifting the new Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis series into a new dismissed March U. Meacham is

NBC

'Get More'

:

time slot.
At present

now working

at

anotiher station.

has narrowed NLRB said its field examiners
would attempt tO: settle the comits choice of giveaways down to
If that failed, a
plaint locally.
three good bets.
Meanwhile NBC is skedding formal hearing would be called by
the board jn Washington.
^'Richard Diamond; >Private Detective" in the Sunday, 7 p.m. spot,
prceming April 24, Dick Powell, in directed by William P. Rousseau,
the title role, will also sing on with John Duffy handling music
the whodunit stanza, with Ed Beg- chores. Show is expected to hold
ley in a supporting role. Packaged the
slot
until
NBC's giveaway
by Don Sharpe, "Diamond" will strategy is decided, when ,\X will
be scripted by Blake Edwards and probably shift to another period. .

V

NBC

Time

Shift

.

William H. Wise Co.'s cross-theboard "Get More Out of Life" on
WGR, New York, has shifted from
9:15 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.

Publisher is keeping the 30minute Sunday edition on WOB
at the game time, 10:45^ a.m. "Get
More" is also heard ori' ABC net
Monday, Wednesday and: Friday at
10:45 a.m., on CBS Saturday 2-2:30
p.m. and Sunday 11:05 a.m. Agency
.

is

Thwing

fc

OineShowsK.0.'(i
Minneapolis^ April 12.
A proposed law to ban "horror,"
crime and "blood and thunder"
radio programs from the air in
Minnesota met death when the
state senate's general legislation
committee rescinded a favorable
recommendation and voted to tabl<>
'

the

bill.

Action was taken after W. C,
Green, attorney representing a

group of Minnesota radio stations
appeared against the measure. He

questioned
its
constitutionality
and pointed out that if the bijl
were passed it would deprive local
radio
stations
of
needed
WJJD Will continue to air Sox while radio-tuners could revenue,
gel the
games in Chi, with Bob Elson anBut at same times, programs from stations outside
nouncing.
WIND will carry Sox games to all Minnesota.
points of net outside city.
The 1949 affair is biggest event

Sox or Cubs games on same

ac-

Another

Minn's. Anti-Radio

Sets Deal for Cbisox,

Anti^Labor Stapd

Washington, April J2,
Cubs on 30 Stations
The National Labor Relations
Chicago, April 12.
Bo^ird yesterday (11) ordered the
Atlanta (Ga.) Journal radio station,
John T. Carey has wound up
WSB, to bargain, collectively with final plans to put the Midwest
AFRA and to stop interfering in Baseball Network on the most comany way with tiie desire of em- plete basis in its history. WIND
ployees to join the union.
sales manager has swung a deal
The board found that the station with WJJD to air both Cubs and
had engaged in unfair labor prac- White Sox games to its 30-station
tices in attempting to restrain or network for the first time.
coerce its employees from organize
Included In promotion plans is
InK and that the employer acted an okay on a $20,000 budget for
in bad faith in defending its re- Bert Wilson to sportscast Cubs
fusal to bargain on the ground it gam^s away from home direct
had doubt that the union repre- from home direct from point of
sented a majority of the em- games.
Deal gives midwest net
ployees.
stations chance to take choice of

ning.
at

Midwest Baseball Net

Atlanta,

days.

in midwest indie baseball pairing.
Heavy promotion on .part- of Carey
since January resulted In so many
nibbles that , Wilson's travelling

KFAC

this season was doubled
over his 1948 $10,000 outlay.

budget

Altman.

WWSW

PACTS GIESEY

Totally Longhair;

Drops Sole Disk Jockey
After Audience Survey
Hollywood, April 12.
been bounced irom

Ira Cook has
his pop music

post as sole dish

jockey on indie KFAC.
Pl.-itter
Marion Giesey has been named pusher was preparing an appeal to
head of continuity department at American Federation of Radio
WWSW, replacing Jane Sch'uUz, Artists based on being let out williwho resigned a few weeks ago to out notice. He showed up foi* work
last week only to find that station
take a job in New York.
Miss Giesey was previously with has Bruce Buelt there ahead of
playing classical
etch ing.s;
WLOA in Braddock but more re- him:
cently was a copywriter for J, Hassle, however, was ironed out,
Pittsburgh, April 12.

KVI

in Seattle

Switch

Seattle, April 12.

KYI, formerly with headquarters
Tacoma, how has main studios
here. The Mutual outlet for both
Seattle and Tacoma has had a request into the FCC for some time
to switch major operations here,
and request was granted this week.
in

.

Grant Agency

here..

Cook

check

getting two weeks pay, and
for week's vacation.
He
:

starts a stint

KECA

on

Saturday

(16).'""

Cook has been with

the station
four-and-one-half
years,
Uuiing
most of which he was sponsored by
Lucky Lager. He went sustaining
March 1, when suds outfit decided
to use only spot announcements on
its Coast lineup, instead of di.sk
Station, which has built
classical music audisurvey recently in
which listeners voted 56-to-44 for
longhair tunes.

stanzas.

up a mostly
ence,

FOR POWER
AND POSITION
In the All-Important

Chicago Market

took a

Classroom Radio Quizzer

Pays Off in Good Marks
Quiz shows on which no prizes
are given away are being aired by
a New York City
station. Outlet is WNYE, which is broadcasting
classroom discussions and questionand-answer sessions as part ot ilt
High School of the Air for Homebound children/
Board of Education launched the
project Friday t8), beaming programs on social studies and EngUsh to 504 children kept from
school by physical disabilities.
Kids at home receive special instruction by radio and written material by mail. Work done for the
air
school is credited towards

FM

—

^

diptonras;

H'sWCFL

WMAQ'sW a Weekly
Chicago, April

WMAQ's

prize

-

winning

12.
"It's

Your Life" goes weekly Sunday
in the 3:30 p.m. (CST) slot.
Public health show will be built as
(17)

WATTS
JMO ON YOUR DIAL
S0,000

half-hour package with complete
episodes, instead of flve-a-week,

15^minute serials.
"Life" replaces "Living, 1949,"
transcribed
program, which
Saturday t p.m. time. Ben
Park produces the on-the-spot,
tape-recorded show;

a

shifts to

.

>

Sofwdoy 3 t» « P.M.

WINDy

^'-^

Network A
Network B
Network C
Network D

15.5

10.6
17.0
10,1

HOOPER INDEX
Jan.,

and you'll

like

wKat you see in our

rate card.

1«4f

;
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MODERN ROMANCES

NieMU. Geoffrey With Alice Reinheart, Lea Tre^
Claire
mayne; Ralph Bellamy, cuest
Bryant, Lyle Sutrow. Madeleine
Lee, Bob Dryden, Vtnton Hay- Prodtteer-director: Mende Brown
30 Mins.; Sat., 12 noon
worth; Bob Sabin, announcer
Writers: Ira Marion, Don Witty, Sustainint
WOR. N. Y.
Lillian Schoen
,
,
Directors: William Marshall^ Joe
AdA Alice Reinheart and Les
'"'Graham..'
Tremayne to the weighty list of
Producer: Melville Ruick
Mr; and Mrs. airers. With a wealth
30 Mins.; Mon-thru-Frl., 11 *.m.
of experience In both radio and
Sustaininc
ABC, from New York
legit behind tfiem, the couple un"Modern Romances," aired un- wrapped a diverting half-hour
der a tieup with Dell Publishing
their inaugural stanza on
Co.'s mag of the same title, dis- show in
dramas
WOR, N. Y., Saturday (9). Format
penses slickly-varnished
for the hausfrau trade. Based on comprises bits of poetry, gossip of
exand
jobs
scripting
firstrate
the theatre and personal anecdota
ecuted by top. directors and tlies- along with a weekly guest cepers, this series should cut heavily lebrity.
,
„
into morning audiences. Program
Particular bright spot of the
has that basic soap opera quality ihitialer was interviewee Ralph
of pat sentimentalism^ but man- Bellamy, who amusingly recounted
ages nevertheless to impress with his stint in a snafued midwest
its serious, realistic veneer,
stock performance years ago. Host
Departing from the regular Tremayne appears with Bellamy
soaper routines, this show presents
Broadway hit, "Detective
warmly
actors
a complete story daily of love, story "
Both
marriage, divorce, parenthood and praised the play and paid tribute
whatever other heartbreak angles
author Sidney Kingsley's long
ere available. Yarns have a moral- ie.<iearch on the piece.
the
istic point but, judging from
Breezy and casual, the Treinitial broadcast (11), avoid stuffy
maynes are certain to attract a fair
primness. Although allegedly con- slice of noontime listeners, especerned With genuine personal cially those who are fond of stage
problems, this series is superficial lore. As a show finale the couple
In approach and can't be taken as have a clever, idea in adllbbing a
anything more than straight en- plot from taglines submitted by
tertainment, in which It excells for dialers.
Punch line was "After
its type.
all. these are last year's emeralds."
Kickoff stanza dealt with a di- But despite a good try by improvorcee and her problems of read- vising a soap opera-ish incident,'
justment. Titled "Fair Game," it the. extemporaneous drama didn't
presented the old-fashioned view quite come oft.
Gitb.

IVith

,

..

HOPALONG CASSIDY

AH.-STAR REVUE,

THE TREMAYNES

Bums and Allen, Jerry Colonna, Percy Lee, Gordon M««Rae, Jane Wyman, Carmeii Ufason Orch; Toby Reed, emcee
Writer: Dick Conway
30 Mins.; Wed. «), 10 p.m.

.

.

j

j

i

,

,

|

,

|

;

With William Boyd

With

Sustalnlntr
WOR, N. y.

Followup Comment

individually solid stints.

Produeer: Walter Whiter Jr.
30 Mins.; Sat., S:30 p.m.
Sustaininr

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis WOK, N. Y.
were

hen6e better, on their

easier,-

NBC

second

presented under the auspices of
the New York City Cancer Committee, this transcribed airer is a
good entertainment package of
song and comedy. Produced in Hollywood, show features some topranking radio and film names in

Writer: Harold Swant«n

stint

at

Bill

6.30.

Daring deeds of Hopalong Cas*
sidy again

Bendlx wasn't the sparkling guest

air

became

available to the^
(7), via a

audience Saturday

Bob Hope's inaugural was,' transcribed package turned out by
but then the ad libs and topping Commodore Productions. William
that

didn't assert themselves as obDennis Day was
trusively
virtually given the entire Jack

Boyd, per usual, handled the

title

role.
Records show CBS preemed
a Cassidy program eight years ago.
Benny show, with one of those
Contemporary version is Ideally
Program, dream sequences where he imag- spotted timewise, for mid-Saturday
.

.

.

.

himself the star of the prohowever, fails to weave its material ines
Benny is stooging for
around a central theme and runs gram and
himself as
straight variety layout. him, and again proved
potent
a line-handler as he tenors
Pitch for the cancer fund drive
lyrics;
It was an imaginative
his
would undoubtedly be more effecgood
of
pace ...
change
show
and
the
into
tive if better integrated
format rather than being spotted "Who Said That?" was another
bright half -hour Saturday night
like ordinary commercials.
Norman Thomas, Madge
Jane Wyman, after a comedy with
turn with Burns and Allen, makes Evans and Henry Morgan supplemoderator Robert 'Trout
the single effective plea for the menting
Cameron Swayze..
drive in a short, sincere talk. It's and regutaP'John
whether Latter is an all-knowing gent, but
however,
questionable,
Evans and Thomas parred
dialers, after rocking with laughter Miss
while Morgan's nonchalance
at the program's gags, can be made him,
supplied more than the usual quota
to teel deeply about a serious matMorgan got in his licks,
ter. If measured in these terms, of comedy.
this program may be rated as less too, at Louella Parsons in no unthan successful. As straight enter- certain terms despite Trout's entainment, the combination of Gor- deavor to cool him off, albeit not
pointedly
... Radio City Playtoo
don MacBae's and Peggy Lee's vocalizing and Jerry Colonna's and house via NBC had another zingy
Burns and Allen's Comedies, is interlude in "30 Pieces of Silver,"
parable on a
timely
modern
a
Herm.
solid.
Clalidia Morgan
Biblical theme.
was capital as the wife, and she
CNIB MUSICALS
excellent
support
from Luis
got
Ella;
Quartet:
With Metcalfe Male
•

.

off like a

afternoon should result in a maximum of interest from youthful
Plot on the teeoff was
familiar
of
material—
wrongly accused of murder, a lad
dialers,

woven

,

is later cleared
vention. From

by Cassidy's

inter-

an acting and production standpoint the show regis-:
tered fairly well, but nonetheless
one can't help reflecting how much
visual action is lost by absence of
the screen.
Gilb,
,

'

.

died with biting realismvby John
.

Nancy Kelly, J; Edward
Bromberg and Reinhold- Schunzel,
of the Broadway cast.
Garfield,

Transcribed for the U. S.
by ABC in cooperation

:

Army
with

ANTA, the show was ably emceed
by Vinton Freedley. With Army
Day Saturday (9), Jack Benny
made: a brief tribute to the organization
while
cartoonist
Hnm
Fisher asked for more physicians

and dentists to don uniforms. Kate
Smith's stint was a letdown in
Bernard Grant as she warbled but one number. that
Bacock pianist; Mary Haws an-< Van Rooten and
In
the husband's best friend. Horace comed.v slot were Block
nouncer
Braham rounded out the excellent who suffered from a lack of Sully,
Producer-writer: Elizabeth Mascall
fresh
cast. Harry Junkin did a capital material,
Mins.; Sun., 1:15 p.ni.
15
UN
job as producer-writer-director;
Sustaining
Richard P. McDonagh supervised;
CKEY, Toronto
Don Ameche's integration into
Dr. Roy Shield batoned the dra'^ the Jimmy Durante Camel show
New series of harmony and solo matic
score.
Friday night (8), as a replacement
singing, plus piano classics, is a
for Alan Young, came off in neat
listenable Sunday segment. Inside
Burgess Meredith provided the fashion.
Partly straighting for
dramatic punch is that everyone in
the lineup is blind, but this is not principal zip Sunday night (10) to the Schnoz in the earlier moments,
the Theatre Guild presentation of Ameche finally got his inning in
mentioned in announcements.
SHOW
Taming of the Shrew" on ABC- the satire on radio forums, with
Soft piano opening by announcement of Mary Haws (at the mike WJZ for U., S. Steel. Joyce Red- Vera Vague, in for a guest shot,
With her script in Braille) that pro- man, who flew to Chicago, after augmenting for a zany session. The
gram is the new musicale series of her performance, in "Anne of the followup: drive-in sequence had the
the Canadian National Institute, for Thousand Days," at the Shubert, trio registering with the laughs for
but perhaps greater N. Y., to do the broadcast, con- top results.. Durante spotted his
the Blind
drama could be injected if it were tributed a brightly-shaded per- typical comedic vocals to give the
mentioned that everyone connected formance in the title part, but it usual zing to the. program.
with the program's production is was Meredith's free-swinging porblind. Even no mention- of this is trayal of Petruchio tliat created a
WMCA, New York, presented a
made in the one CNIB midway plug vigorous image of the too-visual gripping documentary drama on
by the blind announcer.
yarn. Some of the Shakespeare "New World A'Coming" Tuesday
Levin, "JusIt's a pleasant little program, verse was tough to understand, but (5). Scripted by Mort
noted for good timing an shading Tom Glazer as the minstrel-nar- tice in Toombs County" told the
in the singing, but. more so for the rator helped to clarify the action story of Mrs. Amy Mallard, a Negro
there were several notable woman whose husband was killed
and
spirit
of
cheerfulness
throughout.
UN
performances.
Eric by masked hoodlums. It was based
Only plug pays tribute to the ca- supporting
pable, blind men and women con- Parnouw's adaptation stressed com- on court records in Toombs county,
ducting cigar stands ia iiubli^ edy and movement. A seemingly Georgia, and interviews with the
endless intermission spiel by the widow. It told how her husband
places and industrial cafeteiias. v
superintendant of Chicago public Was threatened with death because
dared to vote in the '48 elecKokomo, Ind.^~Carroll Reynolds, schools was one of those audience- he
and then, according to Mrs.
Allen's: humor is mild but he said that only an informed public former
announcer-producer with chasing exploitation "musts'' that tion,
Mallard's moving narrative, was
comes off as an engaging, if some- in all nations could make the
Mutual in Chi, has been appointed delight sponsor public relations
.'
murdered while driving on a dark
what diy personality. Commer- succeed in its function to maintain production manager and night departments.
road.
cials are brief an4in good ta^e.
peace.
Hem.
news editor of: WIOU here.
Drama was well acted; with role
"Theatre
U.S.A.''
brightened
Thursday's (7) radio fare with a of Mrs. Mallard played quietly and
well acted bit from Clifford Odets' without self-pity, except for the
"Big Knife'' over ABC. Capsule final courtroom scene in which she
down. It was smart- dir«cbreaks
indictment of Hollywood was bantion. Folksinger Tom Glaser was
used ably, accompanying himself
on the guitar for the moving antiChi Radio Biz
lynching ballad, "Strange Fruit."
i

,

&

i

divorcees are wide open for
wolfish advances, Story, however,
IS
smoothly meshed together as it
BEAT
toward ^a
melodramatic With Clark M. Eichelberser
rolled
t-limax. A topnotch characterization 15 Mins.; Sat., 2:45 p.m.
by Claire Niesen; in the lead role, Sustaining
and. solid support from other, cast WNBC, N. y.
"UN Is My Beat," transcribed
members, turned this half-hour
into an absorbing session. Herm;
over
after airing over the
NBC network the day before, is an
ROGER ALLEN
adult public affairs program dealWriter-Producer: Allen
ing with the current proceedings
15 Mins.; Sun., 4.30 p.m.
of the United Nations General AsBIXBY OFFICE SUPPLY
sembly in Flushing Meadows, N. Y.
WJEF, Grand Rapids
As iv>r„io»
regular ^«...i..c..iai«i,
j.«
p.o
commentator, »^.<.in.
Clark M.
Roger Allen, local architect and Eichelberger, director of the Amerdaily _columnist for the Grand Rap- ican Assn. for the UN, delivers an
ids- Press^ does a one-man talk unbiased, if slightly undramatiCi
show, discoursing on a wide variety account of each week's events.
of subjects in no particular pattern. It is a good supplement, and even
On show caught (20) he rambled a substitute, for daily newspaper
mostly about his after-dinner ex- accounts which too often tend to be
periences, getting off a few whim- sloughed off by readers.
sical lines. He based a few segIndicative of the authoritative
ments on newspaper clips, such as level of this program, guest on the
the item of the Frenchman who re- first stanza (8) was Herbert V.
cently found an unexploded mine Evatt, president of the
General
under his bed, and on little-known Assembly.
Evatt touched upon
facts, such as the story that the some of the problemsin the current
short film, "Seeds of Destiny," had session without bypassing the difa bigger ''gross" than "Gone With ficulties 'the world organization is
the Wind" (it raised $170,000,000 facing as a result of the east-west
for relief of needy children abroad). split.
Justifying this airer, Evatt
tliat

r.-

;:,

I

.

I

MY

.

WNBC

.

I

I
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;

i
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BUY — Roy s!

A Beauf of a

JOAN B ROOKS SHOW
;^^0W. AVAILABLE

New

the 10:30 a.m. slot Saturdays on
N. Y., should prove particularly interesting to the hausfraus
desirous of giving their apartment
the "new look" for spring. .Spearheaded by Betty Moore, interior
decorator, and sponsored by the
Benjamin Moore Paint Co., it gives
out with informative gab about
brightening up the nook and,corners. On stanza Saturday (2) Miss
Moore discussed reconversion of a
Thompson agency;
dining room— and of course a pilch
announced that Royalton for the sponsor's paints by Dick
Rugs signed Studs Tcrkel "Wax Bradley, announcer. Chatter is
Museum," half-hour Sunday disk spaced by commendable vocals by
show, for 13 weeks through Witten- Johnny Thompson to fu>ther
agency,
and co'sponsors brighten the 15-minute .stanza.
berg
Stromberg Carlson Radio and GarUsk Music Shops, each one hour of
"Complete Opera," Sundays; Republic Printing half-hour sliow
"Melody Time," Sundays, and. Tofhalf-hour,
fenetti
Restaurants,
"Toffenetti
Monday-Friday,
of

through Leo
Burnett agency; Coronet magazine
via WCTS and KPRC, Houston,
through Schwimmer & Scott agcncy; Household Finance Corp. via
KTNT, Tacoma; WPLH, Huntington, W. Va and Swift Jewel Shortenirtg via KPRC through J. Walter

WCTS,

MARKETS
C.

and the SoHthemffrii

TRANSCRIBED

Time,"

for RADIO

j

i

I

and TELEVISION
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"""Your Home Beauttfuir*~sl"otted-

Chicago, April 12:

Transit Radio, Inc., announced
in Carlings Ale via

new accounts

TO

except Washington,

;

through

Commercial

mi

1

Broadcasters, Inc.
|

Direct busmess included Stenographic Machines sponsoring 52
weeks of "Broadway Melodies,"
half-hour Saturday show; Byron
Home Appliance sponsoring "Chicago Speaks," 15 minutes Sundays.

Sunday
i

1

2 Noon to 2 P.M.

Network

A

1st

.

WMAQ

announced Greystone
Press will sponsor !'Do It Your.self," 15-rai:nute handicraft show,
through H. B. Humphrey agency;
announcements for Kit Products
through Earle Ludgin agency;
Drene through Compton agency;
and station breaks for Ward-Baking through J. Walter -Thompson
agency;
Manor, House
Coffee
through Earle Ludgin agency; Linco Products through Schwimmer &
Scott agency.
.

WIND

....

...

Network B
NetWork C
Network D

pui.se
Jw-Nb.. 1949

WIND

2nd
3rd
4th
5lh

—

Wedneafiajr, April IS,

BA0IO
N.Y. Times'

WQXR

Keeps

Abuse on Imported Recorded Shows

country of transcrii.-.ons and
tape-recorded shows made abroad.
With such programming assuming
more arid more importance in the

tions

on

from

the Rescue
Chicago, April

interfer-

:

N. Y., and to include
in the proceedings for testimony on the effect a grant would,
have on its operation.
-

j

1

I
;

The

Government

agency

!

NAB

meet
reps, attending the
to enlist continued radio support in selling U.S. savings

competing

applicants
in
Patchogue, desiring do establish
daytime outlets on the 1,580 kc
frequency, would be close enough,
to its 1,560 kc station to take away
some of its audience,- This would

two

WOVr

NAB

Meet!

that either of

:bonds, have already, tipped'
their feelings to the D. C.
brasshats, pointing out that radio, alone of an the media, has
been responsible for the sale
of billions 'of dollars in bonds
by turning over $25,000,000 in
cuffo time for plugs.
The Treasury Dept. takes
the position; "How can any
industry with this record be
accused of Communist leanv
ings?"

happen, said the Times, under its
present Ipkw operation or under
Chicago, April 12.
Invariable greeting with which its proposed increase to 50kw,
Ralph Weil and Arnold Hartley which has been pending for some
are' being accosted at the NABj time.
meet- is: "What goes with WOV?"
WQXR Submitted an affidavit by
The general manager and program George P. Adair, prominent Washmanager of the New York indie ington consulting engineer, dehave been sitting on the edge of claring that many listeners in the:
their kilocycles for weeks, waiting New York area purposely use non- Mutual Joins in to Help
for that elusive decision on wheth-i selective receivers' to take advaner the FCC will permit them to tage of the high fidelity audio
Defray $13,000 Expense
buy the Arde Bulova bilingual sta- quality of the- station's broadcasts.
Establishment of a station at 1,560
•tion..'.,
On
Banquet Talent
kc in Patchogue, Adair said, would
A flock of NAB conventions
and four FCC chairmen
have prevent listeners in the outer
Chicago. April 12.
come and- gone since the WOV- fringe of WQXR's primary seivice
Tab for non-radio talent layout
duopoly case was initially area from tuning in the New York which got a bigtime floor show
projected, but the FCC has still outlet.
production tonight (Tues.) in conto hand down its decision. It's
Recently, The Times filed a peti- nection with the annual NAB banprobably the longest and most pro- tion .objecting to the grant: of, 50kw quet actually ran $13,000, although
tracted case of its kind in radio poW<ir to WPTR, Albany, N. Y., efforts had been made to keep the
annals, hence the bombardment of owned by the Schine chain of thea- nut down to $10,000.
However.
"What gives?": tossed at' Weil and tres. WPTR operates as a daytime Mutual agreed to "come in" and
Hartley.
station with lOkw power on l,540kc join with the other three webs in
It's also the first known case but will become a fuUtime station defraying the costs of the show,
where an investigation of a seller, when its SOkw installation is com- which is being produced- by CBS'
rather than a buyer, has held up pleted, The Times asked the Com- Lester Gottlieb.
Originally Mua decision of station ownership mission to reconsider its action -and tual wanted out.
transfer.
(FCC examiners have hold a hearing' to enable it to prcr
Principal talent liick was for
been probing Bulova and his whole sent evidence on the extent of in- nitery comic, Joe E. Lewis, with
radio setup, but even that investi- terference which would be caused. Dorothy Shay also pacted as a
gation terminated about six months The Commission has not yet ruled last-minute substitute for Jane
!

,

i

;

'

:

I

i

I

'

NAB

—

I

I

[

I

!

I

.

taperrecorded series from^Rome.
(The new Maurice Chevalier series
on Mutual, taped abroad,
called "This Is Paris," presents a
similar problem).

throu.6!hout the country a series of
five-minute show.5, featurins top
stars. Unusu:.! aspect of the Treas^
iiry Dept. disks is that they will
be offered free to the stations, but
the stations in turn will be able
to sell them .to local sponsors, with
the shows thus carrying a regular:;
commercial In addition to the;

plugs for U. S. Treastiry Bonds.
/Ilowever, no sooner had the
Treasury bo-'S revealed their plans
here than repercussions set in
from the American Federation of
Radio Artists, who may stymie the
multiple showcasing of the programs.

RA

While A
doesn't mind Treasm-y Dept. cuffoing the: transcribed
shows to one station in a city, the
union does insist that for each
additional station in a city cairying the show the talent be. paid
the regular transcription- fee for:
each additional ride. Thus if 14
stations in New York City carr.v
the
five-minute
shows,
AFRA
wants the Treasury Dept. to plunk

•

down

as

many

fees.

The Treasury Dept. maintains
that such, a plan would, of course,nix the whole project; that there
isn't that kind of a budget around,

,

j

j.

!

I

'

,

AFRA recently had. a similar
run-in with the Navy platters: on
some cuffo shows that were' given
a multiple whirl among stations
in the same city.

|

on

ago.)

WOR

this petition.

'
,

NEW YORK ADVERTISER had

Russell,

who begged

program that

thrsponsorn
a sci vice to Sell.

For every $1 he spent, $5 came back

to

cent!

He bought time on WOR,

That's advertising!

Because

WOR can reach the homes
thousand of

of 36,000,000 people in 18-states at the second lowest cost per

any

station of equal power. Because

and

its

the same as

WOR's daytime

it

was

rate has not

in 1939. Because

why go on endlessly. We say it, we say it, we say it

.

.

.

changed since 1937,

But, Gentlemen,

— again and again:

buys in radio circa 1949!

—heard by the most people
wfiere the

most people are

IT!...WOR-TV-^€hannel

9-kcy

off.

:

:

<

Si. liouiii-— Campaigning on an
antivgambling platform, "H. V. Calhoun, public relations director of
the Belleville, 111., NewsDemocrat station, won the mayoralty post from the incumbent Ernst
W. Tierman, Sr. Before .loining

WIBV,

WIBV, Calhoun was

superintend'*
ent of the Belleville grade: schools.

didn't cost

him.

WOR can do that sort of thing for you, too.

of the greatest

I

,

s

WOR

station in Mutual's growing television networli

:

free

'

i

I

of

:

1

•

WNEW

$25,000,000

radio time, has revealed at the
NAB convention here that it is
making- available
to
stations

i

:

,

into

.

:

i

on American equipment by correBpondcnts in the employ of American radio stations.
Sparking the drive for customs
equity is Arnold Hartleyt program
manager of WOV, the New, ITork
indie, which .has
estaUished a

WATCH FOR

;

Treasury Dept.

WQXR

I

be returned abroad or destroyed
within six months' time. Situation
becomes all the more paradoxical,
when it's realized that the tapes
are made in America and recorded

WOR's one

;

]

Commission to hold hearings

which ha*
parlayed a $130,000 a year radio
budgiei

elements riding the kilocycles,
the cause of radio will at least
'be championed by the U:: S.

.

which means that the tapes must

AFRA

Dept.,

,

pro-Communist

many.

|

result has been that the broadcasters have been obliged to Itiring
the broadcasts in under bond,

is

.

12.

the

Gongresssional bo.vs
in Washington intend to get
rough with radio on the assiimpton that there are too

applica'nts for stations in Pat-

The Times claims

Barrage at

A

base time rate

The Treasury

.

'What Goes with

there are no provisions whatever
oh tlie books. The result has been
that broadcasters have to pay substantial duties on the simplest kind
of news and special events broad^
casts and to suffer delays which
have often robbed the broadcasts
of their timeliness and value.

A

To
If

week The Times petiFedeiail Communica-

chogue,

becoming of
American Weil, Hartley Facing
to

,

the

tioned

signal

its

ence. Last

and BMI board members,
past and present.
About 80 showed up for the
Saturday night aifair, held at
the Ambassador East hotel,
and it came off such a solid
click that it's been put down
on the permanent agenda.

U. S. broadcasting picture (particularly Since radio is being enlisted
to hielp solidify relations with theWestem European powers), the

the

to protect

—

NAB

Whereas, it's pointed out, in the
case of newsreel film or motion
picture film of any kind, U. S.
officials are guided by a
clear and specific set of regulations
and tariffs, in the case of radio
programs transcribed on- tape,

Howls from

Chicago, April 12.

'

Chicago, April 12.
Innovation at this year's
meet was the shindig
tossed by BMI for industry
"Oldtimers" representing all

customs

Platters Raising

stations planning operations

and old ones stepping up their
power are keeping the New York
Times outlet, WQXR, on the alert

NAB

this

.

New

AK's on a Binge

has initiated a drive to xid the industry of a serious customs .inequity involving the shipment into

significance
vital
broadcasters.

Signal Interference
Washington,' April 12.

*

Chic«ti6f. April 12.

The National ASsn. of Broadcasthere
ers at its annual invention

is

'

8S

Treasury DepL Multiple-Whirl Star

Stepping, on Alert Vs.

customs problem

:

1949

NAB Starts Drive to Correct Customs

'

:

1

-

f'^M^

V<dn€«a»y^ April 18,

4

proving there's no better

. . .

way

to die

4

than laughing at happy Henry Moi.'gan, back

on

his favorite cigar-store corner

and putting the Indian sign on any
straight face, tight

lip,

or raised eyebrow

within earshot.

MORGAN'S CREW
.

.

.

GERARD, famous for his unreconstructed

voice; for the face that frightened

guest-spoinsor

"What is
beat

. . .

it

Fred Allen into remonstrating

this?

Give

me

a stick so

I

can

to death!"

LISA'

KIRK, singing sensation of

Cole Porter's "Kiss Me, Kate," and the

accomplished music of Milton Katims and
his orchestra.

. . .

PATSY KELLY, uneasy owner

of the

cigar store and hilarious hunter of men.

THE HENRY MORGAN SHOW has

everything

who

—everything but a full-time sponsor

won't flinch

when

I

his sales

go up

like

a

jack-in-the-box.
|
1

THE HENRY

MORGAN SHOW

is

one of many choice

for low-cost sponsorship. Information

NBC

on these new programs

prodocHons now ready
it

available on request.

Vednetday, April 13, 19ll»

RADIO-TELEVISION

S8

WNEW's Peabody Award

Do Yeoman Job To

Cal. Stations

WNEW,

Cover Child Rescue Operations
Hollywood, April 12. *
A national i-ecord lor consecutive telecasting was established by
KTLA, whicli remained on the air

i

CROSLEY EXECS TO TURN

!

TUTORS AT OHIO STATE

into

WNEW

.

Cott,

.

chief,

,

^

vp-programming

.

j

be made
more wallop in teevee.
this year at Radio Executives Club
Aylesworth has reached the conclusions that television
luncheon in N.Y., April 21.

Peabody awards

will

is a threat
to night clubs, will increase the number of fans for sports events, educators will find it a boon in teaching people, it will bring more religion

I

."

'

WNEW

UN

Columbus. April 12.
Jjieven Crosiey officials
the campus to assist in Prof
an abaridoned well- Kenneth
Dameron's course in
management and;
station
shaft in San Marino. Crew of the radio
State Univ.
Paramount tele station went on .operation during Ohio
summer quarter.
the air with rescue operations 24
Jaities Lebriardt general inanager
hours after the child's plight was oiE WLW-C, Grosley's tele butlet
reported, and remained at the here, will serve as co-instructor.
as lecturers are: William
scene until the official announce- Scheduled
vice-president in
Robinson,
P.
nient that she had been found charge of WJJW program.S! Harry
dead.
M. Smith, vice-president in charge
KTTV, CBS-Times station, on of Crosley sales; Bernard Matteair shortly after KTLA, was not .son,
continuity and copyfar behind in successive hours, j.igi^j acceptance editor, and John
Audience running into hundreds of
Murphy, general manager of
thousands watched the dramatic ^vlv\^.x) Crosley tele station in
rescue attempts, hundreds stand- p^y^^^
ings through the night in front ot
gj^^
^^^^^ lecturers have not
appliance stores which had left been named as yet.
It's essets on in their windows.
timated roughly every tele set in
the area was on as Southern Californians watched prayerfully every
step of the final rescue, attempts.

death

to

,

.

j

a case of lightning striking
also walking
with
off with a C.C.N.Y. award for its
"Little Songs" contribution,
Jingles were produced by Ted
It's

twice,

•

,

Television will wipe out radio networks in three years, predicts forin the April 26 issue of Look.
But the stars that arc tops on today's webs will be the kingpins of the
sight-and-sound medium. Ayleswortb points out that by the end of the
year, 4^000,000 homes will have tele sets. Already, in the second year
of major distribution, TV is no longer a luxury^it's a necessity. A
study in the New York ai>d IJew Jersey metropolitan area reveals that
50% of the sets installed are in homes of people in the two lower
economic bi-ackets. Fully 20% are in homes that don't even have telephones. "In other words," he said, "the television, set is becoming a
necessity, not a luxury, in the home."
Aylesworth writes that he's certain that the same people who are
successful in ear-radio will be the 'best in television. Such personalities as Amos 'n' Andy, Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Edgar Bergen, Ring
Ci-osby, Arthur Godfrey, Bob Hope, Walter Winchelly etc., should Can^y

mer NBG president Merlin H. Aylesworth

,'

2TJi hours, lensing frantic, futile
to rescue three-ycAr-old
Fiscus. wlio slipped to her

Kathy

Itt»de Television

is

i

-

efforts

Chicago, April 12.
the New Yoric indie,

grabbing off a Peabody award fori
production of the widely kudosed
UN peace jingles, distributed
throughout the ountry in cooperation with the United Nations. Slation is copping the international
category citation,

into the homes and encourage church attendance, increase the number
of motion picture fans and send more .people to. theatres, will provide
another big. industry to American jobholders^: and increase literacy ii)

,

Talent Changii^

.

the nation.
He advised prospective purchasers not to wait for color, but enjoy
video as it is today. If there is no station in a particular area, buy a
set anyway, stations and good programs will follow. As Owen D. Youiig
once told him, "The dollar follows the service;"
FCC chairman Wayne Coy, speaking at the Chicago National Assn. of
Broadcasters' meet, disagreed with Aylesworth's time schedule, declaring that it would take longer than three years for TV to replace AM.
Other industry officials also took exception to some of Ayleswoith's
facts, figures and predictions. They declared the former NBC proxy's
estimate of 4,000,000 sets in circulation by the end of this year was
more than 1,000,000 over present Indications. And, they declared,
Aylesworth's declaration that a coaxial cable will reach the Coast "early
;

Tune

Its Frigid

WLW

.

i

On

1

Sustainers

i

who. once looked
sustainers are changing
their tune, it's reported by netSeveral
Work program toppers.
big names, who used to have their
own commercial shows, are now
pounding on the doors of web pror
grammers,. wiUing to work for less
and go on without an advertiser
picking up the tab.
Reason for the about-face Is fact
Chicago. April 12.
that times are no longer lush and
man agemient is taking bankroUers are hard to come by.

Performers

down

.

at

No Dearth Of A

Camera work was generally firstrunning commentary
rate, With
keeping listeners fully posted. Ad'

i

i

j

Salesman in Chi

ditionally, a -microphone suspended In rescue shaft permitted telisteners to hear instructions, the
comments of dogged diggers who
labored 49 hours to save the child.

Station

|

an eager beaver lobksee at new The program boys can cite 30-odd
Klaus Landsberg, KTLA manager, broadcast equipment for the first shows which had good ratings that
NAB convention history, are now off the air and talent
bad crew and mobile equipment on
grounds at 5:30 Saturday, There Salesmen reported brisk business without a network spot is wonderwas no break until the final opera- t^rouf-l;?"*
ing how long it can afford to re„
,
,
Exhibit Hall at Stevens hotel main outside listening in.
tion was completed. KTTV trew
arrived shortly thereafter. KNBH withstood a heavy traffic, with
The stars without shows realize
had a newsreel unit on hand, chief- managers and engineers "hunting that their drawing power wanes
pairs.' Top station brass arrived
ly for NBC's eastern network.
quickly and that listeners soon forT
t« in droves well ahead of NAB man- get. On the other hand, sustainers
sessions to get first hand may not pay big coin, but the
KTL^ or\4oo fn eauTpment
showcasing and publicity values
SLe"'fo^;^reL'an^cancS
more than compensate.
Arthur St.ringery NAB director of
Sponsorship, it's reasoned, gives
estimated his cost -at $2,000
special services, said he hadn't
a stanza the Stamp of success and
Dense was more than offset, how-- „„ _
.... _ ,.,
seen anything like it in 10 years,
an added promotional force. But
ever, by the prestige resulting
•"t*'"-''*
from the continuous coverage. Ap-;,^"'*'
when backers are tightening their
peals for help and- for special ^tt'*"\*«„''i '^^^^^
pursestrings, sustainers have their
sale of an FM anequipment were Jelensed to almost
The talent underadvantages.-;
*"' after exhibition
instantaneous response, pointing
stands that while it may be getting
h
S^
Mosby, only $2,000 for a show, the net is
up vid effect on viewers. Radio SP^"^''- ^"yf,':,
was also on the job with many sta- KGVp, Missoula, Mont,
investing coin in orchestra, music
International comphcations set
tions remaining on the air throughand other production costs.
out Saturday night to bulletin 'n,^'ty'>%«r"^'«l°tP»"|'-Ubaldo,

•

•

i

Upcoming Ford Dealers' sponsorship of "Through the Crystal Ball"
on CBS-TV, which is to be a series of story classics in dance form,
recalls that Ford was the first large industrial outfit to utilize dancing
in its advertising.
At the N. Y. World's Fair in 1939-40, the Ford
pavilion staged a 12rminutc ballet every hour on the hour, titled "A
Thousand Times Neigh," depicting how the hone was replaced by the

|

m

i

next year" is an extremely remote possibility.
Aylesworth, who was also one-time prez of RKO and publislier of
the N. Y, World-Telegram, avers 50% of all TV shows will be on film
eventuaUy.^ "The. Alm industry will not, generally speaking, take over
the production of television shows," he said: "It won't; that is, unless
the movie companies buy up the networks." He also sees the theatrical
newsreel doomed by TV's growth.

j

.;

r

I

|

V-8.

i

'

Dance was choreographed .by Witllani Dollar, now ballet master of
Champs £lysees in Paris, and several of the dancers are now
principals in leading companies. In addition to using the dance form
at the fair, Ford also had two dance groups introduce its 1949;model
last winter at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. The TV series, stai-ring
Jimmy SavOi starts next Monday (18), with Michael Kidd staging and

I

the Ballet

;

,

"

I

dancing in "Robinson Crusoe,'.'- which will be followed b.v George
Balanchine doing "Cinderella," Helen Tamiris working/on "Ali Baby",
.

and Hanya Holm on "Gulliver's Travels."

i

.

1

.

j

i

"Ghost Story," three-reel film shot especially for television by Corcoran Productions, N. Y: indie package outfit, was showcased last night
(Tues.) on NBC-TV's "Fireside Theatre." Film, lensed in one day in
N. Y. on a $10,000 budget, was completed a year ago but Corcoran has
been unable to tag a sponsor to bankroll a projected series. Procter k
Gamble, which sponsors "Theatre," reportedly paid about $1,500 for last

A

,

^«

I

!

night's showing, with Corcoran accepting the comparatively small payment to bring its offering to the attention of other ad agencies and.

.

I

1

progress of the rescue crew.
\t
was most thoroughly covered local
event in radio, television history.

Z^^^^%?}J^^

R*,^"'

their clients.

Portable Giant Mike

b"dge while Ubaldo tried to explain his mission in Italian, French,

:

I

Spanish and German.
StrihgiBjF flnaliy Iw^^

a

:

Ottawa Indie

C"-

guards retused to

CFRA on Tap

New subscription service, Ross Reports on Television Programmingt
has published its second issuer indexing all TV shows in New York.
Details of originating station, sponsor, agency,, producer, directory
Philadelphia, April 12.
talent, estimated production costs, writers^ sets and costume credits,
has a promotional .gim- ratings and other data are .included. Service is release monthly, with
mick .that combines circus show-; supplementary data issued weekly. Current issue lists- 207 regularly
manship with overall station bally. skedded programs:
The Westinghouse outlet has built
a
seven-and-one-half-rfoot
mike,
mounted it atop a Willys-Overland Schenectady Ptkckagrers

New KYW Promotion

KYW

man-speakin^vattend'dni whb; t^^
lated for guards, thereby- nirrmV'
averting

Wbrld War

ly

For Newfoundland Tiein

ill.

Ctifs Shcrmaii Getting
*
_^ ^,
..
.
Kadl O-1 V in All RoomS

'^^'^

CFKA. had staffers in New foundland with" tape equipment to
record the ceremonies and events

_.station,

I

i

Ottawa, April 12.
"I'^'f^.f
.nn,T.nw,'^^^°»^'
represented,
Frank Ryan
s Ottawa

{

I

Ger-

.

-

!

;

.

Hotel

Chicago, April 12.

Sherman

has

,)eepster

and

is

—— through

parading

F orm N ew AM-TV Unit

it

—

1-the area.
Initial

program tiein for the
equipped campaign is "Your Esso Reporter,"
sets, and sponsored by the Standard Oil Co.

Albany, April 12:
i

'

in connection with Newfoundland 100 suites with RCA tele
becomins! Canada's new province. plans are under way
to equip of Pennsylvania.
Series is broadBrian O'Conneil and Ches Beachell hotel completely. Along with
sets, cast in the early morning, midday,
taped two' hours of material and radio speakers have been
installed early evening and on late segments
flew out with the. newsreels to get in all guest rooms.
of the station's daily schedule.
their stuff on the Ottawa Valley
General manager Jay .Tones said Start of the promotion has been
air
ne.Nt
day.
O'Conneil
and system will
employ a "break in' timed to Coincide with the opei;^
B(!acheH
flew
to
Newfoundland
«''^<="it to allow
tion of KWY's two new 465-fdi»l
with lUe 'lecretars of Stnto l^n^ri ^'^^'^S^'^'^^
antenna towers, on the station's
h:s opin.ons on't u w^v and
'^T*
^T''
'Channels new transmitting site in suburban
emailed them to Ottawa for broadSherman's College Whitemarsh.
'
cast the same night (1
Inn, so guests can hear, programs
In addition to parading the
Aii,
Other
iterns to\eretl included originating there
without leaving "giant mike" to different sections.
th e tontederation ceremonies, their robms
KYW has originated the 12 noon
greetings of Mayor Carnell, interTele sets were installed by and 8 p.m. broadcasts direct from
View with Sir Leonard Outerbridge, Hotelevision. N. Y. The radio sys- Esso service
stations.
Seventyand nian-on-the-Stceet stuff con- leni was put in by Radio
Systems, seven stations will be visited durcerning the confederation.
Cleveland.
ing the ^campaign.

I

!

.

-

,

I

I

I

i

i

i

'
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;
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:

i
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FCC SETS

NEW SKED

4?0R BIDS HEARINGS

I

Mohawk Radio and Television
Corp. has been chartered to 'conduct a radio and television business, including the supplying of
talent and material for both fields,
with offices in Schenectady.
Directors are Dewitt G. Mower,
formerly associated with Mutual,
Who has produced shows transcribed at WPTR, Albany, for sale
to
other stations; Kenneth M.
Langmuir, son of the General Elec-

•

-

;

*

;

-

tric Co. scientist and a partner,
of Mower in the transcribed features, and Carl G. Lamb, all of

Schenectady.

Mower

"The Clock" over

WPTR

produced
and eWnS

other shows.
:

BRITAIN'S

Washington, April 12.
A new schedule of hearings on
competitive applications for broadcast
sion

stations

from which

be heard involves FM. All but
21 of the cases are to be heard in
Washington.
The hearings take
FCC examineris as far away as
Alaska to hold proceedings.
The schedule is for the months
of May, June and July and covert
applications which had been designated for hearing prior to March
25 of this year.
to

TOP RADIO COMIC

CHARLIE CHESTER
WILL BE IN NEW YORK FOR TWO WEEKS FROM APRIL IITH
LOOKING FORWARD TO SAYING "HULLO" TO ALL HIS AMERICAN FRIENDS
Dircctioni

CHARLES

L.

U. S. A.I

TUCKER

S

ENTERPRISES, LTD..

LONDON. W.

1.

ENG.

MARK

J.

LEDDY

48 WEST. 48TH

NEW YORK

ST.,

CITY

televi-

was conspicuously absent because of the freeze, was is.sued last
week by the Federal Communica-,
tions Commission.
Only one of the 96 applications

ii»ln*u Mdriagars

SYDNEY GRACE

W<!Jiiie<J«y*

Agril 13,

1949

19

CAGEY BUYERS AT

PM SUNDAY WILL

7-7:30

DIRECT

YHfIR ATTmTION^LSO-TO^HE^BIIlD^^^HtMX^lit
"Love In Bloom" or "The Flight
Bumble Bee"

Joke-Time makes good
sponsor

we

feel sure.

of the

Sunday evenings

fiddled

sales

But

in

music for the

so, too,

could the

the Falcon",

8:30
. . .

pm

moved from Mondays

to 7:00-7:30

at

pm Sunday on

and actually almost doubled

8:00r

Mutual

The "Flight of the Falcon"

in rating}

Flight of the Falcon's rating for an astute and

radio, the Falcon flew to a record sustaining

rating of 15.1 Nielsen (Full Qjverage Total

10

In January, America's #1 time spot was re-

programmpdo-on

to

hold their own, one bird actually seemed to
thrive

on competition. The "Adventures of

feather your nest with one of the lowest-

cost-per-listener

"buys"

in

network broadcast-

ing, check the facts to the right.

touch with us or Mutual

BERNARD
909

10

Audience, Jan.-Feb., 1949).

To

all four networks.

While high-budget programs fought

over

Against some of the toughest competition in

economy-minded

advertiser.

(in ratings*)

the Mutual Broadcasting System

L.

MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK,

N. Y.

.

.

.

Then

FAST.

get in

July
Aug. '48

SCHUBERT, INC.
•

364 NO.

CAMDEN

Oct. '48

*Rotings are Nielsen Full

DRIVE, BEVERLY HIllS, CAt.

Producers of the "Adventures of the Folcon" over the Mutual Broadcasting System

Nov.-

Jon.-

b«f.'48

F«b.'49

CQveroge Total AuditnC*.

Wednesday, April 13, I^i4i ^
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Du Mont
.

FIRST

in

.

.

television broadcasting started April

1,

1939

another Du Mont 'Tirsf

Development. Du Mont's development of the cathode ray picture tube

made

electronic

television practical.

FIRST

in Precision Electronics.

World's foremost maker of

scientific

instruments employing

the cathode ray tube.

FIRST

in

Radar. In 1933, Dr,

Du Mont filed a patent

application v/hich the

army

asked him to withdraw. That was radar.

FIRST

in

Telecasting.

DuMont was

network and

FIRST

in

the

first

first

Station Equipment.

Many

planned and
For information on television advertising,

FIRST

in Fine

to operate

a

television

with daytime telecasting.

Receivers.

stations

built

have been

by Du Mont.

DuMont

built the first

write or call:

*

commercial

DUMONT

TELEVISION

515 Madison Avenue, New

Yorl<

first

22, N.
"

Cop/rlght 1949, Allen

B.

home

NETWORK

DuMont

LaboratQries, Inc.

Firsi in all

•

receiver (1939)

on the market with

fine

and wqs
poitV/ar

-.receivers (1946).

phases of

ielevision

.

.

.

and only

in television

1

Wednegday, April 13> 1949

ICC Upheld on

41

NBC Adds Two

Policy Favoring

V

NBC program department is,being augmented by addition of Les-

Pabst Backs Cantor on

formerly with Benton &
Bowles ladio 'department, and
Mitchell Benson, a former radio
Washington, April 12. 4
The growing concept among
director and supervisor for Wilthe
U S. Court of Appeals for has
sponsors and performers th°at the
Mpls,'
liam Morris.
Sends
which
District of Columbia,
Harris becomes assistant nation- ultimate payoff in radio doesn't lie
D.C. for Basketball Stint
slapped down the Federal Commual program director under Tom in the Hoopers—-but rather in the
nications Commission on several
Minneapolis, April 12.
last
week
McCrea, with Benson to serve as show's' ability to move the client's
recently,
decisions
WTCN here^ broadcast the Min- administrative
upheld Commission
assistant to MieCrea product off the shelf may get a
unan»n>°'»s'^y
neapolis - Washington professional as co-ordinator or new programs.
nolicy favoring one station appliconsiderable boost through the
on the basis of basketball league playoff
cant over another
games
collaborative auspices of Eddie
Ipeal program proposals.
from the nation's capital, sending
Cantor and his bankroller, Pabst
appeal
In a decision on the
Beer,
its sports announcer, Dick
Enroth, WIP's 'Jamboree' in Switch
Broadcasting Corp.
o£ Kentuclcy
Only last week Cantor .sparked
It's the
the FCC's refusal for the mike stint.

Stations

lie Harris,

on Local Program Basis

WTCN

Ratings,

Counf Concept;

first

Due

WKLO

WINN

i

I

i

i

I

,

I

WINN

WINN

1

X

WTCN

WINN

the mounting feeling among
of radio's top talent and longsponsors anont ratings in
general, blasting them as a "one of
the biggest outrages in radio." business.
As far as they're conWhen the fate of a Burns & Al- cerned, that's the only story that
len, Cantor contends, must depend adds up.
on whether Hooper tells G'eneral
Foods their rating has gone up two
Houston—Application has been
or three points, then it's time for
the industry to reappraise their made to the FCC by John F. Cooke
value and meaning and the harm !for a new standard broadcast stathey can do to show biz.
tion to be built here at a cost of
Lending considerable weight not $22,625.
Outlet would operate
only to Cantor's assertion but to daytime only with a power of 1,000
the talent gang-up on the rating
on 1.480 kilocycles. Cooke
system is the willingness of tlie watts
comedian's sponsor, Pabst, to back is general manager of KIOK, Bay
Cantor to the hilt. This, it is re- City,

anew

some
time

WKLO,

would consider network
the court said there

affiliation,

was "ample

uncontroverted evidence to
support the Commission's finding

and

proposed local
would not suffer
from a possible future network af-

that Mid-America's

programming

Buy

filiation."

The court disagreed with WINN
that the Commission "abused its
discretion in denying a rehearing
on alleged newly discovered evidence," having to do with character qualifications of Mid-America,
consideration on the effect net-

.

work affiliation would have on its
program proposals, and the effect
which establishment of two new
Louisville
in
daytime stations
would have on" the WKLO plans.

The court held that

WINN

failed

to prove that the evidence "would,
if true, affect the decision of the

Commission."
the

affirming

In

Commission's

SELECT YOUR PROGRAM

decision, the court concluded that
the parties were accorded "a full
and fair comparative hearing" and
that WINN'S contentions lacked
legal merit. The decision was con
curred in tty Justice Clark, Pretty

man and

SELECT YOUR MARKET

Proctor.

SELECT YOUR STATIONS
KING Now on 50,000 Watts;

Hugh

Feltis the

SELECT YOUR TIMES

Manager

Seattle, April 12.

now

KING,

'

local indie station, is
booming out on 50,000 watts.
50kw transmitter went into
last

week, and chain breaks

SELECT YOUR AUDIENCE

New
use

all call

"attention~to station'snew-power.

Hugh Feltis, former head
BMB, takes over as manager

KING

April 15.

ot
of

Whether you use

-live

programs,

spots, transcriptions,

1

tape or Jil/n, buy national selective,

.w.

'WHO'S TAUKING' SOLD
Chicago, April 12.
Hal Tate' Radio Productions an
nounced sale of its transcribed
mystery voice show, "Who's Talking,"

to six stations for 13

week

minimum.
Stations lined up are: KSKT, El
Paso; WWCO, Waterbury, Conn.;
WAUX, Waukesha, Wis.; WLCS,
Baton Rouge; WGIV, Charlotte,
N. C and WHBQ, Memphis.
,

Sarur4ay I to 4 P.M.

WIND

........1*%
A.... 14%

Network
Network
Network
Network

B....12%

C

12%

D.,.. f/o

PULSE
Jan.>P«b..

If49

Vaui H. ^aymer Company

^

iWIND

\nc.

Radio and Television Advertising
New York

Boston

Dcimt

% Deal?

is

new Cantor

—

(WINN) against

Not

being ti-anslated into the
contract calling for a
sliare of the profits based on sales.
It not only marks one of the few
times when a top air. star has an
actual percentage stake in his ability to sell the product he plugs, but
gives impetus to the new concept
that "ratings aren't the whole
story in commercial i-adio,"
Despite the fact tliat Cantor is
missing from the ranks of the Top
15 in the Hooper sweepstakes,
Pabst points to the fact that sales
over the past couple of years have
been unprecedented in the 100
years the company has been in

ported,

To

time any local radio station has
to McGuire's Illness
tn want a rehearing on its grant
for the carried any
Philadelphia, April 12.
of October, 1947, to
out-of-town
sports
1 OSOlcc frequency in Louisville, event involving this
"Town Hall Jamboree," WIP's
city, except
the court said the Commmission for
Univ. of Minnesota and St.! radio barn dance show, heard eacli
was "completely correct" in favorSaturday night at 9 from the stage
on the basis of "far Thomas college football,
ing
of Town Hall, has realigned its
Owners of the Minneapolis live schedule, due to the prolongsuperior local program proposal."
The court also agreed with the Lakers team have felt that tele- ed illness of its emcee and mancommission preference of a pri- vismg of games has helped to stim- ager, Mae. McGuire.
ulate
operaprogramming
interest
local
and
attendance
marily
McGijire who also nms the station over that of a network affili- crowds having exceeded 10,000 on tion's
morning
wakeup show,
pro- several occasions. They even perate. It pointed out that
"Start the Day Right," and the
posed local news, cultural and re- mitted- the home playoff games to daily "Harmony Rangers" prowhile
be
televised
programs,
and
the final contest gram, has contracted virus
ligious
and
coverage
for
Here
network
with
only
Washington
planned
drew a turn- was advised to slow down on his
away crowd of 10,500, although it activities. Until "Jamboree" retliese broadcasts. .
that was carried on TV.
also turns to Town Hall April 23, it will
On the argument of
originate from the WIP studios.
Mid-America Broadcasting Corp., broadcasts the home games.
had testified at
licensee of
the comparative hearings that it

'Sales,

Chicago

Hollyncoolt

San Francises

We<lMe@,day, April IS, 194,9
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Minneapolis Due lor 2d

Hypo on Casli

Zenith Pbnevision Gets

Outlay for Firstruns Via

TV

New Survey
let

CUBA BY 1950

TV IN
announced by
Chicago, April 12,
Commander E. F. McBonald, Jr..
Goar Me.stre, Cuba's No, 1 radio
Zenith prexy, showed four out of
five phone subscribers would pay man, who has been in New York
for the past couple of weeks prep$1 to see firstrun films.
ping for his upcoming TV setup in
McDonald's Plionevision would
Cuba, is in attendance at the NAB
supply films to tele viewers on a
meet both as an observer and as
subscription basis via the loCal
representative of the South Ameriphone wireis: Eighty-three and flveBroadcasters Assn., which he
yes to query, can
Results

survey.

'

;

:

'

tehths percent voted
"Would you pay $1 to see firstrun

heads.
Mestre is hopeful of getting
first
confined to video rolling in Cuba by the
year. There's a "friendly
random mailings in five of the currently on between the
^rivSlry"
cities, and was later extended to
Cuban broadcaster and Emilio
25 cities and 25,000 subscribers.
Azcarraga, "Mr. Radio" of Mexico,
Figures showed that the average
as to which one will tee off TV
person polled had seen fewer than
first. John Royal, NBC veepee, is
haif-of the b o- successes in the
No attempt was currently visiting Azcarraga In
past 10 years.
with hjni on
made to limit survey to tele set Mexico and huddling
the anticipated Mexican television
owners, however.
Whether non-set owners would setup.
fork over cash for a TV set and
Dallas With the baseball seathen stand additional bite of $1 for
son soon to get under way, seven
films was not indicated by survey.
of the local Interstate hotises have
In addition, the ma.ior film com- installed video receivers in their
panies still have not indicated lobbies to lure the trade in. Houses
whether th'ey will open up their include Majestic, Melba, Telenews,
product to TV, even when Phone- Lakewood, Inwood, Wilshire and
vision does get started.
Esquire.

own home?"

originally

Poll
5.000

.

.

sZn«

Riissell

;

facing video cameras for the first
TV
time since the war in BBC vaude
show
Basketball being teleCommissioh.
account exec and public informa- vised for the first time April 27.
Transmitting equipment in Fo tion chief ,
Saul Reiss exited
shay tower, Minneapolis' tallest Bernard Shubert, Inc., to join
Coast Las Palmas Theatre
building, is completed, and broadUnited World Films' television decast tests have been successful,
however, partment as sales rep and sponsor
Group Packaging Original
broadcasting,
Regular
awaits completion of new studio and agency contact,
Ed Weber, general manager of
quarters in Radio City building.
Scripts for Television
Work is being rushed, but it may Itfutual'8 "Can You Top This?,"
Hollyvcood, April 12,
be late May before facilities per- contracting jfor musicians on NBCLas Palmas Television. Produe,
mit regular schedule.
Jim
TV's '% a
h s Gambol"
tions, Inc., has been formed by
Granting of WTCN license pre- Fairiey and CaHieliii Oils ISWnner Paul Sehiieibman,
Al Baranov
sumably clears the way for MinABC-TV's "Celebrity Bob Flnkle and Sid Cassyd. Las
neapolis Star and Tribune appli- tb> guest on
Palmas group will present only
cations.
Both had been held up Time" Sunday (17):...Jphn F. original scripts for use in
video
because of ownership by couple Royal, NBC veepee, in Mexico.
Production units based at Las
of individuals of stock, in both corr
James M. Connors, CBS isalary Palmas theatre is now dickering
poratlons.
division manager of the personnel with KNBH for initial series.
First series, now in rehearsal, is
relations department, named CBS-^
TV business manager . . Danny centefed about a i-estaurant. A
Rubin Airer
different play v^ill be presented
Webb, Who conducts "Comics on weekly.
Each presentation, though,
Benny Bubin has heen signed to
Daily
Ntws'
via
the
N.Y.
Parade"
will be telensed in front pi the
head his own show .on NBC-TV
under sponsorship of Bonafide WPlX, cited with a plaque- by the eatery backdrop thus giving weekly
Mills beginning Friday, April 29, Police Atliletic league for his work show the feeling that it is a conin the half-hour slot starting 9 p.m. in helping the PAL . .
Leonard tinuing series.
NBC, according to Schreibman,
Show is a replacement for "Stop Sillman's "New Faces of 1949,"
Me If You Heard This" in which scheduled for its initial TV pres- showed definite Interest but web
Rubin appeared for a 26- week entation next Tuesday night (19> execs related that nothing could
on Procter & Gamble's "Fireside be done before four to six months
term.
Pianist because of the lack of studio space.
Theatre" via NBC-TV
Dorothy Donesan, now at Cafe There is a possibility that shows
Society,
TV - debuting tonight will be telensed from Las Palmas
(Wed.) on Wendy Barrie's show via theatre on its dark night weekly.
American Television
.
nominations
committee
Society
met yesterday (Tues.) to select a E. Roosevelts Pacted By
slate of oificers for submission to
members at the May elections
.

.

.

.

m

,

wa.s

,

.

.

'

j

.

New

!

:

j

'

i

j

.

.

i

I

'

\

i

j

'

.

hall April 16

spring

•

I

—

the

.

'

film.s in

yesterday (12) . .
Larry AdleiNorman Evans, Leon Cortez ton'pmg the bin in television music

Arline L. Walker, former N. Y.
after re- radio -actress and now a captain in
license the U. S. Air Force Reserve, has
ceiving approval of
from the Federal Communications joined Gainsborough Associates as

iMESTRE HOPES TO ROLL
I

New York

hopes to give the Twin
second television out-

Cities their
late in

Radio Corp.'s Phonevi^

experimental
In the
still
slon,
stage, got fresh impetus this week
Irom results, of a 25,000 postcard

FCC Okay to W
Minneapolis, April 12,

WTCN

Chicago, April 12.

Zenith

Oullel Late Spring

With

j
'

.

WABD

;

.

.

.

I

j

|

.

.

.

i

Frank

T. Kelford producing and
directing
NBC - TV's "Bigelow
Rubicam
Show" for the Young
ad agency
Jane Withers scheduled to make her tele bow next
Monday night (18) in Max Shul-

i

&

;

.

'.

.

i

Mevfsion Service

The Nation's Station

of

i

series.

i

Hollywood
j

is

ROW

available to nearly

Vallee Video lias rolled a 12 and
one-halt minute tele-fllm featuring

900,000 families

WLW-T,

CHANNEL

4,

CINCINNATI

WLW-C,

CHANNEL

3,

COLUMBUS

.

of

"The

CHANNEL

.

i

.

i

>

>

.

Telemount Pictures,

his

st.irts

New Agency

his wife, Faye Emerson, for a
Mr. and Mrs. prograrri as one of

,

\

the four shows teeing off the new
venture.
Two of the four major
TV webs are reportedly bidding
lor it.

Other programs being lined up
by Banghart are, "Here's What It
Means," 8 discussion of current

news topics featuring Nomian
Thomas and labor attorneys Leo
Cheme and Henry Hazlitt; "Great
Conversations," which he'll do- in
conjunction with Simon & Schuster and which will feature N. Y.
World-Telegram music critic, Louis
Biancillp, and a kids' show, titled
"Kiddie-Kar Theatre." w^hich is
expected to be placed soon on

ABC-TV.
Banghart

NBC

will continue his

Mai Boyd will rep- newscasts, as well as his other acresent the Academy of Television tivities.
Arts and Sciences and Television
Producers Association at the NaOKLA. CITY
DUE SOON
tional Association of Broadcasters
Oklahoma City, April 12.
meet in Chicago this week. FolInstallation of permanent telelowing the NAB convention Boyd
Oklahoma
e quipment
in
_w i 11 t.ake- ki ncsco pe—reeording - of— vi.sion
his "Punch With Buddy" show to City's Little Theafi=e""oT~TBe MuNY for agency viewing.
nicipal Auditorium, which is to
be used as studios of WKY-TV in

DAYTON

5,

,

i

second series of 13-pix. starring
Geraldine Larsen and Jerry iVIaren,

week

this

WLW-D,

'

Sidney MDlcr and Andy Mayo's
Pansy the Horse.
Vid-pic
is
budgeted at $2,500 with single day
shooting schedule. Joe Parker directed
John Sutherland Productions has wound up a group of
26 briefies for General Electric.
which run variously in time from
30 to 80 seconds. Footage is composed both of animation and liveaction
Henry Donovan, head
.

in

and

man's "Everybody Loves My Baby"
in NBC-TV's "Chevrolet on Broad-

way"

Banghart

NBC newscaster Kenneth Banghart has formed a television package agency under his own name
and has signed Elliott Roosevelt

,

.

.

WKY

—

sec6T»a'irn3^fii"f<f3televTsio^

i

on

the air in

Dayton and Columbus. Linked by micro-wave relay to

WLW-T,

Ohio's First

Chicago

,
j

Television Service, these three stations are

and

now

Affiliated

with the

NBC

and

DuMont

networks, on

a

and evening, seven davs a Week.

non-interconnected basis,

tlie

three

Crosley stations are providing both network and local programs and service features on a

WBKB

!

televised
an
Israel-produced film last week, telling story
of hardships in new stale.
Hadassah
sponsored
film
Television

|

Shares Management reported that
soon after recent Zenith "obsolescence" flurry, 500 Zenith shares
worth $14,000 were gobbled up
ABC tele sales director Bu/ji Chapin in from Gotham on
WNBQ to telecast Kasler riles of
EpLscopal
Church of Eoiphanv
Sunday (17). Same day WGN-TV
will
screen
Catholic " ceremonv
from lloly Name Cathedral
.

\)'y/.

Complete information on
rions

is

rates, availabilities

and market data for any or

upon request to any of the following

available

offices:

all three sta

N»w

Fiftlii

140 West

Avi.

York JO, N.y.

Clfde 6-1

750

Njnfli St.

Cincinnati 2,

Obi*

ChMry 1822

ABC-TV

3&0 North Michigan
Chicago 1,

"Identify" now features
sports personality, who

mystery
appears on show masked
.WTMJ,
Milwaukee, telecast preview of u'
of Wisconsin 100th anni military'
ball
WNBQ rushed films from
Elfmgham, 111., hospital disaster by
plane for video showing 12 hours

iliinoit

.

Stat*

Z-0366

should

com-

be

i

!

\

^

I

Sunday 9 to

1

Noon

2

i
'

WfND

.

19.4%

..

Network A
Network B
Network C
Network D

:

'

.

630

City,

.

I

.

par with those available anywhere.

Oklahoma

pleted by April 15, according to
I'.
A, Sugg, manager of WKY-TV,
Sugg estimates the station will
be on the air with television by
mid-May or June 1.

will screen Union Oil's
documentary film. "Prospects Unlimited," via CBS today

providing a well-rounded Schedule of programs

seryice--.available to nearly 900,000 families— afternoon

i

WGN-TV

.12.5'

I.

,12.4'c,

.10.1'r
.

7.9'

.

i

PULSE

'

'

Jdn.-rcb.,

after fire
ABC-TV program director Fred Kilian hospitalized for

194f

.

WLW-D
1

1

W»t Monumint
Dayton 2, Ohio
M)<higan 4729

WLW-T
St.

140 Wast

Nintti St,

WLW-G
Seneca Hotel

appendectomy.

Singer Jack Has-

,

kell guested on Ilcrhie Mlritz
sical show via

WNBQ.

mu|

Cincinnati 2, Oliio
Cl>«rry

1122

Columbus
Fletcher

2,

Ohio

London

2493

WIND 590KC

i

Filmstar Jean Kent to star in
Mt'rbert's comic operetta,
Ben,'
.^'8
successful
Adelphi
show, to be telecast April 23
^o^r?- *

'^^

BBCs

.

'.

.

FOR SALE OR

featured on

r!l
Children s program 12 sueafternoons during the
Easter holidays
King's physiclan Lord Moran demonstrated
physiotherapy and Its application!
In
the
treatment
of
Infantile
paralysis
and other disabilities

cesaive

SUMMER RENTAL

.

IiitdrcHtiuar

1

old

»-rooiM

Iiouho

"'J/i"

looking th«i IIiiilNDii— in inin, t<»
St.
Beutal, 4 iiinn., jll,«<M). Mrs.
Nowtonu, Coon., .174.

Irvlu,

ntn

.

TNt

lUHIGH/IOttQH,

mi

ROLLER DERBY FORSACB
Sell-out

crowds ttverywhere. Thousands

of excited fans turned

away. Thousands more cheering, stamping, screeching themselves
hoarse at the newest sporting sensation of the nation. "THIS THING
IS

TAKING THE COUNTRY BY STORM," raves Jimmy Powers, audit's
why
because the Derby has more speed, more thrills,

easy to see

more

spilla

tional!

.

.

.

than any other sport in the land.

(10:00-11:00

pm

ABC-TV every

On

television? Sensa-

Thursday and Saturday night
EST, 9:00-10:00 pmcsT), it's a whale of a buy for

Hxclusive on

the right sponsor. If that's you, pick up the phone

Buzz Chapin, Circle 7-6700, Extension 338,

11 #
/~%
X JL JLJ m.

1
j

NOW

and

call

for all the details.

The Livwg Image of Atnerica

TELEVISION

^
American Broadcastiiig Company
.

^
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Ford's Bali Quickies

AT&T Pushing Net Extension West;
To Link

by Late

3 Ohio Cities

American Telephone & Tele-+graph continued to push extension
oi network facilities this week,

:"

.

'50

!

.,

.

,

in motions plans to link;
Dayton, Columbus and Cincinnati.
and schedul-

setting

j

Rochester, N. Y., April 12.
Rochester's first tele-

WHTM,

Via micro-wave relay

vision station, which

'

ing a combined radio relay-coaxial
cable route through the Northwestern Bell Co. area for a projected opening late next year.
Ohio Bell Telephone and the
AT&T let a $3 000,000 contract ta-

is

the

m

produWioa nianager. and. George
National Concrete FireproofDrisDriscoll as chief engineer.
ing Co. for 20 towers spaced every
been an engineer at
30 miles between Toledo and coll has
are
which
station,
Towers,
wHAM, the sister
Pittsburgh.
th^
by
operation
lor
sdleduled

Oboler's TV Safari TWG

NBC

western

Bell

the

:

mentals

than marketing problems, with Canadian entertainment and inother subjects to be taken up at formation, said Dunton. He warned
that unless such steps are taken
a second craft series in the fall.
in Canada to "protect" television,
"the output of our great and
wealthy neighbor to the south
would inevitably tend tt» swamp
all else on the Canadian airs"
Dunton claimed that, when Canadian TV gets underway, the desire
will always be to bring in the best
of TV from other countries but
that "in the interests of Canada
Ginciimati, April 12.
we also want to develop television
Debut last ,week of WKRG-TV of our own." He said, "we
need
as Cincy's seeoind video station television that' gives
opportunities
brought a deluge of calls to dealers to Canadian talent and
expres.ses
from many of the 20,000 set own- Canadian ideas" and that
would
ers in this area for service men to help
to link together the Dominion.
adjust receivers and antenna. Hul- Dunton
feels
that
the
initial
bert Taft, Jr.. managing director
$4,000,000 federal grant to provide
of the Times-Star owned and CBS
interim TV stations in Toronto and
alTiliated
TV operation, said a Montreal has "been provided
to
check

'

quarters announced that network
would be available in
(Iowa, Nebraska, :Minftesota. North and South Dakota)
late In 1950. President Russell J.
Hopley based prediction on inAppearance of Bob Smith and
formation from AT&T regarctiB,g
construction plans.
Howdy Doody on Milton Berle's
Options, Hopley said, have been NBC-TV Texaco show .Tuesday (8)
obtained for 13 towers on a radio was nixed at the last niinute by
Des
relay route from Chicago to
Gulf Oil, sponsor of Smith's "Boad
Moines and the coaxial cable is Show." tast-minute decision was
i;

television

|

Its territorj'

|
I

Smith, Texaco

j

planned between Des Moines apd
Minneapolis. At Des Moines, the
television channel will be transferred from the towers to the
cable.

Sites for towers between Des
Moines and Omaha have not been
finally

selected. No definite inavailable on this
is

formation

From Chicago to Des
Moines, the line will pass through
project.

Princeton, la., from which signals
will be beamed to the telephone
Other
Davenport.
building
in
tower sites will be in the following
Iowa towns: Lowden, Morse. Oxfordi Chelsea, Gllman, CQllins and

1

j

i

I

i

j

;

1

Enterprise.

television outlet,

KBTV,

will

Outlet will Operate on
Channel 8 and blanket the Dallas-

begin soon.

Fort Worth area. Equipment will
be installed by Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories.

TV

feature

film

WKRmCincyV

2d Station Jows

with

working title, "OperationMadness."
It is being financed
made Monday morning, after privately by Oboler and a group
interested
parties.
Supporting
of
Smith and Howdy had rehearsed
roles
have
already
been set and
five' hours with Berle Sunday.
featured roles are now being cast
Smith then tried to have Howdy
Oboler's first radio script in
guest on the Texaco stanza alone,
three years, "Him and Me," gets
without being televised himself,
a ride on "Suspense" in the next
but Gulf turned thumbs down on
few weeks.
showed that most set owners
that proposal too, arguing that
reported clear visual and sound
Smith creates, Howdy's voice and
reception
while sortie told of
Texaco is Gulf 's chief competition.
Tedmiqne
fogged images and sound IniperfecQuestion raised is Whether Gtilf, Realm's
tions
and others were unable to
in nixing Howdy, was exercising
For Cheaper Vidpix pick up the new station at all.
control of a shoW it doesn't bahkroll.
A third local TV station. WCPOHollywood, April 12.
on Monday, Berle had to scurry
Stanley
Rubin,
president
of TV, will kick off June 14 with a
for a new 10-minute finale and Realm Television Productions, left Red's night ball game, announced
luckily turned up with Grade for New Ypyk to demonstrate to Mortimer C. Walters, general manFields. Guest swap included Berle's prospective sponsors a newly com- ager and veepee of Scripps-Howaid
appearing; on Howdy show Friday pleted sample television film pack- Radio, Inc. Although its AM relations are with the Mutual web,
'8), and the comic's manager was age.
all for canceling that stint. HovvPresentation film* Wldeh runs 15 WCPO's video station is to be
Croslev's 14ever, because the Berle guester minutes, is in cartoon' form, and linked with ABC.
was to plug his marathon stand for has been created by means of a month-old WLWT is an NBC affilithe Damon Runyon Cancer Fund, newly-devised animation technique ate.
Berle went on the puppet program to bring cartoons within financial
Joe Bolles. WKRC-TV program
anyway.
grasp of tele sponsors.
director, scheduled continuous airings five nights a week from 5:30
p.m. to from 9:30 to 11p.m., with
Saturday and Tuesday as dark
the

meet

peculiar

Canadian

condi-

tions."

New

Chicago—New
will

start

WGN-TV

operations

antenna

May

1

atop

Tribune Tower, increasing lielght
of present antenna operations 180
feet.

;

Dallas-Construction of Dallas'
first

and a 28- week transcribed radio
series based on his darkest Africa
safari, which was underwritten by
Ziv to the tune of $100,000,
There's been no decision yet.
Current No. 1 project _pn the
Oboler agenda, however, is an
eight-reel

if

Canadian financial group; CFRB,
of TV shows. May 26; Toronto's' largest independent radio station in Canada; Al Leary,
writing techniques for dramatic
backed financially by a United
adaptations and original scripts,
Kingdom group of financiers.
June 9; writing audience and nonThe prime determination of the
audience programs, June 23; and
is to set up video channels
CBC
writing tele films, July 14. Meetings will deal with creative rather in Canada for the providing of

Arch Obbler and

.

:

millions if they can get the CBC
greenlight.
Toronto
applicants
turned down again are Famous
Players (Canadian); CKBY, Toronto, backed by an important

in-

space permits.
First cotifabi t>n M?iy 5, will discuss technicat inforittatioh of TV.
Other sessions will cover fundavited

Huddles With

)

spend

Authors League guilds

other

i

NorthTelephone head-

northwest,

the

In

(

Hollywood, April 12,
NBC ha ve been
huddling on the possibility of the
network taking over the "African
Kenneth J. Gardner continues Adventure" radio and television
as technical supervisor for the series which was originally on the
AM, FM and TV operations, ac- Fred W. Ziv agenda. (Oboler bowed
out of the Ziv contract and reVgjjj^ing |;b veepee Williaifn Fay.
captured all the material following a
conflict
over how they
should be done).
Oboler has been huddling with
Sidney Strotz, NBC's top Coast
man, on doing a 13-reel TV series

AM

Toronto, April 12.
will be kept

Canada

in

Series of fivft craft meetings on vidson Duritoii, board chairman of
professional problems will be held the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Again deferred on repeated apby the Television Wri(;ers Guild,
according to Evelyn Burkee, execu- plications were the four woul^-be
video station independent opertive secretary^ Sessions will be for
ators who are prepared immediatemembers, with members of ly to set up all facilities and

^

as

the

1.

Video

.

%hibW^

Inroads

"Canadian"
and
will
Writers Guild Sets Up
not
be
swamped by U, S. programs, it was
Craft Meeting Series stated here yesterday 11 by
Da-

^

-

S.

FourMie^^B^^^^

,

'

to the total of three east-to-midwest cables slated to be in use

I

|

scheduled to

launch commercial operation^ June
H. this week rounded out Us prodiction slafC with the mking of ]
John Crosby, formerly mana^r of

;

:

Cincy with the Pittsburgh-Toledo
cable, thereby adding more space

Canadian Tele to Bar U.

„ Chicago, April 12.
Ford Dealers, through J. Walter
Thompson, signed for a 15-minute
nightly baseball television package
involving the same-day screening
Cubs daytime games.
of the
Olian ad agency owns the package.
Series will run from April 19 to
Oct. 2. Deal calls for games being
filmed in their entirety, with a
quickie cutting job to televise the
highlights on WGN-TV the same
Jack Brickhouse wiU anday.
nouncCi-'

ew

"
,'

^YH^M Igt Rochester TV,
„ ^
p j DldU
gf
^
UUl rrOQ.
KOUntIS

i

May

;

"

j1

;

;

,

nights.

Programs feature

pictorial

variety shows, sports and
children's stanzas. WKRC-TV has

nevi's,

the exclu.sive video rights for the
new $3,000,000 (12,000-seat) Cincinnati Garden, indoor arena, and
"xlid a hockejr^g^me ^pickup^'froiir
there Saturday (9).
WKRC-TV is connected in ex-

an

rCOMiiERCIAif J

change programming with WHIOTV, Dayttfn, and WBNT, Columbus.
O., which also have newspaper affiliations.

Grosley Broadcasting Corp. has
own televi.sion network in the
same three cities and this week
(inaugurated continuous scheduling,
Monday through Friday, from 3:15
p.m. to closing. The other Crosley
TV stations are WLW^D, Dayton,
its

RESPONSIBILITY

I

I

O

i

!

and

WLW-C, Columbus.

Nine

Femme Trade

Mfrs.

GET PRICES

FROM

To Sponsor Easter Parade

On WPIX

for First

VIDEO

Time

Marking what is probably the
first large-scale cooperative
sponsorship of a remote television pickup, the Carl Reimers ad agency has
lined up nine of its clients to bankroll the N. Y. Daily News' WPIX
coverage of the Easter parade on
N.

avenue Sunday (17).
Station plans to use a crew of 17
Y.'s

Fifth

VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU

ORDER FILMS

I

|

NBC

AFFILIATE— Nationally R«pr*t«nt«d By Edward Petry Co.

announcers, cameramen and pro-'
duction assistants for the hourand-a-half remote, with the lenses
to be located opposite St, Patrick's
Catliedral.
Nine sponsors are all
dress and fabric manufacturers,
giving them a natural tiein with
the parade's fashion motif. Fashion mag photog Diane Chadwick will
team with WPIX staffer on style
comment during the pickup, with
interviews to be handled by N. Y.
Daily News' staffers Jimmy' Jemail

and Nancy Randolph and WPIX'ers
Marny Nichols and Jack McCarthy.

S

niB O L

O f
,

VIDEO
VARIETIES

CORPORATION

VV

Office

41

I.

SOth (T.

sruDios

510 W. S^lh

St.

NIW YORK

RESPONSIBIlllV MURRAY HIU ••»!«
I

WCAU-TV

program popularity makes your

salesman-demonstrator a
in the

member

150,000 homes of

found in

this

TV

set

of the family

owners

second largest

television market.

CBS

affiliate.

TV
THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATIONS

AM
FM

1
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BAIIIOl-iriltEVlSION

D.C. Stations

CBS

Make Hay in Strib Of

SlHiwcasiiii; Davis,

Newspapers; Indies Find Bonanza

WMGM, New York, which airs games of the Brooklyn Dodgers, and
the Brooklyn Red Cross Chapter have published "Ten Safety and
Sanitary Commandments for Brooklyn Baseball Addicts," an accident
prevention manual lor the '49 diamond season. Last year,
and the Red' Cross issued a first aid pamphlet, "Emergency Treatment
of Victims of Ebbets Mania." Both were written In light vein.
"Many dangeirs Inherent to the manner in which Dodger fans support their team are applicable almost equally to the fan in the ballpark, the radio listener at home and to the television viewer, at home
or elsewhere," the manual points out, giving 10 Commandments for
safe and sane rooting. Among the commandments are: Ye must not
get over-excited; Ye must not lose your temper; Ye must remain
seated; Ye ihust take refri^shment in moderation; Ye must not throw
things; and Ye must not stay too long in the sun.
Red Barber, Connie Desmond and Ernie Harwell describe Dodger
games for WMGM. Schaefer Beer and Post Cereals sponsor the
broadcasts, on an alternate-game basis.

prominent

planning a

is

Inside Stuff-Radio

Summer

Vallee This

CBS

showcasing for two of its newlydeveloped comedies during the

summer

tryout period.

originate

from the Coast. Network

WMGM

normal three news periods a day.
Washington, April 12.
One is the Rudy Vallee program
Washington radio stations are The station added obituaries, stock and the other Joan Davis, both to
editorials
and

up to their ears in advertising as market reports,
to its regular coverage. The
the .result of the newspaper strike comics
WTTG,
station,
here which went into effect yes- DuMont video
into its kiddie show,
terday morning (11). An unauthor- worked comics
WWDC
returned to the schedule it
ized one-day walkout had previthe
one-day
for
walkintroduced
ously occurred last week when the
news
pressmen of all four papers went out when it carried 15 extra
programs, read comics at breakfast
into continuous meeting. Later the
to
minutes
oyer
10
time,
gave
stereotypers joined with them in
broadcast
news,
and
amusement
what threatened to be a sustained
feature material. The
blackout of printed news in a vesy newspaper
WOL,
added
affiliate,
Mutual
New
newspaper-minded capital.
events programs to increase
Ywk and Other out-of-town sheets special
its coverage of local news. WCFM,
were never in Buch aenvand.
the nation's only co-op station, subThe newspaper strike is proving stantially increased, through use of
a bojtanza for the independent Sta- tape recordings, its planned covertions which have more time to sell
age of the economic action conferthan the network-affilated and ence called in Washington by the
owned stations. The leading indie, Cooperative League of the U. S.
WWDC, sold practically all avail- The city's newspapers were alert
abilities yesterday and were ex- in getting their news and features
pecting a sell-out today (12). Neigh- to readers via radio, the Timesborhood daytimers, too, are mak- Herald broadcasting from its city
ing hay.
room for five minuteu every halfThe capital's four television sta^ hour. The Scripps-Howard paper,
tions were getting their share of the Daily Neyifs/, issued a special
The NBC outlet, strike issue of 14 proof pages
the gravy.
WNBW, worked in a couple of specially for the stations. Other
music and spots periods, throwing papers provided similar coverage.
out the Henry Morgan sustainer

considering installing them in
the two half-hour Monday night
segments being, vacated by "Lux
Radio Theatre'' dtlPing the hot
months.
is

BranlVDiskSllOw

strike.
outlet,

read comics for

from Spotliglit Room Of
Jackie iHellei-'S Carousel with Ed
staff, riding the
King, of
nightly
co-m.c.'ing
and
disks
with
variety show from there
Heller.
of
That,
Brant's spot

Washington, April

WTOP

KDKA

12.

1

I

I
!

I

WIND

.

on a
the cross-the-board non-exclusive rental
that
basis
and
musical will be dropped in favor each picture will be produced
at,
of a half -hour, once-weekly pro- costs
ranging from $8,000 to
Cost factor on "Sing It $12,000.
gram.
Again" was another motivating
Series may start in the fall as
factor.
the Procter & Gamble "Fireside
Now that the ante on the "Sing" Theatre" on NBC's eastern
netjackpot has been upped to $50,000, work in the 9 p.m. Tuesday
time.
CBS is still anxious to give it a General will make a second series
Sunday night whirl (it's currently of 13 available to P & G for first
slotted late Saturday nights). How- refusal.
Rental figures were not
ever, the plan to slot it at 7 disclosed
because of their como'clock when Jack Benny takes a plicated
structure.
17-week layoff, may hit a snag.
Lucky Strike is going ahead with
its own summer replacement plans
for the period, showcasing young
singers on the way up. CBS had
hoped they could persuade American Tobacco to switch time for
the sumnier to pfermit "Sing" as -a
likely

WB

KMA BREAKS GROUND IN
OMAHA FOR TV ADJUNCT
Omaha, April 12,
Ground was broken this week by

KMA

for- its new television setup
Omaha. The radio station has
been operating at Shenandoah, la.,
not made, Warners will withhold but acquired ground and a building
here for television. Although city
payment and deal would be off.
Counsel points out that Warners building department head Rodman
has agreement to sell KLAC to Brown has not yet given permisRalph Atlas and Ben Lindheimer sion for the tower, Owen Saddler,
for $405,000 when the transfer gets general manager of the May BroadFCC approval. It's held doubtful casting Co., said the Board of Aphere that such a deal would have peals approved last August.
been made if the Thackrey sale is owned and operated by the May 7 o'clock attraction.
Seed Co., and has wide southwestwere to be dropped.
ern Iowa coverage.
already has a suitable
building to house TV and opera- FCC
BID
Wants
tions will be speeded, Edward W.
Washington, April 12.
May, head of the company, expects
New hypo for radio hams is seen to be in operation by Sept. 1.
Washington.
April 12.
in the Army's invitation last week
WOW-TV already has its 504 feet
for the amateurs to come into the tower up and is now working on
Application for a metropolitan
National Guard as members of the its new general operations build- television station in Scranton,
Pa.,

in

KMA

Saturday 2 to 6 P.M.

Jan.'Fcb.. 1949

took away
course,
Ghesterfleld cigarets has rejected
and station figured on
Hollywood, April 12.
shoW permanently. the idea of sponsoring the CBS
Procter & Gamble closed a deal
60-minute "Sing It Again" giveaway show. Ciggie company, for with General Television Enterprises for a series of 13 adventure
one thing, is opposed to putting all pictures, each to be in two parts,
its program eggs in the CBS basand the double subject to run 27
ket.
It will continue, with "Supminutes. Gordon Levoy, prexy of
per Club" on NBC, although it's General, signed the contract
•

may withdraw from the deal for purchase
of three Coast Thrackrey stations
for $1,045,000. Warners expects
that Mrs. Thackrey will renew the
sales contract on the package real,
which expires at that time and
on which she has an option of extension to Aug. 1. If extension is
rise to reports that

programs on other staand television.
The Evening Star station,
WMAL, upped its newscasts, adding three 10-mmute periods to its
evening

tions, radio

PULSE

Make

Giveaway Show

*Sing'

mail, however, brought
about a quick shift in plans.
Brant's disking was restored to the
log last night (Mon.) at
11:30 p.m. although he'll get only
half an hour under the present
setup instead of 60 minutes as in
the past.

On KLAC Deal?

its

of all palpers. In addition,
gave the highlights of upcoming

.......... Isf

General to

Vs. Sponsoring CBS'

dropping the

The heavy

morning and evening,
Payment bj? Warners of $100,000
scheduled news periods every 15.
minutes throughout the day and to Dorothy Thackrey for deficit in
started a ^S-minufe roundup at the operation of KLAC-TV, Holnight of the columns and features lywood, is due May 1 and has given

Network A
2nd
Network B
3rd
Network C
4th
Network D.....5th

Chesterfield Decides

KDKA

listeners

WIND

featured In their first pictiire,. "My Friend Irma," based on the CBS
radio show of the same name. Trade is wondering whether NBC will
stand for reference to the picture by the team, which is an old custom
with comics. Picture should do a lot for the comics' radio show and
ergo, an Occasional plug will wOrk to their advantage. NBC, plainly
caught in the middle, will have to make i decision that may be bo^
precedental and irritating.

gram

:

WB Mulling Out

The Washington Post CBS

WTOP,

NBC

Flood of letters which poured
KDlCA protesting dropping of
Bill Brant's disk jock sbow, "Midnighters Club,'' has resulted in
restoration of the program but at
a different time and in curtailed
Brant had been spinning
form.
platters for an hour at midnight
for years, when station couple of
weeks ago launched a new prointo

.

for one, to give out with department store commercials. Other
video outlets introduced shoppers
periods, sponsored, to cover outstanding store offerings.
Newswise, the stations went allout to fill the void left by the

Cross-reference involving rival network shows have long been taboo
on the skeins, especially NBC. Of late there has been occasional relaxing of the rule on comedy shows, but
is now faced with a
stickler that may require special dispensation from on high. Situation
arises frohi NBC's Own comics, Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin, being

Pittsburgh, April 12,

.

;

W

^^^^^^^^^^

•

J90

I

KMA

MARS

:

GETS
FOR 2D
SCRANTON STATION

Hams

Military Amateur Radio System ing. KQIL, which was to have built
(MARS). The new group will be a new home herei is probably going was filed last week with tlie Federal Communications Commission
rw^t>f--the--Tecently--authDri2ed-to-gtve-urthe-«Kwnd-iffltil-a-ia^
" scrauton iimcs, iiccnsec ot
svstpm nf
system
of pmafBiir
amateur notuir^^b-c
networks «,iiinv,
and mnfo
which nnH
more suitable time for "Cou- standard
station WQAN.
Three
will include Army, Air Force, Na- struction,
Other, applications are pending for
tional Guardsmen, Organized Rethe
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre area
serve Corps and ROTC.
where two channels (one for a
community type station), have
Gloves, Grants Complete
been tentatively allocated.
The Times' bid is the second in
Selling
Sports Sked Scranton.
The Appalachian Co.
N. Y. Daily News WPIX wrapped previously filed for the use of
up its summer sports schedule this channel 7, which is one of three
week, signing for two nights of metropolitan channels proposed
boxing and wrestling each from for assignment to Altoona.
Stathe outdoor Queensboro Arena and tions WBRE and WILK of WilkesConey Island Velodrome. Station Barre have applications pending
previously had inked for all home for channel 11," the only trietro^oll
LANCASTER
games of the N. Y. Giants from tan frequency at present available
PENNA.
the Polo Grounds.
in the area.
„
Monday night boxing and Tuesday night wrestling will be car-'

|

Caroline Ellis, talented. 15year veteran radio personality, directs the KMBC-

KFRM

"Happy Home"

I

Foi Profitable

WPIX Summer

;

i

1

I

I
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WDEL
WILMINGTON
DELA.

WGAL

I

I
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mmmm
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1

I

WKBO

WRAW

HARRISSURG

READING

PENNA.

PENNA.

WORK

WEST

YORK

EASTON

PENNA.

PENNA.

ried

from the Coney

spot, starting

.

,

I||ncili|>t|nil

'

i

Intft

6,

San Francisco

New

York

Los Anqelej

ot

sales ol cathode ray tubes
1948, Radio Manufacturers

durmg

Tube

ship-

Assn-

various unions. Present were more
than 2,5 reps from American Guild
of Variety Artists. American Guild
totaled 1,179,444 units valued at ot Musical Artist s,
American
nearly $30,000,000. An additional Federation of Radio Actors,
Actors
84.230 tubes worth over $2,140,000 Equity and Chorus Equity.
An
were sold to users and distributors otlier "parley has'been skedded
for
lor renewal or replacement.
next Monday uav

ments

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

general priiiciples, but several additional meetings will be required
to hammer out all points of difference. All deci.sions will, of course,
have to be okayed by boards of the

12.

television last year
retlected in a 561% jump in

reported

McCollough, Managing Dfrecfor

Contact us, or any Free
Peters "Colonel" on her

two

Agreement was readied on some
changes in language and on a few

361% Cathode Jump
was

C(a[r' R.

&

availabilities!

,

Washington, April

STATIONS

business.

mem-

week of September when WPIX ber unions of the Associated
AetoTs
plans to return to i s present in- & Artistes
of America met Monday
door arenas at Eastern Parkway evening (11)
on the video talent
and at Ridgewood Grove.
setup. Lawrence Tibbett presided.

Growth
STEINMAN

pleted a successful campaign
in behalf of a regional poultry advertiser, with season

1

[

derful voice and a rich background, Caroline Ellis is one
of the best known woman
broadcasters. Repeatedly,
her program has the hignest rating of any woman's
program in the Kansas City
Primary Trade area.

Caroline is sponsored by
the Celanese Corporation of
America, and has just com-

Pnt

'*'»**'"0I1 ImO TOl
with R & H Brewing Co.
sponsoring through the Paris &
Peart ad agency.
At Talent Union Meet
Queensboro
arena will have Wednesday wresAgreeing to the principle of "no
ling and TJ.ursdaj boxing, begin- withholding
of jurisdiction" from
ning .lune 8 as a suslaincr
Both the proposed 4A's
Television
schedules run through the first Authority,
representatives

June

of

Chicago

1

I

women's commentary program. Gifted with a won-

to

last

week.

equipment manulacturers

1

"'Available

I

i

|

I

Tuesday and Thursday.

KMBC
KFRM
of

for

Kansas City

Rural Kansas

Wedn€«lay,

47

Ap*-!! 3.3, 19-19
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—Sunday April 17

Premiere

CBS-TV NHWORK
9:00 to 10:00

Thanks

PM

to

GENERAL ELECTRIC GOMPANY

Wednesday, April 13, 1949

48
new 1948 radio
money, Coy pointed

stations lost
to the grave
starting a new

Continued

that, from here on in, television
will take an' increasing share of

greatest of
agency, that it's time broadcasters vision is becoming the
media. "The
-stopped kidding tliemselves about our communlcationi
,

TV is no longer the exclusive
"baby" of New York and metropolitan areas. Coy told the convention, but "the people on Main
Street know about television, are
excited about television, and if
they don't see signs of getting it
in a reasonable time they are going to start asking questions. And
they'll start asking embarrassing

—

their local
questions of you
broadcaster."
In the face Of more competitive,
jnore realistic economics in broadcasting, Coy warned, "You gentle-

men

will

have to make

nwn^US

readjustments." He told them the
time has come to practice econo-

differenot

and me

fight

advertising

radio

as

dollar,

.

i»

.

in terms of the radio manufacturing industry's ability to build
necessary receivers. There's also
the problem of the VHP "freeze"
and determining the utilization of
the UHF. "But make no mistake
about it, he was quick to add,

It

the

'Old Guard' Repudiated
considered significant that

is

NAB

membership by referen-

repudiated the "Old Guard's"
annual reprising on the board of
directors, limiting service to two
consecutive terms, plus the election of three Ipdie representatives
to the board (the unaffiliates' initial

representation on the

direc':

torate) In the persons of Calvin J.

(KFAC, Los Angeles);
Howard Lane (WJJD, Chicago);
and Glenn Shaw (KLX, Oakland,
Smith

Cal.).

:

Significant,

too,

is

that

;

reat

it

mained for Independents Day
NAB to" bring out the industry's
facsimile of brass. The FCC delegation to Chi threw in its lot with
the indiesy as did the delegation
on the ''international -radio'' front,
such as Benjamin Cohen, assistant
secretary general of the IJNv and
Pierre Crenesse, director of , the
French Broadcasting System in
North America, It's significant that
a flock of ABC and Mutual af-^
operations paralfiliates, whose
leled the patterns established by
the indies, asked for- the privilege
of sitting in on the unaffiliated

j

|

.

-

'

thinking in this direction."
Coy championed the concept of
"secondary stations" to supplement the bigtime operations, with
location and power properly ser
lected to serve the area. Thus, he
said, cities like New York, Chi-

might have
five; "secondary stations"

Philadelphia,

will have the
and no change in own.:

WWSW

—

KXOK

.

—

"Hiram and Henry"

KDKA

.

act.

Now em-

lor KMBC's "Brush Creek
Plttsburgh^Bob Rhodes, oneHigsby never has been time staff bandleader at WCAK
back for a p a. in Topeka since he who gave up his orch about a year
left shortly after graduation from ago, is now handling publicity
for
high school there.
Bill
dancery
Green's
.
Pvt.
Henry DeBeccp,; drafted from
Ashland, Ky .-^George Marshall, WJAS announcing staff, has finannouncer
of ished his two-month basic training
formerly
chief
WCMl, has been named news edi- at Fort Knox, and Is awaiting retor of the CBS affiliate, with Ed assignment
Jane Gibson, Who
Paulin moving into the chief an- conducts "Women's
Exchange"
nouncer post.
daily on KQV, hospitalized again
at Magee, and Alicia Fuller is
news
Flaherty,
Pat
Houston
pinch-hitting for her
Bill Babchief for KPRC, has been named cock, WJAS announcer, is writing
director for Region 12 (Texas) for a column about local radio perthe current membership drive of sonalities for a flock of nabe and
the National Assn. of Radio News suburban sheets
With Fred
Directors throughout the country. Joyner leaving WWSW, Jimmy

cee

Follies,"

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

little

setup in which three
over the sta-'

will take

The companies
offices

ership Is involved;

Pittsburch --Reite Cordic,
announcer, and Sally KetThe second of a tles, Playhouse actress,, picked to
St. LiOiiii
series of "Town and Country" read the Post-Gazette Sunday funtours arranged and conducted by nies on the air every week. They
farm edi- cut a platter, which is aired on
Charles Stookey,
tor, was through the peach-grow- Sundays over
at 9 in the
ing area in southern Illinois. Three morning and over
at 11:45
chartered buses carrying more
.Beckley Smith, Jr., son of vet
than 100 Stookey fans made the newscaster and himself a part time
journey, which was punctuated broadcaster, was elect.ed to Pi Mu
with a chicken dinner at Anna, Epsilon, the honorary mathematics
111., and coffee and doughnuts at
Fraternity at Carnegie Tech. He's
Murphysboro, 111.
a junior there in the engineering
department. .With
featurHiram Higsby ing hour-long variety-disk jock
Kansas City
makes a personal appearance in show every night from midnight to
Topeka, April 25-26, his first ap- 1 a.m. at Jackie Heller's Spotlight
pearance there, his hometown, Room, Bill Brant's platter-spinning
since he left in 1925 after breaking Midnighters Club has faded from
into radio on WIBW with the the air.

McAllen, Tex. Ingham S. Roberts, general manager of KRIO,
has announced that. KRIO will become local ABC network affiliate
July 21, becoming a leg of the
Southwest group. KRI^ is affilisessions.
ated with the. Texas State Network;
Conversely^ it was noted that, and operates with 1,000 watts on
in terms .of network thinking, this 910 kilocycles;
year's convention failed to rate
Snyder, Tex.—^Application has
the importance attached to the prethe FCC by W. 3.
vious industry gatherings, with been made to
Harpole and Kermit S. Ashby, as
fewer higher echelon delegations
the Scurry County Broadcasting
sent on from New York. (Those Co., for
a new standard broadcast
who did show up were principally station to be built here at a cost
concerned with their own 'affiliate of $10,500. Outlet would operate
meetings.)
daytime hours only with a power
of 250 watts on 1220 kilocycles.
Harpole Is owner and operator of
KVOP, Plainvie, and has a 50%
interest in KVOU, Uvalde. Ashter
has a 24% interest in KPE'T,
Continued from page 25
Lamesa.

.5;

companies
tions.

same

WWSW

dum

the development of television in
this country or in their community, I urge them to give heed be-

new operating

.

i

progressively knocking off the; network affiliates audience.

to
is here and here
If there be those In the
audience today who think they can
stall
they
can
think
who
lick it,

St> Louit—Jerry Burns, KXOK
gabber; has '"been chosen by the
Browns' Booster Club 'of St. Louis
to m.c. the opening day ceremonies of the baseball season between
the Browns and Cleveland Indians
next Tuesday (19).

KDKA

Indies Steal

stay.

cago,

.

continued from page 2t

"television

harder for business.
But at the same time he warned
them against "the temptation to go cause they know not what they see
down the primrose path of com- before them.
mercial excesses, to reduce the
'Dominant Medium'
quality of programming and to cut
"I see television as the dominant
corners on public service programmedium of broadcasting in the
ing."
It is a new force unfuture.
added,
he
"The public interest,"
loosed in the land. I believe it is
"is not expendable. A concerted
an irresistible force. It is a techlowering of standards will be hological discovery that the people
field
of
whole
calamitous to the
want and demand. It is not somer
broadcasting; it could lead to
thing that you have to high-pressound broadcasting becoming the sure the people into buying."
natioiial earache and television the
Coy pointed to the "sensational
national eyesore."
acceptance" of TV in metropolitan
article
the
to
Coy took exception
cities, but' added that "the day of
by Merlin H. ("Deac") Aylesworth, the hinterland, the provinces, the
iscurrent
in
former NBC prexy,
backwoods, the sticks had passed
(ue of Look magazine, that the in America, with radio itself help*hOle SOtind broadcasting struc- ing to hurry that process."
ture will go down the drain within
Coy refused to accept as "valid"
same-time
the
three years. But at
the arguments projectad by broadhe offered figures to substantiate casters that their cities cannot afAylesworth's conviction that teleford to support an investment of
$500,000 and more. He told them
to forget' about glamorous buildings, on which there was too much
emphasis, and deplored the fact
that tliere was too little emphasis
on sound plans to get television
service to everyone in America.
"The need is for simplification and
reduction of cost, but I see very

mies and

the

between Mr. well as audience. "There is no
one of time doubt that television and sound
Aylesworth
radio are enter£ag into a period of
of how soon television can beand 1
competitive intensive competition .
nationwide
come a*
in most do not see anything which indi'circulation'
system with
cates that this trend wiU be reAmerica."
of
of the homes
versed."
he
years,"
"three
Aylesworth's
contended, "seem too short to me"
essential

'

Video.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

financial' risk' in
aural station today. By the same
token, he bluntly told broadcasters

Bucks For Business
from
M

Ross,

of

.

.

Post-Gazette

staff,

has

moderator ;of
been
appointed
weekly "Camera Club'? show onthat station.

Omaha-^Nutrena Mills 'has taken
over three day a week (Mon., Wedi,
Fri.)

sponsorship, of the 12:45 to

segment of *'WOW
Nutrena has been on

Calling."
for
eight years in the 7:15 to 7:30 a.m.
1

•

WOW

spot with Lyle BeMosSi

—

Detroit
Boyd Lawler, WXYZ
producer, has been named vice-

chairman In charge of publicity
and advertising for Sixth Annual
Michigan Aviation Week June 3-12.

House Hps

three to
to meet the needs of secondary
cities and towns surrounding them.

AM

log of
applications. We forecast that in the course of the next
year and a half there will be a substantial drop In the number of
applications received. Until; recent-'
ly we had a serious backlog of
programming staff.
In the number., of
"In all re-, applications.
applications filed «we forecast
spects, this type of 'secondary station'," Coy declared, "should sim- a levelling off in the next year and
ply be a repeater for the program la half.

These "secondary stations" must
be simple in construction and'
operation, with minimum investment' and operating cost. These;
stations, he said, should not require studios, management, sales or

—

Melissa Smith,
San Antonio
featured vocalist with the Horace
Heidt radio and stage; show, is
spending a month's vacation here
with her husband, who is the executive director of the San Antonio branch of the Armed Service
FM
Y.M.C.A. She dropped in to see
her former colleagues at WOAI
and was immediately spotted by
source in order to extend the cov"In television the picture is dif- Jerry Lee, WOAI program direc"
prage for thp program
^ ferent^We-have-a-ver-y-large-backi; tor, for a guest appearance on
Coy warned against; television log of pending applications in TV Freiude to J!ivening,T ner former IP
program.
staying in the "millionaire class." resulting from the. gold rush for
"Ifi it does," he added, "millions TV stations experienced in 1948
WashlnEton—'Lee Hart, retail coofv people in this country will [and from the September, 1948,
ordinator for.: the NAB broadcast
never have the opportunity to en-' freeze on the processing of TV apr advertising department, has
been
Joy it regularly."
plications.''
nominated for "advertising woman
Coy said that while he couldn't
Coy estimated it would- take 12 of the year" by the Woman's Adaccept the thesis that all broad- to 15 months to catch up on the vertising Club of Washington.
casters ought to have first; call on backlog of television applications
a television frequency, "1 certainly when the freeze is over.
He
Wllliamsport, Pa.—
will
would like to see developments in warned, however, that with the join CBS as a basic supplementary
television -which would make it budget being given his agency, it station, effective May 15, bringing
U0(
possible for all qualified broad-^ will not be caught up on the back- total number of CBS affiliates to
log in all of its work until after 182. Woodrow W. Ott is
casters to (jet into TV."
Asserting that 58 percent of the 1951. Coy estimated that the TV general manager,
{freeze
would end either next
Detroit Sinclair Refining Co.,
month or in June.
through Kixson-O'Donnell, Inc.,
Ne.w York, purchased"This Is the
Story," transcribed series by Ed
Prentiss to be aired over
for 13 weeks.
BIG THINGS CAN COMI IN
SS Continued from page t7 ;s
SMALL ADS—LiKEi "IN THI SAN
Greensboro, N. C. Columbia
ward Wall crstein, board chairman College has applied to the FCC for
FRANCISCO BAY AREA THI
of Columbia Records, moves back a new noncommercial educational*
llS
BEST
S A LIS
AIR
into the: prexy post which he for-^ FM broadcasting station at Colummerly held. Here, too, the con- bia.
Inter-City Advertising Co.,
jecture is that CBS board chairman operating four Carolina stations,
William S. Paley is biding his time asked the conunission to approve a
before making a: new appointment.
Theodore C. Strelbert,
prez, was elected Mutual board
chairman, succeeding Lewis Allen
Weiss of Don Lee. Streibert's for.Quolqlion frpm comment by Mr. Albert ZugSiriith, Executive Vice-Rrettdcnt of
mer post of vice chairman was
The Smith Dam* Corporation,, and one of the nation's leading authoritiea on
handed to Thomas O'Neil of the
radio Motion values, who examined data on this west south lentral network
Yankee web.
Frank Schreiber,

AM
AM

.AUTION

I

I

!

I

.

EFORE

I

PEED

I

I

I

j

WWPA

i

V

I

,

!

KTUC

.

1

WWPA

I

1

—

I

White Appt.

WXYZ

-

—

—

MAN

GLEN KING."

I

WOR

"AN OUTSTANDING BUY"

;

g.m. of WGN, Chi, was elected director to
succeed Chesser M.

Campbell.

All other Mutual directors and vice presidents were
reelected.

—

j

'We go aboard

this

one whether they have Wheatica or

Minneapolis
Bob De Haven,
WCCO personality, has been represident of Minneapolis
chapter ot Wisconsin Alumni Assn.
elected

not.'!

I

I

iSlation.:.'

Priced
ket.

.

«it

$120,000.

,

,

Exclusive in f|rowing, isolated maryear.

No television worries. Earned $40,000 net last
SMALL PROPERTIES DIVISION

THE SMITH DAVIS CORPORATIOH
317 SoHtli Sixteenth Street

Phone: KIngsley 6-1132

Philadelphia 2. Fa.
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TELBVISION REVIEWS

50

WHO

SAID THAT?

With Robert Trout, emcee; John
Cameron Swayie, H. V, Kaltenborn, Henry Morcran, Madge

XH

»»>**»» »«»*<

7m ««>

artillery in Tuesday's (5) dis- ered crack turns in the magico
play with Victor Moore, Gracie vein, it's usually wiser to space
Fields and Jean Sablott combining
such acts over a couple of shows.
with Milton Berle to provide andou-r Rest of the layout was okay vaudeo
Said That?" occasioned the switch other spirited show. Sablon,,
of the program from Sunday to bling from the Versailles, made his topped by Patricia Morison's reposi- turn
Curtain opened
booking.
Saturday, in one of NBC's moves video debut in an extremely
chanteur with neat hoofing by Purceli &
to build up^ Saturday night pro- tive manner; The Gallic
gramming, Judged by the initial hai^ a pleasing and personable de-

(Benton & Bowies')
First sponsored edition of

(9\ it's a good meanor and he televises well, esProgram was pepped up pecially in the closeups. Cameras
considerably by Milton Berle's an^ left the singer midway for some
tics, breaking in for part of his Parisian montage permitting him
marthon cancer drive efforts, but to effect a change of costume. He
program stands on its own as a provided an enjoyable spot.
Moore's fluttery mannerism went
light-hearted, breezy though liter-

move.

,

ate "Info Please," with unexpect- over nicely even though the venered moments of fun.
able comic started off slowly.
An intelligent, witty board Sat- reached his peak in an heroic decurday (9) guessed most of the lamation. Miss Fields, a frequent
quotes picked from the newspapr visitor to this show, similarly hit
ers. H. v. Kaltenborn pulled a big top values in the solo spots and the
laugh by taking such a long time production numbers. As an added
to remember that a particular value show included a line for a
quotCj was his own. Henry Mor- caM-can number to round out the
gan pulled a bigger laugh (and Parisian finale with Berle in a hoke
maybe boner) by referring to the Mile. Fifi bit.
"sexual peregrinations" of Rita

He

:

;

Hayworth and Ali Kahn. Anchor
P hi Ico Televlsitfn Playhouse
man John Cameron Swayze was his bpwed
off the NBC web for the
usual
expert
self,
and Madge
Evans more than merely decora- season Sunday (10) with an interesting, if not completely success-

tive.

Berle, as emcee Bob Trout admitted. disrupted the show, but in
a. nice way;
Camera should have
included both Berle and Morgan in
the many interchanges and bits of
business between the two comics,
instead of concentrating: on Berle.
Camera also flubbed in not follow-

inal

name

"Who

Satufday

airer

sephiqe HuI), botli from

deliv-

(3)

Schulberg's

*
i

*f
novel,

"What ?l
Makes Sammy Run

.Jose Ferrer's performance of an
unscrupulous, on-the-make Sammy
Click was expert and persuasive,
but not enough to give conviction
to the story of his meteoric rise
from copyboy to studio exec di:

rector. Perhaps compression of the
Commercials were worked in neat- story into 60 minutes gave it the
ly, one of them being woven in superficial, phony quality it had.
Perhaps the evidence of hasty
deftly as one of the questions.
preparation
or insufficient reBron:

ing Berle properly on his arrival.

—

"

,

(

With Virginia GUmore, Yul Bryn.
ner,

Broadway

cast;

Peter Barry;

Win

announcer

Elliott.
':

Producer: Barry

**

*

Texaco pulled out some heavy Gali and the Marvellos

CROSI.EY-AVCO
NBC, from N. Y.

FIRESIDE THEATRE
"Friend of the Family"

Comment

Tele Follow-up

Evans, Milton BerlCi Kuests
Producer: Herb Leder
Director: Garry Simpson
30 Mins.; Sat.. 9 p.m.

Wednesday, April 13^ 1949

.

Director: JLarry Schwab
the orig" 30 Mins.; .Tues,, 9 p.m.

\-

PROCTER & GAMBLE

;

NBC-TV, from N. ¥.

Basic credit, however^ for the
play's video click belongs to Marc
Daniel's direction and deft han-

(Compton)
''Friend of the Family," an orig-

dling of the cameras. Each gag 'and inal playl6t scripted by PetM
pibt turn were framed within the Barry, made for an unfortunate
screen's field of vision with per- start of Procter & Gamble's new
fect, timing of camera switchovers series, "Fireside Theatre."
Thfe
arid

use of dissolvM,

Tuesday night half-hour is to be a
showcase slot for various program
formats, with
ostensibly selecting the best one for a perma-

A solid three

m??'^romJIdv''"to^s£brUtiSe; level setting, patterned
Do^ iSI'lE"''*'^""'

after the

P&G

disheHp'^S Cand

Initialer.
however
Asidf f^^om Karloff and Miss nent niche;
Hull. firstrate_ perf ormances„ were missed fire on ail counts of script^
turned in by Bert Freed, as Teddy; ing. acting, production and staging
ventional style.
Playing before an unimaginaWilliam Prince, as Mortimer; Ruth
tive
backdrop
York
Heart
the
New
Plugging
«nd set. which
McDevitt, as the other elderly
Fund campaign midway in the lady, and Edgar Stehli, as Dr. Ein- helped negate the show's impact
Virginia Gilmore and Yul Brynnef
show, Ed Sullivan fluffed his intro stein.
.
(Mr. and Mrs. In real life), plus
of circuit operator Harry Brandt
Barry himself, struggled through
whisper
as "Harry Cohen."
"Americana,': to celebrate the the playwright's
weak comedy
from the wings also saved Sullivan
Fire- about a
husband-and-wife thesping
from skipping one of the commer- windup of its first year underguests
stone sponsorship, had as
team and their best friend, the aucials.
several of the top NBC-TV stars thor.
The lines and the denoue(11).
that web Monday night
ment were telegraphed far in ad^'Actors' Studio" came up with a on
emceed by vance of the windup. Characters
sock adaptation of Richard Con- Half-hour quiz program,
based had little chance, to move
nell's "A Reputation"
Thursday Ben Grauer. with questions
'around
history, continued the in- the set and the fact they
night (7) via ABC. Story of a on U. S.
kept
infectious quality which blocking each other from
formal
and
sight inmilquetoast character who finally
it
has built during the last 12 dicated too little time was spent in
got the attention from others he
Much
of the show's impact camera rehearsal.
months.
wanted, the one-acter was excellay in the visualization of the quesAnnouncer
Win
Elliott
did an
lently thesped by
Tom Ewell,
okay job of establishing informalEmily Lawrence and a standout tions;
In addition to the high school ity with his introduction of the
cast of supporting players. Produccollege students: who act as play.
Filmed commercials were
tion and direction of both the and
the guests included Bob adequate but the script was cut at
World Video and ABC. staffs were regulars,
Trbut; Eioise McElhone, Ivan San- an illogical point to Insert the midequally good.
derson, Earl Wrightson and Kyle dle plug.
stal.
Contributing eonsiderably to the MacDonnell. Their ease before the
overall quality were the bits of cameras and ad lib kidding with
CLUB
business added to the script, all of Grauer helped generate the birthWith Barbara Smith. Buddy Lester,
which helped generate the human, day spirit.
Louie Tops, Mike Masters, Earl
infectious touch.
Dialog at the
and Josephine Leach Chorus,
cocktail party, for example, might
Phil BrestofI orch (16); Frankie
James M. Barrie's "The Twelve
have been lifted directly from any
Pound Look." presented Monday :;'Rapp,:emcee''
literary free^loading affair. Only
"Chevrolet on Broadway." Directors: Peter Strand; Franic
faulty aspect was the costuming. 111) on

with

VT'fuu'ca'sroSe

was'^a

?:;iLe%nslbll'numbe?'in''con"

'

-

A

.

.

.

.

:

HADA

hearsal
Lou Gilbert (Norby)
proper video
Barbaro
fluffing his lines;
the shot of Play had a three-week time si>an seems too static for,
excellent en- 30 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
With Candy Jones; Ralph Bellamy, Ferrer crossing in front, of camera, but the cast was shown wearing presentation, despite
actments by Margaret Sullavan. HAMTRAMCK AUTO DEALERS
taking his jacket off, to make ready the same clothes throughout.
guest; John Tillman; announcer
Ralph Forbes and Valerie Cossart. WXYZ-TV. Detroit
for a following scenC'^-ralso helped
Producer: Kermif Schafer
top
much
one'-act
script
WXYZ-TV has a network conThe
is
spoil the efCect.
Director: Cledge Roberts
Sammy Kaye's adaptation of his
and devoid of motion. Miss tender in its new night club showt
15 Mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m.
On the favorable side, there was successful stage gimmick, "So You wordy:
Sullavan was charming as the typist "Club Hada." The show offers
Sustaining
action and pace, and a good deal Want to Lead a. Band;" came over who left, her domineering husband varie'd entertainment
to please any
W^IX, N. Y.
of story flow despite the cramped NBC television Sunday (10) eveOh basis of this show, television setting and concentration on the ning as' a laugh show with a vastly to make a living on her own, and taste, and it has an inexhaustible
could learn a lesson from radio- three leading characters. Ferrer promising future. There are a lot Forbes was sufficiently bombastic supply: of top guest stars to keep
"Club
as the pompous husband. However, it fresh.
Hada's'' potential
that, no matter how big the prizes brought
Sammy to life; Philip of highly amusing moments in the
on a giveaway program, it still must Bourneuf made an excellent con- bodyrEnglish and gyrations of the the half-hour has more gab, much was obvious despite the fact that
for mod- the, initial telecast Monday (5) sufinclude some entertainment to fidant, and Phyllis Hill an attrac amateur bandleaders who take over of it outmoded, to suffice
fered from birth pains and an unhold audience interest. Entire 15 tive Kit. Gilbert. Howard Smith the direction of Kaye's commercial em-day tele.
fortunate slip of a glib tongue.
minutes of "Your Lucky Star,
and Doe Avedon were okay in .sup- combo and every one of them
The irrepressible Frankie Rapp;
Ma.ior technical triumph was
which preemed Friday (8) over port. Interwoven film shots of N. Y^ manage to creep into the lens. This
N. Y. Dally News' WPIX, was de- street scenes and railroad trains was Kaye's second showing on scored by the BBC in its telecast of Bowery night dub emcee noted for
varsity his salty language, let u cuss word
voted to the so-called jackpot ques- were good, too.
video with his stage baby, and the Oxford and Cambridge
first time in slip out. and repercussions were
tion and countless plugs for the
while there are many loose ends boat race; For the
British video an unconnected cam- felt and seen during the greater
various outfits which furnish the
"Admiral Broadway Revue" that could be gathered .up in era driven, by a gasoline generator part of the show. The show was
prizes. There was not even a hint
fashioned a neat and often biting smarter fashion, they did not seri- followed the two contesting crews good enough, however, to counterof ."tnything to break the monotony.
satire of the film biz in its pres- ously interfere with the comedy in a motor launch and the com- act them.
Format is just another in tlie entation Friday
night (8) over the aspect. Kay gives listeners an op^ plete picture was provided by the "Club Hada" draws its acts and
long list of twists on the giveaway.
portunity to get in on the prizes,
combined NBC-DuMont
use, in addition, of seven video chorus from the Bowery, Detroit
Model Candy Jones, as emcee, Show opened with a slowtelewebs.
produc- giving the program a giveaway cameras placed at strategic points area's leading night club. Opener's
drew viewers' phone numbers out of tion number but built steadily
to a tinge, by allowing a viewer by along the four-mile course; Result star, Barbara Smith/ wife of Frank
a drum.
After the call Was put
sock finale, featuring Marge and phone to take a crack at naming was a complete, perfect record of Barbaro, the Bowery's owner, did
through, Ralph Bellamy, as guest,
audience
the winner, judged: by the
asked the evening's question. If Go wer C h a m p 1 o n balleting a via a laugh meter. If the phone this major sporting event and the some top-drawer chirping. Guestar
preem at the Carthay Circle the^
crowning achievement was the Buddy Lester described an African
the correct answer wasn't forth
atre, L, A;, in which the entire cast picker's choice coincides with that canning of the broadcast, and its safari, complete with sound effects
rnminc the
thn prize \„^^
t-, Vi,"
COnung,
was ^AAAA
added to
the
nart Miltnn RpHp mmo nn of the. aud, a stack of prizes goes inclusion in the television newsand masterful mugging, that was
kitty and the viewer 'BOt a con-l
the end to plug his marathon to the former as well as the am reel shown in the program the uproarious; Louie Tops and his
solation award.; nX*^L"„?.'i'J'lat
leader: It's a good angle and Kaye
same evening.
baseball-playing monkey provided
.on is asked oach'^^J^k.^onTo^i
and his men do a good job with it,
t1f/Se7
a good ctiange of pace. The six.
the viewers tapped on the preem
in a couple of mentions for his adding a lot of their own uninhiblovely Leach chorines stepped out
program h^id the answer, and the
"Texaco Star T heatre" 'fiiesday ited gag angles to those unintenin t wo numbers, with Earl and JQ^audience", if they didn'tHknow it,
night airer via NBC-TV (With Du- -^tionaHy-'p^ovided^^^-^the-^ontestHsephine doing a nice joD of frontwe"e left in the dark.
also forced to carry his bit.) ants.
Mont
ing.
Announcer John Tillman con^
Mary McCarty sparked the first
Hamtramck Auto Dealers Assn:,
sumed a full minute naming the
"Lambs Gambor Sunday (10)
prizes at the start of the show and h^lf of the program with her, was dedicated to oldtime tuneWGN-TV, Chi, announced com- through the Rex Advertising Co.,
almost thit long describing each ''Happy Medium" slci't and was siniths who were members of the mercial setup on Cubs and White will continue to sponsor the. show
gift added to the jackpot.
With a ^'osely followed by Iraogene Coca show biz club on West 44th Street, Sox baseball telecasts, as well as for nine weeks. ''Club Hada" has
deal like that, a prospective bank- in a satire on Ingrid Bergman's including John Philip Sousa, Vic-^ pre-game and post-game programs the ingredients for network viewSid Caesar and tor Herbert, Ernest R. Ball, George and announcements.
roller would be tirazv to sponsor I" Joan of Arc."
Peter Hand ing.
—
the nrogram— all he has to do is Miss McCarty teamed for a spoof- M. Cohan and Frank Crumit. Brewing,, makers of Meister Bra\i,
furnish a few products.
Bellamy ing impersonation of Dan Dailey Device provided excuse for repris- will spon.sor every other honie INSIDE SARATOGA
was aposrenth' along just for the and Betty Grable in the standard ing a number of oldies, such as game of both teams through Batr With Ted Beebe, guests
tide. -When Miss Jones, at about 20th-Fpx musicals arid Miss Coca ''Stars
Forever," ten. Barton, Durstihe & ^Osfobrn Producer: Ann Pylc
and
Stripes
the 12-minute mark, finally decided repeated with a furiiiy bit oh a '•When Irish Eyes are Smiling'', and •agency.''^
Director: Arnold Wilkes
Caesar roasted "Just a Kiss in the. Dark;" Stanza
to inte''v'ew him on liis role in the femme surgeon;
Pre-gatin.e 15 minute telecast is 15. Mins., Tues., 6:45 p.m.
current Rvoadwav nllok, "Detective most of the film industiy in liis opened with Howard Chandler sponsored by Newart Clothing WRGB-TV Schenectady
Story." Tiilrri.in out in rudelv with solo skit on "The Making, of a Christy painting Fred Waring's through William Futterman agency.
Series on noted resort and its
the bright observation that: there Star."'
elements
contains
portrait for the Lambs gallery, Post-game program will be spon- personalities
was .stil) iirne left tor one more'
by
Walgreens
while Morton Downey looked on. sored
through which indicate the possibilities of
"Toast of the Town" went over- The tenor pleased with his easy Schwimmer & Scott agency. Spot local stations in interesting area
phone call.
In all. this was the kind of show board on the. hocu.s-pocus to upset versions of the nostalgic tunes, announcements tied in with tele- coverqige. Three or four of the proth;it ran be as harmful to tele- the balance of Sunday's session
Waring did a good thesping job in casts are for Philip Morris through grams viewed had moments of
vision's oroerammi'io as it alle«ed- (11) on CBS. Although botli Gali- front of the: cameras, strumming fBiow
agency;
Benrus
Watch dragginess and evidences of overStal.
ly h:is been for rao"o.
through J. W. Tarcher agency; and length; but others moved with a
:•;,..' on a ukulele in one number, all of
•4.
.kGonr
Set is a simulated boxing ring to wliicli augurs well for his new Rival Dog Food through Charles certain speed and vitality.
SP ERRING PARTNERS
Silver
Sidering the probable modest budr
agency.
carry out the title theme and it CBS-TV sliow teeing Off Sunday
W'lh WaUcr Kiernan, emcee; was tlie action oi the participants (17). But Christy's anecdotes about
WGN-TV announced renewal_of get. results were rather good,
GE
this
at
Ted
Beebe.
veteran
Ro-sen's
Men's
Wear
sponsorship
composers were weak and
in" trying to play cute as boxers the
P'roftor: Sean Di'lon
of last half of boxing bouts for 13 video outlet, narrates and interrambling.
that corned up the program.
.'SO
yim'i
Fri., 9:30 p.m.
views.
Photographs, slides and,
Very little rehearsal is needed
Waring's Glee Club was tops weeks through William Futterman
Siist.iiiiina'
film of Spa spots are woven into
agency;
and
announcements
for
on an ad lib show such as tliis but musically, but offered static viewA^,r-TT|' from N. V.
One of best all-,
Middle commercial, which Klein's Sporting Goods througlr the telecasts.
f^cinsidevable nolish might turn director Sean Dillon should have ing.
around jobs was accomplished in
blending of Maxwell Walter L. Rubens agency.
thiM intn, an accG'it.^We auiz show warned Kiernan where the cam- compared
WNBQ, Chi, announced partici- picturization of Saratoga Racevvay
Too often he spoke House coffee with blending of the
but. in its orpsfirit form, it's a lit- eras were.
pations for Empire Cooler Serv- (harness track).
A publicist tor
directly
to
the
with
his
back
lenses
glee
voices
club
and
mixing
the
of
t'p ovei'^cutp -'nd under-'.irofiuf'id
ice through Olian agency; and sta- this comparatively new enterprise
Preem. edilion and other times he crossed up the; paints on .Christy's palette,' was tion breaks for Sunbeam Toasters talked briskly, fluently and enterfor *on resii'Is.
patricipants
by blocking them. adeptly handled.
l.ist 'Friday niphf (({I was mfiri'od
tainingly, while the racing shots
through PeiTin-Paus agency.
rriTt'v bv noor ii1.-(r"'nf!nt pith<^f Camera work for the most part
packed unusual clarity and touches
Peggy Kelly, one of
"Arsenic and Old Lace" was
of the cameras 0'" DarticiDants. and was spotty.
of drama.
.
whom Kiernan in- given a flawless TV treatment on
that should not be too difficult to tlie participants
Chicago
WTMJ^TV provided
Beebe is a capable narrator ana
iroed as the "most photogenic, girl the CBS "Ford Theatre" Monday voters with
correct.
a first-hand vi^w of interviewer, although at times
1949," was not even shown to night (II). Although trimmed to
Milwaukee county judicial can- has sounded slightly too loud. ProTitled "Soarring Partners," the of
m'>n the audience until, several minutes less than 60 mmutes. the video didates last week by lining all 16 ducer Ann Pyle, apparently {jot a
three
matches
proc(ram
A TLihds^y-Busr^
n..„
later.
a'daptation' of Ho ward
poiiticos for video presentation. professional speaker, talked brieiagain.st three women in a grnun of
Questions were based on current' sel Crouse daffy classic compared Program was sfceddiad in coopera- ly and constrictedly on two shots.
brain'teasers witched by WaUnr
Particioants news topics and were fair enough, favorably to both the legit and film tion
with
Kiernan as eincee.
League of Women Her other contributions seemeo
are drawn from business, art and despite the apparent difficulties versions. Helping out greatly in re- Voters, who notified tele set own- substantial. Arnold Wilkes' direcpvnfpssions. wiih the initial stanza encountered by the participants in capturing the atmosphere of whim- ers in advance. The Journal print- tion fitted well into the formatsical madness were the crack per
ed biographical data on candidates Theme number did not sound apthree cover-girl mori"'s coming up with the answers.
pitting
atal.
lonnances of Boris Karloff and Jo- same day.
against three mag cover artists,
'K'^^'
propriate.
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Tideo Uncertcunty Hypo to T. Dorsey

Ain to Run
Dorsey

1 Gross Over

$1,000.1

"Most Requested"
"Cruising

Yaudates With Martin

And he
situation,
much as he can
this year.
thie co-axial cable in opera-

band

Hollywood, April 12.
For the first time In his two
decades as a batonefip, Ffeddy
Martin will have a femme chirp-

'

'

the American Society of
ers,

place of the late president

due May

label-owner customers for mutual
benefit. It's asserted that in the

|

;

Jack p^^t

You"

'

"Loyally."

Pact isn't a termer for Miss
Hutton who says she won't take
long term recording deals from
now on but will wax only songs
Which tie in with her films.'

Meet
12.

of the power of disk jockeys.
Finale, of course, will cover the

rpm

Lombardo, Decca

Compos-

Authors and Publishers over

rate

—

Columbia's Microgroove
Long-Playing and RCA-Victor's 45
Pic will cover the hisplatters.
tory of recordings from the early
days up through the various eras
of pop and classical, through the
practice of record collecting, jazz
disk cults, to the present-day era

and rpm's

battle.

Time will bring out the sales
power of artists little known to

structure

the pop buyer in metropolitan centers such as the hillbilly and
country artists who a-e followed
with deeper fanaticism: by their
fans than are the Gomos, Crosbys
and. Sinatras of the pop field.
There's Ifddy Arnold; for example;
who often outsells any pop or Red
Seal name on Victor's various lists.
Pic will turn attention, too, to the
race field, also huge.

—

.

.

I

ipiiipeEit!
Four-Yr. Pact
New contract between the Music
Publishers
Contact
Employees,
representing songpluggers, and the

'

^

•

5.

One of the immediate aims of
the As.sn. will be to establish a
credit-rating bureau into which all
factory heads will funnel' into on

'

Are

Inking Next Wk.

Kapp (Dave) Stays

lis

"Where

Pact Ready For

I

:i

let,"

ASCAP

I

.

j

for the use of
;jngs on TV, will meet
with his people during the National Assn. of Broadcasters convention here on the subject. Myers
and the committee are expected to
devise a new coin; plan' to take
back into meetings with ASCAP,
in an effort to bring about a setGuy Lombardo and Decca Rectlement of the impasse between ords will be ready next week some
the two organizations.
time to formally sign the new conMyers and his TV negotiators tract agreed upon between the
met with the ASCAP committee Lombardos and the late Jack Kapp,
again in New York last week ini just prior to the latter's death' two
an effort to secure "some ray of weeks ago. Deal is for .five years
hope" to take west: to the NAB with a two-year option, and calls
gathering.
ASCAP, it's under- for a hefty guarantee against roystood, gave the TV men nothing to alties, the latter computed on the
basis of each record rather than
chew over
ASCAP offered he'television in-. si"»Ply adding guarantees and baldustry a rate structure several ancing them against lumped royalweeks ago. It was rejected as un- ties. In that way, each record is
satisfactory.
Subsequently,
the in business for itself, the guarantees of paired sides riding against
video men offered the Society its
The same
samp pair's
nair's aer-nipn
rnvalrips
the
accrued royalties.
idea of a pay plan and ASCAP
Lombardo has been working for
turned that down. They've both
been dickering since, but they re- Decca since recording was resumed
main far apart on payment ideas. last ^December on the basis of his
ASCAP believes that there are too old contract, which had expired a
many factors involved in its side' short while before. Meanwhile, he
of the discussions to accept too and -the late Jack Kapp had been
cheap a coin program, and the wrestling with the- possibility of a
video men, who are still putting capital-gains deal. Lombardo dismoney into expanding video, want cussed deals elsewhere and Kapp
the Society to settle now for a had said that if the leader could
lower rate and graduate with the get a capital-gain pact anywhere
deemed acceptable to the Governgrowth of the medium.
ment, Decca would match it. Lombardo didn't and they sat down and
worked out an agreement that
Decca's execs are currently following through sinc9 Kapp's death.
a

Own Protection

.

NAB

Chicago, April
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There are no Saiient points in
the new agreement, which won't
formally be signed until the attorneys for both sides finish putting
the deal on paper, they must set
the language of details agreed
upon at yesterday's meet. One
thing is certain, the contact men
did not achieve their aim for a pension fund.

.

!

i»

Mu^ic Publishers Protective Assn.,
representing employers^ was agreed
upon at meeting yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon. New deal is for
four years, to. Deb. 31. 1932, and is
retroactive to the past Dec. 31,
when the old de<il expired.

many owners of indie labels.
haven't so much as a nut and
holt of equipment of their own,
Cleaning up of the
Decca also renewed Bing Crosby
pact
i^gyg gotten large orders of recorda couple weeks back, signing him to makes the first time in over two
ings virtually on the cuff, by the
Crosby years the
has hot been ina seven-year agreement.
simple process of giving small oralso was in the market for a cap- volved in contractual problem's.
^^^.^
^ ja^gg number of factories.
the meeting,
Stampers are easy to obtain and
Ted 'Wallerstein, chairman of ital-gains idea, but he too decided For some time it was negotiating
Kapp will have complete con- they're all that's necessary.
such a plan couldn't easily be the publishers' deal with the Songthe board of Columbia Records, that
writers Protective Assn. When that
trol in the future over Decca's
applied to record-making.
Charter Of the new org has been
again named president of the
was completed last year other
recording.
He has been an prepared and temporary officers was
organization Monday (11) to fill the
items came up, and then the
artists and repertoire man since arid a temporary board of directors
rn
spot being left vacant by the cur- pi • qi i.
,
U'l
pact.
joining his brother. Jack, at Decca, has been named. Temporary
prez rent prez. Frank White, when he iXlll.
^
^
1 UDa 1 OOter flleS
ariirst-Tn-filHi»llyr«»en-raee-andJ-i™g^^^^^^^ if^ErlingerrEastern-Rec- moves to the presidency"of"the"MU'="
-y^Belore themeeting with
so on through every division of
men, the former held a
Co.; treasurer, George h. Bard, tuai network May 1.
Wallerstein
Vs.
Violation
recording. In recent years, he has g^r^ Record; secretary, H. Weinboard meeting at wliich the i^esigpresident of CRC, but
had
been
been devoting all of his time to ir^ub, Plastylite Corp.
nation of Johnny O'Connor from
stepped up to the board
when
he
'
pop and in the past year took oyer
the .MPPA director board was AcPhfljy Oich, Local
'chairmanship, White was moved in
more and more of those duties
f^epted^ He was replaced by Berfrom CBS, the parent company, as
Philadelphia, April 12.
from the late president, including
n?'"d. Goodwin. Paramount-Famous
president.
In an unusual action, Clarence
Contestant
the Hollywood watch, which Jack
"^ad^
player,
33-year-old
tuba
Karelia,
It had been fully expected that
Kapp always attended to himself.
~
'
"
of
unfair
labor
pracfiled
charges
Wallerstein would again take over
Milton R. Rackmil is now presiMooney's
Philadelphia yiOragainst ine
the ^-riuaueipnia
tice againsi
"ce
.
I „„^„
dent of Decca, having been named
the presidency. Though chairman
Local
American
and
77,
chestra
N.Y.
U.A. ACCOUntantS
board during White's tenure,
to the position a few days after the
Hurt in Air Crash of the
of
Musicians
a^^
?«i!f«tion
death of Jack Kapp.
he had been fully active in the
A six-year-old contestant on Art company's affairs, working closely violation of the Taft-Hartley Law.
Checking indie Disk
Mooney's ABC net "Talent Hour" with White on CRG's Microgroove Action was .{irought, before the Na::
radio broadcast was badly injured, Long-Playing disks project. Too, tiohal Labor "Relations Board,.
Co.
Statements
Karelia, a disabled 'veteran from
Capitol Completes Its
along
killed,
was
and his mother
such is the condition of the record
member
of
James
C.
Chicago,
is
a
of
manager
Keeney,,
Accountants
working for the Diswith Bernard
business, that the $75,000 annually
the Rajah theatre, Reading, Pa., Which White was drawing, in ad- Petrillo's own Chi local. He joined trict Attorney of New York have
First
of Disks
and
Philly
Orch
in
September
the
airchartered
begun
auditing
the.
books of one
and the pilot of a
dition: to Wallerstein's salary, will
unable to secure a transfer on
Platters plane, following last week's (5) be a considerable saving to CRG was grounds that the symphony had of the independent record companies in N.Y., looking for charged
contestant, Ken- since White isn't being replaced, the
broadcast.
Hollywood, April 12.
neth Blikiki, of Reading, was be- or rather that one: man will do the not exhausted the possibilities of discrepancies between sales and
hiring a new tuba here. After sev- royalty statements to a major pubCapitol Records has made up the ing
home following job that two did before.
returned
first package of recordings it will Mooney's
eral strike threats by the Orches- lisher. Firm being checked is the
broadcast, from Utica,
release to dealers on the 45 rpm N. Y., when the plane they chartra's musiciansi Karelia's case was one cited in Variety several weeks
taken to arbitration and his con-* back as being suspected of delibplatters, which RCA-Victor devel- tered crashed in the mountains
tract was ordered cancelled as of erately falsifying statements to the
oped and which Cap is going along near Allentown, Pa. Youngster is
April 23
With. Coast indie's initial batch of in an Allentown hospital, expected
point where one major pub became
Karelia alleged the arbitration incensed enough to take his case
45's will consist of five standard to recover.
A young banjoist,
decision was in effect a ruling in to the D. A.
albums, five Telefunken albums, Danny Deetrurk, was also injured.
Bostoh, April 12.
six children's albums, five Tele^^^'^^
It will probably be known by
Few weeks ago when Mooney
Sherm Feller, WEEI, Boston, a^"^Pi'/t,"*.?
.
' .
Taft-Hartley violation.
funken singles, and pop singles played the Rajah theatre, Keeney
the end- of this week whether the
disk jockey, may give up spinning
not yet selected. Exact date of iscomplaint made by the pub is jusasked him about putting the young records soon. He's set to do a telesue is not set, but it will be later
tified. If it is, the latter will insax-clarinet pla.ver on his am show- vision show on WEEI's TV outlet
Talent
Pacts
this month or early May, more
sist
on criminal action. It's asMooney consented, but, due to the and if that is successful he'll problikely the latter.
Ziggy Talent has been signed serted by him that the dislcer covkid being ill, he didnt' get on un- ably byoass disk spinning.
as a soloist by RCA-Victor Rec- ered up actual sales of platters
Five standard albums will in- til March 22 from Asbury Park.
approach to platter- ords. Comedy singer with Vaughn carrying one of his firm's tunes by
Feller's
clude the new "Kiss Me, Kate" set, He won that week and also tlie
from
the
different
is
pounding
using
orchestra
will
work
with
one set of serial numbers to
by Jo Stafford and Gordon Mac- following week in Elmira, N. Y.
Monroe's
He's more a comic who his boss' band when he records.
cover two different recordings.
Rae, just released on 78 di.sks, and He also drew the top prize at the usual.
One recording, under that numthe "Stan Kenton Encores" album. Utica broadcast. So difficult is it spins a disk only when he runs
Billing will read, "Ziggy Talent
audience
has
breeth.
He
out
of
an
ber
on
the diskers books, was imwith Vaughn Monroe's orchestra."
'Six children's items will include to get by train from Utica to Readprinted with public domain musie
two of Cap's bestsellers in that ing, that Keeney and the lad's at every one of his late-night
Duke Ellington orchestra comes on which no royalty is necessary,
division, "Bozo Sings" and "Little mother decided to charter a small shows, which gives a general idea
Tele
may
it
is.
of
show
of
type
a
Another
disk, with the same label
Toot." Telefunken items will in- plane and fly home in |in hour or
to Detroit for the first time in two
If it is, disks will years to play a concert Saturday number, covered recordings of the
elude Beethoven's "Eroica" sym-iso.
It's not certain What caused be his medium.
pub's copyrighted pop.
(16) at Masonic Aud.
gO^ by the boards.
Phony.
the crash*
Kapp.

Dave,

who went

bac-k

to
to

California last Wednesday (6)
up loose ends of his recent long
stay west, and to bring his wife
east, got back into N. Y. over the
weekend specifically in time for

Ted Wallerstein

^ho

;

MPCE

tie

,:

preparing a

is

Own

Coin Plan

At

Record Molders

:

Time

of

Film Songs for CapJ ert Schofield and directed by Len
.^^^ .Gray Lockwood, the proHollywood, April 12.
Betly Hutton signed with Capi- duction is expected to be ready,
''""^ release,
Records for one album, to etch
Eyes of Time's editors Were
four tunes from Frank Loesser's
score for Paramount's "Red, Hot drawn to the disk division of the
and Blue." They are "I Wake Up theatrical business by the hullaover the battle of the
in Morning Feeling Fine," "Ham-fballoo

tol

Robert P. Myers, NBC exec and
head of the industry television
committee which is wrestling with

Dorsey's Batavia Record
Batavia, N. Y., April 12,
Tommy Dorsey orchestra cracked,
admissions and attendance, record
for onO'day stage show at Mancuso
theatre here April 3, playing to
slightly over 6,000 admissions, Just
Owners of independently operunder one-third of the town's popBatavia has ated pressing factories in New
ulation showed up.
York are setting up an industry
19,000 people.
Jim Mancuso, owner and opera- organization called the Record
tor of the theatre, has been play- Molders Assn. to protect theming names on his stage consistent- selves from label owners, etc.
ly, but never got the reaction he There are said to be approximately
50 record processing and pressing
received with Dorsey.
plants in the N. Y. area that are
not connected with any recording
company, that are owned separately
and -subsist by doing job-lot pressing for any label that orders disks.
And some 36 such owners attended
the last of two meetings at which
the owner-org was set up. Another

On Decca Board

March

documentary reel on the recording business, as a major U. S. in-

I

'

1

New

'

,4
-ii
i.
i
Decca Records maintained the
Kapp name on us
controlling
body, by yesterday
(Tues.) naming Dave Kapp to the
company's board of directors m

—

j

,

tradition of a

Disk Biz-Major U. S. Industry

Betty Hutton to Cut

Myers May Have

MCA

'

On

Disli

the River"

.

:

St. Louis and New ing with; his orchestra this sptihg
York, with a short one running and summer, '.r
through Chicago to Milwaukee,
Janis Paige has been signed, at
and another in Operation between a reported $1,750 weekly, to be
Washington, D. C, through New part of the stageshow
is
York to Boston, name bands could building around the band for a
be hurt on one-nighters, theatres, series of stands: that tee off Friday
The territory through which (15) at the Orpheum, Omaha.
etc.
the cables run, supplying network Other dates set include Riverside,
entertainment for free, in the Milwaukee, April 28; Palace,
Coband b.o. areas. lumbus, May
prime name
9 for three: days; CirWhether they will be hurt and to cle, Indianapolis, May 12. Woven
what extent is anybody's guess. in and around the validates, MarApparently Dorsey thinks they tin will play one-nighters
and 'a
will.
three-week engagement at the
Dorsey only once before ran his Edgewater Beacli,
Chicago.
annual gross over $1,000,000. That
However, Miss Paige's deal is
Was during the,: war when band for the vaude stands only.
Before the
prices skyrocketed.
war, the heaviest gross ever reaped
over a 12-month period was between $700,000 and $750,000, by
Glenn Miller. Harry James subsequently bested that, too.

'

,

:

away

With
tion between

'

Down

Seller on Coin Machines
"Cruising Down the River"
Best British Seller
"Far Away Places"

Janis Paige Chirping

wants to get as
stashed

the River"
'

the

name

Down

Retail Sheet Musio Seller
"Cruising Down the Hiveij"

aiming to ruh-

is

1949 gross of his orchestra
over the $1,000,000 marit. His aim
uncertainty over how
Is due to his
jnuch the rapid expansion of the
television industry- will affect the

SI

March of Time Preps Documentary

Retail Disk Sellex

"Cruising

Tommy

©BCHBOTIlASrMipiC

Tops of the Topi

Again

CRC

MPPA

Prez
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MPCE
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ORCHBSIitAS-MITSIC

Qisk RetaO Price Cut

Watch Berle Dance

Has Reverse

83

Consent Decree Forcing Change

"Milton Berle Polka" is the title
new tuife being publisfaied by
Tobias & Lewis Music. It's written
by Lew Brown and Charlie Tobias,
two of the country's outstanding
[pop songwriters, in deference to
of a

Effect; Sales

Deeper

Doldrums

in

Cutting of record retail prices'
Records and M-G-M
hv Columbia
the opposite ef- Nelson-Dupre Lose
operas to have had
Point
Instead of
desired.
fect to that
on its shellac
business
boosting
In 'Roses' Melody Suit
have tended
reductions
the
Ssks,
into
the
dolSongwriters
Ed
deeper
NeLson
and
sales
to toss
drums at least insofar as dealers [Jimmy Dupre last week were denied a temporary injunction in
are concerned.
their
supreme
and
N.
Y.
court
Columbia
M-G-M
infringeonly
Since
75c to BOc on ment suit against Mills Music.
sliced prices, from
Victor, Decca and Writers' of the five-yearrold tune,,
the pop shellacs,
Roses for My Blue Baby;"- the.
Capitol have reiterated their in- "Red
the 75c pair claims Mills! current hit,' ''Eed
maintaining
of
tention
Dealers apparently do not Roses for; a Blue Lady" represents
levelunfair
competition.
and
are
not
orintention
trust this
In tossing out the maneuver. Jusdering from factories for fear of
tice Louis A. Valente held that the
being caught in a .sudden decision
"facts
alleged in support of this
companies
'that
the
by
to reduce
motion fall far short of the minihave said they will not do so. Corequirements to warrant the
lumbia gave its distributors and
drastic relief requested
"
Yes-:
no
time
to
adjust
or
little
dealers
terday (Tues.) Mills' attorney Samstocks before the cut wasv anAs a result, sales have uel Jesse Buzzell moved for a disnounced.
missal,
contending
the
complaint!
the
lowfurther
oft
dropped even
fails to come within the jurisdicered figures of recent weeks and
t'on of the court.
months.

!

TV

j

i

Writer Classifications?
*

Berle's talent and, incidentally, his
use of a group of songwriters as
an act on his Texaco
show a
few: weeks back.

{

ASCAP

In

j

I

Pubs

in

Middle on

Army

|

ciety's agenda.
Negotiations conducted in Washington, D. C., with
the Department of Justice' is said
to call for a change in the methods
of rating the Society's composer
and author members and that
Robert E. Patterson. ASCAP attorney, will incorporate a new setup within the new consent decree
he's working out with the Government agency.

Berle, a songwriter himself, pre'^
Bid for Upped Free Music
sented TobiaS; Joan -Whitney-Alex
Music publishers are having a
Kramer, and Brdwn as three separate segments of a turn in which little difficulty agreeing to the request
by the U. S. Array to ineach played and sang a string of
their hit tunes. Tobias and Brown crease the allotment of free music
got together on their "Berle Polka'' that makes up the Army's Hit Kit.
Lattef
consists of lyrics of hit
soon after. .It's being recorded.
Songs and, since virtually all major
pubs have contracts with lyric
sheet printers, who pay pubs a,
comfortable sum annually to seUi
books containing lyrics, the pubs
are in a spot.
Up until now, pubs have been
providing the Army with 600 copies

^

'

'

'

On Decca Disks

of eacli

new

\

;

was rumored last week that
was under a time limit in
sotting up and putting into eU'ect
a new classification method; That,
it had
10 days to do so. That's
All were termed silly by the Society's exec-

Poems and Poets

mum

Perennially expected revision of
writer classifications in the Americaa Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers is again on the So-

song's lyrics.

It

ASCAP

being shipped out of the country to utives. They expect that the new
soldiers on duty overseas!Now consent decree may touch; on the
the Army wants to raise Uie total present writer setup and possibly
to 2,000 sets, some for use in this change it, but It's insisted tliere's
country^ plus 400 sets for Veterr no "must" about the situation insoans Administration use.
Lyric far as the government is concerned.
That the disk sales slump is due
sheets who pay pubs for rights to
For years there has been agitacompletely to confusion springing
material do not look kindly on the tion within the Society, by writers,
poeti now in his early ;70Sj who boost, and pubs are: in the middle. lor a new method of computing
from the rpm battle between Corecorded some of .his -works, for
lumbia-Mercury and RCA-Victortheir slices of the Society's annual
price
drop
Couniversity
libraries
by
such as: -HarCapitol, and the
revenue. Over a year ago, Geotge
vard, and is: also represented f l'ri
lumbia and M-G-M. has, been- more
W; Meyers; who was instrumental
the Library of Congress, will dO
or less proved in. Vecent weeks.
in establishing the organiz^iion'S
his "Rootabaga Stories" (for chilWhile disk sales figures continued
current method of allotting iiicome
i-drcn) on an album of 8 or 10
to fall, sheet music figures held up
to publishers, has been working on
Columbia
Records
will
soon
sides..
Only in the past week has
well.
a plan that works similarly for
swing
a
new
punch
in
the
battle
of
music begun to drop and jobbers
Nancy Moorehead will wax Edna
writers.
followed the So'X'his
and publishers feel that it's mo- the rpm's. It will introduce a new St. Vinvenf Millay's "Ballad of the
in
J called
Ahlert-Leslie plan. Pinky
mentary, due to the advent of Holy player to handle _ Ihe company's Harp-Weaver,", and Carl Sandburg,
Herman, a criLsader for and again.st
Week and the Easter holiday. Thoy Microgroove Long-Playing disks, who was prolifically recorded by
RCA-Vtctor will begin is.suing ASCAP policies, has one of his own
made
to
sell
at
a
very
low
price
in
expect totals to pick up immediboth Jack and Dave Kapp,-, wantS; all pop, country, western, blues that combines- the features of the;
comparison to the ones Columbia
ately after Easter and the end of
to do some. more.. He has some: and rhythm (race) on 45 rpm disks
now has on the market, made by Lincolniana ;wiiich Sandburg just as of the first week in May. At A-L plan.
lent.
Philco and Webster, and those
told the latter Kapp "should be that time the 45's will really begin
RCA- Victor has available to spin put on wax real soon; and, besides, going into competition with ColumBopper Sues
EIGHT
its 45 platters.
bia Records' 3314 rpm Microgroove
Los Angeles, April 12.'
New player is being made by a I'm getting along in years."
Long-Playing disks, since Victor's
Teddy Edwards has filed suit in Chicago firm, presumably Webster,
PIC
entire current repertoire will be
Municipal Court for an accounting and the idea is to present a small
available to 45-changer owners,
Hollywood, April 12.
and for royalties allegedly not re- piece of equipment at a low price, Mercury Considering
along with a good slice of catalog
Eight of the tunes Irving Berlin
ceived from Rex Records on eight which at the same time will duplimaterial.
wrote for "Annie Get Your Gun"
sides cut for the indie label. Ac- cate the attractiveness of the RCA
Counter-Suit to Cap's
When Victor debuted its 45's a won't be 'heard in the Metro film
tion also names Maurice Rapoport player, which admittedly is a goodcouple weeks back, it marketed version of the musical comedy.
as a defendant,
looking gadget. CRC's new equipTelefunken Complaint only catalog stuff in various cate- They won't even wind up on the
Edwards' five-piece combo cut menl would jack into large ma-i
"Body and Soul," "Out of chines, just as their present ones
Mercury Records has been con- gories. No current pop material cutting room floor, having been
was made available, for the .sim- thumbed out before shooting even
Nowhere" and six bop originals.
sidering the filing of a cpunterdo.
ple reason that Victor wanted its started.
suit against Capitol Records over
new changer machines to get into
Filmusical will have 10 tunes,
the latler's action, begun last week,
circulation in sufficient numbers I including "Let's Go West Again,''
to enjoin Merc from selling what
so that pop disks would not be- which Berlin wrote especially for
is cliiimed as Telefunken pressings
the pic version. Others, are "Doin"
made from masters secured out of come outdated.
Apparently Victor feels there are What Comes Naturally," "They
last year's deal with the CzechoRicliuTtt HrmbeT's new development
logytng broadcast pKr^orm
Say It's Wonderful," "My Defenses
ances lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules slovalcian Supraphon and -Ultra- a Lisuft'icient number of machines
Are Down,-' "I'm An Indian, Too,"
They are compiled on the basis of I point for sustaining instrunientali phon labels; Mercury's attorney's in the. public's hands. It is shipping
a release of 12 current best- "Sun In the Morning," "Anything
have
Chicago
York
and
in
New
instrumental;
A
points,
commercial
Z
for
for susUj.i'ning vocal; 3 for
.sellers to distributors and dealers You Can Jo," "There's No Busithe
adconsider
meeting
to
New
territoriesi
been
;commeTeml vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 r.iajor
And it is ness Like Show Business," "You
this
Saturday (15).
Vork, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all visability of filing a counter-action,
speeding through the manufactur- Can't CJet a Man With a Gun" and
thi-ee territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings but .so far they have not made up
ing of. a, special 45 release of "The Girl That I Marry," latter
their minds.
cf eonunercial shows. The first qroup consists of. the top 30 songs.
Monroe's
rising
Vaughn
hit, trio being slated, for reprise;, dui^':
Week of April 1 to April 7
Attorneys feel that Mercury's "Ghost Riders in the Sky."
ing the film footage.
Shapiro position in the case is solid enough
......
A Chapter In My Life Called Mary ... .....
Robbins to obviate the necessity of becomAgain-^t"Road House" ... ....
...
...
...
Bourne ing involved in a suit by Merc
A Little Bird Told Me
Always True, To You In My Fashion "-"Kiss Me Kate"
Tj B. Harms against Capitol. Masters in dispute
Williamson were shipped to Czechoslovakia
Bali-Ha'I— *"South, Pacific"
Melrose during the war, along with pressCareless Hands
Coven
Totml'
Weeks.' -Past,- -Covera:.
Spitzer- mg^^nd-HpFOGessing-^-equipment
Ciulsiiig Down the RtvcT
~Playea~WeeU On-Dat*—
Band
Bofel
Amer, Academy when bombings of Berlin got too
Down By the Station
Simon heavy. Subsequently, Czech execs Eddy Duchin*. ... Waldorf f400; $2)
Dreamer With a Penny—*"A11 For Love"
1
2,275
3,700
Lombardo seized them, it's said,»and these are Gardner Benedict'i' New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) .... 18
Everj'where You Go
19,950
1,025
Laurel the disks about which Cap jis suing Lawrence Welk. .Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2).
Far Away Places ... ....
«
....
3
1,250
3,97!V
. .
.«"-/..... .. ..-. . .
Robbins Mercury,
Jimmy DOrsey . Statler (450; $1.50-$2)
Forever and Ever
...
3
1,725
5,175
...
. . . . ...
Leeds
Galway Bay
............
Capitol's agreement with TeleBerlin funken^ of Germany, calls for an
* Waldorf, Morton Downey; New Yorker, ice revueI'm Beginning to Miss You
.
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the

musico-cultiiral

^

program ideas which the late Jack
Kapp set up at Decca, Louis tfntermyer, head of the educational
dept. for the record company, is
incepting an anthology of modern
poetry on wax. Robert Frost, flie
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I've Got My Love To Keep
Johnny Get Your Girl
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.
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Me Warm

Berlin
exchange of masters. Cap to press
Bourne and market here recordings made
'Chicago
\
Mellin
from Telefunken metal shipped
Barclay Allen 'Empire Room, Palmer House, 500;'' $3,50 min.-$V
Wit mark
Dream Is Yours"
here and Telefunken presses and
Lombardo sell.s in Germany and other Euro- cover). Dorothy Shay vice Victor Borge, Thursday (7). Fine 3,100
Powder Your Face With Sunshine
covers.
Red Roses For a Blue Ladv
pean countries platters made from
So In Love— *"Kiss Me Kate"
T. B. Harms
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). Fine
Gap masters shipped there.
Williamson
Some Enchanted Evening— "South Pacific"
weather little help; 2,000 tabs.
Harms
Someone Like You i-"My Dream Is Yours"
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; "112.00 min:,-$1.05 cover),
So Tired
Glenmore
Family spot hit slightly; 1.300 covers.
Paramount Best British Sheet Sellers
Sunflower
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min.4$l cover).
The Streets of Laredo— "Streets Of Laredo"
Famous
Prof. Corey finding going tough; 700 covers.
March
31)
Ending
(Week
LaSalle
Underneath the Linden Tiee
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min.«$l cover).
While the Angelus Was Ringing
Melody Lane.
London, April 1.
Masters and Ice Show slow; 2,700 tabs.
P>c
You Broke Your Promise
Faraway Places ....... Leeds
Bill Snyder (College Inn. Sherman. 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). "Salute to
Vou Was
Cl-y-stal
Chappell
12lh Street Rag
Cole Porter" down slightly to 3,200 tabs.
The rciiifliiiino 20 sontjs, bflsfd on Richard Himber's new develo'pmenl
.Morris
Slow Boat to China
in logging broadcast performances.
.Unit
Heart ot Loch Lomond
Keith-P
Paxton
A Million Miles Away
Cuckoo Waltz.
Los Angeles
Strauss-M
Shapiro.
On the 5:45
A Rosewood Spinet
Del Courtney (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). With Rudy Vallee headPowder -Your Face Chappell
A You're Adorable
Laurel;
lining.
Second weeks okay 3,000 covers.
When You're in Love, .Wood
-Vlclrose
Busy Doing Nothing— i"Connectieut Yankee"
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $li$1.50). Sweet 3,300 covers.
Victoria
Bows.
Buttons
and
Candy Kisses
Hill & Range
Ted Sio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Slowing 900 eovers.
Dash
Crystal Gazer
United
Coca Roca
.Feldman
For You .........
.Santly
Don't Crv, Cry Baby
Connelly
•It's Magic
Feist
Great Guns
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
I Couldn't Stay Awav From You
Johnstone-Montei
Second 12
(Chicago)
Remick
If I Could Be "with You— ("Flamingo Road"
Maharajah Magador: Chappell
Cce Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.). Joe E. Lewis fat 4,200
If You Stub Your Toe on the Moon— t"Connecticut Yankee". Mayfair
Keith-P
Nook
Shady
In
a
covers.
I Get Up Evei-y Morning
Leeds
Connelly
'Em
Put
in a Box
(Aragon;
$1-$1,15
adm.). Slow 9,500 admissions.
Chuck
Foster
I'll String Along With You
„Witmark
Yale
Lillette
AI Trace Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Dip to 2,000 covers.
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World
BMI
My Happiness... .... Chappell
Griff Williams (Trianon; $1-$1,15 «dm.). Dropped 4:o 11,500,
Jewel
Just Reminiscing
.Southern
Perhaps
Santly
.............
Lavender Blue— t"So Dear To My Heart"
Reid
Mothers Day
(Los Anflclc*)
Miller
Love Me, Love Me, Love Me
Wright
Dream of Olwen
Gene Kriipa (Palladium B., Hollywood (1st wk). Mc« 14,300 adiNo Orchids For My Lady
Leeds
Feldman
Cool Water
missions.
Once In Love With Amy—•"Where'is Charley",..
Morns, You. Was ...
Cinephonic
f
,
Victor
Lombardo
(Aragon
B., Santa Monica <2d Wk.).
Nice 5,000
....... Sun
You, You, You Are the One
Campbell
Lavender Blue
admissions.
f Pilmusicot.
Angels Never Tell Lies. Norris.
Lega Musical.
'

Mississippi Flyer
.
My Dream Is Yours— +"Mv
.
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Inside Orchesbras-Music

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Because of his onernighters and generally Itinerant I'oute, Spike Jones
tape-records his CBS programs for Coca-Cola, which so far has gotten
him a flock of unexpected fan mail. If the auditor ihisses the opening
announcement he is confused by the fact the show is heralded as
"originating by transcription from Philadelphia" (or whatever the city
may be). When fans see Jones booked into New England, or a similar
remote spot, they can^t figure it out.
Jones settles down at the Biltmore theatre, Los Angeles, for three
weeks May 15; thence to the Curran, Frisco, June 6 for ditto, both
being concert dates at $3.60 top. They lay ofE during July; the Flamingo hotel, Las Vegas, in Aug.; fairs in Sept. and Oct., etc., and then
repeat dates such as the Studebaker, Chicago; where they stayed lo
weeks; the National, Washington, and Music Hall, Detroit, where they
played two weeks,eachi Ralph Wonders, for MCA, handles their tOuV;

By BEBNIE WOODS
Jo Stafford-Gordon MacRae "My leaso' of five records by various
One and Only Highland Fling"- "new music" names it signed

"Thank You"

(Capitol).

Miss Staf- Dave Lambert, Three Bips and »
solid Bop,
Lennie Tristano Sextettei
Miles David and Tadd Dameron
and a sixth by Dave Barbour, Four
are worthwhile, "Always"-"Hawai'
ian War Chant" (Lambert); "Professor Bop"-"Capitolizing" (Three

Mac Rae can have a

ford and

in "Highland." One of the
best things they've done together
—•the lyric in a completely: convincing Scottish buiT; Melody Is good,
too. "Thank You" also a good side;
tune fair, performance good in

smash

"Crosscurrent"

Bips);

"Wow"

-

(Tristano); "Little Boy Bop" and
dance beat.
The two
Bill Lawrence "A Million Miles "Eensenada" (Barbour).
Away"-"If 1 Could Be With You" by the others are ordinary monot(Victor). Lawrence's second release onous sides.
got him two good tunesr!-^a pop and
Platter
Pointers
standard. He works "Miles," a solid
Dinah Washington rang Mernew tune by Charlie Tobias and
Nat Simon into hit proportions and cury's sales bell solidly with her
"What Can I Say Dear, After I
bolsters it with the ilipover.
Dinah Shore "A Wonderful Say I'm Sorry" and "Pete"
Guy"-"Younger Than Springtime" Jazz jocks should look into Hank
(Columbia). "Guy," from "South D'Amlco's "Over the Rainbow" and
Ditto
Pacific," is the type of melody "Cole Heat" (National)
Shearing;'! VMoon -Over
thill's a pipe for Miss Shore as a George
rule. She does fairly well with it, Miami" (bop piano) and Georgie
Auld's "They Didn't Believe Me"
Jjut it laclcs the real zip of which
and"Hollywood
Bazaar"
(both
Diseven
"Springtime"
is
capable.
she's
.. Any disk jock can use
less imixressive. Backing by Hari-y covery)
"The Huckle-Buck" by Bi« Sis AnZimmerman is dull.
drews (Capitol)
Desi
Johnny
Foot
Two,
Art Mooney "Five
mond follows Buddy Clark with a
Eyes of Blues"-"Again" (M-G-M). good disking
of ''Chapter in My
Mooney zoomed back fast into the

"Ting-A-Ling (The Waltz of the Bells)," a 1926 hit, is being revived
again via an ancient Jesse Crawford recording recently; uncovered by
WJBK, Detroit, disk jockey Ed McKenzie. Written by Little Jack
Little and Addy Britti the tune aroused such interest that Mills Music,
Last waxed by Decca in 1936
its publisher, is now getting behind it.
by the Midwest Novelty Band, "Ting" was cut by Blue Barron last
week for MGM, while a flock of other recording dates are. slated to
follow.
Crawford etched his disk on Victor more than 20 years ago
while a Paramount, N, Y,, theatre organist.

;

i
'

.

.

.

.

LORRY RAiN£
"Can't SUip"— Dacca
Disk Joekay Saluta:

.

Yorkers who hear "Ted Hiia
Ing's Bandstand" know that all the
country knows him as a sports au^
thorlty and one of radio's pioneers.
He. was the first big: name in sports
to become a disk Jockey.

s

Always

.

.

Mich;'

Detroit,

,

.

ly for cats.

Lee "Bali Ha'i"-Dave Bar"There Is Nothing

Pcgsry

bour

AKRON JUKE TAX OF
3% OF GROSS OKAYED

(Capitol), but they're strict-

again.

Oix'he.stra

Dame"

Like a

(Capitol). ..Miss

Lee Frankie Laine

the first femme name' to tackle
VBali Ha'i" (Itis done by a femme
in the show). It's not as good as she
is

Akron,

Big
_ B.O. At

laniyfhUMoh
JiUU^en
:Deacn

(to /in
j>f ;|>Z.4U
ai

i

Marked

annparanr-o
It's good, but light commercially.
he^^ He appeared wUh' (George
Eve YounK "Cabaret"^"It's Me" Brun's orchestra, a local outfit,
(Victor). "Cabaret" a new ballad signed for the dance job.
Band
melody, catches attention. Miss played from 9 p.m; to
a.m.
Young does it simply and saleably Laine did 30 min., at 10, p.m.* and.
and her disk could start the tune another 30 min.
at midnight.
on a hit run. It's worthwhile. "It's
Jantzen one-niter far exceeded
Me'! is cute, but light melodically.
Eugene,
Ore., and Seattle, Wash.,
Charlie Green orchestra backs
I..qirip'« fir<5t

I

i

|

{

i

!

:

one-niters.

both.

Doris

Day "How

Lies"-"If

It Lies,

How

will per-

ordinance taxing jukei,oxes and.plnball machines to become law Monday (18) without his
signaturei; Owhers of the coin xai-.
chines launched a campaign for
repeal of the ordinahce, AVhich will
tax aWay 3% of 'their gto^s, \
Operators': prefer a. flat rate
licensing measure, as lohg as there
has to' be a tax. Joe EWsnt, president of Summit County Music Operators, Iiic, said the association is
preparing a suggested new ordinance, atid said it WoUld bring in
more money than the bill already
passed. Also opposing the 3% tax
are the Tri-County Tavern Owners' Assn. and the Akrbn Res
taurant Assn.
»

:

cards.

|

O., April 12.

Mayor Charles Slusser

™*

1

Portland, Ore., April 8
Frankie Laine did near capacity
business at Jantzen Beach Ballroom April 2. Drew 3,472 admissions at $2.40, students receiving
a 75>cent cut on their student

might be expected to do. She seems
so concerned with singing the tune
that she puts nothing of Miss Lee
into it. It comes out rather ordinary "Bali Ha'i" with excellent
Dave Barbour backgrounding. Flipover i.s another tune from "Pacific," by Barbour and a male chorus.

—

Gun"-"Bop Goes

the

_
4

!•

I

2

jl

CRUISING

DOWN THE

FAR AWAY PLACES

»

I

»'

RIVER

enough recordings. M-G-M

IT

(Spitzer)

.

.

.

.

(Melody Lane)

(6)

.

I
|

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

5.

is late

AGAIN

6.

(4)

(8) (Mills)

'

POWD^

ME

LITTLE BIRD TOLD

LAVENDER BLUE

(11)

(Lombardo)

(10)

(21)

I'VE

(Saiftly-Joy)

.

... ...

.

.Decca

.

.London
Victor
'.Decca

Ballroom

Chicago, April 12.
expensive Chi summer
ballroom operation of the pa.st
decade will tee off June 3, with
opening of the Martinique's openSouthside
air dancing garden.
ballroom has been in existence for
over two years, leatunng local
But, outdoor annex- will—

Most

.

.

.".'.V.'.'.'.".

.

.

(13) (Berlin)

.

.

Coming Dp

J

SUNFLOWER

(Famous)

.

.

.

GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM

.
1

X
^

'

.

,

(Glenmorc)

.

.

.

.

FOREVER AND EVER
CARELESS HANDS

(Robbins)

(Melrose)

i

.'

.

I

CLANCY LOWERED THE BOOM

(Kennior)

S
'

a standout hit. but both are very
wortliuhile.
"Ditto" could step!
oul; cute rhythm piece, polished
brightly by the singer's typical

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic)
LOVE ME, LOVE ME, LOVE ME (Miller)
vou. YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell)
TRUE TO YOU IN MY FASHION (T. B. Harms)
DON'T LIE TO ME (Leeds)

1

1

;

'

Man

I

DON'T SEE ME

'

I

a lively, salable side.
well, too, but

BEAUTIFUL EYES
^^

V

«*** v*

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

. .

.

.

Sammy Kaye
Mel Tonne
Ames Bros
Dennis Day ...

,.

^

"
;

number

o)

.

.

Victor
Capitol

.

.

'Greeting' Vocals Snowball

Keating Into Businessman

Coral
t

i

... .Victor

Cleveland, April

What was

Watson
Supreme
Kay Starr ........... Copitol
Eddy Howard.
Mercury

Billy

Eckstine

^ ''Sii^V

Ecfcstine

I
.

.

.

'.
,

Decca
Victor
Copitol

;...M-(5-M

.M-G-M

Ink Spots
Art Mooney

uweks song has been

in the

^ --"tttiiim

Columbia

Deprri
\

Top 10

.M-gZ

a

6.

side-job

Ralph Keating,

ter,

Coral
Victor

originally

local bandmassnowballed into a uhique
"singing telephone greetings studio" wliich may be the first of its
kind in the country,:
himself
^O
Maestro
found
swamped with orders to sing

for

Columbia

t

(Duehess)

fFigures in parentheses indicate

.

.

Vaughn Monroe
^Gordon Jenkins..'.
" Perry Como,
Lee
i Peggy
•'•\Doris Day

^

,:

Capitol

.

;

,

.

.

.

Ames Bros

SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Harms)
.
CARAVAN (Amer. Acad.)
NO ORCHIDS FOR MY LADY (Leeds)

somehow the tune doesn't carry the
same punch uAdeir ber voice and

.

.

Dinah Shore

(Laurel)
;

I

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

SO TIRED

.

.

,

..

Harms)

(T, B.

.

.

.

.

SO IN LOVE

music"
sides.
Outfit
punches
smooth and hard and forms somethat is at once musical and
saleable.
Almost any .style disk
jock will, find them worthwhile.
Nellie Lutcher "Ditto From Me
to Yoir-"Clucken Ain't Nothing
Bui a Bird" (Capitol). Neither side
side IS likely to give. Miss Lutcher

launched a heavy bop
campaign last week with tlie rer

Decca
.Columbia

... .....

.

Policy For

1,000-1500 Cap

New Outdoor

.Decca

.

Victor
.

.

Chi's

.

thin.£!

style..

Name Band

M-G-M

.

.y.T.
A
iVtc Da7no7ie
Mercury t institute a name-band policy on a
I n..-i....
T^...._7...
r%
<•
\ Evelyn
Knight
Decca
weekly basis, using one a week in
. .... M-G-M
its 14-week summer season.
I Blue Barroji
Evelyn Knight ......... :Decca
Tony De Santis, owner, states
(
(Paula Watson. ..... ....Stipreme
his new outdoor garden will cost
well over $25,000 and' seat between
Shore , ..... Columbia
( Dinah
Talent
1,000 and 1,500 persons.
,
.Victor
I So?nTOZ/ Kaj/e
outlay will run from $2,500 to
Brown ........ v . Columbia
) Les
$5,000 weekly and bands tentative1 Mills Bros
'Decca
ly scheduled include Gene Krup'a,
Pastor,
McKinley,
Tony
Ray
Charlie Spivak, Eddie Howard,
Elliot Lawrence. Jimmy Dorsey
Morgan,
i; ..
.Dccca
Frankie Carle, Ted Weems.
(Fraiifc Sinatra,
.Golumbio
De Santis will convert tlie Mar'\ Bmg Crosby
. .
i . ,
Dccco
tinique indoor boUraam into
Dinah Shofe . . . . .Gqlurhbii
(
restaurant for the .summer. EverMcrgan . . . . . ,
greens, and extensive landscaping
i Russ
DeCca
iKay Starr.
will be a feature of the outdoor
;Gapitol
garden.
^^^^^^
London
Whiting ....... Capitol
I Marfjaret
.

Jerry Wald "Rjimbalero" Atwo'(Columbia). Jerry.. Walk's'
in' a •most
unexpected ligiit on these "new

done

9

Decca

I

(BoUme)

sides)

is

, .

,

.

.

.

10.

new bop band shows

It's

. .

.

I

FACE WITH SUNSHINE

.

"Evening"

Biiddv ClaWc
ing Crosby.
^ ii?ie Shelton

, .

,

,

.

I

(Capitol).
Two fine sides. Miss
Whiting does an excellent job on
both tunes and she gets a lot of
help from bright, sparking assistance of Frank De Vol's orchestra
and a chorus on the lively "Guy."
and De Vol alone on "Springtime."

Jo Stafford "Gonna Wash Thai
Right-©ut of My Hair"-"Some
Enchanted
Evening"
(Capitol).
More "South Pacific." Miss Stafford does an excellent performance
of "Wash That Man," with the
Starlighters and Paul Weston's or-

,

.

.

. ,

,

.

Guy"-"Younger Than Springtime"

approach, clicks.
"Chickeh" is
to a very palatable turn, loo.

of April

. . .

.

.

Lombardo.
IGwfiln^a/do.
IGuy

(Bobbins)

of them duplicated at

|

?.

;
;

"A Wonderful

done

.

.

.

(14) (Leeds)

many

station.

.

HURTS

•

sending platter packages to 2,300 names,

one

Russ Morgan
.
i Bhie Borron ..... . . . .
Crosby.
.
, .
.
S Bino
\Perry Como.
Bros
..... .
J JVrills

•

Marffaret Whiting

—

.

In an ^effort to cut cost of distributing disks to jockeys at radio sta-

,

(11) (Laurel)

LOVE YOU SO MUCH

GALWAY BAY

the basis of
these-sidesrMi.ss Hutton-isn't-doing

chestra,.

posers.-

tions. Mercury Records announced plans in Chicago of sppplying records
Company found itself
to station's musicariibrarles rather than jocks.

on Coin-Machines

My

On

Heart" (M-G-M).

well.

In distributing his new 50-page catalog, Leeds Music prez Lou Levy
reprises the organization's growth from a one-room pop establishment
10 years ago to its varied musical makeup of today. While noting a
special sense of pride for the "techniques we have developed at Leeds
for promoting the music we publish," he also praised the cooperation
of recording execs, performers, teachers, dealers and publicists. Catalog
itself lists some 41 different categories and 77"distinguished" com-

(

(9)

,

department head Dick Powers says no studio has ever attempted such
a big chore before.

Week

10 Best Sellers

with "Louis," but the singer does a
solid job with a unique arrange"
ment and finish. It's good. Rhythm
reverse is even better. It's done

:

In the most ambitious undeitaking of its kind ever essayed by a
film studio, Metro is pre-recording scores of two entire pix in 10 day.s.
Scoring of 16 numbers for "On the Town" got under way last week
ilhder Lennie Hayton's direction, with a five-day schedule set. It will
be followed by Adolph Deutsch's scoring stint on the 15 numbers slated
for "Annie Get Your Gun," also on a five-day schedule. Studio music

Could Be With You"

X

.

Drop

"New Hot Discography," by Charles Delaunay. It was the only book
on popular music mentioned.
The committee consisted of Dr. Harold Spivade, chief of the Music
Division of the Library of Congress; Mrs, G. K. Miller, head of the
Music Library of Columbia University, and Dr. Vincent Duckies,' head
of Music Library of University of Cal.

It

(Columbia). "How It Lies." a good
new tune, is not exactly Miss Day's
type of melody, biit on her it looks
good. She gets a lot of help from
George Siravo's shuffle-beat backing and a male quartet. Good side:
Her work on the standard reverse
is excellent. She's inclined to overdo some of the lines, but it's not
too noticeable!
Marion Hutton "All Right, Louis,

have

of America selected among the 12 best
music books published in 1948, Criterion Music Gorp 's publication of

The Music Library Assn.

TIM GAYLE
Hotal Sheraton*

.

Alone" (Victor)
Bill Harris'
fine tromboning is all over his
spins like ilies. Entire band vocals. "How
High the Moon"-"Moon Is
f?Again" should have: been done Low"
.

the' advice that he's "too busy." All other top recording artists
rushed into wax since the ban ended.

.

,

.

talent

Harry Von

Mary" (M.G.M.)
Another good bop ballad is "I'll Be
There" by Three Biffs (Atlantic)
^ Deep River Boys made something out of "Cry and You Cry
,

new

alert to

helping foster It (he dlscoveMd
Zell, gave him. his start)
Lorry Ralne's platters are frequent
"Bandstand" ofCeringSi
He picks
her as one of the new singing stars.

.

Life Called

Frankie Laine finally gets around to etching a quartet of fresh sjdes
for Mercury next week. His first wax session since before the Petrillo
ban went into effect On Jan. 1, 1948. He's one of the top biscuit bakers
Who haven't made a platter since the ban was lifted. Kay Kyser hasn't
either. Neither was in a great hurry to make recordings since each
had a considerable backlog and preferred tO; wait for new, likely tunes.
and Kyser still isn't ready, having answered Columbia's importunings with

New

.

;

groove in which he made "FourLeat Glover," -when "Five Foot
Two" started to show in the midwest by Benny Strong (Tower).
This is a solid disking from a commercial angle and it should draw

.

TED HUSING, WMGM

'

-!

I rhymed

greetings for birthdays,
anniversaries, etc., via the phone
that lie set up a service bureau
in a florist shop. Telephone company has been plugging his agency,
but Keating I.? beginning to woriT
about the heavy pressure on his
vocal pipes and has been auditioning crooners to spell him in
singing
the
"happy
birthday"
grind.
,

,
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Scale for Les Brown's

Men on Hope Tour
Hollywood, April 12.
What may be the highest sidepaid has been esman scale ever
Brown band's
tablished for the Les
nocoming tour with Bob Hope—
and'the scale has been made retroto

Mtive

and

the

Hope

first

minimum

Weekly

is

travel
ing all air

and

pay

was

Brown crew accompanied Hope
January tour of 33 towns,

Wcck

j^ationai

ind' batoneer was called on the
carpet by Local 47 as spon as the

returned. His men had been
working at normal traveling band
scale plus broadcast scale for the
Figure was about half
airshows.

new scale, and the union
ordered Hope to make up the difof the

m
o
03

•.•.lo.

"

Back from Junket

-0)
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i

This Last
wk. wk.

VI

1

2

'

2

:

10

3

O

(Decca)
the lliver"

to

0

o

>A

tas.

o
H

.

B

T
0

3

-i3
-
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k

c

o ,o

0).

fO

'L

'

1

:'S

0»
n

9

,-.'!'.

a

"

,«

7

1

t'ts

3-

ft'.
;

•J3

'P

-

«

'

~

Lee Gillette, head of plattery's
coast folk-music department, went
to Charlotte to hunt for yodelers,
fiddlers
and guitar-graters and
promptly hired a hall in which the
talent
could
perform.
Advised
that the auditions were open to
the public and that admis.sion was
free, some 4,000 people showed to

..N

*.

"B

backwoods department,

I

8.-.'

:'S

t».

O

1

,

,a...

6

"So in Love"

"Red Roses

2

Ti'- ,:.:,;T
ro)

,

<o

'S

'I'

,

BLUE BARRON

'

i

7

_

the River".

7A

BINfi CROSBY ITipccii)
"Far Away Places".

2

6

79

_1_ 2

59

5

31

watch the talent, almost all amateur, compete. After six hours of
fiddle-scraping, Gillette had hired
six acts
the most talent Capitol
ever signed in one day.
The upcoming Greenville contest is only part of the expanding
drive. Plattery has decided to send
Walter Rivers, its New York recording director, and Tex Hitter,
now on vaude split-weeks in Vii-ginia, to see what new talent can
be. uncovered/
Capitol's growing westune and

6

8
6

9

_9

10

9

'.

10

8

.

5

.

4

30

5

25

.

.

.

3

1

,

.

3
....

;

1

4

25

9

-7

(Decca)
Face With: Sunshine"

10

24

2

6

?

2

4

7B

11

"Powder

8A

13

.<>>TAFFORn-G Mat-It AE
"A" You're Adorable"

7

23

>'••'.

23

Cap's single-side sales.
Further,
they are cheaper to put out since

8B

5

RUSS MORGAN

7

10

9

4:

21

what few artists draw royalties
usually are on a lower percentage

14

11

7

2

21-

8
(Decca)

2

4

12
12

3

7

MEL TORME

5

8

9

9
(Coral)
"You, You, You Are the

DINAH SHORE

One"

4

9

(Columbia)

3

(Decca)

4

"You, You, You Arc the One" ....

..

BlUt
lADY

8

3

RUSS MORGAN

150

tor o

8

•

15B 18

8

10

.

PATTl PAGE (Mercury)
"Streets of Laredo".

15D

AflvcrfMlint a

s

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS-

ttoedway Cort

TO MOTHER

TOWERS

MUSIC

Eddy Arnold

— itim-Kifttetl

d A rtlm

tit

[

Cardan

M-GtM

Capitol

J«iil»in»

Victor

Decca

IDON'TSEEME

(Based on Points Earned)
No. of

No. of

DISC JOCKEYS
THE iVER FAVORITE

Records

Label

Decca
Victor
Capitol

12
4
3

.

.

DUSf

.

Points
317
87

60

Records

Label

Points
25
12
8
8

M-G-M
London
Mercury

39

3

OIWEN

OF

MILLS MUSIC. INC

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
.jRPORAnON

DREAM

THE

MANHATTAN

WORDS AND

tTAN KENTON
ENCORES

KATE

Columbia

Mi[ltP Mj',

\NAUI
M*My •• STAR

.

.

KISS ME,

the wife of Alec

RED
ROSIS

"if

AMES BROS.

..

is

12

(Decca)

(Capitol)

/.

15A

time,

thrush

former trumpeter with Law-

Fila,

(Victor)

GUY LOMBARDO

some

for

New
5

rence orch.

"Everywhere Yott Go"

I

13

8

(London)
5

DENNIS DAY

ai:-

SolQres O'Neil with lawreuc*
Dolores O'ljeil, blues singer. Is
temporarily
replacing
Rosalind
Patton
as
vocalist
with Elliot
Lawrence's orch.
Latter underwent a throat operation in Philadelphia last week and may be Out

14

13

6

10

It Hurts'*.

13B 16

..

8

2

ISA 17

..

19

3

,

LES BROWN (Columbia)
"I've Got My Lo^e to Keep Mc".

I

—

needed,
and they don't use
rangements.

(Decca)

Love You So Much

"I

14A

2

1

..

j

level than pop artists. Recording
costs are less, tooi for seven sidemen generajly are all that are

21

2

'

•

now account
15% of all

(Decca)

12B 12

130

9

5

(Coi)
-

BING CROSBY

14B

6
7

9

FRANKIE YANKOVIC
10

3

(Victor)

15

9

between 12 and

for

8

(Decca)

"So Tired"

PERRY COMO

departments-

hillbiU.y

5

.

iC.An)

I

IN YOUR

Frances Bovick, Omaha singer,
one not heard too much in
Waite Hoyt, ex big- KBON receptionist and free lance
parts.
league pitcher and Cincy's estab- entertainer, to join Frankie Carle's
baseball announcer, also band at Buffalo. She'll, work With
lished
heard on WCPO, has the only Sunrise Serenaders and solo.
other New York accent originating
locally on the airwaves.
ART JAERETT
90 Mins.; Mon. to Sat,, 10: 15 a.m.
Jarrett bears out his reputation
Participating
by giving listeners a lot of intimate
Ginciniiati
WCPO,
info about songs and their writers
Art Jarrett, who was around as and the bands and singers who
a singer with name bands before record them.
fronting his own combo and later
A collar-ad type, Jarrett .-will bcr
going into films, is a recent addi- come more valuable to
tion to Cincy's disk jockey scene. when it spreads into television,
KoU.
Mort Walters, headman of this which will be soon.

EYES

ANYMaRE

rett's is

EXACTLY
LIKE

YOU

Music by .

.

.

JIMMY MeHVGH
SHAnirO. pERNSTEiN

WCPO

:

A Great Mother Song

REMEMBER MAMA

Flipping records
rett,

and due

is

new

for Jar-

to his experience

QUINTEHE

TOBEY MUSIC CORP.

A
bridged the change easily.
Smoothie on delivery, Jarrett is
for
doctor ordered
the
WCPO, primarily a news, sports
and record station, although it
He
links with Mutual webbing.
gives a change of pace and fresh
.style to the station's disk Jockey
Malcolm Richards is heavy
fare.
with those who go for Arthur Godfrey pattering, and Paul Dixon, the
other spinner, is in the fasty man-

USD

ner.

y

CHARLES

ondl

HENRY TOBIAS

2I0GY LANE, DtLu)(* ir37.A
RALPH YOUN6, Jubiico 3S08

M4. Mew

York

New York Monday
|

|

evening by
plane for Paris.
He had been in
the U. Sv. with a side visit to Cuba,
for slightly over two months.
(11)

While here, Ventura pliiced two
songs, one with Leeds Music and
another with the new George Paxton firm. Leeds currently has his
"Comme Ci, Commc Ca," breaking
ifew Yoj-k accent of Jar- for a hit.,

Exclusive

Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GL4S£fi,

I

j

That

Now 23rd Week
HOTEL GRAEMERE, CHICAGO

Ray Ventura, French bandleader,
producer and songwriter, left

film

What

nK(:OBDI''I>.nT:

ClAUDI THORNHtU, Columbia 38075
BETTY RHODES, Victor '20-2735-B

B'woy. Saite

Ventura Back to Paris

he

1619

LARRY LESTER

'

I

MUSIC CO
Broadway New York

LAUREL

tlie.se

Scrlpps-Howard station, seemingly
made a smart connection.

Now

?'.

''-'1600

Pres.

Chicago

York

745 5ih Ave.

203

•.

—

30

*

10

3

EVELYN KNIGHT

VERA LYNN

I

1

(Dacca)

GUY LOMBARDO

Harris!

8

10

1

8

G

Love With Amy"

MILLS BROS.

Philadelphia, April 12.

4

1

-

Lady"

"Once

12A

rOUR TUNES TO VICTOR
The Four Tunes have signed a
recording contract with RCA-Vicr
tor, switching from Mercury. Ace
Harris, former Erskine Hawkins,

2

(Victor)

6
8

3

X

(M-G-M)

Down

RAY BOLGER
in

5

I

(Victor)

8
"Cruising

1

^Capitol)

for a Blue

SAMMY KAYE
4

1

iDecca)

VAUGHN MONROE

5B

10

3

3
9

2

1

:. .

"Sunilower"

4B

5A

.

"Forever and Ever"

4A

i

.

.

'

ditions for mountain-Williams are.
part of Cap's intensive search .for
new hoe-down talent to build Its
.

ts..-

h

.

:<!>

;

'O

.,

Greenville, S. C, April 12,
Capitol Records will stage Act
of its hillbilly Amateur Conhere within the next few
weeks in the hope that it will be
as productive of talent as Act One
in Charlotte, N.
a few weeks
back.
The come-one-corae-all autest

C,

,T

;;A

,

:

pa.v-

:.

«.

,

'3

w

i3
«»

'

§

W.
:

,

.

>>

(DeCca)

GORDON MacRAE

'

i

joins them when they open at
the Last
Frontier,
Las Vegas,
April 27.

Down

RUSS MORGAN

!

pianist-An'anger, is joining the unit
as a fifth man. Combo Is now in

"Cniisine

RUSS MORGAN

,

him will be Mack
company general manager.

p.

t

.

.

.m
13

is.

Artist, Label, Title

•

i

'^^
w

'

ft'

BUSS MORGAN
1

Jack Mills, prez of Mills Music;
due back from a Canadian junk^
today ( Wed. ) and remains in
New York only a few days before;
leaving to attend the Music Edu-j
caters National Conference at' Coir
orado Springs.
Conclave is slated to start a
four-day session, on April 20. Fol-,
lowing the meet Mills will go to
the Coast on an annual visit. Ac-

companying

•

A

m

tc

.

.

i

et

and

(U

11

.

Talent

Two

m

-

ft
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C,

;S

0)

• B'

0
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«0

ft^'
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APRIL 9

ference for the first tour.
On the initial trek, Hope
grossed more than $500,000, and
figure is expected to be equaled or
topped this time.

D.

.

Eliding

|

outfit

Washington,

'i:
a
CO
u
>
»

.

ort thfe

Stark,

com<

.

.

.

Vi

.5;.

O
p

.S:

le

expenses.

by the union at $488, but
understood Hope personally
Dushed it up to the $1,000 mark.
Precedontal high scale: is based
factors.
For one,
oh a number of
Brown will do two of his NBC commerclal airshows. Additionally, 17piece baijd will have to put on 24
performances during the tour.

;

.

0

O

w
»

0).

,

week,

last

it's

Mills

sfiowingi

m

w
.

parative sales toting for this

safari.

scaled

I

and

12, cities

Inc., is pay-

Brown's

leader.

As

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from ieadinfl stores in

sellers,

To

New

Dig Out

0-.

-

Contests

Hillbilly

a-

i

$325 per man,

Hope Enterprises,

ss

AM

Cap. to Continue

Nc

'Aoooi-^

Beverly Hills

Mvz:'

F!.

Sey.W''. -r'
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.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

CAVALCADE
/800 i948J >

(Musical-Historical Keiieiv:

Compiled for
By J'ULILS

*

»»»
i

/<!5k/£TT
MATTFELD

All Rights Reserved)
Variety inc.
legends and olbei basic background information, alfendani to th» compilation
and presenfiiilion, appeared in »/ie Oct. 6, 1948, issue when the Voriefy Song
b suogiesfed IhM these inOallmentt be
Cavalcade ttaiied pubtication sermUy

Survi;y oj retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 citie?
and shotoing comparatii)? sales
rating for this and last week.

(Copyright

dipped ortd
Attention

for future Yeferente.
hereby called to the fact that thit material jr cbpyriahted und
cither wholly oi; in part.
(Cantinued from ta«t Week)

sales,

i

filed
l>

be reproduced

Bight
W«W
and walked

may

.not

Ed. Hose

Aeain. w.

T
A
L

j

Turned E.^Ba^^.^oston: Wa]tor Jacob^
bj Ewest S,^
Out jPC- ,WPMaxwell
Silver. F. A. Mills, cop, 1906.
^ No Weddinr Bells For Me. w.,
E. P. Moran and Will A. Heelan,
I Just Can't Make My Eyes Bcv
have (A Parisian Model), w., m., m., Seymour Furth. Shapiro^ Music
Will D Cobb and Gus Edwards, Pubteher, cop. 1906 by Maurice
Gus Edwards Music Pub. Co., cop. Shapiro.; ^Notlimsr New Beneath the Sun
igog
<Xh«i
GovernorV Son), w., m
I ioVH a Lassie, or, Ma Scotch
Bluebell, w., m.^ Harry Lauder George MLicliael] Cohin. F. A.
and Gerald Grafton. Harms, Inc., Mills, cop. 1906. ^ ^ ^ ^
Poor John! w.,- Fred W. Leigh,
&
1906 by Francis, Day
cop.
m
Henry
E. Pether. Francis, Day
Hunter, London.
& Hunter, cop. 1906.
>y., m.. CarI Love You Truly.
Since Father Went to Work, w.,
rie Jacobs-Bond, Chicago: Carrie
Jacobs-Bond & Son, cop. 1906 by m., William Cahill. Jos. Stern &

He
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and Publisher
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^'Cruising
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3
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*'Po%vder

8

7

"So

9

11
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13

i

Co., cop.

Carrie Jacobs-Bond.

If Washington Should Come to
Life (George Washington, Jr.). w.,
m., George MUchaeli Cohan. F. A.
Mills, cop. 1906.
In Old New York (see below)
The Streets of New York.
The Isle of Our Dreams (The

Bed

Mill), w.,

1906.

The Streets of New York (The
Red Mill), w., Henry Blossom, m.,Victor Herbert.
M. Witmark &

i

j

Sons, cop. 1906. ...
That's the Reason

I

i

Noo

I

Wear

a Kilt, w., Harry Lauder and A.
b. Kendal, m.; Hariy Lauder. T.
Blossom. m.,]B. HairraS
Francis, Day
Witmark
Hunter, cop. 1906 by Francis; Day

Henry

&

Victor Herbert. M.
Sons, coo. 1906.
Keep on the Sunny Side, w.,
Jack Drislane. m., Theodore F.
Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co.,

&

9

Waiting at the Church, or, My
wife Won't Let Me. w., Fred W.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(T. B.

.
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1

6

1

1
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6
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3
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'

3
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.
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cop. 1906.

Co.,
-

,

Bernstein

The

&

Burt. Jerome
cop. 1907.

Hapgood
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.

H. Reraick

&

Co.,

•

Slrapiro,.

Bernstein

&

.
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Sah Antonio

BMI two San
with

services.
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.
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.

.

Chicago
.

THE LITTLE OLD

CHURCH NEAR

Theo- ter.
Riverside, Milwaukee, May 26
dore-Roosevelt—wa*-eoBt«^mptuoHS^
Come-to theJ^and^olL Bflhemia..,Xou Br*ese-orchest«k-»^
_
the whole thing.
Meantime, w., m., Hen Shields and George'"
Market convensh Show. Ma v 8-12
Gorky,
famed Russian Evans. F. A. Mills, Cop. 1907,
....Glen Gray, set. for midwest
revolutionist, arrived in the U. S.
The Glow-Worm Original Ger- one-nighters latter part of April
to invoko interest in the freedom man title:' Gluchwuermchen. Engof (he Russians.
lish words: Lilla Cayley Robinson.
Anna Held, toast of Broadway !w., m., Paul Lincke. Jos. W. Stern
blades, was singing "1 .Just Can't & Co., cop. 1902 by Apolla Verlag,
Ziggy Elman band etched a
Make My Eyes Behave."
Berlin; cop. 1907 by Jos. W. Stern quartet of sides foi- M-G-M RecIn San Francisco a tremendous- '& Co.
ords
Victor
Lombardo band,
ly di^astious earthquake claimed
Harrigan (Fifty Miles From Bos curretitly at Aragon. inio Para4.50 lives and destroyed $350,000,- ton),
w.,
m.,
George MlichaelJ mount, New York, Mav 11
000 worth of property.
Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop. 1907.
Freddy Martin booked for a threeThe Broadway legitimate stage,
He Goes to- Church on Sunday weeker at the Edgcwater Beach.
jin its modern form (as opposed to (introduced in: The Orchid), w., Chicago, June ]0...,Larrv
Maddi
oldtime rapid, stock producing), Vincent Bryaii;- m,. E. Ray Goet/.. combo etched a series of
onewas assuming a stride that was tp Shapiro Mu.sic Publisher, cop. 1907 minute Latin-Amerifan spot
anhit lull speed ln another five years- by Maurice Sliapiro.
nouncements ... Count Basic at
Plays of the seaiBon included "The
Honey Boy. w:. Jack Norworth. Casbah, southside nitej-y,- for 10
Lion and ,the Mouse", fit had a m., Albert Von Tilzer. Broadway days
Dick
Stabile
orchestra
two-year rim), "Pfeter Pan" (with Music CoiTi., cop, 1907.
makes film bow in "Mv Friend
Maude AdamsK "The College
Hoo-oo! Ain't You Coming Out Irma."
Batoneei'
inked
Widow" (370 odd performances), To-night, w., m., Herbert Ingra- Arno to head up nev\- stringVictor
sec"Hedda Gabler" (with Alia Nazi- ham. Shapiro, Bernstei,n & Co., tion, added for Martin & Lewis
raova), "The New York Idea" (with C(Jp. 1907.
NBC airer, Frank De Vol etched
Minnie Maddern Fiske), "PantaI'm a Popular Man (The Honey- pair of instruinentals from "Tales
loon," "Mile. Modiste" (with Fritzi mooncrs). w., m George MlichaelJ of the South Pacific,"
for Capitol's
SchelT), "Forty-Five Minutes from
album of the Rodgcrs & H;mmer^^^^i

—

!
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.
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I

PALOMAR SUPPER CLUB
e.

OXFORD MUSIC
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CORP.
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Broadway,

1619
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SANTLY-JOY, INC.
Eddie Joy-Gen. Prof. Mgr.
1619 Broadwoy,

New

York

For—Ever So Often

CARMEN LdAABARDO'S

COQUEnE

;

^

stein

musicomedv

s c

ore

Del

Courtney band, current at C^ocoa
nut Grove, Ambassador, inked

1619

for
Remick & Co., cop. 1907.
two-reel
musical
al
Universalrice" (with William Gillette).
I Love You So
Merry Widow International ..Charlie Ventura's
Harry K. Thaw, heir to a Pitts- Waltz (The Merry Widow), w.; lO-piece bop squad topline
Million
burgh fortune, killed Stanford Adrian Ross, m., Franz Lehar. Lon- Dollar's stage show
May 10 at flat

White, best-known U. S. arcliitect.
At the murder trial the defense
counsel coined a term when he
said Thaw had "a brainstorm." He
was twice declared insane, twice
.sane.
The final decision (after an
indictment for kidnapping while

deranged, in 1917) was, in 1924,
that he was of sound mind.
He
died, a free liian, in 1947.

Alice Lee Roo.sev.elt, daughter of
President
Roosevelt,

Theodore

FEIST

I ni Afraid to Come Home in the
Dark. W., Harry H. Williams, m
Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H'.

Broadway" (by George M. Cohan
and starring Fay Templeton), "His
House in Order" (with John Drew
and Margaret Illington), and "Cla-

married Congressman Nicholas
Longworth
a long-remembered

—

social event.

The bride Started

vogue for Alice blue.

the

—

Chappell

don:

1907.

&

Co.,

.

Ltd.,

cop.

vv.,

m.,

On

$3,500 for the frame.

'^o'^

the

Way

....Tommy Carlyn

,

Want Ybu CThe Talk of

LAUREL MUSIC CO
Broodway Nca

j

into Trianon
Al Trace's coi n pipers
way at Blackhawk here to
Cohan. Leo Feist. Inc., cop. 1907 Bobby
Peters.
Irene v Bayracli
I Wish I Had a Girl. w., Gus: rejoins G
AC Chi staB'.
Kahn, m.T Grace Le Bov. Thorap
ison Music Co.. cop. 1907; assigned
190!) to -Jerome 11." Rem k'k & Co.
Kansas City
1
I'd Rather Be a Lobster Than a'
Pla-Mbr Ballroom has one-nighlWise Guy. w., Edward Madden, jer.s set with Tony Pastor. Russ iWorm., Theodore F. Morse. F. B. Havi- gan, Benny Goodman and
Tommv
land Pub. Co., Inc., cop. 1907.
Dorsey bands within the next tour
If I'm Going to Die I'm Going to weeks
Johnny ".Scat" Davis at
Have Some Fun (The Honeymoon- Interlude for fortnight after Anita
(Continued ncirt weeW
lO'Day's flalx* was;"cut shorl^
I

York),

:

.

Don Reed opens at O. Henry
Ballroom, April 20, indef.
Spike
Jones gets $29,000 for three night
stand at Indiana Slate Fair, highest fee ever paid
bv Fair...

'

|

j

V.WCOl'VBR,

24
7

-

Co.*

Come Along My Mandy! (The
Tom Mel-

Jolly Bachelors) w., m.,

of

Maxim

Appearing;

8
3

7

.

j

I

-4:

10

9

ental hotel
Stuart Bussell Trio
in Continental's Penguin Room
...Gene Pringle continues at
Putsch's Plaza Restaurant
Malu
Gatica, Chilean songstress, at El
Casbah for fortnight, with Eric
Correa orchestra backing her up.

.

!

I

37
25

.

_

I

3
10

Bichard Gordon chirping at Drum
Room with Wayne Muir orchestra
on the stand .... Percy Haid at
keyboard in Omar Lounge, Contin-

lor, Alfred J. Lawrence and Harry
Utopian - socialist ideas once Gifford. American version by Nora
more made the headlines. Wood Hayes and Jack Norworth. T. B.
low Wilson, then president of Harms & Francis, Day & Hunter, Benny Goodman at Circle theatre
Princeton, attributed parlor so- cop. 1907 by Francis, Day & Hun- Indianapolis, week of May 19 and

FRANKIE LAINE

60
48

10

the Upbeat

publishers

affiliated

transcription

cop. 1907.

Con-

when he sailed a dirigible
around the dome of the Capitol.
gress

cialism to the automobile.

e
4

8

6
10

70

4

6
2

Stan

Bon Bon Buddy,

.

Furth.

Houses

T

5

4

Teddy Phillips' band will play
Jacinto Fiesta celebration
dances here, April 20, and April 23
Will Osborne opens April 14
for
one week here at Seven Oaks,
Kenton back from South
America ... Charlie Barnet out of inaugurating a name band policy;
Paramount theatre, N. Y., show for Osborne is current at the PlantaLeo Peiper's
two days with strep throat, Bobby tion, Houston
Sherwood replacing. .Jfting Cole band follows Osborne's at the
and Trio into new Bop City May 3. Plantation for three weeks...
Carmen Cavallaro Crew In for a
one nighter.

Much Obliged and

-

One Roy Knabenshue upset the
of. botJi

8

5

7

in N. Y., that of contact for

Co., cop. 1907.

Bcsit I feet is
w.. m., Benjamin

You.

to

'

schedule

78

.

My

w., Alex Rogers,
You
Can
Have
Broadway ra.. Will Marion Cook. The Gotliam(George Washington, Jr.). w., ni., Attucks Music Co., cop. 1907.
George Mtichael] Cohan. F. A.'
Bud-weis'e'r's a Friend' of Mine,
Mills, cop. 1906.
w., Vincent P. Bryan, m., Seymour
.

3

at 79c. .Robert Higgins, son of CoBecause I'm Married- Now. w., lumbia Records' Joe Higgins, took
Shapiro, over new spot at Broadcast Music
m.. m., Herbert Ingi-aham,

1907.

Mills, cop. 1906,

6

2

In

Egbert" Van Alstyiie. Jerorne It
Rem|ick & Co,, cop. 1906.
You're a Grand Old Flag
(George Washington, Jn). w., nr.,
George M[ichael] Cohai*. F. A.

i

Mariuccia Take a Steamboat,
Pian-

4
5
3

5

.

My

83

6

.

1906.

2

4

.

w., George Ronklyn. m., Al
iadosi. Shapiro, Bernstein

2

s

f'Again" (Bobbins).
"So Tired" (Glenmorc)
"1 DoiB't.See. Me" (Laurel)

;

Won't You Come Over to
Honsfc.-W., Harry H. Williams,

.3

5

New

cop. 1906.

3

10

.

.Laddie, w.. Princess Troubetzkoy.
William
m.,
Armour
Thayer. G Schirmer, Inc., cop.

1

1

On

My

114

8
6

8

—

1906.

1

S'.

7

6

9
8

I

\

1

3

10

Athens the V. S. won the
Leigh, ni., Henry E. Pether. T. B.
Olympic games with 75 points.
cop. 1906.
Harms & Co., cop. 1906 by Fran- England trailed In second place
A Lemon in the Garden of Love cis. Day & Hunter.
41.
with
.
^
(The Spring Chicken), w., M. E.
Waltz Me Around Again Willie
Theodore Roosevelt vias the first
York
Rourke. m., Richard Carle. M.
'round, 'round, 'round. w„ Will
U. S. President to set foot on forWitmark & Sons, cop. 1906.
D. Cobb, m., Ren Shields. F. A.
Joe Glaser, Associated Booking
eign soil when- he visited Panama.
Let It Alone, w., Alex Sogers. Mills, cop. 1906.
head, reco-vering front attack of
Picture hats with ostrich plumes
m„ Bert A. Williams. The GothamWhat's the Use of Loving If You
virus
pneumoiila.
.Alan Courtney,
were the latest feminine headgear. former
Attucks Music Co., cop. 1906.
Can't Love All the Time, w., Josdisk jockey, named head of
Willie and Eugene Howard were
Love Me and the World Is Mine. eph Miltenthal. m., Harry Armentertainment by The Maccabees,
v.'., Dave
Reed, Jr. m., Ernest B. strong. Shapiro- Music Publisher, a solid vaudeville hit.
insurance firm
Capitol Becords
Ball. M; Witmark & Sons, cop. cOp. 1906 by Maurice Shapiro.
will release Bay Anthony's first
1906.
1907
When You Know You're Not.
records late this month, consisting'
Moonbeams (The Bed Mill). \v., Forgotten by the Girl You Can't
As Long as the World Rolls On. of "Wreck On the Highway" and
Henry Blossom, m., Victor Her- Forget, w., Ed. Gardenier. m., J. w., George Graff, Jr., m.. Ernest R. "New Shade of Blue"
Apollo
bert. M. Witmark & Sons, cop. Fred Helf. Hell &. Hager Co., Inc.,- Ball.
M. Witmark' & Sons, cop. Records also maintaining its price
j
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•4'
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Inc.)
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7
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.
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12

1

Your Face" (Lombftrdo);

Love"

"Lavender Bine" (Santly-Joy)
"I've Got My Love" (BerSn).

16

l& Hunter, London.

in

.

'

15

i

I

13

.

.

"Careless Hands" (Melrose)
"Someone Like You" (Harms

14

I

&

10

.

Hafms).
" -A' You're Adorable" (Laurel)

11

12

Down

Eivcr" (Spitzer).
"Far Away Places" (Laurel)
"Bed Roses for Bine Lady" (Mills)
"Sunflower" (Famous) ... ...
...
"GsilWay Bay" (Leeds)
"Forever and Ever'' (Bobbins)

1

,

^

;

May

iSTew

George Mlichaell give

30

.

.

.

i

I

RUDOLPH, THE

1

RED-NOSED

^

.

REINDEER

,

St.
l-olc

1

.

I

NIcholat Music

Pub.'

Co.

ScUlnit AK<-nt: Kej's i>l«nl<'.';
.vtth Hlre*t. New Y/»iH

W W.

.
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April 13,
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-2^
millions Bing Crosby and Deeca Records have
Tobeen
like bread and butter—they just naturally

go together.

Crosby voice
It is

So, it is with both pride

now

and abroad Bing Crosby

and pleasure that we are

able to announce that for the next seven years,

is literally

is

Mr. Aitnerica and the

not a voice in the operatic tradition, but no

one has ever seemed io

about that.

voice that never goes high hat or formal, y6t

It

iis.

sti,.

it singi^,

as in the past, you'll be hearing the magic voice of

every s6ng as though that song wiere the best ever

Bing Crosby on Decca records— exclusively.

written.

The voice

of Bing' Crosby has been heard

by more people than the

human being.

In fact to

voice of any other

many people at home

Great new Bing Crosby recordings will
continue to come your way... watch for
...on Decca.

DECCA RECORDS
hook

to

,

the voice of America.

Decca for the greatest collection
of the greatest records!

them

,^

!

1,,,
1,.

Wednesday, April 13, 1949

VAIJDEVILLB

PhiUy

Snagged on B'kruptcy Rap

in Stalemate

agent separately. The actor doesn't
Philadelphia, April 12.
With a strike call now in effect stand to lose, apparently, since if
chooses, the union can
against allegedlv recalcitrant book- the
spot which holds
ers, the showdown hassle between hook him into any
the American Guild of Variety a minimum basic agreement, withArtists and local agents and book- out aid of agents. Jones summed
ine associations moved to climax up the position for the acts with:
"Actors won't be out of work, the
this week,
Dick Jones, national rep of agents will be out of actors."
Members Vote Strike- Call
here, claimed that a dozen
Immediately following the meetagents had signed on the dotted
all
line up to the deadline at noon mg, Jones sent telegrams to
These included mem- agents and their associates, as well
yesterday.
bers of both the Variety Bookers as to all cafe proprietors, informAssn and the Entertainment Man- ing them that a general memberhad issliip meeting of the
agers Assn., as well as indies.
Majority of the bookers re- sued a strike call to all
mained aloof, however, and held a members in the Piiiladelphia area
meeting behind closed doors yes- against all non-franchised agents
namely, members of
terday to determine their course in the area;
A and certain inHie VBA, the
of action. Some of those reported
April 11.
signed by AGVA, denied signing dies eftective
Slating that the agents had dewith Jones but said they had apopposition
called -an
plied for franchises through their libecately
(under punishment of
the Artists Repre- meeting
memberships
sH" hnfs for non-attendapce ) just
sentatives Assn., of New York.
confab,
down the
Chief squawk of the bookers is to break
the Jones telegram stated the
that they don't care to deal with
rep, takes'; agents had been advised by regisJones. Latter, as
tered mail that they were to meet
the position bookers have affronted
the purpose ot negptiatmg a
AGVA. Failure of the agents to for
Their failure to appear
franchise
s^iow up at a meeting called for
he said, "was considered a direct
last Mondav (April 4) led Jones to
i

j

AGVA

I

1

i

,

1

!

i

|

i

AGVA

j

i

I

>

AGVA

]

;

|

Orch

Spitalny
j

'

Puts 'Em in Middle

San Francisco, April

As

Petrillo,

,

•

On

203

1,

when whole matter

Lake

Salt
I

Roy

!

won

place

first

throe

:

,

other talents, alsb play a musical
instrument; If this is so, then you
are required to join the AFM."
Wiere Bros£> subsequently appealed to AGVA and are still up in
the air.
Now the Wieres don't- know
where they stand. It may- be necessary for them, to drop the fiddling
portions of their turn, but they
won't know how the situation will
be resolved until action is taken
by the Frisco AFM local.

City, April 12.

HELENE and HOWARD
Currtntly

ADAMS

show

'

,

'

.

,

::

.

will

'

;

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

,

New Jei-sey, Dorothy Claire
lor Silver Frolics April 22
;

.

STRAND, New York and Signed
for Two Repeat Engagements— Thanks to Harry Mayer

l

It

;

be re-

LEO DE LYON

V nU

'

[

!

.

set

Mu-

Entertainment took over the
booking of Crown Propeller, south
side bistro, and set Herb Leon,
comic, for April 18.
Ginger Kinney into the Tic-Toe, Milwaukee,
tual

OPENINO

yaiingsiter

re-

promoter, was arNewark
rested
on charges of produc- Philly Frat Peeved Over
ing
indecent
show at a
an
Martin's Bowout on Date
stag held at the American Legion
here. Arrested with him were
Philadelphia, April 12.
Mildred Reed, 30,: and Lora Brown,
Slated to sing at a high school
SECRETARY
charged with appearing in fraternity dance in the Bellevue
22,
nude dances at the affair. Trio, Stratford hotel, Saturday night,
Kiiferluliiniftnt
«r
wHI
^MtiiiHirnr
kiimvn ;N«w-, I'ork !^ta(« Humiiivr r*-when arraigned, pleaded not guilty Tony Martin took the plane Friday Murtt—^reiiiilrefi
tOii iMiirli. ftt<<inwirrui»liri'
and'have requested a jury triaK
anil provram ttHNlAtMint witli detlultt*
(8) for Hollywood, following his
miiNloiit triiliiliif iiiul exp<>rleiM!V In
Arrests were made by the police windup at the' Earle Theatre.
hImiw liUHfiiocifiii
Aliiat. lie .perMonuble,
vice squad who were foraging a
«n«rff«ittn and <'U|iahl« of aHHUiiitnx:
Martin told Variety he had canreH|ioiiHllillU.v In iirrttnK'Inir iiroKinniK
a confiscatory drive on slot ma-- celled the dance date 10. days preMHil
lilrlnK of
tHl«nt.
Wlnl^pHlmp
chines.
They invaded the Legion viously in Chicago, had notified
«»in|*li>j»'in«ont at. iMIumt
Ui'M4>1i. rt^Norl
oiitloniil.'
Write 4*oHiplel^ 'ji1«'liillN Iw
headquarters at the time the show Music Corp. of America and had
Bill ^V-^MIninl ltrnH^ I'loHiln..
was' on and: the arrests followed.' ^
been assured it was okay.
When he arrived liere, the Mu
Delta Epsilon fraternity refused to
Midwest Dates
agree to the cancellation. Frat and
IN PHIlAOIlfHlA,
_
___
fA.<
the local bookei*, Harry Biben, said /'I I\Tni\I III VITI lo'h bclow
'^ ' 'J '
l
lXiLi-S j a u c t
-—
eancelling-waS-news-toH:hemr-Mareiiicagu; April 1 2r—
tin
gave
as
his
reason,
the
fact
900 OUTSlblKOOMiWilliam Morris agency pacted
Kay Kenton, singer, for Pa.stime that he was due in Hollywood to
trom '2 OAIIY
Club. Des JMoines, April 13,,, make JO sides for- RCA-Victor.
IPICMi.. WKKlf
Arts
Martha Raye and the Ben ¥ost Locals got suspicious when LouHOU^IKltUNG fACIllTlll
gr'oup set for Glenn's Rendezvous, eJla Parsons. N. Y. .Journal-Ameri"Bookie" Levin,' Mutual can film- columnist, carried a yarn
May 20
wmviAiKmt HiTMHCt or au tHtAtnium
Entertainment partner, olT to Hot about Martin's house parly for the
Springs for a rest.
Ken Barry, Harry Richmans the same day.
comic,
televizes
over WGN-TV
According to Biben, the singer
"Club Television" tonight (12)
gave his verbal nod to the engageYOU MUST VISIT
Charles Chane.v leaves for the ment in Chi and MCA accepted
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
Coast to record "Bozo, The Clown" and cleared a 50%
depoisit check.
for Capitol Records
,Malu Galisa
whtn- in LONDON for Bargaini in
Frat IS sore and plans to notify all
mto Bellrive hotel. Kansas City.
school
and college groups about
pHri, Far Coati, Luggage, Travtl
Phil foster set lor the Strand,
N, Y.,' Maiy 1
Guy Lombardo Martin's alleged defection. In a and Sports 4iioodi:-r-94a, .VICminute substitution, Frani TORIA STREET. S.W. 1.
orch cancelled theatre dates at the last
Riverside and Chicago to oversee Warren and Vic Damone lilled in
new restaurant he's building in the spot.

negotiated. Arrearage: will have to
be setUed by that d^ite.

Just Concluded 3 Weeks,

AFM

Stockdale, talent agent and

vaude

'

Scale for Mts.

The N. Y. branch of the American Guild of Variety Artists arc^
seeking a .$23 scale for singles in
the N. Y. state mountain resorts.
Agents and bookers have countered with a $20 scale and negotiations are to be held before strike
action is taken.
Committee has
been appointed with powers to call
a strlke"~~in"~ eve"nt~~an ^a'graemettt"
cannot be reached.
Meeting also passed a resolution
declaring that matters pertaining
to theatres and cafes in the N. Y.
area be handled by the branch.
Action was taken because of slowup in settling matters when handled through the national office:
N. Y. branch also settled the
status of the Leon & Eddie's guest
nights. Eddie Davis, spot's operator, is repoiled to have been "in
arrears on the $100 weekly fee.
Settlement' was arrived at whereby
DaviiS would get a summer rate oi'
S50 for each guest night until Ocl.

Nbrth Wabash, Chicago
DEarborn 2-2227

Show Rap

Indecent

I

AGVA, Bookers Huddling

:

that

fill

-

Booker, Dancers Tagged

i

'

:<

to

quirements of being able to read succcisslve Tuesday nights on the
music and the six-months residence MoQixey show, including that of
ukase would keep them inactive April 5,
Keeney, eldest son of Cormack
for that period of time.
G. Keeney, .treasurer and general
Petrillo wired back,. "American
Federation of Musicians has been manager of the Rajah Co., was active in promotional work for vaude
franchised by the American Federand radio programs and in develation of Labor to Have jurisdicoping "Stars of Tomorrow," a Satinstrumentalists.
tion
over
all
AGVA or any other organization urday Rajah feature.
has no jurisdiction over musicians.
It appears that you, in addition to.
,

deluxe vaudfilmers;
After five straight weeks of
vaude, the Earle stageshows will
fold while the hotise plays the film,
"Champion" for three weeks, start-

:.

COHAN

plane, piloted- by F. Raymond ITostetter, were Keeney, Mrs. Frank J
Blekickl; 33, mother of the bov
and Daniel De Turk, a Reading garage employee and banjo player,
also competing on the Mooney
radio show. "Keeney, the child's
mother and Hostetter wei,e killed
outright.
The boy and De Turk,
the latter .with a broken leg, are
they in Allentown, Pa., hospital. The
|

:

.

ExclutWt BooMiigs:

him

telling

would be unable

.

LOUIS W.

12.

Wiere Bros., current at the Fair
hotel, is the latest act to be
put in the middle of the American
Guild of Variety Artists-.American
Federation of Musicians, controSet
very over jurisdiction of musicals
acts, ^he Wieres, who use fiddles
Godfrey Unit in there act, were asked 'by officials
of San Francisco'- local to join the
Earle, Philly AFM. They in turn appealed to

mont

ing May 6.
Earle resumes live shows May
The cafe men were also 27, with Lionel Hampton, to be
agent.
given alternatives.
Although un- followed by Illinois Jacquet and
able to book through non^f ran- Billy Eckstine, July 1, and Dennis
chised agents the cafes were told Day vaude unit^ July 8.
the action "should not be construed ;as meaning a strike call
against your establishment."
Under the minimum basic agreement,;
a nitery owner can book through
franchised agents, through the union or on an independent basis.
Jimmy Lyons, eastern regional
director for AGVA, held a two-anda-half hour conference over the
weekend with Jimmy Lougran, of
EMA, and Bob Bennett, of VBA,
with Bill Layne representing the
acts.
According to all reports the
meeting ended in a stalemate.

Write or Wire for
Open Ootet

neth Blfekicki, of Reading, to UUca
N. Y., for the boy's appearance oii
the Mooney radio show on Tuesday night. With the boy in the

With Musicians' Union

agement announced that Phil
Spitalny's all-girl orch will fill the
gap; Godfrey himself previously decided the unit was inadequate for

Kerry t^^'^

vote was called^for and ^voted
^^^^^^^^^ „f^the time extension
vmanimously.
yesterday as the deadline, passed.
petup, the actors' power to strike
The telegram: to the nitery- ops.
The actors, informed them of the strike call
is peculiarly effective.
fact, have the weapon of pieceand the fact that no AGVA memmeal strike and can work on each ber can work for a non-franchised

DEFINITE BOX OFFICE
STIMULANT FOR YOUR
THEATRE

Keeney, who was interested in
training talent and handling program material for the Art Mooney
show, now at the Capitol, N Y
had accompanied six-year-old Ken-

Wiere Bros/ Fiddling

Philadelphia, April 12.
The Arthur Godfrey unit scheduled to play the Earle Theatre,
April 29, has been cancelled. Man-

1

On Upped

,

,

At the

I

I

'

,

Replacer for

AGVA

m

.

Beverly, N. 0., Summei: Hiatus
Beverly Country Club. New Orleans, will shutter for the*,summer
following the run o£ Carmen Miranda, who starts there May 26.

Spot wiU be refurbished' with an
Dorothy Dorben line option elevated stage during the summer,
picked up for eight more months and will reopen Sept. 22.
at Last
Frontier, Las Vegas
.Johnny O'Leary opens at Bellrive,
K. C
April 18
Esquii e Club,
Wichita, has booked .foey Radin,
Tyrell & Winslow and Dolly Barr
lor April 15; Johnny O'Breiii, Low,
Kite & Stanley, April 29; Paul
Gray, Randy Brown and Mary Beth
April 16.

DANCERS WANTED
.txolic
'

Strip

$)ioiV Stoppers

Abov* Union

Salary

M<-iiw>i)'li worlt
In r^iHOrt
IM^iiH«K |>ui(l iin tl\« roiiil.

Scal«

PAT RICH
41 Pork Row,

N*w York

City

«m. 105

WIZARDS OF TELEPATHY

'

,

'

;

!

ROXY, New York

'

Old,

May

13,

and for May

27,

Four

Step Bros
Lenny Colyer renewed his contract with Billboard Attractions
G I e n n s Rendezvous
have added Chester Dolphin for
the April 22 bill, Three Amauts,
May 6, and Lucille & Eddie Roberts, May 20 ... Interlude, Kansas
City, inked Charioteers for two
weeks beginning April 22, June
Christy, May 6, with Mel Tormt; to
.

.

'

,

(SENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
(

Pabllaityi

MAL •RAVMAN. KAY NORTON

PmmmI

M«"n«r> JACK TALAN

,

follow.

.

A

Sensational BOXOFFICE Aftraetlon
AL OROSSMAN. RKO Rldg., New York

Mgt.:

.

K.iHlHMv.
Kfixl ihi'MO

i

APRIL 15TH

12.

man^

29,

of Rajah theatre here and
president of Rajah Theatres, Inc.,
House will play a full week with was lulled early Wednesday morning (6) in plane crash near G^rbills changed twice weekly.
mansville, Pa. Two other persons
Al /k Belle Dow agency is bookwere killed, including plane pilot
ing;
and, two gravely injured.

"

:

,

AGVA

'-

Bernard B, Keeney,

De Mae & ager
Kay and Three

9e

,

!

'M^SSS

Reading, Pa., April

Musical

comprise

will

Moore, Young
DanwoodSi

manager, who repreEntratter
sents 55%, and Jules Podell, who
has 10%.

i

j

:

(16)

Plane Crashes

Near Reading, Pa.

Johnsons, Lee TuUy,

Copa bas been absorbed by
the present owners, Monte Proser,
who owns .35% of the spot; Jack

m

i

day

When

In Mts.

from Yiddish

in the

AGVA

EM

Killed

The Clinton theatre, on New
York's east side, switches this week
acts to regular vaude
policy.
Initial bill starting Satur-

Sidney Roblnspn, a ooetime
partner in the Copacabana, N. Y„
pleaded guilty in the U. S. District
Court to making false statements
in a bankruptcy petition In 1942.
Judge Alfred Goxe delayed sentence and put Bobinson on probation for 50 days.
Bankruptcy matter was in connection with a non-showbusiness
venture which failed. In his petition, Robinson is alleged to have
concealed the fact that he had an
interest in the Copa as well as
the Piping Rock, Saratoga Springs.
Since then, Robinson's interest

'

,

N. Y., Smtching Theatre Manager, 2 Others
To English Vaude Bills

Clinton,

Former RY.Copa Partner

AGVA Votes Strike vs. Agents,
When Confab Ends

.

:

)
J
.

: '

W«>aewlay, April 13, 1949

59
Minn. MoYi'ng

Jack Curtis-Passing of an Era

Up

Closing

J_
•

The papers just

iiKV

said,

April 7, 1949, at

Joe Laurie,

"Jack Curtis,

Queens General

Jr.

tlieatrical

hospital at

producer, died Thurs-

age of 68."

tiie

itte

annals.
Marinelli,

Commodore M.

S.

BenthAm," Harry Weber, Pat Casey,

Max Hart, Eddie Keller, and many others who visited
William Morris,
incubators and, through their expert handling, hatched
fhe vaudeville
them Into headliners.
in show biz as a Dutch comic: chin-piece, blown
started
Curtis
Jack
wooden shoes, as the male member of Curtis
May (May
in belly and
be known as Anna Chandler, one of the great single women
later was to
He then worked with Gus Adams
vaude). He later married her.

midnight closing hour on
week nights and 1 a.m; on Saturday night. The lower house liquor
&
committee recently recommended
retention of the present 1 and 2
a.m. closing hours for rural disnf
did a "double-dutch'' with Mark Adams. When Hoey & tricts ag well as the cities, but Twin
inil aft-e"? that
comedians split, Jack changed his name to City hotel men informed the senate
Hebrew
famous
the
Lee
with Hoey. He later did a double with Harvey committee they would not oppose
worked
and
Lee
Jack
rlwdan & Harvey) and then doubled with Charlie Allen in a double a 1 a.m. closing across the board.
Hebrew act as Allen & Lee. Charlie Allen later became Jack's partner
business. After working with Charlie Allen, Jack joined
In the agency
Ghul Unit for a while and then gave up his career as a
the Adams
to start becoming one of the rich vaudeville agents.
yg,^ poor comedian
that Jack Curtis had in the agency business was:
partner
first
The
Sim Kessler (brother of the famous Aaron, of Hammerstein's). He
with Maurice Rose (Rose & Curtis) which
partnership
a
formed
then
many years. After splitting with Rose he did a
for
agency
top
waa-a
solo for a while, then' teamed up with his old vaude partner Charlie
handled
some of the most distinguished acts in .'-.,Vr:''V'^''''''-;;;vV:--K'^::'*-v-:-'i:^
Allen
&
Curtis
Alleii.
Harry Levine, vaude booker for
After about 10 years with. All^tt, Jack started an agency
vaudeville.
Bobby Crawford and Max Winslow, as Curtis, Craw- Paramount circuit, is due back in
in Hollywood with
Ni Y. this week after jnaking a
Winslow.
ford &
survey of southern theatres. He
he-branched
producer
playg
east,
out
as
a
of
such
as
ba6k
Coming
is expected to recommend straight
"Behind the Red Lights," "The Postman Rings Twice" and "Places
vaude policy for many theatres in
Please/' He was ready to produce Damon Runyon and Irving Caesar's
that area.,$long lines of the Olym"Saratoga Chips" when the pictures bought it.
pia, Miami.
became
parents
Beatrice
Chandler
the
of
the
beautiful
Anna
Jack and
A string of houses in the southCurtis, who married comedian Harry Fox and is now married to Sammy
ern area, will make bookings conWhite (Puck & White). After a divorce Jack married Mabel Ford, of
siderably easier. During tlie sumr
vaudeville.
Their
the
supreme
dancing:
act
of
Fords,
Four
the famous
mer
it's been difficult to get many
nowannouncer
at
WOH.
is
a
top
ison, Jack CurtisrJr.,
acts to play the single week in
In the good old vaud§ days, "6th floor" of the Palace Theatre bldg. Miami.
Making that house part
was the booking place of the Keith Big Time. Jack Curtis was the of a consecutive string
would, make
thfey
laughing
while
keep
the
bookers
He
would
clown of the floor.

The Palace theatre, N. Y., yesteryear ace vaude stand, may re-

New

Bill

sume

stageshows on a regular
first time in more
by the middle of next
month. Current plans for house call
for an eight-act vaude policy of
moderately priced turns, plus a
single screen feature, subsequent
run. It would never go two-a-day.
Evenwith the vauadfilm idea .and
that's still dubious even now—the
question of the type of talent is

Would Halve

basis for the
than a decade,
,

Current

a

2Q% Cabaret Tax

Washingtonj April 12.
Legislation to cut back luxury
excise taxes including the 20%
cabaret and amusement taxes to
the 10% prevailing in 1942 has
been introduced as a ridei": to the

|

,

legislation calling for repeal of the

the prime, hurdle.

tax on oleomargarine. Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson (D.-C<jl,) prepared a
rider calling for cutbacks in all
excise taxes to the 1942 level,
which would mean a savings to the
public of $600,000,000 annually.
Sen. Johnson declared that the
bill is being offered with the full
knowledge of and: without objections of the House^ Ways and

Par Mulls Vaude

:

Union Deals Are Made

If Attractive

night clubs and taverns throughout
the state will have to close an hour
earlier, at 1 a.m. instead of 2 a.m.,
on Saturdays.
Gov. L. D. Youngdahl had aSked
tor

Pabce May Go Vaude Again

12.

as anticipated, the Minnesota
legislature concurs in its Senate
liquor control committee's action,
If,

of Jdcli Curtis meant much more than that in vaudemt the passing
Jaclc was a contemporary of the giant vaude agents lilce

S-B

N. Y.

Hrs. for Hotel, Nitery Bars
Minneapolis, April

By

:

For Southern Area

RKO

has been shopping for a
format for this house for. Some timet/
It's
known that the house, cur*:
rently switching between firstruns
and double feature reissues, has

been floundering financially .for '«
long time.
There's been talk of reviving
vaude at the Palace for the ^ past
few yebrs; Recently Danny Kaye
was Interested in leasing the Palinstituting
twora-day
ace
and
shows, but proposition didn't pan
out -and Kaye played the nearby;

.

Means committee, which

institutes

congressional tax measures.

Johnson said that the tax rider
on the oleo bill would force, a test
of the measure in the Senate Pinance committee.

Roxy theatre instead.
For many years, RKO execs:,
wanted to open the house to vaude

Bandshows Must Carry

but because of its 1,600 seating capacity, couldn't afford to shell out
for high-bracket talent. However,
with the presently desperate financial situation facing the house,
theatre: dept. will chance the eightact policy plus a single film.
Talks are :being held with the
International: Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and the American Federation of- Musicians. It
may be that return of vaude policy
may depend on the kind of deal
obtainable. Because of: small ca-

;

Name

Midwest

gave his acts routes.

more attractive to performers.
Just what houses may be opened

One time when he was to make his maiden speech at the Friars, 1 to vaude won't be determined
unVent over every word, gesture and intonation with Jack for a week. til Levine confers with Paramount
The night of the speech I had all I could do to keep him from walking homeofiice execs.
When Curtis was called on he threw the prepared speech away
out.
days
And
in
those
and started to ad lib and was the hit of the evening.
at The: Friars being the hit; of the evening meant you had to top some
Ohio Bd. Scores Agents
of the greatest comics in the business.
One time he playfed at Hammerstein's in "Uncle Tomashefsky's
Cabin." He did it just for laughs for the '"rail birds."
Book Tilth/ Shows
greats
For many years .lack made a silk-lined living managing such
as Clayton, Jackson & Durante; Georgie Price, Lou Holtz, George
In Revoking Cafe License
Jessel, Sophie Tucker, Marion Harris, Willie & Eugene Howard, Jimmy
Akron, O., April 12.
finish),
Howard,
Joe
Savo, Watson Sisters (who stuck to him right to the
Theatrical agencies that proEvelyn Clark and Gypsy Rose: Lee.
Jack was a surveyor of delicate mi.schief; he liked laughs. He was vide "filthy" shows for night clubs
in
Ohio
ought
and
to be "driven out of
player
a rabid horseplayer, a terrific fight fan, a billiard and card
a lover of show biz. He was born for friendship, he liked people and business at once," according to
Walter W. Mitchell, chairman of
^people liked him.
the
Ohio
Liquor
on
Board, who de-ends
And now Jack Curtis has booked himself a route that
Judgment Day. I know they're gonna like his act. Rowdy Lane >vill nounced the agencies after revoking the license of the Playhouse
miss Jack Curtis.
.
Gardens.
Gardens was charged with dis-

band stage shows.

:

.

eral years ago.

I

!

.

1

'

^

,

Chat Noir, N.Y., Leased

orderly

Walters Partnered With

and

The Calgary Bros, will double as

tomorrow (14):
when they take over the Chat Noir

bonlfaces

starting

Goldman

in the St. Moritz hotel, N. Y. Vaude
team last week signed a lease for
the room.

Max Roth
Initial

bill

Andrews,

in

tail

Lease Of

N. Y. Spanish Yauder

singer

:

Irwin band.

sales,

who sometimes induced
patrons to buy drinks for them;
Defense counsel for Thomas S.
Lombardo, the club's owner, said
Lombardo was ill and had not
been able to supervise the place
sonators,"

spot.

tire

Sunday

purchase of liquor at reto avoid states sales tax and
the:

other taxes. Specifically, the night
club was charged with operating
a floor show of "female imper-

Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., has taken
theatre, in
include Nancy lease of the Audubon
in partand the Stan the N. Y. Spanish district
nership with Moe Goldman, who
operates a string of nabe houses
House will be rein New York.
labeled-the-San-Juan._JEheyJll_asi
sume tenancy April 29.
In recent months, Spanish vaudeville has become a, fabulous opTlie Latin
eration in New York.

book

will
will

operation,

:

properly.

—

^KloUy-Picon set-for-the-HoUenden, Cleveland,"' May 12;

houses have been grossing $40,000
attractions.]
top
with
weekly
They've also shelled out $10,000
weekly for certain headliners.
Among the top grosser^ in the
Latin houses have been Mane
Felix, who recently played the Del
Mar; Jorge Negrete, at the Puerto

|

Hogan has booked Benny Good-

man

'

into the Circle,

May

'

'

.

PITT LIQUOR BD. NIXES

be

19, to

HOLIDAY'S COPA DATE

followed by the Riverside, but band
will use additional acts and a
theme revolving around tunes of
Cole Porter.
Tex Benecke orch
will also play the house June 9.

I

i

I

i

;

Pittsburgh, April 12.
Copa here had to cancel Billie
Holiday when State Liquor Control Board threatened to invoke

a clause in its regulations which
forbid appearance' of any "known
criminal" where booze is sold. She
was to have opened an 11-day engagement at the downtown- room
last night (Mon).
National Variety .Arists will hold
It's felt locally that Miss Holiits annual benefit at the St. James day's term at Moundsville, W. Va.,
theatre, N. Y., Sunday evening, state prison for dope addiction
Api-il< 24.
Affair will be, staged might have been overlooked were
by Lou Handin, prez of organiza^r it not for the fact that shefs 'priss^
tion arid Joe Verdi, head of enter- ently out on bail and facing trial
tainment and welfare committee. on a similar charge in San FranProceeds will go to the
Wel- cisco.
Lenny Litman, owner of
fare Fund.
Copa, immediately got in touch
A feature of the affair will be with American Guild of Variety
presentation of a gold, life mem^ Artists upon learning of Liquor
bership card to George Jessel, Board's contemplated action, and
20th^Fox producer, who is honor- union okayed abrogation of her
ary president of the 'NVA. Due to contract.
.lessel's inability to attend because
June Christyi who had originalof commitments on the Coast, Mil- ly been booked into Copa for a
tnn Hpi-li^ wilt prpxy for him when May date was hurriedl y moved up
Handin makes the presentation.
to take Kuss uouaay s place."

NYA BENEHT APRIL 24;
JESSEL'S GOLD CARD

NVA

,

djlSELLE and FRANCOIS

j

NICK LUCAS

Rico;

KIN MURRAY'S DLACKbUTS
'-'.Hollywood.

Ricchiardi, Jr., also at the
Rico, all of whom hit

Puerto

"Cardini, Eos^jy the Best of
the Slcight.of.Handcr(."

ABEL, VARIETY

MARCH

9th,

1949

neighborhoods.
Walters and Goldman will opThey
erate along different lines.
plan to use a production show with
a line of Latin lookers, sketches
Shows will be
and vaude olios.
changed weekly.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

Manny Opper
now

100th

comtcfi'an

Week

.Hollywood Show lounge
CM««(*"-..

nn.

Hit.: IHV

tEVIN

OPENINQ APRIL

OVAL ROOM

14tli,

j

|

COPLEY-PLAZA

j

|

Boston
"Tlie rnuaikalile iliinviiii; team at T.e
Ulro-totre Ih The Szouylcs at Ilnni^ary.
Vlivir lmlTlic;r a<« brother nxd aloter.
tct «pii|it and: graceful Dtyle are thrill-:
lug."
.

Cross

&

Dunn

to

.^WAITEB

GAC,

20

agent Bill Kent after an associar
tion of about 20 years. Team has
signed with General Artists Corp.
for representation in all fields but
with William Morris
television,
agency handling for video.
Kent plans to open a Miami
Beach agency. He's booking the
Hollywood Beach hotel, Hollywood, Fla., exclusively and plans
to spend part of the year in Florida.

'

.

«!o1h
(>he

iti

S'/on,v*

town.

.

''.

WINCIIKLr.;

ti'.rp team of Olselle Ife. Franreeent imimrtH and new to:
V'omiK and HparklliiR: eoujt>le
.offer Blick runflneH.tliat are dlft'erent and
at times dazxIliiK. Both are sraeeful,
deft teriierii."

"Surprise

'

Yrs. with Kent
Cross and Dunn have parted with

After

that

(SOMY)

Another amazing aspect of the

CARDINI
MCA

i

$40,000.

Spanish vauders is their ability to
get a $2 admission price, despite
the theatres being located in poor

:

mini'*.

:

i

.

In the future

bands will have to carry a name
have star attraction brought
ini
Hogan, who has used name pacity/house must have a
orchs more than other bookers in mum overhead to survive.
the midwest, says that bands alone
are not the draw they were sev-

!

'

:

act, or

Who

.

Yaudates

Chicago, April 12.

Charles Hogan, booker for the
Oriental, Chicago; Riverside, Milwaukee; Circle, Indianapolis,' and
other top houses, has nixed straight

.

it

Acts to Garner

:

...

'

—tOWB,

VABIBXir.

PLAYED
Palmer
ioire,

•

Houta,

New

York

Radio

faana,

City,

Now

York

Chicago

•

New
*

*

Strand>

York
Capitol,

le

Dlree--

New York
CopacoWathington

•

May 5th, Hippodrome, Baltimot'O
Manaa«m«nt—M.fci!lii.; .•,:'

:

,

.

;

Vedpeadwy, April IB, 194

N«w Tax

Bk

Pabn Sunday Crowds Hypoed

Chisel

Minneapolis, April 12.
local bar has found • new
to chisel the public. When
brings in semi-name musical
combos it orders all vocalizing
eliminated, despite the fact
that latter ordinarily may be
an Important part of the rou-

A

Coast Guild Revolt OverFlorinie Bale's

way
it

In Adantic City, Despite Hotel Strib
Atlantic City, Apvil 12.
A large pre^Easter tlirong took
ariwantasp ot a bright but chilly
h're to g\ve busi^^^
Pa
a needed shot in tlie arm. and all
this despite a Hotel strike which
10 *^of the big beaehfront
hit
hostelHes.
Tops of the parade was the presentation of corsages of gardenias,
with the compliments of the city,
to 50 women wearing the most attractive outfits.
steel pier oHered Myron Cohen,
topoirig seven acts of vaudeville,
Outside of that there was not too

:

!

!

Say

m

!

ences in wages, none of the big
hostelries closed, utilizing other
employes to carry on usual service,

tine.

By so doing

To avoid passing through picket
mes unmedia ely placed around
the buildings those employes not

'

'

capacity

with

city is tilled to

near

Palm Sunday

visi-|

Furthermore, it looks as
though the strike will not be
settled until after the Easter holiday^, with both sides digging in
for a long fight.
First Hotel Strike in 30 Years
ducer, damages from American
This is the first tiine a strike has
Brown comes to the big 4,500
Variety
to"Harvey"
in
Warner
been directed against hot^ownm
seater
night.
It comes after
(13)
here
in 30 years.
morrow
^
Chi Equity
^^^^ ^
for
reopened
will
reps
be
pier
fencing
between
months
of
Steer
repreientative, and Jack Irving,
Harry
weekend.
managements.
hotel
two-day
ot
union^
and
the
^^^^ midwest head, to stand. DeJames, who holds the ^ill-time Hotels affected are the Brighton, fg^^^ „oviViSf\ had made motion to
the
be
will
there,
record
Dennis,
rooms;
Clandge,,
400
fcoxoffice
350
j^^^igg entire action, but jurist
jittraction oft Sunday. Alex Bartba
s^^^
out only two counts, and
5^^=
orch comes in Saturday night.
.Shfl^wne asked that defense lile answers by
Lanny Boss will head the vaude 300; St. Gharies, 275, and the Tray- j^pj-ii 28.
show.
moi-e, 600.
,
,„
pfeiifer claims that AGiVA and
^
The city will present the 10 best
The Chelsea hotel, 355 rooms, Equity, and their reps, consi>ired to
dressed women with gold brace- closed for the past six weeks for prevent him from opening a Gay
At convention hall there will redecorating, opened on Saturday .go's nitery on Chicago's near north
lets.
be appropriate organ music With and six hours later was also hit gije supposedly because of the "unno admission charged.
by the strike..
fair" listing by Equity, when pro>
Hotels and other hars -will serve
TJnton Members sees rise Of $1, ducer allegedly stranded "Swing
traditional egg nogg and niteries per day and claim their contract, Mikado'^ troitpe in Mioneap^^^^ in
have booked additional entertain- due to expire Feb. 1, 1950, Was 1947. Defense maintains there was
ment, but no name stars.
hotelmen.
Latthe
terminated "by
no conspiracy and no action was
Despite the walkout over differ- ter say they are prepared to sign taken by AGVA due to the fact
the sanie contract in effect the that Pfeiffer had no city, liquor or
past year. Negotiations have been other licenses to operate a bistro,
settled on this basis with other ! and according to union no attempt
unions, they declare.
had made to pact acts. Dare also
The strike came with few con- denies contacting AGVA to upventions in town. The New Jersey hold Equitys "unfair" ukase.
/
Lumbermen were at the Traymore
their
sessions
and were concluding
fA ACT /"ATTAM f I ITtt
vL^^
Friday at noon with a luncheon VViwI
Manday, April 11.
Other
when ttie union walked out.
Dear MEL ODY:
employes pitched in and served
FOLDS
7
to say hello.
.Tuat a line
„„
the luncheon.
j
a
EverytlUiiK is .^oing flne, Aim
Hollywood,
April
12.
Policy is to avoid booking consays to wish you and Ruby a
happy Kanter. Hapjty Easter.
ventions of the larger type over th^rnHnf^Vuh fn^f.wL"?.^/!'^?'
tne Cotton Club followed its predMel ana Ruby!
T>»i„v a.,..A.,,, «vi>» Vo^t^i. t»Mi
th^ Florentine Gardens,
Write me al the t'HEZ AMI,
BuHalo, thia weeli.
oblivion, leaving another barnto neir
near t°aSv
tapacny.
Regarils,

other plunging oh entertain-:
However, it will be a big
Easter weekend here.
For the first time in many years
visitors and residents will have a
chance to see a top legit as Joe E.

much

,

tors.

jiienl.

^

^

,

a

sound

is

to

"Initial dtssention boiled over

S

I

,

,

.

,

|

|

.

i

.

j

ployees were forced to leave the

meeting upon a vote from the floor
Noisy debate followed Rio's disappearance from the meeting in
VPhich a group of the I50 attendees
argued that Miss Bale should not
have been arbitrarily removed
from office and Rio appointed to
the post without the knowledge
and approval of the members.
Contacted by Vaihety concerning her part in the uprising. Miss
Bale said, "I do not intend to be
the cause of any upset within
AGVA. I have been shifted by
the organization to N. Y., and Rio
has been appointed in my place.
Faction which had sent National
AGVA a wire demanding that national board reinstate Miss Bale
back as Coast chief, because Rio
had been appointed without local
rank-aiid-flle voting, dashed off another wire to headquarters after a
full explanation by Rio that move
was completely constitutional.

to Arbitrate

'

•

,

;

;

vV»l""
AFTER

WEEKS
m

.

:

!

BILLY BISHOP.
if'.S.

:

like

,

At the hotels elevators were opThere was
erated, drinks served.

the Hollywood Boulevard

Fold

KsCu.ie the poor prints

Ihff, as I'm n-ritins this while
on roy knees facing the Sennes

office.

structure staring vacantly at

came

when

traffic.

AGVA

Roxy
were

Sally Rand's

Bwley Date

!

Pittsburgh, April 12.

week from the $2,550 bond

with a

new bond, AGVA's Coast

IN '49

Sally

Rand

appearance

will

make her

burlesque

in

won the chorus
weekty pay hike, shorter
rehearsal hours and increased, vaMove, they stated, was
cations.
for economic reasons.
It was disclosed that the RoxyAGVA contract has no clause forbidding strikes and loclcout»; during the term of the contract. That
was left out, according to AGVA

«

spokesman, for insertion

first

talent.

here

Bailey,

|

laires,

vious Pittsburgh stands have been
defilm houses (Stanley,

WB

in

}^''^''\/^

t.'ii^^"^'
ton's^l^-eiiu-b-K
It may be local peel

Derby Wilson, the JubiMarie Bryant and a

—

j^frf^

KKU

line

'

.

11

to Install

ir

RAYMOND

later.

CHASE

Toronto, April 12.

Jones' "Muisical Depreciation" re-

one night

(7).

On current Canadian swing
(Montreal, Ottawa, Peterboro, London, Toronto, Niagara Falls), Jones
has been doing turnaway business.

"^^

of chorines.

'

With

With Coliseum (7,400) sold out
week ahead at $3 top, Spike

a

Saranac Lake

all Negro
show had Pearl

;

^^^^^

on the Concertina

Spike Jones' Sock 18G
In Toronto l-Niter

1

Vaude

By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., April 12.
the Patients" committee,
consisting of Mark Wilson, Joe
Phillips and Dolly Gallagher, held
a meeting to set schedule of summer entertainment for patients at
the WHl Rogers;
Birthday greetings are in order
to
Helen Pelechowicz, at the
Rogers, and Isabelle Rook at the
Raybrook, N. Y., sanatorium.
Aldea (Buddy) Roy in from Buffalo for a two-week vacash, took
time out mitt the gang; she's formerly of the Rogers' staff.

"We

Wheel site's
Policy in Missouri, K.C.
although George'
operates CaKansas City, April 12.
for a couple'
The Missouri theatre will install
House drdi- vaude policy as soon as alterations
of additional shows.
narily closes down around the first are completed. House is the old
of May until September.
Main Street theatre which has
been idle for some time.
Sam (RKO» Kelly, O.K. after
It's
probable that stageshows
mastering the Phrenic operation.
will be shifted from the Orpheum
E. V. Balger (Slim Vermon),
theatre.
minstrelman, invalided at the Vets'
Hospital, Oteen, North Carolina.
Henry V. Larom. author and
Fake Circus Stampede
member of our downtown colony;
was awarded the Junior Book
Causes Real
in Tex. Award for his recent novel, "MounGonzales, Tex., April 12.
tain Pony and the Pinto Colt."
^
A herd of 18 circus elephants,
The last of the series of Adironfrightened by cowboys firing pis- dack Community Concerts, featurtols into tihe air, stampeded over ing pianist Sanroma, played to
a two mile area here.
The elfr S R O
Rufus (lATSE) Weahers upped
phants were part of the Dailey
for meals and picture shows.
Brosj circus which is wintering.
Rosemary Signor and Jay RusThe animals Went beserk when
sell added to staff of local radio
a
"fake stampede" was being
season

Jaffe,
"i-sin>S,
i

Cloising

and Humor

Artistry

$'7.50

Cotton Club featured

when she comes to the Casino
week of May 2. Fanner's only pre-

IT'S

^"^^

^^i^^I'^'^''

officials denied, dismissals

in retaliation for the recent

negotiations which

was vue grossed a capacity $18,000 for

its first

gave most outside jrestaurants a posted
by operator Hal Stanley.
good break.
When Stanley failed to come up

'

.

sal notices to seven members of
Among those
the Roxy chorus.
given notice was Geoi:ge Johnston,
who represented the Boxy chorus
members in recent negotiations
With AGVA. Notice to Johnson
was rescinded and dismissals of
others will be arbitrated.

t^vITJ^l^^^tx^

.

.

AGVA

Another strike-threat ainled by
American Guild of VarietyArtists at the Roxy theatre, N. Y.,
was averted by a conference late
last week which arbitrated dismisthe

1

at"

AGVA's regular monthly meeting
when Rio and all other paid em*

,

Layoffs with

reason for her transfer
N. Y., cooled off and decided

to abide by National Board decisions,
Dissenters have accepted
Eddie Rio as hew Coast chieftain.

.

Roxy

demandedi

AGVA

Toronto, April 12.
Club Indigo of the Barclay hotel

N.Y,

AprlMS;

liad

that Florin* Bale be reinstated
as
west coa.st head' of
until
such time ^as they were given

Court KO'sPfeiffer

'

tlie

20%

HoUywootl,.

AGVAites who

upping its talent budget and will
go in for name at't policy. Belle
Baker, songstress, tops new bill
opening Thurs. (14) night, with
support layout including Gordon
Ayres, formerly of the "Our Gang"
films,
and Betty Sawyer, aero
Georgie Price, comediandancer.
in
featured
songstar" currently
N. Y. Latin Quarter revue, follows
VS.
in on April 28 with Montmarte
Girls, sextet Of can-can dancers
Chicago, April 12.
from the Bal Tabarin, N. Y.
Judge Donald McKinley, in Chi
Jack Lewis, who books the shows
Superior Court, last week denied at the Bal Tabarin, has been signed
Jules Pfeiffer, former legit proas exclusive booker for the Indigo.

in

house in

the

U. S. cabaret tax. The rub is,
however, the chiseling joint
adds this tax to all patron
checks and pockets it,

the staking union, including
bartenders, remained in.side, with
the management prbvidlni; food
land sleeping quarters.
The strike not pjily hiirt, hotel
business in tile hotels aiffected, but
brought scores of cancellations to
Usually every
the other hotels.
•

removes the

it

of paying

necessity

OK^

N.Y.Tfan^erJnops; Members
Toronto lips Budget;
Belle Baker, Geo. Price In

,

finale,

who oWns and
may keep open

;

|

Currtntly Playing
Return

1

-

Enc|ag*ni*nt

IE RUBAN BLEU
NEW YORK
Just Concluded

HOLD OVER Rw

at th»

JPARK AVENUE

One

MIAMI BEACH

ATLANTIC HOUSE
PROVINCETOWN

'

SAMOVAR

'

staged by the circus for the bene^
fit
of
Lee
Orr,
Movitonews

cameraman.

station

WNBZ.

Thanks to
Marty Lynch

for

Frazer

for their
tions to our library.

theatre,

N,Y.C..

WELCOME ABROAD

and

NBC-TV

contribu-

Loew

itol

Tv/lc* on

'

Fred

Carl Kessler (Amazing Mr. Bals lantine) planed- in from Miami to
Al Monty has been signed to do mitt the gang.
Chas. Dortic, of Columbia Pichis Mr. Sweepskiddie show in five
tures, and A. H. Horn, of M-G-M
Loew N. Y. riabe houses during in to visit
Sam (RKO) Lefko, who
Easter Week. Houses ai'e doing an is doing O.K.
early
matinee, with
stagesh'ow
Forrest Weaver, staffer of the
starting 9 a.m.
Cleveland Arena,
planed
back
Schedule calls for one-a-day ap- home after a week's visit with
his
pearances starting April 19 In the mother, Mary Lou Weaver (Loews),
Post Road, Avenue B, Oriental, Pit- who's doing nicely.
kin and Inwood theatres.
Sydney Cohen, formerly of Cap-

Moppet Show

MONTREAL
Apptarad

now

at

Appeared Twtc* on

STAN SHAW
Viiviety
tinn,
tile

In

late iUiim.

(linpulliiK

this

on the

iiiany

Kupbanl.

coi""'!';'

I'esiwt"
Tliere

iiersonable

no

In

lutl'ii

vlr-

tUOBll.V."

l>«nl«n Walker: "Bonna to sfo pIa«M
iiftwiomer Raymond Chase, concer-

—

tina Aj-tiat."

Pfrtonal Manafjcmtnt:

the

Harpo Marx booked for the Pal- Nati6nal Jewish hospital, Denver,
ladium. London, June 20, following has progressed from surgery so
a week in Glasgow.
Minevitch well that he'll be discharged in
Harmonica Rascals Into Palladium July.
June 6.
Write to those who are ill.

l>ft(,-r

— DuMont-TV

'«ri>iit

siiiii:

MORTON @OLDSEN
U97
New

Yeirti

Iroadway. Suite 802

COImfcw

'

«rfay,

AprM 13, 194^

BENNY niLDS^
HOLLENDE^I JfPf^

(f^^^^

BEVERLY C$^fl|^
I

ELMW|l||#^if^tt. Winter/ Hnir^
^of^ypr ptkf(ikf Brntm,

mmi

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
THOMAS
NEW YORK CHICAGO
•

G,

ROCKWEL'L,

President

HOLLYWOOD CINCINNATI 'LONDON
•

.

:

WedneaJay,

61
every tune in the same style.
Outside of one or two r(£cent
hits or songs he has recorded,
he sticks to brushing up the oldies,
with the patrons chiming in. His
reprises, however, are fresh in arrangement. For a sock novelty
finish, he races with orch clarinetist playing on "12th St. Rag," and
encore, his latest disk, "Jealous

—

"

.

:

April, 13, 194ji

.

N^[ht Club Reyiews
Empiric Roomy Chi

has probably the most novel
approach. It has devised a plan

lerina,

(PALMER HOUSE)

whereby a customer can do several rooms the same evening withr
'

Chicago, April 7.
Eddie
with
Shay,
Dorothy
O'Neat; Merriel Abbott Dancers
(8), Barclay Allan Orch (12);
f3.5Q minimurn, $1 cover.

This Idrje room is transformed
into an intimate spot through let-

approach of
youi>hair-(iown-girls
Dorothy Shay: "Parle Avenue Hillbilly" gets, clever Intro from Merriel Abbott Dancers, garbed in hillr

WEEK OF APRIL 13
Numemli

la wnnevfton wltli bllli baton Indlekta openllw di»
' Af khm
wlietlier full or apllt week
par^nthews, Indtontei nlrcuit; (I) Inaepandenti <D LMwi (Mt H.>.i.
(V) raramonpti <B> «KOi <8) Btoll; <W> H^arqeri {iVB) Waltw Bead?*

Spot
out leaving the building.
holds its main, festivities in the
downstairs Ballerina room, and as Heart."

Lenny

Colyer, comic, shows aptitude in his impreshes of the current crop of crooners and has
added some hilarious bits to Red
Skelton's gin drinking radio commercial.
Some of his material is
sloughed off too rapidly with audience missing some of the punchier

customers keep coming in, additional rooms are opened. The upstairs Mystery room, muraled with
femmes i: necklines that plunge
all the way down; and the Corral,
with a western motif, are opened
in that order. Entertainers deploy
around all the rooms, which provide variety for the non-migratory

NEW YORK

"I

Was Born

in

,

(9);

50c.

New

minimum

$2.50

cover,

Saturdays.

Hunny BrIggs
Roxy (I) II

among the

tops in this field.

Oipheum

Royal (I) «
Crayton

Palaca(l) 15-17
.

"

.

Eilleen

Bd

Howard Hartman
Irving Conn Ore

:

Clark Bros
strawberry

Abbott Dancers

W

;

.

Oriental (I) 14
Jane Russell

4 G Ahearn

Jimmy

Rex Owen
Dorothy Deerina
Joanne Florio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Oro
Hotel Savoy Plata

Capitol <L) 14

Max & Gang

Pat Kenning

*

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
•Ian Bart

Gangler's Animals
Lang Trp
Noward (I) t
Cab Calloway Co
Milton Buckner Ore

II

&

Hotel Taff
Vincent Lopez Oro
Latin Quarter

Julia

Frank Libuse

Russell

-

George Price
Florida 3
It Biagi
Steffen-MarteU

Peggy Tomas

lO'Brlen

,

ASTON

,

'

Freda

Shorts

—

'

'

.

.

.

•,

;

,

,

,

'

i

-

•

I

Park

=

_ Empire (M)
Fayes 3

Rchaller Bros

J (VGorman

Hall

Norman

Hippodrome (M)

3 Monarchs

Monte Rey
George Meaton
Harrison Carroll It
Ross
Jack RadcUffie Co

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) II

CARDIFF

II

<S)

tc

A4V

Doreen

&

Victor

'

,

B Lane

3 Hotlevs
Alan Clive

RIchman & .Tackson
Hamilton te Vassi
trooper Twins'

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire ($) n
^
Frankie
HoWerd

Peggy Cochrane
Charlie Clapham
Pop White '^A

CLASeOW

Empire (M) II
Francoise Flore
Jackie Hunter

Stagger
3 Robertis

1

Marqueez

Raymond Girard

Henderson Twins
Hooper Sis

Helen Crerar

Lotus

II

Claire

Marianne Fedele
Preston Lambert
D Hild Dancers (6)
Bob Du Pont
Chez Part*
Joe E. Lewit
Geneve Dorn
Barry Sis
Blair

ft

Dean

Chez Paree
Adorablet
J Rodriquez Ore
C Davidson O (11)

Sherman Hotel
.Margaret Gibson
Gloria Van

Katz

JO'Keefesis
Sn* Y. Munroe

Kama

Kurt Maier
Savannah

Gloria

WOLVERHAMPTON

Tonv Walsh

JlLPW^roi"* (0
Great Lyle

Manhattan Paul
Ida James
Ruth Mason

-

-

Paulina Bryant
Shotsle Davis
Rosetta Davit
Estrelita
Lucille Dixon

Or«

Veriaillai

-

Jean Sablon
Bob Grant Or«
Panchito Ore
Village Barn
Korny Klowns

'

-

-

.

-

Piute Pete
Village Vanguard..

Josh White
Roger Price

C WUliams
Cyril Haines 3

Waldorf.Attorla

,

Eddy Duchin Ore
Mlscha Borr Otv

Harry Hall
BiU Snyder Ore
Charles Tate
Hotal Stavapt
"Skating Circus"
Betty Atkinson
Charles Hain
Wonder Wheelers

Brinckmann

Sis.

Skating Blvdeam
Charlet ft LuclUt

Jack— Raffloer
Jerry Mapes
Gerry ft Du Ray
Palmer Houia
Barclay Allen
.

O

Dorothy Shay

M

Abbott Dcrs (Ul
Blaekstona
Irwin Corey

La

Salle ore (14)
Vine Gardtnt

:

Foster
Burnett

Phil

Martin

Jessie Rosella

Ginger Kinney
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore
F relict

Sliver

Marie

Lawler

Jimmy Ames
Frolic Lovelies (V
Biid Prentice Ore

Palace (S) ll
Gurly Jay
P -Rich &, Eva
Rex tc Rita
LeC Standish
Bell & Kay
A Trevor & J Moore

Black

Conrad's Pigeons

Danny Keen

Kizma

«[

Karen

Pastilli

YORK
^Empire

LIVERPOOL

(I)

Albert Grant

11

Joe Stein

Peite
Be' t

Roger Ray

attorney for the AmeriArtists.

AG

,

Sid Shields

resident

can Guild of Variety

Hal Monty
Sam Browne
Mary Naylor

BalcombeS

Sylvia Joyce

II

ary while Silverstone & Rosenthal,
national
VA counsel would cpn^
trib similar amount, since Kst*
will relieve them of routine detail-

Joe.

G & E Grande

Resident
Attorney /or AG VA

Arrangement was made whereby
union would pay half of Katz's sal-

,

2 Laconas

;

Named

Lucille Larfarge

WOOD GREEN

LEICESTER

Cabaret

Becke

Hugo

Bills

work.
^
However,, they'll take care of
major affairs of the union.
,

II

Ohio Nitery Fire
Steubenviile, O., April 12..
Fire, caused by an explosion in
the kitcheii an hour after closing,
caused loss of $75,000 to the swank
Riviera Club,

The bar And lounge were

NEW YORK
BaBatalla
I

Dorothy Bos*
Pay. Dawn *

.

Billy Daniels

Teddy Hales
DePaur ft Toulac

Henry Katz has been named

Mike Hows
Bklyn Lovlles

J Billings & Diana
StevU Sis
Dlok Henderson Jr

Emplne (M)

-

JosiO

Savoy (I) II
Lee Brooklyn
Frank Formby

LEEDS

E Arnley &

ft

.

CITY

Dusk

.Tack
'

Prince

Jack Corlies

'

Seottl

Gigl Durston
Mark Sebastian

SCUNTHORPE

Vivian Et Tassl
Trois De Mllles

Krandon &

&

\

-

H Edgewatar Baach
Henry Brandon Ore

SHEFFIELD

Eddie Bayes
Bobble Kimber
Henri Vadden Co
Les Silvas
V & J Crastonian
Harry BaUey

JEyelyn_J'e>:ry_

Lenny Colyer
Frankie Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore

All
Farrell

Empire (M) 11
Billy Cotton Bd
Xess-ie O'Shea

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 11
R & M Lamar
G & B Barnard

Chico Marx

,

Heltlngt

Al Morgan
:

Rat Pcrmanes
Shck Ben

Raudy's Grayhounds
Jean Kennedy
Harry Shields
Beryl Reid
Inger

Empire '(M)
Freda Wyn

Joe IsbiiU
J Brewer Oro

Big Bill CanipbeU
Peggy Bi()10y
Buck Douglas
Wally Brennan

Roper Co:
Tlaw

Tommy Jover
Pat & JuUan

Downey ft FonviUa
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore

Kirby Hawks
Ed PrenUss
<

Red Maddock
Dave DeVore
Lea Pines
Hotel BIsMark
Gypsy Markoff

Helen Darmora

_Erlnu)_jScala_Bd__

Van

Jackie
'

4 -yeomen

3 Duhhills
Re>;

Al Trace Ore
Bob Vincent

Slim Allan
Beryl Seton
Brian Kent

3 Garcias

Hotel Bdltoh

'

Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth Ava^

Martha Wright
Hazel Webster

CHICAGO
•laekhawk

ic

Ladd
11

Harold Nagel Ore

Morton Downey

Roesavalt

ll

D A

Hackl'ord <c Doyla

BRIGHTON

Shaw Ore

Hotel

Lawrence Welk Or

NOTTINGHAM

,

:

'

M

.'

-Hotel Blltmora
Phil Wayne Ore

Abbey Albert

Hotel it Regit
Julie Virilson
Laszlo & Pepito

Harry Loman
Kitty Prince

Connie West
Ben. George

,

Ro.iinas

,

:

'.-I

'

^

Ziggy Lane
Kate Murtah
Purcelle ft Ray
Eddie .Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore

Richards Dcrt

Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheroa
Vizcaino Ore

(I)

BUly Howard
Rob Currle

,

Komedy

Kirks

Leslie Strange
Lan Clifford 4t

Clara Cedrone
_ ^Hayana-Madrld

Toby Dean

Chleo
Rioa

El

Oamtron 4
Chapuseaux

Ernest Longstaff
Bert Bendon

Alhambra (M) 11
2 Sophisticates
Allan Jones
Irene Hervay

-

.

Hippodrome

<7)

Roslta

NORWICH

BRADFORD

Kraza

Line

Wondrous
Mar joria Chase

BOSCOMBf

I

Alvares Ore
China Doll

Ming & Ling
Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Cui'bello Ore

Hamilton
Maurice Barlow
4 Eskimos
Fred Breziii
Rene Strange

Gerry Leader

:

MDursoOro

ll

Shiela

Hippodrome (1)11,'
Harry Lester Co

Linda Lombard
Herb George
Paul Godkln
.
Skyridera

-

NEWCASTLE

Australian Aces
Charib Indra
Allen Bros Ic June
Piet Van Breehta
Elizabeth & Collins

-

-

?

Empire (M)
Len Stewart

Frogmen

.

Connie Halnea
Ic S Barry

Jose Moreno Co

Haiell

MUes

F

Georgette

Arthur Worsley
Maxwells

Hippodrome (Ml II

Aqua Revuette
Tarzan Jr

.

.

G Pope &

BIRMINSHAM

Nancy Hanks

Penthouse

Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore
Copaeabana
Jackie

Ted Ray
Terry Thompson
Alexander Trp

Spangled Beauties
Raymond Barry

'

:

Ethel

Terry's Juveniles

,

',

-

LONDON

Palladium (M) II

Kathryn Grayson
Johnnie Johnston
Smith

George Alex
Peggy Ann ,Taylor

,

,

Ashtons

11

(I)

Walter Klavun

WUliam

8

Kiissa Jayne

Kemble Bros

Hippodrome

Jimmy Mack
Francis WlUtmer
3 Loonies

-

j

Old Kniek
Jerry Bergen
Bobbie Martin
Evelyn Ward

Tanyl

BSITAIH

.

Norman Paris
Monk

:

Shepard Line

.

4

Goodman

Monica Boyar

Hotel Belmont-Piaim

Danny Sullivan

B & I Shanr
WASHINSTON;
Winter Sis

(P>

Groydons

Edwin's Animals.
3 LaZellas
Eddie Ready &

Klrkwood

:

Frick

Billy

"Easter Circus"
Bd Wideman's
Elephant

^

'

Raquel & Rolando
Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Ray Una
Qulntero Ore
Areueso Oro >

>

ROCKFORD

Salvatore Gioe Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Or
_ Le Ruban Bieu^

Estellta

Eddie Davia
Marie Shaw
Taja
Maria Lamont*

Ginny Simms

BOSTON

Mignon

Stanley Melba ura
Ralph. Lane Ore
Leon « Eddla'a

.

CHICAGO

Plarra

&

Manor

Una

Guest

Clifford

.

-

Keith's (R) If
Phil Spitalny Or

Room, Wash.

Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

Wee

Chicago

Juenger Ballet

'

BALTIMORI

Oro

Alvarez Mera

:

Bd

Earl* (W) IS
Fontaines "
Martin Bros
Harvey Stone

Tiny Davis Bd
The Telacks
Billy WlUlain*
Tracey McCleary Or

Oesi Arnaz
Vie & Adio

H

(P) IS

Gary Morton
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embarking on DELL
another nitery tour here and she's Songs

Martha Raye

current package show is lively, en- Park Ave. Restaurant, N. Y.
joyable fun and song stanza. In
Dell Parker has been on the cirBarclay Allan's orch for dansapa- addition to her exuberant, .hardcuits for some time both as a sinGrefii.
tion.
working self, the unit includes har- gle -and as a band vocalist. ,This
monious Ben Yost Singers.
auburn looker has good projection
.Blue
While Miss Raye occasionally and a degree of stylization that's
goes olf the reservation with ultrar easy to take. Her departures from
(HOTEL SHOREHAM)
Costello Twins, Impressionaires blue sallies of questionable taste, the melodic line aren't too proeven for the broad-minded patron- nounced and the basic melody isn't
(3), Barnee Orch (10).
age attracted to this- room, the disregarded.
Draw Of Barnee, Blue Room blueness probably is mitigated by
Miss Parker looms as suitable for
performer's
.good - natured, cafes and theatres^
maestro and fave of natives and the
Jose.
tourists alike, assure strong crowds pleasant, infectious style, so that
when she's furthest ofE- SCOTTY
despite Lent and general nitery even
slump; In addition, pair of acts, color she may not give offense. Songs
though cut down from Sfaoreham's She's still an irresistible come? 8 Mins.
standard trio, shapes up lively and dienne whose mugging and boister- Park Ave. Restaurant,
Y.
appealing enough to fill the ^ap of ous, rowdy clowning are valuable
The singularly named Scotty is
stocks in trade and far transcend a
the missing act.
good balladeer for cocktail
Costello Twins, novelty terpers, material that undoubtedly wouldn't lounges. He has a schmaltzy deopen and close show with a fast get to first base in other hands. livery that goes well in spots with
V routine of aero stunts and twirls. She's also still a super-song sales-, atmosphere, and an intimate mien.
Gals come on to plenty of whistles man, bubbling over with vitality His tenor is strong enough to inand appreciation even from this and extracting every ounce of filtrate without ja mike, thus permitting him to do a jaunt around
room's staid patrons, thanks to value from her numbers.
c^ieesecake cosstrictly
flashy,
In their colorful hussar uniforms the ringside.
They go through their the Yost singers lend robust voices
He mixes an occasional Scotch
tumes.
paces barefooted, even getting to stirring renditions of showy ar- tune with the standard assortment
Pace rangements
sound effects sans shoes.
of
numbers from of pops for good overall effect.
each other well, and are plenty "Faust," "The Vagabond King,"
Jose..
General effect "The Studenti Prince" and "Rio
hep; in teamwork.
boils Rita" and score, too, with a med- JOYCE AIMEE
is dazzling, though it all
down to the conventional acro-terp ley of college songs. In between Sones, Accordion
stints, dressed up with some new her patter, stories'; gags and ban- 12 Mins.
twists.
Much of it is strictly for ter with customers, Miss Raye Park Ave. Restaurant, N. Y.
the boys, but the distaff side of socks home such songs as "It's a
Yloyce Aimee is excellency suited
Blue Room register appreciation Good Day," "His Feet Are Too for intimeries and cocktail lounges.
too. Twins have been here before, Big for the Bed," "Mr. Paganan- She's an accomplished accordionist
and are likely to return, Judging nini" and VOh; Dr.^ Kinsey," the who does well with a tune, Her
from customer reaction.
last-named: with some daring lyrics. throaty delivery has to sneak up
"Impressionaires" live up to Then the Yost singers are on on the customers, but once it's esname with impreshes of celebs of again for additional numbers that tablished it's easy to take.
show biz and politics. They sing click.
Her windjamming is frequently
most of it; but revert to .some diaPerry Martin, a first-rate singer, colorful with both pop and classilog when occasion warrants. Trio opens the show with "You're My cal readings.
Jose.
of male voices are well balanced Sunflower." He has a good band
and harmonize well, though it's for guest terpsing music and which
pitched for laughs. A medley of also does well in its accompanioperatic arias, with gagged lyrics, ments for Miss Raye and the Yost
P. R.
-i^^iv^esJtroupe opp ortunity to display -group^
IUEnaH!ay_buslness_at_J;he
pipes, even though it's all part of late supper show when caught.
55"^*ntinned~from page's
the comedy. Impressions of StaRees.
als.
This suggestion, pushed by
lin,
John L.
Lewis,
Morton
the Theatre Owners of America,
Downey, Ink Spots et al, are done
Bradley's, IV. Y.
had been appro ved by the MPAA,
against a ^background of ditties,
(FOLLOWUP)
but sales execs insisted that the
and kept moving at top speed.
Bradley's Chez Moi has picked agreed production nut of each pic,
Wind up; mimicking of Edwatd
G. Robinson, Wallace Beery, and up considerably with a shorter, $28,250, could not be met on a
Lionel Barrymore, packaged to a punchier show designed to get a 50% rental.
blues tempo, and cleverly' molded predominance of male patronage.
The new official compromise
Into a unit, sends, team off to neat Addition of Georgia Sothern, who calls for distribution
of the first
has furthered the cause of the
returns.
four briefies at regular prices.
No review of the Blue Room body-beautiful from the podiums
would be complete without a trib- of hurley iiouses, cafes, and last Thereafter, an actual audit of proute to Barnee, who makes town's season with a tent show, trots out duction costs will be made to delargest night spot into most inti- her hoyden- personality for excel- termine if selling of the remaining
mate and friendliest place in town. lent results. Miss Sothern imparts eight can be done at shaved rentFast becoming capital's official a deal of movement into an xither- als, In the meantime, majors have
maestro, appeal is based on his wise stationary show, doing her bound themselves to handle the
wide knowledge of faces and tastes; cigaret-distribution routine from films without charging for distriof Washington's great, coupled all corners of the house and mov- bution expenses, and the producing
with an unassuming homey quality ing violently when shedding her end will lay ott any tapping for
that appeals to the John Does. raiment.
studio overhead.
Jo Ann Carroll is the other stripVisitors and townees alike get a
First of the shorts, RKO's "Let's
sense of rubbing shoulders with per here. Her routine, is compara- Go to the
Movies," is scheduled
Gapitol Hill, diplomatic and cabi- tively static compared to the vola- for
Release May 13.
Y. Prank
net reps, and at the same time, a tile Miss Sothern.
Freeman, board chairman of the
sense of belonging themselves, as
Other new turn here is Vera, Assn.: of Motion
Picture Producers,
Barnee helps celebrate the birth- Niva, the Russe chanteuse who
days-, jind
anniversaries of just comes out ahead with an assort-, has been instructed to proceed with
folks; The music is good, too, with ment of Slavic and Italian tunes. the five shorts still to be made.
the Versatility demanded of a gen- She gets a ziegeuher quality intoi Another three are nearing compleeral dance:, and show band.
her Russian numbers which makes] tion while four are in the Can.
Lowe.
A 20-man board of trustees has
for pleasant iistening.
Holdover
Anne Duncan completes the enter- been named to supervise distributainment roster with the Dante tion and production. Those named
Ave.,
Y.
Dell Parker, Joyce Aimee, Scot- Trio and the Creators providing to the board are Abe Montague,
dansapalion.
I.
E. Chadwick, Jean Hersholt,
Jose.
ty, Riia Moss, Bobby Allen; no
Charles P. Skouras, Trueman T.
inin'.mum, nO: co/oer.
Rembusch, Rotus Harvey, Harry
Ilelsings, Chi
Brandt, John J. Fitzglbbons, Joseph
^ihce several straight eateries
Chicago, April 5.
have converted to supper dub opAl Morgan, Lenny Colyer, R. Vogel, Robert J. O'Donnell, J.
erations to entice late business, Euelyn Terry, Billy Chand,ler Orch Meyer Schine, Jack Alicoate; Ben
Shlyen, Martin
there's been a considerable upbeat (4); $1.50 miniTOMm.
Quigley,
Chick
Lewis and Abel Green. Freeman.
in entertainment employment in
the eastsideries.- However. the
Not since the days of the old- Eric Johnston, William Alhsworth
Park Avenue restaurant, bonifaced time song plugger has an 88er like and Arthur Lockwood wiU act exby Fanchon, a former cafe bal- AL Morgan been around. He sells officio on the board.
'

Olympla

Paramount (P) II
Chas Barnet Bd
Jerry Coionna
Jack Garter
Margaret Phelan

-

Artie. Shaw Ore
Ella Fitzgerald
Jefferlet

Cafe SocMt«)
Golden Gate 4
Ronnie Graham
Geo Shearing Ore
Diamond Horseshoa
Jay MarshaU
George Givot
Lucienne Si Ashoiu
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks
-

MIAMI

Yorker
Ore

.

14

(R)

Lamb

Manuel Viera
Susan Miller

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Syin Ore

;

the Little Things

Keith's

Oil

Nov/

Hotel Statler

Tony Pastor Oro

Bop City

Lex Barker
Gaston Palmer

Fiaher

Lane
John SchickUng

;

White

Se

Benedict
p
Ice Revue

ElUs Larkin S
Martha Davis

DAYTON

.

Gloria

^

"It's

Levis

Hotel

Murray & Parker
Wally Cox

.

,

&

Harrison

Blue Angel

14

(P)

Hammond's Birds

.

»

Roebuck,"

Regal

King Cole 3
Gene Ammon Bd
Mabel Scott

Rose Murphy
Stan Kavangh
Mutic Hall (I) 14
Paul Haakon
Sallcl Puppeti

;

Tennessee" garner sock response.
Eveii "He's the One," serious piece
with no kicks and out of tradition«1 Shay mcod, keeps payees happy.
Eddie O'Neal accompanies songr
-•tress ill excellent manner, with

CITY

Capitol (t) 14

Art Mooney Ore
James Burton

'

That Count," and

.

lictter In

:

which are transformed
tags.
Evelyn Terry, aero dancer, seems
Garbed in svelte gown, Miss customers.
Ultimately, the patronage coht to achieve the impossible doing
Shay goes through uninhibited gregates
flips on a floor not -much larger
downstairs
Balin the
routine of swaggering, gum chewis adjacent to than the proverbial postage stamp.
lerina
room,
which
ing and Tennessee drawl, while the bar.
Petite gal scores with her balancgiving out with special material.
The spot has a trio of singers, ing of water glass on forehead,
Songs have necessary spice and
Parker, Joyce Aimee and rising from a prone position. Also
punch lines to keep aud's atten- Dell
for / her multiple
(all New Acts ) who fit this gets applause
Scotty
tion and incongruity of delivery
A pair cartwheels.
of,- operation nicely.
and sophisticated lyrics, payoff, type
Chandler orch capably
Billy
of pianists, Rita Moss and Bobby
with solid plauditSi
backs the show and has a few numJose.
Allen fill in the lulls.
Half-hour stint had payees wantbers, excellently, done, ;of his own.,
ing more despite three encores,
Frankie Hyle's neat pianoing spaces
Club Carnival, Mpls.
which may be reason why Miss
Zobc.
the lulls.
Shay's second shows always have
Minneapolis, April 9.
large aud here. Her disk faves,
Martha Raye: (2), Ben Yost
VEmcieiicy," ''Dear Mr. Sears and Singers (5), Perry Martin Orch
billy outfits

Into smart costumes.

VARIETY BILLS

de-

stroyed.:

Thelma Carpenter opens
Capitol theatre, N.

Y.,

at the
16.

June

WedneiJliy, April

H, 1^9

HOUSE HEVIBWS

6S

Hii claasic carbon of a drunk tryAfiiule Hail, N. V,
good looks, and a well handled, set
ing to crost the street is still lureLeon Leonidoff Production, with of pipes, garners fine appreciation
flrc, while his less familiar satire
Gloria Lane, Ruth Harrison k Alex for tenor. Patter is incidental and
ot a dance hall lizard on the make
Friars'
«ffl"'jflcfc Carter. "Bride 0/ for
Fisher, George Roberts, Salici Pup- kept to a minimum, with emphasis
a gal also earns a heavy laugh
pets, Paul Haakon, Leila Crabtree, on tunes handled straight. ReperSotice" (Par), reviewed in payoff
Contlnuilil from pace 2 ssssll
to close the show.
Herm.
Elaine Myer, Potricio Drj/lic, Brun- toire includes "It's a Bright WonVI^WY Morch 30.
hilda Roque, Violo Crucil, M. H. derful World," "So in Lovef," an Copy, all proceeds going to MPRP,
Corps de Ballet, M, H. Glee Club, AAF version of the "Whiffehpoof
OrlentaU Chi
Paramount's new stageshow is
Additionally,
the
Teamsters
Song,"
and
"New
York's
paced,
fast in
My
Rockettes,
nicely
M.
H.
Symphony
Orch;
Chicago, April 7.
enfertainlng.
Union, which is donating ail servJane Russell, Merriel Abbott "Connecticut YanJcee" (Par), re- Home."
SJrformance and time (45 min->
comics, Daticers (8), Will & Gladys
Surprise of bill are the Peiro ices, for the aifair, will charge $1
It features two
Ahem, viewed in VAniETY Feb. 23, '49.
Jack Carter, Johnny O'Brien, Carl Sflnd's
Bros.,
who
turn
a
curtain
raising
per
car
parked,
all
coin
going to
Tprrv Colonna and
Orch;
one an- "Take Me Out to the
With its traditional Easter show stmt into a near show-stopper. Re- f „ j »_ aaouion
iho do not interfere witli
Ballgame"
addition to heine
historv's
oeing nistory
s
(Bunny (M-G).
teamed with Bing Crosby's ''Con- cent imports •from Argentine, team
a crack dancer
n/hpr
.
"
Margaret Phenecticut Yankee," the Music Hall has one of slickest and novel- jug biggest grosser, show will boast
Br MS) and singer
Charlie Barnet's
gling acts on the, circuit. Do some the most outstanding array of tal".
in addition to
Here's a case of a lot of trim- looks set for some standout biz
rhythms.
S-iving bop
ming and little meat; Will Harris's during th next month or so. New dazzling tricks with the conven- ent ever assembled on stage at one
stage layout, running about 65 tional hoops and clubs, but add time, topping even, the World War
Briggs opens. But he's not quick- ranch setting and production efHe almost always forts provide unique background minutes, is split about evenly be- something new with .sticks and I show at the Metropolitan Opera
iv forgotten.
tween the traditional "Glory of hats.. Wind up, with team twirling at which Enrico Caruso and AI
works with Barnet in vaude and and theme for vaude fare. Enterhe has picked tainment-wise, bill falters and
Easter" pageant and the lighter- hats on sticks and interchanging Jolson headlined.
since last caught
calithem, brings dfeserved mitt action.
polish. A crack
ber of individual acts disappoint; veined "Springtidings." And the
iin considerable
Practically all the top male
through rhythm, Even Carl Sand's orch
Comedy is handled by Tommy
M. H. staging, sots
faoster, he runs
seems be- now-standard
shoe routines with a wildered in 10-gallon hats; so mUch and lighting make it a smoothly- Hanloni With- femme partner, and thesps in Hollywood are sweating
fast and soft
paced presentation throughout.
timing and showman- so, that backing is sluggish
by the Albins, slapstick dance in rehearsals this week for the
fine senSe of
and
greatest
vaude show ever at-'
Pageant, with the cathedral-like team. Hanlon is weakest part of
He took a sharp hold on much in need of more rehearsals.
ship
Working
settiug as a backdrop for the en- show, despite a baby face appeal tempted in these parts.
audience when caught.
Merriel Abbott Dancers open tire
;M. H. company, continues as and: a fast .routine of gags.
A out their new routines on two
Miss Phelan has done numerous with a number wherein gals
peel one of the most impressive and gagged version of the head-cutting sound stages on the 20th-Fox lot
bookings
around
theatre
cafe and
off petticoats: for aero routines.
inspiring
are
galaxies
of stars whose total
doesn't
show
productions
magic
trick
flops
completely,
up
and,
staged.
ConShe
York.
New
They seem a bit unsure on stage, tralto Gloria Lane' does a stirring despite some laughs, here and weekly wages would take the
date as. others in
a$ Well on this
with cafe experience hindering
solo
on Rubinstein's "Kamenoi there, comic never- quite makes Marshall Flan off the nut.'
theipast, but her act gets over well projection in large house.
How- Ostrow," building to a solid climax the grade.
enough. Does three tune.s, "Big, ever, audience registers approval.
The boys are doing their: spring
when the Corps de Ballet forms' The Albins poke fun at art training, like a lot of big. league
Wide, Wonderful World," poorly
Will & Gladys Ahem put kinks Its huge, Illy-banked cross in the
to a running accompaniment of teams, for the Friars Club Frolic
controlledT "So In Love," which
in already slow pace. Male roper center ot the stage.
chuckles. They combine some nice for benefit of the Motion Picture
was better, and her standard, "Man
twirls overhead, with team dancing
Ruth Harrison and Alex Fisher terp and aero technique with .the
Could Be a Wonderful Thing,"
Relief Fund.
It is an event in
inside loop, :Male then takes over tee off the second half with satiric
usual slapstick.
Contrast in size
which she gets over best. She has
with rope tricks a nd homespun balleterping on the
"Love in helps the comedy- effect, and which the boys can take their hair
good range and presence.
down and their toupees off and
jokes.
Bloom" theme, with Miss 'Harri- payees respond- nicely.
Lowe.
Colonna and Carter follow one
romp
in;
wild
abandon
for a good
Jane
Russell,
now
billed as the son's contortions in the lifts gainanother, with a band number be"Buttons & Bows'' gal, does sock ing strong laughs. Glee Club and
cause.
tween. "The Mouth" strolls on in
rendish of "Blow Gabriel Blow," the Choral Ensemble follow with
It is up to William Perlberg, cobop tam and heavy glasses^ and
with
gestures,
voice
and
arrangea
mild
"Meadow
Lark"
number
gets
off.
Goes
ordinator of the show, to hold the
doesnt stop until he
ment garnering good response: highlighted mostly by the giant
reins on the huge field of thesps
through a trombone routine, a host
Follows with "Do It Again," and tractor wheeled out to set the
Continued trom page I
of gags, the inevitable "Mandalay"
who are champing and ready to go.
"Tea for Two" for nice returns.
"Mountain Greenery" theme. Miss
(to wake 'em up) and a story in
Harry Joe Brown is assigned as
Johnny O'Brien serves as best Lane and George Roberts solo U. S. Results of the survey have oi^^ctor,
^
,
„
Italian dialect' about his dad's verwith Joseph Santley as.
housewarmer in present layout, okay on "April Love" and "June been turned over to the Treasury
sion of Paul Revere's ride. It all
Stage manager .and Gieorge jjessw:!
action is expected shortly
adds up for constant laughs and with heyrrube appeal and commer- Is Bustin' Out," but it's still the aud
(who else?) as emcee.
cial corn that gets solid yocks. He weakest part of the show. RockThe last Treasury probe, carried
loud applause.
LineH up thus :far, with Isite re.*
Garter seems to be a different also exhibits harmonica skill via ettes set the production back in through by the T-men in 1944, reguy. He has a host of new material "Four Leaf Clover" and comes stride witli their high-kicks, this sulted in the dept. issuing much turns coming in like election nighii,
time doing more of 'a soft-shoe stricter regulations on tickets. One are:; Clayton,:: Jackson ;& fitirarite,
Tat least since this reviewer, caught back for three encores, v
Abbott dancers set stage for than their usual taps.
Peairi Martin & Jerry Lewis, Jack
up with him last) and a new, fastproviso then passed requires tickSalici Puppets have added some
Biehny,
George Bur n Si: Edgair
er style of working. He hits 'em clever closer, as Miss Russell reets to specifically name the theatre
Bergen, Gene Kelly, Bob Hope, Al
explosively and doesn't slacken. turns to give out with '/Buttons new numbers to their standard
Bows" in cowgirl regalia. routines, but it's the. concert pi- at which they are sold; Prior to Jols«">', Jimmy
Cagney,
Gary
Bits needling the habits of thea- and
'44 namine the circuit was enoueh
horror Rest of acts join in square dance anist bit that continues to draw
films,
psycho
Cooper),. Robert Montgomery, Ray
tregoers,
ducat'
aucat.
legalize
the
tne
to
audience
response.
for
top
Show
winds
'lively
.finale..
Greg.
Alms, and dozens of tossed away
Milland, Walter Pidgeon, Jimmy
with .a classic ballet number feaBatches of tickets in the hands Stewart, Brian Aherne, Bill Bendix,
gags add his turn up to a solid
turing
Haakon,
other
soloPaul
proviolate
every
coming
along
as
a
reTreasury
of the
giggle. Hl's
Eddie Bracken, Rod Cameron, Dan
Olympia,
ists and the ballet corps. Set has vision of the law.
sponsible comic. Finishes with a
The rules re-;Duryea, George Murphy, Jack
Miami, April 9.
a reflecting backdrop which adds quire a ticket to name the theatre,
bewailing
"Why Doesn't
tune
Oakie, Dennis O'Keefe, Sonny,
Alan Carney, Buddy Walker, to the beautiful lighting and color
Someone Step Down," aimed at
the net price, the admission tax, Tufts, Keenan Wynn, Humphrey
the top comics of today and a The Colstons, Walter iVilsson,; Rice^ effects. Titled "Symphony of the the total, and to have a serial Bbgart, Alan Ladd, Frank Sinatra,
Freddie- Carlone house Birds,'' the number is based mainSisters,
decade ago.
number in consecutive order from Dan Dailey, Lou Holtz, Tony MarBarnet's combination of seven orch; "Wake of the: Red Witch" ly on Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake"
in
series
Only
one
tin, Dennis Morgan and Ronald
(Rep).
music and is excellently terped by 1 to 500,000.
.brass, four sax, four rhythm, ineach price class is permitted and Reagan.
/
the company.
Stol.
cluding a conga drum, is a crack
there can he no duplication of
Meanwhile, the local radio staStandard lineup on tap here sets
outfit. Few bands have come along
numbers.:
tions are: plugging the Frolic with
with the sort of exciting drive well; with the regulars.
Earic, Pliilly
In feature spot, Alan Carney apTickets have heen found which one-minute and 30-second spot an*
that characterized the Benny Good«
Philadelphiai April 9.
man outfit of the late 30's. This plies his jowl-shaking pan to the
Marilyn Maxwell, 3 Suns, Mischa are blank as to theatre designa- nouncements by Robert Taylor;
comBo has that, in bop, and it's soapbox routine by now standard Auer, Al !-. Connie Fanton, Frankie tion.
Others turned out to be Walter Pidgeon, Ray Milland, Van
well-rehearsed and chockfull of with him, for a solid round of Juele's House Orch; State DeparU "strip tickets," that is, the serial Johnson,
Jimmy Stewart, and
spirit. It's a loud aggregation as laughs. The buildup to the climaxnumber is on the cover of the George Murphy.: Blanketing the
ment File 649" (FC).
is
oratorical
howl
raiser
based
all such bands of its type must ing
strip but not on individual ducats. entire L. A. area are platters aired
be, but it's not objectionable. Here on a fair series of impreshes with
Name acts, all of whom deliver, Circuit tlx, although Illegal, are by KFI, KHJ, KNX, KECA, KFWB,
it gets on'y three chances to rockRichman and Jolson the better brighten the Holy Week outlook still being printed as well as coded KMPC, KRKD, KGFJ, KLAC,
Overall impact is of at the Earle. Two of the headliners
away, at the start, midway and aarbonings.
KPAC,
and
numbers; Printing houses have KFMV,
finish and it shows enough to be sock variety.
are from the films—Marilyn MaxAs emcee. Buddy Walker applies well and Mischa Auer. Miss Max- also been found selling ducats KMGM.
labeled a grouping that will take
a back seat to few, if any, combos his years of vaude-cafe experience well spells glamor right from her printed in the name of one theatre
of its class. Barnet was: out ill in setting up amiable and effective entrance and her voice, when she to others.
when caught and Bobby Sherwood introeSf arid in own spot garners gets into the singing, is better
While the chief crackdown is exPix Biz
directed and m.c.'d the show< He healthy reaction with his old- than average.
Her selections are pected to be directed against the
did a smooth job.
vaude type delivery on songs and all top faves-^"Powder Your Face printing outfits, all of which are
Wood.
Continued from p;ige 3
gags which giet palmi-rousing re- With Sunshine," "Little Bird Told theoretically under Treasury suception.
Me," "Go. d Man Is Hard to Find" pervision; theatre ops using the panies must either get more than
Capitol,
Y.
Teeoff spot is a zingy pace setArt Mooney Orch, with Made.lyn ter, with the: Rice sisters hitting —which also helps for nice re- tlx are in the way for tr-ouble also, mere out-of-pocket dollars for GerUse of improper ducats, regard- man distribution, or some relaxa-Russelli-Jumes^Barton—Rose -Mur- "witlmcro^atlagio -rout-inings; The turns.
Auer's~"ftlTn~app:earances—have- -TesS-Df-whether-itHs^
phy, Stan Cavanagh; "City Across
Colstons purvey clever satires on
"festrictlons-wh-ich- preventThe River" iU), reviewed in Va- ballroomology, for healthy re- virtually set his material and the duck taxes or not, is deemed a ^
j, ^
^
»»i
comedian gets laughs merely by crime. Under the. regulations it is the Yank distnbs
from putting
WETY, Feb. 23, '49.
sponse.
going into character. He parodies
Walter Nilsson, another vet, al- pop songs with- amusing results interpreted as a willful failure to their frozen currency to any use
keep proper records as- prescribed whatsoever in the occupied zones.
Three solid acts, headed by vet most walks off with top honors via:
and for a sock highlight does his
performer James Barton, combine his
and comedy-built familiar piano routine, playing in- by the Treasury dept.
unicyele
Under the agreement, which exwith Art Mooney's crowd-pleasing single - wheel
contraptions for strument with two grapefruit and
Penalty is the same as for will- pires July 1, expenses: for prints,
orch' for a neat layout In the Capi- howls and gasps.
a lemon. Comic also gets roars ful tax evasion.
distribution overheaid: and shipping
tols current session. Show runs
Freddie Garlone's house orch with his Russian dialect version of
charges are paid out of a $10,off with a smooth consistency, with handles backgroundings in capable
in Mabel's Room," with light"Up
000,000 fund created for all ineach turn delivering top entertain- manner.
Lary.
ning changes of beards and wigs.
formation media, No dollars, howment.
Holding headline spot are the
Off
ever, are forthcoming in lieu, of
Mooney's orch, comprising a
Three Suns, slick recording trio
to.
Bal
ippodroine,
II
revenues.
standard aggregation of five reeds,
Continued from pftse; 1
organ, accordion and electric
tnree rhythm and six brass, regisBaltimore, April 10,
If the ECA would cause the
guitar.
They have a good musical
ters effectively with a medley of
Helene & Howard, Jack E. Leon- presentation, deftly working in year next month. J. Walter Thomp- Army to ease restrictions in Gercurrent pops, oldies and novelties. nrd, Bobhy Gilbert, Bobby Jordan,
clowning, as well as serious vo- son is the agency on all.
many so that legitimate deals
Patti Page, Jo Lombardi House
1 wp standout numbers delivered
Hall"
"Music
teed
off
in
1933
cals. Such faves as "Hindustan,"
could be made to convert some of
(RKO).
"The
Set-Up"
(12);
Orch
hpked-up
with
Jolson
and
the
Paul
Whitestyle are a revival
"Twilight Time,"
"Cecilia" and
"J J
the frozen currency, the majors
Five Feet Two" and "To Hell
which they helped restore to popu' man orch in the starring roles. reportedly would be satisfied
In
With Her," with vocal by saxist.
Well-selected setup benefits by larity, rate palm action.
Al and Bing Crosby subsequently: took the absence of that move, it is
Band vocalist Madelyn Russell also skilled pacing of Jack E. Leonard
Connie Fanton, who combine jug- over the Jolson spot, only to give said they will stand on their deroakes a nice Impression with her in iemcee slot and solid musical
gling, rhumba and aero-taps, a way to the latter again two years
mand for liberalization of the ECA
rendition of "So In Love."
support from Jo Lombardi house slick opener.
pagh.
ago. Earlier that season, Jolson had payments.
**eat of the show, however, are orCh brought on stage for effective
appeared frequently as Crosby's
we Individual sock turns. Stan backing. Clicko opener is provided
Feeling among majors is that
guest. During its 16-year tenure,
Capitol, Wasli.
^ayanagn sells a firstrate juggling by Helene & Howard, mixed duo
the program set the pattern for the a strong enough fight was not
Washington, April 10.
^^^^
comedy edge sharp- oi' knockabout steppers who finish
e
J
u
many
singer-emcee and guest star staged last year when the initial
ened by some verbal gagging and very strongly in a hoked up jitterPeir'o Bros.
(2), Tommy Hanagreement was made. Hence, the:
shows
which
followed
and
also
Ion, Donald Richards, The Albins,
pantomimic tricks. His juggling bug routine.
flat notice to the ECA that ship-:,
?iuhts, moreover, are intricate and
Seated in the orch with his fid- Sam Jack Kaufvian House Orch; cradled several subsequent stars, ments, are off if the agreement is;
such as Victor Borge and Jprry
attention-fixing in themselves.
dle, Bobby Gilbert'is brought down "Caught" (M-G).
not irhproved' next year.
Lester,
Hose Murphy,
Negro chichi front for good comedy sesh, folsinger, generates plenty of audi- lowed by Bobby (Dead End Kids)
Justifying their stand, film execsCustomer, enthusiasm runs high
Jolson;
who
has
reportedly
ence response with her peculiar Jordan, who essays some impres-, for most of: the current line up at proved to his own satisfaction that point out that the companies are
in
vocalizing idiom.
with
Capitol,
Payees
are
put
good
best
in the hole for several hundred
Scores
vocal.
his
recent
and
a
comeback
flashsions
was
no
While her thin
pipes are not of the highest qual- version of George Sanders, and humor, to begin with, by return in-the-pan, had threatened retire- thousand dollars, which it cost'
Jiyi she
more than compensates makes his spot count well enough. of Sam Jack Kaufman house/ orch ment at the close of this season. them to service Germany during
laryngal trickiness, hot pianis- Patti Page follows with very well- after a fortnight hiatus. Presence Thomp.son agency and the NBC 1946, 1947 and half of '48.
Some
J>y
Jjcs and
zestful stomping which sold vocals, including "Streets of of band onstage, rather than in brass previously had consented to 3;500 prints were shipped into the
•ntects her listeners with maxi- Laredo" and "So In Love." En- pit, plus Kay de Witt," staff chanhis taping the program in defer- country in that period for which
mum penetration.
cores with a novelty, item, "Money, toosey and a great fave here, gets ence to his plea for less work. That the companies have not received
- Headlining the bill, Barton .sings Marbles and Chalk," for solid re- things off to fine start.
During all
a couple of
Headliner D o n aid Richards Jolson is one of the. wealthiest per- one. penny; it is said.
oldies, "You Made Me turns. Leonard closes with fresh
W)ve You" and "Annabelle Lee" gags, okay vocalizing and a bit of clicks with a. routihe of pop tunes, formers in show business is no that time rawstock had to hi
the U. S. for print*n
old - fashioned
showmanship hoofery Which draws plenty of including medley from his latest .secret in the trade. Kraft and the shipped from
ing
in
Germany,
with Yank
work
agency
are
now
taking
him
at
his
Broadway starrer, "Finian's Rain^
clicks most powerfully laughs.
."'^
iiifi?'
distribs footing tlie bill.
wita his impresisionistiti efforts.
pleasing personality, word on the retirement tlireat.
fiurm.
bow."
Biz okay.
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GdJU Heads, Busy on New Tour Setups,
Anni

Will Fete 30th
the Theatre Guild has its'*30th anniversary, April 19, its co-

m Absentia

^hen

Helburn

Theresa

directors,

•

Rubbingr

and

Signifi'

carry the organization's activities

new

Anthony

for

ter

B.

The sign,' atop the Winter
Garden, has been erected by
Michael Todd to bailyhgo his
musical, "As the Girls Go,"

through small towns which have
seen legit. The Idea

the

and

show in semi-radio
technique, with the role originally
played by Burl Ives rewritten a^ a
sort of narrator-hero. If the venture is successful, even if not
financially, the intention is to produce additional companies of that
and other shows for touring
extended
progressively
through

New York drama

Ivy'

No

Clinger,

Loss

;

production of "The Ivy Greeni"
which closed Saturday (9) at the
Lyceum, N. Y., after seven per-

'

formances, involved

ari

estimated

more than

About

$100,000.
$50,000 of that is figured to have
been actual prodartioh' expense
and the rest was lost during the
more than four weeks' tryout tour.
Hall Shelton, presenter of the
loss of

'

Mervyn Nelson

play, also produces

films,
releasing
through Mono"Ivy Green" was financed
professional gram.
troupe and the first time the Guild under a corporation rather than
limited
the
usual
partnership.
has been involved in such an undertaking. As with "Sing Out,
Sweet Land,'-' this project will also
'PURSUIT'
be expanded; possibly in cooperation with other colleges and (nstir
tutions, if the initial attempt is
or
even
promising.
successful,
Abingdon, Va,, April 12.
While these activities go forBarter Theatre players, winding
ward, the Guild's primary interest up a season's tour through the
remains the Broadway and road -south with a repertory of "Hamtheatre. Its plans for next season, let" and "Hasty Heart," have realready well advanced, Include the turned to the home grounds to
presentation of
-T Know My present the Lawrence Langner-ArLove," with the Lunts; "Good mina Marshall comedy of Colonial
Housekeeping," or some other manners, "Pursuit of Happiness,"
play, with Helen Hayes; a revival opening Saturday (16).
of "As You Like It," with KathRay Boyle and Gerry Jedd will
arine Hepburn, and various other play the leads and the cast will
prospective productions.
include Josephine Parker.
Owen

the

Concerts for U.S.
Ed Perkins, California manager
who specializes in foreign concert

out shows on such tours, but this
be>

first

and stage

(Tues.) from Europe on
the final leg of his annual trip
through the Orient and Europe, in
quest of new talent. He flew from
Manila to Paris, stopping en route
in
Shanghai, Calcutta, Karachi,
Cairo, Rome and Madrid.
During the 1949^50 season he
will present Mrinalini and her Indian Dancers, from Calcutta (currently at St. Martin's theatre, London); Averil Tarn's Chinese Bal^
let, now in Shanghai; the Lama
Dancers, from Tibet; Les Charlivels; Belgian dance trio presently
appearing in "Latin Quarter," at
the London Casino, and. Irinq
Vinagradovay star ballerina- of the
Bal Tabarin, Paris.
:

Mrinalini
former partner of
Ram Gopal, is the wife of Victor
Sarabhai, India's No. 1 atomic
scientist.
She carries 'a supporting company of 12, including Chatunni Panicker and Shiva Shanka,
experts in Kathakali and mask
dances.
Highlight of the Lama Dancers'
repertoire is a ballet with a live
panther In a cage. They also performi the "Ballet des Chattes" (cat
ballet), which has been widely
copied in Europe, whirlwind sword
,

.

'

Strawhat Tryouts
Phillips, Mitzle Hymair, Mell TurGeorge
Also, Langner is planning to do ner and James Andrews.
V
five or six new play tryouts at his Quick is staging.
strawhat
Westport,
theatre, at
Conn., with the idea of bringing
Mpls.
Seeks
Symph
184G
any suitable ones to Broadway as
Guild productions^ as was the case
with "Silver Whistle." He figures
In '49-50 Season Drive
the shows can be done for a fracMinneapolis April 12
tion of what it would cost to proMinneapolis Symphony Orches-

attractions, arrived yes-

terday

BARTER TO DO
AS ROAD TOUR ENDS

'

of Foreign

routines, fire rituals and temple
dances that have made them pop-

ular throughout India and Pakistan.

,

Perkins was the

first

-

manager

to present Katherine Dunham and
her dancers as a complete stage
attraction, /launching them in California in 1941 after they finished
in "Cabin in the Sky."

He
San

operates
Francisco,

independently in
Sacramento, Oak-

land, Stockton,. Fresno,

San

Jose,

I

Carmel, Santa Barbara, Ventura,
Hollywood, Pasadena, Long Beach,
San Diego, Palm Springs, Phoenix,
tra has launched a campaign to Tucson, Albuquerque, El Paso and
'^ise $184,000 in guaranty funds to Mexico City, playing the leading

1

I

I

I

wZJ'Jil^t"'.Z

^JZ

i
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After attending the opening of
"South Pacific" and seeing vart<
ous other Broadway shows, the
Emile Littlers planed back Sun«
day (10) to London, and will continue negotiations from there lor
the: British production rights to
several of the hits Littler saw. He
win return to New York for the
July 4 premiere of "Miss Liberty "
the Robert E. Sherwood-Irving Berlin musical, which he has already
arranged to d<f in the West End.
Littler hopes to work out a deal
with Richard Rodgers and Oscar

with initial production tills week,
"Cheating Wives."
Ethan Allen will serve as company manager, with Ken Hodges
directing the productions as welj
as appearing, in them. Jackie Adams will be the -group's leading
lady, with Bob Lewis as leading Hammerstein, 2d, for a London
man. Others to be in the produc- production of "South Pacific." His
edition of "Annie Get Your Gun,"
tions include David and Betty Sulwhich they presented on Broadway,
livan, Cecil Hunt, Chauncey Brown
still a major hit in the West
and Mrs. Ken Hodges. There will is
End. He is also dickering with
be a change of bill each Monday,
Oscar Serlin for the British rights
with the plays slanted at the famto "Life with Mother."
ily trade.

project of the
Guild, in cooperation with MinneT,
sota Univ., is the production of a
56iieis of cut-down editions of legit
shows, mostly straight plays, but
perhaps ultimately musicals as
well, for truck and bus tour of
Minnesota and nearby states. First
-such show will be John Patrick's
"Th* Hasty Heart," which the
Gtiild will produce, with Margalo
Grnmore'stagin^'andThe colle^^
will book,
Minnesota Univ. regularly sends
will

Hock

critics.

areas.

new

opened

Ittae-

Perkins Aligns

So Farrell, having a smash opposite his flop, has to look at
a gloriflcation of the guys
whom he blames for it all.

•rarely, if ever,
is to do the

Another

production at the 48th Stceet
atre, N. Y.

carries likenesses of all

it

Opens

New

his theatre.

legit fields.

Productions of ?acific"Mot]ier

'Cheating Wives'
1
a come^.
DaUas Pro Group
Producer is, due back the end of
the week, but will keep in touch
Dallas, April 12.
with his office here by phone, to
Joseph L. Fabiano, distributor
decide whether or not to continue
for States Rights Films here, has
the run of "The Traitor," his new
tl e
Tent Theatre here,

Farrell.

One of the new plans for the
calls for producing a simplv
lied version of "Sing Out, Sweet
Land," its folk musical of several
seasons ago, for touring by truck
Guild

E \Mk Woilii^ im Deals for London

Jed Harris planed to the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) to confer with
Lenore Coffee and William Joyce
Cowan regarding script changes in
their psychological drama, "Everard," which he hopes to produce
next falL He wants it changed to
.

Last week, as the bottom fell
out of the already limp attendance at his "All for Love"
musical, at the Hellinger, N.Y.,
the producer»flnancier faced a
gigantic "new display sign directly across the street from

cantly, they'll be away on assignfor next season, too busy
with preparations for the future to
take time to celebrate the past.
Meanwhile, others at the Guild
offices are working on projects to

ments

into

In

It

Coast
Harris Planes
On New Play Changes

Things keep getting no bet-

Xawrence Langner, won't even be
present for the occasion.

i

Wednesday^ April 13^ 1949
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'Salesman' Cops

N.Y.Crix Award
As expected, "Death of^a

The London: showman is undecided about doing "Where's Charley?" there. His production of the
Brandon Thomas original, "Charley's Aunt," with Cecil Beaton decor, is a perennial Christmas holiday favorite with British audiences
and he wants: to: cogitate about the
effect of a musical version that
satirizes it. Also,, he wants to discuss the proposition with 'the Thornas heirs. Finally; he would have
to arrange to have the typically
American references and expressions of the musical comedy An.

:

Salesgets the N. :Y. Drama Critics
Circle award as the best play of
the season. "The Madwoman of
Chaillot" is the selection for the
best foreign play and a. special .glicized.
a ward goes to "South Pacific" as the
Littler is not interested in a
choice musical. The critics picked London production of "Death of a:
the three shows at their regular Salesipan,'' the Arthur Miller hit.
meeting yesterday (Tues.) at the He doesn't object to the play's
somber tone: for British audiences,
Algonquin hotel, N. Y.
"Salesman," authored by Arthur but feels it doesn't hold up as conMiller,
was the overwhelming vincing drama.
choice of the reviewers, getting 23
votes against two for Maxwell An^
derson's "Anne of the Thousand
Days" and one each for Tennessee
Williams' "Summer and Smoke"
and Robert E. McEnroe's "The Silver Whistle."
Jerry Whyte, musical production
"Madwoman," adapted by Maur- manager for the Theatre Guild, is
ice
Valency from the original off to Detroit today (Wed.) to direct
French of Jean Giraudoux, got 22 checkup rehearsals of '^Allegro."
votes against three for "Edward, Then he goes with the show to Chi-My Son," by Joel Langley and Rob- cago, where the Rodgers-Hammerert Morley. and two for "The Vic- stein musical opens an indefinite
tors,'' Thornton Wilder's
adapta- engagement Monday (18). He and
tion of the" Jean-Paul Sartre orig- Mrs. White will leave for England
in mid-May to o.o. the West End
inal.
"South Pacific," the new Richard production of "Oklahoma!" and
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, will remain a month . . . Backers of
2d, musical, received. 18 votes "Kiss Me, Kate" received another
against six for "Kiss Me, Kate" dividend last week, bringing the
total return to two-thirds of the
and one for "Love Life.*'
investment, thus far.
Balance of
the production outlay has been
earned back, with a $7,000 profit,
Iturbi in Short

man"

-

:

Concert
Tour Before Coast Trek

margin.

.

Katharine Hepburn will
Rosalind ii\ a Theatre

,

!

I

LOO ALFRESCO HAS

I

ADVANCE OF

.

.

as
Guild revival of "As You Like:
It" next season,
Theresa Helburn, co-director of the Guild,
goes to London next week to line
up a stager for the show. . . v iloseph;M. flyman has signed London dir v
rector John Burrell to stage his.
production.. .of_JEdwaEd-Chodotov'i_
"Signer Chicago" .for next fall;.
.Joseph Kipness, co-producer of
"High Button Sliocs" in Miami this
w^eok to recover from a severe cold.
WlUiam Tisdale has come from
the Coast to be company manager
of Gertrude Macy's production of
"The Happiest Years," for which
Shelley Hull is stage manager. Tis^
dale's last assignment- was company manager for Katharine Corstar

Jose Iturbi is due in N Y. end
of the week, after two months'
concertizing in Spain and Portugal, and has been set by his man^
ager* Jean Dalrymple, for a short
eastern concert tour. He'll be solo-

i!fn ? nin!?^!.fr„r.w
the success of the 1949-50 legit theatre and civic audito- Jstjdtb
T^hnt?nL in^^^-artist*
«
the_CincinnatixSymphony
of-techmcians-and
f
April 21, and do a week of recitals
The attempt to bring dawn the seas-onT-Keasons—foi- th-e-^ive. riums.
which will be the most intensive in
starting April 25 in Portland, Provadmittedly swollen costs of proyears, are given as declining reveidence and Springfield. He'll also
duction and operation is one of
nues and incre£tsing operating
do
three
or four concerts in CanLangner's prime concerns; He bja-.|
costs.
The major revenue drop ST.
ada May 10-13.
lieves that it may be -the Guild's
was 50% in records.
Then he's due On the Coast for
fourth major contribution to the
Estimated cost of operating the
$285,000 additional
theatre.
The. first three he idenrecordings on his new
orchestra next season is $367,000.
St. Louis, April 12;
tifies as the establishment of serlMetro film, "That Midnight Kiss,"
is
$132,000
With advance sales of season which also stars Katherine Grayous plays and authors on a com- Estimated revenue
mercially profitable basis, the pres from ticket sales, $15,000 from ducats to the forthcoming season son. He plans then to return to
entation of intimate topical revues t""""! ®"'*.^?!'„^?1*™"'J*'^°^^^.',^°^: of alfresco entertainment in the Europe.
like "The Garrick Gaieties" and a total of $184,000, about half of Forest Park theatre, sponsored by
the development of integrated mu- what will be heeded.
the Municipal Theatre Assn., toSAN ANTONIO'S 'JOHN'
sical plays like, "Oklahoma!'.', and
taling $285,000, a record-breaking
'•'Carousel;"
San Antonio, April 12,
Duirn's 'Maggie" Gets Fla. mark is expected before the season
By next Tuesday (19),. its 30th
"John Loves Mary," laSt of the
tees off its S\st year June 9.
Little Theatre Tryout
birthday, the Guild will have proSan
Antonio Little Theatre's pro"New Moon" opens with an 11ductions for the current season,
duced 168 shows for a total of 18,Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., April 12,
night stand, and"Song of Norway"
143. performances in New York and
Caesar Dunn's comedy, "Mag- will windup the season with 15 per- will be east this week. Jean Longwith, director of the group, has
23,279 on the road. It has 151,538j gie," which was under Option for formances.
issued a call to Interested persons.
subscribers in 27 cities, including production on
Broadway last
New York. Its current produc- season by A. P. Waxman, was tried
tions include ''Whistle," on -Broad- out by the Ft. Lauderdale Little
Dallas' 'Eileen'
Off-Broadway Notes
way; "I Know My Love," "Allegro" Theatre last week at the Flight
Dallas, April 12.
;
Sallie Curchak will play Ruth,
and two companies: of "Okla- Deck Playhouse here-. Beatrice
-The Janus theatre, a new group
homa!" on tour, and a production Booth Colony staged and played to present classical plays, will pre- and Beth Edd ins will be seen in
the title role of "My Sister Eileen "
of "Oklahoma!'' in London. There the lead.
sent Sophocles' "Electra," April 22
a^t also "Oklahoma!'' editions in
Author is now dickering for ^ at the Hudson Guild Neighborhood when the Dallas Little Theatre
presents it in Highland Park Town
Australia and South Africa.
!-»New York presentation.
House, N. Y., as its first produc- Hall, April 28-30. Rebecca Thayer
That does not include the
tion. ...Ken
Parker's
whodunit, is director and Elizabeth Peabody
Oulld's activities in radio and
"There's Always a Murder," will assistant director. Logan Jordon
(•lovision, or Its film plans.
Longhair Shorts
be presented by the Hermit club, will be technical director.
Artie Shaw is soloist with the Cleveland, May 18-21, with Barclay
National Orchestral Assn. next Leatham staging. The author is a
Pitt Opera Repacts Smith
in Rehearsal
Monday (18) in Carnegie Hall, skater in "Howdy, Mr. Ice," at the
Pittsburgh, April 12.
N. Y.i in the Berezow.sky Clarinet Center theatre, N. Y.
J. English Smith, acting head of
.The Inter"Blithe
Spirit"
Alan
^i:oad)
Concerto, for bis first N. Y. long- players, who
presented shows last Pittsburgh Playhouse School and
Gray Holmes.
hair appearance
Jennie Tourel
veteran
actor at local community
"Bruno and Sidney"
New is starting on May 18 her tour of season at the t^ovincetown playtheatre,
has
been signed again by
house, N.Y., have leased the CarneStages.''
Palestine, postponed a year ago
summer opera company for second
"Exodus"—Edward Gould.
because of the Israeli- Arab conflict gie Recital Hall, N.Y., for the season as player and stage man"Gayden"—Gant Gaither.
Maurice Abravanel, who di- next three summers, at a rental of ager. Smith is temporary boss
of
"Mrs. Glbbona' Boys"
George rected the Broadway performances, $300 a week for a 15-week annual the
Playhouse school in the abAbbott.
will conduct the concert version of term. They'll take over in June, sence of Jenny Lou Law,
who's on
Xiittghter"
(road)— "Street Scene" in Lewisohn Sta- after the installation of air-condi- leave to appear in
"Present
"Lend An Ear"
tioning eq .ipment.
Edwin C. Knlil it Martin Manulis. dium. July 30.
on Broadway.
i
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"Antony and Cleopatra" resucceeds
.Brooke
Byron
Leueen MacGrath in "Edward, My
Son" starting April 25, the same
night Dennis King takes over the
male lead from Robert Morley...
Ray Ericson, assi-stant to Harry
Forwood, p.a. for "Life with Mother;" has completed his apprenticeship and has been: admitted to full,
membership in the Assn. of Theatrical Press Agents & Manager?
John Tuerk, company manager

nell's

vival.

"

^

,

.

'

Shows

.

I

—

-

.

:

.

..

.

I

-

;

.

I

of "Mother," wa.s discharged from
the hospital last week after treatment for a digestive ailment-:..
Rube Bernstein, whom hospitalization forced to resign as eqmpany
manager of "The Heiress" during
the Broadway run, has recovered
Albert W. Seldcn, who collaborated on. the music to "Smajl-.Wonder," is currently on a Caribbean cruise aboard the Santa Paula
... Howard Newman, former "Heiress'' road company p.a., left for a
returning
10-day
Haiti
hiatus,
April 17, prior to taking over p.a.
chores tor Pittsburgh Light Civic
Opera Co.
.
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.
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Henry Senber, ahead of Maurice
Evans' lour of "Man and Superthis season, will return

man"

w

this summer to p.a. tne
Starlight operetta series sponsoreO
by the Texas State Fair.

Dallas

—

.

Wtine$a«r, April 18, 1949
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SILO CIRCUIT PROSPECTS HIGH
facific' May Pay OS by Labor Day;
Road Co^ If Any, Not
"South

week

last

N

Winter

Broadway

'Moon' Authors Readying

indications
number of strawhats
this summer may hit a new, high.
The silo circuit is expected to top
even the record figure of 1948,
when a total of 216; spots "Were

French Play for B'way

history,

Paris, April 12.
pay off its Investment by LaWilliam Berney and Howard
possibly sooner.
It's
l)or Day, or
Richardson, authors of ''Dark of
operating profit of the Moon," are adapting a new
roakin* an
around $12,000 a week and has French Play, "The Dead Green,"
for Broadway production next seaabout $180,000 production expense
son. Berney has also completed a
to regain.
farce, "Adam and the Apple," beThe Kichard Rodgers^Oscar Ham- sides recently selling two film scetnerstein, 2d, musical set a prece- narios to Hollywood studios, v
"Dark of the Moon," a moderate
dent by paying its ^backers $25,000
hit on Broadway: several seasons
on their investment the day of the ago, is a current success in LonNew York premiere. That was pos' don.
slble because the show was brought
•

In for much less than anticipated.
Although the budget was $225,000,
the cost to open the production in
New Haven was about $165,000.
Revisions were simpler than expected, so the out-of-town bills;
musicians and
for
particularly
stagehands, were small.

According to latest returns, 159
playhouses have already indicated
they will be seeking rural payees,
approximately 30% more than had
been tabulated at this point last

co-producer

of

the

revue,

three

managements, which he declines to

New

ducers.
If a

in J
originally
done
a few having changed hands
Musical,
during the recent deep freeze. strawhats, ran 30 weeks in HollyAlso, there are the customary num- wood before being brought to
the
It
currently
at
Broadway.
is
ber, of .converted corncribs which
will try to ambush enough custom- Broadhurst, N, Y.
ers to underwrite a summer of live

.

:

the expenses were
provision for overall, so the pro- pasture;.
charged against the production bewill have to pay arty costs
CALIFORNIA
New York' premiere. ducer
fore the
over the budget.
Therefore the show was opened on
La JoUa: Actors Co.; Gregory
Backers in the show include Peck, Jennifer
Jones, Mel F«rrer.
Broadway for under $200,000, inBurwell
M.
Abbott
(brother), (E).
cluding the regular cash reserve.
$5,000; Isabel JuergenS (sister),
Pasadena: Pasadena Playhouse;
Can Gross $50,200 Weekly
$5,000; house manager Carl FisherJ Gilmor Brown, 39 E. El Molino.
"South Pacific" can gross $50.- $5,000; Judith Ann Abbott (daugh- (N).
$500 a week ter), $5,000; Richard Aldrich &
200, plus about
San Mateo: Hillbarn theatre;
for standees,
in the l,.569-.seat Richard Myers, $5,000; Alicia Pat- Robert
Brauns, Box 543, San
Majestic. Under the deal with the terson, daughter of the late pub- Mateo (N).
Santa Barbara: Lobero theatre;
Shuberts, the theatre shares only lisher of the N. Y. Daily News,
Rogers
Brackett, Walter Rathbun,
up to' $40,000, in addition to which $1,000; television producer John
521
La
Cienga blvd , Los AnN.
the show reportedly has unusually Lloyd, $500; Mary Sinclair (Mrs.
fayorafole- terms on .musiGians and George) Abbott; $1,000; television geles. (E).
Tustin: Holiday stage; Harold
stagehands.
The advance sale producer Harold Smith Prince,
Turney,
4050
Marathon av., Tustin.
without theatre parties, (which $500; stage manager Robert E.
CANADA
Rodgers and Hammerstein do not Griffith, $500; legit producer JoToronto: Museum theatre; Stansell) was estimated at nearly $500,- seph Kipness, $2,000; Abbott himley Bell, New York (phone: PL 3000 at the time of the opening, and self, $10,000, and Celia: Linder, his 0044).
(N).
-

I

I

I

I

is still

Spring; Casting in N. Y.
Deal for a London production of
"Lend an Ear" is in negotiation
and may be set within a few days.
According to William R.. Katzell,

light,

I

.

For

Basil

Dean Eyes

In 50G Budget

With absolute capacity business

all

'Ear'

identify,
are dickering for the
British rights. Idea is to cast the
show in
York and send it to
year. Virtuartly all the established, London for presentation late this
plushy resort spots are set to re- spring.

drama.
In the following list, the summer stocks are arranged according
to state and town, with the name
and address of the producer or
proprietor added, if known. EquityGeorge Abbott'is production of bonded spots are indicated (E)
"Mrs. Gibbons' Boys," comedy by and non-Equity by (N). Other loWill Glickman and Joe Stein, is cations will be listed as additional
budgeted at $50,000. There is no returns arrive from the woods and

week in New Haven and
three weeks in Boston, there was
only a nominal loss on the tryout,

thou^

lighted.

Abbott's 'Boys

for the

even-

London Eyes

advance

season,
are that the
last

jnay

'

The joint committee of playwrights and producers, which has
been considering possible ways of
lowering legit production and operating costs, may form a permanent organization, or at least
become a standing group on a cooperative basis.
Already, participants in the series of confabs have
suggested various projects beyond
the scope of the Gomnt,ittee's immediate activity and there's talk of
expanding the group by bringing
in several more Broadway pro'

Despite au iexpected hop in production and operating costs over

,

sellout

advance sale in

Author-Producer Joint Committee

[

at the Majestic theatre,

rave reviews and solid,
business, with the biggest

Y->

Mm

which opened-

Pacific,"

Permanent Group Looming Out Of

OF
'50

building.

COLORADO

secretary, $2,000.
investment in the show by AlMyers is in line with the

Although there is already talk
about a road company of the show,
Rodgers and Hammerstein have no
intention of sending: one out before
next winter, and they may not do
so at all.
They won't do one in
the fall, as that would require their
working
throusjh
the
summer
months. Also, they may wait until
the musical has played out its
Broadway run, then send this pror

drich

Denver: Elitch Gardens; Arnold
Gurtler, 4620 W. 38th st., Denver.

&

firm's new policy of buying into
likely productions of other man^
agements.
In the case of "Mrs.

(E>.

CONNECTICUT

NX London Prod.
Here

on. a legit

and

tele scout-

I

London author-director
Dean has seen most of the
Broadway plays and musicals, be-

ing

trip,

Basil

sides inspecting the principal TV
studios and catching the leading

is

.

.

I

He has been imvideo shows.
pressed by the superlative tele
equipment and the Imaginative
program, techniques being used in
the field.
The author-director has seen
several legit shows he'd like to do
in London.
He is negotiating for
the rights, and may. reach at least
one agreement before leaving for
England next week. He plans to
open a New York office fairly
soon, and ultimately intends producing shows on Broadway as well
as in the West End.
Dean may also take legit and
film directorial assignments ia the
U. S., as he did before giving up
his commercial activities to organize and direct that wartime enter-

permanent organization

formed, its members say it would
be a relatively small group ind not
intended as a rival to tliig League
of N, Y, Theatresi The; aims and
activities of sueh an outfit wbuld
be different from the League, it's
explained, since It Would concern
itself
exclusively with producer
matters, whereas tlie League is
primai-ily a theatre opei-ators' organization and only secondarily
deal$ With iti^iiucer prbblems;
For instance, ttifr iitst goat
the
new group would continue to be
the reduction of production and
operating costs by eUrtilnatih*
waste in management. Considerable discuslloii has been held by
the joint committee on the subject and several specific proposals
to deal niriiOi it might be aidopted
by a pcirmattent body, Tbe idea
ill cutting waste and thereby ire-'
ducing costs is to give a better
break to backers and thus reverse
the

recent

tightening Of

ment coin.
Another suggested goal
organization would be

new
|

|

liiVeat-

of a
to ob-

tain greater authority for the producer over the distributibn of theatre
tickets.
Speeificallyi
this
would cover such situations as the

current split between the Shuberts
the Tyson -Sullivan ticket
agency.
Under present circum-

and

stances, various producers believe
they.itre losing substantial attend-

ance by the Shubert's withholding
tickets from Tyson-Sullivan.
But despite the nominal "mutual"
control
of
tickets
at
Shubert
houses, the producers of the shows
involved have been unable to give

of

•

Canton: Show Shop; Stanley
e
Gibbons," Aldrich & Myers con- Cobleigh (phone, G o 1 1 i n s v r
Tyson-Sullivan the normal allotsidered the script some time ago, (Conn.) 2277, or Van Cortlandt tainment program under ENSA,
the British equivalent of USO. He ment.
but had other commitments and hotel, N. Y.). (E.)
The joint committee, which
Clinton: Playhouse; Charles has temporarily abandoned work
So Alcouldn't do it just then.
holds its next meeting tomorrow
which
he's
been
Quigley,
439
on
his
memoirs,
E.
51st
N.
Y.
st.,
drich asked to have an interest in
iphone, PL 8-1827).
writing intermittently for several (Thurs.), Includes Kurt Weill,
the play. He and Myers also have
chairman;
Arthur Schwartz,
Guilford: C h ape 1' playhouse; years.
duction on tour. The stars, Mary a Slice of the Edwin Knill-Martin
(Continued on page 68)
The U. S. is far ahead of Eng- George S. Kaufman, George AbMartin and Ezio Pinza, are under Manulis road version of ''Present
land in the field of television, both bott, Elmer Rice, Kermit , BloomBdward
starring
contract through next season.
Laughter,"
garden,
Leland
Hayward, Joseph
in techniques and equipment, he
Premiere of "South Pacific" was^ Everett Horton, and plan to put
^
thinks. Moreover, American video M. Hyman, Max Gordon, Howard
one of the most spectacular in "C"oiir~in-othei^enturess^
-HeiressLTonrjEnded
Ts developing ~m"5crmori fipiW ^dsayr-HusseV-Grouse^lcha;
"Mrs. Gibbons" tries out in
Broadway .history. Drawn- bv the
Rodgers
and
Ocear
Hammerstein.
British, not only because its
pre-production comment and the Boston starting Monday (18) and is
Hub, Broke Even; Drama than
financial
resources
are
much 2d. Should the body decide -to
advance buildup, from out-of-town, due May 4, at the Music Box,
constitute itself a permanent pro^
greater, but also because of the
there was an unprecedented de- N. Y.
ducers*
organization,
such straight
Strawhat
Dates
To
Do
intense competition In this counmand for opening-ni^ht seats, and
authors as Weill and Kaufman
the premiere audience was virtualTour of "The Heiress," which try, in contrast to the BBC mo- would probably resign. In that
nopoly^
ly a who's who of show business
closed last Saturday night (9) in
case,
John C. Wilson, Cheryl
Planning
Finklehoffe
beEnglish
showman
The
and- the arts. It was a particularly
Crawford, Irene Selznick, Dwight
Boston, is estimated to have about
lieves that the BBC video staff at
responsive first-night audience, reWiman and Vinton Freedley
York, London Shows broken even. After « year on Alexandria Palace, London, has re- Deere
peatedly stopping the sho\w With
have been mentioned as possibly
Broadway, the drama, starring markable group spirit, and that it
applause and cheers, and giving a
Hollywood, April 12.
being asked to JoiiL
prolonged ovation at the fiiSal curFred Finklehoffe, dickering with Basil Rathbone and Patricia Col- is doing an admirable job with
tain.
However, subsequent houses two studios for a writer-producer linge, went on the road last fall, limited facilities and considering
have reportedly been even more deal for his adaptation of the Du- going to the Coast and back. Only its lack of competitive incentive.
enthusiastic.
mas classic "The Black Tulip." really profitable engagement was But he says th«t, on the basis of
goes to Dublin and London this in San Francisco, although there techniques, equipmmt and results
summer to work out legit deals were several strong weeks during, achieved, British tele doesn't compare with that in the U. S.
Noiiiinations
For
for the West End and Broadway. the Chicago stand.
Hollywood, April 12.
for
Rathbone, possibly with Beatrice
Ernst Matray, French producer/
Agents, Mgrs. Election He will probably leave here
straight, who succeeded Wendy
New York in June.
and Edward Heyman, have begun
Nominations of officers of the
On
the author-producer's agenda Hiller in the title role; will do Lunts, Montgomery
preparations
on a new musical reAssn. of Theatrical Press Agents
his London stay is a confab the play the week of June 6 at the
vue which will open at El Patio
« Managers for the next year will during
with Wendy Hiller to star in Leo Ann Arbor ( Mich. ) drama festihe made at the union's next overLangner's Coast Agenda in the falL Producers plan to use
Lieberman's "The Empress" there val; week of June 27 at the Cape
some of the ideas from a new
all membership meeting April 21
Actress was costarred playhouse, Dennis, .Mass.» and later
next fall.
Besides powwowing with Alfred musical they'll' present in Paris
at the Claridge hotel, N. Y.
Elec- with Basil Rathbone in Finkle- at other strawhats.
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne and this summer, with remainder to be
tion will be a month later.
hoffe's production of "The Heiress"
catching their starring vehicle* "I strictly original American materia
Incumbent officers include Ben
Broadway two seasons ago.
Know My Love," Lawrence Lang- al. Deal now is under way for «
Boyar, president; Frank L. Smith, on
Finklehoffe plans to produce
ner will huddle with various con- top film studio composer to elef
Segal,*Tapps Inked For
vice-president; Milton Weintraub,
"The Righteous Are Bold," an
tacts'during his current Coast trip.: the score.
secretary-treasurer, and Oliver M.
Abbey Theatre hit by Frank CarThose he'll see include Robert
Production will be budgeted at
aayler, business agent.
Tal Joey' in Dallas Montgomery, whom Langner is around
ney, on Broadway in the fall, and
$40,000 a new high for lohas commissioned Sol Kaplan to
seeking to star in a Philip Barry cal revues. Present plans are for
Dallas, April 12.
compose a musical .score for it.
George
Tapps
has been signed play next season, if the actor's a local run only, with no BroadMarhova-Dolin S.A.
He will team his wife, Ella Logan, for the lead in the Starlight Operet- plans to appear in and stage the way aspirations, a switch from the
and Albert Sharpe as leads. They ta presentation of "Pal Joey," start- Max WylierJohn C. Gibbs comedy, usual practice of using a local
Johannesburg, April 12.
played the daughter-father leads ing July
"The Fundamental George," for stand as a pre-Broadway tryout.
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin,
1,1 at the Fair Grounds,
original cast of "Finian's
appearing here in solo work (sans in the
Vivienne Segal, of the Theatre, me:, doesn't prevent
Matray returned to France over
Dallas.
Rainbow" on Broadway.
ballet troupe), have been a local
Broadway production of that musiThe Guild co-director will also the weekend following huddles
cal^ has also been pacted for this confab with Queenie Smith, the with Harry Zevin and Jack PresSensation, the six performances at
Clcveland^Gcorge Young, legit show.".'
'
His Majesty's all being SRO.
casting
ent, who will handle production
organization's
Coast
rep*
on
business manager, is convalescing
Duo have had ta add two extra at home after a hospital siege. Lou
Dink Freeman has been signed matters, as well as discuss possible supervision and management as
performances Friday and Saturday Isaac, legit house manager, has for a comedy spot in the produc- stage assignments with several they did on "Lend an Ear" and
U5-]j6).
"Tongue In Cheek."
Hollywood stars.
also just weathered hospitalization, tion.
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Plays on Broadway

Inflde

is likable as the Marine flyer, and
Pacific
Richard Kbdscrs and Oscar Hammer- does satisfactorily with two songs,
of Illyria
«t«in; II, in association with Leland Hay "Younger Than Springtime" and
Dallas, April 12.'
ward aiid Joshua Logan, production of "You've Got to Be Taught." Betta
musical play in two acts. Music by RodgTheatre '49 production of drama in
i»rs; lyrics, Hammerstein; book, Hammer- St, John is touching as the native three acts by Dorothy Parker and Ross
itein and Logan, adapted from James A, girl,
Martin Wolfson gets tlie Evans. Staged by Margo Jones, assisted
Michener's "Tales of the South Pacific." proper combination of toughness by Jonathan Seymour. Sets and costumes,
Stars Mary Martin, Eiio Pinia; features
Bernstein. At
lightingi
Jed
Mace:
Myron McCormicIc. Juanlta Hall, William and stuffiness as a Navy Captain, Gulf Oil Playhouse, Richard
AprU 4, '49: $2.40 top.
Tabbert, Betta St. John, Martin Woltson, Harvey Stephens is good as his Mary Lamb
Romola Robb
.
...
.
Staged by Logan;
Harvey Stephens.
aide and there are numerous ca- Charles Lamb. ....... . Wilson Brooks
scenery and- lighting, Jo Mlelzincr; cosMcDonald
..Margaret
Becky.
Sajyatore
performances.
pable
supporting
tumes. Motley; musical director..
Rebecca Hargis
Emma Isola ...... <.\>.
Dell' Isola; orchestrations. Robert Russell
Jo Mielziner's scenery and light- Coleridge
.Edwin Whltner
Benliett. At Majestic, N. Y,. April 7, MS-,
Waller
Frances
Fanny
Kelly.
atmospheric
ing
are
triumphantly
00 top (S9.60 opening).
Harold Webster
Barbara Luna and serviceable, and the costumes George Dyer....
Ifgana
Mary Finney
Mrs. Kelly
Michael de Loon
Jerome
Robert William Hazlttt
of Motley are effective.
Clinton Anderson.
(or Noel de Leon)
Bennett's orchestrations Thomas De Quincey, ...... John Hudson
..... ...Richard Sllvcia Russell
Henry
Edythe- Chan
Mrs. Crittendon
Ens. Nellie Forbush; . ...v.. .Mary Martin are worthy of his Standard and Mr. Crittendon
Jack Warden

South

Coast
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i"oodyMa?rT.
fift

Assistant
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... .....

Abncr
stewbot
Luther Biius

Ju^anita i?an

.Musa Williams
Archie Savage

Slate
i. .. Henry
Myron McCormick

.'.

Salvatore DellTsola conducts the
orchestra expressively.
Hobe,

,

•

I

w

GrCCn
k-,

TilC Ivy

;

.'.Fred Sauoii-i
....'...k
ppnfe.jqor
Hall Shelton production of drama in
William Tabbert
.Lt Joseph Cable
Martin Wolfson two acts (eight scones) by Mervyn Nelson.
.
.
r..'...-,.,-,.,.
Brackett
Georae
Capt.
Judith Evelyn, Hurd Hatfield: feaJj^'S; w?ll¥am ll^^rbison
C?™??. M??!}?"";.,^™*?.. Cosjart,
YSimaiTHi^birrQSale",^ A^^^
!cV5«
TniVn»nn
I

,

,

.

1

•
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Harv™

Margo Jones' Theatre '49 has
come-through with a hit in the new
Dorothy Parker^Ross Evans drama,
"Coast of Illyria," World-preeming
at the Gulf Oil Playhouse;

Reviews of "The Ivy Green," which opened and closed last week at
the Lyeeum theatre, N. Y., ,were all brutal, but the critics expressed
sharp differences of opinion over various aspects of the Mervyn Nelson
play. John Chapman, in the N. Y. News, thought that "if the last
lone
minutes
could live up to the enchanting first few mlnuteis we'd
have a fine new play." However, Brooks Atkinson, of the 'Times
brushed off the early scenes, but wrote, "in the final scene both the
character and the actress deserve and enjoy a few moments of triumph." Same was true of the reaction to the individual performances
Costars Judith Evelyn and Hurd Hatfield were both praised and panned
as was Daniel O'Herlihy in the part of Charles Dickens. But the overall reaction was unanimously rough.
.

.

j

I

I

Shiff-L^t

Production costs on the Coast are about one-third the costs in New
York, according to Ted Zittel, managing director of El Patio HoUv
wood, who backs up his contention with figures in a brochure now bein»
sent to Broadway producers. Pamphlet is a frank pitch for pre-Broad
way tryouts, with Zittel hammering away at the Idea that the coin gam
ble is far'Iess in Hollywood than in New York. In a detailed breakdovim*
of .production 'Expense, brochure lists the Hollywood cost of a ohfr-get '
12-character play at $21,065, as against $64,236 in New York.
Colts
were broken down as follows: physical production, N. Y., $32 925'
Hollywood $9,160; production fees and services, $6,136 and $l'250-*
rehearsal expenses, $6,515 and $2,320; publicity and advertising,
$4flon
and $1,535; and bonds and guarantees (returnable), $14,660 ahd'$6,800

.

Written with intelligence and
Thomas Gleason Neva Patterson, Daniel Q'HerlUiyi Staged
Hargrave. assisted by Richard taste, the lines are sharp-edged and
•„
Mi.u„i
Karr: scenery and costumes^
Barr;
costumes. Stewart convincing.
Menrv
m
Henry Michel
The story concerns
^
n«,^.^r chaney. At LyceUm, N. Y„ AprU 5, '49;
Seaman Topi O'Brien
Charles and Mary Lamb, 19th cen„,5'"M?r^?i?i
Mcuuiie $4.80 top ($6 opening).
Blii
Radio Operator
tury
brother-sister literary team.
Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times critic and the only U. S. legit com...Barnard .Hushes
Martin
J™ H?wthoine
Cpt. Hamilton Steevcs
Fontan Martha Tripliam
Klith White Mary suffered from attacks of in- mentator who has recently seen the Moscow
'staff Sgt. Thomas Hassinger. Jack
theatre at first-hand
Beau Tllden Biironess Angela Burdette-Coutts
Charles
Seanwn James Hayes_ ...
but
her
sanity
in
youtb
made the following observation in his column Sunday (10) about the
Fisher
..Neva .Patterson;
Lt. .Genevieve MarshaU Jacqueline
Oliver Clift persuaded the courts to release her Jed Harris production of Herman Wouk's "The Traitor,"
...;>,.
B<«iyn.^?™^ Daniel Maclise.
Ens. Dinah Murphy
at thfe 48th
Hurd. Hatfleld to his custody; and dedicated the
Sandra Decl John Forster
Ens. Janet MacGregqr
Street* N, Y.: "If Mr. Wouk is not familiar with Contemporary Soviet'
Bernice Saunders John Dickens. ........... Ernest Cossart
Ens. Cora MacRae
Mary Hogarth............
Joy Reese rest of his life to her care.
.. Pat Northroo
plays he would be surprised by the tonal resemblance between -The
Ens. Sue Y.ieger ...
Daniel O'Hcrllhy
Gloria Meli Charles Dickens..
gathering Traitor' and Soviet plays written under the aegis of the
home
was
a
Their
Russian AgiMardi Bivne Catherine Dickens....... Judith Evelyn
e!"'. C?mnie'"wa!ewska
their
era,
literati
of
the
place
for
Colby
...
Carinen
Mathews
Georgina Hogarth .
,*^elyn
rtation and. Propaganda Committee—superficial in characterizations
Ens, Pamela Whitmore
Leta Bcnynge and the regular Thursday night
Helena SchurSot Maria. Beadiiell ; .....
Bessie Noonan
F.n.'!.
.Mary Lou Taylor gabfests were populated by such mentioning big subjects without exploring or analyzing them dis.Betta St.-.Tohn Harriet
ji-t
June Dayton
...
Richard Loo Ellen Ternan ...
Mnrcel
Samuel Coleridge, passionately, portraying the enemies of the state as either stupid or
as
Donald White geniuses
Charles; Dickens, Jr.
Lt. Buzz Adams
'TJ-^^^':'!
the courage and omniscience of the military oir
„
Off'<'.e»'''
M.irinea.
De Quincey and William cynical and glorifying
Thomas
Sailors.
Islanders,
security., forces.-" ,
•TWirv Ann Reeve. Chin Yu, Alex Nicol.
Hazlitt, as well as the Lambs, their
"The Ivy Green" is one of those cousin Emma Isola, George Dyer
Eueene sVh. Klihard Loo, WiUiam Fer..'guson.
well-intentioned but tedious plays
and Beckey, their housekeeper.
Program credit -for the direction of "The Ivy Green," which pre*
about famous men. In this instance
looked on by outsiders miered (and- closed) last week at the Lyceum, N. Y., cited both Roy:
Rodgers & Hammerstein have the subject is Charles Dickens and, Clique was
they've as is usually the case, the man is as an odd lot, considering Mary's Hargrave and his successor, Richard Barr. Customary credit line was
not only done it again
intermittent madness, Charles' sea- given to Hargrave/ but conspicuously boxed below it was the statement:
topped themselves. Their "South less interesting than his work. Personed tippling; Coleridge's addic- "The management gratefully acknowledges' the assistance of Ricliard
Pacific" livtfS up to all the advance haps
the only notable thing
^ about
^
tion to tinctured laudanumj De Barr in the staging of this production." Explanation is
that Hargrave;
buildup, and then some. It's one the show is" that its author is a
Quincey's opium habit, and Haz- although replaced
as the director,- insisted on getting the stipulated
of the most enioyable and satisfy- night club comic, which isn't
Plot
litt's self-pitying complaints,
billing, so producer Hall Shelton figured out the special credit line for
infi musicals in theatre history. enough for an evening's entertainis built around Charles' attempt to
Whether it's better than, or as good m.ent.Barr.
of
because
his
failure
marry,
and
as, "Oklahoma!" or "Carousel" is
Dickens;
according
to
"Ivy family setup and ties.
unimportant. It's Rodgers & HamLee Tracy, costar of the Jed Harris production of "The Traitor," at
^ self-centered and
Romola Robb is an intense Mary,
merstein at their peak form, and somewhat silly genius. Although
fuUv capturing the warped, mixed the 48th Street, N. Y., was quoted by Ward Morehouse last week in an
it's a tumultuous smash.
his writing was immortal, his priinterview in the N. Y. Sun as saying, "It's fun being with Harris again.
feeling in her superb portrayal.
everything
"South Pacific" has
vate life -seems inconsequential
Man
with great talent. I don't let him bother me. If he telephones
is
Lamb
Charles
Brooks'
Wilson
Rodgers
Richard
Its score is one of
and tiresome. Thus, the real drama
and says he must 'see me, as he did just" now, and that it's terribly imfinest— possibly the finest. Its book takes place not onstage, where his forceful, balanced and rather too
portant, and that I must meet him at the corner in five minutes, I say
adapted by Oscar Hammerstein, 2d family and associates bicker and precise.
and Joshua Logan from James A pjj,t ^ut behind the closed door of
John Hudson's portrayal of the 'Okay' and just don't go. Why should I? He wouldn't be there, anyMichener s prize-winning Tales ol his offstage study, where he retires addicted Thomas De Quincey is way."
.
is excellent,
the South Pacific,
^j.itg .'Oliver Twist" and "A convihcing. Edwin Whitner, as the
Gladys Swarthout came a -cropper when she essayed a; one-night
excellent.
Hammerstein's lyrics are among his -jaie of Two Cities "
is
Coleridge,
poet
most graceful and moving. Logan's
Waller is an understand- concert at the Philharmonic Auditorium in Los Angeles. In on a perFrances
^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^
and Mary centage arrangement, she got only, $300 as her share due to a scant
direction is superbly imaginative,
The varioits ing, sympathetic Fanny,
four scenes eachflexible
and paced. There are scenes
the mothcjr. Clin- turnout. Two nights, earlier,: James'^Melton packed the house.
are opened by a recorded Finney is good as
selfcomedy and touching narrative
hilarious
by Judith Evelyn as Mrs. ton Anderson, portrays the
poignance. And there is an unwell, and Harold
Dickens,
and
in each instance a pitying Hazlitt
forgettable performance by the
as the softscrim is drawn back as the narra- Webster is outstanding
stars, Mary Martin and Ezio Pinza,
bookworm George Dyer.
tion ends and the stage action be- spoken
and a gifted and attractive com- gins. The locale is the living room Rebecca Hargis as Emma Isola,
pany.
and curving, staircase in Dickens' Margaret McDonald as Becky, Jack
The book, based on two of the home, Tavistock House, London, Warden and Edythe Chan as Mr.
but it's doubtful if the general
Maiileu's
Michener pieces, "Our Heroine" and the events extend from 1836 to and Mrs. Crittendon, are .excellent
public will be so enthusiastic, as
London, April 7.
and "Fo DoUav" presents the the novelist's death in 1870.
support. Miss Jones' staging is exPeter Dearing & Milroy Cay presenta- theatre plays are notoriously lack-^
romances of Navy nurse Nellie
tion o£ comedy in three- acts.- by Robert ii;g:
in
universal
appeal.
Its
In Stewart Chaney's handsome pert.
Charles. Directed by Lawrence O'Madden.
Forbush and expatriate French
chances, therefore, are limited to
^^^^ seuing
The small; arena-type stage, as At the Playhouse, London, April 6, '49.:
aimospneric
tn? pe^^
niantpr Emile
KmiiP riP
Rpf-niiP
and a,i formance is generally placid,
de Becque,
planter
specialized audiences and fans of:
Corporal
Murphy
McNaughton
.Gus
with well as the costumes were, as
....;:..........,.;
Marine flyer and a native girl, only a single scene between Mrs. usual, authentically reproduced by Kurt...
Carl Jafle Henry Kendall, more often seen
Ma]. Gen. Sir H. Banks. .,
Arthur Riscoe
against the tension, and boredom Dickens and her scheming sister to Jed Mace for the production. Joan
West
in
revues.
transfer
to
the
Its
West ........... .... Roberta Huby
of the island warfare against the supply genuinely moving conflict. "Illyria" is by far the best original Colonel Miller
.... ...William KendaU
End would be a gamble,
The show is billed as a Perhaps significantly, Dickens is script presented by Theatre '49 to Lieut. Twiggte Branch;
:Neil..Hallett
Japs.
Set is a small-town stage, where
A.T.S
Patience Rentoul
"musical play," so there are no offstage at the time. The staging df^o and is drawing capacity Director
General Clark
Lawrence O'Madden ra repertory company is noisily and
formal musical or dance numbers. of Richard Barr (who succeeded crowds each performance. Berg.
Tim McCormick
Dlamuld Kelly ineptly in the throes of rehearsal
Otto
Harold Gardner
The songs grow out of situation Roy Hargrave as director, although
'for next week's show. The harassed
and invariably develop character both get program credit) seems
This is an emb arrassing serio;^ director outdoes a prima donna in
-OE-advanee—the story. There-ace^ Teasontrbly^expressive;—but— there
farcical admixture that brings no |~peevish-temperament— and-nervous-only a few casual dances. Also were several obvious mechanical
Legit FoUow-Up
Scraps of the story
credit to the London stage. As a irritability.
there are no scene breaks, but the ^g^g
the premiere performance
camp
show offering to entertain- and incredibly corny dialog play
action continues as one scene
Judith Evelyn is excellent as Mrs.
ment-starved troops its barrack- a small part in the theme. Probblends into ^another via the use of ni^jjens and Carmen Mathews is
lems of the. various members of
room
Caligula
jokes
might
appeal^
but
its
scrim
travelers.
an admirable foil as her rival sfsj_,
,
stay at this off-the-main Street the:;ca$t supply the remaining part
The standout songs several, of, tej..
Neva Patterson gives an
(Coronet, Hollywood)
of the story.
theatre is unlikely to be long.
which are already getting a strong honest and well-modulated perHollywood, April 5.
Kendall engagingly confides In
Spying,
sabotage,
play on the networks and disk formance as the devoted Angela,
subversive
In the two years since it was pre- Naziism and all the paraphernalia the audience every phase of his
snows, include
Some Enchanted ^hile Daniel O'Herlihy manages to
t-yening,
in Love 'witn a escape pompousness as the egocen- sented, experimentally at Yale, sev- attendant on a British headquarters problems and to Iiis overplaying
1
Wondertul (Juy,'' ''Bali Ha'i' and trie novelist. Hurd Hatfield, co- eral producers have optioned this in Germany provide the back- of the chief character the play owes
Man Right, starred with Miss Evelyn, is pass- Albert Camus French hit for ground. Revue comedian Arthur muc\\ of its merit. To take it
'i"^?*
Out of
My Hair. Also effective able in what amounts to a support- Broadway only to drop the idea. Riscoe plays an. austere general seriously would be out of the
It remained for the Circle Players, with a "Monty" makeup and suc- question, and shortened to a onein the show are '"There Is Nothing
role, as are Ernest Cossart,
Like a Danie,
Younger 1 lan Oliver Cliff, Ruth Wliite, Joy Reese local little theatre group, to rush cumbs to the blonde charms of his act piece would increase its merit.
in with the initial American com- new chauffeuse.
Springtime,'
"H a p p y
Talk,'
Incredibly, she Olga Lindo, Richard Goolden, Liam
and June Dayton.
Hobe.
mercial showing, The result is a has loved him at sight but her Gaffney are outstanding in a genou've Got to Be Taught,
Honey
.
„;
„
(Closed
Saturday
ajter complete: miss for the group— advances have been: mistaken for orally efficient cast.
(8)
Clem.
Bun" and "A Cockeyed Optimist.";
their first in three years.
Even the others are acceptable, Perfonnances.)
the wiles of a spy, and there is a
—
Too
much
in
the
philosophical
including "Dites-Moi Pourquoi,"
lot of popping in and out
by
European tradition to become various members of the company
"B oody Mary Is the Girl 1 Love"!
Fifty
Tolies'
commercial
theatre
domestically,
for
Record
and "This Was Nearly Mine,"
in
state
a
of
Ab.be Practical Wockshop st;iged
undress before the
w.iich may take a while to catch Lyn Shubert's "Fiity" at the ISIas- "Calisjula" in a sensitive probing of welcomed finale.
o»'.
At least the competent cast
ter theatre, N. Y,, for two perlorm- the final three years in the career
Prior to London Date
of: the mad Roman Emperor Caius makes
liss Martin and Pinza are super- ances, April 6 and 8
the best of its material.
Play, which
London, April '6.
It talkily traces his des- Arthur Riscoe
latively teamed, besides being cap- was- weak, centered around an oveiv Caesar
is as comfortable
tivating stars on their own. Miss seas fighter squadron and the im- potism from its oriHin, following a as possible in his unwonted characDespite tempting offers from
Martin scores her greatest success pending death faced bv the men on great personal loss, to its end when: terization and Carl Jafle turns in Jack Hylton, Bernard Delfont doeshe is assassinated by a group of a forceful
so far in the juicy part of the Navy each of fhcir missions.
cameo as the diehard
Stereo"FolicS
nurse. Her singing has never been typed dialog and unusual con.struc- Romans who can no longer stand Nazi who finally realizes his family not feel so keen about his
his wanton excesses.
better, notably with ".Wonderful tion
means more to him than politics. Bergere" revue going into Victoria
limits
production to offThe Circle production is amGuy.'' her comedy playing" is infee-' Broadway groups,
Empire,
Clem.
at
Palace.
opened
Show
bitious
although not particularly
tious and her dramatic scenes exThe cast performed sincerely,
Actually, the script
Birmingham, for two weeks, and
tremely touching. Pinza, making with Gloria McGhee, only female imaginative.
9b>xt
his legit bow as the planter, adds member, giving the most credible is beyond the capabilities of- this
then held over by Val ParncU for
London, April 6.
persuasive acting to one of the portrayal in the part of a nurse, group, the title role particularly
this theEnvoy Productions proseiilation
calling for a great, not just a comol "a third, unprecedented at
great basso voices of grand opera. Setting, except for the first scene,
comedy in three acts by Philip King. Dirun,
His singing of "Enchanted Singing" look place in an officer's day room petent, acting talent. James An- rected by Henry Kendall and Shaun Sut. aire. May gross $48,000 on
derson tries hard to make it come ipn., :At Embassy, London, April 5, '49.
is
a virtuoso performance and in Italy and had an authentic apHarry Blacker
Henry Kendall alltime record for house.
provides a memorable experience pcarance, while the use of actual off properly but never quite suc- ^eorge
Charles Lamb
Incidentally, Delfont is threatceeds. Naomi Stevens, as his mis- Maud Barren
Olga
LIndo
of theatregoing.
air force equipment abetted the
tress, is best, but an unevenness
Richard Goolden ening to sue Robert Nesbitt, pro1
*
Myron McCormick takes advan- performance.
Wmterion
Leslie Phillips
mars the work of such Circle stal- Jerry
LonDaphne Wray
^—
tag© of the best role of his career
^ —
.
Beryl Mason ducer of "Latin Quarter," at
warts as Sidney Chaplin and Ter- Avii Clare
Mary Kimber
as a tough, angle-playing, laughable
Joe Magee, on leave of absence ence Kilburn and of Mack Wil- Jackson Harlcy
lifted one
Cyril Chamberlain don Casino, for having
Seabee. Juanlta Hall makes the from the legit department of the liams, recruited
Marv
Manners
Palricia Page of
scenes from the
his
best
for
occasion. Sandra Lavtoni
most of the knockout part of the William Morris agenev, sailed yes- Direction, credited to the
Mary Macken/.le
Charles
Albert Band Norwood Beverly,.,.... ...Llain Galtncy "Folies." Delfont says that
scrounging native Bloody Mary, tcrday (Tues.) on the Queen Eliza- but obviously the
work of more
Reading, responsible for decor
registering particularly with the beth for an extended vacation in than one person,
hi.s beIs more confusing
Sophisticated
firstnlghters
re- "Quarter," was in Paris in
"Bali Ha'i" song. William Tabbert Wales and on the Continent.
than helpful.
Kap
veiled in this backstage comedy, half, taking looksee at "Folies,
I

£jr"n;;;"„.,«ti,

"
Richard
tiiJi M West
leabfe
beapee ly
Seabee Mortpn^Wisc
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Hypoed By
IIG in 2, PhiUy

Ballet Theatre

Total Broadway Grosses
The

follotoinfl o,re

Pic;

This
Season

Sag

B.O.

m Pre-Easter LuH

Philadelphia, April 12.
is taking a bow

the .compomttoe figuret based on VAmrs't
week and the corresponding week of

"The Red Shoes"

hoxoffict estitnateat for Uut
last Meason:

Bway

67

Last
"Season

26
31
of shows current
1,128
1,047
Total weeks played so far by all shows
$635,500
Total gross for all current shows last week... $618,100
$24,826,000 $24,706,500
Total season's gross so far for all shows
61
56
,.
Number of new productions so far

played

Academy

the

Music
had
night and turnof

Thursday and Friday

Number

BiitHitsStiUSRO^DeathlZim

for the resurgence of interest in
the ballet. Ballet Theatre, which

virtual sellout first

aways the second

(7-8),

evenin'g;

'Pacific'

28G

23G

in 4, 'Detective'

Group

Broadway, already lowered by wk) (C-920; $4.80). Business h^s
under same the Lenten lull, caught a severe settled back recently, but Jose
sponsor (Jules Falk) and laid an pre-Baster droop last week, with Ferrer continues to draw custommost shows sagging to the bottom ers; $15,800.
egg; for four successive evenings.
point of recent months. This week
"South Pacific," Majestic (1st
Impresario Falk made fast tieup
may be even worse, but Easter will wk) (M-1,659; $6). Burst open
this time with "Red Shoes" em- probably bring the traditional reThursday night (7) and took the
ploying lobby displays,: program turn spurt.
town by storm; absolute capacity
The top hits continue to do ca- all times and apparently good for
stuff ers and mutual newspaper ads.
Ballet Theatre garnered close to pacity business. Joining that cate- many months that way; can get
gory last wek was "South Pacific," $50,200 a week without standees;
$11,000 for its two night stand. new Rodgers-Hammcrslein musical first
four times nabbed
over
Previously this year, the Ballet at the Majestic. Next week, its first $28,000.

came

Convention Trade Keeps Chi B.O. Up;

hejre last season

'

Tinian s $28,500/Robertsl25
Chicago, April 12.

Russe de Monte Carlo played to full semester, it .should top the
gross list, with "Kiss Me, Kate," at
SRO signs in a brace of appear- the
C!entury, runner-Up.
ances here for the Philadelphia
No 'Openings are listed this week,
Forum.'.
but one is due next week, another
(11-16);
the following week, :and three more
before the season finales. There
"Annie Get Your Gun" ^Aud,
were four closings last week, with
Chatt. (11); Aud., Macon (12); Al"The Ivy Green" a late addition to
bany, Albany (13-14)'; Aud., Montthe exodus.
gomery (15-16); Poche, N. Orleans
Estimates for Last Week
(18-23).
Keys: C (Comedy) D iDrmia)
"Blackouts of 1949"'—El Capitanj
GD (Comedy-Drama) R (Revue),

Two remaining legiters here are
getting good play from convention
trade, although Holy Week may
dent

"Allegro" opens

b.o.

Current Road Shows

Monday

(April 11-23)
"Allegro"— Cass, Det.
Gt. Northern, Chi. (18-23).

Great Northern and "Mr.
U8)
Adams" and "Magnolia Alley" may
both open here next week, to hypo
at

—

"Inside
legit
layout.
current
U.S.A." is slated to come in on
heels of "Flnian's" at the Shubert.
Estimates for Last Week
'Shubert
Ealnbow,^'
"Flnian's
Pre(10th week) (2,100; $4.94).
L. A. (11-23).
Easter activity hurt; $28,500.
"Born Yesterday"
Davidson,
"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (30th
week) (1,334; $4.33). Skidded, but Mil. (11-16); Towa Hall, Toledo
(18-20); Aud., Roch. (21-23).
still hefty at almost $25,000.

—

,

—

"Brieadoon"

Buff.

Erlanigef,
(11-16); Cass, Det. (18-23),

"Cat

Due

3 Changes

Philly

In

Rainbow"

(21-23).

"Happiest Years"

Three original leads in "A
Streetcar Named Desire," at the
Ethel Barrymore, N. Y^, will be
replaced June 1.
Jessica Tandy
and Marlon Brando are quitting
the Tennessee Williams drama, and
Kim Hunter has indicated she will
likely leave; KarL Maiden,
the
other principal, is expected to con.-

—

Bost. (11-23).

Wilm.

IShubert,

Haven

Plymouth,

—

^'Harvey"
(Fay Co.) ^Mosque,
Peoria (11-12); Orpheum, Davenport (13-14); KRNT, Des Moines
(15-16); Aud., St. Paul (17-18); Lyceum, Mpls. (19-23).
...

"Harvey" (Brown Co.)-^PlayWilm. (11-12); Warner, Atl.

;

„

—

Chi (11-23).
"Gayden"i-^hubeTt,; N.

'Streetcar Leads

tinue.

Forrest,

Playhouse,

(18-23).

"Finian's

—

Canary"

and

(11-16);

hou.se,

City (13.,16); Ford's, Balto. (18-23),
"Hellzapoppln' "
Geary, Frisco

,"

—

Uta Hagen, the femme lead in
the touring company, takes over
Miss Tandy's role in September,but three principal replacements
will have to 'be cast for the sum^
mer. She and Anthony Quinn, the
male lead, will remain with the
roQd edition through the summer
run on the Coast,
Brando received a broken nose
in a good-natured scuffle backstage last week and Walter Palentz
has been subbing. He was due
back in the part last night (Tues.).

(11-16).

(11-

Bost.

16).

"High Button Shoes"^Iiyceum,

Omaha (18KRNT, Des MoineS (21-23)..

Mpls. (11-16); Omaha,
"I

My

Know.

,

Love"---Biltmore,

L. A. (11-16); Aud.,
19);

Named

Desire," Bar-

wk) (C-920;
and

(71st

Lunts-love' 316,

"Sun and

$4.80).
rolling;

New

Stages (3d
Called it a run

I,"

wk) (C-299; $3).
Saturday (9), a week early; mere
$1,200.

Knew

.

"They
What They
Wanted," Music Box (8th wk) (C1,012; $4.80). Didn't have what they
wanted, so folded Saturday (9)
after 61 showings; around $8,000.
(Musical), O (Operetta).
"The Traitor," 48th Street (2d
Other parenthetic figures refer wk) (D-917; $4.80). Despite
seven
Los Angeles, April 12.
to seating capacity and top price,
good notices out of eight, attendPre-holiday slackoff was felt at including 20% owiMsement toa:. ance has been slowish; $8>000.
estimates are net; i:e.,
local legit boxofftces for the first However,
"Two Blind Mice," Cort (6th
exclusive of tax.
wk) (C-1,064; $4.80).
Felt the
time last week with only the Lunts
"All for Love," Hellinger (11th downdraft, but still getting by:
showing' a better- gross, than for the wk) (R-1,543; $4.80). Scuttled by
$16,100.
previous frame.
the pre-Easter doldrums and the
"Where's Charley?" St. James
final days of the taxi strike; caved (22d wk) (M-1,509; $6). Continues
Estimates for This Week
to show amazing vitality, With
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan to suicidal $5,500.
"Along Fifth Avenue," Imperial
weeks even bettering the
(355th wk) (1,142; $2.40).
Same (13th wk) (R-1,472"; $6). ALso caught recent
pace of early last winter; only a
$17,000.
in the avalanche; under $20,000.
shade off from the previous stanza:
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert $37,700.
"Cafe Crown," El Patio (4th wk)
Dropped a few hundred (18th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Likewise
(790; $3).
to $8,700, still good.
Production felt the. general adversity, but had
now is in the black, having earned plenty of « margin, so got by satisback its $8,500 cost in the first factorily; below $27,000.
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar- 'Heiress'
three weeks of operation.
wk) (M-1,519; $7.20). The
"Califfula,"
Coronet (1st wk) den (21st
so. did
Mixed notices and girU. went on the: skids and
(255; $3.60).
profit at
an "arty" label combined with gen- Bobby Clark; but ample
$41,000.
eral downbeat kept this one at a
"At War With the Army," Booth
middling $2,500 for the first frame.
(5th wk) (C-712; $4 80). One of the.
Boston, April 12.
"I Know My love," Biltmore few shows to buck the trend;
(2d wk) (1,636; $4.20). Lunts' show hopped into the black for the first
Generally quiet week with only
up to $31,000.
Current (final) time and is now figured a possi- two legiters lighted, but both did
week is free of cutrate Theatre bility to Stick; bettered $11,000.
fairly well.
Three in this week,
Guild subscriptions and may hit
"Big Knife," National (7th wk) "Medea" at the Shubert, "The Hapa house record.
(D-1,172; $4.80). Lost a bit more of piest Years" at the Plymouth and
"The Man Who Came to Dinner''
"Tongue in Cheek," Las Palmas its edge; $20,400.
"Biggest Thief In Town," Mans- in a Harvard Dramatic Club pro*,
Off a little
(3d wk) (388; $3.60).
more than 10%, but week's $6,200 field (2d wk) (C-1,041; $4.80). No duction. with Monty Woolley.
still permits an operating profit dice for this Dalton' Trumbo farce;
Estimates for Last Week
since production is on little thea-. closed Saturday (9) after 13 per"Magnolia Alley," Plymouth (1st
tre scale.
formances; $9,300 for the week.
week) (1,200; $3.60). Second week
Miller (166th

'Crown'

n, LA.

.

'

,

,

M

:

$12,0i,

'AUey 5G, Hub

-

"Heiress"— Colonial,

20);

"Streetcar

rymore

Still on the track
potent $21,000.

.

Pasadena

(18-

White, Fresno (21-22); Aud.,

Sacramento

(23).

"Inside U. S. A.^'-Nixon, Pitt.

•

•'Born Yesterday,"
wk) (C-940; $4.80). Was affected
some, but should hold on through
the balance of the season; $10,500.
Baltimore, April 12.
'•Death
of a Salesman," Morosco
"Medea"^ShUbert, Bost (11-16);
Legit in Status Quo In
"Inside U.S.A." mopped up in (9th wk) (D-931; $4.80). The usual
Shubert, Bost. (18-23).
resounding fashion at Ford's hr/e limit of standees; topped $24,300.
"Mr. Adam"
Shub.-Laf., Det"Detective Story," Hudson (3d
last weeki with. a okay $35,000 the
Philly; 'Canary' $6,500 (11-16); Blackstone, Chi. (18-23).
final count.
"Harvey," starring wk) (D-1 ,057; $4.80). Has joined the
Philadelphia, April 12.
"Mr. Roberts"—Erlanger, Chi Joe E. Brown, is set for next Mon- SRO list; getting all the house can
handle; almost $23,000 again.
Philly's legit situation remains (11-23).
day (18).
"Edward, My Son," Beck (28th
status quo, with Forrest only one
Maryland theatre, former two-a"Mrs. Gibbons' Boys"—Wilbur,
of four regular houses with much Bost. (18-23).
day vauder and indie legit spot but wk) (D-1 ,214; $4.80). Has been
tapering off, but has ample edge;
chance of staying; lighted. House
Mistress Mine"—Music Hall, more recently utilized for stock
(11-23).

"Man and Superman"— Curran,

(11-16); Mayfair, Portland
(18-20); Met., Seattle (21-23).

Frisco

'U.S.A/ $35,500, Balto

—

reach

to

failed

Saturday

"The
week)

$5,000;

closed

(9).

Heiress,"
(1,500; $3.60).

Colonial

(2d

Upped take

$12,000 on seqond and 'final
week; tour finished here Saturday
to

(9).

-:

'SUPERMAN' NEAT 20G,
'HELLZ' 21G, FRISCO

San Francisco, April 12.
-has—The-Gat-and-the Ganaryi^cur- TCr"OC. (11-12); Conv. HhU, Tulsa- ;bur-lesque,-is .announcing_a_Harry_ .$22,800.
—iiMan^and—Superman," with
"Goodbye," My ~Fancy7'~FultTsnrently. Thursday (14) the Walnut
Wagstaff Gribble-Manhattan OpMaurice Evans, climbed to a neat
(13); Home, Okla. City (14); Marelights for a nine-^day period with
era Guild presentation of "Anna (21st wk) (CD-966; $4.80).- Also $20,000 for its second week at the/
jestic, Ft. Worth (15-16); Melba,
ebbed a bit; almost $20,000.
a

_

** Anita LuDallas (18-20); Par., Austin (21); Lucasta" at $2,40 top commencing
Sunday (17).
Texas, S. Antonio (22-23)rFollowing "The Cat and the Ca"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)— Grand,
nary,?! which got a very weak $6;r
500 last week ($2.60 top), the For- London, Ont. (11-16); Parkway,
'Medea'
in 4, N.H.
rest gets Edward Everett Horton in Madison (18-^23).
New Haven, April 12.
a revival of Noel Coward's "Pre"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)— Court,
Three-day stand of "Medea" at
sent Laughter" (never seen here) Spgfld. (11-13); Shub^t, N. Haven
Shubert last weekend (7-9) fell
next Monday for a two weeks' sesr (14-16); Met., Providence (18-23).
below expectations and ended up
sion.
Forrest, with an estimated fair gross of
^Present Laughter"
Philly (18-23).
$7,500 on four shows at $3.60 top.
"Show Boat"—Erie, Schen. (11Current week has another repeat
12); Aud., Roch. (13-16); Hanna, of "Oklahoma!" for a last half
'Shoes' $37,100, K.C.

Yiddish production of

casta."

'

TVzG

—

Cleve. (18-23).

Kansas City, April 12.,
'^Streetcar
Named Desire"
Button Shoes," in a Amer., St. Louis (11-23).
week's run in the Music Hall,
played to okay biz all the way. With
top of $4.27, show topped a nice
'Streetcar' Big $28,200

—

(14-16).

"High

$37,100.

Sylvia

In Secoii(d Week, Cleve.

Sidney and John Loder

company of "O Mistress Mine" is
shows (10-12).

Cleveland, April 12.
"Streetcar Named Desire" got
some tough competition last week
Opera Co.,
the
Metropolitan
from
'Adam'
in 10, Det.
but finished its second stanza with
Detroit, April 12.
at the Hanna.
'Mr. Adam," which opened at an excellent $28,200
Drama nabbed $26,400 on its first
the Shubert-Lafayette March 31,
tolled up a good $13,000 in 10 days. round, totaling an estimated $54,-^
iit the
jPIay .will open next Sunday (17) 600 in two weeks at $3.50
Hanna re1,350-capaCity house.
in Chicago, at the Blackstone.
Boat."
- The Cass, which has been dark opens April 18 With "Show
two weeks, reopened Monday (11)
with "Allegro," in for a week.
in currently for four

13G

,

'

'Born'
'OKIA!' 29G IN SPLIT
Elmira, N. Y., April 12.
The original company of "Oklahoma!" racked up a gross of $29,000
last week in stands in Bighamton,
Ithaca and at the Strand here.
Theatre Guild musical is divid,
.

ing this week between Springfield,
Mass., and New Haven.

9G

in 5, Mpls.

Minneapolis, April

12.

off to a
raves
start,
but critics'
slow
In consebrought a fast finish.
quence, show grossed $9,000 for
four nights and a matinee at $3.60
top in 1,900-seat Lyceum.
While good, takings were udder

"Born Yesterday" got

expectations.

Current London Shows
London, April 12.
"Adv. Story," James (4);
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (97).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (103).
"BeUttda Fair." (3),
"Carissima," Palace

(56).

"Daphne." Wynd. (3).
"Edward, My Son," Lyric
"Foolish Gent'w'n," Duch.

(98).
(7).

of "Hellzapoppln' of 1949," at the

Geary, Olsen and Johnson decided
to shutter Saturday (9).

"The Great Waltz" 4>ificiaHy
opens Frisco light opera season
it
debuts at the Curran,

when

April 18.

'Hanre/ 21iG, St Loo
St. Louis, April 12.
Although MaiV Chase's comedy,
"Harvey,'' was previously present'ed here for one-week arid threeweek stands, the last a year ago,
it's

still

good

b.o.

locally.

With

the 1,700 American scaled to $3.66,
in eight performances the show
grossed approximately $21,500 last
"Life With Mother," Empire week.
"A Streetcar Named Desire"
(25th wk) (G-1,082; $4.80). Mama
reacted to Lent, but should do-bet- teed off a two-week stand last
night (Mon.).
ter next week; about $12,500.
"Light Up the Sky," Royale (21st
wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Slipped a bit

'^Happiest Days," Apollo (55).

'Okla!' 33G, Toronto

more
"Love Life," 46th St. (27th wk)
Toronto, April 12.
(M-1,310; $6). Down again to the
"Heiress," Haymarket (11).
In its third engagement here,
"High Button Shoes/' Hipp. (17), level of recent weeks; over $20,000. the national company of "Okla^
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Belasco; homa!" grossed capacity $33,000
Savoy
(9).
Touch,"
VHuman
(14th wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Holding at the Royal Alexandra, with li
"Kid From Strat.," Wint. (28).
up well, though last week's receipts 525-seater scaled at '$4.20 top>
"Latin Qt. Revue," Casino (4).
shrank to $19,000.
Ernest Rawley, Royal's managei^
"Miss Mabel," Strand (20).
^'Mister Roberts," Alvin (60th quickly inked return egagemenf
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (102).
wk) ?CD-1,357; $4.80). Had a few for two weeks next SeptembelC
Garrick
(19).
Wild
Oat,"
"One
empty pews at the midweek mat- concurrently with f ortni^t's run
"Oranges & Lemons," Globe (11). inee, but went clean and had stan- here of
the Canadian National Ex»
"Queen Came By," York (3).
dees at all other showings; $34,600. hibition.
"September Tide," Aid. (18).
"Private Lives," Plymouth (27th
Current is Ballet RussA df
"Summer in Dec," Comedy (3). wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Stumbed to Monte Carlo which had a tantfi
AM
"Harvey," Wales

to $12,700.

(15).

'

"Together Again," Vic. Pal.

"Woman's

Place,"

Vaude

"Wonti's View," Whitehall

(105).

(3).

(103).

-

Curran (1,776; $3.60). In spite of
"High Button Shoes," Broadway
a good $21,000 for the second week

(79th wk). (M-1,900; $6). Longrunner was likewise caught in the receding tide; $23,500.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (42d
wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Melted a bit
more; has another week to go;
$28,000.
"Ivy Green," Lyceum {1st wk) (DPremiered Tuesday
990; $4.80).
(5), was panned and yanked Saturday (9) after seven petfomances;
$6,200.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (15th
wk) (M-1,654; $6). Another of the
smashes that's getting all that can
be stuffed into the joint; bettered
$47,100 as usual.
•'Lend an Ear," Broadhurst (17th
wk) (R-1,160; $6). Eased a trifle,
chiefly at the midweek matinee;
excellent .$31,100.

new low, but should recover;
$12,800. ,
"Silver Whistle," BUtmore (20th

advance sale of over $30,000
$3.30 top, highest ever here toxi
attraction.

i
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UBISITIIMIATB

6a

N. y. (phone.

av.,

Harold

Record

Silo Circuit

Red Bank^ Playhouse;

B,

1545 Brotidwajr,
(phone, CI 6-7258). (E).

N.

RidgeWood: Chapel theatre;

Ham

MO

Summer

15 W. 67th
7-0100).

St.,

theatre;
Lawrence Slade,

N. Y. (phone,

W. e4th

104

Spickers,

Hunks of BV«iy Histoqr BRATTLEBORO THEATRE
Lots of Shakespeare on

F,

1922. First time
Shakespeare had a chance to
with ticket

Broadway in

Y.

SU

sti,

'

note, ''No applause until after
',

'

Is-

199).

Batavia:

i

transcontinental
Sign read: 33 hours,
planes.
25 Minutes, N. Y. to Frisco by
plane against four days, on
Fastest Train!
Joe iMurir, Jr,

(N).

Horseshoe Lake the-

Frahk E. Russell, 319 E. Main
Batavia (phone, Batavia 815).

—

atre;

'

Summer

St.,

,

Bedford

Norman

Hills: Theatre;

1600 Hinman av.. Evanston, ni. (phone, UN 4-4861). (N).
Easton: Summer theatre; Lee
Garrit;kr2025-Broadway—N—Y.- N>^
Ebensburg: Hi-Way theatre;
Louis A. Reiser, Robert E. Faulkenderj Box 847, Johnstown. Pa.
Krause,

R. Ford, East Barnet, Vt. (N)
"
Bellport: Summer theatre; LesL. Stanton, 150 N Y., or
Town Hall;
Y. (phone, LU 2-1515) (E^^ ley Savage.,- W>, ;"
Ridgewood rd., West Hartford, Club,
theatre;
(phone, -Hartford-^098). - Ittartha:s Vmeyatd; _Oak__Bluffs, rrr^Blaiivelt:- Greenbtish
house, East Chop; Franklin Trask, Harrv Rosen, Century hotel, N. Y,
(jj).
Westporl: Country playhouse; Plymouth, Mass. (phone, Plymouth (phone, PL 7-7300). (E).
Bolton Landing; Barn playhouse;
Martin Manulis, c/o John C. Wil- 3349). (E).
Oak Bluffs Joe Crosby, 125 E. 71st St., N. Y.
son, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y., or —Martha's Vineyard:
Ply- (RE 7-6196), (N).
Paul Crabtree, c/o Theatre Guild, playhouse; Franklin Trask,
Bridgehamftton: Hampton play-,
23 W. 53d St., N. Y. (phone, CO 5- mouth, Mass. (phone, Plymouth
I

,

N

—Conn—

:

(

.

]

I

6170).

3349).

(E).

(N).

•i

Millville:

N. Y, (phone, CI 6-6897).

.

Moylan: Hedgerow theatre. Rose
Valley; .Tasper Deeter.

M

Finby, 140 Riverside drive, N. Y.

Buffalo (phone, Buffalo, Mohawk
1300 or Lincoln 2268). (N).

continuing through Saturday

On Monday and Tuesday

of the

peared in Vermont last summerNancy Cushman, Duncan Baldwin'

Barretts

of

Wimpole

Street"

at

the Playhouse Saturday, and who
has been doing television in New
York, will be- back at Brattleboro

More Memoribilia
By RALPH

T.

KETTERING

(N).

Chicago, ApriH2.
Atteridge. was favorite
for the Shuberts and
wrote "Innocent Eyes" for Misor New Hope 3541). (E).
Nuangola: Grove theatre; Royal tinguette (1923).
The same Atteridge started the
Stout (phone, Nuangola 2261). (N).
Pittsburgh: Civic Light Opera; "Optimist Clubs" in Chicago (1905).
Louise Groody played "No; No,
Sam JIandelsman. (E).
Nanette" for 49 weeks in Chicago,
RHODE ISLAND
Matunuck:
Theatre-by-the-Sea; breaking the record of 47 weeks
Thomas B. Elder.shaw, 282 Pasa- for The Duncans in "Topsy & Eva"
dena av.; Hasbrouck Heights. N. J; (1925).
Edna Hibbard ran away with top
(phone, Hasbrouck Heights 8-0204).
(E).
honors designed for someone else
Newport: Casino theatre; Sara in Belasco's "Ladies of the EveStamm, 1674 Broadway, N. Y. ning" (1924).
(phone, CI 6-4498). (E)f
Gladys Wallis (Mrs. Samuel InTENNESSEE
sull) returned to acting in "School
Memphis: Open Air theatre; for Scandal" at Chicago's StudeVictor
Overton
Park;
Morley, baker (1925).
Lambs Club, N. Y. (phone. LU 2Frank A. P. Gazzolo and Tom
1515), or 140 W. 55th st, N. Y. Hanks sold that Studebaker lease
(phone, CI 6-5392). (E).
to Insull and retired on the profit

New Hope: Bucks County play
Theron Bamberger; 1430
Broadway, N. Y. (phone. LA 4-7151,
house;

'

(E).

Penn-Mill theatre; Irv-

MO

^

.

nity,

following week, they will perform
in
Green field.
Young hopes to bring from the
Playhouse company Atterbury and
his wife. Ellen Hardies, who
an.

James

ing Tilson, 452 Riverside drive,
6-2125). (N).
N. Y. (phone,
Mt. Gretna: Playhouse; Charles
F. Coghlan, 226 W. Uth St.. N. Y.
(phone, CH 2-9764). (Ei.
Mt. L e b a n o n: International
Repertory Co.; Francis' Mayvllle;
Fine Arts Club, 5139 Forbes st-.
Pittsburgh. (E).

:

.

->

:

Mountain play- Gloria Hoye, Peter
Adams, Ralph
B.' Stoughton. Louise
Clifford, Mary Farrell
(Young's
Maust. (E).
Ralph Clifford and Pitt HerMilford:
Summer theatre; wife),
bert. Anna Minot, who closed
a
Michael Stewart, 62 W. 89th st.,
three-week engagement in "The
N. Y. (phone, SC 4-9424)., (E).
Jennerstown:

WA

^

.

.

(E).

house;:

house; Gail Hillson, 5 Tudor City,

Medford: Tufts College Arena N. Y. (phone, MU 9-3100). (E).
DELAWARE
theatre; Marston Balch, John R.
Bridgeport: Playhouse; Arielle
Arden: Robin Hood theatre; Woodruff, Tufts College. (N).
Dru. (N).
Nantucket: Straight Wharf theChristine McKeown, 38 W. 73d st.,
Buffalo: S a m m e r playhouse;
atre; R. ©. Wilson, M. G. Fawcett. Richard Kemper, 118 Delaware av.,
N. Y. (phone. TR 7-4219). (E).
Rehoboth Beach; Henlopen play- (N).;:
0895).
Buffalo (phone, Buffalo,
Plymouth; Priscllla Beach the- ^(N);
house; Norma G. MacHardy, Box
:v
atre; Franklin Trask (phone, Ply
204. (E).
Chautauqua: Repertory theatre;
GEORGIA
mfjth 3349). (E).
Frederick McConnell, Cleveland
ProTincetown: Playhouse; Vir- playhouse'. Cleveland. (N).
Atlanta: The Stage; Lucia G.
Cooke, 1150 Peachtree St., N. E. ginia Thorns, 76 E. 56th St., N. Y.
Clinton Hollow: Provincetown
(phone, PL 3-2210), or Catharine Theatre studio; Reginald Goode,
(phone, Vernon 2818).
Newnan: The Three theatres; Huntington, 66 Pinkney st;, Boston. Salt Point, N. Y. (N).
Herbert B lanfce n ship, station (N).'
Cooperstown: Duke's Oak theplayr atre; Randolph Somerville, 100
Stockbridge: - Berkshire
WCOII, Newnan.
St. Simons Island; Georgia play- house; William B. Miles, Box 112, Washington Square North, N. Y.
ers; Russell Ford, 619 Ocmulgee Palisades, N. Y. (E).
(phone, SP 7-2000). (N).
Sturbridge: Town Hall; John
Summer theatre;
St., Macon, Ga.
Cragsmoor:
Sydow, Yale Drama school, New Parker Mills. (E>.
ILLINOIS
Haven. ,(N).
Derby: Lake Shore playhouse;
Highland Park: Tenthouse theWare: Shariwood Lodge; Paul B. Lewis T. Fisher. 520
& T Bldg.,
atre; H. M. Rogers, 224 W. 46th st..

Albany. April 12
The Brattleboro, Vt., Summer
Theatre, opening Its 10th season
July 13, will give performances
two nights weekly at the Victoria
in Greenfield, Mass., operator
Har.
ry L. Young s^id Saturday (9)
Young, who is completing his sed
ond year as director of Malcolm
Atterbury's
Playhouse ' (winlei
stock) here, explained that Green,
lield, a town with 20,000
popuia.
tton, is 20 miles from Brattleborothat the Victoria is an oldtime
legitimate houjie, of 700 capacity
which has been playing films
in
recent
years. ^ The
Brattleboro

group will have a Wednesday
opening in the Vermont commti-

'

(N).'^

.

'

model

two

lands playhouse; Jack Harrington,
23 Park st.. Canton, N. Y. (phone.

Canton

;

or wilt."
In 1924 at the Times Bldg.,

NEW

AlexandHa Bay: Thousand

At Moscow Art- Players'
opening there was a program
the performance."
"Abie's Irish Rose" opening (1922), Jack Lait sed, "It
may waver while the publie
decides whether it is to bloom

'

.

(E).

Norwich: Summer theatre; Her- Plymouth 3349). (E).
Manomet: Plymouth Drama Fesbert L. Kneeter, 204 Central Park
tival; Franklin Trask, Plymouth,
South, N. Y. (E).
Sharon: Pitchfork playhouse Mass. (phone, Plymouth 3349)
Marblehead: North Shore playGeorge Dessart, 3 Baruch place,
cr.s; Blako Johnson John L. WashN. Y. (phone, OR 4-7542). :(N).
theatre; burn, 63 W. 441h st., N. Y. (phone,
Stamford:
7-4680J. (EK
MU
Mass.
Plymouth,
Trask,
Franklin
u „
. „.
Manon: Harbor playhouse
(phone, Plymouth 3349). (E).
Arden, 3^1^ W^
UnionviUe: Group 20 players, Gertrude
^
^
r> u
* ^-l^*^
"t " Ji
.^i,^
Lambs
Roberts
Cledge
George

TO PLAY SPUT-WEEB

get
acquainted
speculators.

WiU

Eranklin Trask, Plymouth, Mass. N. Y. (phone, TR 3-7268).
(phone, Plymouth 334»). (E).
Sea Girt: Millstream playhouse;
Greenfield: Victoria theatre (see Warren Hughes, 109 Atlantic av.,
Brattleborq, Vt.).
Manisquan, N. J. (phone, ManisHolyoke: Valley players. Moun- quan 7-3531). (N).
tain Park Casino; Jean Guild, 176
NEW MEXICO
Lincoln St., Holyoke, Mass. (phone,
Santa Fe: El Teatro; Ann Lee,
Holyoke 2-9029*. (E).
Sombrero theatre. Phoenix, Arisr.
Lowell: State theatre; Franklin (E),
(phone
Trask, Plymouth, Mass.
YORK

Riversidt; drive;,
2-7897). (E).

N. Y. (phone,
Playhouse; Mil ton
. Ivoryton;
Stiefel, 15 Canterbury rd., Great
Neck, N. Y. (phone. Great Neck 27310). (E).
Litchfield:
Leonard Altobell,

4-3419), or

(E).

,

Kutcher,

Continued from page 65

Lewis Harmon, 547

WA

Kennedy.

J.

1

i

MAINE
Wareham: Summer t h e a t r e;
East Hampton: John Drew theBar Harbor: Playhouse; Theo^ Franklin Trask, Plymouth; Mass. atre; Forrest C. Haring, c/o Dwight
dore Leavitt, 16 Gramercy Park, (Pf'one. Plymouth 3349) (E).
Deere Wiman, 152 W. 54th St., N. Y.
WeUeslcy: Summer theatre; El- (phone, CO 5-7640). (E).
N. Y. (phone, GR 5-6116). (E>.
Belgrade Lakes: Playhouse; don Winkler, Wellesley college
Elmira: Chemung County the:

;

Harold

librettist

:

i

I

(phone Wellesley 5-0320). (E).
atre; E E. Mandevllle, 32 BroadWestboro: Red Barn theatre; way, N. Y. (phone,
4-7245).
Boothbay: Playhouse; Sherwood Robert JDaggett, 161 L. 48th st.,
Monticello: Playhouse, KiaKeith, 93 Perry st., N. Y. (phone, N. Y. (E)
mesha Lake; Joseph Mell, Jules
West Newbury: Summer theatre; Getlin. 112 W. 86th st., N. Y.
CH 2-1959). (N)
Camden: Camden Hills theatre; Carl Friedan, David Lifson, 8 W. (phone, TR 3-6610). (E).
Herschel Lr Bricker, 4 Middle st., 86th St., N. Y. (E).
Lake' Pleasant: Tamarack PlayWoods Hole: Theatre-by-the- house; G. B: Woodin, 489 Fifth av.,
Orono, Me. (phone, Qrono 775).
Sea; Franklin Trask, Plymouth, N. Y. (phone.
<N).
2-2492).
Dixfleld: Opera House; Edwin Mass. (phone, Plymouth 3349). (E).
Mahopac: Putnam County playDrama
festival;
Guy
Worcester:
Child, 126 W. 64th st, N. Y^. (phone,
house; Jill Miller, 141 E. 17th st.,
Palmerton, Wellington hotel, N. Y, N. Y. (E).'.
SU 7-9891). (E).
TEXAS
(1925).
7-3900).
(phone,
CI
(E).
Kennebunkport: Play h o u s e;
Dallas: Starlight Operetta, Fair
Maiden Bridge: Playhouse; Wal^
Brian Donlevy played a bit-part
Robert C. Currier (phone, Kenneter Wood (phone, Nassau 11 F 23). Park casino; Charles R.,Meeker, in "What Price Glory" (1925).
MICHIGAN
bunkport 18). (El.
Mt. Kisco: Westchester play-- Jr. (phone, Daliasi Tremont 7Bloomfield Hills:
Will-O-Way
J., Charles Gilbert, now manager
Ogunquit: P la y h o use; Mrs.
9865). (E).
Bartton
Wi
Emmet^'
Beekhouse;
Somof
the Mansfield theatre, first
Maude Hartwig, 78 Dartmouth st.. playhouse; Richard Charlton,
UTAH
man
Tower,
N.
.Y. (phone, EL 5Ariz. (E).
played Franz Schubert in "Bios*
Forest Hills, N. Y. (phpne, BO 8- brero theatre. Phoenix,
Salt Lake City: Drama Festival,
or Mt. Kisco 607). (E).
East Jordan: Center S^agei '49; 7300,
som. Time'' (1928), and continued
1553). (E).
Oneida
Castle: Summer theatre; Utah Univ. (E).
Marilyn Lief and Bernice Lorcn,
to play it until 1936.
Peak's Island; Greenwood GarOneida
Castle
Falk,
VERMONT
Sawyer.
Louis Mann and Clara Lipman
den playhouse; Franklin Trask, 13 Cornelia St.v N. y: (phone,
Bennington:
Brotherhood and Syracuse Univ.
Festival;
4-5385). (N).
Plymouth, Mass. (phone, Plymouth
Harold Shaw, 31 E. 65th St., N. Y., Played their last duo-starring roles
drama department.. (N).
83491. (E).
MINNESOTA
Pawling: Starlight theatre; Isa- or 134 Union St., Bennington. (E). in Sam Shlpman's "Americans AU"
Portland: Summer theatre;
Brattleboro:
Summer theatre; (1927).
Duluth: Comedy theatre; Paul bel Hose Jones (phone. Pawling
Franklin Trask, Plymouth, Mass; and Virginia Gilmore, Cherry Lane .5711). (E).
Howard. Lindsay wrote a play,
Harry Young (phone, Brattleboro
(phone, Plymouth 3349). (El.
Saratoga Springs: Spa theatre 265).
Also playing two nights a "Your Uneie Dudley," for Baytheatre. 38 Commerce st.. N. Y.
_ Sko wheealn; Lakewood theatre; (N-)^
-John_HuntingtonHi33-W^lst-str.- -week—at—the—Vietefi«f-Greenfteld7 -mond -Ilitchcoek—to^rescue-^hlmGrant Mills, Melville Burke, DauMass. (N).
from musical shows (1929).
Excelsior: Old Log theatre, Lake li. Y. (E).
phin hotel, N. Y. (phone, TR 7- Mirinetonka; Don Stoltz, 5312 S.
Middlebury: G r e e n Mountain
Sea Cliff: Summer theatre;
Lew Leslie's "Blackbirds" had
2200). (E).
Fremont ave., Minneapolis (phone, Thomas G. Ratcllffe, Jr., 125 E. playhouse; Raymond Hodgesj 813 Bill Robinson, Adelaide Hall, ManSurry: Playhouse; Charles O. PL 2877). (E).
55th St., N Y. (E).
W. Franklin: st., Richmond; Va. tiin Moreland find Aida Ward in
Carey, 264 W. 22d st., N. Y. (E).
Skaneateles: Suxnmer theatre; (phone, Richmond 6-4722). IN).'
the cast (1929).
MISSOURI
. .MARYLAND:
and
Virginia
Davis,
332
E.
Walter
Waitsfleld: MacArthur theatre;
John J. Garrity (recently reMunicipal Opera,
St.
Louis:
Alfred Baruth, 35 Glaremont av.,
Braddock Heights: Mountain thcr Forest Park; John Kennedy, 11 E. 53d St., N. Y. (E).
tired) was manager for Ezra KenSmithtown Branch: 01d^ Town N. Y. (phone,
2-6162).
aire; James Decker, 412 Madison 44th St., N. Y. (phone, VA 6-0671).
dall in "The Vinegar Buyer" (1904).
theatre; Robert O'Byrne, 321 W.
Weston: Playhouse; Harlan F.
av., N. Y. (E).
Frank B. Smith managed the
(E).
74th
St., N. Y. (phone,. TR 3-9241).
Grant,
Arlington
4
st,
Cambridge,
Lutherville: Hilltop theatre.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
'::(".':"-::. Mass. (phone, Cambridge, Kirkland tour of W. B. Patton before he be;(E).
Green Spring Valley; Don Swann,
Keene:, Summer theatre; John
came Chicago's Palace theatre
Southhold: Island theatre; Brett 7-7182). (N).
Jr., 807 St. Paul St., Baltimore. (E). P. Siimuels, Box 1163, Lancaster,
manager (1920).
Warren,
110
Christopher
St., N.- Y.
Winooski
Park:
St.
Michael's
Olney: Theatre; Richard Skin- Pa. (phone, Lancaster 7158), or
Frank L. Smith, manager of New
.'(E).
College playhouse; Prof. Henry
:::v-,',\.,^
ner, 135 E. 39th St., N. Y. (phone Taft hotel, N. Y. (E).
Syracuse: Summer theatre; Saw- Fairbanks
(phone, Burlingtoii York's Adelphi, was the only pres^
5-0210). (E).
New London: Players; N. War- yer Falkj Syracuse Univ. drama de- 5645-W). (N).
agent for a touring burlesque comMASSACHUSETTS
ren' Weldon, Jr., 444 W. 22d St.. partment. (N).
pany (1915).
VIRGINIA
4-3157). (N).
..Bass Rocks: Theatre; Leonard N. Y. (phone,
Watkins Gten: Summer theatre;
Abingdon: Barter theatre; RobT
Cecilia Loftus made her final
North -Conway: Eastern Slope Charles Deane. (N).
Sheldon, 190-20— 11th av., Hollis,
ert Porterfield, Algonquin hoteh legit tour in "Lost Sheep" (1930).
theatre^ Paul L. Wilson, Valentine
Woodstock: Maverick, theatre; N. Y. (E).
N. Y. (E).
Joe Smith. Charlie Dale and
Brewster: Summer, theatre; Bean.
Thomas L. Reddy, 152 W. 78th St.,
Charlottesville:
Virginia Univ. Alex Carr starred in legit in "MenPeterborough:
Players,
Stearns
Lewis W. Miller, 7 Weybridge st,
N., Y.,';(N).-.,summer theatre; >Tohn H. Walker, del Inc." (1931).
Middlebury, Vt. (phone, Middle- Farm; Edith Bond Stearns, 5 W.
NORTH CAROLINA
Minor Hall, Charlottesville. (N).
Crane Wilbur pulled a revolver
3-5886).
N.
Y.
(phone.
GR
8th
St.,
bury 398 WK). (N).
Manteo: Waterside th e a t r e,
Roanoke: Patchwork play e r s; from his hip pocket in "On the
Cambridge: Brattle Hall; Frank- (E).
Roanoke Island; Samuel E. Selden, Mrs. A. H. Fainham, 3622 White Spot." a Chicago thriller, and wonTamworth: Barnstormers; Fran-r Chapel Hill, N. C. (N).
lin Trask; Plymouth, Mass. (phone,
Oaks rd., Roanoke. (N).
dered why the audience howled
cis
G. Cleveland, (phone. Tami
_
Tuxedo: Lake Summit play-,
Plymouth 3349). (E).
Williamsburg:
Matoaka Lake (1931); shoulder-holsters were tn» >
house; Robroy Farquhar, Box 130. amphitheatre; Allen R. Matthews
"Cohasset":" South Shore plavers; worth 63 R 2). (E).
"
rage in that town.
„
Whitcfield: Chase Barn play- HendersonviUe, N. C. (phone. Hen- (phone. Williamsburg
George Somnes. (E).
910), (N).
Charles Laughton made his first
Coonamcssett: Falmouth play- house; Mrs. Lucy Chase Sparks dersonville 812 W). (E).
WASHINGTON
America in ""ay*
WaynesviUe: Theatre-in-the-Sky;
house;
Richard
Aldrich,
1430 (phone, Whitefield 176 R 4). (E).
Seattle: Surrey playbarn; Milo appearance in
ment Deferred" (1930).
.
Broadway, N. Y. (phone, WI 7NEW JERSEY
Maurice Geoffrey, 609 S. Delaware Ryan. (N).
Fred Allen, Libby Ilolman and
6823). (E).
Bound Brook: Foothill play- av., Tampa, Fla. (N).
WEST VIRGINIA
"T'lrees
Dennis: Cape playhouse; Rich- house; Charlotte and Stanley Klein
OHIO
Charleston:
Summer players; Clifton Webb starred in
Cleveland: Cain Park theatre; Charles G. Peters, Jr., 805 Louden a Crowd" and wowed them (19j1)ard Aldrich, 1430 Broadway, N. Y. (phone. Bound Brook 9-0462). (N).
Mickey Rooney's dad, -foe Yuie.
Gape May: Cape theatre; T.
Dina
Reese
(phone, WI 7-55823). (E).
Evans.
Clevclahd, Heights rd., N. Y. (phone,
3Heights. (N).
Duxbury: Playhouse; Al Morilz, Upham. (E).
supported Jacob Ben-Ami in Sam2508). (N).
Kent: Showboat, Kent College;
Jutland: Hunterdon Hills play112 E. 29th St., N. Y. (phone,
Wheeling: Carriage House the- son and Delilah" (1932).
v
house; Helen Thompson, Margaret Hari-y Wright; (N).
6'9372). (E).
atre. (N).
Yellow Springs: Opera- House;
Duxbury: Summer t h e a tre; Barker. 545 Fifth ave.. N. Y.
WISCONSIN
7-6865'. (E).
Paul Freiehler, Anttoch College,
JPranklin Trask, Plymouth, Mass. (phohe,
Fish Creek: Peninsula players
promlm'"'
Kpiirciientanvci for
Lyndhurst:
theatre; (N).
Footlight
(phone, WI 7-5823). (E).
Richard Fisher (phone, Fish Creek
York lliputrtrtiil eostunm lioiisi-;
PENNSYLVANIA
Fairhaven: Summer theatre; Anette Trocoli (phone, Rutherford
34-R-5). (N).
kIv« NubNtniitlin lntfi<".t ("<•
Allentown: Hayloft theatre; Don
Lake Geneva: Luzern Garden
Anthonv Farrar, Box 183, Fair- 4-0685). (N).
Inveirimriit r^'liilrrd) to one who |»
Millburn: Papermill playhouse; Dickinson, 235 E. 22d st., N. Y. (E). theatre; R. E. Wilcox, John and
"»•,''"'"'
haven. (E),
nriliiiilnteil with itroiliifcri,
Bryn Mawr: Summer theatre; Gloria Smithson. (N).
!Fitchburg: Lake Whalom play- Frahk Carrington (phone. Short
IlfO* S'^"
iinil
Hcpnlp (IcisifcnerH.
^<"''
Frederick Thon, Bryn Mawr colJtlOLuac; Guy Palmerton, Wellington Hills 7300'. (E).
Oconomowoc: Port p.laye r s;
Viirlet.v, 154 W. Mih «t., Nov
Princeton: McCarler theatre;! lego, (phone. Bryn Mawr' 1000). (N). Wendell Whitten, Parke Mills, 220
hotel, N. Y. (phone, CI 7-3900). (E).
City.
Eagles Mere: Playhouse; Alvina W. 16th st„ N. Y. (E).
Gloucester: Bass Rocks theatre; Herbert Kenwith, 3 Weehawkeni
.lames Bender, 3516—34th st., Astoria, N. Y. (phone. CH 2-1959). (E).
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the Dutch Treat Club

show and to
renew acquaintance with his lit-

Literati

erati pals.

SCULLY'S

Cass Mayo, known as Casandra,
exotic dancer in niteries and vaude,
has just published a book of her
poems, " 'Twas Ever Thus," with

SCRAPBOOK

:

Biw and

Other

Fall ef Pulps
which started
fiction chain in

thii country, has announced the
from New Jerlast fouTwili itop,
«.v where the offices are located.

Detective

are

The mags

highlights

are

Irvin

S.
forewords by Harry Hershfleld and
Cobb's classic description of the
Nick Kenny.
Derby, and a story written by
Nate Gross, Chi Herald-Ameri
Damon Rnnvon in 1941, in which can
columnist, whQ roved from
he traced the fabulous- career of Havana
to New Orleans and back
Colonel Winn.
to Chi
past several weeks,
Derby students and track fans observesthese
that "it's just like cover
doubtless will find the pages deing an old police beat, excepting
voted to pedigree, tabulated racing
that you take in more territory."
record and" sidelights on each of
Sarah Churchill, daughter of

Street & Smith
the flrat wood-p«lp

:

Story,

Western Story, The Shadow, and
Reason, given that
circulanublic taste has changed,
profit
m
dhrrchiU:'flyT= Lon!
tion dropped beyond
significant.
Some 30 pages near ^y^nston
don to be guest
the annual
magazines that once made enor- the
end contain a list of winning Byline Ball of the at
& S numbered
Toronto Press
mous gains. Once Spulps,
monthly, owners, jockeys, breeder.s, train- Club May 7. Rank publicity tie-in
more than a dozen
ers,
sires
and
related
data.
Book
weekly
will coincide with release of "All
twice a month,
is
well
illustrated
witli
views:
of
woodOver the Town" (EL) in which
Tn the prime of the S & S
N. Y.. the the Downs, with locations of vari- Miss Churchill plays a. girl repu PS at ^79 7th avenueMagazme,
a ous buildings and stables clearly porter.
fl-aders were Popular
labeled.
Wicd.
monthly, and Top Notch. The first
weekly,
a
mto
turned
named was
Ashton Stevens'- Crack
copying Argosy, a Munsey hit, and
The dean of American, drama
went to little from a high of
. Legit
450,QOO. Top Notch had its policy critics, Ashton Stevens, in 'his Chi
Continued vfrom pace X
changed several times, and faded. Herald-American column, hangs a
Then Western Story started, its nifty on his barber who wants to and one that rates high culturally
whether Gene Fowler's
circulatioh figures guarded, but had know
survey
a
revealed
that
pracnearly a sale of half a million "Beau James," biog on Jimmy
tically all of ihe many people incopies an issue, when other pub- Walker, is, a sequel to his "Shoe
terviewed in the higher economic
lishers caught on, and there were the Wild Mare" (Mayor).
and educational brackets, as well
20 or more westerns quickly on the
as the. lower, ones, had. never even
CHfton Webb's AutobioB
market.
Cliftoh Wfebb,: scheduled to sail heard of "Born Yesterday" and
Then came The Shadow, written
by Walter B. Gibson, two novels a for a European Vapiatifin; next were completely unaware of us
month, or about 140,000 words. month, is now putting tlie fihlsh- entertainment merits and that it i.s
ing
touches
his
If
to
autobiographyy
years.
for
_..
_
_
^ this up
one of the most highly regarded
And^ ^he kept
titled "Scorpio's Tail," which Dou- theatrical
<as many doubt) he did it all alone,
attractions of recent seahe hit a high in being prolific that bleday will publish in early fall,
sons.
makes the output of Dumas and _ Following a short s^ay on the
It Was most disheartening that
the modern word factory. Max Riviera, Webb goes to England for people in such -related amusement
Brand, seem trifling. Other writers the start of production- of iOth"21 Bow Street," story of lines as the picture business were
held that Gibson never laid out the Fox's
among those to whom "Born Yespiptting, but had hack assistance. Scotland Yard which is to be promeant nothing.
terday"
Such
He never admitted it but the out- duced by Sam Engel.
potential patrons as the major film
put was terrific. Then followed Doc
Radio Gmeee's Recipe' Book
The
exchange managers, film salesmen
dwindled.
Both
Savage.
"What's Gookin'," humorously and cinema owners interviewed
Shadow was announced to come
slanted cook book by Jack Bailey, said they didn't plan to -attend beback with the same Gibson.
The low paid editors at Street & emcee of Mutual's "Queen for a cause they didn t know anything
Smithi for the wood pulps, were Day," being launched by World about the show.
One explained
under a signal disadvantage, for Publishing Co., with the ballyhoo he had no desire to see it beof a Hollywood premiere.
Plans
circular
they were never told the
the title aOeSn t sound
call for a special MBS show from cause

Doc Savage.

By Frank

Dry. Wash., April
<
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The-iWuffff To the -Master.;.
I recall running into the master at Malvern and saying to him, "I'm

:

.

Variety and God help you if you're not good."
Having proclaimed himself an infidel at the age of 10, he responded
divinity might shape his- end. That
^^ 75
, 5^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^
tW^ year
voai^ he
h<> preemed
ni.o<>iY»>H >'T1>o
Annl«. Cart,"
nui-f ", It
it brought
Krnnohf forth
t'oHh a» fsmnocf
tempest
"The Apple
was the
good."
of bad notices that dumped him and his applecart and just about closed
All this is also despite the fact the creative phase of his career. These latter literary items prove that
that the. shows are being given though the sohg was ended the malady lingered on. He's been flitting
first rate advertising, publicity and around like an old magpie lil:ting trivia from his own junkyard ever
receive since.
exploitation
campaigns,
much cooperation and -help from
Far more alive than much in these 16 exhibits of an ebb of reason
the local newspapers and radio sta- and a flow of flit was a letter I saw the other day which Shaw had
tions and usually have the column- recently written to the handsomest poet of all time an ex-gob attendists plugging them.
Obviously the ing UCLA, named Howard Holtzmann. Not only was the letter written in
amount that can be spent on a firm. longhand but it showed a charity 1 have never seen in any previa
newspaper and other advcrtis- ous documents of the master. A bad poet himself he nevertheless reing and
exploitation is
much spected a promising one. He urged the youth, however, not to look for a
less than is expended on screen livelihood in that dreaded direction. In fact he practically apologized
attractions that run longer in for pointing out that poets and peii-sants may get into overtures but they
larger theatres and involve lesser rarely live off their royalties. Thirty years ago he would have given
other costs.
the lad a heave with all the dispatch of one of Jack's waiters.
He Owes Hooper Points
Can't Cash In On Flues
That Shaw himself was one of the 1.6 worst poets in the world is
As a result, shows such as "Born
Yesterday" have poor advance evident from the first page of these 16 slices of scrapplei 0.pp^^
sales.
In the case of the Max full page sketch by Pikov he writes such priceless ciiuplfets as:
.0:)i Shakespeare'!' portrait Morris ruled
Gordon offering, the boxolTice only
Ben Johnson was by U'beiooled.:,:'.:/.')\{]:\ 2'
'i'^^
started to feel the impact of the
From. there it builds:/'> :'.
newspaper .critics' raves and cus-

it

7:30 to 8 p.m., Pacific time, with
Bailey- interviewing film and radio
celebs at a kleig-lit supermarket
party.
After publication date,

went down. The legend was that if
they knew how good it was they
might want more money; at any
rate, they couldn't tell how well or
111 their editorial efforts were pay-

111

:

-

tion,

9.

Compounding the felony is a claim that the book "contains 24 photographs never before published." Even subjecting myself to an insulin
shock treatment and a consequent loss of memory, I cannot find more
than a dozen which I have not seen previously in print And of these,
half are obviously such bad jobs that only an iconomaniac like G.B.S,
would dare subject them to the rigors of photo engraving.
Among these contributions to Kodak's raw film profits which would
shame an amateur. if found, in a schoolboy's album were some sliots
taken at, Malvern around 1929. I attended that first Malvern festival
, .,,
.,.
4,.
,
,
.1
^.i.
t
^^^^^ from Strattord and as I remember it the weather
J"*'
was unusually clear during the nin of ^a^^^
But the pictures
look as if they had been filtered through the masters beard
I include Dodd, Mead into this cross complaint because their blurb^"ter has the temerity to tell us that this is a major work of a man
w'ho is indisputably the world s leading man of letters. Then he added,
"the book is destined to be the outstanding literary event of the year."
•Though the year has the fresh bloom of spring still on its cheek
and- has a long way to go, the prophejjy has. ali-eady bfeeii datedv. tthpi
controversy between- the Saturday Keyiew of Literatuife dn/mie si.de and
the N. Y. Times and the Her.ald Tribiinfe ,pn the other .regarding the'
spuriousness of best^seller lists has alreadjf surpassed these 'Shavian
shavings for the dubious, prize -of being "the outstandihS-Ut^rary event

:

v

Scully

was robbed! In a petty claims. coiut the clip would add up to $10.50
for triple damages, but if George (Barnum) Shaw, Dodd (Shillaber)
Mead, and the Satyr Bookshop will kick back $3.50, plus sales tax, I'll
foi-ggt the whole mean business.
Tho.se "16 Self Sketches" of Bernard
Shaw are as new as his two front teeth. In fact I spotted excerpts frorfi
literary properties I tmve a vested interest in, and will have until 1958.
One, however, called "How Frank Ought To Have Done If" didn't
quite refer to me. This particular piece was written long before my
time. I recall running across it in one of Frank Harris' "Contemporary
Portraits" back in 1918 or so.
The rest of the book has also been published at one time or another;
If it were dished up as a Pocket Book lor two-bits I miKht h.ive bought
it to sublimate the hungers of a Lenten last.
But clipping me ,$3,50 is
so close to a conspiracy to commit a felony that I urge Shaw not to
come to America again or he will round out his career like the rebel
he always wanted to be with a short rap in the dink.
I

j
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^

I

1
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April 21, Bailey will plug the $1

I

-tome- on- "Queen" and
S. Daisy Bacon,
big hit with Love other airers.
Story and now editing Detective
Ken Roberts Remembers
Story, and John BUrr, editing
"I Wanted to Write," by KenWestern Story, are the la.st old
timers, as editors, with the wood- neth Roberts, due via Doubleday

cookery

S &
who once made a
ing off for

next

|

—

1

1

|

|

Wednesday

(20),
includes
mags.
S & S also announced suspension several plugs for John F. Royal,
of their comic books, and will stick NBC v.p., who was assistant city
along with their successful slicks, editor of the -Boston Po.st when
Roberts
started
the
on
sheet.
The
etc,
Mademoiselle,
novelist points out that Royql not
only worked to find good assignSRL's Boeey Simmers
ments for him, but rescued some
Saturday Review of Literature S of his copy from the city ed's
article on "Bogus Best Sellers" wastebasket, thereby helping to
(March 26 issue) still continues to bring to light the writer's talents.
have repercussions. Mag was in
receipt of a wire Friday 18) from
Neil Vanderbilt's Tour
'-'-.;'.-.
Norm-m E. Issacs, managing ediCornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., off
'.
:':.2
As like the :stvper}nmm>,hajr^
tor of the St. Louis Star Times, on a picture-taking o.o, of Europe tomers' w'ord-of-mouth boosts by
^
-yi:^^.]
Who in our caUinfi runs me hord.
"Put the St. Louis Star with his wife, child and nurse, the third night, but then the enreading:
The "superhuman bard" is Sonny's way tof sayihg ''Shiafespfeare.''
Times down as tossing out Best traveling in a special built trailer- gagement had only one more day
If you can still see through your tear^ of laughter h^re'^
Seller Lists. We're in business to stationwagon.
Columnist-lecturer to run, it having been limited to
Not from the life did PilcOV dtfLio^v^^
2''
serve readers, not to give disserv- has re-signed with National Con^ four -nights and a matinee.
(To tell the truth he never s&iio'ta$yr' '^/'''^ ''2 •.2
ice."
certs, Chi agency, and will do spe-,.1
,
i
One solution, it's pointed out,SHL also had asked literary cial features for NANA.
YeA shewed what I \eould have you see
Gone
\''-7'.':l'.'
would be for meritorious attraccritics and newspaper editors to about three months,
my
brief tinmorlalUy.
OS
make up a new list of best five new
yii^s
Europe he took last tions to play here at least a full
the last line leaves me rolling in the aisle ^Vigi^ tiine 1 rCad it; A
works of fiction and five general year fitted into his lectures and week because in a large theatre.
^^^^ could qualify "immortality" with "brevity" is funnier than
woi1ts7--Seleetion^havr-been re- tTie^^
his rpchrffs ^ie-ligOO-seat Lyceunn-the-ogden Nash: "That "Ben Johnson was by it befooled" looks as if it
ceived from 31 critics on papers material lor a closeup of
ot Europe
l<}urope built-up business of the last lew were «„,i„pj
Na<!h trav
swiped from; a„ Nash
tray too
too.
total
with
country,
throughout the
days could provide a highly retoday under the Marshall Plan,
listings to date of 63 fiction and 58
spectable total even after a slow
.i
general works.
The week sta'hd also seems .-In all this stuff I missed the buoyant guflf that passed- between the
start.
CHATTER
ma.ster
and
Huneker,
the
critic who introduced him to America and
Pete Martin is writing a yarn on essential to local legitimate stage
thereby made it no longer necessary for Shaw to confuse his frayed
Betty Grable and Harry James for lovers because a certain considerHowdy Doody's Matf Deal
spaghetti:
I was reminded of their feud by one of the
able segment of the public, stung cuffs with the
Howdy Doody, Bob Smith's NBC- Satevepost
Underwood's
Agnes
b oo k before by unworthy plays and in- illustrations which showed Shaw "singing and playing."
TV puppet, will be featured in
At the height of the mudslinging Huneker had called Shaw a "peas^
and
"Newspaper Woman," due via Har- ferior road companiesj waits until
2,000,000 copies of magazines
challenged
him
to
take off his shoes and show the world the
ant"
and
bedeal
per
June
8.
royalty
books as part of a
after the newspaper reviews beHy Gardner, Parade columnist, fore buying tickets, being particu- web foot of a bog-trotter! Then he challenged Shaw to play the first
tween Martin Stone Productions
and the Western Printing & Litho- has produced a television series of larly guided by John K, Sherman, movement of Chopin's E minor concerto. That stopped Shaw in his
tracks.
The
master
at
best
was
a one-fingered virtuosor whereas Hune^
graph Co. Contract signed covers his comedy news: oddities.
Minneapolis Star drama and musiFritz Goodwin arrived in HollyDell Comics, Whitman 10c books
ker had been trained by Mathias who in turn was Chopin's prize pupiL
cal critic,
and Simon and Shuster's 25c wood to take over as bureau chief
He Pumps for Himself Here Too
Another reason for present "igfor Time, Life and Fortune.
Golden Books,
The
picture
of
Shaw
"playing"
looks as if he is playing a mechanical
Dwight Whitney resigned as norance" is that lack of interest
Adding to the li-st of Howdy]
undoubtedly is bred piano, a revelation that must give Jim the Penman a bellylaugh even if
Doody products alreadv licensed, Time mag's Hollywood representa- in the theatre
.
..
only
he
has
got
as
far
by
now
as
purgatory;
Stone has effected tieups with live after five and a half years on by the lact that a season brings so
They were feuding around 1905 and in a way it was too bad, for if
comparatively tew attractions and
manufacturers of watches, gloves, the beat
Frank Tremaine shifted from those often far apart. The show Huneker had written Shaw's life there never would have been need ofsweatshirts and T-.shirts.
Mexico City to take over his new going habii can't be created, it's all the others, least of all the.se gnawings of a bearded beaver in a once
Sherwood forest now reduced to a woodpulp for -self-sketchesi,
mighty
berth as local United Press chief pointed out Chided for failure to
Th* Derby's History
He has reprinted -his sex credo, but having seen the origpal in 1930,
patronize attractions aihd Warned
King-sized book which s'ummar- in Los Angeles,
Canada Lee looking for a play- that such failure will cause New written in longhand and faithfully printed in the Frank Harris version
izes the Kentucky Derby's history
has been compiled and edited by wright to adapt Bucklin Moon s York producers to shun the city, of "Bernard Shaw" (Simon & Schuster, N, Y,
1931), I was not sur(Doubleday),
George B
Leach. "Without Magnolias
("Brownie")
most people probably, would tell prised to see Shaw editing himself out of an earlier candor by 1949.
Derby publicily head, and is being which deals with a middle-income you they "don't give a damn" -if Compare "the finger in the eye" lines on Page 245 of the Essandess
distributed free this month by Negro family,
edition,
edition
with
Page
the
Dodd
Mead
and you'll' see how
178 of
Minneapolis gets any legitimate
Phillipe Halsman in Hollywood
Churchill Downs to all Derby boxShaw can censor even already printed documents^
attractions or not,
holders to celebrate the diamond for Life mag to shoot color porFor those who look on this sterile old crock as the. world's last great
Still another reason for "ignorjubilee running of the classic May traits of the film industry's "most
as his poetry,
hope,
even
his
prose
is
no
means
as
rehashed
by
dead
Minneapolis
8.
Volume, printed on heavy beautiful -women," starting with ance" is the fact that
is nearly 1,000 miles distant from In a piece reprinted from a magazine called The Candid Friend, dead
semi-slick paper, will be placed in Jean Wallace
Valentine Davies, author of "The New York and the local newspapers 50 years, he records some lively trade-talk on writing,
book stores this month for sale
Daily
journalism,
beyond
mortal
he
wrote,
was
strength
and hence
Miracle on 34th Street," penned publish only a small amount of
at $5.
Book is interesting as a purely "It Happens Every Spring," base- theatrical news, although The Star trained men to scamp their work. A weekly gave a man half a Chance,
"This made me the
historical compilation.
It contains ball novel being published by Far- sends critic Sherman to New York He himself did an article a week for 10 years.
June
14.
Straus,
rar,
master
of
profession."
But,
insisted,
it
man's
standthree introductory chapters titled
my
he
was a young
once a year to review the BroadLouis Golding, British novelist way shows,
"This Is Churchill Downs." "This
by, "not an old man's livelihood."
(Flow gently, sweet Ashton, among
Is the Kentucky Derby" and "This who was -denied a visa to attend the
A comparatively few drama thy green ways!)
Is Colonel Matt Winn."
Chapter Cultural Peace Conference in N.Y, lovers, of course, go to New York!
writing
After that our hero, if you can call him that, switched to.
on the Downs explains how the last month, expects to get okay for
once Or mOre often every year to plays and; when he tired: of that old man's livelihood, to rewriting other
180-acre plot was turned into a a trip to the States In the next few
take in the shows or for other rea- people's. Since he once claimed he stood on Shakespeare's shoulders
racing course by Col, M, Lewis weelts.
(even I can do that, ^ince Shakespeare is six feet under the ground),
Clark in 1875, at a time when only
DAG News editor - publisher sons that affbrd them the chance to i there
is not much left for him to do but to try writing Hamlet backward.
pne. other present-day American Charles A. Hughes came into New do so. This city is now only five
He hasn't tried yet. But give him time, After all, he's only 92.
track, Saratoga,
existence. Yojck, per custom, especially for h«urs by plane fno^n Broadway.
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the day after the "South Pacific"
London
opening, only to discover that both
Lyric writer Douglas Furber
Alfred N. Sack, g.m. of Sack were heading for the same "hide,Amus. Enterprise$^ in .town from away " and booked on the same honor guest at song pluggers anplane.:
nual dinner.
Dallas.
William Grant Sherrys (Bette
Despite favorable press, "SumGeorge Joy planed to Coast Davis)
and their two-year-old
Monday (11) for two weeks on daughter arrive in N. Y. Saturday mer in December," at Comedy,
folds after three weeks.
business.
(16) on a stopover prior to attendLeo Fuld into the Palladium bill
Comie-enicee Larry Best is run- ing Sherry's art exhibit in Boston,
ning public notices re breakup Miss Davis will return to the War- in place of tenor Josef Locke who
>
was out because of laryngitis.
with wife.
ner Bros, lot in early May to start
\
Jon Pertwee convalescing at
V. Conductor
Maurice Abravanel on "Beyond the Forest," her next
Devonshire after appendectomy;
back to Salt Lake City Friday (8) vehicle.
expects to resume BBC activities
after a lOrday stay.
Hildegarde and Anna Sosenko this month.
heads
Coast*
Massey
Raymond
previewed part of their art collecDaily Mail show columni-st Cecil
wards Saturday (16) to begin his tion at the American Art Galleries
composer of "Crystal
lead role in Warners' "BarricadCi" Sunday (10). Turnout of friends Wilson,
J. S. Seidman, CPA and principal was so big they staged impromptu Gazer," currently rated among the
backer of "Brigadoon," leaves for concert at the Hotel Plaza, throw- best sellers.
Henry Sherek's play "Delilah"'
London to attend 'show's opening ing the Persian Room open inwritten by Ronald Millar, now unthere.
formally to receive and entertain
Writer J/ P. McEvoy hopping following the exhibition which con- der contract to Metro, retitled
"Champagne For Delilah;'*
from Paris to N. .Y. Saturday (16) tinues for two weeks.
Because of his success at Emwith his wife, Peggy, sailing two
Concert manager Ed Perkins,
days after.
who got in from Paris yesterday press Hall, Kensington, for one
Ben Goetz, Metro's British stu- (Tues.), did Manila to Madrid, via; show, Ralph Slater leased the hall
dio Chief, touches New York, April Calcuttai
Cairo
and for whole week early in May.
Karachi,
Chaz Chase; currently starring at
20, en route from the Coast to his Rome, in the new DC-6 (PhillipLido, Paris, being dickered for
London h.q.
pine Airlines) in 34 hours. Thence
Columbia London and Paris via British Air- "Latin Quarter," the "torn ArnoldGoldstein,
Murray
flack, resigned as vice-prexy of the ways before returning to .N. Y. Emile Littler hit revue at London
Casino.
eastern Screen Publicists Guild He's been scouting laient^
.

.

:

.

.

.

,

due

to illness.

Everett Crosby, Bing's manager^

and actor Ivor Novello

sailed for
(Tues.) on the

Britain last night
Queen Elizabeth.
Billy Rose, going from Paris to
London on the last leg of his Continental junket, heads for New
.

York Saturday

(16).

Mrs. Violet E. Nathan divorced

Boy Boulting en route to South
Africa with novelist James Lans-^
dale flodson on exploratory trip for
production of "Spearhead," to be
made under Korda banner.
Chaim Weizmann; pres of Israeli
After nearly two years run,
due here next week.
Henry Sherek's "Edward, My Son"
Sam Woods, producer of "Strat- is closing at Lyric, April 23, with
ton Story," in town for weekend.
one of H. M. Tennent's shows, curJoe Holton, 20th -Fox talent rently in provinces^ as likely rescout, in Chi looking for new tal- placer.

in Reno from John B. Nathan,
chief ent.
Continental
Paramount's
headquartered in Paris.
Dick Haymes, singer and pix
Ginger Rogers due in from the actor, in town to appear at NAB
Coast Friday (15) for a vacation and convensh.
to attend the world preem of
Sherman Hotel has installed TV
"Barkleys of Broadway'! April 27
sets in every room; first hotel here
at the State.
Mary Ward, pinch-hitting for the to go all out for video service to
ailing Nat Dorfman as p.a: on gttests.
Bob Waterfield in Chi to cele"Born Yesterday," plans a threemonth vacation in Europe this brate seventh/ wedding rannl with
wife Jane Russell^ currently at
summer, sailing May 27,
Margayet Phillips, who starred Oriental theatre.
,

'

-

earlier

I

•

'

'

this

season

in

"Summer

and Smoke," returned from the
Coast last week after completing
a screen test for Hal Wallis.
Jack Glenn, March of Time exec
producer and prez of eastern
Screen Directors Guild, back at

Lucille Ballentine, director of
entertainment, for Bismarck Hotel,
takes over direction of public relations for hotel and other Eitel in:

terests.
Billy

but not returning until the Giantsy Dodgers opener next Tuesday at

Paris
By Maxime de Belx

Ebbets Field.

The Ted Friends (Dorothy Kay)
in for 10 days at the Hotel J^laza,
their first time east in years. He

was former amusement ed of the
Mirror; she was w.k. as an indie
.

Broadway

pia.

/Marilyn Hightower, vaude and

.

ballet terper, sailed Friday (7) on
the Mauretania for Britain to join
Bernard Delfont's forthcoming musical, ''Hat in the Air." She'll have
the dancing lead.
er Gotham
Art Cohn, 1 0 r
sportswriter, en route to Italy to
^script for Roberto Rossellini on the
latTeFs forthcomlng^Ingrtd^^Bergman film. Cohn did the scribing
for BKO's "The Set-up."
Arthur:D,eTitta; Movietone News'
assignment e d i tor , yestei'day
(Tues.) spoke on "The Newsreel

m

.

Hammerstein, son of Oscar

Hammerstein II, in visiting with
work after being hospitalized in Margaret Gibson and Charles Tate,
dancers in "Salute To Cole Porter"
Tarrytown for several weeks.
Jane Pickens wiU be the guest at College Inn.
Sam Lesner, Daily News critic;
soloist at a saving bond drive dinner next Tuesday (19) at the Stat- Roy Topper^ Herald-American coller, Washington, at which President umnist, and Irve Kupcinet, SunTimes columnist, oft- for Tulsa,
Truman will be ^uest of honor.
Harry Buby returning to HoUyr Qkla; for world preem of '"Tulsa,"
wood to rewrite 'his legit musical, Eagle Lion film.
after seeing Broadway managers,

(33 Blvd. Montparmsse.)
Phil Reisman dua in Paris May.

,

olf schedule.

Charles Simonelli, Universal's
eastern exploitation chief, along
witli Ma.urice (Bucky) Harris in
Dallas setting advance ballv for
southwest preem of U's "The Life
of Riley." Simonelli then heading
for studios for talks with ad-pub
topper David A. Lipton.
Mickey Fly nn (Mrs. Reeves W.
Hender.shot) and Mafy Lucas (Mi's.
Bobby Crawford) in the beer biz,
Both ex-showgirls selling Blatz
brew. Former's husband has the
N. y. agency, and Mary Crawford

•

is bearing down on merchandizing
the choice mid-Manhattan sector.
Jules C. Stein and David O.
Selznick each thought they had discovered a hideaway spot in Bermuda and both left for that island

.

Myma

Dave Lewis

off to

ous Age."
N. G. Beltler, Who brought over
Paul Burstein and -Lillian Lux, the
Jewish stars from New York for
four weeks' season at his Alex the.atre, is holding them over lor four
more weeks.
The Lew & LeslievGrade booking
of Allan Jones at Empire, Liverpool, pi^ior to four weeks at Lon*
don Palladium, brought capacity
audience, with police brought in
to control crowds.
<

Dorothy Lamour and Frank Sinatra, respectively booked at London Palladium for months of July
and August by Music Corp. of
America, are not coming over, with
Val Parnell frantically seeking replacements.
S. Van Lier, general manager of
Keith Prowse, sails .on the Queen

Uhlen,

Elisazeth

Flickenschildt,

Gustav Waldau and Erika von
Thellmann.
Peter von Eck, German-born
American, who acted in "Hello
Fraulein," signed with Camera
Film Co., which has also initialled
Brigitte Homey, Hans Soehnker,
Irene von Meyendorf, Bobby Todd
and: Heinz Klingenberg^
Winnie Markus, who just completed "This Night I Will Never
Forget," has signed with Junge
Film. Firm has started production
on '-The Bagno Convict,' based on
.

doon."

with CoIp

Bros, circus.

Cary Grant arrived from EuroDe
on a slow Dutch freighter, via thp"

Panama

Canal.

Jimmy Durante and Pat Hall
reigned as king and queen of thp
"* we
^
29 Palms Rodeo.
Franco Passigli, Italian radio
executive, in town to gander Hollywood techniques.
Margaret Herrick to Columbia
,

Mo., to discuss educational films
at Stephens College.

Bob O'Donnell bought 10 Motion
Picture Relief Fund Friars Frolic
and "The Young tickets at $100 per
copy.
Lady and the Vagabond."
Lyall T. Beggs, national comReal Film Co. has filmed "Die mander
of the Veterans of Foreign
("The
Freunde Meiner Frau"
Wars, guested
-

at Warners.
Friends of My Wife"),- musical
Howard Keel broke an ankle in
comedy, directed by Hans Deppe.
a fall from a horse on the "Annie
Sonja Ziemann, who had a leading
Get Your Gun" set at

Metro.
role in the film, has signed with
Eve Arden taking her two small
Berlin Metropole theatre for the
daughters to New England for the
operetta, "The Movie King."
summer, while she plays strawhats.

-

Max Young,
in town to'
Savings Bonds camthe paign.
William Wyler drew an award
from the Czechoslovakia Film FeisMaurice Bergman,

Buenos Aires
Ben Ami has finished

Jacob

stein:

pic "Esperanza" for Sur, part of
which has been made in Chile.
Work has started in Montevideo
on "My Father is a Millionaire,"
which Kurt Land is directing with

Santiago Gomez Cou and Judith
Sulian in the leads.
Mexican cameraman Gabriel Figueroa to be a guest of Luis Sandrini in Buenos Aires before continuing to: Chile, to work on a picture with Arturo de Cordova.
AAA (Artistas Argentines Asociados), is preparing a picture to
be directed by Ralph Pappler, with
the beginning of soccer football
in Argentina as its central theme.
Juan Carlos Thorry has been
signed by Carlos Hugo Christensen
for lead in the first of the two
pix he is to direct in Venezuela,
with a mixed Argentine.- Venezuelan cast, and Bolivar Films pro.

and Ed Lachman

start the U. S.

-

,

tival

for his- direction

of

"Best

Years of Our Lives."
Since they moved up from "B" to
"A" filming, the two Hollywood
Bills, Pine & Thomas, are no lo'/ger
•

They are Williams.
Y. Frank Freeman addressed
the luncheon session of the NaConference of Christians
and Jews at Hotel Hay ward.
Ben Thau, Metro production
exec, back from, a six-week vacation in Phoenix but isn't returning
to work at the studio until he gets
Bills.

tional

more

a couple months'

rest,

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs
"Foreign Affair" pic at

the

Quirinetta.

Jack Warner in Borne for

busi-

ness- confab.s.

"Ardelia," by J.
Italian at the Valle.

Australia
By Eric Gorricfc

Anouilh,

in

Yehudi Menuhin in third concert in

Rome

this year.

''Gioconda' Smile" is a click in
Shanghai and Canton Chinese
Sydney for Whitehall.
opened in Bome.
BuUen Bros. Circus bowed in restaurantsMike
(Binnie
Frankovitches
Sydney, as opposition to Wirth's
Barnes), returned from a trip to
Circus.
London.
Par's "Paleface" ran up a recBobert Wallenborh, American
ord score of 13 weeks at Prince
pianists appeared in concert at
Edward, Sydney.
Revival of "White Horse Inn" Teatro delle Arti.
Tyrone Power to Morocco to
continues strong in Brisbane for
look at locations for the forthcomJ. C. Williamson.
.

Belgium and

Miami Beach

.

.

Reservations in Paris hotels now Saxony.
Tommy Nunez orch into Zodiac
next to impossible for next two
Boom of Delano hotel.
months.
Sam Levenson, Fi-sher and White
Louis Merl in ba ck to his office
affeFTiaving been lirid"up"with-tvvo- in -new—show at; Kitty-Davis-Aii-^
liner.
broken ribs.
Charles (Loew's) Moscowitz at
Mai Zetterling in for a week in
Paris with producer-husband Tut- the SheiTy - FronteAac for annual
<

-

a story Of Balzac,

Elizabeth April 21 on his 19tn anvisit to the U. S. where he will ducing.
be staying until May 28. He will
be accompanied by Mrs. Van Lier.
Van Lier will be looking at the
new shows and hopes to bring back
another musical to equal "Briga-

Billy Rosa guest of honor at
By Lary SoIIoway
Anglo-American press luncheon.
Mike (Chez Paree, Chi) Fritzet in
Orson Welles to Rome and then town.
to Casablanca for role in "Black
RKO's Roland Reed at the
Rose."

Lemkow.

"

;

nual

Holland.

tle

Edward Small returned to his
for release soon include desk
after a siesta at Palm
SprinBs
"The Bed Cat," directed by HelHarry
mut Weiss; "Trouble for Antonio," the CrossM.ofWarner decorated with
the French Legion of
Komet Film production directed Honor.
by Wolfgang Wehrum.
Sonny 'Tufts rode as grand marAtlantis Film Co;, in Badenshal in the Army Day parade at
Baden, French Zone; is shooting Long Beach.
"A Great Love," featuring top Ger-^
Burt Lancaster to Louisville to
man actors and actresses Gisela start
a four-week tour
ready

Loy British pic,
at various times as '-Autumn

Violins," "Case of Lady Brooke"
and "Dangerous Moment," is definitely to be titled "That Danger-

4.

"Salzburg in Brussels" is name
and the Navy" before a seminar at" of the music festival that Belgium
tended by officer-publicists at the is prepping for June,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola.
Theresa Helburn, of Theatre
Alec Templeton will play Gersh- Guild, due: to sail on Queen Mary
win's "Rhapsody in Blue" as fea- April 18 from London after a long
tured soloist at the fifth annual Paris stay.
Gershwin-' memorial^ concert, sponHenri George Clouzot, after visit
sored by the B'nai B'rith Victory to London, postponing his trip to
Lodgd; at Carnegie Hall, May 7.
U. S. until he has settled matters
Si Fabian will be awarded a with his "Manon" producer
special citation by the Joint DeBKO's "Three Caballeros" breakfense Appeal on behalf of the ing all Paris records on Sunday
United Jewish Appeal at a Wal- (3) with 33,000 admissions at Gaudorf-Astoria dinner April 27. Spy- mont-Palace and Rex, day-andros Skouras will make, the presen- date, total gross being about $11,tation.
000 for one day.
Mrs. Eddie (Ida) Cantor laid up
Bugge Mahsti Norwegian press
with virus infection for almost two attache in Paris, handling Ellen
weeks at her Savoy-Plaza suite. Repp, American singer, medal Of
Came east with a Hollywood gal Order of Saint Olaf, awarded her
friend who's never' been in New by King Haakon of Norway. She
York, intending to show her the did some war work for Norway,
sights, but the illness threw them and is on operatic touiof France.

,

The
known

of liontamer in a circus. "Ulyssa,"
directed by Kurt Meisel, is other.
Director Erich Engel is ready to
Bichard K. Pollraer recovering
start production jtn **Councll of
"/''S
from surgery.
the Gods" for ,DGFA. Also on
David Lpew returned from
DEFA's schedule is "Figaro's Mara
two-week siesta In Honolulu
riage," based' on book by- Georg
James Stanley merged with thp
Wildhagen.
Monter-Gray agency as veepee
Current German-produced films

vacash.

Walter Winchell back in town
for a tworweek stay at the

Roney

Plaza.

Barry Gray being offered his

•

Ralph Smart getting cast com- ing film "Black Rose."
Vernon Jarrett, European reprefor Ealing's next Aussie
-

pleted

;

pic, "Bitter Springs."

- -Ealingls_!lEui!eka_Stocka_de^is_io_:
be given a Nip premiere at Kure
this Easter to Aussie and Britisli
troops.
Will Mahoney is doing so-so
with oldtime revivals such as' "Little Nellie Kelly" at his Cremorne,
Brisbane; Vaude may replace.

Biz is still terrific wiUi "Annie
spot in the heart of tovvn, Get Your Gun" in Sydney; likethough Copa City is due to
wise in Melbourne with "Okla-

own

open

homa!"

shortly*-

Both produced by

Ned (Beachcomber) Schuyler, Williamson:
leasing his Arlington hotel here
for the summer, so hecan head to
N, Y. and attend to production of
South
musical, starring
Martin.
Tony

Germany
British Military government has
licensed Klemens Lindenau to pro'
duce films of cultural nature.

MarmorhauS' TJheatre

in

J.

C.

sentative for Mole
Richardson
lighting equipment, writing a book
-on--motion-pictures-in-ltaly.-

American:
Constance
actress,
Dowling, now appearing in Italian
film, "La Citta Dolente," which
opens this week at the MetropOli-_
tan.

Patricia
Cornel
Wilde
and
Kn:ght, on location near Zurich,
having a vacation. There is not
enougli snow to shoot the winter

scones.

Peters

at

Sisters

Jockey

the

Club for the second time this year.
After datejs in Belgium and Switz-

erland,, act returns to Paris to open
Africa
in a revue headed by Mistinguett*
By Joe Hanson
in May.
Tito Schipa, Italian tenor, next
Italian director Goffredo Alessinger slated for South African sahdrini left for Egypt to start a
tour.
film, using Egyptian funds. Most
Eileen Joyce, Australian pianist, of the dialog will be in Frenchf
also inked for concert tour in with some Egyptian and Arabian,
July.
Asea Norlss plays lead role of a

Shooting started on first full- French chanteuse.
Berlin length musical to be made in South.

soon will release George Witt's
"Tragedy of a Passion" and "The
Challenge."
Euphone GMBH, newly-formed
film conipany, will start production
rolling with "Search for Majore."

Africa.

Harry Watt, producer of Australian films, in South Africa looking for story material.
Another Afrikaans film recently
completed, "Sarie Marais," will be
Director is Hermann Pfelffer,
given preem in Pretoria May 2.
Milan
Director Slatah Dudow is putLauritz Melchior completed very
Myma Loy in Santa Marglierita ting finishing touches
to DEFA's successful concert tour, appearing
for a rest.
"Our Daily Bread," starring Inge at Johannesburg,
Capetown and
Charlie Beal, colored pianist, in Landgut, Paul Bildt and
Harrv Durban.
hit Italian musical revue.
Hindemith.
"Oklahoma!" after setting allEric Von Stroheim's pic "Le
Junge Film Union Rolf Meyer is time record of 14 weeks
capacity
Signal Rouge," playing in original currently concentrating
on two- at His Majesty's, Johannesburg,
version at Angelicum tlieatre.
reelers,
recent survey
Capetown April 5.
"The Players," British Theatri- their popularity with showing opened
German
Astra theatre, Port Elizabeth, recal Co., doing Agatlia Christie's audiences.
built after being gutted
"Ten Little Niggers" at Arte al
Mutter Eye, famed Duesseldorf two years ago, opened lastby fire
week.
Parco.
cafe, has booked
Froebe, lead- House IS a Metro operation.
"Okalhoma" is title of comedian ing across of filmGert
"Berlin Ballad,"
John Langden and Marjorie
Macario's musical show, back in Isa Geri of "Hello
Fraulein" and Gresley, British film stars, arrived
Milan after tour of Italian cities. Berlin composer
Erwin Bootz.
in Capetown, en route to Rhodesia
In spite of title, show has no refCamera Movie Company in Ba- to make film for Gaumont British.
erence to ,Oklahoma, action taking varia started
production on twol Director Vernon Sewell arrived
place on. the battleship Oklahoma. films. "Troinba,"
the first, is story earlier,
.

m

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Evie Evans, of dancing Evans
Family, serioUsljSf ill in Las Vegas.
Charlie Gaynor coming back for
opening of annual Playhouse re--:
vue next month.
,

Dancer

Vilma

Sherry

her sixth engagement
Heller's Carousel.

at

playingJackie
,

Margaret Webster's "Macbctli
will play one performance in Mt.

Lebanon April

23.

Jimmy Walker,
hillbilly

band

at

Jr.,

who had

WWSW

a

in 1939,

playing bits in Western movies,
Dorothy Nesbitt into Sky Way
Club in Cleveland for few weeM
before taking off for California to
spend the summer.
.
Si Steinhauser, Press radio eo,
timing his annual vacation to coincide with Variety Club convention in San Francisco.
,

..

.

71
he had been working at the RKO for 3S years, and served as librarhouse there.'
ian and arranger for the group.
Prior to his assignment at the
Baseball
Flushing theatre, lie had been
MARSHALL L. BROVm
organist at the RKO Madison,
S Continued from page 1
Marshall Lochtc Brown, 45, forBrooklyn, and other houses of
mer circus performer and more re- will have; the behind-the-plate
circuit.
cently was director of the Variety lenses slightly off center. Red Barsbn'si flrstt inusicpl
play tb be
JACK CURTIS
Club Boys Ranch at Copperas ber, Connie Desmond and Ernie
GRANT IMU WILEY
Cove, Tex., died in Dallas,, April 1. Harwell are scheduled to call the
vaude agent. produced was "The Lady Jockey"
Tack Curtis, 68, vet
in 1908, after which he wrote or
Grant Mitchell Wiley, 57, screen
Dodger play-by-plays. London is,
Aoril 6 in New York of collaborated In writing about
Tiori
50 and magazine wi'iter, died April 5
a former
fetWsease. Curtisbecame
now mulling the feasibility of putGEORGE F. KELLEY
sho'Ws, including "Rio Rita," ^'Lady in Hollywood.
an
who
malect comedian
Be Good," "The Bing Boys'' in
After a long career as a short
George F. Kelley, 68, former ting a fourth camera in the center
than 20 vears ago, was
f cent more
collaboration witlt George 01:085- story writer, Wiley joined Para- minstrel performer, died April 5 in field bleachers, which would be
f^Iu. time one of the top bookers
used to follow a ball hit out there.
mith, *Song of the Drtim,'' f'ThMl mount as a screen scribe in 1941. Youngstown, O.
_,
?*rTontfnental dates and agented Malce You Whistie,'" ''The Fleet'i Among his scripts were "The Bride
His wife, a son, and three daugh- That would require stringing about
acts of the era.
1,000 feet of cable between the
some of the top
as a pug, but Lit Up," "Follow the Gti:ls,""Mar- Wore Boots" and "Our Hearts ters survive;
r,irtii started out
camera and the control booth, howwasn't has racket jorie," "Afgar," "Vogues of 1924*' Were Growing Up."
soon decided this dialect comedian and "Seeing Stars."
ever, so the plan is still nebulous,
Surviving are his wife and two
EDDIE P. DYER
»nd so became a partners, which
'Best Seat in the Place
Thompison was originallj^ an-ar^^ daughters.
i^jj-i « r»
,rn
of

Coverage

OBITUARIES
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:
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1.

n variety

chitect, ^ later

Charlie Allen
uUhnate^y included'^
later teamed in the
^He afterwards
aaency business.
which incombined in a syndicate
with the
duded Dick Henry, now Bernard
William Morris Agency,
comThis
Roth.
Bu ke and Max
European
of
bulk
bine did the

caricatures for

witrwhom he

doing'
theatrical
Lond'ori Cpiri'

KENNETH

thjB,

,

,

&

.
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Mother, 68, of Richard C. Mur- eras, putting two; behind the plate
manager of Plaza theatre, in the Yanjceei Stadium's lowei:
pj,y
gchenectady, N. Y.. died in that mezzanine and; the thi^d in the
city April 10.
Survivors besides upper tier almost directly aboye
son are husband, a daughter and the other two^. Coyle's idea is to
'find the best Seat; in thfi^^p^^^^
two other sons
work from tliem'V Likst;ye«^^^^
Mont bad two cameras behind the
Widow, 615, Of William A.. Wititer-. plate and oiie on the third base;
bottolti, fobner veepee of Radio
line, but found that shift in orifeh-,;'
Corpi of America Communications,
a constant irritation
tation

i

,

,

;

,

<

I

.

-
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i

:

.

;

,

1.

Dyer, died in Chicago. April

;

i

,

the'=1tde^oSy eam™on^Jlzel!

GRATTAN

M.

The Wihriihg Poi^t and The
Kenneth M. Grattan, 38, treasSporting Times- He also was an urer of Loew's Metropolitan theaactor for three years. One of his tre, Brooklyn, died in his office at
biggest hits, "Tonight's (he Night," tlie Iheiitre April 9, presumably
\yas ptit on in 1914 and in 1919 he from a heart attack.
^
waS; represented on this .LOndori
Betore coming to the Met,
he
stage by no fewer than six musi- had been manager of several Loew
bookings.
,
At the time of his death, houses in N.Y. and Brooklyn.
...... most ol cals:
However. Curtis made
Survived by wife, mother and a
hi«^roin"as aiT agent. He had an Thompson was woriting on a new
represented musical with Kric Maschwitz.
sister.
HKO franchise and
offices on that
tcVs. from many
the A. & S.
MORLAND GRAHAM
JARA BENES
circuit. For example
Jara Benes. 52, composer, died
Lvons office would turn over their
Morland Graham, 57,: British
split commission
list to him on a
and screen actor, died after in Vienna. April 10.
BKO. astage
Benes. a native of Prague, but
basis for representation with
heart attacK in London, April 8.
Curtis, on the other .hand, -had He was reputedly the inspiration no relation to the lat-e Czech PresLyons represent his performers on of Bruce Bairnsf ather's character ident, was the composer of 17
,
the Loew circuit.
of Old Bill "The Better Ole" car- operettas and 56 film scores.
He left Czechoslovakia after the
During his lifetime, Curtis made toon series, whiclp was later made
and spent several fortunes. He had into a play, as a starrig vehicle for communists came Into power and
a passion for racing, trans-ocean Charles
Coburn: ..Graham^ port- his; works. ai:e now banned in. that
shows.
legit
trav^, and backing
trayed the character in the film Country.
off
to
went
Curtis
Several times
version, "Old Bill and Son."
Wish friends bon-voyage and 'would
In his 35 years- on the. London
LEO ERDODY
stay on the boat.
stage, he appeared in many Shake.sLeo Erdody. 60, composer and auFor the last few years he was an pearean plays. He was also in the thor, died of arteriorsclerosis April
indie agent and had been active Old Vic Co. from 1932-34. His films 5 in Los Angeles.
Best known
until two weeks before he died.
his
tunes are "Only a
included "Full Speed Ahead," among
Survived by his wife., the former "Jamaica Inn," "Showtime," "The Song," "My Dream Rose," ''A Gar
Mabel Ford, of the Ford Sisters, Gay Intruders^' and"The Broth- den By the Sea" and "Senorita
two sons, and a daughter. One of ers."
Chula.'?
his sons. Jack, Jr., is a
In addition to writing songs he
In 1937 he came to the. U.S. and
Daughter is the wife of appeared in "George and Marga- functioned as scorer and arranger
staffer.
comedian Sammy White.
for indie film producers.
ret'' at the- Morosco theatre, N.Y.
(See Vaudeville section).
loh,

,

,

"^^"^
i

L.I.,

April

home

in Bayside.

Mel Allen will ahviewers.
nounce the Yankee games,
Jack Murphy, head of the WPIX:
remote creW, plans to, keep his
cameras basieauy' ih the same place
they were last year at the Polo
to

9.

|
1

1

of Theodore Cella,
former harpist and assistant conductor of the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, died in New

Wife,

:

,

.factor

54.

..

I

.

-.

;

Grbiinds, when the station covered
10,
some of the Giant night games.
This year WPIX has the entire
Charles McFaddenv Jr., 46, tech- Giant schedule, and will use one
nician for 21 years at. Paramount, camera behihdv.thi& pliate in
the :upr
died April 7,:in Hollywood,, follow- per
stands; ajid the. ..other, two',
ing a heart attack.
along the fipstbase path., MWptty
would like;, to lower the beliindMother, 71. of the Marmein the-plate camera, but is prevented
Sisters, dancers, died in New. York, from doing so by the screen which

York, April

|

protects fans from foul tips. WPIX
may also try using a vvalkie-tallcie
unit for an announcer to interview
players on. the ;Aeld before gameHilo' Hattie to Garlyle Nelson, time, but Murphy noted that would
Las Vegas, April 6. Bride is vo- require an okay from the Giants'
management. Russ Hodges and Al
ealist witn
with Harrv
Owpiks orrh<«!tr»
canst
Harry Owens
orchestia.
^^xtet will do the Giant games.

^P"^"
;

WOR

~

MARRIAGES

;

.

i

NICHOLAS

HAL UODE

KUNTZ

J.

CLAUDE P. GRENEKER
Nicholas Jay Kuntz, 71, manager
Hal Hode, 61 assistant to Jack
Claude P. Greneker, 68, general
Strand theatre, Aliquippa,
Cohn, executive vcepee of Colum- of the
p r e s s representative for the bia Pictures, died at his home in Pa., died March 27 in. the RochesShuberts for over 40 years, died
ter, Pa., hospital,,
Forest
Hills, N. Y.. April 7.
after a heart attack in his apartBefore going into the theatre;
Born
in
New
York,
Hode
began
ment at 25 Central Park West,
Kuntz had been;
his career with the old Vitagraph business in 1936,
N.Y., April 7. He had been planCo, in 1904;
After leaving there employed by the Jones and Laughning to attend the premiere of the
he had worked as a newspaperman lin Steel Company. He leaves a
Rodgers and Hammerstein muslr until he joined Universal in 1913. son.
cal, "South Pacific," when stricken;
Seven years later he became genGreneker, in addition to his task eral sales manager for Cosmopoli- JOHNSON McCLVRE BELLOWS
of ad-publtcity chief for Shubert tan Productions.
Johnson McClure Bellows, 79,
productions and theatre interests
Joining Columbia in 1928 as di^ retired music and drama critic,
over the country, was also con- rector of public relations, Hode died in New York, April 8.
fidential aide to Lee Shubert^ head was afterwards made
He had served as music critic
director of
of circuit. He often accompanied sales and later named to the higher on Connecticut and St. Paul new.sShubert to Europe in quest of new post. He was active in the forming papers
and for a time had managed
plays and to sign European stars. of Picture Pioneers ^f which; he
the Chi office of the Columbia
His opinion often decided the fate was secretary-treasurer.
Broadcasting System.
of a script.
Survived by wife, son. daughter;
Survived by a sister..
Born in Newberry, South Caro- a brother and two sisters.
lina, he entered theatre biz as an

i

Mrs. Audry Marx Tobias to Jack
Both WPIX and CBS will use the
H. Skirball, Beverly Hills. Cal., Zoomar lens, but Murphy and London both feel it is not developed
April 7. He's the film producer.
Harriet White to Gastone Medin. technically yet to a point where it
Rome, April 10. She's a film ac- can do a good overall job. They
have found it good only on brighU
tress; he's a set designer.
sunny days, and so will -not use it
Una Moiiished to Nate Slott, Los for night games. DuMont's Coyle
Angeles, April 8.
Bride is an has decided against using the Zoo,

,•

1

mar

actress; he's a film director.

Ina Ray Hutton to Randy Brooks.
Both are
Hollywood, April 10.
orch leaders.
Joan Kurtz to _
Daniel Gensburg,
lupw Yor^ ^P"'
Ami! in
Bride is
daughter of :William Kurtz, supervising director of National theatre,
Washington.
MRS, GUS VAN
Mrs. Doris Eeels to Leonard E,
IGNATZ WAGIIALTER
Mrs.; Margaret Van, 60, wife of
Ignatz WaghaWer, 68. Polish Ous Van,: yet vauder and president Nasman, 'Youngstown, Q,.: April 9.
J.
born composer .and conductor, died of the American Guild of Variety He's business manager -of
after a heart attack at his home in Artists, died after a lengthy illness Youngstown; bride is a song.stres.s.
New York, April 7.
April 11 in New York. Mrs. Van,
Before coming' to the U.S. In a non-pro, 'married Van 40 years
1937, he had conducted at the Ger- ago.
man Opera House in Berlin. ReFuneral services will be held
Inks
cently lie had directed the Doctors April 14 in Forest Hills, N. Y.
;

•

WABD

starting Friday, when
carry the Yankees-Dodgers

,.

I

and successively became a
newspaperman and advance agent
before joining the Shuberts. During his regime there he had at
times supervised the ad-publicity
campaigns for as many as 40 shows
at one time.
When the Shuberts
acquired the Winter Garden, N.Y.-,
in 1911, he handled gigantic campaigns for Gaby Deslys, Al Jolson
Orchestra, composed of physicians
and other stars who headed prodand dentists.
J. HOWARD REBER
not ions in t hat house;
^In additionH;o-a-numbei^of musi-J. Howard Reber, 78, lawyer and
Survived by wife, the former
cal compositions, he also composed a founder of the American Na^
Lillian Lidman, head of the Greneoperetta, "Ting-Ling," which tional Theatre and Academiy, the
ker Corp. and inventor and design- an
was
given
strawhat
tryout
last Philadelphia Art Alliance and the
a
er of papier-mache mannikins for
department stores. A nephew, Peter summer. He Was working on an- Plays and Players, died at his home

;

'

pick up

BIRTHS

WFM

Mr. and Mrs. Edmond O'Brien,
April
5.
Hollywood,
is Olga San Juan, screen

daughter,

Mother

;

actress; father Is a film actor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H, Goan, son,
Charlotte. N. C, April 4. Mother
in
is pianist with station,
that city; father is manager of

•

,

Columbia

Continued from page

—

;

Theatre Guild,

SIR

when he
manager of the other operetta
by
Survived

SEYMOUR HICKS

England, April 6. Death climaxed
a fabulous career of more than
half a century in the
British

and

his wife, the
former EUaline Terriss, actress,
built the Aldwych theatre, London,
which he opened in 1905 with his
own play, "Bluebell In Fairyland:"
also the Hicks theatre, now the
.

Uobe, which he opened
later with "The Beauty of

a year
Batli,"

JOHN

C.

died.

in Philadelphia, April 4.
Survived by his wife.

two daughters

and a brother.

Sir Seymour Hicks, 78, former
British
actor-playwright-manager,
died at his home In Hampshire,

theatre.
Sir Seymour

wife,

•

.

wFim

SHANNON,

iiAfpc T
James -r Welch,

SR.

;

,

,.:,,

,

.

BERNIE

Fred Thompson, 65, British mucomedy author and actor,
<hed in London, April 10. Thomp-

already

COWHAM

Bernie Cowh<im, who had been
organist and conductor of community sings in RKO theatres, died
aftei" a heart attack in Flushing,
L,L, April 6, At the time of death

pales

peak producers

Betty Field, actress; father is ;«
playwright.
Mri and KifFs. Harold Dennis, son,"
Santa Monica, Gal., April 3. Father
is a film editor on the' Goldwyn
'

/

'

lot.-'-

,.-,-;,;;..

Mr. and Mrs.
i

|

and Mrs. Jay Cohnell. iaugh-

ter, Pittsbvrgh,

,

daugh-

Bill Elder,

there,
jj^..

ApVil

Mother's

4.

$35,000 a former nitery dancer,
.,
Mr. and- Mri; Joseph Mack,
was etched 10 daughter. March 28, Chicago; Fawhere Rodgers ther is exec with Filmack Trailers.
Mr: and Mrs. John Condon,
and Hammerstein musical was
winding Us pre-Broadway break-in. daughter, Seattle. April 3. Father
is announcer at KJR in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Becket, Jr.,
Father is
son, Seattle. March 29.
manager of the Metropolitan thea-

i

:

'

;

.

i

i

i

!

;

Catskill

Time

A. VESELA-DEWETTROVA
Continued from pate 1
A. Vesela-Dewettrova, 90, opera
singer during the 19th Century, Ernie Glucksman will rehearse 13
died in Prague, April 10. She was shows with Singer, which will be
best known for her interpretation packaged, for fall
presentation.
William Morris agency, which per
Ql!5!?.^nf".'iLof.,i?l!;*'thp3^'^'"f'
_„„.,.
especially
tne role oi ,„_,,,.,
smetana,
j,
« ,i™';-„i
da.,.,-.
C.-i
Vil
M=r»nv» in
in "The
"Tiio Bartered
Bnrtprprt Bride.
Rridp " ccntcd the Admiral Revue, "Will
^arenka'
handle
the
"Almanac''
series.
Singer has already written the first
HARRY S, EARL
series of 13 and will work on the
Harry S, Earl, 88, pioneer motion second batch while in the mounpicture exhib, died April 7 in Mon-

m

-station^

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rice, son.
Mbtheir is
York, April 3.

New

received

plattery.,
"Pacific'' album
days ago in Boston,

interests.

•

,

this

from the

-

His wife, daughter and three
other plays were sons survive.
and the Girl," "Gay
Jfordons,"
GEORGE M, GATTS
"Cash on Delivery,"
Prince of Silence" and "Love
George M. Gatts, 64,, former theHabit," the last an adaptation from atrical producer and concert manthe French.
ager, died April 8 in Hollywood
Entering
motion pictures in after suflering a cerebral hemoriWO, he appeared in "Sleeping .rhage,
Partners." "Money for Nothing."
For the past 10 years he had
..Mr. What's His Name," "Scrooge," been personal manager of Veloz
The Lambeth Walk," "A Young and Yolanda.
Man's Fancy." "Haunted HoneySurvived by wife, Grace Hay»
'
moon" and "Pastor Hall."
ward Gatts, wlm starred in Ms
Hicks, who received the Legion repertory companies and: roadpt Honor in 1931, also wrote two shows on the old Stair & Havlin
volumes of reminiscences, "The circuit.
stage as I Know It" and other

sical

From
have

;

his

FRED THOMPSON

the 117,000 mark and 78,000 LP
editions also have been marketed.

j

.

The Earl

works.

retired

:

another of his plays.
<.,„^""'"g

80

John C. Shannon. Sr., 68, veteran gtage'and wrce'n" actor ."died' April
""" theatre
Missouri motion picture
6 in Hollywood
owner, died April ,6 of pneumonia
He made his $tage bow with
at St. Mary's hospital, Ironton^ Mo. Billy Emerson's Minstrels 68 years
Shannon, was manager of the ago, at the age of 12.
Memphis, Tenn., exchange for Fox
Films until he branched out as an
HARRY HEACOCK
exhibitor in 1917. He owned and
Harry Heacock. 63. former vaude
managed houses in Portageville performer, died in ColumbuSi O.,
and Hayti, Mo., until his retire- April 6. He bad been in show biz
ment two years ago. He moved to for 25 years.
Arcadia, Mo., where he had exSurvived by daughter, brother
tensive farming and cattle raising
and two sisters.

same

:

-

Davis, is general

WAYS

;

are deduct ed from royalties. Plattery returns to producers of the
shows a Bat 10% of all retail
piucings ami prodiicei^V, In turh,
pay 6 ft on their own private deals
with original; cast members, wlio
participate in the recordings,
''Kate*'' in the seven weeks it
has been in the stalls, has proved
Columbia's top pop album

i

;

;

1

will

game

from Yankee Stadium. CBS will,
the. Yankees-Dodgers from
Ebbets Field Satuj-day and Sunday,
and WPl3C will carry the GiantsCleveland Indians games Saturday,
Sunday.
and

|

;

usher

entirely.

All three stations will get the
season unofficially under way this
weekend with exhibition games,

,

,

;

.

!

.

tains.

rovia, Calif,

The Admiral Revue, based on the
He operated a nickelodeon in shows
that Max Liebman did while
Davenport, la., in 1909,
entertainment director at Tamiment, has apparently proven that
GEORGE E, KRABILL, 63, TV gold can be panned in the
composer of March songs,, died in,
Canton, O., April 1. His biggest mountain camps. Singer's "Broadsuccess was "The Baton," pub- way Almanac'', series, a half-hour
show,
is seeking
to Utilize Green
- ^
.
lished 10 yeafs ago.
He played first French horn in Mansions as the Gus Sun tune of
the Thayer Military Band, Canton, video.
.

i

I

.

tre there.

Mr.

•

^

and

•

Mrs.

•

John Antonello,
-

Kansas City, April 1.
Prepartner in
sentations, legit booking office in
that city.

daughter,

Father

is

A & N

Mr; and Mrs. Jack Wrather,
daughter.
Hollywood^ April 1.
Mother, is Bonita Granville, screen
actress; father is a film producer,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Beckett, son,
Seattle, March 29. Father is maniager of the Metropolitan,' Seattle
:

legit house.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Denis, son.
York, April 10. Father is author and former N. Y. Post radio

New

editor.

Mr. and Mrs. Myron Nunes, son,
Center, L.L, April 9,
is .daughter of Jack Ecoff,
general sales manager of Mills
Music; father is with Price Theatre
Premium Co.

Rockville

Mother

.

.

Wedncftilay, April 13,

I
-

')

aI

I

His Newest Release

SWKTHIAW AMY

BOB CROSBY'S 'XLUB

MOM

15"

HHonday thru hiday on CBS
for CAMPBELL'S

SOUP and FRANCO AMERICAN SPAGHETTI

Exclusive

LONDON

.

NtW YOKK

»

CHICAOO

'

Managemant

SAN PRANCI5CO

BtVEBLY HILLS

.

CLIVILANO

.

DALLAS

1949

'49^

il

MUSIC

PuUlahea W«ekUp' at 154 W«at Mlb Street, Now Torb
BikUnd
(cf^nd aiaas imUer December 2

u
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Opening Up All

Hayes,

horsey style. Resembles regular square dancing except that
eight dancers are mounted, affair
is held in a large field, and "caller"
either has to be leather-lunged or
operate over a sound truclc Latter seems to be increasingly popu-

razzle-dazzle" around the world, is
setting. in motion a pair of global
showbusiness plans: Showman has
under consideration a pair of projectSi one of which calls for an exchange of variety shows to be
staged at his Ziegfeld theatre,

to the

Y., and the Palladium, London;
Latter is operated by Val Parnell
lor Moss Empire Theatres.
Other import?[nt project still in
Rose's cranium is the staging of
his Aquacade at the "Festival in

lar.

N.

fii^faili"

slisted

to

May

start

Ratings Are Held

ment vim

'Vital Necessity'

poundSvior this event which will
be a tr?wie fair designed to show
off British

Chicago, April

products.

Mounting opinion

-Rose' asked Government spokesthat his show be staged on
London's
Sijrpentine
Lake,
in
Layout would be- pro-

in

East's

19.

some radio

that audience ratings are
overrated and that it is inci-eased
product sales wiiich actually prove
a program's worth was attacked
sharply this week by audience
duced with Pamell.
The vftriety shows at the Zleg- rater A. C. Nielsen. Rather than
eliminating such measurements of
f^d, still being mulled by the

I

I

Hyde Park.

program pull, he said, broadcastcall for a comers should concentrate on "making
bination of top U. S. and Contireally do provide
names. As idea now stands, sure that ratings
true measurements of that vital
(^eontlnued -on-page-4T^)
Tacfor, atidiehc'e sTze.""
Referring to a Vaiuety story last
week to the eft'ect that Pabst Beer

Showman, would

i

—

neiital

Tacific/ 'Salesman/

tor's

:'Kate'

Divorcement

BuickVO&JTo

Eddie Canblast against ratings as "one

backing to the

hilt

of the biggest outrages in radio,"

Share Hottest

Nielsen declared that anyone who
says ratings are unimportant reFill
fuses to face the facts. "He is say'Ticket
That wandering Olsen & Johndemand for the top ing, in efl'ect," according to NielJ,
sen, "that there is no relation be- son television
package, for which
f Broailway hits Is now rated the
tween
the
circulation of an adverm&st intense in years. Three top
Buick has been trying to find a
tising medium and the volume of
calls are "South Pacific," "Kiss Me
spot for the last two months, has
Kate" and "Death of a Salesman." sales produced." Nielsen's ai-gu- finally made it.
Hour-long proraeht was focused against C. liV gram
Not within memory have tlvree
bows in on the NBC-TV
Hooper, his chief competitor, with web Tuesdays at 8 starting June
s\10h hot tickets been listed simulthe statement that Hooperatings, 21 as a summer replacement
laheously.
for
(Continued on page 16)
Milton Berle's "Texaco Star TheAccording to brokers, it's a tossatre."
Kudner ad agency handles
up at the moment whether "Paboth accountf!.
cific" or "Kale"
is the choicer
Agency had encountered conitem, but the expectation is that Easter Week's Record B.O.
siderable difficulties in placing the
the" Rodgers-Hammerstein musical
program,
through
inability
of
will probably forge ahead of the
In All Show Biz Branches
both NBC-TV and CBS-TV to clear
Cole Porter-Bella Spewack show,
Easter
brought
plenty
weekend
the desired time with affiliate staWiich has been established as the
em- tions. Latter, most of which cartop call.
Not only did "Pacific" of coin into show business
..
country,
throughout
the
ry .shows from move than one net8|t slightly better reviews than poriums
Ka^te," but its location at the Ma- with film theatres, legit and nite- work, had previous commitments
the for the time Buick wanted. Berle
JfiStic theatre, in 44th street, is re- ries all pulling sharply out of
doldrums in which they've been will come back in his Tuesday
(Gontinued on page 53)
becalmed for the last several spot in the fall and NBC is conmonths.
fident it will have found another
Hefty biz at the nation's film- suitable time- for O.&J. by then^
Ist. Films in Years For

In For Berle

I

B'way Demand

in

Years

By BOB STAHL
Television

i

i

tribution

is

estimated that, local advertisers
and sponsors of commercial spots
either on the webs or locally are
sinking at least another $1,500,000
yearly into the mediiun to boost
the total, minus time costs, above
the $12,000,000 marker,
Bankrollers' investment in TV,
of course, comes nowhere near the
Uotal" .spent for" radio advertising'
(C ontinued on page 2 6)

i

i

!

"

~

,

produc-

ASGAP's First-Quarter
Melon Near $2,000,000

exerted from the dis-

As Revenue Holds Up

i

end to get product which
American Society of Composers,
have maximum sales Authors and Publishers declared a
i

is

felt

to

I

values.

first

I

Between

owning

theatres

peddling product, in what
(Continued on page 55)

!

which in many cases estabnew house records, put a
temporary end to the worries of
that industry caused by such factors as high production costs, high
theatre operating costs and threatened inroads of television. Induseries,

2

Former H'wood Greats

including exhibitors,
story of Hollywood life in which
easier in the knowledge
they enact top roles with William breathed
that they can still do top business,
Holden and Nancy Olsen.
good pictures and the right
j given
try

oiTicials,

I

!

!

.It's

Miss

Swanson's

film

conditions.
1941.
Van Strohelm's last
Mainly responsible for the
local film appearance was a few
boxoffice,
which saw
film
years later. Billy Wilder directs
'
(Continued on page 55)
since

first

I

'

bofl:

th6

The H'wood Pace
Hollywood, April

19.

Comedian Joey Adams, with
Mark Plant and Tony (janzocompleted "Ringside" for Screen Guild Productions, which was shot in seven
neri, recently

days.

Adams subsequently ordered
a set of >stills of himself to be
taken from the film.
These
took nine days.

week

parceled out to writers and publa.st week.
Major portion of the coinj Of
from radio. Before
another quarter runs out the Sor

lishers late

Eisenhower's PA. Sought

course, stems

For 'Crusade' Teeoff
Life and Time,
sponsors of
"Crusade in Europe," are. huddling
with Gen. Dwight Eisenhower to
have hira appear
person when
the vidpic series based on the gen
eral's book preems over ABC-TV
Thursday, May 5, at 9 p.m.
The Luce mags have inked 13
basic ABC-TV stations and have:
1

m

'

orders out for 20 additional outlets, trying to line up periods as
close as possible to the Thursday
9 p.m. slot. Time costs for the 26week period will come to approximately $95,000, if all 33 stations
are inked. Time, Inc. is reportedly
paying ABC $165,000 for the first
cycle of 26 chapters, with an option
on the second and third screenings,
If the publisher decides against!
bankrolling the two repeat cycles.
ABC-TV will be free to pick up
another backer. If Luce sponsors
all three series, cost will be $400,000 for the pix.
'

;

lished

'Hollywood, April 19.
Gloria Swanson and Eric Von
otroheim faced Hollywood cameras
for the first time in years as Para*Jount rolled "Sunset Boulevard,"

quarter dividend last

and that was only slightly tinder 'the
was corresponding period of 1948. Total distributable revenue came to
just under $2,000,000, and it was

.

,

TV

iijiajor

networking facilities, would more
than double it. In addition, it is

tion costs high, and the majors are
straining to achieve better profits.
Instead of allowing studio execs to
more-or-less suit their own tastes
on choice of stories, casting, etc.,

pressure

on the four

vertisers

networks for talent and production
Adding time charges

to the total, including the costs of

i.<!

is curtailed,"

now

are

costs alone.

actually
ju.-it
forcing a trend that is a natural!

when income

advertisers

spending upwards of $12,000,000
yearly to plug their products on
the medium, signifying TV's progress towards that era of profitable
expansion is accelerating rapidly.
over
That figure
represents
$10,500,000 spent by national ad-

B^ger

.

"

is

Shows on Networks

Hold on H'wood

circles

man

Now

Backing Total of 63

.

1,

British governappropriate 12,000,000

National Advertisers

WB

19SSV In London.

CENTS

WEEK

Over the Country

calling,
Billy RosGi who returned this old proven square dance
week from a 15-week "fabulous and new verses which are adapted

25

mm

May Do

Hollywood, April 19.
Helen Hayes may make her film
comeback in the forthcoming Warnei's' production of Tennessee Wil-

liams'
"Glass Menagerie." Miss
absent from the screen
since her Oscar-winning performance- in Metro's "Sin of Madelon
Claudet" in 1932, would play the
Grassroots vaude is expanding at role originated by the late Laurits most rapid rate since tlie ad- ette Taylor on Broadway.
vent of talking pictures. Both cirJerry Wald will produce the
cuit and indie exhibitors are find- film, with Jane Wyraan set for the
ing that live shows in small town daughter role and Kirk Douglas
nabes is more successful.
They as the boy.
Irving Rapper, who
are still mulling the possibility that went over to Columbia following
the traditional six to eight-act bills a tifi: with Warners, returns to the.
may be due for a return in larger
lot to handle direction on
metropolitan areas.
"Menagerie." Entire package deal
Much of the new Interest in the was set up by indie agent Charles
variety type of presentation is K. Feldman.
credited .to television which has
Miss Hayes clicked in ''Menagbeen instrumental in reviving an erie" in'London last year.
interest in round actors. Equally
responsible
for
the
increasing
vaude openings is the dearth of
top films, uncertainties of theatre
divorcement, and declining grosses
in some straight picture situations.
There are many instances where
-iieatres with standard vaude but
sans high-priced names have been
doing top business. The Olympia,
Exercise of much greater control
Miami, Majestic, Paterson, the
Schine houses, and the Capitol, over studio production programs
Washington, do a consistent bu.si- by eastern homeofl'ices is seen as
ness on the strength of moderate- one of the most significant effects
of the forthcoming divorcement of
ly priced vaudfilm. On the other
Evihand, thctres like the Adams, ma.ior company theatres.
Newark, which must depend on big denccs of the shifts in power are
already visible in some companies
(Continued on page 44)
and are expected to be much more
~
so within the next" year.

apparently is a southwest development, but now is gaining a following around Hoyt, Kansas.
It's being done with both the

Globe Trot Ends

PRICE

'Menagerie' in Films

.

Show Biz Plans;

187*.

.

,

20, 1949

Helen Hayes

More Vaudfihn

Horsebacjk in West
"Kansas City, April 19.
Newest twist on terpsichore in
this area is square dancing on
horseback. Dancing on horseback

Sinsia copies,, il Cent*,

BANKROLLERS
im m

On
{

BiUy Rose's Inf1

(10.
•

$12M000
Square Dancing

Annual subscription,

Poat OfElca at Nan Torb, N. Y,, undar lb* act oC JUaroh
VAKIE'rir, INC. ALL RIGHTS' RESERVED

ciety's

income

and

distributions

may be bolstci-ed by television,
with which tlie organization is in
u^^'throes of making
" a deal Radio
will
continue to be the main
source for a while, however. Society's

board has been assured by

radio chain executives that its income from broadcasting will not
be appreciably lower for '49 than
it was in 48, despite tele's mush*
rooming. And radio paid close to
.
$7,000,000 to ASCAP last year.

i

MAEGARET TRUMAN'S MGK.?

j

i

j

.

!

j

1

President Truman's daughter,
Margaret, currently booked for a
series of 20 concerts next fall and
spring by the James A. Davidson
Concert Management, may take on
Anna Sosenko as her pea'sonal
manager and mentor,
Miss (Sosenko, p.m. for Hild6garde, has been Miss Truman'*
friend for yea-s.

Wednesday, April 20, 1949

miSCKLLANV
BRITISH SNIP 'SNAKE' BY

Coast Friars Benefit Raises $305,1

1,000 FT.;

In Sock
By 'ARTHUR

Show for

Relief

means

Norworth Eastio TV

wile to celebrate his 50th anni in

He'll get $600 for stint.
Routine will include his
community sing on his

usual
"Ball

Game" and "Harvest Moon"

tunes.

338th
3,660

WEEK

PerformancM

AU-timo lone irun
legitimate theatre.

I

record

In

KEN MURRAY'S
1949"

Filming Xhaillot' With

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal,
And now in world-wide releasar

"BLACKOUTS OF

in

France

Jr.,

producer

Frozen Francs

"BILL

'

'

'The fiominittee tciday (1^!
at the double-feature and deQla.^ea'
that
multi-jfeature
perfornianciss
.

AND COO"

For Borscht Belt Pic
With Milton
power expected

Academy Award Film

Berle's
to

boom

film

b.o.

via his top

are on the wane around the coun..
Plug for single feature
try.
shows, with plenty of good shorts,

i

;

^^e
on NBC's "Texaco
'."_y*^55P<""*."'^'''.l<='^
committee made
today to the anGeorge Jessel nual national convention of the
Theatrei"
Star
would star the comic in "Moon Daughters of the American HevoOver the Catskills," one of his up*- lution, now. in aession here;
Report, submitted by Mrs. Leroy
coming 20th - Fox productions.
Montgomery, of Norwalk, Conn.,
Jessel, in New York, Monday (18), chairman of the committee,
also:
received an honorary, life mem1.
Lauded films as teachers of

television rating
-

Plan has created some
companies are
^
„^„,„^,„„
nncciwiitioc
exploring the. possibilities,
De Liagre's idea is to make
Hollywood, April 19.
French and English versions simulone-picture
Krasna's
iSTormah
taneously. There's a possibility of
deal with J^letra .caUs fbr f^^^^
a tieup with Louis Jouvet; who
with later satirizing Gracie Allen; played the lead in the Paris edi- as wrlter-prdduci6rrdirWctor ,^h bis
,
„
,
„
T«i.;„i

woman."

:

:

hiitial

Metro Original

,

the young, declaring that schools
are learning that .'Children learn
much more rapidly from motion
pictures than from textbooks,
Praised the spread of the
2.

bership card in National Variety
from Berle on the stage of
the Roxy. He flew east to oft'iciate
at Treasury Secretary John. Wi
'i-te-^ Snyder's
Film is ti/^^i^m^:
original.
dinner in Washington
^.^^
j^gjj^^.
turning vet aiid hiis dog.- - C^^^ is last night (Tues.). Jessel's current
stood to have film studio facilities
production is songwriter Fred
French law. requires a now being set.
available.
Incidentally, his "Stars On My Fisher's biog, "Oh You -Beautiful
foreign
partner
for
50% domestic
projected play with Doll."
companies seeking to produce with Shoulder,"
music, is back In the -iiVorks. Sec^
"Moon Over the Cat.skills,"
frozen coin.
ond-aet trouble, which interrupted authored by Albert Lewis (& Gorthe: piay wi:ight'S collaboratipn with don) and his son, Arthur, is a saga
Irvirig Berlih, has been; amelio- of the borscht belt summer circuit
rated ^md the two are working on which was a takeoff 'point for
Walter HUstdn numerous top show biz names 'tothe sdript again.
has been nieritipned as the star.
Jessel plans to spot several
day.
Berlin, ntieahtinie, has commit- of the borscht-spawnea performers
Mbttbh Downey bpws in as a
ments for two pictures to. fill as in. the film. Berle's previous Holtelevision regulai; May. .2 ptt: NBCsoon as he wraps up the forth- lywood's ''ventures
(before
b.v.
TSt as the Moiiday,' Wednesday and
coming Broadway .musical;: "Mss video) had disappointing results.
Friday star on the new Mohiawlc
Roberta Quihlan, Liberty,'' on which lie's now work; Incidentally, he was tied to the
Carpet' show.
ing with playwright Robert, E. same studio, 20th-Fox.
featured in many previous pro-,
Sherwood.
^herwood
He's slated to do a
that web, will take over

,

Artists

m

and, of course, Jessel

doing his now wellrknown Professor Larbermacher.
Jolson Missinr

.

;

Wall

Show

St.'s

•

Biz Bally

_

To Woo New

^

bolster dwindling bustStreamlined, show business
are being adopted in.

to

steps
nessi

i

methods

,

many

instances.

more

The

stoclt

for new stockholders is being undertaken by the stock exchange
via a $500,000 budget .set aside for
a public relations campaign, stress"
ing the long-term^ advantage of

,

GUda

owning American securities.
While Wall street laid an egg
back in 1929, 20 years later the
Street lias another turkey on its
hands, as Forbes business mag re^
cently pointed out, only this time
it's a switcheroo on what happenedr
20~years'~ago:
It-no—longer—is- a—
case of wailing about everybody
invading the stock market; now
the financial sector is out. to get
comparatively small-salaried wageearners and amateur investors inStock
terested in stock buying.
exchange is said to feel that a
whole new generation has grown
up in the
last 15-20 years, with no
,
,
,
exchange
knowledge
of
stock
,
,^
,
,
functions and its fundamental op-

^

1

I

.

—

I

'

I

i

'

:

^

I

I

I

,

'

i

l

I

'
:

enterprising

exchange firms also have taken to
films in beating tlie bushes for
new accounts. Search of the stix

i

-

—

Investors

Wall street, including both the
N. Y. Stock Exchange and individual brokerage houses, has decided

;

.

—

•

;

Doffed its hat to MPAA for
3.
"fine cooperation" with the
Di A. R. motion, picture program.

'

—

for

its

MOHAWK CARPET TO

TV SPONSOR DOWNEY

matinees

"

films.

'

|

:

morning

Saturday

children with their "travel picture
or
good western" as keeping
youngsters away from adult type

Jolson tore down the rafters at
the last Frolic, but he was missing
Saturday, and was greatly missed.
Illness kept him away.
The new contingent, since the
last show, who; were on hand comprised Gordon MacRae, Humphrey
Bogart, Alan Ladd, Dan Dailey,
Fidgar
Bergen,
Frank Sinatra,
Giayton, Jackson
and Durante,
Gene Kelly heading the contingent
of stars in "This Is Our Night with
Trixie," song written specially for
Gilbert
the occasion by Li Wolfe
.. .
and Joe Cooper, fliis replacing the gi-ams on
Metro co-starring
.^o-^
satire on Kay Thompson and the rhrTue"sda7andFhursdar.¥ot"fw
Jessel's Texas Leaguer
'Williams Brothers, from the last the across-the-board presentation. Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
ParaEl Paso, April 19.
sliow,
In the line backing up the
Carpet firm, apparently unwill- plus "White Christmas'' for
dancing Kelly were Peter Lawford, ing to buck the Arthur Godfrey mount, which would re-team
George Jessel has joined the
Hay Milland, James Stewart, Wal- "Talent Scouts" show on CBS-TV, Astaire and Bing Crosby.
Hollywood rush into baseball with
ter Pidgeon, Fred Mac Murray, has given up its option on the
acquisition of a 25"?i interest in the
Van Jolmson, George Murphy and NBC-TV Monday nights at 8:30
El Paso club of the Texas League,
Dane Actor Slapped Deaf He was given a 12>/i% cut for nothRobert Taylor.
spot in favor of the 7:30 to 7:45
-Sjprinr Agaln^
ing, after paying $12,500 for anniche Monday through Friday,
Spring Again," with a New program will replace the de
"It's
In 'Oklahomar Premiere other' 12V4%.
wooded backdrop and the hobos funct Henry Morgan show. Which
Copenhagen, April 12.
in the woods, was a "ballet," a bowed off last Fi-iday (15) after a
Gray Sues Col Over
The Norrebro Teater in Copenhangup number that revealed un- short three -times weekly run,
der the makeup such names as Morgan ostensibly gave up because hagen looks to have the biggest
'Gilda' Pic for $1,000,000
Vincent Price; Jack Oakie, Brian of the pressure of his radio com^ hit in its long history as an operDenver, April 19.
Aherne, Rod Cameron; Dennis niitraents but it is believed NBC etta
theatre,
.„
^'Oklahoma'.,"
Gilda Gray iMaryanna Michalin
O'Keefe, Cesar Romero, Leonid dropped the show through disatisski) claims that by rea.son of the
Kinsky, George Murphy, Keenan faction with the way it panned out. which just had its premiere here,
film, "Gilda," her privacy has been
^how i s something of a triumph
W-ynn,
^Eddie
^Bracken,
Bustet -^-^genay---ior;-MohawJcLis^-G.e.org£.
IJny aded to^iie. tujie _Qf_$1,000,OPQ,
for young actor Kai W'lltTnTTVtnr
Keaton and Mickey Rooney. Then, Nelson.',':'
according to two suits filed against
makes his debut as a director with
too;: there was a switch on the
Columbia Pictures, One in the
it." ''The leads are Denmark's most
tunesmith ensemble from the last
U. S. district court here.
The
popular theatre, epupie, Hans Kurt
show which had pounding the keys
other is filed under a New York
Jolson's Tax Plea
and Else Marie, who are in -fine
and chanting the nation's songs
jlaw, each suit asking $250,000
singing form.
such celebs as Rudolf Friml,' Jack
Washington, April 19.
actual
and $2S0,O0O exemplary
Norworth, Jimmy McHugh, Frank
Al Jolson. in D. C. from New
A serious accident 'happened damages.
Loesser, L. Wolfe Gilbert, Shelton York today (Tues.) for visit with his opening night. In the scene where
Miss Gray claims the film, made
Brooks, Johnny Green and Billy stepmother, may iron out his] young commedienne Grethe Tor- in 1946, W'as"cheap and
tart and
Shirley, with Jimmy Cagney doing 'Molson Story" capital gains peti-i aahl, who scored the evening's big- very unlike
my life in that rethe George M. Cohan finale of this tion with the Treasury Dept. With gest hit as Ado Annie, has to slap spect." However, she claims the
number instead of Donald O'Con- Jolson's e.g. deal with Columbia Foul Bundgaard (playing Will name Gilda refers exclusively to
nor, who was on the la.st show. And on the pic's .sequel, "Jolson Sings Parker), in the face, she accidental- her, and that the shimmy
dance is
added, too. were Harpo Marx, with Again," given advance approval, iy hit him on the ear, with the re- also exclusively associated with
Spencer Tracy, who. fitted into the Treasury oft'icials may compromise suit that the ear went completely iher.
The suit enumerated her
deaf the rest of the evening. Singer three marriagesi
groove intended fPr Clark Gable, the i-nammy singer's claim.
and according to
as one of the emcees.
.lolson Sings Again," with Jo1t has consulted an ear specialist and Miss Gray, "while
l was married
Morris Stoloff conducted the 48 son once again soundtracking the: it's feared that Bundgaard, who is tO; these men I was a good and
piece orch (services free, courtesy vocals for Larry Parks, was pre- a promising new operetta hero, will faithful wife.
The picture made
of Petrillo) in medley of nostalgia viewed on the Coast this past never regain his hearing in that Gilda a tart, free with tier love,
•'.''
ear.
fContinued on page 19)
weekend.
and a viper among: men."
The theiitre is sold out well in
She is at present in retirement
advance and it is probable that the on a Colorado ranch.
Norrebro, which usually closes for
4/2'0:
the three summer months, will
continue right through into next
Sheridan's Indie.
|

19.

any trace of

foir

.

of "Madwoman of ChaiUot,'' current Broadway legit hit, has been
talking to ma jor film; companies on
the prospect of using coin they
Friars Frolic held last October.
have frozen in France for making
The surefire numbers, presentation a film version there of Madand talerit which appeared in the

show were again repeated
and they scored terrifically. They
Included the opening "Broadway
and Hollywood," Jack Benny and
his hillbilly orch, Lou Holtz, Tony
Marti n George Burns and Benny;

Holly\*-ood_ films

Jesse! Dickers Berle

K
.

se-'

quences showing mental home in- cptnmunistic teaehing or,
leaning,
mates with straight jackets and giveis IJ. Si pictures
a clean slate
lighter scenes which evoked audiand says they are entirely free of
ence laughter,
the"i:ed, tainti'.-:
"The Snake Pit" has already < In the vvprd' it haS received
from;
been, shown in Stockholm and its local sub-cohimittees
throughCairo without cuts and Litvak has out the nation, comments
;the aiii
the just returned to liOndon after atntial report of the D. A. R. com»
tending its opening in Brussels.
mitteev ''in: npt a single report was
coitimunism reported asv having
been,, noted in .an igicturfe'i"

Liagfe's Pitch For

Alfred de Liagre,

Washington, April

The D. A. R. motion picture
committee, "which "h7s""se"arch;d

l^L^^'n.

j2L-«L*'i!„PiS'S'«.*
that' the censoir had deleted, all

show biz. On April 26 he'll appear
on Milton Berle's Texaco show.

The fourwas worth it.
hour show whammed 'em, having augmented talent and skits
that Were not included in the

Communist Rap

available for exhibition

and children only when
accompanied by adults.
Anatole Litvak, producer^direc-

Hollywood, April 19.
Jack Norworth easted with his

De

it is

which

certificate,

to adults,

On 50th Show Biz Anni

i

"A"

an

with

It

—

On

Clean Slate

now passed "The Snake

Hollywtfod, April 19.
The Fi'iars, always the great
bonifaces of the gteasepaint fragrossed around $305,000
for the Motion Picture Relief Fund
in a testimonial performance at
the Shrine auditorium here Saturday night (161; It was one of the
bisttest coin-garnering jobs ever
accomplished at one performance;
In a fast-moving, perfectly cotordinated layout headed by Abbot
George Jessel,. there was more
boxoffice dynamite present than
one could see on the screen from
the major companies in a season's
product. So it was no miracle that
the 6,600-seat Shrine auditorium
\vas able to be scaled from $2 to
$100 a seat; and the ticket racks
went clean, with around 1,100
seats disposed of at top scale.

.

12.

After making cuts totalling about
1,000 feet ,the British censor has
Pit" (20th)

Fund

UNGAR

ternity,

Bob Hope

DAReCiimPix

FOR ADULTS

London, April

.

|

orations.

i

, .„
by diiferent broker-

,

,

|

R^.'^^nt tests

i

,

.

,

I

,

°^^>

I

showed

short,

'

:

that

"Money

at

"^^

I'i"^.

!

17-minute

the

Work," was the

I

most, effective instrument in .stressing how coin should be invested in

,

.stocks-.'

i

-:'
•

!

i

[

Morley Sought As
Caesar in

,

!

Subneription Order

Form

'Vadis'

Hollywood, April 19.
Robert Morley, British legit and
Hollywood, April 19.
film
star,
will play Caesar in
Ann Sheridan is going into film Metro's "Quo Vadis," if present
production on her own, starting efforts
of director John Huston
Eddie Cantor s Siesta
with "Second Lady," a yam about
and producer Arthur HornbloWj
Hollywood, April 19. r a femme politician. Job calls for
Morley leaves
Jr,, are successful.
Eddie Cantor lias cancelled both a two-way stretch as producer and
"Edward, My Son" legiler on
Ills
midwest vaude tour and his '.star.
Broadway this week, goes to EuActress is currently awaiting reintended .European trip, which was
rope for a pic> then is slated for
sumption of filming on "I Was a
jj„j,„jin Australia.
to include a visit to Israel. Rea- Male War Bride,"
which has about
Gregory Peck and. Elizabeth
son for sw itch in plans is that he's five weeks to run at 20th-Fox,
Taylor would be co-starred
decided on resting this summer in

Ann

season.

Enclosed find check for $
Please Send
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anticipation

154 West

46tli Street

KAYE OFF TO
Danny Kaye and

1

London

Sunday

"Vadis."

L0JO)0N
his press rep,

Eddie Dukoff, flew from
to

I

Inc.

New

TV

his
debut,
which he's doing for Pabst beer
in conjunction with his regular radio stint.

New York

(17),

GirMd

where

John

boa,

19, N. Y.

,|

his usual wintering in Palm
springs, where he maintains an
Following that, the pair will tour
auxiliary home in addition to his Europe, playing theatres and niterBeverly Rills, residence.
ics in several European countries.

i

Garfield,

\VB June
now

in

due
Big Knife" ori Broadway,
1
>"ePort to Warner Bros. June
start his

new

contract.

I

I

1

19.

.starring
is

to

York

«t

Hollywood. April

Cantor has taken a house in Bal- he's booked for a six-week stand
Cal., as a .summer antithesis at tlie Palladium, opening Monday

I

USniETY

of

I

Ko

film assignment yet.

)

PICTURES

Wednesfbjr, April 20, 1949

COMEBACK

DISTRIBS' 1949
[xm Anglo-U.S.

Not Much Expected
Parley; State
conclave

Initial

of

the

DepL

Stiil

Best Bet

Davis Joins Parley
John Davis,

J.

Arthur Rank's

chief lieutenant, arrived ' inthe U. S. unexpectedly yesterday (Tuesday) to attend the
Anglo-American Film Council
sessions that get under way in
Washington tomorrow (Thursday).
He builds up to four
the number of experts from
England who will back the
principals, at the meetings,

as of little, If any, significance.
Feeling is that the trend of events
ill both this country and England
have passed the sessions in importance and nothing meaningful
can come out of them.
Most important of the various
developments that have taken
-place in the past few weeks is
viewed as the eilective'ness in
Wiishington: of the combined onSlaught on Britain by the Calif orr
nia delegation in Congress, the.
Motion Picture Assn. of America
and the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers. Result
has been, the enlistment of the
Dept. of State actively on the
::Sid^' of the U, S. industry for the
first time since England started
Its radical restrictive practices almost two years ago.
It is figured that some well'
expressed sentiments from Secretary of State Dean Acheson can
foree the British into .a compromise that the V. S. industry in
direct dealings with the Labor government has been entirely unable
to achieve. And, it is thought,
Acheson is being forced into taking action if he needs any forcing
—-by the Congressional needling

American participants will
have in their comer Fayette W;
.

AUport and -Eckman

in

further improvements

has

on

.

!

:

ar-

New

Record Resenting

Quota Idea

( Congressman can: always ask a lot
First concerted assault by any
questions when
group of American exhibs against
appropriations bills come up ) and. the British quota
system since that
(Continued on page 16)
restriction against Yank pix be-

came

effective

terday

Mpls. This Year,

(

Tues .)

was launched yesby the Theatre

They Get Early Start
Minneapolis, April 19.
Avalanche of new drive-in pro.1ects in this territory continues as
completed outdoor theatres steal a
march on season with earliest
Although- Minneopenings ever.
apolis had two big snowstorms and
low temperatures during past
week, two of area's eight drive-ins
that operated last year are opening this week. They are the Rose
and Bloomington, located in Twin
City suburbs and owned by the
Minnesota Entertainment Enter-

Cheyfitz at

facing

an

,

Two

th e
'

additional

MEE

.

JkJHotH'wood Desire

A

number of other

drive-

ins already constructed are also
'Streetcar';
slated to open this month an*
nouncement of new projects conSees a Deal Real
tinue to pour in. Minnesota tdwns
as small as 3,000 population will
Film companies all declined to
have the drive-ins. There may be bid on "Streetcar Named Desire,"
more than 50 of them in this area it has been learned, under terms
before the end of the summer as [for screen rights laid out in- a letcompared to eight in 1948.
ter to them several weeks ago.
Home Tiieatres circuit, which Studios reportedly were unanioperates seven regular theatres, mous in feeling that it was inadannounced it will build three drive- visable to encourage such a plan
ins this summer,
for obtaining filming privileges as
tocal major distributors have let was laid out by author Tennessee
it be known they'll demand much
Williams, producer Irene Selznick
stiffer terms from the drive-ins, and agent Audrey. Wood.
(Continued on page 19)
In addition to balking at the

Agent

For

Soon

Two

j

i

I

Mebbe

Later to Europe on Biz

Broadway

,

•

Trad* Mark tlsElstered
SIMH! SII.iVEKMAN
.

rOWNDED BY

:Weekl;

rubll^lieil

VAKIETV,

b)>

Sla Silverman.
IB4

We«l

n'nNliinRtoii 4

Week Booms Trade

Easter week upbeat
film

theatre

biz'

is

8 St.

—Bing Crosby, 'Women,'
Pace Field

'

sunscniPTioN

trade unifol-mly smash to terrific,
Picture hung up a new all-time
high at N. Y. Music Hall, the $170,000 total exceeding even the highest done there over New Year's.
Very strong second is "Little:
Women" (M-G), with flock of playdates building the overall total.

rounds out the

list

No. 6

I^DEX

of Big Eight

films

Chatter

are

Film Reviews
......
House Reviews.
......
.

In.side

Legit

.

Literati ...
Music ....
New Acts,
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

:
.

.

venture
in
Baltimore"
(RKO)
shapes sock in Baltimore. "Quartet" (ELt, playing small N. Y.
house, still is .smasli in third week.
"Paisan*; (Indie) continues its
strong biz this session, being un-

. *

.

Inside Pictures
Inside Radio
Inside Television
International
,
Legitimate

(Col) stands out, being fancy
in L. A. and big in Seattle.
"Ad-

usually good in Detroit, nice in
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College" L. A. "South of St. Louis" (WBi
(20th) will finish third even though looks sock in Louisville.
Two reissues, "Wizard of Oz";
only in a few cities so fai\ It is
socko to easily lead Philly and ter- (M-G) and "Pride of Yankees''
rific at N. Y. Roxy where hang- (RKO),: hint
unusual
promise.
ing up a new Easter weekend high. Latter is okay in Boston and great
Fourth coin goes to "Tulsa" (EL), in N. Y.
with good to big returns. "Dream
'?Red Pony" shapes great in
Is Yours" (WP) is fifth best.
Toronto.
"Fighting O'Flynn" (Ul
"Ball Game" (M-G), up among looks good in Portland, Ore. "To
top foursome for last three weeks, Sea in Ships" (20th) looms big in

.

.

Man"

i

47
54

Bills

runner-up

"Red Shoes" (ELi, "El Paso" (Par),
"Family Honeymoon" (U). "Knock
on Door" (Col) and "Mother Is
Freshman" (20thi.
Of new entries, "Undercover

1

$11
.25 Ccntfl

Vol. 174

winners.

Leading

Foreign

ATinual.. ... $10
Singlo Copies.

booming packs enough wallop to capture
with seventh place. "Ma and Pa Kettle"
(U)

-.

v

.

.

finishing sixth.

.

Detroit.

(Complete Boxo//ice Reports on
"The Set-Up" (RKO), boxoffice
champ fot last two weeks, still J*ogeS 8-9).

11
48

52
14
30
34
13

49
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.

'.

i .

.

,

53

38
47
46
55
Orchestra ..... ......... 38
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,

i
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1
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.
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.
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Night Club Reviews
Obituaries
:

Pictures

3

Radio .... ,.w
Radio Reviews
Frank Scully

,

.

j20

Television
... .... i
Television Reviews ....

.

30
53
26

.

31

Unit Review
Vaudeville

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

47
....

.

.
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.

.

is

>

Mo Michlsran Av*.
k
Lonilnn WCS
Martin's PI,. Tnifnlirar Sq.

currently,

total take in. some'24 keys covered
by Variety likely to reach nearly
Brisk weather helped
$3,200,000.

:

Bullillni

Presli
ClilcnitO 1

8G0

'Belvedere,' 'Tulsa,' 'Dream'

T

yorlt 19, N;

1292 Natlniial

National Boxoffice Survey
Easter

Inc;

President

Now

40tli St..

IIonywood-88 6311 Yucca Street.

'

.

for

week on routine huddles witS
Blumberg plans to

studio execs.

formal bidding against each other
that was proposed, most of the film
picture houses Easter Day but rain
companies objected to the leasing and snow cut in slightly in a few
provision and figured the terms too
key cities. Launching of new prod-'
high.
Cost would have been at
2 Weeks Following Op least $450,000. That means thai uct bolstered the totalSi
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) is
Samuel Goldwyn is expected to by the time the screenplay is composition with
be
pleted and a cast ''and director pushing up into top

New York

(Continued on page 16)

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal's
president, pushes off for the Coast
this

Goldwyn Hospitalized

in

Hehn

jGumulatLv,e-prefeFPed-share.s-invthe- _remairiJin-'-H611j^\vo6d-two-to-thFee
past 30 days to bring its total held weeks before returning to New
York.
He is being accompanied
in the treasury to 1,900 shares..
During the same stretch, Colum- by his wife.
bia bought Bp another 500 shares
On his return from the Coast,
of cumulative preferred to bring Blumberg may make 9 trip tp
its total to 900 shares.
Europe.

,

hospitalized

-

MPAA

at
ultimate retirement of all special
stocks.
gathered up. another 310

I

about two weeks as result of the hired that would be commensurate
with such a valuable property, the
fPf,""^''"" he underwent Monday
(18).
Following his release, it is film's negative cost would be be(Continued on page 16)
understood he'll be forced to vacation for another couple weeks, at
least, to fully recuperate.
Wyler Questing Another
-.Slicing was performed at the
Play to Film
Wiirkness Pavilion of the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Centre.
director
William
Paramount
Producer entered the institution Wyler arrives in New- York from
tor what was to have been a four- the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) for a
or five-day checkup, during which two-fweek stay. He will take in a
tune it was decided it would be flock of Broadway shows in the
advantageous to operate for a hope of being able to latch on to
minor ailment from which he had one for his next Paramount stint.
Men suffering.
Wyler, who came to Par with the
Goldwyn's projected trip to De- company's acquisition of Liberty
troit this week to give a deposition Films, recently completed direcr
in the Society of Independent Mo- torial chores on "The Heiress."
tion
Picture
Producers'
Film rights to "The Heiress"
suit
against b'uying-booking combines were bought by Par on Wyler's
nas been postponed Indefinitely.
recommendation,

manding to give up their total interest.
In f^e meantime, Fabian
and Gamble are. continuing to
hover in the background, waiting

Ties;

MPAA

other companies. Universal

j

I

.

.

:

and Columbia, are also aiming

)

,

continue, indefinitely.

the benefit: of the Motion Picture
For Rodney Pantages
Assn. of America's 10 member com-'
panies. This follows the
Hollywood, April 19.
directorate's action two weeks ago
It will probably be a long time
in setting up a special television before exhib Rodney Pantages un^committee.
dertakes another "simple" exploiCheyfitz will continue as aide in tation stunt for a film.
charge of special projects for the
Pantages decided to bally the
prexy, but, it has been current run of "Make Believe
learned, will devote a considerable Ballroom'' at the Pantages and
portion of his time to .delving, into Hillstreet theatres with a "spethe prospective relationship of cialty night" last night (18).
He
films and TV. For this purpose lined
up pic's featured: acts,
Frankie Laine, Kay Starr, Toni
(Continued on page 16)
Harper, Gene Krupa and disk
jocks Al Jarvis; Don Otis and Dick
Haynes for cuffo appearances.
Blumberg to Coast,

V

drive-ins in

Twin Ci ty are a now ^re b eing

built.

Col Buying

Up Own Pfd. Stock

at-

prises.
„

20th, U,

'

(Continued on page 18)

may

naming by Eric Johnston of his 'Simple' Pic-Bally Date
aide, Edward L. Cheyfitz; to deBecomes $750 Headache
velop all possible dope on TV for

^

Yank exhibs are

tiations

Industry students of sales figures
for the Nasser deal possibly, to
are convinced that distrib's comecompletely fall through or for anback will give that wing a 35%
other break to come in the negocut in total profits of the. majors
tiations: so that they can move in
for 1949, The sales doldruijis hit
New; collective interest^ of the
(Continued on page 18)
the low point last year when the,
distribution slice in overall major motion picture industry in video
was disclosed this week with the
(Continued on page 14)

of America. On the eve
of the Anglo-American Film council meet in Washington, the
has issued a warning to the British
Twentieth-Pox is continuing an
that if the quota stands, Yank exhibs "can hardly be expected to unpublicized drive to reduce its
look witli enthusiasm upon the ef- outstanding preferred stock by
forts of t'ho British to obtain more buying up shares on the New York
Block of 2,300
playing time for their films in stock exchange.
shares of cumulative convertible
American theatres."
Declaration is viewed as one of preferred was acquired in the past
the early gains from tlie Motion 30 days and an additional 2,400
IndiPicture Assn. of America's move shares " of prior preferred.
for closer liaison -with U. S. ex- cating the extent of the retirement
hibs. It may prelude the creation drive, 20th expended $1,397,879
of a solid front in Washington in during 1948 in picking up 6,085
prior
preferred
and
23,400 conefforts to obtain better, overseas
vertible shares.
treatmefat for American product.

TOA

company, which means that nego>

-

Owners

As

,

Failure of Fabian-Gamble to
agree with the Nassers on combining forces put a severe crimp in
what looked last week like fairly
bright prospects for conclusion of
a deal before owner Charles Chaplin's option on tlie stock of partner
Pickford expires Thursday.
As things stand now. however,
the Nassers will continue efforts to
get the financing together to give
Chaplin and Miss Pickford the $2,700,000 each which they are de-

Crosby Foundation, in which
-the crooner is principal stockholder,- developed the juniorsized guillotine and owns the

Of Tele-Pix

-

Eye 50 Drive-ins For

'

Pickford,- it has
been learned, is reconciled to relinquishing her interest in the

MPAAPrepsProbe

'

:

.

UA

Mary

picture.

.

of embarrassing

-

to

Home

traps.

patents :on it;
It's manufac-^
tured for Crosby by a Michi;gan concern.

when rentals on films
started climbing.
Upswing
registered by the majors is convincing filmites that distribution,
is heading back into a fairer division of the profits^ When the last
figures for fiscal '49 are in, the
feeling is that distribution' will no
longer be regarded as the weak
link in the production-distributionexhibition chain.

few

brothers obtaining the $1,000,000
they need to-complete the purchase
of United Artists before the option
deadline Thursday (21) neither,
they nor the Ted Oamble-Si Fabian
syndicate will be out of the

every-

practically

now being used

mouse

dim today (Tuesday)

which

face,

in
New
furnishings
stores
York are featuring posters on
which the warbler is pictured
with
something called tlie
"Trip Ti-ap," a complicatedlooking 39c device guaranteed
to be the better mouse trap.

reports

i

is

peddle

Hollywood, April 19.
While prospects appeared very
of the Nasser

Mouse Trap?

Crosby's

sold

thing,

grosses and net over the 1948 totals. 'Snowballing of the take now
looks to carry 1949 into a nearbanner position in: the profits
sweepstakes, in whicli only the
1946 and '47 totals will be higher.
Big reason for the gains since the
beginning of. the year is the sharp
rally; staged by distribution.

first

.

Brit.

off

Better

Bing

trend started

YankExhibsOn

—

The

from 20th-Fox,
Warner Bros., Metro and Univer-,
sal, all Of which were disclosed
this week or last, bear out the

Sam: Eckman, Jr., Metro's
English chieftain, and Robert
S. Wolff, RKO's London toprived during the past
weeks. Wolff has been in
York for some time.

from

the postwar shocker of costlier pix
and dipping b.o. receipts is paying

Latest

Allporti British rep of the Motion Picture Assn. of America;

per.

comeback

Distribution's

But No Quick Deal Seen

Picture,

PflOEITSTHEKEy

Anglo--t'

American Films Council, which
preems a three-day stand in Wasliingtpn tomorrow (Thursday),, is
being viewed by U. 3. industryites

UA

Nassers, Fabian-Gamble StilTiii

IJ-G. 0

20IH.

8

(Publlahea In Hcill.vnund ty
Dally Varied, r.td.)

44

;

.

!

;

Wedneedajr, April 20, 1949

MISCXLLANV
BRITISH SNIP 'SNAKE' BY

Coast Friars Benefit Raises $305,000
In Sock
By

Show

\m

Fund

for Pic Relief

ARTHUR UNGAB

Hollywood, April 19.
The Friai-s, always the great
bonifaces of the gi-easepaint fragrossed around $305,000
for Jli'e Motion Picture Belief Fund
In a testimonial performance at
the Shrine auditorium here Saturday niglit (16). It was one of the
biggest coin-garnering jobs ever
accomplished at one performance.
In a fast-moving, perfectly coordinated layout headed by Abbot
George Jessel, there was more
boxofTifie dynamite present thaii
one could see on the screen from
the niiajor companies in a season's
product. So it was no miracle that
the 6i600-seiat Shrine auditorium
was able to be scaled from $2 to
$100 a seat; and the ticlcet raclcs
went clean, with around 1*100
seats disposed of at top scale.

means

On 50th Show Biz Anni
Hollywood, April 19.
Jack Norworth easted with his
wife to celebrate his 50th anni in
biz.
On April 26 he'll appear
on Milton Berle's Texaco show.

He'H get

.S600 for stint.

Routine will include his usual

358th

community sing on his "Ball
Game" and "Harvest Moon" tunes.

3,660

WEEK

Performance*

AU-tlTno Ions run record

In

the

Liagre's Pitch For

KEN MURRAY'S
1949"

Filming 'Chaillot' With

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, C«l.
And.now In world-wide release

"BLACKOUTS OF

Frozen Francs in France
producer

For Borscht Belt Pic
With Milton Berle's film b.o.
power expected to boom via his top
television rating on NBC's "Texaco
George Jessel
Theatre,"
Star
would star the comic in "Moon
Over the Catskills," one of his upcoming 20th - Fox productions.

It

ing

Krasnas

.

0#iat

Report, submitted by Mrs. Leroy
Montgomeryj of Norwalk, Conn.,
chairman of the committee, also;
;

Jessel, in

Hope
Bob
j

i

.

and, of

u-

•

11 1.

Jolson Missing
JolBon tore down the rafters at
the last Frolic, but he was missing
Satui?day, and was greatly missed.
Illness kept him away.
The new contingent, since the
last show, who were on hand comprised Gordon MacRae, Humphrey
fiogart, Alan Ladd, Dan Dailey,
Edgar Bergen, Frank Sinatra,
and Durante,
Clayton,. Jackson
Gene Kelly heading the contingent
of .stars in "This Is Our Night with
Trixie," song written specially for
the occasion by L. Wolfe Gilbert
and Joe Cooper^this replacing the
--- and the
satire on Kay Thompson
Williams Brothers, from the last
show. In the line backing up the
dancing Kelly were Peter. LSwford,
Ray Milland, James Stewart, Walter. Pidgeon,
Fred Mac Murray,
Van Johnson, George Mufphy and

50%

.

domestic partner

for.

foreign

companies seeldng- to produce, with
frozen coin.

MOHAWK CARPET TO
TV SPONSOR DOWNEY
Morton Downey bows in as a
television regular May 2 on NBG^
TV as the Monday, Wednesday and
Friday star on fee new Mohawk
Roberta Quinlan,
show,
featured In many previous pro
gi-ams bii that web, will take over
carpet

[

^

|

\

the Tuesday and Thursday

stiot

for

the across-the-board presentation.
Cai'pet :flrmj appajtently unwiUing to buck the Arthur Godfrey
*'TisleWt Scouts" show on CBS^V,
has given up its option: on the

:

NBCtTV Monday

Robert Taylor.

niglits

at 8;30

spot in favor of the 7:30 to 7:45

'Sprinf Again'

Monday

niche

through

Friday

i

I

'

I

'It's
Spring Again," with a New program will replace the de
wooded backdrop and the hobos fun<.i Henvy Morgan show, which
In the woods, was a "ballet," a bowed off last Friday (15) after a
hangup number that revealed un short three - times weekly run.
der the makeup such names as Morgan ostensibly gave .up because
Vincent Price, Jack Oakie, Brian' of the pressure of his radio comAherne, Rod Cameron, Dennis mitments but it is believed NBC
G'Keefe, Cesar Romero, Leonid dropped the show through disatisKinsk y, George Murp hy, Keenan facti on wi th the way it panned out.
Wynn, EdBie Bracken, Buster
Agency for MohawK^is"~GeDrgefor young actor Kai Wilton, who
Keaton and Mickey Rooney. Then, Nelson.
makes his debut as a director with
too, there was a switch on the
it.
The leads are Denmark's most
tunesmith ensemble from the last
popular theatre couple, Hans Kurt
show which had pounding the- keys
Plea
Jolson's
Tax
and Else Marie, who are" in 'fine
and chanting the nation's songs
;

'

,

Washington, April

Al Jolson, in D. C. from New
.iTues.) for visit with his
stepmother, may iron out his
"Jolson Story" capital gains petition with the Treasury Dept. With
Jolson's e.g. deal with Columbia
on the pic's sequel, "Jolson Sings
Again," given advance approval.
Spencer Tracy, who fitted into the Treasury .officials may compromise
groove intended for Clark Gable, the mammy singer's claim,
as one of the emcees.
"Jolson Sings Again," with JolMorris Stoloff conducted the 48- son once again soundtracking the
piece orch (services free, courtesy voeal$ for Larry Parks; was preof Petrillo) in medley of nostalgia viewed: on the Coast this past
(Continued on page 19)
weekend.
I

York today

I

'

!

.

i

-

i

j

i

|

:

:

:

'

i

Enclosed find check f or $
Please Send VARIETY for

Form

for

exchange is said to feel that a
whole new generation has grown

up in the last 15-20 years, with no
exchange
knowledge
,
^of,, stock
,
,
^
„„
functions and its fundamental op,

,

'

^''ationSy

,
,.<-.
,
t u.„i,„w
^^e^ent tests by different broker''""ses. in frying to land new
biz,
showed that the 17-minute
short,"Money at Work," was the
most effective instrument in stressing how coin should be invested in

'

.

stocks.

ear..'.'..

and a viper among men,"
sold out well in
She is at present in retirement
advance: and it is probable that the on. a Colorado ranch,
Norrebro, which usually closes for
the three summer months, will
continue right through into next
Sheridan's Indie

Morley Sought As
Caesar in T^dis'

is

;

Hollywood, April 19^
Robert MOrley, British legit an4
film
star,
will play Caosar in

Ann

Hollywood, April 19.
Ann Sheridan is going into film Metro's "Quo Vadis," if present
production on her own starting
efforts of director John Huston
with "Second Lady," a yarn about
land producer Arthur Hornblow,
a femme politician. Job calls for
Morley Icayes
Jr., are successful.
.

,

,

"Edward,

Broadway

:

rope for a

Zone

Stat«,

.

:

,

.

My Son" legiter on
this week, goe^ to :S!upic, then is slated for

"Edward" in Australia;
:
Gregory Peck and. Eliialbeth
Taylor would be co-stalrfed

I

,

being un-

Street has another turkey on its
hands, as Forbes business mag re»
cently pointed out, only this time :
it's a .switcher ooj)njwhatJia^pen(e^
20 years ago. It' no longer is a
case of wailing about everybody
invading the stock markets now
the financial sector is out to get
comparatively small-salaried wageearners and amateur investors inStock
terested in stock buying.

[

:

:

"Vadis."
anticipation
of
his
TV debut,
OFF TO LONDON
which: he's doing for Pabst beer
Danny Kaye and his press rep,
in con,iunction with his regular rar
Eddie Dukoff, flew from New York
1
(aarfieid at
dio stint.
to London Sunday 017), where
Hollywood. April 19.
Cantor has t^ken a house in Bal- he's booked for a six-week stand
boa, Cal., as a summer antithesis at the Palladium, opening Monday
John Garfield, how Starring in
to his usual wintering in Palm t(25)>.
Big Knife" oiii Broadway, is due
June 1
Springs, where he maintains an
Following that, the pair will tour '<» "^'epoi t to Warner Bros.
auxiliary hqme in addition to his Europe, playing theatres and niters'^rl his new contrsct.
Beverly Hills residence.
ies in several European countries,
No film assignment yet.

KAYE

Regular Subscription Rates for On*

Canada and For«ign-^$1

Year—$10.00

WB

i

Additional

i

I

P^KIETY
154 West 46tli Straat

i

Inc.

N*w

York

19. N. Y.

'

by the stock exchange

1

:

City

.stock

owning American securities.
While Wall street laid an egg
back in 1929, 20 years later the

1

I

(PI»iM Frint Ksin»

is

:

via a $500:000 budget set aside for
a public relations campaign, stressing the long-term^ advantage of

I

Hollywood, April 19;
Eddie Cantor has cancelled both !a two-way stretch as producer and
..
...
his midwest vaude tour and his star.
Actress i.i currently awaiting reintended European trip, which was
sumption of filming on "I Was a
to include a visit to Israel. Rea- Male War Bride,"
which has about
son for switch in plans is that he's five weeks to run at 20th-Fox.
decided on resting this summer in

Street

new stockholders

dertaken

I

I

Eddie Cantor's Siesta

To

Investors

exchange firms also have taken to
films in beating the bushes for
new accounts. Search of the stix

.

I

One Ye^r

Biz Bally

many instances.
The more enterprising

:

Subscription Order

Show

Wall .street, including both the
N, Yi Stock Exchange and Individual brokerage houses, has decided
finally that it must take drastic
steps to bolster dwindling busiStreamlined, show, business
ness.
methods are being .adopted in

'

The theatre

4/20

St/s

To Woo New

^

19,

;

WaU

.

such eelebs as Rudolf Friml, Jack
Norworth, Jimmy McHugh. Frank
Loesser, L: Wolfe Gilbert, Shelton
Brooks, Johnny Green and Billy
Shirley, with Jimmy Cagney doing
the George M. Cohan finale of this
number instead of Donald O'Gonnor, who was on the last show; And
added, too, were Harpo Marx, with

for

Doffed its hat to MPAA for
3.
"fine: cooperation" with the
D. A. R. motion picture program.
its

;

invaded-to-the -tune -of-$1^000i000^
according to two suits filed against
Columbia Pictures, one in the
U; S. district court here.
The
other is. filed under a New York
law, each Suit asking $25();000
singing form.
actual
and $250,000 exemplary
A serious accident happened damages.
opening night. In the scene where
Miss Gray claims the film, made
young commedienne Grethe Tor- in 1946, was "cheap and tjirt and
aahl, who scored the evening's big- very unlike my life in that regest hit as Ado Annie,: has to slap spect,"
However, she claims the
Poul Bundgaard (playing- Will name Gilda refers exclusively to
Parker), in the face, she accidental- her, and that the shimmy
dance is
ly hit him on the ear, with the re- also exclusively
associated with
sult that the ear went completely her.
The .suit enumerated her
deaf the rest of the evening. Singer three marriages, and according to
has consulted an ear specialist and Miss Gray, "while I was married
it's feared that Bundgaard, who is
to these men 1 was a good and
a promising new operetta hero, will faithful wife.
The picture made
never regain his hearing in that Gilda a tart, free with her
love,

matinees

films.

•

—

morning

Saturday

children with their "travel picture
or good western" as keeping
youngsters away from adult type

:

filmusical for' Metro co-starring
Jessel's TeJtas Leaguer
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
plus "White Christmas" for ParaEl Paso, April 19.
mounti which would re-teani
-George Jessel has joined the
Astaire and Bing Crosby.
Hollywood rush into: baseball with
acquisition of a 25% interest in the
El Paso club of the-Texas League.
Dane Actor Slapped Deaf He was given a 12V'i% cut for nothing, after paying $12,500 for AnIn 'Oklahoma!' Premiere other 12Vi%.
Copenhagen, April 12.
The Norrebro Teater in Copen- Gilda Gray Sues Col Over
hagen looks to have the biggest
'Gilda' Pic for $1,000,000
hit in itS' long history as an operDenver, April 19.
etta
theatre
in
"Oklahoma!,"
Gilda Gray (Maryaiina Michalski) claims that by reason of the
which just had its premiere here:
film. "Gilda," her privacy has been
Show-is^something of a trium ph

:

Lauded films as teachers of
1.
the young, declaring that schools
are learning that children learn
much more rapidly from motion
pictures than from textbooks.
2. Praised
the spread of the

;

a tieup with
played tiie lead in the iParis edicourse, Jessel
tion of the legiter, and is underProfesdoing his now well-known n„„f„o
'^j„^j„ facilities
^^^^
^^^^^j
sor :Larberraacher.
available.
French law requires a

with later satirizing Gracie Allen;

slapped

(19)

at the double-feature and declared
that multi-feature
performances
are on the wane around the counPlug for single feature
try.
shows, with plenty of good shorts,
is included in the report which the
committee made today to the an*
nual national convention of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, now in session here.

New York, Monday (18),:
received an honorary life membership card in National Variety
Artists from Berle on the stage of
the Roxy: He flew east to officiate
as writer-producer-director on his at Treasury Secretary John W.
Film is a .story of a re- Snyder's dinner in Washington
original.
turning vet and his dog; Cast is last night (Tues.). Jessel's current
production is songwriter Fred;
now being set.
Incidentally, his "Stars On My Fisher's, biog, "Oh You Beautiful
Shoulder," projected play with Doll."
music, is back in the works. Secr
"Moon Over the Catskills,"
ond-act trouble. Which interrupted authored by Albert Lewis (& Gorthe playwright's collaboration with don) and his son, Arthur, is a saga
Irving Berlin, has been amelio- of the borscht belt summer circuit
rated and the two are working on which was a takeoff 'point for
Walter Huston numerous top show biz names tothe script again.
has been mentioned as the star.
Jessel plans to spot several
day.
Berlin, meantime, has commit- of the borscht-spawned performers
ments for two pictures to fill as in the film. Berle's previous Holsoon as he wraps up the forth- lywood's ^ventures b. v.
(before
coming Broadway musical, "Mi.ss video) had disappointing results.
Liberty,'' on which he's now work- Incidentally, he was tied to the
ing with playwright Robert £> same studio, 20th-Fox.
Sherwood.
He's slated to do a

Metro

:

The committee today

Jessel Dickers Berle

Ken Murray^!
Academy Award Film

hour

.

Communist Rap

"BILL AND COO"

Alfred de Liiaire,
The fourwas worth it.
of "Madwonian "Of Chaillot," Curshow whammed 'em, havrent Broadway legit hit; has /been
augmented talent and skits talkih|;
to major filin companies on
that were not included in the
the prospect of using coin they
Friars Frolic held last October.
have fr6zeh in France for making
The surefire numbers, presentation ai film versibn there of Mad^
and talent which appeared in the; Woman!''
Plan has created sottie:
Initial show were again repeated,
interest and several compahieis aire
arid they scored terrifically. They
exploring the possibilities.
Included the opening "Broadway
De
Liagre's idea Is to maite
Hollywood, April 19.
and Hollywood," Jack Benny and Ftench ahd English versions sirti^^^
Norman Krasna's one-picture
his hillbiliy orch, Lou Holtz, Tony
taneoUsly. There's a possibility oi
deal with; Metro calls for $250,000
Jlartin, George Burns and Benny,
Louis. Jouvet, )(vho
Jr.,

On

m

legitimate theatre.

:

De

Clean Slate

it is

.

show

I

D.A.R. Gives Fix

FOR ADULTS

available for exhibition
to adalts, and children only when
accompanied by adults,
Washington, April 19.
Anatole Litvak, producer-direcThe D. A. R. motion picture
tor of the picture, told Variety committee, which has
searched
that' the censor had deleted all se'' HoUy^^ood
films for any trace of
quences showing mental home in- communistic teaching' or
leaning,
mates with straightjackets and gives U. S. pictures a clean
slate
lighter scenes which evoked audi- and says they
are entirely free of
ence laughter,
the red taint.
"The Snake Pit" has already
In: the word it has received from
been shown in Stockholm and its local sub-committees throughCairo without cuts and Litvak has out the nation, eomments the anjust returned to London after :.ati nual report of the D. A. R.
com*
tending its opening
Brussels.
mittee, "in not a singlt report was
communism reported as having
been noted in an picture."

Norworth East to TV

tei'nitv,

FT.;

London, April 12.
After making cuts totalling about
1,000 feet ,the British censor has
now passed "The Snake Pit" (20th)
with an "A"' certificate, which

'

i

i

^
.

June

1

.

'

'
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PICTURES

1949 COMEBACK
Mud h^txXtA from Anglo-UJS.

Not

Parley; State
conclave

Initial

American

Films

tomorrow. (Thursday), is
John Davis, J. Arthur Rank's
chief lieutenant^ arrived ' in
being viewed by U. S. industryites
the U. S. unexpectedly yesteras of little. If any, significance,
day (Tuesday) to attend the
is. that the trend of events
Anglo-American: Film Council
in both this country and England
sessions that get under way In
-haVe passed' the sessions, in im.Washington tomorrow (Thursportance and nothing meaningful
day).
He builds up to four
can (;ome out of them.
the number of experts from
Most important of the various
England who will back the
developments that have taken
principals at the meetings.'
place in the past few weeks is
American participants: will
viewed as the effectiveness in
have in their comer Fayette Wi
.Washington of the combined onAUport, British rep Of the Moslaught on Britain: by the Calif or?
tion Picture Assn. of America;
nia delegation in Congress, the
Sam Eckman, Jr.j Metro's
Motion Picture Assn. of America
English chieftain, and Robert
and the Society of Independent
S. Wolff, RKQ's London topMotion Picture Producers. Result
per.
AUport and Eckman arhas been the enlistment of the
rived during the past few
Dept. of State actively on the
weeks, Wolff has been in New
.side of the U. S. industry for the
York for some time;
started
first time since England
its radical restrictive practices almost two years ago.
rt / is figured that some wellexpressed sentiments from Secretary of State Dean Acheson can
force the British into a compromise that the U. S. industry in
direct dealings with the Labor government has been entirely unable
to achieve. And, It is thought,
Acheson is being forced Into taking action if he needs any forcing
by the Congressional needling
( Congressman can always ask a lot
First concerted assault by any
of embarrassing questions when
group of American exhibs against
appropriations bills come up) and
the British quota system since that
(Continued OD page 16)
restriction against Yank pix: beirigtoh

FeeUng

:

.

-

.

:

;

Yank Exhibs On

Record Resenting

:

.

—

—

Brit Quota Idea

came

effective

was launched

comeback

Distribution's

Davis Joins Parley

Wash^

yes-

further

'

'Snowballing of the take now
looks to carry 1949 into a near-r
banner position in the profits
sweepstakes, in which only the
1946 and '47 totals will be higher.
Big reason for the gains since the
beginning of. the year is the sharp
rally staged by distribution.
Latest reports from 20th-Fox,

tals.

Warner
all

sal,

furnishings

Eye 50 Drive-Ins For
Mpls. This Year,

As

They Get Early Start
19.

look with enthusiasm upon the

pi-o.1-

forts of tho British to obtain more
playing time for their films in
American theatres."

Minneapolis, April

Avalanche of new drive-in

ects in this territory continues as
'

-

»

._.

Two

additional

MEE

drive-ins in

No HotH-wood Desire

City-area-now-axe-beingof other driveins already constructed are also

A number

built.

For

open this month announcement of new projects continue to pour in. Minnesota t6wns
slated

.

Sees a Deal Real

It

for screen rights laid out in a letter to them .several weeks ago.
Studios reportedly were unanimous in feeling that it was inadvisable to encourage such a plan
for- obtaining filming privileges as
Local major distributors have let was laid out by author Tennessee
be known they'll demand much Williams, producer Irene Selznick

terms from the drive-ins, and agent Audrey Wood.
(Continued on page 19) In addition to balking at the
formal bidding against each other
that was proposed, most of the film
companies oiajected to the leasing
Goldwyn Hospitalized
provision and figwed the terms too
high.'
Cost would have been .'at

stiffer

2 Weeks Following Op

.

Samuel Goldwyn

is

be hospitalized in New York for
about two weeks as result of the

he underwent Monday
Following his release, it is
understood he'll be forced to vacation for another couple weeks, at
°P^»'ation
<18).

least, to fully
/

Slicing

recuperate.

was performed

at

the

Wirkness Pavilion of tlie Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Centre.
Producer entered the institution
tor what was to have been a fourop five-day checkup, during which
time it was decided it would be
advantageous to operate tor a
minor ailment from which he had

Men

suffering.

Goldwyn's projected trip to Deweek to give a deposition
Independent MoPicture
Producers'
suit
against b'uying-booking combines'
has been postponed indefinitely.
troit this

in the Society of

won

That means that
$450,000.
by the time the screenplay is completed and a cast and director
hired that would be commensurate
with such a valuable property, the
film's negative cost would foe be(Continued on page 16)
least

expected to

|

\

Wyler Questing Another
Broadway Play to FUm
Paramount
director
WilUw&
Wyler arrives in New York
the Coast topiorrow (Thum.y.

two-week
flock

of

He

will

Broadway

iho'

stay.

hope o£ b^ing «ble
one for Jils a6Xt Pi
Wyler,

who came

compaiQ)''a acqu'
Film$« recently
torial chorei

Film
w*re
recoi

iff
'

on.
:

:

.

holder, devel(|ped the juniorsized guillotine andv owns the
patents on it.
It's manufactured for Crosby by a Michigan concern.

this week or last, bear out the
trend started when rentals on films
first started climbing.
, Upswing
registered by the majors is convincing filmites that distribution

heading back into a fairer division of the profits. When the last
figures for fiscal '49 are in, the
feeling is that distribution will no
longer be regarded as the weak
link in the production-distributionT
exhibition chain.

,

.

is

.

.

MPAAPrepsProbe
Of Tele-Pix

Ties;

Cheyiitz at

Hebn

Industry students of sales figures
are convinced that, distrib's comeback Will give that wing a 35%
cut in total profits of the majors
for 1949. The sales doldrums hit^
the low point last year when the
.

distribution slice in overall

UA

:

-

New collective interest of the
(Continued on page 18)
major motion picture industry in video
was disclosed this week with the
naming by Eric Johnston of his 'Simple' Pic-Bally Date
:

(Continued on page 14)

20th, U, Col Buying

aide,

Edward

velop

all

L.

Cheyfltz,

possible dope

on

to defor

Becomes !(750 Headache

TV

the benefit of the Motion Picture
Assn. of America's 10 member companies. This follows the
directorate's action two weeks ago
in setting up a special television

For Rodney Pantages

MPAA

UpOwnPfd. Stock

Hollywood, April 19. /
probably be a long time
before exhib Rodney Pantages undertakes another "simple" exploiIt will

committee.
continuing an
Cheyfltz will continue as aide in
unpublicized drive to reduce its
outstanding preferred stock by charge of special projects for the
buying up shares on the New Yoi-k MPAA prexy, but, it has been
stock exchange.
Block of 2,300 learned, will devote a considerable
shares of cumulative convertible portion of his time to .delving into
preferred was acquired in the past the prospective relationship of
30 days and an additional 2,400 films and TV. For this purpose
(Continued on page 16).
shares of prior preferred.
Indicating: the extent of the retirement
drive, 20 th expended $1,397,879
during 1948 in picking up 6,085 Blumberg to Coast,
prior preferred and 23,400 conLater to £urope
Biz

Twentieth-Pox

is

cumulalive-in'e^ferred 'Shai-es~in~the
past 30 days to bring its total held
in the treasury to 1,900 shares.

tation stunt for

I

Harper, Gene .Krupa and disk
jocks Al Jarvis, Don Otis and Dick
Haynes for cuffo appearances.

(Continued on page 16)
j

Nate J. Blumberg, ' Universal's
president, pushes off for the Coast
this

I

I

week on routine huddles wit?*
Blumberg plans to

studio execs.
J
'

rciTiaih

in—Hollywood

weeks

before

t'wo-to^tRrec~

returning: to

New

!

I
'
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Very

'

8 St.

sjtiQ^Blt^second

is

I

packs enough wallop to capture
seventh place. "Ma, and Pa Kettle"
(U) rounds out the list of Big Eight
winners.
Leading runner-up films are
"Red Shoes" (ELI, "El Paso" (Par),
"Family Honeymoon" (U). "Knock
on Door" (Cob and: "Mother' Is

Freshman"
Of new

(20th)

entries,
"UndercoverMan" (Col) stands out, being fancy
in L. A. and big in Seatde. "Adventure
in -Baltimore"
(RKO)
shapes stuSa in Baltimore. "Quartet?*
(EL), playing small N. Y.
h6nse> still is .smash in third week.
"Little
"Paisan" (Indle) continues its
Strong biz this session, being unusually good in Detroit, nice in
L, A.
"South of St. Louis" (WB)
.looks sock in Louisville.
3fW0 rei9S«W«, "Wizard of Oz"
).

,

md..: "Pride of Yankees"
tttj' unusual
promise,
yia Boston and great
great In
O'Flynn*' (U)
Snd, Ore. "To

liajpes
'
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li^looms big in
iRep&rii

MlrhlRan

Miirtin's

BunscniPTipN

Week Booms Trade—-Bing Crosby, 'Women,'
'Belvedere,' 'Tulsa,' *Dream' Pace Field

Easter week upbeat is booming
film theatre biz' currently, with
total take in;some"24 keys covered
by Variety likely to reacli nearly
Brisk weather helped
$3,200,000,
picture houses Easter Day but rain
and .snow cut in slightly in a few
key cities. Launching of new product bolstered the totals.
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) is
pushing up into top position with
trade unifolrmly smatdt to ti^fic,
Picture bung up a new au-iime
high at N. Y. Mufic Hall, the $170,000 total exceedlngl^eyen the highest doneiMgw»Bj»over New Year'jSt

T

I-omlon \VC2
T'l..
Trafalcar Sq.

k

Easter

Ni

1»,

National Presn Building
ClilrnKO I

t29S

National Boxoffice Survey

.Sew Vorb

Yunca Htreef
WnshlnRfon '4

(tail

.

.

900 shares.

St.,

;HoII.vwooi1

"

its total to

.

.

Hlllslreet tlieatres with a "specialty night" last night (18).
He
lined
up pic's featured acts,
Frankie Laine, Kay Starr, Tonl

on

.]

'

film.

:

run of "Make Believe
Ballroom" at the Pantages and

Mebbe

j

a

Pantages decided: to bally the
current

:

York.
He is. being accompanied
During the same stretch, Colum- by his wife.
bia bought up""aribthei' 5(jG shares
On his "refiirii -frolSi the-JGoast,
Sboff of cumulative preferred to bring Blumberg may make a trip to

Agent

Film companies all declined to
bid on "Streetcar Named Desire,"
it has been learned, under terms

as small as 3,000 population will
have the drive-ins. There may be
more than 50 of them in this area
before the end of the summer as
compared to eight in 1948.
Home Tlieatres circuit, which
operates seven regular theatres,
announced it will build three driven
Ins this summer.
_

'Streetcar';

to

—

.

New

in

which the warbler is pictured
with something called the
"Trip Trap," a complicatedlooking 39c device guaranteed
to be the better mouse trap.
Crosby Foundation, in which
the crooner is principal stock-

Bros., Metro and Univerof which were disclosed

Declaration is viewed as one of
the early gains from the Motion
Picture Assn. of America's move
for closer liaison with U. S. exhibs. It may prelude the creation
of a solid front in Washington in
efforts to obtain better overseas
vertible shares.
»
treatment for American product.
Two other companies, Universal
Yank exhibs are facing an atand Columbia, are also aiming at
(Continued on page 18)
ultimate retirement of :'all; special
stocks. U gathered up. another 310

prises.

—the-Twin

ef-

'

,

completed outdoor theatres steal a
march on season with e'arliest
Although Minneppenings ever.
apolis had two big snowstorms and
low temperatures during past
week, two of area's eight drive-ins
that operated last year are opening this week. They are the Rose
and Bloomington, located in Twin
City suburbs and owned by the
Minnesota Entertainment Enter:

.

TOA

meet

in Washington, the
has issued a warning to the British
that if the quota stands, Yank exhibs "can hardly be expected to
cil

stores

York are featuring posters

terday

(Tues.) by' the Theatre
Owners of America. On the eve
of the Anglo-American Film coun-

dim today (Tuesday), of the; Nasser:
brothers obtaining the $1,000,000
they need to complete the purchase
of United Artists before the option
deadline Thursday .(21) neither
they nor the Ted Gamble-Si B'abian
syndicate will vbe out of the
picture.
Mary Pickf6rd, it has
been learned, is reconciled, to relinquishing her interest in the
company, which means tliat negor.
tiations may eontinue indefinitely.
Failure of Fabian-Gamble to
agree with the Nassers on combin-!
ing forces put a severe crimp in
what looked last week like fairly
bright: prospects for conclusion of
a deal -before owner Charles 'Chap<lin 's option on the stock of partner
Pickf ord expires Thursday. '
As things stand now,:' however,
the .Nassers will continue elTorts to
get the financing together to give
Chaplin and Miss Pickford the $2,700,000 each which they are demanding to give up their total in-:
terest.
In the meantime, Fabian
and Gamble are .continuing to.
hover: in the background, waiting
for the Nasser deal possibly to
completely fall through or for another break to come in the negotiations so that they can move in.

Bing Crosby's face, which
has sold practically: everything, is now being used, to
peddle mouse traps.
Home

;

Deal Seen

Hollywood, April 19.
While prospects appeared very

The Better Mouse Trap?

improvements on
grosses and net over the 1948 toin

No Quick

But

Picture,

from

the postwar shocker of costlier pix
and dipping b.o. receipts is paying
off

UA

Nassers, Fabian-Gamble StilTin

20TIJBJ-y

Best Bet

Still

PROFITS THE KEY

of the Anglo-^t^
Council, which

a three-day stand in

pireeiiis

DepL

DAII'V VAICIRXIr
/

(Published In HoliywMvd Iw
Billy Variety, r.M.)
lis a Tear— 120 Foraio
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Industry Shorts Boosted

Spyros Skouras Challenges Harmon's
Is

Washington, April 19.
High cost of making motion pictures finds ample support in a
survey issued last week by the Census Bureau. This shows that
between 1939 and 194'7 the price of making pictures more than

set
of industry public relations shorts;

Experience for Eidiib Liaison Role
I

bulletin during the past
the history of tlje
shorts and AUied's part in sponsoring them.
It called the shorts a "construc-

Allied

Erie

plans

Johnston's

for. im-"t-

pi'ovins the rolationship between
distributors and exhibitors suffered

'

M-G's 'Friendship' Meets

a jolt last week when 20th-Fox
prexy Sjiyros Skouras questioned

In the midst of the industrywide controversy aroused by
20th-Fox's drive for upped

of Francis S.
lead the campaign, Harmon, v.p. of the Motion Picture
Assn. of i^merica, had been nominated by Johnston foir the exhib-

the

qualifications

Harmon

.

holding the fir.st in a series of
meet"friendship
so-!called
'ings'' with exhibs in non-ex-,
chango cities. Meets, in addigiving Metro the
tion
to
chance to screen two new pic-'
tures for these exhibs, also
gives the M-G branch managers a chance to huddle with

Skouras raised the point of Harmon's qualifications when Johnston brought up, his name at a
meeting of the MPAA board in
New York last Thursday U4). As
soon as Skouras had finished, Par-i
amount prexy Barney Balaban rose
to the defense of the MPAA exec.
Harmon was present at the- session. As soon as Skouras got up
to speak and the tenor of his re^

\

became

evident,

1

.

tive enterprise."'

•

Metro sales veepee
William F. Rodgers this week
moved to sew up closer relationships with exhibitors by
rentals,

to

itor relations post.

marks

doubled.
The Federal survey does not include di,stributloti*and
exhibition costs.
The cost of "work done" in 1947 was $460,100,000, compared with
$215,700,000 in 1939, according to the Census Bureau. Theatrical
films cost $352,500,000 in 1947. - Kon-theatrioal i>roductlon wa»,
$17,500,000, receipts for use of studio facilities and laboratory work
totaled $80,000,000, and other work done came to $10,000,000.
Average employment in the industry in 1947 was 34,799; %
small- decline from the 35 ;345 employees working in 1939.
However, wages and salaries jumped by 106%, from $142,500,000 irt
1939 to $293,000,000 in 1947. Other expenses of production were
$167,100,000 in 1947, compared with $73,200,000 in 1939.
The industi*y made 348 black and white features in 1947, at a cost
of $165,43,000. In 1939 it turned out 493 black and White features
at a cost of $117,830,000.

week reviewed

I

NewNaune-Csdfing
In

.

ZOtli's

,::

touched off by Metro
sales iveepee William F. IRodgers,
the latest 20th-Fox
liighlighted

,them.-

tiioVe. last, week in its drive for iricreased film rentals. Alsb- figuring
piromihently in the fireworks was
National AUied's general counsel,
Abram F. jyryfcrs, Avho sparkeid the
20th erjiptiori by reifusing publicly
to identify Rodgers as "the sales
manager of another Ttt^jor dis^^
utor," who had sent hiin S letter
repudiating 2pth veepee Al Lichttman as a spokesman for his cohi-^
pany.
Rodgers' letter resulted from an
earlier statement :by jMyeris- to the
effect that "this (20th-FoxV cambeing cpridVcted: hot
is
paiign
mferely in the: interest of FoiX but
in behalf of all film cbhipanies.'':
In reply^ Rodgers deelared: "You
knO\y that tiehtmah is no longer
associated with us. His liew asso-'
ciation Is with SbthrFox;. He /dbes
not speaic for usi?
as(iUred.;

Harmon

!

;

1

ing,' with the second' following after^ lunch.
First such
meet was held Monday (18) in
eight non-exchange cities. In
all, there are to be 64 individual meets, exclusive of the
regular trade screenings in the
company's 32 branch offices.

declaring that there was nothing
personal in his remarks and he

bad no desire to make lihem behind Harmon's back.
Skouras' beef was that Harmon
has had no experience with eX'
hibitors or i anything that would
qualify him as the man to head up
the program for improving relaHarmon,
tions with theatremen.

Represents Metro, Par Compromise
Fox's 'Miracle* Shots

j

Fox Movietone obtained

I

.

'

TOA CUPIDS FOR

-

:

:

;

FRATERNAUSM

.

'

j

;

I

have any policy to
when
announce, *e/ Will announce' it
in announcing
.dlreetiy- purselvesi
Rodgers letter.
receipt
of the
Reshaping of Theatre Owners of Myers refused to identify the
America's public relations cam- Metro veepee as its writer,
paign to throw, this .year's stress on
Twentieth, as a result, came back
improved intra-industi-y relations sharply with the declaration that
is currently in the works.
Con- Llchtman "at no time undertook
vinced that exhib-distrib ties are to speak for the industry" Jjut
considerably more frazzled than ("only speaks for his own company."
they were 12 months ago; .wjiile Without referring to Rodgers by
the public's outlook towards Hoi- tiame or intimating it knew he had
lywood has bettered, TOA will sent the letter to Myers, 20th de
hand:

Canada.

The

diifei^ences as to Harmon's
qualifications are believed to have

:

"

'

relations and possibly
adding an exhibitor division. It
appears uncertain, however,,'
that Harmon will lead the campalgn.
i

|

\

•

Germany represents

was

:

ikissed,

i

.

organization

international sales drive. Campaign, which will run until March
31, 1950, is dedicated to Arthur W.

j

1

I

'

company's exec veepee, who
is in charge of foreign, selling.
•

DEARTH OF

take up the question of staging a clared nonetheles.s that "if any^
new drive channelled to the in- body in this industry does not bedustry itself at its next executive lieve that the source of supply is
meeting.
seriously threatened because .it is
One of the ideas now; being impossible for producers to con-,
weighed is the naming Of a full tinue making quality product withtime liaison in Hollywood to rep out a fair return, let the company
resent exhibs at the production «'hich wrote the secret letter come
end.
'h'** ^^^^ oP*"
Invitation of the Motion
Turning its ire agahist Myers,
Picture Assn.
of
America for
closer cooperation with that org 20th averred that it is time he
and its newly-enlarged exhibitor
* i n g to smokjerelations division under the super- !^!?reeBs; Wisecra^^^^^^
vision of MPAA veepee Francis S *'*cause the issue is very seriou
clear and should be faced with
H^^^mon will also be mUlled at the
business statesmanship and not
forthcoming exec huddle

,

for a return to competitive
practices.
He foresaw such competition leading to each di.strih's
bringing in perhaps 20 pictures a
year to make the operation profitable, with the result that the German market would be flooded,
That inevitably, he warned the
company prexies, would lead to
quotas and other restrictions.

PK

last

i

'

week with the mail-

J 1- i 1,
distnbs ofi- a
tog o exchanges and
special 10-page color issue of the
foreign house organ "Around the
.

Agreement arrived

LAYOFFS

|

and 10
Campaign was

territorial offices

announced

FORCES EL

'

Participants in the drive, include

UA's 22

licensee agencies.

j
I

'

,

this

yet

that the
for the

i

Kelly,-

at

-

,

'

i

TO INFL SALES DRIVE
United Artists marked its 30th
anni Sunday (17) by preeming its

Germany

in

time. Mayer, former U. S. exhibition and distribution exec, is now
head of the films division of the
American Military Government in
Germany.
He said the market wasn't ready

by

.

first

to

independent selling at once
to Paramount's desire to pull out
of the Reich altogether unless the
U. S. government guaranteed $50,000 return per picture.
MPEA board met Thursday (14).
and arrived at" a compromise after'
a strong plea by Arthur L. Mayer
against abandoning the cooperative
Start

!

I

UA'S 30TH ANNI KEYED

from Metro's demand

varied

I

1

a considerable

compromise. Arguments w h c h
have been holding up a decision

at

Shirley Anne- Martin, who retrieved the head of . the statue,
after, it fell and. broke about
two weeks ago.

j

BOW

which

head

;

I

head

that runs about one minute on
the screen.
This is the St. Anne plaster

,

IN PIC BIZ

plaster

Syracuse, N. Y.
This story,
done by Jess Kizis, camera-,
man for 25 years with Movier'
tone, :is ;in the new issue due
in theatres today (Wed.). Kizis
told the newsreel homeoft'ice
in N. Y. that he "actually saw"
the weeping; and it shows up
distinctly in the newsreel item

:

!

Anne

St.

.

:

tures for the first time of any
:

;

I

port Assn. for temporary continuance of joint operation, in

pic-

"miracle"
when it photographed the "weeping" of the

f

MPAA since about 1936,
prior to hat time was general
secretary of the international comnuttee of the YMCAs of U. S. and

Agreement reached last week by
members of the Motion Picture Ex-

j

with the

exhibitor

Majors' Renewal of MPEA in Reich

I

Pictures are "Secret Garden"
and "Stratton Story," one of
which is screened in the morn-

made a move to leave the room,
apparently to give freer rein to
the' discussion. Skouras immediately waved him back into his seat,

provided only a temporary setback
to Johnston's plan for broadening
the MPAA activities to take in

Drive

session, inad-

N'isw
V«i:tently

i

193N7

Costs Doubled

Washington, April 19.
Allied States Assn. of Exhibitors
urging Its theatre members 10

book and screen the entire

Confronted by a product .shortage which the company must ride
out within the next couple of
months, Eagle Lion's management
is slashing its sales and ad-pub
personnel up to 40%. The cuts,

I

r

MPEA

at provides
will continue as is

remainder ot this year.
During 1950 it will operate merely
as a service, organizatloni with each

company doing its own selling.
There would be no further poolof income as is now done.
(Continued on page 16)

effective in the main at the end of
last week, have taken the form of
layoffs rather than outright pinkno secret that many TOAers i r-^ii*''^''""!''
slipping
of
staffers.
Company
^^"'^^^^^^^
attribute a good portion of the
^T-*'.!.*''''**
^''^
^" t^"* hopes to be able to call back a
blame for "deteriorating" exhTb*
20th-Fox
is a fair share for good number of the employees bewants
distrib-Jies to what is c lalmpfl tn
-loHesser^r^on in OiO.
the
drift into other ^ohs
its-productf-^t--wants-what-the_pi«fe:
y
Jnre
be a lack of cooperation on the
While EL has been consistently'
part of
MPAA. Harmon,, him- tures are worth—no more, no less.'' racking
up better than breakeven
Of Mono-AA Exchanges self, hasthebeen
taxed with these
revenues for a number of months
Julian Lesser, partnered with gripes at a series of meets- which
now,
company is beginning to exFrafik Melford in production of a rhe has held, "within the 'past fewperience
diiliculties
because of
series of low-budgeters for Mono- weeks with TOA officials
MPAA
negotiations for bankgram-Allied Artists, is in New veepee has promised to smooth
Linked to Sales Pitch longdrawn
rolling of 1949 production schedYork this week at the midpoint of out the gripes.
Optimistic observation that "the ules.
Loan
for
$2,400,000
was
On this score, MPAA has been worst
a tour of all the distributing out„orsi in Hollywood
laui.ywoou is over"
over and closed several weeks ago, covering
fit s exchanges.
Son of producer charged with tailing to take any blue skies loom ahead for the film first four
films slated for Coast
Sol Lesser is making the six-week
(Continued on: page 18)
industry, voiced by 20th-Fox prez shooting. However, the EL lot was
CKcursion to get a full picture of
Spyros P. Skouras, wjis greeted in shuttered for many month.s while
Mono's distribution organization,
^,
the trade this week as background- the trading went on and the comvisiting with everyone from clerks C\i\
WINSl UliHinartL
RPVPD^AI
ing the claims of Skouras and
iContinued on page 18)
Jind bookers to branch and division
other 20th execs that the major
managers.
studios have done practically all
Lesser and Melford, whose
$67,000
N. Y. to Europe
possible in cutting down produc«"t "M*<^hael
a $67,000 judgment previously Hon costs and getfing the business
Antonio Brosa
n.wfiww.'* as its first ast sum- ^,on
OHalloran
by Hollywood Plays, Ine
Ted Cott
back on a sounder postwar basis.
^^ssacre again.st Columbia Pictures ^vas
Basil Dean
re- Thus the 20th prexy's statement,
Si',,'!:.. " Ti, JJ,®*!.
lastiV-eek by the New York coupled with the company's reMarquis George de Cueva*
« rA^H^^ A^t L®rKl°"^.n-^^^
OH?l^ ^f''^^''
Court of Appeals. Case involves a cently-published breakdown of its
Eddie Dukoif
ln,-=,n^' \wus
«
n,n mil
ini, aler of a senes
the
1943 alleged breach of contract by profits, was viewed as further amBen Goetz
«i tour Gene Stratton - Porter the studio. Complaint chartfpd Cnl
Henry Henigson
it« current
mirrpnt
charged Col munition for 20th in its
yarns wluch Windsor owns. Others with failing to go through
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
with an campaign to boost film rentals,
coming up are "Harvester," "Lad-- agreement to buy the film rights
Danny Kaye
Twentieth homeoffice- spokcsdie" and"Freckles."
to the play, "Good Night, Ladies." men, in fact, denied any conflict
Clare Tree Major ^
Lesser arrived in New York
In contesting the suit, Columbia between Skouras' optimism on the
Charles Payne
Sunday (11) and pulls out over argued that When it examined
George Rosen
the one hand and the apparent pessinext weekend to continue his ex- deal the legal title
Dr. Frank Stanton
to the property mism on which ttje company is
change tour.
turned out to be defective. Rather basing its rentals drive.
Jean Wallace
They
'

,

L. A. to N. Y.

It is

World

I
'

Edgar Bergen

%

Roy Bradley
Geraidine Brooks

Cyd Ch ariss e
vorke Copien

^
-

"

Byron Haskin
Paul Kelly
Jock Lawrence

—

|

Dunlap

Scott R.

I

I

Rae Lynn
Anthony Mann

r

'

Armina Marshall

,

I

Pete Martin
Tony Martin

,

Edmund.

1

'

,

|

i

ON

S,

JUDGMENT

.

Claire

Sam

\

N. Y. to L. A.
8. N.

,

Again

i

than let itself in for possible in- pointed again to their profits statefringement actions, the film com- ment, showing a net from domestic
pany decided to withdraw its pUr- rentals of only $3,000,000 out of
chase.
Co-plaintiffs are Hopwood an $84,000,000 total gross in 1048
Plays and .Myra Wood.
Action reiterating their argument that one
originally .sought $150,000.
or two more flop [Pictures during
Owning 50'/c of "Ladies," Holly- the year would have given them a
wood flaims it purchased the balance sheet loss. Company's another 50f'c in bankruptcy proceed- nual report, released last week,
ings on the Al Woods estate. Co- shows a dip in rentals from the
lumbia maintains the plaintiff ac U. S. and Canada in 1948 of $1,quired only a 25^o share and the 669,000.
high court sustained its content
Underlining his contention that
tion.
Based upon a play w ritten the major studios have completed
by Avery Hopwood, "Ladies" ran their "retooling" job, Skouras ret)vo years in Chicago, but never ported
upon his return to the
reached Broadway.
Schwartz & homeoffice last week from a 10-!
Frohlich repped CoL
day Hollywood survey.
i
i

Hollywood, April 19.
po.stponed "I Married

RKO's

o£(;

Cominuni,st" has .stalled again.
Slated roll Monday 08). it was dr;-

II

la.ved until later thi.s week and posibly much later than that. The
.fn*odUL>tion..

notified

department hasn't been

when

actual

takeoff will

be
Where scripting previously was
blamed for the delay, the studio

now

lists

casting' as

rea.son

for

'

postponement. Cast is headed 'by
Robert Ryan, Laraine Day and
Thbinas Gomez.

i

,

I

'

.

,

EwQpe

Sol
_

to N. Y.

'

Richard Addinsell
Ncal Ardcn
Filippo del Giudice
Eleanor Holm
Alexander Korda
Richard Llewellyn
William Moffat
Anna Neagle
Margaret Auld Nelson
Margaret O'Brien
Eleanor Powell

Hurok

Walter Huston
George Jessel
Jack Lloyd
J.ick

'

Mills

Martha Raye
Harry Ruby
Leo Samuels

Mack Stark

STILL

Ben Rose
Billy

~

Behrman

Pam Blumonthal
George Cukor
Nina D. 11

A.

•

Stalls

Trevor

William Wyler
Zimbalist

'<

Tommie'

Simon

George Skouras
Spyros Skouras, Jr.
Barbara Stanwyck
Robert Taylor
Benny Thau

,

S

S.vlvan

Charles P. Skouras

'

'

1

Munson

L.

Perce Pearce
J. Arthur Rank
Paul Schreibman

I

-

:

ing

Rose

Henry

Vincent Sherman
Howard Thomas

Herbert Wilcox
•
'

1
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FOMWESrS
'Not'

Pix-Sellir^

Them on Phoney

Admen s

Content-Getting

'

Casting about for possiJ>le-*reasons for some of the dissatisfaction that filmgoers and critics are
expressing about Hollywood's output, publicity-advertising execs of
major companies are doing a bit of
soul-searching currently on what
Insiders label "not" pictures. These
are' films which are advertiiied for
What is not in them, rather than
'

what is.
Reasbn for the inverse ad campaigns is obviou$; the, pix are oA
subject matter which it is felt
attract the public were

Would not

Romance", and "The Hu"Bfrth

which has been

of

a

:

of
the \yinner. in the strip to
avoid: any hint of commercialization..' The public poll came
asi a; result of a situation In
which one of the strip characters had to find a U. S. pic
to explain to ::a foreign girl

Pub-ad and sales execs maintain
they dislike these campaigns as
much as the public does and throw
part of the blame on the studios.
'"Why- do they keep making pictures' they know will be a problem
to sell?", they ask. "We have no
choice but to make the product
look as attractive, as possible."
Has Its Affirmative Values, Too
On the other hand, they justify
the campaigns as frequently really
a good turn as far as the public is
concerned; Were the ads wholly

what America was

like.

picture,

they say, that would never get an
initial audience.
Yet the people

to talk peace.

:

outfit, of course, al-

company

'

Inc.

.

:

Par

on their

part,

it is

Splits Giant

;

sole exhibitor.

Retains 14 Houses

solely to closed towns. To
buttress this voluntary partial liquidation of theatre holdings, strategy
will be to play up the new type ot
selling which gives every exhib a:
crack at a film plus the strictures
atre Comerford circuit.
Breakup now: limiting franchises, blockof the. chain ,will follow the pat- booking, price-fixing and the like.
tern set late last year when Par
Fireworks are expected at the
agreed to end Us ties in the Mul- new hearings on the subject of the
lin & Pinanski Circuit by taking Paramount and RKO decrees. Govsome of: the: houses and giving ernment, in its answering briefs,:
Samuel Pinanski outright owner- raised these settlements as
ship of the balance.
Comerford strengthening their argument that
circuit will end as a joint enter- the distribs can do without the-,
prise, with Paramount holding 14 atres.
All three remaining
_
„ dehouses allowed it under the anti-:{ f endants are propping briefs whicn
trust settlement while J, J. Lynch will seek to knock down the Govand his associates retain: the ernment pitch;
balance.
Lynch has been in New York
huddling with theatre chief LeonS
ard Goldenson and his aides a {{^K^Y
number of times in the past few

re-

Crackdown on

secrets.

bidding followed immediately: up-;
on the refusals.
It is believed that an all-out
battle has been brewing: for some
time and that Fox-Midwest's acto
sorbedt Monogram is
ing about it, bvAld up word-ofemerge in the black again within tion may bring it into the open.
mouth, and in a short time a large
For
many months now, circuit opthe next couple of months. Com(Continued on page 18)
pany has been operating in the red erators have been concerned with
forays on product which is generfor the past two years, although it
ally theirs.
While the smaller, inhas intermittently worked its 'way
die houses cannot offer the same
into the profitable side of the
return for a film on a one or twoledger.
Monogram is playing along with week basis, they fiave.fteen Cop-:
ping
product by guaranteeing long-:
IN L.A. SUIT the idea of retaining Allied as a
er runs which can result in a bigSeeking to forestall a possible subsid for its more expensive prodHowever, strategy has now ger take for the distrib; on a run.flelay in completion of the Para- uct.
mount consent decree and plan of been fixed to make only one or two of-the-film basis.
reorganization. Par has challenged pix even at the reduced $350^000
the appeal of Partmar Corp. from ceiling while turning out most Althe denial of its intervention mo- lied films at a cost of $300,000 or
tion.
Company Is asking a dis- thereabouts.
The two-year spell, mainly in the
missal of tlie appeal to the U. S.
SLIGHTLY IN
Supreme Court on the contention- red, has cut into the company's
stock exchange prices on enterthat it tails to state any substan- capital structure, which was excelAs a tainment shares have been drifttial questions requiring the high lent at the outset of 1947.
result, Monogram is swinging back ing with the tide for the past few
court's action.
Daring hearings before the- to an' almost exclusive diet of west- months, registering no sharp
three-judge New
York federal erns and action pix. Originally, changes since the .beginning of the.
court, Partmar had asked for an the oaters cost $15,000-$20,000 per year. Tendency to drift was again
have reflected in March when the total
but rising expenses
injunction against the decree un- pic,
brought the figure to $100,000. value of all amusement stocks
til the company, could intervene in
the suit and present its arguments. Management is planning a drive to listed on the New York exchange
Partmar, as operator of the Los reduce the average outlay to climbed only slightly to hit $660,947,930.
The change was a relaAngeles Paramount theatre, has $75,000.
The $500,000-$550,000 bracketed tively slight i
ro v e me nt of
been feuding with the major over
an attempt: to oust it from the pix which Allied turned out have $6,209,279,
Monogram
showcase. Partmar is a subsid of proven unprofitable.
As against the drastic fluctuanot,
parfilm
was
found the type of
Panchon & Marco.
tions in prices scored during '48,
page
18)
on
(Continued
Paramount wants to head off the
the shifts this year have been
intervention since it is aimed at
minor. In February, entertainment
dumping the decree. Should the
stocks dipped $12,520,314; in JanSPEEDS
Supreme Court reverse the' nix on
uary, the drop was $12,358,376.
intervention, further hearings on
March total represents the first
the decree might result. Such an
4 PIX ROLLING gain in prices during the current
eventuality would again throw the
year.'
April 19.
Hollywood,
Paramount settlement into uncerAverage per-share price.' on enFour films are shooting this
tainty.
week at Warners, the largest num- tertainment stocks was $15.23 at
ber since the slowdown last Nov. the end of March against $15.08
"
Latest entries are "Barri- at February's close. Listed on the
15,
Col. Says
$200,000 cade," directed by Peter Godfrey, big board are all major film comand "Return of the Frontiersman," panics except United Artists, the
principal networks and big disk
Suit on 'Wouldn't Say Yes' with Richard Bare as director.
" .
Others facing the cameras are outfits,'.
Columbia Pictures is being sued
based on
in N. Y. supreme court for $200,- "Always Sweethearts,"
of Seabiscuit, and "The
career
the
000 by Jay Bennett who claimed
Miss Smith," co-star- Geller Gets 'Washington'
and
Octopus
that Columbia's version of "She
ring Jane Wyman and Dennis
Wouldn't Say Yes" was a piracy
Col. Option Lapses
of liis unpublished story "Great Morgan.
Hollywood, April 19.
Gazee" written prior to 1942. BenColumbia's option on "Drew
nett charged that his yarn made
Pearson's "Washington Story" has
Paul Christian's Debut
the rounds of studios and Columexpired, and the rights have been
bia had access to it.
Hollywood, April 19
repossessed by James J, Geller,
Suit was revealed when BenPattli Christian, imported from
who was originally, slated to pronett's attorneys moved to vacate Swit'zerHand by Universal, makes
duce it at Columbia.:
Columbia's demand for a bill of his delayed Hollywood bow as co;
Geller retrieved the screen
in
"BagCarlo
particulars.
Yvonne
de
entered
with
Picture firm
star
rights by paying Columbia the coin
a general denial of the charges and dad."
it
spent- On a screen treatment
inqved for dismissal on the ground
assigned
to
originaljy
was
Actor
was not acceptable to
that suit was barred by the statute "Sword In the Desert,"/ but was. which
of limitations.
hospitalized with an eye' infection. [ Pear$Di)u

,

'

.

'

,

[

•

1

DEAL WITH PAR'S MINN.

The deal^ now said to be
closed, involves- the. payment to
Paramount of some $2,000,000 in
weeks.

Harry French, president and
general manager of the Paracash and notes in addition to handing over the 14 houses. Paramount mount-affiliated Minnesota Amuseowns 50% of the Comerford com- ment chain,, has been handed a
mon stock and 71;1% of the pre- new employment ticket by Para,

MARCH

ferred.

mount: Under its terms, French
!t has not been disclosed
will receive 3% of the circuit's net
remain with Para- earnings in excess of $26,000. f of
(Continued on page 16)
1949 and-~1950. Additionally, hit
salary has been raised from; a previous $400 weekly stipend to $500:
JACKIE
Deal, in effect, extends for two
years a contract given him at the:
beginning of 1947 when he took
over: the presidency of: the circuit.
Chicago, April 19.
His new contract runs through
Jackie Moran, former child film
1950.
actor, was arrested here last' week
provides
specifically
Contract
on a Federal stolen automobile
and su-

While

.

whicii- theatres:
:

-

-

MORAN'S JAM ON

STOLEN AUTO CHARGE

mp

.

that

^Jj^dis^fsrii

ufdrUr

Marine hospital where he

WITH

ing

it

i

of

.

to Charleston, S, C.

Tom

leads In "Adventures
Sawyer," and "Valiant Is
Later he

:

real

Reagan Balks

at Doing

Ronald Reagan

Warner

2 Execs

!

Screen

.

eral

York

estate

and

Exit N.Y.

Publicists

last

night

SPG

Guild's

membership meeting
(Tues.)

in

was

:

is

19.

meeting: with

Bros, toppers to thrash out

goes on loanout to star:
in Santana's "Baby Is Here" at:
Columbia, Actor was to report to
producer Robert Lord the first
week in May but would like to bow
out.
He said it was question
whether he should now do another

whether

gen-

New
hit

announcement that two
top union execs, had resigned.
These were Honore Armstrong,
SPG's business agent f oi* -thLi^n.
several years, and Mary Van Slyke,
recording secretary. Reasons in
both cases were termed "personal,"
with the

When

,

manage

and mamtenanc,

Hollywood, April

!

:

to

'Another Comedy' on Loan

the Word for Carrie."
did bit parts.

!

'

is

the theatres,
other properties.

Moran had

.

I

I

French

P«-- ^P-"-

1^
of
will stay:

until his condition permits arraignment. He is charged with stealing a car in -Jacksonville, and drivr:

SHOOTING

i

IWED

FRENCH

1

:

|

>

{

I

'

No To

.

!

:

I

I

AMUS. SHARES EDGED UP

I

-flhed

1

.

PAR CHALLENGES F&M
APPEAL

BUT

Twentieth's board of strategy,
according to these reports, believe
there is an excellent chance of
steering court thinking |iIong the
lines of a partial divorcement con-

Comerford Chain,

ported, have refused to disclose
The second giant Paramount-afthe terms on which pix are sold.,
filiated circuit to be dissolved unIt is claimed by them that such
disclosure is equivalent to throwing der pressure of anti-trust litigaopen their books and revealing tion is reported to be the 72-the-

Neg Cost

Several sources predict that 20th
may spring a surprise when tfie
case is again reopened this week.
Indications now are that 20th may
offer to dissolve all non-competitive situations as a compromise <
measure intended to win judicial,
approval. Company, is said to be
considering the move which would
inv61ve: the sale of .some of its theatres to indie operators to create
open, competitive towns in every
situation where 20th now is tlie

•

official

the exhib could not possibly gain
a profit from the deal.

Drastic realignment by Monowho are attracted by ^phoney gram of Allied Artists' production
campaign frequently find theyf like ceiling to a $350,000 negative cost
is beginning to show results. With
film
have
that they wouldn't
a
pome to see had it been advertised the amortization of AA's costly
almost completely abproduct
honestly. As it is, they go out talk-expected

WB

companies have made Ao attempt
:

barring cre-

,

Theatre

from the circuit. Recently, FoxMidwest had lost a number of pix
to competitors on bids which the
chain believes were so hiked that
Distribs,

is

label
ready carries an
—
^United Paramount Theatres,

Understood that one of the demands being made on distribs by
the. Fox chain is the right to be
advised' by them as to the amount
of a winning bid by. a competitor
when the latter wins a film, away

1949 Productions

M

territories.

which

ation of a new company under
the old name;

will not make an offer on
"El Paso," currently being slotted
f6r theatres in the St. Louis and

Mono-Allied Keys

To

strictions

company

KC

.

:

:

here, for
instance, has been told that the

.

.

—
—

be Paramount Pictures Corp,

mount exchange manager

•

'

Par's toppers want to stick as
closely to the old tag of Paramount Picture's, Inc.^ and at
the same: time avoid any
chance of confusion. It is the
confusion element, as a matter of fact, and not legal re-

Fox-Midwest chief, the
circuit is refusing to bid for prod•uct against other theatres.
Para-

,

now re.garded as definitely off and th«
three remaining theatre-owning defendants 20th-Fox, Warner Bros,
and Metro are getting set for further legal jousts when the case
comes up for final hearings befora
the 'N. Y. federal court Thursday
(21). Reportedly, 20th has dropped
its efforts to win a deal with the
Government which would insure it
continued ownership qf a sizeable
number of its theatres. Other two

has

;,

Rhoden;

make any announcement

Paramount

'

:

Under orders from Elmer C^

criti-

recently for anti-Negro:
bias, was voted into fifth place.
Despite widespread interest
in the contest, Caniff won't

theatres.

a

icaft

Although

yet to.' make an of flcial selection of the: new name: for ;its
unit
production - distribution
which will be birthed Jan. l,
1950, the chances are better
than even that the label will

point where the blgxhains, peeved
in many cases because of the loss
of big pix to smaller houses, put
the entire bid system of boolung
product to the test.

/

on Theatres

S.

in the anti-trust action are

Par Picts Corp. Tag

Fox-Midwest theatre chain, subsid of National Theatres, has suddenly challenged the bidding system under which major distribs
are selling their product in St.
Louis and Kansas City. The ensuing battle may, spread to the

cized

,

many

were

Lives." Runner-ups
"State Fair," "An Amer-

Nation;''

veighing against this practice, and
pub-ad toppers know that a fairish
number of ordinary filmgoers are
Squawk
also vociferous about it.
is that it is a form of dishonesty that has gotten potential patrons annoyed to the point where
they don't believe any film advertising and are staying away from

truthful^.' there's

Our

and Metro

All bets on further settlements

St. Louis, April J 9.

Features comic strip, "Steve
Canyon," has given the hod to
Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years

WB

ZOth,

Plan Battimg U.

TO TEST EDICT

Unofficial balloting on the
best
representing the
American way of life, conducted among readers of Milton Caniff 's syndicated King

man Comedy."

A

.

Scrutiny

film

of

number of film
it advertised.
critics on the dailies have been in-

Looks like

Cartoon's Pix Poll
,

TO BIDDING

DEFI

he:

comed y-..

ll

his roles lately,

he

sSiSr
been in comedies, and
he'd like change of pace. He said
he liked the script and it was
merely his desire not to do another

with the exec board to name the comedy which prompted this acreplacements in May.
tion.
Pic has been postponed
Contract, negotiations between from May 3 to May 10,
and' the majors, meantime,
"Baby" is the film which caused
off completely. .Guild, Columbia's suspension of Evelyp
while continuing its Broadway the- Keyes when she turned down t^e
atre picketing, has called upon the, f emme lead several weeks y^gQ.
N. Y, State Board of Mediation to She said that part, while good,
\
intervene in the dispute.
] didn't fit her.

SPG

have broken

;

'

•
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WE KNOW AND YOU
HAS DELIVERED OR
MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE
THE SEA IN SHIPS

•

THE SNAKE PIT

•A

LEF

• YELLOW SKY • ROAD HOUSE • APARTMEN1

TO BROADWAY • CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE f^OULJilKBIJiANI
HOO, SCUDDA HAY

• GREEN GRASS

OF

WYOMING •

WORE TIGHTS • MIRACLE ON

34th STREET

FOXES 0

•

WHEtf

YESTERDAY... TODAY.
FOR YOU
YOUR TH|

—

BECAUSE

CENTURY-FOX
ER

TO THREE WIVES

FOR PEGGY

•

• MOTHER

STREET WITH

IS

A FRESHMAN • DOWN TO

NO NAME •

fORiWE-rtAtt NORTHSIDE 777^5iniNG

HARROW

•

MY BABY

SMILES AT

1

WONDER WHO'S

GIVE

MY

mm

KISSING HER

REGARDS

v^CUDDA

NOW • MOTHER

ME • GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT

.TOMORROW... irSc^
YOUR FUTURE
ATRE

—

rCMTI ID V-KT

)

PICTURE

—
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LA.Up;'Ships'Oby$4a000,'Women'

Fine ?8,500, Port.
Portland, Ore., April 19.

Spitalny Tats 'Secret'

Boxoffice receipts are down in
firslruns this week. "Kiss In Dark"

Undercover Lusty 43G.

47G,

'Tulsa'

and "South Of

Women,"
•

are mildish.

Estimated Total Gros»
$804,500
This Week
theatresY
ABased on
Last Year .... ,$606,000
Based on 22 theatres
.

.

.

n

.

.

.

playing in three houses,

same

Estimates for This

(

'Yankee Aces In

,

Prov. at $18,000

in five situations.

Kettle" is headmg
$36,000 in five spots. "Imbe about $23,500 in four.
Estimates for This Week

"Shockproof"

Estimated Total Gron
$3,132,500
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, 197
theatres, chiejly
eluding N. Y. )

Providence, April 19.
With the passing of the Lent and
average film
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Ha- influx of better than
waii, Hollywood Music Halls (Prin- fare, grosses are up to highs reni-:
Cor) (834; 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$l)— iniscent of the war years^ State's
•'Impact" (UA) and "Search for Danto the Ball Game"
Me
Out
"Take
ger" (FC). Pleasing $23,500. Last
week, "Dirigible" (Col) and "Sub- is leading the field, but Strand's
marine" (Col) (reissues) (11 days), "Connecticut Yankee is compara$3,500.
tively stronger, Also nice is MaChinese, toew's State, Loyola,
iestic's"Family Honeymoon."
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248;
Estimates for This Weelc
1,719; 60-$l)— "To Sea in Ships"
Albee. (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
(20th) and "Miranda" (EL), Okay
Last week, "Canadian "Tarzan's Magic Fountain"' (RKO)
$48,000.
Pacific" (20th) and "I Cheated Law" and "Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL).
Okay $13,000. Last week, "Griss
(20th) (2d wk-6 days), $24,300.
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern Cross" (U) and "Old Sashioned
finie

Last week,
'

$4,000.

'Ships'

Sock $37,000, Del

(20th) and
solid $8,200.

Detroit, April 19.

scale.

:

i

.

I

|

i

•

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (20th Cent) (1,059, 9S5, 698;

Bing Terrif $26,000 In

on stage. 694; 35t60)— "Jungle Jim" (CSol)
Barely okay $20,000. Last week, and "Blondie's Big Deal" (Goi).
"State Dept.— File 649" (FC) and Light $9,000. Last week, "Johnny
Marilyn Maxwell, Three Suns, Apollo" (20th) and"Show Them
good $23,900.
No
Mercy"
(20th)
(reissues),

Simms, Harvey Stone

— "Mr.

(FP)

<3,373;

'Honeymoon' 16G
Buffalo, April 19.

"Don Juan" (WB). Stout $20,()00..
Last week, "Fighter SqUadron"
(WB), fine $12,000.
Loew's (Uoew) (i2,096; 3fi'66;)^
"Ball Game" (M-G). Wham $18,^
000. Last week, "Bribe" (M-(3) (2d
smash $24,000.
wk), okay $7,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$l:20)—
Great Lakes (Par) (3,400; 40-70)
—"Little Women" (M-G) (3d wk). "Red Pony" (Rep). Great $15,000.
"Connecticut- Y a n k e'e" (Pari.
Getting holiday play at $11,000. Last weekj "Saraband" (Et) (2d Socko $26,000.
Last week, "El
Last week, big $14,000.
wk), $12,000.
Paso" (Par) and"Incident'' (Mono)
Keith's (Goldman) (1.300; 50-99)
Shea's
(FP)
(2,386;
S6-66)-^ (9 days), $16,000.
—"Force of Evil" (M-G) (4th wk). "Gorinecticut
Yankee"
(Par);
Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70)— "Bad
Fair $6,500. Last week, about same. Smash $23,000- Last wee^j "Whis- Men of Tombstone"
(Mono) and
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— pering Smith" (Par) <2d wfc), light "Strike It Rich" (Mono). Nice $7,"Dream Is Your.s" (WBl. Oke $24.- '.$7,500.
000. Last week, "Unknown Island"
OOO. Last week, "Kiss In Dark"
University (FP) (1,556 40-70)—, 'FC) and "Appointment Murder"

—

1

I

i

i

(WB)

!

(2d wk). $14,000.

"Mother Is Freshman
(20th). (20th), $7,500.
(WB) (2.950; 50-991— iSock
Last week, "Joan Of
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40--'76)—
"Red Canyon" (U) (2d wk). Fine Arc" $17,000.
(RKO) (3d wk); $9,000.
"Family Honeymoon"
(U)
and
$15,000 in last 4 days. Last week,
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—' "Amazing Mr. X" (EL). Fine $16,$18,500.
"Family _ Honeymoon"
Last week, "Walking Hills"
(U)._ Big 000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475 50-991
Last week, Life of Riley" (Col) and "Blackie's Chinese Ven24.000.
"Set-up" (RKO). Socko
ture" (Col), $n,50at
(
one of higher marks here. Last 'U) (2d wk), $7,500.
Victoria (FP) (1,260
36-60)—
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40week, "Homicide" (WB). $11,000.
Trans -Lux (T-D (.MO; $1.20- "Se(-Up" (RKO). Lusty $8,000 70)
"Tarzan's Magic Fountain'
$2,40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (17th Last week. '-'Can't Take It With (RKO). Okay $13,000. Last week,
wk),- Strong $9,000. Last week, :You" (M-G) and "Giri Friday" "Stagecoach" (UA) and "Long Voy(Par) (reissues), oke $4,500.
age Home" (UA> (reissues), $10,000.
about same.
i

Stanley

I

I

I

!

.f

;

i

'

.

,

1

,

1

I

—

Mayflower (ATG)
(EL)
and
Chorus" (Col). Big

(700;

"Tulsa"

40-85)—

"Ladies

of

$9,000.
Last
week, "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO)
(8th wk), $2,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—

Secret'' (RKO) and Phil
Spitalny orch on stage. Terrific
week,
Last
"Family
$34,000.
(U) and"Alaska PaPalms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)— "El Uol" (SG) (2d wk), fine $17,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367 40Paso" (Par) and "Dynamite" (Par)
Yankee"
"Connecticut
(Par)
85)
(2d wk). Oke $17,000. Last week,

"Woman's

Honeymoon"

—

solid $20,000.
United Artists

95)_"Paisan"

:

(Continued on page 16)

(UD)

(Indie).

(2,000;

.

70-

wk).

(2d

Trim $15,000. Last week, $17,000. Indpls. Bopped by Wet
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)
"The Set-Up" (RKO) and "Clay
Weekend But 'Women'
Pigeon" (RKO) (2d wk). Still fine
week, sock $18,000.

at $14,000. Last

Big 18G; 'By Night' lOG

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70^95)—
"Command Decision" (M-G) (4th

Indianapolis, April 19;
wk). Fading to $6,000. Last week,
A wet Easter weekend did firstnice $8,000.
run biz here no good. But ''Little
Downtown (Balaban) (2.800; 70- Women" is going big at Loew's
95)—"Life of Riley" (U) and "State and is 4t cinch to hold. ''Walked
Department—File 649" (FC). Mild by Night" at Indiana and "Last
$10,000. Last week; "Force of Evil" Days of Pompeii" "She" reissues
(M-G) and "Tampico" (UA) (2d wk), at Circle are disappointing, partly
dim $6,500.
because opening the middle of
.

Holy Week. "Little
till

-WASH.,

HEFH

Women"

.

waited

Saturday.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 4465)
"Last Days of Pompeii"

'KEmE'-CIRCUSTOP

—

$25,000 (RKO)

and "She" (RKO) (rei.s.sues).
Mild $9,000. Last week, "Kiss in
Dark" (WB) and "Flaxy Martin"
(WB), oke $11,000.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
"Walked by Night" (EL) and 'AdChill weather's helping. "Ma and ventures Gallant Bess" (EL). Mild
Pa Kettle" at Loew's Capitol looks $10,000. Last week, "South St.
brisk, thanks to lure of circus Louis"
(WB) and "Homicide (WB),
format of vaude show. "Little $12,000.
Women," at Loew's Palace, also
LoeW^s (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
Is landing top biz honors, with "My
"Little Women" (M-G) and "ManDream is Yours" shaping strong hattan Angel" (COD. Sizzling $18,at the Warner.
000. Last week, "Force of Evil"
Estimates for This Week
(M-G) and "Caught" (M-G), $10,-

Washington, April 19.
Things looking up in midtown,
with Holy Week lull being offset
by school holiday and tourist trade.

"

.

Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-85)-. 000.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)— "Bad
"Ma, Pa Kettle" (U) plus circus on
stage. Hefty $25,000, with larg^ Men of Tombstone" (Mono) and
number of juve admissions cutting "Incident" (Mono). Thin $6,000;
Last week, "Caught" Last week, "Angel on Amazon'
into total.
(Rep) and "Far Frontier' (Rep),
(M-G) plus vaude, slim $18,000.
$6,000;
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-80^
''Red Canyon" (U). Disappointing

with newspaper strike
hurting more than others because
sole pic to preem during strike:
Last week, "Criss Cross" (U),
:

.

"Connecticut Yankee," smash at $10,000.
Lakes, is outstanding here this sesLittle (Lopert) (289; 44-74)
sion. "Family Honeymoon" looks "Mons. Vincent" (Indie).. Sensanext best at Lafayette,
tional $5,000, with cri\ raves helping.
Estimates for This week
Metropolitaii (WB) (1,163; 44-74)
BuiTalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)—
it^iv.f:.iA^<> Hwtii
c:.
rtnri
Homicide
(WB). Sojso
$6,000
"The Bribe" (M-G) and "This Is
N. Y." (UA). Good $15,000. Last for firsti-un. Last week, "Sierra
week, "Force of Evil" (M-G) and Madre" (WB) (reissue, hot $8,500.
"Caught" (M-G), $14,500.
National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)

3(S-66)—

(reis-

sues), $6,500.

Week

$28,000.

$10,000;

Buff;
,

$io.ooq.

Imperial

Estimates for This

United Artists (Parker) (895; SOFOX (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—
BS)—"Caught" (M-G). Slim $3,000. "To Sea in Ships" (20th). Great
Last week, "Sun Comes Up" (M-G) $37,000. Last week, "Bemadette"
(2d wk), okay $5,500.
(20th) (reissue), slim $16,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)— "Knock On Door" (Col)
and "Ladies of Chorus" (Rep) (2d
L'ville Lusty; 'St.. Louis'
wk). Fine $20,000. Last week, big

;

(20th) (2,250; 50-99)

(3,200; 40-85)"^
Kettle" (U) and "High-:

way 13" (SG). Neat $22,000. Last
week, "Thunder In Pines" (SG) and
"Jigsaw" (UA), $19,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,100; 45-75)—
"Mons. Vincent" (Indie). Very big
$9,000. Last week, ''Don't Take It
(EL) and "Waterloo
to Heart"
Road" (EL) (3d wk), $4,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
"State Dept.-File 649" (FC) and
"Last Bandit" (Rep): Nice $8;000.
Last week, "Sgt. York" (WB) and

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85) The dther arrival, "Life of Riley,"
—"Enchantment" (BKO) and "Law is not showing much life at the
Barbary Coast" (Col). Mild $6.- Downtown; Best holdover looks to
500. Last week, "Joan of Arc" be "Knock On Any Door" at Mich"Castle on Hudson" (WB)
(RKO), fine $14,000 at upped igan.

'

Fox

Boston (RKO)

"Ma and Pa

"To Sea in Ships"
Only two new pictures here this
"Shockproof" (20th), week. "Down to Sea in Ships" is
best at the Fox with great round.

'

Belvedere Goes to College" (20th).
Best thing in town at smash $40,r
000. Last weejc,' "Down to Sea in
Ships" (20th") (3d wk), $14,000.
Goldman (Gqldman) (1,200; SOSO)—"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk).
Still scoring at $19,000. Last week,

Saik To

(20th),

60-$l)— Girl" (EL), $11,000.
Lofty $11,000/Women'
"Dream Is Yours" (WB) and "HomiCarlton (Fay) (1,400;. 44-65)—
cide" (WB). Average $41,000. Last ','Kiss in Dark" (WB) and "FeathBig $16,000/Wives' 13G
week, "Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle ered Story" (WB). Fairly active
on Hudson" (WB) (reissues^, $25,- $7,000. Last Week, reissues.
Louisville, April 19.
SOO.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Big
Easter openings at Loew's State
Egyptian^ Los AnEelest Wilshire
SOmbero" (Rep) and Phil Brito with "Little Women," and face60-$l)—
2,296;
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097;
heading stageshow.' Very nice $9;"Little Women (M-G). Good $47,Last week, "Dark Corner" lifted Mary Anderson with "South
500.
000. Last week, "Caught" (M-G) (Indie) and vaude onstage, good
of St. Louis," are creating some
(11 days), $31,800.
commotion on main stem.
b.o.
Orpheum (D'town) (2,210; 60-$l) $7,000.
44-65) ''Letter to Three Wives" also is
Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200;
^"Tulsa"' (EL) and "Shamtock
"Family Honeymoon" (U) and "In- solid at Rialto. Cool weather is
HilF' (EL). Nice $16,500 here, with
helping most houses.
fancy $41,000 in '5 houses where cident" (20th). Nice $15,000. Last
weeK, Whiplash" (WB) and"Flaxy
Estimates for This Week
day-dating. Last week, "Tarzan's
and Martin" (WB), $13,000.
(RKO)
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,Fountain"
Magic
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- 200; 45-65)— "South of St. Louis"
"Brothers in Saddle" (RKO) (9
65)—"State Police" (Indie) and (WB). Tee-off is' big aiid there's
(Continued on page 16)
'(Indie).
big
"Armored Car"
Not
added interest in complete modem-;
Last week, "Paisan" (In- ization, making house one of most$6i500.
die) (2d wk), $5,500.
up-to-date on main stem.
Sock
Philly Hot; 'Belvedere'
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— $11,000. Last week, house closed
"Ball Game" (M-G).
Single biU to complete remodeling.
WhaniP,000/Sel-Up' landing snappy $20,000. Last week, National (Standard) (2,400; 25"Bribe" m-G) and "No Minor 65)—-"Lawton Story" (Indie) (2d
Wk). Nice $5,000. Last week, sati'sGreat 24G, 'Jennie' 27G Vices" (M-G), $18,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) factory $6,000.
Philadelphia, April 19.
—"Connecticut
Yankee"
(Par):
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Combination of the end of Lent, Great
and
holds.
Last
$18,000,
"Letter Three Wives"
nippy weather and batch of new week, "Undercover Man" (Col) and 45-65)
(20th) arid "Miraculous Journey"
films will show a marked effect on "Mutineers"
(Col) (2d wjt), fine $9,- (FC). Strong $13,000: Last week,
Belvedere
"Mr.
firstrun biz here.
500.
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and TucGoes to College" at Fox, is standson" (20th), $12,000 and m.o. to
out at terrific total. "Portrait of
Brown.
Jenny" also is sock at Boyd, best
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
there in weeks, "The Set-Up," Bing Sockeroo $23,000,
"Little Women" (M-G) and "Michafter big campaign, broke weekend
ael O'Halleran" (Mono).
Catchrecord at Stanton and will be
Toronto; Tony' Hot 15G ing big $16,000 or near. Last week,
smash.
"Ball Game;; (M-G) and "Golden
Toronto, April 19.
Estimates for' This Week
With a strong line-up of top Eye" (Mono), $25;000 in 12 days.
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45^65)—"Dear to Heart" (RKO). Stout $12,- product, Easter week is packing in
Jesse James''
(SG) and
500. Last week, "Caught" (M-G) c u s t o m e rs , with "ConnCctieut "Shot
(2d wk), $8,000.
Yankee" leading, and "Don Juan" "Highway 13" (SG). Sturdy $6,Last week, "Tarzan's Magic
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— "Por- and "Ball Game" right on its heels 500.
Most deluxers are Fountain" (RKO) and "GUn Smugtrait of Jennie" (SRO). Sock $27,- for top coin.
glers" (RKO), about same.
000. Last week, "Dark Past" (Col) enjoying terrific business.

—

at Orpheum and State and
"Tulsa'^ at two houses all shape
Very solid.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85)—
"Pride of Yankees" -(RKO) (reissue).
Okay $7,500. Last week,
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (3d wk),

iftr

$2;606,000
Last Year
(Based on 21 cities, 219
theatres).

(1,757; 2,756; 2,344;

(2d wk), $14,500.
.W99)
Earle (WB) (2,700;
"Slightly French" (Col) plus Ginny

ruiUi

Same Week

.

pact"' will

(WB)

nrn

Women"

.

Total Gross

excellent $4,800.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)"South St/ Louis" (WB) and "Kidnapped" (Mono). Snappy $8,500

"Ma and Pa
for

and

(20th)

Boston, April 19.
End of Lenten season and better
than average films at all major
houses is adding up to busy biz this
stanza. Phil Spitalny band plus
"Woman's Secret" at Keith Memorial looks huge. ''Connecticut
Yankee" at Metropolitan, "Little

City Grosses

Key

Week

out" (Rep). Excellent $8,500. Last
wiBek, "Wake Red Witch" (Rep)
and "Homicide for Three" (Rep)
(2d wk), solid $9,400.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "WomIn Night" (FG). Good $5,000. Last
week, "Let's Live Little" (EL) and
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL), $4,800.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre" (WB) (reissues). Big $6,500. Last week, "To Sea in Ships"

Wow $34,001),

Hub;WSolid29G,'Woinen'42G

Louis" are new-

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
—"Kiss In Dark" (WB) and "Hide-

Broadway Grosses

shapes good $47,000.
Standout comparatively is 'Uncover Man," excellent $43,000 in
two spotis. "El Paso" looks good
$32jO0O in two Paramount locations. "My Dream is Yours" likely
will be average $41,000 in three
Warner sites while "Tulsa" is getting the

St.

"Fighting
well.
doing
comers
O'Flynn" also is good, but others

Tan41G,'KettIe'Hot36araso'32G
Los Angeles, April 19, '
Boxoffice paee here sharpened
over the weekend with eight new
bills taking advantage of arrival of
Easter. While nowe of new entries
Is socko, nearly all are rating good
trade. Biggest share is going to
"Down to Sea in Ships," okay $48,000 in four theatres., "Little

.

Martin Boosting 'Love'

Smash $24,000, Omaha
Omatiit, April

19.

Freddy Martin band with Jami
Paige win boost "My Own True
Love" to a sinash «es.sioh at Orpheum this week. "Tulsa" also
will roll up a big total at Parar
..^^^^1^ ^o^e„.. ^t. bandbox State is colossal and pic stanqr
out. "Bed Shoes" opened sock at;
Dundee, nabe deluxer.

1

,

|

—"Gone With Wind"

(M-G) (reEstimates for This Week
issue); Clicking to tune of $10,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20Last week, "High Fury" (UA) and 80)— "Own True Love" (Par) with
"Guest in House" (UA) (reissue), Freddy Martin orch, Janis Paige
Last
dim $3,500.
onstage.
Smash $24,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Little Women" (M-G). Sock $23,- "Act of Murder" (U), $9,000 at 16000. Last week, "El Paso'.' (Par), 65c scale.
$14,000.

Paramount

(Tristates) (2.800; 16-

(432; 50-85) 65)— "Tulsa" (EL). Very big $13,000.
Last week, "Letter Three
$4,000 for S'/^ days. Wives" (20th), about same.
Yanked early for benefit preem of
State (Goldberg) (865: 16-6!))—
"Scott of Antarctic" (EL).
Last "Little Women" (M-G). Terrif $».-

Playhouse (LOpert)

—"Sleeping Car Trieste" (EL) (3d
wk).

Nice

500.
Last week, "Grand Canyon
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)
Trail"
(Rep) and "Miss Annie
"Dream Is Yours" iWB). Fine Rooney" (SG), $4,000..
Last, week; "Man from
Brandeis (RKO) (1..500; 16-65)—
Colorado" (WB), $14,000.
"Castle on Hudson" WB) and "Sgt.
Tra;is-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)
York" (WB) (reissues). Good $7,r

week, $4,500.

—

$18,000.

—

(

|

"Paisan" (Indie). (7th-final wk). OOO. Last week, "Walking HiMs
Slipped to $4,000 in final S'.i days (Col)
and "Dark Past" 'Col),
l

.

after $3,000 last week.

'

$8,000.

v

.

Wednesday, April

gftj

PICTIJRB GROSSES

1949
'Evil'

Snow No Help to On; Dreaih'-Arn

'Shockproof
BIk

Sturdy $54,000,
'Canyon'

"Shockproof" is
passably good at two houses, but
best showing of new Jtix is being
made by "Force of Evil" at Or-

M3d 17G, 'India' Oby SG

I

\

to
Last Week, nice
$10,000,
$12,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly

French"

day-date with Esquire.
Good $13,000. Last week,
"South St. Louis" (WB) and
"Flaxy Martin" (WB), $14,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
35-74)
(742;
(Col),

tax.

$8,000.

$2,000, Last

'•Ball Game," at Oriental, with
Jane Russell in person, leads the
second weekers with bright $50,000.

week,"Ma, Pa Kettle"
Murder"

(U) and ''Appointment
(FC); big $4,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Force of Evil" (M-G) and "Sun

'Set-Up Standout

"Kiss in the Dark,' 'at Roosevelt,
tidy $16,000.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)—

In Mild

Up" (UA) and "Tuna

Clipper" (Mono) (2d wk). Light $6,000.
Last week, $8,000.

Pht 14G

Comes Up" (M-G). Good $14,000.
Last week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
and "Act of Violence" (M-G),
$12,000.

Paramount (Fox)

(2,200;

35-74)

—"Ma, Pa Kettle" (U) and "ApPittsburgh, April 19.
Easter week biz is not so liot pointment Murder" (FC) (2d wk).
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
Day-date with Webber.
Off to
•'Dream Is Yours" (WB) and Desi here. "The Set-Up'^ is making the
$9,000.
Last week, big $14,000.
Acnaz orch on stage. Nice $54,000. best showing at the Warner with
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Ma,
Last "week, "Knock On Door" (Col) solid total. "Mother
Is Freshman" Pa Kettle" (U) and "Appointment
(2d wk) with Hoagy Carmichael and
Murder"
(FC),
also
Paramount
Georgia Gibbs in person, Holy also shapes nice at the Fulton. Fine $3,000. Last week, ''South
Elsewhere takings
»i.»o«vyi.c*i5
iein.iiiB3 are mainly on
Week record of $53,000.
St. Louis" j(WB) and "Flaxy MarGarrick (B&K) (9()0; 50-98)— disappointing side.
tin" (WB), $2,000.

,

I

I

"Law

Barbary Coast" (Col): Okay $8,000.
Last week, "Homicide" (WB) and
I'T Oct
Wo,
wk),
(2d
(Rep)
"Last Bandit"

'

$6,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,600; 75-$1.25)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th Wk). Ex-

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) < 1,700; 45-80)
Is Freshman" (20th). Nice

I
'

I

—

"Mother

$11,000. Last week, "Red
(U), $2,000 in three ddys.

Canyon"

.

Last
Wk), big $18,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)—"In
California" (Rep) and "Man of
onquest" (Rep) (reissues). Trim
Last week, "Frankenstein

8 Id

$8,500.

Meets Wttlf Man" (U) and ''Dracula's Daughter" (U) (reissues), $8,-

'Wimien' Fat 25G,

—

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)
cellent $22,000. Last week, same.
"Belvedere
Goes To College"
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98) (20th).
Okay $15,000 or better.
•f-"Ball Game" (M-G) plus Jane Last week, "Walking Hills" (Col),
{:ussell in person (2d wk). Fancy
$7,000.
50,000. Last week, big $57,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)
Palace (RKO) (2,300; 50-98)—
"Red canyon" (U) and "1 Surren- —"Little Women" (M-G). Not up
der, Dear" (UV. Moderate $17,000. to hopes at $19,000. Last week,
"Force
of Evil'^ (M-G) and "Bad
week, "Set-Up" (RKO) (2d

made new

'

,

«*Song of India" (Col) and

Broadway firstrun business is
soaring thi? week, arrival of Easter
and earlier-than-usual school va-l
cation resulting in biggest trade
since first of year and reminiscent
of year-end holiday grosses.
Upsurge is sweeping the Music Hall
to an all-time high, and cracking
the Easter weekend mark and several other records at the Roxy.
Hall's expected $170,000 will top
the previous record made by "Till
Clouds Roll By," which took in
New Year's Eve and New Year's
Bay 1946^*7 wThhoUday-scale,
Total for 17 Broadway houses
Will be over $800,000, rated especially heartening in: view of so
many holdovers and reissues current.
Upswing also is being reflected in strong holdover sessions,
most theatres besting last week's
figures, and generally by a healthy
margin.
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College," with Vivian Blaine and new
iceshow, looks to hit terrific $160,000 on first, week at Roxy, Combo

1

Last

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
—"El Paso" (Par) (2d wk). Down

without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence th«
estimated figures, ar* net In-:
come.
The parenthetie admission
prices,: however, as Indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

StLoo;'York'15G

St. Louis, April 19.
Despite opening of major league
baseball season and surge of cold
weather,"Little Women" is on way
to socko session at Loew's this
Trade at other mainstem
Men of Tombstone" (Mono), week.
houses, many on holdover, is on
$11,000.
fairish side. However^ "Sgt. York"
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)
and ''Castle on Hudson," reissue
"Dream Is Yours" (WB). Disap- combo, is nice at Ambassador.
pointing $19,000 or less. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
"Kiss In Dark" (WB), $12,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 5079)—"Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle
Warner (WB) (2,000; 49-80)
'

"My Dream Is Yours'V with
Lionel Hampton band shapes nice
$65,000 at Strand. "Life of Riley,"
another newcomer. Is around $25,-'
000 at Criterion.
"Pride of Yankees,*' doing another repeat showing, is surprisingly big $27,000 or better at Palace. Bringing back "Wizard of Oz"
apparently was a smart move since
It is registering a sn^ash $46,000 or
near at Mayfair.
Bandbox. Rialto also is' enjoying
its
best week in months with
"Bomba," socko at $16,000.
"City Across River" with Art
Mooney band heading stageshow is
holding up nicely in -second Capi-

.

:

—

:

.

$11,500.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—"Tulsa"

(EL).

Strofag

$24,000.

Last week. "The Bribe" (M-G) (2d
Wk), $14,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50of Evil" <M-G) (2d wk).
LASt week. $15,000.

Despite Storm, K.C. Biin

'Yankee' Rugged $18,000,

'Honeymoon'

19G

Lofty

98)—"Force

Kansas City, April 19.
Line-up of new pix here is paying
off; with Easter week measuring up
Wk). Bright $17,000< Last week, to. hopes. Biz was slow starting,
$18,000.
near-bliz stymied
World (Indie) (587; 80)—"Paisan" however, since
Thursday and Good
(Indie) (13th wk). Strong $3,000. openings
Friday."Little Women" at Mid^^
Last week; $3,300.
land is standout and big. "Family
N.s.g. $10,000;

Wood* (Essaness) (1,073; 98)-"Command Decision" (M-G) (4th

Fox Midwest
houses and "Connecticut Yankee"
at Paramount are all solid and due

Honeymoon"

'Women' Stout $18,000,

in three

for holdovers.

Mpls.; 'Canyon'

;

$12,000

"Tulsa"

is

playing

midwest preem at Roxy to good
returns.

Minneapolis, April 19.
Estimates for This Week
Films currently are getting stiff
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 49competition from ''Ice Follies" and
"Sportsman's Show," cutting the- 85)—"Canyon Passage" (U) and
atre grosses. This will offset stim- "Frontier Gal" (U) (reissues). Holdulus of Easter holiday. Two of ing their own at $3,000. Last week,
major newcomers, "Little Women" "Moonrise" (Rep) and "Act of
and "'Red Canyon" are rolling Murder" (U), $2,900.
nicely. "The Set-Up" stlU is big on
Klmo (Dickinson) (550; 61-75-$l)
tnoveover at Pix.
—"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (4thfinal Wk). Fine $2,500. Last week,
Estimates for This Week

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
,
"Family Honeymoon" (U) (3d wk).
Still In money at $6,000 after neat;
.$7,000 preceding canto.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-70)—^"Who
Done It" (Indie) and "In Navy"
(Indie)
Cutting wide
(reissues).
$5,000 swath. Last week, "Nick
Seal" (Par) (2d wk), mild $4,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
.
"Little Women" (M-G). Stout $18,000.
Last week, "Kiss in Dark"
(WB), $12,500.
^ RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 5070)— "Red Canyon" (U).
Good
$12,000. Last week, "The Set-Up"
(RKO), $13,000.
RKO-Pan IRKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
,

'Unknown Island" (FC) and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO). Light $7,000. Last
VKeek,"Shockproof" (Col), $6,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 60-70)— "Bad
Boy'' (Mono). Given strong camrPaign but looks only fair $9,000.
Last week, "Three Godfathers"
(M-G), $11,000.

World (Mann) (400; $1.20-$2.40)
r-"Red Shoes" (EL) (8th wk). Still
jn

black

at

$4,000.

Last

week,

solid $3,500.

—Midland
"Little

(Loew's)

(3,500;

45-65)

Women'' (M-G) and
"Crime Doctor's Diary" (Col). Big
and holdover. Last week,
"Sun Comes Up'' (M-G) and- ''Force

(Rep)

afid

"Life

of

Riley"

(U),

$14,500.

Fox (F&M)

(5,000;

90-79)^"Dear

to Heart" (RKO) and stageshow
(2d wk). Solid $16,000 following
$16,900 initial session.

—

Last

week.

Jn

ahead,

"Set-Up"

':
•

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)
(2d wk). Staying up in great fashion at $43;00O.
or near after sock $42,000 opener.
Holds, 'natch.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20)
"Oz" (M-G) (reissue). Stout $46,000. Holds. In ahead, "Casablanca*'
(WB) (reissue) (3d wk), $13,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$l)—
"Pride of Yankees" (RKO) (reissue). Cashing in on start of baseball season to hit great $27,000.
Holds.
In
ahead, "Princess

—"Champion" (UA)

—

O'Rourke" (WB) and "G-Men"
(WB) (reissues). $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
"Undercover Man" (Col) with,

Billy Eckstine

stageshow. Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, "Bride of Vengeance" (Par) with Charlie Bamet
orch, Jerry Colonna, others, onstage (2d wk), did very well at $S5i'000; pickets not hurting much; first
week was good $64,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (30th wk).
Twenty-ninth week climbed to
rousing $16,500 with help from two

topping

extra matinees.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Connecticut Yankee" (Par) with annual
Easter Pageant and stageshow (2d
wk). Soaring to gigantic $170,000,
new all-time high here to top "Till
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) mark made
New Year's 1946-47. First was
strong $146,000. House opening at
7:45 a.m. to take care of crowds
through next Saturday, and getting in five stage and six film Showr
ings daily.
Rialto (Mage)

'Yankee' Bing-Boi^s $18,000, Cincy;

'Utde Women' Big 17G, IQss' IIG

(1,900;

Yankees"
okay $8,000.
of

(FC).

$17,000.

Holds.

(RKO)

(reissue),

Gi-and (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
"Walking Hills" (Col). Hotsy $10,
500. Last week, "Act of Violence"

"Castle

(M-G), fairish $7,000.

Gnild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
(7th wk).
Re
to oke $4,500 after $4,000

"Red Shoes" (EL)
bounding

Last week, "Hurricane" (FC) and
"Westerner" (FC) (reissues), $60,900.

(UAT-Par) (2,002; 60Rivoli
$1.29)— "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO)
(4th wk). Third week ended last
night (Tues.) climbing to sturdy
$28,000

after

nice

$24,000

last

Stays on indef.
Victoria (City Inv.)

200.

(1,060;

99-

$1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (23d
wk).
Present stanza is being
pushed up by holiday crowds to
$17,000 or better; 22d round was
$12,000, over hopes.

'Words' Hep 26G, Mont'l
Montreal, April 19.
New entries in all deluxers plus
cool weather for Easter weekend
will tilt biz all

around

this

week.

"Words and Music" looks best at

Keith's' (City Inv.) (1,942; 90-75) Loews with big session. "Letter to
-^"Connecticut
Yankee"
(Par). Three Wives" is picking up after
Bing-bonging in $18,000 tempo to a slow start at Palace.
top the town. Sticks indef. Flash
Estimates for This Week
front saluting theatre's first, show^
Loews (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
ing of a Crosby starrer.
Last
week, "Shot Jesse Jsmes" (SG), "Words and Music" (M-G). Big
$26,000. Last week, "Kissing Ban$7,000 in 9 days.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)— dit" (MtG), fair $16,000.
"Kiss in the Dark" (WB). So-so
Capitol (C.T.) (2.412; 34-60)
$11,000.
Last week, "South of "Dream Is Yours" (WB), Good
(Continued on page t8>
Last wieek, "Pride St. Louis" (WB), slick $13,00(>.
i

—

i

I

I

:

—

44-98)
"Bomba" (Mono). Socko $16,000.
best here in weeks, and holding.
(594;

—

—

$10,000.

long.

(RKO) (3d Wfc74 days), down to
$12,000 after ifine $26,000 second

—

(FjC)

week,

hold

—

45-65)—
Cincinnati, April 19.
and "State
Slim
An Easter hatching of new
on bills has front-line houses blosHudson" (WB) and "Sgt. York" soming' anew. Loudest new pix
are on "Connecticut Yankee," town
(WB) (reissues), $9,000,
"Little: Women" and
Paramount (Par) (4,900; 49-65)— topper, and
with close separa"Connecticut Yankee" (Par). Socko "The Bribe,"
tions.
Oft the velvety pace, yet
$18,000i, and holds. Last week, "El
is "Walking Hills" matchhotsy,
Paso" (Par) (2d wk), $8,000.
lng"Kiss in the Dark." TemperaRoxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
dipping warmed weekend
ture
"Tulsa" (EL). Midwest preem re- biz.
turns house to firstruns; Good $4,Estlniates for This Week
Last week,
500, and may hold.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—
"Saboteur" (Realart) and "I Cover "The
Strong
(M-G).
Bribe"
War" (Rep) (reissues), $2,900,
Last week, "Cover Up"
$16,000^
(Fox (UA) "plus Louis Prima orch; othTower - Uptown - Fairway
Midwest) (2,100; 2,045; 700; 45-65) ers, onstage, fairish $18,000 at
—"Family Honeymoon" (U). Sturdy 60-94C scale.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
$19,000, and holdover. Last week,
Y q u r s" (20th), —"Little Women" (M-G). Tall
"Unfaithfully

Orpheum (RKO)
"Unknown Island"

opener>

week at $62,000, near first- week stanza.
mark.
"Portrait; of Jennie" is
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)
pushing ahead of its second week
"Belvedere Goes College" (20th)
at Rivoli by getting strong $28,000
with Vivian Blaine and iceshow
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 90-75)— on third round. Last Sunday (17) onstage. Roaring ahead to terrifte
"Set -Up"
(RKO) and "Indian ran $2;000 ahead of first Sunday in $160,000 or near, one of top marks
Agent" (RKO) (2d wk). Okay $9,- initial week.
here after record three-day Easter
Lone opening this week is Para- weekend and. new Sunday high for
900 after fancy $12,500 first stanza.
which launches "Under- last 22 years of operation. In
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 90-75)— mount
"South St. Louis" (WB) and "Ma, cover Man" with Duke Ellington ahead, "The Fan" (20th) with
Pa Kettle" (U) (2d wk). Good $7,- band and Billy Eckstine today Ginny Simms heading stage bill
000 after nice $9,500 first chapter. (Wed).
(2d wk), slim $49,000.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 50-75)
Estimates for This Week
State (Loew's) (3,450; 50-$1.50)—.
"State Dept.-File 649" (FC) and
(M-G) (7th wk).
Astor (City Inv.) ( 1 ,300; 60-$l .90) "Ball Game"
"Inner Sanctum Mystery" (FC).*
—"Knock
On
Door"
(Col) (9th-final Opens today (Wed.). Sixth session
Trim $6,500, Last week, "Shot
pushed
ahead, helped by impetus
Likely
will
wind
wk).
up
with
fine
Jesse James" (SG) and "Highway
$16,000 after $14,000 last week:- of Easter crowds and interest in
13" (SG), $5,900.
"We Were Strangers" (Col) opens baseball, to $22,000 or near, fifth
was $17,000, over hopes. Stays
April 26.
New $35,000 L'vllle Theatre
Bijou (City Inv.) (989; $1.20- until April 27 when "Barkleys of
Louisville, April: 19.
Broadway" (M-G) opens.
Orpheum,
90-year-old
house $2-.40)—"Reft Shoes" (EL) (26th
Strand (WB) (2,756; 70-$1.90)
here, will be razed and replaced by wk). Being boosted by five extra
Is
Yours" (WB) with
a $35,000 building in which a the- matinees to great $20,000 this "Dream
Lionel Hampton orch topping stage
atre called The Rodeo will exhibit round after $14,900 last week.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.90) bill. Not measuring up too well
westerns. Kimmons Wilson, owner
of building, who has been operat- —"City Across River" (U) with Art but nice $65,000 is likely. Holds.
ing the theatre and Airway, will Mooney orch, Rose Murphy, James In ahead, "Kiss In Dark" (WB)
continue to operate both houses. Barton, others, onstage (2d wk) with Guy Lom1>ardo orch (3d wk)i
Holding in strong fashion at $62,- $20,000.
New house will be a 450-seater.
Sutton (Rugbfl & Becker) (961;
70-$l. 29)— "Quartet" (EL) (4th wk).
Third week ended Monday (18) hit
smash $16,000; second was $16,--

of Evil" (M-G), $13,000.

$8,500.

$68,000

—

50Criterion
(Loevv's)
(1,700;
"Life of Riley' (U). Looks
only okay at, $25,000 and may not

$1.75)

tol

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
"Little Women" (M-G). Great $25,000. Last week. <*Bail Gamev (M-G)
(2d wk), fine $15,000.

$21,000,'

Department File 649"

Socko 43G, 2d

000 after sock
Stays a third,

Sunday house Duke Ellington orch,

day means six showings of picture
and five stageshows daily.

.

—

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,900; 50-98)— tively better than other new pix
"Kiss in Dark" (WB> (2d wk), in town with solid $14,000. Last
taunch $16,000. Last v^eek, $18,- week, "El Paso" (Par) (m.o.),'nice
f00.
$6^000 after brisk Stanley session.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000: $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (17th
wk). Tasty .$],o;000. Last week,

all-time

record at $30,500 on April 17, a
new Good Friday mark and the
new Easter weekend high. "Forever Amber" holds the house high
but this was made: in :1947' when
higher scales prevailed.-."Connecticut Yankee" with annual Easter Pageant is achieving
the new Hall high in second week,
the $170,000 or better, being way
ahead of $146,000 marked up for
initial stanza.
Week was helped
by the fact that it started on Thursday .(14), first day for youngsters
out of school, and that the early
starting: hour beginning last Mon-

"Set-Up" (RKO). Doing compara- on Hudson" (WB) (reissues). Nice
$19,000. Last week, "Red Pony"

700.

$170,000, 2d; 'Belvedere'-Blaine

Terrif 160G, 'Champion

Week

(1,500; 35-74)
(Col) (3d Wk).

Holds again.

week, good $8,750.

Estimates Artt Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,

s
day and Monday.
Tops should be Chicago with
*'My Dream Is Yours" and Desi Arnaz band onstage, nice $54,000;
State-Lake
shapes
exat
"Tulsa"
cellent $24,000, but "Riid Canyon"
at Palace is only fair with $17,000.
Garrlck has "Song of India" and
'Law of Barbary Coast" for okay

•'Cover

Estimates for This

Broadway (Cinema)
Fairish $7,500.

ing into driving snow Good Friday
put an early dent in Loop business.However, weekend generally Was
better despite snow and rain Sun-

High

pheum.

—"Knock On Door"

-

Rain starting Thursday and turn-

may garner

OK $15,000 NoB'way Easter Eggs;BingAII-rmie

Denver, April 19.
picking up here' with ar-

is

rival of Easter.

TuIsaT^t$2i<

Chicago, April 10.

Good 14G, Denver;

—

:
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When
you

you piay
Flamingo Road

on

you'll

be

playing

Road
you
get

Warner Bros,
most talked-ab

m

attraction
>
:

t since

y Mildred

Pierce!

,

Wednesday, April

has

Stratton.

Allyeon

Morgan
• . -Agnca Moorehead
BUI Willlami
'.Frank

.

'Eddie Qibson,i-...«
•
Bruce Cowlint!
Ted Lyons,
ClliT Clark
^asb. Hlgglna.,.,1
.k. . • ... .Mary Lawrence
Pot^.
Dean White
Luke Appling ....... . .
. .. .. .
.Robert Gist
Karnie.
.

.

.
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,

.
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.
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Cene Bearden

............ ..]

Dickey
fThemselves
Jimmy Dykes...
Mervyn Shea ............... J

BUI

I

suffers

.

"The

"Night Unto Night" (WB).
Romantic drama for femmes
with Ronald Reagan, Viveca
Lindfors, Broderick Crawford,
but spotty b.o.

'"Make

"That Dangrerous Age"

Myrna Loy

i

'

;

I

;

j

|

1

.

i

1

I

[

[

!

]

,

i

|

j

1

each appear twice.

u'lh

P0U.h

.

,

.

,

;

.

,

.

hopelessness and self-pitying which Joe
Chef
overwhelms the pitcher, while Miss Frankie Laine
Allyson and Miss Moorehead sensi- King Cole Trio
tively portra.y the silent torment Toni Harper
.Tack Smith

.

1'i
I

artificial leg.

a

long

Film

and

is

climaxed by
baseball

effective

„

,

,

,

.

,

-

.

'

Crawford,

editor,

m\s

Marley;

music,

Thomas

Reillv.
i'""»>'ne

1"'

'

Franz
Trade-

Trans - Lux, Saturday (I61.
Film was. reviewed in Variety
from London, Oct, 27, 1948, by
Myro, who regarded it as having little chance "of earning
more than modest support in
the American market" due to

*'

John ...,,,,,..,.,,,.:!,,. Ronald Reaaan

Ann

Shawn

.viveca
.

.

,

inalia
t-'sa

gr,

,:

,

.

,

,

.

.

Poole

i»ny,
Altheim
,V,I;!i'

Willie

.

.Osa MiLSseii

... ......... Erskine

Sliawn....

Shawn

,

Josenhine
gcJlboy
Real Estate Agent,...
-,

*™«

.

Art Baker
Craig Stevens
Sanf ord

.

.

Lindfors

.Broderick Crawford
.Rosemary De Camp

.

the

.,.^.Ann Burr
Johnny McGovern
LUllon Yarbo

"Night Unto Night" ventures into
more than

"lack

originality,'?

of

and
names
Review also

noted that film "opens with a
punch," but takes too much
time "in developing the motley assortment of characters

Ross Ford
Irving Baton
Almira Sessions

a dramatic theme rarely

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

:

I

Picture rethe train."
oii
leased in U. S, by Eagle Won.

.

.

.

,

;

.......

; , .

.

.

Tf if, n
Rot-nVl upon
iinnn tne King
Jiasecl
Features strip. "Jungle Jim," the
picture should have a ready^-made
audience to draw upon from the

filmgoers.

!

Name

Nannie..

Simmons

I

j

I

!

i

!

'

.

Weissmuller registers satisfactorily,
la contrast to his monosyllabic utterances as "Tarzan." the
role of "Jungle Jim" affords .him
the chance to can'y on a conversation which he executes in so<so
fashion,
Myrna Dell, a blonde siren, and sarong-clad Elena Verdugo are pleasantly decorative. Vi-'
tale and Dunn are amply sinister

While' supporting players are com-

:

Ronald

Adam

Wilfrid Hyde-Whlte

Henry Calne'
Patrick Waddington
Edith Sharpe

.George Curzon
... :.. .... ..PhyUis Stanley
Robert Atkins
George Drummond. .
:
.,.< .Daphne Arthur
Margot ... . .
John
...,,>,,....:;.,;.,„ .Martin Case
Arnold Cane . , , ...... . . .:v; ; Barry Jones
Selby
Jane.

....
.

,

.

.

. .

.

,

,

.

I

original script to a slambang finale.
Waller and Henry a're excellent
in their respective roles and others
in the cast add strong support to
making this better than the usual
galloper.
Jim Nolan does a good
villain, Gail Davis is the heroine,

.

..,

Angela Cane.

.

A

big cast and oj^uleht staging
are the twb. major assets" Of this
new British production and will
play a prominent part in deter mliaihg the appeal of this film. Plot is
handicapped by uncertain treaty

Prince

Plains

<»f llitt

(SONG)
Hollywood, April 15.
Republic release of Melville Tucker pro^
duction. Stars Monte Hale: features Paul
Hurst, Shirley Davis. Directed by Philip
Ford, Screenplay. Louise Rousseau.' Albert DeMond; camera, Bud Thackery; editor, Richard L. Van Enirer,
Previewed
AprU 13, .'49, Running time. «0 3II>'S.
•

.

Bat Masterson

Monte Hale

.

Sheriff Hank Hartley
Julie Phillips
. ... .....

—

.

Tom Owens
Keller

:

.

,

.

,

.

.

Regan
James Taylor,

.

,

. . . . ;

. .

,

,

,

'

.

.

.

.

v

.

.

Paul Ilurst
Shirley Davis
.

Roy Barcroft
Rorv Malllnson
Harry Lauter
Lane Bradford
George Carleton

Sam Phillips,
meht and thb emotional theme Is
riot developed until the final stages.
"Prince of the Plains'' is a stock
In consequence, ifahk, exhibs will Monte Hale western with sufficient
have to rely mainly oh the appeal .standard action and chases to fulfill
of Myrna Loy to attract the paying release
demands, but no more.
.

customers.

In the process of giving the
heave-,ha to bad -men Joseph Vi

and Ralph""DSnn, WeTsmullVr
dispatches a lion in hand-to-hand
combat, knives a couple sharks and
shines in several other feats of
derring-do.
Constant seesaw of
the upper hand from the villains
to Weissmuller is remindful of the
episodes of oldtiitie serials.
Although rather a beefy hero,

.

^[^i^^^"'^''
'

|

Johnny

taTe'

.

''rosecutor
p„^^g

'

,

comic's readers.
of
Weissmuller, the erstwhile "Tarzan," lends itself as a marquee lure
for exhibitors.'
Offsetting the juvenile qualities
of the yam are a variety of perils
inserted in the plot that generates
well sustained suspense.
Story
concerns the efforts of the inhabitants of a. city hidden in the African wilds to repel some unscrupu-'
lous white men who covet its
riches.
As "Jungle Jim," Weissmuller helps drive off the invad-

I

.

May Drummond..

|

.

.

,

.

packed entry that will prove sureentertainment for youthful
fire

Forrest Taylor
George H. .Lloyd
Lane Bradtord

while Harry Harvey, crooked banker, Mauritz Hugo, Lane Bradford
and others help out on Nolan's
dirty work.
R.
G. Springsteen's direction
keeps the footage moving at a fast
gallop all.- the way and Gordon
Kay's production guidance dresses
the film properly for its- market.
Lensing by Ernest Miller is very
Jean Cadell
G, H. Mulcaster good and ArUltir Roberts' editing
Margaret withers is tight.
Vine.
,

. . . . , • ,
,

'

•

Waxman;

,.,

.

drama

.

.

Pevcrell

.

.

ers.

."Sleeping Car to Trieste"
(Rank), remake of "Rome Exespionage
press."
staged in a transcontinental
train, opened at the 60th St.

Rosemary De Camp, Osa Massen. Directed
ny Don Slegel.
Screenplay",
Ralhrvu
Scola: from the novel by Philip Wvlie;
camera,

.

.

Sleeping Car to Trieste

.

Broderick

,

.

!

mf^hi ITnto mg,ht
Hollywood, April 19.
Warners release of Owen Crump prostars Ronald Reagan, Vivcea

12.

.

.

|

;

features

(BRITISH)
London, April

1

1

i

^indtors;

Dag.

That Danp'roii$i Age

.

,

|

1

duction,

,

,

|

|

,

I

I

I

sequence in which Stewart limps
through a deeply moving exhibi- mond has assembled top recording
tion of pitching, hitting and field- artists such as Frankie Lame, King
ing to beat a tough opposition Cole 'Frio, Tom Harper, Jack
Smith, TCay Starr, The Sportsmen,
team
Aside from the uniformly first- Charlie Barnet. Jimmy Dorsey,
rate handling of the baseball ac-^ .Tan Garber, Pee Wee Hunt, Gene
They
tion, film is technically flawless In Krupa and Ray McKinley.
aU. departments.
Expert lensing, all give out with specialties which
smoothly knit editing and a neat should please customers who like
;
score round off this four-bagger popular music,
Story has been woven about a
production.
Herm.
musical quiz show put on by Al
.

'

British Lion release Of London FilmsJohnny Weissmuller
Myrna Dell Gregory Ratoil production. Stars Myrna
.Elena Verdugo Loy, Refer Livesey, Peggy Cummins.
Richard Greene.
Directed by Ratoff.
... .. Joseph Vitale
Ralph Dunn Screenplay by Gene Markey, from .play
Paul Marlon "Autumn" by Margaret Kennedy, and llya
Surfiutchoft,
Camera, Georges Perinal,
.;.........'.....,. Nelson "LciRh
Zoron
"
"
Lewis Denys Coop; editor, G, Turney-.Smith;
J.
Whio Wilson...;.,
Georac
music, Mischa Spoliansky. At Rialto, Lonrei'Kiiii,
.^.11
Gil Perkins
Doiek.
George DeNormand don, April 12, '49. Running time, 1)8 MINS;
CuUen
.Myrna Loy
Wally West Lady Brooke
Eckle
Roger Livesey
...... Rube SchalTer Sir Brian Brooke. K, C,
Lerch
Monica Brooke
, .Peggy Cuminins
Michael Barclalgh.
., .Richard Greeh0
Sybil
Lady
EUzabelh
Allah
"The Lost Tribe" is an action Dr, Thorv.ild. ........... Gerard Heinz
.

solid piece of
Make Bein
l>eve Ballroom," a low-budget picture in which producer Ted Rich-

i

|

lilbert

M1MS,

Calhoun

!

,

,

"Death Valley Gunfighter" is
strong action oater for the western
market. The Allan "Rocky" Lane
series
the most
consistent
is
straight western fare to hit the
market and this latest is no exception.
Fast moving, well plotted
and spotted with the kind of spectacular stunts that the western fan
favors, it has everything to please
Lane's outdoor following.;
Plot of this one concerns efforts
of -a gang to sieze control of a
quicksilver mine operated by Ed-:
dy Waller. Latter is a stubborn
cu'.ss who refuse!^ the assistance of
the law, represented by William
A. Henry as a young sheriff. Henry
secretly calls in Lane to take"a job
with Waller so that the crooks can
be caught at their dirty work.
Lane takes over in forthright style,
slinging his guns and fists with acr
curacy to bring the Bob Williams

|

more acting experience.

1

,

.

'

|

,

Captain Rawling. .... .....
Choi

Vernon Dent

Columbia has a
B'm entertainment

1

•

:

i

,

.Junele Jim
Norina,
Li Wanna,

|

i

.

dance numbers: He'll do all right
in top feature spots with a little

I

Syndicate strip, "Jungle Jim"; camera.
Ira H, Morgan; editor, Aaron Stell; musical director, 'Mischa Bakaleinikoif, Tradeshown. N, y., Ai>rli 14, '49, Running time,

Tomack

Gene Krupa
Hay McKinley

•

as an indomitable character ready
to resume his pitching with an

Ruth

by WillLim Berke; Screen
Pl.iy.
Arthur Hoerl, Don Martin, from
story by Hoerl. based upon King Features

Charlie Barnet
Jimmy Dorsey
Jan Garber
Pee Wee Hunt

of
the
Emerging iKTy'starV
womenfolk.
from the tragedy, Stratton is shown The sportsmen

i

Vitale. Directed

.Tarvis

Frank Ortb
Sid

...

1

I

I

Adele Jergens
Paul Harvey

Pop

;

I

Welles

.Louis Jean Heydt

Jcrskin Elliott

girl.

.

,

Adele Jeraens, ..........
George Wilcox
.

.

Donald scores twice with his s61o

excellent*^^^^^^^
his
acting.
Virginia

The

Jerome Courtland
Ruth Warrick
Hon RandeU

,

to

,

;

NS.

.

.

^

Running

.Virginia
.ToSic Marlow.
Al
Al J.irvis ...............

.

.....

I

I

Liza Lee.
Leslie Todd.

.

.

:

i

,

Miss Loy, departing from the
popular light comedy role, proves
her versatility and hxindles her
dramatic part with polish and sin-

.Douglas Wood
Patsy Bolton
.Barbura Brier

....

.

Story by Arthur Hoerl and McMoore isn't all to the good;
J,\4r as a nice g^^
the fantasy turns out awkwardly,
giving out with good music.
but Miss Ryan makes it almost
Joseph Santley's direction is first believable. Direction b^ Joseph
rate. Producer Ted Richmond and Santley
is firstrate,
"Do You
Santley make the whole produc- Believe,", with Words and music by
tion hang together coherently and Robert Bilder, is the most effective
logically.
of the songs. V'Madcap Mbod,'' by
Dag.
Bilder and George O. Walbridge
P'-ovidns a good musical backtMSi Trihf
ground lor a dance number by
,.
„
, „
Columbia
release of Sam Katzman pro- Mi<!<! Rvan rind MpDnhalrt 'Tpi-hni
"y*'" <ma. IMCljpnain. lecnni
duntlon. u.ua..
Stars uu..,....,
Johiirty Wei.s.smuller;
.. ....,.->i..u..c.
feaic.... ... ...
j
^i*
cal
WOrK IS Okay all dOWn x,
tures Myrna Dell, Elena VerduKO, Joseph
the line,

i

,

.

P'^J™'

;

^^4^
the
n good
ffrinH job
in^^^^ as the
in a
radio nre« atipnt -(nrl Al Tarvi,f
ihe Hollywood disk iockev romes

"

.

,

;

.

-«r»,._;„v turns
tiirns
Warrick

1

.

Ofticer Merrick.

All the others

^^,,3,.

1

I

...

....

prS'^ie

1

l

,

,

Dons. ...........

'

|

.

.:,

.-..

I

.

I

Patsy

,

.

.

.

Miss Ryan has a pleasant flair
are on for one number apiece.
Frankie'Laine and the King Cole for comic clowning and a warm
personality. This latter helps her
Trio are the most effective.
with her. efforts at singing; ind
'fs 'a'^'tall'^'awkward iiif uses her expert. danciiig, .:Mc--

'

MM

.Mary Gordon
Tim Ryan
James Burke
Lanny Simpson

. .

...

.

,

lavishly
set

.

Make

Gene Thomas

.

.

.

I

time,

.

.

|

|

13, '49.

.'...Rick ValUn
..v.. ,. John Litel

iv,

.

...............

Rogan

Mich.iel

Joey Rogan ........
JudKC Mayer
i

is

rivals the other for magnificencci
There are also some delightful sequences shot in Capri which provide additioital background color.

,

,

I

Reviewed April

i

Uncle.

,

Ray McDonald

.

.Trudy Marshall

Ralph .Tudson

Grandma RoKan^

.

.

I

;

Thoms,

,

I

i

in
leagues, the return to the minors
for more experience and his final
comeback as one of the ace hurlers
in the American League.
•rhe second half, dealing with
the aftermath of Stratton's leg
amputation, has a terrific impact.
Stewart captures the mood of

,

children. Ray McDonald, a young Lester
and perform naturally.
engineer, helps her with the George
Jack Smith and Tonl Harper
Snake Richards

1

net, Jimmy Dorsey, Jan .Garber. Pee, Wec
4I..ai>r.;nn
Vliesping i^;+c,
DUS,,
_^
Di,
I.Huht, Gene Krupa. Bay McKinley.
Opening with Stratton as a part- rector, Joseph Santley. Screenplay, Altime farmer and pitcher, the yarn's bert Dnffy, Karen DeWoUe; original. ai
bert Duffy; based on radio programs of
initial
half
traces
his
career Al Jarvis and Martin Block; camera,
Rethrough his tryout for the White- Heni-y Froulich; song, Al Jarvis, Leon
SoXi his initial failurethe major nee. Johnny Mercer; editor, Jerome

;

mounted and each succeeding

.

|

I

'

,

.

lladdcn...', ......

.

jerkihg iinish.
The entire production

.

|

|

1

.

Larry

Carol JudsoU'. ....\ ,
Oliver Mathews.,

|

'

i

I

.

due dramatic emphasis, that the*,
theme gets warmedi up to tear:

!

|

j

i

|

.

.

1

,

creates an air of indecision, and although, the central situation is
readily established it is done without feeling and warmth. It isn't until the climax, which is staged with

'

j

,

|

-

..

(BIj).

lavish,

in

i

ceritj-. Rogei- Livesey has a madeV
..
.Tinv Graham to-measure part as the heavy-hand^
ed husband who learns the hard
This low-budget musical turns way how to keep his wife;- and the
out okay thanks to good perfor- juvenile romantic leads are in the
mances by Peggy Ryan and Ray capable hands of Peggy Cummins
McDonald. It should win the fam- and Richard Greene.
Mj/ro.
ily trade in most dual situations.
J.arvis oh his KLAC; (Los Angeles)
Story is a simple one of tlie faith Dcalh Vall(\y (Runflglil«>r
jockey
program,
disk
.Terome
Courtland and Virginia Welles are Miss Ryan has in leprechauns. She
Hollywood,
April .15.
both carhops in a collegiate drive- uses an' abandoned hill property,
Republic release of Gordon Kay produc-.
in
Entering the contest they fall to assemble a bunch of kids and tion,
Stars Allan "Rocky" Lane.. Directed
in love, have the u.sual troubles regale them with fairy tales. Life by R. G. Spring.steen. Screoaplay> Bob
and 'dlsappointfnents of young love, >s happy lor her until John Litel, Williams; camera, Ernest Miller: editor.
Arthur Roberts. Previewed April 12. *49.
a
small-town
financier,
acquires
and finally win the top money
Running: time, G(l MINN.
prj^e together.
There are some the land for a television station Allan "Rooky" Lane Allan "Rocky" Lane
Clark.
Eddy Waller
good human types and comedy sit- She claims squatters' rights for Nugget
Shad. Booth
.lim Nolan
uatioiis in the yarn;
Albert 'Duffy the kids, is haled into court and Trudy Clark......,.,.,. .. .. G/iU Davis
and Karen DeWolfe, who did the finally proves the existence of her SheriiT Keith Ames.,,. .WiMiam A. Henry
Harry Harvey
screenplay, have managed to write leprechauns to Litel so that the Vmson MoKnight
Tony Richards.........
Maurltz Hugo
it so the recording artists appear sylvan glade can be used for the Sam.
Georpe Chesebro

.

I

—

(MUSICAL)

Hollywood, April 15.
Eagle Lion release ol Vinson-Equit.v I'icturcs (Joseph Levhison) production. Stars
PeKgy nyan, Ray McDonalil! fcilturcs
Tiutiy MarshaU. Rick VaUln, John Litfel.
Produced and directed by Artllur Dreituss. Screenplay. Artluu' Hoerl,. MvElbcrt
Moore: -oritfinul. Hoerl; camera, Philip
Tannura; songs, Robert Bildcr, George O.
Walbridfie:'.mu.sic,. Herschel Gilbert; editori Arthur A; Brooks. Reviewed April 14,
•49. Ruimins time, 3J SUSK
Eileen RoKan
Petfjry Ryan

slow
British-made domestic drama.
"Death Valley Gunfighter"
(Rep).
Solid Allan "Rocky"
Lane western fare.
"Prince of the Plains (Song)
(Rep). Stock western fare in
the Monte Hale series.
"'C - Man" (FC). Violent
actioner about U. S. Customs
Department: good programer.
"Search for Danger" (FC);
Ordinary, whodunit which continues "The Falcon" series
without any ..{tarticular merit..

!

.

disk jockey

William

•

,.

:

1

;

(Col>.

tion«packed, surefire entertainment for youthful fllmgoers.
"Shamrock Hill (Musical)
K-L).
Pleasant- programmer
for family trade.

i

!

Ballroom"
Strong b.o.

Believe

(Musical)

outlook for this

show with top artistjs:;
"The Lost Tribe". (Col). Ac-

j

i

Deeply moving yarn

'.

star's, and lacks depth.
Plot of the Philip Wylie novel,
scripted by K'athryn Scola. brings
together a young man, who has just
learned he is suffering from epilepsy, and a woman, still grieving
over, the loss of her husband. The
meeting is on the east coast of
Stoi-y" packs a universal emotional Florida, where the man is seeking
wallop beneath its horsehide sur- quiet and relaxation and the woni^
With a top cast superbly an is dwelling with the memory of
face.
love.
rendering the yarn into a heart- her lost
Companionship
warming dramatic saga, this pic brings new love, and new probi» geared for a solid b.o. reception. lems; which are resolved in the
The screenplay is a fictionalizei} midst of a raging hurricane,
treatment
Don Siegel's direction is strained
of
the
ballplayer's
career,; but enough of the essen- and strives too much for dramatic
tially factual details are retained effects; with the more mechanical
to draw an honest and recogniz- elements of the production. The
able portrait. Script tightly con- camera angles, abrupt cuts and
trols the pic within a balanced fadeouts distract from rather than
heighten the desired mood. Miss
framework
of pathos and -comedy,
...
.
,
T- jx.
^
without a trace of Sentimentalism Lindfors sureness, and the ability
of several other cast members are
or corn.
Sam Wood, who also directed great aids in 0ver({oming the pilotthe Lou Gehrig story, "The Pride itig. ^
^
,
,^
of the Yankees, once again keeps
Broderick ^
Crawford
tops the feathe main accent on the intimate tured players as an artist friend of
domestic side with the baseball the dramatic couple. His dialog
diamond serving as. a recurrent contains quite a bit of Wylie philosbackground.
Stratton's relation- ophy on life and death, as well as
ship with his wife and mother, the some humor, which helps lighten
conflict between his yen to pitch the dramatics. Another cast mem
and his attachment to his Texas ber who aids on that -score is Lilfarm, and his ultimate conquest lian Yarbo as the epileptic cook.
over a tragic hunting accident are Osa Massen fails to jell as a predaintegrated with the sport sequences tory femme. Rosemary De Camp
into a tri-diinensional personality is quietly charming as Crawford's
portrait.
wife. Art Baker and Erskine SaniJimmy Stewart, in one of his ford are among others who are
crispest and most versatile performances, executes the Stratton 'Th^'e Owen Crump production was
role with
exceptional accuracy. made .several years ago but held
Whether as the graceful pitcher on
T'' but bethe mound or the a\vkward lad ^^^^']iJ^'%T-Jl
framework for the story
romancing. his future wife, Stewart cause ot the lapse of time, the
™i?,?il*=*?.l^^lL*.l^^'f»ri'^*'i^"Z„^,^?.
femmes "have ^ll"",".'...*'if
been caught
cast's f^,±t
strikes the right stance at every T^^^.
turn.
His handling of both bat with their skirts short in this day
and ball in the closeup shots also of more leg covering. The huiriis beyond cavil.
cane that brings the story to its cliOther dominant, parts in the max is expertly staged and lensed,
yarn are carried in standout and there's a roaring music score
fashion by June Allyson, as Strat- by Franz Waxman to play up the
ton's wife; Agnes Moorehead, as dramatics.
Brog.
his mother; and Frank Morgan, as
a ex-ballplaying hobo who scouted
]l«>1i»V4> llallrooiil
Stratton in -the bush leagues. An
(MUSICAL)
authentic touch is supplied by
Hollywood. April 14.
Jimmy Dykes, playing him.self as
Columbia release ol Ted Richmond promanager of the Chicago White Sox, duction. Features Jerome. Courtland.
Ruth Warrick, Bon RandeU, Virginia
and <»a ugtii
aim
flock 01
of oujei
other leai-iiie
real-life ball
oaii- Wcllcs, Al .larvis: specialties by Frankie
players including Bill Dickey and Laine, KlnS Cole Trio, Tonl Harper, Jack
~
"
"
— - _
~
"
Gene Bearden,
all turning in good Smitii. Kay stavr, sportsmen^ Charlie Bar

Metro has fashioned a penc'
trating human film out of the story
of MbntV Stratton, the pre-war
major league hurler who refused to
be licked by a leg amputation. Although heavily flavored with baseball talk and action, "The Stratton

Story"

Stratton

(Metro I.
i

comparison to his co-

in

Reviews

swift direction.

starring James Stewart, June
Allyson; big b.o.

I

\!1

Berke's garet Kennedy and llya Swrgutchoff, Central characters are' a disProducer Sam Katzman wrapped tinguished lawyer and his negthe film with suitable tropical lected wife, with the principal subwhich
values
Ira H. Morgan cai;- sidiary characters being the lawably lensed,
Mischa Bakaleini- yer's daughter (by a former marand his, legal assistant.
koff's score aids in heightening the riage)
suspense while scripters Arthur Around these four characters is
Hoerl and Don Martin turned out developed an emotional mixup in
which the wife leaves her lover to
an okay, fanciful screenplay,
nurse her sick husband and her
Gilb.
stepdaughter falls' in love with the
Qther tnan.
Shnniroek Hill
In a hesitant opening, the story

under

petent

Miiiiattire

off

emljroldery of romantic drama.
This angle can be exploited and
some business will result, but the
hoxoffice- going will be spotty.
Picture's major strength comes
from the performance of Viveca
Lindfors, but it is not enough to
carry the film, nor is her name important enough yet to swell the b.o.
pull in the doubtful situations. She
projects emotion realistically, and
with sex appeal. Ronald Reagan's
name is the stronger for snaring
ticket sales but his performance

'.

Ma

tjlie

femme

Monty Strattoni.,;..k.....Jamea Stewart
.^June

epilepsy.
entirely but
elements of appeal to the
ticketbuyer because of an

come

It fails to

Directed by Sam Wood,
Moorohead.
Screenplay. Douglaa Morrow. Guy Troiher; bailed on itory by Morrow; camera;
Harold Roaionj editor. Ben Lewis; musical
Sirection, Adolph Deutsch; Tradeshown
v.. April 1Z..'49. Running time, 1011

......•vir.i

.

|

FILM IIBVIKWS

—

hinted at on the screen

MetvD releate of iTack
duction. Stari Jamei Stewart. June Ally
Morgan. Agnea
features JFrank
«an:

Barney WUe.....tt

.

;

1949

.20,

Story
The ^temttonCummlngi
pro-

stUel.

:

I

'
1

,

;

——

—^p—

Caravan

j

"Caravan"
opens today

(Ranki,
which
(Wed.) at .the
-

N.Y., was reviewed
Variety from London, April

Beacon,
I

,

There's less prairie crooning
"That Dangerous Age," is based in previous Hale oaters aridthan
the
the play "Autumn," by Mar- footage is
black-and-white,

;

I

.

in

17, 1946. by Talb, Who ap-praised film as looking "solid
for the U.S. market." Review
noted script as piling up one
melodramatic situation on another, but added, "strong direction,
brilliant
individual
'

performances and production
values far above the usual run
of British films are enough to
offset
this
type of plot."
Stewart Granger has the lead.

instead
of Republic's Trucolor.
Hale portrays a young Bat Masterson in the fictional events that
are supposed to have Influencfed
the character to -'become a western
law man. Plot uses a lot of dialog
;

to tell its story, never

an advan-

tage in a western, and unfoldment
has its slow spots. Skullduggery
concerns efforts of » the town's
photographer and stockholder in<
the bank, to take over. He's killed
the banker, tries to kill his son
and Hale enters the scene by doing
some investigating of the death of
his own father some time back—^bjr
the same crooks.
Stock treatment involves a dumb.

(Continued on page 18)

.
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TULSA...
"BOX-OFFICE, BUT DEFINITELY!" -Motion Picture Daii/..."GIVES AUDIENCES THEIR MONEY'S

- EVERY CENT OF

IT!"

-Film Daily

. .

.

"CROWD-PLEASER FROM THE

WORD

GO!"

WORTH

- Film Bulletin

"POTENT PIECE OF SCREEN MERCHANDISE!"- Harrison's Reports ... "BIG-TIME PRODUCTION,
ROARING WITH ACTION. TERRIFYINGLY

REAL- EXPLOITATION NATURAL!"- Motion

Picture Herald

TU1,SA
"TREMENDOUS EYE-FILLING SPECTACLE
"A BOX-OFFICE WINNER

- GOOD

IN EPIC

- TOP

ENTERTAINMENT!" -Hollywood Reporter

WANGER TRADITION !"-Boxoff ice

.

.

!

.HIGHLY ENTERTAINING

MERCHANDISE- DASH AND FLASH- BETTER ENTERTAINMENT!"- The Exhibitor

• • •

"JUST THE THING TO ATTRACT TICKET BUYERS!" -variety

.

. .

"WOULD PUY

THIS PIQURE

AT

ANY OF OUR HOUSES. SPECTACULAR SCENES, AQION GALORE, TECHNICOLOR!" -The independent
"BOX-OFFICE

GUSHER- TOP-NOTCH COMMERCIAL!" -

Daily variety

. . .

"PLENTY OF THRILLS FOR

EVERY SPECTATOR. HEALTHY GROSSER AT THE BOX-OFFICE!" -showman's Trade Review
•J

WALTER WANGER presents

Starring

SUSAN HAYWARO ROBERT PRESTON
•

Pedro

ARMENDARIZ
Produced by WALTER

Associate Prodycer

EDWARD lASKER

w«hChill

WillsUoyd Gouglr- Edward Begley

WANGER

Directed by

•

"•

Screenplay by

Suggested by a Story by RICHARD

WORMSER

STUART HEISLER

FRANK NUGENT and CURTIS KENYON
An EAGLE LION FIUV\S Release

•

1

J

!

'

,

•VABnETX'B' liONDON OFFICX

''
!

lAFTERIVATIONAI.
King George's Leg Causes'

Aussie Radio Revise Due Under

Command

:

IS

ACT Asks Natl Planning on Brit.

TheatrenBwitch

London, April. 19.
Because of King George's recent
surgery, the Odeon Marble
Arch has been chosen as the site
of the Command Film Performance in Lmdon Nov. 17. Theatre
requires only one step to climb to

'

.

Pix;

:

leg

Flanning-Ogilvy-Osborne Regine

——

'Shameful Sellout to America Cited

Sydney, April 19. |
Aussie commercial radio is get- TUfoff of Clark Diip in
^^^^K. UUe Ml i^.I. get into the
Ben Henry, Jno. Marshall
royal box.
ting set for a complete cleanup^*"""*';'
next
few weeics, as tiie
The King has definitely agreed
or Warner, Mono Confab
Tr<s
Rpns lJOUnunir.
TtminH fnr.TT
S.
within the
U.O.
L) i> ItepSi
to attend the showing. Last Comnew government radio board talcesj
London April 19
Brace pi Universal s forejp
of,
cliairmansliip
tlie
under
mand
Performance
held
at
the
was
office
^^WUham^^
William Moffat manaeine riir'ppdept. reps are heading for the
Empire.
L B. Flanning and associate execs
Ben
U. S. for homeoffice visits.
Osborne.
and
R.
G
Ogjlyy
Chve
Elizabetl
Henry. U's London chief, is sched
q
It's understood the board will seelc ^pj.il 21
for
aboard

NY

.

London, April 12. .'
With the current production
dominating factor, the
ann"al meeting of the Assn. of
Technicians
adopted
an
emergency action resolution spon
sored by its general council in
which the government, was urged
to secure, by national planning.
-

crisis as the

|

.

,

New Yorlt confabs
to cut down commercials, give- with Monogram execs Steve Broiaway sliows and over-boosting of dy, Scott Dunlap and Norman
patent medicines for more re- Ritchey on production and disligious broadcasts and news pro- tribution
plans
for
Associated

uled to sail for New Yorlc
the Queen Mary April 28. Henry,

S.

;

gi-ams.

British-Monogram

which
stations,
Commercial
grossed about $9,000,000 last year,
contend that most of the radio
board's impending reforms have
been accomplished by the broadcasters themselves. They, have already limited total commercial
wordage oh a; IS^minutevshow to
300. words. Giveaways shows have
been dampened by the: prohibition
of the use of brand names other;
than the banki-oller on commercial
|

SuesonKordaPix

Sam

:

Schneider, Stewart Mac-

films in
ject of

Donald and Wolfe Cohen.

Famous Players Netted
m j oaq COI ;„ '/IO A^.^U^.
;|>4;JUj,Do1 111 40 UeSpiie

Films

while
one-time postal official wliile
Toronto, April 19
Ogilvy managed a rural station
While operating costs increased
and Osborne was attaeiied to an since the previous year, boxoffice
As a result, gross of Famous Players (CanaAussie university.
torio has had little actual expertdian) Corp. for 1948 was higher,
ence in broadcast- operations.
according to the 29th animal reSome observers claim that com-i port of the company.. Net earnmerclal radio, which shares thei Ings totalled $4,303,581. a slight
Aus.sie airlanes with tlie govern- decrease over the previous year's
ment Channel, will be nationalized $4,382,436. This was explained by
under the Labor government. Thei J. J. Fitzgibbpns, FPC president,
national, non-commercial stations! as arising from increased costs of
in the zone are already,' of course,
..operating unaccompanied by in-]
...
j

|

1

I-

.

j

Two

,

,

$3 tax per receiving set going to
operations. There are curfinance operations
finance
reiitly 4,000 people employed in
commercial radio with $6,000,000
per annum paid in salaries, artists
fees, recordings and rentals.

were

films

(Xicket tariffs have increased less,. House" and "Nieht

,

than 25-.

in

FPC

houses .since

:

Dream House" (RKO), which

to

.

lations

.

that the
unions
should advocate' and agitate for
nationalization were, turned down
and leading Communist Ivor Montagu, associate producer at Ealing
Studios, said the issue was not one-:
of nationalization but de-national-

I

1

i

i

;

I

ization.

'

'

,

Many

\

rival

'

:

spokesmen

:.-

emphasized

|

|

.

:

U.S. Dramatic Entries,

^^a.f^^^Z'i
Suggestions

\

!

his .,.<=•_
congratu-

-

,

2

/"ip'^

"le fact that British films W'ere
^hey were two
Sj""* ^"'^^^

"o*^
'

(

Beat" and the

lem^^^^^^^
PetiUoner further alleges

20, 194B:

compared with $3,156,446 for

lool;s

t^^'

I

"Sitting Pretty."
Paramount has "The Perils of Pauline" that the conflict with Hollywood
would be emerging during the
slated to go in the Rex, April 14,
coming year, and one speaker re-;
after many postponements, but it
looks as though "Mr, Blandings" ferred to a "shameful sellout by,
will hold at least until after Easter, the governmeitt to America.''
The Lococo chain, which controls
the Opera and Ideal, near the Rex,
as well as the Premier, Metropoli- Laxity of Brit. Distribs
tan, and a whole string o£ lessf r
theatres, plans continuing the old
Outright U.S. Pix Buys
[system of exploitation, viz: two
bills a day on weekdays and three
to

and emphasized that Lon
Share profits don Films did not wish to be tied
the previous year.
were higher at $1.89 as against up with African Theatres.
Apart from heavy
$1.81 for '47.
On Jan. 27 Rubinstein received
expenditures (Famous built 13 new
a letter from London Films retheatres; modernized five existing
pudiating the existence of any
houses, and acquired four driveagreement. At the same time, Afins), this outlay of $3,200,000 Was

'Brigadoon/ 'Dark Moon/

of teeing off with its new continuous system ot exploitation, the
chain of firstrun pix houses controlled by Central Cinematografica
(Lautaret. and Cavallo) group in
here, got off to a fine grossing
start
The: exceptional results, which
ran around $8,600 at the Gi'an Rex
in one day, may stem from popularity o£ "Mr, Blandings Builds His

\

^rTwas sho^lMhe

|

tri
lii
i
ift>io
OOP
. .Net profits tor i»4h werejt'j^^TO,264, as

delivered

,

!

I

000, he alleges; ah; agreement was
(entered into with Lohddh :#ilms.

;

1

.

,

Conference, however; was also
Initial Test in a self-critical mood and Peter
Denham Studios was ac^^"^^
Buenos Aires, April 9.
Although on the first weekend ^I'^T^u '^}"'"^'' ^"""'^ >' '•'•"""^d

Off on

Victory Cinema, Orange Gr6ve, Jo
hahniesburgy to inalce it suitable as
a first release house. After these
were: carried- out at a cost of $32,-

1

j

producer-

Cole,

director at Ealing StiUdips, who declared that if exhibs cOiild get 52
Dahny Kaye pisi: «; year, thej;; woiild
say "to hell with Biitisii ftlms."

Grind Policy In

Argent. Theatres Pays

and African Consolidated
show any of their films
action against London

Films over a disputed 'agreements
Gedilia Rubinstein, managing director of Caravan Cinemas, claims
that London Films'
„ representative
in "goute Africa,^ C^ A: V. Stevensoil, suggested alterations to the

,

I

.

member Sidney

Theatres, to

i

-

was summed up by general council

New

Increased Operating Costs pending an

I

of projudice against native produce.
Point of view of the technicians

;

'

injunction against London Film
Productions, restraining them from
allowing
African
Consolidated

|

Board chairman Flanning was a

visit.
Marshall's journey is the
usual U. S. visit granted U's foreign dept. execs bi-annually.

Cape Town, April 12.
Release of Sir Alexander Korda's
South Africa was the suba court action in the supreme court,, Johannesburg, last
week. Caravan Cinemas sought an

:

greater stability and more adequate*
service to British films.

accompanied by his wife, arrives
During the discussion on this
May 2 for a 2^3 weelc stay.
and other crisis resolutions, the.:
John Marshall, company's su- emphasis was always placed on
pervisor in Belgium and the Scan- alleged exhibitor preference for
arrives
in Yank product and theatre owners
dinavian
countries,
Gotham this week for a 5-6 week were accused by union executives

pix.

Also sailing is Robert ClarisL.
production chief of the Associated
British Pictures Corp., who'll confer in N. Yi witli Warner; Bros,
exec

African Exhib

,

}

|

1

!

!

On

i

1

Men

Riles American Film
rican Theatres commenced exhibit- on weekends, selling unnumbered
paid for out of current
"A Man About the House."
seats except in the more expensive
Failure of some British distribuLondon Greeting earnings and working capital, said ingCounter
In
affidavits filed by Col. locations.
It is still too early to tors to submit monthly billing reOther theatres, on
Fitzgibbons.
London, April 19,
Stevenson
and
Sir
Henry
tell
which
Cunyngsetup the public likes perts on American product sold
sites already acquired, are to be
hame, a director of London Films, best since last weekend the Opera outright to them, has upset U. S.
Lavishly produced by Prince immediately constructed.
American
"Brigadoon,"
Littler,
With the ratio of current assets denied that Col, Stevenson was em- was still showing a locaH,v pro independent film men according
musical fantasy, opened auspici- to current liabilities better than powered to enter into major con- duced picture; "March of Tri- to Walter Bibo; head of Excelsioir
tracts,
Majesand
that
umph."
His
no
such
contract
(14)
at
ously Thursday
Pictures, indie distributihg and exseven-to'one, the: financial position
Import drew an enthusiastic remains strong, ponsolidated bal- was entered into: Korda, in his
porting outfit.
ty's.
Terms of the
affidavit, said that he did not state
reaction,
press
but.
reception,
Anglo-American Films agreement
ance sheet shows current assets of
provides $17,000,000 to be paid the,
though favorable, was cagey. Amer?- $7,287,083 and current liabilities that he had no wish to be:- tied up
with
African
Hiram
Consolidated
Theand
Hanna
plus whatever:
S.
industry,
leans Philip
U.
of $970,671, leaving a net working
atres>
He
informed
Rubinstein
welcomed,
warmly
Sherman were
British -pictures eavii iti America,
The high
capital of $6,316,412.
But distribution of these dollars,
while the performance of James 20%;amusement tax was rapped by that London Films could not afford
London April 12
isj'ased in pro
Jamieson, both for his dancing as Fitzgibbons as a heavy and unrea- to be tied up with a single suburNegotiations are under wav ior\^'^° P°*"J«'''
cinema
ban
on
the
outskirts
of
Jointerpretation
business
each
to
the
dramatic
well as' a
P""'""
sonable burden on Canadian theJudgment was re- the ireopcniHg of the Shepivords American firm did in Britain prior
of a rejected lover, was praised. atregpers, particularly when it was hannesburg.
Bush studios, shuttered recently as
to the accord.
Other standouts include Noel Gor- remembered that this was estab- 'Served...
a result of the latest streamlining
don, .superlative in a comedy role, lished as a wartime measure only:
Tims if a British; distrib bought
of production by the Rank Organiand Patricia Hughes, tunefully at- Fitzgibbons' argument was that
an American film outright for
zation.
tractive as the femnie lead
Manchester theatre owner Harry l.OOti pounds but failed to. provide
films should not fall within the
Production is aided by Robert "luxury category" nor be "singled
Buxton is understood to be leading «ts seller with monthly billing reRome, April 12.
Lewis' impeccable staging and gets ^'utrfo^^pedariormrofTaxe
a syndicate which is currently Ports subsequent to the purchase,
Katherine
Dunham and her talking a deal with Rank and is the U. S. film firm would have no
a lift from Jamieson's deft direc"Caribbean Rhapsody" company reported to™have received assur- proof as to the extent of .its busition of the dances. Local produc"VI wo
days
longer
than ances of distribution.
-ition, it's understood, is superior
ness that, it could present to the
PARIS stayed
planned at Rome's Valle theatre
in many respects to the Broadway
Approval must
Finalizatiou
will
depend
on Board of Trade.
becau.se of the demand.
Tickets
•version.
But lacking marquee
from the BOT before
3 ENTRIES for two more weeks could have financial support and overtures are be secured
LEGITS
names and dynamic personalities.
Pound accpunts can be cpnalready being made bv the Buxton
been sold easily, but Miss Dunham .syndicate to the National
It's problematical that the
show
Paris, April 12.
verted
into
dollars,
Film
will attain the popularity of either
Bibo, who planed to London
Paul eiaudel, ambassadorrplay- had all future time booked for Finance Corp;
"Oklahoma!" or "Annie Get Your wright, has three plays running in Naples, Turin and Milan in Italy,
Sunday (17) in an cITort to clarify
Gun."this situation, said that he person-.
Paris "Pain Dur" at the Atelier, besides other countries in Europe. <D
•
) '
t (Qi
P
J*
Top price of $,'5 for "Rhapsody" nOpe, Oky
Other week's preem was another "partage de Mimi" at Marigny
any
has had a falvly large sum
aCandmaVia
U. 'S. play, "Dark of the Moon," and "Soulier de Satin" at the was an all-time Roman high for a
tied up in Britain .since November
•
>
» J.
Vii
af the Ambassadors, Tuesday (12). iFrancaise, He is now 82, and wasn't show of this tj'pe.
KftnC Clllime
KimiinP lYIlCb
KiIpQ IIIUW
InHial due to the negligence ot British
Ddllb,
^i^t^ibs in filing monthly billings.
A commendable production, the known as a popular playwright, unStockliolm, April 12.
play was transferred from the til recently.
As a remedy, he proposes that in
Warner's
"Rope"
has
been any future deals the submission
Lyricy 'Hamraersmith, and should
Runnerup Is .lean de Letraz.
Current London Shows
banned by the Swedish censorship of billings be required under the
attract specialized audiences for a who has "Voyage a Trois" at his
board due to its plot, which was purchase contract.
He plans to
profitable run at this small house. Palais Royal and "Nous Avons
London. April 19.
described as too brutal and hard return to New York in about three
Portraying the witchboy. William Tous Fail ,1a Meme Chose" at the
"Adv, Story," James (5i.
for the Swedes.
weeks.
Sylvesters repeats his initial suc- Potiniere,
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (98V
Reports from O.slo claim the
cess.
Peter Brooks staged.
Due to Letraz's friendship with
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (104). banning of Fox's "Yellow Sky" by Oi •I,-L„..„J 'd^„1,
Leon Bonoit Deutseh, producer of
Filmkontioll
the
Statens
(Nor- jtrtKeDOUnd KaHK
"Briffadoon," Majesty (1).
"Petite Hutte" at the Nouveautes,
wegian censorship) during Febru-'- •" n, 1.
o , , n
Letraz is not pressing his plagiar"Belinda Fair." '4i.
Brit. Pix Tycocn Sets
» 3
Studios Set to Restime
ism suit against -Andre Boussin,
"Carissima," Palace (.57).
author of "Hvtte." whicli has been
London, April 19.
"Daphne," Wynd. (4).
No Bengal Lancing
$2,000,000 8-Film Ppi. now running two years there. He
"Dark of Mooiij" Ambassador (1).
Strikebound for more than «
t
is satisfied with keeping it on the
Madras. April 12.
London,; April 12
"Edward, My Son," Lyric (99 1.
week, J. Arthur Rank's Denham
Fox's "The Lady in Ermine,"
Newcomer to British film biz is
/
"Foolish Geni'w'n," Duch. (8).
.,,1
and Pinewood studios tare selied-;
r„\^.^A
the Play ui I have fold^^
though banned in Bombay, has uled
Jack Bartholomew, real estate
"Happiest Days," Apollo I56).
to resume production tonior-if awarded a decicollect
Bengal
^^'^1
been
passed
by
censors
and
financier, who has bought into the'»',e
"Harvey," Wales (Hii.
row (Wed.) after the Labor Minisopened at the Elphinstone. Madras. try intervened to arbitrate an elecpld-e.stablished
independent dis-l*"'"":
"Heiress," Haymarkel il2).
-tributing
Outfit;'
Butchers Film]
"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (18).
tricians' dispute. At the height of
Service, and its associated compa-!
"Human Touch," Savoy (10
the mixup, some 2.000 workers at
Parisian Heatwave
Chevalier for Aussie?
hies. Nettlefold Studios and Net"Kid From Strat.," Wint. (29).
both plants were idle.
tlefold Films. Fred W. Baiter, who
Paris, April 19.
"Latin Qt. Kevuc," Casino (5).
Sydney, April 12.
Muddle arose April 8 wlien some
has steered Buichers through the]
A heatwave over the three>day: 47 electricians quit at Denham to
"Miss Mabel." Strand (21 1.
The Fullers have made a bid to
Easter holiday weekend cau.sed an protest a proposed transfer ot an
past 40 years, goes into senii-retire-' Maurice Chevalier' for a four of
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (103).
unprecedented exodus of 2,000,000 Electrical Trades Union oft'icial to
ment but retains a seat on the 'Australia late this year. A. Ben' "One Wi!d Oat," Gairick (20>,
Parisian,s Irom tlio city, while 200,-; Shepherds
board and has been made chair' I Fuller^ son of Sir Ben, is currently
"Oranges & Lemons," Globe (12
Bui>h.
Walkout
000 tourists crowded into Paris.
man of the company.
"Queen Came By," York (4
immediately followed by a symjn Paris on a talent que.st, and is'
Topshelf re.staurants are quiet, pathy strike at Pinewood and th»
"September Tide," Aid. (19>,
Under the Bartholomew admin- dickering wUh the singer.
"Summer In Dec," Comedy (4). but the racetracks and niteries are management countered with mass
Chevalier would give a one-man
istration the group is launching]
The best hotels are; dismissal notices. With the tangle
"Tosether Again." Vic. Pal (106), jammed^
a program of eight pix, with a show in town halls and theatres'
booked Solid through May and now under arbitration, the noUcea
"Woman's Place," Vaude (4i.
total budget in the neighborhood under Fuller control, and migiit;
have been rescinded.
"Worm's View," Whitehall (104). June,
of $2,000,000.
i
a couple of radio shots.
j also do
'
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VcdnCTJay, April 20, 1949

Mthi Statement

Paradoxically,

Shows Major Dip on
20tl)^Fox's financial report
for 1948 was no surprise to the industry, since its $12,509,265 earnings had already been aired in a

Direct pressure from anti-Communist church groups was said to be
responsible for 20th-Fox's action last week In shelving "The Journey
proilits Alvei to below 15%, with of Simon McKeevet." Screen rights to the boo^c, to be published
theatres supplying 85% and more shortly, had been purchased by the studio the previous week
for
is
all
of the black ink. Recovery
\^^5 qqq^ church objection was to Albert Maltz, the authot, whb was
the more important because of the
"Hollywood 10" cited for contempt by the House Un^
divorcement of theatres loommg American Activities Committee in 1947. Book itself has no. political
tor all companies.
or ideological implications, being a gentle fantasy, somewhat iii the
Warners' Bis Advance
nature of "Miracle on 34th Street."
Despite the Fox decision, Maltz isn't directly hurt, sihde he has the
Evidence of the recovery was
home out by Warnet Bros., for in- $35,000. However, 20th?s action in announcing the shelving ihay make
stance, when the company this it all but impossible for any of "the lO'^to Sell oth^r m^^^
week filed an estimate of Us gross- thought that Fox, in buying the Maltz pi^perty* had partially
least niider
es for the quai-ter ended Feb. 26 the cloud against peddling their yarns
with the Securities & Exchange names).
Execs at 20tli figured discretion the better part of valor in abandon*
Commissloni Total estimated by
was $36,000,000; which is well ing ''McKeever'' when they were threatened with picketing and per*
ahead of the ^rst-quarter take of haps boycott.
^'

End

llieatres

While

preliminary estimate, disclosure of
the year's effect on distribution and
theatre revenues, separately listed,
caused considerable eyebrow-raisThe breakdown, unpreceing.
dented in itself because those
figures are generally blanketed by
consolidated returns, surprisingly
demonstrated that 20th's minor
profit decline for the

a

to

Kansas City, April

Hugh

^

i

[

:

j

!

i

|

WB

madillo.
The discovery occurred far
enough ahead of the evening
"break" to avoid a real disturbance.

i

i

stanza were only off $1,1535,In short, the exhibition take,
generally regarded as a, major's
ballast in stormy days, was the
weak spot in.20th's profit-garnering

:

manager

of

'

loss in theatre profits.
To account for a dip in the net
of $1,4D4,375, and of $8,010,640 in
the gross, statement of president.
Spvros Skouras showed that theatre receipts slid by $9,444,000.
Worldwide fihn rentals durina the

same

Siverd,

19,

FoxrMidwest's Plaza, deluxe
subsequent run, figures he has
seen the ultimate of in-theatre
pranks when he and Charles
Strater, patrolman who helps
in handling evening crowds at
the theatre, cornered an ar-

al-

large

:

Continued {rom paic 3 ass

,

Armadillo Crashes Gate

j

year was

most completely due

h^e Stuff-Itees

1949 Comeback
ga

;

be

.

[

Good part of

that
to

attributable

grpss must
distribution s

,

,

will show $7,000,000 as its firstAs suqhi it would
half retui-nsi
just about equal the comparative
take of '48 when the company
six
that
$7,311,000 - in
activities.
is working out a new sys- netted
In a furUicr analysis, Skouras teni for the sale of 16m features "i«nths. It would, also place Warsaid that company's distrib dip 'domestically which involves the ?«>??•'>»..» ^W*^ P?^«oai-;^--*efe''
amounted to
amounted to ii!l,669,000 dtmestic- building up of a special sales force
^
^
l^^.^„%?V>nn'*
ally without disclosing total U. S. devoted
exclusively
to
narrow- *" '°v7>V""'
rentals while overseas rentals im- s;auRe pix peddling. As a first step
ll's Progress
proved by $134,P00. These ovor- in the tryout, company has now
Continuing on an Upward course
seas revenues totalled $30,044.1.")7 taken on salesmen in the New of iiiiprpV'ement, Wniversar.s curin '48 in soite of a drop , of, $2,000,1 York
and Pittsburgh exchange rent performance is also supply„
,
000 from Britain caused by quota ^^^^g
Named last week for thd'ring ammunition to those maintainrestnctions.
As for actual dollar p^j.^
Pittsburgh is Norma El- ing that divstrlbution is no longer
«''™\^'
pern, while Arthur Knight has the weak sister. Without theatres
n^r.^.^
$15,000,000 compared to $18,000,- ^^^^ tapped for the N. Y. job.
is again operating
to count on,
consistently in the black. It is re'^-^
"^To"ofl'et accumulating frozen
Uably reported that the company's
imX"Vn''aH'pmnr^^rpaHnff^a"inpp!ni
Lieduiife d sptLidi
currency, Skouras disclosed that jm>„ lo. diieiupi
,„
sggonfl.quarte,. report, due shortoi
16m
salesmen.
Ilumg
of
expenditures of foreign coin were
ly, will show profits of about $700,increased $3,000,000 last year and persionnel for the work will be ex- 000. If the figure Is thereabouts,
$2,000,000 in '47. Funds were paid tended to any exchange where it is
Will have Wiped out a loss of
"^^^cnue
for film production, story pur- fo^"'',
$717,535, taken during the first 12
gained
by,
direct
sales
methods
chases and the like.
i

j

i

on 16m

j

i

RKO

;

l

1

j

Non-commercial documentary on the growth and standards of the
American patent medicine industiy, "For Us the Living," was preemed
last week at National Press Club in Washington for an invitation audience Including members of Congress, Federal Trade Gommissioni
Food and Drug Administration, leaders of the Proprietary Association of Anlerica, and the press.
It marks the first time the medicine manufacturers have gone in
for films to tell their stoty to the country. Picture was produced by
William J. Ganz with considerable government assistance.
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to Metro's eastern stoi'y editor, Olin Clark,
got caught in the economy crusher last week. She was the first person
to be let out In the department since the entire play division was
scratched about three years ago.
Miss Sullivan had been with Metro for about 115 years, Her secretary
also left.
New cuts mean that 20tl>Fox's is the pnly .eastern story
department that has not been slashed daring the economy wave that
has engulfed the industry during the piast 18 thohths.
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On

'49.
The loss, inwarrants the added overhead; Be-' weeks oiE fiscal
cidentally, represented final llquiportedly, iRKO has 20 of the^
dation of a .string of b.o. duds
changes iharked but
potential
Which the company released early
ai^eas. ;,.

now owns

score, 20th
or in part

this

completely

some

,484

50%

of

75%.

to

'

.'

'

ica," joined the

;

In '48.

Other majors engaged in domesMetro's report for the first halfdistribution have either farmed
year of '49 Is also being cited by

tic

indicating distribution's

I

^-G showed an im^"'?,^provemenl In its net take which'
f^!!"
^^,9'"»it^''?°*^^'"''r"icame to $4,117,117 a-ainst 1948's

rn.1fhIJ!f.°?n''3t'ifH^f""^^
*'ifZ,^^TV}L^?^}\^!^^^ :„.^.

John Wayne did a right-about-face and denied his own stoiy,
It ^^as the first tan- effect that he would draw 10% of the gross on any reissues
33 886,745.
n 'f'""S
l^-^
Institutions,
shut-ins
li^ie ;d^3„ce actually recorded in pictures made by Warners.
and schools. In the latter instance, fu.
-,,,.^4.
„„i,,™n ^nd i-onfilms must be .shown cuffo to pupils
ftemmef f^m Tm^ved
and faculty only during regular Lhowing of dlstributJibn.
Here,
^-S?"

«t?7rl"^r.n™?pH*KR4 r

•

,

.

I

schpoijjours,

again, as 4ri KT's CaSe^lbwer^prl^^^^
dept, is under general su- negatives brought on the better
pervision of Harry Michaelson, showing In the company's books.
prez of RKO-Pathe and shorts subAs for 20th-F6x, Statement Of
Kramer heads president Spyros Skouras /to the
^^^^ ^^^^^
up the dept. as direct supervisor, {effect that the panicNigjjWr is be-

y

I

I

.

i

DrOOkiyn Par's
l ar S Letouts
LetOUtS

l

Ires N.Y. Theatre's Opsj
Following

discharge

twol

of

boolhmen at the Brooklyn Paramount last weekend,, projectionists
'

.

Local 306 has pulled out its men
from that house and the Broadway
Paramount -in conjuction with a
continuous picket line in front of
both thealics.
Robert Weitman,
managing director of the two Par
showcases, said the men were discharged for "incompetence" but
the union countered with charges
of "lockout" for reasons of union
activity. Non-affiliated indie union
opei-ators are
the booths.
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]onj?er,

now

;'Some of its

company

the mood
product.

in

is

conditions

exist

he

is

chairman, were created by

Brewer liimself, not by AFL
or by membership of lATSE."
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iinder,stood likely that co op
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ing and pooling of income will continue for another year.

Pic-Bally
Continued from page 3

Then the unions stepped
Eddie Rio, Coast
ruled

ed by fire with estimated $100,000
to offer damage.
The 40-yeAr-oUI theatre
burned for six hours.
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industry.
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AGVA

many

chief,

performers

dispensation perinilting

to work on Ws night off from
his
Palladium terpery location.
^'Jrthetrunion decided a standby
'^'d to be hired .so Roc Hillwas
con^^^^^^
»^^.,^«tven-n
eee
combo
man's
seven'Piece
l"ken on at scale. Then union in-

i

,
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'rreniersi

paid.
He has been burning'thereburning theretore, at the .small amount allotted
company by the Government under Ecoof the Pony nomic Cooperation Administration
Express," turned out by Kayson nnpropriations for films.
He felt
Productions, and "Calamity Jane that the Companies would be ju.sti^AdliT Texan, now being filmed fied in withdrawing altogether if a
by Ande Lamb Productions.
decent amount of coin wore not
Deal with Kayson c'alJs for torthcoming.
Screencraft to handle worldwide
Most of the other companies

have stood -somewliere between the

a'^ompanists

Fischer

.

and

^'';.""Tu*l.hn''lv.,l in he naid
'""''-y
^'"^
^
got inlo the basse next,
with clearance necessary lor tne

,

i

AFRA

1

tl'sk jocks,

and another wrangle
they snomu

suited over whether
be paid,
The "free" talent

;

.

,i

having suudenly become costly— to the luw
Pantages decided ne
of $750
might as well put on a i'*""! s"^.':'
Consequently, the acts and tne
oi'ch were routined into a
aiute layout, a strictly one-shot
fair since, because acts are l'""!*"
unions to one show only, i''''
i by
layout couldn't be moved down-
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motoreydle police yarn other foreign films.
with Jimmy Ellison and Evelyn
Decision must still be made re- town to the Hillstreet, where
garding continuance of MPSA op- film is day-and-dating.
Ankers as the leads.
Patrol."; a

I

that

special

•

1

his

distribution of "Express" with op-

,

into the

-

picture.

tions on three other future pix. two extremes.
Most of them obSlOOiOOO Ohio Blaze
Producing company is headed by jected to pulling out of Germany
Alliance, O., April' 19.
The Columbia, one of four houses Richard Kay, formerly a super- altogether, however, tor fear of
Follow- permanently losing a good part of
in Alliance, O., owned by iWarsli visor witli Pine-Thomas,
Tlieatres, Inc., Cleveland, destroy- ing "Jane," Lamb will roll "Road the market to domestic, British and

report

sell-

,

have been working cufto in deinptiOther companies wanted
uiner
and nwi
wamea to coneon- fiance
bylaws, ami
nance oi
of union
union's
s oyiaws,
^inuc with the MJPEA until there tied Pantages that each AGVA
.sign
was a
of making some money member must receive .$25 for the
Miss
out of the territory, but felt that stint.
That cleared Laine,
jf Metro quit they'd have to tolStarr, TonI Harper and the Trenier
,i„,e n„„^ ...^med any other Twins, who had been booked to
(.ompany to have a competitive ad- round out the .show.
vantage against the day when ex*
Next at bat was AFM local 47.
changt? is available.
The board of directors liad to call
Barney Bala ban. Paramount
^ .special meeting to okay Krupas
appearance and had to authorize

Into Prod. mocracy

Active in the reissue field for the
past eight years. Screencraft Pictures is moving inlo production for
the first time by financing westerns.
According to Screencraft
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Wives"

chaotic

among publicists today, as al
in resolutuip engineered by
Ij^^"'
Brewer throiujh cofincil. of which

erations in the other occupied
areas— Austria, Japan and Korea.
said that these territories
.
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are under iurther study
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Hall,' N.
My Son," being set to
"Stratton Story."
LaUer
early in May, following
"Connecticut, Yankee," incumbont.
Music HaJl now is looking at
virtualJ.v all major product, having
recently given o.o. to some Warner
Bros, pictures and likely will take
one of them. Although 20th'>Fox
reportedly was miffed because the
Hall did not run "Letter to Three

n iied from jwge 4

Labor llelations Board;
Brief declares NLRB has been
slighting appeals by CSU and fa
voring the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- iu.i nv„ It o j'l™
J
J
ployes
"'X'I?.„^the Government a valuable service
in providing pictures for Germany
Screencraft Segueing
because they are important in helping to reork-nt the people to de-
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Hollywood.
April 19.
Sorrell
head of the
^Unions.
S^n^n'^r
QQ
h^-"f to Congress
mailed
a 99-page
brief
asking an investigation of the Na-

'Stratton' at Music Hall ning group blaming Roy Brewer
head Jack Brrkson,
Metro is gelling the next two for all chaos at hand.
is
backing "Riders

"Edward,

i*

investigation
,

; I;

.

r

I

« V,
Herbert

'

goes

.
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'
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pictures into the Music

'

bears out
the sales

'

night (18), four 306
arrested
on a
charge of "disorderly conduct"
While picketing the Times Saurire
house.
Tliey were paroled
in
custody of their lawyer for a hoarIng May 3 in mid-Manhattan Court
Meantime, it's understood that election, and authorized committee
Richard F. Walsh, prez of the In- to point out to flacks that an indie
ternational Alliance of Theatrical union might "cause a^ lowering of
Stage Employees which is the economic standing of all publilocal's parent body, will step into cists"'
Named to committee are Roy M.
the dispute via top level talks with
Par's management in an effort to Brewer,: Council chairman; Pat
Somerset, Kenneth Thomson, Buck
bring a quick settlement.
Harris, Screen Actors Guild, and
Raloh Clare. Teamsters.
Metro's 'Edward' After
Replying to tojmcil, SPG issued
.statement through nine-inan plan,

'^^T di-suilUfo^^

IVf"'

>

will
Starting Jan. 1 1951,
be out altogether.
Three-year licensing agreement
which each of the 10 member distribs has with MPEA would have
They have
expired next Aug. I.
been in violent discussions for
months regarding the future, with
Metro the leader in a move, to ditch'
co-op
selling
and distribution.
Loew's International prexy, Arthur
Loew, is anxious to return;to com
petitive operation as quickly as
possible, despite the fact that coin
is frozen, in the occupied areas and
promises to be so for a long time.
All that distrlbs are getting out
now is print costs.

^

!

Publicists
icists
Guild
C
fray,
pHching
against setting up any unaffiliated
union or guild In the studios.
Committee has-been appointed to
back IA^minded flacks' In pending
NLRB election as part of council's
resolution to safeguard established
AFL .lun.sdiction from any indie
organization. Council, said "An iinaffiliated union can result only in
chaos in the industry."
SPG members recently voted to
dLsaffiliate from the painters and
also nixed a charter oft'er from
lATSE. Council resolution snid
group will ''render all possible co^
operation and active support" to
AFL publicists in the upcoming

.

MPEA

I

AFL

wci'e

:

.

:

Ing cited, Skouras had been concerned with distribution's problem
Council Steps
chiefly for the past year
year and frequently quoted figures to demon'
Into lA-SPG Fray. strate its rough road. His optimism is ascribed to the winning
Hollywood, April 19.
hattle 20th has waged against the
Hollywood AFL Film v.^i,uiii,ii
Council
Annual financial
P^"'''''*''"'
has stepped into lATSE^c^i'een

On Sunday

members

Compromise
MPEA German
—

I

New

!

n

I

of hiS'

,

I

South Africa; two in Chile; and
one apiece in Egypt, Holland, and

I

to the

P^oduct

^

,

Colombia.

h

Ardis Smith, who scribed RKO-Pathe's short series, "This Is AmerPrinceton Film Center's writing staff. His fir-st assignment in his new post will be preparation of a script describing advances
Venezuelans are making in their public health program. PFC, incir
dentally, Is stepping up Its production of non-theatrical films and, is
also taking a more active hand in films for television.

!

;

New Zealand from out the features to private dealers ^,^^^5 as
Company alsp ex- on franchise or allotted the job as ^.^.^i g^j^^

^^nt Rtn^TX^.trl.
mont-Brilish
theatres; 168 Iloyt s
circuit (Australia) houses; 44 in
the Amalgamated chain; three in

-

.

I;

,

theatres overseas, Skouras s.'iid.
He disclosed that the company has
expended 96.000 pounds to buitd
its interest in the Amalgamated

Theatres

^

hiis Oscar-winning, docu"Seal Island," despite difficulties anticipated by RKO in
Although <hei length is adjjgujng the 27-minute picture to exhibs.
mittedly awkward for most programs, RKO is hoping that the Techhipoio^ ^u^ject will find bookings with extra-brief duals or With longei^
than-usual single features.
piatis are now being made for sending the pic; on .which a Disney
g^g'^ spent almost a year in Alaska, iiitb release shortly. It's only date
far was in Los Angeles to qualify it as an Academy award qohtender;
^Seal Island" is the initialer in a Disney Ti-ue tlfe Adventure series,'
Second, now being edited, is "The Amazing BeaVer,'' nikde in northern
uaho. Pix have ho humans, but will include some brief animated sceniss
jf necessaiy to adequately explain any of the wonders of nature,

i^ieritary,

i

,

RKO's Special

T:

^glt Disney has no intention of trimmjng

,

continuing improvement smce theatre biz did not show any substan- 1
during the sixmonth
rally
tial
Since Warners came up
stretch,
with a $3,093^000 net for the first
quarter, it is likely the cpnipany

|

Selling

.

,

$33,734,000.

000.
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'TAKE ME OUT TO
THE BALL GAME'
7th walloping week on
Broadway! Big everywhere!
what they want for gay
Springtinte Technicolor

at

Radio Gity Music Hall. Ter*
in^Philly

40 dates

ditto!

and

first

musical entertainment.

-

STORY*

(Technicolor)

4 weeks of happy crowds
rific biz

STRATTON

""THE

BROADWAY'

(Technicolor)

(Techiricolor)

Just

'BARKLEYS OF

'LITTLE

WOMEN'

"Picture of the

Month"

in

Cosmopolitan. Trade press

Cleveland critics.printravei,
in advance of World Pre4

World
Premiere Loew's Statei N. Y.

miere. lEvery screening sen«

Another "Easter Parade**i

Radio City Music HalL

predicts

smash

hit.

sational!

Next

attraction

at\^

N

%

"1

GARDEN^
"Picture of the Month" in
Parents* Magazine is first of
to come! Producer of "Yearling" does it
again! World Premiere at
Astor, Boston, coming!

many awards

AND ANOTHER

^THE GREAT

'EDWARD,
MY SON'

THE SECRET

Broadway's No.
Stage Hit.

1

SINNERS

Dramatic

Almost a year of

Seven top

stars!

The

CAN
year's

greatest cast in a magnificent

nation-

production in the

wide attention. Another

M-G-Manner! Destined to
be one of 1949's headliners«>

S.

R. O. has given

M-G-M
BIG

it

Big One!

•ANY
PLAY'

Every preview on Coast
'sends them out raving about
'"the best

years!"

Gable picture in

It's

got everything!

M^G-M TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL "NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER"
(Trade

Shows May

lUh, except N. Y.

May

9th)

,

;

'

,

Wednesday, April 20, 1949

picTvnss
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Forep

Acheson Orders

RKO's

Problems

'Eiffel'

for U.S.

Hollywood, April

Picture Grosses

19.

RKO

hrs closed deal for domesdistribution only of the Fran-

tic

Of Yanks Included in D.C. Intl Talb
Washington, April 19.
Secrttary 6f State Dean Achehas ordered the foreign prob?n)s of American films included on
(he agenda of a forthcoming inter-lational trade conference to take

Sir

!

disclosures come from
."lep. Cecil H. King (D., Cal.), chair'Tian of a special committee of the
California congressional delega'ion, which has been pressing for
Government action to help Holly-

These

.

by the President, who called the
Secretary on the phone and made
a- date with him for Ellis Arnall,

Ratings 'Necessity'

Acheson. on Friday (15). ConterContinued from page 1
ence was described as "highly satisfactory," with Acheson express- through their "limitation to teleing sympathy for the position of phone homes and to big cities,"
the film Industry and asserting that have "never produced true or even
When British For-, approximate measurements of auit had merit.
eign Minister Ernest Bevin was in dience size."
town recently to sign the Atlantic
Noting that radio, to achieve its
Pact, the matter of films was taken objective of selling products, must
up with Ms secretary, with the re- attract anv adequately-sized audiquest of the American government ence of the right quality and then
be passed on to, the British. Board persuade that audience to buy,
Nielsen declared that "it is loose
of Trade.
It is understood that the Slate thinking to suggest any one of
Department also contacted the these factors may be safely neglectA true program rating, he
British Embassy here and' notified ed.
the American Embassy in London added, "is obviously a vital neces-

prexy of SIMPP, last week.
.,
„ the other
V,
.1
<.u
J 1
On
hand,
the delega-

j

]

'

ficial

'

point

group

t
1

;

would

partment

do

everything

i

I

I
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is

on radio, he said:

"within the bounds of propriety"
to obtain, "fair and non-discriminatory treatment" for U. S. films from

directly

measurable

is

by any

!

-

I

i

:
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I

!

i

I

:

:
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I

I

be thft whole world recovery
program; Ever since the war the
British government's policy toward
the American motion picture industry has been one of steady haiv
rassment. Its obvious ' purpose is
to drive American motion pictures
from the British market. It has
thrown up one barrier after another to the entry of American
fllnis.

.

.

fluctuations, etc.

I

I

1

.

i

I

!

f

I

I

I

;

.

"Since the advent of the present
government' in Britain, the policy
toward foreign films has swung to
one of aggressive hosility and severity.
To any objective observer

"As the world's largest marketing research organization," Nielsen
that any manaverred, "we say
ufacturer who relies on judging
the sales results of a radio program by watching his own factory
sales curve is doomed to bitter disappointment and, worse still, is almost certain to make some fatal er^
ror.s^to the detriment of his own
company and of radio as an advertising medium/ An4 such policies cannot fail to prove unfair to
radio artists and others concerned
with the production and broadcasting of programs."

i.

this

policy, flying in the face of
economic realities and subversive
of Britain's international trade

.

.

—

.

I

m

1

!

;

—

.

.

.

"Sales power of the program

not
technique developed to date. We,
foreign governments.
MeanwhilCi in a statement which have expended several hundred
he inserted in the Congres.sional thousand dollars in an effort to dO;
this,
but have not yet succeeded,
Record, Rep. King blasted the
British government for its "per- Nobody else has. even come close,
fidy" to the American motion pic- and most of the efforts made in
direction
appear ludicrous to
this
He
called
for
a
ture industry.
sub-committee of the House Ways anyone who has really made a
and Means Committee to check thorough study of this complex
Moreover, he said, the
subject."
into the situation.
>
The King statement declared in sales volume produced by a radio
program is easily distorted beyond
part that:
-"The victim of this perfidy today recognition by such factors as advertising in other media, changes
is one of our largest American inr
dustries.
Its eventual victim may in price and packaging, seasonal

:..

:

able to measure
the first two factors. As for measuring the degree to which the audience buys the product advertised
it

300;,'
powers— can accomplish nothing
-.v;"
:-.-,..:'.,;v:.:
that the Americans, at least, wish
But 'Undercover' 13G
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20to accomplish. It is thought that
160)
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par).
Seattle April 19
Biggest thing in town with rousing
the Britons will ask for more play"Little Women" and "Under^t*^, Last week
ing time on" U. S. screens, which cover Man" are best bets here this 519^00
Sierm Madr^ (WBXZd run), not
the Yanks will promptly point out week, both being in big class.
that it is not within their power Earthquake in this area is proving ^''^iimg ?,o,/uo.
May fair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
to give.
no help to business but not cutting
"Canadian Pacific" (20th). StrongOnly possibility of ensuing ac- in as bad as expected.
ly sold
for sturdy $8,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
tion is $een: if the British delegaweek, "Last Bandit" (Rep), mild
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)
tion gives evidence of having been
"Louisiana" $3,600,
deputized with power to- promise a "Red Canyon'' (U) and
Last week,
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
lower quota than the 40% now in (Mono). Good $9,000.
"Set-Up" (RKO) and "Highway "Mother Is Freshman"
(20th),
prospect, or an unfreezing of coin.
13" (SG), solid $11,200.
Bright $14,000. Last week, "Mr;
That's believed highly unlikely,
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,239; 50- Belvedere Goes College" (20th) (2d
but even if so it could bring forth 84»— "Little Women" (M-G) and wk), big
$10,200.
from the Americans nothing more "Tucson" {20th). Tall $12,500. Last
Stanley (WB) (3;280; 20-75)—
than a promise to try to be help- week, "Bad Boy" (Mono) and
"Dream Is Yours" (WB). Hitting
ful. Yanks feel that they have the "Hide-Out" (Rep), slow $5,800.
good; $15,000. Last week, "Flaxy
British too much on the: run now
Libwty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)
Martin" (WB), $6,400.
"Valiant
and
to have to make deals.(M - G)
"Bribe"
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 3.5-65)
Some top-echelon American opin-j Hombre" (UA). (2d wk). Slow "Adventure in Baltimore" (RKO).
4 days. Last week, oke Given bally with strong opening
ion is that the English delegates— $3-500
J. Arthur Rank,
Sir Alexander "\4"0v
sendoff via p,a. by: Ginger Rogers
Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-841
Korda- and Sir Henry French, prez
and
building. Great $13,000. Last
"Family Honeymoon" (U) '4th wk) week,
of the British Film
Producers
"'Paison" (Indie) (2d wk),
and "Flaxv Martin" (WB) <3d wk).
Assn,— know quite \vell the posi- pi^g 5,5 qOO. After big $3,000 in 4 off to $6,800.
tion of the U. S. industry, but ^gyg ig^j week.
are making a last-ditch effort to
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)
provide themselves -with an alibi
Fountalii"
"Tarzan's
Magic
for the folks ?}ack home. They'll (RKO) and "Grand Canyon Trail"
(Continued from page 8)
be able to come out of these meet- (Rep). Slow $5,000 in 8 days. Last
days). $13,700 here, with $25,600 in
ings, it is said, with the declara- week, "Boy Green Hair" (RKOH
[5 .sites,'
tion to their government that the and "Gun Smugglefs". 'NRKO) (2d
Pantages, KKQ Hillstreet (Pan"non-cooperation" of the Ameri-j wk-5 days) $4,000.
mrnu
non. «n *m
..it^k:^" onio. o '?^°
Orphcum H-E (2,600; 50-84)
cans is the reason for the "sad
^'Si
Man''
(Col)
a „ d ^^f^r'
state" of the British industry and ^Undercover
J^^".'^f,"^.S
Daughter of West (FC). Big $13,- Believe Ballroom" (Col). Rousing
thus further, financial, support is
Last
week,
"Set-Up"
000 or near.
Last week, "Red $43,000.
merited,
Stallion^' (EL) and "Rusty Saves (RKO) and "Crime Doctor's Diary"
I

"

since

—

j

I

!

[

I

'Streetcar'

squeeze out American films.
"The British ministry has chosen

Continued from pxfc I

American delegation to the sessions consists of Paramount prez
Barney Balaban, Metro prez Nicholas M. Schenck and Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion Picture
Assn,
ot
America. Korda and
French arrived in New York Mon-|
day (18) on theU- way to the meetings. Rank came to the U. S, about
a month ago and has -been in Florida and California.

!

„

i

1

;

,

MPAA

^^'^^l
and

mountsjF&M) (8,398; 1,451; 60-$l)
—"El Paso" (Par) and "Own True

Love" ^pTr). ^ Good'"$32,OoT Lai?
week, "Nick Beal"
(Par)
and
"Thunder in Pines" (SG) (LA only)

po^^

(2d wk), $19,800,

United Artists, RItz
(2,100;. 1,370;

I

flue $36,000 for 5 day-dating sites.
Last week, $10,400, with .$17,000 in

.
'

.

(Sterling) (800; 50-84)

Belinda"

(WB)

(UA-FWC>

eO-$l)-^"Ma, Pa Ket-

(U) and "State Department,
File 649" (FC). Neat $21,000, with

tle"

5 houses.

and

El Key (FWC) (861; 85-^$1.25)—
"Paisan" (Indie) (9tH Svk). Into
ninth Week today- (19) after nice
$3,000 on eighth frame.
Esquire (Rbsener) (685; 85-$1.20>:
"Volpone" (Indie) (3d wk). About
$3,000, Last week, good $3,700,
(Continued from page 9)
ij;i6,000.
Last week, "Act Of VioFine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20.„
$2.40)— "Red Shoe,s" (EL) (leth
lence" (M-G), $15,500.
Palace (G,T,I (2,625; 34-60)
wk). Near $8,000. Last week, neat
ipects will resemble a Congressional "Letter Three Wives" (?Oth). Okay $7,500.
committee hearing in that expert $15,000. La.st week, "Wonderful
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20witne.sses will be invited to give Urge" (20th). $14,500,
$2.40)— "Hamlet" lU) (25th wk).
Princess (C.T,) (2,131; 34-601 —, About $5,000. Last week, nice $5,their views.
Whispering Smith" (Par). Sturdy 800.
This will be a followup in more
detail to the ,ses,'!ions of the MPAA ??'000;, Last wee.k,_ "Unfaithfully
Laurel (Ifosener) '(890; $120)—
board in New York last December, "^'ours" (20th) $7,.500,
"Mons. Vincent" (Indie). Sock $7,r
when a number of experts were' Jmperlal (C.T,l (1,839; 26-45)
500. Last week, "Symphonic Fancalled
d in to acquaint company toptastique"
(Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
pfeton" fRKoV
r,-lVi $10,000
*monn ^'v
^""O'. Vieat
or
witli
\yiuiutveiouiiieni.s
develoomehts ana
and prosnrn«!- ^
T^.
nvp"snoiifi,,
i?w.««w"
Slightly French'
petts in video. Among those who
"coJj
Black Eagle
(Col),
gave talk,s and answered questions jjg jjQQ
J^gtice Dept. RcnCWS
were Loren Ryder, former P»ez
prez
of
o»|
Ornt
Orpheum
(C.T.)
34-60)-:^
„.
(1,040;
,.
o
,
Schine Splitup Parleys
the Society
ol, Motion Picture En- "Outpost in
Morocco" lUA) and
gineers and Paiamount's sludio "In Court" (UA).
Washington, April 19.
Sock $9 000
technical chief; Earl T. Sponable, La.st wpek, "Siren of Atlantis"
Dept. of Justice attorneys went
20th-Fox's technical expert; Don-KUA)
and "High Fury" (UA) into
today
renewed, -huddles
aid ITyndman, of Eastman Kodak, $5,000.
iTues^) with Jegalites repping cirand Comdr, E. F, McDonald, prez
cuit operator J, Myer ScHine in
of Zenith, which has developed the Zanuck Prepping
Plionevision method of wired video
another attempt to crack the imlast

MPAA

1

•^'.i"'

"Sierra- JMadre" (WB) .(2d runs)
(4th wk). Good $4,300 after $4,600

•

I

.

run^ ^^ith stage bill looks good
jg oOO but below hopes. Last week,
secondrun pix.
Paramoiint (H.-E) (3;039; 50-84)—
"Tulsa" (EL) and "Shamrock Hill"
(EL),«-Okay $9,000. La.st week, "El
Paso" (Par) and "Micheal O'Hallron" (Mono), slight $6,100 in 8

—Roosevelt
"Johnny

s

almost $4,500,000 to break even. he'll have the help of the new
video .committee.
Thinking of the studios in this reCheyfitz will meet with the group
gard is evident in the law laid
down by Paramount prexy Barney in its initial session within the
Balaban to his producers a couple next 10 days. Jack Cohn. yeepee
weeks ago.
He declared they Ol , Columbia, is chairman of the
should not and could not antici- body. Jt is planning later to hold
pate grosses of better than $3,000,- an investigation which in some re.sj

Ip'',,"-

,

P^""""
:;^31usm^
.^''^X New

days.

Preps

Continued from paee 3

I

;

wk-6 days). $14,500,
Los Anfreles, Hollywood Para-

(Col) (2d

i

.

:

>

1

.

and keep our promises."

'

I

'

one American industry. tween $2,500,000 and $3,000,000,
Which Is next?'Carrying the pencil work still fur"The British ministry gives be- ther, the pic would have to gross^
:

i

,

to bedevil

guiling lip service to the theory of
reviving world trade but reneges
on its word. We give our billions

—

1

1

,

;

as being deliberately intended to

LOS ANGELES

—

f

commitments, must be considered

20-701— "Knock On Door" (Col)
plus vaude headed by Billy. GrilBter^^^
Big $18,000. Holds; 'ias\^::m^c)!i^'Set-Up" (RKO) plus vaude. $13.-

Seattle

'

'

sity,"

Quake Sloughs

,

i

|

—

—

:

to get busy.
At his press conference last week
Secretary Acheson declared his de-

from a Governmental viewand
unless the British
is equipped with some secret
;

]

j;

:*

j

I

1

tions to the Council meetings that
begin tomorrow are entirely unof-

j

;

i

^

Continued from page 3

I

13G

Keith's ringing the
with
bell
Paramount
resoundingly with
"Connecticut
Last
"State Dept.: (FC).and
y^n^^gg^.. ^^other click combo is
Bandit" (Rep). Good $14,500. Last 'Knock On Any Door'' and vaude
and headed by Billy Gilbert at Hippbweek, 'J "Sgt, X6rk'* tWB)
"Castle on Hudsbti" (WS) <r6is- drbme.. Some good response als0
• ;
i5ufei); oke $12,500;.
reported for "Little Women" at
Pil^im (ATC) (1,800; 40-85)-:-; Century.- ''AdventUce in Baltimbrfe'';
and "Ladies of is solid at the Town.
(EL)
"Tulsa"
Chorus" (Col). Solid, $20,000, Last
Estimates for 'This Week
"High
(UA)
arid
"Cover
Up"
week,
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20Fury" (UA), $10,000.
40-85)— 60)— "Little Women" (M-G). Nicely
(3,500;
State (Ldew)
"Little Women" fM-G). Neat $16,- Spotted at healthy $16,000. Last
Last week, "Ball Game" (M-G) week,^"Ma, Pa Kettle" (U), S10.200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
(2d wk). nice $11,000.

Anglo-U. S. Parley

thought.

|

Bright

Baltimore, April 19.

Potent product lineup is cashing in oh a big holiday week here
'

i

'

wood with its overseas headaches.
The King committee huddled with

'Baltimore'

(3,000; 40-85)-^

Women"' (M-G). Strong
"Little
$26,000. Last week, "Ball Game"
(M-G) (2d wk). Good $19,700.
* /Mr-rp, iv^nh. 40-85
(NET) (1,700; Ai\ Qs»

now abroad

for retakes and .are expected to
talk with British distributors while
there.

bad ds it was made to seem in
the United States."
v"It
never was as good,
either," he added as an after-,

the British

market.

Orpheum (Loew)

'Mother' 14G,

f 19,000;

Disappointing $18,000.

(Gol).

deal.

Producing duo are

Bing Boffo in Balto,

(Continued from page ^)
and "Tuna Clipper" (Rep), nice
"Walking
week,
"Song of India"

Last
$26,000.
Hills (Col) and

RKO

deyesterday

(Tuesday) that the film situation in England "was never as

-)lace in Washington and is other'vise pushing for aid to U. S. pic-

particularly in

New York

BOSTON

eign distribution. They originally
talked with United' Artists but,
while huddling. Howard Hughes
saw the pic and clinched the

Korda

Alexander

clared in

"Man

on the Eiffel Tower." Producers
will seek another release for for-

A Definite Maybe

•,on

'.ures,

chot Tone-Irving Allen film,

week.

—

MONTREAL

i

.

;
,

,

Par Splits
:

Continued from page

in the present market,
Admitting tliat there were no
partly described in the consent de- bidders under terms laid out in
cree which Par recently inked. The the letter to the studios April 14:
14 consist -of two of Gomerford's Miss Wood said that- the action
theatres in Rochester, N. Y.; two nevertheless had not been futile.
in Scranton, Pa.; and one each- in She claims that the invitation to
bid. led to negotiations now going on
Bloomsburg,
Carlisle,
Hazelton,
Lebanon, Pittston, Pottsville; Shen- with one major sludio and one inandoah,
Sunbury,
Wilkes-Barre die and that she expects a sale
shortly on very generous, terms lor
and- Williamsport. all in Pa,
From the 14 retained theatres. the autlior and producer.
Letter which the film companies
Par expects to extract approximately the same revenue as it pre-- received informed them that they
viously obtained from its 50-50 in- must have their bids in by April
terest in the circuit. The theatres 8. Tlvey were given their choice of
are the larger id the group and two formulas for bidding for the
have therefore turned in propor- sma•.^l) legiter, now in i(s 72d week
tionately greater revenues than at the Barrymore, N, Y, First wa.s
the smaller houses held by Lynch, a fi.\ed sum, not to be less than

mount, their identity

is

S

:

;

least

at

000

.
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'
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.
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Another Negro Pic

transmission.

It is believed another circuits tor's gross between $2,500,000 and
Committee hopes perhaps to go
relatively of minor significance— $3,500,000; 15"o of the gross be- beyond a mere survey and be able
the Dominion (Hunter Perry) group tween $3,.?00,000 and $4,000,000 to present a plan of action to the
in Virginia has also been disposed and 20''c! of everything over $4,- ma,iors regarding. TV. It is said
The 15-theatre circuit will 000,000.
of.
there are many aspects in which
Undet* both plans the .studio tlie companies could get into tele
shortly, be dissolved, but the identity of the purchaser has not been would, not own the propei'Lv, but as a group without violating antiCharles M. Reagan, •would have a lease on it until 1961. trust laws, as long as they do sol
di>iclosed.'
Par'.? er.stwhile di.strjbution
vee- Companies have bccastonally, gone on a non-excUisive basis. One of
pee,.had been dickering for (he cir- in for .such lea.sing arrangements, the thought is a plan for providing
cuit.
Reportedly, his deal fell bu( Rcneially balk at them, as they programs for large-screen theatre
did in this case.
through.
'f V.
'

^

Hollywood, April

passe reached on anti-trust settle-

ment

19^

,

'

;

!

.

1

.

I

'

I

.

$450,000, plus lO^'o of the distribu-

.,

|

!

et'-al.--

,

i

,

other^film 'on''"the Negro^problem
to follow "Pinky," currently in production. Second is "No Way Out,"
story of a colored surgeon, slated
to start about June 15.
Racial question is also the theme
of Screen Plays' "Home of the
Brave" and Louis de iBochemont's
"Lost Boundaries", for Film Classics release.

i

1

|

i

;

i

'

1

'

It is expected
confabs will carry over

negotiations.

•^*'™"8h tomorrow,

Negotiators have reached agreement on the theatres which Schine
must give up to win a consent
decree but are Still apart on the
substance of injunctive provisions
covering booking practices. Meanwhile, trial of the suit has been
postponed until June.

Wcilneaday, Aprtt 20. 1949
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PICT1JKES
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Rash

of European Pix Festivals

•

Paris, April 12,
film fes-

Cannes (France),
that tliere aren't

Attorney

and Venice. Not
many more that

estate of

might be considered, but continenr
tal managers, while feeling that
they cannot altogether refuse to
]partieipate, on account of public
relations, find the trouble and expense isn't commensurate with the

Hollywood, April 19.
Louis Licht, repping
filed mo-

-.

Marck Libkov,

j

tion

federal court

ill

Republic's

of

spection

(

18)

for in-

books

in

breach-of -contract suit

continuing

originally filed by Libkov against
studio for $195,000 damages. Suit
alleged that in 1944 he was inked

ultimate result.
Also, the mode of participating
has been altered to minimize the
members are to
damage. All
agree on a total of nine pix for
the whole organization, one per
member, out of which three will
be drawn to be entered for each
one of the festivals. These pictiiies, not yet released in Europe,
will be shown under aegis of the
MPAA. It will be able to spend
about $1,000 on each of the three

as

MPAA

producer

associate

Healeri" in

on

Security restrictions regardins atomic energy and weapons are
so great that March of Time, hasn't been able to contribute very
much in either information or entertainment in its May release,
"Report on the Atom." The two-reeler is of special intra-industry
interest, however, in that' it is being sponsored by the Motion!
Picture Assn. of America. This is a public relations move, accorded a few other shorts recently,.to point.up the contribution by the
film industry to the welfare of the. 'nation by its promotion of
knowledge on important subjects and patriotism '(as in the case
of the recent sponsorship of « "This Is America" release). Effect
of the MPPA backing is to encourage exhibs who do not ordinarily book a particular distrib's product to show It, thus widening
circulation from the 7,000-8,000 theatres that normally rent these
shorts to perhaps 12,000 or 13,000.
While the hand of the Atomic Energy Commission's security
force has too evidently slipped a heavy pair of dark glasses over
the usually probing eyes of producer Richard deRochemont's camAnything, which gives the
eras;, the film certainly has its values.
American people reason to pause and think of the terrible power
for good or evil they hold in their hands must be valuables. Empliasis, however, is entirely on the constructive side of atomic energy.
Most interesting aspect of the film is in revealing, the difficulties
of handling irradiated materials and the precautions that must be
taken even with waste. Nothing is. shown on atomic weapons and
there are -even very few glimpses of plant exteriors. Some of the
shots and explanations of scientific uses of atomic energy derivatives are enlightetting and interesting, but the film as a whole impresses with being too superficial to be' significant which is undoubtedly more the force of circumstances in. the. world today than
JfJerb.
the fault of March of Time.

.

•

.

.

Seek to 0.0. Rep. Books
In 195G Contract Suiti

skedded by various countries

has so far been cut down to three
by Motion Picture Assn. of America members: Le Zoute (Belgium),

Pix Biz s Pitch for Atomic Short

Lots

Hollywood, April 19.
Pine - Thomas bought "Dead
Stop," yarn about truck drivers,
authored by Stafford Heaney
Par sending a troupe to Texas to
help celebrate 194th anniversary
of Laredo, incidentally putting on
the world preem of "Streets of
Paramount's "Alias
Laredo"
Nickey Beal" will be released in
England as "The Contact Man"
Official release tag on "East Side
Story" at 20th-Fox will be "House
Marta Toren's
.
.
of Strangers"
player option picked up by U, with
"Panther's Moon" her next
Franki« Darro has crooked jockey
role in Frank Capra's "Riding
High," at Paramount
Joan Har-

IsCutto'niree(SoFar)byMPAA
The rash of European
tivals

From the

Briefs

'I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

i

j

.

.

.

.

rison to England in May to pro"The duce - *'Your Witness," in which
.

|

new

version of film he

Robert nfontgomery will star under
h's own Neptune Productions ban-

\

:

had first produced in Poland, and ner.
was to have received 10% - of
profits.:.'-

Action filed in March, 1947,
claimed pic was never made and^
asked $100,000 loss of profits, plus

UA

:

—

Deal

Continued from pace 3
$95,000 for "loss of prestige." Liblast year.
on their own again with their oftRequest- to court was made to repeated bid of $5,400,000 paid
determine what estimate; could be
partially in cash lind the rest in
made for what film would have

kov died,

:

festivals.

j

from

Apart

American

effort,

cooperative
each company is

this

free to enter another film on

i

FHm Reviews

I

earned if it had been produced. notes.
Court was asked to permit inspec-

|

its

'•:

|

own power.

Need

$1,000,000

Continued: vfram page 11

j

]

of' records from 1944-47 to
learn profit or loss on each picture

tion

Wassers reportedly need $1,000,Prince of the Plains
000 as an operating fund to meet
made during that time. Original the requirement of the Bank of sheriff, some double: identities,
patently
staged
fisticufl\s,
bad
suit is being continued by Libkov's
America for a loan of the entire: marksmanship and a lot of riding
widow.
$5,400,000 needed. Nassers have before Hale is able to corner the
agreed to put up the UA stock and villains and see that justice is.done.'
their General Service studios as He's not too convincing: as a forthsecurity for the bank loan, with right western hero.
Paul Hurst
Layoffs
the bank's only other important de- jjielps out some as the dumb sheriff,
Continued from page 4
mand being assurances 'of com- Shirley Davis fills in the slight
petent management for UA. Other femme spot. Rory Mallinson, the
pany's backlog of completed pix
questions, such as the company's chief heavy, and Harry Lauter. the
has been seriously depleted.
liability in lawsuits, etc, are mere banker's son, are good.
Aside from product of J. Arthur:
Philip Ford directed the Melville
Rank which is coming up for dis- incidentals and not holding up the
loan.
Tucker production at an acceptable
tribution, EL's larder is now reFabian and Gamble, after being paee from the Lo;ui.se Rousseauduced to only four or five big films.
Albert DeMond story.
Lensing,
brought
into
the
negotiations
by
Of these, "Tulsa'-is just going into
editing an<J other technical credits
release;
"Red Stallion of the Nasser rep Sam Wiesenthal in New are standard.
Hale sings one tune,
Rockies" has a considerable num^: York a month ago, made their final "Owensville Jail/' traditional westbowout
in
a
flying
trip
the
to
ber of pi ay dates behind it; and
ern lament.
6rog.
"Reign of Terror" is coming up. Coast at the end of last week. They
"The Big Cat," a Technicolor opus, were willing to put up all necessary cash beyond what could be
is also nearing release, while "Alice
Film Classics release of Laurel Films
in Wonderland," produced i n raised from the bank by the Nas(Rex Carlton)
Stars Dean
France, by Lou. Bunin, has sev- sers on the studio and UA stock, •lagger; featuresproduction.
John Carradine, Ifcirry
eral
o n t h s of time-marking but wouldn't go for the Nasser Landers. Directed by Joseph Lerner.
Berne Gller: cuniera. Gerald
demand for 60% of the shares. Screenplay,
ahead.
Hirschfteld: editor, Geraldine Lcvner; muThey
felt
that
allowed
too
little
sical
score,
Gail Kubik. Tradcshown in
Pickman Joins Scbwalberr
stock to be divvied among the ex- N. Y., April 18, M9. Running time. T«
Jerry
Pickman, a.ss't ad-pub hibitors who are participating in- MJNS.
Cliff Holden
Dean JaKRer
director, wi>o resigned last week,
their syndicate.

Belsian Festival
Hollywood, April 19.
Andre Gauvin, Belgian producer,
is in town to line up Hollywood
Belgium's next Interfor
pictures
national Film Festival, to be held
June 8-10 at Le Zoute, a Belgian

|

i

EL

coast resort.

1

j

Meanwhile, Cauvin closed a deal
for Eagle Lion release of "Black
Shadows," a feature he made last
year in the Belgian Congo. Picture will be distributed in the U. S.

Kearcli for llan{{<>r
Hollywood, April

-
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I

I
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I
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and South America by EL, and in
Belgium, Switzerland and Luxembourg by 20th-Fox.

I

.

I

.

I

:

.

Film Classics release, of F.ilcon
tion. Stars Jolin CalvfU't;
Delclcer, Myrna Sell. Ben

duced and directed by
Screenplay.

Jerome

Don

16.

pi'oriuo-

tcatiires

John

Weldeii.

Pro-

-

Bcrnliaicl.

Jsiolc

original atory,
Mieliael Arlcn

IVIartln;

based on
character, "The Falcon"; camera. Paul
Ivano: editor, .-Asa Boyd. Clarki .music,
Karl Hajos. Reviewed April 1$, '49. Hun'
nine time, «S OTNS.
Falcon £..,>.. ...... . ...
John Calvert
Albert Dekker
KirlC'
...... .........
.
Epfltcin,

,

.

.

;

,

.

. .

Wilma

Myrna

Circf!ory

,

.

:

Inspector.

Perry

.... .Michael .Mark

,-

.....................

Elaine

Dell

.Ben Wcldon
.Douglas T.owlvy

....

v^.:.

i .-. .-, .-.

Anna

Conicil

Cooper .................. ..James Grlrfith
.Larry Andrews; ......... ..Maurtt-/ tluuo
.

Jason.

^lorris

.

:

.Taifer

Drunk
Thug

.

.

Peter Brorco.
.Peter Michael
.raek Duly
;

Billy

.

Nel.?on

I

:

-

Pix

*llot'

1

Contimied from page. S

1

;

T-.Man

I

public has been developed for
that would have been a flppi

a pic

sales

m

The number

•

"

departments almost since the

industry was born.

of

eventual
is claimed, .iustify
b o.
into. Paramount
Monday
A recent one, moves
the ad campaigns.
(25) in a special job under sales
if is-pointed out, was"Body and
chief Alfred W. Schwalberg. Chief
Soul;" Fight pix were traditionally
among Pickman's diores, it is
anathema, yet the .John Garfleldunderstood, will be to build betstarrer proved a smash. As a reter exhib- relations and drum up
sult,
two current ring e p i c s, exhib interest
in various Para"(Jhampion" and "The Set-Up," mount bally
campaigns. Pickman's
are being more Irankly advertised
departure from EL resulted from a
for what they arc.
desire to swing over gradually
Baseball likcwi.se is known to
from publicity-advertising into the
have 'little sales appeal as a pic- sales field.
ture, subject.
"Pride of the YanEagle Lion's revenues wliich takees,*,': now being reissued, didn't
:even have star Gary Cooper in a pered somewhat in the past few
weeks are expected to climb
basebaii cap in the original camrapidly as receipts from "Tulsa"
paign. Nonetheless, the film proved
highly
popular
when word-of- start pouring in. In a big teeoff
campaign, "Tulsa" has a record 600
mouth had been built up.
.playdates within the coming couple
It all dcpend.s on the picture, of
of weeks, Film will liquidate 50%
course.
A well-made feature, no faster
than any previous pic rematter what the subject matter,
leased by the company.'
will do well as soon as the talk gets
around; On the other handf a poor
one, even if does snare an openingday audience via the campaign,
soon .skids.
It i.s necessary, ad execs declare,
ConHaued from page 1
to get that initial crowd, even if
jvtempt by the film companies to
a little subterfuge is needed, in order that a picture may be fairly obtain higher domestic rentals because of the los of foreign revjiidsed by the public on the merits
enues, declaration of TOA prez
of the product itself, rather than
on baseless prejudices against cer- Arthur H. Lockvvood stated. "Tliis
situation arises principally as. a
tain subject matter.
result of the discriminatory action
taken by the British government

them

that have
successes, it

'

{

•

The "not" pix have been a problem to publicity-advertising and
proved

I

1

i

BeLuxe

I

I

'i

meeting with

!

time,

little success.

Mean-

St«ve Brajdie, head of Dein New York, who has
promised a cash advance to the
Nassers to finance indie producers
working at the studio if Nassers
obtain the company, continued ef-

Luxe labs

i

1

;

1

.

.

i

!

I

Yank Exhibs

" 'C'-Man"

credibility to the excitement.

Off Again?

half-dozen corpses enroute, before
Dean Jagger, as the C-Mim. nabs
his man. In crashing to its climax,
neither romance nor logic are allowed to stand in the way.
One of the pic's standout features is the musical score directed
ment in UA's position since the and composed
by Gail Kubik.
Voption was granted in January, she Dominating
the soundtrack even
has changed her mind about sell- more than the dialog,
the backing.
It was learned authoritative- ground
niu.sic
has
a
nervous,:
ly,
howevefj that she is pretty pounding, pulse-quickening quality
much reconciled to bowing out and which, combined to the headlong
wants to make an arrangement for action, results in a powerfully stirretention of possibly only 2^2% of ring total effect.
the stock or some such token
Jagger does well as the customs
amount so that she may continue cop with neat underplaying of the
to have at least an academic iii- conventional heroics.
As a dipso
doctor stooging tor the smuggling
terest in the company..
Prospect is, of course, that when gang, John Carradine also turns in
the option expires, terms may be a competent performance. Other
roles are handled less evenly, but
considerably changed. Miss PickHarry Landers as a snarling young
I'ord and Chaplin will then be enhoodlum arouses interest. Lottie
tirely -free to make any type of Elwen
as a refugee gal who's vicdeal they want, rather than the timized by the
gang, and Edith
.$2,700,000 which they each agreed Atwater as a high society gal are
to take in. .the. January exchange adequate, as is Rene Paul, in the
of options.
heavy part
Uerm.
j

Anglo-American Film council,"

;

r

enact-

!

i

i

ment of arbitrary restrictions upon
those who are our prijiclpal source

I

i

!

I

:

"The Babe Ruth Story" is running
shade ahead of amortization.
Honce, Mono will not suffer a loss, about it tlie wrong way. What they
but there will be little profit forth- are doing is inimical to the decoming from the pic which cost velopment of friendly relation.s be$1,300,000 to make.
Alter print tween our industries and in violacosts and advertising, J'Ruth" ran tion of the spirit of existing agreements between our countries. The
into a total outlay of $li600;000.
First of the big budgeters, "It problems besetting the Britiiih inHappened on Fifth Avenue,'.' was dustry can never be solved by
made during 'peak-cost days for $1,- penalizing the American industry.
500,000. Company is taking a sub- That can only lead to rccrimination and retaliation."
stantial loss on the film.
a-

I

I

'

I
I

j

i

I

I

{

I

I

Pic

wends an unremitting gory way
from Paris to N. Y., dropping a

I

:

"'the

make

story line clear.
.

;

that

action

.

the British representatives tin the

noting

violent

I

There were conflicting reports
here about Miss Pickford's attitude
toward selling the company when
against American films," Lockwood Chaplin's option expires
and she
said. "Because of this, il; is highly is no longer under
any legal obappropriate that American exhib- ligation to part with her stock. One
itors make their position clear to report was that- with the
improveAfter

a

;

-

of supply is a matter of unavoldable interest to us," Lockwood goes
on to say "If the British are seek^
ing to build up their American
market they are certainly going

.

about

:

rentals which Monogram has stumbled over in the past.
Of the two top-budgeted films,

.

S.

!

;

is

.

handicap,
under
is
Calvert
the activities of the
through spotty direction and unCustoms Department with developed screenplay. Albert Dekenough exploitation angles and en- ker and Ben Welden, as gamblpis,
tertainment values for good h.o; are more true to form, and Myrna
film
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Dell, as

femme

in love with mur-

dered partner, is attractive. Others
okay in roles are Douglas Fowley,
Michael Mark and James Grill ith.
Average work has turned in by
Joseph Bemhard, who held dovvn
both producer and director posts.
Camera work by Paul Ivano is.
Whit.

standard.

TOA's Focus
Continned from page
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.
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MM -^'ontimied
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Lottie ISIwen

I

I

ticularly well suited for the' market and the company has been experiencing difficulties in trying to
get terms.
Allied was initially
lormed to skirt liurdles on getting

.

,

.

for lower-bracket: billing.
Falcon, played as usual by John
Calvert, tracks down an .ibsconded

John Carradine

partner of pair of gamblers, wlijch
With
Harry Landers leads to partner's murder.
..
Hcnc Paul stolen $100,000 involved, there's aWalter Vaufihan second murder, and it's anybody's
Adclaitlc Klein
Edith Atw.-iter guess then who's the guilty party,
.lean Ellvn with practically all principals uiiWalter Brooke der suspicion. Story: tangents aie
never sufficiently assembled: to
.

forts to raise more money among
accessoi-y people who service the

I

I

I

,

payoff.
Shot in New York City
on a thin budget, pic utilizes its
resources to the hit with the aid
of a snappy screenplay and forthindustry.
Among the latter momentarily right direction. While the marquee
interested was John Hertzr.^Jr., names are too weak for firstruns,
head of the Buchanan ad agency.: okay performances build this film
He walked, however, after a tele- into, solid program fare.
phonic confab with Ed Weisl, his
Yarn runs off as a steady sucattorney.
Plan would have been
cession of beatings, kidna ppings
similar to that offered other service companies—Buchanan would and killings, linked together by
have been assured of the ad ac- efforts of a customs investigator to
counts of all producers working track down a jewelry smuggler.
at General Service studios for UA Realistic New York backgrounds,
.release if Hertz had advanced in addition to a documentary tens^
ing techrique, help lend some
Nassers the coin.

I

i

I

.

.

Matty Royal,

.solution for getting the $1,000,000
they need, but .are apparently

1

I

Mono-Allied
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Doc Spencer.
Kathe

James and Ted Nasser were in Inspector Brandon.
Hoffman
huddles most of yesterday with UA Mrs.
Lydia Brundage.
prexy Grad Sears and v.p. George Birdie
Bagnall in an attempt to find a foe

I

;

i

I

I

;

!

Labs' Interest

!

"Search for Danger" is pretty
much routine whodunit, with dull
and confusing stoi-y.: Film is another in "Falcon" series, and projects private eye in double murder
mystery which is finally solves
through conversation rather Hum
action. Film will, need selling even

I

I

,

steps on a

number

of frontij after-

repeated requests by TOA and
other exhib groups. So fai- as television is concerned, for in.stanc,e,
it
is understood that the MPAA
was asked to have its membecs officially declare themselves against
sale of features to video in comr
petition with theatres. No action
was taken on these pleas.
Case of National Screen Service
and the feud that was waged over
sale of trailers to exhibs is ciU'd
as another instance. It is chuiiH'd
that the MPAA could not br
budged to take action which would
have been directed towards ironing out exhib squawks on trailers.
Since then, NSS has straightened
the tangle in direct negotiations
with TOA resulting in an agreement for the trailer outfit to take
up complaints on a local level,
As for TOA's public relalioiis
campaign directed towards pix
patrons, the drive has now been
officially dropped.
It got off to a
fast start but finally lost impetus
when difficulties arose in digging
up continuous fresh material. Theatre group also foun4 a hurdle in
the way of exhibitor lethargj
which gradually grew aSr the driv<
stretchetT out for many months.

.

,

'
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an auto giveaway 9nd guest stunts

Ovs

to ballyhoo opening of the outdoor
season.
Both houses are putting
on special entertainment during
the summer to lure the customers
away from regular theatres.
Local 150, Moving Picture Operators, are asking a wage hike of
30c. an hour for projectionists in

Row

from Fihn

Distribs Drive

For Upped Drive-h

,

NEW YORK

helping to raise a $75,000 pre^
seasciii guarantee for Robin Hood
Astor Pictures acquired U.S. 16m Delli summer symphony stadium.
distiib llgiits to three Paramount
Philadelphia amusement taxes,
Charles Laughton starrers.
most of which comes from the 10%

Winners of March RKO Show- bite on film theatre admissions,
manship Awards for outstanding were down slightly in first quarter
theatre activity were Louis Gross- this year.
Most film houses in Philadelphia
man, manager of Alden, Jamaica,
L.I., and Goodwin Sable, Keith's, and suburbs have arranged a proDayton, O,
gram of active cooperation with
James R. Gramger, Repubhcs the Cancer; Fund.

As Checks Show Big Profits

Rentals

Los Angeles area when current
contract expires June 30.
Would
hoist scaie
scale to ;|.z.uo
$2.85 an npur
hour in
'X'^
deluxers.. Owners are opposing the

Distribs are again directing a
strong campaign to boost the dolfrom drive-ins.
flock of
the open-air theatres scattered
tlirough the country have "been

Hollywood, April

boost

19.

Huntz

Hall, 28-year-old film and
legit actor, was let off yesterday
(Tues.) on a charge of narcotics
possession: by Superior

new terms must be

before the companies
product during thft

negotiated

:

start servicing

Court

^

that

notified

:

Coast Friars

.

A

lar take

Huntz Hall Beats Rap

coming warm weather.:

Judge Frederick Houser. Hall was

•

The perennial drive

is nearing
Continued from page 2
arrested Oct. ?8 when some mariexec-veepee in charge of distributhe boiling point, with a number
Pennsylvania State Legislature
juana cigarets were found buried
of distribs demanding that thit.
tions back at homeoffice after a moved for closer control of driven prior to the flash opening, "Broadfour-Week branch tour through ins with the passage of a bill last way and Hollywood:" Harry Ruby under a tree behind his home.
open-air houses throw open their
week, introduced by Rep, R. C. did the songs for latter, the dances
seven exchange areasbooks for inspection: so that a re^Abe Goodman, 20th-Fox produc Kratz (Rep.) Montgy County. Bill, being staged by Billy Daniel.
vamping of sales policy can be
tion manager since 1932, upped sought to classify the types of
Theatres Suffer
done logically. Supporting the deThen Benny and his quintet of
to assistant to ad manager Jonas drive-ins and to "insist that all
mands for better rentals,' majors
He has been with places have at least two means of hillbillies with the boy singer
Rosenfield, Jr.
have
been quietly checking reQuake
Damage
Little
This number was a comedy panic,
20th since 1926. His appointment egress.
ceipts of drive-ins even on, Alms
paving the way for Gordon Mac^
Seattle, April 19.
leaves only one major position to
booked on flat terms.
Rae's socko with a dud of Sorlgs.
be filled in the 2Qth, ad-pub de-;
A number of theatres were dam-: These checkups,
it is said, inpartment under the realignment
Bogart and /Ladd followed Wheet aged when Seattle and the North- dicate that the operators
of driveThe Port; Newburyport, Mass.,
being effected by ad-pub veepee
irig two baby go-carts on the stage west were rocked by its roughest
ins are now engaged in the most
Charles Einfeld. That's the pub- house built by Warner circuit,
dramatize the Eddie Moran earthquake on record last week, in profitable end of the exhibition
to
opened
the
Roxy,
20th's
on
Easter
Sunday
with
job
at
(17),
chief's
licity
which eight lives were lost and 50
wing.
Real reason for the "lush
Broadway showcase. It is believed many local dignitaries in attend- sketch, "A Family Conversation,"
persons injured. The' quake came
James O'Loughlin is man- ^ivHich provided a great i^^^
operations by open-air, houses, disEinfeld will install in the post Isa- ance.
the tw<j ti[)»igh guys of the cinema at noon, when theatres were empty tribs are asserting,
bel Austin, who has handled it ager of 1,250-seater.
is, the ability
Joseph G. Cohen resigned as trying to feed and curb their new or just opening.
to
since Christy Wilbert ankled to
win bargain-basement terms
Worst hit was the Liberty thea-, which
Tagging them were
Charles Schlaifer ad head booker of Yamins circuit to ofifsprings.
join the
still carry over from early
spend all his time supervising op- Dan Dailey^ aided by Kenny Wil- tre, Kelso, Wash., a John Danz days when these theatres were reagency.
John Joseph, exec assistant to eration of his Allen, Lowell; Saxon, liaims, and Les Clark, with a biick house, which was closed Thursday garded as an unimportant phase of
In
Metro ad-pub veepee Howard Fitchburg and Beacon Hill here.
and Wing routine that, took- one night owing, to damages.
the business operating on the
The two censorship • bills that back to tlie days when number Olympia, the downtown area was fringe of exhibition.
DietZi to Cleveland tomorrow
(Thurs.) for opening' there of would set up a five-man board to two acts were striying!^ foif racsogi closed that afternoon, but opened
Campaign which undoubtedly
in the evening, so theatres were
M-G's "Stratton Story." He's due censor all films for children's nitibni,-:'-^
;:-^;\'.v^;'''\
showings reported adversely for
back following day.
little.
The Humanist will spell a hike in terms this year
Edgar Bergen, as a Ctystjii gazer, hit but
has been needled by competing
W. A. Briant has been taken; on next annual session.
building, .in heart of Seattle's
Charlie McCarthy, as a Forand
orthodox
exhibs who are now faced
Phil
Smith,
Mid-West
head
of
assistant
to
by United Artists as
downtown, owned by J. Danz, was
things
Legionnaire, v tore
by demands of the open-airers for
Fred Jack; company's southern di- Drive-in Theatres, returned- from eign
badly damaged.
Vision manager. Briant is a son of extensive trip through Ohio and apart with a spicy dissertation on
Employees at Capital Music Co., equal run and clearance. In many
G. J. Briant, Metro's exchange Michigan where he supervised: re- the facts Of life, They made, way on ninth floor of the old Terminal. important situations, the better
tor Frank Sinatra, Who did the
terms snared by drive-ins have
manager in New Orlpans. Pre- openings of his drive-in spots.
Sales Bldg.i reported the building
soliloquy from "Carousel."
viously to being tapped by UA, he
swayed and was expected to crash been the source of considerable
served with; 20th-Fox for the past
Then Durante, with Jackson and ^ut somehow it held up. At some griping by four^wall operators who
two years. Briant is headquarter^
the event of the music stores records crashed charge that their good-weather
reunited
for
Clayton,
The Garden, A H. Blank's first
lag at tlie Dallas office.
take has been sliced substantially
deluxe picture :house, will be re- went into song and destruction from shelves and were; broken. It by
taking in their Aim fare
named the Rocket, with the com- By -the time they concltided their was "stop the music" for the dura- on patrons
the open road^
pletion of facelift now going on. roaring, everyone was in the act.
tion while the earth quivered at
This
lobby
includes
enlarging
the
been
better
could
have
Sherman-Clay.
Nothing
Presentation was made here of a
installing
Theatre
and
a
new
front.
Hope
Bob
spotting
of
the
Reissue
than
2 <Tanans'
medal to Gaetano A. Lucchese for
RKO is reissuing two Johnny
meritorious service rendered to is part of Tri-States Theatre GOi here; while the debris was being
removed from the curtained stage. 10-Year St. Loo Pact
Spanish speaking community of chain.
Weismuller Tarzans, "Tarzan TriRichard Felix, manager of Gem, He kidded the other acts and got
San Antonio via providing it with
For 50 Stagehands umphs" and "Tarzan's Desert
the new Alameda, house recently Charles City, la. for Central States, plenty of laughs.
St. Louis, April 19.
named manager of its new drivev.in,
Mystery," in June on double-bill
opened.
"This Is Our Night With Trixie,"
A new 10-year contract covering basis.
Douglas J. SpieckSrman, former near Mason City, la. Mrs-. Royce Staged by Robert Alton, closed the
50 stagehands in 30 houses conmanager of Port Lavaca in Port Winkleman becomes manager of first part.
Both were originally released In
trolled by Fanchon & Marco and
Lavaca, named new manager of the Gem.
part
was
Lou
Opening
second
RKO-Orpheum will spend nearly t*
the St. Louis Amus. Co., was 1943.
-1
-i,
J
w
Grand at McCaney, operated by
Holtz, with a rovmg mike and exj
,
p
j
^e'lieved
Theatre Enterprises, Inc.; Howell $200,000 remodeling and modern- changing banter and cracks wilh|»».
Theatre will remain
the longest
neeotiated
lon^csl ever negotiated
Johnson, resigned to enter private izing here.
^"^
open during the -modernization the audience. He wound up with
business.
Richard Corneilson named man- which is expected to take most of his standard Lapidus routine. Then
In addition to the four delt^xers,
"Spring Again," another wham,
aging director for Interstate's new the year.
Fox, ^m^^'^ssador, Missouri and
and
Jack
followed
Burns
by
Class A iiouse here, the New
Ambassador, operated by F&M,
(Gracie) Benny. This was hilarious.
Broadway in Galveston. He was
the contract covers 26 nabes of the
relief manager for circuit in San
Amus. Co. While the new pact
Tunesmith'S Parade
First saleswoman to appear on
^
Antonio.
Then "I'd Rather Write the Na- maintains the present scale of
C. O. Simmons is new owner of- Film Row: is Norma Elpem just
$86.25 per week it reduces the
the Plaza in Denton; purchased hired by. RKO to sell company's tion's Songs" brought on the tune16m product;
smiths, with the boys, of course; work week from- S6 hours for a
from R. B. Dicus.
Charles A. Passinger manager nostaTgic "in their selections, getting ^even-day week to 48 hours in six
H.
K.
Carrington,
head of
Nationwide Pictures of Dallas, an- of Virginia, Fairmont, W. Va,, for good fesponses and recognition, days and gives a two-week vacanounced establishment of a new three years, transferred to War- Cagney topping it off as Cohan do- tion period annually.
ner, Morgantown. Tony Giardi, of
division for release and booking of
He
Memorial, McA.eesport, goes ing "Yankee Doodle Tiysaii"
WB
its own and other films.
Fred
was backed by a chorus ;0f .24 for
Ferrer's 2d Pic
Fairmont.
Lamed named head of booking to Byron
iVICTOI nWiNG nODUCTH^H
And it silt« Vi'JlisC a
Hollywood, April 19.
Kayhan, former Screen the finale:
section.
Second film job for Jose Ferrer
mt ftUKKr FMNCtS SUltlVM* CA«Mk NMSH* WMOMm ,
Guild
special sales rep, quit film Yankee Doodle finish.
Interstate Theatres Circuit reSHtPPCKD SIRUOWICH HUM HAIFIttP 'QfMC tOCKHitlll,f.|QWI UU*t* 1
Danny Thomas's monolog and
GCORGFCOUlOUmS-IOtirtlKLMtDMdCCakliCLiM'AV, ^
bi MAXWELL ANDfltSON
blind upon
Lf
opened State in El Paso after com- biz to go with automobile agency song were begoffs. Harpo Marx will be male lead opposite Gene
^lere.•,
Tierney in "Methinks the Lady,"
RICMAID DAV ^|««
rMsi'avhT JOUn VALINTINI. A
plete facelifting.
It was formerly
rr.<u(irf by WALTER WANGER Knciri %i VKIOK FLEMIHfi
Mt. Oliver theatre, like the did a panto bit; ending with a to be produced by Otto Preminger
the Wigwam.
Shadyside^ now being operated ex- clicko solo on the liarp^^
at 20th-Fox, Starting May 28.
clusively
by
Morris Finkel, Allied
__
Spencer Tracy replaced Donald
„
,
Ferrer, currently on Broadway
AMPTO president. Until recently Reagan at the mike to make the in "Silver Whistle," won an: Oscar 24th WEEKii
Mike Weiss, who handled "Red he ran them jointly with Warners. introductory for Jesse! as Larber- nomination for his first screen role
macher, and the latter, thoiUgh hav- An "JoaB>..T>f Ai»t!'
Shoes" at the Trans-Lux here, sent
JEANNE MADELEINE GEORGE RICHARD
ing worked tirelessly all night, still
ahead of film to Charleston, S. C,
GRAIN
CARROLL SANDERS GREENt
"
by Eagle Lion. Jack Helm takes
According to the Theatre Guild,
John Dromey celebrating 30th ^^,f,^ra'c'?eriz'ation
Weiss' place as PhiUy company
producer of "Whistle," the play
""'"''
spot that Jolson will probably lay off this summer
1^o ^!
manager for pic.
4 20th Century-Fox Picture
irA.^fir!:?,?.''
Harold Russell made fi trailer
would have had came Tony Martin, and resume for a brief tour in the
On 'Varltfy «M« — GINNY SIMMS, Qtlun
Alliance I'i^eatres teed off 14th
during his recent visit here as plea
voice and delivery, fall with Ferrer starred. Actor is
On loa Still—"Till MERRV WIDOW"
annual managers sales drive last He was tops in
for free Philly city college. Film
stealing the chanting honors of the under contract for the legit show
with JOAN H YLDOFT
ARNOi,D GHOOA
made by Lou Kelman's newsreel week
Universal homeoffice is doing a show in a 12;35 a.m. finale, with through May 31i
labs is being shown in flrstruns.
nth St.
burn over tactics of RKO and its the ensemble of the .entire cast in
Melvin J. Fox, indie exhibitor,
Grand here. Grand, a scene "A Night at the Friars.^
heads committee of business men Palace and
which got permission along with It was a stirring finish,
Kudos should also go to Bill
RKO, to play "Joan of Arc" for
Mpls.
Drive-Ins
period
perof
cotwo-week
the
task
perlberg, who had
longer than
Continued from page 3
mitted under .Jackson Park decree, ordinating for the Motion Picture
films] Relief Fund; the teamsters union,
that
understanding
with
and trade circles believe this dewhich normally play the house
the cars for free and termination may have the effect of
j would double-up at Palace. HoW' which parked
the
fund;
coin
to
tlie
over
turhed
Made, fromyour itegafe or pftbio,"
halting the veritable orgy of outever, Universal doesn't like one
Unsurpassed
qualiiy:ai' any price
Sammy tedner and liis aides, door theatre building.
week booking of "Red Canyon."
Gorrigan, Roy Roberts and
;

;.
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NO NEGATIVE CHARGE:- HO EXTMS
24'HOUIl SERVICE ON REaUESl

Mail Pliotos (S-x7')

«3B pir 1000

• Posfcarits

iMiintiilliilattements |30x40j:

Hoyd
Branch managers are making no
Dave Ledner, Who did the; stage bones over the fact that they inmanaging; Stoloff, who batoned; tend to seek better terms. Buyers
.

,

DENVER

,lil1l)'s:W.S9pertOO; tSSpir lOOO

>M

»3 pn tOOO

George Pace

to

manage reopened Lew Cooper, who co-ordinated
the

'

(H» HiBtiie Charge on

Made by

1

Z or

nioft)

I

,

J. j.

KrieEsmaitn, The

Man Whosi

m

I

i

Plwtograiilis Grace Bllllmahrs

for

for drive-ins plan to resist these
demands and will map a last-ditcli

Fnars, and Charlie Skouras,
Post, Igloo, S.D.
charge of the Journal
Plaza to be changed to Roundup, who was
around ?151:,000
with redecorating being done in which brought
gross.
of
the
in
force
togged
rwestern st.yle, and
westerns
will
run
outfits;
cowboy

U.85

Gevers

^^i^^ i,ej.e next

m

^CiVy/TJ?/"
YhcAnnfnnfXrr

Uti'

165 West 46th St
lira Ynrk iq

N V

ilk

only:'-

V

.

Now S[>ecialitingjj
in Re/reshment

Service for
DRIVE-IN theatres;
lURST BLOG.

Inc. jAtonsBBOs

BUf mo.

N. Yi_

Strickling's

Wolf berg Theatres, including
Broadwijy, Plaza and three driveins, starting bank night as weekly
feature.

SPORTSERVICE,

Detroit;

I

M DEIIUER WHAT WE ADVERTISE"

job.

Skyline, Casper,

new Gran River, boasting
New
largest screen in midwest.
drive-in, built by Associated Theatres, has 1,000-car capacity. Town
Drive-In, also new, opens April 15.

.

Wyo„

.

MMM
.H.NINA

Strickling, Metro's stuchief,
heads for
publicity
reTucson tonight (Tues,) to continue
a vacation which he interrupted to

attend the Wallace Beery funeral
First East Texas Open- Airer
Strickling is taking a twohere.
Lufkin, Texas.
week breather in Tucson for reaNew Redland drive-in theatre
sons of health.
opened here by East Texas The.
exec,
Metro
studio
Ben
Thau;
first open airer^ In this part
atres,
Two drive-in theatres in San
left
ailing,
has
been
who
also
has
east
Texas.
Fred Minton is
of
and
Baseline
Bernardino area the
for New York for a short vacation. manager.
the, Tri-City, staged, street parade,
'

LOS ANGELES

'

HAU

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rickifiller

Cintif

'

•

»

BING CROSBX

.

dnve-in,

open with 640-car capacity.

'

FOCH

ing the

,19.

Howard

dio

Gothic closed for $100,000

model

Seven of the eight Detroit area
drive-ins opened April 8, includ-

Restup

Hollywood, April

GLENN FORD

Seven Dct. Drive-ins Open

,

L

week,

lime

i

Rhonda

rLEMING

Wm.
BENOIX

SIr.Cedrll
•

,

HARDWICKC,

.

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
;

In
,

King Arthur's Court"
.Color by Te,chnlc'Olor
A I'a.raniount Picture

<

'
;

,;

THE GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

:

;
^
'

»

1

.

1j

.
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RADIO
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Benny Leads

Israel-Accented Format on Novik

Agenda

for Takeover of

Morris Novik, radio consultant
tlie American Federation of LaInternational Ladies
voir- and tlie
(Jarment Workers Union, and foror

WUB, N.Y.

Dough-Re-Me

:

Goodman Ace say& don't be
mer director of WNYC, the N. Y. "surprised if CBS board chairman William S. Paley offers
niunieipally-owned station, is negoNBC $2,000,000 for its chimes.
riating to take over WLIB from
Dorothy Tliaekrey, owner of the
Selling price is reXi Y. Post.
ported to be about $175,000.
Station, from time to time, has
reportedly been ,oti the block, folseveral unsuccessful at.oWi'ng
lempts to evolve an operational
format to take it out of the red.
In the process, there have been
some upheavals and a succe.ssion
of managers, with Herman Bess,
now at the helm, giving it a foreign-language accent, notably on
the Spanisli sidCi
Washington, April i9,.\;1
Interesting aspect of the Novik
AVou^fed by a:;;})roadcast by Drew
deal is the formula he plans to Pe^rsdri:^^*^^^
former;
Operational concept is Secretary qI Defense Forrestal is
establish.
that, with upwards of 2,000,000 suffering from a serious mental
English-speaking
- Jewish residents
illness; Rep, John E. Kankin of
in New York City Who are cham- Mississippi last week introduced a
pioning the cause of Israel, an all- jjiu in the House to aid person's
English operation patterned to the defamed over the- radio or teledesires and needs of such a major vision in recovering"damages.
segment of population would be a
Rankin's measure would amend
natural.
the Communications Act to require
As such, it would be a radio that networks and stations post
counterpart to the policy of Mrs. with the FCC bonds to insure their
Thackrey's N. Y. Post daily.
civil or criminal
appearance in any
.
proceeding and satisfy any judgThe
ment or fine Imposed.
|

Rankin

in

Bid

KLZ Announcer

MAUREY MILLER

For Gag Rule

A liackKround o£ four years producing !ind announcing In mid-west
radio circles by Xlaurey Jliller Is
Just one more reason why KLZ's
a,nnoiincin(r staff ratp.s tops with
Rocky Mountain, li^tenel•.s. ^
KLZ, Denver.

•

:

On Gabbers

Network,
No. of

•

1

Program

.

j

.

Iflikstoi

I

Washington, April
:

I

;

Mutual Getting

A
I

District Attorney.
Friend Irma
Walter Winchell
Stop the Music
Suspense
Big Town
Phil Harris
People Are Funny
Great Gildersleeve
Crime Photographer ...CBS 163
Mystery Theatre
CBS— 149
Burns & Allen
,.
NBC—145
Hit Parade
NBC— 163

My

9.

,

AM

1

licensees would also be called upon
to designate an agent in each State
in which their broadcasts are heard
for service of process in slander,
libel or defamation suits resulting

—

American Regional Broadcai 2ing
Agreement GbtifereHce in Cinada

I

;

.

in September.

The

pensation for his broadcasts
structure is based." It therefore
announce, discuss, or comment
asked that no action be tqken
upon the news or current event"
program, without a public hearing.
prior to the
unless,
Low power for the Islands was
agents, have been designated in the
1^^* '""""^ *>y the FCC
^rbr^^^^^^
^f^^'^^*
^^1^ ^j^^ to enable the territory to have its
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
v
own broadcast service. Under pres
Commission.
Prior to introducing his bill, ent rules, the Commission said, it
Rep. Rankin blasted Pearson in is not financially feasible to opthe House as a "loath.some slime erate stations with the power and
monger of the air" who should no equipment 'now required. With 50
iongerbraiiowed "to7arry on lils! wat^^^ power the FCC believes, a
standard station on a local channel
filthy diatribes against decent individuals who are unable to defend would provide satisfactory service
The commentator's with a minimum of equipment; V
themselves."

j

I

I

\

followed by "Gabriel HeatMailbag" at 12:45 p.m. In the
2:30 p.Ui. slot, "Say It With Music,"
originating from WHK, Cleveland,
will replace "Anniversary Club."
which is being yanked. Also nixed

[

I

'"

P«l?''!.-'^'**'"f
new Bob Poole
disk jockey

I

position

attack" on Forrestal,
he said, "is enough to arouse the
resentment of every decent human
^eing throughout the entire coun-

j

'

1 n
?vnl'"'^"
v''^"\^«c
New York
1 p.m. oyer WOR,
transcribed tor 3:30
^l^r^^t,
?h„ net.
airing
on the
In the evening sked, "Mutual
•Newsreel'' moves up from 9:15 a.m.
to 6:45 p.m., although
will
not be able to carry it because
Stan Lomax is in the period. An-

MBS

.

situations,

though

personnel

rather

related to
pro-

than

gramming, has been taking
place on a local level. It involves
the
acquisition
by
WVNJ, in Newark, N. J., of a
number of ex-employees of
N. Y. indie presently
going through afi upheaval.

Sun. Sked For

:

Interesting

WVNJ,

•

The
would

a Lower Level
"NBC vs. CBS"

of those

WMCA,

NBC

Fall Shaking Down;
Congressman declared he
upon the FCC "to take
Powell Just a Filler
steps to prevent such inhuman
abuses" from being broadcast. "It
On the basis of early returns
is about time," he said, "tlie Govfrom affiliates, who are being
stepped in an 'put a stop polled on the wisdom of slotting
be move of Bill Henry's newscasts
to such ghoulish practices."
a giveaway show as opposition to
from 9:55 to 8:55 p.m.
Jack Benny, indications are that
On Monday (25) at 9 p.m. the
NBC will go ahead with its plans
web will preem "Affairs of Peter
Outlet Airs
to install a 6:30 to 7:30 Sunday
Salem," a Hi Brown production. Hub
jackpot stanza. The network points
Following "Hunting and Fishing
What Dailies Fear To
out that the Dick Powell whodunit
Club," the 9:55 p.m." Monday spot
going into, the 7 o'clock niche this
will be filled by"My Best Story,"
a new Hy Gardner celeb interview
Print on Strike Threat Sunday (24) is strictly, an interim
program maneuver, pending final
series.
Boston, April 19.
On Tuesday (26), 9 p.m. spot will
WCOP, Hub ABC. outlet, again affiliate returns': and decision on
be taken by '-'John Steele, Adven- scored a news beat here this week which of three giveaways currently under consideration gets the
turer," a new intrigue stanza. On
in being the first to air the news
Wednesday, "International
Air- that Filene's, one of tlie city's big- final nod.
If the hour-long giveaway goes
port," a Hi Brown program, will
department stores, was
gest
in, here's how the NBC Sunday
start in the 8:30 period. "Scatter^
threatened with a walkout of its
situation will shake down in the
good Baines" will be heard at 9, 3,000 sales people.
No Boston fall:
moving over from Thursday. Fri- newspaper dared touch it.
From 6:30 to 7:30 a top-coin
dayJs 9 p.m. stanza will be "Sylvan
The walkout, which came to a
jackpot show; 7:30, Phil HarrisLevin's Opera Concert."
strike vote the night before the
Alice Faye; 8 .o'clock, Henry MOrRetail Dry Goods Clerks Union
figured to close down the huge f^": 8:30 to 9:30 Theatre Guild of
Air; 9:30
Album of Familiar
store, was threatened for Monday
Wisconsin Court Ruling
^^ke It Or
at noon, but state 'labor concilia- ?^"^"^;J,",°i=i°<^l5'
tors averted the event.
Some of '"^^^l'®,"! ^0:30, Horace Heidt.
Gives Radio Performer
the other stations carried the news , ^'1?'* means finding a new time
(with several notable omissions). 1«"" the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
Exclusive to His Name but only WCOP featured it and Program, jvhich will probably wind
UP' on another evening.
kept up bulletins on it;
Milwaukee, April 19.
Station's news department
Wisconsin supreme court handed
down a precedent-setting ruling scored a beat some months ago
when
one
of its newscasters was
April 15 Top Hoopers
last week which gives a radio performer exclusive rights to his present at' the capture of an
Walter Winchell
26.8
name regardless of what station escaped rmurderer.
Lux Radio Theatre
lie works at.
25.4
Case involved the
right of Jack Bundy to use the
Jack Benny
22.5
VALLEE AGREES TO
name "Heinie and His Band" proFibber & Molly ............ , 20.0
gram anywhere else but on WHMJ,
My
Friend
Irma
........
193
'NO
SING'
CLAUSE
Milwaukee, with whom Bundy had
Stop
the Music ... ....... ... 18 9
a contract.
Hollywood. April 19.
Supreme court's decision held
Rudy Valiee has settled his beef Bob Hope
.....
18 a
that the contract between Bundy with CBS, moving into the "Lux Talent Sco'uts
187
who's general manager for
Radio Theatre" summer replace- People Are
Fun'ny ........
16.1
here, and WTMJ involved "unrea- ment spot on July 6.

WMCA,

aspect

is

that

at 620 on the dial, and
at 570, are Slugging it

out "at the top of the dial"
for practically the same audi-

call

ence.

Up Fire, Hospital
CaHs
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Amos

'n'

Andy

sonable restraint."
The: judges
Valiee won't sing, thus fallirig in
ruled that "Heinie" did not have with the web's desire to shape his '^"''^y's Tavern
the standing of a trade name and ether personality in "Dear Doc- Mr. Di,strict Attorney
was not used to identify any pro- tor" along lines of stuffed-shirt This Is Your F
BI
gram now on WTMJ. The con- film characterizations, unless li.s- p,
n.
tract, originally drawn in 1!i32, has leners request tune, in which ca.se
lost its effect by disuse, the court a musicomedy format a la Dennis Suspense
»t..' !••»! iLfc
.rtfteldg i <
iDs^. will.be;i.arranged.
Fat Man
.
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April 19,
of Broadcasters

lution to expand the Broadcast
Advertising dept. of NAB "at the
earliest possible time," cued to the
new "Bucks For Business" Industry there.
Station operators' demands that NAB allot a flat 40%
of its total budget to ad dept. resulted in passage of a general reso^
lution designed to soothe the dis-contented operators. -

'

'

.

Another resolution attacked av
proposed FCC amendment requiring stations to advertise their ap?
plications for licensing or changes-

Convention also upheld the right
editorialize;
broadcasters to
committee
special
tov look into the rising costs of
transcription services; demanded
dutyfree imports of foreign: originations; and asked the State Dept.
to extend the Interim Agreement
with foreign nations until a new
North American Regional Broadcasters Agi'eement can be formed,
NAB'ers ahso looked askance at
the FGC-'authorized, government*
sponsored radio station in Puerto
Rico, which has been given; the
green light to operate commercially in competition with private?
asked a

Giveaway Jams

I

!

19.

Radio giveaway brought apoiofrom KSTP after calls tied up

I

|

National Assn.

wound up its^annual convention
here last week (13) with a reso-

of

I

I

Adv. Dept.

in their operations.

WCOP

>

12,!584,000
14,]()3,000

l&taicago,

On
One

„

.

,

'

WOR

:

-

Listeners
25,738,000
20,714,000
20,434,000.
19,045,000
18,103,000
19,592,000
16,226,000
14.632,000
15,687,000
17,057,000
18,325,000
14,836,000
12,911.000
15,981,000
12,732,000
13,329,000
12,328,000
13,562,000

As 'Bucks for Biz' Gains Momentum

-

p.m.,

ter's

P.m.

.

|

will switch to 12 j30

series taking Its 3

.

NAB Sets Up Broadcast

'

l^fh^»
with a

,

Estimated
No. of
:

-

Cued by the shift
Heatter from 9 to 7:30 p:m. crossthe-board and the addition of the
soaper strip l'Against the Storm"
at 11:30 a.m., Mutual is revamping
Its program lineup starting Mon^
day (25).
Lanny Ross

.

24.26
23.33
23.31
21.27
19.64
18.80
18.43
17.84
17.82
17.78
16.97
16.78
15.96
15.79
15.74
15.14
15.03
15.02
ISiOO
14.88

proposal,

JtAR^

which would allow 50 w^tt stations
[from radio broadcasts.
in the Islands, would "jeopardize"
+>—T-he bill would make' it unlawful
our existing policy, "upon which
for any individual receiving comof Gabriel
the whole standard band allocation
"to

Pr(^am Facelift

NBC— 159
NBC— 160
CBS— 151
ABC—2.52
ABC— 176
CBS— 162
NBC— 132
NBC— 163
NBC— 162
NBC— 148

Mr.

A prdposial by the IPCC to allow
stations in the Virlow-power
gin Islands Was Opposed yesterday
(18) by the NAB as "ill-advised^'
for this country at this time, in
view of the forthcoming North

.

.

CBS—150

Andy

Duffy's Tavern

Slow on Virgin Is.

'

.CBS—151

Godfrey Talent Scouts
'n'

.

NBC—165
NBC—153

Bob Hope

Amos

r, S.
HooperatinK

Stations

TCBS— 166
CBS—,151

Jack Benny
Lux Radio Theatre
Fibber McGee

.'

,

in '49 Projectables

Indications that CBS talent raids last winter paid off strongly
for the web are demonstrated in the 1949 winter Hooper projectable ratingSj which show CBS jumping from a total of three shows
in the charmed circle in 1948 to eight this year; NBC; despite its
losing seven shows in the top 20 to lower its total to 10 for this
year, remained In the No. 1 spot among the major webs.
ABC,
which placed no shows last year, is represented this season with
Walter Winchell in 10th place and "Stop the Music" in llth.
Nationwide ratings are based on the: winter peak' Jan.: IS-Feb. li
period.
Jack Benny, now headlining the new CBS roster, coppe4 first
place this year, dropping "Fibber & Molly," 1948's winner, to third,
"Lux Radio Theatre" climbed into second spot. Biggest jumps
were shown by "Duffy's Tavern," up from 19th last year to seventh,
and Arthur Godfrey's "Talent Scouts." up from 16th to fifth.
"Duffy's" enjoyed the addition of 30 more NBC, stations this year,
while CBS added five outlets to those carrying the Godfrey show;
Projectable tJ. S, ratings reflect an approximate 10% boost in
radio homes reported for 1948 as compared with 1946, most: of the
boost having been in rural areas.
Following are the top 20 U. S. Hooperatings for evening onceweekly shows for this season:

gies

loop telephone exchange for more
than a .half hour, stymying police,
firemen, hotels and hospitals.

Offer was made by Don Hawkins
on his "Nighthawkin"' disk jockey
show. Restaurant operated by one

"Madman" Braman offered steak
dinners to anyonfe calling before
11:50 p.m. Gimmick was voiced
11:30 p.m.

at

:

NAB

ly-owned stations.
Convention endorsed the prinof uniform radio research,
(Continued on page 37)
,

ciples

NBCaaimsFdl-In

On 2 FrL Bowouts

Restaurant is served by MAin
telephone exchange, sprving much
NBC claims it has wrapped up
of the loop.
Until past midnight
sale of the .two half-hour Friday
exchange was jammed by dialers. night segments (9:30-10:30) being
Police and fire headquarters were vacated by Procter & Gamble's Red
unable to get calls, most tele- Skelton, who moves over to CBS,
in the tall, and "Life of Riiey,"
phoners getting busy signals on
which P&G is dropping to effect
exchange numbers.
a $1,000,000 a year time-talent savFour hospitals also found switch- ings.
boards tied up. in same way, as did
NBC isn't tipping who the new
several of town's biggest hotels:
bankroUers are, but it's known that
.'Affair interested telephone comthe web has been, pitching hard for
pany, and KSTP promised no more
a transfer of the Texaco Milton
stunts which would have same efBerle radio billings from ABC. It's
fect.
Hawkins voiced apologies on, considered likely that Berle may
his show.
(KSTP is served by an- go into one of the two 30-minute
other exchange.)
Friday stretches.
That is continAt restaurant, Braman jerked gent, too, on whether Berle feels
singer off floor to assist in answer- up to doubling again from his
ing five telephones, and reported weekly TV production into AM.
he contracted to give away 1,400
Sale of the two periods would
dinners.
Anyway, Hawkins was take NBC off the hook for a miniconvinced, hp, |j9d IiBtiQ«ar6..i
i
„. >»iun«oft$l,,5Q0,0fiaini time billinls.

,

,

:

.

.
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TLAYBACK ON RED TAPE'

NAB'S

BMI: Broadcast Music Ignored

Trade Evaluates 'Operations

For a "while it looked as if Broadcast Music, Inc:, would be left
stranded in left field in connection with the elaborate floor show
put on as one of the climactic events of last week's annual NAB
convention in Chicago.
BMI had raided its .treasury to the tune of $3 ,500 as its share of
the show's $13,000 nut, with the four networks pitching in the
remainder of the coin.
Everything was going smoothly, with headliners Joe E. Lewis,
Dorothy Shay, Dick Haymes, the Champions, et al., running true
to form, when it suddenly dawned on the NAB-conscious impresarios that not a single musical sequence in the elaborate program
contained a BMI tune.

While Conjecturing on Time-Table
III
By GEORGE ROSEN

themselves

question-and-answer
crack
They're the
meetings,
stockholder
annual
today
place
takes
Columbia's
(Wed.), same day that prexy Frank
Stanton sails for an extended vacation in Europe: The RCA-NBC
meeting comes off May 3,

White, newly - appointed prexy of Mutual network, was formally introduced to the personnel at network headquarters last Thursday (14) with a luncheon
tossed at the Hotel Astor, N, Y,
White officially takes over as
successor to JIdgar Kobak,'May
1, and meanwhile has gone on
a fishing trip.
White revealed that, except
to bring in a program manager, if he can find the right
contemplates
no
one,
he
changes, preferring to evaluate
the whole Mutual operation
before making any mov.es;

anticipated that there will
be plenty of hair letting-down at
both sessions, with the stockholders pitching the questions in a bid
to find out "what gives" in connection with the' turbulent CBS vs.
NBC events of the past few

deemed

Columbia

side,

it

likely that the stockhold-

may ask board chairman

William S. Paley for a chapter-andverse breakdown of the newly-inaugurated policies attending the
acquisition of Jack Benny, Amos
Al so
'n' Andy Bing Crosby, et al.
the ramifications involving the reported rebate of $34,000 to American Tobacco on the below-ratingaverage deal on Benny. It's likely
that the whole, headache-inducing
ers

Columbia Records
get

some

•well.

Similarly, RCA board chairman
David Sarnoff is expected to' be
on the receiving end of a flock of

Cy Howard, whose top-Hooperr
ated "My Friend Irma'' commer$64 questions pertinent to the BC
show, has parlayed him into
"dam breaking" and; what the par- cial
one of CBS' "exclusive" prize posent organization intends doing to
sessions, planed in to New York
recoup its prestige-^and billings.
from the Coast last week to talk
Meanwhile, there are trade renew contract terms ' with Columpercussions over last week's ABC
bia's board chairman William S.
stockholder meeting, when boapd
chairman Edward J. Noble tossed Paley. Howard came east in comof Hal Wallis. producer of the
in some remarks "to indicate that pany
which
ABC was second to CBS in audi- newly-completed "Irma" infilm
Septemenceypull, ahead of NBC.
Re- Paramount will release
portedly the ABC research boys ber. Pic is based on the radio propare in a dither in an attempt to erty which Howard produces and
created, with Howard also doing
justify the claim.
"
Noble's assertion that the stock- the film scripting.
Definition of the word "excluholders needn't look for any disive*^ may prove the fly in the ointvidends for the next couple

Chorus at Nets:
tut, Cut Cut'

reported,

A

grinding demands for more coin
and fresh calls for red ink.

view of the web's invest- ment in Howard and CBS coming
Hardest hit by the economy
TV, is regarded in the to terms on a new contract. Howtrade as taking an optimistic \ievi- ard wants time out for a one^ wave are the house shows and
picture-a-year
deal
with
Para- hiatus entries for the summer.
point.
mount. The likelihood that it may Program heads have been briefed
entail a 10-12 week, or even more, on how to whack, overhead and
checkout from his multiple CBS get witliin their budgets, which
activities, is expected to provoke have been trimmed to the bone,
Philip
repercussions from the Paley front. it is held doubtful that any sumGBS, over the past year, has mer show, sustained by the nets,
made no bones as to how Howard will carry an impost of better than
rates within the organization. His $3,000: Shows which heretofore
"Irma" fetches, in addition to top hired premium AFRA talent are
ratings, a good chunk.' of Lever now\ calling in scale actors, and
Next .season is expected to find
Bros; coin, and Ms "Life With there are more than enough to go
Philip Morris, one of radio's heavy

Patt in

On BMB

Its

in the

WLW

Future

NAB

Front

Washington, April 19.
Things are definitely picking up
on the Broadcast Measurement
Bureau front, with WLW, Cincinnati, coming through today CTues.)
with a $20,000 plus "count me in"
pledge.
Unusual aspect of the
signaturing, however, is sta--:
tion's willingness to sign a cancel"
lation waiver committing it to the
until .Tune, 1950.

Cleveland, April 19.

Rumors heard

:

Things Look Up

OfCIeve,WGAR,There's

keep costs down at all costs.
The heavy is television with its

in

BMB

ses-

BMB

sion in Chicago that Scripps-Howr:
ard is casting covetous eyes at G.
A. Richards'
brought mild
surprise to persons concerned.
John Patt,
manager, denied the report, saying he has not
heard of any developments in that
direction, and that he is still

That's precisely what the
hierarchy has been striving for in
its bid to stations throughout the
country to aid in hurdling the
present crisis.:
Ken Baker's "facts of life''
presentation to the NAB convention delegates was one of the few
awaiting the advisory committee's real contribs of last week's meetsuggestion as to the disposition of ing and paved the way for the
the station.
turning point in BMB's career.
At the S-H outlet, WEWS, gen.

WGAR
WGAR

To

'

j

-

Tm Out

gram formula to counter the CBS
ascendancy, and conclude: "If that's
the answer, the sooner NBC disr
(Continued on page 36)

Whatever the Disposition

budgets. Order has gone out from
the home offices to cut corners

Corp; of America, Has: moved
in to NBC with an eye towards
"tightening up" the organizational structure of the network.
NBC execs deny that McConnell is using"hatchet" tactics, but is more concerned
with reappraising the whole
structure towards lopping off
excess baggage and effecting
economies 'where needed.
The "tightening up," it's
said, is already manifesting
itself in new budgets.

that the web is still floundering in
its bid to find the formula to plug
the dam break that set in last October.
They point to the attempts thus
far to establish a new Sunday pro-

and:

yciars, in

I

,

{

1

I

.

•

I

of

Smoke

Chfld.

Is

cials.

Hollywood, April 19.
The big axe is swinging at the
networks and chopping away at
1

|

Morris

it

;

Otherwise,
it
was generally
agreed that the accomplishments
of this year's convention added up
to practically zero.
Some broad(Continued on page 37)

I

ment

There has been some heightened
apprehension
around
since the word got around
that Joseph McConnell, v.p. in
'charge of finances for Radio

-products that takes: the accent off
Chesterfield, doesn't seem to rest
too weir with the bankroller.
Godfrey, for example, has made
a habit o£ drinking Coca-Cola during the TV presentations. A couple
of weeks back he sounded off at
length on the subject, replying to
a letter written by Walter Mack,;
boss man of Pepsi-Cola. Last week
Godfrey pulled a switch, showing
up with both Pepsi and Coca,
which cued considerable more
commentary on the rival colas.
In one other respect, however,
Chesterfield makes no bones as to
how. it. rates its Godfrey show payoff. Plus emphasis is put on carton
sales, rather than individual packs
and the considerable upbeat in
carton-conscious customers is attributed by the ciggie company
strictly to the Godfrey commer-

tion.

CBS New Pact

-

Worrying
Chesterfield,

single-handedly won a BMB vote
of confidence among the delega-

Gouds Howard,

will
stockholder scrutiny, as

that,;

NBC

departure with: "I could have gotten just as drunk at home."
True, the convention ended on
a note of personal triumph for
Kenneth Baker, who is now guiding the destinies of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau, 'for it was
his persuasive selling job that

situation,

picture.

generally acknowledged
-

would be a lot happier with Arthur
Godfrey and his hour-long Wednesday night video show if he confined
his commercials to the product for
which the ciggie company is plunkrefrain."
ing down a fat chunk of coin
"Shoulda Stood in Bed"
One broadcaster, lamenting a annually. The fact that Godfrey
several hundred dollar tab, an- frequently ad libs a lot of comnounced a permanent convention mentary' on soft drinks and other

Exclusive Angle

,

It's

meetings, where the real
meat - and - potatoes business is
wrapped up.; Once' and for all let's
cut out these annual conventions.
We're just playing back last year's

.

NBC"

ations

.unt^ :,jsu«h time as: the network
shows'- evidence of buckling; down
to Its so-called ''creative binge," it
has some mighty tough obstaclet
to hurdle.
On the basis of th«
present-day scorecard, the feelinf
prevails among many in the. trade

trict

,

revelation of the loss

Pulling in NBC's Belt?

—

•

is

is

Oif Reservation

wise to ourselves; let's cut
these convention fol-de-rols
once and for all.
''It costs us a lot of money and.
time—valuable time in which we
ought to be out scraping up new
accounts and any of the down-toearth values stem from the dis-

;

Godfrey

an additional half--hour night-

time billings (Kraft), are sparking
fresh conjecture and wholesal*'
trade re^evaluating of the "Oper-

Godfrey Straying

out

Frank

It's

something more

ting

White Fishing

stanzas of the season.

months.
On the

Shows

of::

scheduled to speak Friday (22 ) before the Adcraft Club.
He'll stay in the Presidential Suite of the Hotel BookCadillac, where 24 years ago
he was a short order cook.

There's little question but that,
in the wake of this year's convention, there's: been a resurgence of
the old anti-NAB attitude, which
had. been quelled over the past
co(iple of yearSi
Many iake the
position: ''it's time we started get-

are primed for the4-

two

Arthur

NBC, plus

at:

Godfrey

Detroit, April 19.

realistic.

Thrown On

Stockholder-Participation
CBS and NBC

into

Scheduled reorganization on tap

>-

My Man

tration and despair, vowing that
they've seen the last of NAB conventions unless they translated

printed score.

Spotlight

For Creative Splurge; McCray's Role

To a large segment of the broadcasters departing the scene of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters'
convention in Chicago last week,
it; added up to a "transcribed repeat on red tape,'"
Many broadcasters quit the confab with mingled feelings of frus-

'

There was some frantic last-minute huddling, witTi Haymes finally
called into the breach. He agreed to an on^the-^spot ad lib arrange-.ment of "Great Wide Wonderful World," with the singer using a

NBC, CBS

NBC

.

,

j

manager

era!

James

.

Hanrahan

I

maintained nothing has developed
Luigi"' property is currently get- around^ Even the top stockers are along S-H taking
over the Richting sponsor nibbles. In addition, cutting their price to, get back to ards' property.
About four years
Howard has a new situation work: As the boys would say, "the ago, the Richards' Cleveland stacomedy on the upcoming CBS panic is onv" and nobody's kid- tion was reportedly offered to the
t agenda.
ding this time. Television? You S-H interests for "a mild $4,000,But Paley likes his contracts on can't make house payments with 000," but the offer was nixed.
an "exclusive" basis, and it ap- watches, radios and deep freezes.
Rialtoites say that whatever the
pears a question whether he'll perdisposition of the 50 kw. station
mil the new deal to embrace the
the name Patt will loom promir
Paramount chorci
Lisa Ankles Morgan Show nenfe and: with much- power beLisa Kirk, featured in Broad- cause Of his enviable record with
way's "Kiss Me, Kate," is ankling: the station.
I

spenders, with a drastic reshuffle
AM-TV programming sched-

ot its

It's

Another FCC Probe?

I

I

I

I

Washington, April

,

I

i

19.

I

ule.

i

considered

probable

that

i

I

Sen. E.

W. MacFarland has been

:

I

named chairman

I

PMs Tuesday night at 8 Ralph
towards show, "This Is Your Life,"
Will be axed at the end of the season. Program currently has a 10.3
raimg in opposition to the less'
^.'^Peniiive "Mystery Theatre" on
•-BS, which has a 14.5 audience
pun. Also reported heading for the
Chrysler Builds
cancellation route is the Tex McNBC's "Henry Morgan Show" to
l-rary-Jinx Falkenburg "Preview"
Sammy Kaye musical stanza, to work on a TV stanza and because
video show sponsored by the cig- be heard over WJZ, N. Y., three of differences with the comedian.
8"e outfit.
will
m.,
6:45
at
p.
Singer's feeling reportedly is that
weekly
times
Philip Morris is presently en- get national distribution via plat- although she was billboarded in
Saged in a lot of program read- ters.
Chrysler-Plymouth dealers ads and publicity buildup for
justment,
buynetwork,
own
IMorgan's
new series, her numbers
their
build
with
the
revived will
Agamst the Storm" daytime strip ing time for the show on 241 sta- were presented as "just an. interreplacmg Kate Smith as PM's bill- tions, including indies and affili- mission" for the comic and she
mgs contribution to Mutual, and ates' of the major nets, wherever couldn't do the numbers she
Horace Heidt moving back into his possibft^ Choosing Monday, Wednes- wanted.
termer 10j30 Sunday night NBC day and Friday slots.
show,
featuring v thcj
Video
Ume after an ineffectual attempt
Kickoff date is May 16. Agency thrush, is being Worked up by
«
;
to competd
X.
NBG-TV
wiftivJack Benny at 7. is MeCann-El-ickson.

'

I

!

I

'

.

Own Web

WOWO-AFRA

[

:

I

i

;

•

.

,

j

.

merce sub-committee 'Which may
make a full scale probe of the FCC
this yean
His group is slated to
study radio,: telegraph and telephone commiviications.
Others on the committee are
.

Senators Estes Kefauver, Edwin C.
Johnson, Homer E. Capehart and
Charles W. Tob'ey.

Fort Wayne, April 19.
WFyC's History of N. Y.
Contract has been signed by
A transcribed series on the hisand WOWO-FM and the
Fort Wayne local of the American tory of New York City will be
Federation of Radio Artists, end- produced with the cooperation of
ing negotiations which have been the New York Historical Assn. and
in progress more than 18 months.
aired over WNYC,
and
Contract^ effective April ,15; calls WNYE.
for an 8% increase in salairy,:with
The half<-hour dramas will stress
the Increase retroactive to Feb. 1, the. history' Of. lower Manhattan
1949. It' lvilLrUn^fOr a year.
and feature top thespinggtalent.

WOWO

I

.

Sign

of a Senate Cohti-

I

I

'

i
'

WNEW

.,
-

Wednesday, April 20, 1949
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Top Brewery AccL Pulls Out of Disk

From

ndvertising, because the' brewing
are' dissatisfied with
the commercial angles of tranCA is dropping
scribed shows.
three transcribed packages, and
>ViH turn to live talent programs
ia hypo beer sales.

Community Chests and Councils
of Amerlcai \vill soon start producing transcribed sho'ws for the 1949

New

Community ET Series

company execs

'

,

|

i

|

i

is

Productionsi

FCC

CA

will continue sponsoring such
local originations as "Fulfill Your
Urge," an audience participation

to

Probe WU's New

Sports Fees on Gripe

on WJJD; "Matinee at Midnight,"
a disk show via WBBM with John
McCormick; and Negro disker Al
Benson on WPPD and WGES.

Of Midwest Ball

;

.

,

.

,

,

I

.

.

.

•

.

Chandler Crimps

.

.

CarU 'Casts

,

.

.

D. C.

Bob QuIeley. CBS' "County Fair"

scripter,

for the -show^-have collabed on series of

and

new

Bill Gale, bandleader
Latest is polka,

tunes.

Margaret Gardner handling publicity for "This
titled "Annabella"
Fletcher Marfcle, "Ford Theatre" director, and
Is Paris" in France.
Vincent McConner, script ed, to spend July-August in Europe working
.

.

.

.

Chandler ordered
the discontinuance of broadcasts
in the areas of four minor league
clubs. The cities involved are Joplin and Carthage, Mo.; Pittsburg,
Kans., and Miami* Okla., all of
In
are
Joplin,
which,
except
the
Missouri - Oklahoma r Kansas
League. Joplin is a member of
the Western Assn.
Ghandler's ruling came follow-

.

Charlie Basch to produce musical spots plugging
oh new plays
Jewish War Vets Madison Square Garden benefit with vocals to be by
Dorothy and Dick Kollmar to originate their WOR
Song Spinners
and Sunday (23-24) from Hyde Park, with Elliott
Saturday
broadcasts
Roosevelt and Faye Emerson ... United Electrical, Radio & Machine
renewed Arthur Gaeth's ABC news commentary
has
Workers union
Franklin
Pulaski was feeling the pinch of a spring
52
weeks...
for
slump the other day when he got a call from WQXR to audition for a
An hour later he had the. job, vfte had been
staff announcer spot.
when
WOR's Jeff Smith phoned, :to tell him he
10
minutes
only
home
had been selected for a staff job following auditions six weeks ago.
Pulaski had to say no. .. Mutual will ballyhoo its new soaper; "Against
which
starts
Monday
(25), with a special preview tomorrow
Storm,"
the
.
^ .
eve (Thurs.). Featured on the Broadcast will be Ralph Edwards, Carl
Sandburg, Navy vet Harold Russell and"Storm" scripter Sandra
Michael. Quentin Reynolds will narrate.
Actor Jack Lloyd planes out for a HpiiyWood Vacatlpn today (Wed.)
immediately following his appearance b;h ''Dpfitofs of D«^^
has renewed the "Anna and Eleanaf Rooseyett" sUstdner for andthel

.

,

.

.

;

.

Louis, April 19.
The expansion of broadcasting
of the play-by-play of all games of
was:
Cardinals
Louis
St.
the
crimped last week when Baseball
St.

officials indi-

cated much confidence in video as
a selling force. Additional spots
are being lined up with WBKB.
Canadian Ace is also in the market for a tele show with live talent,
l-ikemost potential video sponsors,

.

WMGM

ing a protest made by George
and plaint of the Midwest Baseball Net- Trautman, prez of the National
work. Latter serves a number of Assn; of Minor Leagues and was
midwest stations with reports of based on a rule adopted by the
games of the Chicago Cubs and minor league execs, last winter
White Sox from Wrigley Field and that require a station to obtain
Comiskey Park; broadcast over its permission from all pro b* b. :clubs

WGN-TV

spots thus far on

WENR-TV, brewery

.

Commissioner

Web

Washington, April 19.
New tariff schedules of Western
In line with its "personal plug"
charges to
Ideas, the brewery teed off Monday Union, which assess
subscribe
Musical each station, in a network
(18) on Ernie Simon's "Musical
^
,,
service
Us baseball-sports service.
mg to its
on- iiig
Scoreboard," 15 min. disk show on
WJJD, following airing of Chi will be the subject of an invesfigation by the FCC, beginning May 9.
White Sox baseball games.
While CA advertising in tele- An order scheduling the hearings
comvision has been limited to. film was issued last week, on- the
i

.

J

j

;

:

;

.

WIND.
within a 50-mile area before it may
The Commission refused to sus- broadcast games of a club not lo^
The local flacks are getting a
13 weeks. Starting May 6
OA wants something different, and pend the new' W-U tariffs,, as re- cated in the station's city.
Midwest, explaining
The Joplin club,: a Yankee farm Newhouse papers are adding a daily radio column, to be
Is unimpressed wth the type of quested by
station,

.

.

.

break: th*

.

writt?;n by,

Earl Mullin, ABC publicity chief; back in harneSs-organization, agreed to permit the: John Lester.
^WNEW's Richard
broadcasting providing the others literally. He's all taped up with a broken rib
However, ttiey re- Willis named vice-prez of film, tele and stage makeup men's associatidn
did likewise.
The ruling of Chandler
fused.
.George Fleming, ABC tub-thumper, and Dorothy Peterson, Holly?
then became automatic, in agree- wood featured player, were wed Monday (18) in C$>mmuhity Church
ment with- the decision of the
Gundy Gray; of WNEW, to leavi station as a June bride.', iv^
minor league.:
KearDeprospo,
exec ©Ificer, back from^five-day junket ort^^
,
ejal. publje.
.ilowever; it- rul*d,
Hal; Davis,
The Griesedieck Bros. Brewing sage with tape; recordings to plug naval reserye recruiting
subscribers \viH be,. igiven ioppoi:-i Co., St. Louis, through Ruthrauff of Kenyon
Eclthardt, leading delejgation of flacks on Brandeis Vnitunity to' sciek rejEurtds If the Coni- & Ryan has an exclusive contract versity press advisory committee to Boston. Included are Jo Bansoh,
mission find^ > the ;ne# rates ex- with the Cardinals and last- year
Dick Pack, WNEW; Herb Landon, K&E, and Art Miller.

if it did so, there would be no
provision in effect whereby other
than present subscribers could
broadcast WU's sports reports.
Such a situation. It said, would: be
•detrimental to lilidwest other sta*.
tiohs and :net\*orks, "attd t)ie gfeft-l

package currently being peddled that

Most of
iby production outfits.
Ithem. it was pointed out. are pretty
Jaded, and represent simply TV
takeoffs of -old stuff from radio.

.

.

|

«wned by Mayfair

.

.

1

transcript

hall,

;

^

rp^g
and not into other fields,
^^^^ i,e offered to stasuch as press and outdoor.
tions in 1,250 community chest
Canadian Act recently dropped gitjeg this 'summer and will be
radio sponsorship of the Damon open-ended to permit identification
Runyon show on WCFL, the Guy ^itj, local campaigns and agencies.
Lombardo show via WGN, and will scripts will be based on typical
drop the tab on Easy Aces, WIND ^ggg stories illustrating current soairer, in June^ Lombard© and Easy cial service problems.
Aces are Frederic Ziv packages,

Runyon

.

.

,

:

i

the

.

CHARLES SANFORD

.

while

»

RC'A Exhibition

.

^

radio-tele,

4.

has been upped
to manager of the Radio City electronics-TV showcase, vice John L.
Crosby, Jr., tvho becomes production manager of WHAM-TV, Roches«
ter. ...PrIsellU Morgan Cummings, of WNEW, joining Liebling-Wood
David Sutton. CBS-TV sales managency May 1, to handle radio-TV
ager, back at his desk after three weeks at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla..
Joe Gans new AM-TV v.p. at Thwing & Altman agency
Barbara
Stanirer, Compton flack, and editor-hubby Merrill Pollack sail on
Queen Mary today (Wed.) for five weeks in Europe.
Paul Mann to direct two one-acters, "Plant in the Sun'' and "Pvt.
Hicks" for Equity Library Theatre. Other air thespers in the productions include John Randolph, JImmie Lipion, Paul Ford and Steve Hill
.Charles J. Baseh III has formed agency, Gibraltar-Advertising Inc.
Vie Damane to be crowned "King of Baritones" Monday (25) in poll
.This year's Paris Fair to Include exhibs of
by WINS' Jeff Davis
Decca. to release platter of "Song Man," tune
radio manufacturers
flackess Dorothy Sevell and hubby Hal Blake
Morgan
by
Mutical Director
ABC eastern program manager to sales dept.
switched
from
has
Ryan
REVUE
BROADWAY
ADMIRAL
Lillian Okuii,
NBT-DuMont Television Networks Leonard Reegr temporarily taking over Morgan's post
Friday Nites, 8-9 P.M.
writer-producer, to take first vacation in 10 years, planing to Europe
Luis Van
Per. Rep.: LOU MINDLING
Michael Dreyfuss joins "Helen Trent" players
June 4
New Tork Rooten to "Lorenzo Jones" cast
113 West &7th at.
Ted Streibert, WOR prez, vacationTom Flynn appointed press news editor
ing in Bermuda for week:
for WOR-TV, with Walter Bennett, Jr. taking over as WOR trade news
Joan Sinclair joins John Reed King's "Best Girl" WOR show
flack
.Bud Collyer^ "Winner Take All"
as production aide to Woody Klose
emcee, downed by laryngitis Friday (15) and Bert Parks did last-minute
Daughter, Christy, bor» to Mrs, Robert Patt at
subbing assignment
Lawrence hospital, Bronxville, Friday (8)^ Father is ad-sales promotion
manager of WCBS ... Social note: Ed Kohak and Paul Jonas, Mutual
sports director, guests' of commissioner Chandler at baseball pr^em in
fjack of the

.

tci he launched this fall, under the direction of Mitchell Gray'
son, director of "Big Sister" and
„„„
Bad selling features of tran"New World
scripts CA officials point out, is former producer of
the laclc of personal endorsements A-Coming." The 14 quarter-hour
on the commercials: by the show shows will feature leading thespers,
They figure that the including Jessica Tandy, Aline
principals.
Bellamy.
personal' approach, plus the added MacMahon and Ralph
This is the fourth annual series
factor of local appeal by using Chioriginated shows, will result in bet offered by the CCCA and will be
..
i.^.^ ...u:«u
ir
ter-listener reaction, which will in titled "Further Adventures of the
fRed Feather Man." John Gibson
turn boost sales.
Brewery's total radio-tele budget will again play the title role. Music
of $30,000 monthly will remain un- will be by Jon Gart and scripts by
changed. CA execs stressed that Eloise Walton, media director for
the only change will be within the CCCA, and other radio writers,

drive,

]

»«« ««««>««>

4

YORK CITY ...

Howard. L. Davis,

Grayson

.

mW

fiV

Chicago, April 19.

Canadian Ace Brewing Co. is
nndergoing a major shift in radio

to Direct

die Production Centres

»

Shows; Wants Live Talent for Hugs

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

*

.

.

WNYC

;

•

IShare Frequency'

;

broadcast the games on a

^cessivc;.

rhe agency

.

WMGM;

:

Rule May Get Axe

:

&

'

said its hearings will

more than 50

stations

in

web

of

seven

HOLLYWOOD

IN

:••;:

.

,

:^

inquire ihtp whether "an unjust states states in the Mississippi
Carlton M«rsc is k(eeping"One Man's Family" on NBC at sustaining
and unreasonably discrimination" Valley
Washington, April 19.
is made by WU against radio staPresident Fred Saigh of the f^es until another bankroller is ferreted out to take up the tab which
The old practice of allowing sta- Hons by reason of the fact that Cardinals said an appeal of the had been signed for 17 years by Standard Brands. ..; As a gag. Jack
^"'^
tions to share frequencies may subscribers who utilize the sports
Carson put his dad on the show in Milwaukee and the pater liked it so
.
service for chain broadcasting are ^!^!.l'H"T..!lt*filft"„^!ilt«»'
I
I

i

|

J

;

T>

doesn't look for a change.
required to pay additional charges,
"while no such additional Charges
St. L. Browns' Lineup
are imposed upon subscribers who
St. Louis, April 19.
are newspapers and press associaThe St. Louis Browns last week
tions, and who utilize such reports
completed arrangements for broadin news services furnished to noncasting of the play-by-play of all
subscribers."
games, home and abroad, over two
The new rates took effect yes- local stations. All nocturnal games
terday (18), coincident with the will be broadcast by KWK, which
opening of the nujor league base- is returning to b.b: after an abball season.
sence of several years. Afternoon
and Sunday games will be aired
by
with the Old Judge Cofnot alfee Co. bankrolling the night and
,

.

!

.*oon be outlawed. Proposal^ Jo
freeze the practice was advanced
by the FCC last weelt The agency
explained that the need has largely
disappeared with the development
of broadcasting and that applications to share are dwindling.
However, the 35 stations sharing
time as of Jan. 1 would be allowed:
to continue but no more would be
The Commission would
allowed.
also prohibit additional specifiedhours stations, of which there are

^^^^^^^
^^jj
^^jj^^^^
^^^^^
week. He's a retired Insurance mart
Eddie Cantor and Pab.st traded
signatures for another year^of radio andiiciw they're talking a television
deal.
Here for the negotiations are Erv Standtnier, account exec on
Pabst for Warwick & Legler, and Nate Peristeln, ad chief for the brewer
... Frank Pittman, who runs the works In MollywP^
- -„„„.„
Louis „
& „.„.„j,
Brorby, ..^....^
having the medicos
Bairbafa look him over.
,„^^.^„a in
„, ,j„„i„
Santa „„i„t.i„
jack RoUrke won another round in his court fight to collect $1.^,000
judgment from N. W. Ayer and Rexall when motion for a new trial
was denied. He was upheld on the charge that his idea and format
were appropriated for a summer show starring Pat O'Brien. There*
talk of an out-of-court settlement.
,Doc Gallup in town to set up a

^

.

,

'

now

Time-sharing

-16.

is

HATTERS TRANSCRIBE

m mm

Sunday

contests.

.

nights- when the Browns do
series notOnplay
will broadcast 60
In a unique labor-management mins. of. sports info and music
cooperative setup, ''Turning Point," starting at 8:30 p. m. Johnny
a new transcribed series featuring G'Hara, yet sports gabber, and
top show biz names, is being pro- Tom Dailey have been signed for
duced with union coin but will be the
play-by-play
and
analysis
bankrolled on mdie stations by stints.
local-industries. Series, being pro
duced by the United Hatters
Seattle P.I. Likes Radio
Union, will teeoff under Schneider
Hat Co. auspices on WNJR, NewSeattle, April 19.'
ark, next week with other comThe morning Post^Intelligencer,
panies picking up the air tab in local Hearst sheet; has added daily
Groucho Sweepstakes
Detroit and Cleveland. Union, for log of KING, local indie, to its
its part, is setting aside 45 seconds daily radio log. making seven .staChicago, April 19.
of each platter to ask consumers to tions in all that paper carries.
It's a wide open race for thi?
Afternoon Times still only carries
Groucho Marx program in the fall, buy union labelled merchandise.
Platters, featuring such names four network stations.
according to Weiss & Geller,
The P. I. is working with the staAgency for Elgin-American. Marx, as Milton Berle, Canada Lee, Edcurrently on ABC, is being wooed j ward G. Robinson and Tallulah tions and getting good value for
by William Paley for a CBS berth, Bankhead, is based oh the careers its pains: indie KOL does 9 p.m.
Sunrise Preview" from the P. I.
but all four major nets are pitch'- of famous American personages.
Nate Zatkin is supervising the for its log; KOMO, NBC outlet,
Ing hard.
project with Manuel H. Demby broadcasts weekly
kid's
"Quiz^
-Agency spoke-snfan said,
don't p!<rticulaiiy care which net- producing and Milton Kaye and down" in cooperation with sheet
Work carries the show-T^we're lookwj Tony Leader directing/ Thirteen KR-SC-TV works with P. I. and
ing for the best possible deal for programs have already been com- KING has five-day strip at 10' a m.
*
plcted.
which features paper's'byliners.
«nr client."

complicates interference problems,
particularly in cases where the
•harers are in different cities.
Specif ied-hours stations, it said.
"are believed to be wasteful of
spectrum space and particularly
.undesirable in view of the increasbroadcast
Ing crowding of the
band."

.

,

,

.

KWK

'

'

.

.

.

.

W W

Jim Ameche emcees a new giveaway show via FT at Garrett. InA
emce*
Prizes will total $30,000 in merchandise over 13 weeks.
Hank Grant hosts cartoonists George McManus, Hal Foster and Duawy
3*»»
Fisher Wed. i20).. Edward Scott new
announcer
Hersholt in Chi April 27 for "Dr. Christian" show at Palmer Hpuse.
CBS will air the feature from Better Business Bureau convention
education director Myrtle Stahl leaves this week (20) for a threestaffer
month European tour, celebrating her a5th anni as
yni
Steve Roche hospitalized.
He's communications supervi.sor for
NBC.
WIND owner Ralph Atlass in Acapulco for week's vacation
n^^^
John Harrington,
newscliSter, turned up a missing
worth $40,000 by mentioning his name on his program ... Chi Defen«e>
.

.

WGN

•

•

,

'

'

.

WGN

WGN

.

'

.

.

;

.

.

WBBM

.

WMAQ

program AP""
sports ed Fay Young will guest on Don Elder's
panel ,
23
guest r—..ju.i-iiuicB
Sun-Times vuiuuuusi.
columnist uavur
»»uujw buvjOscar KatPv
nawv vu
on WJjD
,
WGN. aired :speech of Sean MacBride, minister of jexternal aflairsH'V
Eire, when he spoke before Chi Irish fellowship club Mon. (18)
.
^

!

(

|

1

.

WBBM

'

i

CHICAGO

fiV
'

!

i

.

.

.

1

.

"We

.

.

AM

.
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television survey on the Coast
BUI Rosseau directs NBC's gumshoer
with Dick Powell, which will give battle to Jack Benny rest of the season. John Duffy scores the sleuthing and Blake Edwards, a newcomer
to radio, turns out the scripts
.Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis trekked
east for two months of airing from Gotham while they fracture 'em at
the Copa.
.Haven MacQuarrie served notice on his sponsor, Wesson
Oil, that he's through Oct. 14 and will shift for himself.
Abe Burrows
trained east for panel duty with Columbia's "Stage Door." which gets «
test plattering with Clifton Fadiman as host
Cornwell Jackson flew
to Washington for another ride on the bond wagon. He was active for
Treasury in selling war bonds during the fracas
Looks like many ol
the radio greats will be roaming Europe this summer. Already booking
passage are Art Linkletter, John Guedel. Lud Gluskln, Charles Correli,
BUI Shier and June Havee.

WEW

lowed on FM stations.
The Commission said sharing
time is likely to lead to contro^
versies between stations and also

.

1

.
.

-

—

.
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ir«dMiday, April 20, 1949

HUB

AN AM

IN

HighasaKITE

Trustee Setup on Three Statitms
Washington, April

ture reading of the Christmas story.
This time the trouble occurred about 10 p.m. on Good Friday.
fasteners first heard telephones being dialed over KITE. Theii
hey heard a Latin American boy arguing with the program on the
He had apparently had his receiver off the hook and was
iiir.
0njo.ving the broadcast, but when the announcer started to talkj
he began arguing with him. It was all being broadcast. Then
this was Interrupted by still a third person who wanted to use the
telephone and kept saying so. The two didn't know they were
talking to KITE listeners.
In no time at all KITE'S telephone lines were swamped* by
listeners reporting the trouble. KITE'S chief engineer, John SierCovich, a little "gun shy" after the last episode, took the station off
the air and after an hour and a half, following a report by the
telephone company that the trouble had been corrected, KITE resumed its schedule.

By

would be a

on

lot easier

KITE

GLIE, JR.

In Bright Lights
One of the rare occasions
when the auditioning of a net-

Boston, April 19,
a below-surface rumble,
but the Hub's radio stations are
beginning to feel the pinch plenty.
Billings are falling off, expenses
are still climbing, and the video
;

costs, for the

two

making them

dizzy.

tliat

have

it,

night

tendant
curtain

if

the

Two

ex-radioites
in
CBS
elevators, N. Y. headquarters:
"You're looking much thinner."

"So are you."
"How'd you lose

in

dieting?"

network outlets

"No.

(MBS); WQAM (ABC),
Miami Herald owned; WIOD
(NBC), Miami News
owned;
WGBS (CBS), Florida Sun

WKAT

'Cease

trustees.

Upon

yours

seriously

In Plea vs.

Issue

& Desist'

Washington, April

WHDH

19.

effect compliance' with its regulations, under a bill introduced yesterday (18) by Sen. Edwin C. John-

son

—

(Col.);

The

Corresponding steps have been
taken or are under consideration
WCOP, WNAC and WEEI, but
WBZ has taken a giant step back to
formula of a full time
the
operation of jock shows, music and
sports. As of April 25, WBZ drops
many of its news spots, including
the World News Roundup out of
N. Y., its afternoon newscasts, etc.
Retains its ESSO sponsored 7:05
to 7 25 news roundup, however.
Station recently signed Verne
Williams, Yankee net jock, to handle the Cinderella Weekend show
and other jock spots throughout
the week. Raiding.of Yankee's talent: brought quick reaction from

To

WJR

chairman: of the Cora*

Federal

:

l

;

interesting, atrcast .all the
final action

is

taken.

The agency would also be given
authority to take direct action to
revoke a license "because of conditions coming to the attention of
the' Commission since the granting
of such license which would have
warranted the Commission in refusing to grant such license."
These provisions were recommended by the Senate committee
and previous ;Committees to fur^
nish a more equitable method of
handling intrattions of Commission
.<Continued on page 36)

Deal After Cafe Hassle
19.

late audience pull in the
area, Barry Gray, who found
himself out of a spot temporarily
.,

WGAR

WJR

L.A.,
in Detroit, and
in Cleveland.
In a letter from Wheeler trans-

,

Up

Chevalier Series

Tab
"

(Cials

were used that

niglit.

election

of

directors

at

holders meetings and on
matters.

The agreement

main

effect

in

all

stock-

other

is to re-

during Richards'
lifetime and automatically terminate upon his' death. In the event
a trustee resigns, Richards will appoint a successor, subject to FCC
approval.
Proposal calls for paying trustees $5,000 yearly, plus expenses^
with ail dividends on stock they
hold to go to Richards. Application filed for the transfers declares
that no staff changes are planned.
Harry M. Wismer is to remain as
v.p.-general manager of WJR, John
F. Patt as v.p.-general manager of

and Frank E. Mullen as
KMPC, with Robert Rey(Continued on page 32)

prez of

Washington, April

19.

for the
purchase of ,the Thackrey California radio and television proper-

being held up by the FCC
because of anti -trust -violation, dis*
ties is

week and

that its primary interest in buying in Los Angeles was to acquire the television
station KLAC-TV.

Closed last

Oommission it has
KLAC on approval
the transfer and it asked that
told the

arranged to sell

-

361i

to resign all his offices

the three corporations which
operate the stations—KMPC in
in

h LA.; Would Sell EAC to Atlass WGAR
Warner Bros.; whose deal

WB

D'Orsay Perfume Picks

when the elaborate Copa City
folded two weeks ago, bounced
D'Orsay Perfume has picked up
back into a new contract, new sta- the tab for Mutuafs "This Is Paris
tion setup and new cafe this week on WOR, New York, for a firm 26
(Monday, 18) at an annual guar- weeks. French Line and French
antee that will exceed that of his National Tourist Office had backed
old contract.
the Maurice Chevalier co-op for
When Copa City shuttered, due two weeks, to guarantee a N. Y.
to
financial
station outlet, and will underwrite the
difficulties,
WKAT, which had handled the show again at the end of the
vray aircast from the room, moved D'Orsay cycle,
the gabber to its studios until
Contract was inked Thursday
matters could be straightened out (14) a.m. and the perfume commer(Continued on paK«

WB Only WanteHiackrey TV Setup

.

;

Top
^Miami

as trustees for the sta-

were Dr. John A. Hannah,

',

i

Miami Beach, April

Named
Lawrence

I

i

IG Wkly. Radio-TV

:

760kw clear channel of the G. A. mittting the
application it was
Richards station, WJR, Detroit,
stated that the posts now held by
said the law confers no such right,
Richards in each of the three sta^
and cited a decision, of the high tions will
be resigned immediately
tribunal, stating so specifically.
when the FCC approves the transThe brief was filed in support of fer.,
arguments on the case which beThe agreement for the trusteegins this week.
ship delivers to the trustees all ol
The Commission told the Court Ricliards voting stock in the three
that the U. S. Court of Appeals Of stations. The stock is to be held
the District of Columbia; in ruling in. trust for the ultimate use and
last October that WJR was en- benefit of Richards.
The agreetitled to a hearing before a grant ments adds that it "shall be the
hasn't could be made on its frequency, duty" of the trustees to vote on

mittee on Interstate & Foreign WBZ's Guild, which still
Commerce. Such authority was decided whether to battle Wil- Hooked beyond the question of
Miami Beach.
recommended by the committee at liams' addition to the staff or not. FCG's authority in the particular
Though nothing definite in the the opening of the. present session As it stands Williams is on a fee ease.
It also "broadly assumed"
way of a> direct accusation was of Congress. The system has been basis, and Guild seems set to keep that the grant of conflicting facilimade, the talk by Sullivan was po- successful in the operations of the him that way.
Meantime WBZ ties to another station is "depriva*
tent and forceful, warning the gen- Federal Trade Commission.
staff announcers are prepping disk fion of property" and "therefore,
eral listener of the danger of the
The bill makes failure to observe Jock spots, even for such formerly under "due process,"' required a
out
of
state
"racketeer"
and a cease and desist order a cause lush hours as 7:45 to 8 :30 p. ra.
hearing.
"hoodlum" who might be his for revocationi; bu t provides' that
However, said FCC, no attempt
Tightening up of schedules for;
neighbor. With it, there was con- the Commission must give
30 days'
(Continued on page 36)
(Continued on page 37)
tained all the elements of the plot
notice and grant the licensee an
Of a "Mr. D. A." script, making
opportunity lor hearing before

Into

application.

fic.e.

Communications ards agrees

Commission, in a brief filed with
the Supreme Court last week to
sustain, its grant, of a daytime station in: North Carolina :on the

in

ing on

Barry Gray Parlays Self

the

:

Copy Indie Formula

Orders Pushed

;

way.
With the Herald, News and Sun
following up the broadcast next
day (Sunday) with headline and
feature stories, buildup of the audience for the series was an as.SMred one, witl\' sensational revelations promised;

filing

Richard's counsel, ex-Sen. Burton
K. Wheeler of Montana, referred
inquiries to a Washington puljlic relations consultant, Don Hogate. who issued a press release
announcing the action but omitting
any mention of the events preced«
ing the proposal for transfer.
Wheeler told reporters he had no
copies of tlie application in his ofall

tions

ogling the lush
indie WHDH, an outfit that got out
from under a terrific load of red
ink-in three years to become both

The F e d e ra! Communications
Commission would be given power
to issue cease and desist orders to

'

for an

'

prexy of Michigan State College;
P. Fisher, veepee of
Fisher & Co., Detroit, and a director of General Motors, and Harry
Washington, April 19.
J. Klinger, veepee of G-M and gena money making outfit and one
Does a radio station license con- eral manager of its Pontiac divithat's copped the best day time
fer a. "property right" to the sion, of Bloomfleld Hills, Mich.
Hooper rates in the city^
Under terms of the plan, Richholder in the frequency assigned?

been

here."

Power to

Miami), and WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, featured former FBI agent
Daniel vP. Sullivan^ paid head of
the Greater Miami Grime .Qommis•ion, an unofficial but newspaper
^'und civic group backed organization, in the first of an announced
•eries of exposes on the criminal
Elements the local dailies have
been shooting at for several years.
With probably one of the largest
local audiences yet to hear a
9trictly area wide program, Sullivan attacked, in his ''D. A." role,
the known gamblers and so-called
racketeers who have settled here,
with the first to be named one Julius Beeman
claimed to have a
long record of arrests and now liv-

,

a $I2S

:

indies

WBAY,

is

doubtful that

i

Frequency Denied

other nets in
WEEI- Co-

(WCOP-ABC),

"This

Wasliington, April 19.
George A. Richards, owner o(
three SOkw stations in Los Angeles,
Detroit and Cleveland, filed his application with the FCC to transfer
voting control 30 minutes before
the
deadline
yesterday
(Mon;),
after reported difficulties in rounding up, a satisfactory group of

lumbia) and WGAC-Mutual), have

,

,

all the

like

town

I'm in television now."

"Same

WVCG, WMBM,
WWPB. WLRD
(all

owned;

WBZ,

'Property Right'

said,

considered

the transfer.

=

have proved staggering^and nobody worth mentioning has come
forward to pay the freight. Even
DeSuze's show, after six months
on the air, is unsponsored.
Meantime the AM business has
dropped off. Old billings are hard
to renew, new billings are rare. So

is

would be taken before two
weeks and it is expected tlut more
information will be requested on

:

The New Diet

.

Which brought

n

action

,

Conversation between

rCG member

.

question."

Occasion

the basis of the reception accorded the audition by
a strictly Broadway audience
it
hepsters,
of know r how
shapes up as a sock integration of top show biz values
Stanza is slated
into radio.
for a Wednesday night slot;
with a teeoff in the next few
weeks.

,

Miami, April 19. 4'
For the first time in the history
at the highly competitive local
radio setup, nine stations here
banded together, on Saturday evening ( 16) to air the preem of, a
program series featuring an all-out
blast at the hoodlum and racketeering elements that 'have infiltrated the area in recent years.
The precedent making combo,

(16).

On

.

Drive on Hoodlum, Kacket Elements

hoopla
ovation,

Broadway", show biz clinic
program, at Columbia Playhouse No. 2 on West 45th st.,
N. Y. Helen Hayes, George
S. Kaufman and Abe Burrows
were the. permanent panel and
Clifton Fadiman was emcee.

along big as a TV producer, achieving national note with its handling
of Churchill's speech at the MIT
convocation recently, and has several
plenty
well-scanned
local'
shows (Carl DeSuze's two big kid
shows, for instance, which rank
locally with any kid show coming
out of N. Y. ) the production costs

Miami Statiims Band Tt^etiier In

:

the atand posttranspired,

long platter of the Irving
Mansfield-produced "This Is

The Westinghouse staHub's NBC outlet, recently sank a pile of dough into
a sharp new plant out in Allston,
replete with a- TV tower' nearly
700 feet tall, and all the latest TV
studios and gadgets.
Although it has- been' .coming

the telephone company would apply to the FCC for a broadcasting license of its own."
Phone company reported that the current high winds had
blown the telephone lines together, thus garbling the radio pro.grams feeding the KITE transmitter and telephone conversation^

with

legit,

19.

Proposal of Q. A, Richards to
transfer votinr control In his threo
SOkW; stations, filed late yesterday;
(Men J. was being riven close study
today by the FCC, but officials declined to say what action will be
taken.
Asked whether hearings
would be held on the proposal, one

was CBS' cutting of an hour-

and TV.

tion,

in

Saturday night
a three-

AM, FM

is

work show took on all the
aspects of a Broadway first

are

WBZ,

letter operation involving

Case in point

:

said, "It

RUDY

It's still

.

spokesman

TV HUBBUB

,

,

A KITE

tS

Richanis Just Gets Under Wire With

BILLINGS OFF IN

'
San Antonio, April 19.
,
For the second time In several months, crossed telephone lines
grace with local listeners. The first time was last
fot KITE in bad
lecember, when two telephone repairmen got to arguing, the lines
•touched and obscenity came over the air In the midst of the scrip-

.

VS.

'

of

AVCO procedure be invoked
immediately so that it won't run
up against the dual ownership rule
which prevents it having two stations in one city. Warners' have
the

owned KFWB in L. A. for many
years and have built up a reputation for it which identifies it with
the studio.
In a petition filed Friday (15) by
Washington counsel. Fisher,
Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd,
Warners asked the Commission to
begin publicatton unmediately in
its

the Federal Register, under the
AVCO, system, of its proposal to
sell' pari: of the Thackrey: package,
KLAC, to KLAC, Inc., a corporati6n controlled by Ralph L. Atlass
and Ben Lindheimer of Chicago,
for $405,000, when the Thackrey
sale is okayed.
What makes the Warner petition
unique is that the company is asking. FCC to go through the motions
of selling something it doesn't yet
own. But it is making the request.
it said, because it is aware that the
Commmission may be reluctant to
iallow the transfer unless it receives
"positive assurance" that Warners
will dispose of either KLAC or
"with dispatch."
The best assurance of avoiding
confiict with the dual ownership restriction, said Warner.s', is to make
"a firm agreement now to sell one
of the two stations" in the event
the Thackrey deal is approved. Accordingly, Warners, said, it made an

Steel Spreads to Jersey

'

I

I

;

j

1

KFWB

I

'

I

I

I

i

(Continued on page 36)

To Plug Newsletter And

Own 'Liberal Network'
Expanding his "Liberal ComNetwork," Johannes
who sponsors himself and
William S. Gailmore on WLIB,

mentator
Steel,,

N.

Y

,

to plug his newsletter, has

purchased additional
WVNJ, Newark, N. J.

time

on

Steel will

broadcast five nights a week On
the Jersey station under a similar
self-sponsored deal,
Within the next few weeks Steel
goes to the Coast to wrap up a station to carry his commentaries via
platters.
During his absence, Ted
Thackrey, who recently resigned as
editor-publisher of the N. Y. Post,
will sub for him. along with Robert
St. John and Walter Duranty.

,

;

WeAuetAuyt April 20, 1949

Wcclnesclay, Aprii 20,

1949

NBC

II.

S.

Heepm-atings-Spring 1949

Wednesday, April 20, 1949.

TELEVISION

86

WOR,N.YJuys

TV Program

Estimated Weekly Network

Costs

TV

mghttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include Production Expenses, Actors, Musicians, Writers,
Royalties, Freelance Directors, Set Construction, Etc., But Not Commercial Announcements,
Agency Directors, Agency Commission or Time Charges.

Site;

Plans

19-Story Bldg.
WOR, New

York, has bought an
square block bounded by
67th and 68th streets, Broadway
and Columbus avenue; Manhattan,
for construction
of office
and
entire

(Agencies Listed by Initials are Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn; Benton & Bowles; Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample; Doherty,
& ShenfLSld; Kenyan & Eckhardt; J. Walter Thompson; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, and Young & Rubicam.)

Clifford

NETWORK

COST

ABC

$500

NBC-DuMont

NBC

18,000
2,000

NIJC

7,500

CBS

10,000
2,500

PROGRAM
Action Autographs.

Admiral Broadway Revue
Americana

.>

.

.

;

.

.

,

Arrow wShow

.

.

.

Arthur Godfrey & Friends
Autlior Meets Critics
Benny Rubin Siiow

NBC
NBC
DuMont

Birtliday Party

Bigelow Sliow
Break the Bank.....
Caniel News Caravan*
Camel Sports Caravan
CBS News in Review

NBC
ABC
NBC

,

DuMont

CBS

Television News
Celebrity Time
Chesterfield Supper Club

CBS
CBS
ABC

,

NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC

Chevrolet On Broadway
Colgate Theatre

Crusade in Europe

&

Admiral .....

.

,

.

McDonald
... .....
.Kudner
Sweeney & James.

.

..

Y.

Scheck-Dahlman
Frank Telford
Chester McCracken

&R

Bigelow-Sanford
Bristol-Myers

Y.
D. C,

Camels
Camels

Esty
Esty

.

&

,

S

Ad Schneider

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

:

.

.

.

i

,

.

.

i.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.....

Goodrich
Chesterfield

Chevrolet
Colgate
Time, Inc

.

,

Randy Dunnell

Newell-Emmett
Campbell-Ewald
Esty
Y. &

.'

..

.

.

R

CBS

<

2,400
•

NBC

Fireside Theatre

CBS
CBS

Ford TV Theatre
Fred Waring Show
Friday Boxing

NBC

.... ........
Front Row Centre.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Goldbergs
Gulf Hoad Show
.

.

.DuMont

,

CBS
CBS

NdC
NBC
NBC

Hartmans

Howdy Doody

2.500
17,500
20,000
2,500
3,000

Scott Towels
Winegrowers Guild
Procter & Gamble
Ford

JWT
JWT

Gen. Electric

Y.

Gillette

Maxon

Whalen Drugs

S. B.

Compton
K. & E

Lipton's Tea.

3,400t
4,000
3,000

Gen. Foods.
Gulf
Textron
Unique Art

2,000

750

.

.

.:.

.

.

IIJ, Y^'

.

Cooke

"

—

.

.

,

MBS

,

.N. Y.

.

.

Harry Herrmann.
.

.

Y.

.N.

WOR

.N. Y.
.N. Y.
N. Y.

Garden

Martin Stone

Identify

TV

Kraft

ABC
NBC

:

Theatre.

.

.•

Colgate
A, Stein
Kraft

750
5,000

which

;N. Y;
.N. Y.

&

GUie*.

NBC
NBC

Lamhs Gambol
Mary, Kay St Johnny
Masters of Magic
Monday Boxing
.

.

,

.

.

Morey Amsterdam Show
Original Amateur Hour
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,CBS

•

750

NBC

2,500
4,500
3,500
7.500
2,000
1,200

CBS

Preview
Review of News
Singing Lady
Small Fry

NBC
ABC

.-

10,000
2,500

CBS
DuMont
DuMont

.

.

.

.

3,S00

DuMont

.

.

... ...

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

Story of Week
Super Cirdus

ABC
ABC

4,750
4,750
1,500
1,800
1,800

CBS

4,000

NBC

....

.V.

.

.

.

.

Tournament

of

...

i . » . . . ,-. .

Champs

CBS

5,000
3,500
15,000
7,000

ABC

500

.CBS

10,000
6,000

DuMont

...

.

;

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

......

.,

.

i.

. .

.

.

.......

i

.

NBC

,

.

.

,.

.

'.

.

.'CBS

Yesterday's Newsreel

CBS

500

Your Show Time
We, the People

NBC
CBS

8,500
2,500t

Who

NBC

1,1500

CBS

2,000

Said That

Winner Take

All

Rice.

.

.

...

.

.

....... .Cayton

...

;

... ...

.

,

Maxon

DuMont

T^plesets

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

..

.

.

.

,

.Biow

.

B.

.

.

,

.

.N. Y.
N. Y.
N; Y.

.

.

...

.

.

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

.Bill .Morris.

Grey
N. W. Ayer

Disney
Kellogg
Gen. Foods

.

.Bill
<

Old Golds
Philip Morris,

Kolynos
Admiral
Old Gold

.

^.

... ...

.

-.

i

. w . . .

.

.

Paul Alley..,,
Blair Walliser;

& B

Bob Emery

...

May
.

S.

&

.

.

.

i

. .

.

.

.

.

i

,

.

,

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Seidenberg Cigars.

.

.

.

.

.. i

....

.

,

.

. .

.

,

Gulf

Lewis

.20th-Fox
.Jack Gibney

.

.

.

.

.

,

. ;

.

N. Y.

..

.N. Y.
.Chi.

.

.

....

.

i

.

.

.Doris Brooks.

;

i

, .

,

.

,

.

Ed Cashman.

.

.

.

.

,

&

.

.

.

.

,

& R
& B

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Grant^Realm
James Sheldon.
Fred Friendly
^

.

. .

.

.Alice Polver,

;

.

N. y;
N; Y.

.$10,500,000.

N. Y.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.

:

,

v
.Mario Lewis.
York. .... Ed Skotch
Paul Belanger,.
'.n
Bemie London.
.... ..... . .•.
F/ W. Ziv.
.

.........B.
Campbell-Ewald.
........
.

.

.

.

.

.

Ayer
Y.

.

.

.

Mitchell.

:

'..'...JWT

Ballantine's

.i

Mark Goodson

Newell-Emmett ..... George Foley
McCann-Erickson
Lee Cooley

.

,

Amer. Tobacco

63 Bankrolled Showjs
National advertisers are now
bankrolling a total of 63 shows
each week on ABC-TV, CBS-TV,
DuMont and NBC-TV. Total weekly billings for talient and produc*
tion are estimated at $270,000.
Based on an average 39-week run
for each, the total hits well above

. . .

&~Brorby

1)

v.

.

.

.

;

Ayer
.... Mathes
.....
Needham, Louis

Texaco
... ........ Kudner
Lincoln^Mercury
.K. & E
Hoifman
Delta Mfg. Co,
JWT
Ford

Crosley
Chevrolet

.

;

Telesets. ......... Buctianan
.

.

'

Derby Foods
AutOrLite
Swift

&

D. F.

Kudner
Lennen

,

Pal Blades
Canada Dry,

'ACTION AUTOGRAPHS'

Cooper's 'Quiet Please'

500G

PICKS UP

In Video Adaptation

Equipment Spree
Hollywood, April 19.
Don Lee has purchased $500,000
worth of new television equipmentfor

its outlet,

KTSL. Material

will

be installed on Mt. Wilson; where

web

is

new transmitter

building a

I

1

nighttime shows. Despite the climb
in-video advertising, the networks
have repeatedly pointed out that
their radio biUings have not suf-.
fered, indicating most of the TV
money has come either from advertisers who have not used radio
or who have budgeted new coin for
tele.
In view of predictions by-:
such official spokesmen as FCC
chairman Wayne Coy that TV will
eventually supersede radio as the
nation's No. 1 broadcasting service,
the question of how long thc pres^
ent situation will continue is open
to speculation.

Y.
Y,
Y,

:>

,

Sherman Dryer
Garden

.

Buchanan
Am.sterdam.
Lennen & Mitchell.. .N. E. Keesly

.

.N. Y.

,^

Stan Quinn
Maury'HollaM'-''

,

.

,.lsr.„Yv

.N. Y.
.;N. Y,
N. Y.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.
N. Y.
:

.

is

Nominate Halpern

A SPONSOR

For Prexy of

Costliest

program now

on the air, according to Variety's
survey of advertisers! spending, is
the new "Fred Waring Show,"
Sunday
bankrolled
$20,ObO
at
jiights
on CBSrTV. by General
Electric.
Following in close order'
Broadway
are
the
"Admiral
Revue," carrying an $18,000 weekly budget on the combined NBC»
DuMont webs; the "Ford Television Theatre," costing $17,500;
per show for its once-monthly aiP-'
mgs via CBS-TV, and Milton
Berlo's
"Texaco Star Theatre"
(NBC-TV), weekly budget on which

CHI

Cost: quoted is for five times per week,
t Simulcast; cost is in addition to radio cost.

KTSL s

.t

Gamble alone
yearly.
Procter
shells out some $20,000,000 each
year for its string of daytime-

.Chi.

.

.

Ed

JW-r

Gillette

DuMont

site,

lot.

&

. . .

'^...^

Polaroid

(starts

Suspense

Swift Show
Ted Steele Show
Texaco Star Theatre
.....
Toast of Town.
That's O'Toole
Through Crystal Ball.

facilities for its
ar-

a parking

Continued from page

Louis A. Smith...

JWT
Burr "Tillstroin
RCA
;Gen< Foods.il.., .v.. .....B. & B .............. Herb Lcder
D. F. & S
Whitehall
Lester Vail
S. S. C & B

750

ABC

now

TV'S $12,000,000

'

(for 15 mins. )

Stop the Music

is

:

.

^

Kukla, Fran

engineering

New York originations. An
mory was formerly on the

.N. Y.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.

Moore & Hamm
Ted Bates

•

".

.

WOR-AM

.

Grant

WOR

AM

-

1440 Broadway, with
at
forced- to house some departments
in offices atop the Longacre theatre studios, aind for two years the
station and the web have been
scouting for a new location^
Construction costs are high, it's
.said, which may delay the project;
If the new buildings also house the
studios, it's considered
probably that. Mutual headquarters
will move in, as the net relies on

(for 15 mins.)

Mason Candy

WOR

•

N. Y.

Brewster Morgan
Ellis Sard
Roland Gillett

.

Bill

.

,

.

Fisher.,..
DuM. Package
R.
.Jack Carney..
H
........ ... Worthington Miner
R
Martin, Stone

&
&
&
JWT

.

..

>

& R

.Y.
Y.
Y.

.

....

.

.O. Davis, Jr, .,,
O, Davis, Jr
20th-Fox, Match
of Time.
F.

,

< .

,

.

According to Theodore C. Streiprez, "no time for construction will be set Ih' the im^
mediate future."
WOR-TV has
leased space from ABC and is
building studios in its televison
centre on West 66th street. However, it is Icnown that both
operation.s are
and Mutual
cramped in their present quarters
bert,

K

.

,

.

.

.

.

D. P. Brother ..... . .Edmund Chester
...World Video
B. B. D. & O

....

.

freight.

.N. Y.
Y.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.
.Philly
N. Y.
Y.
Y.
.N. Y.
Y.
y.

Ted Marvel

Wasey

Barbasol
Oldsmobiie

.

Dione Lucas Show

.

.

7.700
2,000

600

Jack Carney
^.Martin Stone
C. Schenck

&R

5,000
2,000t

3,600
1,200
l,500t
6,500
4,000
5,000

•

Leon

Purified

Chi.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.
.N. Y.
,N. Y.
.N. Y.

.Martin Stone.
Dave Levy.

& R

Newell-Etnmett

Gen. Foods
Bonafidc Mills

850

.Marge Bishop.
.Max Liebman.

.

Y.

studio
buildings
for
WOR-TV.
Macy's, owner of the Bamberger
Broadcasting Service, reportedly
will construct a lOrstory buildiiig
for the station, with stores and
rental offices to help pjiy the

ORIG.

&

Henry, Hurst

Howell

Firestone
Cluett-Peabody
Chesterfield

1,500

PRODUCER

AGENCY

SPONSOR
Bell

now up to $15,000.
Young & Ru,bicam, which tagged
Waring show to cap its TV

the

ATS

expansion, has the top agency

bill-

Chicago, April 19.
David Hale Halpern of Owen & vings. Y&R clients now have nine
Bell & Howell Cameras will
shows on the air each week costing
Schapell has been tentatively noma total of some $55,000, or about
and act in a new weekly stanza, sponsor "Action Autographs," an
"Volume One, Numbers One to t ABC-TV 15 min. Sun. tele show, inated to succeed Charles J.' Dur- $2,200,000 on an average 39-week
ban of the U. S. Rubber Co. as run. Kudner, with only the AdSix,'- which will bow -over ABC- that will combine live talent and
TV early in June. The half-hour films. Catch-all program, starting prez of the American Television miral and Texaco shows to its,
credit, is second with about $1,~vid-dramas will be patterned after April 24 at 9 p.m. (CST), will cover Society for the
coming year. Other 300,000. Kudner has also wrapped
"Quiet," according to J. -Donald a range of subjects from a gold
Wilson, program v.p., and Cooper hunt to a pic development of plant esndidates who will be formally up the new Olsen & Johnson Buick
nominated later this month 'for a shows, which should ante Its totaL
will be given a free hand in de- growth.
Film actor Eddie Albert staris in May election include:
to a point near the Y&R record.
veloping the show.
In third place is J. Walter ThompCharles Barry, ABC's tele v.p., first show, with actor Scott Brady,
Donald E. Hyndman, Eastman
son, whose seven clients spon-soris auditioning an audience particir- race drivers Wilbur ShaWt travel
pation show, ''Hold That Camera!" man Burton Holmes and swimmer Kodak, as veepee; Reynold R. ing network, .shows now spend
optioned by Plymouth, via N. W. Buster Grabbe lined for' future ap- Kraft, NBC-TV, secretary, and about $1,110,000 each season.
Ayer. Herb Sheldon will be emcee pearances.
Doug Day, of the Buchanan ad
Brand Productions owns the
of the 30-minute stanza.
Merkle to
agency, treasurer. Nominated for
The web has sold the five-min- package which will route''. through
Joseph L. Merkle, for the last
ute vidpic series, "Story of the Henri, Hurst & McDonald agency. the ATS board were Durban; tele six
years with the NBC stations
Week," which will follow "Crusade WENR-TV Will originate for Other consultant Ralph B. Austrian; relations department, was named
in Europe," to Pal Razor Blades. net outlets
Warren Caro, Theatre Guild; last week stations relations chief
The show, to be aired on ABC
Emerson Yorke, indie film produ- for tlie: DuMont web/
Thursday at 9-.25 p.m., will start move to Wednesdays at the same cer; Charles Alicoate of Film
Position is a new one at DuMont
May 5, along with "Blind Date," time, 8:30 p.m. Barry 's trying to Daily; CBS-TV's Jerry Danzig; and indicates
-that web's dctermi"Stop the Music" and "Crusade." find a sustaining stop f . "Fun and Maurice E. Strieby of American nation to maintain its hold on the
The agency is Al Paul Lefton.
Fortune/' Mildred Fenton package Telephone & Telegraph, and Mu- string of affiliates it has lined up.
Shows knocked off by the new based on the AM "Detect and Col- tual veepee E, P. James. Don Mc- .Tob until now has been held by
starters are mostly films or one- lect" show, which had a show- Clure, N. W. Ayer tele chief,
head- various other DuMont execs contime shots.
"Actors Studio" will casing Thursday (14).
ed up the nominating committee. currently with their other work.
Wyllis
Cooper,
producer
of
"Quiet Please," will write, direct

I

I

.

location.
It

was revealed

week that
on its Mt.

last

outlet has spent $500,000

Wilson construction. Cost includes
the construction of three concrete

.

and redwood buildings for personnel and equipment and a quarter
luile road which Don Lee paved.
:Station will retain the Mt. Lee
transmitter k e e p i n g equipment
.now in use, in readiness for stand'by operations. KTSL exec related
that station has burned up three
complete
units
of transmitter

equipment in
eration.

Its

17 years of op-

DuMont

,

'

|

!

I

{

'

;

!

I

;
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CBS-m

HOUSE PACKAGE SPREE

Permaneiit CBS-Par Alliance in

tieups

inked

PROGRi

lastt^

2-Year Cycle of Shubert Operettas

ITTl

HOPE TO

TV Seen; Film Co.'s DuMont Split?
Affiliation

27

Packaged by Ray Nelson for Tele

LEUD

* Series of Shubert operettas
scheduled for a fall television deEduc'n. vs. Grappling
but under the combined auspices
built radio packages,
of the Shuberts and indie TV pioDetroit, April 19.
week to set up the same type of
^Cleveland, April 19.
ducer Raymond E. Nelson can go
Television is making school
j
outside N. Y. with semi-permanent
Honesty continues to be the best leadership in television through
a full two years without repeatingi
children harder to handle, acthe establishment of a special crer'
TV af^liation lineups, Other two policy in TV headaches.
Nelson said this week. Legit procording to Frank A. Gorman,
outlets in the city are owned-andBoth
and WEWS, when ative program department, which
ducers can cull from some 200 of
member of the Detroit Board
operated by NBC-TV and ABC-TV, either video or sound fails, both is to function under the general
the musicals to which they own/
of Education.
meaning each of the four major stations inform their audience that supervision of network program
rights, many of which have never:
If television
stations perwebs now has an exclusive affiliate. the trouble is not in the viewers' chief Charles Underbill. Web enbeen staged in this country. In;
sist in broadcasting wrestling
visions an integrated program deSince WBKB, which is owned by set, but rather; in transmitting,
addition.
Nelson said, there are^
matches, he said, young Dethe Balaban St Katz circuit, is
Both Jim Hanrahan, WEWS, and velopment department to build, TV'
many operettas in the public dotroiters will soon be gouging
directly
associated
with
Para- Charles Bevis, Jr., WNBK, say in- shews for sponsorship similiir to
main which are available.
out each other's eyes and. kickdepartmount, its signing with CBS is be- forming the public brings welcome the way- in which the
Nelson
has formed a package v
ing each other in the sides.
lieved to presage a permanent al- response from .the public, who ment operates under program veeagency; to produce the
shows
Gorman has asked the board
liance between that web and Par. know what the score is; from the pee HubUell Robinson, Jr.
in association with Lee and J. J.
to go on record opposing teleBasic .reason for the move ostenThe move is also seen as the first distributors, who see no reflection
Shubert.
He
is to direct and cocasts of wrestling matches. Acdefinite precursor to a split be- in set sales, and from repair men slby is to provide the web with
produce
with
Sliubert,
John
son
of
tion was postponed on the sugtween Par and DuMont.
who don't get called out of bed enough house-built packages to
J. J.
Present plans call for each
gestion of John H/ Webster,
formerly operated as an indie out- at all hours of the evening and balance those not under its conof the operettas to be condensed
president of' the board, who
trol.
But, Underbill emphasized,
let, with both CBS and DuMont night.
into
one-hour
versions,
with
about
said;
"This
matter
requires a
the ad agencies have recently,
feeding shows to WGN-TV. CBS
$15,000 budgeted for each. Nelson
lot of thought."
undergone a complete about-face
reportedly offered to take on the
said the orchestra would have
in their thinking to eliminate the
latter st^ttionj owned by the Chi
minimum of 16 men. He plans to
possibility of a fight between them
Tribune, on an exclusive basis, but
cut down drastically on the casts,
and the networks for program conwas turned down by Trib pubhowever, using at the most a doutrol. Most of the top agencies, he
lisher Col. Robert R. McCormick.
ble quartet to replace the usually
said, now realize they can afford
Web, as a result, signed with
numerous operetta chorus. Put-',
neither the time nor the personnel
WBKB, leaving the' way open for
ting mor« than that number on the
to stage as many shows for TV as
the Trib outlet to sign exclusively
stage at one time is n.sig., he said,
they have, for radio; .As a. result,
with DuMont.
since it would necessitate dependwith the exception of some alt«ady'
Permanence of the new affiliaence on long camera angles, in
established' on the air, they' are
tion pacts: depe;nds on several facwhich he beheves too much detail
perfectly willing to let the webs
tors. CBS now .has an application
is'lost..'
develop- programs.
Nelson also hopes to be able to
pending for its own station in
Establishment of the CBS deCleveland, April 19.
produce the operettas in a TV stuChi. If the FCC approves that bid,
Underlining
the web would probably disaffiliate
the
success
of dio instead of on a theatre stage,
Unless the -ghosts" disappear, partment,- which has been in the
from WBKB. WGN-TV is a heavy Cleveland, home of the world base- works for several months, was NBC's efforts to convince its affili- both for ease in handling sets and
for the greater intimacy engenstockholder in the Mutual web, ball champion Indians, won't have furthered this week with the ad- ate stations to
move into televi- dered; He-declared too many video
whose WOR, flagship station in televised games although both dition of John Whedon and Robert
sion, a survey conducted by the acts now working in theatres have-'
N, Yt, is scheduled to launch its TV-outlets,
and WNBK, are Fine to the programming staff.
Whedon was writer for the last web reveals 85 6f Its 170 affiliates a tendency to play strictly to the
TV subsidiary this summer. .Once. anxious to carry the tilts.
Gildersleeve"
year
on
the
"Great
WOR-TV gets on the air it is exnow committed to TV. Breakdown live audience, rforgetting the viewStumbling block is the $150,^" addition, he said
pected it will affiliate directly with 000 reported pricetage on TV opera- show from the Coast. Fine also shows 31 stations already on the f
"
WGN-TV, which may also continue tions by Tribe President Bill comes from Hollywood, where he air, 19 with construction permits there will' be" no name comedian:
its relationships with DuMont.
Veeck.
The reported figure in- wrote for both radio and films, in- and 34 with applications on file, for whom a live audience is necesthree
Kaye
eluding
the
last
Danny
If CBS and Par establish a per- cludes $100,000 for the ball club,
which are awaiting removal of the .sary to establish timing. Lesiserbiz^
known
pictures.
He
broke
into
show
leads
are
to be u.sed, both
manent alliance, it could mean the $40,000 for the station with the
current FCC freeze.
In addition,
working at Tamiment. Pa., for nine indie TV stations with no to trim costs and to make it po.sbasis, for the start of a fifth major remainder
being
talent
fees,
TV network. Par now also owns agency commissions; etc. Veeck Max Liebman, now producerTdirec- companion
operations regular- sible to establish the series on the
basis
of
the
shows
and not the
"Admiral
Broadway
Retor
on
the
ly take shows from the NBC-TV
and;Qperates KTLiA in Los Angeles is. said to be willing to absorb
stars employed.
web.
fend has applications pending for agency- tab of $15,000, leaving him vue" tele show.
Two scripters will serve as creaFact that one-half of the web's
outlets in San Francisco, Boston approximately $85,000 for his share
the
dewriter-producers
in
tive
affiliates are committed to TV
and Detroit. CBS is also bidding of the television figure. At the
for outlets in San Francisco and J present time, no sponsor is waV- partraent. Their first job will be is especiallv significant in view of
Boston. If one of the two loses! ing that much cabbage around, to wrap up some of the projected the bullish outlook accorded video
out in either city, the alliance although at one point a beer con- programs which CBS-TV hopes to by FCC chairman Wayne Coy at
middle
the
air
before
the
have
on
the
iSratlonal
Assn. of Broadcasters
would insure each of them an af- cern was said to be interested,
filiate there.
However, AM-wise, ball game of May. These include a dramatic convention iin Chic&go. If TV is
and musical show, a big-time re- to supersede radio as the .main
brofldcasts lire being sp6nsoired by
situa- broadcasting bperation Within the
domestic
comedy,
two
vue,
Erin Brew, aihd it's said ithat the
Reports
that the Ringling
a melodrama series foreseeable future, as Coy predict-]
-.
„— -„ Bros..
AM-brew Opposed another brew tion comedies,
and a Sunday afternoon musicale. ed, then the success of the net- Barnum & Bailey Circus might yet
handling TV.
televised during its current
Sunday night practically works in getting their
affiliates be
jMeanwhile, Veeck Is reported With
sold
out, most of the new programs to take the tele plunge immediate- stand at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.,
adamant on the price. He held
will be slotted through the- week ly becomes all the more important. Were denied thiS week' by circus
out for one figure last year and
Majority of the NBC affiliates ejcec Henry North, 'to cap the onr
10:30 p.m.
got that from the sponsor. That between 8 and
CBS-AM now has 29 house-built holding tele CP's expect to lake again, off-again situation, he de*
figure, incidentally, has never been
clared that, "despite sortie very atcommercially-sponsored
shows on
(Continued on page 32)
[disclosed. General Electric picked
..
,
tractive offers from the networks
the air, plus 28 more available for
Stanley Rubin, exec with Mar- up the tab for last year's
and ad agencies, there will be no;
bankrolling, which are either now
shall Grant-Realm Productions, is baUgame telecasts,
Multi-Affiliation
change in the original stand"—
regularly- or are- ready
broadcastBoth
'and Vl^NBK express
in New York this week to "huddle
which means no TV.
for launching as soon as a sponsor
^^'"'"^"^'^'^ ^o pick up games if
with the N. W. Ayer ad agency on
North, who is a brothw of ciris signed. According to Underbill,
Snag
Cues
'Studio
One'
Stadium were tossed open for
renewal of the American Tobacco
cus prez John Ringlihg itoji'thi AdCBS-TV
is shooting for a total of
^^"1°"' f/es- ^^^^^
optiori for "Your Show Time,'' J,«'"f ^'"S
mitted frankly they don't know
packages, which
house-built
30
points
Shifting to Wed. Night what
series of half-hour films produced ^'l^''^^ ^evis, Jr., of
effect tele might have' on
include 24 half rhoui- prowould
co^nrn'tniehts with
by Grant-Real in Hollywood. Rubin
Underlining again how television their gate.
shows. Al"At this point," he
^BC prohibit carrying of 29 night grams and six full-hour
said that outfit had completed the
such top-rated stations' multi - networking af- said, "we don't know where teleAt WEWS, Jim Hanrahan ready on TV are
26th film in the series^ Monday Sames
Godfrey's filiations are
Arthur
is going and we don't know
as
vision
programs
making it increasing(18).
Whether any more will be f^'' that cancellation of the night "Talent Scouts." "Arthur Godfrey
the
where
circus
Is going.
For
made for Luckies depends on the iS'""*'^ and 11 Sunday games would & Friends," "Studio One," "Gold- ly difficult for the webs to clear that 'reason, we thought it would
time, CBS-TV kUl be forced to do the le^st harm if we lei teleoutcome of his current negotia°
V^^^^""
|ly $3o,000
in revenue, and that l^"
he bergs," etc.
iioj^g
move its "Studio One" series to visioh have nothing to d0 with the \
"no point in duplicating" teleWednesday nights in order to get circus."
Tobacco outfit has been paying
contract,
the full number of 'outlets desired
,$8,500 per show, which is slotted
INDPLS.
Averring that TV has "hei|,her:
^"t'^AH'"'^''^'^!
^""'^i «»ns'der
Fridays at 9:30 on NBC-TV. Each ''"^Ji^^'
for the show by Westingliouse. helped or hurt us," North saidvthe
carryin g all the games.
of the films has cost Grant-Realm
.Deal for the Electric outfit to take circus list year, Vvhen it 'was tele^:
between $8,500 and $10,000 to turn
over sponsorship of the hour-long
vised, opened stronger than ever
_
Indianapolis, April 19.
out, but, Rubin said, his firm is con- ir
legiters has been wrapped up, with before at the Garden because it
i.
I
Til
Television will be inaugurated only the final signaturings remain
fident it can recoup the los& and IreaSUrV U(SO[. KUleS 1
bowed in on a holiday weekend,
turn a profit through theatrical,
Advance sale this year, without
here by WFBM-TV ,at the Indian- ing.
»
r i
16..1 and foreign distribution, all
500-mile race ^ Westinghouse reportedly sought TV, has been better than 1948.
Speedway's
apolis
Perfomiers
unplovees,
t
r j
"I'st the Sunday night 7 to 8 slot,
rights to which it owns. It Luckies
i.r
1
T^
u
Tiu
T,.
Bitner,
Jr.,
Harry
q^^Y,
Memorial Day.
^.^j^^
picks up its option, either for an;i
^^^^^^^^
Not Indie Contractors owner and operator of the station, twice monthly on CBS-TV. Many
additional series or for repeats on
'Ladies
Seated'
those already produced, the price
Performers on NBC-TV's "Tex- announced it will be on the air in of the web's affiliates, however, are
also linked to the DuMont web and
automatically goes up to $11,000. aco Star Theatre" are employees time for the event.
Get a
Showcase
have prior commitments to air Duand not independent contractors,
Two
cameras will be stationed in Mont's "Original
Amateur Hour"
the U. S. Treasury Department
Chicago, April 19.
the pits and in that period. CBS now has its
ruled last week in a decision which the paddock to cover
"Ladies Be Seated" joins the
112,612 Sets in
may set a precedent for the tele- home stretch, while a third will be full quota of stations^ taking -the ranks of radio shows going TV
placed on the dangerous south- "Arthur Godfrey and Friends"
Hollywood. April 19.

week by CBS-TV with Chicago's
WBKB and by Du Mont with WGNTV set up Chi as the first city

CBS, longtime leader
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Although for several years
performers have been considered
employees, and therefore entitled
to social security and unemployment benefits, Stellar Productions
lubsidiary of the William Morris
Office) wanted, the Texaco TV
thespets termed independent conceiver,
Based on an average cost tractors. Legal firm of Jaffc
of $325 per set. the AsSociatiiin .lalfe Teprcsented the Aftiertcan
estimates .$36,000,000 has
been Federation of Radio Actors at the
spent to date.
Tr.'asuij lieafiBgs,

There are now 112,612 television
receivers within range of the Los
Angeles area, according to the
Southern California Radio and
Electrical Appliance Assn.
Association related that there's
one set in ever.v 12 families with
in average of five viewei-s per r«j-

west turn.

;

show Wednesday nights from '8 to
Agreement for televising the 9, so Westinghouse accepted that
race was made by Bitner with Mu- period as the next best alternative.
tual; WlBC. which, will put the
With the Godfrey program leavevent on the radio network,, and ing for the summer after the June
Perfect Circle Piston Ring Co., 15 broadcast, "Studio One" has

(22)

I
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'
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'

;
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|

I

[

'

I

I

it

debuts via ABC-TV Fri.
7:30 p.m. (CSTK
Tom,

participation pro-;
sustainer on halfhour.basis, once weekly.
Piiil Patton for Tom Moore Productions and Greg Garrison for
which holds broadcasting rights.
been pencilled in to start the f 61- ABC will co-produce. Tele format
WFBM-TV, now erecting tower lowing week. CBS execs hope will follow the basic style develami iinlenna atop MeisC-hants Bank they'H be able either to take over oped on 4M, wherein a Granny
Bldg. in downtown' Indianapolis, the de-sired Sunday night slot or Be-Bop contest will run for first
expects to have /test patterns on find: another niche for the series six: week.s, along with an audience
i when Godfrey
air by May 19.
returns in the fall. quiz-down.
;

I

at

Moore audience
gram will screen

.

.

i

when

,
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JO STAFFORD RECORDINGS
"

FUNNY LinU MONEY MAN • THESE WILL
• lU
BE THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LVE
STRING ALONG WITH YOU • THE PUSSY CAT
SONG • JUST REMINISCIN' • ALWAYS
TRUE TO YOU IJ^Jii|FASHION • NEED
YOU • '^|#ff^^pDRABLE • BEQ^IN

'

BEGUIlWjMM^HE AUMO • WHY
CANT YO^BEHAVE • ONCE AND F6ft

THE

ALWAYS • SOME ENCHANTED EVENING • I'M
GONNA WASH THAT MAN RIGHT OUT OF
MY HAIR • KISS ME, KATE ALBUM • MY
ONE AND ONLY HIGHLAND FUNG • THANK
YOU • JOLLY JO • SMILES • ALMOST LIKE
BEING IN LOVE ffm^£,^mG^mK • AYE
MARIA • BABvlt^^g/StjfyyE COME
HOME • BARBARA^!!illll||^HE BEST
THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE • BEHER LUCK
NEXT TIME • BLACK IS THE COLOR • BLUE
BIRD OF HAPPIUW* •
BLUES IN THE
'^K'HTifrrf^^^P DOOR • BY THE
WAY \jjiM^*^CMK< ME BACK TO
OLD VIRGINNY • CINDY • CLABBERIN'
UP FOR RAIN • CONGRATULATIONS • DAY
$Y DAY • CONVERSATION WHILE
DANCING • EVRY ^AY LOVE YOU (JUST
A UHLE BIT MO RfJ^ffli^mpiN* AND
FiGHTiN' • A mmmiijl^^ * ^ee.
IT'S GOOD TO HOLD YOU •TfliftNTLEMAN
IS A DOPE'^GEORGIA ON MY MIND •GIRLS
WERE MADE TO TAKE CARE OF BOYS • GIVE
ME SOMETHING TO DR EAM ABO UT • HERE
I

HE'S
''''''V^¥^'ttf9tTtffiF3l^'^^ •

GOI^^^QOll^lBMbu ARE • I'M
MY

oW^RANDMAW*^

I

DIDN'T

KNOW

MEAN A WORD I
SAID
(I'VE BEEN SO WRONG. FOR SO
LONG. BUT) I'M SO RIGHT TONIGHT • I'VE
NEVER FORGOnEN**
LOVE YOU •
NEVER LOVjf.^t iJtB • IN THE STILL OF
ABOUT YOU •

I

'DIDN'T

1

I

tHE NIGHjJpiP^ROMISE YOU • I
(REMEMBER YOU • IT COULD HAPPEN TO
VOU._» IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THAT • IT'S
jMONDAY EVERY DAY • IT WAS WRITTEN
IN THE STARS
• I'LL BE WITH YOU
IN APPLE BLOsdRV^SJIIVfff^^ THE
LONG WAY
(AND
FAR AWAY)
•
LOVE AND THE
Weather • the nightingale • my
darling. my darling • on the sunny
side OF THE STREH^^PASSING BY • OLD

mMMMUIBUl^f

ACQUAINTANC gCT^OUT OF
WORLD • OVEK^ftQPlNBOW •

THIS

RED

rosey bush
• .poor wayfaring
stranger
•
the prisoner of love
song • promise • roses of.picardy • say
sCmething
sweet
to
your
SWEETHEMPfJIfljMBER SONG • SERENADE
OF THE Bf^gyBlENT NIGHT • SMILIN'
THROUGH • SMOKE DREAMS • SOMEONE TO
LOVE • SOMETIMES I'M ^PPY • STANLEY
STEAMER • SONATA • /JjLl Jlitl^D OF
LOVE
SUSPICION ^ii||||JtHONY
•
TEMPTATION (TIM-TAYSHUN) • THAT'S FOR
ME • THAT'S WHERE CAME IN • THERE'S NO
I

YOU

•

TH^J||NGS WE

DID

LAST

SUMMa-5tT!55mWAYS • this is THE
tAOi^jjgf/m^Mi • THROUGH A
THOlWlD DREAMS • TOO MAjtVELOUS FOR
WORDS • THE TRAVELING SALESMAN
POLKA • TROUBLE IN MIND • TUMBUNG
TUMBLEWEEDS • jTM^nN' MY BABY BACK
HOME • WHEN yM^Q^IiUAN ON YOUR
IMIND ^ WHITE CHRMlftjS^AY NOT
tOVE ME • YESTERDAYS YoPI^COMlfciG

9ACK

LIKE

A SONG

On the

Air

for

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB

CAPITOL RECORDS
Personal Mgf.:

MICHAEL NIDORF

Public Relations

MARGARET ETTINGER &C<V

Wednesday, April 20, 1949
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RADIO REVIEWS

80

THE TRIUMPHANT HOUR

WrXCOME BACK, BASEBALL

With Ethel Barrymore, Pedro de
(Transcrilied)
Cordoba, BinK Crosby, Dennis
With Binsr Crosby. Bob Hope,
Day, Irene Dunne, Jimmy DuDinah Shore, Claudette Colbert,
rante, Ann Jamison;- Rita JohnTrotter
ScOtt
Crosby Kids. John
'
Christopher Lynch, Dorothy
son,
anttouncer
Carpenter,
orch. Ken
Maynor, Fibber McGee & Molly,
Producer: Bill IVIorrow

Followup Comment

60 Mins., Sun.

sell,
S<iott,

10 p.m.

(17).

:

GENERAL MILLS
CBS, from Hollywood

Knox Reeves)
Baseball never had a more

WMCA's "New World A-Com-

^

'

Director: Dave Younff
eOMins.; Sun. (17), 8:30 p.m. (EST),
MBS; from N.-Y. and Hollywood
and compelling was
Stirring
"The Triumph Hour," a partially
transcribed traditional airing of the

Scripted
New York indie).
smartly by Mort Levin, '"Because
Love" told Of Robinson's strug-;
gles as a kid and his athletic successes at high school. Writing had
frequent touches of humor, as
when a businessman offered to pay
Robinson's way through Harvard
or Yale he was a Stanford alumnus trying to keep the -Negro star
from attending UCLA.
Scenes between .Robinson and
his sweetheart were naturally and
the

of

rosary service produced by the
Family Rosary of Albany. N.Y. Seldom has any religious program
marshaled such an array- of- .Hollywood talent as did this full hour,

some 19

film .and radio

names

^j^^ through the varied scenes
Resurrection, the Ascension
and Coronation of Mary.
Powerful scope of the broadcast
enhanced by the fine musical
1(1, the FieslClenUai
programming, and
•W„„t„-„„_H
nrr^hpsh-aK
by Mutual orchestras
background V,,,
throwout of the first ball was in Hollywood and New York, districtly anti-climactic.
rected by Max Terr and Sylvan
Crosby and Hope were never n ^evine respectively.
A
choir of
finor fettle The Groaner was m
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ,1^^^ considerthere pitching lor the full 60 min- ^j,,
sustaining the mood of the
ules, and through a large segment nroeram
With no advance anwere
he. Hope and Miss Shore
nouncement as to the identities of
dishing out a comedic counterpart the starsi the naming of those in
,

,

I

|

|

i

«f .Tinkers-to-Evers-to-Chance that the cast at the close provided a
paid oil' with a succession of boffs. surprise twist for those dialers who
Prac(:ically everything and any- might
not have recognized the
thing was grist, for the Crosby- players' voices.
Hope banter mill, with plenty of
From Bing Crosby's invitation to
trade - wise kidding - on - the - level listeners to meditate on the glorianent Bill Paley, CBS vs. NBC 0us scenes to Jimmy Durante's
/..»T«^rt mi
m
"V>: i-w„i
the
Thai s GhostI Town
("NBC?
g^^jg oijgervation that the price of
Hoopers, PhiJto, Swan Soap Long, pgace
happiness is "work.
Playing disks, and notably the and sacrifice," "The Triumphant
Pirates vs. Indians, whiclv set the Hour" was a well produced Eastertempo for the hour show.
tide program that likely appealed,
One of the soek sequences was; a: to all faiths although the services
"playback" of the Claudette Col- were of the Catholic church.
bert-Crosby-Four Kids baseball
Father Payton of the Family
routine heard eai-lier in the season Rosary in a short address urged a
on the Groaner's transcribed Phiico better understanding of God. Also
show. It was as delightful on the carried by the Canadian Broadcastreorise as on the initial hearing.
ing Corp., and shortwaved throughThe Bing-Dinah ducting of "So out the world, "Triumphant Hour"
In LoVe," the latter's "Forever was one program which certainly
and Ever/' Crosby's "Careless lifted radio's prestige.
Family
I

I

halves.

.

stations.

Gilh;

all its

own.

any olfensive tinge, to keep, things
rolling at an interest pace. Mort
Lawrence handles the, commercials
for the multiple
neat fashion.

("Gifts From a Traveler")
With Paul Dbii^las, others.
Writer: Slgmund Miller
Director: Scott Buckley

Producer: Milton Selden
30 Mins., Sithdays, % p.)m.
Sustaining

WNBC, .N. T£.:\;\:
WNBC, ih' d 6 p e j a t

i o n with
i)
United J^Vvish Aijpeal of Greater

::.

-

.

,

WNBC. N. Y.
are said to be
On Sunday's (17> session Paul:
the purpose and Douglas headed up a formidable
the United Nations. cast in "Gifts From A Traveler,"
d.p.'s enroute
"Two Billion Strong," a documenr which had a group of
from Shanghai to Ellis Island for
tary program, prepared by ABC return to their new state and reand the UN's radio division, makes union with their people. Douglas:
a fine attempt to remedy that al- sparked things with a splendid
leged deficiency. But while the performance and wSs capably sup-.?
stanza's second airing on Saturday
portiid by others of the cast.
(16) gave the man-in-the-street a
Those "who care": will find
Wide picture of the UN's genesis plenty drama in this weekly series.
and cun-ent activities, its overall
Edba.
makeup tried to say too much In its
half-hour of allotted time.
Through narrator Gerry Kean, Chester, Pa., Indie Drops
SucLake
UN
at
"works
for
who
cess," the routine, behind - the Commercials for Long
scenes operations, of the 58-country organization handled by. trans-i
lators, mail clerks and other "rank
and file" employees received a
Chester; Pa., April 19.
well deserved description. This in
•

•

would have been ample mawhole 30 minutes.
However, Kean went on to insert
brief recordings of Gromyko's attack on the Atlantic Pact followed
by the rebuttal of Britain's delegate, Hector McNeil. He also Interviewed
v.cwcu a
aiauuw. femme supporter
« staunch
ouHjb'v"'-.

;

:

Promoting the Delaware County
American Cancer Society driver

itself

terial for the

.

.director of the Social nv!?iene
Assn.: Mrs. Richard K. Plielps,
piY'sidenf
of the Women's City
Club, and Dr. J. W. McDonald,
past executive
director of the
Council oi Churches. Decker functions sti'ictly to keen the subject
on track and moving, drawing out
cnmmenl from the panel. This one
proved td be informative with
Houdek, -a proCessibnal in the field
ot'f.nmily .nrobicrhs, :acldirig' a good
deal to, the liroceedings,
Mrs.
Phelps and Dr. McDonald liandlbd
the .subject from the standpoint of
e.xoorience.
Show is one of the few commentary sessions in operation in
this area currently, and as such deserves a hod. both on the basi.s. of

.

N. Y., Is setting this series of docu->
mentaries pointing up the plight
and IwPes of displaced persons and
^
,^ doing
Hninu in
<:onHln«
in sending
UJA is
what the ^^^^
many to Israel. Althougli: osten*
sibly beamed as a sort of account
of the organization's stewardship,
the sympathetic elements of the
program can also int^rest the average dialer in tuning in on the Sunday afternoon (2 p.m.) slot on

1

functions of

-

-

'

aware of

fully

Inside Stulf-Raffio
,

,

hankrollers in
Edbd.

GREATEST HOMECOMING IN

'

»One of the lop comics on the Coast got himself in bad all around
WHAT DO YOU THINK
his pitch direct to the"
With Dr. Clarence R. Decker, when he by-passed normal contacts tO jtealce
sponsor of a show who is parting with ills star performer. To niake
moderator
Producer: Dr. C. F. Church, Jr.
matters worse the funny fellow is still under contract fbr arioiher year
Director: Iiawrcnce Kuhl
to his current bankroller, but the grass looked greener oh the other
30 Mins.; 9-9:30 p.m. Wed.
side.
Picking up a phone in Hollywood, comic put through call to adSnstaininf;
vertising manager of the company, who Was puzzled by the; direct
KMRC, Kansas City
pitch. ;.,He forthwith put in his own call to the company's ad agency
,
Ji.ciucatipnal de par tm ent of land wanted to know howcum. Comic skirted his own agent, with whom
KMBC working with the radio de he is trying to break, and completely Ignored the agency handling the^
partment of the Univ. of Kansas account and for which he once toiled. Client's ad chief'has the repuCity has set up this weekly half- tation of being a straightforward fellow who doesn't like unorthodox
hour as a round table for discus- procedures and the comic's chances of bertliing in his stable -are remote indeed.
sion of ;civic. industrial and cultural topics by local leaders ahd
Eleven outstanding Americans have joined with "The Lone Ranger"
prominent visitors.
Dr. Decker, to form the. National Lone Ranger Council of Honor in a movement
president of the university, han- created by the ABC series to encourage America's youth to adhere to
dies the gavel on a panel which
the principles of good citizenship and clean living. In conjunction with
generally consists of three busi- the youth movement, the masked horseman is offering youngsters a
ness
or
educational
leaders. Lone Ranger badge, a certificate and a booklet attesting to the listener's
There's no limit on the topics for official standing as a "Lone Ranger Deputy'" The booklet, which can
discussion, Dr. Church, educational be had for a Cheerios boxtop and 15 cents, contains a description of
director of KMBC, attempting to the secret whistle, password, call, symbol and code for the deputies.
Those forming the Council of Honor are Bob Hope, Harold Stassen,
pick .subjects which are timely
and of general interest to listeners Eddie Cantor, Father John J. Gavanaugh, president of the University
in the Kansas City area.
of Notre Dame; Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, minister and author; Dr.
One ju.st caught took up matter tewis T. Wright, Negro surgeon; Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, atomic
Of preparation for old age with energy. scientist; Singer Jane Froman, Dr. Abba Hillel Silver, statesman
panel made up of P. K. Houdek, and humanitarian; Gene Tunney, and Robert Ripley,
.

,

;'-:aiSTORY

30 Mins.; 4:30 p.m., Sat.
Sustaining

:

.

:

:

Few Americans

Rose.

.

exlesser

should be designated as'
"Prince Charming."
Johnny Glsen handles session in
his usual good style, pointing up
the comedy aspects but avoiding

ABC, from New York

rates General Mills, as sponsor, a

pennant

to

their

;

mate

:'

various saints;

of

Brooklyn

gifted for their trouble. Listeners
in may also compete by sending
letters as to why they believe 'thetr-

:

Hope-Crosby "Wheaties" commerciaWtheso were but a few of the
banguD ingredients in a show that

virtues

A

housewife
whose artist-husband aids her in
her charity benefits won the nod
and what went with it. However,
all contestants and the judges are

,

Bows'' angled on the Pirates-Indians pennant chances, the Dinah-

the

toll

:

Jose,'
Arrangement of passages^ from country,
Matthew, Mark and Luke showed
the fine: poetic hand of MacLeish, rrnrn
nil t lOK STRONG
while John Housman's direction
mer
narrator- Merwu? ueraitt
riV^dKean
Kean, narraior,
matched the devotional spirit. Bart- With
cedes McCambridge, John Ran
lett Robinson carried sincerity and
dolph, Nat Polen, guests,
conviction in his characterization
Hands" and "When Is Sometime" Rosary, incidentally, is arranging a as The Voice, Rod Hendrickson, writers: Stephen Fischer, Millard
(from "Connecticut Yankee''), the similar special eventer for Moth- James Goss, Bill Griifis, and
Xampell'.;
Bing-Bob parodv on "Buttons and ers' Day, May: 8,: over the same Charles Webster ably portrayed the Director: Lampell

session seven

(18)

femmes took the rostrum

i

,

i

On Monday's

Veterans, tells a capsule story of
the reclamation of one who has lost
both legs in a minefield during the
war. Endowed with determination
not to let this mishap ruin his lifoj
this vet, played by Henry Fonda,
the
sensitively handled.' Locker-room, takes a watchmaking course at
Bulova school «id becomes a. rebetween
parleys
and
chitchat
sponsible and solvent member of
Rickey
Branch
and
"Robbie"
caught the full flavor of the diar society.
Fonda hit a nice stride with this
mond. High spot was: the action
which followed a game between role He was convincing as the
and Montreal, when youth determined to make his own
Louisville
hundreds of fans chased their hero way despite his infirmity and gave
and the Southern spectators saw a sincere performance.
General Wainwright, DAV com"a rioting crowd chase a Negro
renot because of hate,^ but because mander, made a pitch for the
claimed vets. He trotted out a few
of love."
easily assimilated statistics proving
"The Son of Man," unique Pas- that there's less absenteeism and a
a
when
reliability
of
degree
sion Pla3» which Archibald Mac- great
Leish wrote for CBS two years disabled vet is on the job.
"Riot Squad" probably attemptago, still packs its poigant, spirit15-minute
show*
for
a
much
too
ed
for
Repeated
its
appeal.
ual
third
annual broadcast Sunday, Even though it failed to create a
the dramatic
(17), the program was again a fine mood and hurried
religious,
emotional experience, procedure too much, show got its
and the perfect radio contribution message across.
Two transcribed shows were profor the Easter Sunday: spirit. Program told the story of Christ in duced on this subject by Laurence
the words of the Gospels, with, Hammond for the DAV. Other has
music from Johann .Sebastian Zachary -Scott in the lead and both
Bach's B Minor Mass as back- are scheduled for 550 airings on
various stations throughout the
ground:

—

;

with

30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri.( 4:3Q p.^.
Participating

WOR, New York
N. Y.
This new stanza has supplanted,
Disabled vets probably aren't
asking any quarter from society. the former food quiz pitch beameo
at the lunching hausfraus in the
All they ask is to be' given an opRendezvous room of the Hotel ViC"
portunity to be treated like an ordi- toria, N. Y. It gives each of
the
nary citizen and have the same competing contestants^ from the
Chance at making a livelihood. luncheon audience an opportunity
With present-day therapeutic meth- to give their hubby a pat-on-theods, it's entirely possible. Many back in order to grab the capital
war wounded have been reclaimed prize, a •two weeks' 'vacation at a
to the extent where they can per- summer resort, wardrobes and sunform as well as the next fellow.
dry other items. Award is made
"Riot Squad," produced under by group of judges also selected
auspices of the Disabled American from the audience.

Robert

:

aus-

picious inaugural than the one bestowed on it Sunday pight (17) on
CBS, when Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Dinah Shore, Claudette Colbert
and the Crosby kids parlayed theiitalents into one of the top qnesliot, 60-minute shows of the year.
General Mills, on behalf of
Wheaties, piclced up the tab for
"Welcome Back, Baseball"
this
salute on the eve ot/lie diamond
De an
.„..<.-,,n s
nnpnmp (It
(Tt will
Will be
=
opening.
season
annual event henceforth K
Credit General Mills with a
homer. For this was big-league

15 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
Sustaining:

WNEW,

Rosalind Rus- ing" dramatized the life of Jackie
Lizabeth Robinson, first Negro to break
Ryan,
Dean Stockwell, Lorctta major league baseball's Jim Crow
Young:, Father Peyton; Sylvan
ban, Tuesday evening (12). (RobinLevin orch, Max Terr orch
writers: Timothy Mulvey, Raymond son, incidentally, had beep feaFinan; Mark Kearney
tured in nightly sportseasts over
J. Carroll Naish,

MacKen-

zie

PRINCE CHARMING

With Henry Fonda, Gen. Jonathan With Johnny Olsen, participants:
Mort Laurence, announcer
Walnwrlgltt, others
Producer: Charles King;, Jr.
Producer: Laurence Hammond
Director: Elinor Monroe
Writer: Edward Barry Roberts

'

Writers; .Morrow. Alurdo

RIOT SQUAD

of Israel

'

:

WPWA

cancelled

all

coinriiereialt

(16) and aired piil Ilaley
and his Western Aces in a 6 a.m.-

Saturday

^

to-closihg jfund raising pitch.

StBtiOhs hoId opcH liousc, With
stopping in with contrion

whTeonsta^^^^^

sessions in hopes she'd be in butions and being interviewed
on the new nation's admission. the air. Civic leaders, clergymen,
Franklin D. Roosevelt's efforts in doctors and service organizations
behalf of the
was also touched i-took part in broadcast and collecupon.
lions.
Ted Cott, chairman oi tl:e
To Kean's credit he soaked his nAB's independent stations comoccasionally dry facts and figures mittee, announced that next year
with a down-to-earth aroma that jjjg
cancer drive format
frequently brought about a neat
^ propo.sed for a national
human interest touch. FDR's dream campai
„„"",„„t„ty,^
s^rtioc
gn by the indies.
of worid civilization through tne
will certainly be advanced
through this public service show
Pix Producer Files
despite its minor faults.
Gilb.

UN

I

,

|
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I
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Gambling, who Jias been heard mornings over WORy N. Y.,
for a score of years, will liave an unusual replacement setup when he
takes a. month's hiatus in June. Because of the highly competitive

John

|

UN

WOR

WCBS

situation in the 6-8 a.m, stretch, with
and
neck-and-neck,
the Mutual outlet is taking no chancer on losing listeners during Gambling's junket to Europe.
Station, thereforcr has made arrangements with the New Yqrk Heart
As.sn:; to take over the cross-the-board stanza to plug its fund drive;
Heart will round up four celebs to pinclihit for GambiingT^each sub"^
bing one week: Joe Bier,
farm editor, will supervise the big name
subs. •.;•.•

Acknowledgment has been made by Miles Heberer, director

500G
Passes

,

;

,

,

i

Away

De

Soto, Mo., died

CBS'
I

New York

on Airer

old, of
(18) in

headquarters, five

minutes after he had finished rehearsing for an appearance on
-had been
skedded to tell of his experiences
as a messenger for President Lincoin during the Civil War and how
Lincoln had commissioned him to
go behind Confederate' Lines to
persuade Northern boys to rejoin

19.

Suit for $500,000 damages was
filed in suoerior court by Harry
Popkin against CBS, Prudential Insurance Co., and Music Corp. oi
America on grounds that tne
broadcast of the radio play Hnpact" March 6 was calculated to
mislead listeners into believing »
that
^^-as a dramatization of film of

at 'People'

Monday

Suit

Hollywood, April

Messenger

Henry M. Roe, 101 years

of the

major public service job" performed by

radio and television stations in New York state in broadcasting lastminute changes in the state income tax law. Within 48'hours of the
undertaking and accomplishment. signature by Governor Dewey on March 21 of a bill fixing new rates,
As a sustalncr, half hour classes as platters produced by the Radio Bureau outlining instructions for filing
contribution by the .station in the returns were distributed to 90 stations. In addition„ a special packet
public interest
Church lines up of spot announcements for live broadcast was rushed to every outlet,
new tonic and now guests each TV newsreel and live interviews were also used.
week. Good deal of tlie qualit.v of
Further cooperation was forthcoming by radio and; television Statetile show: depends on the knowlments when deadline for tax payments- was advanced-from April 15 to
edge and ability of the panel mem19.
bers, and on this score program
has held up well thus far. It beExclusive reading of the "How all occasions" soliloquy from Hamlet,
gan in January, and has been a
regular ever since. Also i.s: tran- which was deleted from the current film, has been transcribed espescribed
and
rebroadcast
over cially for "Theatre USA" by Laurence Olivier. Disk will be heard on
KFRM, KMBC's outstate Kansas ABC tomorrow (Thurs.) at 8;30 p:m. Olivier cut the speech for the
aiIilia<t^,..SMn(ja^ aflcntioions. Quin. Army'siiow at the request of .Helen Hay,es.,

I

Lincoln's

WOR

N. Y. State Radio Bureau, of "a'

m wpWA

.

B..

|

which Popkin made for
United Artists
Also named "as defendants were
Benton & Bowles. Charles Keren
of MCA and Jack Johnstone, program producer. Attorney Ileihert
Union ranks.
T. Silverberg- filed action for PopIn
a
fast
move,
"People"
lined
.
kin's Cardinal Pictures,
up Shirley Ann Martin, Syracuse
to
have
youngster,' who is reported
Boston—Chuck Crosby, Spoils
seen miracles, including a statue Director of Hub's WCOP since
weeping, to sub on the broadcast 1946, has left to become assistant
t^tie

|

I

last njgltt (Xues.).

siftorts

dirpctpr of

CBS-TY.

,

.

TELEVISION REVIEWS

Wednesday, April 20, 1949

FEED WARING SHOW

ears as the expert ballroomologists

With Joan Wheatley. Daisy Ber- were on the optics.
The finale hymn, "Were You
nier, Stuart Churchill, Jane WU'
son« Joe Marine, Virginia Mor* There When They Gnicified My

BALL
With David Brockman, Lois Wilson,
Eloise
McEIhone, Leon With Jimmy Savo, Michael Kidd,

;

Churchill again as
ley, Livingston Gerhart, others Lord," with
soloist backed by the entire mixed
Producer: Rod Erickson
choir, might have lost some, of the
Director: Roland Gillett
audience, as antidimatic- to the
60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. (EST)
GENERAL ELECTRIC (Zl Sta- dance competitiom
; Production - wise,
the Waring
tions)
.
show manifests an accelerated
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
technique in capturing all the val{Young & Rubicam)
ues of large groups for the telecomingtelevision's
in
Another
screen.
He dissipates' the "peep-;
of-age programs, the Fred Waring show" or "intimacy" legend, to
Show reprises in TV what has which some TV directors have
clung. A show can have size
made this maesfafo-showman a long
and scope and, through proper
staple commodity for tliree dec- camera handling, can be fully inn
The same well-rounded, corporated into th* new 'medium.
ades.
versatile production presentation His accent is a bit too much on
choral
ensembles. Greater variety
of musico - varieties, embracing
is called for to achieve desired
e*ery segment of the vaudfilm change of pace.

81

THROUGH THE CRYSTAL

THINK FAST

{

Janney,

Vivian

della

Anita

Chlesa;

Beatty,

Talley

Alvarez,

Mariane Oliphant, Virginia Con-

Mason Gross, emcee

.

well, others
Producer: Robert Kennings
r Mergenthwirker^s:
Lob- Director: Charles Harrell
Producerrdirector: Paul Belanger
launching the ne\v "NBC 30 Mins.. Sat., 8:30 p.m.
Writer: Ed Rice
Dramatic Theatre" series Sunday ABC-TV. New York
Sets: Larry Goldwasser
night (17), recaptured the warm
Mins,, Mon., 9 p.m.
30
"Tl)ink Fast" is another in the
"
fantasy flavor of its previous .two.
FORD DEALERS
presentations on tlie web as a increasing number of questionCBS-TV, N. Y. (21 stations)
sustainer.
Hour-long
le.giter, and-answer shows hitting the TV
(J. Walter Tliompson)
scripted originally for television
circuits.
Whatever the disguise
by Nelson Bond and David Kent,
The new Ford Dealers program
(they practically all add. up to
still could be fashioned into a fastWhether it
visual variations
on. an
"Info, is certainly original.
moving film.
another question.
Vaughn Taylor Vinton Hayworth Please"- theme), they're all as good will sell Fords is
or as bad as their participants Free-and-easy Interpretations of
and Jon McQuade repeated the fine
emcee.
work they turned in for the two and
literary classics, done mainly iii
Last
Saturday's
Ho)
"Think
previous airings, helping to keep
dance and pantomime, this series
Faiil" installment on ABC-TV was
that sparkling second act moving,
—judged by Monday's (18) opener,
In fact, for tlie major part
and were given fine assist from the good.
which paraphrased the Robinson
the, half -bOui' it waS delightful
supporting cast. Production mount- of
Crusoe legend is smart, smooth
viewing and listening. Not that
Waring (like Bei^le)- a uite ob- ings, supervised by Owen Davis, there's any great novelty in the and sophisticated. It may be a little
viously knows what he's doing £ind Jr., duplicated those of the earlier
too caviarish for the off-Broadbasic format, in which a panel of
wants done not what some mys- shows. Fred Coe did his usual top five continually
way, hinterland taste, though;
circuits a table,
terious video abracadabra will do to directorial- job. New NBC series
Initial program didn't altogether
each getting a crack at the "king"
him.
In fact, video may be the. replaces the "Philco Television
come off, although the ingredients
throne to vox-pop
show biz exception to the rule that Playhouse," which bowed off for the combination the others. But were there, and execution in the
of conductors
It's the
Baby -eyed
a star can't direct himself.
summer after the April 10 composer David Broekman's
main was expert
cliarm
been known in legit in the past, broadcast.
Savo, who is to be permaand urban wit (he's a completely Jimmy
with: actor-managers; like Cohan,
nent host on the series, gazed into
captivating guy before the TV
Henry Miller, Holbrook Blinn;
"Lambs Gambol'.' was heavily cameras),
his crystal ball, and saw a unique
plus the cerebral frolics
Bavrymore, Mansfield, et al.
tinged with: nostalgia Sunday night
re-tclling of the Crusoe story, with
But in the electronic form of (17) with the first reunion in eight of Leon Janney. Lois Wilson, Eloise amiable monkeys helping Crusoe
show business as we now have years of Victor Moore and William McEIhone and Vivianv della Chiesa, find food, and terpsichoreancome to know, first, the talkers, Gaxton. There were some kicks: all properly alerted and poised, minded natives helping to further
thdn radio, and now video, the .star for the oldtimers as Moore and made for a refreshing interlude. Crusoe's romance with his attrachas always been relegated to his Gaxton recalled with songs their As emcee. Mason Gross, dean of tive Girl Friday.
studio or sponsor's control and di- great comedy hits of the 1920s and Rutgers Univ, was unobtrusive, yet
The first part of the program
kept the mental gymnastics rolling
rection.
eai-ly 1930s. Their straight comedy
The viewer
definitely dragged.
Rosei
Video seems to have changed] routine; however, was weak except at a sharp clip.
was confused as to just what this
that a bit, although tlie instances for Gaxton's impression ;of a womwas going to turn into, and the
will be rare, since they can be only an donning a gfrdlp. Mobre's drolvarious antics of the monkeys
as proficient as the stars are sea- lery couldn't register due partial- FUN AND FORTUNE
lielping So build Crusoe a hut were
soned experts. Berle is the rare ly, at least, t(^^lack of adequate ma- With Jack Lescoulie, -emcee
a little too juvenile. There was
Pf'oducer: Mildred Fenton
example where he is virtually a terial.
a clash in styles between Savo's
jet-pronelled, one-man oroduction
Mary Jane Walsh, while singing Director: Marshall Diskin
narration and the dance-story, as
from start to finish. True, there "There's No Business Like Show 30 Mins.; Thurs. (14), 8 p.m.
well
as a sharp jarring note by
must be certain technical aides Business," ran afoul of good taste Sustaining
Sudden intrusion of the first comand even theoretical s\ipervi.sors, with a full bump which the cam- ABC-TV, from New York
mercial.
This
audience
but when a veteran of the vaude- eras had no time to cut off. One
participationev Thereafter, the program picked
ville wars wants .certain values of the show's highlights was a has the appeal of a "County Fair"
up, and held one's interest steadly
captured for the video, he alone comedy sketch in which Buss or
"Truth or Consequences." For- throughout. And all the clever
knows what to do with it. Waring Brown described the marital manmat is simple; studio guests are touches to the production stood,
apnears to be in that^ league.
traps, set by women.
given four clues to the identity of out the wonderful dancing of
His troune of attractive people
an ob.iect concealed by a. "magic Michael Kidd (as Crusoe) and his
are basically cut of a standard that
curtain." Guessing the object from associates; the tribal dance bit; the
has always distinguished the War- GARROWAV AT LARGE
lesSon Crusoe gave the
ing showmanship. His versatility With Dave Garroway, emcee; Con- the first clue nets contestant $50, dancing
natives; the flavor of Savo relating
as a line-handler on the podium
nie Russell, Betty Chapel. Caro- with the prize money diminishing
the romantic hits to follow; the
is now transmuted to the new melyn Gilbert, Jack Haskell; Louis as additional clues are needed.
Correct answer raises tlie .curtain clever, impressionistic .sets that
dium.
Armstrong,
Step
Bros.
(4).
unusual depth and scope
suggested
The Waring show is obviously
guests; Joseph Ga'Urchio orch. and wins the gift for the quizzee..
Charm of the show lies in the as well as a fantasy-jungle; the
television's costliest package to
Art Van. Damme .quintet
imagination that goes into produc- fine photography (never was there
date, the talent-production nut ap- Producer: Ted Mills
suggestion
of stunted dancers, as
a
tion;
One
The
27-staparticipant's
prize
$20,000i
was
proximating
Director: Don Meier
a fortune-teller-^her husband mas- in many dance airers); even the two
tion hookup carries with it an Writer: Charles Andrews
querading in Hindu fakir's garb-r* smart commercials, which were.
$8 000 bill for the time;.
30 Mins.; Sat,, 10 p.m.
and the woman's bewilderment as product-.selling at their best.
General Electric will have to sell Sustaining
Question is simply whether a
the "swami" spilled details of her
a lot of its gadgets to amortize NBC-TV. from Chicago
personal life was solid entertain- fairy-tale in dance pantomime is
what is patently a good merMark this one up as a twin kill- ment. Another
chandizing investment. Musically,
gal won a .screen pop stuff, and the answer is duing for NBC-TV.
Neatly-paced test and the curtain revealed Kirk bious; But for the entertainmentthe Waringites reenact the proghalf-hour
variety
sliow
is a definite
Douglas, star of "Champion." and epicure, there was much. Kidd,
ress of GE tungstens from 1879.
asset to the web's now-building a madhouse camera
crew. Doug- Who also choreographed the prowhen Edison first invented it Saturd&y
night program lineup las did a topflight job in
("Carry Me Back to Ol' Vlrginny"
a cari- duction as well as' dance in Itj
and its Chicago origination demon- catured love scene, with the direc- showed gifted originality in the
is the theme song for the musicalr
strates
Chi
can
definitely
countbe
tor
When
George
cutting in repeatedly .just as one phase as in the other. Talley
cavalcade).
historical
M. Cohan wrote "It's a Grand Old ed on to provide/its share of the the gal braced herself for the Beattle, as native chief, and Anita
divertissement
Already clinch;
Flag" in 1906 the filament lamp web's
Guests were carefully; Alvarez, as Girl Friday, were also
Producer-director
dancers.
came; in 1925 ("Collegiate"), the proved to have; sufficient: produc- picked and reacted well.
fine
Jack Lescoulie, who. Is bowing Paul Belanger shows high artistic
frosted lamp; and now the 1949 im- tion knowhow to stage a good draproved electric bulb. The sealed matic or other type pi'ogram, Chi out of his insomnia-stretch on integrity, as well as gifted overall
refrigerator was another' good re- cfin now lay claim to possessing WOR, N. Y., is telegenic and per- handling, with this one. But is it
Bron.
enactment. Withal, a big league, also enough variety talent to whip sonable, and handled situations commercial?
up a vaudeo presentation compara- smoothly. "Fun and Fortune" is a
Abet.
big time show.
ble to some of the best emanating meaty dish, except for an occafrom N. Y. or Hollywood.
LEON PEARSON NEWSCAST
sional taste of corn.
Bi-il,
"Garroway at Large," as it
.TACK STERLING SHOW
Director: Clarence. Thoman
With Max Showalter, Dick Boone, preemed last Saturday night (16),
15 Mins., Sat., 7:45 p,m.
was probably the most expensive
guests
Sustaining >
NBO-TV house package yet to be Motorola Sez Fadeout
Director: Byron Paul
NBC-TV, from New York
coaxed to the network from Chi.
Producer: Gil Fates
This is not quite the "complete
In addition to four solo .singers and
30 Mins., Men thru Fri., 1 pM.
Ripley
On
Bankrolling
news summary" it is heralded to
Dave Garroway as emcee, the
Sustaining
program also featured a big house
Leon Pearson, brother of colbe.
WCBS-TV. N. y.
Cued by Rating Slump umnist-gabber Drew, delivered
Jack. Sterling, who took over orch batonned by Joseph Gallicchio and Art Van Damme's: instrumost Hashes from his "notebook,",
Chicago, April 19.
Arthur Godfrey's early-bird WCBS mental quintet; plus the terping
but consulting the script detracted
Program ratings apparently will from the newscaster's authority.
spot, is sparkplugging the across- Step Bros, and Louis Armstrong as
Despite the apparently call the turn in television just as He was at his best in a commentary
the-board TV airer in line with the euests.
hefty budget, "Garroway" 'fills a strongly as they have in radio. portion, discussing the Italian coloutlet's plan to build up the twodefinite Saturday n1 eht program- Motorola, for example, says it has onies, when he spoke directly to
hour segment preceding the tele- ming void for NBC-TV and hence bowed out as bankroller on Robert the viewer, forcefully and with,
vising of the Brooklyn Dodger .should rate a bid from prospective L. Ripley's"flelieve It Or Not" animation.
However, after a few
show via NBC-TV strictly because moments of this and without a
baseball games. The show runs: off bankrollers.
Initialer. for the most part, ran of
a
disastrous slump in the transition, the screen was taken
as an informal, easy-to-take mixsmoothly. Innovating several pro- Hoopers and not because of a drop- over by a film clip of war scenes:
trivia.
interviewsj
news,
ture of
duction techniques such as the use off in Motorola set sales.
in North Africa. TV is a slght-andSports features, slight comedy skits of Garroway as a roving emcee.
According to veepee W, H. Stell- sound medium, but what the eye
and music. Latter item is being He strolled continually about the ner. Motorola had special Hoopers and ear receives must be co-or^
large set to establish a neat indinated;
Because the audio and
neatly supplied by Max Showalter,
formal note in his introductions. taken on each weekly offering. video elements weren't closely
a talented pianist-vocalist recent- Show set a, fast tempo at the start Program preemed with a hefty linked, setowner had choice of
ly appearing in the Broadway which was maintained until the 25.6, climbed to 33.1 the second either listening or viewing—Tan4
week, then slipped to 17 for the the picture was more interesting
Step
Bros,
took
overs
Their
jetManhattan."
Mine
"Make
musical,
powered tapstering was good as third; Fourth week was by-passed than the words.
In a daily half-hour grind, it's ever but. with an eye to pace, their but the fifth showed a drop to 11.
Same fault was repeated in comvirtually impossible to rise above efforts should
have been confined "Our distributors and our dealers ment on the Atlantic Pact, when
the general level of mediocrity. to a single number. Armstrong. in
bombarded us with complaints viewers' attention was distracted
material
enough
or
Isn't
There
the other guest -spot, could have about the poor quality of the by staccdto clips of warships and
ideas to fill such a gap. Sterling, been held on screen longer for betshow,"
Stellner
said,
"which planes. Pearson then interviewed
however, succeeds in generating a ter results.
Eve Curie, former Resistance leadOtherwise, the cast
friendly tone which, at least, won't was good. Singers Connie Russell. opinions were certainly borne out er, on significance of the alliance
chase dialers to another station Betty Chapel. Carolyn Gilbert and by the nosedive of the ratings:" for the French. But it seemed a
despite the catch-all quality of this Jack Haskell showed enough style After spending $56,000 in extra breach of good taste to follow the
promotion for the program, the serious review,
show.
differentiation to mix the tunes
of French political
On the initial .stanza (18), Sterl- well. Van Damme combo im^ company felt it should be oan- and economic problems with: a
ing opened with mild comedy chat- pressed with its solo stint and celled.
newsreel of chic mannikins paradMotorola's TV set sales, reported ing expensive Parisian gowns.
ter, segued into a musical number,
teamed nicely with the Gallicchio
to have been sharply dented as a
batted around some baseball talk orch on the backgrounding job.
Set was a lush modem office
result of Zenith's "obsolescence" with a desk, from which Pearson
with regular Dick poone, interStal
viewed a Dodger exe6, thpn more
ads, have "actually been .increas- gave the news, and a conversationchatter and world news, a man-offing week by week," Stellner said. al corner, in which the tete-a-tete
the-street interview and a closing
SHEEWOOD'S ADMIRAI POST He pointed out that only the- con- with the French editor took place.
song duo between Sterling and
Bril.
tinued shortage of viewing tubos
Chicago, April 19.
Showalter. Sterling displayed some
Edwin J; Sherwood has been have kept sales at their present
uneasiness before the cameras but
npointed tele promotion manager level, adding that the company is
Detroit—50,000 TV sets are in'
this will wear off with cxperiencr
anticipating a bigger volume of Detroit now, an increase of 1,500
if Admiral Corp., handling sales
All ii)i all, this show is average al.
(raining programs for tele set disr TV sales than was racked up in over last week. Big jump is due
ternoon TV programming.
*
.1 .
,
,
tributors in: Admiral's 35 markets. 1948, .
Herm.
,to upuomuig bascbaUi sei^son.;
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genre, gravitates to the telescreen
as a natural evolution.;
There are deficiencies, of course,
such as lack of comedy and insufficient variety, but by and large
it's a good TV transmutation of a
good stage show, at which Waring

is thoroughly experienced.
That Waring's full hour comes
on the heel of Ed Sullivan's solid
60 minutes is something which

CBS-TV and General Electric may
have to reconsider. The fact that
Waring's troupe of 60 or so can
'

grip the video viewer's interest is
the more tribute to his showman-

That 'it. may "present an
added hurdle is something else
Fundamentally it's a netagain.

ship.

"

.

work; problem. It's apparent also
that the advertisers already have
taken over video as they did commercial radio. The networks seem
content with the idea that, having
the time to sell and customers to
buy the sundry segments around
the clock, what they put in -is a

problem

among

respective

the

.sponsors.
It's to be hoped four
.half -hours of crime ijiellers won't
.reoccur in
as has happened in

TV

Waring's showmanship

from the

start.

mani-

is

He indicates
new medium

know-how of the
with the sundry camera pickups
by obliquely accenting the worry

his

that faces

him

in this

new medium.

Thereupon, he proceeds, by the
natural evoluti.on of a - smooth,
well-balanced program, to prove
that booms and; image orthicons
and videogenic values are but a
variation of the same theme, when
In the. past he had to worry only
about mikes and palatable musical
;

:

.

and variety interludes.
While inclined to be

talky, that

portion called for a eertain amount
of dialog and undoubtedly will be

.

On

his own. Waring is
not the most authoritative; emeee,
doing the introductories in a rather
curtailed.

deadpan manner.
Foley McGlintocki the vet drummer-comedian with the Pennsyl.vanians-^he's probably the only
one of the originals left, besides
maestro Waring— cuts up as effecr

'

tively in the new medium as with
his other hokum when they toured
the deluxers.
Stuart Churchill,
:

another seasoned hand with the
Waringites, is less the wide-eyed
Dennis Day character and more
legit as vocal soloist.
For that
matter, the comedic interludes will
have to be sharpened and probably
be further projected as the boys
and girls become- surer in the new

medium.
.,

But, fundamentally, there's the

male choir of 14, the femme vocal
quartet, the sundry soloists; specialists like Joan Wheatley with
"All of a Sudden My Heart Sings,"
with Waring mugging out the
'

lyrics (he shouldn't try to be funny); Jane Wilson with"Lover," an
attractive prima (the shadow of

one of the booms interjected itself here fleetingly, but that was
the sole mechanical and technical
detraction,: excepting
for some
mike interference- in the midst of
the;finale Easter hymn, including
a Bulova commercial, at least as it
cama through on this reporter's re^
celvlSr).

In the further accent on the vocals the femme auartet did "Wonderful
Guy" ("South Pacific"),
by the bossman; the toute

foiled

,

ensemble reenacted "Dry Bones,"

including anatomical props;
Churchill gave an American folk
song, "On Top of Old Smoky," an
obtuse slant by appearing in topper and tails! "Gecelia" had Daisy
Bernier as soubret, surrounded by
Joe Marine, a couple of dancing
boys, a male quintet, and the entire mixed choir in a tiptop arrangement blending "My Mama
Done Tole Me" strain from "Blues
in the Night" with the "Cecelia"

Throughout the good stagcameras were in the right
the way, and Ray Sax
wound up with the girl.
The same ..lush :"Waring arrange*
ments asserted themselves in the

lyric.

ing, the

place
,

all

Virginia Morley-Livingston
Gerhart piano ducting on an effective

revolving stage for the twin Steinand even in the next-to-

:Ways;
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AM.
;.fest

;

closing

Fred Waring's Video Ballspecialty (a weekly dance
contest for
prizes), the dansaPation music was as easy on the

room
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Ladd in Permanently
WOR-TV Delay Costs
As Arrow Show Emcee

Mrs. Raymond Clapper's
D.C. Tapestry' Series
Minneapolis .April

19.

Hank Ladd,

Dodgers

Station

featured in the cur-

Broadway revue, "Along

rent
.

Fifth

Avenue," has taken over as permaGames, 'Guess Who' Show
nent emcee on NBC-TV's "Ariw
Slow start of WOR-TV New
Show,*' after trial runs the last
direct the. entire series.
.Stokey^
two
weeks in the spot. He's the York, in getting into operations
Ebert Enterprises package, a faniOrganization, United Videogramj
has
forced
switchover
of
first
permanent
emcee
i%
on the
ily comedy show, is scheduled to Inc., is offering 13-week film
packBrooklyn Dodgers night games to
program
since
Phil
Silvers
ankled
bow.on KNBH, May 1. Show will age from Washington, with Mrs.
months ago to devote full time WATV, Newark, The night basefeature Betty Lou Gerson and Olan Raymond Clapper.
Widow of late two
ball-telecasts, which CBS-TV can't
Soule, Doris and Frank Hurslcy
to his legit activities.
correspondent, herself a writer,
will script. Program is reportedly
Young
&
Rubicam
ad
agency, carry- because of program conflicts
pitches for women's audience behad previously been skedded for
awaiting the insertion of KNBH's
hind capitol scenes in "Washington which packages the Thursday night the Bamberger video statioh
kinescope equipment before teeing
by
show, is still experimenting with
.Dick Darley, formerly Tapestry'' series.
off
the format. It is believed definite, Schaefer Beer, via BBD&(3 agenev
WOR-TV will start sending a
KTSL producer, has joined Tower
Company, complete commercial however, that comedian Jack GilProductions to supervise new tee- film series on: sound recording ford will be the only member of test pattern as soon, as its transvee shows for firm.
mitter tower Is up, which is exScotch tape for: Minnesota Mining the original cast to be retained.
pected to be in May or June. Some
and Manufacturing Co., and series
programs may be offered in Jiiiy
of beer: commercials for use in telChicago
but the full tele schedule won't be
evising Minneapolis baseball.
launched until the engineering de.'
Joe Byrne new WENR-TV reTapping national accounts in
partment is satisfied that its sigmote director, replacing Bill Hol- midwe-st area, organization has
Continued from page 23
nal is excellent, which may be
lenbcck who moves to KGO-TV, opened new offices in New York,
around August or September. If
the ABC outlet in San Francisco. Chicago and
Washington.
Presi- nolds (who holds 17,000 shares in
Dick Wyatt joined WENR-TV as dent is
the Bamberger station gets going
Otis Carney, author and the station) as general manager.
programmer,
while Dick
staff
early enough, It may carry the
film writer formerly
associated
Document states as reason for
Locke was named TV floor manwith Louis de Rochemont; vp's are transfer that Richards' "poor Brooklyn after-dark games in adager.
Harry Creighton
interdition to WATV.
views b a s e b a.l 1 commissioner Paul Cunningham, TV producer, health renders necessary: elimina"Guess Who?", which has b6en
Happy Chandler via WGN-TV Fri. and Henry McKnight, former tion of responsibility and ansflety" on WOR for several years, is exBBDO
advertising exec.
of heading the corporations. Appli(22) at Comiskey Park
Hildreth
iting AM, April 30, and switching
Mueller, secretary to WGN-TV opcations also ask for. waivers on sup?
The audience parlicipato TV.
erations
director Vern Brooks,
plying financial information on the
tioner, which stars Happy Felton,
took a leading role in that station's
grounds that the data is unneceshad been slated for WOR-TV and
"Adventures of Homer Herk" last
Tele Biz
sary in transactions not subject to
the bankroller, Sheffield Farms,
week (14)— WBKB guested little
competitive bidding procedures.
had kept the show on for an extra
fire heroine. Roberta Mason on its
"In applying for consent to re- 13-week cycle to make the changeTreasury
Bond show
WNBQ WNBQ, Chi, announces United linquish
control of the three radio over. However, because of WORstaged NBC network rehearsal of Wallpaper, Trimz division, has purnew Dave Garroway show Sat. chased weekly 15 min. transcrip- properties," his statement said, TV's late start, the stanza is going
"Mr. Richards is following a long: to WNBT, New York. It will be
(16), with Louis Armstrong, Four tion show, "Paradise Island," with
Step Bras., Connie Russell; Betty singer Danny O'Neil and starlet desire to retire<from active busi- aired Sunday at 6:30 p.m. startness on his 60th birthday which ing May 15.
Chapel, Carolyn Gilbert and Jack Ann Sterling.
Musical show is
Haskell
as
cast
members... sponsored for 26- weeks ;;tfarough occurred last March 19."
"Guess" may be moved to WORWENR-TV arranged a special MacFarland Aveyard agency;
Richards was quoted as saying TV at the conclusion of its WNBT
Salute to Rogers Ilornsby, oldtime
WGN-TV, Chi, reports film an- that in the development of the cycle. The agency is N. W. Ayer.
baseball star Mon
Paul Har1 8 ).
for Sunbeam Corp., radio industry during the la.st 25
nouncements
vey interviewed sports writers and
through Perrin-Paus agency; and years "our goodwill stations have
former teammates. :Hornsby. will
Empire Cooler Service through always adhered to the highest and
Tele Dept. Pacts
start Chi Cubs announcing today
fairest standards of broadcasting.
Olian agency.
(Tues.) .... Dorsey Connors guests
T J - 'T V, Milwaukee, an- Citations' received from the AmeriMiss Courtesy Wed. on WGN-TV's
Indie's 1,000 Pix
can Legion) Veterans of Foreign
"Personality Profiles." Judges of nounces Miller Brewing will sponWars and many other groups,
Following through on Its plans
contest were newspaper columnists sor one half of Brewers baseball
Norine Foley of' Daily News, Irv games through Klau-Van Peterson- coupled with thousands of com- to wrap up television film' disKupcinet of Sun-Times and Nate Dunlap agency. Larry Clark will mendations from every group and tribution rights. United Artists*
announce. Dutchland Dairy Stores strata of the general public, testify new vidfilm department signed
Gross of Herald-Americam
through MarkrMautner & Herman to the public service our stations
yesterday (Tues.) to handle more
agency^ and Ennis Motor Co. will have performed.
I am confident
than 1,000 pix produced by Ruby
.'.'"..''.London :.'"'".'.- co-sponsor 10-min. pre-game "Dug- that my successors. will continue to Films, indie N, Y. outfit. Pix are
out Doings," w'ith Art Whitfield carry
on .t h e s e constructive to he released in three separate
A. A. Milne's "Sarah Simple" to interviewing.
policies."
be aired with Georgina Cookson
series, ranging from a 39^week,
WEWS-TV.
Cleveland:
Central
Richards' ownership in the stain the title, role and Frederick
half-hour group to 1,000 fourrmin-i
National Bank, P.O.C. Beer, Lyon
tions was listed as 64.8% in KMPG,
Piper repeating original stage role. Tailoring
ute musical shorts designed for a
Co., Allied Stores, Fred
62.39% (with his wife) in WJR, and
... Ann Scott-James, editor of Astaire Dance
Studios,
pro,iected video disk .iockey packDon-de
"Harper's Bazaar/' to introduce Coffee,
71.64% in WGAR.
all spots. J. H. Boesch.Co;
''age.'

New

New York

I

night.

(Thurs.)

retary

.

I

dealers
took
of the
''Ted
night (Tues.) on
web, with the show re-

sponsorship

Steele

Show"

the

DuMont

last

placing "School House":..

.

.

.

'

I

j

.

j

.

;,

I

,

I

,

.

I

.

New

Henry Morley, prez

.

Television Film Council, succeeding March of time's Jack Glenn,
forced to resign because of recent

"At

Home

TV

with Thibault."
Russell Patterson has
designed set for Morey Amsterdam's "Golden Goose Cafe" (DuMonti. Vic. Damone's 'new nose
.

.

.

will get its

TV preem on
.

.

.

.

(

DA

the stanza

tomorrow (Thurs.)
"Benny
Rubin Show," which preems on
.

.

.

Illness.

Conrad Thibault readying

.

.

of Dynamic Films, 16m telefilm
^.producers, named production committee chairman of the National

package,

Richards

,

1

in its projected series of 13 vidfilms titled "You Can Dance,"
which feature Joe and Libby
.

i

'

James

.

.

j

;

rurness, recently.- a producer at
WSB-TV (Atlanta), scheduled to
epealc on TV operations outside
N. Y. at the next monthly meet of
the American Television Guild
Alex A> Kolensky, former talent
agent for Columbia Entertainment
Bureau, named as talent scout for
the "Vide/ Ballroom" segment of
CBS-TV's new yre-Ji Waring: show,
vhich debuted last Sunday night
(17)... Telecraft Films of Providence has wrapped up the first two

Champag:ne

.

,

{

.

over

variation of television packis pushing out of here
into eastern TV market.

age agency

will

|

I

I

,

DuMont

.

.

.

Darwin Abrahams

'

.

Wortliing'ton Miner's production of
CBS-TV's
for
"Julius
Caesar"
"Studio One" scheduled for a May
1 repeat
Andrea Radio chief
engineer 'HarvIA H^indel appoiiited
to serve also as the company's sec.

(16).

.

Dancers Mary Raye and Naldi
guesting on the "Morey Amsterthe DuMont

dam Show" preem on
web tomorrow

day

W M

.

NBC-TV

April 29, will have as
fuest stars Jackie Coograh, Edith
allows and the Andrews Twins»

,

•

•

.

|

Carl

-Hollywood
Dudley will send

camera crews
Continent

his

England and the
June to continue
World of Ours"
NBC television. In Noto

j.-

in

series for

.;,

.

I

shooting the "This

]

I

vember Dudley Pictures crews will
film in Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina. NBC has "This World" series
and "This Land of Ours" series Paris fashion display April 25
w
tied up for five years .... John Biggest sporting event of the
year,
Reynolds has joined Don Lee's the football cup final, to be televideo sales department assisting cast from Wembley Stadium
April
Bob Hoag
AI Burton's "Campus 30
Paris is to be featured in
Cabana" bows over KTSL Satur- the first issue of "Foreign Corday. Program, formerly on KLAC- respondent," to
be telecast April
TV, is emceed by Eddie LeRoy ... 22
Items, on a restaurant
Mana Rosa In Hollywood." starring are to be matched by artists inmenu
new
Anna Dimitrio and featuring Mela type vaude show being aired April
Shepard. boWed on KFI-TV Satur- 20
I

.

I

.

I

1

]

.

!

.

.

,

.

.

I

,

!

I

I

'.

Prior to filing the application,
Durkee Famous Foods, Inc., and
First series, according to UA-TV.
Murray Bender Shoes, all partici- the Richards stations were cited by chief John W. Mitchell, is "The
the Commission for slanting the
pation.
World Is My Beat," featuring travKelvinator,
through
Geyer, news to reflect the owner's private elogs of unusual places. Second is
Newell & Ganger, and Pall Mall prejudices, and hearings were
"Hints and Tips," a series of house*
cigarets, through SullivjiU, Stauf- scheduled to begin in L. A. on
hold suggestions. Third release it
fer, Colwell & Bayles, inked as March 23.
Shortly before that
•

I

]

•

•

participating sponsors on the new
"WPIX Film Theatre.'.' series of 36
British films ttieing' off Friday (2?)
night.

date, his attorneys filed physicians'
affidavits that Richards was
in
critical health and that holding the
hearings might cause his death.
The Commission granted a postponement to consider the current
proposal to transfer voting control.

NBC'S 85

THE MACCABEES
ONE OF AMERICA'S

:

Continued from- page 27

DISTINGUISHED INSURANCE FIRMS

the video air before the end of this
year.
La-st -on the air will probably be WTAR-TV in Norfolk, Va.,
which is shooting for an April,
1950,K)pening. NBC execs, also believe they will hold a good compet-

AM

itive

position if all
affiliates
into tele, since several of
the AM'ers are in areas Which have
been allocated only one TV chiari''
nel.
In most such cases, of course,
there will probably be more than
one applicant. In ~ addition, it is
believed, the web's TV affiliates
might also align themselves with

move

announces with pride
the appointment of

ALAN COURTNEY

TV

affiliates

without

are WPTZ,
WDSU-TV, New

AM

operations

Philadel-

phia;

Orleans;

KPIX,

Philadelphia, April 19.

"Court Is in Session," real-life
courtroom dramas sent out over
WCAU-TV every Friday night at
Pro9, will go network in May.
gram Is expected to switch to a
Tuesday night slot for the CBS-

TV

showing.

Sponsored locally by Yellow Gab,
"Court' Is in Session" is the private
program of I. D. Levy, vice-prez
and general counsel of the
stations.
Show selects a hypothetical ca.se and then tries it out in a
Philly courtroom before a bonafide

WCAU

judge and

,iury.

The

district attor-

ney's office prosecutes and so far
the pick of Philadelphia lawyers
have acted as defense counsel.
Actors serve only as defendants
and key witnesses. Courtroom attendants, bailiffs, coroners' physicians, stenogs, counsel D.A's and
guards are all the McCoy.
,

other video networks.

Nine

to be the .musical shorts.

PhiHy Court Drama
Will Go Net in May

CBS

to

Do

'Dybbuk'

"The
Francisco;
Classic
Jewish drama,
WDTV
KRSC, Seattle; WNHC- Dybbuk," by S. Ansky, will be preHaven; WICU, Erie; sented on CBS-TV's "Studio One"
Columbus, and WLWD, next month. Joe Liss will handle
Dayton.
Latter two have an in- the adaptation,
direct AM afflliationi since they're
VDybbuk" has been a hit in proowned by Crosley Broadcasting's ductions by Maurice Schwartz on
WLW, Cincinnati, which is linked New York Yiddish stage and by
.

San

Pittsburgh;

TV,

New

WLWC,

^

Director of

to

NBC-AM.

Entertainment Division

Moscow

Art. Players,

PERMANENT CAREER POSITION
NATIONALLY KNOWN ENGINEERING FIRM
HAS RESPONSIBLE $7-9,000 OPENING
AVAILABLE FOR PROPER MAN
37-50 Years of Age

60

East

42d

Street,

New

York

MU

2-1630

and Available

YOU

for Limited Travel

WILL BE ASSIGNED TO REPRESENT US IN

WORK

WITH OUR CLIENTS.

_

,

.For Appointmcn*

Boy V.122, Variety. 154 W. 46th

Write;

St..

New

York 19. M. Y.

5

you OOK be

la 'TOP

Audience

3,412,000 homed

1
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s
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^
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Inside lelevision

As Laink Producm

Four N. Y. television stations carrying pickups Of the Easter Parada
Mickey Alpert has joined Wil- Sunday (17) did themselves proud on their coverag^but what a
liam Gaxton as producer of the blessing color TV would Tiave been. WABD (DuMont), WCBS-TV
Squatters;
(CBS), WNBT (NBC) and the N. Y. Dally News' WPIX each had their
Lambs Gambol tele show.
success of the project or impairWashington, April 19.
Veteran performer - bandleader cameras stationed in the vicinity of Nt Y,'s Fifth avenue and 50th
street, where the crowds around St. Patrick's Cathedral and Rbckeing its financial stability.
Letting it be known that it
and Gaxton are working out sev- feller Centre were the heaviest. Despite the competitive
aspects of
The company, which owns a 5kw
means business, the Federal Com' AM station .and five newspapers; eral changes from the original for- their pickups, the stations all handled the job in basically the sam*
niiinications Commission last week in Florida, had wanted an addi- mat to strengthen the show, which manner, providing either long shots of the tremendous throngs
or
more television tional nine to 12 months to ar-i
removed two
sponsored by Maxwell House closeups of their star announcers and performers interviewing the
is
squatters from their license rights range
going] Coffee every Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m., bonnet-wearers.
financing
before
after failure of the permittees to ahead with television construction
Dennis James, in strictly morning attire, and Kathi Norris doubled
on WNBT.

TV

Permits Rescinded

|

'

i

!

!

give assurance of diligence in constructing stations. The agency reJHP of Jacksonville,
quested
Fla., and the New Orleans (La.)
Times-Picayune station WTPS to
surrender their construction permits.
In the latter case, it gave
option to request a hearing within
20 days but is was considered unlikely the option would be exer-

W

cised.

I

I

Sam

I

'

.

Under

,

.

1

.

i

,

,

Its operating losses in these projects up to the end of last year, it
said total $272,000.

I

.

_

and WTPS, its daytime AM outlet,
wliich it began In February, 1948.

I

WABD,

with Miss Norris pat'ticularly shining in the way she handled her interviews. Gil Fates, Dorothy Doan and a host of other
CBS'ers kept WCBS-TV's pickup sparkling. That station innovated
Bronston's Package
an interesting technique in having a photog snap the paradees and
then develop, print and have the pictures on the air in a matter of
minutes. WNBT turned the interviewing job. ovef; to three of its top
Idea on Musical Film
announcers, Bob Trout, Ben Grauer and Kenneth Banghart. They
n i CL 1 t
If J
over-impressed with the solemnity of Oie occasion at first,
sounded
Keels ohot tor Video
,i but soon broke down to perk up the show. Actress Faye Emerson
,
„ „_n
Projected ser es of 250 reels of ^ame through with a neat assist in Banghart's corner.
musical film shot especially tor,
^pjx made good use of its Zoomar lens to swoop down for fulltelevision by indie Hollywood pro- screen closeups from its vantage point above the crowds. John
Tillman
ducer Samuel Bronston are so de-;and Jack McCarthy did the WPIX commentary, with a boost
from
signed that ^stations can tie them 03ii j^g^g. gtajfers Jimmy Jemail and Nancy Rand^^^^^
together into a package of anyi
length desired, Bronston said in|
Five of the new International News SeirviCe Projectalls, designed
for

I

which (WMBR) has been cited for
lack Of diligence in construction..
The Times-Picayune, which also
publishes the afternoon daily, The
States, told the Commission it now
has $600,000 invested in WTPSFM, which its started in late 1946,

I

In both cases, the actions were
taken in denying applications for
additional time to construct stations: Previously, the Commission
had forced the William H. Block
Co. of Indianapolis to surrender
its permit by refusing to cancel
a hearing on an extension request
to consider a proposal to transfer
the authorization in exchange for
out-of-pocket costs.
Failure of WJHP to go ahead
•With its station, for which it received' a permit last August, resulted from its realization that it
had underestimated the amoupt of
money required for television. It
told the Commission it now finds
that it must take bigger losses
than it had- expected and that it
cannot commit itself to the amount
required without endangering the

,

I

but told the Commis.sion to cancel
i£ it couldn't grant the extension.
There are now three remaining
permittees in Jacksonville, one of

I

for

these

circumstances,
asked for an extension to

'f**^'l''y
scanning news tape and pictures, have been ordered by
t*^^ f""""'
to
have n.eievision stations since the machine was unveiled at the National
Assn.
for o£ Broadcast
libraries
Already on the air with a one-hour daily program using the Projectall
It told
it would be on the air.
Chicago. Deliveries are now being made to
Memphis;
the Commission it had "hopes" it
Producer arrived in N. Y. last
and WMAR-TV, Baltimore; WGAL-TV, Lancaster, and
would be able to proceed with con- week from Rome, where he com- WJBK, Detroit. In addition, experimental installations are being made
struction in six months but could pleted the first 21 of the 10-minute at WNBT, N. Y., and
Cinclnnaii.
give no assurances It would be able reels featuring the 100-piece Santa
to go ahead with the project.
Cicilia orch under the baton of
WNBT, flagship station of the NBC-TV web in N. Y., is planning a
B'ive
television channels have Jacques Rachmilovich. He plans super-show to celebrate its 10th anniversary April 30. Final
details
been assigned to New Orleans,] to lens 20 more reels in Rome, have not been worked out, but it is expected that every prograin on
where one station, WDSU-TV, is starting next month, and will then the air that day will mark the event with some specialty and that ail
The remaining per- tap all the major foreign and U. S. stations on the NBC-TV network will salute the occasion.
in operation.
mittee, Maison Blanche Co., was in symphs. Bronston declined either
Station preemed April 30, 1939, with the televising of the late Frank^^
hearing last month on a recent rer to discuss his production costs or lin D. Roosevelt as he opened the N. Y. World's Fair.
'quest for. extension^
to reveal what price he's asking
the networks for the service.

WTPS

1

'j

Bronston

pleted,

hopes

them serve the same purpose

next October on its television station but could not estimate when

IV that tran.scribed_music
now serve AM stations.

I

|

WMCT,

wNSQ,
WBAL-TV

,

;

!

WLWT,

I

1

!

i

I

I

I

I

j

I

I

I

i

i

I

KTSL UMITS PLUGS

FCC Okays

Pix were lensed with an eye to
Kinescope
but Bronston also made protection shots for a contemplated
Version of Horse
theatrical release later, as soon as
April 19.
Washington,
Hollywood, April 19.
the American Federation of Musicians' ban against the use of live
Special authority to televise the
KTSL execs have issued orders
music In
films is lifted.
He races during the current 19-day to all personnel restricting the
said no trick camera effects were
meet ending April 30 from the Ja- number of plugs to be given «
employed; instead, the cameras
studios manufacturer on giveaway telewere set up to give viewers the maica, L. L, track to
same scene of the orch they would in New York for kinescope record- vision programs. Outlet toppers
get if they were sitting in a con- ings was granted by the FCC last feel prize donors are beginning to
dominate programs and are getting
cert auditorium.
week.
The authorization was given for the equivalent of $60 one-minute
experimental purposes to deter- spots for nothing.
Don Lee outlet has inserted a
mine the feasibility of making
Syracuse
for Tele
films of the races without using rule whereby a manufacturer will
the cumbersbme and expensive receive only one mention per proVia
coaxial interconnection
between gram. Rule will hold regardless
studio and track. Under the FCC of the number of gifts given. OutSyracuse, April 19.
Indications point to. WSYRrTV grant, televising is done via micro- let will allow close up pictures of
being on th' air by mid-autumn waves to the studio, in this in- the prizes but has limited view to
with network video service. Gen- stance in the 7,000 mc band, from a brief scan. Advertising display
eral Electric's Electronics Park where kinescoping is made for cards of manufacturers handing
plan is now working on the sta- later television newsreel programs. over gifts is to be completely eliminated.
tion's transmitter equipment and
The Commission's action

TV

-

Races

FOR GIVEAWAY DONORS

TV

'

RCA

'

Looks

UlUPJ-w

WSYR

first television

station in Micliiganstill

M

leading

American

ttie field

graph Co.

better

know-how that

pictures,

results

in

KNOW

I

Comedy News Show

Sentinel Heights later this
Packaged for
for WSYR-TV's transmitter
Hollywood, April 19,
building. Plans also call for a onestory addition to the present FM
KLAC-TV will present a news
transmitter building, and erection show with a comedy format, start~
of a 200-foot tower at the Heights ing Sunday (24). Program will aii
to transmit TV programs
once weekly for 30-minutes.
With the elevation of Sentinel
Program is titled "City Desk"
Heights some 1,440 feet above sea and will give a newspaper treatlevel, WSYR-TV's effective radia- ment of current week's events.
tion will be at an elevation of ap- Program is packaged by Don Mcproximately 1,640 feet, or more Guire.
It features Lois Collier,
than 1,300 feet above Syracuse's Ciaig Stevens, Lennie Breman
average elevation. According to A. and McGuire.
Package reportedG. Belle Isle, station's chief en- 'y went for $150.
gineer, present calculations show
that WSYR-TV's signal will penetrate a minimum average radius of

KLAC-TV

TV!

ISxDiirlmred hh a proirram coordlnnt»r, tramo aHd't. fllm Mss't; radio anil
record IrarlcKroiind ; B.A. Mudlr. Creative, efficient,

Box

V-77,
Street,

versatile.

154 Welt 46th
York 19, N. Y.

Variety,

New

!

I

This know-how is reflected in its local
schedule of top crowd-drawing attractions including three seasons of University of Michigan foot ball
three
seasons of Detroit Tiger base ball ...
as well as two seasons each of Detroit
Red Wing hockey, and horse racing.
Such features tpgether with outstand.

.

.

Yes,WWJ-TV

is

l»i

PERSONAL

Philco Joins Pabst

As Chi Cubs Sponsor
Chicago, April 19.
Philco will bankroll the remaining half of the Chi Cubs home
baseball games over WBKB, it was
announced by program director
Red Quinlan. Signing gives WBKB
complete
sponsorship
of
ball
games, Pabst earlier having taken
over tab for half the games.
Philco likewise increased
its
sponsorsed time on the Multiscope,
WBKB's time-weather-news machine, from 21 to 35 hours weekly.
Deal gives
a total of 84

.

.

York

35 miles.

shows are the main reasons
is first, by far, with
Detroiters
as proven by surveys'.
and with advertisers as proven by
.

1-oined.v

i

NBC

.

For Television
Available a Broaitwar-prddnged playn;
nnproduced; orlKlnal mnidrni
wHIl Hforr; production and
Write Kox V-H7, v/n
nop nnmberg.
Variety,
IS*
W. 46til St., New
tvra

i

why WWJ-TV

results.

1

month

-and better commercial adaptability*..

ing

was

and Tele- taken over tlie dissenting votes of
constructing a micro Commissioners Jones and Walker.

at

progn mming

better

Telephone
is

wave relay link between Albany
and Syracuse to make it possible.
Ground will be broken nearby

ORE than two years of daily operation have given WWJ'TV the

television

by Mid-Autumn

the sure bet

in television in the multi-billion-dollar

Detroit market.

Refined announcer - narrdtor
with

Ford

future,

in

- tn.c.-

present

past,

addicted

and

Soap,

Ivory

to

seeks companionship of congenial,

sponsor
music,

—share

for .sumnier-

drama,

television,

tollc,

wealth.

N.

C*

WBKB

hours of weekly programming, of
which 66 are sponsored.

*For due to identity hear Ford Theater or
NBC

riltST IN

MICHIGAN

. .

.

r»Uvifjoh Natwork

OwiwJ md

N^lhiialKtprumlaflytK

Op*ral*i/

WEWS-TV UPS BATES

hy THE DETROIT

NEWS

me GCOROt K HOWNOBtKY COMfANY

AUOCIATC AM-FM STATIOM WWJ

Cleveland, April 19.
Because of the bounding gains
in
circulation,
WEWS-TV has
upped its rate card by 33','&%,
from $300 to $400 an hour.
Rates effective for new business
as of yesterday (18).

Lowell Thomas (after April 25), see Toast
Town or Ford TV Theater, or contact

of the

Nelson Case. 410

f.

57th

St.,

PLaza 3-1449.

Sammy Kaye's adaptati on of his
successful stage gimmic k. UkfA'/ilH
l^AyiUIMIiy<J:!iBiB^ffi^^ came over
NBC television Sunday (10) evening as a laugh siho\^ with a vastly
promising futui^. There^
lot
of highly amusing momenits in th^^
hody-English and gyrati<m
amateur bandleaders who ta
over
the direction of Kaye's commercial
combo—and every one of them

manage

to creep into the lens. This
Kaye's second showing on
video with his stage baby, and
while there are many loose ends
that could be gathered up in
smarter fashion, they did not seriously interfere with the comedy
aspect. Kay gives listeners an op-

was

portunity to get in on the prizes,
giving the program a giveaway
tinge, by allowing a viewer by
phone to take a crack at naming
the winner, judged by the audience
via a laugh meter. If the phone
picker's choice coincides with that
of the aud, a stack of prizes goes
to the former as well as the am
leader. It's a good angle and Kaye
and his men do a good job with it,
adding a lot of their own uninhibited gag angles to those unintentionally provided by the contestants.

.

:

,

'

Wednesday, Aprfl 20, 1949
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These
requirements.
"would furnish a yreapon for destruction and delay not only to
persons who may be striving, to
Continued from pace 23 ss
circumvent the statutes but also to
obstructionists seeking to prevent agreement March 17, 1949, for the
agency Authorization of legitimate sale to KLAC, of all the stock of
transactions sought by other par- Klk^TR Radio Corp. (the Thackrey
ties."
L. A. radio interests). The agreeFCC counsel found it "difficult ment was subject to FCC approval
to believe" that their discretion in and to the following additional
allowed
to
m a k e de- conditions:
being
cisions where it believes hearings
1. Approval by the Commission
are unnecessary should be cur- of transfer of Thackrey stations to
tailed "to preserve the fairness Warners.
guafanteed by the. due process
Acquisitions of control of
2.
clause."
KMTR Radio Corp. by WB.
3. Divestment of the television
assets from KMTR Radio Corp.
and transfer of those assets and' asDesist*
signment of KLAC-TV to Warners.
Wb told the Commission it
Continued trom 'page 23 ss
planned to commence publication
regulations than the present sys- of notice of sale of KLAC yestertem which subjects licensees to rev? day ;,(18) in Los Angeles, as reocation for either serious ;or not- quired by the AVCO procedure,
so'serlous violations.
and requested the Commission to
Another provision in :the bill start similar advertisement in the
would apply the powers of the Federal Register. It said that time
Postoffice Dept. to prevent the use is the important consideration in
of mails for fraud to radio. It the case since its agreement to sell
would empower the Commission to KLAC expires August 1. The
impose penalties up to $10,000 or AVCO waiting period.- is 60 days.:
five years in prison, or both, on any
The Thackrey package also inindividual or station over using cludes the San Francisco station
radio or television or interstate KYA held under the licensee name
obtain of Palo Alto Radio Station;
Wire communication to
Inc.
money under false pretense. This Warners plan to keep this station,
authority has been previously recr it. is understood, and may take
ommended.
\
steps to expand it: The outlet opA further provision in the bill erates with Skw to local .sunset
would raise the salaries of the and one kw at night.
Commissioners from $10,000 to
$15,000, with $17,500 for the chairman. The increases are along the
lines of the report of the Hoover
Commission on Government ReorContinued from page 21
ganization which recommended
that members of regulatory agencards the 'made-to-order' program
cies be paid $17,500 and the chairmen $20,000. The House Appro- technique and starts creating on
priations Committee recently re- its own, the better off it will be."
ported out a budget bill for the
The new Dean Martin^Jerry
FCC which provided a $2,000 raise Lewis-, projection is an obvious
for the members.
A final provision permits the "sight" show that shapes up more
Commission greater latitude in promisingly on TV, it's felt; the remaking expenditures for research creation of the "new"' Henry Moractivities and for radio monitoring gan is strictly
an up-and-down
cedural

WB-TV

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

—

Tex

«Shprman

befn

by the
Sed
KTAN from

sale of

official post has been filled by acBob Powell, former
for the Ic^^^^^^^
disk j ockey.
the Denison

Approval has

FCC

|

WGAN

Broadcasting Corp. to the Sherman
Minneapolis— Singer Tony Grise,
Broadcasting Corp., for a sum ot
Tony after winning Arthur Godfrey tal$18,000. Euclid T. Fant and
the. ent scout show,- came home and
Anthony are principals
featured voSherman company. Sellers were got busy. He's now on
WCCO,- as
Elmer Scarborough, Joel Carroll calist on three shows
well as another on WTCN.
and Mrs. Mary Stewart.
'

|

|

m

Louisville-WGRC is set to air
Walter Kline major league baseball games, and
Corsicana, Tex
has been named general manager is lining up schedule for summer
here for KAND and will take over afternoons. Games will be aired
duties at once.
from wire reports by Bill Diedrich
and Jerry Brown. Both American
and National League games will be
Chicago.—A. C. Nielsen an- heard; preference being given to
nounces that Ford Motor Co. has Bed Sox, of which the Louisville
to
taken a three-year subscnption
club is a farm. National League
his Radio Index.
gatnes will be included occasion-

—

.

San Antonio

Short, for
— Violet chief
here

many years continuity
at KTSA, has resigned

allVj with the exception of the.
Cincinnati Reds, who will be heard
locally over WLOU.

her post to
Louisville-^Local disk jockeys
become Director of Radio for will be pitted against each other
Joske's of Texas, local department
at the Kentuckiana Home Show
store. No replacements has been
Competition
starting April 22.
named.
will be called "Disk Jockeys' Derby," with local platter joQks repreMinneapolis^ Earl Steele, for; sented on a blownup photo, much
iherly on announcing staffs of CBS \n the manner of an amusement
in New York and KLAC, Holly- park pitch.
wood, is performing mike chores
at WCCO, CBS outlet here, as emRobert Ray,
Greensboro, N.
cee of cross-the-board "Melody former station and commercial
Matinee." His wife, Decca thrush manager of WBUY, Lexington, has
Sally Foster, has her own daily assumed his new v duties as sales
Vocal stanza on the same station.
and service manager of WLOE,
'

:

C—
;

-

Boston—Betsy King,

eight^year-

Greensboro, N. C.
Carolinas
old disk jockey of WCOP, ABC
Radio. News Directors Assn. will
filiate here, has been named queen
hold its annual convention in
of the American Federation of RaMyrtle Beach, S. C, June 3^4. Jack
dio Actors ball, to take place at the
Knell, of station WBT, Charlotte, is
Copley-Plaza May 6. Queen King,
president.
daughter of Gene King, WCOP pro^
Plans will be made for an angram director, is youngest AFBA nual
award, and new officers will
member.
be elected.
af-

.

^

Leonard Matt,
Philadelphia
MinneapoIis.-^im Paul, former
program director of WD AS, has account exec with McCann-Krickbeen upped to sales manager. Dick son, has joined sales staff of
Booth; former assistant program WCCO, CBS outlet here.

.

;

'Cease

&

;

.

•

.

:

:

'

i

'

AFL's American Fed-

eration of Radio Artists..
Ruling of full board constituted^'
a reversal of an earlier recom-

mendation

Trial Examiner

by

R, Hemingway that the
radio station had engaged in cerunfair labor practices, but
''had not refused to bargain'' in
good faith with the union involved,
NLRB found the company guilty
of unfair labor practices in- questioning employes concerning their
choice of a bargaining representative and asseirted "that the last in
the series of interrogations carried
with it an implied threat of loss of
pay for union adherence."
Examiner Hemingway had ruled
such an interrogation was an effort
to determine whether the union
represented a majority of em-

James
tain

come

.

ployes.

WSB was

ordered, to ''cease and

desist" from questioning employes
regarding union status and "threatening its employes with reduction
in salaries or loss of' pay if they
choose Atlanta local, AFBA, or any
other labor organization as their
collective bargaining agent."
Meanwhile,
AFRA's strike
against WATL, Atlanta indie
owned by J. W. Woodruff, Sr., of
Columbus, Ga., is nearing its 16th
week.
Station, virtually stripped
of commercial programs, continues
to operate with non-runion announcers and engineers.

'Corny' Jackson's Radio

.

Role in U.S. Bond Drive

off

Cornell

(Morgan has already canthe

the interim

"Sunday

at

7" ing- division.

Jackson came into Washington
problem by installing a Dick Powell
whodunit in a show that approxir last Thursday (14). for a confermates one that had previously done ence with Vernon L. Clark, nasummer replacement duty—these tional director of the Savings Bond

;

Division; Leon J. Markham, diFect
tor of sales; and Elihu E. Harris,
director
of advertising.
They
worked on plans for coordinating

are cited to support the. contention
that NBC is still groping, without
any concrete plan.
On Variety of Fronts

ago, decided to sue for full pay-

.

participation of radio in the comMeanwhile, the web, still boasting ing bond' drive.
This includes a
the most enviable facilities in the nationwide' broadcast May 15 to
Continued from page 23
Guild of Variety Artists which had
President
okayed his deal as a recognized industry,- is moving on a variety of kick off the drive.
to read vague and ambiguous
However, Florida's fronts to re^entrench itself pro- Truman will speak and stage,
meaning into the language of the entertainer.
which gramwise and solidify its billings screen .and radio, stars are to take
theatre
chain,
Communications Act and Supreme Wometco
owns station WMIE, Miami; through picture. Now that it's established part.
Court., decisions alters the extent
radio manager, Bob that Ken Dyke, administrative veeits general
of the rights of a radio licensee
announces
Venn, offered Gray a flat $1,000 pee in charge of programs, is bowChicaeo.
and the limits of protection he is weekly contract on a 44-week term ing out of the network, his top aide, station breaks for Keeley Brewing
^hich the statiou would guarantee, Tom McCray, will assume a more Co. and for Linco Products, both
n^li-mltM'' °^fwTR
pairment.
(WJR had contended n,.™,,
,i,.„r.r.jn» the
tt,= Copa^
r'^n,. prominent role ni the program through
Scott
Schwimmer
Gray accepted, dropping
that' grant of a daytime station on
structure, with possibility that he agency.
Weinger suit, with the
its channel might limit the Comgroup reopening the shuttered may move into Dyke's position.

S

Portland, Me^—Don Curran has
been upped from program direc-

.

ment and turned the matter over
to attorneys and the American

Property Rights

KLEE-TV.

—

WMTW,

Yankee network outlet here. Curran had been acting manager dur-

WMAQ

!

"^r^l^ft^A

ing terminal stages of the late station manager's illness; His previous

&

WMIE

mission in granting it higher power
if and when future determinations
make such a grant feasible).
The real issue in the case. Commission
counsel
contended,
is
whether WJR was given a fair opportunity to present its position.
Since it never complained of un
fairness an did not answer the opposition to ts petition for leconsideration, the WJR claim, said
FCC, ';may fairly be characterized

%

Bowles,
Five O'Cldck Club as a setting for (Leslie -Harris, ex-Benton
"A diiarmingly •ntortaining *how.
three-hour (11 p.m. to 2 a.m.)' air-er, and Mitchell Benson; "ex-William
Weil worth your oar."
Preem of the new setup took place Morris agency, are new -additions
POST,
on Monday (18), with two half- to the program department.)
Houden, Toxat.
On
the
heels
of
the
disclosure
hour video shows (10:30 to 11 p.m.
WTVJ: also Wometco owned) that Kraft is cancelling out on Al
Jolson
9and
the
Thursday night
skedded shortly on a weekly basis.
\ 9:30 time, it now develops that the
With certain other financial ar;;'„'^;^;'„\"srGra7 can'go 7s' hig^ 9:30-10 o'clock Sealtest (Dorothy
Lamour) half-^hour is also shaky.
i^^f^^^ ^ his new deal,
-p
Maxwell House has already served
For Ivory Floko*
Philadelphia
Robert W. Mene- notice of dropping Burns & Allen
CBS, Mon. thru Fri,
fee, former program director of in the 8:30 period (with B fie A
>
ii
MSif P.M.
The (:ommission further
con- wSLS, Roanoke, Va., has joined moving to CBS)—all of which adds
"On an Island with You"
tended that if the lower cdurt de- the WIP announcing staff. Mene- up to a serious Thursday poser for
JOHN K. M. MeCAFFERV
With
THE CAMEI,
cision IS sustained various regula-,fee replaces Hal Simms, who left NBC.
Avery Pridnr NIte,' »'M D.S.T.
WrUton ana Directed by
tory agencies of the government WIP several weeks ago tor the
Mgt.: LOU
ADDISON SMITH
would be hamstrung by rigid pro- CBS-TV network.
St. Louis—The 500th consecutive
weekly broadcast of a 15 mins.
traffic
education program was
BIG THINGS CAN COME IN
aiied by KXOK, the Star-Times)'
SMALL ADS—LIKE: "IN THE SAN
slalion, Saturday (16).
Lt. Roland
.).
Schumacher, ot the St. Louis
FRANCISCO. BAY AREA— THE
"^'^^^^
T°
SATURDAY IlinV
Police Dept
has conducted the
IS
BEST
AIR
JUl/I vAilUVA anUVf . « . . .I'arody and Special; Tredtmcnn Sung by JUDY CANOVA
APRIL 16
program "So It Can't Happen to
You" since the inaugural Sept. 16,
1939, with but a few Instances
""'^ ^01 HIS MIND, W'S HIS MUSIC"
TUESDAY
CUAIU
when
prevented
by
illness, etc.
* . sung by: BOB HOPE, DORIS DAY and JIMMY DURANTE
£
APRIL 19
j

I

M-G-M—

—

I

—

I

HRfflMKiS

I

WUTiCK

j

1

-

j

.

i

i

,

WOW

CLAYTON

.

j

:

I

PARLAY

THIS WEEK'S

I

i

™^

TAMAUA CUAW

SALESMAN

.

|

'

DAD UApr
OvD HUr dnUW

THURSDAY Al

lAI CAM
JIILjUII

APRIL 21

AL

FRIDAY
APRIL 22

JlinlHl

CUAW
dnUn

I

^^'^^

...

* .

.Sung

UUnAniC OnUlT

by;

. , .

PLAYER"

AL JOLSON and THE SCHNOZZOLA

"A*^^ ^^^^^

1IMMV MID AMTC CUAIIT

"^^^

Sung by: THE SCHNOZi:.

GREAT"
DON AMECHE «, CASt

"MY

WANT MY MONEY"

GIRL FRIENDS DON'T
Sung by: THE BOSS

COOPER

.v'Monageniwt:'

"
'
'

'

'

N«w

(50,000 Sq. Feet)

York City IdMlly Sultabt* for

IncL Air-AomlMoned, Wall PamltlMd ExeewtU* «ii4'G*Kkriiil Offices and,
Confer. Room; Prlnelpalt Only

New

LOUIS

Industrial Plant
Heart of

TELEVISION and MOTION PICTURES PURPOSES

JACK BARNETT
Hollywopd:..

SALE OR LEASE
Modern
in the

WnlTTEN BV

FIIANK

GLEN KING."

1

.

"

.

Gray

Houston Guy Savage, program
and sports director for KLEE here,
has been appointed to the position
of assistant manager and sports

'

.

thaty doesn't

proposition

I

tor to station manager at

tively" with

Washington, April 19.
Jackson, J. Walter
always Thompson veepee and manage)- of
its
Hollywood (iffice, has been
celled himself off his new- video named special radio consultant ta
program); the decision to. solve for the U. S. Savings Bond advertis*

stations.

former WOR
Albany.— About 30 stations are
"personality jockey," has launched broadcasting "Empire County," a
a new after-midnight program on series on New, York State Health
Barry
WPEN, i-unning from 12:05 a.m. Department; cut by State Radio
is
Time
until 2, across the board.
Bureau with Milton Cross as narContinued from page 23
new for the station and Newman's rator and Bob Steele as director.
program has a half dozen and Irve Tunlck, of CBS writuig staff, But the payoff for Gray was cut
more participating sponsors. Her- scripted show; Columbia .record- almost in half, with his- cafe salary
man Gordon, recent graduate of ed. Neal Mbylan, of State Radio gone.
Temple Univ.'s radio school, has Bureau, produced.
Gray, who had signed a new conjoined the continuity department
tract with Murray Weinger, operaat WFIL.
tor of Copa City, about three weeks

director for

Relations Board to ''bargain collec-

.

Newman,

—

Atlanta, April 19.

WSB, NBC outlet here owned by
the Atlanta Journal, last week teeeived orders from National Labor

.

director, is taking over Matt's job.

Eddie

MwithAFRA

:

.

Trade Evaluates

Leaksville.

WSB Reversed In

P.

Y»rii:

RANDELL

•X H-1B9:

Vwioty, 1S4

W. AM,

St..

New

York It

,
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Storz Brewery Buying

NAB's 'Playback On Red Tape'
ended Sunday night with the terjnination of the "bread and butter" conclave of the independents.

(The

official

management meet-

ings actually didn't start until the
following day.)
They were critical of the fact

NAB

that the

convention lacked

that if it
weren't for the demands of a few
realistic broadcasters not a single
resolution would have been passed.
Many were sore over the conduct
of delegates when the time came
i^t official convention business and
presentation, of ^resolutions, including the No. 1 matter on the industry agenda^a provision to allocate
40% of the NAB's annual gross to
sales-promote radio in its fight for
At that point there was
survival.
a. wholesale exodus from the meet-

proper organization;

Buck$ For Biz

KOWH

Omaha

Daily's
Omaha, April

Continued from page 21
casters flatly asserted that the convention might just as well have

Continued frpm

19.

KOWH and KOAD-FM will soon
gency" rewrite- of U. S. Attorney
change ownership. The Omaha
General Tom Clark's address.
For, instead of his originally World-Herald, owner, has entered
prepared talk which was of little into ari, agreement to sell these
consequence to the broadcasters stations' to Robert H. Storz and
as such, Clark finally emerged Todd Storz, of the Storz Brewing
with a script calculated to take the Co. Deal is subject to action of
the FCC.
sting out of the Coy remarks.
Application has been
It
was strictly out of the radio's-here- filed for permission to transfer.
to-stay school of philosophy, and
KOWH was formerly WAAW,
jmany were wondering whether the and was operated by the Ottiaha
"rewrite" job wasn't at .the insti- Grain Exchange.
Its chief handigation of the "save-radiorat-any- cap was that it was only a dayhght
cost" elements within the NAB.
station.

:

TV"

I

i

i

erations.

.

Hub
±S

Continued from page
:

.

23

,

more music

on;

likewise

in

records

cutting

I

;

^

i

show 15 minutes and putting It on
evenings with a reduced Rakov
ing room, including NAB prexy orch. Also out IS the Gene Jones
Justin Miller's surrounding, organi- trio.
Pruning of all unsponsored
1

I

A

I

talent, leaving Miller to
carry the; ball alone.
They were sore over the overall agenda slotting, showcasing unimportant sessions in "cream" convention time segments, and leav-

I

zation

j.

j

shows follows, through
for video, alsoi- with two or three
live talent

currently scheduled video shows
set to be dropped.
Aside from
cuts, schedule changes and a general trend to disk shows, WBZ, like

[

i

I

i

such paramount issues as teler all the othersj is pruning all
vision 'to post'banquet time, when around, even to office management
spirits, had lagged and broadcast- and realigning of offices.
ers were checking out.
TV the Villain
Cited as a typical example was
That video remains the villain
the panel on industry public rela^ in all this is generally admitted in
tions, allocated to the entire Mon- all Hub radio circles.
Spring buyday morning stretch, generally ac- ing season has upped the sale of
knowledged as the most important Video with the baseball season unhours of the conclave in which to der way as of this week a terrific
establish the motif and provoke boost.
Nearly 70,000 sets are inthe desired stimulation of the dele- stalled in the Hub area and disgates. But it was acknowledged to tribs and' retailers figure on the
be one of the dullest meetings on continued installation of video
NAB record, one panel participant around the Hub to average beeven admitting he was reprising tween 15 and 20,000 sets a month.
a speech he gave two years ago.
Yet with video's proved sales caFCC chairman Wayne Gov's pacity, its proved audience, its-conMonday luncheon talk to the con- stant improvement, technically,
vention, in which he accented the and the increasingly competent
video storm signals and cautioned shows billed, the advertisers rethe broadcasters that they had bet- main appalled at the cost, and at
In the meantime
ter "go TV*-or else," had a dis- the problems.
turbinft effect on the NAB organi- they're more and more reluctant
zational staff.
Many saw in this to sign on for live talent shows
reaction to Coy's TV upbeat talk on AM, and sal^s resistance all
Thus the
vs. AM's tolbogganing the "emer- along the line is fierce.
big net outlets look to the indies
in envy, and hope somehow to duplicate their formulas,' but still
hold on to their nets. Still, all the
ing-

here.

KTBS

The

.-.

resulted

Ray Dorey's

;

ment Bureau, along

I

j

20

forts,

j

I

mce

efNAB personnel director Bichard
such as Broadcast Measure- Doherty ravealed that his survey
tliis line,
of networks and 41 independents,
Television panel Wed. finishecl showed; an average weekly- net*
the general sessions. Stanley Hub- work payroll of $30,000, while inbard, KSTP and KSTP-TV, St. die stations paid out $4,230 weekPaul, Minn., sparked the panel by ly. Personnel comparison was 47
declaring that
won't take a fulltime and 21 part-time persons
dime's worth of business from AM for average indie, while nets avei^broadcasting." Hubbard said that aged 324 persons.
the solid radio broadcaster, with
established market and service,!
Sioux City---Bob Martin has been
will never be affected by tele op-i appointed sports director of KCOM

and asked for an expansion of

BETTER

LouUiam

BUY THAN

EVER BEFORE

I

//

NOW

:

:

,

more

166,470

Homes now
mary area!

In

Power jumps

Radio
our

pri-

ten timies!

Radio Homes jump from

I

I

indies

WHDH

aren't cleaning up,
IS

either.

doing well, but having

its troubles getting new billings,
WBMS, the Hub's classical
too.
music station, is in the paradoxical
situation of having a very large
and well-heeled audience; an exstrong
Hooper, In
ceptionally
short, lor a specialized mdie, but
advertisers just won't go for it.
Typical remark to a time salesman
is "It's the only station my wife
and I listen to, and all our friends

to itj too, but who else
does'"
So far as sports are concerned,
the Hub's video Is plenty strong.
WBZ and WNAC share the televising of Boston games, with a
parlay of accounts handling the
Fights and sporting events
bill.
are strongly sponsored, too. But
the Hub is making little progress

59,990

I

The Texas Rangers,

1

I

America's greatest western
I
'

act, for

inany years

radio,

screen

now
own

stars

and

of

stage,

In locally produced shows— and
the current trend is to cut them

are starring in their

down.

show on

television

400

KTTV

I

I

too,

on the CBS

star,

coast-to-

i

1

Homes,

And

Satur-

the

for

first

additional

these

time
166,-

470 Radio Homes have
full,

primary NBC day-

time programming.
Figure

radio

best

the

Truly
-

any way -the
KTBS is

it

powerful

new,

-

"The

buy.

more than ever
Louisiana

Pur-

Minneapolis, April 19.
Broadcast honoring Minneapolis
orchestra Sunday (17)
together some Impressive
including Dimitri MitroClaudio Arrau, Robert
Shaw, Eugene Ormandy and Antal

Symphony
got

talent;
I

network each

coast

rates —

Radio Honors Mitropoulos

Mon-

each

day evening. They

Same

more Radio

°o

chase!"

CBS-Los Angeles Times
station

226,460!

rates— in "The Louisiana
Purchase."

listen

I

to

Everything's up but the

;

poulos,

I

day afternoon, 4-4:30 EST.

I

I

The Texas Rangers
scriptions> used

on

tran-

scores

of stations from coast to
1
'

coast,

have achieved Hoop-

1

as

harmonic Symphony and will be
replaced by Dorati, formerly with
Dallas symphony.

Program

I

eratings as high

Dorati.

Show was aired over WCCO,
with Ed Viehman as narrator.
Mitropoulos, conductor of orchestra for 12 years, is leaving to become conductor of New York PhilT

27.4.
j

l

ti-aced

orchestra's

velopment from 1903 fo
iience under Mitropoulos.

have a new and even

better sales plan! Ask

KTBS

NcwVtfli

RADIO CENTER

de-

promi-

SHREVEPORT

Son f (oncnco
Bolton

Advertisers and stations

—we

SHREVEPORY

;

Admiral's Coin Upbeat

Chicago; April 19.
Both sales and net earnings of
.\dmiral Corp. set new record
higlis for the first quarter period.
Admiral prexy Ross Siragusa said
'that the three-month period, ended
March 31 produced a net income
'Of $1,536,217, equivalent of $1.54
per common share.
Net income for the .same period
in 1948 was $530,410, or 53 cents.

AT THESE PRICES

I

CHOICE

j

about

it!

I

AVAILABILITIES

CAN'T LAST

.

•

B< CHURCH
Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

ARTHUR

J

long! WRITE OR CALL TODAY!

I

!

I

NIGHT - 5.000 WATTS

NBC.TQN

AFFILIATE
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RCA ISliakeup'

Best British Sheet SeHers
f^eefc ending ApriM4)

Simmers Down To

Roosevelt Grills

V
Jiondon, April 15.
Cliappell
12th Street Rag
Leeds
Faraway Places

One Replacement; Deny Murray Out

20th Anni Hoopla

Keitli-P
Shady Nook
Keith-P
Cuckoo Waltz
Heart of Loch Lomond. .Unit
Powder Your Face. Chappell
In a

.

RCA-Victor Rec-+
ords det)t. has simmered down to
one repjaoement, according toL
Dave
firm's execs in Camden.
Finn, former field sales manager,!'
has replaced Dick Fiebling, who

"Shakcup"

in

Strauss-M
the 5:45
Morris
Slow Boat to China
Wood
You're in Love
Buttons and Bows .... Victoria

Jocks, Jukes, Disks
Because

of.

father, Bernie

When

the death of his
Woods' "Jocks,

Jukes and Disks" reviews do

•

Announcement came on heels
reported resignation of Jim

j

not appear this week.

[

.

For You
Put 'Em in

i

resigned last week.
of

(

i

,

Box

a

.

.

It's

Peldman

Dash

Magic.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

Connelly

.

:

di$k6 and scout new talent.
,RCA, however, admitted that the
Guesting
Tex Beneke's orchestra is changand- repertory committee
"Personal Autograph," ABC
was no longer functioning as a ing its style to; conform with the
Thursday, Aoril 21
body. Walter Heebner, a & r head musical groove- that made Glenn
Lcny Mings lier latest record reon the Coast, is regarded as being
Sleep," and "It's Too
hot"Can't
Miller's
prewar
orchestra
the
leased,
in line to take over that post. Last
Late Xow" by Tim GayW, J. Fred
a & r head at Victor was Eli Ober- test b.o. band in the country. Be- Cools and Matt Fiirin (Bourne) on
stein, who. resigned some time ago neke's current combo is the one ABC's
"Personal
coast-to-roaat
arid lis now producing the Varsity
that Miller led in the U. S. Army Autogiaph'' from Cljlcftgo.
label. Another mentioned as a & r
liorry, first to record "It's Too
Air Force while the war was on,
head is maestro Tommy Dorseyv and had Miller come back from Late Now." lias anotlier new winwhich
backs
but it's unlikely that he'll step into service < he disappeared in a flight ner In "Heartbroken"
"Late/"
that post.
he
over the English Channel)
TIM GAYLE
Jack Hallstrom, who headed the would have been at its helm. For
Sheraton, Detroit
Hotel
a & r committee, has just returned a while, as a matter of fact, the
from a vacation in Nassau. Whether group was known as Glenn Milhe'll remain in the a.& r dept. isn't
ler's, orchestra, conducted by Tex
Herman's Record $3,900
settled yet.
Beneke.
That billing was later
changed t i read Tex Beneke with
For Cincy One-Niter
orchestra^ Finally,
Glenn
Miller's
JO STAFFORD PACTS
Cincinnati, April 19,
Miller's name was dropped.
Woody Herman walked aAfay
ago Beneke
Several months
3-YEAR CAP DEAL dropped
his one-niter
the string section -he used with the marbles on
Saturday night (16)
Farm
Castle
at
Hollywood, April 19.
of
the
band
si;ice
it
got
out
in
Jo Stalford signed a new three- service in a body. Now he intends when his^'orch broke ali existing
year contract with Capitol Records, to revive ,Miller's„ original style, _
a records. Top at this spot was 2,250
replacing old deal, which still had course that's easy since Mrs. HeleiT .paid admissions, held by Guy Loma year to go. New pact is at upped Miller, the late leader's widow, bardo, but Herman drew 2,600 at
royalty /deal
owns an interest in Beneke's com- $1.50 a head.
Her first release will l>e bop bo and she has Miller's original
Band is set for the Capitol theaversions; her first such, of "Jolly library. This will be put to work tre, Washington, week of April 21,
Jo,*' a Dave Lambert original writ- Immediately and all subsequent ar- to be followed by a week at the
ten for her, and "Smiles." Paul rangements will be patterned along Apollo, N. Y. After that they conback to
Weston's orch will' back.
t'hose same lines. Don Haynes, Mil- tinue on one-niters, coming
Chase
ler's prewar manager, still man- Cincy for June 4 date at
ages the band and also has an college. Then west for four weeks
Trumpeter Tagged
After" that, conat Balboa Beach.
interest.
San Antonio, April lO.M
cert in the northwest for six weeks.
Beneke may come into a New
Anderson Martin, of St. Louis
trumpet player and bandleader, York location in June for the first
There's a possibility the
was arraigned here, charged with time.
Roy Brodsky and Sid Tepper,
of marijuana. combo will go into the Astor Roof writers of "Red Roses for a Blue
Illegal possession
following Carmen Cavallaro, who Lady," inked a' recording deal
Bond was set at $2,000.
Martin stated he had come here opens its season May 16 for a six- with Dance-Tone Records of Bos-

LORRY RAINE

.

.

.

.:.

'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

artists

.

.

.

Use MiUer Style

bardo's bookers, are planning appropriate ceremonies, to mark the'
bandleader's opening at the hostelry's Grill next Sept. 26 for the
'40- '50 season.
Debut will begin
the band's 20th consecutive year
And that's a clearin the room.
cut all-time record in the name
band business for a combination of
the b.o. calibre of Lorabardo's.

Connelly

.

Second 12

Mothers Day ......... Reid
;
.Sun
Lavender Blue.
Buy Killamey ..,.P. Maurice
Southern
Perhaps
Yale
Lillette
Clnephonic
You Was
..i Yale
Strawberry Moon
Put Shoes On Lucy. .... .Gay
Feldman
Cool Water
v
Victoria
Sunflower

Beneke Band To

rpm

Roosevelt hotel, New York, and
Music Corp. of America, Guy Lom-

.

Crystal Gazer

Murray, BCA-Victor veepee in
charge of the record division.
However, RCA spokesmen denied
Murray, it is
any such move.
touring
currently
is
Claimed,
Europe in an effort to survey the
Continent as a market for its 45

For Lombardo

On

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lombardo last week signed a
three-year deal with the
Roosevelt, to begin, of course^ with
the new season.
His prior threeyear contract had run out. New
agreement is no different than the
old^ It calls for the band to draw
25% of the room's revenue from
the first dollar, an .arrangement
that no other name band probably
has ever been able to achieve, at
least in a room such as the R(^ose*
velfs Grill.

.

new

.

|

|

London Music

To Joe Sandy

'

Guy Lombardo owner

of Lon-

Under

don

Music, a Broadcast Music
gave the firm, lock, stock
and barrel, to Joe Santly last
week. Santly has been operating
the firm for the leader- and his
brothers since it was put into operation a couple of years ago, and
when the Lombardos wanted to
withdraw from the operation they
simply assigned all the stock to
..

NEW

I

Lombardos

of London Music, but will retain Lombardo Music- Co., a second publishing firm they operate in part-

:

|

out

got

cut plan

^

Lom-

ing the past season.
He broke
single night and full week records
of his own, twice. One week, the
spot's gross soared to over $26,000
and the band earned over $6,500
as its end, Lombardo consistently
draws oVer $5,000 weekly at the
Roosevelt,
,

Santly.

:

25%

that

bardo took out the biggest coin he
ever drew from the Roosevelt dur*

affiliate,

!

I

Shindig to mark his September
opening may be split into two
parts, one a private affair only for
music publishers, band business
people, etc., and the second open
I

nership
with Bregman, Vocco,
Conn.
This
outfit
is
alTilated to the public.
with the American Society of
Composers, Authors and PublishLawrence Welk orchi currently
erj^, iind since the brothers wanted
at the Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y., grill,
only ;oite publishing outlet they .does a 15-minute short for 20th<
chose the ASCAP firm.
Fox next week.

i

I

I

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

]

for a vacation.

'

'

week

run.

ton.',:/

The top 30 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular MuRadio Networks: Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

sic Broadcast over

•
,

Survey Week of April

:

;

DOWN THE RIV£R

1.

CBUISING

2.

FAR AWAY PLACES

'

-

(5)

IT

I

(7)

,

(Melody

(Mills).

(9)

^<>

(Robbins)

Buddy

{

i

GALWAY BAY

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE

(15) (Leeds>

8.

LITTLE BIRD TOLD

9.

I'VE

ME

.

Victor

,

vi

'I Vic Domon«i......... ..Mercuri/
.Dccca
lyBing Crosby
London
I Anne Shelton ...........
.Decca
. . .....
j Evelyn Knight
M-G-M
Barron.
Blue
I
.Decco
Knight: .
.
{ Evelyn
>
Supreme
t Paula Watson ..........
i

^

• •

• •

.

(

Dinafi Shore

(Sammy Kaye

..

.

Laurel
Robbins

i .

BVC

,

Know

I

Didn't

I

Don't See

Me

the
Iri

,

.

•

•

Columbia
Decca
Colwmbto I

.

{^iuf^B^os

Lombardo
/.. ii
,

.

;

'

t

(16) (Berlin)

..Spitzer
Santly-Joy

If I Could Be With
If You Stub Toe on

'

(11) (Santly-Joy)

.

Dreyer
Gun Was Loaded
Lewis
Your Eyes Anymore
Laurel
You— '^'Flamingo Road"
Remick
Moon— fConnecticut Yankee'.'. Morris
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World
BMI
I'vf Got My Love To Keep Me Warm
Berlin
„
Johnny Get Your Girl ...
Bourne
Love Me, Love Me, Love Me
Miller
No Orchids For My Lady
Leeds
Once and For Always— "Connecticut Yankee"
Burke-VH
Powder Your Face With Sunshine
Lombardo
Red Roses For a Blue Lady
...t. ;,.;!,..MillSSo In Love—*"Kiss Me, Kate"
T. B. Harms
So Tired
Glenmore
Someone Like You— t"My Dream Is Yours"
Harms

;

.

(Bourne)

(22)

•

"

London

.

.

Everywhere You Go
Far Away Places.
Forever and Ever
Have a Little Sympathy
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry

;

>

Decco

Guy Lombardo.
i Vera Lynn

'I

. . .

.

Cruising Down the River
Don't Cry, Cry Baby

.Decca

:

.

'

(VHf (Lombardo)

GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM

LAVENDER BLUE

.

.

. i .

.

Columbia

.

6.

...4..

..

.

.

ClorJc

j Vaughn Monroe

.

.

.

.... Decco
... .Victor

. i .

.

Beyond the Purple Hills ........................ Goldmine
Candy Kisses
, ......
.
.
.... .............. H^ & Range
Careless Hands ...............................
Melrose

..

M-G-M

Como
Bros.

'JMills

.

......

-Pecco

...

Barron
Crosby .... w i

Binff

. .

.

Jiforgan.

Blue

XF^rry

HURTS

7.

10.

'

.

ji

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY
AGAIN

.

(12) (Laurel)

LOVE YOU SO MUCH

I

IRuss

(10) (Spltier)

8-14, 1949

A Chapter In My Life Called Mary ... ... ....
Shapiro-B
A Wonderful Guy— *"South Pacific" .............Chappell

-v^^^lO Best SeHers on Com-Madiines

i .

.

i

Victor

.

,

,

Coming Up

Sunflower
.

.

SUNFLOWER
SO IN LOVE

(Famous)
(T. B.

SO TIRED
'

'

::

'

j

(Robbins)

\

I

*

(Glfttmore)

-

:

CARELESS HANDS

t

,

Bing Crosby
V Dinafi Shore

, .,>

...

:

.

;

\
J

'.

'

'

.

I

DON'T SEE

ME

(Laurel) .....

SOMEONE LIKE YOU

.

...

. , . ,

.

J

......

BEAUTIFUL EYES

(Duchess) ....

ADORABLE

.Capitol

,

.Decca
Virtor

...
.

.

. .

.

.

.

(Laurel)

....

.

,

,

.

Pan la Watson.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coral
Vietor

Sv,preme

v

.

oi

, .

. .

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Dinah Shore ........
Gordon Jenkins

CoItt7nbia

Decca

Como

Victor

Peggy Lee

Capitol

I

Perry

Billy

Day

Columbia

Eckstine

•

, .

Ink Spots
Art Mooney .'../.
Perry Como.
v
.

number

\

.

.'Capitol

'.

Doris

i

(Leeds)

fFigures in t>arentheses indicate

London

.

.

,

,

,

M-G-M
Decca

M-G-M
.

.

A Bluebird Singing In My
A Million Miles Away
"A"—You're Adorable

:

in the

Top

.

10.1

Heart

,
, , ,

,

.Advanced
Paxton
Laurel

NVll Right Louie Drop the Gun
Bali Ha'i— « "South Pacific"
Ballin' the Jack

Feist

Chappell

Marks

Cabaret

'

Down By

the Station

Dreamer With
Great Guns
I

a

Penny—*"A11 For Love"

Got a Gal In Galveston
..
Got Lucky In the Rain— +"As the Girls Go"
String Along With You
.

I

.

.

Berlin

Advanced
Witmark

My Dream

Is Yours— r'My Dream Is Yours"
Some Enchanted Evening—*"South Pacific"
Streets Of Laredo— f'Streets Of Laredo"
,

Tulsa— "Tulsa"

Yo"
t

You're In Love

W as

Film musical. * Legit

Chappell

.'
.

Famous
,

. .

.Herbert Mus.

Advanced
Crawford

1

When

Republic

Fox
Witmark

I'll

I'm Beginning To Miss You
Kiss Me Sweet

Three Wishes

Duchess
Amer. Acad.
Simon
Feist

,

.'.".'...*.*.'.*.

.... r.Victor

»*»»»»

weeks song has been

Famous
La Salle
.......... Harris

21 songs of the week {more in case of ties), based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index. Survey of Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research,
Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

Columbia

I

i

"A" YOU'RE

Denms Day

.

(Harms)

NO ORCHIDS FOR MY LADY

.

,

.

....

.

.

I
'

.

.

,

.

.Decca

;

\Kay Starr
Capitol
Eddy Howard .......... Mercury
Vaughn Monroe
.Victor
Ames Bros.
..
Coral

:

:

.

.

.

.... ...... -Capitol

Kaye
j Sarnviy
I'Mel Torme

. .

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic)
LOVE ME, LOVE ME, LOVE ME (Miller)
DON'l' LIE TO ME (Leeds)
YOU,~ YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell)
" TRUE TO YOU IN MY FASHION (T^ B. Harms).
: :

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

J Ames Bros.
.

.

.

.

Starr:

...

.

Underneath the Linden Tree
While the Angelus Was Hmging .....

•,

.

(Kenmor)

.

.

Margaret Whiting
Russ Mcrgan

\Kay

(Melrose)

CLANCY LOWERED THE BOOM

,

:

Oracie Fields

.

:

Decca

Rusi!

Franfc Sinatra ......... Columbia

(

Harms)

FOREVER AND EVER

Morgan

(

Crystal
7)tusical.

-

a

'
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Artie Shaw's

Bop

ORVHGSTIIAS-MIJSIC

Hop a

City

Symph After 155G

Chi

Flop;

90c for
music

Longhair

taking

its4^

site of

cafe's

Oh, Beans

socked by a musical medley
and Bach, the classics
for. the full count.
The weirdest setting on the
belt was furnished
nitery
Broadway
Bop City's opWatkins,
Ralph
by
theerator,- who moved over with a
atre-cafe policy innovated at Ivis
Like the
adjacent Royal Roost.
(14),

di be-bop

!

The doctor found beans
the

Seeks to Set Deal

Between Yanks,

an apologetic Intro by jazz critic
Lebnard Feather, asking the customers to give the "experiment" a
Shaw launched his
fair shake,
Agastin Lara, Mexican composer,
heavy stuff against an obbllgato of
who arrived in New York last
clattering dishes and chattering
that
wasn't written into \veek, is trying to set Up a recip'
customers
rocal arrangement between the
compositions.
original
the
Aimeriban

Samson Longhair

Delilalied

didn't bother to start his

Bypassing'
the more familiar numbers by
Liszt, Chopin and Tschaikowsky,
Shaw plunged into an esoteric and
rarified repertory of pieces composed by Finzi, Milhaud, Van Bps,
Kabalevsky, Tansman, Berezowsky
and Walton. Scattered among the
level.

I

:

'

,

trityches

a

for string orcliestras,

of

I

end

machine, and

automatic

possibly may result in a merchandising potential not wholly anticipatcd in the beginning. Because of

to Release

I

•

j

-

^

"

AM

theatre
contract,
which makes
him not only the top leader but
the top money leader.
Ushers in addition to availing them
Lookout House; another over- of office space. Payments will be
,
.,,1
the-river nitery; has Bob Snyder's
on a percentage basis, varymg with
,
band.
This group started on a
,1
^
,
four-week contract four years ago, '"^ amount of work entailed by
and have been here since. Like Consolidated.
the Moffitt band, Snyder keeps his
,As a tiein- with the publication

v.

I

solution tor

1

symphonies, concertos, musicomedy scores in their entirety by
,
..
,^
original casts (Columbia's "Kiss Me
Kate" for example, or its upcoming "South Pacific"). The 45 rpms
are
for
the
single
selections
of
music understandable.
Clyde Trask, who in recent years of eiglit Carhien Cavallaro books specially desired music:
It's for this reason that Folsom.
^''^ b^^" h"""" ^^''"d
Moonlight by Carmen Gavallaro Publications,
n,,,-,Janc
I^^^^ .'litt.in h^VA^ Inc., Bobbins, which
^^''^^^S' rnnair
Coney XiV'i.nA
.

i

,

;

,

.

,

.

.

,

.-

1

,

i

^^^^

^

'

owns

ueiuie nana
^«*-*'

will get about nine full weekf ou°
of the entire season, with the balance of the time being filled by

^
—

of this week.

\

personal

For Indie Pubs

i

,•

the"°PueVV Ric'^i^Theatre^'Bronx

K^r^ire'Srh'nu^iilbr^^^
Ravel an(J Debussy. But, as one
Confused be-bop fan phrased it,;
That music is clean, it s legitiniate, So what's it doing here?"
D^ked out in conventional for-mal dresSj the 40-piece orch was
But musicimpressive visually.
ally; they couldn't generate enough
volume, not to speak of excitement,
to match a three-piece rhythm outAnd what the music lacked in
fit.
the way of dynamics; Shaw didn't

LP can: reproduce up:, to 45 minutes
;'
of music
RCA, Victor's seven-inchers ar«
jsomitliing else again. They're the

its compactness and popular price,
it's the type machine that already
is being bought for bedside use.
Stacks
of
Vinnese waltzer or
kindred soothing music are the substitute
already in ultra-modern
homes for the nocturnal "music to
read by" radio programs.
Sans
J. J. " Robbins & Sons,, Inc.
forming a releasing organization' commercials, interruption of titles
betters, a stack Of eight
f-_ 5.,^;, P"^olishers
n,,hiuhpr« which
whi,.h will
piatters means over 50 minutes of
parallel the United Artists setup selected music, via RCA Victor's
for distri^tion .of indepfehdently fast-changing, noiseless player, and
an equal amount when reversed.
produced; films. The company, will
Like the portable radio which
Consolidated Music lias given millions of homes mulPublishers, Inc., and will liandle tiple
receivers, these portable
shipping and billing for the pub- players already are finding great

Org

thU^^MSllsolartrAlbee

lOompbsers/

.

-

.

Authors and Publishers and the
Society of Mexican Authors, ComPOsers and Publishers,
Lara feels that due to the lack
of such an arrangement not only
are Mexican songwritei-s losing out
on royalties when, their tunes are
played in the U. S. but that Amer'can tunesmiths are also forfeiting
royalty payments on their numbers
Playcd in Mexic^^^^^^
L.dI4 lb l-Ulltimy appeal
appearing
at
l^g dl

.

nitery musical appreciation course

on an elementary

Society

1

speak of the

Robbins Forms

mers. It is possibly the first time
that any Cincy band has used this
idea which, iu this spot, is a good
one. The reason for the two drummers is tHat their floor: shows demand it, especially the arrangements for the line of girls,

i

still

project that way.

The band is smooth, but unlike
any other band it lias two drum!

Mex on Royalties

Shaw

personnel

as

plant

BUD EBEL

Cincinnati, April 19.
Deke Moffitt, who has the band
at the Beverly Hills Country Club,
Newport, Ky., calls his music"new
sound " However, it is not new,
nor is it bop, Dixie, or any other
brand than the conservative Cincinnati type of music. Should it
be anything else it would not jell
in this area.

in

engineers

"Madame. X."
The RCA's Camden

BANDS STAY BOOKED

miu-;ioa.s.

to

.

company's

the

WHEN CINCY BOOKS 'EM,
By

Features Rise

-

;

trade secrets
before the official announce-

ment was made, was known

work."

rhythm."

'Mme. X'

tightly^guarded

port.
Ryerson said the committee
in charge of choosing a permannent conductor is "industriously at

"What

Bop City, in addition
to a standard food and liquor service policy, has opened a bleacher
section at a 90c admission- chatge,
with refreshments optional at nearby bars serving both banana splits
The shirt-sleeved
or short beers.
adolescents in Bop City's left field,
lured by the nitery's titular promise Of jazz in the modern vein,
were stunned, if not bored, by
what they heard.
Artie Shaw, leading a 40^piece
symphony orchestra, administered
After
the longhair shellacking.
latter spot,

RCAV

388 new subscribers and many business organizations are pledging financial sup-

has

Association

LP

As Frank M. Folsom,' president
of Radio Corp. of America, sees it,
"It'.s inevitable that scientific improvement in our records will
make the 78 rpm disks obsolete in
time.
It can!t happen for years,
but given enough time we must alt
veer to the 45, or §ome variation
of the Vinylite^ Long 'Playing
record."
This has reference to Columbia's 33 rpm, which puts the accent
on the long-playing features, in
that lour pops can be medleyed on
one side of, q disk; or a 12-incli

RCA Victor's 45 rpm disk
development, one of the most

Oct. 6.

Frank Gafien, local bandleader, complained to a local.
medico that he sneezed everytime he played a rhumba. The
Doc found: Gagen was allergic
to beans.
instrument do you'
play in the rhumba?" asked
Dr. Sage. "The guitar," Gagen
replied, "but 1 also "Shake the
maracas to get that rhumba

:

went down

Folsom Sees 78 s Obsolete

Eventually as

the anticipated deficit for 1949-50
season, which gets under way

Detroit, April 19.
Is there any limit to the occupational hazards of musicians?

the folded Harem. At the
preera last Thusday night

39

raising

Symphony Orchestra Assn. was
launched Monday (11) at Palmer
House luncheon, by Edward L.
Ryerson,
prexy
of
association.
Amount being sbught is $155,000,

Spph of #in a Jive Joint
is

greatest beating since Hector BerBop City Broadlioz was a pup, at
the
way's newest nitery, located on

RCA s

Chicago, April 19.
drive pf Cliicago

Fund

v

.:;

tu

•

1

half

.

;

oCi^^^^^tS^^if^^'^.^"^'^!*'
the RCA systerti, since its special-

1*™'/^ P^*""'"^ on opening i«s in pops. Columbia .(Mercury
Carmen Cavallaro piano followed the LP 33 rpm techmight find its LP system
througliout the country. "'^"^

•

" string of

'

schools

,

>

1

would use Cavallaro's '>etter adapted for entire musicombeing Schools
scores or masterworks (Classifor weekend of Api-il books as text and pay a percentage
^al symphonies, etc.).
30, to be followed by Johnny Long for the use of his name.
As Victor has evolved it, the
Robbins is opening offices in!
M;ay 7-8, and Blue Barron May
14-15.
N. Y. for the Italian music pub- vmylite disks are in different col(Continued on page 43)
Another making a long stand is lishing firm; Curci, and the Spanish and Portugal music publishing
Wally Johnson, at the Glenn,
^fewport, Ky. Like the other over- firm, Suris. A branch office known
the-river niteries, Johnson is now as J. J. Robbins & Sons^ Ltd., has
'" his third year, and from the been set up in England In conV
looks of things may "be thsre. for- junction with Edwin Kassner in a
semi-names,

traveling

^JoXU, 5 OtheTS

first

Ray Anthony

1

In Infringement Action

—

Sinatra Songs and five other cor^
porations and individuals
named defchdahts in an infringement action brought against them
,
in N. Y. federal court last week by
onofrio' Di Bella, head of a music
make up. by his batoning. His- tos- publishing company bearing his
Plaintill claims his firm's
name.
(Continued on page 43)
song, "Tra Veglio e Sonno," was
pirated in the number "Doiina
Bella," published, distributed and
recorded by the defendants.
Hit by the action, aside from
Sinatra, are Buddy Kaye, Dick
^
•
Manning, Ben Lessy, Columbia
^»
Jf •
Records and Lbew's, Inc. (MGM
I
UlllUll Records). "Sonno," according to
the complaint, was written by Lou
Bueos Aires, April 9.
Canora and Pete Forte. In 1941
Opposition from the Argentine! the song's copyright renewal rights
Musicians Union (SADEMA) has vvere assigned to Di Bella. An inkayocd a '.deaLwherehji;, Xavier Cuj^j. junction and an accounting of the
gat was to have made a three-day profits are sought.
stand here at the Luna Park stadium.
But despite the non-cooperation of the local tooters, the
Publishing Tunes
bandleader still hopes to give at
Ringling Circus
^vi»sMu>^
J. 1 will
least- one benefit concert in Buenos
Aires following a scries of appear^
New tunes from the current ediances in Santiago, Chile.
tion of the Ringling Bros., Barnum
circus
now at Madison
Bailey
In contrast to Cugat's optimistic &
tone, local observers doubt wheth- Square Garden, N. Y., will be pub
er SADEMA wiJl relax in face of lished by Bregman, Vocco & Conn,
written
by Henry Sulany blandishments. For it's felt Mus'c was
that not even a benefit perform- I'van, lyrics by John Murray Anance for the union's' own mutual derson, who also staged the show,
in a
compiled
be
will
?ongs
fund, or whatever charity he may
.
which will also inciuae
designate^ will give the maestro tolio
scenes from the circus.
an Argentine green light.
.

1

:

1

w

!

1

'

,

ever.

Longer Runs For

,

,

'

50-50 deal.

';.,>':,
.

:

Cugat Nixed By
:

Considered the best small group
t^own is Dick Averre at the Gibson hotel. Band plays both a mixt"'e of light concert for the dinner
and the soft, smooth stuff for the
night club session. Also on a long
run kick Averre is in indefinitely.

;

.

,

AfffAntinA
IniAn
ni&vUUllv
intine Union

Bill

I

^Zri^SS'^'c^o^^t

starting Oct. 4. Heathcock
also handles the musical arrangements for Miss Miranda's personals
besides fronting the various or-

,

chestras she works with
Heathcock formed
neaincocK
loimea nis
his pieseni
present
crew about a year ago.

|

Pittsburgh, April 19^

Bop
burgh

s

finallv

alter

coming

just

to

the

leader

(Wednesday)

Pittsburgh Bopped

a

party

Pitts-

occasional

.

Cliff Hills, bass, and Joe
formerly with
guitarist
Negri,
Shep Fields and lately playing locally in cocktail units. Quintet
for time being will play Carnival

'

.

-

only on Tuesdays, alternating on
that night with lounge's regular
group, tlie Deuces W^Id.

l^^f-^

^^^^^^^^^^^^
action in iad» lo le|"?"™tea
tneye bulk ASCAP royalties and
motion
picture
synchronization
coin allegedly due them.
Special
master made his report in 1946

,

,

,

'

.''„^ Oodri-ird uistainprl nai-t
of his findings, but sent the paper
back for further adjustment.

,

terms

—

at the

New

De

Ho"w.rd,''LaW-

j n. ^
'{"'eens played the Palladium
LFebruary
weekly
t

^

t

.

b^^^^

at

i
i

,

I

:

,

a

.$3,500

eiiarantpp and *
a
<:nHt "^^^
nvpr Hie
^^'^OO mark
He didn't crack any
records, but he did attract a
spfendihg crowd. Welk played the
%pt last fiall on precisely -the same
terms and did excellently. Neither
Martin nor Howard has ever played
riJ'!"""^*^

i

(

!

the $10 00*

Dick .Tiiriren<i nnrt
Martin
each for ^^'^'^^
eieht

i

Notir«> of Prirp Cllts
^.
King -^^""If
and De Luxe records will

I

ovei-^

weik
,

I

King,

i

'

'

Palladium.
Charlie Ventura's ll-pieCe bebop
and Ike Carpenter's 14-piece
wiu play «
a one-riighteiat
~«
•••e..«v>.i
Palladium, May l7, with Les
stocKs trom §neives.
Brown paying off both crews, at
However, no present decrease is sCale for sidemen and
$100 for
contemplated
immediately,
acjgader.
Deal was
„„o .struck
» after

attempt to protect dealers in tlie
of a price reduction by givmg them an advance 45-day notice
ui_ them
\^ to
i
enable
move current

,

?'*'ent
.

|

|

^.^g^^,

^^^^f^^

<.

:

|

1

Hal Mclntyre Misses Fire

"Forever and Ever"

Retail Sheet Music Seller
'Cruising Down the River"

,

*iV[ost

Requested" Disk

"Cruising

Down

Seller on Coin

"Cruising

Down

I

the River"
;

Machines
the River"

I

{

I

Best British Seller
"12th Street Rag"

3 for a four-week stand; asked
Maury Cohen for the
night off so he could play a oner
nighicr with Bob Hope.
Cohen

operator

Tops

Retail Disk Seller

'

man;

sold

May

the

To|»t

'

talent and other foreigners are now up against tougher
controls regulating their individual
ittovements. Newcomeris' must report to the police within 72 hours
ot their arrival, and those seeking
lodging and employment are required to carry identity cards.

I

and Warner, who

—

Benedict has been
Yorker since last fall.

!

American

w

b^^Sud SSct^^^^^

heir

tonight.

race Room. Shindig was arranged
for the way the
in- appreciation
,~
-v.
.
leader handled the pluggers dur'ng his long run at the spot.

SADEMA

try,

j^^i^^LSkSJ^^SiM*^^
p^il''
in
.
^J^^^^^^^J^S^^^^l^

I

w

\

in the hostelry's Ter-

—

snatches of it from outside sources,
Carnival Lounge has instituted
American musicians should even weekly series of Tuesday night bop
be- allowed to enter tjiis country, ^concerts with a small combo made
As a result of Cugat^S difficulties up of well-known local musicians,
Group includes Skippy Strahl,
the chances are vei*y dim that;
U. S. acts will see their way clear drummer who was with Benny
to accepting contracts in Argen- Goodman for a while; Jerry Katina. Aside from the Impossibility
minsky, pianist just back from a
of transferring their earnings to tour with Buddy Rich; Frankie Lethe U. S. when leaving the coun- Mark, ex-Harry Cool tenor sax-

Final judgment of $12,555 was

decreed last week by special mas-

Music Men Fete Benedict
Music men assigned to contact
Gardner genedict at the New
Yorker hotel. New York, are giv-

,

ing

attitude stems from
resistance
by the
American Federation of Musicians
against efforts of Argentine batoners or accompanists to perform
in the U. S. Until reciprocal worlcipg conditions have been establislied,
contends that no

alleged

name

|

SADEMA's

the

dium

Judgment

Heathcock Band
i^^s1^;^„^r^^l^'Sn^r'sS
W:»k r«.P».A» M:..«»J. Wamer in their N. Y. federal court
With larmen Miranda suit to recover certain monies from

!

?!

.

.

Final

,

BVC

,

12iG

music publishers, Sam and Harry
Hollywood, April 19.
The-BiU Heathcock orc\ef-a is ^oxj^nke^^^^^^^^^
iJeaerai .luage neniy »»•
set to appear on the same bill with ']}*Heo
weeks on the same
Carmen Miranda when she begins Goddard and awaits his confima- |^^^g',^°,\iy^^^^^^^

-

|

.

Hollywood, April 19.
another policy shift, Pallahere is. planning to use
bands, on a longer run basis.
For the last two years spot has
used 10 bands annually.
Now,
In

J

'

'

From

Coast Palladium
Pabna-Warner Win

I

<

San Antonio, April 19.
Fire totally destroyed the Lackland Air Force Base Officers Club,
erected at a cost of $125,000, plus
*.»re
contents valued at $50,000.
started
during a dance being
played by Hal Mclntyre's band.
Persons attending the dance and
members 'of the orchestra managed to save aU of the outfit's
music and instrument^.

okayed the absence
replace

himself

and pay the

:

if

Brown would
two

crewi

Brown

is coriiJ'

with

freight.

ing in at a $3,500 guarantee weel<>
ly and a split, of all admissions,
over $9,500. Batoneer was able to
set" Ventura and'Carpe'nter"ea'sil'y
si„ce former is booked by Joe
Glaser, who also handles Brown,
and latter, an
account, has
been a friend of Brown's eince
college days.

MCA

Wedn^sraay, April 20, 1949
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In creating a
diversified fif V

We

America's Top Ballad Hit

by

the public as

-

dedicate our future

A Leading

a song worthy of

m

Record Hit

,1,

~

.

,.

Already accepted

joining our great standards

AIN'T fAlSBEHAVm'

—

SOPHISTICATED
I

SURRENDER,

UPj

it

Dt^

BLUE SKIRT lUHLTZ
The International Success Growing Bigger Every Day

Another triumph

to

-

100'

Recorded.

be Included with such prominent favorites as
KITTEN

ONTHEKPfS.
mid o^h^il.

FIDDUFADDU

By

spcciaf arrongemenf with

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO.

Ud., of London,

wo

offer the

famed English

success

OLWEN
As enchanting and everlasting a melody as the Immortar'STAR DUST".
(Decca)
Watch for the new, sensational recordings by Meredith Willson tDecca) and Carmen Cavall^ro
By Specfal Arrangemenf with
~~ond these oufsfanding /nsfrumenfa/s
ARCADIA MUSIC PUBUSHING CO. ltd.
through arrangement with Lawrence Wright

—

George Melachrino's

SKYSCRAPER FANTASY
CONCERTO IN JAZZ
CUBAN HOLIDAY

WINTER SUNSHINE
Recorded by the composer and his orchestra

and released

in this country

by RCA-Victor.

DOUin BV IHE STRTIOn
of

Everyone's Novelty Song Favorite! A Record and Sheet Music best-seller!
In the catalog featuring such all-timers as

Jack MilU
Pres

Irving

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Sidney Mills

1619 Broadway, Now York

19, N.Y.

Gen.

Prof.

MilU

Mgr.

6S33 Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood 20,

Col.

«
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/^S^^SONG

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

CAVALCADE;
1800- 1948) ****** *i

UlusUiU-Hialont'iit Revieu:

f^/VKmi r

Compiled for USlilETY
By Jl LIl.S MATTFEI.D

e//pped ond ii/ed-fo»- future refecenee.
Attention it hereby tolled to the (act Ihdt this material
be reproduced either wholly or in part
^
^Continued from Last UVook)

is

copyrighted and

may

Mush

Co.
Co.

sales,

:

.

.

Suney o) retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
irom leading stores in 10 cities
and showing comparative sale$
rotinff for this ijjid last we$k.

'

.,
;
Variety int
AH Highn Re»»rved)
legends antf other boiic background Infetmt^'mn.' attendtint to rhs compila'ion
Vpri<fy Song
and prtscntotion, cippeored in th» Oct. 4, IMS, issue' wfien:
It
is suggested that thew Insta/'meitti be
Cavafcade Hmfed publication setially

(Copyright

—

1907
Dear O'd
(Conlimn«d)
w m
fiforsp MUrhapll '^s'llcy ^'
Movs«.
. i^„„
Miufcop
cop. IOOt'
'an^'F.
D'. A.
A Mills,
Cohan.
i^- mn*?
cop. I9l)/

M.
:'

In the VVildwood

Grew,

w., m.,

Where the

,or,7

This Last
wk. Wk.

i

Title

,

Delightful to Be Married Jf«*'«Aro«n^^
^^"^^
^'^'^^
^'
Parisian Model), w., Anna K"''''-,
Held. m.. V. Scotlo. Jos. W. Stem coP- ^^"'^
Take Me Back to New York
Co.. cop. 1907.
o
Andrew
B. Sterling, m^,
Town,
w.,
It's Great To Be a Soldier Man.
Harrv Von Tilzer. Harry Von Tilv., Jack Drislane. m.j Theodore" F
M"sic Pub. Co.. cop. 1907.
----R Friv
vfm'V.
F
Vntl Pub
Mor
^""^ Co
That Lovin' Has. w., Victor H.
•onKinT
x'op.
Bornie^Adler F B.
Smallc>^
It's

^

I

;

1

1

•£

a

,

a- .'""S:
''6: - M
:.B
kt
-.
a :::<

2
3

4

4

6

5

3

River" (Spitzer).
"Sunflower" (Famous).
"Far Away Places" (Laurel)
"Fofevcr and lOver"' jRobbins)
"Red Roses for Blue Lady" (Mills)
" 'A'
You're Adorable" (Laurel)

I

a

.

'.

9~

'

m
MaxinVs <Thc Merr> Widow), w.,
Adrian. Ross. m.. Franz Lehar. H»T;'?n^ P"^-. C"^ This
World tor
There's a
m
T
rthHrtH* Chappeii
riiifiripll & Co.,
f^n Ltd.,
T.trt
con
cop.
London.
^.^^^.^
^^^^^
^
Ted
Girl." v..^Wm D Cobb, m
^^'n\e Merry Widow Waltz (sec
Snyder. F. A. Mills, cop._i907
above) I Love You So.
Girl
Like
There Never Was a
Nobody's Little Girl, w., Jack
Williams,
ni.,
Harry
H.
Drislane. m., Theodore F. Morse. You. w..
H.
Jerome
ReVan
Alstyne,
Egbert
F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., Inc., cop.
miek & Co., cop. 1907.
1907.
TescheLad!
Edward
Tommy,
w.,
On the Road' to Mandalay. w.,
lionRudyard Kipling, ni., Oiey Spealcs. macher. m., E, J. Margetson. 1907.
Ltd., cop.
Cincinnati: The Jolin Church Co., don: Boosey & Co.,

6

'

8

5
7

9

8

7.

um

12

12

15

"Again"

13

10

10

,

11

7
2

4.

9

10

7

Minneapolis.
Philadelphia,

IndianapoUs,

Kansas

15

San

St.

1

1

3
2

3

'•i-

3

5

2

S
9
10

9

9
10

6
4

1

2

4

69

62
55

6
2
5

4&

;4:;:

10

8

5

3
6

2-.

8

4
9

'

~3~

7
8

39
3.')

24
20

6

16

9
7

10

12
11

5

9

91

3

4

6
.5vV

10

1

2

2
3

7

5

1

1

7

4
6

5

.

1411

r
S

.

3
4

(Robbins)
"Careless Hands" (Rtelrose)
"S o meone Like You'* (Harms Inc.)
"Bluebird'Singing" (Advanced).

I

Lonis,

9.

'

8

,

.

1

A
L

City,

Francisco,

.

2
6

5
3

3

—

"Powder Your; Face" (Lombardo)
"So in Love" iT. B. Harms)
"Big, Wide World" (BMI)
"Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy)

2

8
6

,

Schmidt

.

'':«>.

10

1

.

2

Jenkins

Pa

S.

:

»

Down

Charles

Pearson

Ml
,

L.

iS

and Publisher

''Croising

"

'

Wk

ea

(The

&

y
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'

B'.uc

The Sweetest Flower the Garden
Herbert H. TayTJiurland Chattaway
Pub. House, Grew. \V; nr.,
F. B. Iljiviland Pub. Co., cop. 1907

New York Music

.ft,

«;
,

Week Ending

cific

isic

.

National
Rating

n
T

'

her

;e

Kvcr Grew, w.,
m., Theodore.
3. Haviland Pub. Co.,

Music

Music
Supply

tn

Dixie

Dumont

Coast

not

•'o'lnson.

ers))

Go.

Preeman

.

.

Bellfa
lor.

4

..

..

9

10

Two

B!ue Eyes, w;, Edward MadTheodore F. Morse. F. B.
tooning for Variety besides. B; A,
Inc., cop. 1907.
E. Blasco. m„ F. M. Alvarez. G. Haviland Pub. Co.,
I'wo Little Baby Shoes, w;. Ed-;, Rolfe was a vaudeville producer.
Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1907
Tiiere were more than 400; nickel"
Theodore F.
^1?,dden. _m
Red wing, w., Thurland ChattaMOrse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., odeons in business, and D. W. Grif^
.way. m., Kerry Mills. F. A. Mills,
fith became a film director. SongInc., cop. J 907.
cop. 1907.
Under Any Old Flag at All (The slide pictures were popular.
San Antonio, w., Harry H. WilYork),
George
w., m.,
On the legitimate stage the outliams,
m., Egbert Van Alsiyne. Talk of New
Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop. 1907. Mlichaell Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop. standing' event was the production,
of "The Merry Widow." Concur-,
School Days, w., Will D. Cobb, 1907.
Vilia (The Merry Widow),
w., rently the first Ziegfeld "Follies"
m., Gus Edwards. Gus Edwards
Adrian
m.,
Franz
Lehar.
,Ross.
was
produced, starring Nora Bayes.
Pub.. Co., cop. 1907.
She's the Fairest Little Flower London: Chappell & Co., Ltd., cop. Long-run plays included ''The Red
1907.
Mill," "The Great Divide," "Tlie
When a Fellow's on the Level Three of Us," and "The Chorus
With a Girl That's on the Square Lady."
(The Talk of New York). w:, m.,
The latest craze was the game of
George Mtichael] Cohan. F. A. "diabolQ';':—a piece of -wood tossed
iMillSi cop. 1907.
around by a cord attached to two
Whtjn Sweet Marie was Sweet sticks. ..... ...'.;.,.
Sixteen, w., Raympnd Moore, m.,
The first round-the-world cruise
.Ernest R. Ball. M. Witmark &
was made by the U. S. battle fleet,
Sons, cop. 1907.
When the Birds in Georgia Sing 16 ships undeiv command of Ad-<
of Tennessee, w., Arthur J. Lamb, miral R. D.. Evans.*
Fashion finally did something to
m., Ernest R. Ball. M. Witmark &
cop. 1907.

La Partida^The Farewell,

den,

w.,

m.,

Lottery, resulting in fines dnd (Formerly
court sentences of various kinds, cop. 1908.

i

I

lotteries

it?

the U.

S.-

came

published by

Richmond,

to an.

Maurice

Inc.)

Her While the Band i»
Afck
May Sutton beat all contenders Playing (The Rose of Algeria), w.,
Glen MacDonough; m^, Victor HertO; win the women's lawn tennis
bert. Chas. K. Harris, cop.. 1908.
championship of England.
BI—nd and
g Spells Blind
Oklahoma was admitted to the.
Pig. w„ Junie McCree. m,. Albert
Union.
end.

I

I

j

I

P—

>

Von

Richard Strauss' "Salbrae" created a vast scan<}.al after it was
staged at the Metropolitan Opei-a.
Not long afterwards vaudeville

.

The York Music
(Continued next week)

Tilzer.

Co.,-

full: ot Salome dancers.
The U.- S. complained about the
twentieth depression since 1790.
Carry Nation made hec fmst
hatchet raid on saloons in Kansas.
She died in 1911.
In Jamestown (Va.) the Jamestown Exposition opened.
Ladies: considered feather .bo'as
very stylish.

was

I

I

.

I

I

:

j

the shirtwaist

!Sons. cop. 1907.
i

— perforations,

em-

1908
broidered at the edges, were put
Into it, and it was now called the
All for Love of You.
w Dave
A. "peek-a-boo'- shirtwaist. It was Reed, m., Ernest R. Ball. M. Witvery daring.
mark & Sons, cop. 1908.
Mills, cop. 1907.
Augustus
Saint-Gaudens,
Ameri-,
Any Old Port in a Storm, w.,
Won't You Be My Honey? w.,
ca's
greatest
sculptor,
died.
Arthur J. Lamb, ni., Kerry Mills.
Jack .Drislane. m., Theodore F.
In a scandal over the Honduras M. Witmark & Sons, cop. 1908.
Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co.,
When We Are mra-double'-r-ir'e-d
Miles From Boston), w., tn.,

|

i;(Fifty
i

George

HLichaeU

Cohan.

SANTLY-JOY

,

E,

FRANKIE LAINE
Opnning

'April

26

Won't You Waltz
Ingraham.

CHESTERFIELD

SHOW

"Home Sweet

W;, m.,

Shapiro,

Bands

Herbert

Bernstein

&

You Splash Me

Covers

Splash
You. w.. Arthur J. Latnb. m;,- AlT
fred Solman. Jos. W. Stern & Co.,
iind

I'll

•

cop. 1907.

DISC JOCKEYS
THE EVER FAVORITE

EXACTLY

YOU

LIKE

Music hy,.,

JIMHtMcHVGU
SHANRO, BERNSTEIN

Weeks

Jimmy Dorsey

continued sliarply on the upgrade.
Vaudeville headliners of the year
included: Eddie Foy, Al Jolson,
Julia Sanderson, Joe Cook (in a
.iuggling act with liis brothers 1.
Harry Houdini, Gertrude HolTman,
Hardeen (Houdini's brother), Irene
Franklin. Adele and Fred Astaire
(in a juvenile acti, Vesta Victoria,
Elsie Janis, Gracie Emmett, Alice
Lloyd, George "Honey Boy" Evans,
Pat Rooney, Trixie Friganza, and
Buster Keaton (then 16, and playing in a lamily act). Harry Lauder
made his second U. S. appearance.
Ned Wayl)urn was a vaudeville
stager and manager. Leo Carrillo
had a Vaudeville act and was car-

.

... Statler (450;

Waldorj, Morton Downey:

2
19

.$1

.50-82)

New

.

........

4

Past

Covers

2,275
1,020
1,050
1.665

5,975
20,970
5,025
6.840

1,000. tabs.-'.

:..;..•'....-...

.

Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50
to 3,300 tabs.

min.).

Rainv
'

...'.'

I

'

:

Management

sions.

ASSOCIATEQ BOOKING CORPORATION
Gene Krupa (Palladium
Mcz:.

f^i.

Bov.WH, Hot.

Angeles)
Bollywood, 2nd wk.).

.M-GrM
Mercury

FEIST,

the

....National

INC.

Way

RUDOLPH THE

!

I

RED-NOSED
REINDEER

'

St: NicholiK
!S<i1e

Mlinit

J(«

Mutie Pub. Co.

Aicriit:

W. AKIi

Keyn

l!":-

ItliiHii'.

Htr««t, N<1*v

Voik

B.,

IDON'TSEEME
IN

Swell 12,300 ad-

mis.sions.

Victor liOmbardQ (Aragon B., Santa Monica,
admissions.

YOUR EYES

ANYMORE

(I>os

i

No. Wabas)-

..Columbia

IChicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Joe E. Le#is
entertaining conventioneers with stout 4,000 covers.
Chuck Faster (Aragon; $1-$1,15 .adm.). Up over last week, with
11,000 admissions.
Al Trace (Blackhawk, -500; $2.50 min.). Compiper keeping out^oftowners amused. Fine SvOOO covers.
Griff Williams (Ti'ianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Williams doubling for Travel
show at Stevens hotel.*' Spreads In dallies hiked take to 12,500 admis.

i

9.46001 203

.

....:...RCA Victor

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

'

PI.

On

i

Del Courtney (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). With Rudy Vallee headThird week, oke 2,600 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltniore, 900; $;l-$1.50). Neat 2,700 covers
Ted Fi6 Rlto (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Slow 600 covers.

j

745 5fh Ave.

UO

,,',!

ilining.

I

Beverly Hills

Coral

Decco

WESSON IROTHERS

Los Angeles

I

Pres.

Universal

.,

ART KASSEL

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Show revamped. Circus Theme and Masters, nice 2,600 covers

I

Chicago

..Mercury

CASS DAIEY ...
JOHNNY DAVIS

Ice

Continuing IndtiSnitaly

1

JIMMY ATKIH!
TWO-TOH BAKER

ARTHUR GODFREY
MARION HUTTON

Yorker, ice revue.

Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer Hoase. 550; $3 .50 min.-$l
Dorothy Shay keeping room buzzing. .Fine 3,800 covers.
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1,20 covCr). New
show hiked take over last week. 3,000 covers.
Johnny Brewer (Swiss ChaletT Bismarck, 200; $2.00 Hiin.-$1 05 cover)
Gypsy Markoif opened Thurs. (14). 1,600 tabs.
Dick LaSalle (Mayfalr Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 -min.-$l cover)
Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy opened Sat. (16) Prof. Corey out, Upped

ORCHESTRA

JOE GLASER.

recorded by

Week On Date

cover).

HOTEL LAST FRONTIER

Exclusive

DROP THE GUN

Total'

Chicago

DANNY O'NEIL
RAY HER BECK

York

York

lOUIS PRIMA

Bill

Las Vegas, Nevada

Played

.

weekend cut take

Now

Mgr.

New

ALL RIGHT, LOUIE,

Hotel B.O.'s

at

Co., cop. 1907.

,
„
Band
Hote]l
Eddy Duchin*
Waldorf (400; $2)
Gardner Benedict^ New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Entertainment and show business Lawrence Welk.. .Roosevelt (400; $1.50'.$2)::.

Thursday— NBC

Every

Prof.

1619 Broadway,

Inc., cop. 1907.

Home" With Me?

GROVr
LEE'S

Eddie Joy-Gen.

I

AMBASSADOR COCOANUT
PEGGY

INC

I

I

LAUREL MUSIC CO
Broadway New York
,

3i'd

wk

).

Pleasing 4,200

1619

.

.

1

.
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Folsom

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Continued from pace
Ors so that, at a glancet a stack
of blacks means they're all pop^;
a stack of blues, they're international; reds are Red Seals (clas'
midnight blue are popular
Sics)
classics; children's on yellow, etc.
Merchandising-wise, of course,
the 45s or the LPs are the answer
to the mass production record
manufacturers' lifetime prayers. It
eliminates a corps of clerks for'
correspondence in re breakage, reconciliation of credits -and debits
because of such losses, not to mention the extraordinary savings in
shipping costs. Being plastic composition, the weight is greatly reduced, and with it come the compensatory values for the ultimate
consumer whose living room space
Is always invariably at a pfemium/
This new stimulation to im-

P^TEff

and

lost

This Last
Wk. wk.

3B

4

A
will

substantial portion of the units

RCA

be manufactured

at tlie
will

Camden, others

plant in

made by other manufacturers

be

man

are selling at

than anticipated.

a.

faster rate

reported that
several midwest dealers were sold
out the arst day machines were put

Down

1
e

a

BS.

CO

T
S

50

I

45

2

39

PERRY COMO
10
8

11

26

(Cap)

20

5

17

"So Tired"

7

10

15

(Victor)

"Riders in the Sky"

14

VAUGHN MONROE

(Victor)

13A

4

"Red Roses for Blue Lady".

13B

3

"Sunflower"

RUSS MORGAN
.

•.

10

10

.

10

.

12

.

10

10

GUY LOMBARDO

(Decca)

16A 14

"Everywhere You Go"

16B

"So Tired"

3

(Capitol)
I

J.

16C

.

STAFFORD-G. MacRAG

(Cap)
i

"Need You"
I

FRANK SINATRA
17A

..

ous promotion pieces and is giving
hourly demonstrations of the machine at its Little theatre in Radio
City, N. Y.

17B

iry

(Columbia)

"Sunflower"

I

(Capitol)

i

(Columbia)

(Victor)

Preservation

America.

Society for the

and Encouragement

Thorne

is

a

member

1

;

FIVE TOP

KISS ME, KATE

ALB UMS

Broadway Cast

.

MANHATTAN
tOWERS

WORDS AND
MUSIC

-

Variwt

Artitta

Gordbn "Jonkint

Victor

Decca

Capitol

SPEBSQSA.

TO MOTHER
Eddy Arnold

Stan Kenton

Columbia

units of

4

2

STAN KENTON
ENCORES

Del Sharbutt writing a musical
Century Theatre Group tagged
"A Romantic Guy, I," based on his
tune hit. «{ several years ago.
for

.

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

LEICESTER

(Based on Points Earned)
No. of

No..of

Label
Records
8
Decca
...i. .................

SQUARE
OXFORD MUSIC
1619

Broadway,

Victor
Capitol

Points
198
107
82

6
5

,

Records
Label
Columbia .................... 3

M-G-M
Mercury

Points
24
28

1

17

. ;.

CORP.

New

York

Program Prop

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

COQUETTE

made four sides with accompaniMarjorie's First Solos
ment conducted by Hugo WinterMarjorie Huglies, daughter of halter, cue musical director, and
rejoined
her pop's band in Buffalo,
maestro Frankie Carle, and vocalist
with his band, cut her first solo
Miss Hughes will quit the bahd
disks for Columbia Records. She soon to single.

$100,000.00

is

a

BIG

offer for

Ala. Adopts

"Sing

Song Book

Along with Harry Wil-

son," comn^unWy. .song book published by. J. J. [Bobbins St Sons,
adopted by, the .State of Alabama
for four years commencing Jqn^ 1,.

ONE number!

LAUREl
1619

MUSIC

3':cc.-.r,

C'

'.^-.s

BUTNOTWHEN YOU HAVE

FEIST

A Must
I

ky

for Disk Jockeys

REMEMBER MAMA
CHARLES and HENRY TOBIAS

KKCOKIIKD nV:
CLAUDE THORNHILL, Columbio 38075
BETTY RHODES, Vklor 20-2735-B
ZIGGY lANE, Deluxe 1137-A
RAIPH YOUNG, Jubilee 3508
.

I'nbUiilird

lij-s

^y€^

New

York

McNeill, Walter BlauFuss,
BlauFus

By FRCD WAkINO and Hit PINNaVLVANIANti

1019
Vocal BY RiCHARb. Maxwell WITH Oroan

PUBLISHED BY

U

R. Williams.

TOWER RECORD
:

NO.

1295

Wayne Van Dyne with (Chorus and Orchestra mt
Eddie Ballantine.

TRU TONE RECORD NO.

TOBEY MUSIC CORP.
1450 rwqy. Sail* 404,

Don

DECCA RECORD NO. 24537
'

o(

ch'ampiotiship

be sung by the National Press
Club chorus and the Washington

"Streets of Laredo".

CHORCH NEAR

members of the

of Barbershop Quartet Singing In

"Keep America Saving" is to be
preemed here May 23, when it will

"Far Away Places"

RAY NOBLE

"Keep America Saving," written
by Frank H. Thome, Chicago industrialist, has been selected as
the winning theme song for the
coming savings bond drive. Judges
were Fred Waring, Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, and Perry Como.
Contest was conducted among

the Elastic Four,
quartet of 1942.

"Again"

DINAH SHORE
17C 15

I

.....

,

MEL TORME

Henn.

.Washington, April 19.

(Col)

"Blue Skirt Walta"

KAY STARR

de-.

Wheth-

Winning U.S. Bonds Song

(Decca)

FRANKIE YANKOVIC
15

treme as Artie Shaw's.

12

"Powder Face With Sunshine"

14

trio,

(Decca)
..

EVELYN KNIGHT

Ace.

.

backed by the

Fitzgerald,

er this brand of music is revolu*
tlonary or plain neurotic. Miss
Fitzgerald performs with a superb
artistry that registers beyond the
cultist confines. Also for the deepdyed bc-bop bugs were the Kal
Winding sextet which, in their own
hectic way, dish up music as ex-

(Decca)

VAUGHN MONROE

...

Ella

Roy Brown instrumental

livered the anticipated bop.

18

.

Met Opera House Wagnerian

,

,

.

Shaw;

licity payoff.

19

.

(Victor)

"Forever and Ever".
VIC DAMONG (Mercury)
"Ayain"

RUSS MORGAN
12

in a

28

6

Russian

But

cycle. It wag incongruous Without
being funny. The only thing which
the juves in the bleachers under'
stood were the orch 's between*
number warmups because,' one kid
said, "It was the nearest thing to
jamming." It was observed, however, that the bars were doing solid
business during Shaw's podium
stint, which may have been the
point.of it all, aside from the pub-

39

.

some

for

formal arpeggios amidst a great
and general indiflterence.'
Great Trailer for the Bars
Sticking a symph orch into Bop
City's hub-bub, heightened by lack
of
air-conditioning
during the
opening night's heat spell, was like
Having Nellie Lutcher sing Isolde

30

STAFFORD-G. MacRAE

gabbing

'developed

tired of glowering at the uncouth
payecs, .finally gave out with the

N

e

fa

proportions

named Berezowsky.

I

the Rtver".;

"Far Away Places"
9

16D

OLD

a

b

(Victor>

"A"—You're Adorable"
BING CROSBY (Decca)

Firm is going in for heavy exploitation to put this Unit across.
Company is spending lieavily in
newspaper and magazine ads, vari-

UniE

P
O

P
«

(Capitol)

"Careless Hands" ...

9

I

I

stop

I

10

SAMMY KAYE

Oil sale;

THE

o

m

"So in Love"

'*Cruisine

It

•

Shaw wouldn't start a clarinet isolo
until the customers kept some
quiet, and the customers woudn't

PERR¥ COMO (Victor)
"A"—You're Adorable".
BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)

in-

cluding Admiral, Brunswick, Crosley,
Farnsworth - Capehart and
others that will incorporate the 4.5
rpm motor in their regular sets.
RCA will make the unit for Capitol, which has aligned itself with
Victor in the battle of the new
SiJeeds, chief competition for which
will be provided by Columbia's 33
rpm long-playing attachment;
Units, according to RCA spokes-

between Shaw and the customers.

T

A
L

(Decca)

Love With Amy"

GORDON MacRAE

31.
,

in

O
s

4

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
Down the River"

"Once

Nations

I

m

O
w

a-

T

(Decca)

"Cruising

RAY BOLGER
6

Q

Pi

2

e

"Forever and Ever"

3A

M
m

I

S

At one point a stalemtite of United

rt

w

«
§
in

Artist, Label, Title

KVSS MORGAN

J.

:

o

M

APRIL 16

,

:

I

wek.

:

standardi.

I

U

Week Ending

National
Ratinr

.

^,000,000 Units
Camden, April l 9.
RCA-Victor estimates that the
first year's production of the new
45,rpm players will run about 2,000,000 units.
Estimate is; ba.sed
on initial sales of the machine since
it was placed on the market March

CO

6

O

Continued from page 39 ssail

canining was awkward and dull|,
judged, of course, by showmanship,
and not by Juilliard Conservatoty

'

n
u

CI

>

:

proved phonograph recording reproductioni plus the appeal of TV,
none the less means show business
in general must benefit.
Folsom
sees these improved home commodities chiefly as a stimulant to
the appreciation, ultimately, of the
actors.
A veteran merchandiser,
he cites what radio did to bolster
interest 'in names on personal appearances, and the same will be
true with video, says Folsom.

'O

Survey of retail disk best
sellerSi based on reports obtained from ieoAxng vtoves in
10 cities and shotting comparative soles raking ior this

;

Shaw

Artie
ss

.
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Fran Allison and Eddie Ballantine orch.
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Midwest Dates

Grant By Congress

Texas State F«r Pacts S^ike Jones

Chicago, April

19.

Entertainment Managers Assn.
tossing banquet for Paul Marr,
Jerry Jacksonj BillApril 28
board Attractions booker, out of
the hospital and recuping at Cedar
Lakes, Ind , home. .Jerry Murad's
Harmonicats open at the Elmwood hotel, Windsor^ Canada,
May 2 Vilma Sherry into the
Stork Club, Council Bluflfs, April
Mills Bros, set for Bowery,
22
'

'Freedom Fair

C. Sesqui s

For D.

•

Despite recent setbacks, the NaSesquicentennial
Capital
Commission, working on a "Freedom Fair" for D. C. next year, will
go back to Congress with a request
for a $3,000,000. appropriation for
the project. Earlier this year, the
House Appropriations Committee
killed a $1,500,000 request sent in
for the project by the Bureau of
the Budget.
Carter T. Barron, Loew's rep
here and executive vice-chairman
of the Sesqui Commission, pointed
out that Congress appropriated'
$3,250,000 toward the New York
tional

World
asked

1

I

,

j

I

.

I

making a

I

.

I

.

I

i

i

i

;

I

I

]

I

.

.

,

.

More Vaudfilm

^

S

tre

'

a one-night concert tour, has discovered that he's been hitting higher
returns since he's been his own

I

its

year,

<

which would commemorate

D. C. Stadium

this

I

|

the city's 150th anniversary, would
feature displays by states, foreign
countries, etc., as well as entertainment. There would be a thea-

New

switching

is

policy

entertainment

*

,

;

Fair. Congress will also be
to okay use of the We.st
for the fair

1950.

15-Day Ron at

Dallas. April 19,

Texas State Fair

.

'

I

grounds.

and children's center.
met Satur^
commissioners
^
Fair ^„
day "with" PresTdent" Truman, \&io
gave his strong endorsement, but
commented that arrangements were
six months behind. Present plans
are to open the fair on April 15,

.

promoter*
With Ralph Wonder.s
flat purchase of Spike former General Artists Corp.
veeJones Musical Depreciation Revue jpee in charge of Jpnes" tour, it s
Cost of the stadium is estimated
keeping any been found that returns are coiisidand
for
$120,000
at $2,500,000 which would be raised
erably higher since various halls
from
the
result
will
profits that
by the sale of bonds, according to
arenas and auditoriums have been
Johnny O'Brien, operation, It's one of the largest
Detroit, May 16
the Harris bill. RFC would purbooked on a sharing basis,
harmoniclst-comedian, does twochase $500,000 of the paper,
The $.17,934 gross at the County
Club, talent outlays ever earmarked^ by
Esquire
the
at
when the late genator Theodore weeker
Fairgrounds buildings, Toronto, is
Kans., followed by club any fair.
Wichita,
G, Bilbo was chairman of the Sen- dates and then into the Thunderregarded as one of the heaviest
Michaud
and
Arthur
year,
Last
ate District Committee he talked bird Hotel. Los Vegas, June 16,
grosses ever hit on a single concert
corporaformed
a
Durante
glibly of building a 200,000-seat Kathryn Duify Dancers into same' Jimmy
stand.
Another top figure was
tion and paid the fair $25,000 to
stadium. However, nothing ever, spot for indef run.
re'ached in Montreal, where hig
show which included
came of this.
Depreciation"
Thelma Sills joined the Paul stage the flock of acts and Harry "Musical
trotipe
Durante, a
registered $13,619, despite the fact
Sanders agency. Ben Blue, Patti
kept
pair
Promoting
orch;
that the ice arena, where they
Moore and Ben Lessy booked for James'
the profits. In 1946, Tommy Dor- played, had no scenery
the Bowerys Detroit, May 9
and the
Saranac Lake
band
using
his
it
overi
Sunny Skylar set for Pastime sey took
wings were used as backdrops
and a lineup of acts and wound up Troupe hit $8,723 in London, Onl
By Happy Benwajr
Club, Des Moines, May 14.
with more than $100,000 as his tario, and $4,914 in Peterboro,
Saranac, N.Y., April 19.
end. This year. Fair officials want Canada. In Niagara Falls and
After an eight-month vacation
Lonthemselves.
to keep the profits
and rest Rube Bernstein left for
don. Jones played to sellout houses;
His. many
N. Y. to resume work.
Jones, now on the last lap of a even, though only one-inch ads
philanthropies will be missed by
nation-wide $3.60 top concert tour, were placed in the local papers;
from
page
I
Continned
-the gang here.
returns to the Coast next month Heavy advance sales made furtiier
-I
Harold Wood, exec of the Neigh- names. shuts its vaudfilm April 29' for a three-week stand at the Bill- [plugging unnecessary.
borhood Theatres of Rtehmond, because of dearth of headliners. more theatre here, starting May
Upon returning from Canada
Va., in to visit frau, Ruth Wood, It reopens with vaude in late Au-| 15. It's at the usual deal of 70% Jones played Rochester for $7,916;
who's showing nice progress.
gust but will play spot shows inj of the gross,, with the same figure {Syracuse for $8,705; Uliea and
Andrew Rutledge, cameraman the interim if proper attractions in force for a stand starting June Schneetady grossed $3,500 each
6 at the Curran, Sah Francisco. (both .flat dates),, and Buffalo,
with Pathe jfews, in for Ioibs0rva- come along.
Troupe vacations in July and re- <ig^here they played on Holy Thuriitiottj
'.);
Superiority of vaude bills, plus [
sumes work. Aug. 4 with a threes day (14) produced a terrific" $6,-s
touis /Loew's) Shantierv.'iisind^
one feature, over double bills has weeker at the Flamingo, Las
They skipped Good, Friday
715.
his all-clear- ahd" left ioir li6me.
been proven in New York nabe sit- Vegas,
at a flat $12,000 weekly and land returned for a $9,192 gross in
Pat Robhey, Jr., took time out uations. Loew's has 20 one-night- then plays 12 days at the Indiana
Youngstown Saturday, and $9,172
betweieri- shows at the local Pontiac ers in the N. Y; area on Tuesday
theatre here to visit Henry Ber- nights, normally a slow night.J State Fair, starting Sept. 2. Dallas [Easter Sunday at the Cleveland
Arena.
linghoff at the Williajft Morris However, the SRO sign is out vir- fair dates are from Oct. 4 to 19.
The bandleader, who has been on
Camp Intermission.
tually every time a stage, show is
Doris Care^ upped for dally on. RKO has about 2.5 houses, and
meals, pictures and mild exer^
the same conditions prevail.
Hal Winston, Brazilian rep for
Probably the most important de- 8 Low-Budget Acts With
for All Branches sf Tk«dlricaU
Columbia 'Pictures, v whij beat the velopment in the straight vaude
rap in sik months, left for N.Y.Ci field Is the contemplated installaFix To Inaugurate N. Y.
with an all-clear last- week.
tion, of eight act vaude bills at th^
'7h* ORIGINAl Show-Bii Gag File"
Durgah's nitery will again spon- Palace, N. Y., once the most faNot. 1 to 22 @ $1.00 each
sor "Dinner at Durgan's," with mous vauder in America. It's prob- Palace's Vaude Tomeback'
(Ordtr in Stqucnca Only)
Eddie Vo^t as emcee, over local able that any success here would
The Palace on Broadway now
WNBz.
SPECIAL: Th* Firit 13 FIIm
start a wave of vaudeville reopen- plans to bring vaudeville back
for $8.00 ! !
Victor (lATSE) Gamba showing ings all over the country.
there around May 1, with eight,
nicis iiiijJroveihent.
3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
Another development is Par(10 In Each B6(>k)
Book
GardeWas to Dolly Gallagher, amount's contemplated vaude ex- lowTbudget acts on initial bill.
Mend Ztiti for llMtN of other «»ui4>A,v
\vho put the' Will Rogers over the pansion in the south.
Talks
are
still
on
with
musicians,
Harry Lejnuterltil,
hoiikh,
imrodleA.' minHtrcl
top In recent Red tjros^ drive.
putter, bInvk-OiiU, el*. AO C*,O.I>/«.
vine, Paramount hooker, last week stagehands^ etc., but the house is
Dr. Ray Hogah and Frank Hogan returned from a southern trip in hopeful of launching
PAULA SMITH
new vaudof N.Y.C. in to visit Mabel Bilrns, which he conferred with local the*
aOO W. 64 Ht., N. y. 1». < l«'l|. i-ti.io
fUm policy by that date.
-4Every l>»,v liirlufllne SiuuluyH—
who is doing nicely after recent atre managers, many of whom are.
Theatre has no definite pictures
operation.
reported to have requested instalbooked beyond current "Pride of
Write to those who are 11%.
lation of flesh.
In the fall, it's
the Yankees," but intends u-sing
probable that Levine will book a firstruns, possibly
day - date with
YOU MUST VISIT
series of houses in Atlanta, Jackr
top N. Y. nabes, with return of
Vaude, Nitery Dates
sonville and other southern cities,
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
vaudeville. Initially, the Palace is
Larry Storch into the Beverly
In New York, Loew's Melba, watching budget for stage layout
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.,
whM
ia LONDON io,r Barqaim in
Brooklyn, graduates to three days closely, because planning to keep
May -13.
Furs, Fur Coati, Luggage, Travel
Mindy Carson into the Mpunds, of vaude after having run a single its present $rtop as against the $2
and Sporti Goadi:—9ia, VICday for several years. Step was scale when the Palace was vaudeCleveland, last night (19).- TORIA STREET, S.W. 1.
Jack Carter signed for the Latiii taken to meet the competition of viile's flagship. Dan Friendly will
the nearby HKO Orpheum, which book.
Quarter, Boston, May 1.
is
also on a three-day vaudfilm
ba^is. The Clinton, N, Y a Brandt
fairs.

,

Potomac Park area
Fair,

capital, close to its NaGuard Armory which is the
scene of many entertainment afcJ

national

tional

|
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Washington, ApriM9^
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Bill to provide a 60,000 -seat
stadium for Washington will be
dropped in the hopper after Easter
vacation by Rep* Oren Harris (D.,
Ark.). Proposed stadium would be
located in southeast section of the

.
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COMEDY MATERIAL

I

:

FUN-MASTER

-

;

!

'

.

.

HELENE and

HOWARD

'

.

'

.

CiirrMtly

CAROUSEL CLUI
PittsbHfght

I

i^a-

:

:

;

i

-

Manny Opper

i

Ihaf

Mw

101 St
Holly wood

I

cemtdioii

j

^

Week

I

.

.

Show loung*

I

I

j

-

ChicaaB

Pvt.

M|t.;

I

IRV LEVIN

'

I

-

I

i

,

WIZARDS OF TELEPATHY

operation, started a split

Saturday

week

last

BARO

(16).

The feeling is among the bookers that many towns which haven't
had stageshows in years can branc)!^
out into a non-name .-policy. -Be':
sides, it's generally conceded that
there aren't enough headliners
available to keep a theatre on a
steady run ol attractions.

Opening

.

I

J

Opening JUNE

A SURE-HRE BOX

OFFICE

AHRACTION

!

I

'

OLYMPIA, Miami

4,
6,

LONDON, England

^Fof Extended European Tour^
Thank* t9

Dinah Washlngrton and
Lance set for June 2 bill

ROGERS

AND
MAY

Herb
at the

Management:

Royal Boost, N. Y;

David Rose orch booked for a
September date at the Capilol, N.Y.

JOHNNY LASTFOGEL, 1595 I'way. N. Y.
IRVING GREENE, Assoeiat*

CHARLES L TUCKER'S ENTERPRISES, LTD.
Take Pleasure

in

Announcing That They Have Been Appointed

Exclusive Representatives Throughout the World for

THE CHARLIVELS
Currently Starring in

Tom Arnold and

Emiitt Littler's

"LATIN QUARTER," at the London Casino
All

Communkatlons-CHARLES

L.

TUCKER,

.

LEW GRADE

17, Shaftesbury

Avenue, London,

W.

1,

England

'

.'
'.

'
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Coast

VAVDBVnjJB
Flagship, Union,

AGVA Sets Up New Election

Mulls Ice

N.

Show

4S

J.,

V.H.C.S. Sets 9 Variefy Units, 1 Legiter

Policy

The Flagship, Union, N. J.,
considering policy switch from
bftndshows to ice displays.
Tom
Martin,
General Artists Corp.
veepee, this week made a survey of
the spot and feasibility of ice
'

is

To Offset Members"Rigging' Charge

For Tour of Veterans

Hollywood, April 19. 4Coast members of American
shows will be determined shortly.
Guild of Variety Artists will ballot Frisco Group Sponsors
Stumbling block in policy change
for a new board of directors at the
is
the necessary installation of
next regular meeting May 4 as a
Autry Rodeo Stand rink. Cost of that will be the deresult of charges of ''irregularities"
ciding factor.
Eddie Rio,
in the last election.
Hollywood, April 19.
new Coast chief of the union, act'
Gene Autry's "Flying A" rodeo
.ing on charges made by his assist- t^oTpe: Tndudlng"l50%ovvhand7
^an FraLiso for six perl
cfet baUot;
'"•Vfprt'fcS'the's
ballots fomiances,
to count ttie secret
mittee
July 29-31 under soonpublidy dunng the meetmg.
.^^ship of the"^ Union Square OpMazzei claims that durmg the timist Club, with profits going to
Florine
Bale,
then
the Bay Area Boys Club.
last election,
had
AGVA,
votes
of
for
Coast head
Risers will comoete undpv <!it,n

Hospitals

Veterans Hospital Camp Shows
have 10 new units touring the
Army, Navy and Veterans Administration hospitals by the end of
next month.
Approximately; 60
acts will be given a six month
route through 120 hospitals in 42
will

I

Haymes

to

Make

First

I

I

Brit.

Tour

in

Summer

Hollywood, April 19.
Dick Haymes goes to England
summer for his first appearances in the British Isles.
Trek opens with a week at the
Empire, Birmingham, Aug. 8, after
.which Haymes stops two^frames at

states.

Stress this year will again be on
variety units.
Legit will be limited to one production inasmucli:
as hospital medicos have found
that
vaude is easier for the
the Palladium in :.London. He'll patients to follow.
Program was accelerated under
play one week in Glasgow .before
returning here shortly after Labor direction of Lawrence Phillips',
general manager.
acting VHCS
Day.
One unit, "Greet the Gii-ls," is already out on the road, and rehear*vu,cu yuam
have
been
on
of
the
Philadelphia,
started
last
week for "Musiseven pionshiD
April 19^
sals
he would
Neither
eal Charms"' built, around an all-.
directors to be seated.
Tlie strike of the local branch
girl band, with' Grayson Sisters;
Hio nor Mazzei would disclose
of the American Guild of Variety
Estelle
Charles
Terry,
the
present
board
memLouise
of
Which
Artists against booking agents and
Kraft and Vickie Villani, which
bers won his spot as a result. Maztheir organizations; was terminated
will
preview at Floyd Bennett
zei also charges that Miss Bale, in
amicably Thursday night, followtomorrow
(21) beregulations,
Field.
Brooklyn,
of
had
violation
ing a three-hour conference.
fore its South Carolina opening.
the votes counted by paid emPrincipal source of contention
Park at
"Vaudeville on Parade'' will tee
ployees of the union, local office
was DicF'Tones"'"recentlv"nampdl Palisades Amusement
Arl.;.UnU
has
F^etteville,
workers.
Off
at
clerical
ilTe'-p^:^AZ"llt into its .5lst year Saturday (16)
Roy Smeck, Ray Walters, Three
agents' groups and performers led
Miss Bale, who left over the
The bumps and grind industry; to the. get-together and subsequent when the freshly painted resort Rays, Henry Van Quartet and
weekend for New York to assume
its gates. Customers, Julie Ballew.
Open
threw
troupe,;
all-Negro
An
her new duties in the union's na- in New York got major attention truce.
performers "Dixie Jubilee," will preem at Ben«
concessionaires
.and
„
.„ 1,
_ _ j i
As
tional headquarters, described the last week in the N. Y. press.
alike were chilled by a Brisk night netl Field, April 29. Claude Hopa result of police activity on Strip ^^n tJ^ lL fZlXf.tf
charges as "utterly ridiculous.^'
breeze from the North River that kins quartet, Strut Plash, John
l^,^-,,.f^yA.?.l^i
IS?against
non-fran
"I supervised the coumting. of: How (W. 52d street); three spots called the strike
accompanied by a mercury W. Cooper, Gamer and Wilson,
was
agents and during the
those votes in plain view of the drew 15-day suspension of licenses chised
drop in the 30's.
Ray Pearle, and Four Stepperettes,
assembled members at that meet- and a trio of performers had their squabble only one-fifth of the bookr
''''^
ers held franchises. Actually, howIf the national headquarters police permits lifted,
ing.
u.e^Slppea^s fo'brr^ll^^^^^^
"Gay Nineties," an oldtimer
wish to bring up such
of
The suspensions for the Club ever, the .strike was more of a the same basic price policy as last
with Will Oakland, Lillian
charges, I welcome them."
Ha ti&, Samoa and Nocturne be- threat than a walkout. Only one year. Survey of the eight midways show
King Quartet, opens
Ashton,
Bob
Miss Bale added that She "can- came effective Monday (18) for show was palled out during the showed that most admish taps vary at Fayetteville, Ark., May 2. "Fun
not understand" Mazzei, who was permitting indecent shows, while dispute, which, fortunately for'i between 20c and 25c. But to stimu- Fare" with Cappy Barra, Sandra
her assistant for two years, as he the Famous Door was shuttered both sides, took place during late interest among the more price Joyce, Lou Selden; Charlie Harwary payees, the spot has tabbed
now is for Rio. "Why didn't he for three days because of enter- ^"l^ii^'^^'f'' i.1
Although the $50 franchise fee Thursday as bargain day with ris and Rhythmettes, preems at
bring up such ludicrous charges tainers mixing with customers,
Oteen, N. C, May 2. "Follies of
Betty Howard, of the Ha Ha, IS still a sore spot, It proved to sharp price cuts for all attractions, 1949"
befofe iny transfer?" she asked.
starts at the Madigan GenDorothy Delia (Justine) of the be the POi».t of conciliation, BookSome 10 new rides have been
Hospital, Ft. Lewis, Washingto
name
ers
plan
a
committee
to added to the multiplicity . of last eral
Samoa and Lynn Garrett of the
ton, May 9, with Mandy Kay, Joyce
matter
before
take
National
Nocturtie, will remaift inactive for
year's, while two new restaurants
Brazelle, Jean Bedini, Harry HineSi
said
the
Jones
local
AGVA»branch
.'
Jane Froman'^ $1,000,000 15; :days/,";:
were also unveiled.
holiday bent Marie Cord and Peter Meersman.
Also competing for space in the would probably be open-handed crowd composed principally of "Happy Holiday" is set for the Tilpress was the "fight" between about the whole thing if parent high school students with a sprink- den General Hospital, Ft." Dix,
Crash Suit Fared
ling of older folk braved the frigid
Georgia Sothem and Jo Ami Car- union rescinded the fee.
N. J., May 16, with the Hollidays.
Another
concession
was
to take in a brief inaugural
Marian Kingsley, Martingales, DorHigh Court roll, both appearing at Bradley's recognition of the agents' organi- ozone
show at the park's, amphitheatre.
Chez Moi, not on 5 2d but in the
and Helen Blosson and Lee
Sam Donahue's band occupied othy
Alabtty, April 19.
more fashionable East 54th street zations,: Variety Bookers Assn. and
Foster Quartet in the lineup.
Entertainment
Managers
Assn..
the podium. Protected by overvariety of
After five years of litigation, *E1 Morocco) belt.
One unit, "Nations in Review,"
coats, the boys slapped. their palms
singer Jane Froman can only col- reasons are ascribed as the reiisori
will be produced on the Coast for
not
in
with
cadence
the music, but
lect a maximum of $8,291.67 for in* for the alleged fracas, but most
a debut at the Fitzsimmons GenSisters Cancel
to restore the circulation in their
juries suffered in the I^isbon Clip- figured it a publicity stunt.
eral Hospital, Denver.
digits. Highlight of the evening was
Business boomed at the spot
Sole legit effort is ""The Milky
per crash of 1943, the Court of ApEuropean Concert Tour the aerial work contribbed by the Way,"
to be directed by Eira
peals ruled last week. The court's,! after publication of news and picLawrence
trio atop a 105 foot pole.
Stone, opening May 23 at the Letdecision declared that the Pan tures of the "row."
As a result,
The
cold
obviousl^
was
elesuch
an
Because of Coin Freeze
terman General Hospital, San;
American Airway's liability was Bradley's picked up Miss Sothem's
ment
of risk for the two males and
..
Francisco.
limited to the maximum award set option. However, it was exercised
Hollywood, April 19.
a gal that most of the audience
by the terms of the Warsaw con- a bit too late inasmuch as Miss
Andrews Sisters will forego a were visibly relieved when the
vention which was signed in 1929 Sothern had committed herself to scheduled six-week tour of Euro- threesome finished
its stint.
by 30 countries including the the Samoa. A compromise was ar- pean concerts.
Instead, they'll
Management lined up a flock of 30-Piece Symph's
ranged by Jimmy LyonSi American play domestic dates this summer, names to
U. S.
appear for the preem
Miss Froman, who reputedly [ Guild of Variety Artists' eastern with three already set at the Chi- festivities including Maggi McSalt Lake Fixer
spent $100,000 in a series of oper- regional director, whereby Miss cago theatre, June 16; the Roxy, Neills, Bill Berns, NBC's roving reations and has lost more than sev- 5°*1\^*"", ^'""l^ double between N. Y., July 1, and the Steel Pier, porter; disk, jockeys Lou Steele,
eral times that amount because of Bradley s and Samoa for two days Atlantic City, July 15, each at a Jack Lescoulie and Paul Brenner
Yaudfilm Policy
inability to accept engagements, P^/^re Samoa s suspension went flat $12,500 weekly.
as well as singer Conrad Thibaut.
Salt Lake City, April 19.
meet
Trio's manager, Lou Levy, had All merely walked on for a polite
had sued the airline for $l,000i000.
Success of five pop concerts by
worked out European dates and a hello with the exception of Miss
She charged injuries were due to
repeat of act's last summer stand McNeills, who introed model Lynn a 30-piece symphony orch as stage
negligence.
/
at the London Palladium, but it Moore, chosen as the "Palisades attraction with, "Boy With Green
Songstress appealed -the award 2 Ice
Plan Tour
was decided to abandon the trek Park Poster Girl." Concessionaires Hair" at the Uptown theatre may
on the basis that Portugal, where
due to the difficulty in getting coin expressed their usual confidence in cue in a sS^ies of programs b]^ live
the crash occurred, was not a
Of So. America Arenas;
musicians as adjuncts to fi.lm bills<
out of Europe. Last year, rather the season's outlook.
Gtlb.
party to the Warsaw convention,
than leave funds frozen abroad,
Musicians, 75% of whom, were
At the time of the crash, Miss
Over Fla. Stadium Andrews Sisters bought heavily of
members of the Utah Symphony,
Froman was enroute to entertain
v^^J
t
r.u
x
English products, on which they
were directed by Eugene Jelesniki
Shows
Inc
protroops for USO-Camp Shows. Roy
""'"'^^T,
had to pay an import duty when Gene Autry Sues Circus
musical director of KDYL. Shows
,H°»day
^,"„c„ef„o,f
Rognan and dancer Tamara were
they returned to the U. S.
on weekend of April 10-12 jammed
killed in this accident. Among the Vogues" is planning a major tank
For 'Misleading' Billing; the house with film, fans who
Act's asking t>rice for a video
display invasion of Central and
survivor:, were Lorraine Rognan,
haven't seen live pei-formers in a
South America. First step has been shot is $3,000, Levy disclosed, addYvette and Gypsy Markoff.
local picture house since the old
the purchase of the Coral Gables ing that William Morris agency is
Miss Froman was hospitalized Coliseum, Coral Gables, Fla., which pitching for an appearance on both
days of vaudeville.
Austin, Texas, April 19.
for more than a year following the
NBC-TV
Stunt got an enthusiastic reacwill, become the embarkation point the Admiral and Texaco
Gene Autry, western film and
.crash and since then has been able
tion, including reviews in three
for its South America hops and web shows while they are in the
radio star, filed suit here in Fedto walk only with the aid of
papers and.ah'«ditorial in the Salt
at the same time will provide the east.
eral Court alleging misuse of bis
Clutches.
Last year, she married shows with a rehearsal space and
Telegram. Press termed the
Lake
name by the Dailey Broi3. Circus.
John C. Burn, pilpt of the Lisbon a Miami showcase.
The circus, which headquarters concert ^'the beginning of a new
plane.
Minsky's Camiyal, N.Y.,
era in show business on the local
"Vogues" troupe has already
in Gonzales, Tex., opened its seascene," "a shot in the arm for the
been booked for the Puerto Rico
son last Saturday.
Doug Autry, theatre"
Will
and "an experiment in.
Municipal BasebalL Park, where it
Gene's brother, is main attraction
music for the masses^hat may pro^
Prof; Lamberti has been signed of the circus.
starts a two-week date on May 2.
U.S.
vide entertainment for the audi«.
Show follows .with stands in Sao for Harold Minsky's Carnival,
In his petition, Autry asked that ence
and e
ea t; 'iot
p lo y
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro; and nego- N. Y., slated to preem May; 15. the circus
be stopped- from adver- musicians."
tiations are now. on for a Buenos Rest of the show will comprise Tio
.
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FRANK POPE TO
ON
VAUDE TALENT HUNT

comics.

They expect to

visit Chi-

dates.

new big summer revue

Coliseum, Douglas,

at the
Isle of Man, in

which Evans is starring.
'Main object of trip for Pope
to line

up

I

'

!

.

Unless

the

circus

from continuing

its

is
enjoined
present adver-

Take Over Tex Nitery

Janet Blair Slated
tising practice, Gene Autry estimates his professional reputation:
For Chi, N. Y. Theatres will
lie damaged more than $30,000.

Corpus Christi, April 19.
Bandleader Hal Wasson and
Frank Duprey, former Michigan;
nitery operator, have purchased
the Riviera Club here;
Wasson
will install his band at the spot-

rectors already control the Sports
Janet Blair, stage and film He's currently staging a serieiT of
Arena, Toledo, and have a long- player, plays the Chicago theatre,
one nighters throughout the state.
term lease on the Milwaukee Coli- Chicago, for two weeks opening,
j

is

talent for his theatres,
in choice of which he will be
holped by Zahl, Who will also try
to hook up a two-way talent deal.

;

»

I

,

'

.

.

,

„

Corp. has already appointed B.
V, Sturdivant, former Latin American rep for 20th-Fox, to handle

South American bookings.

m

tising the family name "Autry"
and Corinne Valdez, Tommy Raft. without; giving
Program incluuded solos by
the same promi'Roseanne, Muriel King, Nevada
Florence Marie Gates, soprano;
nence to the name "Doug."
He Larry
Smith and Ralph Young. AddiPryor, pianist, and Jetesnik
said that the present advertising
tional acts are being lined up.""^
on
the violin. Before taking the
and promotion display matter of
Minsky is still undecided on an^ the
circus., displays
the name KDYL post, Jelesnik had his own
admission charge for the cafe
band.
During the war he was
"Autry" in large letters, the name
such as obtained when he operated
"Doug" in small letters, and uses soloist with a USO-Camp Shows
the Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla.,
unit.
the words "in person."
during the winter.

'

May 4, after which they go
The Coral Gables purchase gives
Hollywood May 7; They return
England on the Queen Mary the corporation control of three
May 20, in time for Zahl to stage major arenas; Affiliates and dicago

to
to

his

m

:

Aires stand.
London, April 13>
The larger "Holiday" company
^ Frank Pope, who represents the
P. J. Butterworth circuit of 12 the- started a 16-day date at the Naatres, sails for America April 21 cional stadium, Saturday (16).
on the Queen Elizabeth.
He will
Each of these shows plays ap^
be accompanied by agent Hyman
proximately 35 weeks in the U. S^
Zahl, and Norman Evans, one
and plans to fill out the rest of
of foremost
English vaudeville the year with South American

29i
Follows this with the
Paramount, N.Y.
Reopeuinr for summer. May 3,
Miss Blair is doing a new «act Hotel St. Regis (Ni Y.) Roof will Friday (22).
with the Blackburn Twins in sup- featw:e dance music by Milt Shaw
Cafe will book
and Laszlo & Pepito orks.
when available.
port.

April

I

I

\

'

I

name

attractions.:

.

WetlurBflar, April 20,
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(BISMARCK HOTEL)

N^ht Club Reviews

Isbell,

14;:

John-

'

Kate Murtah, Ziggy Lane, Pur& Raye, Eddie Stone Ore/i;

With Talent Guild

_

,

wi7iiiiii rn.

in' its

new
'

;
i

,
|

,

^l""*^
l^fL?
nn'^ninff
h»tt»r pacing.
nnnmp
a fourth for better
Fast-stepping Purcell & Raye are
needed in the opening slot for
initial zin^ but then Ziggy Lane

and Kate

Murtah,

both

!

...

singers,

follow with nothing to break the
songfest sequence. Miss Murtah's
uninhibited zanyisms might classify her as a comedienne rather
than a singer, but even so the
Bhow would play better with an
intervening act.
Purcell and Raye show plenty
of verve and youthful sparkle in
their three numbers, as well as
masterful tapping techniques. Attractively costumed, they have a

A

i

use

heavy stationary one around the on the accordion, with her arrangement of "J'Echant," aided by
floor.
Miss Murtah, formerly one of her own vocal rendish, following
the three Murtah Sisters, has car- with "Horastaccato" and an HunIntroing her own
ried that group's comedy into her gai'ian medley.
solo work. This room, unfortunate- numbers, she creates mood and
stint,
ly, is too small for her antics, giv- holds audience throughout
Solid applause brings her back
of overin£( h(»r the impression
Her wide-open gestures for encore on "Always True to
selling.
and loud, throaty voice practically You In My Fashion." "Vienna
Johnny
"Lover.
numb- the audience into submi,s- Beauties" and
j^^- ^ on
Brewer backs capably, also for tthe
g
Greg
nitery. dance sets,
iJ! a larger nitery
stage or in
v^udTstaHe
a vaude
Tor tS^°e"rS ^iToV'wr
of her material is tinted blue
Most
fast and bright routine and close
and the best is her satire of a
Iceland, IV. Y.
with a smart deadpan number that Brooklvnesque dancing instructor.
Grefa Lind, Harriet Lane. Caunderlines their versatility. Get
^ro^. (2), Sld sums. Field,
«ff here to good response,
^''''aM^1^^i^^m1^^wTtoTmanv'f'•°"
'"''"^& Pmn. Guy Martin line (6), Jack
Lane shows he knows this fT^hP.t !-t ;.lt,
room's clientele by pitching almost
!«'• OrcU, Al Cavalero 3; $2
Eddie sfone orch back the show mmi»mm.
the tourists, who

1

transference" spiced

«•

'

with laughs

and intriguing vocalizing.

The Roberts continue to amaze
by the smooth and slick manner
in which they perform their hocusWhat makes it more
pocus tint.

than a run-of-the-mill telephathic
offering, too, is the pair's showmanship and rtiixture. of card
tricks, dry humor and just a bit
of clowning with the principal
stint.
In this intimate room it
rates top standing.
LaurenZj who has done most of stand, to continue negotiations.

'

,

American Guild of Variety Art.
signed the Cole Bros, circus
to a contract after two weeks of
negotiations in Louisville; Ky. Vie
Connors and Emil lioew, AGVA
organizers who handled deal returned Monday night (18) with
a
contract calling for $50 minimums
for chorus. Principal salaries won't
be disclosed until Connors and
Loew make their report to the
AGVA national board.
Current on the AGVA agenda
is the Ringling Bros, and Bamum
& Bailey circus, current at the
Madison Square Garden, N. Y. It's,
doubtful that a contract will be
effected by the time the show quits
the Garden, May 8. It's probable
that Connors and Loew will be
dispatched to Boston, its next
ists

]

.rnnri acts
ti
hoc 717r»o
^pts
three good
latf has
Glass Hat

1949

Cole Circas Signs

Viame Aooni;

,

cell

$3

Chicago, April

Gypsy Markofl, Joe

.

minimum,
iiands out free roses to the femme ny Brewer Orch; $2.00
IMfpls.
ringsiders for added punch to Iiis $1.05 couer.
(HOTEL RADISSON).
"Red Roses For a Blue Lady," vo,.,
,
In keeping with motif of room,
Minneapolis, April 16.
calizes some special lyrics to glamLucille Sc Eddie Roberts, John
orize New Yorlc in "Lullaby of Swiss Chalet has established yodelBroadway" and gets the audience er Joe Isbell as almost permanent Laurenz, Mel Cooper orch (7);
to J'"" '"m in "You Made Me Love fixture, in a new .entertainment $2,50 minimum.
„ ^wuh nii ^j^^^
^^^^ ^ p,gj,g. formsit. Isbell creates atmosphere
^^^^^
ant sct of pipcs, pitchcd midway by yodeling three items as an appleasant floorshow interlude is
between ttnor and baritone, and petizer. Dance sets follow, with provided by the popular Lucille
an infectious personality, both of floorshow coming three-quarters and Eddie Roberts, playing their
could use of an hour later
sell.
He
third date here, and John Laurenz,
w hich help him
en^
first
Chi
On
Gypsy
Markoffi,
"Roses'
his
mike
on
making his Minneapolis debut.: It
a migratory
"thought
mystifying
number, instead of lugging that gagement, exhibits deft fingering combines

Hat, IV. \
(HOTEL BELMONT PLA/A)
fwlass

.

plus a co< pl« of solos that please^
Newcomer to the local circuit is
Carmen lewis, a tall brunet with
a good variety of songs. _ Newt.

Chi

Swljss Chalet,

I

,

'

work in films, looks to have a
highly successful supper club, theLeni Lynn tagged for the Latin
atre and disk future. He's a highly personable chap with an ejicelr Casino, Philadelphia, May 4.
lent voice that's heard to fine adHarry Richman due at the Carhivantage in such pops as "Red Roses val. Minneapolis, June 23.
,
everything to
«nnMniiP tn sprVe ud
"Careless
for
Blue
Lady."
a
compn.. mo...l of the audience. He
Hands,'' "Abie," "Just One More
^^^t' music forTrligh't
For
the
small
monetary
outlay,
Chance" and "La Paloma." tHas
dancing among similar niteries
tlie Iceland oifers a good entertaihStal.
to beg off.
nient buy. This smorgasbord palast
The Mel Cooper orch, as usual,
offers a quartet of acts, a line and
scores with its show backing and
Clwver Clnb,
eounti-y games for a $2 minimum, customer dancing.
Rees.
"which according to any standards
Miami Beach, April 13.
"A COMEDY
De CMtro Sisters (3), Belmonts is something that the budget-con
OF ERRORS"
Village Barn. ]%\ V.
.{2), Frank hinale's Orch, Woody scious patrons will consider^ The
(FOLLOWU'P)
Iceland also makes a ;bid for the
Wood.?; $2.50 minimtm.
AT
Retaining the basic framework
pre-theatre dinner trade by startHOTEL
of the last show with holdovers, of
One of these days that over- ing shows at 7 p.m.
ST. LOUIS
Most of the bill here is in the the Abbey Albert orch and Three
emphatic wiggle is going to be
taken out of the De Castro Sisters, New Act category. Some of them Gay Blades, this Greenwich Village
Not
is
still
dishing
palatable
be?
have
spot
up
a
been around, while others are
/lUtiimir^ment.
and then where will. they,
WM. MORRIS
very fai', maybe, but then again, { making their first bid for Gotham hayseed type of entertainment.
Ma.ior attraction of this nitery conthere iS' the question of how far attention.
AGENCY
The Catron Bji-os. are the vets tinues to be the hillbilly surroundcan they go with that boundless
rcrs. Ken.:
energy? It isn't the boundless en- in this spot. They're smart hoofers ings, the delibefately corny atmosrOM FI1ZPATRICK
ergy that's so important as is the who can exhibit their cleat-work phere and the combo of floorshow
Their chat- and country community dances.
too frequent lack of restraint, that practicallj anywhere.
ter is .something el.se again, Some
the sisters put into their act.
Top act among the newcomers
That goes especially for the of it is good, but the. majority is Allen and Nobles, a smart-lookyoungest of tlie trio. Once they needs overhauling.
ing and snappily-routined hoofing
used to be a turn that had a fresh-i' The newcomers comprise Greta' team-. Guy-and-gal duo execute
s.a., verve and the know-how in I^ind. a Scandinavian import; Har-, fancy tap-terping numbers jointly
putting over a tune. Now they're - riet Lane, an aero dancer; comic! and solo in top style. Toby Deane,
putting a little too much into it,, Sid Burn: and Fields & Pam, a gal vocalist doubling as emcee, has
and that's where the "baby" sister roller skating duo. The Guy Mar- a better personality, than voice but
comes in. Those; grimaces, that tin line is niftily costumed and^do manages to please with some
over-sensitized shaking of the derr [three good numbers; Jack Palmer laryngal tricks.
riere^tliese are not part of the Orch backs' the show and the Don
with Albert's orch
De Castro Sisters as they were Cavalai'o trio does the rhumba forAlternating
customer dansapation, Korny
known perhaps only a year ago in relief,
-AraazIiiB Mr:-"
Jose.
Klowns (4) al.50 perform a zany
—
New York, when the.y were caught
comedy number a la Spike Jones.
]at the Havana-Madrid. Somebody Kit tv Bavis%
Proven Success for
B-f'll It's an okay item for this spot but
has told them that they've got to
"
VAUDEVILLE—
TV
njiami Beach Aoril 14
it's too imitative for much of a*
put a little more personality into
sam Levenson, Fisher & White, future.
NITE CLUBS. ETC.
HeriH.
the act, and they re overdoing it
jreiands (3). Kenmy Davis,
And the little sister has be- Johnny Silvers Orch, no minimum
Currently Appearing
come almost offensive in her asS. V.
^^^^-^
supper,
S1.50.
^'
^
"
sorted would-be comedy mugging
(PALACE HOTEL)
and maneuvers. Otherwise, they're
JSan Francisco, April 7.
Though switching from the RouD. C.
stiU doing the varied Latin rhyth- manian
Guv Clteniej/, Kay Hacketi orch
theatre .''-''''^^•V'v
restaurant ,*'.w'»V/
policy
--<mics, and apparently going over -.i---.;
April 14'20
which coinedv. dough for them (12); ecfoer, $1-$1.50.
with- the general run of customers. tlirough
the season, Kitty and
Dir.: MILES INGALLS
The
warm
quality of Guy Cher»1 Danny" Davis, irtheVr summer o
S?„f«^1nSr'.Vi?ref7^'''
Hotol Astor, Now York City
professional critic says?
leration revert back to the old Kitty ney's singing, which has made him
The Belmonts, ballroom team, do Davis Airliner tag, and still pur- a-iave in Frisco; clicks heftily in
Specializing in
nicely in holding over on this bill, veylng the backlog of booking with this supper room.
\
torehants and ballads, his items
mmmmmtm nHllAOllfHIA,
though the girl has a habit of good results,
StLOW
posturing and grimacing a little
In Sam Leven.son ( New Acts) comprise "Someone to Watch Over
"Cardini, Easily riie Best of
s";"^ R U'C I
too much. And she could take a they have a borscht belt-club date Me," and "I'd Be a Fool" for solid
tht Sleight<of-Hand«rs."
pair storyweaver whoi is a sock laugh- response. FoUowups include "Gallesson in costuming, The
30Q OUTSIDE ROOMS.
way Bay." "Bluebird Singing in
dances -with enthusiasm; his liftS' maker.
>t8EL. V4R(ETr
htm *2 DAILY
are particularly adroit.
Fisher and White are familiars My Heart," "So in Love" and othMARCH »fli. 1M»
Frank Linale's orch neatly plays Jiere, having played this room in er items which win additional apSnCIAl WltKLY Ha'tIS
HOUSlKltHNO MClllTlfS
for show and dancing, having been past seasons. Stvle i.s basically the plause.
Ray Hackett's orch backs show
recently at the now-closed Beach- same, with White doing the songs
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
MCA
comber.
Kahn.
and straight biz that highlight the adeptly and does equally well for
customer
dansapation.
T«d.
comedy of the plastic-panned Fishhis
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of their stuff

is

a bit

worn though dressed in new musibackground, but overall, they

cal

hit.lor solid laughs.
The Irelands are

dance

trio.

standard
Their "dwarf" -iroutine
a

brings them into click class, also
the solo spins and twists of the
femnies.
Kenny Davis, young son of the
owners, is breaking into the biz
as an emcee.
Lad has effective
personality and should do nicely,
once he learns the ropes. Lary.

El

\

Morocco, Mont^l
Montreal, April

I

19.

Johnny Howard, Carmen Lewis,
Joan & Ernie Layden, Wally Wanger Line (6
Wally Newman Orch
12
$2 mini)imm.
)

'

to

ARTISTS

of

STAGE...SCREEN...RADIO
REPRINTS

We are n(w equipped

to

make

!

i

quantity

Original reprints at reproduction rates.

I

i

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO
Phone

BOSTON STUDIO

:

:154

Circle

W.

;

57th ST, N.Y.C.

7-3505

Hotel Lenox

:

Kenmore

5

300,

(

)

;

Current layout featuring comedian Johnny Howard will be the
last in the present location. Club
shutters May 1 as entire block is
to be torn down to make way for
an office building.
A sure click with the payees in
this particular boite, Howard rides
high, wide and blue. His delivery
is fast,
easy-going, and garners
plaudits in his 40^minute stint,
Crowd pleaser is his whistling of
'"Hungarian Rhapsody,'" which follows his dialect stories, .and -'Clancy Lowered the Boom"-for solid
applause and beg-oft'.
Joan and Ernie Layden cover
average tapping with much personality. Duo offers three numberSt
;

World Famous Photographers

;

..

'

'.

'

'

.

.
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DePaur A Toutaf
Manhattan Paul

VARIETY BILLS

Shotsle D'avis
Rosetta Davii

Josh Whit*
Roger Price

Estrelita
Lucille Dixon

C Williams

Xcttcr la pkmitlieMt Indlciitf* dnsult; (I) Indeucnaent; (I>> iMttws (M) Mo«
<r) rsramonnt; (B> BKOi (8) Btoll; (W> \Vi>nieri (WB) Waltw Bmd«

S

Cyril Haines

Jean Sablon
Bob Grant Oro
Panchito Ore
Vlilafa Barn
Red Ingle Ore

...

Acts
SAM tEVENSON

GRETA LIND

MaHan Bruce

Ore

Vorsaillat

Wam<ar«l«'lji'Mnimetlaii irith Mn« below Indlcat* ovcnlii* ^vr of.ihoir
v".'. v'
.:«n«ther. full or 'Split w«ek"

New

Plut* Pet*
Villas* ViniuaM

Paulina Bryant

WEEK OF APRIL 30
'

Karen Tedder
Masked Marvel
Mystrom 3

James
Ruth Mason
Ida

Songs

Comedy

12 Mins.

3S Mins.

Kitty DavisV Miami Beach
Iceland, N. Y.
Sam, Levenson is.a graduate of
Greta Lind, blond* Scandinavian
import, looks like she'll make a the "Boriicht Belt" and club dat*
mark once she adapts herself to circuit, who,: in his appearance
here,
impresses as a raconteur
American methods of showmanwho
is due for the smarter cafes
songstress
accomplished
ship. An
who can tackle virtually any type and vauders. He must slow his
tune^ skilled in languages and pos- pace and elminate all of the Yidsessing a good coloratura. Miss dish idioms from his considerable
Lind will be ready for bigtime group of character Impreshes and
yarns. .once she can project personality.
Not at aU professional looking^
She works leisurely and builds
either in: manner or appearance,
as she goes along. At the present
he nevertheless gets his audience
time, Miss Lind is content to im-r
quickly via an amiable' and unas-* ::
press on the strength of her pipes
suming style: plus an intelligent
and melodic: content of her tunes.

Waldorf-Astoria

Morton Downey
Eddy Duchin Oro
Mischa Borr Ore

-

yOKK CITY
Art Mooney Oro
Jamei Barton
KoB* Murphy ^
Stan Knvnnasn
Music Hall (l> 11

.

&

Lane

John

SchlckllttC

Bockettes

„ „

&

George Mann
3 D's

..Ore

D'Arco

McCarthy

:

Adamson

2.

Bookies
Joan Hyldoft
Strand (W) 11

LONDON

Pat Henry

WASHINGTON
Capitol

(L)

,

21

Woody Herman Ore
Mel Torme
Hampton Ore Neal Stanley
Bed & Curley
AMSTERDAM
:

liionel

Moreland

Mantan

RIalto

Kitty Murray

BUFFALO

'

Stale

Shirley La
Milt Douglas

Ore
r

'

3
Valle

Jose Moreno Co

Co
21-30

(i)

Russell

peter Lorrc

Tune

O'Neill

Terry O'Neill
Les Breato
Lea Valettos
Les Celeste

Peggy Mann

.Tattlers.

& Cathy
Gaudsmith Broa

3 Stooges

CHICAGO

CORTKANDT

Chicago (P> 10
pesl Arnaz Bd
Vic :& Adio
Pat Kenning

State

Oriental (l> 11
Russell

Jane

1.

Glenn Henry 8

_

Al Norman

DAYTON

&

KINGSTON

&

Gee

Letizia

Beebe^s Bears

Morecambe
Wise

Glove (1) lS-30
HolUdays
Watts It Newman
Anthony & Rogers
Neal Stanley
Dolinoff ft Raya

:

kONO BRANCH

Paramount (WR)
1* only

B & C

Sensational'

Robinson

.;Sis

.

Al Stevens

HOLYOKE

Janie. Stevens
Craziano Bros.

Bedell

Valley Arena (I)
Frank Marlowe
E Lawrence Ore
Tune Tattlers

Matson

ft-

MIAMI

Olympla <P) 10
Irelands
lary McLanahan
Firank Payne

MaiestIc (WR)
10 only

Harts

Peter Lorre
a Stooges

J & S Taylor

Oneonta

PLAINFIILD
Oxford (WR) 25 only
B ft . C: Robinson
Al Stevens
Janie Stevens
Craziano Bros
Bedell & Matson

ROCKPORD

20-10

(I)

Lane's Birds
Pat Rooney Jr
Wilfred Mae 3:
1 to

fill

WATERTOWN

Avon

(1)

Quinlans

20-30

'
.

Rhythm
C Fredericks Co
Silver.

ASTON

EDINBURGH
10

(I)

Empire (M)

GH. Elliott

Francis Whitmsr
3 Loonies

George Alex
reggy Ann Taylor
Spangled Beauties
Raymond Barry
Terry's Juveniles

Sefeno
10

BOSCOMM
10

(1)

ten Marten
Wally Wood

Mpe * VelM

BRADFORD
* Bessla

;

..

Arnsley

It

Gloria

Krandon

& Kama

.'.BRIGHTON
10

Krazy

.

Komcdy

'

Kirks
Scott Sanders
Tattersall
Jerry
8 Jokers

A

Henri Vadden Co
Frank Evers It
Dolorez
.

.

,

CHISWICK
.

Empire

(S>

Anne Shelton

10

Leon Cortez
Jane
Pel Monico Co
Musical Elliotts
Les Douncoa

Artemug

'

GRIMSBY

Sullivan

Joanne Florlo

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse
George Price
Florida 3
:

Adele

Bd

It Biagl
Stellen-Martell
Elissa Jayne

Danny Gray
Seymour Lovlies

HACKNEY
Empire
Roy Baker

(S)

10

Billy Russell

Bandy's Greyhounds
Gladys Hay
Chow Ding Co
2 Playboys
COttfell Bros It
Margaret
tnger

LEEDS
Empire

(M)

Xiamar

10

(IssSB Continued from page

:

Tanyi

I

Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore
Copacabana
Martin & Lewis
Vagabonds

Penny Carroll

L* Coq Reus*

Havana-MadrM

Hotel Belmont-Plaia
ZIggy Lane
Kate Murtah

& Ray

Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore
Hotel Slltmor*
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel tdlioh

Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth Av*
Martha Wright
Hazel Webster
It Fonvllle

Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore

WUliam

Scotti

Penlhoui*
Paddy Wing
Gigi Durston
Noro Morales Ore
Curbello Ore Mark Sebastian
Kurt Maier
(7»
Savannah
El Chic*
:

Roslta

•

Rios

Damiron

Oi

.

Billy Daniels

Teddy Hales

,

'.:

.

,

.

.

.

Unit Review
Aqua Parade

of 1949
(ARENA, NEW HAVEN)
New Haven, April 12.

ed her two Olympic medals.; Lucky
Girls follow on the: stage with a
whirlwind tumbling turn, there'*a display of 1949 beach wear, then
Crabbe goes through: the evolution
of swimming strokes and tops it
with some tank clowning with
Stubby Kruger^ Billy Rayes, who
doubles as m.c, has the next spot
:

Buster Crabbe production of revue in two acts, staged by LeRoy
Prinz. Choreography, Mitzi Bruggan; water ballet choreography,
Margaret Hutton; costumes, Elza
Houda; music supervisor, Malcolm for his single. It's a chatter-jug«
Beelby; orchestrations and vocals, gling act, with the flrst element
Howard M. Jackson. With Crabbe, on the corny side but a healthy
Vicici Draves, Stubby Kruger, Pa- click from a novel juggling-mlml-:
:

Ray es, Stuart cry

tricia Robinfson, Billy

angle.

Morgan Dancers (4), Al Gordon's
Renald and Ruby, precision balDogs, Lucky Girls (7), Renold & ancing duo, get a .smash response

Rudy, Margaret Hutton, Oljymptc to their slow motion muscle grindChampions (Lyle Draves, Bill Le- ing. First half closer is a "College
win, Elbert Root, Joe Peterson, Daze" production number utilizing
Johnny Riley, Dick Smith), Aqua- stage and lower tank levels. Paquettes (17), Aqua Maids (26). At tricia Robinson, another looker. Is
New Haven Arena, April 8j '49; featured and the number ends
$2.50 top.
with two femme teams in a relay
race.

||

1

bssU

Having been baptized in
cinnati breakin,:. this

new

« Cin.edition

Second part opens with the
show's 4op flash.
It's a colorful
.

•

of Buster Crabbe's water extrava- water ballet, including stroblight
Rose would' set up an American ganza hit town as a
smooth-rolling
show at his house and would sub- tank-stage production that tated effects representing water lilies
sequently export the layout for much better biz than 11; drew.: This and other aqua' pattenis.- Diving
StUbby
presentation. at the
Palladium. was a missionary stand foi: tne- cfaainps b|ick .again;; th^
Kruger In his comedy- giving, turn.
Rose would, also import Palladium aqua show and, despite an ad cam- Patricia Robinson does
a water
displays for presentation at his paign plugging stage, as well as
waltz, then back io the stage level
theatre.
swim features, an advance impres- for Al Gordon's Dogs. This gets
As far as new talent is con- sion that the entertainment was the same: nice reaction It pulls in
cerned, Rose found: little that strictly for swim fans was never vaude. Finale is a flag "Salute to
would cause "bubbles in my overcome. Also, a ftve-day stop- the Youth of the World," with
blood/' There are some good acts over was a long one for the first Lucky Girls in again as featured
that he could use either for his visit here, Result was that an ap- gyninasts.
Diamond Horseshoe> N. :Y.,. show proximate gross of $18,000 was
"Parade," leaving here for Bosor the contemplated variety lay- conslderahly below expectations.
ton, is touring under direction
,

.

Raquel tt Rolando
Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Ray Lin*
Quintcro Ore
Argueso Ore

William Adler Ore

Latter mainly includes liberal use
of a bucket of water whose con-^ FIELDS
PAM
tents are applied with gusto to .each Skating
9 Mins.
individual.
Iceland,
N.
Y.
the
ice
rink
When skating about
Fields and Pam, boy and girl
in unison the ,boys do this with
precision. .However, the same can't skating pair, do the standard roller
be said of their attempts at comedy tricks in excellent manner. They
for most of these sallies are too perform a variety of spins, which
forced to be effective; A wider culminate in a fast neck-to-neck
variety of knockabout buftoonery swivel.
They're okay for vauders and
would give this act an added lustre,
cafes. They have an. audience parGilb.
ticipation bit in which they ^et
volunteers from the audience to
SID BURNS
take a spin. It's a bit that can be
Comedy
eliminated without harming ihe
''•.
12 Mins.
'Hct..'
^
Joie,
Iceland, N. Y.
Sid Burns is the type of comic HARRIET LANE
reminiscent of a parlor entertainer Aero Dance
who ought to take a rest. He at- 1 Mins.' tempts everything, but very little Iceland. N. Y.
comes off. He should develop one
Harriet' Lane's aero terping is
item to a degree of professional good for production numbers, but,
polish and then encor j with his she seems capable of working into
none-too-strong bits.
a solid single that can take all
Burns' forte is comedy dancing. visual media.
Shows some good tricks, has a
He has a fairish Russ routine with
some' comedy licks that: can be de- fast assortment of butterflies and
veloped. Some strong concentra- has a degree of .straight terping
tion on this routine at the expense skill. But what Miss Lane needs
of his talk, musical imitations and is a widei: variety of acrobatics,
instrumental work/iiay start him though what she does comes off
well.
Jose,
Jose.off ia the right direction.

:

Estelita

Downey

Jack Cassidy
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore
China Doll
Ming & Ling
JoSe
Line

-

SaYa Ann McCabe
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack Towne Ore
Old Kpick
Jerry Bergen
Bobbie Martin
Evelyn Ward
Walter Klavun
Nancy. Hanks
Clara Cedron*

Purceile

;

Madhatters

Goodman

Rose

I

Oc

Monica Boyar

possesses a universal

,

Billy

3 RiRs

Kirkwood

it

:

Nycola Matthey Oi

L* Ruban Bleu
Raymond Chase

.

:

Palace (I) 10
Syd Seymour Bd
Constance Evans
Curtis & Lavolc
Barbara Leigh
David WilUams

R & M

Flick

Joe LaPorte Or*
D'Aqulia Ore

jSpcedacs'

Bernard

Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore

Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Hotel savey Plan
Howard Hartman
Irving Conn Ore

Helen Crerar
Vivian Et Tassl
Trols De Mine

,

Hippodrome (M)
3 Adairs

G & B

10

:

Salvatore Gloe Ore

Juenger Ballet Line
Hotel Plerr*
Eric Tborson
Suiata It Asoka
Stanley Melba Ore

Shepard Line
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

GLASGOW
Empire (M)

to

Pepito

.

Croydons

Francolse Flore
Jackie Hunter

&

of

all

Dorita

stock.

horses in three rings, all combine

Hotel St Regis
Julie Wilson

Laszlo

Bob Fitzgerald
Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman

Raymond Glrerd

sleek'looking

keep a high standard :in the
equine department.
Feature acts are the Zacchinis,
M Shaw Ore
Murray & Owen
Hotel Roosevelt
boy and girl shot from a cannon;
Wally Cox
Lawrence:
Welk
Or
EUls Larkin S
Colleano, lately returned from
Hotel New Yorker Con
Martha Davis
European engagements, still doing
Nat Brandwynne
Bop City
Ore
his amazing forward somersault on
Artie Shaw Ore
Johnny Flannagan
the tight wire; St. Leons, Ivanovs
Ella Fitzgerald
Mona McDonald
Herb Jefferles
aerialists; Lockwells,
Orantos,
and
Joan Walden
Aileen Graff
cafe Society
skating demons; Mathis duo, biEloulse Christiana
Golden Gate 4
cycle turn, and the riding HannaBarbara Frazier
Ronnie Graham
Bruce Mapes Jr
ford Family.
Geo Shearing Ore
Diamond Horseiho* Dick Price
Adding to the color of the openTony Bavaar
George Glvot \
ing peiiormance' of the- show was
Lucienne It Asnour Michael Meehan
Bill Knapp:
the presence of Encyclopedia BriJack Gansert
Hotel itatler
Billy Banks
tannica cameramen on hand taking
Ore
Eddy
Howard
Chora.1 Sextet
shots for an educational film.
Hotel Plan
H Sandler Or*
Hold.
Hildegardc
Alvarez Mere

Danny

Marqueez

Monte Bey

Harry Worth
Fred U Paul King
Sharpe * Iris
itainless Stephen
foray Bros. &

CITY

Chapuseaus

Jack Prince
Jack Corlies
. Blue Angel

Billy

Roger Ray
'

U

^Alhambra (M)

Fields.

Lionel King
1 erry Thomas
Olga Varona.
Georgie Wood
Dolly Harmer
3 Duiihtlls

George WllUama
Dutch Sercnadera

and

premiere
horsewoman;
Konyot,
Jinx Aoams as: a .Roman- standing
rider on a 16-horse hitch of Pala-^
minos; Paul Nelson, -horse trainer,
working in, charge of high school

Tina Ramirez
LoS Guaracheroi
Vizcaino Ore

:

Marie Shaw
Taja
Maria Lament*

Tommy

.

Bills

HEW YOBK
Bagatelle:

Barbara
Del Mondl

10

Andrews
Ted Andrews &

pu: Barry LovUcs'

,

Cabaret

Julie

Empire <M)
Reid Twins

T Volants

_Dave

actsy

:

:

Joy

:

Cole show has listed some new
and several old turns which
have been featured with various
circuses for years. Opening spec is
"Mandalay," with herd of-elephants

;

Ralph Lane Ore
Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis

Angels

HIppedrome

tc

FINSBURY PARK

BUI Waddlngton

E

Danvera

Billy

Strutharil

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M)

10

Gertie Gltana
Ella Shields
Lily Morris
Randolph Sutton
Talbot O'FarreU

Larry Adier
Max Wall
Tommy Jover
Baf Pat & Julian

.3

Jk

Betty

Dusk

SBITiUn

.Kcx

Lionel smith

Dorothy Ross
Day. Dawn &

Barney Grant
3 Edwards Bros

22-24
St Follies"
(I)

Hippodrome

YORK

fill

ONEONTA

Jimmy Mack

Munroe

Peggy Stone
Mike Howe

LOCKPORT

Buddy Ebsen

Peggy Mann

V

Empire (I)
Albert Grant
Renee Beck*
Fred HugU

Keaton & Armfield
3 Radio Ramblers

Arleys

Canon

N & V

Ail (I) 20-30
Carlell & Rosa
Gloria. French

Earle (W) 22
4 Skating Macks

SiO:

Oliver

Les Trayncr

10:

(I)

Maureen O'Dell

i

;

PHILADELPHIA
'

Palace
^*'4and

'..TON'.

June Manton
Jeanettc Hughes
Ernie Brooks
Elizabeth Gray

Palace (I) 20-30
2 Hearts
Betty Hampden
Fielder & Harriett

Adamson 2
Adrienne
Pat Henry

.

WOLVERHAMP'

Hippodrome

Lee Brooklyn
Frank Normby
4 O'Keefe Sis

Empire (M) 10

Bud

1 to

& Gee

f'Arco

Finlay Bros
Heather Furnell

NOTTINGHAM

LEXINGTON

PERTH AMBOY

:

&

Kovacs
Late Extra Lovlies
Vic

Otero

Bruno Buggerl

Sylvia
Sensational

Fairgrounds, where the. show has
winter quarters. It will winter in
Miami next year, where a 200-acre
tract of land has been leased, and
management intends to operate a
year^around zoo on the site. Local
stand was, for four days, opening
Thursday (14), and closing with
afternoon show Sunday (17);,:
Top attraction for first two
weeks is Burt Lancaster, in his
aero turn, billed as by special arrangement with Warner Bros., U-I
and Hal WalllSi Understood that
the film name is set for two weeks,
after which he returns to Hollywood to start work on a picture.
:

-

Ben

& Eddy

Coco, Steve

1
>

Jacky Bright
Watts & Newman

Jack Little

Little

Denvers

Louisville, April 19.
Bros. Circus, under new
management, opened at the State

Cole

'

but

'

(FAIRGROUNDS, LOUISVILLE)

10:

& Day

St Claiir

Henry J Kelly

Aldrlch

Circus Review

Edwards

Reggie Dennis

&

GLOVEkSVILLK

Harts
Adamson 2
Adrlenne
rat Henry

W

Empire (M)
Prof Jimmy

foibles of the East Side oldsters-->

in

-

Cole Bros. Circus

SWANSEA

as against th<s

&

(4)

,

10

Freddie Frinton
Joyce Golding.

10

2 Pirates
Gloria Gaye

2 Chords

23-23

Empire <M)

-

Benee Ptat .&
Naudty

Kay

Broadway (WR)

Frolics

Prentie* Oro

Ritcliie St

SUNDERLAND

NORWICH

20-10

(I)

Sliver

Marie Lawler

Bud

,

forbears,

"psychological" approach of the
new-day parents.: Mixed in arc
sharp and howl -making observations on the superstitions and

World War I army appeal that; handled and smooth'^
uniforms, the Three Rookies are a ened out properly, could make him
comedy skating turn that relies a bet for radio-video as well as
heavily upon: slapstick touches. the live mediums.
Lary.
Garbed

.

Frolic Lovelies

Comedy Skaters
Mins.
Roxy, N. V.

Burnett

Jimmy Ames

:

Van

J'ose.

THREE ROOKIES
7

Foster

Ginger Kinney
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

Sherman Hotel

Cooper Twins
Hamilton & Vatsl

Hippodrome (I)
Amazing Fogel

GENEVA

Geneva
Val.Eddy

Salle Ore U4>
Vine Gardens

Phil

Jessie Rosella

Harry Hall

BUly Cotton Bd
Tessie O'Shea
Hotley 3
Joe Black
Alan Cllve

IS

Marjorie Chase

Plutocrats

'OrC''"'

Mils Bros
Benson & Mann

La

Martin

:

.

Wendy
>

Wondrous

,

Nlvelles

Keiths (R) 20

Frankie Carle

f'Arco

27-20

(I)

'

Billlngton

Les
'

Shiela Hamilton
Maurice. Barlow
4 Eskimos
Fred Brezin
Rene Strange

CUMBERLAND

Strand

Nelson Lloyd

Dorothy Shay

M Abbott Dcrs (10)
Blackston*
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Healy

Dean

Margaret Gibson
Gloria

'

O

Barclay Alien

.

Bd

Davies; & Lee
El Granadas

Len Stewart.

Come

to

Sis
It

usage of' wordage and approach.
At show caught she did Swedish, Most of his
stuff is concerned with
French, and Spanish numbers, and
the troubles of the "older" genera
only one American tune. She gets
ation, brought up by their imgood response at every number.
migrant

:

.

Chez Paree
Adorables
J Rodriquez Ore
C Davidson O (11)

Jack Train
Iris Sadler

-

Empire (M)

Abbott Dancers
W
& G Ahearn
Jimmy O'Brien

VMx

Scale

Prlrao

.

NEWCASTLE

Tselaks
Miss Adrienne
Morey: & Eaton
Neal Stanlev

.Barry

Yeomen

Helen Darmora
Shepherds Bush
Empire (S) 10

10

'

21^30

(I)

'

Hippodrome (S>
Dave Morris
Douglas Byng
Swan
Bobbie Kimber

AUBURN

Auburn

Adamson. Duo
Musical: Johnsons

.

<

MANCHESTER

Beddingtons

3

CAMDEN

•lanlay (W) 14 only
4 Skating Macks

J O'Gorman
Monarchs

Siim Allan
Beryl Seton
4

'

7 Maxwells.'-

IS

(M):

D &
3

Ted Ray
Terry Thompson
Alexander Trp
G Pope It Georgette
Arthur Worsley

McMann

Stagg

21

(L)

Xouis Prima
Nonchalants
Jane Wynn

28-30

(I)

Gold Tony

Empire
3 Fayes

Sis.

Jerry Mapes

Gerry & Du
t
Palmer House

Henry Brandon Ore
Marianne Fedele
Preston Lambert
D llild Dancers (6>
George Tapps
Chez Pare*
Joe E. Lewis
Geneve Dorn

SHEFFIELD

Palladium (M) 10
Kathryn Grayson.
Johnnie Johnston'
Ethel Smith

Brlnckmann
Jack Ranioer

.

Evelyn Terry
Lenny Colycr
Frankie Hyla
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach

.

.

Skating Blvdears
Charles & Lucill*

Heising*

10

(I)

Peggy Bailey
Buck Douglas
Sgt.' O'Doughty
Jimmy Hawthorne
Bunkhouse Boys

Johnny LockwoodVoune China'^ Tpe
Reg;Varney

.

Adrienne
^.

Farrell

B

Savoy

Snyder Or*

Wonder Wheelers

Brewer Ore

Al Morgan

SCUNTHORPE

Jack: Daly.

:

2 Harts

U

Vivian Blaine

Xeo de Lyon

&

Geo

tt

J;.

Raymond Smith

Prentiss

Charles Tate
Hotel Steven*
vSkating Circus"
Betty Atkinson
Charles Hain

Joe Isbell

Olsen & Sea Lion
Raydini
Silm Rhyddr

.

Empire (M) 10
& D Waters

Ed
Bill

Hotel BIsmarM
Gypsy Markoffi

&

ClilTord

Freda

'

LIVERPOOL

^'Congress (WR)
24 only

:

Howell & Bowser
Peck & Peck
Roxy (i)

Len

Freddie Forbes
Angela Barrie
Schaller Bros
Terry

SPRINGS

10

Chico Marx
Babette

Sopliisticates

SARATOGA
:

Billy Eckstine

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 10
Jasper Matkeiyne
Morris & Cowley

Kirby Hawks

.

Bob Vincent
Jackie Van
Red Maddook
Dave DeVore
Lee Pines

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M)
Alpha 3

•

Bob Sweeney
.,

..

'

Bunny Doyle
Tpe

J Crastonian
Harryx Bailey

:

^

Duke'XlUngton

Blackhawk
Al Trace Oro

Victoria

V &
.

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
Paramount (P) 10

Stcvil Sis

Les. Silvas

SAN FRANCISCO

Golden Gat* (R) 10
Jack Carson
Marlon Button
Robert Alda
Hal Marsh

CHICAGO

Alan Kay It Gloria
Fred Luvelle

Eddie Bayes
Babbie KImber
Henri Vadden Co

Judy KeUy

Fisher

Gloria

G & B Bernard

4c

Buddy
-John Gallus
Frank & Peggjr

Cole 3
Knight Sis

rail! Haakon
Sallcl Puppetii

Harrison

Walter Jennier

ai

<L)

•cipifoi

,

Show itself drew hefty favorable
comment. Running about two and
a half hours, with a 15-minute
break, bill gets off to a flashy start
with a ballet on the stage level,
this being the middle unit of a
threerlevel layout
(water ballet
section at lowest level, then stage,
then diving tank as top section);
Rose found entertainment ^f Featured in thC' ballet is an adagio
top-drawer quality in Tel Aviv. He quartet, Stuart Morgan Dancers,
was excited with the Habimah that has Ludience gaping at • the
presentation of the Opera "Manon" rough tossing given the femme
in Hebrew in which he found top member. Number two is Margaret
acting and direction.
Hutton in a sock solo swim stint
Night clubs and ballrooms al- that exhibits a neat bag of tricks.
ready abound on AUenby Road,
Olympic diving champs come
and in 12 or 24 months. Rose pre- next, with Viclci Draves topping
dicted most entertainment projects the list. An attractive brunet, she
there will be first class.
demonstrates the form that land-

outs.::

..

,

He found a healthy show business in Tokyo where the people
are
hungry for entertainment.
Shanghai was also a good entertainment centre, but shows have
to be cheap, and the crowds that
attend staggered him.
'

the Arena: Managers' Assn.,
.

'''

Shorehaven Beach
Club Opens May 28
The Bronx gets its first membership summer resort in years with
the opening, May 28, Of the Shorehaven beach club. The

.

,

of
Inc.

Bone.

'

resort,, situ-

ated on the site of Clasori Point
Park^ occupies 30 acres and reputedly cost $3,000,000. The club is
limiting

its

membership

to 10,000.

In addition to the club facilities
there will' be daily concerts and
entertainment, with name hands
playing for SlitArdiy night dances.
.

~;;i'fc.:,;.^(.^'>:«'.jyii«^

WdhMsday,

REVIEWS
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—

,

:

readily undierstood and handily reRoxy» N. y.
wanted and with such numbers as
ceived.
"Brazil," "Limehouse Blues" and
Vivian Blaine, Leo De Lyon, McLee Marmer whistled «rid sang
Hampton Orch, with "Tico Tico" couldn't possibly have Carthy Sc Farrell, i Rookies, Joan
Lionel
her way to good results, and the
the
Harris,
Lurlean
Parker,
line,
H.
Leo{(one wrong.
fonny
Hyldoft, Gae Foster
Three Danwoods, two men and a
Mantan Moreland
[atnptones ( 5
JEnsewble,
Chorol
Opening show is Jos« Moreno in pold Spitalni/
girl adagio act, have enough good
L Kitty Murray, Curly; "My Dream slick
Paul
by
conducted
Orch
House
juggling act on a slack wir«.
(WB), reviewed in Difficult number two spot is al- Ash; "Mr. Belvedere Goes to Col- tricks to be a hit. Marty 'Gould's
It Yours,"
orch provides competent backing.
Varibty, March 16, '49.
located to Arthur Wflrsley, whose lege" (20th), rewiewed in Yambtv
The first show here (16) wasn't
exceptional skill as a ventriloquist April 8, '49,
presented under the most auspiLionel Hampton's orch Is blow- is poorly matched by his dull patcious' circumstances. A permanent
Nursery rhvmes and pastel bun- mike hadn't yet been installed, the
ing the roof off the Strand in the ter. Great Alexander Troupe conOldtimer nies help flavor the Roxy's new layacrobatics.
slitk
It's a wild, trlbs
current stage layout.
full stage wasn't ready, the maxiEastern motif, but the
woolv and walloping offering that's Leslie Sarony has a breezy way out with an show falls upon Vivian mum working space* being in
but like so many brunt of the
I'oclcing the Easter crowds into a of telling a story
"two," and the pit hadn't been
With other artists relies to a consider- Blaine's chirping, Leo de Lyon's inclosed. There were other physic
near-riotous revival spirit.
near^the-knu^^^^^^ comedy warbling and McCarthy
and it's a tribute: to the
Hampton blanketing the bill, the able extent on
disk cal fdults,
of
satirizing
Farrell's
his laughs. Another tc
acts that they were able to give
supporting acts are used to bring yarris to win
act is Glen Pope and jockeys and radio commercials. the semblance of smoothness to
down the house temperature tor American
Georgette, the forjner a conjurer Gae Foster line along with H. Leo- the initial layout.
relief.
an
and
choristers
Spitalny's
pold
of considerable skill.
This is probably the longest
While the composition of HampJoan Hyldoft
Oiie of Britain's leading come, Ice revue topped by
show for a half-buck to be had
ton's orch has changed with the
compressed into a divertdians, Ted Ray, who scored a nota- are also
anywhere. If the neighborhood inholiday display.
loss Of two standout saxophonists,
ble hit at the Command Perform- ing, 50-minute
habitants are as good bargain huntFetchingly wrapped in a strapthis crew still rates as one of the ance last year, is back with a parpresumed, the
Miss ers as generally
gown.
floor-length
hottest bands in the. business.' As ticularly bright act and a fund of less,
Clinton's present policy should pay
Wsual, Hampton melts the payees witty stories. For good measure Blaine reprises a medley frohi the
Jose.
oft.
with a steaming opener, "The New he indulges in some fiddling and pic, "State Fair." Her volume is
Look," in place of the former some sock Impressions 6f Al Jol- ample and she sells nicely. For
Wash.
Capitol,
But
standard "Hamp's Boogie,"
Jimmy Durante and Winston a bowoff: she does "Alabamy
Washington, April 17.
lighting on her
Churchill." Two Maxwells prove Bound." Luminous
'^'^?th''Z'*frpLlpH^!
Circus Revue vnth Max & Gonfli,
with t^^
this number
fmish
orch at UieH-''
comics, earning plenty of lips and hands for
Winter Sisters (3), Gangler's Ani^
"Flying
of
rendition
driving
represents a clever- touch.
laughs via pantomimic antics.
Home," in which Hampton and the
De: Lyon's humor is chiefly vest- mals, Lang Troupe (6), Sam Jack
Myro.
stops.
House
Orch; "Ma & Pa
the
Kaufman
all
which
can
pull
out
voice;
sldemen
ed in his trick
The crowd is literally wrung limp
ape a soprano with no trouble at Kettle" (U).
Apollo, N. Y.
at the curtain.
all. Switching from an impresh of
also
show turns out
this
orch
Headliner
of
the
different
key,
croons
"Summer^
In
a
he
Jolsbn,
Al
Four
George Hudson Band (16),
,
,
.
„
delivers a couple of softer jium- j^^^g^^
Washington, Stick time" and an operatic aria in a, to be Capitol maestro Sam Jack
"'"
""" Hampton
Kaufman, who whoops it up in a
bers midway featuring
JVicIcie Si Virgie, Spider delivery marked by raucous shouts
St Tray,
Maestro re-r Bruce k Co; (3
on his vibraharp.
bar. His is an earthy bell-ringing version of a circus
other
every
Inc."
"PattHe,
)
oeives a deep response to his (EL).
comedy that often borders on barker. Big Top format, cannily
batoning of "Eili, Eili," which, he
the amateurish, but nevertheless designed to woo the holiday mop-:

Strand* N. Y.
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Keith Memorial, BoBtan
~Boston; April 16.
Phil Spitalny't Hour of Chorm
Orch; "Woman's Secret" (RKO).

) ;

:

•

|

•

:

.

-

.

i,*.

1

Ckirrent layout relights the'stage
at the Memorial for first time in
10 years with a pleasant offering.
.

With the accent strictly on music;
bill moves along okay from opener
with

Spltalny displaying a
well drilled all-

Phil

versatile
and
orch;

femme

Bin appeals

strictly to older element, with house well filled with
club Woman type instead of usual
vaude faiuL Spotted through layout are su(!h faves as Viola Smith,
who does a capable bit of skinbeating; Louise doing a sock job
on piano in ''Rhapsody in Blue"
for solid mlttlng, and Janet McLean, who shows nicely on trumpet. Closing spot goes to Evelya
and her violin, who scores in
couple of. solos and: an arrange-"
ment of "Fiddle' Faddle," backed
:

'ii,

Only concession
to comedy is offered by the Three
Charmonettes in a mildly amusing
vocal arrangement of "Plight of

by

fiddle sectldn.

Bumble Bee."
Most solid
arrangement

bit

of

was group vocal
"Ave Maula,"^

which scored strongly with p,r»."
Easter payees.
Biz good at opener and should
hold throughout run.
Elte.

j

Orpheum, Omaha

;

Sonny Parker and Lurlean

Harris,

For the Easter week session this
Harlem vauder comes up with a
formidable array of Negro talent
that should pull the house out
of the Lenten doldrums. Sparked
by George Hudson's slick combo,
Dinah Washington's sock songthe Four Ravens' earstyling,
soothing harmonies and Spider
,

|

with a pleasant turn by the Hamp'
tones quintet, render pop numbers
in an okay, if more conventional
style than the orch's instrumenta,

tion.

Mantan Moreland and Kitty
Murray team in a low comedy act
which makes up in raw energy
what it lacks in polish and clever-

"

ness.

'

I

'

part of Hampfrom an
ton's regular stage entourage.
smooth hoofer In the tap and jitterbug vein, he winds his routine
in a smash drumbeating session
Hem.
»
with Hatnpton.
Illness, is

A

Olympla, Miami
Miami, April

scores handily. It's questionable,
also, to spot such a turn after SO:.
dignified a spectacle as "Easter
Promenade," a production number
that's beautifully done by the Foster gals and Spitalny's choristers.

reception, from, the payees.

Their material wheezes with
age but they manage to sock across
the laughs with their broad comic
mugging and antics.
Curly, who's doing a single while
his partner. Red, is recovering

1«.

Mel Tonne, PorJc & Clifford, Al
Norman, Dorothy Douglat, Carleton Sc Dell, Freddie Carlone House
Orch; "Enchantment'^ (RKO).

Band, comprising three rhythm,
seven brasses and five reeds, gives
out with solid arrangements as
providing
good backwell
as
grounding for the other acts. It
wakes 'em up with a sizzler, "Opus
No. 1," giving way to Stick and:
Tray, male hoofers, for a well received mixture of taps and aero
terping.: Band takes over again
for "Applejack Boogie," spotlighting Hudson on trumpet and giving
other sidemen a crack at solo stuff.
Spider Bruce & Co., house comics, roll 'em as usual with their
comedy bits for plenty applause.
Band takes over again for "Blacli:
Magic" as an introductory for Miss
Washington. Songstress walks on

Only a fairish show on tap here,
one which might have done better
by the Easter holiday crowds,
which helped things locally.
In Mel Torme as topllner, it has
• nice guy, personality wise, but
Visually a bit behind the parade of
radio,
cafe and screen swoonfrooners who've preceded him
here. The talent and loolcs are
there, once directed in more, po-

to nice
cops the
reprises
include

rLceptlon and practically
show. Her vocals, mainly
of her former disk clicks,
"Laughing Boy," "Fast

Movin'

Mama" and "How You

out

with

"Valkyrie" and Jo Stafford''s wax:
Ing of "Tim-Tay-Shun." Duo ac
companies the recordings with j|
variety of exaggerated gestures
that earn heavy yocks. Miss Hyldoft, per usual, clicks with her
spins and twirls on the ice while
some of her skating colleagues,
garbed as rabbits, delight the
house.
Entire company finales to Irving
"Easter Paperennial
Berlin's
rade." Comedy ice trio, the Three
Rookies, are reviewed under ::New

I

I

|

'

[

,

'

.

I

^ar reception. Her pleasing stage
personalltyi coupled with her un-

questioned artistry, made her a
winner with Palladium fans. She
sensed at once what the public

•

.

Hippodrome,

.

W,

.

a few licks on the guitar and nice
response for calypso version of
For, finaler
he ,.re,
"Strawhat Song.''
...
,
turns for duet with band vocalist
Tern Stevens of his tune, "Holiday
in Havahai"
Miss St » veas tail brunet, shbws
good pacing in her numbers and
comes off best in the comedy purring of "Pussy Cat Song" with
Arnaz. Vic & Adio, Brazilian tumr

:

;

SYDNEY DUE FOR nine;
VAUDE THEATRES

j

have several lifts that are
easy,
treat muscular control.
might build several of
their stunts more slowly for greater eilect. Audience gives them
hefty hand.
Pat Henning gets boll response
for his gagSv old and new, espr«cially with his impreshes of Hoilywood greats. For a begoff he gets
additional laughs with his satires
of members in a parade. Zabe.

:•

Acts

.

Pete." Arnaz takes a handmike
down in the front rows to chant
He gets in
to femme seatholders.

I

of gayt-ty and fun that accounts
for the sock reception given every

act.

PhlUy

scores with his SSlng
crooner re
of- "Malaguena" and
turns for travelog bit of below-the-

,

.

:

border numbers featuring "Cuban

bill.
Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie
Johnston and Ethel Smith received
acclaim as vigorous and as warm
as anything this theatre has known
for many months.
Miss Grayson and Johnston, app6aring'< in solos and duets, scoreJ
with "Black Magic," "Tales From
the Vienna: Woods" and' "Smoke
Gets in Your Eyes." Encores with
'Jealousy," rendered superbly by
.Miss Grayson in her rich colorar
:tura, which had audience clamoring for more.
Organist Dthel Smith drew sim-'

years.
"

;

.

-

traditional Palladium ova
tton was given to the trio of Holly
Wood stars currently topping the

Kaufman

his boys and a clown to help

Martin band's smash finale, a
it aH together. There's some
cavalcade of popular music, set:
moppet participation stuff, much audience into storm of applause.
to the delight of the small fry
Also, "Rhumbolero" is one of the
and their moms, and a general air better numbers. Instrumentation

tie

.

Marco Rizo

The

and

.

opening theme Arnaz
After
sings ''El Cumbanchero," which
is an unfamiliar tune here and
London, April 12.
might foe replaced' with something
Grayson It Johnnie faster and better known. Pianist

) ;

clowning: on the part of

,

enjoyable harmonizing

Palladlnm, fLOndon

Orch,

:

'

'

The Great Alexander
Troupe (8), The Maxioells (2),
Arthur Worsley, Jos^ Moreno: A2
Woolf Phillips and Skyrockets

;

-

'

Kathryn

15.

Paige,

:

£dba.
for a potent closer.
Park and Clifford and their acrocontrol work to music is okay;
Chicago, Chi
tapsters Carleton and Dell hit for
lull returns with their whirlwind
-Chicago', April 15.
tappings; while Dorothy .Douglas
D«»i Ama* Orch (15) with Terri
makes for one of the better femme Steuens;
Vic & Adio, Pat Henninjr;
impressionists to play here, with
"My Dream Is Yours" iWB).
her carbonings of Louella Parsons
on. movie chatter hitting for sock
This appearance of Desi Arnaz
reaction, as does her chantoosey
distinct improvement over
bit.
is a
Al Norman handles the emcee his previous visits with orchestra,
chore in smooth enough fashion also showing neat progress. HowItnd in own spot cllcla with ec- everj there's, a plethora of singing,
centric hoofery.
and better results could have been
The house orch,. under Freddie obtained by an additional act on
the 'uill.
Carlone's baton, is okay.
Lary.

Sarony,

trade, spots four novelty acts
into a- unit and accounts for Capi-

with four violins gave ''Fiddle Faddle'' a tempestuous reaction.
Janis Paige gets a smart intror
themselves have approduction via -the Martin. Men,:-who
on
aero
and
animals.
priate accent
bring her on a la radio co'mnierStandouts are. Max & Gang, in a cial, singing of her experiences
slick
dog routine, and Lang and triumphs on the screen. It is
Troupe, sextet: of hep acrobats. neatly done.
Miss Paige clicks
Gilb.
Dog act impresses as one of best with her singing and warm perActs.
in the business, with trainer showsonality.
Her stylized version ofing genuine talent of his own. In"Sunflower" is particularly standClinton, N. Y.
teresting angle Is joint performHad
respond
with several
to
Lee Tully, De^ May St Moore, ance of the animals and their mas- out.
encores.
3 Danwoods, Vouhg Sc Kaye, Lee ter, who displays grace, and skill
Morton's wacky comedy hit
Marmer; "Best Man Wins" ( Col ) in juggling and aero stunts/ As for theGary
customersjust right. .His use
"Escape to Paradise" (RKO).
the pooches, -they're better than
of some familiar but highly potent
average, and come in for their'
material^ interspersed with nonof laughs.
chalant gagging with Martin and
The Clinton, on New York's low- shares
Langs, troupe of three male and
er east side, may not be typical
the bandsmen gives act an air of
three femme performers, rate the
informality that the customers reof the nabes turning to fiesh shows
mitt
action
they
get
with
some
act to with vigor.
as a solution to economic ailments,
novel and dazzling tumbling; Most
but there's a sufficient common deMerve Griffin's, baritone and the
nominator in this situation to war- of it revolves around a pair of Martin Men's close harmonies also
see-saws from which team is tossed
rant attention from a multitude of
scored for top returns.
Hach.
about
in various combos. Pace is
exhibitors.
swift
sustained;
and
interest
This house has had a checkered
Balto.
Chief feature of the Ganglers
existence. It's one of the older
husband and wife team---and their
Baltimore, April 17.
theatres in this city, and at one
Stagg-McMann Trio, Jane & Betr
time played topflight vaudeville. animals, is variety. There's a brace
of dogs, a goat, bear, monkey, ly Kean, Billy Gilbert, Los Gatot
Until recently It had a Yiddish
vaudfilm policy, and two weeks ago pony, and a Great Dane. Much of (3), Jo Lombardi House Orch
it is less than sensational, but the
(12) with Kay DeWitt; "Knock
it shuttered and was returned by
big dog's skill with numbers
(he On Any Door" (Col).
the lessee to the Brandt interests,
The Brandts apparently decided" barks them out) and a high dive,
Bill Is a neat layout, smartly
hurriedly to install live talent. The by another canine trouper, give
routined and paced for maximum
house was given a quick facelift- the act a lift.
Winter
Sisters,
trio
of terpers, returns. Snappy getaway is proing, and there was little time to
do a bit of iKrecision and a lot of vided by Jo Lombardi. house orch
install new equipment.
aero.
There's
much
whirling
and
brought
on stage for a niedley.of
The Brandts also decided on a
Work Irving Berlin tunes in which Kay
policy that would match the char- some novel somersaulting.
well and please;
Lowe.
DeWitt does nicely on the vocals.
It's
acter of the neighborhood;
Stagg-McMann Trio of harmonica
an area of cold-water flats, push-,
looters score
with classic and
Earle,
carts, keen competition from douswing items. Jane & Betty Kean
Philadelphia, April 15.
ble-feature houses, and one where
Tlie Fontoines (3), iWartin Bros. follow with comedy stanza. Intereconomics is the prime concern.
Harvey Stone, Ginny Simms, spersed with hoofery and impresThe house has countered with a
bargain policy. It's showing five Frankie
Juele's
House
Orch; sions.
Billy Gilbert is completely at
acts of vaude and double feature "Slightly French" (Col).
home in his dialect stuff climaxed
reissues at 50c. top: With that kind
Earle has one of its best-rou- by the sneezing business for neat
of policy the maximum of four
complete showings may be posr tined shows since return of vaude, returns. Flash is provided by the
balancers
slble; the average will be three-a- but lack of solid name as mar- Los Gatos, trio of male
matday. Al & Belle Dow are booking quee lure Is cutting attendance. and tumblers, who wind up
the spot, spending around $1,250 Harvey Stone wraps up the bill ters with a jitterbugging bit that
for
stand
ends
in
high
a
three
his
weekly,' hence the house must with
well-tested
material,
sock
applause.
count on keeping its 1,099 seats namely comedic recital of GI woes.
Burm;
Biz very good,
Stone, recently a click at the Latin
occupied most, of the. time.
The first bill was satisfactory, Casino here, goes over even better
proving- there's plenty of entertain- with theatre
audience.
Act is
ment left in vaudeville. A basic sharpened and edited for shorter
weakness will no doubt be cor- stage time, and the punch is con
rected on subsequent bills. The centrated.
Ginny Simms is in the wlndup LEGIT,
house regulars, accustomed to Yid
dish vaud.', aren't hep to talking slot and as attractive as ever. She
Sydriey, April 12.
comedy- acts. The Dows win have is heard to best advantage on
Sydney is in for 0!ie of; the biggest
to rely on novelty and song and "Somebody Loves Me," "Far Away building siplurgeEi coveting leg"
dance turns for the backbone of Places,""Johnny Get Your Girl" and vaude, as. soon, as the governand "So in Love."
the policy.
City, presttient gives the okay.
The Fontaines open
Lee Tully, who has cut some
with a Whirl ently running four such houses,
1
u- u
Yiddish comedy tunes; was able to -^^ K.ii-„..i i„„
«"er the grecnlight.
overcome that handicap. Some of trickv acXt^cs' ^TliP^irVfn^l^i^i^i"
.T.
C. Williamson will erect one.

on "LeavL My Gal Alone," "How
Could I Know" and other tunes

Jphrtston, Ethel Smith, Ted Roj/,
Glen Pope & Georgette, Leslie

met

s

Satisfy," all sold for top returns.
Nick 4 Virgie score in a lively
rollerskating sesh, which combines
some clever feats.
The Ravens, male quartet, give

tent channels.

,

Omaha, April

Orch,
Freddy Martin
Janis
Gary Morton, Merve Griffin, Mortin Men; "My Own True
tol garnering: lion's share of town's
(Par).
Love"
holiday trade. It's an example of
what showmanship and a little inGood Friday (15), traditionally
genuity can do without « hefty
the worst show day of the year
Youthful team of McCarthy U nut.
in -strongly Catholic Omaha, reCircus motif is carried out by
their
Farrell gets good results by
versed itself in the case of the
the
aisles
march
down
grand
a
blurbs.
radio
of
mimicking
acid
Freddy Martin-Janis Paige stage
Boys are assisted by an engineer: bandj cast, animals, et al-^some revue. There were standees, someBruce's comedies, it romps, along
who turntables Klrsten Flagstad's zany and strictly corn, but elTective thing that hasn't happened in
at .a. meriry pace to win maximum

said, "is dedicated to the new-born,
state of Israel." It's a neat showBand vocalistsmanship touch.

biers,

new and although seemingly

Hn i/»
trio
IS a T«nkf^^^^
looKer ana the act is so i„„;4.„„ u
Tr..ii«,.*.
v,r,-.,a
wkp-graceful that the difficult stunts
^^'^^'\]'"'^f„ „ne
easy. Good for both kids and P""*''^^'!':
2"^i
the
tpe
elders are the Martin Bros. (2), ""'^ - Kathleen Kohmson of

hTs comedy was too hep for this
situation, but he wisely mixed in

require

Youths

som'e songs
side of the

to get on
audience.

the

good look

Young &

!

aspects of their act. Turn is an clever manipulating of the dolls
enlargempnt of an old hurley bit make the Martins a surefire holi-'
and while the talk has an ancient day treat
tint, there's enough movement to
Frankie Juele, who leads house
keep the customers interested. De orch, also does the emceeing.
May & Moore's comedy terps were
Gogh.
i

i

|

]

|

'

"^re are "Annie Get Your uun,
lor
is terrific and heading
a year's solid run;"Tlie Gioconda
Smite,!' Kiwia concert troupe and
Vatide headie^ by Pteddy Bam-

which

'

berger.

.

19^

ir«lnesd>r* April 20,

LKGITjmiATB

SUMBe BOOM

SEE
Who

Whom Here?

Likes

Fbt Time on
T.wo-for-rones,

performance
"South Pacibegun to~ come
fic'' have Already
in to co-authors Richard Rodgers
As
and Oscar Hammerstein 11.

2

-

.

Haymes

Legits in Baito
.

Baltimore, April 19.

week

instituted last

after re-

some weeks after the premiere,
but began slipping some time ago.
.

.

Idea

time in moons^ two

first

that

is

if

the "twofer" gim-

mick doesn't boost business

always, they're flatly nixing all of theatres are presenting legit attractions here,; with Ford's hous:(hem.
ing a return of "Harvey," starring
First such bid for the new show

sufgo to

production may
Chicago for a run.
"Love Life" began using "twofers" several weeks ago at the 46th
Street theatre, N. Y., after some
weeks of light attendance^ Gross,
immediately jumped, .but recently
ficiently the:

„

:

Move

Sky," at the Royale, N. Y.

was

ceipts for the play slipped below
the break-even point. Grosses for
the- show were near capacity for
'

For the

'

ex-

last

mer, will
prevalent thiS: year.
They're already being used for three shows,
one of which is a continuation
from last year, and ^a fourth may
join .the list shortly.
Others are
expected to follow before long.
Latest management to employ
the bargain device is Joseph M.
Hyman :& Bernard Hart for the
Moss Hart comedy, "Light Up the

The expected crop of requests*
for vaude and nitery
rights to songs from

had

whicH

Broadway

Joe E. Brown, and the Maryland,
tunes was from Dick Haymes, who
erstwhile indie lately concerned
wanted to use "Bali Ha'i" and with
oifering
stock
burlesque,
"Some Enchanted Evening'' as part "Anna Lucastai"
of his stage appearance at the
Yiddish version of latter: is also
Boxy, N. y., Starting May 8. Theaspotted: to follow at Ford's April slipped again, .so it remains to be
tre figured to build a production
seen Whether the policy will pay
24.
number, with choreography and
Arthur Lesser is
off in this case.
special scenery and lighting, for
considering cutting the scale for
the tunes.
"Along Fifth Avenue" from $6 to
According 'to Rodgers, his. and
effort
to hypo biz.
an
in
top
$4.80
Hammerstein's policy on -all' such
If that doesn't work, .the extraproposals is an absolute- '*no.'' He
ticket come-on may be^^triedi
explains, "if St.. Patrick's Cathe"Born Yesterday," which went
dral wanted to do one of the songs,
on the "twofer" setup last summer,
it would be okay. Otherwise, our
is still using it at the Henry Milattitude is simply, 'If you want to
ler, N. Y., and will continue to do
Lyceum theatre, N> Y., has been so for the balance of the run.
tee and hear the numbers from
the show conie around to the Ma- sold by a syndicate headed by Max
jestic theatre. That's where we're Qordon :to.' Hatry' Gould,- « whele-

N. Y.

sale

In business."

standard among legit authors
and producers. alike. He says that
he and his collaborator-partner had
turned down a similar request from
Allan Jones several years ago.
Also, he :recalls, they refused to
let' Celeste Holm sing "Cain't Say
No" as part of her nitery act when
he was doubling from the ca.st
of their "Oklahoma!", in which she
did the number.
Rodgers admits that it's dif ficult
to stop night club performance of
current show tunes, as there are
is

piaper dealer, at

;.a

ireported

mer owning
other

^

:

:

downtown production. However, if
the show clicks and is brought
uptown, a more elaborate physical

ftnitum.

production would be necessary, at.
an estimated cost of about $30*000
additional. This extra coin would'
be invested by the stockholdermembers. In that case the outsid*
backers would get their double
payoff from the profits by collecting from both the backers' and
producer end. This would amount
to one^flfth of the net.
New Stages policy for next sea-'
son will be mapped by the membership after the "Bruno and Sidney" opening. Organization is determined to go ahead next season,
regardless of the fate of the Caulfield comedy, -although this season has beeU' .financially unprofltii*
ble thus far. Heads,' of the group,
favor establishing a subscription
setup to provide a steady audiencA;
and carry the production schedule'
through a Complete season without
having to depend on commercially
popular plays. Subscription plan
was started this season, but too
late to be properly sold.
Plays done previously this season by New Stages have Included
"The Victors," "Blood Wedding"
and. "The Sun and I." Only New
Stages production thus far brought
uptown was last season's "The Re-

'

Up

30G for 'He-She'
The Shuberts will be associated
with Ken Englund and Stewart
Chaney in the presentation next
of "He and She," the
with sketches by Englund, music

fall

by Vernon Duke, and

lyrics

by

Show

is to go into rehearsal
in August, and: will
a four-week pre-Broadway
may direct,
rJose Ferrer

.

1

spectful Prostitute."

'

:

tour.

Helen Tamiris will do the chore-,
ography, Chaney design the scehis associates reportedly refused
Joint committee of dramatists
David Wayne and Janet
an Offer of $600,000 for the the- and producers that has been hold- nery;
Blair were set to be co-starred,
However, the present price
atre.

Seeks to Educate

:

i

of

represents

$400,000

a

ing a series of exploratory meetings to consider ways of reducing

sizable

since the
property was
bought f or only $229,000 some
years ago and has meanwhile, earned a fairly consistent revenue.
Among the^'hits it has housed in
recent seasons are "Junior Miss,"
"The DOughgirls" and "Born Yesprofit

I

production and operating
has constituted itself a permanent group, with Leland Hayward as chairman. He succeeds
Kurt WeiH; who^ headed the outfit
during its preliminary sessions.
Organization has ho name as yet,
but is going ahead with the addi#
tion of new members from the
Broadway producer ranks. Invited
to attend the next meeting April
28 and become members are Alfred
deLlagre, Jr., John C. Wilson,
Irene Selznick, Lawrence Langner
legit
costs

'

i

of that applies to radio per- terday," until it moved to the
formance: or the recording of their Henry Miller last fall to make
songs, he adds.
room for the incoming "Bravo."
Including the latter play, the Lyr
ceum has recently had' a succession of flops. Its next ^booking is
Drop Job
Gertrude Macy's production, ."The
Happiest Year*;" opening: next
Hunt for
,

ATPAM May

Members Due

and Theresa Helburn

(latter

two

representing the Theatre Guild),
Aldrich and Richard

week.

Gould previously was in; theatre Richard
ownership as head of a syndicate Myers.

Interest

but

doesn't look- as

it

will be in

it

if

Mpls. Papers

the latter

Efforts of the Assn. of Theatrical that had the Belasco, but sold
Press Agents & Managers to find last fall to the Shuberts.

unemployed members
may be abandoned. Although 40%
of the union membership is jobless
only

eight

have

applied

to

the

unemployment committee since its
formation about two months ago.
In the face of this apparent disinterest, the committee is figuring
on disbanding.
Unemployment Icommittee, had
lintd

up a number of job

prosmostly outside the theatre.
of these are said to be in
the advertising field, while others
Me in Industrial publicity and a
"

pects,

Some

IBW

in business
ever, since so

bers

Since

it

Minneapoli.s, April 19.

WB

As the first step to try to curt
local "ignorance" re the legitimate
theatre, which was revealed by a
survey and which resulted in un<>
satisfactory
business f o r such
smash New York and Chicago hiti
as "Bom Yesterday" and "High

ASKS GUILD FOR
MICH. 'OKLA.!' DATES

Warner

Bros,

has

approached

the Theatre Guild to book "Oklahoma!" into its Michigan theatres
next fall. Idea would be to play
the Rodgers-Hammersteln musical
for • full week in each town of the

Button Shoes," James Nederlander,
youthful manager of the Lyceum
legit roadshow house, is trying to
induce local sheets to devote mor*
space to New York and Chicago
theatrical news.
Failure of the Minneapolis new8«
papers to run more than a negligi*
ble amount of New York and Ghl*
cago stage news is one of the main
factors responsible for the fact, as
the survey brought out, that most
people in all income brackets had
"never heard about" "Bom Yesterday" or "High Button Shoes" In
advance of their arrival, except
through local newspapers and other
advertising and publicity, Nederlander believes. In consequence,
he points out,' the advance sale«
were poor and the grosses disap-

circuit.

Film company recently booked
show in Its Albany house.

the

-.

management. Howfew ATPAM mem-

applied

to the committee,
PJactically all the spots are still
open or no longer exist.

Members oT the committee in_..
John Shuberf chairman;
Ben Boyar, Nathan Parnes, Clarclude

ence Jaeobson,

Samuel J. Friedman,

it

is

now

strictly

a

pro-

ducer group, George S. Kaufman,
who has participated in delibera-r
All
tions thus far, has resigned.
the other playwright members are

for its

CANADIAN MERCHANTS

Coast Huddles

On

Gnild-Lunts 'Love'
S. N. Behrman planed Sunday
(17) to the Coast to join Lawrence

also active as producers, so they
are remaining; They include -Weill, Langner and Armina Marshall in
Arthur Schwartz, George Abbott, script and production conferences
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Richard with Alfred Lunt and Lynn FonWith Retail Merchants Assri. cif Rodgers, Howard Lindsay, Russel tanne on "I Know My Love,'' in
Canada sponsoring, Eric Green^ Crouse, Kermlt Bloomgarden, which they, are starring in a preJoseph
M. Hyman, Max Gordon Broadway tour. Behrman did the
revamped
"It
Pays
to
has
Adwood
and Elmer Rice.
adaptation from Marcel Achard's
vertise," working in modern tradeBloomgarden and deLiagre are French origlnay. .He'll probably
marks and slogans, for a transmembers
of the board of governors accompany the show to San FranRoi
Cooper
Maof
the
Canada tour
of the League of N. Y. Theatres,
cisco next week and return to New
grue- Walter Hackett ebihedy, a
York a week or so later.
onetime George M. Cohan producMiss Marshall (Mrs. Langner)
tion. It's the first time the RMA
Leigh-Carson
play.
sponsored
a
ever
will plane east late this week to
has
Leigh
enter
theRowland
will
being
guaft
comedy
is
top,
At $2
be on hand for Sunday night's i24)
nf 'Alipn
with
Alien Corn
Corn, " witn
broadcast ot
anteed and sponsored by the local Broadway producing ranks next hroarira^t
Board of Trade or Chamber of season in partnership with Ber? Bette Davis and Kirk Douglas, on
Commerce in the various Canadian nard Carson, presenting "Class Re' the "Theatre Guild of the Air"
cities, plus payoffs from top manu- union," an adaptation by Burnet series. Theresa -Helburn, currently
novel by Franz in London, will probably remain
Ifacturers for incorporation of prod- Hershey of a
Piece opened last Werfel. It may be tried out late there through April 30, when the
uct mentions^
The West End production of "Oklanight (18) in Brantford, Ontario; this summer on the: Coast.
homa" will be two years old.
has solid bookings for split-weeks play requires a top male star.
Instead of directing, Leigh will
and one-night stands that will take
troupe acro.ss Canada for 20 weeks. [confine himself to the producing
company of 11 are end. He and Carson hope to' get
Principals
Shows in Rehearsal
Adnenne Walsh, Dennis Murphy Bretaigne Windust to stage the
"Bruno and Sidney" —< New
Madelme Spiece, Mack Inglis and [production, which will require
Charles McBride. Greenwood pro- three settings, a cast of 15 and Stages,
Gaither.
"Gayden"-^ant
will
be
$7iS,0000.
budgeted
«t
\
directed.
and
duced

TOUR OLD COHAN HIT
Toronto, April 19.

.

:

.

pointing,

Team

Jlilliard, Oliver Sayler and
Milton Weintraub.

^ "The

Overnieht Ghost," by Kurtz
Gordon, will be tried out May 1314 at the Central auditorium,
Brooklyn, by the Tophatters, am
«oup,- Robert CarsoB' directhig,
'

:>

v

The Lyceum manager points out
that about the only legitimate the'
atrical news that gets into the Min-neapolis newspapers are the briefitems occasionally contained in the

:

'

I

,

syndicated Wlnchell and Kilgallen
columns. In the old days before
;

tho"3vi«."Vil;'rt^"l„r\*
""""l
"""Vies rise to entertamment
ascendancy and when many more

j

i

;

legit touring attrafctions visited
city,

the

these sheets carried numerous

I

stories about the

Broadway

stage^

I

I

i

I

'Fancy'*' Switch

,

I

.Mack

On

B'way Legit News

now.

.

work

.

.

some time

Costs Saving

:

,

•

Shuherts Put

have

None

To Lack of

-

at

basis.

Clroup Mulling

"China"

included

widow of Sani' H. HarriSi
and George 8. Kaufman, Moss
Hart and ':Marcus Heiman.
About two years ago Gordon and

:

whenever they hear of such nnr
authorized performance, he and
Hammerstein have it stopped,

owners

time.

but nothing from the regular run
the; New
Stages theatre in
Greenwich Village, N. Y., opening
May 3. Previoiis New Stages productions have been (financed enr
ti rely by the group's stockholdeiv:
members.'
The $7,500 outside money for
"Bruno and Sidney" represent«
about half the budget for the:;-

legit hit.

nominal co-producer they will
supply about $30,000 of the $130,000: backing on a dollar-for-dollar

Harris,

CO many spots whose entertainment is not widely publicized. But
:

ting a final playing script of
current
"Detective
Story,"

Generally they can
get without trouble a mimeographed: copy of the stage
manager's script, which has: in
it all the cuts and changes
made in a play between the
original writing and the final
production.
Kingsley,
Author
Sidney
however, it was learned, has
insisted on cleaning "up" the
stage manager's script before,
Every time he:
it is sent out.
starts "cleaning it up," he gets
into such far-reaching rewriting of the play that there's an
additional delay while the new
material is inserted and tried
out. Then the new parts :need
"cleaning up" before the script
can go out, and so on ad inr

first

The non-member coin, amounting
to $7,500: will, entitle the investors
to a dollar^for-doUar share of the
profits if the play is done uptown,

as

corporation of which

Gordon was major stockholder and

I

:

production of "Bruno and
the Edward Caulfield
Stages is using out-

New

side financing for the

'

Ogden Nash. With John Shubert

Hayward Heads

):equlred the dissplutipn Of the for-

.

its

comedy.

Film company story eds, in:
to
inquiries
last
response
week, learned why they are
having such difficulty ;in get-,

Lyceum

Understood
The composer notes that his and price of $400,000.
Hammerstein's stand on the matter that it is a capital gains deal, which

For

Sidney,"

Meticulous Kingsley

sumprobably be even more

Producers Nix Nitery, Vaude Bids
Tacific Tunes; Refuse

'Bruno' Production
+

—

On

New Stages Using Outside Backing

By KOBE MORRISON
tensive use on

49

WOFERS'

IN

,0.

•

Decision of the N. Y. Drama Critics Circle not to have a coclitail
birty this year in honor off the recipients of its prizes evoked
considerable comment in legit circles. -Move was reportedly
I>rompted by George Jean Nathan's statement that it was "humiliating" for the critics to have to mingle with actors, but he later
explained that "it's « bore" and added, "The only ones who enRichard
joyed last season's party were the three bartenders.''
Watts, Jr., commenting in the N. Y. Post, wrote, "the critics don't
The melancholy truth is that
really feel that way about actors.
most of them don't really like each' other."
who
prefers
actor;
to
remain
anonymous, remarked, "I
One
notice Nathan mentioned only actors he obviously didn't mean to
include actresses."

.

"Goodbye, My Fancy" will give
two Sunday performances May 8

I

I

m

to replace cancelled May 1.4 datei
Madeleine Carroll, show's star,
will be in Washington latter day'
to receive award from Women'*.
National Press Club as "woman of

I
I

i

;

1

i

'

\

I

the year In the theatre."

'

.

Wediwtday,. April 20, I949

LBGITIMATB

so

Margp Jones Kitdosed

Strawhats Benefiting by Aivrentice
Fees Would Be Hit by
•

New

Rules

Kanin Seek Olivier Aid as Sponsor

Dallas, April 19.
Margo Jone3, director of Theatre '49, will be recipient of the
16th annual Zonta service award
which will be presented to her tonight (19) at a formal dinner at the

For Ballet Theatre iii West

,,

.

.

:

/

.

.

•

L.

A. Griffith Pk. Didten

1

'Annie' With GertNiesen
Hollywood, April

|

First non-Rodgers
Stein production of

MissHuntingtonand

stiffened

DixTield's First
Dixfield, Me., April 19.
Dixfleld gets its first strawliatter
wlien Edwin Cliild opens liis sum-

rules,

an actor may not qualify for membership on a single season's stock
performMice, but must have three mer theatre here June 29 witli
That is "Tiie Philadelphia Story."
parts over two seasons.
Child, who will work with a residesigned to cut down the large
dent Equity group, has scheduled
number of players who previously a 10-week season, which will inbecame members of the union on clude "Laura," "Best Foot Forthe basis of several small parts ward," "Eoom Service," "The Walin a barn theatre during a single rus and the Carpenter," "The
Under the former setup, Drunkard" and "Night Must Fall."
season.
aspiring thesps would pay sizable Also scheduled is an August tryamounts to become apprentices, out ol Ken Parker's, "There's
with the understanding they would Always a Murder.''
be given enough parts during the
summei: to qualify for an Equity

ledimSet

card.

Fees for such apprenticeship ran
as high as $300-$400 at some
strawhats; and there were widespread jcomplaints that certain
rural managers ran what amounted
to Equity membership "mills/" In
"The Medium^" with thei originai
such cases, the apprentice lees frequently supplied the major portion Broadway cast headed by. Marie
of the theatre's operating revenue, Powers, Eyelyn Keller and: Leo
or at least provided the coin nec- ColemaUi and its one-act opener,
"The Telephone," will tour the
essary to open.
strawhat circuit this season As a
Actors becoming Equity mempackage show; Crian-Carlo Mettoti,
bers during the summer season
.

For Strawhats

would thereafter have" to be paid who di^ -the Ubrettpv .1^^
lyrics for the pliays; Will Supei^isS;
Equity minimum. For that reason,
managers usually delayed giving the stock production. The diifer:

the final part necessary to
qualify for membership until about
the last week of the schedule. Or,
In some cases, the new, cardholders
would kick back to the management the difference between the

,

dickering with Gertrude Niesen to star
in the musical, possibly as- the sea'

2-Weeker Despite

son opener July

Wrangling

m^^^^^

Buffalo Playhouse

Rathbone.
Negotiations are also
being carried on for William McCleery's "Play for Mary," with Jean
Dalrymple as producer, and also
for the Margaret Webster package,
The Taming of the Shrew."
Producer Sara Stamm has engaged Don Leven as resident director and Richard Hare continues
his third season as scenic designer.

which have never had paying apprentices. With all apprentices on
non-paying basis the manager is
able to give parts to the more
promising ones, rather than arbitrarily cast untalented ones who
have paid and been guaranteed, a

'

:

number of assignments.
Also, since an apprentice cannot
qualify for Equity membership
during -a single season, the manv
agement can use any tyro an un- CHI
limited number of times during the
summer without having to pay the
union minimum. Contrariwise, the
Chicago, April 19.
new regulations offset this edge by
Mayor Martin H. Kennelly and
slightly increasing the proportion
the Chicago
authorities
finally
of Equity members required' for
certain

.

HAS CHANGE OF

MINDONTROSTITUTE'

midnight, so the audience
did the stage crew.

left,

as

its

spectful Prostitute."
As a result,
the Jean'Paul Sartre play, a hit
last season on Broadway, will open

19.

49th year here, the

Lake wood theatre has scheduled a
14-week season beginning June 4.
Tentatively, set as' the opener is
"The Deep Mrs. Sykes," with other

|

i

probable productions i n c 1 u d i n g
"The Heiress," "O Mistress Mine,"
"Jenny Kissed Me" and "Strange ^
Bedfellows." Scheduled for a tryout during the season is Parker
Fenley's "Spring Breaks Through,"
With Fenley in the starring role,
,

1

1

'

,

i

The

resident

company

COUNCIL REPS TO 9
in^
Constitutional amendment
creasing the Chorus Equity representation on the Equity council
from five to nine members was
adopted last week at the quarterly
meihbership meeting of the chorus
union, at the Capitol hotel, N. Y.
Between 75 and 100 members attended. Clarence Derwentj Equity
president, presided.
Elected to the nominating committee, to represent the membership, were Jean Houloose, Kenneth

will

current

Whelan,

Yvonne

in-

1

four-week enan exin the

The Grand

Ballet,

now

in its na-

Monte Carlo, will open a Paris
May 3, then plays Spain,
Portugal, and Holland before itsEnglish date. Company has over
a dozen American dancers on its
including
roster,
ballet-master John
Taras and principals Tamara Toumanova, Andre Eglevsky, Ro$eUa
Hightower, Marjorie Tallchief and
George Skibine.
The Marquis,
married to John D. Rockefeller's
granddaughter, has been a lavish
ballet backer 'for years. J. Aldea
Talbot, wealthy; N. Y. real estate
operator and engineer, has given
up his post as business adviser to
the Marquis, due to pressure of hit
other interests. The Marquis, wiio
was in N. Y. for a brief visit, leaves
today (Wed.) for Paris.
tive

season

LA. CIVIC EXPECTS
RECORD $700G SEASON
Los Angeles, April 19.
record $700,000 gross or mort
for the four-attraction Los Angeles
Civic Light Opera Assn.; season
looms on the basis of mail-order
requests thus far.
subscription
Civic has sold $400,000 worth of
tickets by mail with boxoffice sale
of season tickets getting underway
yesterday (18).
Tickets for individual shows.
"The Great Waltz," "Brigadoon,'
"High ButtOli Shoes" or "Kiss Mt
Kate," go on sale just before each
opening and demand for single attractions is expected to put- ill*
Civic well beyond last years smash

A

Bow

Lawrence

total of $654,500.

set for the lead-

Helen ing roles in "Song of Norway,"
Louisville Season
which will open the siimmer opera
Louisville, April 19.
George Gans, executive v.p.,
season here at the Pitt Stadium
executive jecMaurice
week
„v..-. of June 6.
„.
It'll
-' •„
«
.i. be
uie sec- and
ue the
v;?- Settle,
-^r
Thi.^
ine
'"'^'^^'"y
°* ^^^^ Louisville PdiK
ond straight year that Brooks who
was in the original production of ^trical Assn., announced the mbe staged at
lowing
operettas
to
First meeting of the group "Norway," will have been' on hand
Iroquois Amphitheatre for a swTibor,

Lee.
wil! be today (Wed.).
To. be elected at the annual
at the Harris here May 15, with
meeting in June are the chairman
Hope Is the Thing with Feathers" of the executive committee, to
as curtain-raiser
serve one year; a recording secreshow is being presented by Las- tary, to serve one year; seven
sor H, Grosberg, in association
members of the executive commit-'
with New Stages, the producer of
tee, for three-year terms; one rethe original Broadway edition.
A placement, for one yearj and one
film name is being sought for the
replacement for two years, plus
title part in "Prostie" and as many
three council representative reas possible of the original
cast placements and four new council
will be used.
Mary Hunter will representatives.
stage the Sartre work again and
,

'

:

Joseph Kramm will do the same
Wallace Clark, Reynold Evans and for "Hope."
Quits Seattle Lease
Okay by the authorities follows
Niva Patterson, with production
Seattle, April 19.
and direction being handled by lengthy agitation by various civic
Cecelia Schultz, operator of the
Melville Burke.
Grant Mills is groups headed by the American Moore theatre here for the past 14
Civil
Liberties
Union.
managing directbr.
Highlight
of the campaign was a rally and years, is giving up her lease June
public reading of the play by mem- 1. Mrs. Schultz will continue to
Provincetown's July 1 Bow
book attractions into the Civic
bers of the original cast.
PreviProvincetown< Mass., April 19.
ously, police officials had banned auditorium and the Metropolitan
'Provincetown Playhouse,-. non- the play on the grounds
theatre.
The Moore has been
that it
Equity repertory group under the might be harmful to race
leased by the Seattle Revival Cenrelamanagement of 'Virginia Thorns tions.
ter.
and Catherine Huntington, will
High cost of operation was the
open an eight or nine week season,
Annual membership meeting and reason given by Mrs. Schultz for
July 1, with "Ah, Wilderness." election of Actor.s Equity will be relinquishing the Moore, which
Other Shows set are "Tliunder held June 3 at the Astor hotel, leaves Seattle with only one legit
Bock." "Glass Menageriej'j ."Cflniip
hQu$P,> 'the Meli-ppoUtwi< >;
j
elude Royal Real, Henry Richard,

New York

although it has made few
bookings yet; It' doesn't plan playing N.Y. again this year.

Pittsburgh, April 19.

and

t

,

.

>.

<4 r.

1

—

'

'

[

I

I

j

1

j

i

1

locally
for the inauguM.
He
Played Ravenal in "Show Boat,"
the inaugural show last June,
Miss Spence, too, has playCd
here in several al fresco offerings
She's now with New York Civic
Opera Co, Nine productions have
been set for this summer, same as
a season ago, with "Wizard of Oz''
Uie finale first week in August.

Drama

Repbrtein^ jV^

Drama

reporters of the New
and trade papers have
organized an informal group to
hold monthly luncheon meetings.
Idea is primarily social and the
intention is to have name guests
from show business for off-the-rec-

York

dailies

ord

talks.
Initial session was
(18) and subsequent

the

:

first

Monday

^

fall,

and King will remain in the partnership without
Ricigliano, and the theatre Is expected to reopen in July.

Wilma' Spence
Brooks have been

to try to

Company plans
U.S. tour starting

gagement.
tensive

ruling. Barrel!

Spence-Brooks For
Pitt 'Norway'

staff, flew

a little indefinite. Troutw,"
which was idle most of the sea-"
son, was assembled recently for tlit

,

)

(18),

now

are

Open After Court Case

sisted on a rehearsal before that
night's show. As a result, the per-,
formance was only half over at

London Monday

arrange for the troupe to dancA
at another house. Company's plabs

To

Wenzel, Faye Elizabeth Smith and
Ruth Edberg. Executive commitbacked down today (Tues.) and tee representatives on the commit
rescinded their ban against the tee are Maria Harriton (chairman"),
local presentation of "The Re- Kathleen
O'Brien and Rebecca

each company.

Starting

Charles Payne, of BT's
to

Buffalo, April 19.
Legal fracas among operators of
Grand Island Playhouse was finally
resolved in N.Y, supreme court last
week. Decision held that Nathan
Ai Barrel!, Robert T. King and
Joseph V. Ricigliano, Jr., were the
original partners in, the enterprise
and that the leases of the barn and
land used for the theatre should be
assigned to Barrel! and King.
Court held that the leaseSi' which
had been taken in Ricigliano's
name, were for the benefit of the:
partnership.
Evidence
showed
that the theatre drew over $13,000
for the first year of its operation,
but left a profit of only $139.45 for
the partners.
Under the court's

,

to

ing manager.

Monday

(ID- performance with
last-minute replacements :for two
amateur cast members who had
walked out. .The author consented
but into return Tuesday (12)

London

producing deals
plays, has been nego-

his own
tiating with Laurence Olivier to
be
a partial sponsor of Ballet Theatre
and aid in getting a West End
house for the troupe. Kanin is
doing thi? solely as a personal
favor to William Fields, BT's book-

trician

further performances, but Munroe
and Faussett went ahead with the

in

several

on

.

•

Lakewood's 49th Year
Skowhegan, Me., April

Garson Kanin, now
arrange

Booking Trust'

•

of

.

'date..

D.ofXWeighs

Compromise was finally reached
Wednesday ( 13 and the final per11-week formances were played without un"prentice fees for their margin of operating season, which will
prob- due controversy,
6perati0n may be hard hit, and ably include "For Love of Money,"
$ome may be put out of business. "The Play's the Thing," "O Mistress
On the other hand, the new reg- Mine," "Happy Birthday," and, pernlations are seen as a boon to the haps, "The Heiress," witli Basil CHORUS EQUITY UPS

many

were more attractive. What with
tha
tourist season and other considerations, this was regarded as
a lush

;

.

I

'

strawhats,

4.

Mann has discarded plans to
Atlanta, April 19.
bring road companies in during
Despite sporadic battles between the 10-week season and will con^
the author, producer and actors, centrate again on locallymounted
Richard Valente's "River Fire" productions for two weeHs each.
managed to complete a two-week Originally he had hoped to book
tryout here, closins Saturday night "Finian's Rainbow" into the 4,419^
(16). Uproar provided front-page seat open-air theatre in Griffith
copy for both local morning Park, which he is operating for
dailies.
the fourth season.
Musical got through the opening
week will out undue strife, but a
row broke out- over the Weekend
when the author wanted to hold
a Sunday (10) rehearsal but was
told by Mrs. Lucia Cooke, produr
cer of the show and president of
The Stage, sponsoring group, that
the Equity deputy, Bruce Brighton,
had demanded orfe day off for the
cast of the Equity stock setup. She
Washington, April 19.
also said the theatre would not be
Anti-trust division of the Departavailable.
ment of Justice has concluded its
Valente obtained the use of the investigation of the legit booking
theatre, anyway, and asked the situation in New York and on the
cast to appear voluntarily. How- road, and.is weighing the evidence
ever, it turned out that the house to determine if there is a case for
lights had been cut off because of prosecution.
a defective switch, and the elecSleuths have been interviewing
.

mum.

legitimate

is

'

Playhouse, _ Fitchburg,
Mass.;
Worcester, Mass:, Drama Festival
Casino theatre, Newport, R. I., and
Since beginners can no longer the Spa theatre, Saratoga, N.
Y.
qualify for Equity membership by Roger Englander is agenting
the
a single season in stock, barn im^^j. producers Chandler Cowles
presarios can't guarantee a union Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., and
Edith
card at the end of the apprentice Lutyens.
'period. That removes much of the
i'eason for becoming an apprenNewport Prospects
tice. Therefore; the strawhat manNewport, R. I., ApriM9.
agers will presumably have a
The Casino theatre opens its .23d
much tougher time getting paying season here June 27 with the "The
Thus; the ones who Medium" and "The Telephone"
apprentices.
have previously depended on ap- package. Plans call for an

oirWlan'"and IthV Equit?

Gene Mann

was away. The author ac- legit people on Broadway and road
ent niahagements will supply their cused Walter Munroe, production
months, with
cities for several
own sets, and the music will be stage manager, and Hudson Faus- three operatives recently concenfurnished by two pianos.
sett, director,' of sabotaging him.
trating on the United Booking OfBarns, tentatively penciled in for
Valente claimed his contract had fice-Shubert setup.
the c setisbn are the Playhouse, been broken and called the papers
Ivoryton,
Conn.; Lake Whalom to announce there would be no
'

them

Get

is

attractions.

Internal

19.

& Hammer"Annie

shaping up here
as one of the five Greek Theatre

Your Gun"

Valente Play Finishes

apprentice fees.

hA House

Ballet Theatre, which was
di«^
kering for a four-week engagement
at Covent Garden, London, for Juiv
has lost out to the Grand Ballet de
Monte Carlo, which the Britisher*
pacted instead. Marquis George d«>
Cuevas, Grand Ballet's impresar
io, last week inked for six
wepk«
June 21-July 30. Although all that
the Ballet Theatre sought was
run.
ning expenses for the London
engagement, plus transportation
one
way, the Marquis' terms apparently

t-

Actors*Dallas Country Club.
of
regulations
The Zonta Club is a service orEquity, relating to the require- Uj.^jgj„ .'Eastward in Eden" and
ganization of executive women in
ments for membership via stock, ..^^ you Like It."
may affect the operation of a numscheduled for a two-week tryout biz and professions. It: honors a
It
s
ber of strawhats this summer.
conrad Aiken's "Mr. Arcularis," local woman who has made a configured possible that some spots pj.jj^ypgj
England but never structive contribution to the conicity.
may be unable to open, or may not ^^^^ j^^^^
Directors are Miss munity life of the
hit
survive the full season. Those
Thorns,
sizewill be the ones deriving a
pjijipjgg ]y[^pj.^
from
able portion of their Income

New

Under Equity's

'

week
"Song

season, beginning •'u'y ",i
of Norway," "Wizard ot Oz,
Keo
"Blossom Time," "Irene,"
Mill" and "Desert Song." Season
will open a week later than usual,
in hopes of getting a belter breali
on the weather and other consioerations.

Principals signed

for

the 1949

ohaiei.
al fresco season are Robert
Walter Cassel, Buster West,
Rooney, Jr., Victoria Sherry, taw

Williams,

Cannon,

Earl

Covert,

Maureen

Nancy Kenyo

Brotherson, Truman Gaige, boiu'
Fellows, Dorothy Keller and Betty
Operettas will be stageo
Busch.
under general direction of ueni>
DuFor, who will be assisted

W

staff

members RoUo Wayne,

scenic

mm

designer; William Parsons,
LIUW
cal director; Edward Clarke
held Monday book director, and Virginia Joimones will be son, choreographer.

of each month.

Md.

Hilltop's

Opener

Robert Whitehead and Oliver
Baltimore, April i»Rae will vprobably try out their proDon Swann will open his Himw
duction of "The Trial", at Stanford
nearby Greensprin*
Univ. this summer. Joseph Schild- theatre in
Love»
kraut will star in the Andre Gide Valley May 2 with "John
and Jean-Louis Barrault drama- Mary."
\. „
..GQorwiSdiapfejr is avestoni*
tizattonv ot th^ -Fravi MafkM inovel

:

^

;

SI

HOLY WEEK NIPS

Total ftroadway Grosses
the

foHotofnfl

last season'.

INSIDE' IN PITT, 25G

are the comparative figures based on VAnrenr'a

boxojfice estimates, for last

week and the corresponding week

Pittsburgh, April 19.
Holy Week was a little too much
even. for "Inside V. S. A." to overcome at the Nixon and though
Beatrice Lillie- Jack Haley show
charged the highest top of the season, $5.20, including tax, it barely got $25,000.
This was considerably under expectations in the
light of the comparatively heavy
advance and the boxoff ice notices
from all, three dailies.
"Inside'! will wind up strong,
however,., this stanza: and should
get well into the black on the enrgagement. There's been a big call
for tickets to closing week and a
near-capacity finish is looked for.
Previous high scale for a musical
has been $4.55 and that $5:20 tariff is believed to have hurt.

oj

.

Thia
Last
Season
Season
27
27
Number of shows current .... ..............
far
all
played
so
shows.
.......
by
.1,074
1,155
Total weeks
current
shows
last
all
week,;
for
.$594,600
$603,000
Total groSs
$25,420,600 $25,309,500
Total season's gross so far for all shows
,„

•

.

.

.

.

Number

new

of

.

-productions so far

61

S7

Urn

,

Chicago, April

19.

4

Legit drought here is being relieved with arrival of "Mr. Adams,"
''Allegro" and San Carlo Opera
last-named coming into Civic
So.,
pera House April 23 for 10 performances. Advance for opera, has
hit $34,000 mark, while excitement

New

good ^26,800.
"Mr. Roberts," Erlangcr (31st
Pre-Easter
Preweek) (1,334; $4,33).
here.

.

there's nothing < definitely in sight
after that.
'

ifli

last

week

Tears

I

1

much as
Got nearly

didn't, affect b.o. as

legiter
$24,000.

town

ledea'Big24G,

:

other

Haven, April
hit

for another repeat date (14rl6) and
waltzed away iwith a strong gross.Despite Holy Week draWbaclt ft<'m
the b.o. angle, an approximate
$14,000 was good for four shows
at $4.20 top.
Musical got another
$13,000 in four performances the
first part of the week In Spring-^
Boston, April 19.
field, Mass.
"Medea" came into the Shubert
Current week has preein of "Gay- last week to run into a wow set,
den'.' (Fay Bainter) for a last half of notices and plenty big biz from
(21-23).
the outset. "The Happiest Years,"
"Ballet Russe" (26-27) Webster following Tues. at the Plymouth,
Shakespeare Rep (29-30), "Present was not so happily greeted but
Laughter'' (May 5t7) look Uk6 sea>: some First Night Club business and
general lack of theatre fare in town
son's finale.
gave it a fairly good take. ..Meantime, Monte WooUey sparking the

take;

^rop

in

Haven, Spgfld.

New
"Oklahoma!"

over "Adams" and "Allegro" has
been minimal.
Estimates for Last Week
Shubert
Rainbowy"
"Finian's
(llth week) (2,100; $4.94). Holy
week and rainy weekend nicked

Nixon has Joe £. Brown coming
back next week for second; time
"Harvey" (frank Fay played it
here just a few months ago), but

Strong $27,000,

'Okla.!'

.

'STREETCAR' NEAT 21G

8G, Boston

j

,

IN 1ST ST.

LOO WK.

St. Louis, April 19.

Tennessee Williams'' "A StreetNamed Desire" 'won plaudits

,

car

Harvard

Current Road Shows

from the crix and .finished the first
of a two-week stand at the Ameri-

current,

'

L. A.;(i8-3()).:

.notices.,'.

.

,

;

"Born Yesterday"
Town Hall,
Toledo (18-20); Aud.^ Roch. (21-23);
Erlanger, Buff. (25-30).
"Brisadbori"—-Cass, Det. (18-30).
"Cat and Canary" i— Playhouse,

Continues

Fhilly

At Low B.O. Ebb

,

Wilm.

Philadelphia, April 19.

since

happened

it

to-

from

:

,

Rainbow"

(25-

—

— Shubert,

,

"Gayden'>
Shubert, ' N. ftaven
Plymouth^ BOiSt,' (25-30),
'^Great Walta'^r^ Gurrah, Frisco

(21-23);

-

"Happiest Tears"
Bbst. U8-23:).

—

:

—

—

(1

8-20)

;

'

|

I

I

I

.

,

I

i

the absolute limit;
"Detective Story,"

Peps

Roberts"

— Erianger,

—M

;

(27-30)

-

"Oklahoma!" (No.
,

1

Cd.)— Met.;

Providence a8-23); Keith, Portland
^^^^^ 24.
only
will conducVThe n"y 'citv"oDe^^
Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.) ParkCo. performance of "La Traviata
Sunday (24) at N. Y. City Center way, Madison (18-231; American)
The American' Theatre Wing's St. Louis (25-30).
• .
"Present Laugrhter"
Forrest,
.second annual concert award has
is

—

.

gone to Negro baritone, Frank Philly a8-30t.
Cleve.
"Show„ Boat"^„Hanna,
Koane ... lEdward Johnson, gen;oc
eral manager of the Metropolitan (18-23); Hartman, Col (25-30).
Opera A.ssn., received the Decree . "Streetcar N a m e d Desire"—
of Officer of the National Order of Amer.,
Louis (18-23); Cox,
St.
the Southern Cross, from the Bra- Cmcy f25-30i
,

.

I

ziljan

government^ Saturday (16).
Frank .Chapman, husband of
Metopera star Gladys Swarthout.
'OklaJ' 29G, On^^
opens a public relations office this
London, Ont., April 19.
week in New York
Herva Nelli,
who recently„ sang
No. 2 company of "Oklahoma!"
„ "Aida" with
Arthur To.scaninl and the NBC grossed a nifty $28,900 here last
Symphony, leaves for Havana next week.
hionth, to fulfill concert engageTheatre Guild production moved
>»ent»4keFe Mayvl-Of lljBnd<-12. i Rto MadisoiiM Wis.; thisiweekiii,.:i
.

-

.

'

-

j

•

>

Hudson

(4th

Had

few

;

,

I,

(D-1,057;

$4.80).

a

;

'

'

I

promotion manager, is now mulling
bringing "The Hasty Heart" next
October. The Theatre. Guild production is' lcnown here through a
fine two-week stand at Community

,

'

Chi.

.

Longhair Shorts

4iG

]

new
'Shoes' $24,600, Mpls.
Minneapolis, ApriM9.

000.

;

edition due late in May; $29,- 000, slightly above operating^ level
but expects to start collecting

"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (16th again this week.
(M-1,654; $6).
One of the
three entries to get the maximum
'Allegro' 30G, Detroit
gross possible for the week; bettered $47,100 again.
Detroit, April 19. y
"Lend an Ear," Broadhurst (18th
"Allegro"' drew excellent audiwk) (R*1.160; $6). Off .somewhat ences to the, Cass for a week, and
its only Twin City engagement at to almost $30,000; should rebound
rang the $30,000 bell, very good
the 1,900-seat Lyceum,, grossed a this week and play through the for the Lenten season;
"Bri-;
mediocre $24,600 for six nights and summer.
gadoon" opened at; the theatre
two matinees.
"Life With
Mother," Empire Sunday (17) for two weeks.
Joey Faye substituted for Foy; (26th wk) (C-li082; $4.80). Sharp
In the final week of a 17-day
and won the critics' plaudits, as upturn on the weekend was re^ run, "Mr. Adam" did oke $10,200
did the rest of the cast and show; sponsible for. the week's slight im- at the Shubert-Lafayette. Farce
provement, to almost $13,000;
rolled up a good $12,800 in the
^n^ff^rst 10 days. Play went to Chi'Shoes' 22G. Omaha
1 w^j?^ n?i**'e?IS'/^,?^^'fwk)
(C-1,035; $4.80).
Practically cage's Blackstone from here. The
Omaha, April 19.
the same as the previous week; Shubert-Lafayette will remain
dark
"High Button Shoes" gross will management has started using for at least three weeks,
be $22,000 for three nights and a two-for-ones. which may stimulate
matinee starting last night (Mon.), attendance; $12;700.
'Mistress'
in 4, K.C.
"Love: Life," 46th St. (28th wk)
a sellout.
(M-1,319; $6).
Inched up a trifle;
Kansas City, April 19topped $20,100.
"O Mistress Mine," with John
Ballet Blisse 296, Toronto
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Belas- Loder and Sylvia Sidney, was
Toronto, April 19.
CO
(15th
wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). lightweight in a three-day run in
Despite Holy Week, Ballet Russe Critics', Circle prize, with the dis- the Music Hall here last week,
de Monte Carlo did a sock $29,000 play ad plugging it Thursday (14), Four performances, April 10-12,
here, with the Royal Alexandra plus the weekend spurt, boosted totdlled $7,000 with $3.66 top.
(1,525) scaled at $3.30 top.
the week's gross; over $19,300.
A &" N Presentations has "Har-Advance sale on second week Of
"Magnolia
Alley,"
Mansfield vey" on schedule for one night late
engagefwentvjvras bver>$20,00Q^ <
(C-1,041; $3.60).
>'
Play by JGeorge-'iin* Aprtl.".s>
1 ^

"Mrs. Giblions' Boys"-- Wilbur,
figures it needs furworking-over after Boston B:pst.':,(l8-30).'
In the face of Holy Week, the
e 1 b a,
preem. Locust, Walnut and Shu"O Mistress Mine"
Par, Austin (21) Jewish holidays; bad snowstorms
bert have never had a booking Dallas (18-20)
and the absence of Eddie Foy, Jr.,
Jimong them, and probably won't Texas; S, Ahtonib (22-23); MUsic
Hall, Houston (24-25); Aud., Lake its star, from the cast, "High Button
Shoes" at $4.20 top, playing
Charles (26); Pdche, N. Orleans

ther

Lee Shaynen, who

$31,700,

'Cheek' 5G, 'Crown'

:

"Mr.
,(18-30).

management

Nips L. A.,

week.
Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan
(356th Wk) (1,142; $2.40). Not even
Holy Week disturbs the even $17,wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Off a bit 000 tenor
Cafe Grown," EI Patio (5th wk)
more, but should also make a re
Start of Passover hit
covery this week; Dennis King and (790; $3)Brooke Byron take over next week particularly hard, slumping to $4,for Robert Morley and Leueen 500. Announced closing Saturday
McGrath, respectively; about $21,- (16), however, brought such immediate response that it will re000.
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton main through April 23.
"Calieula,"
Coronet (2d wkl
(22d wk) (CD-966; $4.80)- Dipped
with the trend; but bounced back (255; $3.60). Finaled Sunday (17)
after 15 days with a sour $4,500
starting Friday; $17:900.
'*High Button Shoes," Broadway total, second (8 days) frame hav(80th)
wkl (M-1,900; $6). Fine ing slipped $500. Total represents
weekend took the gross up to just about 40%: capacity.
"I Know My Love," Biltmore (3d
above $26,000.
Holy Week
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (43d wk) (1,636; $4.20).
wk) (R-2,964! $2.88). Big weekend marred expected record take, gal-,
leries
being weak. Frame's $31,trade tool; the gross to nearly $1.000 better than the previous week; 700. was great
"Tonsrue in Cheek," Las Palmas
closing Saturday night (23), but
playing 13 performances this week; (4th wk) (388; $3.60). Fell to $5,-

wk)

a neat one^day gross of $5,000, the
promotion
department of
the

I

Week

But Lunts

empties at the Wednesday matinee;
but a great week at $22,600.
"Edward, My Son," Beck (29th

on Legiters

Know My Love"—-Aud.,

(18,-30):

Holy

Los Angeles, April 19.
Combination of Holy Week and
start of Passover cut sharply into
local legit takes last week, but the
recovery appears to be rapid..
The Lunts finaled at the Biltmore, after a three-week stand
with "I Know My Love," and
racked up a great $93,000 total although final week was below exr
pectations. House Stays dark now
until June 6, when it rekindles
with Frank Fay in "Harvey."
Coronet also shuttered when Circle, Players closed their American
preem of "Caligula" Sunday (17)
after two anemic weeks.
"Cafe
Crown,'' announced to close Sat*
urday at El Patio, changed its
bettered $24,400, mind and will remain through this

Tacoma

|

Eased

(19th wk). (D-1,387; $4-80).

week

'

"Man and Superman"-^Mayfair, Playhouse.
Silvia Sidney and other members
Portland (18-20); Met-, (Seattle (21^
23); Met., Seattle (24-26); Temple, of the "Mistress" company left of(27); Capitol, Yakima (28). ficial circles pouting here when
they wouldn't get up in the morn^
"Medea''---Shubert, Bbst. (18-30).
ing to do appearances, interviews,
"Mr. Adam"
Blackstorie, Chi: etc;, to boost a charity fund.

|

;

M

KRNT, Des Moines

Davidson, Mil. (25-30).
Pasadena (18-19); White, Fresno (21-22);
Aud.,
Sacramento (23)j Geary,
Frisco (25r30)
^
"Inside U ..,,
A."^Nixon,
Pitt.
S, ...
(.i8-23); Hanna, Cleve. (25-30)
"I

Only Three Sellouts

I

Omaha, World-Herald, which sponsored the
local appearance for its Good Fellows charity fund, is pepped up
on road shows. J. S. Summers,

^<High Button Shoes"
(21-23);

List;

,

,

Omaha; April 16.
With "O Mistress Mine" doing,

Hall, K. C. (29); Aud., Calinas (30).

Omaha

Tops

Week

Legit attendance on Broadway Batson, presented by Lester Cuttook the expected jump last Friday ler; opened Monday night (18) to
night (15\ reacting to the start of poor notices.
"Mister Koberis," Alvin (61st
the Easter holiday period. Up unwk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Had some
til that point, receipts had been
steadily shrinking, with grosses for empty seats Wednesday afternoon,
some shows dipping to new lows. but standees all other times; nearBusiness- was brutal last midweek, ly $34,000.
"Private Lives," Plymouth (28th
particularly at the Wednesday (13)
Edged up a
matinees, when the only shows to wk) (C-1,062; $4.80).
go clean were "Death of a Sales- trifle on the laterin-therweek spurt;
man," "Kiss Me, Kate" and "South nearly $12,900.
"Silver Whistle." Billmore (21st
Pacific:" The takings will be subr
wk)
(C-920;
$4.80).
Eased
a bit;
stantially improved this week, but
thereafter wilt probably taper off $14,000.
"South Pacific," Majestic (2d
steadily for: the balance of tlie
wk) (M-I,659; $6). About the hotseason.
This week's only opening was test ticket in town; absolute limit
"Magnolia Alley."
Next week of standees every performance and
brings "The Happiest Years'' and the biggest advance sale on recthere are three premieres and two ord; first full week's gross topped.,
return engagements listed tor May. the list of nearly .$30,600; the maxThere were no closings last week, imum possible at the scale;
Named Desire,'*
"Streetcar
but "Howdy, Mr, Ice'-' shutters
Barrymore (72d wk) (C-920; $4.80).
Saturday (23).
Slid a bit more, but also should do
Estimates for Last Week
better this week and seems set at
Kej/s: C (Comedj/), D (Drmna), least through the summer; just
CD ( GoTnedjy-Dronio ), R ( Revue ) over S20.000.
(Musical). O (Operetta).^
"The Traitor," 48th Street (3d
'Other parenthetic figures refer wk) (D-917; $4.80). Hasn't caught
to seating, capacity and top price, on in spite of generally favorable
including 20% amiiscmeTif tax. notices; slim $7,400.
However, estimates are net; i.e.,
."Two Blind Mice," Cort (7th
exclusive of tax.
Weekend
'wk) iC-1,064; $4.80).
"AH for Love," Hellinger (12tTi spurt didn't offset the brutal earwk) (R-1,543; $4.80). Climbed a bit ly-week dip, but should share in
to approximately $6,000;
this week's improvement; $10,400.
"Along Fifth Avenue," Imperial „ "Where's Charley?" St. James
A!.so (23d wk) (M-1,509; $6).
(14th
wk) (R-1,472; $61.
Also felt
drooped, going to a new low; the general lull the first half of the
about 817,000week; but $35,700 was still potent.
"Anne of 1,000 Days,'' Shubert-

.

Plymoiitii,

'^Harvey" (Brown Co.)
Ford's,
Balto. (18-23); Nixon, Pitt. (25-30).

brutally;

annual

Slide;

:

"Harvey" (Fay Co.)
Aud., St. 'Mistress' Biz
Paul (18); Lyceum, Mpls. (19-23);
Lyceum, Mpls, (24); Omaha, Omaha
Omaha
(2.'5-27i; Stuart. Lincoln (28); Music

,

Club

with, .final

B^

Tacilic' $50,600 First Full

,

,

(25-30'),--;;;.:.'

capacity.

Last week's two entries fared
The Yiddish production
Of "Anna Lucasta," opening Thursday at the Walnut and playing
matinees Thursday, Friday and
Saturdayv was under $4,500 in six
performances, and "The Cat and
the Canary" only grossed about
$4,000 in its second and final week
at the Forrest.
"Lucasta" holds, over this week,
while the only newcomer, opening
last night (18) at the Forrest, is
"Present Laughter" with Edward
Everett Horton.
It's in for two
weeks with
nothing
officially
skedded to follow although "Gayoen rfiay get a week or two if

Balto.

V',-'

"jFinian's
•Chi. dS^^O).-

be Holy Week,

the laggardly attendance wasn't so
surprising.
As a matter of fact,
town has had only one real legit
smash since Feb. 1; that one exception to the dismal statistics was
..Ti *
v.- u
• Detective Story." which was nearcapacity in its ninerday stay at the
Locust starting March 10.
Only
other legiter to cause any boxoffice
excitement at all was" "Inside
tTiS.A./' but this returning musical, ;in two weeks at the Shubert
'{tartihg March 14, was a long way

Ford's,

(18-23);

30).

Last week Philly's legit biz conr
tinued at the low ebb that has distinguished
it
for
nearly
two
months although in this instance,

Cambridge

Spurts After

slightly further, but began recoverr
Only opener this week is "Mrs. ing Friday night; over $26,000"As the Girls Go," Winter GarGibbon's Boys" at the Wilbur, with
"Gayden," IBallet Russe de Monte den (22d wk) (M-1,519; $7-20)- Fine
Carlo and "Born Yesterday',' in the house Friday night and sellout
Saturday night took the gross to
offing.
about $1,000 over the previous
Estimates for Last Week
week; almost $42,000.
"Medea," Shubet (1st week) (1,"At War With the Army," Booth
750; $3.60). This one had plenty (6th Wk) (C-712; $4.80).
Ebbed
of prestige before it came in, but back to
$10,200, but may get its
the sock notices didn't hurt to best gross this week.
shove this up to $24,000 on eight,
"Big Knife," National (8th wk)
very big for a legit attraction. (D-1,172; $4.80). Also felt the preSecond week current with one holiday lull, but should share this
more after that.
week!s upturn; $15,3()0,
"The Happiest Years," Plymouth
"Born Yesterday." Miller (167th
(1st week) (1,200; $3.60).
Peggy wk) (C-940; $4.80). Likewise afWood on the marquee didn't hurt fected; almost $10,000.
when this one caught -so-so notices,
"Death of a Salesman," Morosco
nor did backlog of club biz; but (10th wk) (D.-931; $4.80). One of
only did $8,000 on seven, which the three smashes that went 'clean
isn't too encouraging. Final week
and' had the standee limit at every
current.
performance; because no theatre
parties were Involved, the gross hit

can theatre Saturday (16) with a
"Allegro" .-^ Gt. isrorthern, GW.
Seat $21,000 despite Holy Week in (18-301.
populated Catholic
lis 'heavily
"Annie Get Yctiir Guh"—Poche,
town. .:N. Orieahs (18-25); Audi, Jackson
Eight, performances at the 1,700- (26-27); Aud., Shrevepoirt (28-29);
jeat house were scaled to $4.27. Aud., Ft. Worth (30).
Uta Hagen, Anthony Quinn, Mary
'^Blackouts of 194&"-r.iElI Capitan,
Welch and Russell Hardie got good
•

Dramatic

production, did a neat turn for the
b.o. in

(April 18-30).

B way

wk)

:

,

!

7G

!

'

i

!

Wednesday, April 20, 1949

LKGITliMATB

S2

Plays Out of

Writes^

Bauer

Town

hside Stiiff-l^

Pittsburgh, April 19.

George Bauer, musical director
Tanglewood, but there's nothing of the Broadway hit, "Lend an
ahead of it now but grief.
Ear," has written a couple of tunes
Boston, April 18.
The yarn, what there is of it, isn't for the forthcoming Playhouse reGeofge Abbott production of comedy bad, and by the time the second vue, "Of All Things," which opens
In three acts by Will Glickman and Jo- act gets under way .a. couple of
April 29. Bauer's association
seph Slcin. Staged by Abbott: features
enough a run
I,oi« Bolton, Clenda TatrcU and Francis; characters appear and emit
community theatre

Circumstances dealing with the way Richard Rodgers and Oscap
Hammerstein, 2d, formed their collaboration to do ''Oklahoma!" for the
Theatre Guild, were revealed last week. By coincidence, both became
enthusiastic about the possibility of a musical versipn of Lynn Riggg>
play, "Green Grow" the Lilacs," simultaneously, but independently.
Rodgers was iit New* York and Ijammerstein in Hollywood at the time!
Theresa Helburn, co-director of the Theatre Guild, which, had originally produced "Lilacs," broached the idea of a musical version to
Rodgers, and asked him to suggest someone as collaboratoir: Meanwhile, Hammerstein had the same inspiration and tried to interest
his then collaborator, Jerome Kern, in the project.
Unable to get
Kern to do 1|, Hammerstein came east and went to lunch with Rodgers,
After the usual greetings, Rodgers asked Hammerstein if he wag
miliar with the Riggs drama. The lyricist answered^ "I know it veiyv
well." Said Rodgers, "What do you think of doing a musical of it?"
And Hammerstein replied, "I thidk it would be wonderful. I've been
wanting to do the same thing myself." Before the adaptation was made
the film rights were bought- back from Metro, which had paid about
$30,0QQ for them and had spent an additional $100,000 or so in a
futile effort to get a satisfactory screen treatment,

Mrs. Gibbons' Boys

Compton. Sets, John Root; costtimes,
John Robert Uoyd. At Wilbur, Boston,
April 18, '49;; $3.00 tpp.
,
t, „
Bolton
Mr». Peggy Gibbon
„, L'J's Farrell
Glcnda^
Myra Ho5d
Francis Compton
Lester MacMichaeU
.

Tommy Lewis
Richard Taber
«»y Walston
,
Bichard Carlylc
Royal Dano
William David
Ralph .Theadore

Rudy Gibbons

Mr Rtmsch
Jloto Gibbons
Frsncls X. Gibbons
Ernie (Horse) Wagner.
•

Coles

Bmxh

Mr.

Pearl

.

.

.

;

.
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The only thing

• >

.Helen.

.

that

is

Mayon

wholly

back-slapping cracks to make the
goings-on endurable in a paralyzed:
sort of way, but the chances are
there'd be nobody left in a Broadway house to snicker at them.
Situation finds a GI (Douglas
Watson) poring over his college
book in the home of his motherin-law (Peggy Woods) assisted by
biologist
platonic
tweedily
a
(Louisa Horton), while his wife
(Judy Parrish) looks on in helpless
befuddlement. The mother-in-law's
meddling finally achieves a split

with

local

from his appearance here
two years ago as arranger and accompanist for the Charles Gaynor

.stems

some

Hours,"

"After

show,

of

which Gaynor later incorporated
|

.

clear about "Mrs. Gibbons' Boys"
is its destination— which is the between husband and wife which
nearest limbo. No more bewilder- is repaired only by much demoningly dismal farce ever rocked an stration, amidst college yells, thJit
audience to stupor in a shorter the GI and the biologist are entime. There's just nothing that can tirely unmoved by personal biologbe done about it.
ical considerations.
Through all this Peggy Wood's
.
There is no question that this
prep'ostefous; deranged tale of the virtuosity plays an important part
world's champion non-sequituring in keeping things together, while
brood
priceless sketch of a traveling
a
monstrous
mother and her
of jailbirds reads well. The lines salesman and his wife by Loring
often have a wit and a certain un- Smith and June Walker, and nice
expected quality that on paper work by Jessie Bnsley and Richard
must have seemed disarming. To Bishop, lends a note of authority.
hear thsse lines recited by capable As a matter of fact, the entire cast
actors and to watch the story un- is competent, as is the direction.
piece
fold, however, is a rare experience But it's largely wasted in a
In seeing well -written prose back- that, for all its occasional flashes
both
fire with crushing force. There are of humor in the dialog, is
laughs. But the incongruity of the tenuous and tedious. The situation
action and the characters is so in- merely encompasses the span of a
BJie;
tense that they have a guilty sound* one-acter.
as if the audience knew better
than to laugh at such proceedings.
The plot line develops around a
silly widow <I.ois Bolton) being
courted by a middleaged fuddyduddy (Francis Compton), who,
Basil Dean planes back to Lonr
having accepted his proposal, is don Saturday (23) after several
suddenly overwhelmed by the apr

in "Ear."
Most of the

"Of All
Things," howeverv has been proscore for

vided by Ken Welch, junior at
Carnegie Tech, who supplied the
tunes for a. couple of Tech's Scotch

and Soda Club revues. Remaining
numbers were done by Edward
Redding, Si Bloom and George
Youngling, latter two on staff of

KDKA.

Station

Speech kudosing actor-<'Singer Alfred Drake was made' to the House
Representatives last week by. Rep. Frederic R. Coudert, Jr., of
N. Y. Pointing out that Drake had just copped the ¥ocal Arts Plaque
for 1949, Coudert told the House: "Mr. Drake is a real New Yorker.
He was born in the Bronx, spent his childhood in Brooklyn, and his
adult life so far has been reserved for Manhattan. Not only does he
act in serious and musical roles, but is also a playwright and director
of no mean distinction. Millions of people have seen and heard him
on the stage, screen and radio,, and his recordings have reached many
more millions of. ears. His performance in 'Oklahoma!' will not be
forgotten by those who had the good fortune to enjoy it. He is back
entertaining visitors in; the 17th Congressional district in another
successful musical play 'Kiss Me Kate.'
of-

Play on Broadway

:

•

:

weeks in New York. Among his
pearance of two of. her hoodlum. future prospects is a production
and an incoherent gangster of James Elroy Flecker's poetic
prison.
drama "Hassan," with a score by
prisonFrederick Delias. The British auer In the house while trying to thor-director-producer plans an,
plan how to make good th^ir es- other Broadway visit next fall.
cape and, by stealing his k%s, rob With the closing Saturday of
his office of $438. Although the "Howdy, Mr. Ice," at the Center,
woman has always found excuses N. Y., pressagent Stan Brody will
for her sons' criminal tendencies, take a motor vacation trip through
this offends her, and she induces the south
Michael O'Shea, assothem to return to prison.
ciate with Bill Doll, has his first
Every device is employed to full p. a. status as- rep for Fortune
make this situation funny. The Gallo's San Carlo Opera Co. enmain one being' the widow's prer gagement starting May 4 at the
posterous logic, but George Abbott, Center.,; The
annual
drama
who seems as' baffled by the affair awards of the Christophers will
as anyone else, adds his usual be announced at a luncheon April
Miss 27 at the Commodore hotel, N. Y.
quota of millings-around.
Nina (Mrs. Bill) Doll planed to
Bolton has t)ie most lines and does
them with a properly vacuous de* the Coast yesterday (Tues.) with
livery, and Con^jton adds the most their infant for vacation with her
substantial part as the old bache- parents.
Bernard Simon, now handling
lor. :Boyal'Dano creates a special
type as the gangster, and Tom "Madwoman of Chaillot," will give
Lewis, Ray Walston and Richard a course in theatrical publicity
Carlyle are suitably grotesque as work for pressagents in summer
the Sbns.
Glenda. Farrell has and community theatres, starting
nothing whatever to do but lounge May 3 .The Sam Wanamaker and
about and competently issue in- Richard Aldrich repertory theatre
project has joined forces with Thecompetent wisecracks.
John Boot did the set, which is atre, Inc., but the plan probably.
Won't eventuate until the 1950-51
the only' thing that makes sense.
season, when top stars will be
Elie.

SbnS'

Who have escaped from

They keep the old bachelor
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:

.

,

.

.

.
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Magnolia Alley
Lestfer Cutler production oC comedy in
three acts (Ave scenes) by George Batson.
Stars Jessie Royce Landls; features Jackie
Cooper, Bibl Osterwald, Anne Jackson^
Julie Harris; Staged by Carl Shaln; setting, Edward Gilbert; costomes, Guy Kent.
At Mansfield. N. Y., April IB. '49: $3.61)
top (S4.80 opening).
Julie Harris
Angel .Tuttle
.

.

.

Laura Beaumont.

Andy Hamill
Mayttellc

Toni

.

.

.

.

.

.Jessie

Royce Landls
Jackie Cooper
Osterwald,

.

. . . . . . . . .

Here's another one for the it's-a-smalI-wor)d department.; George
Somnes, legit producer, has just been named stager for the' new
group which will operate the summer theatre at Cohasset, Mass., this
season. That's the house Fred Burleigh had for a dozen seasons. With
the assistance of Richard Hoover during the many of them. Burleigh
.Don Kennedy is the director and Hoover the general manager of the Pittsburgh

....... .BIW

.

.

k

....

.

The Happiesi Years

.

.

.

. ,

1

.

.

. .

Doctor
.
Mr. Albus;
'.

.'

.........

.'. .

.

.

Playhouse. From 1918 to 1930, Somnes directed the Indianapolis Civic
Theatre. Burleigh held down that same post from '34 to '37 and
Hoover from -40 to '42. Incidentally, Burleigh had left Cohasset last
September with the~understanding that his. lease on the Tavk Hali
would ;.he renewed there, but he was notified a couple of months: ago
that the^ town's; board of selectmen had rented It- instead to a local
nolia Alley." It is a witless and
group.
tasteless comedy, which a few of
the first-nighters found intermit"He was a merry little gUy." That was the theme of a reminiseent
tently laughable. There's nothing
column by John Chapman, in the N. Y. News, about Jules Leventhal,
in it for Broadway.
Yam is about an amiable board- Broadway producer and silent backer, who died last week. The afing house keeper in a southern fectionate piece concluded, "About three, months ago Jules got sick
town and an- assortment of disrepr and frightened and he asked me to come to see him at Doctors' hospital
utable roomers who clutter up the because he had something on his mind. He -explained he was going
to
premises. These include a relig- have an operation and had been advised
to get his affairs in order. 'It
a
foster-daughter,
ious fanatic
was easy enough to settle about the money,' he said-rand he must have
slightly punchy- son-in-law, a comhad quite, a lot.
edy streetwalker, the traditional
" 'But there's something else.
People don't know me much. You
ingenue, a nasty daughter and, at
the curtain, a promising new star know, I never want for publicity. I don't Want to be forgotten. Wi^
boarder; Also wandering in and you do something? If anything happens to me will you tell people I
out are a juvenile delinquent ice- loved the theatre?'
man, a fatuous welfare worker^ a
double-crossing fight promoter and
As a special stunt the night of the Broadway premiere of "South
a retarded ''colonel" from next
Pacific,'' the new Rodgers-Hammerstein musical, Larry Weiner, whose
door.
pioneer agency handles the advertising for the show, arranged to
Jessie Royce Landis, as the julep-^
have
copies of the N. Y. Times and Herald Tribune carrying the
happy landlady, does what she can
to give the shambles a semblance respective reviews of Brooks Atkinson and Howard Barnes delivered
of reality, with earnest assists by nearly an hour ahead of the regular time at a party given by
Osterwald.
Bibi
co-producers
Jackie Cooper,
Rodgers, Hammerstein, Leland Hayward and Joshua LoganAnne Jackson, Julie Harris, Hildy at the St. Regis hotel, N. Y., for the cast and friends. Each copy of the
Carl papers carried a special sticker on the front page indicating where the
Parks and Fred Stewart.
Shain's staging doesn't help, but reviews could be found.
,
Edward " "Gilbert's setting adds
Stunt, the first known instance of its kind, caused a brief sensation
Hobe.
shoddy admosphere.
at the party.
<
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.

.

.

.

Douglas Rutherford

. .

George Batson as author and
Lester Cutler as producer have
compounded one of the minor indiscretions of the season in "Mag;

;

.

;
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At Plymouth, Boston, April
.

.

.

All for Love
(MARK HELLINGER, N.
(FOLLOWUP)

Hugh Beaumont and Prince
...Carmen
Mathews sue-ceeds Carol Goodner in the femme
Littler.

.

I

Alida Wentworth.. .... .. Jessie Busley
Clara Graves
Peggy Wood
Bertram Graves
Richard Bishop
Roger Littleiield. .......Jimmy Goodwin
Joan Miller....
Louisa Horton
Florence Craves....
..June Walker
..Loring Smith
Morton Graves.....
.

will play the

by

12, /49:

3.80 top.

Martha Johnson. ... .. .u. Judy Parrish
Richard Johnson. ....... .Douglas Watson

Thomas Mitchell

leading; part in the second company of '-Death of a Salesman"
and Paul Munt will star in the
London edition, to be presented

Boston, April 13.
Gertrude Macy production of play in
three acts (tour scenes) by Thomas Coley
and William Roerick. Stars Peggy Wood.
Staged by James Neilson; set, James Rus{eli.

.

.

Y.)

Some improvements, including
leads of tlie Margaret Webster new material and some re-staging,
touring' productions of "Hamlet" have been made in "All For Love"
^

'and

"Macbeth".

.

Evelyn

.Judith

in the 12 weeks it has been running at the Mark Hellinger, N. Y.,
but the revue is still- a compound

succeeds Uta Hagen as femme
lead in the second company of
"Streetcar Named Desire" in St. of- mediocrity that under ordinary
Paul, May 26
Miss Ilagen, Ralph circumstances would have done a
quick foldo after the original noThe happiest years for this slim Meeker and Carmelita Pope will tices.. As it is, wealthy angel Anitem are regrettably all over. It take over for Jessica Tandy, Mar- thony Farrell must be pouring
re^
may haVe had • hai)py time as a Ion Brando and Kim Hunter,commoolah in by the barrel to meet
cireuiler
last
summer at spectivelyj In the Broadway
silo
the lofty nut of the expensive
pany June 1.
Gertrude
Bromberg,
advance; (it cost $250,000 to put on) musiSlim audience it has been
agent for the touring ."Streetcar cal.
Named Desire,'' interrupted her getting in the gigantic l,543-$eat
house
(which Farrell bought from
peregrinations last week for a
'8tNCE."M30...
Warner Bros, and refurbished for
gander at the Broadway shows..
Play, Brokers and
Cy Feuer, co^producer of "Where's $1,500,000) is even subject to gags
by
Bert
Wheeler in the show. He
Charley?''
planed,
to
the
Coast
and
Authors' Representatives
back over the weekend to powwow explains pseu do-facetiously that
89 West 4Slh Street, New York
with partner; Ernest Martin about he's not making much money be1023' Sunoet Blvd,^ BoUrwood 46, 0«L
the possible presentation of a new cau.se Farrell talked him into a
show next fall. This would be in deal whereby he gets 10% of the
addition to their projected musi- gross over $38,000 a week. Show
which Elliot Paul is has consistently gotten^ under.
[cal,^ for
Size
authoring the book. .Pressagent $10,000.
"Love's" physical attributes still
Frank Bruner discharged from
EXPERIENCED
[New York Hospital ... Oscar Ham- overshadow its material. The cos^
Height. 5 ft., S"-9'^ In HnalS
merstein, 2d, vacationing at Miami tumes by Billy Livingston are unWiii.lt JiS"; Hips S<r-:)6"; pust ,i;i"-34"
Beach as house guest of Laurence doubtedly among the most extravaSalary,
gant seen on Broadway in years,
Schwab.
yet their very opulence detracts
ADELE SIMPSON. 530 7th Av«.
from the performers. Sets by EdFoy Vacations
ward Gilbert and the drops are
Touring 'Shoes' likewise plushy. But they provide
a framework for nothing that can
Eddie Foy, Jr., is vacationing in
Managers
Producers
be rated better than high-grade
Bermuda for a couple of weeks amateurism
in music and lyrics,
l.egitlinale senNntioiiiil i>l».v toiii'li^
from the touring "High Button sketch material and much
Novfl tr.*iitinff .upon iniNccRrciitilion.
of the
mcikt.
All-wliite f'list of lif, oni^ Net.
Shoes." Rejoins the show in eieve^ staging.
John Kennedy has reAutlior will (lirert.
No pliiybrolc^TH.
land -May 2.
staged the show. It was originally
lnt<!rost(.d prjnt-lpiils only ivritv n»\
Foy, incidentally, last week re- directed by Edward Reveaux.
V-KI, r/u t'nriety. l.'>4 W. 40lli SI.,
New York 10.
newed his"Shoes" contract for six
SIcetches all start with an idea
months.
and seem to have possibilities, but
I

I

'

Robert White

.HUdy Parks
Jbadie:
..........v.....
Frances Bavter
Miss Eels..
Anne Jackson
Nita.
., . ,, .i.a..;,.. .
Brad Dexter
. ..
Cravin. V.
,.
...... Fred Stewart
Col. Slacey. ....
.

available.
.

'

I

I

,;

Jackie Cooper, male lead in "Magnolia Alley," which preemed Monday night (18) at the: Mansfield, N. .Y., is the only one of the show's
backers who has a show business background.
Actor has a $12;50()
piece (amounting to 12i/4% of the profits) of the $50,000 production.
No overcall is provided for In the copartnership agreement. Irene
Etkln, of the A. Sc S. Lyons agency, helped producer Lester Cutler put
the show together and Arnold Weissberger is the attorney for the
"
venture.-

John Chapman, critic of the N. Y. Daily News, devoted his column
Sunday (17) to a favorable followup of "South Pacific," hew BodgersHammerstein smash. After noting how the musical "surged into the
Majestic theatre on a tidal wave of publicity," he remarked, "with
tile exception of my own, the New;
York newspaper notices were
written in purple ink and were further evidence of mass hysteria."
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SAMUEL FRENCH
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Steady
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none
is
developed
quite
far
enough. They air sort of Wither
away in a failure of both writing
and direction to sharpen them.
Thus Paul and Grace Hartman
must pressure every ounce of their
native

from the house, but there seems
to be nothing that can surmount
the deficiencies of the show's basic

weakness.

Herb*

'

Goodbye,

charm and comedy powers

My

(FULTON,

win even a mild score. VBieeler
has a sketch or two that's fairish,,
but his singleton patter is old,
tired stuff.

to

Fancy

N. Y.)

"Goodbye, My Fancy," after five
months on the boards, stands ;«P
an

entertaining "evening. FW
Kanin's first play has a good quota
of laughs and a well-taken point.
Madeleine Carroll, as the Congresswoman who. returns to tlie
embers of a 20-yeai--old romance,
which is soon rekindled, is charnias

,

In an effort to hypo the show,
the Hartmans have inserted a
satirical dance routine of the tvpe
for which' they were- originally
noted, other dance routines have
been switched, a new sketch by ing and believable. Starting on *
Hank Ladd has been added and restrained level, Miss Carroll
two new songs have been Inserted^ acting effort builds with the play.
All this has made for a considerRichard Hart, who last week reable improvement.
Parts of the placed director Sam Wanamaker
show are rather pleasant, but the as the Life photographer, doesu'
0 veral 1 elf ect is still not of first quite win the audience's sympa-,
grade Broadway calibre.
thies as did his predecessor. One
Milada Mladova, Dick Smart and Hart monolog, reminiscing on a
Leni Lynn have resigned from the rendezvous in Paris, drags, He is
original cast and Larry Douglas however, natural, aggressive ana
and Gloria Benson have been add- wise-alecky, as the role demands.
ed. Douglas is okay forthe roman^ Conrad Nagel is properly stuffy as
tic tunes, but Miss Benson's rendi- the prexv of the alMemme college,
tion of lyrics makes them all -but and Shirley Booth is still demonInintelllgible. Several of the big strating her expert comic touch as
production numbers are spectacu- Miss Carroll's cynical secretary.
Bnl.
lar and win mc^derate approval
'

,

;

;
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and Walter Winchell are not men-'
tioned.

Literati

"Humorous

Quotations"

is

a

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

i

good "reach-for"' book on any de.sk
of anyone who like his humorous

i

quotations indexed.

Tyranny
It

Joe Laurie,.

ed of the

city

week that Wall Street Journal, and Gordon
Lewisohn's "The Case of Allison, Herald Tribune feature

was announced

T.iidwiB

Howard Rutledge.

of Sex'

By Frank

Jr.

-

Mute, Montana; April

ClfATTER

Crump," now called "The *riter.
Group was led by Mary Jane
Tyranny of Sex," has been bought
dramatization from Parrar, Walsh, who has substituted frefor Ethel
IMcrman in
Straus, by Robert Whitehead and quently
x....
Annie Get v-„..„
Your Gun," from
Oliver Bea, and that it was "banned
"There's No
for 20 years in the United States." which comes the
Like Show Business"
Actually the book was not banned Business
in this country, but was suppressed tune that the newsmen parodied.
Editors and writers were roundby the publisher. Harper Bros.,
after a suit had been brought by ed up by Tex McCrary, who was
the then Mrs. Lewisohn, and a set- in charge of the benefit under
tlement for what was generally ac- general chairmanship of James A.
Mulvey,
prez of Samuel Goldwyn
$30,000.
cepted as
Meantime the novel, which shows Productions. Among othei-s who
the suffering of a young artist, entertained the audience of 2,400
_
trapped 'into marriage by a much that filled the hall were Danny
older woman, appeared in Paris Kaye, who flew in from Hollywood
and was greatly read and praised for the event and held the stage
by Thomas Mann, among others. for almost an hour; Kirk Douglas,
Not until the death of Mrs. Lewi- Jerry Colonna, Connie Haines, Vic
sohn could the novel be reissued in Damone, Henry Morgan and the
this country, and it has since sold Katherine Dunham dancers.
Ralph Branca, pitcher for the
largely in the 25c reprints via
Dodgers, s;ing "Moon Over BrookAmerican Library.
Harpers, the original pub, of lyn" for one of the bigger ovacourse, had no idea that there was tions of the evening.
life.
Lewisohn
real
any parallel in
was not in this country, having left
Miller Quits Harper's
for abroad where he resided for a
Merle Miller is quitting as assonumber of years. He was origi- ciate editor of Harper's
mag May 1
nally a teacher and later a college

Mr

.

Having dummied up for

Writer Kay Campbell due here
from the Coast May 9 for a twoweek stay.
"Inside Be Bop," penned by
Leonard Feather, published by
J.- J. Bobbins & Sons.

foi?

...

I

John SmTthson

May
in

to
situa-

survey the motion picture
tion for Fawcett Publications.
Richard Clark, executive editor
of the N. Y. Daily News, is in Hoilywood to gander the film studios.
Newspaper Guild of N. Y. selects
Miss Page One on April 28 from a
slate 01 some 50 contestant mem-

Wriohf
Dwight Whitney
AlVrort

Tr.

iwiii

cy,nr,t^A

•

1

,

1

,
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Charles O'Neal's first novel, "I
Flash My Antlers in the Air," will
be published
the autumn by
Julian Messner, Inc.
James Michener, author of
"Tales of the
South Pacific,"
signed a six-.year contract to turn
out yarns for Ramdom House.
Commentary for "The Quiet
One," written by James Agee, associate editor of Time, will, be published next month by D. Appleton

16.

khciwIedgC in'the field

"

'

'ar&rK
-rf

correspondent
for Life and -.
Time
mags.
John P. Lewis, former m.e. of
PM, N. Y., bought the weekly
Franklin (N.H.) Journal
Tran-

my

That was wrong,
Actually the sign language of deifihutes 'is abpUt three t^^
than our oral language^ I; learned that many years ago when I was
watching a priest talk to a vast congregation in which were several
hundred deafmutes.
His gestures were so slow and so few I asked him afterward if it were
because his deafmutes were not quite bright. He told me the contrary
was true. With sign language he could tell in 10 minutes what it was
taking him a half hour to tell the rest of us. Sign language, he explained, Was the first shorthand.
His name was John H. McOuMmiskey. S.J., and he'd been doing
He started it when
t^is sort of work around the world for 35 years.
*aw a dcafmute performance in pantomime at the Odeon' theatre,
language and the
'^^'^
"'"^
"7^".
performances fascinated hini.
He noticed, however, one girl was not participa,ting. He asked about ;
>gell.
her and learned that she was not only s diMlrtittte, but b
This touched him to the heart. He decided to IjsWn their lattguage and
then by some means teach that girl. The other deafihiltes vi&ce his fli^st
he
began
conversing
teachers.
After he had learned about 50 sighs
with the children. At first they grinned at his mistakes, but in time
he mastered the language.
sign language is very beautiful, but faster and more efficient than
indicated by Lew Ayres or Jane Wyman. One finger ijointed to the
sky means God. Fingers touched to the lips mean "thank you." A
sign above the cheek fefers to a man, and from the mouth ..down, a
woman. Thus if the fingers are near: the eye and word is "cousin" it
would mean "a male cousin"; near the mouth, "a female cousin." That's
simpler than English.
Sloppy gestures to them are just like Brooklyn English to us. They
have no passing wisecracks.
The padre told me the .saddest case he had ever run into was a leper
on Molokai in the Hawaiian Island's, the colony that Father Damien
made famous. He asked if there were any deafmutes on the island.
There was one, and it was explained to him that this leper hadn't
another soul to talk to for three years.

1

Hollywood

lest

perfectly synchronized.

Larry Reid resigned as executive
lications, effective

months

six

.should hurt the chances of Jane. Wynian's \\4nning. an Oscar for the
bpst performance of the year as the-ideafmute in ''J&hnny :Belihdaj*^ i
n(yw feel safe in telling what was wrong with her ipertormaiice. ' T^^
was the oral «and visual vei'sion of the Lord's Prayer.: TO

West Coast editor of Ideal Pub-

,

[

I

|

His new novel,
"There Comes the Time," wiU be
published by Sloan Aug. 22. His
last
novel was "That Winter."
A
Miller
will
spend
the summer,
ern Book of Ci-iticism," issued by
probably at the Virgin Islands,
Boni & Liverright, in 1919. He has
writing a play.
written a number of novels,' and
Anne
Goodman,
ex
-N. ,Y. Star
critical works and done some lecbook department, has been added Co.
.turing.
Results of the 19th annual N
Bobbs. Merrill may bring out to Harper's mag staff.
W^ Ayer Exhibition of Newspaper
again the only serious novel lhat
Edjgrars Awarded
Typography, being judged tomorthe late George Bronson Howard
ever wrote, "God's Man," which
The Mystery Writers of America, ix)w (21), Avill be announced Monwas likewise suppressed, after a li- Inc., presented their annual Edgar day (25)
Tired. HaniSs. AerosS' tbe'.itea'
Klinor Green, Simon & Schuster
bel suit brought by the late Chief (statuettes of Edgar Allan Poe)
MeCuttihiiskey.
Their meeting just about took the heart out jif Faih
Magistrate Corrigan.
The book awards yesterday (Tues.) for the promotion manager, and Nina
had a "Corrigan" character. How- year's best mysteries. The Colum- Bourne, asst. advertising manager, For the deafmute's fingers were gone and so lie cOUld liot "talk." Butard had gotten into trouble, chas- bia Broadcasting System received to Europe May 25 for an eight- the padre reasoned that the leper could ''listen,'' and. siilce sign lanuniversal
guage jis so
a Polynesian would have no more dilticulty Unweek vacation.
ing a chorus girl with a knife, and an Edgar for "The Inner Sanctum'
derstanding
than
kid
from
St.
Louis.
it
a
Doris E. Fleischman, wife of pubWilson Mizner put up his apart- along- with the program's writer,
The padre spent the whole day with the leper, telling him all the
ment as bail.. Howard was given a John Roeburt, and director Himan lic relations counsel Edward L.
severe grilling* by the bench, fled Brown. Writers Quentin Reynolds, Bernays, authored "Notes of A Re- news: of the world and going back several years to. pad out the. time
to Europe; but he never forgot; the Leonard Hott'man, Jay Dratler, di- tiring Feminist" in current issue of till his ship would be leaving. He became an animated World Almanac.
result was a $20,000 settlement. rector Henry Hathaway and pro- American Mercury.
The leper smiled and nodded as if he had received a long letter from
"Italy and Italians" by Count home.
Now both parties to the .fight are (jucer Otto Lang received the
dead.
Howard killed himself
award for their work on "Northside Carlo Sforza,. Foreign Minister of
One of the phrases that irked my ear -in "Johnny Belinda'', was
Hollywood.
777" '20th-Fox). An additional Ed- Italy and. author of Contemporary Charlie Bickford's continually referring to Jane Wyman as "the
The odd part xs that God s Man „ gar was awarded "Jenny Lamour" Italy which Dutton published in Dummy." He could have referred to her as The QUiel; One (after an
had reniarkable merit, and was (French) as the best foreign film, 1944, due via same firm next excellent picture of the same name) but "dummy" is a word that, eveli
praised by critics, and doing well Mildred Davis received the best month.
Joseph Lilly and Sutherland lip-readers resent. People around Hollywood refer to Joe Hei'inan,
as to sales when the publisher ^^51 novel award for "The Room
deafmute newsboy who operates all four corners of Hollywood and
withdrew all copies, Existant cop- Upstairs," and William Irish iCor- Denlinger to be editor and manag- the
...
.,^1.
r.
^
i
»
j
ing editor respectively of Clen- Vine as well as the Brown Derby and Pantages newssstands, as the
ics of the book have .some worth to nell
Woolrich) received an Edgar
denin
collectors in the rare book market.
Ryan's new New "York week- Dummy." But he will tell you in sign language, though' he may .be deaf,
for his short stories, "Dead Man
"~"
it's the rest of the world that's dumb.
ly, "The (Public Guardian."
Pub
Blues."
talks
the
Brigham
Rose,
Tutt
among
Angeles
attorneys,
lication
A.
a
Mr.
tos
is
slated
to
start
some
lime
Goodman's M-G Appraisal
An award for the editorship of next month.
sign language and has explained much ot ii to me. ille ieapned. i
History of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer "Clue" mag
^ went to
^„ Clayton RawThe Reporter, fortnightly mag because he had a deafmute brother.
is.
traced in an article written by soii.'and "irmerSandoe' oVThe'chi^
Once when in court checking a case; of Als own on the calendar,.
Ezra Goodman which Coronet mag cago Sun-Times was awarded an covering national and foreign affairs and professedly of "a type of Rose saw Sid Grauman being called as & char^eter Witness on a ca.se.:
~
is running
its May issue. Label- Edgar
as the year's best critic
reporting free from obsession with He stopped to see what it was all about and then dbserved the deling Metro "the world's largest and Ceramist Peter Williams
was
"
wealthiest movie-making machine," awarded an Edgar -for his- creation headline news and from the* oon- fendant. It turned out to be Joe Herman.
ceit of opinions," bowed on newsGoodman relates how M-G, first of the .statuette.
The judge wishing to speed the case along, ordered all character
{Stands yesterday (Tues.).
Editor witnesses to come forward and be sworn en bloc. Rose raised his right
formed by Marcus Loew in 1922,
11
r.,.KiiL.k^..
ii/r
i A
11
T i
pioneered by hitting on the star
Army's Short Story Contest
hand
then
asked
the deatmute's attorney to call him as a character
and
wi^t«
i^m
»
»nrf
wniie IS m.e., ano Kooert s.. ixeicty,
system as the way to bigger box,1^^ ^^^^.^j questions about the defendant's
The Library Branch of the U. S. asst. m.e. Mag will carry no ads ^yj^jjg^^
-office returns. Goodman's- saga of
Army Special Services is conduct- it says, for .six months. It also has reputation in the community for truths .honesty ah4 Verafcity,^^^ R^
Metro ends with the hiring of Dore
thought they were excellent.
ing a short story contest for all no bylines 011 its conti-ibutions.
Schary as head of the studio under
his cross-'e^caininatton by; tislidng ilE Rose
army
The
D.Av
began
personnel, including officers,
deputy
Louis B. Mayer. Schary. he thinks,
enlisted men and members of rebeen subpoened as a witness?
"may infuse into Metro's unpar- serve components
on active dutv
Rose explained that he knew the defendant and when the judge told
*
Ai^H„i
i.T.H^^^^^^
ftueied
motion--picture
plant the
moiP Fhan nri Hav.: r«iii*i.'B
everybody to come up, he considered himself orally subpoened. The
'Pacific'
Ifc that has not consistently flowed „°L"\°.
,^
the first three
D.A. didn't think It was quite enough, but the judge smiled and let it
Continued from paxe 1
'-"*
"'n"ing^st^rfes''and^h/'aul^l^^^^^^
pass.
Thalbl?gTdeath
^naipergs de ath.
^yj^ ^^^.^^y^ %l,mi.
In addition, garded as more desirable than the
"How well did you know the defendant?" asked the D,A. "You only
Rhinehart will publish 10 or more Century, near 59th street.
bought papers from him, didn't you?"
Book Pubs vs. Feinbertr. BUI
of the best stories, all royalties beRose .said no, that wasn't the limit of his friendship. He said he
"Salesman," far and away the
Curtis W. McGraw, president of ing divided equally among the
leading
ticket;,
among straight had talked to him quite a lot.
the American
Book Publishers authors.
'
plays, gets fewer calls than either
"What did you talk about?"
Council has protested to Governor
Contest runs from Sept. 15 to
"Oh, we talked of politics, literature, the latest movies, sports, news;
"Pacific" or "Kate," as is natural
Dewey against the Feinberg Bill, Nov. I
for a dramatic show in compari- of the day everything."
which is designed to amend the
"So you talked about all these things, did you?"
State Penal Code to prohibit the
son to a musical.
On the other
Humor Quote Dictionary
"Yes."
publication of books and periodiEvan Esar has done it again. hand, "Salesman" is one of the
cals "primarily .ma«le up of pic''Well, do you happen to know, Mr, Rose, that you're testifying under
Following in the footsteps of his hottest in the straight play field
tures depicting fordid bloodshed,
Comic Dictionary and Joke Dic- in several seasons, even including oath, and that the man you say you talk, So freely to is deaf and dumb?"
lust or heinous acts."
The Au- tionary her! now has eompiled a -"Mister Roberts" and "Streetcar
"I know he'js deaf, but he's not as dumb as you are."
thors League has also protested
There was an uproar, a demand that the answer be stricken from
^Dictionary of Huinorous Quota- Named Desire" a year ago.
again.st the bill.
Idea of the demand for "Pa- the record, and while all this was going on. Rose stood ,up and began
tions" (Doubfeday, $2;95); He has
-McGraw has ••rr-"'>->-"
appointed
the
•v picked short humor; gems from cific" seats is the $41.40 price carrying on a sign-language conversation ^wtth the. deafmute across the
r>r^„^Ai\<" \nA',i""
nominating commit- Franklin P. Adams to Emile Zola, quoted by a scalper last week for courtroom.
^vii*
* responsible for select- from Dr. Johnson to Damon Run- a pair of choice locations. Tickets
The judge ordered the answer .stricken and told Rose to proceed
inV
f ?
icliring! von and from Plutarch to Dorothy
for"Katc" have also reportedly with his testimony.
h >-.,-ri f«
if™'-'"*^^
' ''^
Parker. All cross-indexed
by sub- drawn up to $50 a pair for dc"What were all those signals?"-, the judge wanted to know.
commit t..T^*''"^-T:,
"
committee
are Howard C. V"
Lewis.
reference,
"Oh. he was telling me what he thought of the prosecutor," Rose
sirable positions on last-minute orChan-man; Dana H. Ferrin and Da- ject for ea.sy
leads with 216 der.
O.sear Wilde
explained. "Would you like "to know what he said?"
oulus C. Smith, Jr.
Leo Shimkin
quotes, with Mark Twain running
J 7.
Sr
The D.A. interrupted to say he wouldn't care to hear any more of
Despite the huge demand for the
has succeeded Raymond
C. Har- second with 144.
.Kin Hubbard
wwd as chairman of the Gouh* runs third with 137, With Josli three top shows, agencies say the what Mr. Rose, the Dummy or the defense had to say on anything. As
cu s statistics committee.
overall volume of business is not Rose stepped down from the witness .stand he made a sign under his
Billings right on his heels with
greater than last season.
They coat. The .judge,, sen.sing a possible contempt, demanded to know
134, while Shakespeare gets 123.
V
x'Odelinfi' Newshawks
Ring Lardner gets: six, while Wil^ explain that the call for "Pacific," what was- going, on now.
,
It took nothing
"Just a pleasantry, your honor," said Rose. "When deafmutes want
less than the son Mizner gels 39; H. L. Mencken "Kate" and "Salesman" is appar.Charities of Brooklyn to gets 57, while Dorothy Parker gets cntly cutting into the market for to, make believe they are telling a dirty story they talk under their
« + 12
get
the nine New York newspapers five.
the lesser draws.
Even so, there coats.*'
in unison.
Everybody laughed and the jury exonerated the deafmute in a matter
Chorus compo.sed of
Artemus Ward gets 72. while is a steady sale for tickets for "Decity editors and feature writers on
Dickens gets 17 and Will Rogers tective Story," "Mister Roberts," Of minutes.
the sheets sang "There's No Busi- gets only 30. Runyon. Ben Hecht, "Anne of the Thousand Days,"
Despite this example of their byplay they have previous little
ness Like the News Business" at Jaine.s J. Walker and George S.
"Where's Charley?" and "Lend an humor in sign language, one of the best being if an argument gets too
J^atholic Charities benefit in Kaufman all get two each.
Ilka Ear,"
and moderate trade for hot somebody puts out the lights and stops all "talk" as effectively as
the Brooklyn Academy- of Music Chase gets four, Ell Perkins three,
"Goodbye, My Fancy" and "Ed- turning the main switch stops a boxing contest.
E>unday (17) night.
•
Eugene Field five and George Ade ward. My Son."
Among the 100,000 deafmutes in this country only about 2';o were
In the chorus were Selig Adler, 24.
Business is generally stj-ong this born that way. The rest suffered through children's diseases. Most
cuy ed of the Mirror; Edward
What I can't understand is why
Joerger, editor of the Morning Esar picked only 33 from "Bugs" week, but brokers' expect the. real u-se the .system of talk originated by Abbe L'Espee, which you see u.sed
telegraph; Meyer Bcrger, N. Y. Baer and 25 from Fred Allen, two test to come next week, when the by Jane Wyman and Lew Ayres in "Johnny Belinda." It's 240 years
limes feature writer; Paul Blau- guys who can fill a librai-y with holiday trade will be over. They old. As- a language it is stripped of guile. I recommend it to the UN
velt,
city
ed of the Brooklyn humorous quips.
Gene Fowler. figure that next week may indicate instead of Esperanto or Basic English as a secondary language, and
Dan
Parker, probable conditions for the bal- hereby nominate Jane Wyman to teach it while I return to my role as a
Marx.
~f^\ft Paul Schoenstcin, city ed Groucho
ot the Jou lial-American; Homer George Di.xon, Henry McLemore, ance of the season and into ^arly mute; inglorious Milton among the stars of films, radio, video, music
©trickier.
and stage.
Sun feature writer; Walter Kiernan, Harry Hershfield summer.
to

professor, who first came to 'fame
with a remarkable symposium of
critical opinions, in a book he
Modwrote and. edited called "
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zen Beach Park, appointed Dtck

rendered during the recent
He also holds the French
war.

Hollywood
Rand publicity director.
London
Mickey Katz's BorschtcaQades
Dick Haymes to Chicago.
Next Ralph Lynn vehicle is set for one nighter at Oriental,
Leon Fromkess east on a motor"Runaway Victory," a new farce April 25, as B'nai B'rith benefit.
ing vacation.'
by Ben Travers, in' which Coral
Jantzen Beach Park opens week*
Jed Harris in from Broadway to
Browne will co-star.
Glenn
ends starting this w^ek.
David Henley, former director Henry orch set for Saturday night, gander talent,
David Loews observed their 30th
of artists in the J. Arthur Rank with Del Courtney to open>regular
wedding anni, /
joined Fosters season May 6.
Organization,
Lila Leeds broke a wrist in a
picture
Agency to head its motion
motor
smashup.
department.
Lex Barker to Dayton, 0„ to
Mr. and Mrs, Jack Waller to
start a vaude tour.
Rome
Tring on holiday prior to sailing
James Gleason celebrated his
for America, where they will be
By Helen McGill Tubbs
21 anni as screen thesp.
accompanied by English ^comic,
Ernset Hemingway reported ailGary Cooper aired to Aspen,
ment in an article by Bill David- Arthur Askey.
ing in Padua.
Colo,, for a vacation on skis.'
son in the current issue of ColBrokers have just concluded new
Lynn Merrick in town after' a
Eddie Cantor to Palm Springs'
Feature dubs him "Fox of deal for Emlle Littler's two-yearlier's.
month
in Paris.
to rest after his arduous tour.
the Indies."
old hit, "Annie Get Your Gun,"
Leonide
Moguy,
French
proLawrence Langner in town ganN.Y.
corre- at the London Coliseum, taking
Albert,
William
ducer^ planning a film in Italy.
derlng talent for Theatre Guild.spondent for Sydney Bulletin, who them into August.
Tennessee Williams back from a
Tim Holt and Richard Martin to
being recalled to Australia,
is
Ben Rose, British and European few weeks on the. Isle of Ischia.
Guthrie, Okla., for stage appearhosted at luncheon at Sardi's rep of Eagle Lion Distributors,
Robert Goelet, Jr., back to Rome ances,
Monday (18) by Randel Heyman- sails on the Queen Elizabeth April after
a vacation in France and
son, of Australian Newspaper Serv- 21 on a three weeks' business trip
George "Gabby" Hayes put on
Switzerland.
ice. David Blum, Jerry Keyser and to New York and Hollywood.
"The Hucksters," in Italian, an Easter Day show at L. A.. ChilMike Hofay among film execs atTom Arnold, Harry Foster and opens this week at three of Rome's
^ Hospital,
~
tending.
~
Leslie Macdonnell conferring with firstrun theatres.
Bob Burns planed to Baltimore
The New York City Welfare Matt Brooks to write some new
"Hamlet," in Italian, still play- for a general checkup at Johns
Board is sponsoring a hobby show sketches for London Casino's lat- ing the neighborhood houses; mak» Hopkins Hospital.
for older people at the Museum of est hit revue, "Latin Quarter."
ing
the fifth month in Rome.
Adrian Awan will produce and
The
Natural History, May 11-22.
Allan Jones and wife Irene HerDorothy and Lillian Gish exboard is trying to line up pro- vey broadcasting to America from pected in Rome soon to visit their direct entertainment, at this year's
California State Fair.
fessional talent over 60 to give a Burtonwood, one of the five air
friend, Laura Nash McGuUough.
Henry Ginsberg appointed filni
show May 13. Awards for the best bases in England for the American
Italian actress Isa Miranda inhobbies will be presented by Air Force.
They also did show jured by some motion picture industry chairman of 1949 United
Jewish Welfare Fund Campaign.
Helen Hayes May 19.
Sunday (17) at Burtonwood.
ices

Broadway

-

Distinguished Service medaU He's
in the States.
Mrs. Hal (Lea) Home clippers
to Paris, with daughter Barbara,
just out of Duke U., en route to a
Publicist-husband
trip to Israel.
Home going north to Canada with
Pete (21) Kriendler, for some flshr
ing, about the same time.
Matty Fox, Universal's veepee
who is doubling as general purchasing agent for the Indonesian
Republic, comes in for biog treat-

.

Disney exec Leo Samuels driving w.k.
vacation.

to California for six-week
Jack Mills to the Coast Monday
stop(18) via a Colorado Springs
'"jussi Bjorling, Metopera tenor,
Gripsen route to Sweden on the

Winnick,

*'*liSurice

London ma-

estro-impresario, has for his cable
.
address "Showbiz." , .
ot
Si Fabian national chairman
in
the film division's participation
the United Jewish Appeal.
sales
William B. Levy, Disney^
Supervisor, takes of! for London in
.

June

for

an indefinite

stay.

/

,

.

in

,

'

ceremony,

lobby

'^^argaret Nelson, ballet dancer

in the London production of Oklahoma!" due in on the America
today (Wed.).'
^
,
„
Jack Eigen's second anm ot his
Copacabana disk jockey show Sunday (24) being- celebrated with
'

names

.

m
..

:,

The Flamingo.

:

'

•

Gene Autry
"King"

officially invited to

of

Producer John Golden was ap.proached Friday (15) by Franklin
p. Roosevelt, Jr., to head up his
forthcoming Congressional cam- past. Occasion will commemorate
paign in N. Y.
100 years of progress since days
.

•

,

,

,

.

remaining in St. Clare's hospital,
N.Y.j for another week following
his sudden illness 10 days. ago.
Spyros P, Skouras. took on an
other charity job this week as
chairman of the amusement division for the 1949 maintenance fund
appeal of the Roosevelt hospital.
Jimmy. Lane, billed by the
Lambs Club as "the luckiest guy
OH Broadway," celebrated his 50th
show biz anni with, a feature story.
In the Times by James P. McCaf,

to

.

^

'

-

:

.

~

-

j

.

I

.

and

Rooney

Martha

Vickers ringsiding opening night
of Wesson Bros, stint at El Rancho
Vegas. Martha "itt escrow" six
weeks at Boulderado Ranch, with
Rooney residing in rented home on
other side of town. Both hitting
the spots together nightly.

Kansas City
By John Quinn
Frank Fay company of "Harvey"
comes in for a one-nighter at Music

Cleveland

Hall April 29.

By Glenn C. Pullen
"Three Men on a Horse" set by
Bob Edwards, formerly with Ted
Director Stan Ackerman for one
Weems unit* now crooning for
week at Resident theatre begin- Clint Noble's orch here.
ning April 25.
,
Bowling Green University setEddie Foy, Jr., left "High Button ting up strawhatter at nearby
Shoes" cast after closing a week Huron, O., opening season June 13.
at the Music Hall, to go to New
Local jukebox assn; pitching its
York for a rest; Joey Fay' steps loth anni dance-banquet April 19
into his role.
with Russ Carlyle orch topping
Rex Ingram recuperating here show.

:

.

.

.

Pylade Levy and Renato Gammarotto back to Rome after screening

.

sive than skedded.

Franchot Tone in Paris, where
expecting Irving Allen for about 15
shots to be inserted in "Eiffel
Tower," shorn about 30 minutes in
the cutting in Hollywood..
March, of Time prepping four
shorts for E. C. A., and sending
over M. O. T. assistant producer
Sam Bryant, while E. G. A. sends

Herbert Nerillat to advise, and Gilbert Comte, local M. O. T. rep,
works on scripts.'

WB

.

—

I

]

'

:

MGM

Par product.

'

,

'

available

main male lead.
screen fro producer Roger Richebe.
Paul Hecnkel signed for lead in
Tourists who planned their trip
."Harbor Melody," directed by three months ago finding exchange
Hans :Mueller. In top supporting making it now 30% more expenr

•

:

all:

Jacques Deval to Italy soon to
"Age de Juliette" on

direct his

:

.

>

.

Kenneth Fitzpatricki of Par real
estate department in Paris on way
to Rome before going home.

Director Kurt Maetzig. finished
his pic, "The Colored Checker," in
the
Althoff studios in BerlinBabelsberg.
Berolina Film Co. shooting mur
sicomedy, "Johannes and the 13
Beauty Queens.'' Director is B. E.
Luethge with' Theo Lingen the

roles are Kirsten Heiberg Catja
from appendectomy jafter emerGolden Dragon Club starting Goerna and Heinz Englemann.
gency last week. His. trial on a new show policy with three Barton
Wolfgarig Staudte, director of
morals charge postponed by Topeka Bros, and following them with "The Murderer Is Among Us" and
Federal District Court until April Bebe Sherman.
''Does Europe Smile Again?" has
Rabbi Bernard Birstein, chap- 25.
Cleveland; Symphony and local been signed by Walter Koppel to
lain of the Actors' Temple, to be
musicians union haven't yet agreed direct "Fate from the Second
feted at a silver anni banquet at
on new contract terms, after three Hand."
the Temple April 25 prior to sailMilitary Government has licensed
on
months of conf erejncfes,
ing with his wife for a trip to
Kurth Nehrke's company—Nehru
ral; Seven unit
Red Ingle's
By Florence :S. Lowe
Israel.
6w YorK's Vil- Film Production. Nehrke's first
director
Vincent Sherman,
Jane Froman due in May 9 ap- heading back %
picture will be "The Homecoming
lage
Barn,
Skyaftef
liort
stay
at
working in London for last three pear at Junior League benefit.
of Mrs. Theresa," a film that wSs
Oscar Levant inked to do a con- way Club here " Freddie Masters forbidden by the. Nazis.
months on "The Hasty Heart," flew
into N.Y. yesterday (Tues.) on a cert with National Symphony; next crew replacinM^
Pontus Film Co.'s "Seduced
Frederic McGonnelUs
short stopover prior to heading season.
Hands" had its premiere at the
staff
'marking
up
the,a
NBC
Coastwards.
veepee Frank Russell celeWeltspiele theatre in Hanover.
I^epertory
Equitable Life Assurance look- brated his 20th year with the net birthday.
panding by convertiiii'"~^earby Director of the picture, which cening for Cesira £. Solomon, pro- web past week.
ters about a criminal doctor and
"Portrait of Jennie" launched at abandoned church into a theatre a drug-befogged painter, is Fritz
fessionally known as Justine Grey,
last reported to have appeared as Trans-Lux by a social benefit for giving it three auditoriums;
Kirchhoff.
a singer in the 1921 musical, "Up Goodwill Industries.
After a
seven - year absence
in the Clouds."
WTTG-Duniont televises homes
Heinz Engelmann made a comePortland, Ore.
Norman E I s o n. Trans - Lux games of Senators, local baseball
back in "Blockaded Signals." Proveepee, and P. E. Furber, board team, for second consecutive year,
Walton & O'Rourke into Aniato's ducer. Walter Koppel, of the Real
chairman; off to Washington yes- with Bob "Wolff and Arch. Mc- Supper Club.
Film Co., signed him for roles in
terday (Tues.) to attend a charity Donald at mike.
Eddie Peabody inked into Clover the forthcoming "Harbor Melody"
preem of "Portrait of Jennie'' at
Eric Johnston will fete visiting Club ApriM8.
and "Derby."
the chain's D.C. house.
British
o„.i^„ tiAivv,
Rufe Davis here for Norman Andelegation
J.
Arthur
English film
Alfred Hitchcock has booked Rank; Sir Henry French, and Sir derson Agency.
wa.. g„est-of-hon1f a!
passage on Queen Elizabeth April Alexander Korda, with a cocktail
Jantzen
Beach readying for night performance in Cologne of
28.. He planes from Los Angeles party /at
MPAA headquarters weekend operation.
J. Arthur Rank's film "The CalenSunday (24) arriving in N.Y. the Friday (22).
Superman"
"Man and
set for dar," shown in Germany under the
following day. In London, he'll
3-day run at Mayfair.
title "Sieg und Platz."
*
Miss Helm
direct "Stage Fright" for Warners.
Rufe Davis in town for Ihe Nor- has the film's lead.
Mrs. Si (Dodo) Seadler got off
man Anderson Agency.
Barcelona
^ " "Ice Follies" set for the Porton the Mauretania last week' and
By J. C. Vidal-Gomis
because of tight bookings, the
land Ice Arena next month,:
Dallas
Jose Iturbi's concert at the
Danny Martyn heads floorshow
Loew-Metro adman will fly ovei'
at Paradise Room, Nortonia hotel.
next week to join her in Paris and Windsor Palace a turnaway.
Will Osborne orch playing week's
Margaret
O'Brien's
called-off
Frankie Laine in town for a date at Seven Oaks, San Antonio.
London. It's their first European
visit to Madrid disappointed many. single night at Jantzen 'Ballroom.
jaunt.
Gene McCarthy and Tommy Far"Arch of Triumph" at the ColiNorman Anderson Amus. Agen- rell into Mural Room of Baker
George Gershwin memorial concert at Carnegie Hall, May 7, will seum and "Night and Day" at the cy moved to new and larger quar- hotel with Emile Petti orch;
ters.
feature 70-piece symphony orches- Windsor Palace.
Dorothy Franey opens new ediMetro of Spain will be the first
James Melton here for a one tion of Century Room Ice Revue
tra conducted by Mishel Piastro
with Alec Templeton as piano so- branch in the world to celebrate night concei-t at the Civic Audi- at Hotel Adolphus; Show theme is
torium.
loist and Quentin Reynolds narrat- May 8 Leo's silver anniversary.
tour of Texas.
Alba,
Santiago
ex-Prime
MinisWill Mastin Trio with Sammy
ing a commentary.
Teddy Phillips band will play
Jacques Charles, French pro- ter, who died in San Sebastian, Davis headlining show at the Clov- for two San Jacinto fiesta celebrathe father of Cesar Alba, er Club.
tion dances in San Antonio, April
ducer; made a Commander in the: was the
manager here.
French Legion of Honor for serv-i
R. W. Owsley, manager of Jfant- 20-23.
frey.,

'

of early '49ers.

Mickey

Beirne Lay, Jr., to Washington
huddle with Air Force brass
about the RKO picture, "Jet Pilot.".
Gary Grant, recovering from
jaundice, is picking up enough lost
weight to' return to -work at 20thstarring Erich Von Stroheim, com- Fox about May 1.
Joe Brannelly, originally from ing to the Quirinetta which plays
B'nai
B'rith
Women holding
Boston, who has been in England American films 95% of the year.
fete April 27 in honor of Harry M.
the last 20 years with the Savoy
Hans Habe and his wife (film Warner for his work as national
hotel, and for last 12 years with actress Eloise Hardy) will be at
chairman of Friendship Train.
Ambrose and Peter JVIaurice Music the Hassler hotel in Rome: the latMaitre d' Bill Chelios, of the
Co., sails for America on the ter part of the month, to write a
Brown Derby, starting his 20th
Queen Mary April 28.
film script to be made in. Italy:
year "at the ropes," was feted by
Lee Ephraim's new play is
Unless the spring rains con\e
based oii film titled "Man About very soon, the use of electric cur- "the gang" in the Derby's banquet
room.
a Dog," and stars Griffiths Jones, rent in Italy will be further curAnn Crawford and Robert Shackle-: tailed, the ECA and an Italian govSongwriter Jimmy McHugh, who
ton, with Reginald Tate directing. ernment spokesman reported.
was a former office boy with the
Show likely for Plcadilly, Strand
Linda Christian Power back Boston Opera House during the
or Globe end of April or early from London for an eight-day stay time of Caruso, Farrar and Tetrazto pick
some belongings and zini, is throwing a cocktail party
\Macgregor Scott overseas sales wedding presents. She will join May 1 at the Beverly Hills Hotel
manager for Associated British- hubby in Morocco before planing to entertain Dorothy Kirsten, Bidu
Tathe, is on a 26,000-mile tour of
Rome, becoming a postwar fash- Sayao, Licia Albanese, James Mel12
countries,
mainly covering ion centre, had a lavish style show ton, Patrice Munsel, Ramon Vinay,
South and Central American mar- at the Rome Opera House on Mobley Lushanya, Jan Peerce, and
"Queen of Spades," "Silent Saturday (9), with the leading other Met Opera -people.
kets.
Dust," "Man on the Run" are couturiers
Rome, Florence
of
among piX; he will screen -on 'bis. and Milan participating.
five weeks' trip.
Paris
After opening in Henry, Sherek's;
By Maxime de Belx
new play, "Twice Upon a Time,"
Germany
at Liverpool, April 11, John Sweet,
Xydie Lore due back from Lon«
specially brought over from Amersoon.
don
By B. H. Liebes
ica by Sherek to star, is out, said
Expecting Henry Luce here in a
Sharing the Berlin concert spotto be through illness, and being light is Johnnes Schueler who is few weeks.
replaced for London opening at at the Staats Opera.
Tita Vidal, of Argentine radio,
theatre
tomorrow
St.
Martin's
Alster Film just released "What gandering Paris.
(Thurs.) by Robert Beatty.
Lacy Kastner ending tour of
Women Are Wearing,", two-reeler
on women's fashions.
Germany with a Swiss 0.0.
.

Victor Mature and family in for
week's vacation at Last Frontier
combining business with pleasure
4naking fan mag photo layouts In
western garb and surroundings^
Yonely, internationally famed
clown, stealing show at Last Frontier as supporting act. Same spa
currently sporting, one of town's
most interesting musical interlude
groups headed by bull -fiddler
Erwin Grandy.
Helldol-ado Week
celebration here May. 12-15 when
entire resort turns back pages of
history for a revel in its pioneer

Tohimy Trinder, British comic,
passing through N.Y. en route to
Australia via San Francisco to star
In a film via Sir Michael Balcon's
Ealing Studios.
Elsa Maxwell staging an "Amencana Supper Dance" at the Park
Sheraton, under auspices of the
Ernest Hendersons; he's prez of
the Sheraton Hotel's chain.
Sir Benjamin Fuller, Aussie the
atrical topper, thinking of changing
his cable address to lASBNADM
etemming from "It's a screwy business, never a dull moment."
Albert Mannheimer, head of exchange operation for Film Classics,

equipment on location in southern.
Italy for a French company.
Art Cohn, author of "The Setup,'' now in Rome to do some
work on the Bergman-Rossellini
picture for Howard Hughes.
"Signal
Rouge,"
in
French,

Georges Guetary, one of the
Stars in the Tom Amold-Emile
Littler
revue "Latin Quarter,"
quits in a couple ot months due
Weekending: Mrs. Harry Brand, to prior picture commitment in
wife of 20th Century-Fox top flack, Paris, and likely to be replaced
and party, and Tony Martin, all at by Allan Jones.

Las Vegas

be

gtx'eet."

.

-

'

.

,

.

'

as guests.
„
^
Ziegfeld Clubs Sunday tea
dance, May 8, at the Hotel Rooseentire proceeds to Actors
velt,
Fund of America.
Actor Albert Basserman, accompanied by his wife and daughter,
sailed for Europe yesterday (Tues.)
on the Veendam.
Sol Hurok to the Coast (16)
connection with his booking of the
Met Opera Assn; tour there. Will
"
be gone three weeks;
Ben Goetz; Metro's managing director in Britain, sailing on Queen
Mary today (Wed.) accompanied by
Metro studio exec Henry Henigson.
Film actor Farley Granger in
town on two-week vacation preliminary to thesping in New York
locale shots for Metro's 'Side
:

.

'

Rolf Gerard, British stage dehas joined the designers
union here and is settling m.N.Y.
Joan Blondell in a rush trip to
went
the Coast when sister Gloria
under the knife. Latter recuping.
Astor theatre celebrating 36th
anni.as Broadway's first regular
house,

.

.

signer,

film

,

.

"

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Alan Gale's

Sylvia Froos into
Celebrity Club.

Harry Brand, 20th-Fox ad-flack
topper,

'

in. town..'

Mrs.. Van Johnson here for wear
ding of her sister.
B. S. Pully and H. S. Gump back
for third date this season at the

Club

XS

I^'".

^^S'

22.

Harry Martini
Papons,

sptfuse

,

here

Louelia

Of
for

Sonja Henie and Arthur Wirtz
have bought the coral Gables
.:
Coliseum.

I

.

Town

filled

for

stateside tourists

'

.

with

Easter,

and Cubahos

abundance,,
Kitty Davis' son. Kenny, now
emceeing the shows in her bistro
on. the Beach.
Local talent agents up in arms
about new "outside state" bookers
bill, in the state legislature hopper
with a "policing" appointee to run
things. Claim it will lead to con-

.

'

niving."

Ned (Beachcomber) Schuyler,
who'll produce a Broadway musical starring Tony Martin, interested in Gene Fowler's Jin""5;
.

blog, "Beau
basis for the book.

Walker

James

as

.
.
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K5
of stab wounds, self-inflicted, ac- died in Beechhurst, L. I„ 'April 11.
cordlnf to the police, who found
He had also been a member ot
a butcher knife alongside the body Victor Herbert's orch when the
and a note written on a sheet of. latter produced his operettas in
music which read: "God forgive me New York and on the x'oad/
ConUnned from page 1 ssss
for spoiling the Easter."
It wa$
Strictly a seller's market, the dlssaid he had been brooding over a
W. P. BENNER
"That's
Gratitude,"
"Dangerous recent separation from his wife.
W.
P. Benner, 64, died at Car- tribs pretty much stopped worryCorner," "The Two Mrs. CarroUs," They have two daughters.
thage, N. C, April 6.. He had been ing during the war and, lush postCarnevale, who had composed
Elisabeth Bergner starrer,
and
in the motion picture business for
"Marinka." These in addition 12 symphonies and symphonic 14 years and was owner of the Wil- war years about what exactly th«
to the multiplicy of revivals pro- poems, organized the Pennsy Phil« liam Penn theatre, Carthage, and studio was giving them to sell.
harmonic
1940.
in
duced over a span of years for the
With the theatres no longer
the Village theatre. Bobbins, N. C.
so-called Subway Circut in Greater
Survived by wife, a daughter, available to give product a needed
N, Y., and the road.
JAMES B. KELLY
and two sons.
kickofi and with the b.o. not what^
Survived by wife, two sons; one'
James B. Kelly, 64, former tenor
It was, the situation looms as con-of whom, Harold is a Washington, with the old time Empire Comedy
side'rably
different.
Homeofflce
RICHARD R.
Four quartet, died at his home in
p. C, attorney, and a daughter.
Richard R, Czerwonky, 62. head execs, are going in for plenty of
Washington, D. C, April 16. At
orchestra depts. of consultation with production toptime of death he was home deliv- of violin and
the De Paul University of Music,
Davy Burnaby, 68, popular come- ery supervisor of the Washington died at his home in Chicago, April pcrs on the type of films they are
going tabe handed for selling.
dian, died April 18 at Angmering, Times-Herald.'
16.
native of Lynn, Mass., he
Paramount is the initial focal
Sussex, England.
Survived by wife, daughter and
Burnaby's most popular rple started as a tenor in the old Co- two sons.
point for the shift in preponderwas as a member of the West End mlque theatre there. He later sang
ance of power, to the east. Prexy
show, "The Co-Optimists," from In New York and then went to AtBarney ^ Balaban, In- recent talks
W.
A.
1921 to 1927. Earlier he had ap- lantic City as a member of the Hi
W. A. Graham, assistant man- and memoranda to the Coast, has:
peared with Lily Langtry in "The Henry circuit. He later married
Theatres' mainte- let production chiefs Henry Gin.s-!.:
Crossways." Afterward he accom^ Edith Brown, of Washington, and ager of
berg and Y. Frank Freeman know
panied Mrs. Langtry on a tour of they started their own act, Kelly nance dept., died April 14 in West- in unmistakable terms that the disfield, N. J.
and
Brown.
United
the
States.
He was with the circuit for 15 i-tribution end is assuming new
Following the decline of vaude,
On his return to England from
'.powers.
years.
the U, S. in 1903 he toured with Kelly settled down in Washington,
Even at 20th-Fox, prez Spyros
George Edwards' company, and joining the stall of the Washington
W. A.
Skouras, sales tbpper Andy Smith,
then appeared in London in sevr Herald, in 1928. Mrs. Kelly died in
I
W. A. Graham, who was the Jr., and distribution exec Al Licht- >
eral plays until 1910, when he be- 1947.
Thea- man have been gojng over th^ proassistant manager of
gan a three-year engagement with
"The March Hares."
He again HAZEL
GILMORE tres' maintenance department, died duction program in detail with proHazel
came to the U, S. in 1914, this-time
Drukker Gilmore, 52, April 14 at his hdme in West field, duction boss Darryl F. Zanuck,
in the Grossmith and Laurillard former radio columnist and author, N.J. He was with the company 15 making suggestions on forthcomproduction
of
"Tonight's
the died in her home in New York, years.
ing pix merchandizing.
Night," in which he was seen the April 18.
At Universal the shift was made
next season in London.
Her column, "Hazel Drukker
TIERNEY
almost a year ago. There it wasn't
Among the later plays in which Broadcasting," published in the
Frank Tierney, 69, former song
he appeared were "The Little old N.Y. Evening World and N.Y. and dance man, died in Youngs- a case of divorcement, since the
company owns no theatres, but difWhopper," "A Night Out," "Char- Journal, was reputedly the first town, Ohio, April 18.
lot (19281," several revivals of "The column to be devoted to radio. At
Tierney had appeared in vaude ficulty by the sales department in
Co^Optimists" and "Aladdin." His time of death she had bee,n work- and legit, and also made several peddling the product that was being sent east.
films
included
"Feather
Your ing on a book, "Memories on European tours.
Nest," "The Song of the Forge," Parade," dealing with celebrities
Walter Wanger put his finger
"Leave It to Me," "Second Best of a generation ago. She also had
on the thinking by distribution
NIXON
Bed," "Calling All Stars," "Song written a series of children's
Arundel Nixon, 42, British actor, execs when, in an interview in
of the Road" and "Many Tanks, stories for the N.Y. Evening Mall died'in Brisbane, Australia, April 4 Tulsa, Okla., last week, he said
Mr. Atkiha."
and "Children of. the Stars," deal- after a cerebral hemorrhage.
that "the factory is running the
He wrote the lyrics of several ing with the theatre.
He made his Aussie debut .for business." He attributed many of
popular songs, and was co-author
Survived by husband, daughter Williamson - Tait in "10 Minute the Industry's present problems to
with Edward Lauri of the opera; and sister.
Alibi."
an excess of studio control.
"The Maid of the East" (1919).
"Contrast the situation today,"
Bernard Woods, Sr., father of he declared,
E. ST. LOUIS
that generally
WILL .HAY
Edward E. St, Louis, S3, one of Bernie Woods of Variety, died of prevailing at "with
the time I headed
Will Hay, 60, noted British come- the original
players, died a stomach ailment April 15 in
production
for Paramount.
dian, died in London, April 18.
Then
April 13 at his home In Schenec- Queens, N. Y. Wife, .seven daughthe
He was graduated as a young tady, N.
production
program
was laid
Y. He entered the radio ters, another son and nine grandman from concert'rparty work to in 1922 when
out In New York and there was full
the
Players children survive.
the vaudeville: stage, and then were originated by Edward
coordination
of
thinking
proby
Smith,
built a great following in films
Between 1922 and 1929, he was
Joseph Gries. 56, died In Evans- duction, distribution and exhibiand radio. His outstanding films credited with 700 radio
perform- ton, III, April 14. He was the tion. Today, the studio maps out
were, "Good Morning, Boys" and ances.
Among
them
were
roles in father of Thomas Gries, former the production schedule largely
"Boys Will Be Boys."
"Madame X," "The Green God- Variety staffer, now with Famous Without reference to distribution
Hay's main interest off stage dess,"
and exhibition. The result is that
"The
was astronomy and his book, "Camille." HeLittlest Rebel," and Arti.sts Agency In Hollywood; Also
retired in 1930.
survived by widow, and two other you have the factory running the
"Through My Telescope," was
Survived by wife and daughter. children.
business.
widsjy read. He was a member ojE
"Hollywood is too self-centered.
Ihe^Royal Astronomical Society
HERBIE IIAYMER
Mrs. Christine Snow^ 75, former The orbit of those engaged in proand often lectured on the subject.
Herbie Haymer, 33, musician, wardrobe mistress for the Civic duction is too small. Many are out
His satirical creations of "Narkover" and "St. Michael's Col- died April 11 in Los Angeles of a Opera House, Chicago, died in tliat of touch with what the rest of the
lege" were boisterous music hall fractured skull sustained in a city, April 11. She also held ..simi- country is thinking.
Their conversions of a British public school, motor accident,
l{)r
assignmfsnt with many legit tact with New York and exhibition
tenor saxist, Haymer formerly musicals.
in which he played the benign but
is casual."
shrewd schoolmaster, Dr. Twist, He played with the Jimmy Dorsey and
was one of the few stage artists Woody Herman bands and on the
Mrs. Howell B. Gwin, mother of
whose personality lost nothing "Hit Parade" and "Chesterfield Julia Gwin, magazine and radio
Supper Ciub'' programs. Recently writer, died at her home
over the radio..
in CharHe appeared at several com- he had been recording for Capitol lottesville, Va., April 3. "
mand performances. Including the Records.
ss Continued from pace 1 ss
»His wife and two children surrevival performance after seven
Mother, 77, of Art Brown, enter- Broadway houses pull
a combined
war years at the London Collse;um vive..'.."" .
tainer at station WOL, in WasliingIn November, 1945.
ton, D. C. died April 16, at her weekend total of over $800,b00, was
the number of good new picturetL
George Newsome, 69, former ex- home In Burlington, Vt

East's H'wood Hold

WALLACE BEEEY
Wallace Beery. 60, lllm actor,
his hbrae in Bevdie& April 15 at
heart
a
Hills .following
frlv
fl

He had been

tack.

ailing ofE

:

and

cardiac conon with a precarious

At his
dition for several years.
bedside were, his daughter, Carol
Ann his brother Will, and his
nepliew, Noah Beery, Jr.

CZERWONKY

Beery's last picture was "Big
Jack," completed test October at
Motro where he had been under
contract for 19 years. At the time
preparing to
of his death he was'
picture,
star in an independent
"Johnny Holiday."

DAVY BURNABT

,

Known for years as a screen
heavy and switching later to more
sympathetic roles. Beery started
a cirhis show business career as
cus man. At one time he handled
elephants for Ringling Bros, and
shifted from the Big Top to Broadr

way where he began his stage career as a chorus' man in "Babes in
Toyland." For a time he sang in
W. Savage operettas in
winter, doubling in summer stock.
Playing with a stock company in
his home town, Kansas City, Beery
was signed by the Essanay Co., a
Chicago film outfit, in 1913, and
remained in pictures for the rest
Henry

of his

life.

.
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.
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comedies, including
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Easter B. 0.

1930.

LEVENTHAL

Jules J. Leventhal, 60, legit prodied in New York after a
three months illness, April 13.
Formerly partnered with a
brother in excursion boat concessions, he drifted into theatre biz
as H concessionaire at Corse Payton's Lee Avenue theatre, Brooklyn, Ni Yj, stock house. When that
folded he successively operated
stock
houses in Passaic a n d
Hoboken, N. J., and later leased
the Waldorf theatre, -N. Y., as a
legit stand.
He also operated the
Hudson, Union City, N. J., with a

GEORGE NEWSOME

NEWTON ALEXANDER

'ducer,.

Newton Alexander, 65, vaude
performer, teamed with the Llghtiner Sisters tWinnie and Thea) for
many years, died after a heart attack April 15, in director Mike
Cuitiz's home in Hollywood, where
he had been visiting.

Victor Green, 45, accountant for
2.
Katz circuit, died In
Newsome owned the first film Balaban
theatre in Carbondale, the former Chicago, April 14. Survived by a
Yale, and also owned the old Til- sister.
ford, Murphysboro, III, which he
sold before joining the Navy, and
Eather of John and Val Gielgud,
houses in Mt. Vernon, III, since British legit actor-managers, died
taken, over by the Reid}
in London, April 13.

necticut

Yemm &

,

Hayes

tliree

Circuit.

Mother of Alicia Markova, ballerina, died in London, April 12.
Charles
Vernon France, 80,
veteran British actor who had apBilly Muth, 46, theatre organist,
peared In inany Hollywood films,
died
in Dallas, April 15.died at his home in Gerrards Cross,
England, April 13i
Aside from appearing in many
productions on the London stage,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sands, son,
his film appearances were in "A
Yank at Oxford," "Night Train," Chicago, April 10. Father's orch
leader at Oriental Theatre, Chi.
"Secret Agent" and other films.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lynn,
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal, April
STELLA BARNES
Mother is the former Robin
Stella Barnes, head of the cout 11.
tract dept.
of Music Corp. of Chandler, writer; father is a screen
America, died April 16 after a actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Hibler,
brief illness.
Miss Barnes was
daughter, Burbank, Cal, April 9
with MCA for seven years.
She was the daughter of Fred Father is a writer for- Walt Disney.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goldman,
Barnes, one of the founders of
PleasantviUe,
N.
Barnes & Carruthers, Chicago out^ daughter,
J..
April
7.
Father operates the GoldMike
Barnes,
presbookers.
door
man hotel there.
ent B&iC head, is her uncle.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Geirman,
son,
Santa Monica, April
11.
EMERSON E. BELL
Emerson E. Bell, 57, former Father is a purchasing agent- for
vaude singer, died in Kansas City, Fox West Coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Polingin,
April 15. Bell played in vaude for
20 years, being best known as a: daughter, Hollywood, April 15.
member of the Southern Harmony Fatljer handles motion picture acFour. He loft vaude in 1937, and counts for Buchanan. &' Co. ad
since had been a bartender in his agency.
Mr, and Mrs. L. Hayes Garbrother's tavern in Kansas City,
barino, son, Bradford, Pa., recent'
Survived by wife,
ly. Father is manager of Bradford

CHARLES

V.

FRANCE

BIRTHS

.

1

i

I

I

I

I

i

;

I

I

j

distributors.

&

.

BOrn in Leadville, Col., he entered show biz with his father and

a wag volunteer:
"Oh, yes, he's his greatest Pittsburgh success as
working for Leventhal, for a Wee
a comic at the old Hickey Park
salary."
However, it was always Tavern, which Al and Lew Mercur
a peg above Equity's scale.
hater converted into a Nut House,

saved for the Easter season by
Radio City Music
Hall parlayed Paramount's "ConYankee" and its annual
Easter Pageant stageshow into an
alltime high of $170,000 in the
combo's second week, topping by
far the opening stanza's biz. Roxy,
with "Mr. Belvedere Goes to College" coupled with Vivian Blaine
heading its stageshow, established
a new Easter weekend tecord while
doing a terrific. $160,000 for the
week, Distribs also set their top
reissues for .the week's openings,
with Metro's "Wizard of Oz" at
Brandf'S M.ayfair and "Pride of the
Yankees" at the Palaee grossing
big
Also contributing to- tlie smash

hibitor in Carbondale, III, died in

Miami, April

I

brothers, in musical act.
Later he joined Lew Dockstader's
Minstrels and was also a member
of the Exposition Four, Vaude act;
burlesque policy.
Lightner Si.<!ters and he played
He had by then amassed a fortune top vaude circuits and muslcalSy
via his theatrical ventures, only to including George White's Scandals,
drop it in the 1929 depression Shuberts' "llay Paree," and "Lewhen Wall St. layed an egg. He maire's Afiairs."
hart since accumulated another.
The act was broken up when
Despite the troublous era, he Winnie Lightner .broke into pix in
and Harry Wee joined as producers
"Gold Diggers" and married Roy
ot\ roadshows. Leventhal's angle in
Del Ruth, film director. .-Vlexanr
this direction was to take over promanied Thea. the other sisder
ductions after New York runs and
ter, who survives him.
continue them on his pop-priced
circuit like the old Stair & Havlin
MEYER SIMONS
tormula. Leventhal was a shrewd
Me.yer (Maxie) Simons. 53. nitery
bargainer in employing actors, but
entertainer tor more than 30 years
his productions provided an outlet
and probably Pittsburgh's best-for several hundred who might
known "singing waiter," died there
otherwise have been -around the
He had been working
April 11.
Friars or The Lambs.
In latter at Nite Court of Fun.
club It was a standing gag wlren
Born in England, he landed in
queried about an absentee to have Pittsburgh a,s a boy and achieved

His ability to strike a shrewd
bargain was admired rather than
resented. He was one of the few
producers not required to post a
»ond at Equity— his word was that
gond.
He shunned personal pubhcuy and instructed Vince Mcknight, his prfessagent, to sell the
star and the .show, adding "you
can t take glory to the bank,"

:

I

„

Rita

WGY

I

"Behind the Front" and "We're in
the Navy Now."
.,,
^
^
Beery's contract with Metro began in 1930, opening with "The
Big House," in which he played
Butch, a rough-and-ready clraracter; followed by other robust roles
in such films as "Min and Bill,"
"The Champ," "The Mighty Barnum," "The Bowery," "Viva Villa,"
"Grand -Hotel" and "China Seas."
In recent years, between pictures,
he devoted his time to aviation and
to hunting at his lodge in Jackson Hole, Wyo,
by
He was divorced twice
Gloria SwansOn in 1918 and by

:

:

:

I.

in a series of

;

ARUNDEL

I

After playing villainous roles in

numerous films, such as "The Un"Behind the
Sin,"
pardonable
Door" and "The Four Horsemen."
Beery was signed by Douglas Fairbanks in 1922 to impersonate King
Richard I in "Robin Hood." This
was followed by a starring role In
"Richard the Lion Hearted," which
tin ned him into lighter characteri/ation.
At Paramount for a time
he teamed with Raymond Hatton

!

FRANK

company went
he hooked

broke. Later in the year

on with Keystone at the huge salary (in those days) of $125 a week.
In 1916 he joined Universal and
a heavy, a characterization
that continued for years except for
a brief period when he went to
Japan on a picture-making junket
which was cut short by World

'

DRUKKER

'

Beery's first film venture in California, as a director of silents in
1915, lasted only three months,
after,

•

I

A

whece .Simons was featured for
In addition to his wife, he;
ieaves^a son and. daughter.
years.

Broadway biz was the weatlier,
which was pleasant enough to lure
the customers out of their homes,
but too. chilly for outdoor relaxa-.
tion. Jewish Passover season's dayand-date with Easter also helped.
Easter Monday .tradevery good.

LUIGI CARNEVALE
i

!

i

I

also

legit trade snapped
Friday night and followed with exceedingly good bia
fiver the entire weekend. Niteries,
of course, were slow Friday night
but had some of their best trade
in months over Saturday and Sun-

day.

MARRIAGES

:

Luigi Carnevale. 39, composer
and leader of Pennsylvania Phil-;
harmonic Orchestra, was *'ound
LEONIDAS VERONA
dead April- 16 in the home
Leonidas Verona, 84, retired
of Jerome R. Reimers. vice-pres,. "'"ductions sponsored by LevenOpera mu.sician and former viola player
ident of
the Columbia
inal
included
"An
American Assn., in Washington, D. C„ whom with the N. Y. Philhamonic and
mgedy," "Whistling in the Dark," he had been visiting. He had died 'Metropolitan Opera IIou.«e orch,

was

Broadway

into shape

!

Joan

Mann

to

York, March 31.
I

Jack Carter. New
Bride is daugh-

ter of Sam Mann, former comedian; he's the vaudeville comic.
Playhouse there.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Greenfield,
Jane Anderson to John Battles,
daughter. New York,' April 10. London, April 13. He's U.S. legit
Father is assistant scretary of actor, currently starring In the
LOew's, Inc.
'London production; "Belinda Fair.^
i

'
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CARLOS RAMIREZ

DONALD RICHARDS
Broadway Singing Star of

Latin-American singing star
Currently en personal appearance
tour of South America.
RCA Victor Records
Dir.: MCA

"Finian's

Rainbow" and "Along FIffli Avonue"
Opening Capitol, N. Y., April 28tii.
Mercury Records

FRANKIE LAINE
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB with PEGGY LEE
Mercury Records and Standard Transcriptions

On

EVE YOUNG

Dir.:

Now in 2nd year on "Honeymoon
in New Yorl(" NBC Network, Mondoy

GAC

HELEN O'CONNELL
Appearing on radio and

TV guest shots

thrn Friday.
RCA Victor Records

JOE MOONEY

Coast Records

Dir.:

The

Quartette

Amerlea's leading instrumental and
Decca
singing group. On tour.
Records and World Trans.

GAC

1

BATCHELORS

Now

SKITCH HENDERSON
And
on

of the nation's leading
hotels, theatres, ballrooms and coU
leges.

MjgjlM

Records and Standard Trans.

Currently ROOSEVELT HOTEL. N.Y.
Starting Wednesday, June 1st, «on
ABC Network. 9:30 to 10:00 P.M.
for

E.D.S.T.,

Capitol Records and Trans.
Dir.:

LAWRENCE WELK
and Ms Champagne Mus/e

his orchestra

tour

«th Month Wilton Hotels
Long Beaek, California

MILLER HIGH-LIFE

BEER.

MCA

Mercury Records Standard Trans.
Dir.: M.C.A.

LESLY GREY

ARTIE WAYNE

Heard on KFWB, Hollywood,
5 times weekly

Currently Eddie De Shure's Oasis
Club, Los Angeles, California. Also
appearing on Bob McLaughlin's
General Electric TV Show on KLAC.
Los Angeles.
Mercury Records
Standard Trans.

Castle Records

VIVIAN GREENE
Piano singing star and writer of
"Honey, Honey, Honey" and "Love
Me, Love Me, Love Me."
Mercury Records

The TRENIER TWINS
With GENE GILBEAUX Orchestra
Now in 48th week, Melodee Club.
Los Angeles.
Mercury Records

LEO PIEf>ER
And his orchestra
Currently appearing

MISCHA NOVY

Plantation Club

And

DAVID LE WINTER

Houston, Texas
Dir.t

MCA

And

orchestra
3rd consecutive year at the famous
Pump Room, Ambassador East
Hotel. Chicago. Standard Trans.
his

Personal

Now

his
in

Velvet strings orchestra
8th month, FAIRMONT

HOTEL,

San Francisco.
Records, Standard Trans.

^

Dir.:

M.C.A.

Management

GABBE, LUTZ and HELLER

1619 Broadway,

New

York

19, N. Y.

6272 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28,

€a!.

MGM

11
1

a

1
'
1
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NBC OPENS RACE FOR THEATRE TV
mm m
Ed Wyim s CBS-TV

Be

Wfll

the First

There's

s

H'wood Kinescopii^ Heading East
Hollywood, April 26. >Television network chiefs, con-'
vinced that kinescope recordings
Influence on Beauts
will be developed to the near-perPointing up the, big hypo televifect mark by fall, are stepping up
plans for top-name stars to do' sion has given the beauty market,
Harry Conover has changed the
jshows from the Coast. Latest to
be pacted is Ed 'Wynn, who was name of his outfit to Conover TV'
and Cover Girl Agency.
s.et by the William Morris agency
Majority of his lookers are now
with CBS-TV this week for a video
show to be televised live on the concentrating on video, which uses
Coast and kinescoped for subse- the mannikins to model clothes, exquent transmission over the full bibit prizes, do thesping bits and
other
wiqttow^dressmg
chores.
network.
Both Eddie Cantor and Jack Agency even got one job of- supBenny have already indicated their plying lookers to make a TV studio
intention of following a similar audience look more videogenic.
course on TV next fall. Prepara^

I

I

Vniliam

S.

Paley

j

!

{

I

.

Video^ Radio, HCL

'

The

There's Life

i

i

Held Tough Snags

,

-

j

For

'49

|

Haylofts

'

1

•

Newport, R. I., April 26.
Strawhats are headed for an in-

;

I

|

AM

teresting, if slightly unpredictable
season, according to Sara Stamm,

operator
here.

of the Casino theatre
Sh6 thinks Video, radio and

;

I

i

'

I

|

'

I

'

|

(Continued on page 63)

Truly itoiQic Picture;
Radio-Activated Rays

^

u'^"\''H^^i1''tff±
be^eeded to offset. t„
In certain

^
f;-,

^^lenge Is l^^^lZcSher.

K'!
too early to figure aboift costs of
operation, she says, although talent i? already asking for more
money than last year.

AM

Palace Resumes

AM

Miss Stamm, who switched last
season from stock to a name policy,
claims the star system has had one
secondary elTect on strawhat manThe Palace, long the' flagship of
Where managei'S used to blgtime vaudeville^ resumes with
agers.
have their plays and actors lined vaudfilm May 18 after shuttering
up for the season by April 1, they last night (Tues.) for a facelifting,
now have to wait for the stars to operation.
The one-time world
make xtp their minds about sum- vaude mecca is not, however, bemer commitments. And as a re- ing
groomed to resume its old topsuit; few managers know now how
name tradition. Instead it will be
their season will look.
angled towards standard eight-act
"The Heiress," "The Medium" bills in the medium-priced bracket,
and "O Mistress Mine" have been
Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theareleased for .the first time for sum- itres vice-prexv, hasn't fixed a
"Bravo,"
"Jenny
mer stock, as have
definite talent budget for house
Kissed Me" and others. But every- but it's expected that aboiit $4,(Continued on page 63)
000-$4.!5p0 win carry each layout
over S'^seven-day run with weekly
changes. It'll be a four-a-day setup
'Detective' Airer
weekdays, with a flve-a-day on Saturday, Scale will be $1.20 top; 50c
Its 2fd Criminal all weekday matinees. Pix will be
Helps
"26.
Miami. April
first
run product. Dan Friendly
Mutual's "True Detective Mys- will book.

Vaudiilin

Damage Korda Footage

,

searcli for surefire boxoffice prod*
Play is a way under par with uct that "the most dangerous word
has been the lack of assurance of a local trade, and even the out-o£- in the, film production lexicon is
there is no such thing exsteady supply of exclusive video town visitors are not going for 'safe
cept for routine films."
programs which would warrant the them, as formerly.
big investment in electronic equipWyler said he had no bones to
ment,
pick with Pctramount because the
studio was making eii'orts to find'
NBC's readiness to take on the
program chores has been voiced
middle ground with him on the
Charles R. Denny, exec veepee
rchoice of story material, "All you
of the radio-video network, to excan do is try to find stories that
hibitor groups checlcing into the
we both like,'' he explained. "It
p6ssibilities of an early getaway
is not a question of restricting me
in
Reportedly, a
on theatre tele.
but, basically, a matter of opinion."
private survey of the Times Sq.
Wyler ruefully added that he had
situation by the Theatre Owners
lost
considerable
time seeking
of America indicates that as many
"mutually satisfactory" properties.as 25 deluxe Broadway theatres
of
Half-dozen
his
suggesttonSi
want to swing into theatre tele if
some
of
which
are
now
being proPrnunni tnnni>i>« nt thp ti*>).5 -if*.
duced by other companies, have
been
turned
down,
ho
said.
age producers are flooding the
Heretofore, video networks have market with tele ideas and over"The safest yardstick for any
consistently blocked the pickup of looking the great need for new company," Wyler went on, "is to
their programs by tlieatres.
Restanzas.
Survey of web pre- trust someone to make the riglit
versal of its stand by NBC will gram departments reveals; that choice or else kick him out
If
undoubtedly be followed by other dozens of suggestions for new TV you don't trust him, the best thing
nets willing to disli out tele pro- shows ai'e received every week, to do is to get rid of him and hire
grams available for theatres. Il- while ideas for standard radio people you can trust. The best
lustrating that stand was the NBC packages have been cut to a mere yardstick is the record of the peocourt action against a number of trickle.
nle involved."
To this thought,
(Continued on page 63)
As one program director.r put it, Wyler added another: "Whenever
"the boys' infatuation with TV is
(Continued on page 63)
understandable, but not realistic.
Tele is already crowded for time,
while
has lots of room and facilities to try something new.
In Sinatra Turns Disk Jock;

Nobody Looks, But

]

and

Which happened to be riding along.
Worst damage was done to Sir
Alexander Korda's "The Elusive
Pimpernel," of which 20,000 TechniciJlot feet shot on location in
France were ruined. Footage was
material shot around the pic's, star,
David Niven, but included work
by other cast members.

to work with Paramount
on the launching of his first Par
opus, "The Heiress," Wyler declared
apropos of Hollywood's

|

.

London, April 26.
Stray radio-active
Isotopes,
shipped on British railroads for
Britain's atomic research program,
nave blitzed exposed negative film
major productions

New York

The roadblock on exhib progress

i

'

CBS'

is

B'way

NBC

I

I

NBC's Niles Trammell have greenlighted their engineering staffs to
push development of kinescoping
to the limit until the coast-to-coast
dable starts functioning.
Part of the reasoning, of course,
lies in the determination of the
nanie comedians not to leave the
Coast to come to New York on a
permanent basis. With most of TV
currently centered in the east, that
has been the chief factor in their
slowness in getting started in the
new medium until now. Cantor, for
one, is willing to come east to get
his projected video show under
way but .wants to return to Holly-

William Wyler, one of the top
producer-directors in the business,
convinced that a period of hypercaution at the studios is inhibiting
the production of good pix.
In

In -a bid to grab tlie lead in the
potentially lucrative field of theXarnies' Off
is prepared to
atre television,
The pokerino palaces and other
supply Broadway firstrun houses
catch-penny gimmicks, which pracwith exclusive programs for largetically converted Broadway and
screen showings.
proThe
miniature Coney
posal is aimed at breaking the environs into a
midway, have
snarl which has completely halted Island or carnival
cycle.
theatre tele for the time being, .seemingly run their

NBC

'Safe'

on Hyper-Caution

Picture: Wyler

TV

tion on Wynn's show is expected
to get under way during the summer, however, so he may cop lionors as the first to be kinescoped
from the Coast. No sponsor has
been set yet.

No Such Thing as a

M^y

addition,
is really hungry for
new ideas to help find l^,formula
in the period of xV's boom."

—

18

MBS Pajing2iG Weekly

AM

!

'

stations without video outlets are saying, "we're still in business, but the river of ideas tliat
used to flow past our door seems
to have dried up."

For Five Tiaped 15's
Hollywood, April
|

tember, over the Mutual web. The
swooner will tape five 15-minute

i

I

Interesting point, thcu-pi:ogram-is that the OVerempha-

mers note,

I

I

!

I

MBS'

Nab

-

'

|

I

MBS

j

sponsor basis. Show will be openwhatever local sponsors
buy in can attach their purely colloquial commercials.
Mutual is guaranteeing Sinatra
Singer can, of
$2,500 weekly.

i

i

course, build up that fi.gure if he
new program departments/ Celebs waxes
fat on flock of local co-op
from every field— doctors, lawyers,
buys.
Coin is a comedovvn from
ballplayers,
actors,
cafe-owners,
the $7,500 Sinatra earns for. each
brokers and. .so. fln.,— have been
Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" chore,
stricken
with TV-itis, and are
off whichVhe is cancelled for keeps
sending in ideas for teleshows by

i

Incident occurred last November but leaked through the security censorship this week.
Since
that time, the footage has been
corrected.
Korda's insurance covered the damage. Meantime, Niven,
who was scheduled to leave New teries" was responsible for catchYork for London last Wednesday ing a criminal. Recently Jefferson
to do retakes on several scenes, County's Sheriff J. R. Cooksey, Jr.^
Will stay in the U. S. because of arrested & man and recognized him
British tax problemSi
Pic's pro- as a criminal he had heard deducers, Michael Powell and Emeric scribed on the MBS whodunit.
Pressburger, decided the retakes
The sheriff informed Williamson
weren't necessary anyway. Niven C&ndy Co., the .show's spon-or, and
was loaned to Korda by
is now eligible for a $1,000 award
_^ Samuel
„
Goldwyn who's also p'-'ific; up from True Drtective
''.inc.
iome frozen dollars to finance This is the third tim-^ t':
ogram
'Pimpernel."
has helped nab a criminal.

sis on
is an error of the pro....
_,
,
,
,
fesslonal radioite.
The amateurs,
who sends in ideas by the dozens,
^^I-,?"*'
F-'' f'}} f?'""^ ^"^I""^ f*""
its felt, the amateurs' suggestions
ai'e generally worthle.ss
TV is also attracting a new kind
of amateur, according: to chiefs of
,

I

I

wax-vvhirls weekly here, and
will air the strip on a cooperative

TV

I

i

in June.

;

the mailbagfuL^

-.'
.

.

.

I

I

,

'

Friendly is blueprinting the bills
Philly Eagles
as a blend of old and new talent
with an avoidance of any proLast Year's B.O. Nicked
nounced old-fashioned aroma and
Philadelphia, April 26.
a strict by-passing of "amateur
The Philadelphia Eagles, profescontest" winners. The RKO house sional
football
Champions, are
plenitude 01 readying an announcement that
is counting on
the good acts wlio don I get to play the grid games in Shlbe Park next
the Paramount, Roxy or Strand, [fall will not be televised. Radio
The trouble with booking such is likely to get the greenlight, but
hig!- ."owerednew talent, such as a television is d^nitely out. Its in-'
(Continuea op page 61>
(Continued on page 61)
I

Nix TV;

l

[

.

!

I

,

26.

Prank Sinatra has been set as a
platter pusher, starting next Sep-

j

I

|

;

;

i

Dinah Shore was offered pi^cisely the same deal by Mutual, but
decisively' spumed it.
She gave
as her reason a determination not
to compete against regular disk
jocks, because she feels indebted
to them for helping ballyhoo her

Columbia

platters.
The backbone
of Miss Shore's income emanates
from her etchings and she believes
she would alienate an important
element of her buildup if she mus-

cled into the standard sheUac-spinners' province.

.

'

!

MISCEIXANV

Vedneeday; April 27, 1949

Expected Pic-Name Flood on Coast

London Again CSres

TV

OK

The

to

ANNUALGAMBOL

Danny Kaye

London, April

Danny

Only Trickle thus Far; Studios a Bar
HoUywooa, April 26,
Coast's highly touted wartime
"paiade" of stars to get in on the
giound floor of television in the
postwar period has found the drum,
major without a brass :section.
This is despite the fact that six
video stations are now operating
here and a seventh, ABC, Is slated
to start beaming in June.
Sole- Hollywood name pitching
on a regular weekly live show is
Buddy Rogers. His "Punch" lay-

.Tohn

1949
will

j

Huston

the

receive

will

One World Flight Award and
make a globe-circling junket,

doing with bis' camera what Norman Corwin. 1946 prize winner,
He will
did with wire-recorder.

1

•

WEEK

.

!

They

legitimate theatre.

"BILL AND COO"

.New York and Hollywood pictur*
ites, most of them in for small per-

success.

centages

Particularly effective were his interpretations of "Baljin' the Jack"

Academy Award Film

I

Play;

Still

—

.

It's become an even worse
headache than the traditional pass
problem.
Difficulty- appears to stem from
the growing knowledge of the ex(Continued on page 50)

sons.

to

overcall.

Hurts Entire Biz

:

,

m

|

and Charles M. Reagan, former v.p.

I

in charge of distribution for Para-

1

,

:

Mulvey was formerly

member

a

I

the club.

;

,,

:

.

i

;

I

!

:

•.

;

Marion Harris, Jr.; would prefer
to pursue her professional career
as Miss Williams. In time she may
be free to do so, but the S-P prexy, Jean Hagen (Traitor')
Benno Becholdi who did the' unusual of booking an act without an
Gets Metro Film Break
audition strictly on the say-so of
Jean Hagen, of the cast of "The
Anna Sosenko, Hildegarde's man- Traitor," current Broadway tegit.er,
ager insisted on the Marion, Jr.,
top

I

I

I

I

Rome, April

unveiling.

Logans and Mielziners

Video For Vatican

i

19.

The Vatican is modernizing, with
Pope Pius definitely preparing to
install a video transmitter within
the area.
French Catholics have
It's a
one-picture offer.
Miss already begun to subscribe' funds
Blondell would return east until lor the project.
/
actual shooting starts;
Her husThe Pope, incidentally, made his
I

j

I

;

'

I

I

]

j

:

will esf-

Continental travels
by means of a station .wagon which
they're bringing along with them.
Prior to returning in midsummer,
Logan expects to make an extend.ed trip through Spain in search of
material on a new play he's writpedite

their

—

—

first

in the fall.

telvision

appearance

ing.

Still another Broadway success
Easter heading for
London is I'Streetcar
staNamed Desire." Play's producer/
Irene M. Selznick, also a Nieuw
Am.sterdam pas.senger, is en route
to Britain to talk over the project
with "Desire" author, Tennessee
Williams; Sir Laurence Olivier and
I

I

Subseriptiou Order

Worm

I

MERLE'S BBOKEN I70SE

Si reel

j

Paris, April 26;

Merle Oberon is nursing a broken nose which she sustained in a
bathtub fall a1 her hotel.
Actress is due to leave for the
U. S. soon. / She had been in Lon-

(Plea» Print Nam*)

I

j

[

;

State.

Regular Subscription Rates for One Year

Canada and Foreign

—

$1

—$10.00

Additional

her next film.

15-Year-Old's Hewardi
Hollywood, April 26.
Charles Nelson, IS-year-old baritone from Salinas, Kans., won the
National Theatres talent quest con-

•

:

Stanleys are unrelated.
Diamond, of the "Kiss Me Kate'
Miss Harris, Jr. will re-create cast, James Westerfield, of "DetecGrauman's some :Qf: her mother's crack Victor tive Story;" Mildred Wahl, Ben
recording arrangements ("Time on Cooper, and Tom McElhany. ShootHe gets a screen test at 20th- My Hands," "Running Wild," etc.t. ing is expected to continue on variFox, $1,000 in cash, a $1,000 dia- She's in lor four weeks at the S-P ous New York locations for about
mond ring Kind a $i 00 watch.
with Irving Conn's otchestra.
two more weeks.
,

.

USfiiETY

test

Inc.

in

windup

at the

Chinese.

,

d

54 West

46tli

Street

New

Yorli 19, N. Y.

.

:

i

'

,

.

(

'

:

Z\one.

.

bom of

;

don scanni'ng story material for
City.

Williams

,

Hugh Beaumont.

Enclosed find chficic for $
Please Send VARIETY for One Year

Miss

ing been

when Miss Harris played London.
He was the late star's second husband;
The girl, now in her 20s,
studied at the Royal Academy in

.

tion.

has been inked by Metro for a
role in '!Sidestreet" and placed
is English, hav^ under, future option. She's one of
an English father a flock of Broadway legit players
employed by M-G for"Sidestreet,"
which is being partly filmed in
New York, but is the only one to
have received a term pact.
'^.''"don and, apart from a stint
Miss Hagen will not appear in
with Phil Baker at the Roxy, N. Y. any of the scenes being shot in, the
recently, as Well as with? dne; iot east by producer Sam Zimbalist
the Paul, Srfiall vaude. units which and director Anthony Mann.: Sire's
recently starred Ed Wynn,, Allan slated to leave for the studio May
Jones and Baker), she has yet to 10, as a result of a test .shot of her
make her Broadway impact. Ih- in New York by Al Altman, Metro's
cidentally, Miss Sbsenko's interest eastern talent topper.
is strictly personal and not profesFemme subbed for Judy HollislOnal, as Jack? Bertell is handling day in "Born Yesterday" tor four
Miss Uarris, Jr.
weeks last summer and has been
One other femme who is using in "Another Part of the Forest"
a former vaudeville great's name is and other plays. Also inked for a
Allpen Stanley, Jr., who is being part in "Sidestreet" that will take
raentored by the yesteryear head- him to the Coast is Harry Bellaver,
liner whose latter^daj' pi^ofeSsibiiai character comedian.
career has been that of: training
Legiters who will work only in
new talent; But here the; two New York sequences are Jack
billing.

!

Sunday over an experimental

;

°

j

of the Dodgers' board and continues an important factotum via a
25 ';o interest inherited by his wife.
She's the daughter of the late Sam
McKee ver, one of the founders of

'

,

:

the opening of the Dodgers' season
Brooklyn. In the box with them
were Ned E, Depinet, prez of RKO,

band, producer Michael Todd, is
mulling a Broadway show for her

;

'

Margaret Truman was guest last
week of James; A. Mulvey,. prez of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, at

1

must be Bobby ?
romps in several-

It

Hollywood, April 26.
Hollywood: AFL film pouncil has
asked the niotiph picture; industry
council to take iip; the problem of
overuse bi .relssuesi cfaargihg they
are unfair to, the filmgoing public
Show
and alienate regular theatre pa^'^''^'^ represents
^5°"^
more than 20,000 union and Guild
With "South Pacific" an as-sured employees in the studios, asked
fixture on Broadway for months to that steps be taken to halt abuse
comei a possible London produc- of the reissue practice and pretion of the hit musical play will be vent misleading advertisements for
"Daughters of Joy," by Joseph
discussed by its associate producer oldies.
Joshus Logan when he touches
Group went on record that It's Santley and staged by Arthur Hop^
Britain in the course of a Eu- not opposed to occasional reissue kins, was a confusing drama of
ropean junket.
Logan and his of outstanding films, but claims :re- sticky sentimentality in a house of
prostitution;
"Valley Forge,
by
wife,: accompanied by the Jo Miel- lease of "scores of mediocre pic("Pacific's"
ziners
scenery and tures is a major cause of present Chick Cohen; featured Fred Hillelighting deviser), sailed from Ho- unemployment in Hollywood brand, George Shelton and Smith
It got some laughs,
boken Monday ;(25) on the Nieuw studios and is also creating bad and Dale.
though
it
apparently
needed
more
Amsterdam for a tour that will public relations for the entire inrehearsal.
take: them to France,: Spain and dustry."
"A Sawbuck, a Fin or a Dime,"
England.
the lament of three dames of the
Also on Logan's agenda will be
streetv was a laugh-getter, especialto hold similar huddles with undujyijrioii
Harris,
ly the laughs induced by Don GauJr.,
In
closed British impresarios in r«Stier as the old crone.
'.'The Bal«
gard to a London counterpart of
First N.Y. Cafe Date! kan Gesture," by Jay Blaufox, sa"Mister Roberts."
Long running
tired the Balkan situation, with
Broadway smash comedy-drama
When Marilyn Williams opens Clark again whamming with a balwas adapted by Logan in associ- at the Savoy-Plaza hotel, N. Y.,
let
sequence, aided by Mercer
ation with Thomas Heggen' from May 5, the billing wiU be Marion
Templeton.
the latter's novel and he has a fair Harris; Jr, despite her protests.
This was no spot for Burl Ives,
slice of the play's rights.
While Her mother was Marion Harris,
but, lie got over regardless with a
in Paris he'll confer with Josepli late musicomedy and vaude headcouple of folksongs. Fred Waring
Ka.ssel, a French author, who is liner.i;
(Continued on page 61)
adapting "Roberts" for a Parisian
'

Mulvey Takes Margaret
Out -to the Ballgame

I

,

33V^%

whose

trum was Bob Hawk in several
routines.
Both Clark and Hawk
were the Collies for the night.
Clark, in "I've Got the President's Ear," was hilarious,; assisted:
by beef trust male members as
"showgirls." This is a number he
does in his current Broadway hit,
Mike Todd's "As the Girls Go,"
"The Birth of the Lambs,^' featuring. Otto Kruger, was a scene showing how the Lambs Club was bom.
"Between You and Me and "the
Lamp Post," with Otto Kruger as
a lamp post who reveals: what he
knows in looking down on the
passing public, was amusing, being
written by Harry S. Miller and
also featuring Jack Kilty« Alesds
Rotov and Jules Scheer.

Wave of Reissues

the capitalization of

Rosier includes director Anatole Litvak, $1,500; producer Billy
Wilder,'* $1,500;
Joe Moskowitz,

'House Seats

mount..

1949 Gambol,
Clark,

sketches wrapped up this audience.
Also prominently sharing the ros-

Sale of "house seats" to friends 20th-Fox's eastern studio rep, $5,( and
an everrwidening circle of 250; producer-director-writer John
people with "connections") is be(Continued on page 63)
coming virtually a business in itself on Broadway. Handling! the
requests for a major hit now reContingent
Big
quires practically the full time of
at least one employee and, in exSails on Dutch Liner
treme cases, several different per-

Other locations will be in

Joan Blondell, who planed

'of:

$75,000, plus a

ing.

the Coast last week to see her sisactress Gloria Blondell, who
had an operation, has received a
picture offer while there; She may
return late this week if her sister
is discharged from the hospital, as
expected.

If there could be one performer
to be singled out as the star of the

Film Unions Aver

ber of film people in the play's
cast of angels. List includes 10

By Problem Of

ter;

members.

:

Mgrs. Plagued

When Welles isn't needed in
"Rose," he will rehearse and film
scenes for his own production of
"Othello."
Betsey Blair, Gene
Kelly's wife, is reported selected
for the role of Desdemona, and
Xian MacLiammoiri of the Gate
repertory company in Dublin, will
play lago.
Film editor Louis
Lindsay of Hollywood and dialogue
director Lee Kresel will also wotk
with Welles on the Shakespeare

The

made the teeoff a memorable
.'The show was divided into two
evening which projnises to be re-: parts thefirst a floorshow, the
peated nightly throughout his six- second
the actual membership per*
week stint.
lormance on the rostrum. The latAfter his Palladium engagement, ter portion was in the tradition of
Kaye will undertake a provincial all Lambs Gambols in beine vvrittour for the first time in Britain.
ten, performed and produced by

for Kingsley

Lukewami On

'Desire,' *Army' Comedy
Hollywood interest in securing
screen- rights, to Sidney Kingsley's
hit Broadway legiter, "Detective
Story," is hot, which appears logit
cal in the light of the large num-

I

19.

invitation'

$16,500.

dian

H'wood Hot

{

Welles left Rome last
W«ek for Meknes, in North Africa,
to start work on "The Black Rose"
for 20th, with Tyrone Power star,ring, and Henry: -Hathaway direct-

by

an unprecedented ovation, cbme- beneficiary.

I

ON DOUBLE PIX STINT

sale, all
to about

attendance, was around 1,100. The
welfare fund was the

and "Minnie the Moocher;'' Handed Lambs'

I

-Orson

The ticket
amounted

'

Ken Murray's

j

AFRICA

tional personalities. Add to this
another $5,000 worth of merchandise contributed to the game room

.

,

and testimonials

signattires

Prominent among the paid endorsements were those from na-

KEN MITORAY'S

.

return for picture plugs. Shows in
this category have provided thesps
chances to .try out video on a modest scale. , These include "Holly(Continued on: page 61)

ads,

after

the show.
In a socko hour's entertainment,
"BLACKOUTS OF 1>49"
entranced the house and the
Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. Kaye
windup of each of his numbers reAnd now in world-wide release
sulted in extraordinary applause.

Murray. Studio pacts forbidding May 11.
Citation to Huston kudcses his
TV appearances are the barriers
Show still doesn't "Battle of San Pietro" and "We
to star stints.
Hirschmann's
have a bankroller,. but packager Were Strangers."
May Boyd is in N.Y.. romancing award notes his service to music
sponsors and agencies interested- and radio as founder of the New
Friends of Music and prexy of
in kinescoping it back there.
Other shows utilizing non-studio iWABP, and his work aiding DP's
players are "Pantomine Quiz," as ah ITNRRA investigator general.
'U'inner of the Tele Academy's 1948 Ci'um was honored for his conEmmy, and Rita LaRoy's "You're tributions to liberalism as author.
"Quiz" publisher and political leader:
the Star," on KTLA.
pioneered in the use of filmite
guests with a lineup including
Bill Bendix, Jane Wyatt* Vincent
Price, Barry Sullivan and Jeanne
Cagney.. ''Star" likewise featured
« score of good names. Mor^ than
a dozen new TV shOAvs have copied
the format Since, with varying
Tryout Interviews
Severil interview shows have
cropped up, each dependent upon
gratis appearances by players in

and
Kaye backstage

visited

El'

'

Joan BIondelFs Pic

BY IAMBS

the American star re-

3,670 Perform«ncei
All-time long run record In the cess

I

story.
Italy.

when

-

359th

i

:

Rome, April

triumph at the Palladium

(Mon.)

GETSSPy^

;

IN N.

i6(<hoed

year's

turned to give the theatre- its biggest night since the comic's 1948
appearance. The London press re*
By NAT KAHN
peated last year's- acclaim by
greeting the comedian with unaniSparked by tradition and sentimous raves, Long before the open- ment, the Lambs held one
ing crowds queued up and special more successful Gambols of their
last Satpolice were summoned to control urday night (23)
at New York's Hothe eager payees. Those who made tel Astor. It marked
the organi*
accbrded zation's Diamond
all-night vigils w e' r
Jubilee Public
-'
standing room. Among the audi- Gambol.
ence were the Dutchess of Kent
The Gambol journal alone acand her two oldest children. Prin- counted for
almost $30,000 in paid
Duke Edward.
Alexandria

mrld' Award

Via

produce a documentary feature!
film on conditions abroad.
out on KLAC-TV moves into its
Other One World Awards will be
ninth week next Monday (2). He's
not under studio contract, and presented to Bartley Grum, pubneither are any of the guests who lisher of the defunct Ne* York
have appeared with him,: including Star, and Ira A. Hirschmann, pres^
Gloria Swanson, Constance Ben- ident of WABF, New York FM
Ceremony will be held in
nett, John Calvert, Una Romay, indie.
Billie Burke, Mary Brian and Mae the Hotel Plaza (N. Y.) ballroom,

WELLES

Kay^

26.
his last

,

:

WeOaetOarf Aprfl 27, 1949

wwwtJwasH

TRIVATE DEALS' ON BRITAIN?
Fizzle of

Nassers

UA Bid

a

Heineman s 33% Cut in EL Pninii^

Disappointment to Indie Producers
Home

.

.

-

Freeman s Added

'

Activities

With

Paramount East

:

Freeman

likely

to

Indie producers^ and distribs are
resentful and disturbed over the
-

which wilL give the American
majors advantages in Britain at
the expense of the smaller companies and independent producers.
Leaders of the Society: of Independent" Motion Picture Producers are doubly riled because of
the timing.
They feel that now,
at

when the industry has

Ocean Voyaging Good

port

For del Giudice Health;

that

Adolph

board chairman,

is

Filippi del Giudice, managing
director of Pilgrim Pictures Ltd.(
evidently feels there's nothing like

an ocean liner on which to negoArriving in

New York

I

I

'

his last visit to

the U.

reported that
Youngstein, EL's ad-pub vee-

It is also persistently

Max

pee, is preparing to tender his resignation.
No confirmation to the
.

|

understood that the HeineMetro's
idea is likely to be
adopted
by
other
Hollywood man salaiy cut is on an if basis^
His weekly paycheck has been
studios as a public relations gessliced from a previous $1,500 to »
ture,, not only in this country but
current $1,000. However, EL sales
abroad, to offset the threat of for?
chief has an agreement with maneign films to -American -product.
agement that if the company's total rentals during the 12-week
stretch go above a certain figure^
he is entitled to participate by an
Col.
agreed percentage to make up the
It is

j

'Consultant;'

^

loss.

Heineman is actually on loaqout
EL from Universal which .still
holds a contract on his services;
He came tb EL after several years
as top Universal, supervisor for
British product of J. Arthur Rank.
As for Youngstein's impending,
resignation, it is reported that
other companies have been seek(Gontinued on page -54)
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National Boxoffice Survey

Before London Return

Sir Alexander Korda planes MPAA members collectively in
from New York for the Coast Frir video. Another was the initial
day (29) for three days of huddles. meeting in New York last Friday
He'U be back in New York next
(Continued on page 18)
Tuesday (3) and leaves for London
three days later.
His American
rep, Morris Helprin, will accom- Goldwyn's Recuperation
pany him on the Coast trip.
Cancels European Trip
In Hollywood Korda is slated to
Samuel Goldwyn has called off
;confab with players who may star
in films he'll make in England dur- his European plans this summer
result
of the operation he unas
ing the next year and with producers with whom he may make derwent in New York early last
deals for co-production in London. week. Producer, who will probably
discharged
from the Medical
be
Deals: would be similar to those
with Samuel Goldwyn and David Centre at the beginning of next
O. Selznick by which the latter week, will require a recuperative
during
which
medicoes nix
period
provided players and frozen funds
in return for western hemisphere traveling abroad. He will remain.in
New York for about a week followrights.
release
-his
from
Harkness
ing
Goldwyn arrangement, which
was for one picture, will ijotjbe re- Pavilion. He'll then head for the
newed.
The film, "The Elusive Coast, accompanied by his wife,
his
aide,
George
Frances,
and
Pimpernel," is now finished shoot-

St,

Martin's

city grosses are tapering off
currently after, the sharp Easter

Annual,

.

,

,$10

j
I

I

I

,

I

!

l

I

;

I

I

\

i

:

i

Goldwyn contract player Schlaff.
Producer had ho|)ed to be on
is starred.
Korda has had several confabs hand, in London to see final cuts
New York with Selznick on the on"The Elusive Pimpernel," in
third and fourtli films under their which he was associated with pro>:
four-picture deal".
Fii'st, "IJiird dnccr Sir Alexander Korda. Korda
Man," is now finished, while the is now in New York and it is exsecond, "Gone to Earth," will start pected that he'tl huddle witit GoldJune I,
here during the next week.
1 wyii
Jng.

David Niven
in

;

!

[

;

,

week upbeat, the decline being the
normal reaction accentuated by the
numerous holdover dates. However, big moneymakers continue
strong with the leaders bunched
Freshman" is finishing fine in
about the same as last week.
Bing Crosby's "Connecticut Denver while "Family Honeymoon''
Yankee" (Par) apain is national (U) will; do nicely in Toronto.
"South of St. Louis" (WBi. solid
champ> with "Lit tie Women"
(M-G) still a sturdy second. "Bel- in Louisville, shapes strong in
,

I

[

vedere" (20th) continues in third Providence. "Command Decision"
place, with indications of bigger (M-Gr looks sturdy in Denver.
money as soon as additional dates "Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono)
is trim in Washington.
are set.
"Red Canyon" (U) is top new
Fourth money goes to "Under"Bad Boy"
cover Man" (Col) while "Ball film in St. Louis.
Game" 'M-G) is finishing fifth, an (Mono), doing better this rounds
shapes
solid in Buffalo.
improvement over last week.
"Dear
to
Heart"
is doing
(RKO)
in
Baltimore"
(RKO),
"Adventure
just being launched a week ago, okay in Montreal despite ban on
"Force of
has pushed up into sixth position. juvenile attendance.
"Knock On Door" (Col) will wind Evil" (M-G) looks okay in Seattle.
"Hamlet" (U), fine in Washingup in seventh .slot while "Dream Is
Yours" (WB) is eighth from top. ton, shapes solid In L. A. "The
"Tulsa"- (BLi In ninth place and Set-Up" (RKO) is doing okay in
"Rcff Shoes", (EL) round out the Toronto.
( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Big 10.
1
Pages 12-13)
Ace runner^upi films arc beaded
'

:

,

8<|.

Foreign.

'

Single Coplea

.

...

.

.Ill

Cents

!!(

No. 7

Vol. 174

INDEX
56
62

Bills

by "Joan of Arc" (RKOi, "Kl
Paso" (Par)
and "Portrait of
Jennie" (SRO).
"City Across River'? (U). whioli
teed off sock in N. Y., is not too;
big in Boston but holding well in
third N. Y. session.
"Mother 1,5
:

(

;

Key

'I'liiralenr

['1,.

StJBSCKIPTION

Off—

:

Ave.

WVt

London

,

•

'

'Undercover,' 'Game,' 'Baltimore' Best Bets

1

160 No. MlchlBiin

.

Korda's Coast Detour

Circuit

.

Zukor, Par's
preparing tO

;

months ago; del Giudice.

Room

Pro).

With some ,40 screenings held to
date since April 5, Screen Plays'
Schneider, veepee and treasurer, "Home of the Brave" may well:
provide for substantial raises in rack up an unprecedented total of
$5,200,000 Value Placed
pay, Spingold, so long as he stays 75 private showings before the, film
on in an active capacity, will be opens at the Victoria, N. Y.i May
Loanout Deals;
paid $104,000 yearly and $200 12. From a numerical standpoint
weekly expenses running from the picture's screenings far exPaces Borrowing Spree Sept. 15, 1949. In the interim, ad- ceed the previewing of any other
pub
chief
gets
$1,500 weekly pic handled by its distributors.
Hollywood, April 26.
His pay- United Artists, and is believed to
Major film companies are doing ($78,000 per annum).
checks totalled $8a,200 during fis- set an industry record.
the heaviest loan business- in Holcal '48.
lending
lywood history—^not
money
"Brave" has been run off for all
Schneider, who received $93,600
but stars.
kinds of organizations that might
in '48. will take a scaled compenIn the current year, counting
be interested in it. At times the
(Continued on page 18)
deals for films to come, films in
screening schedule: has been so
production and films completed but
loaded that UA, in addition to its
not released; the exchange of coin
(Continued on: page 20)
Foreign

:

(Continued on page 63)

EL

report could be obtained from

and management.

,

product comprises 10 pix.

On

Ui.A/

Good Old Summer Time"
"Madame Bovary."

U

of Associated British Pathe:
Subject to approvals by the
boards xof the companies involved,
del Giudice stated that his Pilgrim
firm would lOBke two pictures in
association with ABPC during the
year startini^.May 1, 1949. Balance
of his 194f-'50 program, he declared, would be di s tr i b u te d
throughout the British Empire by
Associated British Pathe. This

several

in

Spingold as

.

yesterday (Tues.) on
the Queen Elizabeth, he said that
lie had closed a shipboard agreement .with Robert Clark, executive
director of production of Associated British Picture Cort>., and
William Moffat, managing director

lade

complete. Complete severance of
exhibition from production-distribution must be pushed through by
Jan. 1,- 1950. If Zukor steps out.
Freeman will probably take over
either as board chairman or fill the
hole caused by promotion of some
other top Paramount exec.
In the past year. Freeman has
been active in handling all economy measures put through not
oply at the studio but also in the
Prez
Join
east.
It is believed he will con- amounts to approximately $5,200,tinue studying company operations 000.
Chief on European 0.0.
Among the star borrowers Metro
with an eye towards cost-cutting.
leads with. 13. RKO is runner-up
UniverH.
Seidelman,
Joseph
with 10.
Warners has borrowed sal's foreign dept. head, is tentaseven, 20th-Fox six, Paramount lively slated to tour U's ConSee Borkin Handling
five, Columbia three, Hunt Strom- tinental offices. S e 1 d elma n is
three and Samuel Goldwyn booked to embark on the GripsPix Biz's Video Survey berg
Roy Del Ruth: and Universal-In- holm for the Scandinavian counJoseph Borkin, Washington econ- ternatioaal one apiece.
tries. May 11.
After hitting the
omist and lawyer, who was in the
Metro's borrowing includes Jen- Norse sectors, he would then take
Dept. of Justice until about a year nifer Jones, Christopher Kent, Er- in the rest of Europe.
ago, may be hired by the Motion rol Flynn, Alexis Smith, Wendell
Nate Blumberg, prez of U, is
Picture Assn. of America to do the Corey,
Rossano Brazzi, Sidney considering joining Seidelman on
survey it is mulling on the rela- Greenstreet and Valentina Gortese. the Continent. Blumberg is now on
tionship of television and the film RKO's borrowiug includes Victor the Coast but may: return in time
industry. An expenditure of up to
(Continued on page 6)
for a trip to Europe.
about $50,000 is being considered
for the study.
Injection of Borkin's name into
the picture was one of the developments during the past week in the
increasing interest being shown by Post-Easter Biz
'Bing/ 'Women,- 'Belvedere/

Shipboard Deal as Tonic

tiate a business deal.

M-G's

State Department really interested
in the international problems of
the business, is no time for making
"private deals."
SIMPP members feel that it was
largely through the. work., of tlieir
proxy, Ellis Arnall, former governor of Georgia, that Administration aid was enlisted. ? Arnall
talked to President Truman on the
British situation a couple weeks
Nate B. Spingold's job as Coago and the Chief Exec picked up
lumbia's veepee heading up the
the phone and made a date for him.
ad^pub dept. may be changed after
with Dean AcHesoni' Secretary of
two years to that of company: conState.
State Department made a
sultant under the terms of the jiew
formal protest to the British a
five-year employment contract refew days later.
cently inked by the parties. Right
In addition, members of the
to make that switch goes solely to
California delegation in Congress
Col. The company would then pay
have been raising a barrage re- Spingold
$52,000 yearly plus $5,000
cently against the British quota
expenses.
and exchange restrictions and this
Both Spingold's new ticket and a
(Continued on page 18)
seven-year one handed Abraham

remain

resign before the: -reorganization

finally suc-

ceeded in getting Congress and the

Exit Co.

Eagle Lion's drive to lop operexpenses temporarily' has
brought about the slashing of dis<<
tribution veepee William J. Heineman's salary for the next 12 weeks.
ating

:

meeting of the joint Anglo-AmeriHollywood, April 26.
can Film Council in Washington.
To let the world know about it,
They fear that the extreme secrecy
surrounding the sessions of top all Metro pictures from now on
American and. British film reps will be stamped with ''Made in
First two
very likely indicates that an ar- Hollywood, U. S. A."
rangement was privately arrived films to be treated thus are "The

in
N. Y. is a recurrence: of the reis

May

Operation; Youngstein

Fizzle of the Nasser deal for purr*
chase of United Artists last week
came as a severe blow to Indie
Rank/ Davis Back
producers. The lone wolf filmmakJ. Arthut Rank, Britain's chief
ers had been counting on the anticiT
pated tranquillity within UA that fllmite, ends his one-month U. S.
visit
today (Wed.) when he emwould follow new ownership to rebarks
for England with his wife
open to them the bank financing
aboard the Queen Elizabeth. FoU
that it is now all but impossible
lowing
close of the Anglo-Amerito obtain.
Film
can
council meets in WashWith other companies that had
been encouraging true independ- ington last, week, -Rank went into a
last
flurry
of huddles; in New York
ents now fading from the field, UA
prior
to
his
return to London.
holds a key position in the indusHis chief aide, John Bavis,
try as an outlet for indie product.
planed
England yesterday
for
Ups-and-downs to which the disSir
(Tues.).
Henry French is also
tributing organization is subjected
are immediately reflected therefore aboard the Elizabeth.;
in the plight of indie producers.
Had the Nasser deal been closed
and the expected stability ensued;
the singleton filmmakers would
have been in a greatly improved
Bank coin would un^
situation.
doubtedly have been easier to supplement the second-money which
beginning to appear in
is now
greater volume. Recently come to
the second-money field are N. Peter
Rathvon. who reportedly has a
pool of $7,000,000 available; Heller
& Co., of Chicago, which is setting Y; Frank Freeman» Paramount
up a $6,p00,00Q fund; A. Pam Blu- studio exec, who arrived in New
menthal, who may have up to $5,- York yesterday (Tues.) with his
000,000; and Joseph Justman, pres- wife, may remain east on a permaident of the Motion Picture Centre nent basis, according to reports
studios, who is forming a syndicate emanating from both here and the
Reportedly, Freeman is
to provide $1,000,000 to producers. Coast.
While these sources may help serving as one of Barney Balaban's:
:the indies by being forced into chief advisers in the complicated
primary financing and guarantees, business of reorganizing the production-distribution setup on which
(Continued on page, 20)
Par's prez is currently engaged.Tied up with the belief that
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Dave Rose's Israel Hop

Exhib Liaison For

of

Realignment

functions

of*'

execs of the Motion Picture Assn.
€)f America, including assignment
n£ \ .p. francis Harmon to head a
new program of exhibitor and pubai
lic relations, was discussed at
session of the Association's New,
York and Washington staff toppers
in New York yesterday (Tues ).
It is understood tliat prexy Eric
Johnston is aiming to streamline,
the MPAA'B administrative lines to
get more efficient organization.
\

shift

i

Robert Goelet, Jr., son of the
real estate tycoon, will
as production aide to Hungarian producer Geza Ratvanye on
the film the latter is to make in
Italy this spring.
Pic is being
financed by Goelet, Sr., in association with Lopert Films and the
City Investing Co., N. Y., realty
firm which operates a number of

ness as generally "spotty."
Meeting reelected William G.
Stuber, Perley S. Wilcox, Raymond
N. Ball, Albert K. Chapman and
Marion B Folsom as directors for
three^year terms.

I

]

.

I

New York
sei-ve

.

:

i

department and his activities as
an officer of the Motion Picture
Export Assn.

Under
tag,

it

is

{

i

SeeHamieganAs

\

the Johnston streamlintinderstood, all foreign

,

Skouras-Zanuck

hereafter will
report directly to Johnston. There
was formerly a certain amount of
administrative confusion in that
McCarthy reported partially to

Personal Choice

'Proper' Distrib of B.O.

mer

Dollar as British Aid
There's nothing wrong with the
industry,

film

Herbert Wilcox

.

producer

that proper;
distribution of the boxoftice dollar
won't cure. Arriving in New York
yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen
Elizabeth, he said that a producer
recovers -only slightly more than
tiie cost of production on a picture
after the shares of the distributor,
exhibitor and government taxes
have been removed from the gross.
Citing his recent "Spring in

Park Lane"

as

ieels.'

an example, Wilcox

said that out of a $5,600,000 gross
in Britain, the film will be assessed
an estimated $2,250,000 for the entertainment taxi exhibitors will collect $1,800,000 while the distnbutor will reap $320,000. Obviously
this is quite inequitable, he observed, when the exhibitor proportionately
receives far more
than the producer,
Wilcox saw scant possibility of
the government rebating any portion of the entertainment tax to
jproduce'rs, If .this were done, he
said, other industries would want
the same consideration;
. Prime
purpose of Wilcox* current U. S. trip is to formulate an
Anglo-American production plan
for a series of pictures to be
made in England.
He's
discussing a deal with an unidentified
major although another large company is said to he interested as
well.
Proposed „ films would use
American stars and would qualify
as quota pix under the British law.
Following a week's stay in New
York, the producer leaves for
Hollywood on a nine-day visit.
-

:

-

Theatre Workers

>

cabinet
member, recently
president of the St. Louis CardIs a practicing attorney in
.

inals,

•

Politically powerful in Washington, Hannegan is. also a close associate of Spyros and Charles P.
Skouras as well as Darryl F. Zan-

The step again spotlights
for former Government
officials, the company having em-, portant shareholder, left for Eu-i outcome was a surprise in view of
ployed both James F. Byrnes and rope J)^esterday (Tuesday) on the the fact the employees bolted from
Robert P. Patterson for legal America to start "Sabina" into Local B-lOO several months ago
and voted overwhelmingly to dischores.
production.
solve the union.
Tapping of Hannegan was disThe quarrel broke out when the
closed in 20th's proxy, which
service employees thought they
named all other incumbents for Urge Feds to Drctti
weren't getting proper representareelection on the board. Proxy also
from lATSE and walked out
disclosed that the company's salTax in Favorof Monies tion
en masse, affiliating with another
ary nut for officers and directors
Washington, April 26.
AFL group, the Building Service
was nicked slightly in 1948 when
Spokesmen for the nation's cities Employees :Union. Bitter controtion.

flai.'

M

the total hit $1,250,000. Count for urged the Federal government last
the previous year was $1,263,051.
week to drop its 20i% admissions
Three company officers took tax and turn that source of revenue
raises during the year under their over to the cities and states withcontracts. Biggest boost went to out delay.
Appeal was made on
Murray Silverstone, chief of the Friday (22) at the windup of two
foreign dept., whose pay was $109,- days of meetings.
Sessions were
405 against $96,850 during '47. attended by off ibials of the Federal
Others were Donald A. Henderson, fiscal agencies, andj. prineipal officers of leader state, comity and
(Continued on page

versy between the two AFL internationals threatened and ;the buUd^^
ing service men stepped out of the
picture and the John L. Lewis
"catch-all" District 50 declared itself in^

N. Y. to

'

6)

munic^al associations, in an effort
to clarify joint tax jproblema and
fiscal relations.

I

j

I

:

j

:

I

i

in

Mayfair."

'

to do.

•As

'

'

the feud broke into the open,
B. Arthur, F&;M general
(Continued on page 18>
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6 Foreigns

Sale of

Doesn't

Mean Dropping

-

L.

'

I

—

I

j

'

,

:

i

!

'

,

.

I

'

.

'
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bution purposes whenever Arthur
Loew, company's foreign chief, is

convinced of their quality. Companyi incidentally, ran up a profit
on most of the films before turning over residual rights to Discina.
Half-dozen pix acquired by Discina are the Swiss-made "The Last
Chance," "Portrait of Maria," Mexican-made Dolores del Rio and

Pedro Armendariz starrer, -41ie
French-made "It Happened at the
Inn,"
"Stormy Waters," and
"Angels of the Streets." "When

Words

Fail,"
pic, also goes

Argentine-producedwith the deal.

Metro will continue handling the
sextet in foreign countries.

Agnew

.

:

:

Irene Manning

Jo Mielziner
Pierre
*

A. to N. Y.
--

Monteuk

Robert Morley
J, Arthur Rank
Phil Relsman
Si Seadler
Irene M. Selznick

Arturo Toscanini
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.

Charles Gaynor
Henry Hellssen
Jean Hersholt

Robert Wolff.

Karl Herzog
Alfred Hitchcock

Filippo del Giudlce

Hedda Hopper :
Frank King
Lawrence Langner

!

;

said this
week. Metro is still interested in
acquiring foreign films for distri-

IlyaLopert

Korda

Jack Chertok
Y. Frank Freeman

One

M-G spokesman

Jacques Kopfstein
Martin Levine
Joshua Logaa ^

j

i

.

uct,

David Holtzmann

.

-

U. S. rights on six
foreign-made pix by Metro to
Discina International Films does
not mean that the major will drop.,
its policy of buying overseas prodits

Geraldine Fitzgerald
Robert Fizdale
Lillian Gish
Arthur Gold
Mrs. Dan Golenpaul

Ted L. T. Steele
Alida Valli
Jane Withers
Sam Zimbalist

i

Of Overseas Purchases
Sale of

N. Y. to Europe

Martin ManulisGinger Rogers

1

i

On Two

gun

Jimmy Durante
Joan Evans

Sir Alexander

i

handled in

M

John Davis
Mrs. Meyer Davis

AlJoIson
John Joseph

1

New York and on the and state governments. However,
Coast over the next 10 days in a it was claimed that Uncle Sam
series of. confabs between Robert could not afford to do this at
Clark, executive director of pro- present.
RKO's Press Chief West
duction for ABPC; William Moffat, managing director of Associ- Techni Really Favors
Theatre Preems ated British Pathe; Mono and AlColor Beaucoup Black
Harry Mandel. RKO Theatres' lied Artists prez Steve Broidy and
After a year of record-taking
ad-pub chief, leaves the New York Mono International chief Norton
profits. Technicolor's net is conhomeoft'ice today (Wed.) for Kan- V. Ritchey.
sas City where he'll huddle' with
Clark, Moffat and Monogram's tinning to climb during the curJerry Shinbaek, RKO's midwest London rep Clifford Dickinson ar- rent fiscal period. For the first
division manager, on the reopen- rived in New York earlier in the quarter, ended March 31, tinting
ing of the circuit's Missouri the- day on the Queen Elizabeth. They outfit garnered a net of $663,750
atre.
Formerly tagged the Main brought several scripts which will compared to $402,750 for the
Street, the house has been reno- be compared with a number of equivalent period of the previous
vated and will be unveiled in July. Monogram properties in an effort year.
Following his K. C. stay, Mandel to select the best yarns for the inEarnings were equivalent to 72c
Will ti<ek to Marshalltown. la., to ternational market.
per share on outstanding common
confer with Iowa division manWorldwide distribution of the stock against 44c in the correager Harry Weiss on the opening films will be split between Mono spending period of '48.
of the chain's RKO Orpheum in and Associated British Pathe:
Techhi's board yesterday fTues.)
Marshalltown. Brand new, the
Supervising the initial picture declared a dividend of 40c. per
theatre is scheduled to snip the will be Scott R. Dunlap, Broidy's share on common. It Will be paid
ribbon early this summer. Mandel executive assistant, who will leave May 24. to stockholders of record
Will be away a yieek la all.
for Britain late this summer, May e.
K
and "M.iytimc

Reportedly, Arthur is now facing
a two^pronged attack since it Is' believed that 20th-Fox has also
broken off relations.
Last 20th
film to be played by F &
was
"Letter to Three 'Wives'' several
months back. It is believed that
20th is holding back but will ultimately sell away from, the Arthur-i
owned: theatres as Par has just be*

Neil

I

Also on Wilcox', agenda is to arrange U. S. distribution of his
"Spring in Park Lane,!' starring
Anna Neagle and Michael Wilding;
"The Courtney.<i of Curzon Street"

-

runs.

Lou Clayton
Louis G. Cowan
Jack
Martin Gang
William Gargan
Dorothy Gulman
Jascha Heifetz
Morris Helprin
Eddie Jackson

field and extract more coin
A joint program between Mono- the
from that source than at. present.
British Pictures -Corp. calling for production These are the states in which state
of four films in two years will get and local government units are auunderway by Sept. 1, top execs of thorized to use the admissions tax.;
both companies announced in New In other states the legislatures
York yesterday (Tues.). Quartet of would have to pass, enabling laws.
Federal spokesmen agreed that,
jflx will be made at ABPC'S Elstree
when Federal expenses ease up,
studios in Britian.
While the arrangement was dis- there should be a general revision
closed last March, no stories were of the U. S. excise taxes, with cerdecided upon. Details will be tain types turned over to the city

gram and Associated

U

A.

Diamond

Congress should drop the admissions taxt one-third of the
states could inmiediately move into
If

I

PROD. IN SEPT. START

Joan Blondell
Nate Blumberg

1

;

MONO-ABPC'S JOINT

suburban indies rather

to

sell

than Arthur's string of subsequent-

;

uck and Joseph M. Schenck: With
over $1,000,000 from the sale of
his interest in the Cardinals, Hannegan may also move into exhibi20th's

houses of smaller operators*
After first-runs, company expects

rival
to

In Philly Try For

.

Washington.

British

Lewis Defeated

'

|

"El Paso," "My Own True
Love" and "Alias Nick Beal" to

films,
!

with David Pelham and John
Shopridge in the production.
Philadelphia, April 26.
Goelet, Sr., who is reported to
John L, Lewis' initial attempt to
be New York's second largest real
estate gwner, has been anxious. to> take theatre workers under his
have \ySk son learn film production wing .was defeated in the three-day
and hopes that "Sabina" may lead election here (April 19721) to deto
a permanent tieup between termine which union should repreGoelet, Jr., and Ratvanye. Latter's sent Philadelphia picture house
film,
"Somewhere in Europe," employees.
which has been having highly sucThe balloting, conducted by the
cessful runs on -the Continent, was- State Labor Relations • )3oard, rerecently purchased for the U. S. sulted in a complete victory for
by Goelet, Lopert and th0- same Xiocai B-lOO of the- International
syndicate financing '"Sabina."
Alliance of Theatrical Stage EmThe elder Goelet advanced about ployees and Motion Picture MeUnited
$250,000 for the production of chine Operators, AFL.
"Rapture."
Negative, which ar- Mine Workers District 50, Lewis'
rived in this country a month 'ago, "catchiair* union, trailed in the
final tabulations by a vote of 472
is tied up in customs, but is expected to be okayed shortly.
It to 212.
Interest in the campaign': ivas
will then be shown: to distribs to
marked, and of the 1,048 employr
set a releasing deal.
Ilya, Lopert, who heads Lopert ees in the 71 Philadelphia theatres
Films, in which Goelet is an im- affected a total of 703 votes. The

i

Wilcox Cites Need For

I

;

temporarily l a b e 1 e d
of Sabina," will cost
150,000,000 lire (about $250,000).
It will be the second in which the
Goelets have had an interest. First
was "Rapture," recently completed
in Italy with financing by the elder
Goelet. Goelet, Jr., was associated
Picture,

Former PostmasterrGeneral RobJohnston and partially to Harmon,
who as head of the MPAA's New ert E. Hannegan has been proposed
York office was in a manner Mc-' by 20th-Fox as a member of its
board of directors. Hannegan, who
Carthy's boss.
Although the: MPAA board has will be voted on. along with other
yet to put its stamp of approval candidates at the May 17 stockon the transfer :to Harmon of the holders meet, is named by 20th
in place of John R. Dillon of Dil^Continued on page 6)
lon, Read & Co., Investment brokers, who has been dropped. For-

'

I

theatres.

McCarthy

&M

i

I

"Women

matters will be centralized in the
hands of John McCarthy, director
«f the MPAA's international division.

&

tlHorehtoPix

I

With

off by Fox-Mldwesfs deft to the
Chicago, April 26.
bidding method df slotting prodJudge Michael Igoe in Chi fed- uct, is now growing more
furious
eral district court last week over- Drawn into- the frajr is
Harry
ruled a motion to dismiss the $500,- Arthur's
two big chains, the
000 damage suit filed by Roger Fanchon
Marco group with conTouhy, convicted criminal, against trols of most of the first-runs
in
Katz cir- this city, and his St. Louis
20th-Fox and Balaban
Amusecuit on ground he was libeled by ment company.
The feud is bethe film, "Roger Touhy, Gangster." lieved to stem mainly from
efforts
that
argument
Court rejected
by distribs to realign terms granted
appeal the big circuits or else sell
rights
to
Touhy
lost
to
through his conviction and prison smaller competitors.
sentence. Defense counsel also
Big break this week is the disin
-argued court lacked jurisdiction
closure that Paramount is selling
diwere
the case, but defendants
away from both F
and the St.
reeled to file answers within 60 Louis
Amusement after many
days.
years during which the two ch.iins
obtained practically all Parahiount
product.
Par is booking three

&

Net earnings for '48 were
$55,494,425, he said, and sales
mounted to $435,395,626. Harof control to Harmon
grave termed the company's busi(Tues'.).

|

«f the pitch for exhib cooperation,
the vet exec will relinquish some
of his other responsibilities, Pripiary ajmong these has been hisj
constant touch with the foreign!
affairs of the film industry by his
stewardship over the international

battle

against both major distribs and
smaller competing houses, touched

500G Suit Vs. Pic Cos.

GoeH Jr^ More

St. Louis, April 26.
of large circuits

The

Touhy Wins Point In

is

try.

Eastman Kodak sales for the
first
quarter of 1949 reached
$9S,S00;0O0^ recording a small increase over the $92,000,000 grossed
last year, Thomas J. Hargrave, EK,
prez, told stockholders yesterday

Away From

Selling

Harry ArAur Because of Terms

believed that Rose's Palestine trek is to map possible filmmaking activities in the new counIt

Eastman's $3,500,000
Boost Over 1948

i

Par aid 20th

Indie producer David E. Hose
suddenly planed for Israel last Friday (22) for an indefinite stopoVer. Rose, formerly a Paramount
exec,: was recently embroiled in
litigation with actor James Mason
over a joint production enterprise.

MPAA; McCarthy Over Forep
.

,

Wedaesclajr, April 27, 194(9

PICTIIRES

Harmon as

:

Sol Lesser
Ernest Martin
Albert Marx
Jack Mulealiy

Europe to N. Y.
Belita

John Huston
P. McEvoy
Anna Neagle

J.'

F. L. D. .Strengholt

Herbert Wilcox
Michael Wilding

Nugent
Gregory Ratoffi
Elliott

Liam Redmond
Grkdwell Seafs
Robert L. Smith
Francis L. Sullivan

W. Lee Wilder
Jane

Wyman

STILL

HERE

Henry Morca>

11

'

,

riCTVRKS
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TV BECLOUDS THEATRE SALES
Some Exhibs Think

20th Cooling

On Rental Demands, Co. Denies It
Exhibitors believe that 20th-Fox4-. ,
.
»
may now be backtracking on its
projected plans for getting in- FeUChtwanger's Gcts
creased rentals for its product.
His 'Destiny'
They base their assumption on inHollywood, April 26.
dications that 20th's touring trio
Lion
Feuchtwanger's
massive
of veepees, Al Lichtman, Andy W.
Smith, Jr., and Charles Einfeld, novel, "Proud Destiny*" is on the
have apparently wound up, their market, with screen rights reCross-country research junket far possessed by the author;
Enterprise made a one-quarter
ahead of schedule.
Exhibs recall Lichtman empha- down payment on the book, but
sized during his first announce- went- out of business without payment of the upped" rentals drive ing the remaining three quarters,
that the trio would make a twomonth "grass-roots" survey, huddling with exhibs and branch persounel in every exchange area in
To date, however,
tlNe country:
they have sat down with exhibs in
only four citiesT—New; York, Bostop, New Haven and Philadelphia
and have huddled with their
field staffers In those cities, plus!
Another appeal to the U. S.
Los; Angeles, San Francisco, Chi Supreme
Court on the government
cago and Atlanta. Trio returned anti-trust action is already
becomto the° homeoffice over the week-:
ing likely.
Columbia feels so
end, ostensibly to. fortnulate; the
strongly on the provision in the
final plan.
Paramount consent decree requirCompany toppers have also ing picture-by-picture and theatretalked to exTiibs in the latter four
by-theatre sales that the company
cities and have received a number
will probably go to the_high court
of invitations from indie exhib
in an attempt to upset" Tt, if the
groups for further tallcs. According
lower' court upholds the provision,
to a 20th spokesman, all the inviLouis Frohlich, Col's attorney, told
tations will be accepted.
Variety last week.
According to the;20th execs they
During last week's anti-trust
feel they have now obtained, agood enough cross-section of. opin; hearings, Frohlich hacked away- at
ion and reaction in the representa'- the provision with the assertion
that it "would open the backdoor
tive; parts of the country to set
to compulsory bid selling;'' Froh(Continued on page 22)
lich's stand has been seconded by
the Theatre Owners of America'
since that exhib group believes the
1st
Steps
20th
inevitable result would be compulsory bidding.
TO A protested to
Dept. of Justice without results:
Nabe Availabilities
Section of the Par decree which
In Philly Proposal may again lead to the Supreme
Court bans Par "from licensing
Philadelphia, April 26.
Sharp revision of the clearance any feature for exhibition upon
system stepping up first-run neigh- any run in any theatre in any other
borhood availability dates and dou' manner than that each license
bling the number of houses affect- shall be offered and taken theatre
ed were among the proposals of- by theatre; solely upon the merits
without
discrimination
in
fered today (26) at a meeting of and
exhibitors with 20th-Fox execs in favor of affiliated theatres, circuit
the Ritz Carlton hotel here. The theatres or others."

^

Back

.

'

l

'

Col

,

May Appeal

I
|

]

Par Decree Phas^

|

i
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'

;

,

Run

Up

^

manager Howard Minsky
was based on a survey by the
film
company
which -showed
there had been no changes made
division

.

.

in the Philadelphia clearances in
the last 15 years. Thirty-five ex-

hibs attended today's meet, which
ran very amicably.
According to the survey, the

Eight ^-Chiz Suits Vs.

navies' break had been
to eight \)r nine houses,
with a total seating capacitv of 16,000. The plan which 20th offered

first-run

Alger Into

limited

D.O.S.

Due

6)

in Detroit In

Depose

in

SIMPP

111.

Court

Chicago, April 26.
Eight percentage chiselling suits
against circuit operator E. E. Alger have been switched from the
Federal court here to the state
court.
Action of the majors foU
lows approval to the move granted
by Referee Joseph L. Elward on
condition the distribs pay counsel
fees plus expenses of the referee.
Involved in the actions are Al-

^vould embrace 18 or 19 theatres
in a flexible first-run nabe availability within 21 to 35 days after
the, end of the first-run in town.

(Continued on page

ON B.O.

Resolve 20th-Fox, WB, Metro's Cases

lOADS

^

Television's threat to the film
business, at present not .regarded
too seriously by industry toppers,
now said to be throwing a
is
shadow on the sale of theatres
throughout the country. The realty
situation so far as theatres are
concerned has been thrown into
confusion by a suspicion harbored
by the banking interests that tele
forebodes a cut in the profitmaking ability of the flickeries. As

$448,000 to

;

David O. Selznick goes to Detroit
New York tomorrow (Thurs-

day); to

give a deposition in the
anti-trust suit brought by the Society of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers against United Detroit Theatres and the Cooperative
old R., Gladys and fern Alger and
Theatres of Michigan buying-book-.
of corporations.
ing combine. Selznick will be ac- a number
companied by SIMPP counsel
Robert J. Rubin und will return
H. M. Flick Apipointed
to New York the following day.
Samuel Goldwyn was to have gone
Albany, April 26from New York to Detroit to give
Board of Regents formally anhis deposition la-st week, but his nounced the appointment of Hugh
appearance has been indefinitely M, Flick as director of the motion
postponed by the operation which picture division. State Education
currently has him confined to a Department, which reviews and liNew York hospital. Large number censes all commercial films except
of producers are being required by newsreels.
the defense to go to the auto city
Flick, a member of the Departfor depositions before the case can ment staff for 16 years and recentproceed, and SIMPP has been hav ly senior archivist was rated No,
ing. quite a bit of trouble having 1 In the competitive intra-departthem rearrange their affairs so as ment; examination conducted by the
to get there.
Civil Service Commission last fall.
Only ones who have testified to He assumes a post which has not
date are Walt Disney, Hunt Strom- been permanently filled since Irberg and Marvin Fans. SIMPP win Esmond retired on March 91,
exec,
1 1945, at the age of 70.
I

'

'
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RKO's Respite In

—

JP

Chi Despite

.

,

Grand and Palace, loop houses, is quently that the Government hail
more impressed by the television permitting the Grand to book big no concrete plan of action.
Wright's suggestion was that the
bugaboo than filmltes. Widespread films for extended runs despite
the
two-week ceiling which applied three companies present a plan for
and
newspublicity, aired in mags
With "Joan of Arc" separation of exhibition from dispapers, on the possible incursions in the past.
of video vs. films has shoved the already in its fifth week at the tribution - production within 60
Grand,,
theatre
management
has
position
Where
into
a
days.
All lopping of theatres
fiscal experts
now booked Metro's "The Strat- would be completed by Dec 31,
(Continued on page 6)
ton Story" for an extended run, 1949. The D of J would reserve
i

May

beginning

Under a

Par Must Go Through

granted
Michael

Plenty of Legal Motion

11 or 18.
revision of the

RKO
Igocj

JP

the right to object or put forth an'
alternative scheme if that of the

rules

by Federal Judge
circuit's two thea-

.

tres must play a minimum of 15
pix every 13 weeks. There is no
Chain restriction on the length of run of
Get Out of
any one film so lojqg as the two
In a first move to unload its
houses feed out the combined 15
minority stock interest in the
minimum in the required time.
Butteirfield circuit.

(Continued on page 22)

Two

Dixie Survey by

One

To

Par Execs on

Paramount has

Theatres to Retain
Hence, the Palace is playing
double-bills while the Grand is
Getting set to carry out the pro^
reserved for .big films; and long visions of the Paramount consent:
require closeout of
decree
which
RKO
Since the Palace dualers hold for all theatre partnerships, vieepee
only one or two weeks, the average Leon^^d; Gdldensoh ha^ despatched
output is four pix every three Robert M. Weitman, southern diweeks for both houses. The Giand visional chief, and Hal Pereira on
can run a film almost indefinitely a swing below the Mason & Dixon
while RKO meets the minimum.
line. Weitman, recently named to
Without subsequent run houses, succeed Leon Netter, and Pereira
RKO has been hit very hard in the headed for Jacksonville, Fla., Monpast couple of years by the effects day (25) on the first leg of the trip.
of the JP decree. ManaR^menl beUnderstood that the duo are eyelieves the modification w; I pull up ing all partnership houses firstreturns sharply.
hand to determine which are the
RKO
Universal feels that it is getting more yiitable to retain when the
the short end, with several "A" new Paramount theatre company
productions
only
receiving
a starts operating. Their recommenweek's booking at the Palace, most dations will be relayed to Goldenby both parties.
(Continued on page 6)
son who must make the final deciThe nixing by Paramount resion^. Weitman will also use the
sulted from the same restrictions
trip to familiarize himself with
on acquisition of new- theatre in-;
*
his new territory.
terests which barred RKO's acceptNixes U-I
It is expected that the twosome
ance of Par's stock.' As for the
will scan all houses now operated
(Continued on page 18)
Loanout for
Pic in Florida besides the WilbyKincey chain which blankets
Hollywood, April 26.
Donald O'Connor nixed'deal ar- Georgia and the Carolinas. Para,

;

;

runs.

j

i

|

i
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;
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Wright Burns While

ranged: by U-I for top role in Metro's "battleground," on loanout.
have been eight-week stint
away from home base but he an^
kled it after reading script, claiming part wasn't right for him. He
would have received $2,000 weekly
from Metro, same salary he gets

mount-Richards circuit may also
come in for inspection. Weitman
recently made recommendations on
the Malco group of theatres after

I

'

Byrnes Sez He's Right Would
What caused
down of recent
:

between

Ma

vfrpm

UJW

Hollywood, April 26.
another round last week. A de-*
Pledges amounting to $448,000 cision by the three-judge N. Y.
for the United Jewish Welfare federal court knocking off: some
Fund Campaign for 1949 were theatres but not all looks to be
made by film industry toppers at a the out for a bench which again!:
meeting in Jack L. Warner's home, showed no real enthusiasm for a
with Henry Ginsberg presiding as complete separation.
Court's reindustry chairman of the fund.
action was in the face of Special
Last year the pledges amounted, Ass't Attorney General Robert L.
to $384,000. Overall compaign for .Wright's reprise on the old cry
the Los Angeles district this: year against any watering of the 100%
calls for $11,000,000.
kill-or-cure remedy.
Hearings are now ended and the:
case is again dumped into the lap
of the court which first ordered
the wiping-out :of partnei'ship holdings and creation of a competitive
bid system which the U. S. Supreme Court axed.
During the
two-day session, the Dept. of Justice, was egged into proposing itii
own plan: for. complete divorceChicago, April 26.
Wright
made his proposalModification of the Jackson Park ment.
_
.
.
decree so far as it applies to RKO's after the court complained fre

a result, banks are demanding a
downward revision in evaluation of
theatres put up for sale.
Traditional formula for the purcha.se price of a theatre
that is,
five to seven times one year's
earnings averaged over a 10-year
period is undergoing a battering
from the banks. The money interests, it is said, now refuse to
finance a deal calling for the titles
transfer of a theatre if the price
generally goes: above three-andone-half times one year's earnings.
Realtors and exhibs interested
in either buying or selling report
that the bankers are considerably

jestic and La Salle theger's
atres 'in La Salle; Peru, in Peru;
Hub, in Rochelle; Co-ed and Park,
in Champagne; Apollo and State,
in Princeton; State, in Mendota;
Spring Valley, and
Valley, in
Princess,, in Urbana, all in Illinois.
Named along with. Alger ;<vre: Har-

Suit

Partial divorcement for 20thFox, Warner Bros, and Metro becomes the most likely solution of
the 10-year Government anti-trust
action after that suit clicked; off

Film Execs Pledge

oftered its holdings to RKO for
under a contractual
purchase
formula. Offer, is a technical one
cannot buy. Pars
only, since
interest in the chain under its consent decree. On rejection by RKO,
Par will then make a similar proposal to its Butterfield partners
who are also expected to reject
the offer.
Paramount step is the second
Government is pitching for the move in a complicated machinery
inclusion, of tlie provision in all
designed to liquidate both Par's
decrees as: the central pin in all and RKO's holdings in the 120selling practices.
Columbia," in-^ theatre chain in Michigan. First
fidentally, was the first major to
which
action was taken by
file an appeal from the original
recently tendered its stock to botli
N. Y. federal court decision.
Par and Butterfield. In that instance, offer was rejected last week

program, drawn up by sales vee^
pee Andy Smith, Jr. and- eastern

Most Likely To

Partial Divorcement

,

the: breaknegotiations

20th-Fox and the
for; settlement of

Government

the anti-trust was the subject
sharp clash between
of a
former Secretary of State
James F. Byrnes, attorney for
20th, and Special Assistant AtGeneral Robert L.
torney
Wright at last week's N. Y.
federal court hearings. When
Wright declared that the Dept.
of Justice is seeking complete

divorcement because "nobody
has come along with an offer
of anything else," Byrnes was
obviously griped.
Former State

:

Dept.

head

popped up to assert: that 20th
;had proposed to give up all
closed
towns during those
negotiations. Wright countered
with the remark that the reason negotiations broke down
waS: because 20lh' wanted to
expand elsewhere in return
for opening closed town.?.
Byrnes wound up the giveand-take by saying that
Wright was not in the negotiations "and that's why 1 excuse him for what he is saying."

;

,

at

:

Tennessee and surround-

a- triv to

ing states.
Pereira is an expert on theatre
properties and construction,

I
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Loan was mapped as one of sev- Reisman Abroad to Set
eral on fire, in return for .which
U-I gets William Powell, Gloria De
Lissim's Successor
Haven and other Metroites. Powell
Phil Reisman,
v.p.
in
has made two and has <two more
charge
of
foreign
operations,
to go at $200,000 per film. Miss
De. Haven also gets flat guarantee. sailed for Europe yesterday Tues.)
for a three-months stay. It is
As result of switch, 'M, moved underst6od that he will
pferup "Francis," starring O'Connor, sonally oversee European sales
to May 7 start.
during that time. Wladimir Lissim, who was in charge of the territory for RKO, recently resigned.
It is expected that a replaceRenting Space
ment for Lissim will be named by
Hollywood, April 26.
Reisman during the latter's stay
Republic, with numerous posses at the: Paris headquarters. Reportgalloping thataway on location, is edly a leading candidate for the
opening its stable doors to three spot is Michael Havas, the comindependent units on a rental pany's Latin American manager,
.basis.:. ::
who was formerly Lissim's aide, in
Indies are "Floodtide," a How- Europe.
ard Welsch-Robert Peters producLissim leaves New York for
tion;
"The Cleveland Story," a Paris May 12. He'll remain with
Kline production, and a wild aniuntil about mid-June, clean-:
mal yarn, still untitled, to be pro- ing up a number; of items hangduced by George Breakston and ing fire. His plans beyond that
Yorke Coplan.
»re not set yet.
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PICTITRES

WB's High-Budgeters

(3 in Color)

RKO's Respite

S

Continued from paget *

1949

ITs $1,070,000 Average Production

aaaaJ

recent being "Bed Canyon." While
'49
hom^oflice has set "Life of Riley"
into the house this week (27) "Ma
Hollywood^ April 26.
Hollywood, April 26.
and Pa Kettle" has been booked
Production budget at UniversalWarner Bros, is hitting the hotinto the Roosevelt May 4, and "City
International has been cut from an
Benny Film Off
Rolls 3
test pace in the current Hollywood
Across the River," into Orinetal,
estimated $1,070,000 per film on
Recoiling
upsurge.
production
starting April 28 for three weeks.
Hollywood, April 26.
Hollywood, April 26.
thea- ' Clearance troubles and inability the 1948 schedule to an average of
from a three-month winter shutThree pictures went into work RKO isn't, too happy with its
down, the Burbank studio is now at RKO yesterday (Men.) making tre arrangement either, getting to come to'terms with Jack Benny $740,000 per picture for 1,949. Outbuzzing with a slate of six-budg- a total of iive.
one-week shrift on what it thought caused 20th-Fpx to shelve "The lay for 22 films made last year was
This
eters in work and two more ready
Husband Who Ran Away," origi- approximately $23,480,000.
Startets were "I Married a Com- was better product.
year, on the basis of 30 pix, studio
to go before May 9. Three of the munist," "The Bail Bond Story"
It seems possible that Balaban & nally slated as a George Jessel
will lay out $22,100,000.
eight being shot are in Techni- and
"Arizona Ambush." Mean- Katz, also defendants under the production.
RKO Script called for Benny to play
color.
Universal prexy Nate Blumberg
while, "After the Storm" is being decree, will also, under the
releasing charts for the filmed for RKO in Italy and "The precendent, ask the court to ap- a dual role. Studio was unable to is in Hollywood to go over the figprove similar extended showings. clear the rights with the person ures and gander the completed
coming year are getting a lift from Bjg steal" in Mexico
product. Only five on this year's
With the Apollo being torn down on whom the character is based.
the company's take-on of four new
agenda are slated for budgets of
production units- in addition to.
next month, more product will be
$1,000,000 or more, Remaining 25
Transatlantic Pictures and United
available for the other houses of
will range from $215,000 to: $930,States Pictures, making the laiJgest
the circuit. United Artists or State000 each. This compares with 13
Wumber of individual obtfits to reLake would be likely locations.
for $1,000,000 or more each last
at any one time.
lease through
UA, which usually showed top
year with balance of nine ranging
New units include Cagney ProducM-G product, has been doing
from $450,000 to $850,000.
tions, which will star James Cagrather poorly in the last several
Its
ney in a series of films under Wil-.
months. State-Lake, outside of the
Currently lensing "Sword in
liam Cagney's supervision; Bryan
Desert" is studio's top budgeter
Paramount is seen by industry Chicago, has the largest seating
Foy Productions; Norma Produc- observers -as having, gained little capacity, 2,700 seats.
Chicago, April 26.
for 1.949 and is expected to wind
tions, which will star Burt Lan- via its recent divorcement toward
After more than a year of for $1,175,000. Last year's most
caster, and Roberts Productions, getting into video if the Federal
operations under the Jackson Park expensive pic was ".You Gotta
which will star John Garfield. In Communications Commission foldecree, Balaban.& Katz, in its. an- Stay Happy" at $1,775,000. Rangtui-n, Transatlantic's and U. S. Picnual report to stockholders last ing down from "Sword" are "Moon
lows the line laid down last week
tures' commitments are running by chairman Edwin
week, showed a profit one-third Over Java " "Occupation HouseJohnsoij of
.out.
Barney Balaban, wife'*, and "Paradise Lost" at $1,less than 1947.
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Warners' bid for the industry's Committee. A major motive of Par
prexy, said the company made 100,000 each; two Abbott & Cosleadership spot has been cued by
$3,455,071, or $13.07 per share, in tello pix at $750,000 each; six
accepting a consent decree de-'
heightened activity during the priving it of its theatres is befilms,
"B a g d a d,"
contrast to $5,043,228, equal to Technicolor
past six months to fill its talent lieved to have been its' desire to
$19.09 a share the preceding year. "Tomahawk." "Sierra," "Curtain
names.. clear the path for activity in tele.
roster with: to'pranking
John Balaban, secretary .of the Call at Cactus Creek," "Yes Sir,
Joining the stars directly pacted
wholly o.wned Paramount circuit, That's My Baby" and "Streets of
Company figured that ovl% imwith the lot, the studio has taken portant aspect (rf accepting dir
claimed the lesser take was due to Cairo," costing between $620,000
The impact of television on the; two-week limitation of Loop and $850,000 each.
on' seven players on' a loanout vorcement would be to clean its
agreement with David O. Selznick, legal skirts for obtaining FCC ap- newsreels showed up again this showings of picts and immediate
Studio's 1949 output comprises
In addition to the return of Cag- proval of the three station appli- Week when Paramount turned out subsequent runs.. Prior to the JP westerns, comedies,
action dramas
ney and seven other stars signed cations it now has pending, plus a complete issue, labelled "What decree, B&K was one of the de- and documentaries as compared
to appear under the Warner ban- obtaining renewals of licenses for Price Housing?", on a cross-the- fendants who controlled downtown with several of
last year's pix. that
Latter group includes Gar- ti,e two outlets now operating. Ap board survey of the housing- ques- runs and channelized film through
ner.
were strong on heavy drama and
The film, sold as the regu- their own houses before releasing whimsy. Black-and-white producfield, Lancaster, John Wayne, Ran- plications are pending for channels tion.
dolph Scott, Kirk Douglas, Margan Francisco, Detroit and Bos- lar midweek issue of Paramount to other houses.
tions
include
"Illegal'
Entry,"
lene Dietrich and Gmger Rogers, ton. Now operaUng. are KTLA in News, was partly spot news and
Also disclosed the fact thai $590,000; "Take One False Step,"
in its treat- B&K's
Warners star list has increased Hollywood and
tele station
lost
about $855,000; "The Lady Gambles,"
in Chicago, partly documentary
irom 23 to 38 over the last period.
senator Johnson, in one of the ment. It is the sort of issue which $350,000 last year.
$930,000; "Arctic Manhunt," $215,«
in13 More Before End '49
j roughest
attacks ever made on the reels will release with
000; "Ma and Pa Kettle," $380,000;
creasing frequency, as tele chalFollowing completion of the the FCC, indicated little sympathy
'.'Western Story," $800,000; "Come
lenges its competitor on spot news, Double-Featured Picketing
Initial eight pix in the current pro- for the film companies, and apBe My Love," $620,000; "Francis,"
coverage/
gi-am, the studio will be set to roll parently for Paramount in particu$625,000.
Par has been experimenting with
on 12 more, possibly before the lar. That was the implication that a series of these combo news-plusand
on B'way:
Reduced budgets were, achieved
end of the year. Full schedule-of was seen by industryites in John- background issues. Recently, comBroadway theatres are being hit by careful planning under Leo
the 20 pix in various stages of pro- son's heated remarlcs;, that:- "interPair
pany released a full issue devoted with picket lines from two direc- Spitz and William Goetz.
"Chain Light- ests who have accepted consent
duction include
have eliminated most of the parthe North Atlantic Pact.
Humphrey Bogart decrees stand defiantly at the to Housing reel opens with the' tions with the Screen Publicists ticipation deals prevalent during
ning,"
with
Guild
mobilizing'
against
five
and Eleanor Parker; "Rose Mo- counter demanding the right to get Congressional debate on the submajor companies and projection- past several years at the studio.
line."
Bette
Davis vehicle; into television."
a
ject, attempting to give various ists Local 306 members massing in They have also trimmed costs to
'White Heat," a Cagney starrer;
views Of the D. C. solons. Pic then front, of: the Paramount.- Stem- the current market.
This is ex"Perfect Strangers," with Ginger
focuses on the housing at Fort Dix ming frsm dismissal of two pro- pected to reflect strongly in this
Rogers and Dennis Morgan; "The Rental Lots Idle
for ex-GI's and their families; jectionists, at the Brooklyn Para- year's product.
Miami Story," starring Burt Lantakes up the; Walter Reuther plan
caster; '-'Ethan.' Frome;" starring
Indies Seek Coin for converting idle factories into mount, Local 306 rank-and-filers
are carrying on "unofficial" demGregory Peck; "Dallas/' with Erhomes; and then shows William J. onstrations
Hollywood, April 26.
before
the
Times
ro' FJynn anid Patricia Neal.
Hollywood's rental studios, once Levitt's tremendous devlopments Square theatre, but union operaA 'so "Bright Leaf," starring pestered by over-crowding, have a in Long Island.
tors are continuing to man the
Continued from pate 3
Gary Cooper; "The Victim," with
vvilh new housing problem
are
convinced
that
'Paramounters
on their
Paramount booth under the twoJoan- Crawford; "Young Man With handsiino; tenatitsi Ohe. reas^
its
style
to
a
the. reel must change
year contract.
Mature, Lizabeth Scott, Ann Soth*
a Horn/' witlj Lauren Bacall and the em pty jots is the lack of indie more three-dimensional treatment
SPG, meantime, has opened a ern, Shirley Temple,. John Agar,
Kirk Douglas;
challenge.
"The.
Glass
Memeet
the
tele
news
to
financing. Another is that pro- of
_
,
,
picket'and paper war against Para,„
nagerie,
Jane Wyman - Douglas ducers lucky enough to get back- On the question of spot news cov- mount, Warners, Metro, 20th-Fox Joseph Gotten, Valli, Frank SinAt 20thatra and Janis Carter.
stj.srer; "Victoria, Grandolet," star- jng are shooting
erage, video, of course, has the adon location.
and RKO theatres ofi Broadway Fox the studio reached out on the''
ring Jennifer Jones and Louis
One picture, Pine-Thomas' "Cap- vantage of -almost instantaneous following a complete breakdown, in lend-lease plan for Rory Calhoun,
Jourdan; "Always Leave Them tain China,," is currently in work delivery of pix to the public.
new contract negotiations. Guild Ray Milland, 'Veronica Lake, WanLaughing," a Danny Kaye vehicle; at Nassour studio.- The RKOmoved last week to bring the; dis- da Hendrix^ Susan Hayward and:
"'The Traveler.s," starring John Pathe, Charles Chaplin, California
pute before the N. Y. State Media- Bill Powell.
Paramount's studioWayne and Eleanor Parker; "Octo- and General Service studios are
tion
Board but the companies
hoppers consist of Victor
pus and Miss Smith," Jane Wy- dark, as well as Motion Picture
the Lots nixed ^he proposal. Guild's cur- to-studio
Briefs
Mature, Angela Lansbury;. Gene
man-Dennis Morgan starrer; "West Center.
rent strategy calls for enlisting Tiemey, Donna Reed and Coleen
Point Story," another Cagney pic;
public support for its contract Grey,
Columbia's borrowings in"Barricade," with Dane
Clark;
Hollywood, April 26.
demands.
clude Jennifer Jones, Jack Carson,
"Colt 45," with Randolph Scott;
Republic bought "Ranger of
and Ray Milland. Universal snatch"Slagefright," with Miss Wyman,
SPG Claims lA Violation
Cherokee Strip," written by Earl
ed Dana Andrews from Samuel
«n(l"Return of the Frontiersman,"
Goldwyn for "Sword in the DesSnell, as an oater in the Mont«'
Hollywood, April 26.
with Scott.
Continued from pace .5
I
Independent Screen Publicists ert," while Goldwyn is borrowing
•Producer assignments made on ^he 20th plaM affeited theatres Hale series -.. Bryan Foy signed
Susan Hay ward from Walter WanLaslo Benedek to direct "Port of Guild filed a petition with the Na*
thp above pix to date give four ..jth a seating capacity of
26,000.
tional
Labor Relations Board, ger for "My Foolish Heart."
fi i,is 10 Jerry Wald, three to An-^t a previous meeting here, on New York" for release by Eagle Charging, lATSE with violating an
tliony Veiller, two apiece to Henry March
29, Smith and Lichtman vir- Lion. .Wolfgang Reinhardt signed NLRB consent agreement signed in
Edelman
S^ul
apd^
tually decided upon sliding-scale Dorothy
Hannah to write the July, 1946.
£.!!fK*'
SPG declares lA
selling, with the pix to be award- screenplay on "An American in agreed to disband its publists' locock; Jay Dratler and
Harry ed tin the basis of tomiietitiye bid- Havana," dealing with the exploits cal and refrain from
further jurisKurnitz.
ding, ''Mi*. Beivedei.g Gties to Col- of Elaine Townsend, an American dictional bids for flacks.,
Continued from page 4 is
lege,"; curpeiiitlSf first-run at the gal who runs a gambling casino in
NLRB was asked to throw out
Next picture by Emerald' the lATSE petition to represent exhib relations job, it appeared to
raidtQwn Fox theatrey will be; the Cuba.
first film to be let out under the Productions, owned by Ida Lupino major
studio publicists :and to be virtually a foregone conclusion
Young,
will
and
Collier
be
a
tale
new clearance system.
order an industry-wide election of by Harmon himself and other
execs last week that the
Virtually forgotten in the new of polio victims, with Sally For- press agents similar to those held
ss; Continued from page S
Harmon,
switch would be made.
program was the 20th officials' sug- rcstv,Keefe Brasselle and Leo Penn in 1939 and 1946.
in
Adrian
roles
Booth
drew
topin conversation, clearly gave that
tiieatre
investments are e y e d gestion at the previous meeting: of.
the femme lead opposite William
indication.
coldly;
having films hi-eak day-and-date in
Elliott in "Crosswinds," formerly
Situation is building into an im- the neighborhoods with first-run
Actually, the change is an adtitled "The Wanderer," which goes
passe that is slowing the number premieres.. While Stepping up the into work May 9, with Joseph Kane
ministrative one within Johnston's:
of real estate deals on theatres, it clearance date seven days and the producing and directing -.. Charles
province and no official sanction
Continued from page 4
is, further said. No one will sell at wide-open inclusion of nabe houses Walters
by the board is needed. However,
handed new seven-year
the basement counter formula fixed are certain to find favior, the Smith- contract as director at Metro
treasurer, $69,405 .against $64,891; the matter came up for discussion,
by the banks. On the other hand, Lichtman sliding-scale plan and Marjorie Rambeau returned to the and Wilfred J. Eadie,
20thcontroller, a couple weeks ago when
those who want to buy just cannot other proposals made at the previ screen in "Abandoned." at U-I.
Fox prexy Spyros Skouras regis$69,405 against $53,900.
get the banks to back the transac- ous meeting drew strong exhibitor
Metro bought "Just Eighteen,"
Darryl F. Zanuck, production tered the objection that Harmon
tion at a higher rate and put up opposition. In a bulletin issued to authored by Mildred Cram and veepee, again took
the biggest coin, had no experience for such a job.
Audrey
Ovington, as a starrer for with
the- necessary mortgage coin.its membership, the Allied Inde$260,000 for the year. Spyros Par topper Barney Balaban deRafael SabaThe muddle, it is claimed, is pendent Theatres Owners of East- Elizabeth Taylor
exec.
Skoura.^,
20lh's
prez,
garnered fended the
causing considerable difficulty in ern Pennsylvania took exception tini's novel, "The Return of Cap- $252,385 while W. C. Michel,
session
exec
Attending
yesterday's
the case of Paramount. That coin- to the 20th proposals, which were tain Blood," will be filmed by Co- veepee, received $116,830.
For his from Washington were Johnston,
lumbia,
starting
next
August
loon
pany has been seeking outside cap- tran.?la^Rd generally as meaning
chores as distribution dept. adviser .Joyce O'Hara, his aide; Edward L.
cations
in
the
West
Indies,
with
ital in instances where it has failed only oW-. thing— "more film rentTom Connors was paid $54,000 dur- Cheyfitz, as.sistant to Johnston on
Harry
J
o
e
Brown
producing
to reach agreement with its part- als."
Fred MacMurray closed a deal to ing '48.
special projects; John G. Bryson,
ners on terms for dissolution of
Allied's argument runs that faZanuck was top Stockholder with legislate rep, and Kenneth Clark,
make his indie picture, "Borderthe ties. However, Par has been vored theatres in opposition with line,"'
at 20th-Fox, with Milton 100,129 shares of common in his public relations chief. New York
hampered by the banks' tele fears indie exhibs pay much less for Bren, producer, and William A. coffers
plus
30,000
additional .staffers in attendance i/cludcd
and several (-promising deals have film than the Competing independ' Setter, director, sharing in the shares held by his family with
Sidney,
Za- Harmon
counsel
a nd
ents. Definite instances, were cited. profits
fallen through because of them.
tnuck as administrator.
"
i Schreiber.
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WATCH WARNER BROS.

AS NEVER BEFORE!
/\t

no period

complished

in

our Studio's history has so much been

— so much of major

In the product completed and in the story properties

we

have assembled for fullrspeed-ahead production, exhibitor*
can see that our Studio

Is

prepared to surpass every past

plans go so far beyond any program

we have

ever

put forward that the addition of more and more stars was
required.

happy

are very proud too, to welcome the

who have joined our
-

These people,

many

other great names

already impressive star roster.

this

program, and the vast resources of

our Studio, are positive testimony that Warner Bros, are

record of performance.

Our

Through arrangements with David O. Selznick we are
to welcome many of his important personalities. We

ac*

importance to the industry.

prepared as never before to bring
the motion picture exhibitor.'*

new

/O

levels of success to

§

^.l

p^tuSSSPf

WedncBtlay, April 27, 194^
'

Wedneaday, April 27, 1949

Y TEMPLE
T ^ JOHN

^

LOUIS JOURDAN

WAYNE

^

^

BURT LANCASTER

BETSY DRAKE
^

RORY CALHOUN

^

KIRK DOUGLAS

^

GINGER ROGERS

!

Wedneedny, April 27, 1949

10

Worner

READY!

Ev0iy one of these productioiis

and ready

RICHAUDBARE

for release!

"FLAMINGO ROAD" JOAN CRAWFORD

1HEF0UNTAINHEA0"GARY COOPER

Br«$»
Directors

coiilplffftt

js>

%m BUTLER

mn^ BVNd.ESm

PATRICIA NEAL

tmmmsst
Roaorf

oowuo

Mim

CURTIZ.

PETER GODFREY

STUART HEISIER
ALFRED

mzwm

VINCENT SHERMi^N

"UNDER

CAPRICORN'™

COHEN WiUHNG

BERGMAN

KtKGViDOR

RADULWiULSH

"MYDREAM

BlIIIS"^

n»DAYi«(l»l ueIIMIN kARDEN

MXHrW MNM*

BREfAlGNE WINDUST

Warner

"IHE HASIY HEART" RONALD REAGAN PAIRKIA NBIt

"HAPPY TIMES
"em FROM JONEii

BEACH" RONAU) REAGAN

LOOK FOR THE SILVER

WIA MAYO

Wm'— Mk

(I

HBIRY ilANKE
JAY DRATLER
LDU EDELMAN
BIDIE BRACKEN

"irSAeREATFEEUNG"»»

DENNiSIH

SAULELXINS

EYEREH FREEMAN

Boiger

M«"me

WILLIAMIACOBS

RARRY KURHITZ

^

MONTANA" TECHNICOLOR ERROLFLYNN ALEXIS SMITH
"NGHr IINIO NHIf " RONAID RHGAN VNECA

Bros.

Producers

DANNY KAYE

•

It

RiARD TOOD

MILTON SPERLING

ANTHONY VEiLLER
JERRY
AMIMWM

DORBDAY

WMMAMIirMI

JM

tiMmtim

WALD

Also producing for

Warner

Bros.

CAGNEY PRODUCTIONS

COLOilADOTERRITORY"ss»-JOELMcCREA VIRGINIAMAYO

BRYAN FOY PRODUCTIONS

4<

BACKFIRE

CuuK Mayo

Mmme

Lmdrhis

0 hun
TRANSATLANTIC

IHE YOUNGER BROniERS"«-u.

Mm Bmi 11 Bis

Hiii

mm

STATES

TASK FORCE" GARY COOPER"^'"*"
WALTER BRENNAN

SET!

The most valuable properties ever assembled
on our sound stages— preparing and
in production at full-speed>aheadl

CHAIN LIGHTNING" HUMPHREY BOGART ELEANOR PARKER

PRODUCT

BEYOND THE FOREST BEHE DAVIS JOSEPH GOTTEN
WHITE HEAT JAMES CAGNEY

AS NEVER BEFORE

PERFECT STRANGERS" GINGER ROGERS

DENNIS MORGAN

AS NEVER BEFORE!

IHE MIAMI STORY" BURT LANCASTER
"ETHAN FROME" GREGORY PECK
DALLAS"

.»» ERROL FLYNN

WARNER

PATRICIA NEAL

"BRIGHT LEAF" GARY COOPER

THE VICTIM" JOAN CRAWFORD DAVID BRIAN
DOUGIAS vm DAY
MAN WITH A HORN" unn BAMU

m

"YOUNG

"THE tUSS MENAGERIE" JANE

"VmonA

WYMAN

GRANDOlET"n<.»». lENNffER JONES

"ALWAYS SWEETHEARTS"

LOUIS JOUHNUI

Tavii FnztouLi McAusnii SEuisniiT

"THE TRAVELERS"»»«. JOHN
"THE OCTOPUS AND MISS SMITH "

ARE

KIRK DOUGLAS

WAYNE ELEANOR PARKER

m WYMAN kms MORGAN

TO

he AROEN

"ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING" .«««». DANNY KAYE
WEST POINT STORy"m«««. MKs CAGNEY JUNE HAVER Him
"DARRn;ADE".»«».DANEClARK VIRGINIAMAYO

COLT 45"n<-»u. RANDOLPH
STAGEFRIGHT"

"^ST

JANE

SCOH

RAYMOND MASSEY

ALEXIS SMITH

WYMAN MARLENE DIEIRKH

AS NEVER BEFORE!

,1

TIte Great

FILM REVIEWS

27/1949

Aprfl

iMnewbty,

Gutsby

"The Great Gatsby"
'

proUuction. Stars Alan Ladd, Betty Field,
Macdonald Carey. Buth Hussey. Barry
Howard Da Sllva: features Shellev Winters. Directed by Elliott Nugeqt,
Screenplay. Cyril Home, Ricliard Maibaum: adapted from novel by F. Scott
Owen Dayis;
FitiKerald and play by
camera, Jobn P. Seltii score, Robert Emnictt Dolan; editor. Ellsvforth Hoogland,
Tradeshown April 25. '49: Running time,
SI WINS.
,

"We Were
Strong

Alan Ladd

Jordan Baicer
*om; Buchanan..
.....v.
Wilson
Myrtle Wilson
Dan Cody,,..,

Sullivan

...Barry

..Howard Da Silva

.

-

Henry Hull
.Carole Matthews

Ella Cody
Myron Lupus

"Streets of San Francisco"
(Rep).
Robert
Armstrong,
Mae Clarke, Gary Gray in
gangster mailer; strong supporter.
"The Big Cat" (EL). Lush

Ed Begley

KlipSpringcr......i..»,.-.!.Elisha Cook, Jr.

The Guest

Nicholas Joy

•

Kinsella

.Walter Greaza
.Tito Vuolo

"

Mavromlchaeils

"The Great-Gatsby"

fails to jell

Technicolor outdoor
that should satisfy

as fii'stclass screen entertainment,,

has Alan Ladd and other
good cast names to help ticket
sales. Exploitation angles can be
ballyhooed strongly as another aid
bat general' boxofflce outlook is
not strong.
the
F. Scott Fitzgerald's story
roaring '20s is peopled with shallow characters and the script
stresses the love story rather than
the hi-jacking, bootlegging elements which the Ladd fans would
have liked more. Ladd handles his

but

.

it

ondary

"The Crooked Way" (UA).
b.o.

\

"The

making

characterization ably,

Boy

"Stampede" (Mono).
Rod
Cameron, Johnny Mack Brown
help

b.o.

chances

of

planation);

:

.

.

,

Futility of the times, and of the
story, is best expressed when Gats-

by

mistakenly gunned

is

down by

husband to write" finis to
what has been a hopeless romance
a jealous

Betty Field

all along.

is

the other

end of the love story but fails to
make'it good make-believe. Macdonald Carey, as a bystander in
the drama, and Ruth Hussey, another example of the frantic, drifting characters about which Fitzgerald wrote, do well enough with
.

their assignments.
Barry Sullivan is
.

Miss Field's
husband, and Howard Da Silva is
the jealous spouse of Shelley Win-

who kills Ladd by mistake.
Miss Winters, while featured, has

ters

only a brief bit of footage. Among
the supporting players, there are
two strong portraits, those by

Henry

miner who gives

JHull, rich

Gatsby a twisted philosophy on life
and tnoney, and Carole Matthews^
the miner's young wife.
Elliott Nugent's. direction skips
along the surface of the era de«
,

The

pieted.

script

by Cyril Hume

and Richard Maibaum didn't give
him much substance to work with.

Maibaum

also produced, supplying
good physical 4ressing but falling
short of delivering a strong drama
of one of the colorful periods of
Americana. The score by Robert
Kmmett Dolan expresses the period
'and John F. Seitz supplied expert

Cutting

lensing.

is erratic.

Brog.

The Seerct Garden
(PART TECHNICOLOR)

.

.

.

.

.

.

Barney

.

,

.

.

.......... i,. ... Billy

Bevan

Mr: Pltoher.i. ...........
Dennis Hocy
Mr. Bronjiley.. ,;„...... ;Mathew Boulton
.

/

Governed

:

Isobel

Nurse

I^onna

Elsom
Vayden

suffers

from a paralysis of the legs 'and

whom—for some

reason that a psycould probably explain,
but not to a kid audience-^he
keeps in bed, refuslng 'to let him
get well.
^mong Marshall's quirks is a
phobia about anyone going into
the garden in which his wife was
killed.
He keeps it locked until
Miss O'Brien finds a key and, with
the aid of a neighbor boy (Brian
Roper), secretly nurtures the neglected flowers and plants back to
beauty.
The pair spirit young
Stockwell into their "secret garden" all summer, via a wheelchair,
with the result that the fresh air,
companionship, and new outlook
make him able to take his first
steps and cause his sour father to
brighten up in the realization that
life must belong to the living, not
the dead.
Among the oddities of the film is
the fact that every time the garden is shown, it shifts into Technicolor.
The production throughout Is on a lavish scale.
Unfortunately, the performances do not
equal it.: Miss O'Brien and young
Roper, airecent British import, are
kept well under rein and are pleasing.
Marshall and the Stockwell
lad: however, have been handed
unbelievable and impossible roles
that lead them to overdo the drachiatrist

:

"Ed-

week

Beck

Martin

•

Peggy Ann Garner shines

,

a bit too

happy

at

Theatre,

mannered

as the triggerScript of Morton Grant and
Other cast members Dorothy Yost from the former's

killer.

are competent, particularly Frank
Puglia as the grandfather of the

original occasionally goes overboard on the sentiment. Ho\fcver,
the stirring hunt scenes provide a
suitable antidote. Phil Karlson's
direction is competent, while Technicolor lensing is excellent in this
William Moss production.* Gilb.
.

:

i

sonny Tufts; features Ellen
Khys
Williams:
Directed by Robert Florcy.
Screenplay: Richard Landau; based on'
radio script by Robert Monroe; camera,
John Alton! editor: Frank Sullivan;
music, Louis Forbes. Tradeshown N. Y..
April 25, '49. Runnliig time, SO MIMiS.
Eddie Rice.
.
..:..; John Payne
Vince Alexander:
.Sonny,. Tuft*
Nina
... ;
Ellen Drew
:

Willard Logan,,'

.

.

San

:

Way

The Oooked

United Artists release of Behedict iSogcaus production.
Stars John Payne;
Drew,

i

I

.

..

.:

,

Lt. Williams
Petey.
Sgt, Barrett

Rhys Williams
...

,

Percy Helton

John Doucettc
Capt. Anderson. .......... Charles Evans
.....

:

Hazel .......::.,,,...,... Greta Granstedt

Danny. .: :....:.:.
Harry Bronson
Coke .. ..:... .:........:. ...Hal FieberlInK
Dr. Kemblev ....... .... . Crane Whitley
KeUy
John Harmon
I
Newsboy. .. :......: ..... .. Snub Pollard
.

Robert

Armstrong
must be put on the credit side. Hazel' Logan. .... ..,.:.
Mae Clarke
Gary Grav
Miss Jones, sporting a neat Cuban Frankie Fraser. ;.
Driscoll.
:.
Waliy CasscU
accent, is effective and altogether Ben
"The Crooked Way" is a routine
Harry Walker. ..
..; Richard Benedict
convincing in her role.
gangster pic with mild b.o, prosSammy Hess
,,..:. lohn Hai'mon
J. Farrell MacDonald
Garfield, also, comes through Pop Lockhart
pects in the firstruns.
Film is
Fraser:. ... .:,.:
Ian MacDonald
with a highly convincing perform- Luke
Eckert
t Charles
Meredith weighted down by a screenplay
ance. His is a muted part, hinting Joyce Qulnni. .........:: ... Eve March loaded with cinematic cliches and
Denver P.vie lacking a clear story line. While
at power, which bursts into full Ed Quinn
iTohn O'Halloratt: i:
Charles:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
Cane
fury only at the end. In his first Nichols
William A. Henry
film part in many years, Ramon Mrs. Partridge. :
.....
Claire DuBreV
..... ,
.Martin Garralaga
Novarro Is totally unrecognizable Rocco
from his youthful, romantic stints.
Novarro works in an effective me"Streets of San Francisco" is
tallic, fast-talking quality in the lusty melodranja with juvenile der
part of a rebel chief. All other linquency' angle, and is handled efparts are uniformly excellent with fectively.
It's
okay supporting
that of Gilbert Roland as a trouba- fare.
Robert Armstrong and Mae
dour conspirator especially stand- Clarke lend some nice portrayals
out.while Gary Gray looms as a comer
Settings are nicely aimed to cap- among kid actors, in the role of
ture the most for the story, those the
youngster who has been
of Havana's narrow streets being brought up in gangster surround.

:

.

:

.

.

: . ,

pace.

.

:

;

'

j

!

itself to give

j

—

Si rangers

John

''

fea-

Ramon Novarro: GUbert Roland,
Wally -Cassell. David Bond. Jose Perez,
Morris Ankrum.' Screenplay, Peter Viertel. Huston, based on an episode in Robert S.vlvester's novel, "Rough Sketch";
camera,' Russell Metty; editor. Al Clark;
musical director, M, W. Stoioff. '.Tradeshown N.Y., April 15, '49. Running, time,
tures
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.

China Valdes. ....:....,. ..leniffer .Tones
Ton,v Fenner. ..,..,,...:. John Garfield
Armando Ariete.
., .Pedro: Armendariz
Guillcrmo.
:...:. :: Gilbert Roland
.
Chief
... . . . . ... .Ramon Novarro
:
. :
.Wallv Ga.sseU
Miguel. ....:...:. ..:.. :.
.David Bond
Ramon. ... :\..
... .Jose
Perez
Toto. ......... ..... ..^:,
.

.

.

'

,'

:

.

,

MINH.
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:
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Stars Jennifer Jones,

Pedro AVmendarizr

Garfield,

!

,

.

Columbia release of Horizon Pictures
(S. P. Eagle-John Huston) production, directed b.y Huston.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.
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.

,

.

.

,

.

.

Bank Manager. . ::..... ./>t_Morris Ankrum
:Tito Rinaldo
..:;.::.
ManOlo
Paul Monte
Roberto
...
.Leonard Strone
Bombmaker: .
.

.

. . .

.

;

.

.

.

;

The Big

.

:

.

'

,

The Golden Madonna

.

Metro has produced a highly un? Rubio:
Robert Tatur
usual picture hi "The Secret Garden," and deserves a gold star on
In "We Were Strangers." John
that basis, at least. But the vague- Huston has come up with a fin-

-

.

'

ly allegorical stoi*y is confused in
appeal and the result is a top-quality film from the production standpoint that wijl be spotty at the b.o.

Stars Margaret O'Brien andJIerbert Marshall will have to show
strong marquee voltage.: in local
situations to overcome the difficult
ties of the story.
The trouble is
that its appeal Is not clearly defined as to adults or children,
It
is a yam about kids and, superflcially.

it

would appear designed

to entice them.
Yet the, allegorical and psychological implications
that have been carried 6ver from

,

Frances Hodgson Burnett's book
are clearly for the grown-up trade.
Not only that, but a good bit of
the pcoduptiob .is designed to pre-

ished job of directing that edges
It's chiefly
clo.se to his best films:
suspenseful and hard-driving
a
adaptation of Robert Sylvester's
novel;
"Rough Sketch;" steered
through a framework of Cuban
Powerhoused by a
revolution:
Jennifer Jones»^Jolxn. Garfield easting combo, this pic can't help but
do business everywhere:
While relating the overthrow of
the Machado dictatorship on the
Garribean island. "Strangers" is
not a "significant" one in the trade
parlance of the- term; Its distillation of political and social overtones are worked mainly as a foil
to the revolutionary stalwarts vs.
state gestapo duelling that makes
up the body of the film. Hence,

:

I

Ageni

Herb*

We Were

:

as Payne discovers, .that he was
once a bigtime^ Los Angeles gapgster who double-crossed his pal,
particularly
good.
Background ings.
Sonny Tufts. Romantic angles are
music plus several songs chanted
Slaying of bank messenger in a unconvincingly
with:
introduced
by Roland are additive qualities.
robbery starts this off like a typi- Payne falling in love with his forWit.
cal gangster p:i!ture, But after the. mer wife, Ellen Drew, a, come-on
gangleader has been killed by a gal in a gambling joint:
detective lieutenant <Armstrong)
Speeial
Main plot gets underway after
in resisting arrest, the gangster's Tufts murders°a local detective and
Hollywood, April 26.
Paramount release of William H. Pine- son (Gray) is taken in tow by the then attempts to pin the rap on
William C: Thomas production, directed police officer.
The youngster has Payne. Latter goes on the lam to
by Thomas. Stars William Evthe; features
George Keeves: Laura ElUot, Paul Valen: a deeply imbedded hatred of cop- gain time for clearing himself with
tine, Tom Powers. Screenplay, Lewis H.
perg but gradually fits into the the copsi But story develops fogFoster, Whitman Chambers; based on lieutenant's
home and family, gily and winds up in an illogical
material; by Milton Raison; camera, Ellis
Carter; editor. Howard Smith.
Trade- There is the usual climax when three-way battle between Payne,
shown April 25. '49. Running time, 70 the surviving gangsters try to in- Tufts and the cops with a contrived
timidate the lad and he is nearly happy ending.
Tohnny Douglas
William Eythe
Paul Devereaux .......... George Reeves persuaded to help them against the
Performances are obviously handLucille Peters
Laura Elliot law.':
icapped by poor scripting: Payne
Edmond Devereaux
...Paul Valentine
Armstrong chips in with one of Is adequate as the amnesia vic.tlm
Special Agent Wilcox.
Tom Powers
Rose McCreary
Carole Mathews his better performances while Miss who loses both his memory and his
Grandfather Devereaux ... Frank Pugliai Clarke is sufficient as his loyal viciousness, but the role doesn't
•Take Rumpler
..
.Jeff York
wife.
Gray is especially good in come alive. As the gang chieftain.
Mabel Bumpier, .
.Virginia Christine
Pop Peters
/,
Walter Baldwih showing the transition from a cop- Tufts snarls ominously in standSuperintendent Olmstead Robert WiUiamis hater to a good kid;
J. Farrell ard
tough-guy style while sur?
Sheriff Babcock.: ...... ,:Rayroond Bond MacDonald is excellent
as Miss rounded by a couple of baby-faced
Sheriff Dodson, .:..::..
.Joseph Oranby
Dr. Bowen
....
.Morgan Farley Clarke's father, a retired copper. hoodlums.
Miss Drew is: also
frank Kent.
:. .:: i:.-.John
Hilton Other support is excellent.
stymied by her. role, while Rhys.
Jake Rumpler: Jr. ..::.>.:.. .Peter Miles
George ^air directed with a Williams, as the detective, holds
Tim Rumpler ....,....::..., Jimmy Hunt
Weor.
Tad Miller ..... -.:.:.. Arthur Stone: nice eye for suspense.
down a stock part okay.
Standout assets are the good,
"Special Agent" is a forthright
expert
t at
production backgrounds,
man-hunt thriller that will have
lensing and sound musical score.
(COLOR)
okay going in the action market.
'Eagle -Lion release of William Moss
Henn.
There's a minimum of waste mo- production. Stars Lon McCallister, Peggy
Ann Garner: Preston. Foster; features Fortion used to tell the yam, it has rest Tucker, Skip Homeier. Sara Haden:
been given the proper production Irving Bacon: Gene Reynolds. Dh-ected
(BRITISH)
backing, competent direction and by Phil Karlson. Screenplay, Morton
Grant, Dorothy Yost, f rom story .:'by
London, April 13.
expert playing, to fit it to any .re- Grant. Tradeshown in N. Y. April 21,
'49.
Running time, Hi MI.NW.
Warner Bros, release of John Stafford
lease demand.
Danny Turner. .:....'
Lon McCallister production. Stars Phyllis Calvert; feaIt draws its melodramatic meat
',.......: .Peggy Ann Garner
Doris
tures Michael Rcnnie,. Tullio Carminati.
from an actual case in the files of Tom Eggers: ......
Preston Foster Directed by Ladislas Vajda. Screenplay,
Forrest Tucker Akos Tolnay; editor, Carmen .Belaleff:
the railroads' special agent divi-^ Gil Mawks.
.:....:........; .V Skip Homeier camera, Anchise Brizzl, Otello MartelU.
sion.
Lewis R. Foster and Whit- Jim.
Mary ;.::....:::.....,.. v. Sara. Haden At Warneri London, AprU 1.2: '49. Runman Chambers scripted from ma- Matt Cooper.:..:..:,.,... Irving Bacon ning time, 89 SQN'S:
.Gene Reynolds Patricia Chandler. .: .: .Phyllis Calvert
:.. .:, .::
terial gathered by Milton Raison, Wid. .....
--^
Mike Christie. .:.::. :..: Michael Renni*
telling of a daring express car robA« outdoor melodran^a lushly ?&*'&;.-.V.y.V.V.''"D^yi?*S
bery by two brothers and the painsThe Big Don Vincenzo..........
.Aido suvani
taking way the special agents go filmed in Technicolor,
about bringing the crooks to lus- Cat" is a high calibred action Pic- ?fP°f »;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;• -^^^^^^
the M^ria .. ...! :.i:!:..;;..FranJesca Biondi
tice.
Script and direction by Wil- ture that will score handily
Ciaudio Emkeiu
relentless Antonio
liam C. Thomas achieve a good secondary situations.
r
\.
documentary flavor in the thrills: hunt for a cougar forms the main
Filmed entirely in Italy and on
concentrating footage mostly on plot structure, but the storv also is
sufficiently sentimental to hold the the Isle of Capri, "The Golden
the agents and their work.
William Eythe pleases as the interest of women. Names ot Lon Madonna" still qualifies for the
could,
only have
and
young agent stationed in a small McCallister, Peggy Ann Gamer British quota,
For romance and Preston Foster are additional found its way into the West End
California town.
on the merit of that qualiflcattta
there is Laura Elliot, daughter of b.o. factors.
on
(Continued
pai»
Aside
panoramic
beauty
from
the
the engineer killed In the robbery.
I

overcome the story

it

.

okay dualer fare.
Yarn opens promisingly as an
adventure in self-identification by
/an incurable amnesia victim of the
war,: played by John Payne. The
novelty quickly vanishes, however,
in a series of formula coincidences

•

Fred Wilcox's direction is strong
on emphasizing the eerie facets of
the film, but he's not always able
to

'

containing plenty of action, it fails
to generate the necessary suspense
to grip the customers. With onb''
fair marquee values, film rates Is

.

.

.

'

of

impecunious woodsman who once
operated a profitable tanbark business. Daughter of minister Bacon,
as a, boycrazy, adolescent girl. McCallister
George Reeves and Paul Valen- registers as the greenhorn who has
tine depict the heavies who, in his day at the finale. Good support
tackling their first major crime, is supplied by Bacon. Tucker, Sara
loot a train of a $100,000 payroll. Haden, Skip Homeier and Gene
Reeves is good but Valentine is Reynolds.
the

con- two robbers.
walProducers Thomas and William
fact H. Pine stress documentary values
the by keeping settings natural and the
main story:
locales outdoors.
While film is
Against this minor red-ink; film based on an aetual special agent
includes superb features. Possibly case, one of the brothers has been
tops is a devastating portrait of a dropped from the script for sake
Afha,-„,iv.v>
police agent by Armendariz.
In of compactness.
ymeiWiSie, ll S
,
,
.
one scene: where he wolfs his food the StOl-y
of a real crime that kudos
and drink while expounding his the agents' protective work for the
gestapo \philosophy, Armendariz railroads:
has caught the essential cruelty
Lensing, editing and other techand terror of all despots. In this nical credits furnish expert backsequence, Huston's directorial skill ing for the melodramatics. Brog.
is also at its peak.
Without elaborate costuming or
Franelsfto
makeup, Miss Jones does excellent Si reels of
Republic production and release. T'ea:
work as a co-conspirator. Camera's tures
Robert Armstrong. Mae Clarke:
treatment of her, sans the usual Gary Gray. Directed by George Blair.
glamor, may come as a surprise to Screenplay, .lohn K. Butler, from story
by Gordon Kahn, Adele BufElngton; camthe customers. The refusal to com- era, Joim MacBurnle:
editor. Harry Kei:
promise with reality gives the film ler. Previewed in N. Y., April 22,>^49.
an added reportorial quality and Running time, 80 Ml.N'H.

matic.

Metro release of Clarenc Brown production. Stars Margaret O'Brien, Herbert
Marshall; featut«s Dean Stockwell, Gladys
Cooper, Elsp Lanchester. Brian Roper,
Reginald Owen. Directed by Fred M.
Wilcox. Screenpliiy by Robert Ardrey,
based on novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett;
camera. <Part Technicolor), Ray.
June; editor, Robert J. Kern: score.
Bronislau Kapet. Previewed in New Yorkr
April 19, '49. Running time, 93 WINS.
Mary Lennox......... .Margaret O'Brien
Archibald Craven. i ...Herbert Mavsliall
Colin Craven
.Dean Stockwell
Mrs. Medlock. ..........
Gladys Cooper
Martha.
.Elsa Lanchester
Dickon
Brian Roper
Ben Weatherstaft. . . , ... Reginald Owen
Dr. Griddlestone. ....... .Aubrey Mather
Dr. Fortescue
George Zucco
Britisli Officer.....
Lowell Gilmore

Dean Stockwell, who

son.

dramatic

full

is

•N. Y.

Film could have packed
siderable more documentary
lop if the revolt which did in
occur had been woven Into
pat.

this

well-roundeH as the yarn permits .
western.
and fares better than other cast
members in trying to make the surate eerie terror that may discourface characters come to life.
age,
parents from letting moppets
Gatsby is a fabulous bootlegger
who has parlayed his relentless see the pic.
Little Miss O'Brien is pictureH
drive into fortune. When the stack
of blue chips is large enough, he as an orphan come to live in the
turns his attention to winning back gigantic estate on the Yorkshire
a girl he lost years ago to a^ wealthy moors of her uncle, Herbert Marman. After some montage to estab^ shall. His wife had died 10 years
earlier and he has turned against
lish his character, picture goes into
ithe romance angles, but It's never the world in bitterness, admitting
a penetrating portrait of the era or he's on the thin line between sanity and the snake pit.
He has a
the people that flitted through it.
:

while Tucker and his two sons
build a dam to improve the water
supply.
Son of Tucker's sister,
city-bred McCallister comes to the
hills in search of work. Foster is
killed by the cat. but the lad tracks
the marauder to his lair and dispatches it.
Foster stands out as a bearded,

force."

anti^climactic and too

is

with

•

in the depres-

sion year of 1932 and a drought
aggravates the situation. Foster
agrees to track down the cougar

cast" and "the skillful direction," which the reviewer felt
"brought this play to the

i

series; fair b.o.

Times were hard

away merrily." Much of the
picture's success was credited
to "the sterling work of the

legit version
in its 30th

mayhem

terferes,

will set the boxofflce clicking

The
ward"

close to committing

before preacher Irving* Bacon in-

studded cast" headed by Spencer Tracy and Deborali Kerr,

j

:

as

it

Madonna"

Golden

(WB). Lightweight British tale
about Italian peasants.
"Fighting
Fools"
(Mono).
Prize ring pic in the Bowery

,

comes

from a British studio for some
time," Review also pointed out
that the film, "with its star-

screen

11

of the natural Utah mountain setting, the picture unreels -one of th«
best fistic brawls seen in a long
time. Mountaineers Preston Fostet
and Forrest Tucker never did cotton to one another. When an argument develops over the latter's
nephew, 'McCallister, the pair

Son

lauded it as "one of the finest
dramatic offerings to eome

has been slain by Machado terrorists.
The whole scheme goes awry
when the family of the assassinated: politico decides against burying
the victim in the Havana cemetery
plot: In a burst of fireworks, Garfield is killed by the cops just as
the final revolt, ending the Machado overlordship, is touched off.
Machado overthrow, occurring!
without relationship to the film's
plot development (and without ex-

situations.

Routine gangster yarn with:
John Payne, Sonny Tufts; mild

,

.

actioner
in sec-

:

—

well as a cannily engendered feeling of growing suspense supply the
punch. But the detailed business
of tunnelling has the camera paying too much attention to theshovel-work. This lends a generally static quality to the film's middle reels.
In the conspiracy, Garfield plays
the part of the squad leader undertaking the digging. ' Situs of the
operations: is .the. home of: China
Valdes (Miss Jones) whose brother

ket; about special agents who
fight crime for the railroads.

Winters

Shelley

Strangers" (Col).
thriller on the

b.o.

Cuban revolution directed by
John Huston.
"Special Agent" (Par). Good
melodrama for the action mar-

Macdonald Carey
Ruth Hussey

Carraway

Niclt

problem in selling for exhibs.

Betty Field

...

Its strongpoint and weakness too
the chief dramatic device employed the tunnelling by a secret
band to the center of Havana's big
cemetary where the conspirators
plah to blow up most of the politicos gathered at a state funeral.
Near misses of discovery by a terrorist agent (Pedra Armendariz) as
is

My

Edward,

"Edward, My ^on," produced by Metro in England,
was tradeshown in New York
Friday (22). Pi<S was reviewed
Variety
in
from London,
March 9, 1949 by Myro, who

of romance.

(Par).

F. Scott Fitzgerald's story of
roaring '20s uncertain entertainment; Alan Ladd stars.
"Secret Garden" (M-G). An
unusual picture which poses a

?ullivaii.

Jay Gatsby

essentially, pic's big appeal is in
its thriller aspects plus a soupcon

Miniatare Reviews

Hollywood, April 26.
Paramount release of Richard Malbaum

Palsy Buchanan
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LA. Limps

Post-Easter But

Large $34000;

'Women

'Ships' Fair $27,500,

U

'Undercover 23G, Tulsa 22G, All
Los Angeles, April 26.
PostrEaster trade continues off
is not being helped any by holdover bills
in all firstruns. Best of these is
"Little Women," which looks fairly
good $34,000 in three theatres.
Also in second week, "To Sea in
Ships" has a fair $27,500 coming
up in four houses.
"My Dream Is Yours" Is mild
$26,000 in second session, three

and the boxoffice pace

Broadway Grosses

.

tages.

'Dream' Solid

prices.

Estimates for This

Mpk.

Oriental.

.

|

I

|
1

|

:

\

|

(EL) and "Shamrock $19,000 first stanza.
Medium
i2d
wk).
(EL)
Hill"
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50"Dream Is Yours" (WB).
$9,500, with $22,000 in 5 day-dat- 70)
Last week, $15,200, Good $14,000. Last week, "Red
ing houses.
with $35,500 for unit.
Canyon" (U), $11,000.
Hillstreet (PanPantasres,

—"Tulsa"

—

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,6; i; 50-70)—
50-$l)— "Un- "Badmen of Tombstone"
(Mono)
and "Make

dercover Man" (Col)
and -'Tuna Clipper" (Mono). Mild
Believe Ballroom" (Col) (2d wk). $7,000 about ,all.
Last week, "UnGood $23,000. Last week, nice. known Lsland" (FC) -and "Clay
$41,300.
[Pigeon"
(RKO), $6,.'>00.
Los Angeles, Hollywood ParaState
(Par)
50-70)
(2,300;
"El
mdUiits (F&M) (3,398; l,451v60-$l)
"El Paso" (Par) and "Own True Paso" (Par). Fine $10,000 or over.
Love" (Par) (2d wk). Down to Last week, "Bad Boy" (Mono), $8,$18,500. Last week, okay $29,500. i'500.-;
World (Mann) (400; $1.20-$2.40)
United Artists, Rltz (UA-FWC)
60-$l)— "Ma, Pa —"Red Shoes" (EL) (9th-final wk):
1,370;
(2,100;
Kettle" (U) and "State Depart- Good $4,500. Last week, about
ment's File 649" <FC) (2d wk). same.
Light $14,500, with $24,000 in 5
day-daters.
Lalt week, $20,000,
with fine $34,600 for unit.
El Key iFWC) (861; 85-$1.25)— Treshman' Pert $19,000
VPaisan" (Indie) (10th wk-3 days).
Starts today (Tues.) after slow
For 3 Denver Houseis

—

Apollo

St. Louis, April 26.

,

<

.

:

Denver, April

;

big $18,000.

27.

holdovers but newcomers are socko.
"Connecticut Yarfkee" at Liberty
and "Belvedere Goes to College"
Toronto; 'James' $12,000 at Music Hall both are toppers.
Shoes" on roadshow at Music
"Red
Toronto, April 26.
"Take Me to Ball Game" still is Box shapes fine.
Estimates for This Week
big after new house record at
Loew's on first week. Town is topColiseum (H-G) (1,877; 50-84)—
heavy on holdover^ most of them
doing excellent business.
"Pas- "Force of lEvil" (M-G) and "Brothsionate Friends" and "I Shot Jesse ers in Saddle" (RKO). Okay $9,James," only two new entries, 000. Last week, "Red Canyon'! (U)
shape big.
and "Louisiana" (Mono), $8,200.
Estimates for This Week
50-84)

'Friends' Sultry $16,000,

1

into biz this

I

I

I

1

I

I

.

;

wk).

(Indie) (2d wk).

Down

to $4,000,

mild.

Last

week, $7,500;

Last week, $7,200.

Holdovers Bop Balto;

(Cockrill)
— Denham
"Connecticut
Yankee"

(1,750; 35-74)
(Par);

'Yankee' $14,000, 2d

Great $18,000. Holds. Last we(»k,
"El Paso" (Par) (2d wk), fair $10,-

Louis' Stout $18,000,

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,339;
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (20th Cent) (1,059, 955, 698, —"Little Women" (M-G) and "Tuc694; 35-60)— "1 Shot Jesse James" son" (20th) (2d wk). Still big at
(FC) and "In This Corner" (EL). $10,000. Last week, great $14,500.
Hefty $12,000. Last week,"Jungle
Liberty (Ind) (2,239; 50-84)—

Baltimore, April 26.

With the entire downtown

list

000.

here on holdover of last week's
Denver (Fojf) (2,525; 35-74)^ holiday lineup, trade continues
"Mother Is i'reshman" (20th) and fairly steady. "Connecticut Yankee"- remains out in front with
"Moonrise" (Rep), day-date with good: pace continuing
also
for
Esquire, Webber.
Fine $13,500: "Little Women" and "Knock On
Last week, "Shockproof" (Col) and Any Door." Latter is tied to vaude.
"Slightly French" (Col), same.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire
(Fox)
T742.35-74)—
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and 60)— "Little Women" (M-G) (2d
"Moonrise" (Rep), .also Denver, Wk). Holding well enough at $10,Webber, Fast $3,500. La.st week, 000 after good $15,300 opener.
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly
Hippodrome (Rappaport) 12.240;

15iG

Providence, April 26.

Two holdovers, "Take Me to Ball
Game" at Loew's State and "Con-

I

.

are

"South of St.
Louis" leading the new ones. RRO
Albee is good with "Family Honey-

moon."
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "Adventure in Baltimore" (RKO) and
"Bi-others in Saddle" (RKO). Nice French" (Col), $2,000.
$15,500.
La.<!t
week, "Tarzan's
orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Magic
Fountain"
(RKO)
and "Command Decision" (M-G) and
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL), "Best Man Wins" (Col). Nice $15,$13,000.
000.
Last week, "Force of Evil"
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— M-G) and "Sun Comes Up" (M-G);
"Blandings Dream Hou.se" (SRO) $14,000,
(reissue) and Guy Kibbee heading
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
(stageshow.
Fancy $10,000.
Last "Shot Jesse
.lames" (SG) and "Reweek, "Big Sombrero" (Rep) and turn of Wildfire"
(SG). Fair $8,000.
Phil Brito heading stage bill.
Last week, "Ma, Pa Kettle" (U)
School holiday weekend boosted and
"Appointment Murder" (FC)
.

I

(2,200;

(2d wk), $6,000.

-

Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
Sunday is cutting
(EL) (2d wk). Sturdy $3,week but "Connecticut "Tulsa"
000.' Last week, $4,500.
Yankee" shapes big at Denham.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
"Mother Is Freshman" is nice in Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700: 45-65)
three houses.
-^"Red Canyon" (U).. Stout $16,$7,700.
000.
Last week. "Family HoneyFour Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20Estimates for This Week
$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (26th wk).
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500 3!)- moon" (U), $19,000.
Built to $5,500. Last Week, $4,800. 74)—
"Knock
On
Door"
(Col)
(4th
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1;20)—

to nifty $10,500.
Majestic (Fay)

50-98)—

.

Picnic weather

$2,000.

Strand,

(1.400;

of Jennie"

:

—"Volpone"

necticut Yankee" at
solid, with Majestic's

(B&K)

"So Ends Night" (UA) and "Moon
and Sixpence',' (UA) (reissues). Trim
$10,000. Last week, "Coyer Up"
(UA) and "Tuna Clipper", (Mono)

Midlarid%.oew'S)

,

Prov.; 'Baltimore'

'

U

i

$2,800 on 9th vreek.
Esquire (Rosdner) (685; 85-$1.20l
(Indie) (4th wk). Just
Last week, oke $2,900.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (17th
Last week,
wk). Good $6,5t)0.

St Loo at $16,000

stayed' over 4 days at
days.
$2,500 in

I

'

220

$7,000.
wk). Down to $12,000. Last week,
(SRO) (3d wk),
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— stout $16,000.
$1 top, nice "Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono)
World (Indie) (587; 80)— "Paiand "Whiplash" (WB). Go6d $7,- san'' (Indie) (14th-final wk). Lush
(3.500; 45-65) 000.
Last week, "South Of St. $4,000. Last week, $3,400.
-i-"Little
Women" (M-G) and Louis" (WB) and "Ma, Pa Kettle"
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50"Crime Doctor's Diary" (Col) (2d (U) (2d wk), big $8,000.
98)—"Caught" (M-G). Smart .$20,Wk). AH right $11,000. Last week,
Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20- 000. Last week, "Force of Evil"
with school out, great $21,000.
$2.40)— "Bed Shoes" (EL) (2d wk). (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— Building tb fine $7,000 after $6,000
"Adventure in Baltimore" (RKO) first.
and "Behind Locked Door.s" (EL).
Shubert (Ind) (l,.5O0; 50-75)—
Solid $13,000.
Last Week, "UnT "Bomha" (Mono)' and "Big Fight" 'Belvedere' $15,000, Bing
known Island" (FC) and "State De- (Mond). Mild $5,000. Last week,
partment-File 649" (FC), $8,500.
"State Dept.— File 647" (FC) and
$17,000, Seattle Champs
Paramount (Par) (1 ,900; 45-65)— "Inner Sanctum Mystery" (FC),
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) (2d $6,000.
Seattle, April 26.
Fancy $12,000. Last week,
wk).
Town is again topheavy with
trait

—

.

i

'St.

$2,807,000
cities,

'Canyon' Paces

Last

$14,000.

Terrific

$5,000

1

Hefty $6,000.

in-

Week

.

.

— "Mons. Vincent"

nrn mwt.

,

;

'J

Roosevelt, Is fairly good $15,000.
In second week, Chicago seems
likely to land biggest total with
"My Dream Is Yours" and Dcsi
Arnaz band at good $46,000. "Tulsa"
at State-Lake shapes strong $18000. "Song of India" and "Law of
Barbary Coast" at Garrick is neat
$6,000 on holdover. Oriental with
"Ball Game" and Jane lElussell
personal still is fancy $40,000 in
third stanza.
Estimates for This Week

.

theatres, chiejly

cluiing N. Y.).
Total Gross Same
Last year
(Based on 23
theatres

.

|

2,890;

Estimated Total Grow
$2,'786,000
This Week
(Based on 24 cities; 209

—

i

(2,812;

Chicago, April 26.
V spring
Although
school vacation
is this week, holdovers may pre>
vent Loop houses from reaching
top grosses. "Adventure in Baltimore," at Palace, may catch average $17,000, while "Bad Boy," at

City Grosses

'

1

RKO)

Key

Night baseball, daylight saving
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
week, "Enchantment" (RKO) and
"Law of the Barbary Coast" (Col), time and warmer weather are slowr "Dream Is Yours" (WB) with Desi
ing trade at downtown theatres Arnaz orch (2d wk). Good $46,000.
$6,200.
this week to a mere walk. More Last week, okay $54,000.
United Artists (farker) (895; SOnocturnal
ball
attended
than
50,000
Garrick (B&K) (flOO; 50-98)—
BS)—"Little Women" (M-G). Sock games and another 40,000 went to
"Song of India" (Col) and "Law
"Caught"
Last week,
$14,500.
the zoo over the weekend, and biz Barbary Coast" (Col) (2d wk). Neat
(M-G), $3,000.
reflects it. Best newcomer is "Red $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Guild (Parkei') :(485- $1.80-$2.40)
Canyon,''
but
.iust okay at the Fox.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
—"Red Shoes" (U).. Capacity $6,- "Red Shoes" is building, and "Lit"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (5th wk). Fine
500.
Last week, subsequent-run.
tle Women" is still drawing in sec- $18,000. Last week, $22,000:
ond week.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)
Estimates for This Week
"BiaU Game" (M-G) with ,Tane
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75) Russell in person (3d wk). Tidy
'Red Canyon' in Black
—"Since You Went Away" (EL) $4O;O0O. Last week, big $51i000.
"Shamrock Hill" (EL). Fair
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
At 16G, K.C.; 'Baltimore' and
$13,000.. Last week, "Sgt. York" "Adventure in Baltimore" iRKO)
(WB) and "Castle Hudson" (WB) and "Gun Smugglers" (RKO).
Breezy 13G, 'Shoes' 5G (reissues), nice $15,000.
,
Moderate $17,000 »l
..juu^.aic
or uvci.
over.
i
Last
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—'Red ^eek, "Red Canyon" (U), same
Kansas City, April 26.
^
_ (U) and "Fighting Fools"
Roosevelt
(B&K)
(1.500; .50-98)—
New films are scarce currently Canyon"
Okay $16i000. Last week, "Bad Boy" (MoiiO). Sharp $15,000.
(U).
but good with most spots on hold"Dear
to Heart" (RKO) and stage- Last week, "Kiss in Dark" (WB)
"Red Canyon" at Towerover.
(2d wk), solid $15,000.
Uptown-Fairway combo is sturdy.- show, $21,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20Other new film, "Adventure in Bal- "Little Woman" (M-G)
(2d wk). $2.40)— "Red Shoes"
(EL) (18th
timore," looks strong at Orpheum.
Nice $16,000, after big $27,000 in wk). Climbing again to nifty $1J,at
Kimo,
on
two^a-,
Shoes"
"Red
^
fii*st stflnz£i
400. Last week, $10,400.
day, looks good enough to do a
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; ,50-98)
long run.
"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Un- —"Tulsa" (EL) (2d wk). Strong
Estimates for This Week
tamed Breed" (Col). Fine $14,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; $1.20-. Last week, "Set-Up" (RKO) .and $18,000. Last week, sock $23,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL). Strong "Indian Agent" (WB) (2d wk),
"Command Decision" (M-G) (5th
indicated. Last week, "Por-

.

j

RKO

Week

:

$14,000 hi

$17,000,

'BadBoy'Good$15,000,l'ulsa'18G,2(l

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) and
"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono), also

second.
Minneapolis, April 26.
Estimates for This Week
Return of wintry blasts brought
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii, boxoflfice upbeat but current newJUusic Halls (Prin-Cor) comer layout is
not much help.
(8^; 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$l)— "Im- Best bet appears to be "My Dream
pact" (UA) and "Search for Dan- Is Yours," Pressing it is "El Paso."
ger" (FC) <2d wk). Near $20,000.1 Top holdover is the high-stepping
Last week, good $22,000.
";Little Women" in seeond week.
Chinese, Loew's, State, Loyola,
fisffmates for This Week
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248;
],719; 60-$!)— "Down Sea in Ships"
Century (Pari (1,600; 50-70)—
(2d;
(EL)
"Miranda"
(20th)
and
"Whiplash" (WB).
Mild $6,000.
About $27,500. Last week, Last week, "Family Honeymoon"
Wk).
medium $44,200.
(U) (3d wk), good $7,000.
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltem
Lyric
(Par)
50^70)—
(1,000;
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$l)— "Stagecoach" (UA)
"Long
"Dream Is Yours" (WB) and Voyage Home'' (UA) and
(reissues).
Mild
"Homicide" (WB) (2d wk).
Very good $6,000. Last week, "Who
Last week, $33,000.
$26,000.
Done
It?"
(Indie)
and
"In tlie
Egyntian, Los Angrclesi Wilshire
Navy"
(Indie)
(reissues),
okay
$5,»
<FWC) (1,538, 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l) 700..
—"Little Women" (M-G) (2d wk).
IRadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
Trim $34,000. Last week, big $45,"Little
Women"
(M-G)
(2d
wk).
500.
Orpheum (D'town) (2,210; 6Q'-$1) Still hefty at $12,000 after sock

Hollywood

H.0;s Slow Chi; 'Baltimore

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
—"Ball Game" (M-G) and "Girl
From Manhattan" (UA), Torrid
$15,500. Last week, "Kiss in Dark"
(WB) and "Hideout" (Rep), $8,500.

Last week, 'ISouth St.
or close.
Louis" (WB) and "Kidnapped"
(Mono), $8,500.

'El

situations, also

Port

Hot

Portland, Ore., April 26.
l^early all firstruns are showmg
top products this week. "Connecticut Yankee." "Take Me to Ball
Game" and "Little Wortien" are
coining real dough. "Bed Shoes
is also faring well at advanced

Orplteum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"The Set-Up" (RKO) and "Gun
Nice $7,000
Smugglers" (RKO).

locations.

is fairly

ond frame

WetlnceJay, April 27, 1949

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
"Connecticut Yankee" - (Par) and
"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono), dayr
Big $8,date with Paramount.
000 or near: Last week, "Johnny
Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d run), $6,200.

Estimated T6tal Gros*
This Week
$662,S00
( Based on '22 theatres)
Last Year
$647,000
ABased on 17 t/icalres)

"Undercover
good $23,000 In secat Hillstreet and PanPaso" is down to $18,600 on holdover at two Paramount
houses. "Tulsa" is mild $22,000 in
five spots, second round.- "Ma and
Pa Kettle" is near $24,000 in five

Warner

Man"

W

nCTiniE GROSSES

(2d

44-65)—

wk), nice $9,000.

(Art Cinema)
—Vogue
"Mons. Vincent"

(600; 60-90)
(Indie).
Good

"South St. Louis" (WB) and "Rainmaker" (Mono). Sturdy $18,000.

La.st week, "Family Honeymoon" $3,000. Last week, "Brief Encoun(U) and "Incident" (20th), $15,000. ter" (U) and "Magic Bow" (U), $2,State (LoeW) (3,200; 44-65)^ lOOO.'.;
Webber (Fox) (750; 3.5-74)—
"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk). Very
food $15,000 after soaring to solid "Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and
v^Moonrise" (Hep), also Denver,
22,000 first round.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) Esquire. Good $2,000. Last week,
—"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) <2d "Ma, Pa Kettle" (U) and "Appointwk).
Neat $10,000.
first was ment Murder" (FC) (2d wk), line
$3,000.
Strong $16,000.
I

I

I

!

I

,

I

I

Jim" (Col) and "Blondie's Big
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) and
Deal" (Col), .$11,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-70)— "Blondie's Big Deal" (Col). Sock
"Don Juan" (WB) (2d wk). Still $17,000. Last week, "The Bribe"
strong at $13,000 after first stanza's (M-G) and "Valiant Hombre" (UA)
sock $17,700.
(2d wk-4 days), slow $3,300.

.

International

(Taylor) (605; 48(4th wk). Still

66)— "Quartet" (EL)

doing capacity $4,100. Last week,
about same,
20-70)— "Knock On Door" (Col)
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 40-70)—
plus vaude headed by Billy Gil- "Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk), Terbert (2d wk).
Maintaining all- rific $17,000 after last week's smash
right pace at $13,000 after fine $22,000, which set new house record.
$17,200 last week.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
60)
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) "Passionate Friends" (EL).
Big
Still best thing in town $16,000.
(2d wk).
Last week, "Red Pony"
at $14,000 after hangup preem at (Rep) mild $11,000 after big open.

I

.

I

I

—

I

.

Box (H-E)
—Music
"Red-Shoes" (EL). Fine $8,000 or
(850; $1.20-$2.40)

near.

Last week, "Family Honey-,

moon"

wk) and "Flaxy
Martin", (WB) (3d wk-4 days), $2,(U)

(4th

900 at 50-84C scale.
Music Hall (H-E) (2.200; 50-84)-"Belvedere to College" (20th) and

"Cheated the Law"

(20th).

Smash

$15,000. Last week, "Tarzan s Mag-

Fountain" (RKO) and "Grand
(Rep), slow $4,500
in 8 days.
ing.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)-:
Shea's (FP) (2,386; 40-701— "ConMan" (CoU and
ineCticut Yankee" (Par) (2d wk). "Undercover
Big $14,000 after last week's wham "Daughter of West" (FC) (2d wk).
Oke $5,000 in 5 days after good
$19,500.
University (FP) (1.556; 40-70)-^ $9,500 last week.

I

ic

Canyon Trail"

j

$19,400.

'

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-60)—
'.'Canadian Pacific" (20th) (2d wk).
Better than average at $6,000 foU
lowing steady initial se.sh at $8,300.

New

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) (2d
wk). Going nicely at $10,000 after
well-placed starter at $13,600.

I

'

,

"Mother

Is Freshman" (20th) (2d
wk). Tepid $5,000 after last week's
I

$7,800.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,3.50; 40-65)
of Violence" (M-G) and
"Slightly French" (Col) (2d runs)

—"Act

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)— plus vaude. Okay $6.00(). Last
"Dream Is Yours" (WB) (2d wk). "Family Honeymoon" (U) (2d wk). week, vaude plus ^Whispering
Good $11,000 after fine $15,200 Fine $11,000 after last week's $14,- Smith" (Par) and "Shockproof
Stanley

(WB)

(3,280;

25-75)—

I

.

I

I

opener.

|500.

Town

(Col).

Oke

$6,600.

(Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
Victoria (FP) (1,260; 40-70)—
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
—''Adventure in Bai timore"( RKO). "Set-Up" (RKO) (2d wk). Satisfac- "Tulsa" (EL) and "Shamrock HiH
Trim $8,000 after steady first round .tory $4,500 after last week's big (EL) (2d wk). Trim $5,600 m »
at $12,700.
l$t,O00.
days after fairish $8,500 last week.
-

I

!

—

!

'1.

,
'

Wedoeeday^ApHl 27* 1949

Tme

Dayl^t

''

,

fiCTIJRB GROSSES

IS

otTiw B'wayNedy lIToHoIdoverbutOkay;

Dents PhiOy Albeit

Montreal, April 26.
loaded with holdovers.!

I

Town

is

Walt Disney's "So Dear To Heart,"
is not doing as well as hoped fori
because Quebec Laws ban children
from film theatres.
Ban holds!
desjtite flood; of phone call asking

1)oor'Widem000;Tankee1l8,

llndercover-EDington-EdistDKSocko

•,

)

PhUadelphia, April 26.
Daylight saving made a distinct
impression on film' biz here. After
brisk trade Friday and Saturday,
the extra hour of daylight and fine
weather kept many outdoors and
firstrun biz slumped sharply Sun-

Film gross estimates- as reare. net,

cities,

day.

50-99)—
(1,303;
Aldine (WB)
"Dear To My Heart" (RKO) (2d
wk) Down to $8,000. Last week,
okay $12,500.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; -50-99)— "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (2d wk).
Fine $20,000. Last weeks $24,000.

Simms

onstage,

(20th)

(2,250;

weak

$19,000.
(WB), $16,000.

last

—

.

$14,500.

weekend

which

was

fairly
]

All-day rain Friday and
showers Saturday did not figure
too heavily, rainfall Friday hurting
some what but Saturday's moisture
helping
strong.

I

:

j

{

Lone, newcomer is at Paramount
where "Undercover Man" plus

—

"Whispering Smith'' (Par) t2d wk).

Duke Ellington band and Billy
Eckstine is clicking. Strong screen,
and stage lineup is giving Par
flagship a great $97,000, best in
months. Sliowing being made despite some picketing by projectionist union members.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-601—
The Music Hall continues the
"Outpost Morocco" (UA) and ''In big moneymaker despite being in
Court" (UAi (2d wk). Okay $6,500 third
week with "Connecticut
after $9,500 for first.
Yankee" and Easter Pageant on
the stage.
Holding to $152,000,
since doing terrific trade through
last Sunday (24), after new record
at $170,000 for second stanza.
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College"
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
with Vivian Blaine heading stage "Belvedere Goes to College" (20th>
bill continues smash at $115,000 with Vivian Blaine
and iceshaw
in second frame at Boxy after set- topping stage layout (2d wk). Still
ting Easter week high at $162,000 smash ft $115,000 after terrific
in first.
"City Across River*' with $162,000 in initial jiyeck, new
Art Mooney band topping stage- Easter week high; Stays a third.
Cleveland, April 26.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 50-$l,50)
Preem of "Stratton Story," at show still is fancy with $51,000 in
third round at Capitol.
''Adven^ —"Ball Game" (M-G) (8th-fiinal
Stillman, is setting new high with
smash record despite slow pace of ture in Baltimore" and Enric Mad- wk). Opens today (Wed.); Seventh
riguera band heading stage layout session held nicely at around $19,town. "Portrait of Jennie" is fairly
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
000 after big $23,000 for sixth. Renice at State.
Estimates for This Week
cent spurt in trade prompted these
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60- two extra weekS; with opening of
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)— "Red
Were Strangers" "Barkleys of Broadway" (M-G)
Canyon" (U). Sauntering to okay $1.50).
now
set for May 4.
(Col).
Opens
here
today
(Wed.).
$14,000. Last week, "Castle on
Strand (WB) (2,756; 70-$1.50)—
Hudson" (WB) and "Sgt. York" In ahead, "Knock on Door" ICol)
(WB) (reissues), $14,500 in 9 days. (9th wk-8 days), fiiie $12,000 after "Dream Is Yours" (WB) plus
Lionel Hampton orch (2d wk). Off
Esquire (Communityi (700; $14,000 for 8th week.
to $40,000 in current round after:
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (17thBi,iou
(City Inv.) (589; $1.20final wkr.
Down to $4,000 after $2.40).—"Red Shoes" (ED (27th fairly good $61,000 opener but begood $5,000 last Week.
wki.
Back near usual stride at low hopes. Stays a third.
Sutton (RugolT & Becker) (561;
Hipp (Warners) (3.465; 55-70)— $15,000 with extra matinees after
(ED (5th
"Quartet"
"Dream Is Yours!' (WB). Oke $18,- $19,000 la.st, week, helped by five 70-$l.'20)
wk). Fourth week ended Monday
000; Last week "Undercover Man" extra shows. Stays on.
(Coi), $19,000.
80- (25 was down very little to $15,-.:
Capitol
(Loew's)
(4,820;
400
after record $16,000 for thiitl
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)'
$1.50),-T-"City Across River" (U)
"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO). Fairly with Art Mooney orch topping
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-t
nice $18,000.
Last week "Little stage bill (3d-final wk). Still fine
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (24th
Women" (M-G), extra good: .$25,- at $51,000 after fancy $68,000 for $1.80—
wk). Current stanza is down to re-,
000 in 9 days
.second. "Adventui'e in Baltimore
cent normal gait of $14,000 after
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-701 (RKOr with Enric Madriguera orch,
23rd week,
—"Stratton Story" (M-Gi. World Donald Richards, Sibyl Bowan, smash $17,000 for week
crowds
preem of baseball yarn tied in with Fred Sanborn onstage opens to- helped by Easter^
first games of Cleveland Indians' morrow (Thurs.).
50Criterion
(Loew's)
(1.700;
champ team. New record at soeko
or near. Last week, "Red S1.75i.— "Red Canyon" (U). Opens 'Door' Swings Rousing
$23,000
(today (Wed ). "Life of Riley'' (U)
Pony" (Rep),
so-so $6,000.
(2d wk -4 days), down to $6;500
$16,000 to Lead Ciiicy;
aifter very mild $18,000 opener,
way below expectancy.
'Baltimore'
$11,000
Heidt-Contino Unit Ups
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20).

Fine $12,000 after smash $18,000
opener.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)
"Mexican HayWde" (U) and "Clay
Pigeon" (U) (2d wk). Off to $9:000
after first week's big $13,000.

'-

—

;

Washington, April

26.

:

Biz looking up a bit, with cool
helping.
"Portrait
of
at small-seater Trans-Lux

.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- and Woody Herman band on stage,
Also out front is
99)—"Ball Game" (M-G) (3d wk). looks solid.
Solid $15,000. Last week, $19,000. '!Kn6ck On Any Door" at the

'Stratton

.

Warner.

50(4th

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-85)—
"Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono)
plus Mel Torme and Woody Herman orch onstage. Stageshow luring bobby soxers to firm $27,000.
Last week, ''Ma; Pa Kettle" (U)
plus circus on stage, less than ariticipated at $23,000, good,

Wk). Fair $8,000; Last week, fancy
511,000.
I

(

I

,Rugged $18,000. Last week, "Force
of Evil" (M-G) (4th wk), $6,500.

Mastbaum (WB)

(20th),

i

!

j

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)

'

Keith's (Goldman) 1,700; 50-99)
—"Connecticut Y a n k e e" (Par).

>

i

(Coll:

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60i
"Dear To Heart" (RKOi. Okay
$12,000. Last week, "Letter Three

'Jennie Lively

spelling this big openitig week
figure desjiite wildcat picketing; by
soiiie
union projectionists.
In
ahead, "Bride;of Vengeance" (Par)
plu« Charlie Barnet, Jen^ Cdlonna
(2d wk), $54,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583;; $1.20$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (31st wk).
Thirtieth week was soeko $16,500
with three extra matinees helpings
about same as 29th stanza.
Radio City Musie Hall (Rockefellers)
(5,945;
80-$2;40)
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) with Easter
Pageant and stageshow (3d wki.
Down to $152,000 but still great
after new all-time high of $170,000
for second week. Stays fourth and
possibly a fifth.
"Stratton Story"
(M''G> due next.
Rialto
44-98)—
(Mage)
(594;
"Bomba" (Mono) (2d wk). Off but
still sturdy at $10,000 after great
$15,500 opener.
RivoH (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60$1.25)— "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO)
(5th wk).: Fourth 'frame ended last
night (Tues.) was fine $26,000 or
near after stout $28,000 for third
round. Continues on.

!

i

Wives"

$19,-

(1,000;

;

—

Belverede to College" (20th) (2d shapes standout with smash ses'
Sock $28,000 after smash $40,- sion. "Bad Men of Tombstone,
at Capitol, bolstered by Mel Tornie
000 opener.

(Goldman)'

—

(2,855;

Good
Last week, "My Dream"

Wk).

Karlion

Week

40-65)
(M-Gi (2d wk).

(C.T.)

"Walk Crooked Mile"

weather
50-99)— "Mr. Jennie"

99)— "Little Women" (M-G)

j

Despite the usual letdown aftgn
Easter week and an almost 100'*'c
holdover situation, Broadway first"Words and Music"
runs are doing okay this session.
Down to $20,000 following sock Many theatres are being helped by.
first at $26,500.
the fact that their current weeks
Capital (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60i
include business done over thel

tax.

Lone, Three Stooges onstage,^
Good $23,000. Last week, "Slightly
Stone,
Harvey
iCol),
Fjench"

Fox

97G, 'Belvedere'-BiaineM

i

,

Estimates for This

Loew's

50-99)—
<2,700;
(WB)
Earle
"Siren of Atlantis" (IW with Peter

Giniiy

lifting

at Capitol.

i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

"Knoclt On Door" is proving
the Stanley for
at
town's highest take. "Connecticut
Ypnkee" is fine at Keith's.
for^This
Week
Estimates

"My

Heart."
for
"Walk Crooked Mile" looms 'good

special

ported herewith from the varit

PUS key

bell-ringer

000.

M

i

Estimates Are .Net

(4,360; 50-99)-^

Record 23G,CIeye.

Keith's

(RKO)

'

i

I

I

"Dream Is Yours" (WB) (2d wk).
Mild $18,000. Last week, $22,500.
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)— $2.40)— "Hamlet" (U). Fine
"Knock On Door" (Col). Best thing for 25th downtown week. $4,500
Last
in city, $30,000. Last week, ''Bed week,
$4,500.
Canyon" (U), strong $33,000 iii 11
days. .:,-•
Stanton

Snags

.

I

I

—"We

(1,939; 44-80)

Baltimore"
(RKO).
(WB) (1,475; 50-99)— "Adventure
Trim $13,000. Last week. "Red
(2d wk). Down to
Last week, rousing $20,- Canyon" (U), surprising $14|000.
Metropolitan WB) (1,163; 44-74)
000.
-"Stagecoach"
(UA) (reissue).
$1.20- :—r
Trails-Lux
(T-L)
(500;
"Red Shoes" (EL) (18th Terrific $9,000. Last week, "Homi$2.40)
wki.
Slipped slightly to $8,500. cide" (WB); $5,500;
Last week, fine $9,000.
National (Heimah) (1,600; 44-74)
Gone With Wind" (M-G)
(reissue) (2d wk). Still going strong
at $10,000 for. second successive
in Hub but H.O.S
week. •
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
Bright
Hurt;
—"Little Women" (M-G) (2d wk);
Down to $16,000 after smart $22,000 last week.^
22G, 'El Paso' Hot
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50*85)
Boston, April 26.
Spell of warm weather plus hold- —"Scott of Antarctic" (EL), Nice
,overs at most major houses means $4,500. Last week, "Sleeping Car
not much more than average takes to Trieste" (ELi (3d wk), fancy
around town this stanza. "Adven- $4,000 in 5'/2 days.
Warner (WB) (2.164; 44-74)
ture in Baltimore" at Memorial
shapes strong and "El Paso" at "Knock on Door" (Col). Fine $18;Paramount and Fenway looks okay. 000. Last week, "Dream Is Yours"
"City Across River" is only fair (WB), $14,000.
'Rainmaker' Fat $26,000,
at the Boston.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)
"Portrait Df Jennie" (SRO). Hefty
Estimates for This Week
Omaha; 'Yankee' $13;000
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85)— $14,000, one of town's best bets.
"Pride of Yankees" (RKO) (reis- Last week, "Paisan" (Indie) (7th
Omaha, April 26.
$4,000 in bVz days.
sue).
Fancy $7,000 after big $9,- wk), okay
Helped by the Horace Hcidt—
"
000 for first.
Dick Contino stageshow, "Henry
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)— p. ,
the Rainmaker" at Orpheum looms
I
n
"Connecticut
sock
this
week.
an-JiMate teachers Boost
'S";''
u^'^'^'^^f Jungle"
"Daughter
(Rep). Fanof T^Tr."/t,<"P
Yankee" at Paramount also shapes
, , .„
,„ ,
,
^ ,
$17,000.
Last week, "Ma, Pa Ket- I 'vJI «. 'YanllPP RnKiict
big.
"Knock On Any Door at
i« VIIIC,
IdllHee
tie" (U) and "Highway 13
(SG),
Brandeis looks neat.
$15,000.
Estimates for This Week
Exeter (Indie) (1,100; 45-75)—
$15,000, 'Women' 14G,2d
Orpheum (Tristatesi (3.000; 20-'
"Mon's. Vincent" (Indie) (2d wk).
80)— "Henry. Rainmaker," (Monol
Louisville, April 26.
Okay $6,500 after fat- $8,500 first.
40-85)—
Annual convention of Kentucky and Dick Contino-Horace Heidt
Fenway (NET)

"Set-Up" (RKO)
$10,500.

(

—

|

Warmer

Uimore'

I

—

)

.

.

1

;

23G

'

i

I

'

—

:

i

i

^

'

'

,

,.-P?]aee

'

to town and plenty of them patronized the firstruns.
State, where
"Little Women" on h.o. is in second week cleaned up at the wicket.
Rialto, with "Connecticut Yankee"
also did big teacher trade.

$8,000.

$6,000 with nice $8,000 for

(

(NET)

(4,376:

week's big $11,000.
National (Standard)

40-

—

Orpheum (Loew)

(Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
"Connecticut Yankee"
(Par). Big $1.5,000 or over. Last
first.
"Letter Three Wives" (20th)
week,
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
"Minpnlmls
Inm-nAv" (FC),
(FPI
Mnaculous Journey
—"El Paso" (Par) and "Duke of
Chicago
(Rep).
Good $14,500. $14,000
State (Loew'.s) (3,000; 45-65 1—
Last week, "State Dept.
File 649
and
(M-G)
(FC) and "Last Bandit" (Rep), "Little
"Michael" O'Halloran" (Mono) I2d
$15,000.
Excellent $14,000 or over
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 40-85)— wk).
"Tulsa^'
(EL)
and "Ladies of after last week's fine $17,000.
45-65)—
Clioi-us" fCol) (2d wk).
(FA)
(1,000;
Strand
Off to
SIO.OOO after okay $12,500 first
"Jungle Jim" (Col) and "Straw.^
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)— "Lit- berry Roan" (Coll. Stout $6,000.
tle Woii-ion" (M-G) (2d wk). About Last
week, "Shot Jesse .lames"
13"
average ft! 2,000 for this uptown i'Sd and "Highway
(SG), $5,liouse after trim $16,500 first.
j 500.

May

Grand (RKO)

18.

(1,4Q0;

50-75)

^

'Women

Shubert (RKOi (2,100; 50-75
on Hudson" (WBi and

"Castle

Undercover Loud 20G

$18,01)0,

"Sgt. York" (WBI (reissues). Satisfactory $5,000. Last week, "South
St. Louis". (WB) (m.o.), $4,000.

I

Rialto
45-65)

—

Two

i

holdovers,

"Down To Sea

in

at Fox and "Knock On
Door" at Michigan are doing oka.vj.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Michi: (5.000; 70,-951
"To Sea in Ships" (20thi (2d wki.
Good $24,000. Last week, $37;000.

Ships"

;

—

I

I

—

—

I

in DetJ28,0i)0;

,

$5,000.

40-85)
—"Little Women" (M-G) (2d wk).
Average $20,000 after solid $29,900
(3,000;

.55-?

Detroit,. April 26.
and "Dynamite" (Pari !2d wk)
"Connecticut Yankee" looks $17,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70smash at United Artists, and standout here this week. "Little Worn- 95)— "Connecticut Yankee" (Pan.
en" also is socko at the Aclams. Sock $28,000. Last week, "Paisan"

i

'

$30,000.

.

—

D—

Albee (RKOi (3,100; 50-75i
(RKO) (re- "Knock On Door" (Coli. Sturdy
Off sharply $16,000. Last week, "The Bribe"

(1.700;

—

Big

25-

(2,400;

:

'

—

Bii^Boifo

"Clay Pigeon" (RKO).

Metropolitan

I

i

Mary Anderson (People's) 1 ,200;
in. view.
Last week,
"Woman's Secret" (RKO) plus Phil 45-55)— "South of St. Louis" (WBi
Spitalny
orch on stage, good (2d wk). Solid $8,500 after last
851— "Connecticut Yankee" (Par) 65)
"Since You Went Away"
and "Tuna Clipper" (Rep) (2d wk). (UA). Modest $4,500. Last week,
Neat 823,000.
Last week, hefty "Lawton Story" (Indie) (2d wk)

I

j

Spring-like
wfeather hit
sudMemorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)— denly, but did not hurt much;
"Adventure in Baltimore" (RKO)
Estimates for This Week
and
Fine

S29.000.

lineup with
Door," town

"Connecticut Yankee" and "Little
Women," will prevent any laying
of post-Easter eggs this week.
Estimates for This Week

—

first.

$22,000

bill

Any

talent show onstage. Smash $26.Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50) "Shockproof" (Col). Average $7,"Walking Hills"
000, up to better stage-film draw.' T— "Undereover Man". (Col)
and 000; Last week,
^
Last week, "Own True Love" (Pan Duke Elliiigton orch, Billy Eck- (Col); $9,500.
Guild: (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
with Freddy Martin-Janis Paige stine heading stage bill (2d wki.
stageshow, very big $23,500.
session ended last
night "Red Shoes'" (ED (8th wk'. Down
First
after
big
$3,600 last lap.
to
$3,000
Paramount (Tristatesi (2,800; 16- (TUes.) soared to great $97,000
Keith's (City Inv.i (1,542; 50-75)
65)
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) best here in months. Combo of
(Continued on page 22)
strong stageshow and liked film —"Connecticut Yankee" (Pan (2d
wk). Lusty $14,000 in wake of sock
$19,500 opener. Holds again.
Palace (RKOi (2,600; 50-751
"Adventure in Baltimore" (RKO).
Modest $11,000 or over. Last week;
"Kiss in Dark" (WB), $8,000.

Education Assn., April 21-25
brought thousands of school marms

Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85)—
"Tulsa" (EL) and "Ladies of
Chorus" (Col) (2d wk). Down to

new

(M-G), $15,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)
considerably
under expectancy
House closed down last night "Little Women" (M-Gi (2d wk).
on heels of wham
(Tues. to renovate for vaude film Strong $13,000
policy which has been set to start $17,o00 preem

I

(1,373;

"El Paso" (Par) and "Dulte of Chicago" (Rep). Average $8,500. Last
649"
week,
"State Dept.— File
(FCi and "Last Bandit" (Rep).

On

topper, and hefty holdover biz. on-

I

_

(RKO)

sturdy

"Knock

P-"o'e of Yankees
!
^^dwk—5 days)
to $11,000 after big $20,000 opener,

.

'

AOUUM

1

"

I

i

i

'

T

i

Cincinnati, April 26.

A

I

.

i

I

(3d Wk).

Continues in fine fashion at $3'7>r
000 after rouWing;: $43,000 for
second stanza.
50r
Mayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;
Wizard of Oz" (M-G) (re
$1 •20),
Still holdmg very well at
issue
$25,000 after socko $36,000 opener,
but below hopes. Continues,

I

I

NSH

I

—"The Champion" (UA)

—

:

Women"

Michigan (United Detroit

(4.000;

i

70-95)^ "Knock On Door" (Col)
and "Ladies of Chorus" (Rep) (3d
Oke $17,000.: Last vt'eeR,
wk).

(Indie) (2d wki, $15,000.

—

Indpls. Modest;

Tankee'

Nice $14,500, 'Joan'

12G

Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95i
Indianapolis, April 26.
"Bad Boy" (Mono) and "Dude Goes
Biz remains only moderate at
West" (Monol.
Fairish $10,000.
balmy spring
Last week, "The Set-Up" (RKO) firstruns here,
and 'Clay Pigeon" (RKO) (2d wkJ, weather giving seasonal boost to
outdoor activities, "Connecticut
great $14,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95) Yankee," at Indiana, is top grosser,
—"Little Women" (M-G). Big $18,- (but not big. "Joan of Arc,'" at
I

I

1

,

i

i

Last week. "Command Deci- Circle, is so-so at tilted scale,
sion" (M-G) (4th wk), $6,000,
Estimates for This Week
Circle iGamble-Dollei (2,800; 74Downtown (Balaban) (2,800; 70$20,000.
951— "Life of Riley" (Ui and "State $1.25)—"Joan of Arc" (RKOi. Fair
Palms (UD) (2,900; .70-d5i"
Last week, "Last Days
File 649" (FCi (2d $12,000.
"Undercover Man"- fCoIi a ri d Department
(RKOi and "She" (RKO)
wki.
$20.Pompeii"
'Coli.
Bi','
Mild
Last week,
"Bloridie's Secret"
$7,500;
(Continued on page 22) •.
lOOO. Last week, "El Paso" (Par> $10,000,
.

,

000.

i

'

I

—

;
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VeJnetday, April 27, 1949

"MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE"

„^

..^

"The BEAUTIFUL BLONDE from BASHFUL

BEND

.-^

.

Technicolor

^n\.ne

"CANADIAN PACIFIC"
Cin9€olor

"THE FAN"

MOTHER

IS

.ISA

r^l^Wvim^^"^

A FRESHMAN"

THE FORBIDDEN STREET"
"THE SNAKE PIT"

LEnER TO THREE WIVES

"A

i^n::Wvmvm

"YELLOW SKY"

"DOWN TO THE SEA

SHIPS

IN

CENTURY-FOX
•

•

;
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.
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I
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•
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TARIKTX'S' liQNPON OPFlCB
St.

IIVTBRIWATIOIVAL

Martla'i Place, Tmbilxar Squar*

Greater Union

Over to

'

IS

Swinging

Isn't

London^ April 26.
Production of "Her Excellency,"
new musical by Archie ^enzies
and Harold Purcell, is being sponsored jointly by .¥al Barnell and
Jack Hulbert.
Star of the show will be Cicely
Courtneidge, who has been booked

Rydge

British Films, Sez

And Problem

of Fix for Children

a.

Washington, April 26.
Swedish Minister of Education
Irish Importing British
has appointed a committee to probp
BancU in Terpery 'War'
film censorship in that country and
Dublin, April 19.
the question of producing Swedish

Sydney, April 26.
Greater Union Theatres has no

v

Rank's Miller Due inM.Y

Oh
un

intention of veering .from its polof picking the best boxoffice
product. ,*i,etSer British- or Amer.
ican.
Norman B. Rydge, Iiead of

i

FiYH^
llixpiunauun
«u««»e5>

thropgh the Hari-y Foster agency.
,
Increasing competition among Foster himself won't be concerned
Stephen Miller, American publi- Greater Union, pointed this up
terperies here has taken a new
directly with the production, as city and ad rep in London for the jjere this week in cWegorically
twist with importation of name reported.
is
J- Arthur Rank Organization,
denying that his circuit would give
\bands from England ^or special
planing to New York this weekend preference to British pictures in
dates. Arcadia and International!
(29) for a series of discussions with future bookmgs;
As a matter of
hotel brought in Arthur Bennet's
the Rank New York oifice on pub- fact, a grCat proportion of Greater
rhumba -samba combo for Easter
licity and exploitation problems in
Union playing time is given to
of
holiday dates. Ronnie Murro and
regard to future product. Miller xj.S: ^^^^
the very simple
council to represent cultural mterr his orch, featured on BBC "Sun
will subscequently visit his family reason th^t kustralians long have
fests and vaious home and parent- day Serenade" show,
follow a week
in Hollywood before returning tp shown marked preference for Yank
hood groups, to work with the Cen- later for Olympic.
'London.
f^re.
Question, of' gov*
'sorsdhip Board;
No beef has been raised by Irish
Appointed manager of the Rank
Rydge points but tliat his re-^
ernment aid ifk. making pictures Federation of Musicians regarding
American oifice in London after maiiks at a' recent staff meeting
flanted for children is under study. visits, but since only 35 Irish bands
tiondoh, April. 26.
serving in Europe as a colonel in apparently have been misinterCountry bias found that, a large pet- are,; okayed by the Federation
The off-on^oflt strike at Denham tii^ U. S Army,
Miller also acts preted.
Acknowledging
t h a t
j
centage of the films imported are there isT in eiiect, a shortage of and Pinewood, which started over
jn j, production advisoiY "cj^^^
Greater Union: has 'a .contract to
not suitable for the immature first-class combos to cover all ter- the proposed transfer of an elecf^r various Rank studios. Having distribute and' show .British pictrade. Of- the 348 films passed by
trician, who holds an official posi- worked in London, Paris and Hoi- tures in Australia, he said:" "But as
peries and other dates.
the. Swedish censors last year, only
tion in his union, to the shuttered lywood, he has firsthand expert far as our booking policy is con
118 were found suitable for 'childShepherds Bush studios, has now knowledge of many problems con- cerned, it remains, as always,
ren. The V. S. sent in 195 films of
been referred to an official arbitra- cerning the British and American free, open market, and at no time
Which only 70 got the okay for Bulgaria Attacks
tion panel and bolli sides have mdustries.
will I permit any discrimination
kids.
agreed to accept the findings.
against AmericiiM ''.at: .,9''5' pthetir
Peru is currently reorganizing
Film Industry; Also
Meeting took place at tlie Min'
country's product.
its censorship agencies, under a deistry of Labor last Thursday (21)
"GreatOr Unibn in th^i past', lias :
U.S.-Financed
Films
Not
cree issued Jan. 27. Decree prowas
panel
arbitration
when
the
There
U.S. Pix Showing
had most cordial- t'elattonsliip \vith
vides for prohibiting "immoral"
constituted, comprising' one repproducing aiid /diftrlbuting
#11
Washington, April Ze.
;films and those contrary to public
from the Electrical Trades Union,
Included in Brit.
companies in America, and as long
Altacit on tlie Bulgaitiaii film in- the union concerned, one from the
sentiments and which may injure
as 1 remain chairman of our com.
,
H^. . .
dustry and- on the use of American British Film Producers Assn. and
the dignity of other countries.
yUOCa export to rranCe Pany I sincerely trust tliat this
films in that country was made an independent chairman to be ap^^^^^
over the air last weelc by the Bul- pointed by the Ministry. Meantime,
London. April 19.
„
garian Science, Art and Culture w"c)^k""continu^^^^^^
Ainerican-sponsored and financed
-r.,«4«,i
ti,„ Ki«
<
*
FC^S
Committee. Broadcast, ^Which was ^.j,!, the central figure still in em- British pix are not to be included piE^f'^^'ninn-t ^^J^o ^}^f ^?I
Unions playing time bemonitored here by U. S Governamone the list of «iihipcts whifh
Oenhani.
ment. npped into the Bu garian
^een reported ,unofficially wTirb'e*exported to*Fr'an e unto
fn'^^^t.^^irt^t
,
film industry as deficient in ^^^^ tj,g ^TU has threatened to
'""^ French
Despite western Europe's rapid
-,^-es"herand' if
government.
economic recovery, there's little Jdeological, political and artistic p^jj tj,e plugs at all studios if the Love?"met*^""*''
jj^^^
^^^^^ nothing" by U. S.
In ^.^ui^.v««0v
against them but
response to oM
chance of , U;:
v#.^uHvv.
film vv/uipaitif^a
verdict
goes Hf3,uii>ov
Strong
cpi c- St
v(*. h^.i
companies ^^^'J AA
5*!* .
v^*""-*viis' .1repreS. .111111
screen
1 ecu rare
fare lor
for -a
«•
a long iime
time. iireaiei
Greater
u ^ iu
A *u
n'
w*^^"^"'"'
benefiting thrCiagh easing of coin'
from the Board of Union,, has been- sho whig Para
their decision to accept arbitration senta
^"^^ y*®*"?
control of foreign films and ^^^^^^ ^^kes this little more than Trade the British Film Producers
remittances, according to David
moont," Universal, Columbia and
Assn. has agreed to compile a list Selznick product for the most part
Home, Film Classics' foreign man- ^hat demoralizing, retrogressive
idle threat,
of suitable subjects which will be in recent years.
ager, just returned from a six- American and West«rn European
drawn from the product made by
Weeks' sales tour of the Continent. films were slipping into' programs.
BFPA members. None of the U. S.
Greater likelihood for the near fu- Another complaint was that the
Dubs Pix for Lush
for the
companies making British films is
ture, Home stated, is that several advertising and propaganda
BIZ
countries may tighten their regu- showing of Soviet pix was badly orincluded in the BFPA membership
ganized. Indication of the broadFrench Canadian Market and therefore their product is exlations: governing the outward flow
cast was that heads would'fall. The
of dollars.
y^^jj
Toronto, April 26.
Bulgarian motion picture industry
Political heads of the Euorpean
75%
of playing time in
With
over
BFPA
point
of
view
is that pri-j
Genoa, April 19
Was
create
pictures
in
the
told to
nations are sold on monetai-y re^
the province of Quebec currently marily this is a service on behalf
Lack of electricity due to tht
strictions
.since
they traceShe "^IrA.t?!!!"^^."^^^^
devoted to Frenchrlanguage films, of their members and with the unseasonal drought continues to
opposed
fascism: and built up sopostwar resurgence to such poliJ. Arthur Rank is going after this limited quota available to them, hain^per
hamper indiistty^i^^
indiistiry in r
cialism.
cies, Horne said.
Until the interimportant market of some 4,000,- preference must be given to the Entertainment field has been afnational trade flow is more evenly
000 French-speaking people with a productions nominated by their fected to a certain extent by power
balanced, the Continent will connew policy of French-dubbed re- members. It is felt that America curtailment which has kept curtinue to accent payments for in- Schreiber's Latin
English-language with. its quota of 121 could well, rent off for regular three day peleases
of
his
dustrial goods, food and clothing
films which have been successful if it desired, include any British- riods (during daylight hours) in
over the luxuries, in which cateon 'Restrictions' in English-speaking communities made American pictures in the some areas, while others have done
gory films are usually placed.
in Canada.
U.S. export quota.
without it for a whole week at a
Sidney Schreiber, counsel for
Horne declared there was a treDubbed in Paris by French acProduct affected includes "Ed time.
mendous backlog of U. S. films the Motion Picture Assn. of Amer- tors, original English-language ver- ward. My Son" and "The Aflairs of
Effect on film houses has varied
piled up in Italian warehouses ica, was slated to plane out last sions completed by the Rank or- Adelaide," which are handled by
aecording to location. Principally
waiting to be released by foreign night (Tuesday) for Brazil, Ar- ganization for current Canadian Metro and 20th-Fox, respectively.
affected are hinterlanders and latedistrib companies. Many of these gentina and Chile. He'll be away distribution include "Red Shoes,"
v
run
houses, which have had to
pix trace back to wartime and have from his New York headquarters "Great
"Oliver
Expectations,''
switch to .aih evening show policy V
been sidetracked in favor of more for several weeks,
Twist," "Seventh Veil" and "Odd 1 7 T-L- r„p„- A,,:*
Tor. St, least \vait .(iittil ctirreht goes V
Schreiber's initial stop is Rio. Man Out." In these, Paris actors * ' IMHU JuACtS yUll lU
current productions.
The Holly6-: 00-7 p.m. )
On
It -niiust.'be r@n^^
wood production slowdown in where he is 'slated to huddle with with similar voices to the British
I7«««. I
Pi J*
0 i
bered, .however, that: op^raiibn ih
1948, however, will provide an Brazilian managers for the Amer- players are used
In the case Of
CaSO Jap jtUOlO OetUp these areas .has never been
too regearly opening for a playofl' of the ican picture companies on mone-*| Rank films in which Patricia Roc
ular, with many opening late in
Tokyo, April 19.
older features.
tary restrictions and other prob- and Montreal-born Paul Dupuis
Seventeen top execs of the Toho the day in any case, as principal
'—
r--^
-v^
.
lems. In Buenos Aires he'll meet appear,
these
French-speaking Motion Picture Co.,
including customers are either ' working in
with Joaquin Rickardi MPAA's stars are being Used io r«henact the board chairman
Katamaru Tanabe,' fields or factories.
Arherican topper, who re- dialogue, of their previous EnglishU.S. Pix
Swiss Imports Latin
have resigned en block in a major
Large town .exhibs have solved
cently flew there from New York. language versions.
shakeup designed to get Japan's problem by installing power uiiits
TnA
rrpnrli nCITMCCld
NAiircVaalc 1 ct ""^''^P l>^c'' will be via Chile and
largest studio out of the red,_Toho of their own. In a city like Genoa,
IIU IICIIUI
IM|the west coast of South America,
finances have been in bad shape a good half of the theatres (includ'VERDOUX'
KUDOES
Zurich, April 12.
since the disastrous strike last ing all firstruns, and most secondImports of foreign films inSwitz-|
"Monsieur Verdoux," (UA) was year, which closed the studio tor runs) in the town proper have
Wilcox's
erland in 1948 were dominated by
named best fllm of 48 by the Assn. five months and prompted the their own generating unit, wtiich
U. S., which delivered 58% of all
London, April ,26.
of Brazilian Motion Picture Critics. walkout of a good portion
of the permit operation independent of
films.
Second place went to
Herbert Wilcox's ''Spring in
Charles Chaplin was picked as firm's acting and producing talent. shortages, etc.
France, followed by Great: Britain, Park Lane" topped the Daily best director; for his work on the
Since the begmmng of this year,
Italy and Austria. German pic^ Mail's annual poll for the "best same pic. He also ran .second in
studio 'has .•tufri^
out bniy two
tures, which used to be in the picture." Runners-up were J. Ar- the best actor competition
tup rank before the ^ar, are nowi thur Rank's- "Oliver TwistV' fand
Sees Need for Co-op
about 1%.
"Red Shoes."
tie.s. Firm's theatre chain is kept
In newsreels, .however, French
Best actresses were Anna Neagle,
With French Fihn Biz
going largely with product of the:
Current London
imports surpass the U. S. by dou- Jeari' Kent and Jean Simmons
Shin Toho (New Toho) studio, an
Despite
the fact that their studio
ble. Reason i.< that the only Amer- while Michael Wilding, Laurence
London, April 26.
ofishoot of the parent concern facilities are woefqily inadequate.
ican ;newsreels known here are Fox Olivier and Stewart Granger ran
"Adv. Story," James (6).
Which was set up when the 1948 French film producers now have
Movietone and Metro News (both in that ordei-.
"Annie Get Gun." Col's'ni f99i.
strike began,
rsome 18 pictures before the camdubbed in German or French).'
"Bless tlie Bride," Adclphi (105).
V—
.-.
V
eras, according to David Kay; head.
'The latter was put together a short
Wilcox in N. ¥.
"Brigadoon," Ma.iesty (2).
of Foremost Film Corp. Just re•
XT
T\
I.
T»_
time ago with the French Gaumont
Herbert Wilcox, arriving in New
"Belinda Fair," (51.
Danish
Film Process turned to N. Y. from a six-week
Actualiles and is now relea.sed York yesterday (Tues.), revealed
"Daphne," Wynd. (5).
'"P.*" France, he described French
here under the name Metro-Gau- that 40% of the Daily Mail's en-'
Catches U.S. Investor
''Dark Of Moon," Ambassador (2).
equipment as badly outdated.
mont-Actualites.
tire voting went to Miss Neagle
"Foolish Gent'w'n/' Duch. (9).
Co enha en A ril 12
In 1948 Switzerland imported while Wilding was credited with
Nevertheless. Kay sees great
"Happiest Days/' Apollo (57).
American*"'finaS's reportedly
279, full-length American pictures, 31%,
"Spring in Park Lane," in
"Harvey," Wales (17).
are ready to back a third dimen- P?sf»b»».t>es for French production
97 from France, 43 from Great which Miss Neagle and Wilding
indust^there could join
"Heiress," Haymarket (13).
sional film process discovered by
Britain, 32 from Italy and 26 from are co-starred, copped 27V^% ofj
"High Button Shoes." Hipp. (19). Egon Schriwer, young
Danish \Yith U. S. proWiMrs on a co-operaAustria.
the ballots.
"Oliver Twist" drew
"Human Touch," Savoy (11).
scientist and engineer.
As soon tive basis. With American Icncrwliow
and
12'~r. "Red Shoes" 9% and "Hanv
inbdem tecljm^
"Latin Qt. Revue," Casino (6).
as international patents arc sc.
let," in.
"Lilac Time," Palace (li
cured, the mventor will make a ^^l^„ ^,f„
^'*y,^^'
*^^^ ifS^
Jap Pix Code
"Maidens Prayer." Playhouse (1). public demonstration of his device, 5150,000 to $200,000 in GallicAmerican
pic ventures. His ForeKASUMMY'S TV SHOET
Tokyo, April 19.
"Miss Mabel," Strand (22).
which combines a new optical sys« subsidiary of Vog
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (104), tem with a special screen.
/ Japanese motion picture indusRome, AT)M1 19.
Co.,
stepped
prointo
French
try's fust
production code; pat
"One Wild Oat," Garrick (21).
Local scribes who have viewed f'™
Mikhail. Rasummy, Hollywood
^'^^
terned somewhat after the U. S. actor who has been in Rome for
°y P^^ly financ-^
Lemons." Globe (13). Schriwer's invention term it revo"Oranees
.John.ston office cOde, is now being the past five months working on,
lutionary and feel that the tech- '"S Manon.
"Queen Came By," York (5i.
iQi inulated by a committee of the "Pirates of Capri" for Victor Pah"September Tide," Aid. (20i.
nique is certain to arouse worldNext on Foremost's schedule is
Japan Motion Picture Assn., andrlen, plans to make a film short for
"Summer in Dec," Comedy (5). wide interest. Danish film com- "Girl from Maxim's," slated to roll
will probably be adopted soon,
panics and laboratories, however, within two months. Henri Georges
television called,"The Frog and I,"
"Together Again," Vic. Pal (107
Code will set up standards of written by himself.
"Twice Upon a Time," St. Mar- failed to share the reporters' enthur Ootizot will direct and Robert
moral taste and propriety and will!
Both Italian and American actors tins (1)
siasm and did not: Invest in the Alda is being souglit as liead^^
give the local industry its first in Rome will be used. The short;
process, although it was first of? ture wiU be ma^e in both F^
"Woman's Place." Vaude (5),
self-regulating machinery.
will be made at Scarlera studios.
and Ehglish versi<>nsi>KW«ve*^
"Worm's View," Whitehall (103) fered to them.
pix suitable for children, reports
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the
photograiphic
picture
motion
branch of the U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
studied are estab
Items being
_
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fieming

William Bendix SirCedncHardM/|d(e
•

w.rhMLRvvN VYK

HENRY WIIX'OXOX
Directed by

•

Tay Garnett

Lyiics by J()hnn\- i^iirke

•

viiuiiMA MKi.D

l^odiict'd by

Robert I'fllows

•Screenplay by Kdmiind Beloin
•

Music by James Van Heiisen

111

KinQ ArfHur^ Court

2nd Week Gross Breaks

Records

in

The Theatre's

17-Year History! 2nd Saturday Breaks

All

Records For A

Single Day!

All

Doors Open 7:45 A.M. To Handle 164,684
Admissions in a Single

Week

!

The Historic Records of "Paleface/^ "Road To
"Emperor

Waltz''

Rio/'

and "Welcome Stranger" Have Been

Topped Far and Wide

in

Key after Key As "Yankee"

Proves Itseif Beyond

All

Doubt The Industry's Most

Sensational Hit of 1949!

WMk's B. 0. lines
placed end-to-end
would have circle*
MuHC Hall block

^
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Brit

of Divided Markets Seen

L^e Stnff-PictiDws

'Private Deals

who charge Hollywood with knuckling down to miattacks, Dore Schary makes a vigoroun defense of the
has appeared
U. S. pix industry's policy of balancing its free speech rights with its
Arnall and SIMPP mem- social responsibilities in the current issue of Saturday Reyiew of Litfruit.
John Haynes Holmes and John Maaon Brown, in previous
bers agree that the Motion Picture' erature.
Assn. o£ America was largely re- SRL articles, had made an unreserved pitch for, freedom of speech in
films but Schary repeats the maxim that "freedom of speech does hot
sponsible for this action.
give one the right to yell 'fire' in a crowded theatre."
But with all this measure of sucSchary declares that "the- yisual impact of the screen is so powerful
cess in getting the Government and so vivid that, in the hands of Irresponsible people,; it can
become
finally to fight on the side of the
dangerous." ISharply. attacking 3. Arthur Rank's "Oliver Twist" as a
industry; they ask, why should the
case in point, Schary says: "In a world still smoldering with the hates
"private
top companies make any
and falsehoods stirred up by the most serious anti-Semitic pVogroms of
deal" at this time. Indies feel that all history, one has a right to question the judgment and the
logic of
are too o
good of get bringing Fagin to the screen at this time." By protesting the use of
the prospects
r
a
ting a general improvement in the stereotype, the Metro production v.p. asks, "Are we Inhibiting
freedom
situation ,to be jeopardized by
of speectt-er is this rather a d«sire to tell the truth? ; . Truth in many
maneuvers' by the industry itself, instances is of comparative value. What might be truth to Gerald
L.
rather than letting the Govern- K. Smith might not be truth to the Jewish victim of
a riot inQited by
ment continue to carry the flight. Mr. Smith's 'truth'."
Continued from page 3

As Spur to U.

Film Biz O'seas

S.

improvement -jn-*^
Considerable
the overseas position of the. major
Amei-ican companies is expected 20th's British
joint Anglothe
to result from

American Film Council' sessions in
Washington last week. It has been
learned- definitely that the British
delegation offered an arrangement
to the U. S. majors that the latter
.
^ likely to accepts
are
Details were not available bevend the fact thst the British plan
was- a complicated one that entailed, among other things, a di-

Buy With

.,

j

{

It is re-

vision of world markets.
ported that the scheme is not so
strong as actual cartelization, but

envisages in part some eompensations for reduced American income
from Britain via improvements in

other areas.

1

'

£;

Twentieth-Fox, most active of
the major companies in story punchases recently, has acq^uired one
book and fastened its eye on anpast couple
other during the
weeks. N^w one aded to the comWar and Heaven
pany's list is
was
It
by Charles Williams.
bought in England and paid for in
frozen sterling, which is one of the
uses the blocked com may be put
to under terms of the Anglo-U. b.
agreement of 1948.
'

,

1

\

|

'

:

SIMPP's Attitude
Stating his theory of handling minority group film characterizations,
SIMPP toppers originally were Schary states: "The American prototype is that of a tall, thin; litheanxious to have a rep invited to muscled man who can shoot straight, hit hard, is self-reliant and knows
When how to handle himself in any tough circumstance. Because of this
the Washington sessions.
the MPAA and the British delega- flattering identificationi we can well afford the criticism- and occasional
tion indicated it was to be private, evil portrait of the American personality. If once the Negro stereotype
SIMPPites agreed that that was becomes that best represented in the personality of Dr. (Ralph) Bunehe
their perogative.
They were in- (United Nations mediator on Palestine), the Negro will be able to afford
sistent in making clear, however, the luxury of less complimentary portraits. Once the Jewish stereotype
that they would -in -no way be com- becomes perhaps that of a (Bernard) Baruch, we, too, easily will be
mitted to go along with any agree- able to accommodate the representation of a Fagin/'
Schary flatly denies charges that RKO, while he was production
ment made without their reprer
sentation and would put -up a head, quashed the filming of "Ivanhoe" because of sensitive religious
He reports that screenwriter Aeneas MacKenzie based his
potent howl if they didn't like it. angles.
They have received no word yet script on the Sir Walter Scott novel and production was slated to roll
in England -in collaboration with Rank. Project collapsed in the midst
officially or unofficially, of what
went on>at the meetings. However, of thd Anglo^U.S. tax broil; Schary reports. and since: the film was
expensive, RKO decided to shelve the film. "Whenever they feel they
as one SIMPP member stated:
are justified in spending $3;000,000; they will probably produce it," he
"It seems highly unlikely that says.
six such men in a smoke-filled
:

i

F^U

"^'^raS^f'^rirg-^LKineg^^^^^^^
one aspect of a longrange ^.^
only
^ forthcoming Cosmopoliplan offered by the trio^^
novelette by Richard
.

^r\Z fS,

rr"~KordJ'an5

:

Producer Joseph Man-

Sl-rman.

'

critics

.

Story

FMn

Eyes Cosmo Novelette

.

.

Rebutting

some nority group

to be bearing

.

-

•

•

.

.

Assn. This would entail some easing after this year of the $17,000,000 restriction on remittances from
England and perhaps wme improvement in' the quota or, at
least, the applieation Of the quota,
which the BFPA has been policing.
Likewise, there would be an encouragement of U. S. picturemaking in England.
British Gbina
British producers on their side
are also said to have won some

added to his Slate. It is the story
of a man's attempted murder of a
boy who turns out to be his wife's
illegitimate child.
Sherman a u t h o r e d "Bright
Promise," a story for which 20th
paid $200,000 a couple- years ago.
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-
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now being screenplayed.

It is

.

I
'

room

I

more unlikely that the
would come here without

for two days
ing in generalities.

Borkiri

I

and Korda pix get better playing mittee.' Group, headed by Columtime in the U, S., but more impor- bia veepee Jack Cohn; was named
tantly apply to certain overseas by the MPAA directorate earlier ;in
areas where U. S. and British prod- th* month.
uct is In competition.
Attending the. New York session;
Importance attached to the meet- was Edward L. Cheyfitz, aide to
ings, and secrecy surrounding them Eric Johnston, in charge of special
was evident from the fact that only projects. Cheyfitz was recently
the six principals ever were in the appointed by the MPAA prexy to
room, the three Britons and Bar- take charge of the Association's
ney Balaban, Paramount prexy; activities in regard to video.
Cheyfitz is known to have held
/s topNicholas Mi Sehenck, Metro's
per, and Eric Johnston, Motion discussions recently with Borkin
survey.
the
projected TV
Picture Assn. of America chief on
Even the front rank advisers and Borkin, more than 10 years ago,
of the sextet were authored a book titlejl "Television;
alter egos
forced to cool their heels in ante- A Struggle for Power," It told
rooms during the two days of the story of the, fight for patents
between Radio Gorp of America
lengthy sessions.
subordinates and the American Telephone &
Americans
told
Since resigning
Co.
later, however, that they were sur- Telegraph
prised and pleased at what the from the D. of J., where he served
British offered. They had entered as an economist rather than a
the conference chamber at the re- lawyer, Borkin has been acting as
quest of the BFPA, prepared to consulting economist to private
receive nothing and give nothing. clients and doing special contact
work with .Government agencies
Actually, no final decisions were
and Congress, as well as handling
reached. Both sides came out of
legal duties.
the meetings with the promise that
Last week's .meeting of the
they would report back to their
MPAA video committee was moreprincipals the areas of agreement
in
or-less
or-iess a get-acquainted
Rei-acauaimea session ,„
that: had been arrived at, and recwh^ch genera? plans for the future
ommend their acceptance. The were
discussed First task of the
Britons
are
expected
to
go
committee is to lay out for the
back to London for huddles and
MPAA directorate the job it feels
return to this country for another
it (the committee) should do.
Anseries of similar sessions in about
other huddle will be held shortly
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cy, it doesn't take
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Continued from page S
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from

Sept.
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1953- to the ticket's expiration date
,
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Until

1955.

Sept.

14,

1949,

Jesse L^ Lasky is in New York this week in an effort to complete the
financing of "Trilby," which he had plans to produce in England in
association with Walter McEwen.
Lasky hopes to be able to make
arrangements for use of blocked sterling in time to get the film started
by early summer. Joan Fontaine is slated to star in the classic yarn
and to participate in the profits. Her husband, William Dozier, who
will be aisociyteii in ^
Ime up locations and technicians. Lasky is slated to return to the
Coast at the end of this week.

j

i

Schneider takes $93,600 annually.

A complete compilation of 16m and 35m films registered in the U:S.
copyright office from July 1 through Dec; 31, 1948, IS currently aVail^o)e from the Library of Congress in Washington.
Booklet, selling
tor 50c, gives title, distributor, gauge, summary,
$12 Col Stock Options
production credits
Additionally, Schneider's ticket and cast of approximately 800 U.S. and foreign films.
provides: for the granting of stock
options on 12,500 shares of: Columbia common at a price of $12 per
Then

salary is boosted to
$130,000 for the stretch into 1953.

to discuss the feasibility of hiring
apparently Borkin
or to make other plans for
the survey which the' MPAA niem-

bers desire.

'
,

his

Schneider may exercise his
option on 6,250 shares from timeto-time until Sept. 14, 1958, and
Continued trom page 4
the balance during the period of
March 15, 1952-Sept. 14, 1958. manager, called in the daily press fabulous sums in the production
Conversion of the options must be oyer the weekend and charged the ot pictures that never should be
" demanding higher made, they could continue to furaccompanied by an affidavit that diftribs with
admissions at his theatres.
His nish the American public with fine
'^^^""^^
stock for investment and not specu- charges, which included an assault motion pictures without forcing
on Hollywood salaries as excessive, that- Aiperican public to pay an
lation.'
copped big coverage from the dai- increase for its best entertainBoth tickets are subject to stock- lies in SI.
Louis. Understood that ment."
'..'i.
holder approval at the next annual at
least one of the companies is
Fox-Midwest's stand
meeting. Both, moreover, give Col studying
the situation for a posThe giant Fox-Midwcsl chain is
tlie right to terminate in the event
sible counterattack via court ac- already battling
on
distribs
the
of sickness or other physical distion.
their bid method of selling pix.
ability preventing the principals
Arthur also intimated that he That circuit is refusing to bid -for
'from rendering service for a may shutter
one or two of his first- product unless it is advised as to
period in excess of six months,
runs during the summer because the amount offered by a successUnder the, terms of Spingold's of a lack of product. Employees at
ful competitor in grabbing product.
deal, he would render such serv- both the Fox and Ambassador
the- The chains believe that smaller
ices to Col in an exec capacity as atres have been given
their notice fry are frequently making: uneco^
the company niay from time-to- but Arthur said the closing
"will nomic offers which spell a loss Just
time request if his chores are not take place it the
supply of to snare product.
changed over to those of con- suitable pictures is sufficient
for
While the bidding method is besultant.
As such, he may not be summer operation." It is difficult ing
challenged, it is thought that
required to devote more than one- to determine the question
now, it back of the entire tiffing is a deh^^f
^^^king
time to Col's was said.
• »
termination ' of major distribs to
business in any one year. Switch
Arthur demanded that distribs achieve better terms from many of
would be made any time from "adopt the reasonable economies
the big circuits.
March 2, 1951, on by written one- that would enable them to furnish
The circuits, on their part, are
month notice from the company.
the best pictures without demand- considerably
peeved over growing
If Col elects to switch Spingold's ing more money from the Ameri- forays made into their product
role
to
consultant; contract is can public at the theatre boxof- schedules by smaller-seat houses.
automatically -extended
for
an fice." He added: "If the producers These theatres, in many instances,
:iddilional period equivalent to the would reduce their fabulous eXecu- are offering higher guarantees for
length of time between the date live salaries and pro/it sharing ar*-' the run-of-a-film which is based in
of notit-e and the expiration date ''angements to rea.sonable amounts, turn on the ability to plav the pic
find would also refuse to expend longer
of the original five-year pact
since the overhead is less>
share.

Par Chain
Continued from page S
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Sweater theatre holdings highly
tne Ens
the
t,ngiisJi
ish delegates will
w^^^^^ contab
uncertain.
Hence, Butterfield IS
with Wilson on their return, and
expected to turn down the Parahis attitude on the quota and dol-- „,,,„.,t i-.r.A««iii
I
,

,

!

]

•

I

uquida
hv thf'di^iV„fdr^'n1! "o™^^^^^
"on of any stock in the circuit re
F^ench%rl"able't taker's wUii quires
it first
proffered

;

'

be

that

•themi"'
An inkling of

to

•

.:

the

what was discussed
was the public statement of 'one

i.

other

ftxed at
the'

of the British delegates that, while
no immediate change in the quota
could be expected, "there Is a considerable amount of improvement
„•
41
,„ our
uJ
in
relations ii,
that can
made

i

pards.
Price is then
sn appraisal of the value of

ciretiit'S

assets

plus

I

i

the last three year's earniiigs.

;
!

be

I

With

cro,ss-deals

improbable,

bolh RKO and Par are readying
outside sales.
Their combined
Otherwise, the formal statements stock interests
are 35% of total
that came out of the ses.sions were issued stock.
However, if one
barren.
The final release said:
both
imd Para"We have been aware for a long mount
nfn,'in.''h^f^i*
holdings, he would be entime that the controversial issues titled to equal representation
on
which have arisen between the the board under the current agreeBritish and American industries ment.
Six-man board consists of
l)ave had a detrimental effect, not three Butterfield men, two from
witliin the scope of the quota."

.

.

RKO

Only on the two industries, but on Par and one from RKO.
Anglo-An-ierican relations as well.
We have decided that in the future fristales jpHve-ln Near Othaba
I

I

w6

shall discu.ss our problems and
difficulties to.stether and try
. to work
them out to the mutual advantage

of our two industries."

|
'

,

;

'

Ti-istates Theatres'

Drive-In opened
last

week.

its

Omaha.
West Dodge

second season

•

'

three

One year's average earnings.
Average Is found on the basis of

timfe.s
I

Away

Par, 20th Sell

-

,

.

•

David O. Selznick receives the Gold Medal award from the American
Schools & College Assn. today (Wed.) for his "popularization and furtherance" of the fine arts in his "Portrait of Jennie." Prize is scheduled
to be conferred by the ASCA's J. Maynard Morgan in a ceremony to
be aired via Mary Margaret McBride's
show. Selznick also
makes another radio appearance next Tuesday (3) when^ie'Il discuss
film audiences on CBS' "We the People."
Harold E. siassen, prez of
the U. of Pennsylvania, another guest on the program, will analy-,:e
the same topic.

pic made abroad, the unions feel
is that much less work for actors,
technicians: and -laborers here.

'

delegation

'

were disturbed at the Washington
meetings. They fear that the Brit-,
ish may have* 'Offered some considerable incentive- for American
companies to produce in England
in order "to unfreeze dollars. Every

j

British

Analysis of the 1948 figure shows that 250 labels were approved
under the provisions of the Production Code for non-member companies, which: arent signatories to the Title Registration Agreement
while 183 others were returned because of identity with existing prior
registrations.
Only 56 titles were' deemed unsuitable. Despite 564
protests last year regarding priorities of a similar title or; "harmful"
.

|

;

Margaret Ann Young.

much surmising

mostly fear that there similarity, only six required arbitration.
may be some liberalization of uses
Balance of the title squabbles were settled by negotiations between
of frozen coin that .will give the companies concerned.' In
the past 18 years, Miss Young notes, .some
majors an advantage or that there 60.000 titles were accepted for registration and only
arbitrations
may be an agreement for division were necessitated by disputes. Aside from the MPAA'S64member com-:
of markets that would hurt them. panies, there were
76 non-members participating in the Title RegistraReports were also heard that tion Service last year.
some Hollywood union; leaders

1

Wilson, prez of the Board of Trade,
to make and receive offers. However, much of what was agreed
upon by the Britishers, especiall.y
in overseas territories, was within
their, own powers to give without
consultation with their government, since they did not Pfrtain

Annual report, of the Motion Picture Assn. of America's Title Registration Bureau disclosed yesterday (Tues.) shows that's total of 4,336
film titles were submitted to the bureau last year, the largest amount
since 1942 when some 4,572 were offered for registration. Of the tags
submitted last year, 3,847 were registered according to bureau director

Itidies

,

to this country with some unofficial authorization from Harold

even

that there is a deal afoot. I think
we are right in fearing that it may
benefit the majors at the-;expense
of the independents."

I

I

.

It, seems

.

:

3

the Association's tele com-

(22) of

talk-

British
at least
a tacit understanding with Wilson
(Harold Wilspn, prez of the Board
of Trade). And with all that secre-

I

Continued from pate

These consist partially of
vague promises to try to help Rank

would be
-

Joe

gains.

came

;

:

,

four weeks.
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.

i

.

^

-

,
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THOSE FRIENDSHIP
MEETINGS! WOW!
This

Is

a typical response from

BOXOFHCE issue of April i6.
The

pleasure

men and

was

all

ours! Thanks, thanks to show-

to the trade press for the enthusiastic

M-G-M's 96

Trade Screening Close By
Pleases an ExMbitor

'^Friendship Meetings.*'

TIM^DVNBA]^ of the Roxy Theatre at
' Wichita has this item to report:
''An orchid to The Friendly Company,*
Metro-Goiditryn-Mlayer. Today I received
notice Inviting' my wife and myself to a
tradeshowtngr of two of their latest reThis in Itself is not new, hat it
leases.
is news when a distributor gives the exhibitor a break' by screening pirodncts
nearer the exhibitor's place of business.
**Tho Stratton Story* and**The Secret

'STRATTON STORY' CLEVELAND
SETS NEW ATTENDANCE RECORDl

Garden* will be screened at the CMc Theatre here In Wichita. Seldom does an

reception to

Opened

new

to Biggest bi2 in 2

yearis! First

Sunday

attendance record at Stillman Theatre.

solid hit, another

••Take

one to join ^'Command

sets

It's

a

Decision/'

Me Out To The Ball Gatae," "Little Women

and more Big Ones! For
the Friendly

Company!

hits

and happiness — it's

exhibitor drive 200 or 300 miles to a distribution center just to view a tradescreening. By screening products ont in
the, territory, the distributor will benefit
both himself and the exhibitor, in good
will and intelligent buying.
'Tersooallyt I hope the local screening
is a huge success and that other companies as well as Metro will do this more

and at other locations
too far distant for the exhiblton to view
the newest release at the distribtttor^
screening rooms.*^

often, both here

"Secret Garden,"^X*^orl(il

Preinieie^^^^

Astor TheatKj Bos0n, ^Mi^ 4tb

Wednesday, April 27, 1949
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Mary IWord Avers New Bids
As

Nassers'

While all those involved in the-f
heated Nasser Bros, negotiations'
for «ale of United Artists last week
were wearily taking « breather,

had

offered.

.

,

Folds

Critics of the N. Y. dailies

a

revealed'

reaction

public

.

dose correspondence during
Check was made on the
1941$.

Miss Pickford said she did not
the Identity of the bidders,
since their oiTer was made via
their Coast law firm. Their original overture came last week: the
tTA partner explained, but she did

year's 10 "best-liked pictures"
as tabulated by a public

opinion poll.
Sitting Pretty," listed as the
public's "most enjoyed picture
of 1948," drew very favorable
comment from all the crix.
Among -the 10 top pictures,
only "A Date with Judy" received poor comments from
some of the reviewers. Other
eight films, receiving notices
ranging from good to ex-

nothing about it because she
thought it would be "unethical
while the Nasser negotiations were
till on." She's going ahead with it
she declared; although she
ista't sure whether her partner in
the ownership of UA, Charles
Chaplin, will consider the new bid.
In the meantime, it was learned
in New York, the owners' interest
has «wung over somewhat from
selling UA to obtaining coin reptesented by its holdings in the

were
Agreement,"

the

"I

able to go to the banks
are
without giving 100% guarantees,
must be prepared for one of three
•

out the

First is that they can sit
present situation, as many indies
are doing. Second is parting with
a large percentage of their potential profits in offering big chunks
Even so, a
to the money men.
producer must have a flrst-rate
package to get coin. Third alternative is to relinquish a good bit
of autonomy, as well as potential
profits, by becoming a semi-independent and producing for a major who will finance the film.

How

of the

favorable deals naturally can be obtained from second-money sources when banks are
freer with their loans. Banks now,
however, are being very tough with
UA producers, since the company
has been through' several years of
turmoil as a result of negotiations
to sell it by owners Mary Pickford
and Charles Chaplin. Bankers see

Remember

'

'46 Biz Terrific

could be obtained
probably only through producing
pix in England or by making'' some
investment.
Explorations
other
now going on are looking toward
selling the pounds at a discount
for some such purpose that would
win approval of the Labor government.
Return of Miss Pickford to the
UA picture at the last minute of
the Nasser negotiations last week
was reported in informed circles
as the reason the deal fell through.
It is known that the concluding
factor in >the fizzle, was refusal of
the Bank rof America to put up
the coin on which the Nassers had

Washington, April

it still

26.

Indicative of the tough deals be/ilm biz was definitely on the
imposed by second*money
rise again last February, on the ing
sources are the terms asked -by the
basis of Internal Revenue amuseNasser brothers. For the second
ment tax figures, released yester- money and a deferment of charges
day (25).
for use of their General Service
March tax collection, generally Studios they reportedly have been
reflecting. Febraury at the box-^ asking indies 6% interest on the
This outstanding coin, 25% of the picr
office, was a fat $34,716,074.
was well ahead of the $26,907,000 ture for the second money. 20%
for the previous month and bet- of the budget for -studio facilities,
tered by more than $4,000,'000 the and a $50,000 supervisory fee.
collections of March, 1948. Amuse- This last sum is supposedly for
ment tax take has been moving overseeing the work of the proup for three mtinths. It is esti- ducer, from whom the Nassers caii
i.
1.
J
mated that- picture theatres ac- take over the picture
if he exceeds
count for about 80% of the bite,
5% of the budget, allotment any
California, reported 20% admis- week.
sions taxes of $4,084,799, conAside from UA, the only major
trasted with $2,842,659.
In the company which true indies can find
separate 20% bite on nitery tabs, to distribute their films is RKO,
Uncle Sam got $3,865,700 in the and there have been very few deals,
March collections nationally, cem^ there siii'ce Howard Hughes took
pared with $4il25,027 the preced- over last year. While failure' of
ing month.
the Nasser deal to be consummatThe enormous place .of the pic- ed is felt by UA execs to be inture industry in the field of U. S. jurious to the company's future
amusement is clearly shown, in regarding product, the firm is paraTreasury Department figures for doxically in a most favorable po-

been counting.
Reason for this backdown was
said to be objection by the bank
to Miss Pickford continuing to
hold approximately one-third of
the stock of the company. Miss
Pickford was to get this in return
for accepting $i;700,000 for her
50% Ownership of the company
instead of the $2,700,000 which
was to have been her full compensation. The $1,000,000 diffefen-

was to become working capital.
1946 just released here. The figto have received his
ures show that:
full $2,700,000.
Total receipts of the film, indusAs the deal was originally settip and approved by Mario GiaU' try that year were more than three
nlni, head of the Bank of America, times the size of receipts taken in
A new corporation was to be set by all other amusements,
up into which would be put the
Net profit after taxes in pictures
UA stock and Nassers' General was more than four times the net
Service Studio, which was valued after taxes of all other amuse«t $2,50t),000.
Bank would hold ments combined.
the vStock of this new corporation
The film industry, including exr
as security for a $5,000;000 loan to
hibtion as well as. production and
the Nassers. Latter were to add
distribution, had total gross retial

sition at the

j

]

;

$400,000 of their

own
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and stampedes to
aims.:-.'''

i

i

Cameron makes a very satisfactory hero, riding, and fighting ^xpertly.
Castle pleases as his

.

:

.

.-

"Fighting Fools." is a moderate
entertaining programmer with
background,
Alprize
fight
though there arc- liberal, fight
scenes,' these sequences^ for the'
most part are pegs' on' which to
hang the crusty humor of the Bowery Boys, who are ringmastered
by Leo Gorcey. Film rates as average supporting material.
Racketeering in the boxing field
prompts a cleanup drive by Gorcey and his cbhorts when a pal is
killed in a bad match.
Although
the victim's brother, Frankie Darro. had once .renounced the ring,
he's .persuaded to don the gloves
again ,tb avenge his kin. Seesaw
struggle with the opposition ensues, hilt Darro cops the champions
ship at the finale.

who
I

Gorcey and his Bowery Boy colleagues— Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell.

SP's 'Brave'
,

3:
I

I

1

,

Good

John Mil-

charterlzations by

A Yank <>oni<>8 Baek
(BRITISH)
English JFUms release pf Crown Film
Stars Burgess .MereUnit production.
Written and directed by Meredith.
At Symphony. N. V.. starting April 20.
"~. Running time.
.>I1NS.

M

Burgess Meredith tries his hand

documentai'y' films with "A
Yank Comes Back;" At times it
appears better than just anothci?
documentary effort but it never

at

quite

up

lives

to

pioraisei

this

Cora pared with several bright and
pointed semi-factttal films that
came out of England during the
war; this is highly disappointing.
Meredith tosses iii too niahy
"quaint" touches arid is too pfteo
Iii his
in front of the camera.
travels; Meredith probes coal inining, a piano manufacturing plant,
a textile mill and a steel plant,
He also shows how the average
citizen is faring. Use of a talkative

I

'

I

I

i

|

|

-

song- background rnmis this part, of.
the film. Peak of imateut effort
is reached when Meredith 'emotes

.

_^

on Shakespeare 'Memorial

.

'Theatre

stage at Stratford.
His point is that England

l

1

i

alive

.

,

.

,

crooks.

dith.

I

,

brother

the

jan and Jonathan Hale help out,
Lesley Selander's direction has
its
strong action moments and.good sepia lensing by Harry
Brocr.
Neumann is a credit.

I

.l

victim, to

the femmee lead as a settler's
daughter. Donald Curtis and John
Eldredge head up the heavy work.

et al., breeze through their roles
to generate as many laughs as possible. Plot itself t.^kes a secondary
spot to their antics. Darro is fair,

of $1,949,374,000 during fis- own projection room, used Colummake up the total $5,400,0001 cepits
cal 1946, on the basis of 4,278 cor^ bia s facilities as well as the ad- Lyle Talbot is credible
as the
purchase price to Chaplin and Miss
porate tax returns. On this figure, jacent Lloyd's and the Preview crooked fight manager.
Lengthy
Pickford and were to provide $1;-'
taxes of $128,316,000 were piiid; studio. Either held simultaneous- [cast provides capable support in
QOO^OOO additional as working capiand there were expenses of $1,593,- ly or in quick rotation, the screen- this Jan Grippo production, Regital.
205,000. This left a net profit of ings kept UA and Screen Plays nald Le Borg's direction is okay
They were unable to obtain the
$227,853,000 after taxes. Of this flacks shuttling between the rooms as is Willi,am Sickner's cameralatter $1,000,000 fund and thus, at
work.
in order to make contacts
Gilb.
the last moment, made the deal $113,311,000 in cash dividends
Purpose of the previews; of
with Miss Pickford so that shej were paid out, plus $1,063,000 in
.Slanipode
dividends of the .corporations' own course, is to be build word of mouth
w^ould in effect be providing it out
and to acquaint labor, veteran, soHollywood;
stock.'
Apnl
21.
of the money advanced by the!
'Monpgran) .release Jit John C. ChaiVi'
In Uie field of all other amuse- cial'Service organizations, etc. 6t the pipn^BIake Ea*al:d« fAUied Artists) (Scott
bank. That would have given her
film's theme.
Above all, the pro- R. 'Dunlpp):;productl0>i. Stars Rod Cam33';t% of the stock for $1,000,000, ments, Treasury reported $599,eron.^Gale Storm., ohnny J^ck Br6wn.
ducers
don't
wanr
a
controversy
515,1)00
in
gross
receipts, on the
a bargain price as compared with
Don Castle; features Donald Curtis. John.
and, according to a UA spokesman, Mtljan, .Tonathan
Hale, John Eldredge.
the $4,400,000 the Nassers would basis of 4,578 corporate tax rearen't making a delibei-ale bid for Directed by Lesley Selander. Screenplay.
have been paying for the remain^ turns. Expenses ate up $508,037;00O
John C. Champion. vBlake Edwards; adapt"Brave's"
campaign
ed irom book by Edward Beverly Mann;,
and taxes took another $37'',092;000 publicity.
,
ing 662;j%.
.,
,,
-<-'»»>«>••.
Uarry .Newmann; editsr, Hichunder
the
overall
generalship
of
bite. This gave the other amuse"' '**'
ments an overall net profit of $54.- SP veepee-publiclst George Glass, Rn,,ni5|'Hm.°*'w'"i;jJ'N*'*
reportedly is one of the most em-, Mike
Bod Cameron
Metro's 23 in 8 Mos.
386,000. Of this, $18,891,000 was
bracing ever staged by a {ilm com- SSn"'*
•i„i,„.;„' nP^J? J*""'*"
"r"" <'•'•• v ••• Johnny 'Mack -Brown
-^With five new films and one re. paid out in cash dividends and hnnv
P""/'
Don
Castle
^
J.™
issue grooved for release during] $6,717,000 as dfividends in stock
:•••>
Hired ^s special reps have been.' '5^,?"''»"
Don.Md Curtis
July and August, Metro will have of the reporting corporations.
a number of vet picture flacks. &.':' ;.•.'.'.•;;:::; y.
j„.;X„**&lSS
Of the film industry business. .These include George Nelson, Phil c*x
sent a total of 23 pix to U.- S. the.lohn Eldredge
atres during the first eight months' 350 returns in the production end Gowan and Irving Drutman. Nel^^SS"""''. :::::::::.wts c'^*chrfet«"se2
of the current year.
Of the 23 of the industry reported' net in- son and Cowan contact various la- Jopcr
jHmes Han-ison
features now selected, nine are in comes and another 368 had no bor organizations, the United Na- J..
^<"*^
»
Dawson
Steve Clark
profit. These are exclusive of in- tions, etc. while Drutman
Technicolor.
T
c. „4
J .
has been Link Spain.
ShiVcs
Following 'a number of test en- active corporations. The profltuble turning out special features.
In Charlie ...
Phllo McCoUough
gagements, "Tlie Wizard of Oz," an companies
grossed
$948,342;000 addition, Neil Scott has been cirmade $166,746,000 before culating through a flock of Negro
oldie, is now definitely set for gen- and
"Stampede" is short on the fast
eral release July 1.
taxes.
groups in behalf of the picture.
action needed to make it com-

falls

Johnny Mack Brown is the sheriff
who works quietly to achieve peace
In the valley. Gale Storm handles

'

:

younger

happyrgorlucky

ly

a

I

.

pluguglies; dynamite
achieve, theii;:

fistTSlinging

.

nine pix awaiting relea'se, three in
the editing stage and two in production. Among these are> several
which are expected to ring up $1,^
500,000 and better grosses.

Continued from page

ened when' the Government opens
grazing lands; -which are. sold to
eager settlers by a pair of shady
operators although the water is
controlled by the brothers.
The
crooks
spark
dissention
ov^r
water rights, using ambuscades,

.Teddy InCuhc
Bernard Gorcey
Dorothy Vaucbah
. ...
Mrs. Higgina ...
Lefty Conlon.. ............ Ben. Weideh
Krelyri Eaton
Bunny Talbot. ..
Dynamite .Caribii;. .. .. ... ;Bert Conway
Paul Maxey
Editor.
. .
,
.Robert Wolcott
Jfinimy Hlggittr. .\
Joey Prihce;
Bill Gartledge:
..
.Anthony Wards,
Marty.
nalph Peter*
Beef
Stanley Andi'cwc
Commissioner
Bert Hanion
Dorgan
Marty Mason
Needles ................
Highball
Eddie Gribboh
...Sam. Hayea
BUI ftader. .... ...
Loiiic
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iS still
^

okay

despite all difficulties;
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be

true,

hardy proves
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Reidsville, N.

C, Drive-In
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i

i
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•

,

,

'

fights are sturdy tidbits
that occasionaly crop out in the
cryptically
developed story of

Leo Gorcey feuding cattlemen and settlers. A
...,...,...;.;,....;..;.:,
HaU strike against story clarity is
..,,....:..„., . .;vr'Gabriel 'DeU
Gabe .....
Johnny Higgihs.Ci........ FrSinKie Darro choppy editing.
'Cameron and Don Castle depict
..... amy Benedict
.Pavld Govcey brothers who are western cattle
Ghtick; .......
V. .> ....
Biitdi.
Benny Bartlett
Their empire is threatLyle Talbot barons.
BUnky Harrlii. ........ ...
.Slip. ..i ...

Sacli
.

'

i

I

to. this

;

and gun

liam Sidcner; editor. WUliani Austin;
inUsibal dli^edtor. Edward. Ka}^. At New
York theatres ,N. Y.. week of AprU 19.:

Aside from a top-grosser now in
release, "Champion." company has

,

.

:

;

'

:

Chaplin was

.

•

also

.

.

i

Edwards

and

:

supplying some rough,
tough sequences that will hit the
mark with the outdoor fan,
Mono^rum r«l*aise^ oit Jaii Gi'Ippo production;' Sur(
Leo 'Gorcey; {eaturei Rugged fistic set4os between Rod
Huntz Hull. Frahkie Darl-o, Lyle TalbOt; Cameron '!and
his.
enemies,
a
Directed l>y Reginald Le Borir. Original shocker of a cattle stampede,
dyscreeiiplay.
Edmohd Sevrard, Gerald
Schnitzer. Bert Lawrence; camera. WU- namiting of a dam, wild chases
scripted,

.

,

Champion

Myro.

'

,

.

11

:

UA

Shows Upswing;

.

.

Continued from pact

pletely satisfactory in its market^
Pic will have no appeal for Yank However, its chances are bolstered
by a .good cast lineup, headed by
audiences.
Not even the attractive back- Rod Cameron and Johnny Mack
grounds of Naples and Capri SUC''' Brown, so returns should be averceed in developing any interest in age.
Production by John' C. Chamthe flimsy, naive plot of a search
for the missing picture of the pion and Blake Edwards, under
Golden Madonna, which supersti- the personal supervision of Scott
tious peasants believe is responsi- R. i^unlap, started with a good
story" and aplenty ot^ other factors
ble for the lack of rain.
With such drab material and im- in its favor. He has let it take too
mature dialog the cast has little long to get started; however, and;
scope, but Phyllis Calvert and has miscued it otherwise to keep
Michael Rennie make a valiant ef- it from being the solid western
entry it should have been.
fort to retain the interest.-

As a result, the financial instir
tutions have backed away almost
altogether from loans on films ^or
release or have asked the nearprohibitive 100% guarantees. This
strikes a hard blow not only at the
producers; but at UA" itself,, which
now faces its perennial threat' of a
product shortage when the present
crop of unusually strong pix is used
up, That will be by the end of the
year Or before.

Take

.

earnings,

Film Reviews

of the employees, but are fearful
of not knowing under what owner.ship or management the pix they
are financing today may be release
'-j
ed in eight months or a year.

:

'

pitches.

The GoIdenMadoma

morale

this as not only affecting

•

Feb. Film

UA

TV

Works Out

Much more

Union" and "Street With

No Name."

It

J. Arthur Rank's "Quartet" is, attracting a large number of
video-minded picture people and picture-minded video people to
the Sutton, N. Y., whetv the Eagle Lion release Is in its fifth week.
They see in the film a format for Uie perfect combhiation of pix
and 'PV and it is thought likely that it will soon be emulated either
by one of the Hollywood studios or by one of the dutftts making
films for tele, or by both;
The picture consists of four W. Somerset Maugham short stories.
They have different casts and different directors, being tied together only by the device of having a lianil tiim the pages of a
book between each sequence. Each yarn, which makes a complete
vignette in itself, runs between 30 and 25 minutes, close to a perfect length for TV. Pic has been doing smash biz at the Sutton
and is not available for tele. It is anticipated, however, that in a
couple years the sequences will be offered to the new medium.
Believed also being made with TV in mind is the "Real-Life Adventure" series which Walt Disney is producing. This consists of
27-minute reels on nature subjects, RKO is now distributing the
first of them, "Seal Island," to theatres, but they're just about the
optimum' length for a >half-haur TV show and it is expected that
they may eventually land on tele' or be the pattern for other Disney
•

alternatives.

"Blandhigs Builds His Dream
House," "Naked City," "Secret
Life of Walter Mitty," "State

financing. Active explorations are
jpow going on to find a formula
for converting the proceeds into
dollars if the Odeon stock were
$old.
has had
It is understood that
an offer of £750,000 ($3,000,000)
for its approxmately 25% share of
the Odeon assets. Difficulty is that
this couldn't be converted into
doUai-s except by permission of the
British government. Although this
sum would be available for wider
uses than ordinary frozen -film

profit-participacome high. That

demand
means that all but those Indies
who are so well established they

Mama," "Life With Father,"

England and using
that to bolster the company by
providing a pool for production
circuit In

charges

from PKK* 3

anfl

tions they

"Gentleman's

cellent,

Continactf.

still

Gallup OK's the Crix

know

Odeon

UA IMer

have been cleared by George
Gallup's Audience Reseairch of
the charge that they generally
pan films praised by average
Gallup's check of
filmgoers.
the critics' opinions against

Mary Pickford disclosed yesterday
(Tuesday) on the Coast that the
tumult is far from over. She declared she had a new bid from
eastern interests that was higher
than the $5,400,000 the Nassers

Film Pattern for Video?

Nassers-Uft
Sgi

'

!

!

i
'

j

I

I

.

.

'&^ir'S

i

Reidsville,

N.

C.

Latest venture Of Reidsvi le
Amus. Co. operators of three film
houses here, is a drive-in called the
Midway. Located midway between

and
The Midway

Reidsville

Leaksvillc.
just opened.

350-car capacity.

,

It

has

,
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Franci6 PeZengreroel. of Watertown, a World War vet. New- manager Was division boss of confectionery dept. for Schlnc. WUl operate Emipre independently.

1949

Lmdon Variety
QubNeariySet

INDIANAPOLIS

PHILADELPHIA

(Continued from page 13)
ing stiff percentage terms for his
Jay Emanuel and Frank McLondon.
forthcoming "Dan Patdh," i ^ ;^
Namee joining with SI Fabian to (reissues), not bad $9,000 at 44-65C
British show biz leaders have
scale.'
Total of $65,000 in cash prizes
For sevfenth time majop pistWDU- build drive-in near Reading.
pitched their .tent for the formaSaturwill be divided by Universal
tor plaintiffs received oWntiiwance
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)
William Goldman's second Ertion
of
the
Variety
Club
of
London,
divis
in
to May 9 for heiaring of motion
day (30) among Oie company
suit for $4,800,000 against "Connecticut Yankee" (Par) and
charter and constitution having
man- suit against Volk Brothers, local langer
sional sales chiefs, exchange
10 major producing and distribut- "Ladies of Chorus" (Col). Nice
agers and salesmen. Coin Will go circuit owriirs, for allegedly false ing companies, scheduled for May $14,500. Last week, "Walked by beett submitted for the Internas ^etional
U
Convention
in
of
San
pictures.
winners
Francisco
percentage
fall.
announced
until
on
postponed
to
returns
Night" (EL) and "Adventures Gal9, has been
to confirm next month. Induction
week sales drive which ends on
As more local indie nabeS ana The suit, originally set to be lant Bess" (EL), mild $10,000.
.
that date.
.
suburban houses taKing advantage brought up in March, was set back
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)— of the liondon org will follow in
IJge Brien has been upped to of fcbhsent decree, clemknd 28-day then because of illness of Federal "Little Women" (M-G) and "Man- June or July .when international
the post of Eagle Lion exploitation avmlahility it becomes increasmg- Judge William H. Kirkpatrick.
hattan Angel" (Col) (2d wk). Strong execs will come here for the ocmanager. He succeeds Leon Brandt ly clear in the trade that the inSam Lefko, RKO salesman, sent $7,000 in 4 days on top of sizzling casion.
who stepped up to ass't ad-pub di- dependents ar6 iockeying ^them- back in wheelchair from Will Rog- $17,800 in first.
First London tent will follow
rector in place of Jerry Pickman. selves into a position where they H ers hospital, Saranac Lake, for
the Variety Club tradition and will
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
Latter switched to exhib relations have to bid fcorapetitively for films treatment at Rush hospital here.
"Jungle Jim" (Col) and "Untamed organize mainly on behalf of unhad
Brien
job at Paramount.
and will be faced by skyrocketing
der-privileged
children. First char(Col).
Average
Last
Breed"
$6,000.
manexploitation
served as ass't
rentals';-' ',:"-'',':;.;.,::;-.;
week, "Bad Men of Tombstone" ity performance will be held this
ager Since the inception of the
Ted Mann, promment inde(Mono^ and' "Incident" (Mono), summer either at the Palladium or
<.
company.
pendent circuit man, is disposing
„ ,
Partial
$5,000.
Coliseum.
holdtheatre
regular
Leon Brandt, Eagle Lion s exj^j^^y
Chief barker in the new setup
Continued from page S
ploitation manager, promoted to jj^g^ ^g expand his drive-in activiunder j.^^
is Robert S. Wolff. C. J. Latta is
j^^t ^^^^ i,is Arcade three companies was deemed unassistant ad-pub director
first assistant and Sam Eckman;
EL'S veepee. Max E. Youngstein,
^^j. gtevens, St. Paul exhibitor. satisfactory.
$15,000,
Brandt plugs vacancy, caused by gtevens recently bought another
Jr., is second! assistant barker. Lou
to
reaction
no
expressed
Court
resignation of Jerry Piekman who
p^^j jjouse, the Bluebird, from Wright's proposal.
Wilson vis property master and;
The D of J
MILDISH
moved over to Paramount Monday -^^^^j^
William J. Kupper is doughguy.
spokesman then ,added that the
<25) to handle exhibitor relations
Minneapolis film area wound up
Six canvasmen are Charles L.
Pittsburgh, April 26.
Brandt came ^j^j^.^ nationally in American Government would be "happy" to
for- that company.
Biz
is not so hot here this week, Tucker, James B. Perkin-s, Arthur
of
for
any
plan
exspecific
coUections, submit a
to EL in 1946 as midwestem
Brotherhood
with
plethora of.: holdovers, slow- S. Abeles, Jr.;' Ben Goetz, David
at
any
timedept.
companies
been
the three
ploitation rep and has
^^ ^^g
ing down boxoffice pace. Soi^ new Coplan and Jos. Friedman.
onGovernment
1948.
the
meet
To
topper smce October,
'^charlie Jackson, Warner Brothfilm, "Tulsa," looks fairish at StanAmong the charter members are
George Glass, partner in and ^^j. ^^j^^j^j^^ ^.^jg^^j^yng thirtieth slaught, 20th, for, its part, pro- ley. Best thing in town is "Belvepub-ad chief of Screen Plays
posed its flwn partial-divorcement dere Goes to College," which is Fayette W. Allport, Lee Ephraim,
ftjm business,
j
Corp., planed back to the Coast
scheme. John Caskey, 20th attor- still strong in second Harris week. Ben Lyon, Lyman Munson, Val
Parnell
and Larry R. Kent.
from New York over the weekend
towns
only
16
that
declared
ney,
Estimates for This Week
for a brief stay to set up a staff
in the 25,000-100,000 bracket where
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
to handle preem of "Home of the
Philly T«ht Starts Camp
Joseph B. Clements, former National Theatres operates are "Tulsa" (EL). Very mild $15,000.
Brave" in LoS Angeles. Pic fol- manager of Riviera, St. Paul, now closed situations.
Company
Philadelphia.
Last
week,
Yours"
"Di«eain Is
(WB),
lows unit's "Champion" into the Minn., named manager of ParaVariety Cluh here turned over
voluntarily sell one or more $14,000.
four Music Halls, probably some mount's firstrun Great Lakes here, would
of these towns to
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)— ^o the camp directors an initial
time next month. Glass is retvim- replacing George Mason. Mason houses in each
to begin work on its Mont$50,000
condiCollege"
"Belvedere
Goes
(20th)
competitive
open,
create
jng east this week to continue was with Shea organization 30
(2d wk). Holding well at $13,000 gomery County camp for underflacking the "Brave" pr^em at the vears before recent split-up of cir- tions.
privileged and handicapped chilCaskey, as well as former Secre- After solid $17,500 opener,
Victoria on Broadway on May lAand
Paramount,
between
cuit
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80) dren. Camp is expected to -be in
tary of State James F. Byrnes, his
Loew's, iand manager of the Lakes
—"Little Women" (M-G) (gd wk). operation this summer.
Metroes
Davis,
W.
John
associate;
15 years.- He becomes manager of
Looks big $13,500 after sock $20,ProsJoseph
M.
Judge
and
X
rep,
Par nabe Kenmore.
000 last month.
Many local neighborhood houses
Area repercussions of spht-up kauer^ Warner spokesman, were at
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
playing a foreign film, "Paisan," in local Shea chain between Para- pains to demonstrate that- the ex"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) (2d
for first time.
mount and Loew's are showing in hibition setup had completely
W. R. Frank, rated one of ter- increased competition at local changed since the Supreme Court wk-3 days).. Down to $3,500i Fine
Continued from pace S
$8,000 in first week.
ritoiy's most vigorous percentage firstrun situations. Paramount, un- Opinion.
declared that
Byrnes
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)-^
foes for his circuit, now demand- der District Manager James H.
while the Government had charged "Dream Is Yours" (WB) (m,o.). up the formula. Projected meets
Eshelman, revealed plans for im- that the majors controlled the Fairly good $6,000. Last week, with exhibs in other exchange centres have been temporarily called
proving firstrun Great Lakes and first-run conditions in 70% of the "Set-Up" (RKO), sturdy $13,000.;
Hipp at a cost Of about $500,000. 92 leading cities, gradual shifts,
off because of the heavy expense
Theatres Both houses will use stage bills including the Paramount - RKO
involved in holding them', accordstarting this summer. Loew-owned
ing t6 the company.
As' oiie
r«(nderfed those facts
splitups,
have
Buffalo house will follow suit.
20th homebfiice spokesman said,
large city Prima Lifts 'Cover Up'
one
Only
in
obsolete.
Paramount is building new execu"Why should we spend more
the entire country, Bridgeport,
tive offices and is making person^ in
money
when
we
already know all
firstTo
Great
Buff.
control
the
majors
$25,000,
do
Conn,,
nel changes.
we have to know?*'
competition,
Siidie
runs
sans
Buffalo, April 26.
Exhibs, on the other hand, think
ByrnSs said.
Louis Prima band is boosting
The shift in conditions was at "Cover Up" to sock session this 20th may want to let the entire
They believe
Walter H. Patterson, projection- the gist of defense arguments. week at the Buffalo. "Bad Boy" is situation cool off.
i;
,„
ist at Loew's Midland since opened, New evidence should be taken, it solid at the Hipp.
Otherwise the the distrib company has taken
has retired under the Loew Retire- was argued, under the Supreme city is mainly in holdover,
heed of the many blasts unleashed
ment Plan.
Estimates for This Week
against the plan by indie exhib
Court ruling and the Government
Leo Davis, regular manager of had made no effort to do so.
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40^70>— organizations throughout the coun* victor HHIINC rnOIKTIOH
Linwoodi Fox-Midwest subsequent- Proskauer asserted that provisions "Cover Up" (UA) and Louis Prima try. In addition, they point out, the
C010» •» nCHNICOlOl M«T m IHOUM«M
CAMOt WISH WMO lONO
mt l««f» ^MNCtS I
run, is handling the Carver and reqijiring theatre-by-theatre and orch onstage. Sock $25,000. Last fact that other distri',> companies
SHtPmDSIRUDWlCK.HUIIO'HMIlElD.GtNE LOCHHMI JOHN IMIK,
GIDNGL COUlOOmS.IOHN IBtWND tnd CtCH "tlUWAY;
Lincoln in absence of manager
picture-by-picture deals with the week, "The Bribe" (M-G) and "This have not followed in 20th's path
m*tlr,|»hrMANWilL*ND(IISOMaii4AN0|ltWSOLt,a.l,)>.itlw>h,
Sam Nastor, out ill.
Is New York" (UA), $17,500.
KHAtt) DAY Anmat p>^tfnr^ mMm VAlim^f.A V
by seeking a similar rentals boost
flUnU t) WHITEI WANGEI tIrhM »r VKIOI mMING
Myron Talman is new manager addition of a new arbitration sysGreat Lakes (Par) (3,400; 40-70) might
>Ab,0 hCnMIS
h,
MMA nC1UI|».h(.
unhave had something, to do
of Roxy, Durwood circuit's first tem would render divorcement
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) (2d
with 20th's alleged revised opinion:
'
run. Talman, who was assistant at necessary.
wk). Off to $12,000 after great $24,/l
l[ '!? ifi
Presiding Judge Augustus N. 500
on the subject.
Paramount, replaces Earl Brown,
25th
opener.
Hand lashed at the Government
Spokesmen for 20th insist, howwho is seriously ill.
(Par) (2,100; 40-7,0)—"Bad
Metro began its new plan of when Wright objected to partial Boy" (Mono) and "Joe Palooka Big ever, that the idea will go through
If ANNE MADELEINE GEORfiC RICHARD
wooing exhibs with luncheons and divorcement "at this late date.'' Fight" (Mono). Solid $8,000, Last as scheduled. Following their reCARROLI. SANDERS «REENE
GRAIN
screenings in the Kansas territory The Government, he retorted, has week, "Bad Men of Tombstone" turn to the homeoffice, Lichtman,
last
week.
Bernie Evens, eX' been equally lacking in responsi- (Mono)
and "Strike It Rich" Smith land Einfeld went into conploiteer, set up- a luncheon for 50 bility in failing to offer some plan. (Mono), $7,000.
A 20th Centun/-Fox Ptctur*
fabs immediately with 20th prexy
exhibs and wives at Jayhawk hotel "Apparently, all it does is keep
On VirKty St>i« — filNNY SIMMt.; OtNtn
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— Spyros P. Skouras to set up the
and a. screening in Topeka. This yelling for complete divorcement," "Family Honeymoon"
Wn lu Sttie— "Tilt MERRY WIDOW"
(U)
and
was followed by a setup in Wichita. Judge Hand added. He gave small ''Amazing Mr. X" (EL). Down to plan. According to 20th, some iatr
with JOAN HYLDOFT - ARNOLD BHODA
mula will be forthcoming this
Topeka program had Mayor Frank comfort, however, to
That mild $7,000 after big $17,500 first week if it's found that enough in20th.
7th Ava. *
Warren and ex-Senator Arthur
SQIh St.
company, he said, would appear to week.
Capper as special guests.
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40- formation has been obtained. If
be "least immune" of all the dC"
70)—
"Woman's Secret" (RKO) and not, they say, 20th's "Big Three"
fendants from charges of moT
"Smuggler's Cove" (Mono). Okay will hit the road again, to connopoly.
Last
week,
"Tarzan's tinue their series of meetings with
About 100 theatremen of the vThe defendants, Wright saidy $12,000.
8'WAV 4Slh St.
exhibs and branch personnel in
Magic
Fountain" (RKO), $13;000.
Carolinas Assn. meeting in Colum- were not prepared to give the
other exchange areas.
bia, heard GoVi Thurmond declare court assurance that partial di-i
JENNIFER JONES -JOHN GARFIELD
One point expected in the final
that films are the poor man's
PEDRO ARMENDARIZ „ JOHN HUSTON'S
vorcement would actually re.sult in
plan
is the zoning of key cities
principal
source of entertainment competitive conditions required by
STRANGERS
to
aid in revising clearances. Sysand then voted opposition to proA COltlMBIA HCTUIIE
(Continued from page 13)
posed 10% ticket tax to substitute the Supreme Court decision. "That Big $13,000 or over. Last week, tem has already been instituted in
Philadelphia,
for present seat tax.
Bob Bryant is why we do not' come forward "Tulsa" (EL), $12,300,
ot Rock; Hill, who presided, said with a concrete proposal for parBrandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)-^
that any proposal forcing an in- tial divorcement," Wright said. So "Knock
Joseph
on Door"
(Col)
Jennifer
and
crease in
admission would be long ;as the' defendants held any "Jungle Jim" (Col), Fancy $8,500.
fought.. He cited that any addi- theatres it: would not matter if they Last week, "Castle on Hudson"
tional admission- tax, by state or sold some, key houses because (WB) and "Sgt. York" (WB) (remunicipality, would boost admis- they could always create new keys issues), okay $6,500.
THE
FRIEND
sions which the public can not af- by as.suring these theatres of comState (Goldberg) i865; 16-65)
ford.
plete product.
"Little Women" (M-G) I2nd wk)
Joe Bishop of Kay Films, CharParamount-RKO decrees are of and "Dudes Are Pretty" (Indie).
lotte, announces that Bob McChire no effect on the defense of the Solid $5,000. -First week,
"Women"
v,-ill be salesman in eastern North
500 Modern Rooms
other three companies, all major solo, terrific $9,000.
Carolina.
company attorneys argued. Dewith both and radio
Dave Williams, Charlotte sales- fendants went
HADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
to
considerablie
"Foremul on fh* Caoif"
•man for Eagle Lion, to be transncektteller Centir
.trouble to introduce Par's proxy
BING CKOSBT
ferred to Atlanta.
Sinclair
'Budd'
Novels
In
8lrCe<rli
Rhondii
Wm.
statement and letters to stockhold•
HARDWICKE
iFLEMtNe
BENDIX
ers by prexy Barney Balaban to
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
Europe
Prod, by Lesser
Filth it Spring • Lot Ang*l«i
prove that Par was forced into the
FRANK WALKER. 6«n«r«l Manager
In King Arthur's Court"
Albany TOA has aldrted exhibi- step; because of its vast partner^
Hollywood, April 26.
Color by Technicolor
Formerly »\ Olmittd, CleveUnJ, O.
tors to be on the watch for intro- ship ties.
Sol Lesser is latest producer to
A Pa.ramnunt Picture
duction of local ordinances levyLouis (Schwartz &) Frohlich, at? sked European production, follow
TtIC GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW
ing an admission tax. It states that torney for Columbia; Edward G,: ing purchase of rights
to nine
state officials have been suggest- Raftery,
of O'Brien, Driscoll, RafT "Lanny Budd" novels by Upton
ing admission taxes. Impost not extery & Lawler, repping United Sinclair.
First one rolls toward
ceeding 5% was authorized by the
Now Specializin«\
Arlists, and Si Landau, Universal'^ end of year oh location in Paris,
FORD.
legislature in 1947 for counties and
in R«/re«hni<n'
cities of 100,000 population and attorney, all turned down arbitra- London, Versailles, Munich, StockService for
was amended to cover cities of tion claiming their companies, holm, The Hague and N. Y.
could not afford it.
Raftery said
Lesser will do one annually and
25 000 in 1948.
THEATRESy
bmVE-IM
After b^ng closed for .several that UA had lost money in its op- deal includes a 10th novel which
.i^NINA FOCH
months, the. Empire, Glens Falls, erations last year and that condi- Sinclair is now writing about the
WRS
SFOIftSilWVtCf, Inc.
one of the oldest playhouses in. tions "were, not ihuch better this same character, a war correspondBUFPAIJOJOL
IHURSt
SlOe.
northern New York, reopened by year."
ent.
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mHBOARD WEEPERS' GROW UP
Radox Ties Up Fith Ghi Finance To

Godfrey Takes Poke at Paley as

Elinnnate Backing by Subscribers
SiiidUnger
Radftx.V

new

&

Co.,

device,

Radox

has

from any outfit which
would have a direct interest in its
cial baclcing

as film companies,

ad agencies and their clients, etc.
That, according to prez Albert E.
Sihdlinger, was the main reason
for his setting up financing ar-

wires.

I

Jackpot Batde

Sindlinger's
home
Philadelphia,
Of this, $59,000 was
spent on experimentation with the
device itself and another $9,000
was consumed in taking a crosssection Of PftiUy homes to determine which would be best to;

The Battle of the Jackpots is
taking shape as NBC's plans for a
giant giveaway are being pieced
together. The new bonanza stanza
will be a Lou Cowan production,
originating in Hollywood and using film stars. The celebs will read
lines from their old pix and participants will have to guess their
identity and title of the film. To
give the show a warm, party feel
ing, it may be broadcast from a pic

to include some of the
Chi financiers, as well as representative toppers from potential
subscribers to the system, even
is

though they have no monetary inLatter will Include ParaRaibourn,
veepee Paul

representing film companies, as
well as a top engineer. Chi backtrs include Henry P. Isham, prez
of Clearing Industrial District and
(Continued on page 34)

Ozae

home.

star's

The giveaway, which will probably be inserted in the 7 p.m. Sunday slot after NBC gets; returns
from its affiliates on the question^
will have a jackpot of around
$35,000. If the show is moved to
the Sunday time, the "Richard Dia-

& Harriet

:

New

Powell, will be. shifted to another

Pact

'

admitted that "radio is guilty of
one big mistake, guilty of It over
and over again. In their rush to
sell a big client who will spend
thousands of dollars in advertising,
they lose the sincerity which you

H

zoomed.

ABC Pacts Olsen

must have' to make people believe
your product.

in

For the past two years, Bentbn
Bowles has been conducting continuous studies of its soaper stable,
under the direction of New York
Univ. Prof. Victor Ayles.
Data
gathered reveals that listeners' interest perks when evil is included
In the scripts, instead of the old
emphasis on do-gooders. Plotting
conflict of good vs, evit builds
ratings^ at the' same time- bringing
greater realism. Villains are made
more understandable, with reasons
given for their erring ways.
Greater stress is being placed on
psychological factors since the success of the Ingrid Bergman film,
"Spellbound." A new WOR, N, Y.,
stanza titled "Secret Lives" deals
with typical emotional problems.
Procter
& Gamble's "Guiding
Light" covers social problems,
such as that of adopting childi'en,
and some stories have dealt with
facts of psycho-somatic medicine.

i

,

"Tell the truth about your product and you can't help selling it."
Godfi-ey said he was going to
take a two-month vacation this

InNewHour-Long

summer

to hunt bear, "I've always
to hunt bears." he explained, Vand maybe it's because
they look like vice-presidents."
He took a lusty poke at William
Johnny Olsen has been signed
by ABC for a new hour-long audi- S. Paley, CBS board chairman, by
ence participation show to start saying: "The best way to get ahead
Saturday (30) in the 10-11 a.m. in radio is to let it be known-^
slot.
Titled "Johnny Olsen's Get- year or so before your contract
Together," stanza will use guests runs out that you'ra going to
from three' to 100 years old. In switch to NBC.
"I started the rumor-—-my conorder to allow Olsen to commute
to Chi for his new ABC-TV com- tract has two years to go>-4nd
mercial on Friday nights beginning ever since have had lunch every
two
weeks with Paley. I worked
in June, program will be transcribed in New York Thursday for that (censored: Ed.) 14 years
befo)re. that and never etiea saw
evenings.

wanted

Participationer

—

;

;

Building Saturday mornings as

him."

-a

ABC

strip
appealing to adults,
will follow "Get-Together"'

with

"Modern Romances," which is being extended from five to six times
,

Dramatic Appeal

mond" whodunit, headlining Dick

StaD

way this could be accomplished,
he suggested, was for auto firms to
build autos and let radio experts
build their shows for them.
He

&

With Star Angle

start./'"'

its

forts during pregnancy.
Scripters were called upon
and wrote in a miscarriage.
Show's
oo p e r thereupon

duction of humorous sequences
into the soapers draws favorable
responses and the strips are using
more lighter touches. CBS' "Aunt
Jenny," for instance, has had several segments of adult farce.-

I

—

they liked his boldness liberally
sprinkled With cuss words for th«
all-male audience-^nd gave him
a standing ovation.
Godfrey said he would like to
see the auto and radio industries
get along better together.
One

Benton & Bowles called
psychological consultant,
who came up. with the answer
that American women don't
like to listen to radio heroines
in a family way, because of
their own fears and discomdive.

on

Probing intervlews.'S'audience reaction sessions and questionnaires
are destroying' the old theory that
"women like to .hear other women
sufEer."
On the contrary, intro-

NBC Warming Up

territory.

:

Last year, when Portia
became pregnant, the strip's
rating suddenly took a noseLife."

research.

'

and auto executives gasping both
from his sharp-pointed barbs and
his banter— at a meeting of the
Adcraft Club Friday (22).
But

demonstrated by "Portia Faces

time radio. Many reasons are cited
contributing
as
to
the
trend
towards greater realism in the
serials, but the -key, it's said, is
growing importance of audience

'

—

of research techniques
build audience ratings is

>to

Still

Compton agency's "Big

In

Kaye Cuttii^

weekly.

Sister"

Saturday evenings will be. mainAnother
strategic
move includes scenes of doctors chatting
being mulled by NBC is running with patients, touching on Freud's tained as an adventure-mystery
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson are re- the quizzer for a full hour, from theories; and new Russian medical harvest, according to J. Donald
program veepee. Included
Wilson,
discoveries.
Feeling
is that while
6:30 to 7:30 p.m., thus stealing a
fusing to re-sign with International
some hausf raus won't understand will be "Quiet Please," moving
half-hour head start on CBS.
Silver, because the stars are. deFact that Cowan is behind the all the discussion, it's good to ex- over from Sundays, "Pat Novak for
manding a longterm contract and new giveaway and that it may be pose them to the mature talk. At Hire" and "Famous Jury Trials."
the sponsor is standing firm for a aired on Sunday evening, places the same time that the soapers are Web is mulling reprise of its
the package producer in an unusu- growing up,; they are nevertheless "Dark Venture" program, and is
single-year pact,
clauning that
shopping for an adventure package
al position.
His NBC giveaway not losing their dramatic appeal.
sales conditions are uncertain; In- precedes his "Stop
the Music"
Under the influence of the re- for the 7:30 spot. The one sponternational's previous deal for five from 8. to 9 p.m. on ABC. Cowan searchers, long intros and teasers sored show in the lineup, Chesetoday.
is
leaving
for
the
Coast
years terminates June 26.
have been nixed.
Slow motion brough's "Little Herman," is being
(Wed.) to work on the new give- plots^ which had been used on the shifted to Tuesdays at 8 p.m., folBankroller is surrendering the
away program.
assumption
that
the
femmes lowing "Counter-Spy."
,6:30 p.m. Sunday time period on
CBS
says it is prepared to do wouldn't lose the story line if they
CBS and no future plans for radio battle with NBC. Present plans
time.

set.
It's reported that while
call for Lucky Strike replacing
O & H show was popular,, it Jack
Benny over the summer
was not doing as good a selling with a musical show, probably
job for International as. the silver-:
Hit Parade." But
"All - Time
ware manufacturer expected. When if the senior web skeds a bonanza
the stanza switched from NBC to
program opposite the Benny slot,
CBS, the show suffered rating- CBS will counter with a givewise, despite the fact that the Nelits
i\et
Net
may
away ot
01
us
own.

are
the

:

.

sons are now spotted just ahead of
the high-rated Jack Benny pro

April 26.

1,000 of Detroit's top advertising

Use

:

I

needed to open up new cities to
Badox. To date, the Chi syndicate
has put up $130,000 to launch the
device, of which $125,000 has already been spent to perfect Radox
and tee it off experimentally in

mount

Detroit,

Arthur Godfrey had more than

Facts of Life

Soap operas are becoming more
sophisticated, with the term *' wash-'
board weepers" changing its meaning, according to agency and net-:
work toppers specializing in day-f

or television V sets in sample
and records
automatically
all
dial
activity,
transmitting the information
instantaneously to a central
office
via
leased
teletype

Sindlinger said the company has
no set capital investment but will
call on its backers as money is

terest.

Sue

homes

rangements last week with a group
of Chicago businessmen.

Board

to

By BERT BRII^LEB

Sindlinger & Co. is to be assigned, final patents on its
Radox device this week and
plans immediately to institute
litigation against other audience measurement outfits for
alleged patent infringements.
Radox is attached to radio

ruled oiit the possibilty of finan-

findings, such

& Laipage Down in Detroit
.

measurement

ence

Lets Hair

which controls -f

radiQ-television audi-

He

missed a broadcast or two, have;
given way to faster action. The
new speeded^up tales are paying;
off rating-wise, it's pointed out, because listeners: feel they qan't afford to skip an episode. The overall
rating picture
of the daytime
serials has been growing, accord;

iing

to

;

who moved

Leslie Harris,

Chrysler Disks
Sammy
Monday
for

Radio, Video Rights

To Dick Tracy

Strip

Hollywood, April 26.

Rudy Valee has inked a con-

Richard Clark, Chicago
Bowles to the tract with
topNBC program department Monday Tribune-N. Y. News Syndicate
•'.'gram'..".;'
'
per, for the radio and television
'('25).. ;';
'V'
rights to the Dick Trdcy comic
Nelson, meanwhile, is reported build a new. and bigger-budgeted
Writers of the soapers include strip, and is negotiating with
refusing to sign with any new sponr quiz.
some of the most talented scripters NBC for a combination package.
sor until his contract with the Wit
in the field.
Erna Phillips^ of Chester Gould, who cartoons the
Jiam Morris office runs out May 31. ll„k nj-K
CnnwPll
"Guiding Light,'- has a master's strip, controls only motion picture
Poiht. is made that if Nelson gar- ilUIJ I/iMi JOtlV dllUWCU
degree in psychology. Julian Funt and novelty rights.
ners a new bankroller as his own
(''Big Sister"), Addy Richton and;
agent he saves agent's commission.
Present plans call for a 30-minUnder by Songwriter
Lynn Stone ('.'Hilltop House"), and ute, once-weekly standard broadYoung & Rubicam is agency for
many others are careful students
International Silver.
Tyros in
Air Stint of psychology. Sandra Michael's cast program ' and a 15-minute,
once-weekly tele show. AM pro"Against
the
Storm,"
which
started
Boston, April 26.
gram will present a complete
on Mutual Monday (25) after a sixTRanny Weeks, WCOP disk jock.
episode each week. Vid-film will
'Court' Vice 'tluestion'
year layoff, .has earned her a Peafollow serial form. Radio show will
"^"^ .^t""*
body award (1941).
Due to Chi Switch daily platter «show,
be scripted as a polished mystery
offering to play
Researchers
also stress the fact
In the first switch in CBS-TV
to
catch adult listeners. David
that
soaper-listening
is
not
conthe piano original songs written
Friedkin and Maurey Fine will
programming occasioned by the on
fined to any economic level and
web's switch in Chicago affiliates and sent in by listeners; Outstand- that the scripting must recognize write AM shows and Ron Davidwill
handle TV scripting.
from WGN-TV to WBKB, the ing; song of week is given a repeat the audience's intelligence. Along
Philadelphia-originated "Court Is performance on his Friday show with filmmakers, book publishers Davidson wrote originals' foi: the
Republic studio's Tracy series.
In Session" replaces "Cross Quesplatter of tune is presented and magazine editors, producers. of
who handled the cop
tion" in the Tuesday 8 to 9 slot and
soap operas are turning out a bet-: Ralph Byrd,
writer.
role for Republic, will play the
stajrting next week (3).
ter, more realistic product.
detective for both media,
Response by tyro songwriters
"Question'' had been piped in
Negotiations here for the NBC
by the web from WON v TV. has been slightly terrif and has
deal have been carrried on beWhether DuMont, now affiliated snowed under Weeks, an accom'Off Limiti'
tween Sidney N. Strotz of NBC
with the Chi Tribune station, will plished pianist, who aids in reand Joe Parker, who will direct
Biltmore Hotel, N. Y., men's
put the show on its network, has writing and polishing tune before
the tele series for Vallee. Vallee
not been; determined.
bar reportedly has been de"Court," hitting the air.
will produce: Strotz is now in N. Y.
clared "off limits" for execucarrying a format basically similar
Top song picked by judges inwith a shooting TV script. Final
to that of "Question," is the cluding
Arthur .Fiedler, famed
tives of Young & Rubicanh,
word Is expected within the next
Agency toppers found agenbrainchild of Isaac D. Levy, veepee Pops orch maestro, and Larry
three weeks. Vallee has the radio
and general counsel of WCAU-TV, Green w.k. bandleader^ will be
cy secrets being picked up by
and video rights to Tracy for four
Philly outlet of CBS from which published by BMI at close of coneavesdropping on
outsiders
years with an option.
the show originates.
Y&R shoptalk.
test. May do.
I

s^-iich its "Smg It Again," which
has a $50,000 coin and merchandise
jackpot, to the, Benny spot, or

over from Benton

&

:

New

On

I

CBS

i

.

Y&R

Kaye's orchestra began

(25) cutting transcriptions

15-minute,

three-times-

stations for a May 9 start.
Kaye
will transcribe the full 26 weeks
of programs covered by his current contract, a total of 78 disks.
He expected to make enough platters for three weeks from Monday until today (Wed.). They will
all have a studio audience.
.Kaye's programs are being bankrolled by Chrysler, but the auto
manuf acturer''s distributors in vari-;
ous cities will buy the time and
pay for it themselves in local
areas. The 260 outlets now set to

YaHee Sets Deal For

,

his

weekly musical shows for Chrysler,
which so far have been set on' 260

carry the show are made up mostly
of ABC net affiliates, but stations
will be used which are not members of the chain. ABC's New Y6rk
flagship, WJZ, will use the shows

Monday-Wednesday-Friday

at 6:45

p.m.

Berle to Continue on

Next

Fall;

AM

Shinza Shifts

Milton Berle, who was reported
dropping his ABC radio show in
TV activities, will conAM next fall. Com*
September
however;
the
AiMt
stanza will shift from WedHesdijr
to Friday evenings.
As a summer replacement for
the comic, ABC is mulling the idea
of keeping on the show without
Berle.
Cast would include Pert
Kelton, Arnold Stang and Charles
favor of his
tinue with

Irving.

Godfrey Stet
Arthur Godfrey

this

week was

for another full year on his
early morning CBS broadcast, as
Chesterfield renewed his option
for the second half of the progratn
(from 11 to 11:30 across-the-board)
set

through May, 1950.
National Biscuit and Gold Seal
bankroll the first half-hour of tb*
show.
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Peabody Awar^ Actent die Positive

Rating War Extends to Projectabk;

(m Coming

Nielsen Hits Out Again at Hooper

Age) With 2 Prizes

of
f

Reaction to the 1949 George
Foster Peabody awards centers
mainly around the fact that television's coining o% age has been
emphasized again this lime in
The
casters' annual meeting will be citations to two video shows, ABCheld at the Algonquin hotel, St. TV's "Actors Studio," and NBCAndrews-by-the-Sea, New Bruns- TV's "Howdy Doody."
Awards
Thursday,
through
Monday
wick,
were announced Thursday (21) at
June 13-16.
the N. Y, Radio Executives Club by
No change in the dates of the Dean J., Ev Drewry, of the Univ. b{
convention has been imade, despite Georgia, which administers the
rumors.
awards with NAB assistance. Cita*
tions were read by Edward Weeks

C. Nielsen's first "projectable" ratings for the entire U. S.
Hersholt's Chi Ist
(showing circulation in the number
of homes as against percentage
Chicago, April 26.
figures), are receiving close study
Jean HeishoJt will air his "Dr.
because of .their disparity with Christian" via CBS from the Chi
battle
The
C. E. Hooper's ratings.
House Wednesday (28) as a
Palmer
been
have
of the surveys, which
feature of the Better Business
consistently inconsistent, has been
Bureau convention.
projepted into the "projectables.
Program will niark a first-time
The Nielsen national report, cov- origination outside of Hollywood
fi-12.
March
ering the week of

A.

gives
three
I

CBS

12,

ABC

five

and

and

NBC

New

Canadian Meet

York.

Promotion Manager

KLZ

in the Top 20.
report, based on the
winter peak (Jan. 15-Feb. 14),
gives NBC 10, CBS eight and ABC

programs

The Hooper

.

Ottawa, April 26.
Canadian Assn. of Broad-

JOHN CONNORS

Vamping

—

Atlantic Monthly editor.

.

;

'
:;

"Actors Studio" was honored for
KLZ ke*pa sellinst profitably for
"its
uninhibited
and
brilliant
its
aflvertiaers because it keeps
Nielsen shows
pioneering in the fiel4-of televLsed
Three
evi^rlastingly selliim Itself.
ahead of
drama. The program is the first to
national awards hiP^fbeeii presentfigures
Hooper's
1949
recognize that drama on television
Jack Benny, while
ea to KLZ already during
"Fi}'reversed.:
work.
f OP its promotion
Show- the positions
is neither a stage play nor a movie,
KLZ, Denver.
but a separate: and distinct: new art
ber McGee and Molly," third on
Chicago, April 26.
Atlanta, April 26.
the Fooper chart, is sixth in
form."
Ralph Atlass, owner of WIND,
While Bob Hope is No.
Nielsen's.
The Peabody award for aft' outWith the blessings and good
that
the
stain
last
week
announced
is
No.
11
he
4 in Hooper's data,
wishes of Gov. Herman Talmadge standing children's program wSs'
survey.
the Nielsen
given to "Howdy Doody," the com*
tion had. resigned from the' Nationway, the
it along Its
Speed
to
difference,
striking
In another
He inof Broadcasters.
all Assn.
Stations,
a
Local
of
Assn.
in
Georgia
No.
is
7
Tavern"
"Duffy's
dicated that his other radio propHooper's report, but doesn't land
network Of 29 indies blanketing the
^ Minneapolis, unThick Soup
WLOL,
erty,
in Nielsen's Top 20.
state, has debuted under the direcIs
Peabody Award Committee
The Nielsen findings are being doubtedly also will pull out of the
torship of Tom Carr.
citation to CBS' Edward R.
NAB.
first!
takes
which
CBS,
touted at
Murrow
for outstanding newsmanager
of
general
NAB
functions
Atlass,
active
in
also
Carr
is
onceevening
the
in
three places
casting and interpretation had
WGLS, Decatur, Ga., originating
a-week category and first two until two years ago when he startone sentence deleted, from the
station of new web, which claims
ed to absent himself from both replaces in the weekday ratings.
original planned kudo.
meetings,
gave
net
national
statewide
in
gwnal
and
the
largest
to
be
multi-weekly
evening
the
in
Mystery dramas are the most, the nation.
Blue-penciled passage read:
group ABC cops first place with as chief reason for his walkout the
"We salute the Campbell Soup.
Georgia stations linked by lines
"Lone Raneer" (1,').5%: 5.832,000 association's renewed financial slip economical programs in nighttime
operas lead in the into new net are WDEC, Americus;:
Co.: for its loyalty to him and'
homes) and third place with port of Broadcast Measurement radio and soap
we wish we did not have to.
"Counter-Sov" (14.0%; 5.267.000 Bureau. He \;ontends that "BMB daytime category; according- to A. WGAU, Athens; WGLS, Decatur;
Dollar" WBBQ, Augusta; WLBB, Carroladd that they precede his pro-'
CBS* "Beulah Show" is is no good for either network af- C. Nielsen's "Homes Per
homes),
survey in his March 6-12 report.
filiates or indie stations."
grams with the soupiest sington; WBHF, Cartersville; WGAA,
second (14.4%; 5.418,000 homes).
KTLA, Los Angeles, which AtThe average soaper delivers 1,- Cedartown; WMJM, Cord e l e;
ing commercial on the air.'
Nielsen's Coverage
lass is purchasing, is not an NAB 016 homes for every dollar of time WOMC, Covington; WBLJ, Dalton;
Nielsen claims that his ratings member.
Dublin „ii.f^_ JA„i.„ij
vvmui, i^uuim,
and: talent costs, Nielsen finds, wjjvh^,
WDWD, Dawson;
L<awsu«; WMLT,
"fv,:, i,«
-[tee^
are now projectable to aH U. S.
with the top show among 29 rated WBHB, Fitzgerald; WDUN, Gainesdev'ised'*.
radio homes because of the expangarnering 1,378 and the lowest 571 ville; WKEU, Griftin; WIBB. Ma
formula that is frequently educasion of his sample from 63% covhomes. Children's serials average con;. WFOM, Marietta; WMVG,
'Sports Review'
tional, never frightening oi- offenerage of homes to 97%. Basis of
657 homes per dollar and quizzers Milledgeville; WMGA,: Moultrie;
the system is an automatic elecand audience participationers aver- WHOM, Rome; WFRP, Savannah siv6, and invariably hailed with,
by- childfien theitisfelves.''
Sponsor age 543.
Grabs
tronic device which records listenWWNS. Statesboro; WSFT rapture
Award for- outstanding news re-!
ing patterns of set-owners in a
Seventeen whodunits pick up an Thomaston; WKTG. Thomasville;
Pittsburgh, April 26.
cross-section of American homes.
average of 445 homes per dollar, WWGS, Tifton; WLET, Toccoa; porting and interpretatibn went to
B-C Headache Co. has dropped
Questions and answers in the
with the highest getting 630 and WRQN, Vldalia; WAYX, Waycross; CBS' Edward R. Muri-ow. 'iFiBr
more than a decade,'' the 'citation
Nielsen pocket report hit out at sponsorship of Joe Tucker's night- the lowest 301.
Next most, eco- and WRLD, West Point.
read, "Ed Murrow has been oiie
Hooper's telephone survey method. ly "Sports Review" on
nomical type among evening shows
of the most reliable and shihirij
derived
from after 16; consecutive years, but is the quiZ'
''Audience
sizes
Tuckfr won't miss a single un- programs averaging
(Continued on page 34)
veraging 366 homes per Paley OK's 'B'way' Show; 1 i gh ts in the overcast of news
The committee also
bankrolled session at the mike. No dollar.: Other program types and
n
,, .
j
p It J analysis."
sooner had B-G notified station of their average homes - per - dollar
Allfllhnn lillP^K Snilhhpn commended stations of the moun^
the cancellation than a local out- rating are: Comedy drama, 323;
Race Track Bet Device
New CBS hour-long "This Is ities during the. 1949 blizzard whea
Commonwealth Heating Co.,. variety' music, 286; general dcamai
fit,:
picked up the program,
282; variety comedy, 271; populaf Broadway" stanza is set to bow on they "rendered* highly important
Comes in Handily As^
"Sports Review" is a Monday- music, 266, and concert music, 237. Wednesday, May 11, from 9:30 to service: to the many isolated comthrough-Saturday quarter-hour at
total audience ratings, com- 10:30 p.mr Panel includes George munities."
Aude Reaction Meter 7 p. m. New contract was a com- edyIn dramas
average 19.7, followed S. Kaufman, Helen Hayes and Abe
Kudo to Groucho
A device originally designed to ing-home gift for Tucker, who had b.v variety comedy with 19.6 and Burrows, with Clifton Fadiman as
"NBC University T h e a t r e
been vacationing in Florida, and mysteries with 19.3.
tote, up race track bets has been
copped the award for outstanding
emcee;
left knowing that B-C was dropAudition platter waxed last week entertainment in drama for "an
converted' into an audienee reac ping him without anybody else in
got CBS board chairman William hour's dramatization of some of
tion meter and is being used to sight at the time.
There's Smoke,
S. Paley's okay and has brought our finest novels and short stories.."
analyze listeners' preferences. The
entertaining iit
gadget, called the Pollmaster, was
Amnplip several sponsorship nibbles. Ac- Honor for the best
TlloroV
DaiI niiici«iic
I llCIv 9 vuu
.:
cording to producer Irving:
Irving Mans- comedy went to Groucho Marx for
Invented by James L. Wilson, an Helen
Manager
field,
disks are going the
10
Hollywood, April 26.
(Gontinued on page 34)
electrical engineeri; and' is being
additional dubbings
Hartford's
""^^
used by Charles Hull Wolfe, radio
Don Ameche, recent replacement
»,
to be made to supply
have
head of BBD&O.
Hartford, April 26.
foT Alan Young on the Jimmy agency demands. Program is
"P
The JPollmaster shows individual
The only one of her sex in New
„.
, ,,
AM'S FutUre Undcr TV'S
via NBC, has been for sale as a full hour, or 415-min
and total responses in three cate- England and one of five or six in
gories— favorable, unfavorable and the nation, Helen Wood has taken tagged the "most smbked-out guy ute or half-hour segments
Dean Murphy, Benny Rubin,
neutral. Reaction statistics are im- over the post of manager of WCCC, in radio."
Imnact to Keynote 19th
mediately visible and are recorded local daytimer. A part owner of
Two years ago, Ameche was on Ruby Hill and Vic Damone took
on film, thus doing away with cumy Helen Wood & Colton agency of the CBS-Old Gold show, along Part in the audition but will not
Annual Ohio Radio Meet
bersome charts.
The' machine/ New York, station reps^ Miss with Frank Morgan and Frances be used on the actual broadcast,
Columbus. April 26which is Set and then left alone Wo'od' is a longtime radio exec. Her Langford. Last year, he Worked because the panel's comments
The future of AM broadcasting
„^
during the listener testing session, last station association was with for American Tobacco as emcee on would lose their freshness.
"
under the impact of television will::
can take responses ab- any pre- WIBX of Utica.
"Your Lucky Strike," also aired
keynote the 19th annual ses.sion of
determined interval, wbich can be
She replaces Harry LeBrun as via CBS. Current bankroller, now Wl^AK. Tpste
leSlS Fvtra
tiXira- TTmirc
Hours
,1,,^ ohlo state Unlv, Institute for
as brief as one second.
Another manager here. WCCC is owned by that he's on the Durante show,' Is
Education by Radio convening in
advantage claimed is that groups Bill and Max Savitt of Hartford. Camel cigaretSi
Stretch Friday
NiarhtS
^
*
at the Desh«s large as 300 may be tested at
WQXR, N. Y. has extended its Columbus, May 5-8,
Accoraing to the
one time.
time on the air Friday nights from ler-W5ilUck,hotel;
tentative four-day agenda drawn
Wilson developed the Pollmaster
national adafter 15 years in allied fields. He
Lir music
m«;?;f„Hfr^^points in the "P by the institute'stelevision
hair
to distant
will
^\^^^ committee,
has been consultant to many large
1st
radio
firmSi including Webster-Electric,
n;f!;»Phl "
f
l'/'"? share top billing with
- Pacific
as the potential supplement to the
Mills and Socony- Vacuum.
if "'"ke
'"""f^*'''.
the twoA. C. Nielsen's first report on his National Nielsen Ratings shows
traditional teaching tools.
He al.so developed fire-control
hn^^r .tr^nh^
a/>-reque.st show.
CBS leading with 12 programs in the Top 20 evening shows. The
sessions at
^,1
^^^^ ^^^^
mechanisms for the Air Corps and
T [cfino5 reactions will be
ratings are based on programs which were listened to for more than
testInstitute will be devoted to
totalizing equipment for several
five minutes.
Homes figure is obtained by multiplying the rating iprtnvJ;!
"The Future of
fiiscussion
of
race tracks.
ihlnrf fv.''^ extra-hours
»°;'°l'*^*"l'^""^'''
stanza is Broadcasting." "What Will Teleby 37,623,000— the 1948 estimate of total U. S. radio homes. Period
The Pollmaster was tried for the
'^/rto .
covered is March 6-12. (C. B. Hooper's 1949 "projectaUles" were
n"' ^««ture: George
j„„ o„
American Life? ',
first time in listener reaction tests
FHu.«;.Hf and
.T/ Duncan Pirnie will
Edwards
carried in Variety last week.)
.-can Radio Contribute to Worldat WNEW, N. Y., where Wolfe has
announce.
"Homes
..^0^^ Educators Can
peagg,,,
been conducting a series of audi^
Program
(in thousands)
Ratings
Network
Use Radio Effectively." Special
ence analysis sessions. He: is also
lirPUir> n~ii
o i
Lux Radio Theatre
11.249
29.9
CBS
worK-study groups organized among
using a machine of his own in.^
S uailLasi
BallcaSt Sales
o
UttIC*
Jack Benny
9,744
25.9
CBS
anticipated 1,000 delegates will
vention.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
9.218
24.5
CBS
Schenectady, April 26,
cover the standard topics of agnWalter Winchell
9.067
24.1
ABC
and
General Ice Cream Corp. will cultural,
religious
school,
iCeen
Mr,
8,879
23.6
CBS
sponsor
the
complete
home-game
Mutual Mulls Musical
health news at the clinic -sessions,
Fibber McGee & Molly
8.616
22.9
NBC
schedule of the Schenectady Blue
"Operation Classroom," recently
My Friend Irma
8.465
22.5
CBS
iJa.vs over WSNY, which has also launched project by WCAU. PhilQuiz with Joan Edwards
.....
"
Suspense
"
8,352
22.2
CBS i sold out prerand-post-game fea- adelphia,
giving specially tnilorea
Amos 'n' Andy ...:.;,.,::..,.;.,.
Mutual is reported talking with
8.089
21.5
CBS
tures.
Wooilbury Lumber is back- TV programs to the public schools,
Mr. District Attorney
Joan Edwards about a musical quiz
7.938
21.1
NBC
ing a 10-minute pre-game stanza, will be outlined by Ruth Weir MilBob Hope
program to be aired in a Saturday
21.1
7,938
NBC
"Dugout Dope," and Webster Motor ler, station's educational director.
Negotiations are
Grime Photographer
:evening .spot.
7;750
20.6
CBS
Sales is sponsoring a five-minute Other participants in the sessions
FBI in Peace and War
7,525
20.0
under way for a Coast origination
CBS
lineup before the play-by-plays. will include among others Sterling
Stop the Music (4th qtr.)
7.374
19.6
ABC
isometime in late summer, with the
An appliance dealer has signed for Fisher, NBC counselor on P"P''J
Stop the Music i3rd qtr.)
7.336
19.5
ABC
linger being backed by a 14-piece
a -flve-itinute post-game summary. affairs and education: Eli/abelh
Adventures of Sam Spade
7.299
19.4
CBS
orch.
LOcaf laundry, jeweler, tire dis- Marshall, program diiettor oi
This Is Your FBI
6,960
ABC
Thrush may be skedded in the
18.5
tributBi- and insurance office have WBEX, Chicago; E. Y. Flanigan.
Mystery Theatre
6,923
18.4
CBS
bought spot time around the ball- manager of WSPD-TV, Toledo, ana
• p.m. period, a spot she held while
The Fat Man
6.885
CBS
18.3
AH contracts cover a 66- I. Keith Tyler, director of the inStar of the Lucky Strike Hit Pacasts.
Inner Sanctum
6.885
,
game. season.
rade.
}8.3
CB9
Stitule,

two of the Top
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FANCY COIN SLIM FOR TALENT
Peak Year for TV Losses, Sez Paley;
Explains CBS'

45% Net Income Drop

This is the year of investment
in the future, the peak year of
television losses, William- S. Paley,
chairman of the board, told CBS
stockholders, last Wednesday (20)
at a meeting which reported a drop

human relations expert,
a one-man show of 25
non-Qb.1ective paintings at the
Arthur Brown
Bro, gallery,
N. Y.
Show will run three
Anthony

is also

the inventor

big cities.
These findings

of a disposable paper palette

used by many

artists.

April

j

about

I

CBS Drops lliird

I

i

j

1

House Package

90c in the first quarter of '48 to
SOc in the first quarter of '49 because of tele costs and because of
poor earnings of Columbia Records. Stockholders report stressed
the point that both TV and record
player operations would eventujilly .contribute to the company's
future earningsi'
Quizzed from the floor about
CBS" $5,000,000 Joan from Prudential, Paley answered that the
coin had nothing to do with the
web's capital gains deals with
Benny, et al. The cash had been
reinvested in U. S. bonds» he
"Pointed out; so that the
interest du^ Prudential was substantially Cut, while the net had
the money available in case of
need. He added that in a future
emergency, credit might be a great
deal ihore difficult: to get.

i

'

CBS
house

this

week dropped

third

its

package in the last fortit decided to pull "Yours

I

Truly,

Johnny Dollar"

off

the

'

;

I

j

'

earned over $95 weekly, with the
other half receiving less than this
amount. Staff announcers, which
comprise the majority, usually got
around $90 or less while freelancers, who are in the minority,
averaged up to about $1J5.
In New York the range was particularly wide,
dufi mostly to the
very high earnings of some freelance announcers in that city, the
highest paid one-fourth of whom
earned more than $400 for the
income
in
Differences
week."
were also great in Los Angeles and
Chicago, owing to the high pay of

1.

:

.

off.

to-

I

Also dropped were Red Barber's
"Clubhouse" and "Escape," both
half-hour packages aired back-toback Saturdav mornings.
Web
will carry remotes of various dance
bands to replace the "Dollar" program. Two shows originating from
KMOX. the CBS owned-and-operated outlet in St. Louis, will replace the other two.
"Music for
You" takes over in the Barber spot,
with "Tell It Again" going in for
anStaff
few freelancers.
"Escape."
Another
pro- a
gram, "Design for Listening," subs nouncers had a much lower, ceil?
for "Again" in the 1:30 to 2 p.m. ing and a narrower range.
The lowest paid one-fourth of
spot Sundays.
Replacements for
the announcers earned less than
"Music" has not been set.
$65Jn the smaller cities, compared
with $80 in Los Angeles, $90 in
Chicago and $100 in New York.
Judge Dismisses Suits
For the highest paid one*fourth,
weekly earnings started at $110 in
the smaller centers, compared with
Vs. Farnsworth; Sees
$235 in Chicago, $245 in Los Angeles and $310 in New York.
i

1

,

i

:

,

1

1

Supreme Court To

i

'

U.

Boston, April

Supreme

S.

26.

Court

granted the Government a hearing on its eiforts to block ih^ renewal .of a license to the Hub in-

WOAL

die

week.
The Federal Communications
Commission long ago refused the
station a renewal on the ground
this

No Fraud

it had
given false information
about stock ownership and the station's financial status: The U. S;
court of appeals In Washington,
however, reversed the decision.
The Justice Dept. then asked
.the high court to reverse the finding of the court of appeals, claim-

.

.

.

'

dismissed at the same time,
Judge held that there was "no
inkling of fraud, impropriety or
overreaching upon the part of
Farnsworth of IT&T" in the ne-

Vamping

Mulling

i

ABC

General

'House Party'

of its "House Party"
cross-the-board stanza on ABC.
Tlie agency. Young & Rubicam, is
recommending that the bankroUer
continue, sponsorship, pointing out
that the show has high sponsor
Identification and audience ratings.
April 1-7 Hooper index- gives
"House Party" a 4.6 rating, with
its

NBC

opposition,

Young" and "Right to
getting a 7.2 and a

"Pepper
Happiness"

Sustainers

On

Heavy baseball schedule was the
main reason given by commercial
manager John T. Carey; WIND

have ratings of 2.0 or

4

ABC

Stations

I

of

February.

He added

last

that

I

and

Dept.;

Kenny

I

for 12 ol Farnsworth's did
represent Farn.sworth's true
financial po.sition.
"The truth of
the matter is," Judge Botein said,
"that Farnsworth entered the conference room stripped of its most
potent trading asset, a competing
alternative to selling out to IT&T.
It may be the IT&T representatives
were aware of this situation and
drove a hard bargain. Businessmen are not sentimentalists and
deals are made under such circumstances daily in the business world.
The IT&T representatives would
probably i regard themselves as
faithless to their own stockholders
if they had not pressed vigorously
evei-y trading advantage.
But it
was not an unscrupulous bargain."
.stock

;

not

j

]

'

I

!

in-

Corp, through Allied ad agency;
ten minutes of news for Home

:

AM

AM

;

1948.

Groudio Quiz

ToCBSinFaU

tions

for

less.

Kudosed
1

Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., president of
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,
presented awards for outstanding
public service to four ABC stations
Monday (25) on Henry J, Taylor's
urogram.
WING, Dayton, and
•
bam: buts
WFDF,., Flint; received awards on
the basis, of commercial programsy
The Ninth Federal Savings and
and WJTN, Jamestown, for sus- Loan Bank, N.Y., is picking up the
taining programs.
tab on "Midnight News'' over
WNAX. Yanktown. S. D., affili- WNBC, N.Y., cross-the-board, Startate, received honorable mention in ing Friday (29).
the sustaining program class.
Posner-Zabin is the agency.
j

I

I

I

news show

.

ent,

Last

Sport

Pacts 3 Musical

Acts in

Its

Revamp Under Morey
Chi4;ago, April 26.

WBBM

continued

its

xevamping

of -programming under its new dir
rector Al Morey by signing three

activities in
tal-

manager

of

1

I

program de-

raSU"b=es"direcTor"of

o^copy-

;

Potential sponsors,

i

Charlie Agnew and four pieces
move to the Chi CBS outlet
8, from a stretch in the LaSalle hotel.
Same date, Don Orlando, rhumba 'Specialist, and the
Three Strings, an instrumentalof vocal act, also join the

erations, supervising traffic,
sound
library,
clearance,
right,
and other departments.
effects
Shift will allow the web to take
advantage of Finescriber's strong

Jingle Claim

Chicago, April 26.
in Chi fed^
eral district court yesterday (25)
ruled that Canadian Ace Brewing
Co. must' stand trial May 4 in a
$735,000 gavernment suit against
the firm for continued use of a ra'>
dio jingle implying that its beer
was made in Canada.'
Action seeks $5,000 for each of
147 times couplets were used after,
the Federal Trader Commission's
"cease and desist" order.

Judge John' Barnes-

handling

liam H. Fineshriber,

.

to Stand Trial

On Phony

Program

musical acts. Morey's plan is to
agency and union deals. Wil- build up small, pliable programs
Jr., formerly
that can be packaged at low cost
field,

'.

web, a larger

Rey Blanco musical

Chicago's

Brewer

WBBM

Becker, program operations

expand

CBS

'

some time.
S.

the

m

-

I.

of

•

Sliop,

ments, in a realignment of executive duties in the net's operations
and program setup. Maulsby'S post
as assistaht to Dave Taylor, public
affairs director, will he left open

the negotiations

'

first made a pitch to ABC for the
Sunday time following Walter
Winchell and Louella Parsons. The
slot is being vacated by "Theatre
In addition, WIND spot business
Guild" which moves to NBC next
included announcements for FoX;
year.
Head Brewing through Weiss &:
CBS grabbed off "Bet" although
Geller agency; Chi S t a d i u
through Schwimmer & Scott agen- NBC programmers were pitcblilg
hard.
Allen Gellman, prez of El^
cy; Local Loan through Van Beckgln-Anierlcan, bankroller of the.
er agency; Airex through: Newell
Emmett agency; Fitch Shampoo stanza, will go along on the net-^
switch.
Marx and Guedel
work
through Campbell Mithun agency;
Shinol through Benton & Bowles; tried to buy off their contract with
Publix Shirts through McCann Gellman, which has five years to
for
but it was no go.
runt
$200,000,
Erickson agency, and for Penn
Truck Paiting and United Fruit Co.

minutes of

show

Maulsby Named

director, will

:

hookup than was set on ABC.
John Guedel and Marx, equal
Carpet Cleaners through Sidney
Clayton & Associates; and ten partners in ownership of "Bet,*' at

Broadcasts Manager

for

RMA

Surprising in March RMA report
was the poor showing of FM set
output, which totaled only 71,216,
a considerable drop from February
and less than half the production
of January. Hope; was expressed
in FM circles that the falling oS
may have been' due to factory
preparations for low priced FMonly models.
receiver output during
March totaled 607,570, the highest
figure this year but far less than
the same month of 1948. Losses
in
production brought the
overall set output for the first
quarter of 1948 to only 2,408.556
units, or scarcely more than half
the figure of the same period of

Groucho Marx quizzer, "You Bet
Your Life," will move to CBS from
ABC next fall. The stanza, which
Ray Motors through Kaufman &- was kudosed last week with
George
Foster Peabody award,
Associates; 25 minutes of Marty
Hogan disk shows for Muntz TV will be aired on more than 150 sta-

Jerry Maulsby has been named
CBS' manager of broadcasts, servCharge made by Kenny was that ing as liaison between the program
IT&T's offer of one share of its and public affairs-news depart-

CBS

For Public Service

Cubs games, as well as
feeding White Sox games to members of the SOrstation midwest
baseball network.
New business announced by the
indie is pretty well split among
news and sport programs, along
with
announcements. Chi
spot
firms are carrying the bdlk of
sponsorship, although WIND has
inked several pacts through New
York agencies and accounts.
New and renewed accounts are:
"Cub News" with Bert Wilson for
National League club through Arthur Meyerhoff agency; "Musical
Scoreboard*' for' Atlas Brewing
through Olian ad agency; "Dugout
Interviews" for Fohrman Motors
through Malcolm Howard agency;
10 minutes of music for Robert
Hall Clothing through Sawdon
agency; five minutes of news for

of the Farnsworth business."

'

respec-

and

actors,

has just

baseball season, and growing pop'*
ularity of the inedium.
The contrasting decline in production of
sets 'was stated flatly by
as "due to the transition from rfidio to television,"

AM

tween value and purchase price
I

I

7.0,

MBS

and

indie,

aids Chi

CBS Realigns Operations

I

tively.
'

January

gotiations

''

'failed to prove that "there was
Electric is mulling can- any disparity, great or small be!

cellation

singers

AM

the Chi

:

;

the weekly average for 1948: and,
if sustained, would bring the year's
output close to the 2,000,000 set
figure estimated by the industry.
The big jump during March was
believed due in part to the stimulus of lower set prices, the opening of new markets with new sta;
tions taking the air, arrival of th«

Chicago. April 26.
.
discounting trade talk

is

—

week work month, was 119% above

mer.

i

WORL

Off

Among

—

hung out an SRO sign on its programming for the rest of the sum-

i

ing it had persisted despite repeated reversals in earlier cases
in substituting its views for those
of
an
administrative
agency.
is operated by the Broadcasting Service Organization.

GE

Stock Deal

WIND

fact,

Stockholders' suit brought by cluding only those whose sole or
Robert Ke'nny-to: prevent the pro- main source of income came from
posed transfer of Farnsworth 'Kele-r radio, the range in earnings was
vision & Radio Corp. to Interna- also wide.
The top-paid fourth
tional
Telephone & Telegraph made over $245 weekly while an
Corp. was dismissed last week in equally large group at the bottom
a decision handed down by N.Y. su- received under $55. Singers' earnpreme court justice Bernard Botein. ings varied less, with the highestAnother action brought by stock- paid fourth getting over $185 and
holder Harry Hecht, who sought to the lowest under $60.
recover damages caused by the
The survey found that Los Androp in .Farnsworth stock, was also
( Continued on page 34)

•

.

in

^

predicted for 1949. March figures
a new record
totaled 182,361
sets, a 54% gain over February
and 13% above the previous high
month of December. The. weekly
production during March, a five-

of television inroads these days. In

KMOX

Hear WORL Case

26.

SRO for Summer

i

The

Washington, April 26.
Latest production report of the
Radio Manufacturers Assn,; issued
over the weekendi' showed television receiver output for thr first
time at near the rate of turnout

Tries

WmChilndie,

ting
over $20,000, but "much
larger numbers" of freelance actors find singers receiving under
$1,000
The department found that half
of the announcers who were working at the time of the survey

air.

He

Alan Morris, KCNA early
morning disk jockey, is conducting "his own telephone au.^
dience survey.
When a person telephoned
reports that he is listening to
Morris' competition, Arthur
Godfrey, the KCNA jockey
goes into a sales talk on his
own program. Then, if that
dQesn't work, he plays Godfrey records.

-

'

,

Coast-originated show, aired Friday nights from 10:30 to 11 and
starring Charles Russell, was considered too expensive a production
to leave on at that time, and is now
expected to return soon as a replacement for one of the sponsored shows taking the summer

3^%

were released

1; TV Setting New Records

Tuscon, April

,

night, as

,

Well,

way of fancy

day (26) by the Dept; of Labor, on
the basis of a survey in cooperation with AFRA, of the earnings
of radio performers during 1947.
The report, the second of a spries
in process, concerns a study of
earnings in the, spring of 1948 of
3,742 artists in 15 large cities,
The survey sho wed "a tremendous range" fn the earnings of radio performers, said the report,
with a small proportion of announcers,: actors and singers; get-

..

.

in the

.

weeks.

black.

For the three months ending
2i net income was $855,764,
45% less than the same period in 1948, although gross income
higher.
Despite continuing
was
improvement in the AM picture,
earnings per share dropped from

'

has

the dip as resulting from CBS' increased television outlay, Paley
said that- video; operations' would
soon lose less, and 'then go into the

little

.28,

salaries for regular taf^nt. on- the
Earnings range as low as
radio.
$900 a year among actors to as,
high as $20^000 or more for a small
class of announcers; with the, a;verage for all artists about $80 a week
gross.
The take is highest in the

N. Y.'s

quarter net income and
Explaining
earnings per share.

'

There's

WMGM,

Anthony,

J.

Half of
Washington, April

Agony

Portrait of
John

flrst

.Jn

AM Set Output for 1st Quarter '49

FEW FREELANCES

WINS' Negro Show

will

I

May

Success of programs beamed to
Negro audiences in New York is

.

bringing another such stanza to
the air. WINS, Crosley stationt
has
launched a six-day-a»week

operations experienceHenry Grossman, director
program, "Harlem; Music Shop,"
becomes staff.
operations,
broadcast
being aired from 11 to 11:55 p.m.
Singer Jerry Carter exits
plant and construction director,
Conducted by Joe Bostic, Amcontinuing to supervise AM-TV May 29 in order to work on a 15
technical ^and building activities, minute television package on a sterdam News columnist, the show
William J. Bratter and Merritt H. N. Y. TV station. Plans call for will originate at the Savoy Ballacross-the-board show, with room; Bostic will spin disks and
Colettian will act as general assist- an
Interview guests at the Savoy.
songs and comedy patter.
ants to Becker.

WBBM

WBBM

1

t

"

I

)

I

'

|

I

I

.

3

.

..

^
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NBC CBS Set for Summer Ratings

U.

'War with House-Built Showcasers
NBC-TV, to maintain its place-f
among the networks in development of tiouse^built package shows, KFI-TV Income Doubled

has decided to concentrate

its ef-

forts- on that function during the
coming summer months when some.

But

top-budgeted sponsored
the
Bhows are scheduled for a hiatus.
According to program chief Norman Blackburn, eight new programs are ready to take over as
soon as the sponsored ones leave
the .air, and others are currently
in the developmental stage.
NBC has consistently been a
runberup to the rival CBS W6b in
shows on home
the building of
Latter announced only
territory.
last week the establishment of a
special creative development division in its TV program department and aims also to showcase
many; of its new packages during
the summer. Result, consequently,
should be as clo.se a fight for
ratings as that now going on
among the bankrolled i programs.
,..
since both webs will be seekmg
sponsors to take over their house
packages regularly next fall.

-Of

Hollywood, April

still,

in

.

ted

:

beaming

KFI

-

shows

Buick-sponsored Olsen &
Johnson package to replace Milton
Berle's "Texaco Star Theatre." In
addition^ the Arrow,: Swift and/

Bigelow shows are among those'
tentatively set to remain on the air
AM
for tlie summer.
NBC house packages now ready
to go, Blackburn said, include months. The added coin, Ryan
Sammy Kaye's "So You Want to lated, is- being 'Sunk into video.
Lead a Band,!' which has been

Toledo

1

Richmond

.

..."

.

1

Worth-Dallas

1

2

Louisville

;

'San Francisco

. .

...

.

.

.

;

.

.

^1

.

.

.^

,

.

1

.

New

Miami

;

.

.

.

;

.

.

;

i

. . . .

.v .1

:

1

eral Communications Commission
for television stations, with North
Carolina as the locale of her initial
ventures. Hers were th'e first bids
for Durham and Winston-Salem,
where a total of four channels
have been allocated. The choice
was ^reportedly based on availability of frequencies and; favorability
of
markets.
Her husband is

Providence
Wilmington

.....59

Other
.;
.

Indianapolis

Rochester
Others.

.

. ,

Bad

Installation Claim

programs which

summer

are

list

st.,

N.Y.

building the highest
structure in New Jersey, a 760-foot
steel transmitter tower on the
Palisades, 240 feet above the Hudson River and opposite 79th St.,:
Manhattan.;
"The location and
height of our tower will give a
maximum clarity of reception,"
prexy Theodore C. Streibert
said., "Because we are located out
of the high building area, our
signal will not be reflected and
bounce from building to building
—the cause of ghosts, bugaboo of
television set owners."
is

Cleveland, April 26.
Engiheers generally pooh-poohed
N. J.
Andrew Ring, charges by City Building CommisWashington, D.
was retained as sipner Williain D. Ckiion that most
of the antennas for the 45,000 TV
engineering
-..
^ consultant.
The applicant's net worth was sets here have been installed withlisted as "more than $2,454,000, out proper grounds and are lightcomposed of equity in commercial ninghazards.
real estate
of over $1,000,000.
Guiori also said that installers
equity in other real estate and perr and distributors of sets must
pay
sonal items of over $500,000, se^ a, $1 inspection fee and
obtain a
curities of over $1,000,000 and cash license for all sets
sold so far and
of over $9,000. Ne|t income, after those to be installed.
The city's
taxes, was given: as over $50,000 49-year-old
building code has no
for each of the last two years.
specific clause for TV, but Guion
Film c o
p a n y investments declares a section covering anlisted by Mrs. Rogers were a 80% tennas in
general holds for TV.

of

bow
"Lambs

Gambol" and "Author Meets the
Critics," both sponsored by Genera! Foods
on Sunday nights,
which will leave the second week
of May.
Procter & Gamble's
"Fireside
Theatre,"
which has
served as a showcase presentation
for vari-typed programs in its
Tuesday night slot, also goes off
soon, along with the RCA-sponsored "Kukla, Fran and Ollie,"
moppet puppet show originating!
from Chicago, which is due for an

The tower

1,050 feet above

tip,

m

WOR

|

Week

McCrary and Jinx Falkenbur^,
off the CBS-TV Weh fol'owing next Monday's c2) airing,
Both the cigaret outfit and the
^'''^^
agency, which handles the

I

1^'^*^*'""*' ^""^

'^®P<""t«f"y

<^'Sturbed

over the drop in ratings suffered
by the show and are shopping fof
a replacement to take over, po.s*v
sibly at the

end of the

first

option

period next week.

|

1

Distributors and

i

n

s t a 1

1

e rs

;

through their spokesman Jean
White, assured the city they will
cooperate in correcting any antennas and obtaining the necessary
White, howeVer,

I

—

-'

licenses.

would take about

six

added it
weeks for a

complete check.
There are an estimated 45 000
in the Cleveland TV radius,
but sets which operate with inside
aerials are not Included in
the
sets

Guion statement.

WJZ Protests Bid

By Jersey Station

132,000

may bow

I

sea level, will be second in height
only to WNBT's atop the Empire
State Building.
is the only interest
in United Artists Corp.,
New York station to build its tower motion
picture distributors and
from; the ground up. When comone-third to two-thirds interests in
pleted it will be one of the most
three independent production commodern in the U. S. Tower and panies Comet,
Triangle and
transmitter
building
will
cost Artists' Alliance.
about $600,000.
Cost of the Durham station was
Included is g^age space for the estimated at $208,050. plus $50,000
station's
three $94,000: mobile for the first year's cost of Operaunits, each of which will have tion.
eight-week hiatus.
The estimate for Winstontht-ee
cameras, audio facilities, Salem was approximately the satiie.'
microwave transmitter to send Revenues for the first year were
pictures and FM transmitter for stated as "unknown."
relaying the sound.
Mrs. Rogers promised that if the
The call letters, WOR-TV, will applications are granted she would
be outlined in lights 30 feet high mailntain the standards of broadand visible for 25 miles," with the casting service now received in the
red letters "TV" blinking on and two cities and would Offer "prooff.
gressively
better" programs
as
television develops.
She stated
Washington, April 26.
she planned to utilize the unusual
educational opportunities for proProposal of the Home News
Hooper's Top
10
gramming offered by the state's
Publishing Co. of New Brunswick,
N, Ji, for a television station on
Milton Berle's "Texaco Star The- major schools.— Duke Univ., North
channel 8 was opposed yesterday atre" maintained its hold on first Carolina Univ., and North Carolina
'
'
(25) before
•
the
- Federal
Communi place in the top 10 TV Hooperatcations Commission by WJZ-TV, ings for April in the Ni y. -ihetro'fhe applications said her "repuand
Which claims interference would politan area, pulling dovcn a hefty tation
long experience in the
,
„ ,^
result. The New York ABC outlet 80.
Also repeating were Arthur ^^'^ °* motion pictures should
claimed the distance of 35 miles Godfrey's "Talent Scouts" in sec- Particularly qualify her for prebetween the cities Is too close for ond place with a 59.3, and Ed Sulli- r'**"*'"^
highest type of filtii
-.;;;,.=,;.:
:.,
stations with adjacent channels to van's "Toast of the Town" in third telecast.":
No action can be taken on the
operate. WJZ-TV is on channel 7. with 55.9.
applications until the lifting of the
In a petition, to the Commission, r Following are the t&p-lO:
televisioo freeze/
ABC asked that a request by Home
station
RaMns
c.
"^''^
News for a proceeding to change
Is'SSSSr.'"
the rules to allocate channel 8 to .^Talent scouts..... wcb.s-tv ..... .ig
Package
New Brunswick be denied. The Fo?d TheaUe "the^*^"®'"''^
Chicago, April 26.
ueb contended that under the !„ Air
wcbs-tv
55 s
Jim Hurlbut, Chi NBC newspresent standards the proposed Who
^Sf'iZ
Said ^rh^"!'*
52-i caster, is readying a 15 minutes,
That? ... "^^IPr
WNBT * .'
ig'e
operation is not technically

1,447,000

100

Off CBS Next

C,

I

600

—23,700

' Preview,"
new Philip Morrissponsored program starring Tex

Princeton,

WOR

will

Distribs Eager to Aid

Douglas Fairbanks in 1920. The
applications were subjnitted by
I.
E. Lambert, legal counsel, of

500
100
1,300
1.300

'Preview' May Bow

Stirring CleTeland, But

'

W0R-T;V

100
100
151,800

900
600

.;

Total

Charles (Buddy) Rogers, former
screen .juve.
Mrs. Rogers gave her age as 56,
her birthplace as Toronto, and
residence as Beverly Hills.
She
said' she became a citizen of the
U. S. by her marriage to the late

200
600
500
1,400
2,200

37,600

.

. . .
.

1,000

1,395,900
Cities
6,000
3,400
1.300
1,300

Columbus
Oklahoma City

.

400
800
100
100

700

Sub-total

.

300
800
1,500
1,300
1,300
1,400

3,500
3,100
2,700
2,400

Erie
Syracuse:

Albuquerque

7,000
3,400
8,300
8,000
3,400
2,600
2,100
2.900
2,800

3,900'

1

.

Washington, :ApriI 26.
Mary Pickford Rogers, star of
silent screen days, filed two applications Friday (22) with the Fed-

.

-

,

.

Orleans

Salt Lake City
Houston
...

In N. CaroGna

re-

2

Memphis

TV s

1

.

Latest additions to the
for the

1

.

.

•

1
1
.'

Dayton

Transmitter

Hudson, Facing 79

the "NBC Drama Theatre,'- series
Of hour-long legiters which teed
off three weeks ago in the Sunday
night 9 to 10 spot.

off

1

Pittsburgh

Seattle

Files for 2

To Tower 240 Feet Above

Girls"
package starts soon,
along with a big audience particlr
pation program currently in the
works.
Bdth Jane, Pickens and
Lisa Kirk launch a 15-minute
ence-weekly musical show in the
near future and Allen Funt's "Can<lid Camera," a TV-version of his
"Candid Mike," is ready for showcasing. Also on tap, of course, is

NBC-TV

1
1

...I

Atlanta

i

AM

,

Ft.

-

New WOR-TV

.

Mary Pickford

tried. out twice previously during

the last couple of months, and the
Hugh Martin show, also aired
twice before.
Tele version of
Martha^ountree's "Leave It to the

;

1

Schenectady

(Diimont.)
PL 7-0700

:,'

':

2

Milwaukee

Telephone

guitg shown advertisers will enable the station eventually to up
rates and push outlet into the
prosperity mould.
KFI's largest
headache at present is the advertising agencies;
station rates are
so low .($20 for one tninute to $'l50
for a single hour) that ad agencies don't want .to bother selling
their clients, as the commission
involved
would be negligible.
Station will make a pitch to sell
ad men the fact that there will be
no risk involved to the client. If
merchandise fails, to move,: advertise^rsMoss will bC' meaningless be.cause of low rates;
Ryan said that KPI's
operation
has been out-pulling last
year's billing for the past few

In addition, to some currently-aired progranSs deeiding to
remain on the air throughout the'
summer, both webs are also wrapping up sponsors to replace the
.programs taking a vacation. NBCTV, for example, last week set the

.Televi.sion:

60,500
40,800
38,700
25,500
24,100
21i600
20,000
20,000
18,300
12,600
10,300
10,000
9,000
8,500
7,300
6,100
5,400
5,100
4,700
4,400
4,200

.4

.Cincinnati
Buffalo
Minn.-St. Paul

NBC

"THE CATHEDRAL"

that the station
won't getanto the black side of the
ledger if everything available: is
sold.
However, he feels that re-

casers.

'.3

New Haven

VICKI VOLA
"MISS MILLER" on
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY

starving an

Eighth Con.seculive Year,

March 1.
Ryan asserted

^lach of the webs, incidentally,
encounter difl'iculty in finding
a suitable spot for the new show^

.

Cleveland
Louis

start-

daytime

;

St.

operation

into the daytime field.

, .

.

Washington

.

nighttime

outlet's

. .

Detroit

tion selling some time.
No clients have been carried over from

the

1.447,000

.

the red,' according to
Bill Ryan, general manager.
Station has cornered UO new accounts and is. selling more- time
every day. Ryan related that not
one day has passed without sta-

may

.

26.

income since station began its
daytime telensing. policy but

strict
is

Now

.

Profit;

KFI-TV has more than doubled
its

AM

new

Has No

110 New Accounts Got

;

.

Still

S. Sets

Number of television sfets jn the U. S. as of April 1 numbered
approximately 1,447,000, representing an increase of 132,000 over
those jiBigtalled as of March I. Included in the latest total ari>
1,395,900 for the 33 cities which now boast 59 TV stations on
the
air.
Rest of them were in other states which expect TV in the near
future. Metropolitan N. Yv continued far in the lead 'with 535 .
000 sets. Among the sharpest gainers were Erie and Miaini both
with new stations. Following is the city-by-city breakdown
as
compiled by the NBC reasearch division:
No. of
No. of
Inc. Over
City
Stations
Sets
Last Month
New York
6
535,000
35,000
Philadelphia
3
140,000
10,000
Chicago
....,....>.,,. 4
125,000
25,000
Los Angeles
6
112,600
10,600
Boston
.2
68,400
14,800
Baltimore ...
;
. .
3
51,500
6,800

TV

Cutting in for Share

I

Of Balto Sports Audience

;

,

"Preview" copped

good 36.6

a

for the March Hoopers, but fell off
to 27.8 during the current month.
It was noted, though, that the program maintained its share of
audience,
the
slump occurring
because of a decline in the number
of sets in use' by about J 2.3%.
Despite that, the agency believes
the show has never lived up to its
.

full

::

promise.

Among

the programs under conas a possible replaceis the World Video package,
"Theatre Arts," which would be
emceed by playwright Chiirlcs
McArthur and based on the mag
of that title which he edits "Preview" is also a magazine-type show
and carries a weekly talent and
production nut of about $7,500.
sideration

ment

I

'

;.

I

—

'

\

'

.

,

i

I

.

IS?

Man Wanted

.

J.HJ.??!"^
WMAR
layout

'

fea-

'

'

!

once-weekly package for
n,...
"411''"""
screening, using film
shot in local
situations.
Tied in with package
38
will be descriptions of missing per3S,2
sons, and wanted criminals.
'
Revue
was
broadcast
i\")\'^„J?''<""'"'''V
Show will dry run this week on a
on WABD and WNBT. The rating is the

hl,u°e
WNBT
However,
it
added,
if
Suspense ...
changes result from the current Arthur Godfrey and.WCBS-XV
His Friends
.WCBS-TV
allocations proceedings it will not
Fireside Theatre
WNBT
be possible to determine the effect

sible.

^!''':-...

.

'

:

WJZ-TV

until

standards are known.

the

new

combined audience

t^o

both channels.

closed circuit.

is

solely

operated

Fingens

Chicago, April 26.
took no chances on its

juvenile discovery, singer

Tommy

I

[

Fort

Worth—Vic Duncan,

Hollywood motion picture technician,
has been added to the film laboratory staff of WBAP-TV.
He will
be in charge of station-produced
place coverage
_
.
.„
in addition to
^„ the
^„
film commercials which the station
at-home seb1;uned "in"'for'word of
makes for clients in its completely
the winning geegees.
equipped laboratory.

undef auspices of National Brewery and its radio-video sports announcer, Bally Goss; An aim for
the tavern, barbershoi), and public

,3"

.

upon

WBKB

Bill Dyer, its all-ai-Ound sportscast-

i

:

Run Through Its

enthusiasts: and avid sports fans
Solid
two-hour daily attcrnnon
stretch
traditionally
owned

on Sands, and inked him to a threeby Guntlier's Brewery and year contract. Ten^year-old is featured on WBKB's "Lady of lh«.
Mountain,'' screened twice weekr
er, ran into TV opposition
on two ly,
in a pattern of cowboy songs
fronts
with
both WAAM and
WMAR-TV hitting the; ^ir 'wfth^ plus guitar.
Recent loss of Burr Tillstrom,
visual reportirii? and f n-btStWeen
musical spelling with live talent creator of "Kukla, Fran and Ollie,"
to WNBQ and NBC, is believed
instead of records.
WAAM show is' a participating the reason for a definite future
layout with Gunther's hopping in policy of nailing down new talent
"'"WPl* ^pois and the to iongterm contracts.

1

—

WBKB Won't Let Sands

daytiiflfe

WITH

'

'

',B.8ltin!i.ortE,:';A{»ril^':26.;'^^

Video has stepped into major
sports coverage prominently, in this town of
race-horse

TV

.

TBUZVISION
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ONLY LOW-COST
Coast Package Shows Find

NO COIN YET Fim iNew UA-TV Contracts Include

Summer

Hiatus Chance to Crack N.Y. Market

'Clearance' Clause for 1st

BI6-BUDGEKRS

hiatus season in>television may find a
Film producers turning out prodnumber of Hollywood-originated
uct especially for television must
Chi-Omaha Span
package , shows moving to New
concentrate at this time Dnly on
Chicago, April 26.
York for 13-week showcase pelow-cost packages that can b^ made
American Telephone
Tele- in series form, if they hope to turn
nods. That is the opinion of Mai
Boyd, prez of the Television Pro- graph last week announced plans a, profit. Those expensive producducers Assi^., a Coast outfit, who for a mifrowave relay system be- tions, which carry a budget of
declared tliat only in that way can twoon Chicago and Omaha. The $10,000 or more per half-hour show
the -Hollywood indie producers get -span between Chicago and Des cannot hope lo find a market now
a crack at national sponsorship.
Moines will use 13 towers, and because of the poor financial conSpeaking last week at the first from Des' Moines to Omaha, five dition of most stations and the
•annual meet of the Independent towers.
unwillingness of national adverTelevision Producers Assn., Boyd
Long-distance ' phone service on tisers to back film shows on such a
pointed out.'- that complexities in- the system will be in operation this large scale.
volved in kinescope transactions, yeary with TV equipment to be
Both John Mitchell, chief of the
plus the poor quality of kinescope completed early in 1950
United Artists tele department,
recordings as compared to live
and execs of the Intercity Tele?
shows, make it practically impossir
vision
Distributors Corp., came
bie for any Hollywood-produced
back with those conclusions last!
program to get out of its local
week after making a swing around
market until the coaxial cable
various TV outlets. With the exKine prints
links the two coasts.
ception of the forthcoming ".Crumay be acceptable on Hollywood
sade in Europe" seriest to'be bankstations for N.: Y.-originated prorolled by Time-Life via ABC-TV,
grams: because they fill a definite
the only nationally-sponsored film
programming void. But, said Boyd;
seNes on the air is "Your Show^
both the web chiefs and ad agen^Time." sponsored by Luckies over
cies don't think tliey're yet good
NBC-TV. "Crusade" is a special
enough for- airing shows in the east
case, since it is tied in with Gen.
which originate in Hollywood) with
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Grantthe possible exception of those
Cleveland, April 26.
Bealm Productions, which turns
pro.1ected programs starring such
Signing trf a television contract
"Show ;Time," is admittedly
names as Jack Benny and Eddie for Cleveland ball games over out
operating at a loss, spending upCantor.
elicited
much tongue- wards of $10,000 per film and getMove West by N. Y. Indies
clicking and eyebrow-raising here. ting only $8,500 per from Luckies.
Boyd also saw. a move west by Leisy Brewing Co. in"ked the
N. Y. packagers through the growMarket Big For Low-Priced
contract to do half the 77 home
ing realization of Hollywood's role
Mitchell, whose new UA-TV dehas
games for $75,000.
as a talent centre for TV. He said
other half and partment distributes pix for tele,
that the N. Y. producers have al- agreed to do the
said the wise producer today is
pick
the
tag.
up
ready run the gamut of basic proThe tongue-clicking, etc., came one who can turn out films at low
gram ideas. As these ideas wear
the
handling of the cost for TV. Practically every staout, he said, producers -will need since
games over
and the stand- tion, in the country, he said, will
iresli personalities, obtainable, in
network was purchased some take such' programs it the quality
ard
Hollywood,- to "replace- tired
time
ago
by
Erin
Brew. Bill Veeck, is good. Number of new stations
stunts" which they would otherpresident,
ball
club
had always constantly taking' thie air- will give
wise have to use to inject fresh
the producer sufficient financial
material into their productions. stated ^he opposed similar product backlog to stay in business and
"This two-way exodus," he said, sponsorship of the games on,
and
video.
But
that's
what hap- then head into the more ambitious
"serves to point up the need for
productions later. Stations will unthe,
club
pened.
Apparently,
a uniform standard code of pracdoubtedly be able to afford those
tices
governing indie TV pro- wanted to latch onto a sponsor as
when they're
the season's opener loomed large in a. few more years,
ducers."
figured to be out of the operating,
sight.
bankroller
was
in
and
no
Boyd is in N. Y.- repping his prored.
either
Veeck
had
also
stated
that
ducers' outfit in lining up such a
While Mitchell did not say so, it
all
or
no
games
would
be
telecast.
code.
N. Y. group voted at its
Announcement of the television is believed Indie producer Jerry
meet for full affiliation in activity
Fairbanks is a case in point. Fairwith the Hollywood assn.
Boyd contract was made Tuesday night banks' first series was the "Public

Forthcoming

networlc

FIND SALES
United

j

,

which competing theatres cannot
a picture.
Clause covering

league in Admiral Corp. and Peter
Fox Brewing Co.
Games will be serened from Admiral Stadium, starting May 2().
Russ Davis Will announce for Admiral, and Ernie Simon for Peter
Fox on alternate days.

,

agrees that licensee shall be enhere-

titled to clearance as defined
in as against the following

j

Contract, otherwise is considerably simpler than licensing agreements covering rental of films lo
theatres.
It has only. 14 brieflystated points,:, as against 'a whole
legal-size^ page of agate contained

Veeck Backtracks

Forced last^minute cancellation tain.
film actress Marilyn Maxwell
Blank itself allows space for
from two different television shows listing video stations covered by
last week because of her upcom- the deal, then for title of series and
ing appearance at the Broadway subjects, running time, fee for
Capitol may force some kind of a sustaining use and fee for, sponr
showdown on the problem .between sored use; scheduled time of teleacts and Loew's theatres, which, cast, "special arrangements" and
books and operates the Cap. Amer- clearance,
i

of

j

;

I

WEWS

The 14 clauses include a "play
is considering some definite or pay" .stipulation, similar to that
action on the situation; but has not in motion picture pacts. This proyet formulated its plan of attack, v vides that whether or not the
Conflict was caused by a clause scheduled telecast is made, tlie
appearing in all Cap talent con-; license fee is due and payable. The
tracts, prohibiting an act from ap- only exception is- if there is a
pearing anywhere in N. Y., Includ- "diminution" of operations as reing TV, from the time the contract sult of Federal Communications
is signed until the finish of the Commission action or if the show
Cap engagement. That clause^ ac- is cancelled to telecast "an event
cording to Loew's chief booker of public importance." If advance
Sidney Piermont, has been includ- notice is given, UA agrees to reed in all contracts for some time. fund the station's money in such
Until now no act is known to have cases.
rebelled against it.
Station is given the right to
Miss Maxwell, however, report- make minor cuts or eliminations in
edly failed to read it when she prints to conform to time segments
inked her pact. Music Corp. of or censorship requirements, proAmerica, also not realizing the ex-- vided the takeouts are restored. to:
istence of the clause, booked the! the print before it is retturned.
I Station is also obligated to telecast
actress for both the Arrow
show last Thursday night (21 ) via credits as incorporated in the pix,.
Other points are all minor, covNBC-TV and Ed Sullivan's "Toast
of the Town" Sunday night (24) ering responsibility of distrib' and
on CBS-TV. She had rehearsed for station in shipment of prints and
the Arrow show up until the nigiit loss or damage to them.
preceding the broadcast before she
learned of the clause.
contacted Loew's execs,;
who reportedly called top Metro
execs at the studio to ascertain

WEWS

ican Guild of Variety Artists this

week

,

•

,

AM
WJW

•

f

.

.

,

AM

;

(25)

with

ITPA

gen-

(19)

,

with the Indians opening at

home Friday

eral counsel 'James L. Fly prepara^
tory to a string of confabs he'll
hold during the week with N. Y.
indies in an effort to formulate the
code.

son

is

As

yet,

(22),

commented

publicly on, its

reaction.

Besides picking up the $75,000
tab for the other half of the home
tossed out an estigames,
mated $35,000 in network contracts. It's expected, however, that
station will pick up considerable

'By Date' Worth

WEWS

.

MoreTVThanAM
Hollywood, April 26.
It might appear that price tags
are mixed up, but nonetheless in-

TV

!

MCA

Olsen- Johnson's Buick

Chevalier Co-op

Miss Maxwell could at least do
Arrow show. She was turned
down, however, with the notation
Show in Fall that M-G will do nothing to foster
Then
Olsen & Johnson's new Buick- the growth of tele through use of
its personnel.
sponsored television, program, ten^
tatively set for a June 28 launch*
ing via NBC-TV, will have a run
Venture
Toni's 1st
of only seven weeks this summer.
Comedy duo will then take a fiveFor June 2 Launching

Packaged for TV

the

[

Maurice Chevalier's "This Is
Paris," currently being aired as a
Mutual co-op, is being packaged
for television. Ray Morgan, who

I

]

.

dependent package producer Bernard Schubert has a deal with

KTTV

Beam

Kine
Will
Speidel
(novelty
jewelry)
for
"Blind Date" that calls for $1,500
more for tele than the quotation
Versions of 3 Top Races
for radio. At $3,000 there were no
week hiatus to fill previously-comHollywood, April 26.
Toni Home Permanent's first
takers so Schubert made a
mitted Toronto Exposition date,
program venture has
KTTV will telense the Kentucky and
television
pitch to Speidel and the papers
then return to the same web been set for a launching June 2
are to be signed for $4,500. Show Derby, Preakness and Belmont
but at a new time in the fall.
in the 9 to 9:30 p.m. niche on CBSgoes on ABC's eastern net with Stakes. Derby, run on May -7, will
Program goes in as a replace- TV. Produced by Charles Irving
Arlene Francis continuing as em- be filmed and beamed by CBSTimes outlet on May-.! 10. Event ment for Milton Berle's "Texaco Productions, the show, a 'Situation
-cee..-.
Ordinarily radio shows adapt? is set for sponsorship by Gillette. Star Theatre" on the Tuesday night comedy series, has been titled
able to TV bring only half the Preakness gets film beaming May at 8 slot. 0;&J. were previously set "That Wonderful Man" and the
price of the radio quotation due to 16, two days after it Is run. Bel- for two weeks at the Toronto, expo, story line will deal with a group
radio's fiO-to-l advantage in set mont race: goes on June 13, also which they have played several of young hopefuls in New York
ownership, or, as admen prefer it, two days after the running. CBS years, and take three weeks ad- City. Cast has not been set.
Russ Beggs and Gus Gussman
circulation.
eastern network will telense the vance work to set that show. Buick
has a new model coming out in will handle the writing chores,
events also,
KTTV topper, Harry Witt, made August and tlierefore wants to get with Roger Pryor, tele chief for the
to Air Feature
a pitch to gel Derby prints here the comics on as much as possible Foote, Cone & Beldjng ad agency,
Race front Garden State .foi^ videoing^Vn 'same day as race in advance to give added impetus' supervising production. Filmed
commercials are to ,be:. turned out
but plans fell through when a jet to the ad campaign.
Philadelphia, April 26.
I
While Berle takes a 13-week va- by Apex Productions of Hollywood.
WFIL-TV will televise the daily plane, the only means of transfeature race from Garden State portation fast enough to get films cation, Texaco will pick up the
track, beginning May 3. The series here the same day, proved unavail- time again at the end of the O.&J.
Anni Airer
js scheduled under the sponsorship
run to continue the "l^tar Theawith rotating
of the Jacob Hornung Brewing Co.,
tre" format, but
Buffalo, April 26.
WBEN-TV, Buffalo, is planning
emcees subbing for Berle until his
and marks the first commercial
/-.i •
_ . Upera
^Hl fUppet r\
return, same as they did when a special variety program for its
telecasting of races from the New
Jersey track.he was ill last winter. That has first anniversary show Saturday,
Chicago, April 26.
The contract covers both the
WNBQ will telecast grand opera been made possible; through the May 14.
Station now carries over 20 live
spring and fall meetings. May 3-30 on a miniature scale when Ernest fact that the Kudner ad agency
and Oct. 3-26. The programs will Wolff's put)pet opera froupfc is handles both the Texaco and Buick studio programs weekly, in addibe telecast from 4;15 to 4:45 p.m. screened May 1 and 8 in a per- accounts. NBC-TV hopes to be able tion to network shows from NBC
daily (Monday through Fridays) formance of "Carmen."
Buffalo
to juggle its time to get O^&J. back CBS, ABC and DuMont.
and from 3:45 to 4:30 p.m. SuturBizet's music will be used on on in the fall either Thursday or ^Evening News is issuing a special
days.
Contract was set by tlie recordings, with Reinald Werren- Friday night at 9. when they'll anniversary section on tlte same
day.
Clements Co.
take over for a full 39-week run,
rath, Jr., producing.
]

AM

owns the show,

TV

I

I

,

if

Video Teeoff June 28,

Own

'

i

:

manager, do the mike work.

,

'

<

coin in program sales surrounding
telecasting to offset the bulk of the
station's nut. Bob Neal and Tris
Speaker, the latter a former Tribe

:

•

Prosecutor," which he has been
unable to sell, ostensibly because
the price has been too high. Pro-,
ducer then trekked a crew to Mexico to shoot a new series titled
•'Paradise Island," which he was
(Continued on page 40)

McCann-Erick-

handling the Leisy account.
Erin Brew's agency, Gerst,

has not

usual motion picture conConsiderable interest at-

taches in the trade to the new UA
form, since there has been a great
deal of experimenting by various
groups and agencies on what a
licensing agreement should Qon-

OnPixGuesters

Beer Sponsor

met Monday

in the
tract.

Force Showdown

InTakingonTV

.

tele^

vision stations; ;..

Maxwell Nix May

j

^

play

this
in
the new UA-TV form
states: "Clearance - Distributor

|

'

formu-

WBKB

&

,

-

Time

has

WBKB

Due

.

Artists-TV

lated a new contract blank for
licensing its films lo video stations
Sets Girls' Ball
(hat combines aspects of the usual
Chicago, April 26.
theatre licensing form and tele.
picked up co-sponsors for Principal reversion to motion picits 32 game telecasts of the Na- ture contracts is in the matter «t
tional Professional Girls Softball "clearance"--the period between

I

vldpix shot in
Chevalier and

having half-hour
France featuring

is

other European
talent. One show is already complete and is on the way to New

,

'

I

!
'

York

for showing to potential
sponsors and agencies here.

;

i

I

!

Series

I

'

!

when

,

'

:

:

[

I

i

WFIL-TV

r

.

will

Morgan

be

ready

will

by

offer

fall*
it

to

Mutual, which has first rights and
is expected to have started tele
operations by that time. If MBS
doesn't pick up the package, it will
be peddled elsewhere.
Reels will be shot in various
parts of France> the Cote d'Azur,
along the Seine and in historial
settings, as well as in Paris.

I

I

,'

Revised Barrie Show

I

,

WBEN's

I

'

i

:

Mulled for Full Web
The "Wendy Barrie Show," now
WABD, N. Y.. and some

heard on

DuMont

d

.

i

I

i

I

j

stations, is being consid"
ered for the full web, if cable time
can be arranged.
The DuMontPhotoplay mag package, which is
aired three times weekly, has been
with
Gborge
revised
recently
Wallach taking over as pi^oducer-

!

i

director.

'

;

'

1

I

1

i

)

1

Tonight's (Wed ) show will feature Lee Tracy, star of "Detective
Story," legit hit.

,
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point in 1949 advertising
This

is

,

the year

when your customers have had unlimited

media— when all media have been

tising

papers and magazines get
apace.

In

New

all

access to adver-

own

level.

News-

the paper they want. Television has

grown

free to find their

radio stations have sprouted every^^here.

this "free

market" for m^ia,^ the cold

people are listening longer to

facts shoiv tliat

network radio— and

today more

advertisers ar^.

reaching them at lower costsl

NETWORK RADIO

is

delivering larger audiences: 3,800,000 families

for the average network broadcast in

And

at

1949—12% more than in

lower costs: $1.78 per thousand families for the average net-

work. broadcast in

1949—6%

less

than in 1947.

The basic point in network
And

1947.

this is.|,he year

when CBS

-leads all other

adm

'dng

networks by every

signifi-

cant count: in largest audiences and highest average audiences (as meas-

ured by both Nielsen and Hooper), and in

In

all

nettvork radio,

CBS

ranks

first

facility

strength too

today in audiences delivered at

loivest cost to advertisers.

CBS

today delivers an average audience of 4,251,000 families to

its

advertisers— 17% more than in 1947.

And

at a cost to its advertisers of

$1 .67 per thousand famihes

lower than in 1947 and the lowest cost of

The

basic point for the carejful advertiser

vour

first

Ahd CBS

choice in media

your

first

.

is

all

clear;

— 16%

networks.

make network radio

.

choice in radio.

CBS
* .

Sonne- Nidmn
6

'''

.1

.

S.

Railio Index

tl

Jan. JfIT rs Jan. lOtO bwied on

Bndio homes with amllenre

iiiie diitn prtiieciecl

lo t

d U,S-

Miiyesl audiences at lowest cost

:

,

V«Jne8<lay,
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Baseball—A

MOREY AMSTERDAM SHOW

MAGINATION

With Amsterda^n, Mary Raye and
Naldi, Vic Damone, Art Carney,
Producer: WorthinKton Miner, with
Johnny .Guarnieri. Orch;. Don
Norman and Irvintr Pincus
Russell, announcer
Director: Hueh Borers
Producer: Amsterdam
Writer: Tripp
Director: David P. Lewis
Music: Ray Carter
Supervisor: Frank Bunetta
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p. m.

wtth Pawl Tripp, others

'

:

;

Settings: Russell Patterson

Sustaining

Writers: Amsterdam,

WCBS-TV,N.y
Kids, adults and educators alike
should go for this new moppet
show, which bowed in over WGBSTV (CBS, N. Y.) Sunday night
Half-hour offering repre(24).

sents a new idea In programmmg
for kids (there's KOt a puppet in
being basically a fantasy
SMged as a vaudeo presentation.
Format permits the inclusion of
considerable educational material
which does not interfere with the
show's entertainiment aspects. Delimita_
spite the apparent budget
tions, it's probably the costliest
kid-slanted show on the air.
Tripp
Paul
Playwright - actor
character
plays the title role, as a
with the ability to make children's
wishes come true. On the initialer, he introed one small fry who
wanted to be a big-league ballplayer, to Rabbit Maranville, who
gave the kid some hatting instruc-

Lou Meltzer

30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.

DD MONT TELESETS
tions)

1

(27

Sta

New York'
tBitchnnan)

DuMont, from

The' Moray Arhsterdaiii show,
Which was first dropped by CBSTV, then bid for by the rietwotk,
on DuMoht
wound
feW changes. Because pf CBS ohjectiohs, Golden Goose Cafe has
bperi reriamed the Silver Swan and

sight),

w

has

Art Gai'hey

,

dborittari stooge

'in,

the

edition, has been reclassified
a waiter. Both are still just as

CBS

,

funny.

a good helping of Amsterdam's
material borders on the old hat,
but he garners plenty laughs from
stock gags because of his brash,
uninhibited, zany approach: Uis

i

|

REX MARSHALL
Emcee-Narrator-Announcer

.

"Why

don't I see Rex Marshall
WPDC news anymore?"'
"He left there ^tree lancing now."
a radio and di*k f amiliari but re"Oh—how's he doing?"
furbished with a few new verses
'SUStwo
top shows
"Got
tion. Young girl, wanting to know it's
low-and-middle-brow PENSE'
good
CBS-TV, Tuesday
on
how people in foreign lands actu- comedy. Skits involving Carney nights for Autolite, and 'WHO SAID
ally lived, had a simulated trip to were highspots. A smart foil for THAT,' Saturdays, on NBC-TV for
Mexico, where she and viewers Amsterdam,
Carney catches a Crosley."
witnessed a traditional Mex hat chaplinesque
with his
quality
ARTISTS SERVICE
Most ambitious sequence j^ gj
dance.
^jgy mustache and sly
SChuyler 4-5700
was given over to a youngster who, repartee
discovas Christopher: Columbus,
Russell Patterson's unobstrusive
have
might
not
It
America.
ered
flexible LADIES BE SEATED
permits
setting
nitery
been the way history teachers camera work and feeling of inti- With Tom Moore, Phil Patton,
would have it, but the facts were m?icy. Fact that stage is in center
studio participants
correct and the kids should re- of
the club avoids use of curtains Producers: Moore, Patton
«
member the story.
and keeps the audience in view Director: Greg Garrison
Tripp also writes the script, and without requiring cutting to an- 30 Mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m.
lyrics for Ray Carter's original mu- other camera. Guests on the preem Sustaining
sic, and showed plenty of imagina- were well chosen.
Vic Damone, ABC-TV, from Chicago
tion himself in the preem. Producer unveiling his new nose, gave a
Tom Moore transfers his femme
Worthington Miner, who also does standout rendition of "So In Love" following
to television in this pre
the "Studio One series and"Gold- and Mary Raye and Naldi were
"t
adies Be beatett
Seated" wiin
with
i^aaies
bergs" for CBS-TV, mounted the slick in a ballroom routine. Jackie "^^^^^
show neatly, making good use of Suzann, as a cigaret-gal, had a a minimum of fuss and a maximum
the station's rearrscreen projection droll baseball sequence and added of laughs.
Moore "employs his
in some spots.
Hugh Rogers' di- to the club atmosphere.
With tested radio routine of stunts,
rection was spotty but the camera a little moire attention to scripting, quizzes and prizes in a sure-fire hit
fluffs -were the kind that can be
show for a mixed audience. From
show should draw a top rating.
easily
in
subsequent
corrected
Bril.
the opening shot, when Moore
Stol.
shows.
tosses a simulated bucket of wafer
GOLDMAN HOTEL SHOW
in the direction of the camera, to
HANK LADD SHOW
With Moke & Poke, Tim Herbert, the
Granny Be-Bop
....
last stunt;
_
a
..
With Ladd, Jackie Gleason, Carol
Vickee Richards, Chet Clark, contest, there are few dull mo^
Bruce (4), The Tattler, AntoinPedro & Olga, Ray & Ayres, ments.
ette >GiIkey, Bob Dickson
Harry Prime; ^'Happy" Waters,
Opening quiz had three femmes
Producer: Rod Erickson
emcee; Don Lane orch
from audience guessing identity of
Director: William Vi. Brown, Jr.
Producer: Harold Goldman
historical personality.: Boy and girl
Writers: Al Singer, Tom: Adair, Director: Herbert Fine
were blindfolded with football helErnie Glucksman
60 Mins.; Sun, 10 p.m.
mets
and went, through apple-onSo Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
AMERICAN SHOPS

"Yak-a-Puk" tune, for Instance,

doing the

Is

—

—

;

i

i

,

i
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Dim View

The opening week of the season has been enough to show there
Is no improvement in the camera work of televised baseball by the
three Manhattan stations. The local outlets continue to provide
video's cramped version of the national game. For CBS and DuMont this Is the third full season of doing big league ball. WPIX
(Daily News) replaced NBC late last summer and so is currently
«
on its first full schedule from the Polo Grounds.
The key to the situation remains the camera director. The
fact that all three stations are missing at least 10 plays a game is
his fault. The reason for this is that the directors are trying to
confine the game to the pitcher's box and the plate. This means
closeups^and closeups bring camera switches and camera switches
are half the reason for missed plays. The other 50% Is because
.the camera can't move fast enough to follow the ball when limited
by the narrow field of a closeup lens. .
One solution is the medium shot which permits a wider view
of the field, means less .panning of the camera and makes it easier
for both viewer and cameraman to follow the play. But the directors make this angle a second choice and use it much too seldom.
They don't even widen the field when there are men on base, and
their theoiy that every out at first base must have its closeup means
that if there's an overthrow the camera is unprepared and the play
In four of every five instances
is completely lost to the viewer.
a ball hit past the Infield means a camera switch is necessary and
by the time the change is made the viewer can't tell if the ball
went past, through, or over the inflelder. So the looker then
depends on the narrator to tell him what happened. And when
the announcer is the source of information on a telecast the pic->
ture is falling down on the job.
The only improvement in local televised baseball is on the announcing side. In their third season the stations have Anally come
up with narrators who know what they're talking about; All of
which is putting the cart before the horse because the camera
director is the guy- who makes or breaks the telecast. This, is especially marked regarding Red Barber who splits his Dodger time
between

WCBS-TV and WMGM. When

Barber

is

on

AM (WMGM)

he's his own boss. The broadcast goes where he wants it to go.
That's not so on TV. When Barber moves over to CBS he goes
where the picture goes, because he must talk about what's on that
screen. The camera director is head man, but as far as the viewer
is concerned it would be better if Barber were at the control
board telling the director what; views, to pick. Let someone else do
the narration.

!

i

^

,

'

.

;

-

I

;

.

[

I

It is remarkable how little imagination and thought is evidenced
throughout a basehall, telecast. This department has never seen
any director on any station do other than follow a relief pitcher
from the bullpen to the box and through his warmup tosses, the
worst stagewait in all television. And when the scoreboard is
flashed no announcer has ever been heard to do anything except
read the figures on the board. Exactly as if the viewer had never
seen a scoreboard or couldn't read.
Television's approach to baseball has been and still is wrong.
Instead of being one of the easiest games -to get into the camera
the directors have made it the hardest. A baseball audience is an
informed audience. It knows its game. This is why no camera
director is going to fool anybody trying to cover up via "technique"
at the control board. If the play's the thini; so is the game;
:

:

.

ARROW SHIRTS (14 Stations)
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
(Yoitrtg & Rubicom)

a-string

WATV, Newark

contest.

Three

:

1

i

Jackie Gleason and Carol Bruce
from his current legit vehicle for
the preem of this new vaudeo.
Lineup on the new stanza is standard TV fare, Ladd working before
closed curtains and introing the
acts. But the comic's "savvy in timing and anecdotage makes him
more than just another emcee. One
good routine was his insulting the
sound engineers, who then cut him
off the air, and another was a satire on Tennessee Williams' plays.
Standout segment was a skit in
which Gleason spoofed "The Lost
Weekend" as a flve-year-old moppet who gets plastered on soft
drinks. Takeoff clicked with Gleason guzzling milk shakes and cokes,

Brxl.
.

:

'

-Bunetta

SO Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.

child's play

—

j

1

(Buchanan)

I
!

after

is

'

I

Telesets (19 Stations)

DuMont, from N. Y.
DuMont,

entertaining

'

With Ted Steele orch, Helen Wood
& Michael Rich, Nola Dar, Mardi
Bryant, Charles Danford
Producer: Doris Brooks
Directors: Leonard Valenta, Frank

DU MONT

it

be successful as
as tre," has a TV spot of her own cut
Moore is successful in bis tested such shows can be.successful
Emceed by VHappy" Waters, the
It depends out for her any time she wants to
cast lineup included some seven radio role of latter-day Pled Piper, only on- how long- he can go on
take It.
Comedienne practically
acts of which the Negro comedy Femme participants leap willingly cudgeling his: or somebody else's
from Milton Berle
team of Moke & Poke is .perhaps to follow his every tune. Phil Pat- brains for suitable material and stole the show singing, mugging
with her zany
the best known. Lads did their ton ably assists in arranging props combinations of the huge amount
antics, proving once
and
other
familiar terp routines and their and confusing stunters generally.
of talent contained in his Penn- again that a performer trained in
comic mugging registered fairly
Only sticker in program is the sylvanians.
vaude, niteries and films can make
well despite the apparent trouble problem confronting tele giveThat it isn't ea.sy to keep the
She
the cameraman had in focusing away of how much time to allow ball rolling for 60 minutes was ob- the switch to video with ease.
was on in her single spot for a
the duo.
video display of prizes. In this vious several times this broadcast
longer: than
Production-wise, the turns suf- show, there are so many prizes pic (24), the second in Waring's series full, seven minutes
scheduled, forcing Berle to rush
fered from a: drab stage located in tured that it becomes a moot point for General Electric.
But the
program, and
the spot's Gold Room. A back- whether they make a serious dent lapses, particularly Stuart the remainder of the
he didn't make it. Closing comground
drop;
prominently in- in the program schedule. Mart.
" Widdecombe
Churchill's
Fair," mercial cut in at the beginning of
scribed with the legend, "Goldman
were smothered by the good things, the final skit.
Hotel 15- Miles from New York,"
the outstanding one of which was
Berle was par and managed to
became especially monotonous as AL MORGAN SHOW
Daisy Bemier's "A-^ You're Ador- avoid the threatened inrofids of
the hour wore on. Its effect was Director: Don Cook
able" routine. She displays im^ Miss Raye. Off to an unfortunate
the same as if one were to put on 30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
mense charm for the camera. start because of a production snafu
a show against the Burma Shave TELE-TRONICS, HELSINGS
Naturally, the tune was spun from on his initial entry, he caught up
WGN-TV, from Chicago
sign in any ballpark.
a schoolroom scene, using three fast and, with the exception of
Tim Herbert knocked hims;elf
male vocalists as foils.
Miss Raye's solo, did his usual top
out in delivering some tired gags
Perhaps the foremost reason for stint with the other acts, which
AI Morgan show Is a dualTi^poh'
and bounced back with a~ mild tap
the show's entertainment^ aside were few because of the comedroutine as a finale.
Soiigstiess sored event by Helsings Vodvll from the talent, is
the judicious ienne's lingering on camera. Three
Vickee Richards was so-so on a Lounge and Tele-Tronics, in which use of cameras.
They are cut in Rockets, colored dance team, openpair of pops. Camera treated her pianist Morgan
runs through a and out to various performers and ed with some excellent t.Tpstering,
better as a long shot. Harmonica dozen numbers, with
vocals to into montages very smartly. There's impressing particularls» with their
player Chet Clark was fair in match, in
a 30-minute, one-man one that focuses on* Waring's kisser fast leaps and splits. They over{;'Z?ii„„*VKr«» t,,noc
""9".^'."?. .t^^iee tunes including a performance.
he has his back turned to the stayed, however.
when
Basil Rathbone
brisk "12th St. Rag."
Big feature of this-show is Mor- audience while directing. In these then participated in a Sherlock
Pedro & Olga contributed a
shots; Waring appears too obvious- Holmes skit with Berle and Miss
mediocre ballroom: routine. Ray gan's personality, and a colorful, ly anxious to give
viewers a peek Raye, which emerged funnier via.
technique on the keyboard.
& Ayres unwrapped several imper- flailing
Inside; he invariably accents his some fluffed lines
He
accomplishes
a
tough:
job
with
all three and
by
sonations of Hollywood stars that
methods of direction when he re- Berle's attempt to speed.
Ben
failed to, rise above the ordinary. a maximum display of energy that alizes
he's in focus.
Yost's Guardsmen started the final
One of the lads showed proifiise will keep viewers glued to the
About midway, Waring uses the number, which was to have spotted
in crooning "If I Didn't Care," in screen. Numbers caught were an lone
idea that breaks up the musi- Berle, Miss Raye and Rathbone in
the Ink Spots' idiom, and "That's agreeable medley of such standbys cal formula.
It's a dance contest, the tramp costumes used by the
as "Jealousy,"
"Jealous Heart,"
My Desire
using teams of the calibre of the first two when they appeared with
As a wi^dup for /he
and "Th^'s.Peggy Harvest Moon Ball terpers. They the Guardsmen several years at the
Harry Prime, who looked as though
draw prizes from GE. It's good.
Only
Carnival, N. Y., nitery.
he had no makeup, did a passable "
Waring's m.c'ing is uniformly Berle, however, had time to matt*
"Powder Your Face with SunThere are no sWw spots in this: good. This show
he read contra- it.
shine."
,[ show,
as long as Morgan :is p^
dicting excerpts of fan mail on his
New Sunday night series is bank- foi'ming. He keeps up a fast pace first broadcast.
(Some of the "fan
Revue.'
"Admiral Broadway
rolled by the American Shops, a of spngs, and mixes In enough mail"
sounded like critical quotes)^ which had been sailing smoothly;
Newark men's clothing establish- winks; nods: and grins to pleasantly He handled it well,
but went over- the last couple of weeks, relapsed
ment, which assumes the time and exhaust an audience.
board on explaining to iisteneis slightly into
sporadic production
production costs, Goldman Hotel
Commercials are handled in two the position of cameras, etc. That Friday night a
(22) via NBC-TV-Dusupplies the talent, most of which ways: camera cut-ins to the sponadded too much to his conversa- Mont. With a theme based on •
appears at the resort. Frequent sor's products, which are IntelU- tion.
One other thing; the lighting county fair, some of the skits were
plugs for American, both visual gently inoffensive, and a large
Is p.s.g.
It's no doubt extremely funny while the
other.s fell, far
and aural, emphasize "That Holly- printed placard in front of Mor- difficult
to do a job on such a hiige short.
There were enough novel
wood Look." A typical resort gan's stand, which looks cheap and organization
in full stage shots, but material and
imaginative- idea*,
emcee. Waters was a trifle op- unnecessary
for closeups of quartets, etc, the however, to bring the production-,
timistic in casually observing "this
Camera changes are few and lighting is flat, drab.
out on the winning, end.
(the show) beats the mountains!" simple, most of the action being
^
GE's commercials are smartly
"County Fair" dance at the start
,Oill>.
closeup.
Mart.
handled.
One .had fluorescent
(Continued on page 40)
'
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TED STEELE SHOW

ing

—

genic thrush, particularly- with "St.
lOuis Blues." Tattlers were used
effectively to open the program and
in original vocal numbers. Dancing setiuences were provided by
Antoinette Gilkey, who was paired
with singer Bob Dickson. Show
s.\»cV^ up
nn%<!
» somewhat
^nmpwhat more
nior.. uri.rstacks
as a
bane package „ than its predecessor.

several

false

*tarts, has eome up with a winner
in the
In the vaudeo sweepstakes
_
newly-revised 'Ted Steele Show."
Half-hour program, formerly aired
Sunday nights, has been brought
oyer to the Tuesday hneup as replacement for the now-defunct
"no®"; sponsorship
^^^''^i^^i'm',
pf DuMont 'Telesets. Judging from
the intitaler last Tuesday (19), producer Doris Brooks (Steele's wife)
lias a surefire tormat. If the preem

(Continued^oii^^page,40^.
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compared to doing the same thing
Martha Raye, on the basis of,
on video. Yet, Waring does it and her guest shot Tuesday night (19)
does it well. Bis show figures to on NBC-TV's "Texaco Star Thea-

.

.

.

Comment

Fred Waring's Show (CBS-TV tubes hooked to a vibraphone,
9-10 p.m.) Sunday nights marks a which glowed when the instruo
new milestone in television. Fill^ ment was played. It was impress
ing a full, hour on a.m; radio with sive entertainment-wise as well as
music almost exclusively and keep- a plug.

'

weaving down Third Avenue» and
by the DT's, scared witby a Mickey Mouse.
Miss Bruce pleased as a tele.

family audience.

outlets.

finally, hit

less

Tele Follow-up

women

staged a quiz, using assorted noise-

The borscht circuit hit video makers to indicate correct answer.
Sunday (24) when WATV, Newark,
The Arrow show, which head- handled an hour-long variety show Two husbands raced against time
clothing.
lined .Phil Silvers, abetted by Jack from the Goldman Hotel, Pleasant- to don women's
Format relies chiefly upon view
Gilford, has been completely re- dale, N.J. From a novelty standformatted and fitted out with a new point,: the initial layout was worthy ers' age-old impulse to belly laugh
star, Hank Ladd.
The vet radio of viewers' attention,' but talent- at antics of uninhibited elders. Fun
Comic, who is in "Along Fifth wise it offered little competition is generally harmless and dean,
Avenue" on 'Broadway, brought in to top variety shows on other TV and should appeal heartily to- a

,

'

'

'
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TV THREAT
FCC 'Hoodwinked' on

'

;;

'

1

IS

Freeze?

ME AT TO

SI

INDIES

PAGKIIGERS SEE

Washington, April 26.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D;^Col.), in his speech on communica*
lions last weelc in Congress, charged that the FCC was hoodwinked
by powerful industry conniving into making the television freeze
necessary and delaying expansion into the ultra high frequencies.
The senatoir e«p}ain.6d; "A large corporation, holding control of
basic pateitts on transnlitting and receiving equipment, collecting
royalty ' tribute: from all' other manufacturers, and owning five
television stations favorably located in the largest cities, has com^'
pelting economic reasons for freezing television allocations and
standards until the time is ripe for the shift.
"It needs time and opportunity to build a nationwide network;
it wants time and: opportunity to merchandise millions of receiving sets. Then* when an obliging Commission would agree and
annDuncev that television is ready for a new day, the second skimming- of the cream would begin. The Commission apparently is
-naive enough to believe that monopoly is avoided because patents
are freely licensed; they do not appear to understand that, if the
timing of each step can be .influenced, the selfish objective of
monopoly control has beeiji eit'ectuated."
Earlier in his address, Johnson stated that RCA "had won Commission acceptance all down the line'' 'in pulling for black-andwhite television in the present band.

LUSH BIZ AHEAD

Wasihington, April 26.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D.,
cliairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate & Foreign
Commerce, threw in everything
but the kitchen sink in his cracks
down on the Federal Communications. Commission last week on the
floor of the Senate. Accusing the
agency of being a pawn of big interests in radio and television and
of shirking its responsibilities; the
Senator called for a. houseoleaning,.
a shuffling of staff personnel, a reorganization of procedures, and an
end to^ absenteeism by Commis-

"

:

Anticipated: domination of radio by television in the predictable
fVitiite is expected to open up a
lush, new market for indie radio
package outfits and transcription
companies.' That situation^ para-;
doxlcal as it may seem, is based
on good logic, according to the
indies, who point to the fact that
TV will not make itself felt in the
small towns and rural areas for
years .to come. It is with stations
in those areas; plus the key city
indie outlets, that the market will
be found.

WBAL

Hold All-Day

to

Col,')i

Auction for Cancer Drive

:

Baltimore, April

26.

A

mammoth all-day radio and
television auction will be held over

WBAt
(30),

and WBAL-TV Saturday
as windup of Maryland's cam-

paign to raise $230,000 for the
cancer drive.

Articles to be sold will be shown
on television and described on: the
radio.
WBAL-TV will devote its
entire day to the auction which
While it was generally felt at will conclude shortly before mid- sioners.
the recenf} National Assn. of Broad- night Saturday. The sale will start
The speech, a 12,000 word "Recasters convention in Chicago that as soon as-WBAL opens its broad- port on Communications," was be^
tele will eventually supersede ra- cast early Saturday morning. Spe-r Sieved to be an interpretation of
dio, -most industry ites .were quick cial operators will be on hand to recent data supplied by the Comto point out that the indie sta- receive bids and donationss ..Staff mission in answer to a request by
tions, which can afford to special- and radio personnel, as well as Sen. Johnson.
ize in such programming as disk public figures and leading citizens,
Not since the Cox committee bejockey shows, sports coverage; clas- will act as auctioneers.
gan its investigation in the House

'

^

Catholics See Unlimited Possibilities

'

'

For Church in AM and
Wilmington, Del., April 26.
The thitd annual meeting of the
Catholic Broadcasters Assn. will be
held at Notre Dame Univ., South'
Bendi Iiid July 29-31, with repre,

CBS Woos Statesmen
CBS

I

WDEL

potentialities

-

public:

.

division,

affairs

ftye'yearS; ago: has the Commission
been subjected to such a barrage
of charges as Johnson leveled in
his Senate speech.
The Senato):
specifically charged that:
1. The
Commission, in.stead of
encouraging competition in broadcasting stations, as required by

Johnson Blast

larifer cities

which got kudos from the press for basically to
"You and the Hoover Commis- areas.
For

and

thU8'

be conflne'd

Prods Superpower

the same coverage
the Communications Act, is peiv
that •reason, conseWashington; April 26.
mltting monopoly to develop and
with ex-President quently, small town and rural rasion"
series
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson's scorch'
Hoover, is going after other big dio stations should continue to ing attack on the Federal Com* thrive.
names for similar week-long stints. prosper for some time.
2. The agency is bogged down
munications Commission last week,
Currently being wrooed are Trygve
as bitter a diatribe as has been by red tape, is the captive of its:
Nets Absorbed in TV
Lie, UN Secretary General,.: and
made in Congress against a Fed^ staff, and its staff is, in turn, the
stations
Most of these new
Bernard Baruch, U. S. elder stateseral agency in many :a moon, is captive "of the high and the mighty
ate now serviced by the major raman.
in government circles as in the very Industry the Commisdio networks,
As tele grows In regarded
more important for its in'otives sion: was created to regulate."
J°H"hv'}'l,;;i7«~''*
importance in the larger populaby Lyman Bryson.
d"«ted
than for the legitimacy of the criti-:
Wholesale Absenteeism
tion areas, the nets are expected
cism.
Few
people here believe
3. Absenteeism has reached such
to devote most of their time and
programming energies to TV. that FCC is as bad as the Seuiator a stage "that wlien the chairman
from
Colorado, who is chairman (Coy) is not making a .speech in
While they may continue to feed
of the in>portanf Comifiittee on In- some distant city he is busy preprograms to their present
afterstate and Foreign Commerce, paring one." The Commission
"is
filiates, the very fact that TV will
would make it appear. The Sen- just not on the job enough."
furnish both them and the ad agenator, in fact, hedged a bit in his
cies, most of their broadcast in4. The Commission employs dehatcheting of the ..agency when he
come is expected to preclude their said he favored- giving the JCom- vious procedures in its regulatoi'y
spending too much, money on crewhich
leave certain apWashingtohv April 26;
missioners higher pay and recog- operations
,
,.
,.
sx,
ating new AM: shows. Thu.s, the
Plicants and licensees waiting in
Daughters of Amertcan .ReyolU'- indie packagers' and transcription nized that thci stafl^ has to be the unceitamty
for years for decisions
tion last week ripped into crime companies think they'll be able to mainstay of operations as the chair(Continued on page 40)
radio shows' iand"so-K;all(ed" com- make a killing either by building man "moves on to greener fields''
ics which
''degtidfS.*'
Besblution shows directly for the webs or about the time h'e learns his .job.
Johnson apparently had two
passed by tiie, paughtei's iieclared feeding programs via e.t.'s directly
main purposes in his speech: il
in part:: .V'WhereaSi (-hildi-en .and to the small town outlets.
Voice of Argentina
to prevent the Commission from
youths -arie growing up in a Wdtid
Behind their reasoning,' too, Is handing down a decision (due soon)
under unnatural nervous tenslqhs',
the present -fight among the webs in the clear channel case which
created for them by crime stories,
for programming honors, touched would grant superpower to any
published and over the radio, and
off by the CBS talent raids last station, and (2) to prod the agency
B'caster BalkeA
are beguiled by so-called comics
fall and winter. As a result of the
expeditiously the
which jErequ0htly degrade thfeir program shakeup among the webs, into opening up
Montevideo. April 12.
ultra high frequencies for televitaste and often. their moral sense,
they have turned their top talents sion and thus to insure the maxiExpected to: tee off Ap.ril 1,
^^'Besbly^d: :that::th6 :Na^^^
So- to creating new shows now. Indie
mum competition in the medium. halt was called in the inauguraciety, Daujgbters. of the American packagers believe they will eventuThe Senator is rabid on the sub- tion of thie Voice. 6f Argentina
Revolution, commend those radio ally consume practically all their
of superpower, as he has demr shortwave
service
organized * at
program directors and those pub- ideas and personalities. When that ject
the Penjn gdvr.
onstrated: time and again in vari- Radio .MWndo'^:^
lishers who rejects the use of time
comes, which the indies be- ous speeches. His opposition stems erniheht which is Inteitdbdy
pernicious Influences and that the lieve will coincide with the takefrom his political constituency in reach all America and iripst
members of this Society be urged over of the broadcasting Industry that part Of the west where small of Europe. Technical shags,pirt^
and
to demonstrate their deep concern by TV, it will be ripe for the packbroadcasters have been long clam- delay in government financing, ^re
for the welfare of today's youth agers to step in and clean up.
oring for stronger signals to pro- blamed.
and: protest .to the sources of invide reception to the so-called
The new shortwave international
jurious: comics and radio crime
"white spaces" where
primary division of Radio Miindo is to be
stories
'CBS Pipeline' on World ; service is not available. They do under direction of ex-announcer
Earlier, the DAR radio comnot want the distant clear chan- Jorge Honiar del Rio, who travmittee came through with high
Soon nel stations, which have been ask- elled to, the U. S'i Cuba aiid Mexico
Events to
praise and tliank.s for providing
ing for 7o0kw power to reach the
"1947-48 to study similar diplenty of free radio and video
New CBS package designed as area, to serve the territory with in
visons of the NBC, CBS, ABC and
time for DAR programs. The re- a round-robin discussion on world programs ostensibly geared lor
Azcarraga.
Mundo's shortwave
port said the Daughters got over events by. top correspondents of their metropolitan ^audiences.
channels LRX and LRU will be
354 hours of free audeo-video time the web throughout the world was
If John.son's information as to beamed especially at the U. S. and
auditioned this week and looks set the imminence or nature of the
iggt' year,
other Latin - American countries
for: an early preem.
clear channel decision is correct, and new transmitter equipment
Titled:"CBS Pipeline," the pro- few persons at the Commission for additional shortwave outlets
Orchs Cut Disks
gram was wrapped up bv Davidson •seeined to know it, A key olfi- has already arrived in the Argen-.
6
Taylor's Public Afi'airs depai'lmenl, cial insisted that the doci.sion was tine from the U. S.
Basic
idea
is to have CBS leportt
still some time away and tlial the
Broadcasts will be in English,
For Veterans
ers in New York.; London and outcome has not been determined. French. Portuguese and Spanish.
Washington, April 26.
Washington discuss two or three
There are people in the Gommis- Local radio circles feel some
Six top orchs have already cut .top news stories each week, with sion who agree with John.son that, doubts as to the competency of the
platteis for the "Here's to Vetei-- correspondents from other parts of social and economic considerations voices and accents' picked by the
ans" quarter-hour broadcast shows. the world piped in whenever the should be given greater weight in not very internationally
minded
Veterans Administration has an- story calls for their eye-witness deciding the clear channel issue' moguls: in the Argentine radio set»
nounced. They are Eddy Condon, .views.
tlian purely technical determina- up. Thci'e is a feeling that the anShep Fields. Louis Prima, Frankle
tion.s,
For those who oppose su- nouncers picked'for each language
Masters, Frankie Carle and Chuck
AILENTOWN'S 4TH PBEEMS perpower and who may be inclined got: the jobs on the strength of
Foster.: Seven: more bands have
to favor duplicating tire clears, " political recommendations.
Allentown. Pa.. April 26.
agreed to make records.
Johnson's speech gives strong supMeanwhile, as shortwave chanWAEB. an ABC outlet, went on port. For others who may be nels and available studios arc be-:
The "Here's to Veterans" show
gratis over 1.995 the air here a .week ago il5): after willing to allow superpower if the ing reserved for the Argentine
is now carried
stations, and VA is it received final approval from the technical findings so indicate, the Voice
and
broadcasts. the American
Senators stand is a red light. And Broadc:a.sting Co.'s commentator,
inviting stations to apply for the FCC.
new series which begins in June.
This city now has lour radio sta- his strong attack on the Commis- Herbert M. Clark, wlio has used
Under an agreement between VA tions, the others t)(;in.!? WS.VN, af- sion, whether justified or not. is Radio Mundo's facilities for a numWHOL,
with
I.
believed
NBG.
and
to
Federation
of
Masicians,
With
put
the
agency
in
oi.veai'.s,
filiated
a ber
lo broadcast to th«
and the
the bands donate; their service, CBS, While WICAP is independent. defensive position in making any U; S. from Argentina, found only
and their leaders read the Infor There also* is, an FAI station, decisions which do not find favor a few days ago that an order had
with
carries
some
QonInfluential
that
in future he is to
which
anti-monopoly
gone
forth
Veterans
mational messages to the
IWFMZ,
members of Congress.tinental Network shows.
be denied these facilities.
and their dependents,
:

,

its

AM

.

|

.
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convention was held at Fordham
Univ. in the summer of 1947. Last
year's gathering was in Boston.
Consensus at last week's board
of directors' meeting was that "the

and

TV

within reach of 40% of the nalion's population, the new stations
coming on the air within the next
several years will also be: In the

!

I

sentatlves present from some 90
dioceses in the U. S. Decision to
hold the conference at that time
was* reached at a meeting of the
board of directors in the Du Pont
hotel,: Du. Pont, Del., last week
(20).'.
The board gathered there as
a niark of recognition 'for the
Catholic Forum of .the Air, celebrating its 10th anniversary on
in Wilmington. First CBA

possibilities

sical music, etc., will continue to
operate profitably.' And. while It
estimated that
at this time Is

TV Programs

Crime Shows

of

radio and television for the CathoMonlic church are unlimited."
signor Francis X. Sallaway, CBA
chairman, urged that redoubled effort be made to present Catholic
radio and television programs in
every part of the country. Catho'lic radio is at present considered
strongest in the east. Monsignor
Sallaway expressed the opinion
that the Catholic church has "a
particularly rich field" oi drama,
symbolism, liturgy and teachings
to present via television.
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ABC

1

13-Week G&S

:

Series Set

By Canadian B'casting
P
Oi 0
il
TOr j4 MatlOn Hookup
•
*
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I

Toronto, April 26. '
high-budgeted. 13-week

a

1

I

I

I

I

|

1

|

I

summer

series,

commencing May

i

the Canadian Broadcasllng Corp.
will launch a Gilbert & Sullivan
lineup of one-hour programs to
originate in CJBC, Toronto, and
be carried over the 34 stations of
the Dominion network. This will
include certain G & S light operas
seldom done.: Triple threat as producer, writer and narrator is Ernest Morgan, former Savoyards
principal.
The 26-piece orchestra
and 20 mixed-voice chorus will be
directed by Geoffrey Waddington.
Principals are Edmund Hockrldge,
baritone; Jean Haig, soprano; William Morton, tenor; Doreen Hulme.
soprano; Eric Tredwell. baritone,
and Nellie Smith, contralto.
Schedule, at 8:30-9:30 EST, is"Yeomen of the Guard," Mav 3;
"lolanlhe." May 10; "Princess Ida,''
May 17; "l-l.M.S. Pinafore." May
24; "Patience," May 31; "Pirates of
3,

]

!

\

|

i

\

i

"Grand Duke,"
June 14; "Sorcerer," June 21;
"Ruddigore," June 28; "GondoJuly

7;

"Utopia Limited,"
July 12; "Mikado," July 19; "Trial
by Jury," July 26.
liers."
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HALUCRAFTEKS'

7-MO.

NET

I

26.

'

;

Chicago, April

Hallicxafters Co. revealed a seven-month sales total of $10,314,966,

and a net

profit of ,$409,827,

Prexy William J. Halligan announced that his company will in
troduce a 16-lnch, direct-view tele
set in Mayt
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FM
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a sharp reflection of

NBC

Television

..........<*

reveals

more

.

.

more network

advertiser

top-rated programs,

and

far

more sponsored hours

than any other television network.

Wednesday, April 27, 1949

RADia REVIEWS
S4
RICHARD niAMONO, PRIVATE MEET THE MENJOUS

WEEK

THIS

I

IN

«

WASHINGTON

With Adolphe Menjou, Verrec With Kay Halle
DETECTIVE
Teasdale (Menjou); Kuss Dunbar, Producer-Writer: Miss Halle
With Dick Powell, Ed Begley, Vir15 Mins., Sun., 4:30 p.m.
announcer
ginia Gregg'
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO.
Producer: Herbert Gordon
Writer: Blake Edwards
WGAR, Cleveland
Henry Hayward
Director:
Director: William P. Ronsseatt
a.m.
Mon.4hru^Fri.,
9:15
McCorHi-Ericfcson)
Mins.,
»
15
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
Sustaining
Kay Halle reports the flews with
Sustaining
WOK, N.y.
,;! a
Cleveland angle from WashingNBC, from Hollywood
actor Adolphe Meryou and
Film
j^.g
15-minute
^
recorded
Moving into the spot vacated by his actress-wile Verree Teasdale
Lawrence Fly answering Deak Aylesworth's Look mag TV-slanted
V- w majshlne
Horace Hoidt's switcli to a late are a commendable addition to the ggssion utilizing the tape
piece. He consulted with Ed Kobak, outgoing MBS prez, on the article
SeT^lope'd' by Brush ^^Miss^^^^^^
,.T... „
i.t..„f
Sunday evening time, "Richard ,.„r..
show
breakfast
"Mr. andJ Mrs."
Doug Coulter, former Foote, Gone & Belding radio topper, being
Diamond, Private Detective" is cut list. A couple of literate, sensible a reporter of wide experience and
replacement for Phil Carlin, as MBS program v.p. Hie worked
along a standard pattern for pri- and agreeable people, they have acquaintance in " top-brass circles, touted as
background with Frank White, incoming MBS prez, at CBS as program head
vate eye sagas. It's fast and slangy, something to say and a neat way makes use of her
through interviews to bring out Robert J. Guthrie joined NBG station relations as contract supervisor
Willi more accent placed on Irank of
Recorded series,
saying it.
Guthrie
... ^ .Boljcrt iD.
violence than fine plot- develop- judged by Monday's (25V opener, the news of the week.
-Baruch
Program and engineering-wise berig 'taking over a^ proiiiotioflTa'dveiHilsing dfr^
ments. Like other tough-guy air- should make a dent in competitive
as emcee of Lucky Strike Hit Parade (NBC) and Luckies' summer;
ers, the script crackles with im- airers
and draw its share of the, session isn't too hard to take. picked
(rinci
«~">~a»~«~*-* for Jack
¥»..ir
4isr"«. ''Stop tile
tv,a Music"
i\jriii,i/>" tn v.oc*
Miss Halle has a nice mike tech- replacement
.ABC'sf:
probable metaphoric dialog such
Benny (CBS);
in past
«nd ^^^rries through with a month has had breaks in five national mags. DaVe Alb.er is flaijlcihg.
as; "My nerves were popping like MiV'"show^°Doro?hv'and^Dick"^
firecrackers on the Fourth, o£ .July." runs S-is to ^^"tll'^a "s-minuie furies, of ^liaMjuestio_ns_to,elicut
Jane Tiffany Wagner, NBC education idirector, will chairina^
"Show is slanibang all tiie way news program breaking the spell factual information for her listen- workshop on radio at Electrical Women's Rouiid Table tbday (Wed.).
Mark.
ers.
with shorthand ciphers used in
Other NBC participants to be Nancy Ami Woodard, research specialist;
Duo has the glamor of the
But Men,1ou film name as an initial
place of characterizations.
ABC correspondent Pauline Frederick
and announcer Radcliffe Hall
dialers know this language inti- asset. But they'll hold their audi- ]>
to sail May 6 for Europe. Her new daily news series Will bow Jiihe .8
mately and won't liave any trouble ence on basis of: subject matter,
jazz shovir '^tij-r
Artie Shaw to guest on Ijeonard Feather's
in picking out the liero from the and an easy, cultivated, informal
(Thurs.)
ABC's Milton Cross to emcee Hiearst oratory toiirmorrow
heavies even though their morals style of delivery. Talk is informLarry Holder, ex-Russell Birdwell,
ney at Met Opera House May 2
and vocabulary are virtually indis- ative, to the point, and devoid of
joined ABC flackety. .: .Walter Cralis.Beflton & Bo\yles AM-TV veepee,
surpl-ising
Nothing
tinguishable.
Billy Rose, as Tex McGrary said taking month's vacation at Sea Island, Ga., on ddctor'si orders.
much of the '.'Mr. and Mrs,'' tripe,
The
occurs in these pat yarns but they Opening program covered a lot of Sunday noon-, not only is a good
Coast head of
Ted t. 'r, S^^^^
still
manage to generate excite- ground, from a discussion of the reporter but himself makes news case was diagnosed as televisionitis.
ment since, in their own way, the, effect of kids* radio programs on This was evidenced in the highly Benton & Bowles, in and out of N. Y. last WeeRcfc^^^^
guested trade press at Ebljetts Field opener
private eyes have become a mod-: youngsters (the Menjous have: a interesting capsule by the show^ agency execs
ern folk myth whose exploits never 12-year-old son, Peter); through man-globetrotter, just back from a last week. Paramount Newsreel using clips of Dodger fans getting
the mdle's manual on preventing "EbbetsmM^^
tire through repetition,
comic books, the film "Hamlet," 3^ month round-the-worid Pan- copies of
Marty
ABC employees taking all-day fishing jaunt Saturday (30)
hop. Rose's columns of course
Dick Powell, in 'the lead, plays European film imports, blocked
representing "I'd Like to See," TV show dropped by Procter
sharply, handling his lines well and film funds, and filtning abroad, to will detail all the hot stuff, but he Goodman
.Elinor Abbey and Don Acger back from Toronto where
tossing in some casual crooning at the effect of the last-named on wire-recorded an excellent inter- & Gamble,
one or two spots wliere the action labor here. The program must view on the Hi Jinx (NBC) show, they attended preem of soaper, "Brave, Voyage,'' whidh tlxey sre script-,
.Dan Schwartz, MBS higlittime flacic, sails toclay (Wed.)
slows down. On the preem stanza have been a breath of fresh air to doubtlessly a personal tribute to the ing for Binso.
social relationship between the Mc- for siXTWeek j aunt through Europe .... Walter Lurie, Mutual's new pro*
Brnn.
(24lj there were three kiUingSj: a jaded morning listeners.
Crarys and the Roses.
Among gram development topper, heads for Coast to huddle with Pacific
.couple. of: attempted murders, the
other things Rose threw- away with program toppers May 1
usual shellacking of Powell and
Burgess Meredith to do "One Sunday AftIrisli
justice
the
casualness
of
one auto crackup, all linki>d toernoon" on CBS' "Ford TV Theatre" May 16,...Gunnar Bach, CBS
gethei" by. musical bridges and
Washington staffer, has propped 30-minute report on compulsory health
!J',»ii;*''?v*^Lvt„''J'lt
1 Ji"
fall of 1950
week TV package for foiTUf
crashing sound effects. A good sup^
bill, giving opinions, of British and U. S. doctors and laymen
Paul;
budj^pt
whi^H
means
a
Continued
from
page
23
$5i000,0()0
.filled
the
stereoporting oast
in
Jonas, MBS sports director, huddled with Indianapolis Speedway execs
to some advertiser-*.^and he "has
types with human voices. Herm.
geles was the center for the big- two bidders already." it said here last weekend on broadcast of the classic pri Decoration Day ^. Joe
gest radio earnings by singers, on this highly interesting Mr. and Franklin turning back the clock oil his "Antique Record Siiop'' tover
AGAINST THE STORM
WMCA. He goes back over the years atld.:'glves> n£^
one out of two earning more Mrs. program.
With Roger de Koven. Katherine with
disk jocks might have done
Martin Abramson, feature writer of.
than $150 compared to $115 in
Raht,
Joan Tompkins, Ethel
former N. Y. Star, has joined "We the People" staff
.Ed Murrow;
Owen, Eddie Mayhoif, Elliott New York and. $i80 in Chicago and
Theatre" Sunday (24) CBS news analyst, elected to web's board of directors.
Bouquet of
other cities.
Actprs got similar ^ "NBC
Reid
.^''y? the Limit," tulips has been flown by Holland's Amsterdam to DuMont'S Morey
pay in the three biggest centers,
Writer: Sandra Michael
with Fred: Astaire handling the Amsterdam
one out of two getting $135 in. New
Producer-Director: John. Gibbs
same role in the radio adaptation
^ted Allan's "Allen's Alley" theme has been rewritten by Al Good30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:30 atm. York and S140 in Chicago and Los as he did in the original RKO
man as a pop tune, "Carousel of Love"
Paul J, Geoffrey apipoiqted
Angeles.
PHILIP MORRIS CO.
However, the highest- film six years ago.
'This lightMBS, from N.Y.
paid fourth of the actors in Los weight bit of romantic fluff involv Alaska sales manager by Pan American Broadcasting ^o., station; teps
(Cecil & Presbrey)
"New York Is.My Job," taped interview stanza; tees off pn .WGHP
Angeles earned over $310 while ing a fighter pilot home on fur
"Against The Storm," Sandra' the top fourth in 'New Ytjrk re- lough
Jay Windwer produces, Martle BuSl| directs, ...
and- a gal magazine photogra- tonight (Wed.),
Michael's blue-ribbon serial which ceived $265 and in Chicago $225.
supplying cuffo commercial jingles to sponsors on tanny and
pher may have been vastly amushas come back to the airlanes after
The great range in actors' and ing in 1943, but current tastes Ginger Grey show. Buddy Lee Clothes 'first backer to pick Up the
a long; layoff, still ranks among the
Alan Sands and Jess Kaplan, latter scripter, on Milton Berle's
make it quite dated. Astaire was offer.
best daytime dramas on radio. Miss singers' earnings, the report ex. his usual debonair self in por
TV show, have given their "Love lEin or Leave 'Era" comedy paclcage
Michael is a superior scripter with Pla»ned, is .accounted for by the traying the airman, while Sharon
to General Artists Corp.
for handling
___
.Art Linkletter. tells story of
^
a novelist's feeling for character freelance character of these per- Douglas adequately held dowjtr the
his career to Joe Faye in current 'True Story mag
Jackson Beck,
shadings and development, which iprmers' employment. More than iemme lead pnginally created by
who portrays WOR's "Philo Vance," is packaging an original radio
has consistently set her work apart half of these artists, it was found, Joan Leslie.
Show originated g^ow based on life in the Catskill Mountains
Marcus Cohn and
from and above the general run made only one or two broadcasts irom Hoiiywooa.
Leonard Marks have been retained as- WNYC's Washington reps. It's.
of soap operas. The current serial during the survey week while only
first time municipal station has had direct
,;also has the advantage of a first- 10% to 15% made six or more
rate production, a cast of solid broadcasts. It was found that perthespers
and effective musical formers who earned the largest
/IV
.
.
.
backgrounds.
amounts per broadcast also tended
Vino biz is on the upbeat again and Petri ^V^ne wil^ sOo Tie back 6n:
Continued from paije 'ii
The current serial, however, to. have the most work.
Don Lee with "Casebook of Gregory Hood,"
Elmitt Eastcott, oiiedoes not rate with the original
The
survey found that earnings ABC's "You Bet Your Life.'- The time program director at l^GFJ, now directing promotion for ABCs
program. The latter's grappling
KECA landed a drug chain for 10 quarter hours
with, the urgent problems of life of staff announcers and sound ef- citation called him "the only man western division
has turned into the pabulum of the fects artists were generally higher on the air who can work without a a week, which is fancy selling in these time when TV salesmen are
.
NBC waxed "The 13h Juror" with Vincent
daily soapers. While the lines are in 1947 than 1946, while among ac- script and bat off: a brilliant suc- pounding like mad
.Ralph Edwards shoved off
stiM literate, the content is tinged tors and singers increases and de- cession of witticisms.
He plays Price and Hans Conreid for summer duty
"Breakfast in
with a- pat quality which tips off <;''eases roughly cancelled each rough but his victims come off tjie for Chicago for a solo airing of "This Is Your Life"
Actors' earnings rose in
Hollywood" is now sold out to the hilt, with, a third sponsor coralled
" mat with a grin.""
the dialers that Wliatevet tears may other.
be shed, there'll be a happy end- L0.S Angeles, dropped in New York"!
Adrian Samish blew into cut a record of George O'Hanlon show as
.
the
tribute.
Marx
accepting
i„
ing.
summer setup, for Alan Young. He's also talking to Dinah Shore and
^^-^ ^^^^ returned the compliment by mak
l^''^"^
other cities.
Singers
in New i „ y^ArtLRush and Bill Lawrence
The, current story is concerned fn '^.FJ"!''*^"/-ward to the croun a" Jack Smith about next season's plans
with a professor in some New York earned less in 1947 than 1946
The Best Peabody Awards, Com- have formed a partnership to produce and package shows for tele
England college who is facing but more in Chicago, Los Angeles
.
. Lurene
Tuttle over her virus confinement and back to her bu.sy
.
mittee of ld49."
retirement when he reaches the and other cities.
schedule
, Buddy
Clark came out of his surgery sound as a dollar
For outstanding entertainment in and did last week's Cai-nation show from a wheelchair
age of 65 in a few months. In the
Bill Goodmusic the nod went to NBC for the win in -and out of NBC, testing for both his own radio and video shows
offing are romantic tangles involvmg.his young daughter. As far as
NBC Symphony, the Orchestras of
ABC's Bob Kintner, Bob Hinckley and Bud Barry will stop over
can he seen, a struggle between
the Nation, and the First Piano for a few days enroute to Frisco for the inaugural of the net's TV slathe liberal faculty members and
Outstanding educational tion there
Quartet.
Sam Hearn (Schlepperman) reviving his rural character
Continued from page 23
the college's conservative board
program
cited was ABC's ''Comi on "Duffy'so Tavern"
A M V «>AAi
Judy ^jatiuv
ivuuj
Canovaa will
will iidvc;
tcijii;u
liave her
iici
shows taped
aiiuwo
1
of trustees is developing over the'
C B
rl "
G
special,
munism—IT
u. ». urana.
retention of the professor beyond a director of Chi's First National educational citations went -to the through June so she can embai'k on a personals tour which may take
her to London for a Palladiiim date and a picture
The Simpson
the mandatory retirement agev It Bank; Ralph A. Bard, director of
the Chicago Corp.and former Un- Rocky Mountain R^dio Council, Twins, now in demand for guest shots, are Elvia Allman and Bea
is an absorbing yarn which, how
"which united commercial radio Benadaret.' v '..'.:''-'.'
'• ';':.''
ever, is conventlatial in pattern and der-Secretary of the Navy; John I.
Dorothy Gamer, AFRAN, has a cpuple pf tele ideas malting the
holds little promise of depicting Shaw, of Shaw-lsham & Co., and and education," and to the Lowell
Institute Cooperative Broadcasting rounds which are extra-curricular
realistically an actual slice
to iTer acting Careef'
tud Gluskin
of R- Douglas Stuart, a director of
modern life.
the First National Bank and of sev- Council, "wliich lias recruited the starts his 15th year with CBS next moiith.
Herm.
In all tiiat time, he lias
ablest teachers and scholars for a never been without at least two commercials,
eral other corporations.
beinig about the busiest
series of invigorating programs,"
maestro in town
Dee Enncelbach will direct the James Mason drama
Sindlihger said Rado« w'ill evehCBS was kudosed for promoting series for NBC, from the script by Jack Rubin . . Jack Van Nostrand
tualiy be expanded nationvvide hxit
the: company will concentrate oil international understanding, with hustled east with high hopes of selling Jimmie Fidler for video
Phlilly for the picsont to save time special .relerence to Larry Leseuer,
Continued front page 24
Be- IN.
an d moncv on national operations Memo froin Lake Success.
.
.
.
ht,' 'UN
in-ban phone homes are subject to ;by working out all the details of
Everett Mitchell,
^'""^^J"'' ^^ayl'f
farm commentator, getting doctor of let'Crusade for ChilAction
errors as high as 40'' r in both size of sample, .Ipfiiis .of j'epprts
ters June 6, and sponsor Funk Bros, has awarded him a gold watcli
directions," Nielsen says, "because ahd; type" oif data requested by 6%^^^^ dren," "As Others See Us" and
hoisting
young
20
farm boys April 29 as wmners of (uiUue
Ampi lcan Abroad,
Ahrmrl " A special
snpptal
An Ameutan
programs
vary
in
popularity cnts. -N. Y. is second city on the; "An
.pg^^^^g „f America competition
Mutual midwest offices waging
among homes of different types." timetaftl e but vyon 't be opened up citation went to WNEW, N. Y
all-otit warfare against sickness.
Myrtle Gouiet oi traffic and Irene
Nielsen adds, "Ihe sample is first for at least five iiionths,' With; its "Little Songs About UN," pub- Pat of prpmotiQn;.down with: flu; Trafficker Dick ReiHf has chicken
selected with ulmost care and then more
than
200
hbines
pow lic service jingles "which utilize pox, and Jeanne Calhoun of traffic, measles publicity director Gcorite
remains fixed, except for an un- equipped Willi the device in Phill,v, an unusual broadcasting technique Herro is in Florida after a bout with flu ...
visitors were CBS
avoidable turnover of about 20%, the final sample will include more in the interest of international un- V. p. Arthur H. Hayes, KGBS sales director Jules Dundes. and WKKI's
derstanding."
^'
A fixed sample provides highly than:400.
Wilbur Edwards ... ABC flack.chief-EU Henry on two-week motor trip
For public service by a regional through southeast. Cralff Claiborne subs in his absence
accurate trends and permits folWG.N's
station, KNBC, San Francisco, was Virginia
lowing each home continuously,"
Gale interviewed "Mbther of the Year"
Eliiabeth Hart
CENTEAI IOWA'S FM'er
cited,
because of its dramatic hqsting author Ernestine Carey
According to Nielsen, a rating
station manager G. B.
series on forest fires.
Award for McDermott in from Burlington, la for -ABC visit
Is projeetable only when five conDes Moines. April 26
Adtor Jlsmfes,
sianon went
station
'"^-a'
«eni to
lo WDAR,
wi^.iK, Jewell making appearance on WBBjil'^. "Melodj^ Lane,''
ditions are met.
The requireIowa State College, Ames. la., aJ local
for a program combatments he lists are: di basic data will go on the air with an FM sta- Savannah,
NBCers out of town include Chi net sales chief Paul JflcCl^^^
Juvenile delinquency
from homes must bo indisputriblv tion .luly 1, with the 60-day testing
Kansas City, Mo,, salesman Geor^re Diefenderfer; in DeS M^^^
/accurate; '2) sample homes tnust period to start May 1. Broadcasts
salesman Jim McEdwards in Cincinnati r WLS engineer Bill iReUer
.be truly representative; T3^' li.sten^ will be from 4:45 to 10 p.m. and
(2(ii
Des Moines-KIOA, Des Moines, ?ddressed Lincoln Park Chamber of Cbmmorce last night
ing habits must not be altered; (4i will serve an area of from 70 to 90
lor Chi visit
"
" '^^'^'-'''' ''^ education and religion Elsie Dick
gave Up a 24-h6ur period April 14
samples must be adequate in size; miles in central Iowa.
^^^^^^ Perrin, prexy of General Mills and Columbia U. professor
for the Polk county cancer fund
and f.*)) data from each broadca.st
It will be on a frequency chan- campaign,
Thomas
.Bob Guilbert,
Briggs to be aired today (Wed.) via
waiving all commercials
mu.st pprtain to that broadcast, not nel of 211 with 15,600 watts of ra-- and its Mutual shows for the time, Chi NBC continuity chief, in Omaha (29) for radio writing symposium
to previous
broadcasts of the diated power. Richard Hull is sta- Contributions amounted to nearly
J- Warren McAlpine, director of North American service of Brit•
trdme program.
Ition director.
ish Broadcasting Corp., was guest of WBHIW newscaster JttHan Bentley.
$6,500.
i
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ABC SaYS: Thanks to
World Video, Inc.,—to
Cheryl Crawford, Elia Kazan
and John Steinbeck-^and to the

many other talented people who
have helped make this a prizewinning program, including

Jocelyn Brando

Katherine Bru^h

Marc Connelly
Joan Copeland
Donald Davis
Mildred Dunnock

Tom Ewell
Rachel Field

Bruce Gould
D(>n

Hanmer

WiTlBare
Julie Harris

Ernest Haycox

BenHecht
Steven Hill

Jane Hoffman
Norris Houghton

Kim Hunter
George Keane

ACTOR'S STUDIO wins Peabody Award
The outstanding contribution to the
and

shows in

television,

art of television, reads the citation, /or its uninhibited

in the field of televised drama.

brilliant pioneering

actor's studio

offers

One

of the top-rating dramatic

the right sponsor what

the best buy in television: a Peabody Award-winning show.
alert,

tftnnis

ready-made audience ... at a reasonable cost, today

complete

King

.

is

unquestionably

.with a large, loyal,

call Circle

7-5700 for

details.

Bambi Linn

ABG TE LEVIS

Mary MacArthur
Daniel Many,

ABC Television Center

William March

Ei 6. Marshall

I01S[

• 7\ye9t 66th St.,

N. Y. C.

American Broadcasting Company

Dorothy Mathews
_Ruth Matteson

Kevin McCarthy

Joan McCracken
David Pressman

.

Margaret Phillips
Billy Redfield

Martin Ritt
William Saroyan

AUx Segal
Wilbur Daniel

Steele

Warren Stevens
Fred Stewart

John

Sylvester

Jessica

Tandy

Jdmea Thurber
David Wayne
Lois Wheeler

•

p. S. In

Dorothy Willard
Tennessee William$
Cornell

Woohich

radio^ too,

ABC got a hefty hunk

of

Peabody honors,

GttoucHO MARX was Cited for "the best entertainment in comedy ... he
of

all

wise-crackers in this country." ABC's documentary

was acclaimed "radio's outstanding educational program.'',
affiliate

wdab performed

"the outstanding public service

is

communism -u.

Dean
brand

the
s.

and abc's Savannah
by a local station.''
i

.

:
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Bristol-Myers Off

Coast TV Outlets Plan
Cutbacks, But

A

seven

local

member

WHAS

she wrote Don Hirsch, execusecretary of Pittsburgh
chapter, last week; enclosing
her semi-annual dues and add*

Walter
through
J.
agency; and station
Val-Lo-WiU Farms.

tive

'

ing: "I really don't

I'm doing

this,

No sooner .bad. she
the letter than the
phone rang. It was the producer of. the "Family Hour,"
offering her a part^

candy bar

I

I
'

scope, according to Don Forbes. gates
the national AFRA
KTLA to date hasn't received any ventiont'O will be selected.
summer cancellations and doesn't
Plans for the annual "AFRAexpect to, Klaus Landsberg said.
antics"
charity
ball, June 11, ar0
will
use
summer
outlet
Paramount
I

I

I

months

to break .an

—

marketed.

Gosch Heads ITPA
of the

.

.

I

Journal

I

new

quarters in the Courier-

Journal building last Monday (18);
New structure, erected at a cost of
$6,000,000, will house the radio
station and planned TV expansion
on the ftfthi sixth and seventh will be laid underground; Work
floors.
is expected to -be completed by
WHAS aired its first program. Sept. 1 and a 30-day test period
July 18. '22, with 500 watts, staying will follow. Relay of net programs
on that power until Nov. 11, '29, from Dayton has been scheduled to
at which time power was increased start Oct. 1.
to 5k w. Station started airing with
its present 50kw power Dec. 3, '33.
,

.

:

•

;

:

I

:

new programs. being whipped
committee members John HaiTing-

.

-

some of them have
been employed continuously since
the beginning, were heard, on an
informal program aired Suridajr.
(171 at 11 p.m. Old recordings of
Station

staff,

past years' popular local shows,
and recorded greetings from talent and names prominent in the
industry who formerly worked at
WHAS, were assembled into a
farewell show to the old studios.
WHAS has been a CBS outlet
since the early 1930^8, and operates on 840kc. Victor A. Sholis is
station director, and :Barry Bingham, owner of the Courier-Journal is president of the licensee,

N. Dakota's

New

KFYR Preems

$400,000 Center

BismarH, N, D., April

26.

KFYR will open its new $400,000
two-story Radio Center, April 28,
with a three-day celebration beginning that day:
The Center
contains four studios, including an
auditorium which seats 110.
In
addition, a news room, recording
room- and audition room are also
constructed, for airing, giving sta:

-

tion a total of seven studios.

Among the Center^; special feais a "speaker's" studio, designed like a living room and a
program schedule board which
travels electrically, at the push of
ficers, were Charles Basch, Jr.,
San Antonio^John W. Scott, for a button, from commercial manJudy Dupuy and Oliver W, NicoU. the past 10 years chief news edi- ager's to program director's, off ices'.:
Arthur Ehrlich and Walter Armi- tor for KABC here, has resigned This gives both department heads
tage were elected' to seiTe a year his- post. No' replacement has been easy access; to complete four-week
schedules.
each.
announced.

Irvin P; Sulds, treasurer.
Named to serve on the board for
into final shape by. a two-year term, along with the of-

Cleveland
Frank Ferrell re- ton, Boris Aplon, Win Stracke,.
places Frank -Frederics at WTAM, Jean Mowry, Franklyn Ferguson,
latter leaving for an announcing Hal Bohm and Norman Gotschalk.
Site of frolic is Hotel Sherman.
post at WMAQ.
:

is

Martin Gosch was elected prez
Independent Television Pro
ducers Assn. at the outfit's first annual meet last week. Others elect
ed include Hem-y WhitCi prexy of
World \?ideo, veepee; Nathan M.
con- Rudich; of Gainsborough Associates, secretary, and indie producer

{

on

station,

I

and
began airing from
-

coaxial via the ToledorDayton leg.
Main line of the cable will be
run from the LeVeque-Lincoln, the
city's tallest building, to the downtown telephone, office. From there
one leg will be run to WBNS-TV,
scheduled to go into operation^
Sept. 1, and the other to WLW-C.
Since latter's transmitter is a good
four mileg; away, Ohio Bell is running the cable through two of its
exchanges where the signal will beboosted so that - it will \ reach
WLW-C at top strength:
Wherever possible the video line

'

bar is taking a weekly
tab of $450 on the half-hour stanza,
called "Hail the Champ."
If it jells here, packager Maurice Morton will organize "Champ"
units In other cities where the

candy

would be the exclusive collective
and KTLA are the only bargaining agent for WHBF, Rock
which will, up their ef- Island, 111. Ray Jones, Chi AFRA
local programs. KLAC is director, said that petitions were
doing experimental work on neA*' coming in for the annual election
airers which require more pro- of 25 local directors, to
be held
duction effort and larger writing June 2. At the same time, 22 dele-

KLAC

Hollywood, April 26.
Allen's kid show, one of
of the Coast TV circuit, has

wooed a sponsor after many
months on KLAC^TV. Powerhouse

weekly.

'

its

finally

WHBF

.stations

New

Courier

26.

coln tower, which will receive network programs from the east-west

|

Herb

many

AFRA

Rock

Columbus, April

Ohio Bell, Telephone Co. will begin loying cable here June 1 to
connect the city's, two television
stations with the relay station on
the 40th floor of the I-eVequerLin-

•

KTTV is presently in the midst
Of formulating a summer policy*
Harry Witt related that the station
would probably "shake 4own a Chicago
Pacts
few things." Station will undoubtedly go easy for the summer, makIsland's
ing it tough on local "live" packagers till the cool months come ins
Chicago, April 26.
RFI will roll along in its present
Chi chapter of American Federapattern. Station does not expect
much of a retreat from local spon- tion of Radio Artists announced an
KFI is airing 42 hours NLRB decision whereby AFRA
sors.

forts

Times
I

Gets Candy Sponsor

posted

day

WHAS,

for

Coast Xhamp' Kid Show

two

yeaKs."

basis.

Thompson
breaks

know why

since I haven't

liad a radio call here in

Net Link Via Cable

WGN

AFRA,

of

Columbus Due For

15-Yr. Old 'Amateur Hour'

XEW

dio.

are
inserted in the schedule, it will be
a rare thing if the station takes on
a new show for the summer, program director Bob Brown said.
Station will be airing about 24
hours weekly during the summer.
KTSL has cut back to five days
beaming W'eekly and is now airing
20 ours per frame. Station was go-

Legion stadium. After these

Radio Biz

Mex

Mexico City, April 26.
Chicago, April 26.
"Amateur Hour," show that BrfsPure Oil Co. has renewed its tol-Myers Co. originated 15 years
News Time Program over 3NBC for ago at local station
and dethe 10th year, central division net- veloped into one of Mexico'i top
work sales manager Paul McCluer weekly air features to plug Ipana
announced. Pact runs 52 weeks and Sal Hepatica, continues though
for 15 minutes, five-weekly shows B-M quit as sponsors because of
through Leo Burnett agency.
high cost and diminishing profit.
reported Patricia Stevens
Maizena, corn products manuwill sponsor the Franklyn Mac- facturer,' now sponsors the proCormack show, 15 minutes Sunday gram that holds to its original patfor 26 weeks through Arthur Mey- tern. Program's manager is Charles
erhoff agency; Puritan Company Woram, former manager of the
for ReaLemon will pick up tab on Churubu$co pic studios h^re.
the Telephone Quiz, 15 minutes,
five-weekly, for 52 weeks through
Airing from
Schwimmer & Scott agency; and
the Northern Trust Co. will re$6,000,000 Building
new "The Northerners," half-hour,
Louisville, April 26.
Tuesday musical for 52 weeks

Pittsburgh, April 26.
Kay Reihl, local radio and
stage actress, has spent the
last-two winters on the Coast,
where her two sons are in colShe's worked an occalege.
sional picture there and also
appeared at the Pasadenna
Playhouse and in stock with
Martha Scott In "Our Town,"
but never did anything in ra-

Between now and May 1. KNBH
add three ,spon.sored kine>vill
scopes and boxing bouts from the

hours on a

New

You Never Know

hiatus season.

ing 25''4

No Summer

Few New Shows Seen

Hollywood, April 26.
There will be no overall cutback in Coast television this summer though the Don Lee outlet,
KTSL, has already sliced its sched-'
ule and high-budget programs ^or
the summer months. KNBH remain fairly static along with
KTTV and KFI-TV. KTLA and
KLAC-TV, meanwhile plan to
continue to build during radio's

.

WHAS,

;

tures

Inc.

'

the station that sells

more at

less cost

than any station of equal power

anywhere

.

-

8T

AGAIN
fcUDltNCt
i„ their

RtStfcRCH, INC.

continuing •«•<'

RADIO PERSOKAL.T.ES

f.nds

STAFFORD
has the highest

ENTHUSIASM QUOTIENT
any female singiet'-^B
on radio today

"ENTHUSIASM QUOTIENT"
TWEEN THE NUMBER bF PEOPLE

WHO HAVE

.$

THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE PERFORMER'S FOLLOWING

OR

the

reutionship

be.

HEARD A PERFORMER ON RADIO AND
IS

ENTHUSIASTIC

ABOUT HIM

HER.

METHOD Of OBTA/N/NG THE "EHJHUSIASIA QUOTIENT'
EACH REPORT

IS

BASED

ON PERSONAL

INTERVIEWS

SECTION OF AT LEAST 3000 RADIO LISTENERS.

A WAY AS TO
FORM

REPRESENT THE

U. S.

TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF

AMONG A NATIONAL

THIS SAMPLE

IS

CROSS-

DISTRIBUTED IN SUCH

POPULATION IN MINIATURE, ADJUSTED TO CON-

RADIO-OWNING

FAMILIES BY STATES.

THE SURVEY

ININCLUDES THE PROPER PROPORTJON OF RADIO HOMES IN VARIOUS CITY SIZES

CLUDING FARMS, BY INCOME
WELL AS TELEPHONE HOMES.

YEARS OF AGE.

LEVELS,

BY AGE-GROUPS

AND NON-TELEPHONE AS

INTERVIEWS ARE RESTRICTED TO PERSONS OVEIi 13

—

;
;,:'
;
:
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ANYWAY, BERLE'S GOT
ANOTHER TV AWARD

Kirk Sees TV as Itomic Sales Force;

Timing Big Factor

in Its

Emergence
I

By

NAT KAHN

I

-f

I

Television as

an "atomic" sales

'jfQQ

gaining increasing momen
force
turn among advertising executives,
-thougii few of tliem are admitting
this positively. There's the little!
matter of their radio business to
consider. By going out on what is
by now an already consolidated
Jimb, they don't want to antagonize
radio sponsors who are slow to getting around to thinking of TV as
the medium to surpass radio as a
selling power.
It's a rather anachronistic simile,
but tbe current TV situation is'
likened to the French disbelief that
the Germans were at the gates of
Paris during the late war. The
march down the Champs Elysees
changed incredulity to bitter ac-,
ceptance of the fact.
TV has made its march it now
remains for radio to accept it,
stresses Myron Kirk, the Kudner
ad agency's teevee veepee, who
in tire past year has emerged as
video's top agency exec. With three
heavily bankrolled one-hour shows
under his wing (Milton Berle's
Texaco vaudeo. Max Liebman's
IS

LenS Local ShowS

!

!

To Hypo

,

Frisco Interest
I

.

_

in six

1

!

i

!

Television is undoubtedly here to stay, with long cleffers now spoutw
ing love lyrics about the new medium, Gus Arnheim and Jack Meshave sold their latest tune to Mills Mu.sic. Title: "You'd Be a
Vision In Television." 'Tis an ironic situation, though. Although the
title praises video, the tune can be rendered over the medium only if
performed as a live presentation. Mills Music is an ASCAP publiery
and Arnheim and Mcskill are ASCAP writers. Society has not set up
a scale for members' tunes being performed over tele on film or video
recording.

|

rey, ABC's national TV director,
said last week. Plan has been inbecause of comstituted for
plete lack of interest in medium
in Frisco.

;

I

!
1

cast.)

'

\

i

I

NABDG

,

There are under 3,000 sets in the
ABC
area, according to Mowrey.
topper feels that by using local
personalities and by letting them
talk about their forthcoming video
appearance for a few days before

'

jumping

weekly

sales

Ban

Foch and Anthony Ross, was aired from 9:30 to 10. CBS finally flaslied
a special bulletin in its 10:30 news telecast, explaipiijg that the locksmith, who was identified only by an olfstage voice throughout the
play, was the murderer.
Director Robert Stevens antl cast members
maintain the locksmith was clearly pointed up as the guilty' party.
Many of the calls coming in were long-distance and they were still
Chicago, April 26.
backed up late the next afternoon. "Suspense" now has the highest
Chi chapter^ of National ^Assn. Hooper for any weekly TV dramatic sliow, latest ratings giving tlie
of Broadcast Unions and Guilds
has fired off a "how come?" challenge to FCC chairman Wayne
Rush of. both CBS staffers and outsiders to view the new CBS^TV
Coy, asking why the coaxial cable studios in the Grand Central Terminal building, N. Y., has forced CBS
expansion will not allow eastbound veepee J. L. Van Volkenburg to set up his own "gestapo" to eliminate
programs before 6 p^m. on week- traffic burden. In a special communique issued to the CBS-TV organinights.
zation, he banned all studio visitors who are not known by the "bulldRay Jones, chairman of the local ing operations guards" and receptionists. Talent, other guests and even
NABUG chapter, charged that repairmen must be stopped at the desks to' get proper clearance.
American Telephone & Telegraph's
proposal to cut off west to east
As part of its ballyhoo for the preem of "Crusade in Europe" May 5,
daytime shows was "arbitrary and ABC-TV will conduct a press conference Via a TV closed circuit May 3.
capricious, and was made solely Radio editors and reporters across the country will be isked to submit
in the interests of monopoly con- questions based on General Eisenhower's book througli Jerry Walkerj
trol."
managing editor of Editor & Publisher, who will put the queries to
Jones quoted Variety (March 2) officials of tlie web and sponsors. Life and Time. Editors and reporters:
in calling Coy's attention to the, will be invited to studios of the 32 stations carrying "Crusade" to hear
May 1 timetable of AT&T, wh«i and see the replies to their questions at the video press conference,
service from west to east would
cut off Chi-originated programs
prior to 6 p.m. on weekdays, with

On Programs

and

giving sponsors a potential audi-

i

Gonfusion among viewers over who actually was the "killer" in
last Tuesday night (19) caused a jam-up at the
web's telephone switchboards, as set-owners called in demanding the
correct answer.
Program, titled "The Creeper" and starring Nina

CBS-TV's "Suspense"

it

tlius

|

1

Protests

Eastbound

actually takes place, web may be
able to stimulate video interest,
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kill
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Brit. Govt.

[

Sponsoring

I

"Broadway Admiral Revue," and
the forthcoming Olsen & Johnson
show for Buick), Kirk is handling

Pix for Tele Distrib

I

;

London, April 19.
Government-sponsored pix being
made at the recently extended Bea.

around $2,300,000 in tele billings.
Right Timing
Timing—that's what got Kudner
off on the right foot. Kirk reveals
in telling of how TV. sent the agen-

Studios are being designed primarily for TV distribution and theatre showings will be
only a secondary consideration.
cy's billings soaring. Said timing Production is
being carried out
being the launching of the first with television equipment, and cutblgtlme television show the Tex- ting with an eye to video techaco Tuesday night vaudeville lay- nlque.
Befng the first bigtime show
out.
The state unit, which is now
ever to crack TV, other prospecembarking on an extended productive bankroUers were anxiously anincluding magazine
ticipating the results. A missout tion program,

i

!

1

consfleld

—

could have sent television back a
couple ol years, or more. But with
Berle soon establishing himself as
"Mr. Television," the show quickly
came into its own. iThen followed
the rush of sponsors to TV. There
is no doubt that Berle has been responsible for the purchase of more

Jerry Fairbanks will shoot his "Jackson and Jill" television series
weeks' actual camera time. Producer is directing the 13-week
situation comedy with a two-week layoflE between each four films rolled.
Last five pix will be bundled into two-frame schedule. Fairbanks instituted the plan to get top efficiency from thesps and crews.
He
sliced camera work on his "Public Prosecutor" series from six to five
days when he found that a full week was slowing down production
rather than stepping it up. Producer feels that 14 days on and 14 off
will keep series "fresh" to all participants throughout. Todd Kax'ns and
Helen Chapman are playing lead roles.

I

Hollywood, April 26,
ABG outlet in San i rancisco, ^^^^ jj^^y "might" have to make a
KGO-TV, will film panel shows in liigher cash offer if Berle is asked
Bay area, using local talent, and to appear all 10 days of the exbeam them over outlet approxi- hibit. (Production nut on the TV
mately five days later. Paul Mow- show is around $15,000 per broad-

i

—

to

Inside Television

Chicago, April 26.
Offer of $10,000 goes with Chi
Electric Assn.'s naming of Milton
Berle as Television Star of the
Year, if the comic and his "Texaco
Star Theatre" stanza make daily
appearances at the Natioiial Television & Electrical Living Show to
be held here in late September.
Spokesmen for the association

i

I

I

i

:

featurets, may find that this pol'^y of flirting with TV will cut
prospeels of theatre show»ngs. Exhibs, already sore at the
government s rejection of their entertainments tax plea, are not hke-
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1
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(Continued on page 42)

cable available da.vtime on Saturday and Sunday only by special ar-

I

]

!

'Eeth''on NBC

Of

WBT

Charlotte's

TS'stSng

rangement.
Jones said that this would mean
"that Chicago and the other cities
respond favorably to con}>'
west of New York would be com''""cd showings of product which
pletely cut off from daytime netis being aired over the BBC video
work originations; in fact, it will
wavelength.
mean strangulation of evening
programs as well, as the networks
will not maintain staffs simply to
produce an occasional evening program."
Jones said that Chi talent welcomed the opportunity to compete
with talent in the eastern TV origination centre "on the basis of
merit." A copy of the letter was
sent to Sen. Edwin Johnson (Col),
chairman of the Interstate Commerce Con.mittee, as an additional

ToAffinZMontb

Scheduled airing Sunday (1) of
"Macbeth" as part
Charlotte, April 26.
-NBC-TV "Drama Theatre"
WBT's televi.sion station here
series will have probably the big- will start operating within two
months, according to Charles H.
gest name cast ever rounded up
Crutchfield, general manager.
for a single television show, thanks
Operations will mark culminato The Players.
Latter is staging
tion of over three years' work and
the play as Its annual observance
planning by the Jefferson Standard
of Shakespeare's birthday, with
Walter Hampden, currently on Broadcasting Co., owners of WBT.
Broadway in "The Traitor," as* It began with the purchasing in
1946 of Spencer Mountain at GasMacbeth, and Joyce Redman, now
tonia, N.
20 miles from Charin "Anne of the Thousand Days,"
lotte as a site for FM and TV transas Lady Macbeth.
mitters. Already finished atop this
Others set for the TV show, mountain is a spacious modern
gun in the salvo against the AT&T
(most of whom are now appearing building for housing transmission
proposal.
in
Broadway legilers. are Paul equipment and a 563-foot tower on
Organizations making up NABUG
/^'Vf
„
^'^^"'^''^
^amuo
are American Federation of Radio
,<T
J
r
^ ^ Walter Abel which the television antenna was
as Macdufl; Leo G. Carroll as Dun- mounted several
years ago
The
Artists, Radio Broadcast Engineers,
can; Sidney Blackmer as Ross; remainder
of
the
transmitting
National Assn. of Broadcast Engi-|
the First Mur- equipment ig scheduled to arrive
neers
.,...o and Technicians; Radio Di
S^""'*^"!?,
this week,
rectors Guild, Radio Writers Guild '^^^"•,p8V"*ey?y"«- ^l^^y
T-^T:^<i\
WBT-TVs construction permit
and the Radio Engineering divi- ^V-^
^'t'^'L^f.
Witches;
Ralph
Bellamy as a includes an allocation of Channel
sion of International Brotherhood
porter;
Alexander
Clarke
as 3. wliich experts say is ideal for
of Electrical Worlcers.
"
"
Lenox;
Philip
Truex as Malcolm; the Central Carolinas and pro
John Drew Devereaux as Donal vidcs for an authorized effectivebain;
Ben Lackland as Seton; ness in radiated power of 16.3
Charles Brokaw as the Second killowatts for visual, and 8.2 kiUoDetroit Ford Dealers
Murderer; Johii Seymour as a sol- watts for aural. Though engineerdier,
and
John (Graven as a ser- ing estimates calculate satisfactory
Buy Baseball Session
coverage for a radius of 50 miles,
#isk Carltxin is do- it is likely that some coverage up
Ford' dealer^^ of'^belroU have
ing the adaptation, with- Owen to 75 miles, or even 100, will be
purchased a Hew program titled
Davis, Jr., producing for NBC-TV obtained, due to the flat terrain
"Baseball Scoreboard" on ABC's
and Harold McGee for the Players. and the height of the transmitter
WXYZ-TV. Contract was inked Garry
1,867 feet above sea level, and
Simpson
through
J,
Walter
Thompson and Anthony is to direct for NBC 1,294 above
Brown for the actors'
surrounding country.
agency, "Baseball Scoreboard" is
group.
Show will be aired from
telecast seven times
Shakespeare's

of the

C,
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BETTY ANN

GROVE
Television's

Newest Star

Currently Appearing

BULF ROAD

Start

May

5

STOP THE MUSIC

SHOW

(On Television!
ABC-Network

NBT-No»work
Thursdoyi, 9-9:30 p.m EDST

*

Every Thursday
8-9 p.iti. EDST

GUEST APPEARANCES ON

!

weekly.

I

It

is

9 to 10 p.m,

the first across-the-board program
here.
Program features
YZ s
sports director Don Wattriek and
is produced
by John Pival. Not
just a "face Show," one of its innovations is a superimposed scoreboard of specific games. Sixteen
different scoreboards, one for each
of the games of the day, are used
to show the complete team and
game breakdown. When scores
cannot be given due to rain, carloons of an umpire holding an
umbrella are iised.

WX

Greensboro

Televiewers,

incidentally,

will

have plenty of Shakespeare that

'

CBS-TV

night.
i

i

!

i

repeating
Worlhington Miner's production of
Jii'ius Caesar
in its Studio- One
broadcast 7 to 8 p.m
Both
is

ai^e

sustaining,

shown

Exclusive Direction

TALCNT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Miami
Per.

Mgt.:

13V West 52 Street, New York
Beach
Boston
•
•

RUBY NEWMAN-SAMMY EISEN

Hollywoi^d

Press:

ED JAFFE

House, Inc.
Rosemblum's, Inc.. latches on to
an "All the Scores" pi-ogram immediately following ball games.

Agency

is

Lustig.

radio

experimental purposes

for

Warn TV

Saratoga. N. Y., April 26.

The Troy Methodist Conference,

WEWS-TV UPS SATES

WJW

26.

during July.

Methodists

at its concluding business sessions

Cleveland, April 26.
Fisher Bros. Co. will sponsor a
"Play Ball" pre-game interview
over
preceding all Saturday,
Sunday and night games played by
the Indians. Agency is Gregory &

Set

WFMY,

plans to begin
regular television operations Aug.
1, P. T. Hines, general manager of
the news company, announces.
Test patterns are expected to be

'

Programs

TV

Greensboro, N. C, April
The Greensboro News Co. 's
station,

;

Stan Shaw Show (DuMont) 7 appearances
Hotel Broadway (DuMont)
Ed Sullivan's 'Toast of the Town' CBS-TV
Admiral 'Broadway Revue' NBT and DuMont Nctworki

"

(23) in

a

'

!

IN '49

Saratoga Springs, adopted!

resolution

stating that

"televi-

sion has not imposed upon itself^
the refined restraint employed by
•
the radio industry."

IT'S

i

Saying
borrow
I

'

,

1

"television
its

morality

may
from

now

The Amazing Mr.
I

the;

stages of Broadway," the resolution held that "The Christian has
a personal responsibility to register objection to undersirable features of radio and television."

BALLANTINE

,

VeJneg^ay^ April 27, lf49

89
Screen Cartoonists Woo
Coast TV Graphic Artists

WENR-TV emcee Kay Grant intro- at local television stations. Ray
York
duced a musical family, the Ran- Macomber, business agent for the
Henny Voungman pacted for a dolphs, on his "Happy Pappy" show local, said that art directors at
ABC'TV visitors last week stations have been contacted and
.pries of 13-minute comedy shorts,
Arthur
Simon
were Bud Barry, veepee in charge have approved guild's plans for orby
produced
to be
Tele version of Martha Koun- of television, and Sandy Stronach, ganizing staff artists.
rVc'"! "Leave It to the Girls" tees east coast TV program director.
Guild has not moved before this
on WNBT in the
off tonight (Wed.)
because stations have had no staJf
Charles B. Ripin
fl-30 to 9 slot...
to supplement the art directors.
elected prez of Samuel Hunsaker

Sees Mass-Produced Sets for

New

.

.

.

London

Productions, indie TV package outVideo cameras are to be infollowing resignation of Himfit
disk jockey Fred stalled in a signal box at a main
saicer. .WOV
Bobbins back as emcee on CBS- London railwiiy terminus for an
W's "Adventures in Jazz". . .Ar- eye-witness picture of trains being
thur Knorr now production super- marshalled and dispatched. There'll
visor of NBC-TV's "Texaco Star be a similar show for kids on the
Theatre," with Ed Cashman han- afternoon of May 15
Irene
dlings production for the Kudner Brown makes her video debut in
."Hartmans" TV show "A House in the Square" which
ad agency
renewed for another 13 weeks by Harold Clayton is producing
Textron through the J, Walter Two commentators will describe
Thompson agency, continuing Sun- the Rugby League Challence Cup
Comic Final to be telecast from Wembley
day nights via NBC-TV.
Bonnie Graham, now at-Cafe So- Stadium May 7. Famous Briti.sh
ciety, returns for second appear- cricketers practising for the new
ance on Wendy Barrie's show to- season will be featured in a special
.Richard Sunday afternoon show .
night (Wed:) on
Life
Hbdffson, ParamoUnt's director of on a farm is the theme of a new
technical operations, scheduled to series starting Sunday; May 8.
intermediate film
discuss Par's
TV
tonight
method of large-screen
(Thurs.) at the National Television
Film Council's monthly meet
Guy Lebow's "Sport of Call" now
preceding all N. Y. Giants' home
games over the Daily News' WPIX
./.Jackie Coogan inked for a new
teliBfllm quiz series titled "It's a
Take," to be produced by Hardie
Frieberg Television Enterprises for
a projected summer preem
WPIX has bought a long list of
film shorts from
features and
United Artists-TV, with the first
.

.

WABD

.

.

less.,

CBS'

I

CBS program department has
Wom-

built a soap opera, "Other
en's
Children," written by

Bill

I

to

i

,

open up.

—
WBAP, »s
Fort Wortn, to Air
'

".

'

'

|

I

$400.

It

duce

a set

was hoped

:

'

.

»

to nias.s-pro-

21 Texas League

here for about $100, the

Games

Fort Worth, April 26.

A

Prime Minister added.
Bids for transmitting and receiving equipment have been received
by the Aussie government from the
U. S., Britain, France and Holland.
The recently appointed radio board
is now probing bids and equipment.
It's understood here that Britain
uses a 40.')-line screen, while the
U. S. relied on a .^25-Iine screen.
Some expertSj according to Chifley,
consider a 625-line screen the more

televised series of 21 Texas
baseball games, running
through June 26, will begin at
3 p.m: Sunday (1) over WBAP^TV
here, under the sponsorship of
Dallas and Forth Worth Philcp diistribtitors, for the first sUch "telecasts in this area.
Broadcasts will originate from
La Grave Field, with the schedule
calling for full games on Sunday
and Wednesday and half games on

League

.

satisfactory.

Tuesday and Thursiday when the
The Australian
Broadcasiing Fort Worth club Is not on the
Commission, non-commercial op- road..'::

.

.

•

.

SOAPER

I

.

.

NEW

Clarke and directed by John Dietz.
Program is waxed arid on the
shelf waiting for a sales situation

!

I

;

.

j

'

here would cost from $200 up to

.

.

j

the type of video to be, used. Some
experts estimated that video sets-

there are employed. Approximately half the members here are job-

.

I

diction.

also related that the
N. Y. lofcal has requested that the
guild send all available members
east for video work. All members

$li

Sydney, April 12.
erators untler governmental eye.
Prime Minister Ben Chifley said willj be In charge of video, said
last week that it would be about Chifley and the government wouldtwo years before television was op- not encourage experiments in vi^
erating fully in Aussie. He added deo by organizations outside the
that delay in getting underway was official governmental setup.
—
due to the lack of unanimity on

Directors do not fall In guild juris-

Macomber

.

Two Years;

Aussie Expects Video in

Hollywood, April 26.
Screen Cartoon Guild is preparing to organize graphic artists

.

:

.

feature, "Dark Sands," scheduled
Orville Sathfor tonight (Wed.)
.

.

.

CBS-TV field technical superupped to assistant manager
of the web's technical operations
.^."Meet My Sister," half-hour
musicomedy starring the Keane
jSisters and Joe Phillips, set for
Gamble's "Fireside TheProcter
«r,
visor,

N6W York's

&

atre''

Tuesday

next

night

(3).

Felix Jackson writes, produces and
directs the stanza. .WOR's "Philo
.

Blackie"

"Boston

and

Vance"

ischeduled for presentation
station's

upcoming

TV

on that

outlet.

Chicago
Chicago, April 26.
WGN-TV announced that Camel
Cigarettes will sponsor alternate
bAseball games of the Chi Cubs

fnd White Sox through William
Isty agency. New York. Deal com-

WGN-

pletes full sponsorship of
baseball telecasts since Meister
Prau had previously signed for
half the games.
WGN-TV also reported that
TPele-Tronjcs will sponsor the new
Al Morgan show, Wednesday, half-

TV

morning

p.m. piano show through
Joneis-Frankel agency.
announced that Dean
Milk Co. would sponsor participation announcements in Hopalong
Cassidy show for ll weeks through
Morris F. Svffahey agency. WENRTV reported that Ambrosia Brewing Co. for Nectar Beer will sponsor telecasts of National Girls Proitessional Baseball league starting
May 28 for 15 weeks through Mal-

hour

WNBQ

audience

tolm-Howard agency.

WENR-TV

reported

also

an-

nouncements for Hunding Dairies
through Guenther Bradford agenDog Food through Charles
Silver agency; Illinois Baking Co.
through W. E. Doner agency;
Ruhnke Blower System through
Bradford agency; Exchange National Bank through Lawrence Advertising; Dutch Dairy Food Lockers through Bradford; Kraml Dairy
Co. through Laufman & Associates; Goldenrod Ice Cream through
Goodkind, Joice & Morgan agency;
Dean Milk Co. through Morris

cy; Rival

tunes to

Swaney agency, and Empire Water

^^^^

Coolers through Olian Advertising.
WBKB reported announcements

for Hai'ris Hardware & Manufacturing through Kiesewetter, Wetterau & Baker agency; Dad's Root

Station B..

Malcolm - Howard
Dean Milk Co. through
Morris Swaney agency; Wine Corp.
Beer

through

agency;

of America through Irvin Myerson
agency,
and Reed Candy Co.
through Hill Blackett agency.

WENR-TV

producer Greg Gar-

rison back at work after eye infection ... WGN-TV .screened a Chi
Motor Club travel film, ^'Tlfe

World

Yours" Monday (25) after
InstrumenParker Gibbs guested by
pianist Herbie Mintz via WNBQ
Morris B. Sachs AmateUr Hour
featured
Chi Girl Scouts on
WENR-TV Sunday (24) ... Dorothy Sapero from WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, to WKRC-TV, .Cincinnati
Is

a three-week delay

.

.

.

talist
.

.

.

as director and film editor
Grace Wilson made guest shot on
ABC-TV Barn Dance Monday (25)
with
two vocal numbers . . •
.

.

.

WCBS

.

2.9
2.7

Sterlin
I'ng has
held thj,

debut in

iv

*

y

^"hur Godfrey
""•"""K spo,-JV„,

P'ace since

^ y.' ''"^'^'^''^e
;

"'P

early.

I

eragt
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Wednesdiiy, AprH 27, 1949
televisibn, critteizing the CommlssioUi under m previous chairman,

Continued from pugt 30

w«s ordinary and the following
participated
glapsticlcery
stars Sid Caesar, Mai-y

by

in

McCarty
and Imogene Coca was also lackArnaut Bros., in their

'

:

lustre.

standard bird-whistle routine, finally made it With as good a. rendition as they've ever done, and the
others caught on from there. Guest
Janet Collins, sepian dancer, looked

.

good in a sinuous native number
and Caesar did a neat spoof of
Miss
wrestler Gorgeous Qeorge.
McCarthy's satire on a femme disk
jockey was slow but Miss Coca
handled neatly her clever kidding

Burmese dancer.
Marge and Gower Champion per

of a

:usual clicked with an interpretative dance on the show's theme.:
Caesar's solo, satirizing a samba
dancer, failed to impress, as 'did
.

'

Anal production number, which
ran long. New commercial idea,
which introed a N. Y. Herald Tribune home economist from the
studio audience for a personal endorsement of the bankroUer's
thft

product, was good,

vaudeo layout Sunday night

(24),

with 'several newcomers to the
lineup demonstrating the talent
Tops
well is still far from dry.
among the video novices was the
Florida Trio, an excellent contortion act doubling from New York's
Latin Quarter, which projected,

:

Joeystrongly on the screen.
Adams-, working sans Tony Can^
zoneri and. Mark Plant, turned in
a funny monolog and was given a
neat assist on a gangster skit by
-

Horace MacMahon,

also telepreem^

&

floctor
Byrd, fresh-looking
terp team', scored with some fast
tapstering.
Yvonne Adnir, currently In the Broadway dick revue, "Lend An Ear," sold two
songs in good style and the Jay-,
walkers, trio of youthful acro-terpers, repeated the good impression
they made in their Initial appearance on the show several weeks
-

previously. Galli-Galli, in his third
successive "Toast" spot, generated
fresh amazement with his sleightof-hand, with film actor Charles

Xorvin

;

I

I

'

.

I

•

AM

!

showing well as a foil
brought up from the studio audience. Pat Rooney was on for one
chorus of his standard dance routine, which led into an awkward
flulT
by. Adams.
He introed
Eponey's
"Daughter of
Rosie
O'Grady" number but Sullivan
walked out to tell them it was to
be part of the production finale,
which has wound the show the last
several weeks. Sullivan continued
attempts to brighten his personality by taking part in the comedy,
with fair results.

With Bert Lahr repeating the
Broadway re-

role he played in the

1™

'

AM

.

.

^

-

'

;

1

.

,

AM

I

AM

'

Tele Reviews

&
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.

,

'

i

i

,

,

I

.

|

'

,

i
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•

ing.

'

telecasting

{

-

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" fashioned a' neatly-paced

h»de StaffT-Kafio

for having allocated the medium
to the present band, which limits
to black and white.
Broadcastsof last week's Peabody awards caihti in f^r
"This was done," he said, "despit* feeling in the industry being that the
eonimltt'^e which, ho]nors "th4
vival of ?'Burlesque" two. seasons the fact that one of the large units best in radio"
provided "some of the dullest stuff to go bh the air;'^
testified at
industry
in
the
radio
ago, the George Manker Watters-;
ABC and NBC carried portions of the award ceremonies live, Virhii*
and fought to secure a deArthur Hopkins opus was given a length
CBS recorded segments. Programs were limited to voices of Bdw^^
cision which would permit:., operaflavorsome presentation via .NBC- tion of color television. But an Weeks, chairman of the Peabody AdvLsory Committee, reading citaTV in that web's "Di-amatic The- even larger cog in the industry """s and reps of the nets accepting the kudos. Haphazar
atre'' series Sunday night (24). TV vigorously opposed color standards 5"g8estlon that nets get together to allocate one web to carry a careversion captured much of the 'at that time and insisted that the fu ly Programmed show one year with others airing the awards in
nostalgic mold both of the play industry was not
I" this way 't was said, listeners would
ready for good
H**"*- of
a comprehensive picture
and of burlesque itself, especially color television." The Senator's
radio's achievement and the industry's
in that third act scene of the
^ould be advanced.
chorus line, which included, a reference was to the CBS fight
for
color
NBC's
and
opposition.
-a
r„„
^
i«r
t>
j
,
,
modified strip.
E. Walter Pa., i.
has T"!
taken up cudgels
for FM. The legisThe
speech
took
the Commis-i 1,.^^^^'^^'^^"""
Lahr gave a neat portrayal to the
^^'^ Congressional Record a speech charging
sion completely by surprise. Onlyl}?^"'^ "^f^ Ju^*",'*'!
"Skid" role, shining both in the
of frequency modulation is bemg hamstrung by
recently
Chairman
told
Coy
had
J,"!**
song-and-dance.
dramatics and the
FMs obvious advantages and benefits," the
as his staff of a pleasant conference i?..™^^^,';^^^^^^^^
Cummings. dittoed
Vicki
^ih
obstructed, stepped on, blocked or
t'^*
"Bonny,''; the role originated by with Johrson Cov was In Puerto
o^^he big Interests in
radio-Barbara Stanwyck and played in rIco onfficial busies whfnThe^ ^
Federal Communications Commission
°^
FM facilities are
the revival by Jean Parker. Rest Senator marip hU addrp<«s Wprinpisoo^stanfy subjected to a barrage, of propaganda designed to convince
of the cast, under Vic McLeod's dav (20)
advertisers that their money Should be spent on
'*
broadcasts."
direction,
Producer
was good.
Rep. Walter says that the Broadcast Meiasurenieht Bureau
Owen Davis, Jr, went slightly
studjf
gave a fals« and erroneous picture" favoring
awry on his use of integrated film
and that NafidnSl
clips to establish atmosphere, but
Assn. of Broadcasters data shortchanges FM* "It is ihipbs^ihle
to
otherwise limned the show neatly
escape the conclusion," he says, "that soimehow, sbhibwhiere, there is an
Continued from page 30
to point up the mood of the period.
underlying pattern that ties all these thihigs togiether. It seems to
me
that the Anti-trust Division of the Dept: of Justice might Well look
pace
-maintained,
the
show
can
be
Two vet vaude teams. Smith
into this matter in order to determine whether or not there are
iinv
Dale and Arthur & Morton Havel, should grab off a hefty ratingi
:.''..'-'
Unlike the previous effort^ whieh violations of our laws."
turned the "Lambs Gambol" on
NBC Sunday night (24) into a good focused attention, 'almost excluBroadcast Music, Inc., wasn't left out in the cold at the recent an
comedy session. These twd acts sively on Steele and his 16-piecu
consumed over 20 -minutes of the orch, this new show wisely used nual NAB convention in Chicago it only looked that way. The arshow, leaving room midway for a the musicians only to tee off the rangements committee of the NAB floor show had previously arranged
couple of fast stints by Betty Jane theme, which on the opener was for Dick Haymes to sing BMI's number one plug song, "It's it Big Wide
Steele then Wonderful World," as the opener, but Haymes lost his
Smith, in a tap dancing routine, "April in Paris."
arransement
and Kstrelita, who warbled', a: Cou- segued from his piano to a Paris and was forced to sing it from a piano copy. Many of the guests thought
ple of Chile numbei*s.
Camera boulevard setting, which, back- Haymes s,witched to the number to save BMI's face. It was thought
All impractical, moreover, to
didn't flatter the latter particularly. grounded the vaudeo acts.
change the music used by the other acts on
At the half-hour's front end, the were tied in with the theme and the bill.
____
Havels with a nice assist from all were :good^ Helen Wood and
raHin nrnoran, Se
- i„.f *
^
^
George Givot, punched across Michael Rich did a fine flirtation
^^""^ t«'e^'«on's book. Cognizant
"
ballet; Nola Day demonstrated a „f Vhp nf.mh/r^f f
f
their old, but stili funny prizecont«sts run among viewers on moppet TV shows.
"i?
fighting skit. Also revealing of the good blues voice on "Boulevard of SLr!!,r'iJ"?f.^,*'*radio
program for children aired Sundays over WOR.
Broken
Dreams"
and
Mardi
BryBry
„
„
lasting entertainment qualities of
IS now conducting a similar contest for
"
its juve audience
ant
appealingly
thrushed
"J'Atten
In'
the oldtime vaude sketches was
stead of copying the art work they see oh TV,
however, the kids are
Smith & Dale's reworking of their drai." Charles Danford projected asked to
drawings on how they visualize the characters on the
firehouse act.
They are as ef- some kingsized baritone pipes with programi snbmit
,.':;,:-..:.•:•:
,•;.;.;,,;,.:-,.,;,.,
fective on TV as they were on a another French tune.
Steele, too, had plenty of oppor-'
vaude stage. Ai Kellyr with his
indie package agency which products
..riP?]^'??^™"!'*
expert double-talk, made the Max- tunity to demonstrate both his in^
ttcjtets to the Bingllng Bros.-Bamum^^^^
"
"
well House coffee plug palatable to fectious personality and his musi- RaHPv'pii^
»a<iitiori, there's an offhand chance
cal ability as he tied the acts to- thi Mn«^m l.^^J'^i '^*"*"r\T I"
the last unintelligible phrase.
n^ay Show some of the pictures sub,
gether. Production, for the most mitted
mm^I. in
in^c„»^**.*^"l4'?'
"
a special exhibit of juve art.
part, was good, although there
were a few slight errors, such 'asPossible future threats to freedom of the
press "so dangerous that I
cutting down the- lights-: too much .
"^^'^ """^n^" by Justin Miller, NAB pre.xy!
on Miss Day's number in,:an-ap'' tn'^thf a!" T^^I*
Newspaper Editors in Washington Saturday
parent attempt to establish atmosContinued from pate 31
4^^h~atf"'^nV
t**"^*"**. Miller alleged, were
phere: There was no middle comlooming from the direction of
while friends are favored with mercial to break the mood, which
^^"^ »"«^<ly tested thlir tecSues
n^hl
the fieK^di^
held of radio. '"lir'l?'''':,^*?"
prompt action;
Miller declared the press might find itself
also: represented a good producin the
5. A
powerful industry lobby tion touch. How many DuMont rewere fo Instruct the Post!
SrGleraMo""htp^-*
General to base his decisions on distribution
wines and dines the Commissioners ceivers those off-handed opening master
of printed matter
but is used by the agency to go lo and closing announcements will on considerations of "public interest, convenience and
sell, though, is a moot point. Stal.:
bat for it when it is on the pan.
Our weakness," Miller said, "Ues in the fact
that the several media
6. The Commission bypasses its
apparently unaware of theTr identicaMnte^lsts
niv';-dT"rr*
own regulations in decision after GRANDSTAND MANAGERS
''' •'"5^
proverbial bundle of sticks, we are
^t^.
readv to be
decision, frequently making it difjWith Dizzy Dean,
Roy Stockton,
media, the young awkward
^'^^
"nfiSfi^- i^r''
ficult if not: impossible for an apprecedents
Lou Boudreau, Zach Taylor
are
built
up
which
may be used aa^lnst
^rf"*ones"'i^'t
ik! older
the
plicant to get into cq|urt. It uses Producer: Frank Eschen
to break them more easily
when they stand atone"
the "temporary renewal license'-: 30 Mins.. Tues.^ 7 p.in..
to keep a broadcaster's neck "in FALSTAFF BREWING CO.
the noose."
KSD, St. Louis
7. The agency, is allowing trafPix
Dizzy Dean, who has no peer in
ficking in broadcast licenses, a new murdering the King's English, is
NEWS AGE HERALD
Continued from page 27 :^
field for which: is, now opening up back in the entertainment field,
Birmingham, Ala.
this time on one of the few tele able to turn put at considerably
by the advent of television:
Ini- less co?it. Lower
8. FCC's
television
allocation programs originating here.
•budgets were repolicy will keep new developments tialer of series that will run flected irt
the.
lower
price
at
wliich
in the medium from the public throughout the baseball season saw the series
was offered to stations
"until those in control of patents Dean; et al. telling baseball stories and, as a
result, at least 22 stations
have had a full opportunity to ex- that rivaled the late Ring Lardner's so far have sighed
for "Island."
best.
for Ivory Flalies
ploit the present market to the
Intercity
execs Myron Simons
Frank Eschen, who also m.c.'s
CBS, Mon. Iliru Fri.
fullest and then, and then only,
the programs, feeds the lines for and Cameron McKehzie found the
."
2:45-3 PM.
let the people in. .
tl)e wisecracks. Lou Boudreau who station situation even tougheh
Ac9. The Commission is allowing
Witli JOHN K. M. McCAFFERY
led his Cleveland Indians into cording to
them, mbst outlets
the clear channel lobby; spearhead4own for the opening »!.
of the
ii.c 1949
iOTtij won't accept a film show on a
Written and Directed by
sused by the Chicago Tribune, to ma-
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"NOVEL"

Low-Dost

I

.

,

HIUTIIIIKES

KDUnCKf

-

marathon, and Zach Taylor, man- taining basis for showcasing
ADDISON SMITH
to
ager of the Browns, were put on prospective local advertisers
slm-l
the spot by predicting the flag win ply because they can't
afford even
net's in both leagues. J. Roy Stock- the
sustaining cost. In addition
ton, who is sports editor of the St. they
said, most station managers
Louis Post-Dispatch (owner of the
have found the most they can hope
station), also: chipped in with his
to get from local sponsors for film
selection for both leagues.
PHifTOS
When Eschen asked Dean who shows is twice their Class A time
Made Aoiti ybut :iii{a|i« .qr
rate,
which automatically reduces
was the best hitting pitcher he ever
Unsurpatsed
jtTatiy
the
chances of the costlier films.
knew or heard of, he immediately
NONEUTIVECHMGE-NOEXTliU
confessed it was himself.
Unable to find sufficient five
He
24 HOUR SERVICE ON REQUESl
jumped from his seat, in a simu'- and 15-minute programs at 10
the
litO't:W.93p«109:USpirlOOa
lated front-row baseball park box, right costs to fill
Fm Mail PlNtoS (S 7) S3S per 1000 • i>pstcirds »23 pw 1000
stations' needs.
j
grabbed a bat, showed how he held Intercity has gone
Miiotid EiilaiceineiiU iJOxW!: >l:iS
Into production
it and then the follow-through. He
(NnHetalivt Charieonlimm)
on Its own for three such series
also said he would demonstrate on Outfit
Made by J. ). Kritgsmatin, The Man Whost
IS basing its costs
on what
another program how he was the the
^Phototratihs Grace Billboard's Covers
traffic will bear under a new
best base-stealing pitcher that ever
pricing plan. On five-minute films
11)233
'^^./L
decorated a major-league mound.
stations whose a
A raie
rate is under
lisciien
Eschen announced
announced: that a $25 for
*
tVn
ODhprr New Yoill 19. N.Y.
ca.sh prize would be awarded the
« the time IWt DELIVER WHAT
-J^l^E^^
WE ADVERTISE
fan who posed a sports question cost IS $50-$70, the charge is $50
that couldn't be answered. New and over $70, Intercity charges
$60.
faces will be brought
->'— -v
10-minute
^^inuic iiiiiii,
- On
films the
for lu„ 11. in lor
f
iiie remai
rental
Office Space for Rent
ture programs.
Initialer ran marges are $55, $70 and $85- for!
smoothly, the pictures were Clear 15-minute material, $70 $9o'
and
RADIO CITY VICINITY
and the sound excellent. Sahu.
$110. In addition, Intercity is
askDe.iii'abls J- and »-iooin oBices Willi
ing a distrib fee of only
teleiilione -switeliboiii'd :Bei'Vic«,
20% for.
• on 4:l.U'..flitoi''.'
Product which it handles.
Detroit
Ross
MulhoUand's
ABKlHV HOTJKL
"Barefoot Boy" disk show on
'.'•: '.
ISl W. 51st 8t.
Me* T«r1[ City
WXYZ has picked up two new San Antonio
I'honri rin-lii 6t»400
riiff w,-,»„
I

neuver

M-G-M—
"Oh an

Island with You"

THK CAMFX SHOW
Kvery
Frifliiy

Mgt.:

\it«, 8!S0 n.S.T.

LOU CLAYTON

it

into a position

where

1

it

considering granting some sta750kw power, giving them
control of radio, with "frightening
political and social consequencies.".
Senator Johnson devoted fi considerable part of his speech to
is

tions

,

i

^eussf

fj%

fliiiio.'*

ilt

qiiality
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'O.K.r- whlch

one of you

eight-balls took the

WbeaUes?"
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newscasts over WXYZ have been by BorSs
Creamerv 'fnr th»
renewed by two sponsors, the Mel- Borden Ice
Cream ZortLt^ wil
VI He
Shoe Corp (Thorn McAn ren wHl also
Heries of^e^^
^P'^nouth- sonal appearancls^or the'spon^or:
Desoto "deale?)"'
jjecoio
aeaieu.
He was formerly with KTSA here,

:

lift THINGS
CAN COMi IN
SMALL ADS— LIKE: "IN THE SAN
FRANCISCO RAT AREA
THE

—
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GLEN KING.
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RAmO-TELBVISIOK
New Tele

SaltLakesKSL

Biz
:

Ruppert brewery has inked a

Bow

Readying

week pact

Local Programming Key to TV Future

In Delinquency Drive
New York indies- have

Seven

agreed to promote sandlot baseball

14-

for a twice- weekly; five- as part
rainute film ishow, titled "On the juvenile

As Costs of Programs, Spots Mount

a drive to combat
Stations
delinquency.

of

?^8e," to be aired via
called together by Harry
SSSr^l,
Lake City, April 26.
WNBT, N. Y. Agency is Biow. were
Henshel, president of WOV and a
KSL (CBS) here began Friday Other new business wrapped up v.p. of Bulova watches, wlio is also
^eek by WNBT includes
of the New
<22> to install $250,000 worth ot^V^^?
twice-weekly minute spots on the one of the toppers
/TV equipment. G. Richard Evans "Easy Does It" program, bought by York City Baseball Federation.
Broadcasters' who will back the
general manager, hopes to be in American Cigarette
Cigar Co.
operAtiou between May 15 and through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell sandlottcrs via spots and interJune 1, initiating its competition & Bayles; an 11:30 a.m. station views include WQXR, WOV, WINS,
with KDYL-W6X1S (NBC) with break Sundays for Cameo Curtains, WNEW. WWRL, WMGM, WMCA
evening telecasts .from 6:30 to through William Lawrence Sloan; and WHOM.
Pabst Beer for thi-ice-weekly sta10:30 p.m.
i
n
i •
i
The Mormon Church, conference tion breaks, through Warwick & p.
earlier this month was televised Legler, and Ihriee weekly station Stem, Lcder lOmDine 111
and relayed by coaxial; cable to a breaks for Bulova through Biow.
Athletic Supply Co. of Toledo!
< nearby building where eight
Distrib
Indie
Package
has bought four new; time seg'
screens serviced an overflow audiments on WSPD-TV, tele outlet in
Charlotte Stern, former promoence; Programming^ plans include
that city, through Wendt advertis- tion chief tor both NBC-TV and
telecasting of -the famed LDS TabThey include chain breaks Dumont, has set up a new tele-,
ing.
ernacle Choir, outdoor university preceding 1949 football
games; a
and other civic events, dancing re- five-minute "Football Predictions" vision package sales company in
views and locaL little theatre pro- show for 10 weeks; 1,5-minutes association with Bob Leder, former
with WVN J, Newark
jects.
"Sports Views," and the harness account exec
labeled National
indie.
Outfit,
The newly purchased equipment racing
coverage.
In
addition.
includes a transmitter, two TV Wendt placed a series of spots .for Television Associates, is designed
eyes; two 16m projection machines^ Dolphin Paint & Varnish of'Toledo. to distribute indie packages to neU
works and stations or
two image orthicon cameras and
agencies and their clients.
the antenna, which will be erected^
GE's WBZ-TV Time
Indie producers signed so tar inover the studios on the roof of the
elude Henry Alexander and SherBo.ston, April 26.
.'Union Pacific building in down*
General Electric Supply Co; of man Beck, Steve Howard, Lamp.'•town Salt Lake.
Boston has signed With WBZ-TV lighter Productions, Nancy Waring
for a series of 15 minute musical and Dorothy Waring. In addition,
films,
"Paradise Island
to be the outfit is now readying a snow
telecast
just
before all major for ihandleader. Noro Morales.
Puts 5G Price Tag
Salt

Philadelphia, April 26.

With television costs mounting
„
J
a possibility
i!..,.,
and
the
of only a hand-

i

,

to afford

made

,

1

,

i

j

I

|

1

'

gram.''

I

consideration of the national ad- Orodenker.
vertiser entering: the television
field, Foster declared.
"Spot buyC_l,».«»'.
Q»:^i. f^- <n..^.*
^cnnOZ
S 5tint
tor
ing for the national advertisers
must be opportunistic. As a result,
SOS'd by Arthur (Bugs) Baer,
^eans 'that' an advance" budget Hearst columnist, Jimmy Durante
of Indeterminate amount must be
trekked to
York with his
set a.side so that the agency can
take advantage of spot deals that troupe to appear; at the Banshees
arise on 24 hours' notice and must fete: thrown by, Hearst organizabe concluded within that time if tion at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday (Tues.) for visiting news"
With Durante for
saturltion job in spot paper editors.
^''^^V^^
the shindig were his manager, Lo'u
jjiuyjjjg at the; present will cost a
national advertiser, ^t least .$20,000 Clayton, Eddie Jackson,, .drummer
a year. Within a few; years that Jack Roth and pianist Jules Buffigure will kite as high as $1,000,- fano.
Foster' said buying- once a
In order to make the junket and
000:;
week in every market calls for a provide the team with a N. Y. hollr
spot announcem'ent budget running day. Durante tape-recorded hia
from $45,000 to .$90,000 a year. NBC broadcast for Friday (29).
One spot announcement a wfpI- on Group will return to L:- A. in timc
:every TV stati6n now in operation, to do the May 6 program live.

——

bugS

j

.

-

station.

Detroit's Biz

Hub's: Hotel Kenmore becomes
first hotel in this area to sponsoivideo with teleca.st of "Dancing
I

i

i

:

I

Hollywood, April 26.
Laugh," video variety
Hugh Herbert and
Merwin Bogue (Ish Kabibble) in
the lead roles. Carl Herzinger and
Don Prindle are scripting the pro-

W

I

New

I

Me

:

Detroit, April 26.

Detroit Edison Co., Gordon BakFashions" preeming Thursday (28). ing Co., Good Housekeeping Shops
Show will be telecast direct from and Ned's Auto Supply have purthe Empire Room^^ exclusive eatery chased spot announcements on

WXYZ-TV.'

in the hotel.'

.

.

.
.

"Laugh" locales in a court room.
Herbert plays the judge and Bogue
the bailiff. Jury is made up from
the audience.
W'a Iter Catlett

"

turned, down role of prosecuting
attorney in show, relating that he
Is.' not interested in video thesping
chdres presently. Variety acts do
stints aimed to make- jury laugh.
Those who hold out are paid in
«ash.
Program is being offered
(or $5,000 on a national basis; Wil^
liam Morris is handling.

Raft,

McDowall Launch

Lester's Interview Vidpix
Hollywood, April 26.
George Raft and Roddy McDowall kicked off the fir.st two pix
in a series of 26 video films being
megged by Gene Lester Productions.
Lester is tailoring the pix
to fit IS-minute slot.
Films aie
open-end. Each pic will be shipped
to teevee outlet complete with
script for local announcer.
Outlet emcee will pick up telephone and put in a call to celeb.
Film fades in bringing star to
other end of the line for an interview.
Different stunts are being
employed to give each film needed

motion for video.

Weintraub Ups Kersta
Noran

.

E.

who

Kersta,

A

joined

William H. Weintraub & Co. last
December to organize its TV department, has been appointed veePee in charge of radio and television.
Kersta is taking over for
Harry Trenner, who has been added to the agency's plans board and
executive council.
who joined

,^ Ker.sta,

NBC

helped develop the net's
erations,

its

PRIL

12, 1924,

Wis

policy of service and

t>«^an

down

to

earth entertaininent, as reflected in

in 1932
tele op-

these

1924 news

items.

Dinner Bell

the one and only

WLS Nationkl Barn

Dance— market services— weather—
WLS pioneered them all in 1924—
continues them in 1949

•

.

.

but

all

.

WBT

Reelects

Greepsboro, N. C, April 26.
Ralph e., Price' has been reelected chairman of the board, and
Joseph M. Bryan, president, of the
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co.
Elections were held at the

annual directors' meeting in CharOther officers reelected
were Charles H. Crutchfield, vicepresident,
and
Larry
Walker,
secretary-treasurer.
Walker also
was named to the board of direC

Time, America's oldest farm service

constantly improved to meet the

program— Homemaking programs—

growing needs of Midwest America.

lotte.

1924

— 1949 — 25

years of service and entertainment

tors.
.

Company

owns

and

operates

WBT.
mlSLSEN'S OVERSEAS BOSS
Chicago, April 26.
Dr. Edward L. Lloyd has been
appointed exec veepee of A. C:
Nielsen Co., in- charge of all over'
seas operations.
Dr. Lloyd has been managing director of Nielsen United Kingdom
operations since 1941, and with
Nielsen since 1939.
.

.

agency

I

.

offers

]

Geare-Marston

vice-prez; James Tabor, Richard
^ j,„,gy ^g^^^y secretary, and
Mrs. Billy Farren, treasurer. Kenneth
Stowman, WFIL-TV chief,
^^as named chairman of the board,

I

|

"Make

|

|

I

show,

i

i

sohn,

Lamb,

'

i

On Coast Variety Package

'

I

.

by

statement in a speech

this

i

^e formally elected at the
meeting, as follows: Al BernRCA-Victor, president; Hal

^^^y

May

i

1

:

J

he estimated, brings the cost up to
^'^O-OO a year and upward.
Association nominated officersv

i

i

:

I

I

:

games carried

I

^

Nominated for board membership
were:
Ned Rogers, Gray and
Rogers agency; Edward A. Davies,
^^ele vision; Martin
g'*-"*'
^a^^> WCAU-TV sales; James D.
hotel, Wednesday (20)
Programming rather than spot McLean, Phijco Corp.j Ray J.
announcements must be the basic Rowley of WPTZ, and Miiurie H.

I

-

scale,

up with statistics
and costs figures at the dinner
meeting of the Philadelphia Television Assn., in the Penn Sheraton

I

night ball

on a national

heavily backed

;

league

TV

director of the William Esty Co.,

1

^

WM

1

the future of the medium will de,
,
pend ,„..„„,„
largely on local
programming.
Kendall Foster, television

|

.

i

ful of million-dollar accounts able

.

;
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,
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N. Y. Indies Plug Sandlote

•»« KILOCYCiESk aO.000 WATTS, AMERICAN AWUATE.

REPRESENTED

W JOHN BtAlR AND COMPANY.

RAIHO-TELEVISIOIV

42

British Prefer

Vedncsday,

Strait Plays On

Critics for

WCO?, ABC

TV; Vaudeo Third

Opera Sesh

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Boston, April 26.
here, which

affiliate

extending the opera season with
a series of recorded operas Saturday afternoons, will have some of
the Hubts out;5taQd.ii)g. mU$ic critics
on the April 30" 'broadcast. Ap"pcaring as an intermission feature
will be Rudolph Elle, Jr., of the
Herald, and the local Variety
mugg; Cyrus Durgin, Globe, and
Warren Storey Smith, Post. They'll
discuss the recorded performance
of Mozart's "Cosi fan Tutte."
Boris Goldovsky, who handled
intermission commentary during
the airing of the Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts, is performing
the same chore on the disked ser-

in Popularity

,

is

San Antonio-r-For the third

1

London, April 19.
Analysis of audience reaction to
Kirk
London television programs teleContinued from page 3S.
cast by tlie British Broadcasting
Corp. sliows that straight plays at- tele sets than any other single
tract on an average a nightly audience of oyer 500,000. This figure factor in television^ excepting TV
is based oil a coverage, upwards of itself; of course.
90% of receivers licensed for use
Incidentally, Berle on TV has
at tWe present time and allowing been responsible for a sharp deapproximately five viewers per set. cline in theatre and nightclub atr
Inquiries conducted by Listener tendance on Tuesday nights.
At
Research have shown that while at one successful eastside N. Y. nitery
least 50% of the viewers tune in recently the night Berle
returned
to every program, peak reception to his show after having vacationed
goes to the legit section with its for several weeks; only four tables
comedy and dramatic off erings.
were; occupied during the 8-9 peAlthough live performances hold riod of the Berle show. Even the
first place, newsreels and outside
cafe's management reluctantly ad.
ui u j„„i with
broadcasts whicli deal „,in,
cm-;^itjg^

Sees

,

hotel.

down

TV

Coast

Nixes

:

Strip Routine
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j
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WOAI

:

formerly was asr

:

WMOB

.

[
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Chicago
ABC survey of the
Breakfast Club studio audience
showed that 72% of those attending were femmes, while adult males
numbered only 21%. Breakdown
of survey revealed visitors from 44
states, Canada, Argentina, Hawaii
and Mexico. Half of audience admitted listening to show for eight
St.
Louis
Charles Stookey, years, and one quarter said they
farm editor, will conduct a were dial fans for 10 or more years.
soil
conservation air tour next
Chicago
• George
Gallati, ot
week with persons making the trip
to obtain a bird'seye view of con- Needham, Louis & Brorby agency,
servation practices and the need is the new prexy of the Chi Headfor more of it. A series of flights line Club, professional chapter of

Schenectady—Ed. W. Mitchell,
farm adviser for more than
20 years and co-conductor of "The
Chanticleer" program, was stricken
with a heart attack last week at his
farm home in Stuyvesant Falls.
Mitchell also has telecast: on"Farm
Picture" via WRGB, Schenectady,

WGY
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.
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He

here.;

Mobile—Johnny Murray; former
sociated with the outlet for four
months prior to entering the Army. all-night disk jockey at WDSU,
He comes here from KDYL-TV, New Orleans, for two years, has
here.
Salt Lake City. He was formerly joined the staff of
announcer at KNOW, Austin, and Murray will handle station's early
associated with the Radio House, morning disk show with an after-'
noon shot forthcoming.
Univ. of Texas.

j

J

—

;

'

j

,

.

flllate
in
Shreveport, increased
Dallas— Alex 'Keese, local and its power to 10 kilowatts daytime
regional sales manager for- WFAAy and five kilowatts nighttime on
a former musical director for the 710 kilocycles.
outlet .stepped back on the podium
Des Moines » Harold Baker,
last Friday to conduct the Texas
Power and Light program over president of KIOA, Des Moines,
has appointed Bill Wallace proWFAA.
Keese first conducted the TP&'L gram director; Stan A. Todd, music
director, and Don Ames, farm di«
airings nearly 20 years ago.;
rector, effective immediately.
All
San Antonio
Hull Youngblood have been associated with the stahas joined the announcing staff of tion for sometime.

approximately: $800,000 annually for the coming OlsenJohnson layout, around $700,000
for the Admiral revue, $600,000
Hollywood, April 26.
for Texaco. There's another $200,Joe Zucca's Opera House has
OOO to Kudner for "Stop the
Music," due next month as a one- been making a- pitch to get ai
hour package divided equally be- "modified" strip -tease show, startween Admiral and Old Gold ring Betty Rowland, a video slot
(Kudner handling for Admiral; Len- but apparently there will be no
ne« & Mitchell for Old Gold). And strip on Coast television this year.:
there are several shows that are Station operators may be interlast year.
expected to be added to the roster ested, as the feeling is that it
Pix In 'Also Ran' Category
Probably because they have to by fall. The year 1949 will easily ex- would certainly be visual, but as
ABC topper Dick Goggin said, "I
rely on oldies, films are well down ceed $20,000,000 total billings (in
on the popularity roster and mo- eluding TV sales), and no small fac- don't think we'd get. the Pafent
in the ri!se is the agency's rep ac- Teachers Assn. t6
endorse it."
tion picture programs during recent months have only attracted Quired as a "television agehcy." Stations, feel that a preponderance
the minimum proportion of the I" fa<-'i. Kudner has had to turn of the viewers would raise their
However, the down business because of the in- meek voices against the unveiling
viewing public.
tactics.
NBC
Hal
Bock
ability
s
to handle it. Lack of manasserted,
BBG is intent on expanding its own
We prefer to play to an audience,"
film department and at- the pres- POwer is held responsible for this,
Zucca has visions of presenting
ent time, has a unit touring the <A11 billings quoted do not include
Continent filming a series, which t™e costs, and are for 39-week a late show which, it is said, would
offend:
adult
family.
no
Periods,
Gags will
though Buick may go 52.)
will be put out under the omnibus
Kirk envisions that, ultimately^ be dusted and chorinest curves covtitle of "Foreign Correspondent."
This will be a silent feature/ and weekly sponsor costs will go as ered. 'Miss Rowland^ who would
handle
the
strip
spot,
Would
save
will be presented as part of a live ] high as $'75,00O'for some big manuprogram with a studio commen- facturers. This,- of Course, is ai- her routine's coup-de-grace until
tary and the. celluloid subject mat-., most four times whaii some big only the paying audience: within
Zucca's
nitery
in
Culver
City
ter interpolated with maps and ^sponsors spend currently on radio,
other aids.
He sees bankroUers splurging on would be viewing the final peels.
Regular video features, such as tele because of the "atomic" sales In essence, Zucca's idea would
provide
hinr
with
a
means
of
semi"Picture Page" and "The Inven- force of the visual against the
tors^ Club," continue to attract a purely auditory. And sponsors, he teasing, via video, patronage into
substantial
but steady viewing avers, won't mind spending that his spot, through use of a stripMiss' Rowland is a longpublic,"" but a recently-inaugurated kind of money because of the tre- tease.
program series, under the general mendous returns involved. He sees established top-burlesque stripper.
Zucca, in pitching his plan to
heading of "London After Dark," video creating a Selling iinpetus
local
telestations,
has offered to
first
two ex- similar to that achieved by the
has folded after the
perimental items because: it was new medium of 20-odd years ago pay all charges for talent and line^
found that the tremendous amount —radio. In short, radio is now get- charges; from the Culver City emporium
to
any
station
taking awas
pf work and research involved
ting what it dished out in 1929 to
not justified by the reception.
newspapers and publications, from chance on the stunt:
Although acquisition of addi- an advertising revenue standpoint
tional floor space at Alexandra And one can also add the publiPalace will give much needed ex- cation field to those that have been Early Season Finale
tra scope to the TV units, it does currently hit by the effects of TV's
For Skelton,
not mean any extension, in pro- rise, though mostly from' a readergram time, which for some time to ship point of view
Hollywood, April 26.
come will be restricted to an hour
Procter & Gamble is shortening
i„ ^^^y
in the afternoon and 90 minutes at tv's first
bigtime show, Kirk re- the season for both Red Skelton
felt and "Life of Riley" due to conSlttoLl 'entrtin°LrC"!pat,r-'t,t^^^^^^
tracts on Ijoth time and talent exwull be utilized, for the tiine b^ing
piring about the same time. Both
f^-.^^iJll^^^'^V.!!
w ,
vuna.uti
at any rate, to provide better reshows sign off late in May.
ing a show for Texaco.
J. H. S
hearsul accommodation which in Ellis,
Skelton is"
is movinff"nvPr''tn
moving over t rR«?
the company's presidents
turn will enable producers to pre- backed him all
"Ri
win
.."t
=^
and
ana "Rnlv'^Mii
Kiiey
win h»
pe at
the way, and next fall and
sent .more polished shows.
liberty,
P&G hitch hiking the Prell
thus, did Texaco, Kudner and the
William Morris agency get to- commercials to other of their programs.
gether on the Berle format. The
show opened with a 38 rating, and
Unmentionables
the rest is history. It's gone as Duquesne Giving
Pitt
For KTLA's Cameras high as 80; much of the time it
into

i

.

—

ItHasAp-peelBut

„„„
Kudner's $2,300,000
BiUlngs
Kudner TV biUings are broken

gets two peak dates monthly with
Saturday evening bills, they only
succeed in rating third place, although on occasions when a topline
Show is available viewing tends toj
soar to top place, Case in point
was the recent telecast of the Embassy Club's Copa Revue with
Tommy Trinder, which proved to
be one of the most successful light
entertainments put out during the

-

—

Sigma Delta Chi Journalism fratv
New directors include Con O'Dea
of ABC, Jack Ryan of NBC and
George Herro of Mutual.

will start from an Illinois airport
St. Louis. Stookey, who holds
a private flier's license, will lead

near

i

each

j

trip.

i

of

W

,

,

;
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•

•

hasn't been far off that figure.

-

Hollywood, April

26.

KTLA has t u r n e d down a --.>^
woman's "dainties" sponsor. Sta;

.

WLAU

tion head Klaus Landsberg related
that he will not allow a display of
fenime frillies to go into the home

is

processing

all

is

aGcented.

I

,

I

'

m

'
:

I

,

Purpose

is

,

WLAW

-

I

I
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to

i

WCAU's Sunday documentary- series :,"Murder On the

;

—

:

—

*

—

publicize

.

Red

,

public

announcements for traffic
iiihil
and highway safety so that the
theme of "Murder On the Highway
"

Trade Commission.

to garner customers.

!

s,,,.viee
;

'

Pa.—Lou H, Murray,

general and program manager of
WPAM, Pottsville, has won his
third national programming award
for this year; His "Tone Portraits"
has just taken one of the grand
prizes in the "Let's Go To Cuba"
contest sponsored by the Cuban

pur-

i

.

Philadeljihia, April 26.

WCAU

play of undergarments as well as
the live modeling of such.
Undies sponsor is the second to
be nixed by KTLA within a period
of tliree months; Landsberg proviously. tossed- Pearee Bros. (funeral
home) blurbs off the air when he
decided that viewers just dldn;t

want

^

,

ACCCntS Murder In

Traffic, Safety Spots

b.v means of Paramount'S: channel
„ ,
five.
Policy applies to mere dis-

-

.^.^

WDGY

Nashville
Snooky Lanson and
Foley, WSM, Nashville, have
Charlotte Floyd F. Kay, execu- been busy recently making personal
appearances. Lanson, heard
tive vice-president of the Charlotte
Chamber .of Commerce, says that each week over NBC's •'Appointment with Music" and on a south.ti"! announcement by Charles
Cfutchfield of the coming of tele- ern network for "Sunday Down
^'«'°n over WBT, the C. of C. is South" as well as holding down
^^'^ ^"^^^^^ ^P/?*'
"laking contact with television set ZT^^^
manufacturers
nianuiacturers to locate
locale a plant in ""F^? -« sc"es of benefits in
thic city,
/.itv and
»n/i that
tii=f t^am,
^^^^ schools by appearing in T^ashville's
this
very good progMemorial Auditorium with the
ress is being made.
Salvation Army's 44-piece EarlsBand.
Dallas—' Dr. James T. Cariyon, court
Foley, singing emcee of the
Southern Methodist professor^; has
Prince Albert-NBC "Grand Ole
dhjilked Up his l;,006th broadcast on
Opry,"
appeared With Snooky at
WFAA. He is heard in a daily,
Its 1st College Station five-minute sermonette and began opening day ceremonies in Sulphur
on Feb. 1, 1946.. The sermon ap- Dell bail park, when the Nashville
Pittsburgh, April 26:
Vols
met
the Chattanooga LookDuquesne Univ. has begun con- P'"W"iately . was titled "The Mil- outs.
struction on what will be Pitts- lenium."
burgh's first college radio station,
Cambridge, Mass.
is
Lampasas,
Tex—
The FCC has broadcasting on
WDUQ. The FCC granted the unithe' spot accounts
iversity a licen.se late in February
of races in the home schedule of
f^l^tS^t l^^^t^L^^.J^^
to optrate
oDcrate the
fhp 10-watt
to w»tt FM
t^M non- ''O Identity itself as "KHIT, Lam- the Harvard Univ. crew on the
10
pasas-Burnet."
The
FCC
! stated Charles
commercial, educational Station.
River. All broadcasts start
that service of the outlet could not
at 5:15
Plans call for two soundproof
be regarded as a regular service bring p.m. April 30; schedule will
together Harvard^ Boston
studios, control rooni, neW.sroom, inasmuch
as the distance to Burnet
Univ. and Mass. Institute of Tech^
record library and a soripl-writ- was some 22 miles and
that it also nology.
ing laboratory. Tlie antenna will was inconsistent with FCC
policy.
May 7 sked Will include Univ.
be erected on the roof of the five
of Pennsylvania, Navy, Columbia,
storj'
administrative
Waxahachie,
Tex.—The Ellis
building
I. T.
and Harvard.
Featured
w h i c h overlooks Pittsburgh's County Broadcasting Co. has been M.
on the broadcasts will be Hugh
granted a license by the FCC for*
Golden Triangle.
Webster Babb and Byron Wooda new standard broadcast outlet to
man, both former B. U, varsity

which

W"

No

its facilities for. advertising

poses,
made several gratis
spot announcements offering $40
men's suits for $22.50. Results
brought the station a sought contract from the downtown clothier,
convincing the latter that it has, a
sufficient
listening public from

:

.

Pottsville,

Minneapolis—In order to prove
to a prospective client the efficacy

|

'

'

three

.

ies.

jj^^j g^^j^,^
responsible for the slack.
„.„,

j„

,

|

KQV^

stations,

—

J

.

,

downtown

mornings weekly at 9:30, Features
Mary Bowden, local maternity consultant, assisted by Al Nobel, staff
jock and announcer, and is snonsored by local baby diaper service
Program is written by Maddy Ross"
wife of James Boss, Post-Gazette
reporter. .Milt Kerns and Don

Tragesser,
freelance
producers
have sold their daily "Quickly
Fredericksburg, Tex.
Gregg Quiz" to a soft-drink outfit and
Winters has been named manager it's aired daily over KQV at 9:45
of KNAF here, which is owned and- with Dave Scott in charge.
Noroperated by the Gillespie Broad- man Krochmal's "Jewish Gems"
casting Co., and is local MBS out-^ show on WHED in Homestead has
let.
It operates;ott 1,.340 kilocycles been extended to a dally and Sunday half-hour feature. Previously
with 250 watts.
used to go on only twice a week
Dallas
WRR-FM has begun Si Bloom, KDKA scripter, has sevstandard operations here, .beeom- eral- Sketches and couple of songs
ing the fourth FM outlet: on the <in collaboration with George
local airlanes. The outlet will air Youngling, also of KDKA) in new
daily from 9 a,m. to 12 noon and Playhouse revue, "Of AH Things.''
from 7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. on chan^
nel 266 or 101.1 megacycles.
Shi-eveportj La.— KTBS, NBC af-

.

events or i ems of genei al
Interest, are a close second and
attract substantial audiences.
Despite the fact that vaudeville

con-

secutive year KTSA will air the
complete Battle of Flowers parade
held -here as part of the Fiesta de
San Jacinto. Airing wiU be under
the sponsorship of the Fourth
Army Recruiting District.
Program will be aired from a vantage
point on the balcony of the Gunter

I

By HAROLD MYERS
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WCOP Sets Hub Music

.

Highway" and to lend dramatic

!

emphasis to the announcements.

i

,

I

to

see'

their

final

resting

Instead of routine safety spots,
be built here at a cost of $14,250.
now urges "Prevent MurIt will Operate daytime hours with
der On the Highway," "Stop MurO'Keefe's Dallas P.A.
500 watts on 1,390, kilocycles.
der On the Highway," etc. as the
Among the piicincipals are C. C.
punchline to each me.s.sage. StaDallas, April 26,
'Diary' Tag Changed
.Woodson, with 25% interest; Entistical info, driving tips and other
w..n^,.
rx'v
,
A ^i.
Walter OKeefe
and
the entire terprise Publishing Co., here 2WnHollywood, April 26.
pertinent advice is handed out
cast of the NBC "Double or Noth- United Publishing Co., Ennls
Tex
KFI-TV has had to change the along with the slogan.
ing" show is due here for five 25%, and five other individuals
title of Gloria Grant's "Hollywood
broadcasts which will originate l^'th the remaining shares,
Diary'^ J to
"Movieland Diary."
from
the
Automobile
Bldg.
at
Fair
Detroit
Chevrolet
dealers of
Move followed threat of a lawsuit
Detrolt-^siinnes Riddeli, general
Park May 2-6.
Airings will be
by Beba- and Bonnie Churchill, Detroit, through Campbell-Ewald part of
the first annual Southwest managei' of WXYZ and WXYZ-TV,
purcliased five one-minute spots
Valley Times columnists.
returned to work, after a fourweekly over
for 52 weeks Sports and Vacation show beinii
Sisters claimed they had prior
Senoral checkup at Detroit's
effective May 2.
held at the Fair Park.
Hudson
Motor
rigiits to the "Diary" tag. which
Gar Co., through Brooks, Smith,
There will be a pre-broadcast
they use on their column and also .French & Dorrancc,
purchased
intend using for radio and tele- five one-minute spots weekly
on
Visian stints now being planned.
WXYZ.
2 p.m. coast-to-co«st.
Un McKeesport to one. pf ,the big

WCAU

place.

.

.

,

—

.

WXVZ

i

I

'

.

I

,

oarsmen.

—

Chicago
Everett Mitchell, vet
NBC Chicago farm commentator,
will receive honorary degree of
Doctor of Letters June 6 at annual

commencement

exercises

thage College, Carthage,

at

Car-

111.

Denver-Lucille Hastings, news-

room

KLZ, Denver, has
just won two top awards in annual
state-*wide competition conducted
by the Colorado Press Women.
She took one first place :award for
a radio script, "Colorado Speaks."
and a first in the news program
category for the excellence of a
radio newscast.
staffer at

+

'

'
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OllCIIB$T|tA$»l|IIJSI€
Brigode Takes Over

(KC Execs Bo9 Over Copying of
Ives 'Riders

From Pre-Reiease Disk

of the artists and repany
ertoire division giving out to any-...obody acetate copies of recordings
bisks
marked for future release

Ella Fitzgerald will
|

Criss-Cross' band kicks off seamake two tunes from "South
Pacific"— "Wash That Man Right son Friday for Crystal Beach Park
Out of My Hair" and "Happy Talk" at Vermilion, O., which will bring
in Rus s Carlyle May 8; Ray
along with "Lover's Fold" aiid one
Anthony, May 15; Tommy Carlyn,
other.'
May 22; Alvino Rey, May 29.
Gordon- JenkinSi Decca 'Blusical
Polka craze has reached such
director, will conduct the datie.
proportions at. Louis Bostnar's
Bowl ballroom' that impresario Js
organizing a four-band polka carnival, for. an Ohio, tour after opening
here May 5.
Bostnar will team
Johnny Vadnal's Victor-recording
outfit, Decca's Sokatch-Habat TuneMixers, Lou Trebar's Capitol Record pel kateers and another jukebox orchestra in dance shindig.
She'll

Sky."
the
"Riders
in
found the tune himself and it
was hot placed with Edwin H. Mor-re-

Yet, Vaughn Monroe's
if.
BCA-Victor version beat Ives' to
the disk marts and has almost
completely taken the play away
from Ives and Columbia. And it's
done in exactly the same way as
Ives' disking; so is Bing Crosby's
Decca disk and Derry Falligant's

with

rival

Music

publishing.

is

is to

;

i

AFM Rules Vs.
Wm.

May

30.

:

:

Meanwhile, ASCAP is chuckling
over recent reports that it is demanding three limes as much reve^

!

nue from television- as it now gets
from radio. Currently, the Society
draws 2-'?4%. of network billings
and 2Vi% of afl'iliated station billings from regular radio, on a
blanket contract basis, less agency
commissions and telephone line
charges.
At this rate, it drew

Morris In

Spivak Snarl

nearly $7,500,000 last year for the
use of its members' melodies.

American Federation of Musi- When tHe contract between ASCAP;.
booked for Idora Park
Youngstown, O.j May 11, and cians last week crossed up the and radio came up for renewal last
East Market Gardens in Akron; O., William Morris Agency by reject- summer, ASCAP did not ask for an
May 18, with two more dates ten- ing its complaint against Charlie increase, which automatically reSpivak; for cancelling 17 onCrnighttatively lined up.
newed' the pact for another nine
ers and filling in with a booking at years.;the
Shamrock hotel, Houston,
As for television. ASCAP is askwhich he booked himself. AFM ing 3% of gross billings, less the
told Spivak to go ahead and play
agency commission (15%). Tele
the hotel and forget the one-night- men countered with
an offer, that
ers, leaving Morris high and dry
was much less, in addition to de-r
with the task of talking dance pro- ductions for coaxial
cable charges,
moters out of dates due to start which are
much greater than teletoday (Wednesday).
phone charges, plus other deducMorris' complaint to the AFM tions. ASCAP rejectejd this offer.
outlined a claim that Spivak had It feels that the 3% request is fair,
confirmed every one of the book- in view of the amount drawn from
It's alre.idy

in

Hit for
RGA-Victor

labels..

is

Monroe

taking a

new

.

tack

in recbrd promotion Saturday (30)

Monroe recorded his in Chicago,
using the same echo technique that
marks Ives' diski and it was made
before Ives,' recording was on sale.
Victor doesn't openly admit it, but
Monroe's platter actually was pat-

when one

of Douglas Leigh's ex-

Puhs Waver On

ploitation blimps will cruise over

New York from

dusk to 11 p.m.
plugging Vaughn Monroe's hit disk,

"Riders in the Sky." So far, the
terned after Ives.
For years, recording men and idea calls for the promotion to enmusic publishers have worked that tail use of only the running electric
way—that is, if the publisher had ,„„ ^ „:wu.„ uu^™...
x>.,t
^""^
^^'^^ *
a friend or friends among recordIng men.
It isn't always ea.sy to Victor's exploitation men are hopsecure recordings from every com^ ing to arrange anv animated sign
|)aQy, and if a copy 6f one major- that wiU put a "ghost herd in the
label cutting can be secured it sky."
They're trying for a loudusually convinces recalcitrant rival speaker system to play the record,
labels that they must do the tune, too, plus blimp-to-mike phone contoo, for their own protection.
versations between the
blimp's
In Ives case, he picked up the captain and N. Y. disk jockeys.
song from its writer^ a Death ValVictor is putting exploitation
ley ranger who based the tune on pressure aplent.v: pri Monroe's reian old Indian legend. He took it cording.
It's the company's first
back to Hollywood and recorded it; solid-appearing hit since the relater, Morris Music got wind of the cording ban ended last Dec; 6.
So
tune and bought publication rights far Victor has shipped over 300,000
from the writer.
copies of the platter since it was
released a little over two weeks
ago,

With RCA's 45

I

ings- offered in the string of onenighters.
Spivak denied making
yet the confirmation. In answer Morof ris pointed out that one-nighters
whether they/<viH go along with Spivak is now playing were part
of the string and that if he conRCA-Victor's request for a Wac \ firmed those it's
fairly obvious the
per' side royalty :on the company's others must have been okayed.
new 45 rpm platters, which sell at Spivak opens at the Shamrock to65c. Pubs have been queried by, morrow (Thursday).
Harry Fox, agent and trustee on
Union did, however, participate
mechanical
synchronization in forcing Spivak to play the Ring
problems, and while some pubs Dance of the Navy's
graduating
have okayed the lighter royalty class, at Annapolis, May 28. Spitap and a few have rejected it, too vak, didn't want to play it
because
few opinions have been ascertained he doesn't close at Houston until
to judge the outcome.
May 25.

,

i

Music

given

t

|

clear

have

regular radio, since television' figures to be able to make more valur
able use of copyright tunes, even,

as

under a small-rights

indication

radio can

;

I

,

now

license,

than

do.

As for how high ASCAP revenue
from video can go under that 3%
rate, it all depends on television
billings.; If the latter; shoots liigh,

The

ASCAP's take

will be high.
to radio billings.
cinch there's no demand
three times as much coin.

same applies

and

.

„

publishers

no

I

i

,

'

Lower Royalty

j

I

,

Number is tagged
"Carousel of Love" and Mills

lyrics.

r

To Ballyhoo Disk

platter.

roe disk

purposes

chell Parish- affixed a set of

'

Sky s the Limit

CRG. execs assert that the Monwas possible because one
of its men gave a Morris employee
a copy of Ives record, which subsequently was used for demon^ta-

clusion of a rate structure. Extension was agreed upon between
both factions when it became apparent that the negotiating committees representing the Society,
and television broadcasters would
not get together on a deal before'
the end of this month. Extension

Sunday evening ,has
been rewritten as a pop tune.
To Goodman's music Mit-

every

;

corded

"in contact'fi with his
Street, radio characters

Main

!

I

Ives'

tion

Allen

.

Ives

M-G-M

American Society of Composersr
Authors and Publishers again extended for another 30 days its ternporary $l-a-year license under
which television has been using its
copyrighted songs pending the con-

Allen'« Alley Song
Theme written by maestro
Al Goodman to bring Fred

Brigode, whose "14 Virginians"
was a top-ranking band in this terbe reeorded ritory up to the mid-1930s, has re-

by Decca Records next week, iivith vamped policy of 1,000-capacity
dance-dinery which opens Satura group of strings as part of the
day (30) with Jimmy Dulio's crew.
accompanying band. It's the first Spot will swing into a touring
time the ballad, jazz, bop and What- name policy
on
_
weekends after
,
^
have-you singer ever used strings. Decoration Day

Blowup was caused by the many
Imitations by rival la)>:!ls of Burl

until after he

$l-a-Year Licensing for Television

nearby Chippewa Lake

Along

Ella Strings

are not to leave IGolumbia's offices
"are on sale.
until, regular copies

Music: Co.

at'

Park.
I

member

jis

is

Cleveland, April 26.
Ace Brigode, former bandleader,
becoming operator of Starlight

ballroom

4S

ASCAP Extends for Another 30 Days

Urban Clev6. Dancery

Columbia Records' top executives
warpath last week over a
hit the
condition that has existed for some
recording men and mulime among
Strict orders were
publishers.
cic
New York
issued by the company's
executives against
Bridgeport
and

.

.

a

It's;

for

AFM Still Balked

,

Victor had been paying 2c a side,
Spivak's suit 'for a release from
Cloud promotion iias been used
of course, on its 75c shellac platters. his William Morris contract hasn't
by Victor before, but in a different
Ordinarily, a 65c disk would draw been adjudicated by the AFM's
way. When Tommy Dorsey's "Unthe same royalty. But, it's almost executive board. Latter is to meet
move
salestil" was starting to
standard practice in the music
wise, Victor itsed airplanes trailing
American Federation of Mu*
business to allow reduced payments
iskyrsigns to" proniote it over, Perinsicians has no immediate hope of
per side on disks under 7,5c. For
'sylvania college campuses^
example, when Columbia recently COAST
LOCAL NIXES being able to establish a salary
Music Corp. of America felt the
scale covering the use of mudropped its regular shellac disks
wrath of the American Federation
sicians in films made' purely for
from 75c to 60c; a royalty reducFOR
television.
A short time ago it
tion tO' l%c was. almost automatic;
of Musicians last week.
Agency BING,
Hollywood, April 26.
seemed that the union would be in
That also applied to Columbia's
drew a sharply worded wire from
Joe Venuti and his six sidemen a position to come through shortly
seven-inch pop disks, which retail
BOP
DECCA
Started a one-week date at the Mil- with the much-needed scales, for
president James C. Petrillo which
at 60c.
lion Dollar theatre today (26), re- ^vhich many companies set up to
Bing Crosby and Pattt Aii(irews
threatened suspension of the orplacing Bobby Ramos'
U-picce make film for video have been
ganization's AFM booking license join the musical trend next week
a
crew, whose contract was unae- gnxiou'slv waiting,
as a measure to halt what was when Decca Records will release
^
countably refused by Musicians'
Tucker Set
A«us. v'»««o
.v.,,,,
termed"unethical booking prac- bop-vocal disk on which they're
AFM
s complaint is the same.
Local 47
Tune used is titled "Bepaired.
tices."
MCA denies knowledge nf
of
i
There are so many angles to
,,
.,,
,
Bop Spoken Here," on which
Ramos was threatened with
a considered, and new ones are being
Broadcast
the wire;
For
they're assisted by Vic Schoen's
fine by the union in February un
broached continually In addition,
Exact basis of the charges against
Backing is a countryhe paid off coin borrowed from the AFM is being extremely wary
MCA and who stirred the union orchestra.
Of 'Sing' Stage Idea less
st.vle thing titled "Wedding Day."
the local's advancement fund, the
into action is undisclosed.
of allowing its memBut
^pmHiJi Tucki?r,| vout of thie kitty from which bandleaders are on the subject
In getting out Crosby and Miss
that the case is not trivial is indir
hers to make material that may be
Andrews doing a bop vocal, Decca name band business' almost two permitted to draw money to orcated by the arrival in New York
used over and over again without
outdista nces rival com panics. Capi- yeai;s, will resume activity next ganize a crew.
Ramos received payment,
of Larry Bafnet, head of
creating
thereby
a
MCA's
—
'
He has signed with WORtol, for example, is soon to i-Ssue rhbnth.
oand department, who had been
Frankenstein xf the same "nttur:
„«,^r"?„i^l^,7.?/'
jo Stafford riding the bop craze, Mutual to do a radio broadcast of f"*!!^
ized a combo
and played a numon the Coast. MCA received Peas shellac recordings, so heavily
Several weeks ago. Cap set bopster his "Sing For Your Supper" idea, ber of dates at Sunset Strip nitertrilios wire Friday (22).
radio station disk jockeys
by
Barnet Dave Lambert to work teaching used on stage bookings before his ies. He hadn't paid as promptly used
• ,i^..^t ,„„ „„„:„
of live music.
arrived «ast late Sunday (24) eve- Miss Stafford the intricacies of bop original
band was broken up. as
Local
toppers
thought
he
singing as a means of keeping its After the weekly programs get go- should, so he was hauled up on the
top femme singer abreast of the ing. Tucker expects to; start doing carpet, and reprimanded.
More
into
first
got
do
the
program
That
Crosby
and
to
recently,
Godfrey
Gets 1st Crack
trend.
one-nighters
he was on the carpet
among the hotter names Is no sur-, from the Toad/
again because of a beef registered
Spike Jones' 2-Niter In
He has delved into every
prise.
"Sing" .starts on WGR-Mntual against him here by AFM nationAt Tone He Inspired
type of mu.sic in the past.
[May 5, 9:30-10 p.m., and every al headquarters; No one at the
Chicago, April 26.
Chi Snares SRC 20G
Thur.sday thereafter. Tucker will union would divulge the nature
Jack Fulton, Chi songwriter, has
use a 17-piece studio band at the of the charges
Chicago, April 26.
Ramorstlled flatly that he had Penn/d a tune cued from Arthur
outset with: the Ray Charles Qilarr
Spike Jones "Musical Deprecia- Cap Relays 45 Players
sign-off phrase that has
all bee'fs and that his slate 9^°^{'^y ^
squared
girr
singcr.
Since
the
tet
and
a
tion Revue" at 3,800-seat Chi civic
the boys on music rowr mildly exVrnm MjIV
RfA in
Rotailtfrc Wea is applicable to radio it is to was clean. Union toppers refused
••
Seems Godfrey s signature,
cited.
«pera house Thursday (21) and
rrOIIl
lU I\eidHi;i5
start in that medium, but the aim to comment on the matter at all.
Friday (22) resulted In turnaways.
"be the good Lord willing, see you
Capitol Records branch distribu- is eventually to put it on WOR's However, the date was nixed and in the mornirig," gaVe Pulton the
At $3.71 top, Jones grossed estithe
theatre
hired
Venuti's
crew,
at
outlet,
York
televi,sion
due
to
;New
began receiving 45: rpm atidea for a lullaby to be called,
mated $20,200, with 60 , additional tors
weekly,
a'flat
to
fill out the
$850
Newt
Stammer
in
Augu-st.
debut
last
week
tachmenls and players
"]Be the OoOd l^ord Willing-'' lioii
chairs in the orch pit.
and relaying them to retailers. Ma- will produce the show, which will engagement.
Levy, .head' Of Leeds. Music PiilJ-.
Overflow was to have been taken chines, made for Capitol by RCA- be sustaining.
lishihg Go;, has secured publishing,
care of with 400 additional seats Victor, which developed the 45 rpm
"Sing" uses four contestants who
rights from Fulton and is with-|
placed on stage. But Spike Jones instruments. carr.v
Capitol must guess the title of a song J. Dorsey Seen Set
the
..
_ . _
holding offers from artists and
nixed idea, claiming it would in- name instead of Victor's.
played by the band. If they do.
J
^W
lilll
KArnrHc orchs to record the tune, because
terfere with performance.
IVaUIU5„g
hVl.
Victor's «wn machines have been. they must then act out the tune's
^^^^^ Godfrey to get the first
audience
lyric,
in
costume.
Studio
1
since
April
and
the
market
on.
Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra will crack at it.
For
home
'will
the
winner.
judge
seven*inch
new
.company's
the
probably become a Columbia RecLevy claims he doesn't want to
a participation angle ord property. CRG and Dorsey
Mass. Dancery
disks were released coincidentally. listeners,
get into a hassle like that which
the
form
oC
havi'ni? dialers
takes
have
rpm.
platters
Capitol's
own
45
Boston, April 26.
have agreed to a deal covering a resulted in tieup of "Alright, Louie,
Restaurateur Howard Johnson not yet hit the market. They will suggest tunes for u.se on the .show. five-year term, but haven't as yet Drop the Gun," which was introed
Accepted suggestions will draw signedand Don Carlos are set to build a early in May.
the contract.
by Godfrey but recorded first by;
'.prizes.;,.
5,000-capacity ballroom in nearby
Dorsey had been with M-G-M other artists.
It was later puri.
Dedham this summer.
records until recently. His band is^cha.sed by Feist Music, which tied
Oberstein's
Varsity label,
Eli
Plan is to operate it in coopera- marketing an album of the "South
American Society of Di.sk ,Jor- now at Frank Dailey's Meadow- up existing versions of "Louise" to
tion with Music Corp. of America Pacific"
score,
done by Harry keys chartered as a non-profit brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., hitting get full benefit from Godfrey's Coas an all-season enterprise.
the road thereafter,
lumbia waxing^
Marshard, Boston society maestro, membership corporation in N. Y.
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NBC Fox Meet

Extend Free Kine

04

o

'

GUSi

the

meet soon

formulation

of

and

to dis-

a

Week EnDiig

N>ii«»>

1

RtrSS MORGAN (Decca)
"Forever and Ever"

2

2

"Gruislnir

3

3

"Once

4

4

"

PERRY COMO
5

"So

3

.

6A

7

6B

17

7

12

8

9

9

5

.

6

1

1

8

'

I

interests to pay for the right to
film
programs
using
material

':N

B
E

T
S

.:i«.:

owned by the

kinescoping rights, which were
granted last Jan. 1 for 60 days,

45

1

then extended another 60 days in
two separate moves, is the first
break between music publishers
and televisors.
Kinescoping; of
course," is a matter strictly between individual publishers and

41

6

1

8

8
-•

5

7

3

• •

32

25

(Capitol)

4

1

•

2

«

22*

6
••

6

22

8

(Victor)

10

8

4

10

20

••

(Victor)

3

••

17

(M-G-M)

4

2

16

(Capitol)

0

3

9

license

15

•

2

15

(Decca)

"So Tired"

8

2

12

6

11

VAUGHN MONROE
12A 13

(Victor)
for a Blue Lady".

"Red Roses

GUY LOMBARDO
12B

.

....

.

5

••

••

.

(Decca)

9

..

RUSS MORGAN

2

13A

8

SAMMY KAYE

(Victor)

PERRY COMO

(Victor)

13B

.

..

6

10

7

''Some Enchanted Evening"

BING CROSBY

4

•

11

.

'

6

13C

11

(Decca)

12C 13

10

10

8

10

9

3

10

isn't likely at

(Decca)
:.::4

CENNIE HAYTON (M-G-M)
13D

VIC

DAMONE

(Mercuiy)

B.

CROSBY-E. KNIGHT

14C

For

9

9

3

9

2

..

(Decca)
"Careless Hands".
.

t

1

a partial

FIVE TOP

N; Y.

suit against Broadcast MUsic, Inc. Although Justice J
Louis A. yalente directed them to

KISS ME,

ALBUMS

STAN KENTON
ENCORES

KATE

«erv« a third amended complaint,
the court upheld their right to sue

MANHATTAN

ANB

WOklliS

.:;;MUSie-.
Varltil

M-G-M

Capitol

.

(Based on Points Eorned)

Decca

,

No. of

No. Of

\

them or sold them for "junk." It
was also claimed that BMI formed

Label
Decca

Records

'

Points

..197100

9

i

•

Victor
Capitol

tts own publishing firm to com-,
pete with the plaintiffs.
Court
ruled that these allegations constituted a good cause of action.

84

4

Music Notes
.Plaintiffs, in addition, charge
with licensing their music to
Pied Pipers set for a two-week
restaurants and theatres, etc., in stint at the Paramount, N.Y., startviolation of a fiduciary relation- ing May 11
George Joy^ head
ship. On this point Justice Valente of Santly-Joy Music, in tovvii tor
disagreed with BMI's
_
contention huddles with Coast rep Julie
World Transcription
that since the pWtiffs' tunes' were Losch
copyrighted their remedy, if any. Library service biuldmg 15 and 30lies in a federal court infringement minute story formats around music
tracks of Page Cavanaugh trio.
suit.,
Million Dollar .stage layout .luly
Citing a precedent^ the .iurist
19 will be topllned by Sugar Chile
opmed that the "acts of the de- Robinson
Lena Horne will get a
fendant in giving unauthorized flat $8,500 per week for a May
licenses to others
violated de
i4-June 9 stand at the Blackstone
fendant's obligation to secure the hotel,
Fried
Chicago
Hugo
greatest possible income for the hofer scoring ''Brother-in-Law," a
plaintiffs from: license for radio mu.sical with book by Al Mann-,
Benay Venuta goes tO'
helmer
•nd television broadcasting."
Tucson, Apnl 29, for a Cancer Society Benefit. .Peter Lind Hayes
current at Mounds Club, Cleve'So. Pacific' Score In
Lew Grade, British booker,
land
office, is due
Col. Relea.se
10 Who is opening a
May 1 to hunt film names for
here
Columbia Records expects rto reand English: vaude
continental
lease its album of the "South Pa- dates this summer.
Eddie Shercific" score, made with the orig- man reps Grade here.
Max Steiner accoladed by Venice
inal cast, between May 5 and 10.
Film Festival judges as composer
Broadway musical's 16 songs will of the best film score of 1948, for;
occupy six 10-inch recordings in Warner's "Treasure of Sierra
Dave Miller re-acti-|
the standard 78 rpm version and Madre
vated Castle Records witlr Lcsly
one 12-lnGh ""«-™8'-";'"ve
riiislr
MlCroeronv^ T.P oisK.
etching four sides backed by
Wn,.v „
cutting was com- George Wyle's batoning
Peggy
^
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Columbia
Mercury

.

;

1

at

a

set to topline

the

Hawaiian

Honolulu,

May

6-14

.

.

foui--act bill
Fair in

1

1

.

.

attendance

were

in bet-

The project

will

get

a

hearing this week, although council (buifeted by a number of in-

9

is

expected to turn a fishy eye on the
appeal for funds.
The Dell concerts begin June 27
and continue through Aug. 4. Last

Band Review
PERSON THAL ORCH (7)

sea.son the Dell series was discontinued because of financial difllr

'

1

[

.

.

:

[

'

1

|

Chi for etching sessions with cert circuit. Thai reorganized his
Frankie Laine and Benay Venuta crew after military service. Long
Ella Fitzgerald mked by the time together has worked crew
Million Dollar theatre to topline into a smooth outfit with emphasis
the vaude bill starting July 5 at a on the two-beat and sweet tunes
flat S2,500 for the frame.
Meade favored by dinner dancing -crowd.
Lux Lewis current at the St. Thai gets a maximum of full flavor
Francis room at $220 weekly.
and versatility out of instrumentaSarah .Vaughan, current at Ciro's tion of three reeds, trumpet.
inked for a May 10: date at the .drums, string bass and piano
Vocaling is done by
Gasbah, southside nitery, at $2,2.50
Stuart
per vveek. Arthur Lee Simpkins, Genovese and Sol Feld of the reed
now at Casbah, is getting a flat section, Genovese handling ballads
$1,000 per frame .
Foldo of and Feld on rhythm and bounce
House of Harris, Frisco, Saturday numbers. Entire crew joins in
|

,

I

I

,

.

,

1

'

.

,

I

i

I

I

tives; to contribute $10,000 to the
current drive for $184,200 to prevent a Minneapolis Symph orchestra deficit next season.
At the same time, the 90 orchestra members voted to cOn-

tribute to
the campaign themselves by refraining to ask for th*
wage increases, which they coii*
templated to do next season,
Moreover, the musicians' union an->
nounced a $400 campaign contri"
bution.
This is the fir.st year in which
much of the chanting, pointing up the Minneapolis
Symp association
the impression that the goings-on
has
appealed
for
broad
support
of
are fun all around. Book aLso
brings out a number of instrumen- the orchestra. In the past about
tal specialties,
headed by Thai's 1,000 contributors have made th«
donations
necessary
to
bridge
the
own keyboard tickling.
i

i

•

;

'

.

i

;

I

(23) concelled Arthur. Blake^s $7,'50
stint at the spot:

weekly

Romo

'

Vincent-:

was the

Rudy
sides of

fenpoof
"It's

I

attraction
Vallee's Castle Records
final

!

"The Stein Song," "WhifSong," "Alouetta" and

Time

Jack Smith Friday
1

Dell
if it

yestigations into expenditures),
;

.

'

Song,"

State
.

DeD Concerts

Philly

j;fi'LH^l''T„Mrfr,P^^=;
culties.
^"^^ ^"8'
^°"^"P«"^1«'
Eddy's Restaurant
nando Valley.
Kansas City
MCA sold the Cocoanut Grove One of the smaller combos plavthe Skltch Henderson orch and ing the name spots in the midde- Mpls. Union Nixes Hike
"Salute to Cole Porter" unit cur- west, Pierson Thai orch is back in
To Aid Symph Drive
rent at College Inn, Chi. It comes town for first time in three years,
Minneapolis, April 26.
into the Ambas.sador hotel room This time crew is on the stand at
Dec. 13 for six weeks.
Freeman the new Baltimore Avenue restauGeorge Murk, president of th«
Davls hired by Paramount to .show rant recently opened by the tliree Minneapolis musicians association,
Bing Crosby how to play the musi- Eddy brothers. Spot is a class joint AFL, was one of three representacal bones lor a "Riding High" se- and calls for a
smooth combo, tives sponsoring a resolution in
Mitch Miller, Mercury Thai band fills the bill nicely.
quence
the state legislature asking the
Records' waxing director, in from
a refugee piani.st from the con- Minnesota House of Representa'-

i

^

Points
36

;

:.
but first album for Capitol
Bob Parrish, baritone, returned

I

Goddard Ryan

mittee.

Records
2
2 -y^S'
1

Label

M-G-M

i

BMI

moment.

condition, Mann spurred the
park commi.ssion into putting the
request in the form of an ordinance which stated that an emer^
gency exists. City solons, accustomed to emergencies,' tabled th*
matter: by throwing it into com-

Victor

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

'.

!

"

ter

Cordon Jtnkim

Artitii

!

The second amended complaint

BMI with failing to secure
the maximum amount of broadcasting for the plaintiffs' composir
tions and, instead, either destroyed]
charges

the

Arguing that
would be larger

Eddy Arnold
Stan Ktnten

!

30,

use."

TO MOTHER

TOWERS

.:.;.;•'

iromiwoy Cnil

Columbia.

May

"

10
(Columbia)

BING CROSBY

supreme court

until

Philadelphia, Ai>ril 29.
Frederic R. Mann, president and
general manager of the Robin
Hood Dell, Phiily's summer Concert stadium in Fairmont Park, hat
asked city council for an appropriation of $100,000 to make the al
fresco concert spot "safe forjpublic

(Decca)

..

DINAH SHORE
14D

3

10

"Again"

week

Ask 'Emergency' lOOG

10

1

..

14B

last

:

pending a deal, it was expected
publishers would also extend the
kinescoping okays. None but Starr
has so far refused.
WB's catalogs are the most extensive and most valuable in the
business, based on ASCAP ratings.
Without the rights to the songs
contained in them for kinescoping,
televisors will have no choice but
to eliminate all WB-owned pops
and standards from live broadcasts
being kinescoped for rebroadcast
on outlets not hooked into network
links.
Tliat is, unle.ss- video makes
a separate deal with WB, and that

(Columbia)

5

MORGAN

^

video nets. It is not a part Of the
negotiating going on between teler
vision and the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers for live broadcast rights.
But,
since Jan. 1, the majority of major
and minor publishers have given
the kinescoping rights free, coinciding these grants with ASGAP'a
extension of $l-a-year live broadcast rights to television during the
period of negotiation for the latter.
When ASCAP extended that

(Capitol)

FRANKIE YANKOVIC

WB

firms for rebroadcast in other sections of the
country.
Starr's refusal to extend free

49

1

7

4

11

'

[

Herman Starry head of the Warner Bros.^owned music publishing
firms, comprising Harms, Witmarl^
Remick, et al.. flatly refused last
week to extend free kinescoping
rights to his firms' songs for another month. He wants television

:
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JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE

as six

result, taped shows lean toward
using established standards, there^
by decreasing the opportunity for
pop songs. ": And, while recordings
are of paramount Importance in
.plugging songs,
the high^rated
commercial is also valuable for the
same purpose:

their

.

Amy"

VAUGHN MONROE

,

won

.

:

.S.

B:.

o

'A'—You're Adorable"

MEL TORME

In today's market, a tune that
looks good this week may flop
And when a
next, and vice versa.
Sub knows that five or six weeks
ence' he's going to drive a com-'
paratively new tune it isn't: easy to
get a performer to do: it on tape
that far in advance because the latter wants some assurance that the
long will be in demand when the
show finally hits the air. That a
publisher rarely can give.
As a

in
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(Decca)

Love With

GORDON MacRAE

It follows
that cutting a show that far ahead
involves problems in the selection
of pop songS;

week

in

.

w

PO

2

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
Down River"

RAY BOLGER

weeks before broadcast.

publisher plaintiffs

z

1

happy about the tejidencji> toward
taping high: - rated commercial
(hows. Naturally, these are done

victory last

i

Artist, Label,- Title
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:

Right to Sue
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Thli Last
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are other angles, too.
Publishers, incidentally; are not
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Q

rate

ed music on taped radio broadcasts. While there has been a definite rate of payment for the use of
copyrighted tunes on transcribed
musical shows, none has ever been
established to cover tape, which, in
effect is the same sort of recording
but is not covered by the transeripAnd there is an
tioii agreement.
Increasing tendency among top ra>
dio stars to tape their efforts.
As it stands now, publishers
mrSW 2Sc per disk per station for
\ th6
Use of their pop material on
disks, and 50c for standard tunes
deemed more valuable. This un^
doubtedly will be the basis for.neThere
gotiation of a tape rate.

some as much

u
CA

m

week.

last

;

6

'

0)

itructure for the use of copyright-

In advance,

W
ci

11 cities and shomng cem^parative sales rating for this

Sobert p. My«rs, NBG exec, and
Harry Fox, music publishers representative, will

JS

Survey of retail disk best
sellerSy hosed on reports ob.tatncd /rom Icodinfif :Storcs in

Radio Royalties

4S

Starr Refuses to

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Talk Tape

Will

'

hit
(29).

to

Sing a Good Night

the

stalls

;

1

nationally

Thai band is a good bet where gap between,j9rchestra income and
smaller combo is called for on the expenses. St. -Paul, too, is cooperclub and hotel circuit.
ating. in the present campaign.
Quint.
'

*

,

:

)

.

.

.

^

.
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Topi of the Top*

ASCAP s Appeal Stalled as Attys.

Betall JDIsk Seller

Jocks, Jufres and Disks

"Forever and Ever"

Musle Seller

Retail Sheet

In

ITO Case Push Settlement Talks

Down

"Cruising

the River*'

By BEBNIE WOODS

"Most Requested" Disk
i

encouraging

been

talks

•£•

whi^

>

Label for 39c-er
Signature Records will virtually
discard the 75c label sold under
the company title, when it begins
issuing next week all of its Signature artists on the company's
Ray
new 39c Hi-Tone disks.
Bloch, Alan Dale, Johnny Long's
orchestra
and other Signature
artists V have already cut for the
39c -sides and, in addition, Sig
win market iiuite a bit of <jatalog
material originally made to sell
for 75c, at the Hi-Tone 39c price-

£

l

PacrfiC for Marcll Of

tag.

T*_
Time

would permif ASCAP to continue
Columbia Records Corp. is seekvas the one: channel for licensing
musical compositions used in film ing tb'provide March of Time with
productions.
Hence, any settle- shots of the recording of its "South
ment will undoubtedly grant Pacific" album as Columbia's conASCAP that privilige •while modi- tribution to the M." of T.'s forthfying its power to split the syn- coming documentary reel on the
chronization from the performing recording .business." However, Columbia has many loose- ends, to tie
rights and collect for both.
Meanwhile, ASCAP Is making up before permission can be seno effort to collect from theatres cured, and even then the actual
pending the appeal. Judge Leibell's filming will cost CRC several thouruling held that the Society's op- sand dollars in salaries.
Columbia's album of "Pacific"
erivtions violated anti-trust laws
and implied that a complete reor^ tunes is made with the show's
ganization of the outfit would be original cast and clearances must
required if it wanted to license be obtained from a dozen different
performing rights.
sources, firstly the score's com-

I

,

claims exceptionally
good reaction to its lower-priced
label since it was debuted seven

Signature

weeks

ago.

said

It's

1,000,000

|

disks have been madfe and shipped,
decision
that led to the
to
make all artists available
It's explained
at the 39C" level.
that Long, et al, are working for
the Hi-Tone label on a straight
royalty deal, no guarantee. Other
such as Larry. Douglas,
artists
Eugenie Baird, et al, have been
Working on a flat sum per side
?
basis, no royalties.

and
.

.

but
Crosby's
plenty
late
on
Hands, a widely played melody
so far hasn't reached solid
It's possible
islble he couid
' could
provide the impetus.
s..
iCen Darby
Singers assists
"Memories,'
Memories," a
standard, is not the real crack
Crosby, but it's solid enough for
any library or juke.
Derry Falligant "Riders in the

idea. It catches the ear, but isn't
likely to last long, Judy Valentine

,

in Filming

M

r

flavor

.

Records Has Snarls

To Untangle

on the carouthickly and

It lays

And attractive waltz, winds up a smart disk. Done dif.
(Decca).
"Merry-Go-Round" has a great ferently than Lombardo's It's a<.
chance to keep rolling the ball good. Entire ensemble tackles tii«
started by "Cruising Down the vocal.
Al Trace "Your Tears Came Ton
River." Kenny Gardner and Trio
vocal. Flipover carries the stand- Late"-"It Took a Dream to Wak2
ard "Canadian Capers," well done. Me Up" (Columbia).
Al Tranp
Lombardo's combo is also tall'on trying mightily since his "You Call'
wax with "Five Foot Two, Eyes of Everybody Darlln" died. miEht
Blue," vocalled by Gardner and have a good one in "Tears." Cirt
Trio.
It's backed by a very satis- in his shuffle-rhythm style, tune
i«
fying and likely tune, "You Can't very likeable and stands up under
repetition.
Buy Happiness."
Bob Vincent and
Blue Barron "Open the Door chorus vocal. "Dream" has a good
Polka"-"Whose Girl Are You" melody and fair lyric, the combina(M-G-M). "Open Door" is gather- tion sounding good. Vincent again
ing wide attention. Novelty is well vocals.
Bing Crosby "Careless Hands".
done by Barron, a lively, colorful
waxing of polka music and a lyric 'Memories"JDecca). Good pairins

Sig Brushes 75c

.

Col.

Guy Xombardo "Merry - Go- much better.
Round Waltz" - "Canadian Capers" sel calliope

Best British Seller
"12th Street Rag"

tlii

.

the River"

Seller on Coin Machines
"Cruising Down the lUver"

May

:

ough, it is said. Original Leibell
decision was handed down in July
of last year and ASCAP filed notice of an appeal early last fall.
While a blanket secrecy covers
the negotiations, it is reliably rehave
ponea mat
ported
that several majors nave

Down

"Cruising

Intermittent negotiations for a4^-

ettlement of the Harry Brandt
I
suit against the American Society rop ffaves Uue
of composers. Authors & Publish
From Col. Records
ers have now delayed for many
Columbia Records will issue a
months arguments of an appeal
Microgroove
Long-Playing
10-inch
Judge
decision
Federal
of
from the
Vincent L. Leibell which ended disk May 2 carrying eight current
ASGAP's right to collect theatre, and new: pop tunes by pop artists^
seat taxes under its present opera^: Called "Popular Favorites," the
tional setup. Understood that ne disk will sell for $2.85 and is a
Ifotiations,
handled by former radical departure from practice in
Secretary of War Robert P. Pat- view of the tunes and artists used.
It'll carry Frank Sinatra's "Sunterson, have been renewed again
after attempts at a compromise flower"; Les Brown, "I've Got My
broke down several times. Brandt's Love to Keep Me Warm"; Dinah
Independent Theatre Owners Ass'n Shore, "Always True to You in My
(N. Y.) was the plalntlif in this Fashion"; Frankie Carle, "Cruising Down the Rlvjsr"; Doris Day,
historic suit.
Case is set to come up before "Don't Gamble With Romance";
the U. S: circuit court of appeals Frankie Yankovic, "Blue Skirt
in May. However, a further delay Waltz"; Dorothy Shay, "Mr. Sear^
in argument until the October and Mrs. Roebuck"; Arthur Godterm Is likely to be pushed frey, "Could I? I Certainly Could."

that

and Phil Goulding do the words.
"Girl" is a nice polka.
Jerry Wayne-Dell Trio "A Million Miles Away" - "Loneliness"
(Columbia). Wayne got hold of a
good ballad in "Million Miles" and
he cuts it cleanly and smoothly
with the Dell Trio. It has a good
chance and it's worth using by
jukes and jocks. "Loneliness" figures to be lonely.
Johnny Mercer "Missouri Walking Preacher" - "Candy Kisses"
Mercer's gravel throat
(Capitol).
twines solidly around "Preacher''
and his recording of it is reminiscent of his "Accentuate the Positive." It has good possibilities and
if it doesn't hit, will still be spun
Starlighters sand Paul
aplenty.

hit status.

Sky"

Old Church Near

"Little

-

Leicester Square" (M^G-M). Burl
Ives left a trail of carbon copies,
seems, when he cut '-'Riders," including Vaughn Monroe's, by far
the best.
Falligant does a good
job, too, using the same echo teclinique. He really hasn't the voice
for it. which simply proves how
great is the tune. It's backed by
it

a eharming new melody, done
nicely.
As a matter of fact, this
is perhaps the best wax on the
him up.. "Candy tune;
Kisses" is moving strongly on wax.
Ink Spots "A Kiss and a Rose"and Mercer's disk, a good one. will "Knock on the Door" (Decca).
move with the .tide. Starlighters Spots appear to have drawn
two
Of Sig's 75c catalog material, the and Weston help.
light melodies on this pairirig.
Carmen Cavallaro "Portrait of "Rose" isn't very impressive
first batch to be reissued on Hiand
Tone at 39e will consist o0^O' sides Jennie"-"Dream of Olwen" (Decca). neither is "Knock." Billy Kenny
digits,
backed
educated
by Bloch, .Tohnnv Bothwell, AlanJ Cavallaro's
handles 'em both, and the spoken
posers, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Dale, Monica Lewis (now witlT by strings and harps, etc., paint a break is taken on each side, a Spots
"Jennie,"
musical
portrait
of
nice
Hammerstein, 2d, whose film rights Decca at 75c\ Connie Haines (now
routine that hasn't been used too
must be considered. Too, there with Dtcca's Coral label). These a good new tune. But Bob Lido frequently of late.
are possible film entangleme'nts wiir include tlw Dale-Haines hit, muddles it with an average vocal.
Platter Pointers
with Mary Martin, co-star with "Darktown Slruttor'.s Ball," the "Dream of Olwen" is excellent
pianistics, wax worth stashing in: a
Pinza,
Ezio
pi u s many other Dale-Bloch hit, "Oil, Marie." and jock's libraiTT.
Billy Williams gets a hefty push
STUDS TERKEL
angles.
In
Bloch's "Begin the Bcguine."
Art Mooney "Heart of Loch Lo- from a solid sending band on his
30 Mins., Sunday, 1-1:30 p.m.
In the: event: all clearances are addition, 24 race and hillbilly sides
country
diskings of "Tennessee
mond" - "Merry-Go-Round Waltz"
Erie Clothiers
obtained Columbia would have to will hit the 39c level as well as
(M-G-M). "Loch Eomond," vocalled Border" and "Tennessee Saturday
VTFL, Chicago
pay salaries to bring in the cast to Paul Whiteman's "Rhapsody in by .lohnny Martin, Madelyn Rus- Night" (Coral), and his vocals
il's a' novelty to find a jockey
do the filming.
"Sister of
It has already Blue" album', on four sides, to sell sell and Mooney's choir, is average match; they're fine
who makes a real attempt to pro- completed the recording
Sioux
City
Sue" is more like a
of
by
the for $1,25. along with albums
Mooney's arrangements
listening.
gram Instead of grabbing the latest score and the
album is due for re- Hazel Scott. Bloch and Long's of this type always cram~ too much Siamese twin to the original; Dick
release. Terke has patterned his
Thomas'
Decca
disking
is good
lease between May 5 and 10.
"Merry-GorRound"
into
them.
is
"College Favorites."
the old river
late.st offering on
"Save a Piece of. Wedding Cake
.'

Weston

back

;

:

'

.

.

.

.

1
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with drama, laughter
chronicled by recordspinner. Interspersed are disks, old

showboat,

and

aad new, which fit in the theme of
the story—one about a member of
"

for

^^^10 Best

tears, all

a. singing trio who left home to bea single, fails, and returns to

CRUISING

1.

DOWN THE

(SpitztW

v

; . .

. . .

wife, then achieving success
luartet.

his!

by

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

2.

3.

AGAIN

4.

FAR AWAY PLACES

5.

RIDERS IN THE SKY

(6)

(Robbins)

)S^^lmha/dc

I-

1

LOVE YOU SO MUCH

HURTS

IT

t

6.

I

f

7.

".V YOU'RE ADOR.'VBLE

8.

FOREVER AND EVER

(8)

(Melody Lane)
:.

'

..:'

;

..

.

i

(Robbi«.s)

SO IN LOVE

9.

(1) (T.

GALWAY BAY

10.

(1«) (I,ecds)

.

Anne Shelton

SO TIRED

with guests. Time i;: also
conversal.iojis
listeners, taking "dedications."
platters.
Kirst hou)- and a half moves
r.ilhoi-.fa.st. but after that it drags
and Cai'ler himMe.lf shows signs of
tiring.
He eoiiimentod. at 4:40 of
lasi
stanz;! caiigiit,. that, he felt
''luckorcd out.''
The phone exni;itinee.

(Melrose)

,.,

i

..

)

COMME

CI

COMME CA

(Leeds)

."^

.

.
'

I

DON'T SEE ME

(Laurel)

)

J

\

yol'

BROKE VOUR PROMISE

srXFLOWJjR

(Pic)

)

'

'

(Famous)

.:

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

Coming Home?" (Victor); Foy
Willinsr, "You Told a Lie" (Capi"Tennessee Border"-"eandy
Kisses,'^ Bed Foley (Decca); Mike
McKendrick's
Three Cheers,
South Side Boogie" (Selective);
Gene Autry, "Sunflower": Red

.

.

.

Had

(Miller)

j

.Campbell>

F;

(T. B.

.*

'

; ! ! !

! !

! !

Harms)

^

!

Capitol

CapHol

Victor
.

.

.

,

,

, ;

.

.

Cordon

Jenlcins,

Como

Perry
Pauin

...

.

.

.

.

..,

.

.

(Mercury);

cury).:

Osfeld's Heart Attack

."

"

vnu^hn n^pnroe

""^Z

placed in an oxygen tent.
Hi*
ColuZil ^ condition is not good. He must
"
*
Victor 1 remain there from- six to eight
*
weeks.
Capitol
1

(Harms)

PORmAH'
PORIRAII

m
(Chappem

.

i

Peggy

.
I

Lee.

Day

Doris

I

,

HOW

O^^^ .lE.XNIh
Of'

King Cole

IT LIES (Morris)

'

of

,'

,
1

DIDN'T

KNOW GUN
crumrcs
,

LO.VDEI)

i

..,.r„
I

(Leivis)

™"

Capitol
'

Capitol

Bing Crosby
~

Kay

'
i

StOrr".

Decco'"
.

.

^.^\^\' ^ CaSito^

Betsu Gav

r^!!l ,
copitoi

,

in parciiiJicscs Mulicnte

number

o)

weeks $ono has been

in the

Top 101

$12,000.
•

1

:

,

.

"

.

"

^

.

It's the second serious heart atr
tack Osfeld experienced in the
past couple years and, ironically
enough, both occurred out of towni
he lives in New York. Couple of
years ago, while running Charlie.;

Columbio

-

"I'm

Jack Osfeld, head Of Blue Bar"
ron's Music publishing company,
suffered a serious heart attack
Thursday (21) morning in Syracuse.
He was taken to S.vracus*
memorial hospital, where he was

Decco
Columbia
Mercury

Howard

Davis,

-..

Victor
Copitol

Frank Sinatra

Jimmie

Hating M.yself" (Decca): Snnnyland
.Slim. "Mud.Kirkin' Woman" (Mer-

Victor

.Decca
Decco

Supreme

Dinoh Shore

,

.

...

i

....

Watson

Eddi;

.

.

^1^^^

:

SOMEONE LIKE YOU
CUIAV4N (Mill.)

"Lifetime
Regret"
to
Jimmy Wakely, "I Wish
a Nickel" (Capitol); Don Kid".Tealous Heart" (Mercury);

Curley Williams, "You Can't Brush
Me Off" (Columbia): Sabby LewisAl Morgan, "Ugly Woman Blues"

Decca

Slarr

Sammy Kaye
WpI Torme
Tony Martin

1

LOVE ME. LOVE ME, LOVE MI
VOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE OM.
to you in my fashion
DON'T LIE TO ME (Leeds)
'IRI

Kay

DOPE KAP POR PITT TOOTER

marijuana, enough to
wake more' than 15,000 cigarets.
Stuff .had an estimated value of

.

IKny Starr
Rwss Morgan

I

,

cache

.

I'Didc Hdymesv,.

•

arrested

.

.

.

tol);

Decco
Columbia
Decca
iLondon

\Rms Morgan
1

-

week

.

.

(M-G-M):

flip',

Pitlsblirgh. April 26

.

.

I

(Glenmore)

CARELESS HANDS

changes with young women dialers

Police here last

....

.

L'p

devoted to telephone

Fi'ed Moore, 30, local band musician. Who led them to a 16-pound

.

well,

and spinning

hrash. kidding.
Carter
sometimes approaches the line of
b.'icl
taste, but, the gals seem to
like his "freshness."
Interviews
generally come off well.
Carter, who has demonstrated
listening pull with the three hourer. possesses an articulate tongue
and a deep voice. He tends to talk
too much, which he has admitted
on the air.
Jaco.

... ...
.

.

:

.

"Sorghum Switch"

Sovine,

Coming

v'jtli

ai'e

London
Vie.tor

(
.

throe-

hour morning marathon five duys a
vfck, broadcasts for the same
length of time on a Saturday

.

Como

.

—

Victor

Fields

Perry

.

Jennie" a listless vocal.
Standout western, country, race,
blues, polka: _Texas Jim Robertson, "Daddy, When Is Mommy

Colurnhia

Grade

)

(

a

^ctor

Binfi Crosbv
Dinah Shore
Biriff Crosby

t

Harms)

B.

WT'TR, Albany

who does

.

Victor

,
IBitddy Clark
Perry Como

'

.

(Laurel)

(1>

(1)

.

Dorsey's

"Cole Slaw," backed by his
"Parade of the Milk Bottle Caps,"
on Coral
Mercury ditto, with
Eddy Howard's past hits, "Rickety
Rickshaw Man" and "Ralrtinie
Cowboy Joe" backed up; they're
worthwhile
Jack Fina's pianist
tics have the same difficulty as
Carmen Cavallaro on "Portrait of

Commbta

J^^'']^

'

I

Sustaining:
2:1 r< p.m., Sal.

jockey,

Jimmy

as

Decco

.

"^om^

pt^i;

!

IBurl Ives

THE KIXOHI)

lib

,

\Vauqhn Monroe

(Morris)

'

With Alan Carter, Guests
S Hours

C'r

.

.

1

'

OI-

.

.

\^ ^Zne \\v:::.:v.M^

...

(13)(La«rel)

cials,

(1)

.

.

..... Victor

(10) (Mills)

,

sounds a little weak, but
Terkel gives it a satirical brush,
Viiich should result in heavy
chuckles.
Transcribed
commer-

,

.

\

It

interrupted by the jock, are
In keeping with the rest of the pro{triim. but staff announcer should
be used to read the bargains. Torkel's spiel here doesn't register: it
reeds more contrast. Credit is given
the various artists at the end of
tlie program..
-Zflhe.

Russ TTorgan ! ....... Decca
.M-G-M
BJue Barron ........ .

i

...

.

a new line of corn by
Carle
(Columbia)...

is

Rhumba addicts will be satisfied
with Damy Simon's "Rapsodia En
Rumba'' (Columbia), a piano recital
to rhythm
Decca reissued

on (x»m-Macliines^J55!^l-*4

Sellers

RIVER. (1 1)

come

joining

Me"

Frankie

'

^

<'0"apsed in Hbllywood and was
confined to bed there several
months,
He was in Syracuse to

zi7sS'cus"r°-

^

,

I

!

.

.

.
'

AprU 27, 1949

tredpeffJay»

hade Orchestras-Mdc
new Coast AGVA chief, has added the Hollywood
AthClub to the list of spots he has knpcked over for putting on free
hoOT since he assumed his new dutle^s. Rio dropped in and found
member,
singer Hal Winters, xvorking for
le AGVA
nothing and has
trial
for
a
board
hearing. Other acts, Rio
hailed him up
reported
were two so-called "opera turns" and two ams.
Rio told the Club
management to stop the shows or start paymg talent, When Club
toppew said they d use only ai^ijiteurs from now on, Rio warned that
that
adopted
policy
he'd bar all pros from
Club
,f ^he
evera^peannR

,

£ddle Bio.

there.

K

When

tag.

!

'48.

I

Victor's fiscal year starts Dec. 1.
just paid represented
the peiiod from Dec 1 to Feb. 28,
including a few weeks of holiday

Quiz Block on Suit

sales.

woiked wilh Kpn

Alvmo Key onole now chirn'
Additionally there is some questioi as
Ing with Bemhart.
to whether
wjiemer
Kenton, no.w in New York, okayed the billing.

Fred

Ahlert

president

is

most exclusively.

Frank Dailey experimenting with

Vaughn Monroe

pla.vs a

week

at

the Fabian Palace, Albany, begin-

nmg May

4.

a battery of six spotlights perched
on the root ot his Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove, N. J to attract atteiition Hollywood stvlc
,

i

'm smuys of smpWAr

^22±f:^ V

starring Frtd Astair*

and Gingtr Rogan.
Opening May 4th—Lotw'$ Stat* Thwin

withdrawing only his arrangements of
certain
melodies betore turning his London Music
firm over to
•f*^
H^'s transferring his arrangements of
^fPB f"""
"Humoresque," "Tales of Vienna," "Merry Widow Waltz,"
"VUia" and "Toon
Comes Over Brooklyn" into his Lombardo Music, operated bv
Biee
BOT-Vocco-Conn. Otherwise, Santly takes over the firm as
it stands
is

domam

public

gbirett'

relLTb^ J a^Vr^''"^'^

"a^rl-

'RH' Logging System
m

Richard Himbcr's new development
logging broadcast perform
meet lt$U tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules
riie» ore compiled on the basis of l point
for sustaining instruviental.
2 points for svstainmg vocal; 3 for commercial instrumental- 4 for
commercial «ocal. respectively, in each of the 3 riojor territories.
New
York, Chicago and Coast. For eaiomple. a
Commercial Vocal in all
three temtones counts 12. Added to these
totaU is the listener ratings
of commercial shows. The first group consists of the top
30 songs.
Week of April 15 to April 21.
„^ ,
A^ Chapter
In My Life Called Mary
Shanirn
Again-i "Road House" ..
Rohh ns
Always Ti-ue To X.ou in My Fashion-*"Kiss

A
.

Wonderful

Hali

Me

Guy—"South

W

........ V.V.V.'.
.

5* ^"'^ You-,-Flamingo Road"
Vrl"^}^
1 Get Up Every Morning
,

Me

T

t B

.

I

bon

iiy

las

tie

like

ly

lad

die

chanc

- in';

'ry
'ry

I'

was (lane

wait wait-

my

waH
was

high- land
bigb-laud'

iny

fling.'

chance
glvnce

No

'

No

fling.

not the moo you dan-gle
t'm
-in* Well, noth- In' real- ly worth the

:

on a string' I was can- nyt
men-tton-ing. Hop- in' watch-in'

in'
in'

the
the

for
for

real
real

real,
real,

Though I
danced each
Tbough they spoke real

thixifr
thing.

girl'

soft

the
the

In
In

larms

of Laredo"

^'™us

.'

!

] ] ] ! ]

[

would
would

twist and twirl na*
moon-licht oft. na'

Harms

do.
do.

An'
Till

,

i'went

1
it

came

my

way

till

the

to

pau

to

this

La Salle
Melodj Lane

••••••

p^^^^^

20

on Richard Himber

sonp.'j, baserf
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You re Adorable
Because You Love Me
Oon't Cry, Cry Baby
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For Love"
Everywhere You Go
Far Away Places
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Vancouver, April 26.
Conductor .Tacques Singci pacted
•

for a turther three-year period
with the Vancouver. Symphony at
a reported $15,000 per.
On heels

FRED ASTAIRE

Av*ll«bl*

RAY D? VITA

J

-

Capitol

RCA

GINGER ROGERS

Victor

M G-M

year.

Albert Steinberg reappointed for
another year as assistant conductor
and concert master.
Barrett Quits Detroit
Barrett, assistant concert-

James

'

master of the Detroit Symph, has

CI AA
#<»wU

JO STAFFORD

-

FREDDY MARTIN

of this came announcement by
longhair association that orch faces
a deficit ot more than 37G this

resigned to accept a similar position with the Cleveland Orch.
He will succeed Andor Toth,
leaving. Cleveland to become assistant conductor of the iEIousii^n
Sympii.'

V

:

j
i

I

f?^^m^
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ASCAP. If he's re-elected, and in.
dications are that he will be, it will
be his second term,

.

Figures represent pop sales al-

lore trial of the suit against him
by LaiTy Taylor tor $46,000 tor
breach of contract.
Exam took
place yesterday (Tuesday) in the
offices of Taylor's attorneys.

'4W

usually occuns at the April convention of the board.

The quarter

Martin Block was examined be-

Bemhart and Stan Kenton's All-Stars, now workinK
the Barharv
Coast, Frisco, at $1,250 weekly, has only three former
Kenton sidemen
in the ranks, trombonist Bernhart, tenor hornman Bob Cooner
and » to
Pianist, bassist and drummer never
1st Art Pepper,

Guy Lombardo

ASCAP^EEN EECTING
AHLERT AT MEETING

In

1

Milt

Neither did Betty Bennett, former

20%

Dips

1st Quarter Sales

victor's bestseller lists with his
country-style music, occasionally
outselling all pop artists.

it about a month
ago sales began to pick up.. Meanwhile Louis Jordan has waxed it on Decca and
tame firm is reviving th« original tlorsey side on its Coral label "Soiehum" writer Jesse Stone gave his permission for use ot the new 'handle.

ton.

RCA

countrv-tvpe

all

RCA-Victor's first-quarter royAmerican Society of Composers,
two pictures a year over an undis- alty statements to music publishers Authors and Publishers holds it«
dipped 20% under the previous or regular monthly board meeting
closed term.
Film? are not yet
tolast quarter of '48.
And the total morrow (Thurs.l in N. Y. Meetings
designated.
paid out was approximately 60% will probably see the Society's
anArnold frequently leads RCAunder the corresponding period of nual presidential election; It

WOV

Co le

of

was signed last week by
Columbia Pictures, Deal calls for

"Cole Slaw," a top selling race record in Harlem, New Orleans
and
Washington, actually is "Sorghum Switch," which Jimmy Dorsev
cut
Tune was recently recorded by Frank
(or Decca in 1940.
CuUv on thV
Atlantic label under the "Cole Slaw"
(N. y.), disk jockey, started turntabling

seller

artists,

,

.

Col. Pix Sets Arnold
Dddy Arnold, perhaps the hottest

disk

letlc

•

1

5 3 7

CHARLES WARREN Gen

N.
P,of

music, inc.
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Mgr
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Chriis Smith. The Gotham^ Steel subsidiary, ordered its sm«
ployees to be total abstainers both
Attucks Music Co., cop. 1908.
Down In Jungle Town, w., Ed- on and oft the premises. Likewise,
ward Madden, m., Theodore F. th« B. & .O. Railway ^at regarded
Morse. F. B. Haviland Music Pub. all those running or directing
trains). Pressure was afoot everyCo., cop. 1908.
where to stop the Incipient vogue
Golliwog's Cake Walk (in: The
(Musicql-Historical Revietv: imO-1948)
of feminine smoking. Meantime
Children's Comer). Piano solo, m.,
Georgia went dry.
v
Compiled for
Achille
Claude Debussy. Paris:
The manufacture of motor cars
Durand & Cie., cop. 1908.
By JULIUS
now passed the 50,000 rhark.
Good Evening, Caroline, w., Jack
All Right* Reserved)
(Copyright, Variety Int.
Motion pictures, still tail-end
legends and other basic bacfcorovnd informaHeni attendant to the compilation Norworlli. ni., Albert Von Tilzer. features for vaudeville shows, began to give a better omen for the
and pmen^atlan, apptand in the Oct^ 6, 1948, issue when the Variety Song The York Music Co., cop. 1908.
Biograph was producing
I Don't Want Another Sister, w., future.
U it suggested that these instoHmeiits be.
Covofcode started pufah'cotion serially.
ILeroi Scarlett, m., Edna Williams. "The Snow Man" (717 ft.), "Bobby's
clipped and filed for future refsrence.
Kodak" (518 ft.), and "Dr. Skinum"
Attention is hereby called lo the fad thai this material is copyrighted and may not Jos. W. Stem & Co., cop. 1908.
I've Taken Quite a Fancy to You, (592 ft.).
V
bo reproduced either vyhelly< or in. part.
The Carlisle Indians football
w., Edward Madden, m., Theodore
.iContinued.'from last WeekV'
for
Daisies Won't Tell, w,, m. Anita F. Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., aggregation had Jim Thorpe
1908 (Conlinuecl)
star.
One, of football's alltime
_
Owen. Jerome H, Kemick & Co., cop. 1908.
If I Had a Thousand Lives to heroes, Thorpe in 1912 won the
Come on Down Town (The „_„ , gnq
m., Olympic pentathlon and decathlon,
Live, w., Sylvester Maguire.
...
Vankee Prince), w., m„ George M.
„;,„„
„
^''e'^™
Stern
&
him
return
the
Solnion.
they
made
Alfred
Jos. W.
but
Cohan. Cohan and Harris, cop. ^
r
Cyril Scott, op. 58, No. 5i Lon- Co., cop. 1908; assigned 1920 to trophies.
1908 ^
Edward B. Marks Music Co.; asAt the Polo Grounds, N. Y., Fred
Consolation. w., Edward Mad- d"": ^Ikin & Co.. cop. 1908
Don't Take Me Home^ w., Vin- signed 1932 .10 Edward B. Marks Merkle committed the liistoric
•den, .m„ Theodore F. Morse. F. B,
baseball play involving the quescent Bryan, m., Hariy Von Tilzer. Music Corp.; renewed 1935.
HavUand Pub. Go.,, cop. 1908.
If You Cared for Mc. w., Ed. tion of whether or not he touched
Cuddle Vp a Little Closer (The Harry Von Tilzer Music. Pub. Co.,
Rose, m., Ted Snyder. Ted Snyder second base. The game was a cruThree TwiiiS). w., Otto Harbach. cop. 1908.
Down Among the Sugar Cane. Co., Inc., cop. 1908 by Rose &:! cial battle between the Giants and
m., Karl Hoschna. M. Witmaik &
w;, Avery and Hart, m Cecil Mack Snyder Co.; assigned 1908 to H. Cubs for pennant honors. When the
Sonsy cop. 1908.
Waterson.
game' was declared a tiet it nearly
If You Were I and I Were You provoked a major riot. After this
(Prima Donna). Ay., Henry Blossom; "bonehead". and ''boner" were

and

P^mfmH

'
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p^filETY

MATTFELD
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'
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;
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I

I

Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly<
(The JoUjrBiichMors). w., m., C. w'
Will Letters. American version by William G. Mc*
Kenna. T. B. Harms & Francis

Murphy and

Day & Hunter, cop. 1909 by FranDay & Hunter^
Heaven Will Protect the Work.

cis,

Ing Girl. (Time's Nightmare), wEdgar Smith,
m., A. Baldwin
Sloane. Chas. K. Harris, cop, igoii
I'm, Awfully GUd I Met You'
Jack Drislane. m., George
Meyer. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co '

W

w..

Inc., cop. 1909.

Got a Pain in My Sawdust,
Henry Edward Warner,
m
Herman Avery Wade. Jos. w'
I've

w.,

Stern Co., cop. 1909.
Got Rings on

I've
OF,

Mumbo Jumbo

My

Fingers.
Jijjiboo 3

.

O'Shea (The Midnight Sons; and
The Yankee Girt), w., Weston and
Barnes, m., Maurice Scotti T. B

Harms

cop.

&

&

1909

Francis, Day
by Francis,

Hunter'

Day

-

j

I

[

I

Hunter.
(Continued next week)
/
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22 Soloists Skedded

,

I

For PhiUy Orch Season

I

I

m., Victor Herbert.
Sons, cop. 1908.

M. Witmark

&

baseball (and general) slang.
Au American car, the E.

R.

In the Garden of My Heart, w., Thomas "Speedway Flier,'' was the
Caro Roma, m., Ernest R: Ball. M. only one of six entries to finish the
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1908.
first New York-to-Paris automobile
It Looks Like a Big Nigltt To''race."
The cars traveled westnight,
w., Harry Williams.
m„ ward around, the world/ being shipEgbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H, ped from Seattle, Wash., to Kobe,

Jtemick

&

^

.

Philadelphia, AiJril 26.
A stellar list of 22 soloists and
three guest conductors have been
engaged for the
Philadelphia
Orch's 50th season, which begins
Oct. 7., Philly patrons win again
hear the regular 28 pairs of Friday afternoon and Saturday evening concerts, plus 10 Monday

evening performances.
Eugene
Japan.
Bliie.
In Sydney, Australia, Jack John- Orma'ndy will conduct all but five
Theodore son whipped Tommy Burns after weeks of the program, which will
Pub. Co., 14 rounds and annexed, the iieavy- be given over to Alexander Hils-

Co., cop. 1908.

The Lajtky Yankee Boys, in
w., Edward Madden, m.,
F. Morse. F. B. Haviland
cop. 1908.

weight crown. Police, stopped the berg; associate conductor and guest
batoneers Ernest Ansermet, Leoncontest.
"The Gibson Girl," so-called ard Bernstein and Victor de Safrom Charles Dana Gibson draw- bata.
ings; was the acme of American
Soloists include nine pianists-^
womanhood.
Ania Dorfman, Rudolf Setkin, RobAnother prominent illu.strator at ert Casadesus, Eileen Joyce, Alexthis time was Howard Chandler
ander Brailowsky, Menahem PressChristy, said to be getting $1,000 a
lei-, Jean Graham, William Kapell,
week.
Women began wearing sheath the duo-pianists Luboshutz and
gowns, "Merry Widow',''.liats,' dotted Nemenoff, and Artur RubinsteiW;
veils, and high buttoned, or laced, violinists Erica Morini, Zlno Fran-

The Longest Way 'Round Is the
Sweetest Way Home.
w-r Ren
Shields,
m., Kerrj' Mills.
F. A,
.

Mills, cop. 1908.

Love is Like a Cigarette (The
Rose of Algeria), w., :Glen' Mac-'
Donough. m., Victor Herbert. Chas.

K. Harris, cop. 1908.
Love's Roundelay (Tlie Waltz
Dream), w., Joseph Herbert. m.,
Oscar Straus. Jos. W. Stern & Co.,
cop 1908.
Mary Mine; w., m., Herbert H. shoes,
Taylor. Herbert H. Taylor, Inc.,
Va'udieville headliners included;
cop. 1908.
Eva Tanguay, Irene Franklin, Bert
Rose of the World (The Rose of Leslie, Cecilia Loftus (as a mimic),
Algeria),
w., Glen MacDonough, James J. Corbett (ex-heavyweight
m., Victor Herbert. Chas. K. Har- champ, who also tried his hand at
ris, cop. 1908.
legit); Louise Dresser, Ed Wynn
Roses Bring Dreams of You. w., (he had a musical act with 12 in
ni.,
Herbert Ingraham. Shapiro, the cast); Leon Errol, and Ann^tt.e.
Bernstein & Co.. cop. 1903.
Kellerman (said tO' have a perfect
She Sells Sea-Shcils (The Beauty figure). Isadora Duncan was dahcShop). w Terry Sulliv;in. m., Harry ing in New ¥ork.
Giftord. T. B. Harms, cop. 1908 by
George MadManus, creator of
Fi-ancis, Day & Hunter.
"Maggie and 'Jiggs;'' was cartooning
Siiine On, Harvest Moon (Tlie 'The Newlyweds" and appearing in
Follies of 1908.) w.. Jack Norworth. vaudeville.
ni., Nora Bayes and Jack Norworth.
Women's wear prescribed long
Jerome H. Remick & Co., copl 1908. and very wide sashes, and high hats
Smarty, w., Jack Norworth. m., JjedeCked with bird'Wirigsj artificial
Albert Von Tilzer. The York Music flowers, etc. •
Co.. cop. 1908.
The Dixieland Jazz Band was. orSunbonnci Sue. w.. Will D. Cobb. ganized ia New Orleaas.
Gus Edwards. Gus Edwards
Something verv fine for the parMu.sic Pub. Co., cop. 1908.
lor was Ihe stereoscope
an instruSweet Violets. Intermezzo two ment held up to the oye.s and showStep, m., W. G. Powell. .Terome H. ing .scenery, etc. in relief
Remick & Go., cop. 1908
Financial panic gripped the U.S.
Sweetest Maid of AH (The Waltz
Dream), w., Joseph Herbert, m.,
Oscar Straus. Josi W. Stern & Co.,
Beautiful Eyes (Mr. tflalhlet of
cop. 1908:
Take Me Out to the Ball Gataie. Broadway).
George Whiting and
w.; Jack Norworth. m.-, Albert Von Carter De Haven, m., Ted Snyder.
.

.

,

,

•

'

.

cescatti

and Isaac Stem;

vocalists

Eleanor Steber an* Dorothy Maynor; cellist Paul Olefsky; bassoonist
Sol Schoenbach and harpist Carlos
Salzcdo.
Other soloists are to be attnounced for a special Goethe, bicentennial program.
.

|
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Best British Sheet Sellers
{Week ending April lA)
London, April
12 Street Rag
Powder Face
Faraway Places

1

On

I

The York Music

Co., cop.

'

1908.

Ted Snyder

m

A

Co., cop. 1909,
Birthday, w., Christina Rosetti.

:

16.

Chappell
.Chappell

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

,

,

.

Second 12
For You

Feldman

Buy Killarney
It's

...,P. Maurice

Magic

Connelly

Crystal Gazer
.....Dash
Cigareets Whusky. .Chappell
miette
,Yale
.

,

,

.

.

,

,

Piit Shoes On, Lucy
Gay
Perhaps
Southern
Maharajah Mogador. .Chappell
Easter Parade
Berlin
My Happiness
Chappell
You're Only Girl .F. D. & H.

i

i

&

Cohan and

1909.
Harris, cop. 1908.
By the Light of the Silvery
Up in a Balloon, w., Ren Shields.
m., Percy Wenrich.
E. B. Marks, Moon..w., Edward Madden, m., Gus
cop. 1908.
Edward.s. Jerome H. Remick & Co.,
'cop.
Vision
1909 by Gus Edwards Music
A
of Salome. Orchestral
piece,
m.. J, Bodewalt Lampe. Piih; Co.; assigned 1909 to Jerome
Jerome H. Remick
Co., cop. H. RemickCo.
1.908.
Carrie, or, Carrie Marry Harry,
When You First Kissed the Last w., Junie McCree. m., Albert Von
Girl You Loved (A Stubborn Gin- Tilzer. The York, Music Co., co^
derella). w., Will M. Hough and 1909.
Frank R. Adams, m., Joseph E.
Casey Jones, w., T. Lawrence
Howard. Chas. K, Harris, cop, 1908, Seibcrt. m., Eddie Newton. Lo?
When You Wore a Pinafore, w., Angeles: Southern California MuEdward Madden, m., Theodore F. sic Co., cop, 1909 bv Newton
'
Morse. F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., Seibert.
Inc., cop. 1908.
The Cubanola Glide, w Vincent
The Yama-Yama Man (The Three P. Bryan. m„ Harry Von Tilzer
Twins), w., [George] CoUin Davis, Harry Von Tiller Music Pub. Co
m„ Karl Hoschna. M. Witmark
cop, 1909.
Sons. cop. 1908.
For You Alone, w., P J O'Reilly
You're in the Right Church, But m,, Henry E, Geehl, Ed, Schubertli
the Wrong Pew. vv., Cecil Mack, m.,
Co., cop. 1909 bv Gould
Co

.

.

Raymond Huntington WoodThat's Gratitude, w., George A.
Norton, ro., Shcppard Camp. F. B. '"an. G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1909.
HavUand Pub. Co., Inc., cop, 1908.1 Bring Mc a Rose (The Arcadians).
There's Something About a Uni- w., Lionel Monckton and Arthur
form (The Man Who Owns Broad- Wimperis. m., Lionel Monckton.
way), w., m., George M. Cohan. London: Chappell
Co., Ltd., Cop.
[

.

.

.

.

!

Tilzer.

the 5:45

.

....... .Leeds
Strauss-Miller

Shady Nook
Keith-Prowse
Lavender Blue
F. D. & H.
Cuckoo Waltz Keith Prowse
Slow Boat China
Chappell
Heart Loch Lomond
Unit
Put 'em In Box
Connellv
You're in Love
Wood
Buttons and Bows
.Victoria

—

i

.

.

.

I

IDON'TSEEME

&

&

j

IN

YOUR EYES

i

i

&

;

ANYMORE

i

'

.

I

I

'

'

I
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LAUREL MUSIC CO
Broadway, New York
,

I

1619

'

I

;

&

&

Chris Smith. The Gotham-Attucks London,
cop. 1908. by R. C. _ Four American Indian Songs; (1)
From the Land of the Sky-Blue
Yip-I-Addy-I-Aay. vv., Will D. Water; (2) The White Dawn is
Cobb, m., Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Stealmg; (3) Far Off I Hear ai
cop. 1908.
Lover's Flute; (4) The Moon Drops
Low. w., Nelle Richmond Eberhart.
A bad .year for fires in the U.S.: m., Charles Wakefield Cadman,
op.
in the Rhodes theatre fire, Boyer'- 4o.
Boston: White-Smith Music
town. Pa., 169 died; in a fire and Pub. Co., cop, 1909,
panic at the, Lake View .school in
The Garden of Roses, w., J. E.
Collinwood. O 174 children and Dempsey, m„ Johann C, Schmid.
two teachers lost their lives, and Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop.
Chelsea, Mass.. 'was destroyed l)y
fire at a loss of $6,000,000.
The Girl with a Brogue (The ArMovements against liquor-dritik- cadians),
w., Arthur Wimperis.
smoking began in earnest, jm., Lionel Monckton.
LondonThe ^'J?
Henry C. Prick Co., U. S. Chappell & Co., Ltd,, cop. 1909

Music Co.,
McPherson

Every Day

By

i

Pubtiihod by

I

SHAPIRO BERNSTEIN &

CO.

INC.

Music Publishers
RICHARD M VOLTTER

^

Nlw York 10. N Y
CfORCE PiNCUS

CHAKLES and HENRY TOBIAS
fUSGORDED

BEnV RHODES,

I

i

,

Mother's Day

B^iFi

ClAUDE THORNHIll, Cotbmbia 3807$

i

1270 Sixth Avenue

Is

REMEMBER MAMA

I

'

,

Victor 20-2735-B

ZIGGY lANE, Dtlux* 1137-A
RALPH YOUNG, Jubllc* 350t
Pnbllslied

b.vi

j

TOBEY MUSIC CORP.
USO IVoy.

Siilta

604,

New

York
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Chicago
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0%

COMi

'Sleeper'

Tunes

Mark R-H

film efforts.

expected to
In

all

.

Survev

«ales, based on repofts obtained
from leading stores in. 11 cities;
4)

0)

Week Ending

This Last
wk. wk.

In the past, other Rodgers and

Title

,

2A
2B

i

3
4
6
7

8

(Mills)

':.'*

3

3
9

8

8
10

.

,

(Laurel)

"Powder Your Face" (Lombardo)

..
.

.

.

1

11

,

12 A

"Blue Skirt Waltt"

12B

9

13

11

.

6
10

..

.

(Mills)

.

.

1

2
3

10

5
2
4
3
6

4'

10

5
3

3

3

9

;4;..

2

8
4

2
7
8

9
5

9

10

2
6

;

8

10

9

6

6

7

'7:

8

6

6

109
73

business. As for Ashley's accounts,
the latter may or may not continue
to be supplied by
as they
wish, but no trouble is expected"
from that quarter.

I

73
64
S3
47
27
25
22
21

MDS

.

Ashley did an annual business in
the. neighborhood of $500,000. The
company owes money to some major publishers, but, it's emphasized,
't
all debts will be paid.

Before the Ashley deal, MDS
was the largest jobber in the U. S.
estimated that some 18% of the'
total music sold by major and
minor publishers went through the
company. Ashley has also been a
major d i s t r i b u t o r. MDS also

15

8

It's

13

5

8
7

Continued from pace 2

tion,

10

Bands

10

6

10

7

8

Coven
'/.Weeks'.

Bote*
.

with a produceveryone in show

now hf p

is

the arthe com-

tO:

•

rangement. As a

result,'

* Waldorf

i

AMBASSADOR
COCOANUT GROVE

]

occasionally the designer,
and a sizable block for the management.. These may total from' 20.:
to :30 pairs

Morton Doten^;

100

New

.

;

5
1

York&r,

i^S25

825

1,150
1,550

6,175
1,550

I

COQUETTE

tevue.

ice'

(Empire Room, Palmer House.
socko. Giant 4,700 covefs.

550:

S3.50

FEIST

rain.-$l

Shay

Los Angeles
Del Courtney (Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Rudy Vallee headlinFourth and final week. Fine finish with 3,000 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900, $1-$1.50). Mild 2,500 covers.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Up slightly to 1,050

pairs.

SANTLY-JOY, INC.

ing.

V
Tho^e Connections
Ticket purchases tend to become
simply a question of finding some- covers.
one with the desired "connections." Thus, it has become a mat^
ter of pride for people to be able
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
to wangle a pair of "house seats"
(Chicago)
for friends,: rather than go to the
boxofflice, order, through the mail
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree; 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover),

I

]

8,575

2,600

Chicago

;

.

as

.

4 .

per pecformance. For

a musical, with more complex production credits, the supply of
"house seats" may number as high
i

.

Henry. Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater,. 700; $1.20; cover). Georgie
Tapps and new revue hblding nice 3,000 tabs.
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).
Gypsy Markoff rea.son for upped 1,800 covers:
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover),
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy maintaining excellent 3,600 tabs.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
New ice show and Masters; tat 3.640 tabs;
Bill Snyder (College Inn. Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.).
"Salute
To Cole Porter" still strong at 3,000 covers.

stars,

Way

.

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

t 3 days.

'

Supply of "house seats" for a
hit depends largely on the type
of show and the number of people
vitally connected with its production. On a. straight play, for instance, special seats may be held
for the author, director, star or

Appearing

,

.

Statler (450; |1.50-$2)

All-Timely

Total

Covers
Date

Fast

Week On

,

largely outweigh
the convenience involved. HowBarclay Allen
ever, no one has figured a satisfactory way of solving' the prob- cover). Dorothy

lemi

.

.

Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) ......

now

plications

FRANKIE UINE

Waldorf (400; $2)
3
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) ...... 0
:

.

.

.

OTnyed

•:

!

I

;

i

'

Nieholat Music Pub/ Co.

-

,

York
I

distribution to Interna-:
racks.

News Dealer

at Hotel B.O.'s

s

associated
Virtually

business

»«•

i

tional

others

Mill iStfert,

1

1

3

7

I

W.

2

7

8

|

J4»

s

S

3

6

.

Band
isteilce of '/house seats." Whereas
the special-ticket setup used to be Eddy Duchin*
known to only a few insiders and Nat Brandwynne
was thus a convenience to the.j Lawrence Welk.
management, authors, stars and Eddy Howard: ..

St.

1
.

2

10

I

RUDOLPH THE
RED-NOSED
REINDEER

3

10

6
.

"Lavender Blue"- (Santly-^oy)

Mgrs. Plagued

the

1

2

includes

Is

handles

^

On

1

J-

which

buying the entire inventory of Ashley. It is not buying
ithe company itself, which will re.'main in existence but become inactive. There's also no guarantee
to MDS that it WQn't ever resume

N

4

"Galway Bay" (Leeds)
''Someone Like 'You" (Harms Inc.)
"Enchanted Evening" (Chappell)

MDS

T
S

"Again" (Bobbins)

14

10

1

1

1

r

"'A'—You're Adorable"

9

Beautiful
Morning," a "material" tune, was
bigger with the public.
Irving Berlin had the same experience with his "Annie Get Your
Gun" score. "0oin' What Comes
Isfaturally," which wasn't expected
to do much commercially, stepped
out best.

River" <Spitzer)

"Red Roses for Blue Lady"

6
8
13
12

5

"Oh What a

Down

V.

interests,

'

the AMS books, which have been
very successful.

I

I
n

4
3
5
2

lishing

P

O

and Publisher

"Cruisine

1

1

Hammerstein scores drew similar
For example, the
sales reaction,
expected hit among tunes for the
film, I'State Fair" (20th-Fox), several years ago was figured to be
Instead, "It
"That's for Me."
Might As Well Be Spring" exploded into one of the biggest hits
In their Oklahoma"
of the year.
score "People Will Say We're in
Love" was labelled as the pop hit.
but

T
A
L

Hi

APRIL 23

Rating

show.

It was,

O

>>

'CO

National

take over- the inventory and accounts of Ashley Music Supply as
of May 1. Al Ashley and Al Wise
are giving up the jobbing business,
but intend to continue their pub-

T

,

concerned, is "Some
Enchanted Evening." It's big, but
•'Wonderful Guy" is stepping Out
smartly, and jobbers anticipate it
being the biggest sales hit in the

'

MDS

and showing comparative sale*
ratinff for this and last week.

shee't sales are

Music Dealers Service becanie by

far the biggest jobbing house in
the country last week when a deal
was made via which
would

music

retail sheet

ojf

so far as

is

May 1

Asldey Co.

Sales

Song more or less
be. the most solid hit

*'P«ciflc,"

MDS Takes Over

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Richard Rodgers - Oscar Hammerslein 2d score for "Soutli
Paciflc" is following a sheet music
sales pattern that has marked
many of their past musical and

«Jf
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-

...

.

!

Eddie Joy-Gen.

Prof

Mgr.

1619 Broadway,

New

York

THE
Joe

UHLE

OLD

E. Lewis.

or patronize a broker:. The fact Okay 4,000 tabs.
that no broker's fee is involved
Dick Jnrgens (Aragon; $1-$1.15 «dm.). First week for local fave.
in the purchase of "house seats" Giant 18,000 admissions.
is an added incentive, and many
Joe Reichman (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm ). First week at southside ballpeople who could afford to patronroom; okay 11 ;000 admissions.
ize ticket agencies prefer to use
Al Trace (BJackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Out-of-towners swelling this
whatever drag is necessary to get
the seats from the ittanagenment; spot. Upped 3.200 covers.
Another angle is that the purchase
of "house seats" can be arranged
(Los Angeles )
by phone, occasionally ,on relative?
Gene Krupa (Palladium B.. Santa Monica^ 3rd wk ). Slipped to 11,000
ly short notice.
Because of all the complications] admissions.
involved, most managements are
Victor Lombardo (Aragon B., Santa Monica, 3rd wk.) Pleasing 4.500
reticent
about their supply of admissions.
"liouse seats," so as not to invite
any increase in the volume -of reAlso, since the ability to uation, the pass list- problem has discretion of the agent. The secquests.
get the special tickets can become become slightly easier in recent ond-night list runs to about 85
seasons.
That may be because of pair, plus a few discretionary pairs
a chore, some people who can do
so try to keep the fact compara-: the hit-or-flop situation on BroadHowever, the paid-for first-night
lively quiet/
For mstance,
publi way. That is, there is no longer a Hctets are another headache lor
^
cation in"pne ol the New York dail- '^''Se middle-bracket of shows that producers," possibly arbad"^'as the
running at a profit but not sell- "house seat" situation.
ies last week of the fact that Ralph
Practically
Bellamy has "house seats" for ing out. Nowadays, if a show falls everyone who considers himself
"Detective Story" is figured like- much below the .sellout level it us- anyone wants to attend prejnieires,
So, and for any
ly to bring him a flock of new re^ ually doesn't run very long.
touted show the deby the time .there is ropm for free mand far exceeds the
quests.
sH^ply,
seats the production is about ready
Pass Situation Easier

CHURCH NEAR
LEICESTER

<

SQUARE
OXFORD MUSIC
1619

CORP,

New

Broadway

York

I

i

i

]

i

;

:

LAUREl MUSIC CO
New York
J619-' Broadway

1

ROStS

,

for o

'

;

|

,

SKIRT

i

!

!

,

DISC JOCKEYS

'

THE EVER FAVORITE

EXACTLY
LIKE

YOU

i

i

I

;

1

Music by,

i

,

.

JIMMY MeHVGH

;

I

I

SH^nitO. BERNSTEIN

At firwfaMh0a«MMy «tSTM DUST

"

I

I
'

I

I

For that reason, there

is

an

to close.
in-

creasing tendency by stars, authors and others not to ask for
regular "house seats." In that case
they can avoid becoming practieally private brokers by merely explaining that they h^e no available seats. Then, if they actually
do need tickets, they can arrange
to get them through the show's

First-night

press

list

SID MELIS

situation

al.so become clarified in the
couple of seasons, principally
due to the official list issued by
the League of N. Y. Theatres,
which enables pressagents to turn
down extra bids for premiere, dueats.
Most agents don't mind: the
fact that the second-night list has
manager.
swelled proportionately. For most
In contrast to the increasing shows, the first-night list now tocomplexity of the "house seat" sit- tats 30 pairs, plus four pair for the
I

TRAVELS

DREAM

OF

MILLS MUSIC

Sidney Mills, general profesmanager of Mills Music, left
N. Y. Monday, (25) to Attend a two-

has

siotjal

last

THE

day, sectional convention of disk
[Jockeys which began In Pittsburgh
yesterday (Tuesday),
Following the Pitt conclave,
Detroit and Cincinnati. In all he
expects to be away about 10 days
contacting company repsv rftclio
execs and recor^ng oiticUtl^^
:

|

i

'

:

OLWEN
INC
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ORCHBSTRAS-M17SIC
Mikelson and
. . . SylTia
Keith Textor, of Honeydreamers
quintet, are now Mr. & Mrs. and
honeymooning at Playa del la Cortez, Mexico, as guests of Ernie
Byitejd
, Blue Barron capitalizing on disk click, "Cruising Down
the River," with p.a. skedded in
Chi at Karzas ballroom, May 16-29
Freddie Martin into midwest
territory
for one-nighters next
staff

On

die Upbeat

New York

Edgewater Beach hotel
a

month

May

Ted

10 for

.
Straeter
Korn Kobblers go into Rustic Barclay Allen into Palmer follows
House
Cliffs, N.
.

.

.

.

J., May May
Cabin* Englewood
5 ,
Benny Goodman set for
13 on weelcends, Friday to Sunday, college dates at Bradley CoUeee,
.Bohn Appliance Peoria, May 12,
for indef run
,
Univ. of 111., May
Store, Waynesboro, Pa., bach:ing 45 14 and Southern 111.
State Teachrpm disk jockey show on WJEJ, ers, Carbondale, 111. .
Ethel Waters set for
i
Gordon month
Hagerstown, Md., whicli Victor Trio into Walker's,
Henderson, Chesterfield Club, Des Moines,
thinks is first such air use of 45s Ky„ May 6
Buddy
April
28 for one-week
Merry Maids into
;Bed IngrIe band back into Vil- Casa Bonita May 3
Moreno
into
Edgewater Beach
Teddy
Ted
lage Barn tomorrow, night (Thurs- Phillips cut four sides for Tower hotel May 10 for a month
Ziggy Talent cut first solo Records last week
Straeter follows Barclay Allen into
day)
.
Page
Cavafor
RCA-Victor
with naugh Trio into
records
.Michael
Towne Club, Mil- Palmer House May 5
Illi- waukee,
Vaughn Monroe's orchestra
Dunn's orch stays at Heidelberg
May 1 for two weeks
Benny
nois Jacquet combo may go to Eu- Woody
Herman into Eastwood hotel, Jackson, Miss
Atlanta Records go- Gardens, Detroit,
Goodman lined up for college dates
rope in fall.
June 10.
in May; the 12th at Bradley Coling into album field with Walter
Charlie Ventura set for Iowa
Benton'is "This Is My Beloved,"
lege, Peoria, HI., May 13 at U. of
State
College,
music
..
Manhattan
to
Ames,
poems set
Ja., May 20 111., Champagne, 111., and May 14,
Chuck Foster off on one- Southern 111. State Teachers, CarRecords, new indie, debuted in
Joe Graydon nighters when
N: Yi, in race field:
current stint at bondale, 111.
moved from.^Decca label to subsid Aragon ballroom
Is finished
.
Guy liomb^rdo's restauCoral.
Tommy Carlyn into Trianon May
rant, on which he has spent $tO,000
Dallas
for refurbishing, to open in Free- u \ ; Quintones open at Duluth
Bill Tieber, formerly with Joe
Duluth, May 1
port, L. I., in June.. Bop City, hotel,
.
Al Reichman's band, organized his
new N. Y, jazz nitery, starting teen- Trace's orch at Blackhawk, with own six-piecer ; slated to open here
ager Sunday afternoon concerts spot not feeling brush of recent at Abe^s Colony Club for extended
biz dip
May 1.
Charlie Fisk into Bill engagement
Jack Amlung band,
Green's, Pittsburgh, to May 5
closed at Colony Club, playing
Ir^ne Bayrach rejoins GAC Chi weekend
dates at the New Casino,
.
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Hollywood

Ted Lewis

into

.

with

vocalist

Tommy

2 for two weeks. Other bands set Miss Randall has been singing with
Lenny Martin's vocal group, the
this
big
theatre-restaurant
for
summer include Sammy Kaye, Ray Martinaires. Carlyn also has a new
pianist,

Elliot Lawrence . . .
Bill Bickel's trio, the Starliters,
shifts from Bill Green's Cocktail

Anthony and

Ray Crummie, from Lee

Kelton's orch, with Teddy Zee
.Johnny Wages,
joining Kelton .
Philly, into
Lounge to Hotel Roosevelt's Fiesta one-man band from
Nite Court of Fun for run . . BUI
Room Monday (2). They'll be re- Bickel
picked a name, the Starplaced by the Dolores Clark threenow at
some ... Johnny Costa arid Bobby liters, for his trio. Combo's
of Bill Green's.
Cardllla alternating, three nights; Cocktail Lounge
a week each, on the piano at new
'Spotlight Room of Jackie Heller's
Kansas City
Carousel
Guitarist Joe Negri
, :
i.,.ies over at
Freddie Nagei
working out his notice .with Harry
Walton combo at Fort Pitt hotel Terrace Grill, Muehlebach, hotel,
as Don Reid crew returns to' Chiand will go on his own again ;
. PierTrombonist Tommy Turk has re- cago's O'Hcnry ballroom
new
downtown
joined Deuces Wild at Carnival son Thai crew into
.
Lounge after tour with Norman spot at Eddy's restaurant ,
Granz
Teddy Zee is new pian-l Tony DiPardo in and out of town
ist with Lee Kelton, replacing Ray while his band plays one-nighters
Crummie, who quit to join Tommy in the territory; the Di Pardos now
Carlyn
band,
succeding
Vlnce call K.C. home . . . Gene Pringl*
..mtsch's
Lascheid ... Hugh Tully, who used crew in sixth
.

,

.

.

.

Day^ trumpeter formerly
with Chick Floyd's orch, joined
Harry Owens' band / v .Ike Carpenter band plays week of May 26
at Jantzen Beach, Ore. ... Billy
MacDonald orch into Aragon May
8 for eight days followed by Paul
Neighbor
i
Gene Norman promoting a concert at Pasadena
Civic Aud May 9 with ChaHic Ventura^s 10-piece squad
Count
Basic; currently at. the Casbah,
Southside nitery, goes injto State,
Cincinnati;: May. 20, for one-week
at $8,500 out of which Basic will
pay three supporting acts.
Gene Krnpa, current at the
Palladium here, inked for a fourday location at the Rainbo Ran-

.

.

I

I

|

i

.

,

,

.

inss Rii

;

.

.

M-G-M
WM

devu. Salt Lake City, June 1-4 for
$3,500 guarantee against the usual
60% privilege Sterling: Younff
band starts indefinite stand April
26 at the Rice hotel, Houston
Skitch Henderson and Lawrence
Welk inked -to make two-reel
shorts for 20th-:Fox. Henderson is
shooting "Skitch Henderson Presents College Days" in New York,
.

.

'

^^^

'

Mil

RECM

.

and Welk will make "Champagne
Music"
Charlie Bamet's be.
bop crew, now heading toward
.

.

.

the Coast, will play three-day
vreekends through August at the
Balboa Beach ballroom for 60% of
the gross .
Victor Lombardo's
.
crew, current at the Aragon, heads
east for a two-weeker at the N. Y.
;

.

Paramount, starting May 11, at a
flat
$6,000 per frame
Del
Courtney band will get $2,750 for
a five-day stand at the Rainbo
Randevu, Salt, Lake, starting May
.

.

.

17.

11

The DuMont Twins ankled Earl
Carroll's

band as

join Ike

to

vocalists,

Friday-Saturday

Carpenter's

breaking in at a
Casino Gardens

Band was booked

in on a
60% of the gross deal
/ David
Rose tees off a Pacific Northwest
tour with a 35rpiece orch for coir
lege proms on May 27 with a stand
at UCLA.
He'll get a flat $3,000
for the prom
Johnny Lamonte,
trombonist'comic
formerly with
Art Mooney, opens tonight (26) at
Red Feather, southside nitery,
with his new five-man combo.
date.

,

.

MCA

is

.

booking

.

.

Jack Nye ends

.

long stay at Ciro's here next
for the Bellerive
Kansais City, where he'll

a
.

.

week and heads
hotel,

span eight frames at $1,250 weekly.

Chicago
Count Basic set for one-weeker
at State theatre, Cincinnati, May
20
Billy Bishop set for a month
at Rice hotel, Houston, May 17
.
Joe Reichman into Trianon ball:

.

—

.

.

room for four weeks

.

.

.

.

Russ

Carlyle opens roof -garden of
Claridge hotel, Memphis, May 27.
>
AI Trace set for Forest Park
Highlands; St. Louis, May 15 for
;

.

two weeks

i

.

.

Jimmy Palmer

into

Casino, Quincy, 111., June 2* to be
followed by George Winslow June
10 i . . Norman Granz, jazz promoter, in town talking with Mercury about his proposed $25 jazz

album

.

.

Bob

.

Miller, nat'i

head

of pluggers union, in town for Tin
Pan Alley ball
Anita O'Day
back in Chi for Hi-Note engagement,, after short Illness ... GAC
pacted Cecil Golly and booked him
into Lake Club, Springfield, 111.,
April 29 . . Hen Nelson of Capitol
.

.

.

bac(<ed

by

THE HEART

OF LOCH

LOMOND

.

Records in town for waxings of
Barclay Allen's orch
Mitch
Miller, Mercury recording head, iiT'
for diskings of Tiny Hill and Two.

Ton Baker

,

.

.

.

.

Charlie Ventura set

for Iowa State College May 20
Tommy Garlyn into Trianon, May
30
Blue Barron, capitalizinr
on disk clif-k, "Cruising Down Th'
River," set for Karzas ballroom.
May 16-28 . . . Buddy Moreno into
.

.

.

.

.

.

M G M RECORDS
THE GREATEST

NAME

.^

IN

ENTERTAINMENT

.

.

,

Max

.

Carlyn's

Orch follows band, replacing Dell Saunders, who
Vogue Terrace May quit to marry saxman Eddie Myers.

Towne's

.

.

51

Tommy

Doisey to have orch of his own, has gotwbooked for one-nighter at FAir with Walter Gable outfit at the
Park auditorium, May 12, under Ankara. He's a violinist
auspices of Dallas Junior Chamber
George Towne orch follows Ted
of- Commerce.
Lewis into Vogue Terrace for two
weeks May 2, and spot has booked
Sammy Kaye for single *week in,
Dolores Randall new
.
June
Pittsburgh
Fort Worth.

eAPitOL THIATRE
New York

,

:

,

:
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Rodgers-Haihmerstein
'Salute' for Chi Hotel

Nabe N.Y. Cafes Booking Talent

Fpred Extending Season

Burlesque

Chicago, "April 26.
"Salute to Cole Porter" current

show at College Jnn of Hotel Sherman, has been extended to May
Porter revue will have run
15.

At 11th Hour'; Biz So Uncertain
Business has been so offish in^f
N. y. nabe. and surburban niteiies r K i*
e » | „
for some time that such cafes are CtKaiUIC OCl 101

over four months.

O
J

I

,

now resorting to 11th hour bookings of acts for the weekends, conducive to the weather. If it's milcl
and clear, they claim, spenders will
come out. If not, they'll stay homo
With their television sets, according
to agents and bookers of the spots.

'

;

|

,

been made
show time.

.

I

'Outlaw'Phffly

'

spots

pro-

still

now

Eckstine,

j

have pared budgets theatre, N.

The "quality"

Y,,

at the

{

Clubs Tabled

'

,

accomplish

budgetary

daily.

>*...

Daylight Saving

on show nights as an

assist, in
liquidating talent costs. .This idea
a while but then nabe
folk tightened up on their amusement outlay. They just wouldn't
go for the cover charge in addition
to the 20% tax bite. Consequently,
most of the spots dispensed with
floorshows in favor of small versatile music combos that can double
as entertainers as well as playing
the dance sets.

Question

worked for

;

Vaude

in

Trend for Rustic Areas

'

Longevity of the current vaude
'

areas of upper
N. Y. and elsewhere may. depend
upon what eifect daylight saving

trend

in

rustic

time (which became effective Sunday) has upon theatre attendance
in those areas. At present there's
and New Jersey a div«;rgence of opinion as to
•cafes are marking ti,me-cagily un- whether the shows will continue to
til summer, figuring 'extra summer
pull come Decoration Day (May
population of vacationists can pull 30). There are logical arguments
them out of the doldrums.
on both sides. However, N. Y. indie
Island

.:

.

,

:

;

•

'

i

•

'

1

such housesi
servicing
haven't requistioned their crying
towels and probably won't until

bookers

{

I

i

.

I

Hoyt Meredithv former rausiconiedy player, who operated the Club
Mayfair, Hollywood, Fla., during
the winter season, has folded the
latter and is operating the Brook
Club, Bradford, Pa., which has
been his summer operation for past
two seasons.
Spot opened last week with
George Jackson band. Meredith

something really happens to war!,
.
« 1, n
v.
Belle Dow agency, which
Al &
perked up Its formidable list^ by
acquisition 01 a oozen or moi e
houses of the Schine circuit.
sanguine that DS-T won't make any

^"'^y,
1

1

'

I

rr^^.*"

.

'

|

inroads in its stands, but if it
comes they 1 take it in stride This
agency y^ould have a great cushion
over competitors inasmuch as it

was in N. Y. last week making will book a nfiiinber^ bf mpun^^^
first time.
deals for a name act ;policy for resorts this year for the
revelater in season but has set none as It feels that such additional
nue may partially counterbalance
yet.
anv summer dropouts.

,

i

fail to materialize, the resort bookings will be extra gravy.
In addition to the summer resort whe^l. the Dow agency will

i

;

several Jersey coast Walter
Reade theatres, which operate

add

i

I

°^

I

1

|

,

]

with vaudfilm policies during summer, to its books.
Other bookers are not so optimistic.
Latter claim that vaude is
strictly a night business and that
the new timi coupled with balmy
weather and call of the open road-j
will be too great an opposition for
the vaude houses. As for straight
Pix touring families can get plenty
of them in the myriad of drive-ins
•Studding the countryside.
,

HOWARD

Currently

BROWN HOTEL
Louisyilllc,

Ky.

talent

|

"A COMEDY
OP ERRORS"

AT
CHASE HOTEL
ST.

LOUIS

Muiiiiirvniriit.

WM. MORRIS
AGENCY
I'eriK.

TOM

owner of .the nitery, was ex*
onerated when he testified that he
ordered dancer to tone

p^jj.^, pj^^^j
in

I

Eddie Shipstad of Shipstad &
Johnson, whose ."Ice Follies" is
playing a three-week engagement
at "the Arena here, revealed that,
the seven-year-old show at the end
,

Kep.:

FIIZTATRICK

of

recent

its

engage-

Cleveland

;

ment passed the 25 million attendance mark;
said that this season the .show
played to capacity crowds in B^^

1

!

thpf

come<f/an

Wc*k

Hollywood Show Loungt
Pen.

Chicaio
M|t. IHV

LEVIN

-

.

Mildred Reed,

dancer,

^,ere arrested during a raid on a
''i'»g Pa.fty at the Legion post early

YOU MUST

^

falo,

Although amusement
Cincinnati.
grosses generally are supposed to
Segal's
be off from 20 to 40%. he declares,
the "Follies" actually are ahead
Jack Segal, operator of Planned
of last sea.son.
Productions agency, has l.tken over
The "Follies" broke their own Columbia Kadio agency from Mark
attendance records this .season at Jarrett and merged with his N. Y.
thr«e stands in a roW'—Montreal, agency.
Boston and Providence according
Segal, who specializes in clubThe Montreal gross, date bookings, al.so books a chain
to Shipstad,
he asserts, was $23,000 in excess of mountain resort hotels during
New the summer.
of the best previous mark.

Merger

VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
:wh«n

u

, s^dpteaseTt'the'sfme affair**?,?..^
vifusiy Teal^^^

N. Y.; Toronto, Montreal, Bos- fined $50 iind given a
suspended
ton, Providence, Pittsburgh and jail sentence.
j

mw

102nd

26.

the l()cal American Legion: post.
Roy Stockdale, promoter
and man«
^
j

'/"AP^^i,

He

Manny Opper

down.

A tnal .lury acquitted a stripper
and hc;r manager of charges Of
producing an indecent show for

:

I

it

Freed In Stag Pinch
Salt Lake City, April

7 Yrs, Run

^

I

5EHSATIOM"
•NEWEST COMEDY

JACK PARKER

Louis, April 26.
in Judge George
J. Grellner's police court last week
of her "Wolf Dance" failed to convince that the performance was not
indecent and Elizabeth Hunsaker,
nitery dancer was socked a $50
fine, which she said she would apSt.

A performance

Minneapolis, April 26.

THE

line costs.

Paster,

25 MOlion

EyEkYBODY'S
Talkin' about—

and

Niterv DanCCr Fined $50
For 'Indecent' Terp Act

m

j

and

bonafide

?"
'""''"^"P^i;^'^
defunct peal.
"al to buy the charter of a.^"^Z^^'':
busi"•'Sanwation, and set up
Judge agreed with cops who
"ess as a "club .free from the made: the pinch in Club Boulerard;
^nd tax restrictions that ap- April 7, that the dance was not
artistic but plainly indecent. Paul
P'^ to regular taveriis.

,

,

HEENE

'

Heat was turned on private
clubs following a brutal killing in
central Philadelphia after a fight
between two men who made the
rounds of the after-hours spots,
One-man clubs in Pennsylvania are
an outgrowth of the Blue Laws,
which permit only private clubrooms to remain open after 2 a.m.
and to operate on Sunday. The

'

1

i

...

:i**'lt*!'^uSf
*""^"^"^^

\

1

If the shut-

downs

.

^

:

:

Sets Bradford, Pa., -Cafe

I

Nl

Time

Mark

added, meanwhile, the status of
the cii-cuits v'ill remain the same

.

——'t-—r^^-

r-/

I

next season. Hirst circuit controls
20 houses in eastern territory;
while the Midwest circuit has
about^lO, There are also about 15:
Philadelphia, April 26.
stock, operations; most of which
Attempting to clamp down on Corwin Mulls Vaude
may run through the summer.
"one-man" clubs Philadelphia ofNormal season, through inter*
For LA. Nabe House
ficials tried unsuccessfully to^ .re-.
change of shows by both wheels,
Vive a long dormant IQ'^'o tax on
would be 30 weeks, but through
club memberships.
Teen-Agers repeat dates of the stronger pullTo
Little used and almost forgotten
ing attractions, season is generally
Los Angeles, Aprir 26.
levy was raked up by Assistant
Sherrill .Corwin, who operates stretched another 10 weeks or
District Attorney Araerico V. Cor- the Million Dollar, locfil vaude- longer.'.
tese, who is directing the drive filmer, is considering a flesh policy
Otl season may pose a problem
against lawbreaking private clubs. at the Forum, nabe house he re- for comics and others, but.
not the":
Unfortunately, while the tax was cently acquired from the Warner strippers, who generally find
ejn*
aimed directly at: such operators circuit. Bill Mcllwaln, who books ployment outlets in bistros
and
with their phoney membership MD vaude for Corwin, already has carnivals.
gimmicks, enforcement of the "law huddled with AFM Local 47 topalso penalized the many legitimate pers and been told that house can
organizations.
operate with a $79 scale for sideAutry Dispute Settled
Receiver of Taxes W. Frank men and $112.50 for a.leader of a
Austin, Tex., April 26.
Marshall took exception to Cor- house band to back the acts.
The Autry Bros. Gene and Doug,
Gorwin's idea is to attract juve
tese's stand, saying that the City
have quit their court fighting.
high
audiences,
there
being
seven
Solicitor had ruled sueh amuse
Dailey Bros., circus has agreed to
schools
within
easy
walking
disment taxes applied only where the
advertise "Doug" in the same size
cjub was furnishing some extra en- tance of the Pico. Boulevard house.
letters they used
for. "Autry.''
theatrical He's already dickering with Kay
tertainment, such
ai
A similar bid for June Gene, the film and radio .cowboy'
shows or sports events. Few of Starr.
agreed to the Federal court ..judgChristy
cooled
when
the
ehirp
went
the private clubs afford such taxr
ment..^':
east for dates.
Corwin'
plans
to
able amusements, Marshall pointuse a layout of four acts, including
Autry's brother, Doug, is em<
ed out.
small combos, with a weekly talent ployed by the circus. Former
Similai-ly State legislation aimed budget of $4,000.
brought suit against the circuit
tampering operation of the oneIn its drive f or .iuve biz. Forum saying their advertisements showed
»
»>'^'«^y has^Hned"up
'Nugrape "Autry" in
letters
huge
and
<=°"'J5"^jg^^j^j^^^j^
120)—
Wednesday
Shennanigans," sponsored program "Doug" in very small letters.
„ Letzler
^.^..^.^w^ (Rep) ClearSenator „
ocioiui
A. H:
aired over KHJ-Don Lee on, SaturAt first glance the filmster con^^j^ ^.^^^^^^^
day mornings, for beaming from
i^iug dubs to give at least 60% the: theatre's stage May 7 and 14. tended people would See ''Autry"
^ ^^^^ i„ House will pay for stagehands and and think he was with the circus.
j,j
^ ^j^/
was supply costumes. Sponsor will pick The court agreed.
order to obtain li^iior
^ - licetiSes.
dead. The bill interfered too much up the tab for musical background,

;

Some -nabes thought they bad
the talent problem partially solved'
by tacking on a 50-7Sc cover charge

clined in some stands not too
noticeably to be unprofitable, but
picked up in others for almost an
even.keel. Unless new houses are

&

I

'

;

Long

I

Paramount

credited by Par

is

for a large slice of the big busi-

spots

The Izzy Hirst and Midwest circuits, which are still the majors in
this field, report that business de-

mer

,'

heretofore using five acts are now ness being done at the house, in
using two or three, while others association with Duke Ellington s
are still employing the same num- orchestra and the film "Undercover
ber as previously but cheaper Man." House is doing, six Shows
talent to
savings.

Gayety theatre, Montreal, which
traditionally shutters for the sum*
in early June, will pass up the
Management
hiatus
this
year.
figures that influx of vacationists
to the Canadian city should sustain
current trend of good biz the house
had been doing right along.
fuU-weeker e^nploying
It's
a
eight-act bills booked by Al
Belle Dow, N. Y.

Tax

'

And

.iecting talent
to a new low.

To

|

to

Up

Burlesque, which generally calls
a season in mid-May, if not earlier, is figuring to stretch the season this year as long as business
holds up.

it

Operate All Summer

- «

He njay be on the
$3,500 per.
same show with David Rose and a
bookings have large string band, for which the
is now dickermg.
within an hour of dub

some

Recently

-

ITIia,

NX's Bop
-

at 3iG
City
Billy Eckstine has been signed
to go into the new Bop City, New
York, May 26 for three weeks at

In

•

As^ Business Continues to Hold

,

Next show will be a "Salute to
Rodgers and Hamnierslein," open- Gayety, Mont'l,
ing late in May.

IM!.-

;in

LONDON

for Bargaiiu

in

Fun, Fur Coot*, Luggage, Travel
and SporM' Goodch—Ndi VIC'
TORIA STREET, S.W. 1.
:

Trampoliningly

Yours

Paul & Pauieite Trio

—

Just Concludec/

2ND GUEST APPEARANCE

York and Los Angeles were about

ED SULLIVAN'S
TELEVISION SHOW

TOAST of the TOWN

8%

off from the previous season,
but: other engagements have more
than offset this decline,; Shipstad

|

j

WIZARDS OF TELEPATHY

asserts.

Connee's Reno Date
Las Vegas. April

26.

Connee Boswell, currently a
draw at the Flamingo hotel here,

Currently

HIPPODROME

fio'es

Baltimore

May

to

been

Reno

set

into

following.
the Mapes

j

there

for

two

weeks,

DIRECrrON:

opening

5,

Since the singer

LEON NEWMAN, MARK LEDDY

She's
hotel
,

doesn't

clo.se'

at the- Flamingo until May 4 it
doesn't leave much time tor her to
. .
make th« jump.;
l
!

.

.

A SURE-HRE BOX OFnCE ATmACTION

WcdncBdajr, April 27, 1949

S3

Femine

State Atty. Seeking Reversal

111.

Aerialist

Hurt

To

Smaller Resort Hotels Hreaten

In Fall at Shrine Circus
Buffalo, April 26.
17, a high wire

Lydia Cimse,

On Sales Tax Exemption for Chi Cafes
Chicago, April 26.
State attorney-general Ivan Elliot last week asked the supreme
court to reverse the decision of

Cook County circuit court Judge
William Brothers, who ruled niter16s were not subject to retailers occiipational tax. Elliot also masked
that night spots be compelled to
return to the state $331,793 which
was given to them by former Attorney General George Barrett last
December, who did not appeal the

Billy
.

'

I

Counsel claims that refunds
were given on "non-collaborated
affidavits." He said no witnesses
were called or accountings taken
aiid that no opportunity was -afr
forded the state revenue department to introduce counter evi-

.

.,

I

I

No

for summary
judgement was filed. State brief
said, "seldom, we think, has a decree of a trial court in a tax case
been more clearly erroneous."
dence.-

motion

He'll .continue

$63,000,

Math

Igler's $16,783,

.

currnt

I

N.Y. Strand May

Tony Lombardo, owner,:, had ^ipr"
If the talent union is obdurate in
plied for a renewal, but before it invoking it they would use less acts
was granted, the police raided it and still operate within their
and arrested five males in the floor-: former $125-150 nightly budgets.
show who were iniper.sonating Most only^play acts' on weekends.
women.
Roxy Trillo, manager,
AGVA's new minimum seal*

DropStageshows

Operate French Cafes;

ments around.

and

to

was ordered to close the show.
Then the club was cited for buying
liquor for resale from a retail
:

After July

1

store.:

Cannes

the international season re-

atre

Warner

executives

refu.se

Bros, theto
Say

returning to old haunts.

Among

is Harry Pilcer, the American dancer who came to fame with
and later married (the Iate)''Gaby
Deslys. He sails May 5 on the
Queen Mary to operate the Casino
Agents Uphold Cafe at LaBoule (in Brittany) during
the month of July. He then shifts
in Padding Case south to Cannes, for the fashionable August season, to operate the
Boston, April 26.
The newly organized Assn. of Club Brunei on the Riviera. It's
Nightclub Owners here, ruled this close b.v the summer casino.
week that the operators of a Lynn
The fashionable Martinez hotel,
nitery were right in refuising to
pay the salary of a fourth act when also in Cannes, will try a FrancoAmerican type of nitery in its
Its contract with a booking agent
specified only three: acts on the penthouse club, to be operated
jointly by Julius Monk, the conbill.
Assn. paid the salary itself, but ferencier at Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y.,
ruled that the agent must reim- and Hugh Shannon, who is curburse the treasury.
President of rently trying an after - theatre
the new group is Paul Mullins, nitery policy at L'Aiglon restauformerly of the Mayfair.
rant, also in New York.

these

Owner
'

Cafe Rouge Again

whether the idea of going into a N.Y.
straight picture policy will be tem-

more and more to its pre- porary or permanent. But it will
war lavishness, more Yank talent continue throughout the summer

verts

is

••.

Francis K.: Cole, head of the li-'
strand theatre. New York, may cense division, said that a "close"
drop stage shows July 1 or there- order for the spot could not be
abouts, depending on the house's issued until the license is renewed
and
formally revoked.
ability to move current commit-

Harry Pilcer Back To

Monk-Sbannon

.

8,

the nightclub didn't have. It expired last August, and since then
meet the increase.
it has been operating without one.

,

Hub

•

Akron, O., April 26.
Playhouse Gardens, which had
liquor license revoked on April
is still in business; because the
state liquor department is tangled
up in its own red tape. The board
actually revoked a license which

its

who

As

New hike In scale for per-,
formers playing mountain hotel*
this summer, as set by the American Guild of Variety Artists, has
stirred up a hornet's nest of dissension among agents, bookers and
operators.
Although only affecting the smaller hotels, since the
top spots such as Grossinger's and
Concord go in for top names and
pay accordingly, some 300 spot?
have gone on record that (hey'U
not kite their talent budgets to
:

Miss Cimse, who is a native of
Riga, Latvia, was rushed to Deacon-

staged current edition of
Ringling Bros Barnum & Bailey
icurcus, will vacation for several
weeks before he and Rose begin
mapping plans for the new production for the D.H.
ter,

AGVA Pay Hike

in

Couldn't Revoke License
That Didn't Exist

here.

"Violins

Over Broadway" with occasional
change of feature acts until the
minstrel display bows in.
John
Murray Anderson will stage it. JLat-

Hotel Sherman got the largest
refund, $96,000. The Ivanhoe got
5100 Club $1,406. Seventeen other
bistros shared in the return with
attorney's fees for the plaintiffs
reported to total more than $100,-;
000, Ops asked for sales tax kickback claiming that they were in
business to furnish entertainment
and service of drinks anil foods
were incidental, as a convenience
to customers.

Drop Shows

jured when she fell 42 feet during
the opening performance of the
show at Memorial Auditorium:

Billy Rose has fehuifled plans and'
will not launch proposed minstrel ess hospital suffering a fractured
revue until late August or Sep- heel and shock when her leg
tember at his Diamond Horseshoe, slipped from a hoop with which
N. Y. He had previously set it for she was working with her sister
Brigitton, 16. Guy wires broke her
next month.
fall and averted fatal Injuries.

1

judge's decision.

Rose Delays
Minstrel Cafe Show

hoop spinner with Hamid^Martin
Shrine: Circu«, was severely in^

Uncertain on Second

at least.

Summer

Foldo in Aug.
Strand has been using stage
James McCabe, managing direc-.
shows, built around name bands,
for past 10 years. For some time tor of the Statler hotel. New York,
certain
whether the hosr
stiU
is
not
it has been unhappy, with b.o. re^
suits as relative: to costs;
During telry!s Cafe Rouge, name band
the past year it occasionally experi- room, will close this summer again
mented with straight pix weeks ias it did last year for the first
and though the gross dropped con- time. If the spot folds, however,
siderably it
was claimed that it likely will be for only one month,
profits were better due to the huge August.
If the cafe is kept open. Henry
saving in talent and backstage opBusse's orchestra will fill the peerating costs .
In the event the Strand goes out riod. Eddy Howard is current in
of the stage show idea permanent- the room, followed by Dick Jurly the move will have a bad effect gens for six weeks, by Ray Anon Broadway's vaudfiim policies, thony, June 27, for five. Jitnmy
bookers fear. Capitol, for example, Dorsey may return in September
has several times been rumored as and Vaughn Monroe in October,
dropping bandshows and the
Astor Roof, N, V., Statler's mainStrand's lead could cause that summer opposition, opens May 16
house to follow suit eventually, with Carman Cavallaro and, may
thus eliminating two important follow with Tex Beneke. Latter's
band and vaude outlets: in N. Y.
booking is to be decided this week.
,

I

calls for $25 per night for single,
acts, $40 for doubles and $55 for.
trios in comparison to current $1530-45 tariffs. Main beef of the op*
is that with transportation, room
and board it will tally up to practically a $40 minimum.
At a meeting held between reps
of Associated Agents of America,
whose members are mostly involved in the mountain and resort
bookings, and AGVA reps, it was
agreed that the matter would be
brought before the membership for
ratification at the meeting of th«
N. Y. branch of the talent union
set for May 3 at the Capitol hotel,
N. Y. Hymie Goldstein, prexy of
the AAA,: was given privilege of
attending the meeting with a committee of agents to present the hitters' problems to the membership;
Whatever decision made there will

j

-

:

~

i

be

final.

However, the hike would not- be
effective until after July

|

1,

-

.

CHEZ PAREE
CHICAGO

TOWN CASINO
BUFFALO

HOLLENDEN HOTEL
CLEVELAND

PARK PLAZA
and Chase

Hotels, ST.

LOUIS

CAROUSEL
PITTSBURGH.

COAST
Fin est

Rep

ntly

Room*

CLUB

CLUB CHARLES
BALTIMORE

EL RANCHO HOTEL

c^H^^^'^^

LAS VEGAS, NEV.

CAL NEVA LODGE
LAKE TAHOE

CAL NEVA CLUB
':Dir«clia«:.'.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Pim4MarM«t.s

PAUL MARR

when

current basic agreement expires.
Nevertheless, many of the operators are jumping the gun in anticipation that the rise will be ratified
and have already instructed the
agents and bookers to do the best
they can for them for the $125-50
budget. They said they'll ti-y this
for awhile and if it doesnit ::work
out they'll dispense with talent
entirely and induct other forms of
entertainment.

RENO

:

"

.

'

VAWKVIULE

S4

Dissident Groups

Vedneaday, April 27,

Map Campap To

Pitt

I

setting up a,: plan for a clean
sweep in the top AGVA echelon
and several amendments to the

current constitution and bylaws.
Dissident groups have set themT
selves up aa the Variety Artists
Protective Assn.
None is really
coming into the open, but for the
past couple of weeks they have

been circulating petitions locally
and nationwide, pointing up their
gripes and possible solutions. Secrocy is said to be due to offset
any chance of their being gagged
by suspension via "conduct unbe-

I

1

i

!

:.

ment such as now exists. If latter
were adopted the selectee could
not be dismissed excepting for
malfeasance of office, after a trial
by Associated Actors and Artistes
of America, the parent actors'

years;
;

,

i$&,Q60

"lion.

chatter.

Stricken Singer Nets

7G

,

Miami Beach, April

;

15G

ever, the dissension is- reported to
be at a boiling point and is ;ex'
pected to steam over at the coming meeting of the N.. Y. branch
of AGVA, skedded for Mav 4 at
the Park Sheraton hotel, N. Y.
Most of the dissenters are far

for Free Mpls. Music

Minneapolis, April 26.
Minneapolis' musicians: union,
will spend about $15,000 this
year for free public music here.
The amount is the local i^hare of
$35,422 which will be spent in
Minnesota. The money comes from
the national union's recording and
transcription fund, having been
:

AFL,

from satisfied with the stewardship of their current reps and they
want some changes made.
The
N. Y,; group is making a valiant

-

$1^,000,

NVA's Welfare Fund.

While not overstudded with
potent marquee names, overall, it
was an entertaining show highlighted by a nostalgic interltide by
a quartet of yesteryear faves; Billy
Hiries,
Maude Nugeri^^^^^ Jeanette
Dupree and Tom Barrett, flanked
by the ensemble from Sammj''s

How^

charge's.

show grossed about

which should leave a net of
for the

,

coming-a-member"

-

.

;

Unit Review

Aska Magic Show

Ted

A "bririg back Vaudeville" pitch
sparked the 33d annual benefit of
the National' Variety Artists at the
St. James tlieitrfej N^^^ T., SUhdaJ'
night (24). 'AlW' (3orelii, ,w^
sisted Jbe| Verdi, chairman of the
entertainifhent coinmlttee, in lining
up the: three-and-a-half lioiir show;
also emceed and iipinted uj) that
the tumultuous reception given the
acts was propi ''thait vaudeville, w^^
wanted back."
AlthpiJigh far ffbiri: a seHout and
the /take somewhat an<let previous

ceed Dewey Barto as national executive secretary, which pays
$10,000 a year. Irving reportedly
hasn't sanctioned such a movCi but
it's likely, if chosen, he would insist
upon transfer of national
AGVA to Chicago.
Both groups are said to be
agreed upon this and, additionally,
will seek an amendment to current constitution to make post of
national exec secretary a contract
job, instead of an interim appoint-

26.

.;'

Texas Nitery Leased

'

|

:

shows subsequenty presented in
Broadway Par, will be booked
ing to take
on in a parallel
by the Feinberg Agency starting Buffalo Bill, Circus
role to that in EL.
June 7. Plan is to use bandshows
Motif for Chi R.R. Fair
Buy Out B; B^ YounK?
on a one or two-day basis.
Meanwhile,
Chicago,
April
several
new filmites
29.
Agency will alternate Ritz shows
"Wheels A 'Rolling," all-Equity are said to be seeking the purwith the Sherman theatre, Stroudspageant for Chicago Railroad Fair chase of company control from
bucg, Pa., which also has similar
for 1949, will include Buffalo Bill Robert R. Young's Pathe Induspolicy.
Cody in a circus motif, replacing tries. Prominently mentioned as

Fort Worth, April 26.
has leased
the Skyliner, which has been
closed for a month. Spot was reopened Sunday ( 24 ) with Henry
King oreh as main attraction.
Floorshows will be presented twice
nightly with B^nny Ray, cpmedian,
as m.c.
Satterwhite also owns and operates the "Rocket Club here, which
Is currently featuring Sandy San-

the

W. W. Satterwhite

.

'

bidding for EL is Sam Katz who
resigned several months ago as a
studio exec with Metro. Katz origiTalent Corp.- of America is installing a band dept. N. Y. agency, mals,: clowns, :ringmaster, muscle nally formed the Baiaban & Katz
circuit with A. J. and Barney Baiaheaded by Harry Weissman. It had dancers, etc.
originally concentrated on tele
Maj. Lenox. R. Lohr; fair prexy, ban and still retains a fractional
talent and tele package shows but announced Friday (22) that other interest in that chain besides ownrecently added a vaude and nitery scenes of the pageant, showing his- ership of other theatres.' Reporttory of railroading from Indian era edly, he is anxious to obtain his
dept.
Weissman will handle band dept. to present day streamliners, are own production-distribution unit.
Understood, Young is willing to
temporarily until he sets a perma- being- rewritten to give this year's
fair a better idea than former ver- sell EL control providing he can
nent head.
sion.
get the right figure. As in other
deals, the rub lies in differences
Saranac Lake
of opinion between the railroad

VOTE FOR

"Gay Nineties" format

the

EXPANDS AGENCY

difer orch.

year's affair.
clude circus

of last

New

setup will inwagons, caged ani^

Half."

.

BEN BEYER

To B« Del*gat« fo th«

By Happy Benway

June

in

Chicagt

7949

6,

Mid'west Dates

"

that figure should be.

Chicago, April 26.
Both
Samuel
Goldwyn and
Sherman Bros, break up their
act April 24 with Marty leaving David O. Selznick have also been
biz and Bobby carrying on reported dickering for the comas single, when he returns to Brass pany. It is believed that Selznick
Rail, May 16 . . . Day, Dawn, and is particularly interested i n EL
Dusk set for Silver Frolics, May since the company now handles re20
Mickey Sharp held over at issue rights on his product. CirLake Club, Springfield, III
Jac- cuit operators Si Fabian and Ted
ques Gordon, juggler, set for Gamble, recently active in a fruitBrown Hotel, Louisville, May 30
less attempt to buy United Artists,
Billy Wells ill at St. Lukes hospi- studied EL's
operational figures
tal,
Chi ... De Marios added to several months ago
with the idea
Tony Martin show at the Chez Pa- of a possible
bid.
However, they
ree, May 12.., Sophie Tucker insubsequently
dropped
the project
vades the northwest territory at
when
the
UA
situation
grew hot.
the Carnival, Minneapolis, May 26
Wesson Bros, also play Minneapolis at the Radisson beginning

the disposal of the patients,
flower garden perted up by Dolly
at

Mu>» B«

(Balloti

I

Fllcii

Befor*

May 7. im»
HAVE THE ANSWER

TO

BETTER

TiO>NS

Gallagher and Helen Grupp: and
giving the place a new

workmen

FAIRS.

IN

_ PARKS AND

CIRCUS.

Hova so Yaors of Flaying Tim* to
My Crtdit in Vaudevlll* at a Trick
Cyclist and Comedian
I

i

I

I

j

I

;

I

CARDINI

I

I

i

I

I

"Cwdiiii, Easily the

BesI'

of
I

th* SI»ic|ht-of-Handers."

AKL. VAMETY
MARCH

MCA

Delphin Streder (RKO) a new
arrival and getting observation and
a much needed rest
Edwin Gaiser and Rufus
Weathers handed Easter greetings
via an extra good medical report,
ditto for

fth.

1949

THE SENSATION OF

annual checkup.
Mrs. C. F. Sloan and Clara Sloan,
mother and sister, of Laura Sloan
(Loew's), shot in from Cleveland
for a bedside chat.
Tom (lATSEi Curry back to bed
due to a setback; that has required
ditto for Jack Clancy, former X-

CHARLES BERNARD
In rtcord-smothing •ngagcmentt at th* Montmartra,
Parif—-Grand Hot*!, Budapest-- B*rni Salonger, Stockholm—Zlgeunar
ViaiiiM m- Wivcl, Copenhagm
aA<l many other oiitttanding

^

OPEN FOR

;

spoti:

WmmH

RESORT ENGAGEMENTS, RECORDINGS
Pertonal Repreientative:

AND THEATRES

.

RICHARD MARDUS

342 Madison Avenue, New York
VAnderbilt 6-0492

19. N. Y.

se-

of theatre dates teeing off
with State, Cincinnati, May 6.
Marie Negalia, Floss and Niles,
and Ted Straeter oreh added to Sid
Caesar show at the Palmer House,
June 16
Bonnie Baker headlines
.the Home Show, Duluth, Minn..
May 10./ Lenny Colyer extended
until May 1^ at Helsings;
Chi
GAC office takes over the booking
of the Don Carlos Casino, Winnepeg, Canada, with Johnny King
setting the Deep River Boys as
the first attraction.
.

.

.

.

(

i

i

"

TWO CONTINENTS

.

ries

board operator.

MODERN PAGANINI

.

.

June 10.
Four Step Bros, pacted for

Ray technician of the Will Rogers.
Ben Schaffer appointed mailman
at the Rogers, while George (Elephants) Power is part-time switch*:

and His $100,000 'Stradivarius

'.Europaofl..

.

I

I

has

Illusion

been

the audience.

Aska is on st^ge continuously
and has able support from his assistants.

Knows how

to get best

results from his audience participation stunts, and bows off to
plenty applause.
Hold.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All

Branch*! ef Theafricalt

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAL Show-Bix Gag FiV
Nm. 1 to 22
$1.00 *ach

@

(Order In Saqutnc* Oiily)
SPECIAL: Th* Firil 13 Filn
for $8.00

!

!

!

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 fn Eaoll

Send

2i1c

Book) $10 per Book

for lints ot nllier
Hoiifcx,
pnrodlcs.

inuterlnl,
black-oiita, el«.

{latter,

KO
PAULA SMITH

ntinrd;
niliiHtrei

C.O.U.'i.

W. M
N.
Cln^ls 1-11M
—Mvery
Pay InrlndiiiK SuHilay«--

300

St.,

1».

.

.

Kelly,
Robert J. Goldstein, theatrical
attorney, and Arthur Proffitt exRogerites, make reservations for

Candy Stevens, accompanied by
her husband-pianist Charlie Howard in to ogle the lodge and gift
the gang.
Write to tho.se who are ill.

.

.

Sam (RKO)

who appeared

:K«ll«r,

.

.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

THE

show

look.

CONOI^

magnate and parties Interested in
acquiring the company as to what

.

Saranac; N. Y., April 26.
Spring is huisting out at the Will
Rogers. Lawn is all set with benches

This

around a long time, but patrons
never seem to tire of it, and at
show caught, It seemed to be new
and exciting to the small fry in

:

AGVA Convention

Magico

;

The Ritz thea"tre', Newburgh,
N. Y., formerly used by the Para
mount circuit >as a tryout stand for

,

.

:

;

-Next volunteers are called from
audience, and half a dozen

the

teenage boys responded.

Second benefit in recent months has a lot of fun with the young,to aid an ailing performer took sters,
demonstrating rope trick
Bowery Follies cafe. They rocked place Sunday night (24) in the The Guillotine, and a number of
the house.
Joey Adams teamed Roney Plaza gardens, for Leon of other tricks which go over big
with Pat RPoney, in latter's peren- Kramer, tenor, currently in a Chi^ He also does a neat job with the
Thurston "Blooming Rosebush."
nial Waltz dog to "Daughter of cago hospital for further operaPauline, his assistant, comes on
Rosie Q'Grady," was another showr tions on limbs. The affair drew
for some stunts with a pair of does'
stopper.
Later he paired with over 2,500 persons and netted $7,a Belgian Schipperke dog, and
Hprabe MaclVlahbn ih a laughipror 000.
some somersaulting by a white
Jan
Murray
headed
the
list
of
rib
vokiiig
on gangster films, TMs,
Spitz.
talent,: which included Gracie BartpPi was solid.
Second part opens with a suspenOthers contributing sock turns to rie, Alan Gale, Charlie Carlisle, sion and levitation illusion,
"Printhe loftg" bill were Lionel Hamp- Ilal Fisher, Phil Foster, Guy Ren- cess Zarney." This registers,
but
tpn atid entire Strand, N. Y., show, nie, the Bar of Music show, Barry could have been improved with
Lep De Lypn and Vivian Blaine, Gray and other acts playing here. dimmer lighting, and a belter
Former
benefit
was
given
for
choice
of
recorded
Wooding Choral Ensemble, Myron
music,
MeEmile
Borco.
chanics
of
the
stunt
was
Cph*n, Behhy Rubin, Jack Garter,
rather obvious from the front rows. V
Bob Douglas & June Gardner,
Best features of the second halfArthur Ward
*
which included a plethora of small
Rockabye Johnny, Leni Lynn and
tricks, were the ''Mysterv of the
Eagle
Lion
Morey Amsterdam.
Edba..
Light Globe,'' and a love bird rouSSB Continued from page S
tine, which had them gaping.
Closer was "Sawing a Woman in
him
,

.

pitch for the nomination of Jackie apportioned, to this state.
St. Paul will get about $9,000
Bright, comedian, for the presidency, now. held by Gus Van. It's under the distribution, which is
based on the number of union muan .honorary, non-salaried post.
Midwest contingent within sicians in each city <of the state:
AGVA is making a strong campaign to have Jack Irving, currentRitz, Newburgh, Switches
ly midwest regional- director, suc-

[x]

1M9

Pittsburgh, April 26,
Lewis, who winds up two*
week engagement at Vogue Ter»
(SHRINE TEMPLE, LOUISVILLEJ
race on Saturday (30), will augLouisville, April 23,
ment his present show considerFull two-hour show, somethins
ably for engagement at Strand the- more
pretentious than the usual
atre, New York, which immediately magicos
which play this territorv
follows.
Lewis goes into WB's Aska has a complete
magic product
Broadway showcase with the new tion which fills numerous
Joan Crawford picture, "Flamingo the Kentucky and Indianadates in
Road," on a three-week guarantee and community auditorium school
circuit
with a possibility of four.
Carries stage crew, and has
co^ipie
Vet showman, who launched truck loads of equipment. Went
name policy which Vogue Terrace over big with the family type aud .
plans to continue for the summer, ence here.
?how is in two parts. Part onp
has been giving -big a,100-.seat)
theatre-restaurant best biz in its IS a mystery spectacle, teeing off
with a Chinese Fantasy, in
long history.
which
Aska has a colorful display of silks
He then progressively moves to
productions of flowers, ducks rabMiami Pals' Benefit For
bits, etc., with running line
of

Annual Benefit; 33G B.O.

Sweep Out AGVA Chiefs at Convention
Plenty of fireworks looms for
fhe forthcoming national conven
tion of American. Guild of Variety
Artists set for June 6 in Chicago.
Groups within: the, membership in
Ni Y.' and elsewhere are quietly

TED LEWIS ADDING TO
UNIT FOR WB DATE

Back Vaude'

'Bring

CLINTON HOTEL ;'';\'ir.
aOO OUTSIDE ROOM*
te»m *2

DAILY

tUCIAl WIIKir HATlt
NOWStKtCPING MC/lir/(S

immHMmu ommno at ku iMunim^.

1
,

meUT

Vednegday, April 27, 1949
IV. Y.
Dean Martin & J«rri/ Lewis, The
Vaadbonds (4), Jack Cassidy, PenLang;
8 Copo
Ramona
Carroll,
nu
Fernando
airls- Michael Durso and
Alvares Bands; staged by Douglat
Coudy; songs, Gordon Jenkins and

May fair Room,

Fernando Alvares (Latin) bands
hold over and wham per usual.
Durso, notably, plays an excellent
musical back«i>upper for the pro-

Ctfpacabana,

€hl

Chicago, April 21.
P^ter hind Hayes Si Mary Healy,
Dick Lm Salle's Orch (12); $3.50.

Among the intangible but pptent minimum,
$1 cover.
lures which the Copa has built
up the past two years, incidentally
The r^covtiiy of thiS:;SWanfe^^^^^
is
Jacic Eigen's
midnight-until-4 —from neat vacancy to capacity--7
a.m. chitchat, interviews, "playing
the game" and occasional show biz Supports the pfophfecy that there's
n<»w« arirt /luir
"T '-Y"' "r.~"" "''•'•'"S wrong with cafe business

imum.

i

she

J

u.oMr
weeK,

flftpr
diier

cliibs.

usually gambling casino adjuncts.
New York's Copa is a prime example of a straight cafe holding its

,

not

to mention
biz greats

the

her numbers, for

,

:

I

;

•Since

full

I

-

;

.

I

—

recent

refurbishingi

concentrate more on w.fc. atlracthan in the; past. With the
re-opening bill headed by Jimmy
Savo, he chalked up new attendance records for his San Fernando
valley spot. Now, with Corinna
Mura in stellar spot, it looks like
the cash register will continue to
tions

jinele,

—

!

Entire layout is one of the most
entertainment-packed bills offered

.

i

.

1
,

-,

1

locally in .some time. Mi.ss

standout,

tune
skill.

whammine

Mura

is

over her La-

With charm and
She has an excellent voice

snecialties

and projects

cannily to earn top
plaudits.
Her version of "Tabu"
is sock stuff and she follows it with
a
strong closer, "Sing to Me
Cuitar," which .she introed in
"Mexican Hayride." As an added
fillip, firstnite ringsiders demanded, and got,^ a special performance
as her mother,' Lily Wall, joined
her for a pair of tunes.
Comedy duties devolve upon Pat
Patrick, a holdover from, the previous
bill.
He scores easily,
whether with his Ercil Twine character from radio (Edgar Bergen
show) or his new nitery monolog,
a fast-moving succession of sillies
based on idiomatic expressions. It's
in the quiet humor vein and is
made more effective by Patrick's

wham at this East "° ^SPjHi '» P^^F
Now they're back |° 'rt,„ ";'„5.^^f**'
"P
t^'
'
g^^^^^^ Eigen's
backed by a sparkling new ^i^^S^^
third
annii
„^
"® upstairs
Fay & Gordon, dance team,
There's plenty here, plus
„"
^^^^
disclick personalities such as Lena,
bigjHorne, J'ack Smith, Rose Murphy pressed with their diversified repMonte Proser, of course, continues 'hn^fir^w ,*n^.^°^^
which runs the gamut
as an absentee part-landlordi by avpr«»f .o/L/L
"1^^*" hilarious manner. Miss Healy ex- from the samba to a silo routi
His name ran^ ot" tfal
choice and otherwise.
"^-t .u^^ 1,^^^
caps as they exit
the
downstairs
basically
the
necessary
latter
being a hillbilly satiYe. Team
adorns
"Pussy-Cat
its
after
encore
of
still
main bistro.
Abel.
marquee spots per his technical
Song," which is, incidentally, one combines nimbieness and grace,
contract, but the shows are no
of their cleverest bits. Applause is and came in for considerable palm*
Cafe «le VKnt, Montreal solid
whacking.
longer Proseresque.
Show opens with Jimmie Vey,
Montreal, April 22.
Hayes' mastery at portraying
This, by no means, diminishes
Sylvie St. Glair, uiiih jSteue various types of drunks is exhib- xylophonist and terper, who elitheir worth, as has been attested
Berriard; £dciie Sanborn Orch (6
ited in "Perennial Torchbearer,' maxes act with fast brand of legoIn recent sessions. Douglas Coudy
which evokes laughter and tears. mania while bearing down on the
continues to ring the bell with his admission $1, no minimum.
His caricatures are superb, aided woods. It's okay fancy stuff.
tiptop selection of Copa beauts,
Located in the east end of Mbnt- by facial expressions and sense of
Don Kay orchestra backs' show
•nd the. Billy Livingston costumes
adorn them in^ brilliant and some- real, this bistro adds to its long timing. Three begoffs found him and dishes up tunes for customers'
Jona.
times quite Ziegfeldian splendor. list of French imports With cur. winding up with informal stories interim dancing.
Singer about Joe Frisco, his favorite
Gordon Jenkins and Tom Adair rent Sylvie St. Clair.
ea.sv delivery.
scores
heavily witb the French comic.
have fashioned some good tunes,
Foy himself, as usual, sparks the
Siutw Bar, K.C.
Greg.
Ropes are. up again.
such as the ''Window Shopping in trade.
proceedings with song-and-dance
Kaniias
City,
April
21.
A
heavy
selling
factor
in
her
New York" opener and the ''Gaucho
and emcees to keep the layout
Ros.<! Wyse, Jr., with Peggy Worepertoire
are.
the
songs
of
comFrom Patagonia" finale. In beSpot's standbyS'
V.
Royal noo!<it,
mack: Lowe. Hite & Stanley^ PemV moving rapidly.
poser
Michel
Emer,
who
has
been
i*
a
socko
tween
"After the Hain''
Mellie Lutcher, Stump & Stumpy, Wood. Chan & Margo, Weela Gall still are. on hand, Roberta Lee
costume flash; Penny Carroll and responsible for the many succes Allan & Angel, Gwen Tyme, line
pleasing with her throaty chantlez, Dave & Tom Reiser Qttortet;
Jack Cassidy are a fetching pair ses of Edith Piaf. Miss St. Clair (12),: Billy Font.Orch, Sally Lewis
ing; Billy Green winning response
no couer or minimum.
leading the vocal numbers, and has savvy in putting over her songs
for
his
Gaelic
repertoire,
now exOrch; ^2.50 minimum.
Ramona Lang is an extraordinary and on the night caught, she quietShow Bar continues its continu- panded to include a fine version of
ed a noisy house with such numballet, and general terp specialist.
With Ralph Watkins. operator of ous show policy with lineup of six "Galway Bay;" Sammy Wolfe scorShe is of the leggy Eleanor Powell bers as "Le Petite Bistro," a sock
laughs:
bits
and.
ing
with
his
'stooge
City,
acts. Layout has scarcelisr a slack
rhumba, "I Want to Dance" and both Royal Rb.QSt and Bob
school, and is a solo standout.
apings;
and Marguerite Padula
shifting his bebopomania to the moment.
But the show fundamentally re- "A Tier d'eil" ("I Spread My
latter spot, this pop-priced nitery
Reiser crew- and Weela Gallez keeping the crowd merry between
volves
around
two
ma.sculine Wings") ;for plenty salvos; Comes
shows with her .stint at the piano.
entertain-:
is
reverting
a
straight
to
get
together
for
some
fast
instruteams: the headlining Martin & back for monolog on nocturnal afment policy. Current all-colored mental, rhythms, and then she Abbey Browne's orch backgrounds
Lewis anA a socko subfeature in fairs of a couple of alley cats,
Kap.
expensivelyT takes; over as m.c. Chan and Margo acts neatly.
The Vagabonds:. For a time the which registers for laughs. Clinch- layout is a big. fast,
dressed show with Nellie Lutcher follow, with Chan starting off 'wfth
comedy-musico quintet (it's funda- er is"Personality" (in French),
toplining and Stump and .Stumpy magic tricks and winding in a menOld Kniek Munic Hall
Which
is
surefire
for
this
room.
mentally a quartet, since the pianbacking up with their hectic comr .talist turn with femme partner as
(NEW YORK)
ist is. rather unobtrusive for the Steve Bernard does solid accomps
edy antics. Line of 12 gals also the seer.
Killtojn
prodMction
Paul
of
accoraps) made it appear that per- for her 35-minute session. Eddie
Miss Gallez, at the piano, spot."! "Clfine.ntine of '49," with Jerry
makes neat trimming.
haps Martin & Lewis would find Sanborn sextet is okay on cusWorking in the center of the her own turn of breezy songs and Rcrgen, Narita, Gene Barry,, Bob
Newt.
things too tough to follow. Theo- tomer dansapation.
floor behind a piano. Miss Lutcher chatter. Hers is a smooth, well- ATeMenamin, Bettina Thayer^ Clorretically it's not the best booking,
and slickly - delivered i.s Leachnian, Johnny Silver, Nina
strongly projects her personality contrived
since the madcap group are in tiie
Oval
Roston
throughou this large cafe despite .session.
Eddie
'Varela;
Walter Klavun;
tame screwball idiom as the stars.
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)
Long, short and medium combo "Gin"- Miller, Old Knick Trio; ?2'
her rather thin voice. She delivers,
Apparently Martin & Lewis could
Charlie Carts, Giselle & Francois, in her "gone gal" fashion, some of of Lowe, Hite and Stanley click; minimum.
follow Lassie and Gargantua, but
Szonyi, Sammy Eisen Orcfi (8)1; her top platter faves, including with round of pantomiming the
the Vagabonds not only wham but
no couer or minimum.
Andrews
Sisters while their rec-'
"Hurry
On
"He
Sends
Me"
and
to
continues
iormat
Nostalgic
milk.
They
might
cut
one
Down. ' In this spot she fits in ords beat out boogie over the loud- pay. off at the Old Knick Music
Arki-Yavensonne moved into especially well, but her tricky stylo speaker system. Trio also has a-; Hall. Current layout, comprising
S^l^- ^nr^^v
knockabout
Ibis top-ranking Hub boite a couple Would arrest attention anywhere.
routine
paced
for revival of an oldie meller, Clemen^^'LZ'^^J^'^^^''^
professional
misjudgment. t'S!^
They of months ago to restyle the operaOne of the top Negro comedy laughs. Material is aptly slanted tine of: '49" (a new treatment for
have traveled, far since their
tion, and has made it pay off. New team.s in the business. Stump and toward lowercase member, Stanley, "The Gold Miner's Daughter"), siLoew's State. N. Y., debut in '42,
who holds up the comedy end, is lent films with comment by Paul
having migrated east from a Frisco idea is special table d'hote suppers, Stuiiipy, .race through a zany rousuperior acts of the intime style, tine of hooflngr singing and gag- okay.
Killiam, singing waiters and combistro, in which they had an inPeggy Wood delivers quintet of munity sings, kept things rolling.
flawterest.
They're now a seasoned and a personal touch in supervis- ging that moves too fast fpr
ing both kitchen and acts. Result finding. Team .puricheis across sev- tunes with ease and finesse. Rossi at a merry pace at preem performtroupe with a fine .sense of ribald
Wyse, Jr., and Pegg.v Womack take ance Friday (22) night. As for atcomedy values. They mugg with is this spot has been making a eral ace acro-terping turns, segue- over closing slot
with
their
acrov
frantic;
prattstrong
comeback
in
recent
months.
into
series
of
ing
a
tendance, the ropes were up long
the effectiveness of an Edward
Gharlie Carts, personable young falls and widing up with some clowning and knockabout gymnas before show started.
Everett Horton and slip in saucy
Frenchman, wows 'em with an ar- broad comedy dialog. The verbal tics,; Mi.ss Womack plays it mostly
Jerry Bergen's comedies spark
fasties with the rapier quality of
Of card tricks and memory by-play is the weakest link of their straight with some adagio terp and the production, with the comic
a 52d St. "mad" joint.
Some of ray
feats.
Keeps
up
a running line of contrib. but overaU routine is a whizzing cartwheels, whjje^Wyse practically knocking bimself out
the nifties are on the too-rough
clowns most of the way. He finally to maintain the raucous pace of the
chatter
and
ringsiders as foils. potent comedy potion.
uses
side at times, such as the Chinese
Rest of the bill slips in quality. comes through with some able aero show. He does a veritable Milton
pantomime business and the "gar- He's on for half an hour, changing
Quin,
pace in mid-act with a series of Gweh Tyme warbles some pop work on his own.
Berle stint, weaving in and out of
bage man" doggeral.
But they decorative card manipulations.
tuneis with a weak set of pijjes
the melleV and spotting his standsell ^terrif
"She's
regardless.
to nice response.
that's barely audible even with
ard comedy and Swiss bell ri- ging
My Sunshine" is good hoke, but Closes
Bop City, N. Y.
Opener also introduces new tal- the ampli lying system. She begins
nonsense in tlie followup vaude
"Salt" is a one-joke ditty over(FOLLOWUP)
olio for solid returns. Former Club
done. Their rhythms are undenia- ent in the dance team of Giselle her numbers in a lo\y key and
After a hectic but profitable ;get- 18 zany sustains the laugh motif
ble and that string ba.ss specialist and Francois Szonyi,; hungarian then finds herself unable to. recapbrother and sister team in excep- ture the cu.stomer's interest when away with Artie Shaw and a 40- throughout session.
is a comedy stanBout with his burregisters, piece s.vmph orch during the open"Clementine," staged by Billy M.
lesque hula routine. Two guitars, tionally skilled and graceful aero- she finally hits the upper
and
Angel
week,
City is settling down Greenei is strictly off the cob
numAllan
ing
Bop
batic
ballet.
They
do
two
Dancing
team
of
accordion and bass comprise the
Sammy execute standard ballroom and jazz into the anticipated bebop groove, but it's commercial corn. Tempoed
bers, for hefty returns.
instrumentation.
style. Joining with That is, if you can call it settling
ELsen's
orch
backgrounds
capably,
in
okay
routines
the old Chautauqua manner, it
in
As for Martin and Lewi.s,< they
did over an hour and ran their with Neil Phillips, piani.st, hold- the line, they do a fair ballet down into a delirium of uninhibited employs a cast of youthful, com*
midnight show into the 2 a.m. ing forth in the adjacent Merry- version of. "Slaughter on Tenth jazz being dispensed .by Maehit9's:| petent players who seemingly enAfro-Cubop orch. But this "pro- joy their tongue-in-cheek: delineaGo-Round bar.
Biz good when Avenue,"
frolic which is an idea of the genElie.
Sally Lewis orch does a crack jgres.sive'': music, as its partisans j tions as much as the audience. As
erosity of their stint and the ex- caught.
,iob of backing the show, also con- tag it, carries powerful sock in its
to plot—-if you can caU it suchtent of their reception.. They have
tribbing a hot intermezzo before cacophony wliich is bound to leave it's the old yarn about the veneraClii
polished, refined and retailed their
ii permanent
piisrk on the' -futurie ble prospector who struck gold ia
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL) Stum p and Stumpy 's closer. Alterbuffoonery in a manner which
them thar hills in '49 and the vilGeorge Tapps, The Caritons (2), nating on the band.standc Billy deyelopment of pop music^
makes them the hottest comedy act
Machito's combo of five rhythm lain who would separate him from
in the saloons. "They're the latter- Marianne Fedele, Preston Lambert, Font's rhumba crew dishes out hot
day Clayton, Jackson & Durante, Dorothy Vild Dancers (6), Henri/ Latin rhythms fOf customer dansa- (with three on bongo drums), four it."
Herm.
pation.
reeds and five brass is an; earCast, comprising Bergen. Narita,
albeit only two in number. Mar- Brandon Orch (12 ); $1.20 coyer,
aggregation
splitting,
hard-driving
Gene Barry, Bob McMenamin, Bettin's legit warbling is done tongueSundon Cliili. Phoenix that commands attention by sheer tina Thayer. Cloris Leachman,
Jnrcheck at the right times, and!
Room .bedecked in flowers and
force alone. This orch, however, Johnny Silver, Nina.. Varela and
Phoenix, April 17,
Lewis' versatility as funster, hoke cherry blossoms, is in tune with
expertly
through
Klavun, does okay by the
also
manipulated
Waller
Gordon,
Singer and
Virfjiitia- O'Brien, Faj/ &
pseudo-maestro evi-i its new revue, "Spring Interlude."
dences his triple-threat potency in
George Tapps rates kudos in tap Ji77jmie Vey, Don Kay Orch (17); the bebop jungle of dissonance as script and also spots: song and
evidenced by their hot twists on dance numbers in olio for addiall departments. Martin, too, reg- storing
exhibiting $1.50 cover, no minimum!department,
some Afro-(5uban numbers. Gra- tional plaudits.
islers on the light end. The result spins, turns and multiple-taps in
Ed Miller's pianoing of yesteryearIS a double-feature, twO-ply parlay
Owner Joe Gaddis has dipped ziel, outfit's buxom femm$ vocalist,
He does half a dozen
his stint.
contributes some tricky scat sing- tunes spaces the lulls and the. Old:
that appeals to the heps and the numbers,
shining in "Hawaiian
really started to
60th St. spot.

,
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;

again,
revue.
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19.

minimum.
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ness, of course, is

Sherman Oaks, April

Charley Foy seems determined to

i

,

5S

Corinna
Mura, Pat
Patrick,
Charley Foy, Billy Green, Sammg
Wolfe, Marguerite Padula, Abbey
Brovme's Orch (3) -no couer or

himXm

,

who

etJe'fhpV^^..'''"^
« n.?,V.P"P^*"*\''^"'^i^'-

|p?r,,.

Th« Copa's boxoffice hardi- Hn nv»,«nrf oL"/n ^^i""" '",''1 for
Broadway celebs on
best answered tho inScf
interviews
by it's top standard with attractions project
nrnir.!? the
th'« ^^.^^^'P"
Copa to a good b.o.
like Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
'^^'^
liJte
'
"
*
To them this is home base, and the f
, rh=^"H/'ii"^T^*'i**^
^hbwf.y
i";
";r
*
''."J^L? ^- ''^^^ *° P,''"^® i^ ^
retfulars so regard it, for the team
own.

sells
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Charley Foy's
(SHERMAN OAKS, CAL.)

value and compounds such salients
as looks, personality, and Smart,
garb. More accustomed to theatre
and film media, she nevertheless
*
.Projects
well
" in the cafe milieu
and is especially forte in her deadHoUvwood via FitzPatrick trav- Pan specialties. She scores with
We're
Sweethearts
Sogs, that takes
the "Say __That
Congo to Russia
from John Again," "Always True to You In
Charles Thomas to Harlem; an ex- My Fashion," "Go to Sleep My!
eellent springboard for his vocals, Baby," and a stOpped-up version of
pantomime and caricatures. Miss ^^'Ijona" and "In a Little SpanHealy ioins him in a spoof on "sh Town." Act rated solid recepopening night, and with added,
gangster
col- t'on .,
......o and Hollywood
films
„
^e—.e,
umnists. In role of Hedda Pop- f Pf ^lal material could well move
the ^.higher niter.y echelons.
side, she garners hefty yocks and
plaudits. "Disk Jockey Blues" find As is. Miss O Brien is skedded
for
"o future cafe dates,
duo breezing through impreshes of

case Peter Lind Hayes and
You can now count the topflight mn».
nh,fw*^°"^^^^^
clubs in America on both Zrlv amnn^ ilof ^^^^ ^''f.i^fM Mary Healy prove it. Loaded with
^^^^ ^ new material since their last visit,
hands, because the pattern of this mnrp w« m
'^t ^""^^f
^Person-ithey hold aud's rapt attention in
entertainment has so changed that niH
v aided
airi^^ not
„ f ^'"??4.m"
amy,
a
little
by
Fred
have usurped the Alion'c
solid 45 iiiiiiuies
soiiu
minutes 01
of luii-maKuig.
fun-making.
hotel rooms
Pluggmg week
Hayes starts off with a satire on
As for the rest they are
nite

CL17B

cal competish, which, has long
steered clear of the cover adjunct
while maintaining a negative outlook regarding name acts.
In a
city that does a multi-million-dollar tourist business, this stance undoubtedly is reflected in the current nitery lethargy.
Miss O'Brien comes off well in
her nitery debut. Although her
song repertoire is less than sock,

(BI.ACKSTONE HOTEL)

duction.

Vom Adair; costumes, Billy Livr
inaston (Mme. Berthe); arrangeminments, Elliot G. Eberhard; $3
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Knick Trio, consisting of piano,

I

accordion and drums, backs show
capably as well as dispensing tunes,
for the dance sets..
Informality of the Old Knick
Howard McGhee on
of
in order to meet the increased tation
make it- a natural with
tariff the Sundown is augmenting trumpet and Flip Phillips on the should
diners seeking something off the
sax. McGhee works out with Ma
its tabs with a $1.50 cover. With
display
of
phebeaten path in entertainment,
in
a
chito's
orch
Lois Andrews on tap, along with
Edba.
virtuosity,
horn-tooting
nomenal
Jane Russell, Burl Ive.s, the Pled
Pipers, and other acts of that while Phillips joins up with Ella
Chip MtiMC £prp> chartered to
stripe, Gaddis figures that he can Fitzgerald and her supporting Ray
more than meet his increased nut Brown Trio, Miss Fitzgerald, along conduct a genval music business
by having the customers share with the Kai Winding Boptet (6), and to engage in management of
rare holding over with the same mu- orchestras, with offices in New
the co.st5.
New policy has a good chance of sic they dished up during the York. Capital stock is 100 shares,
-no par value.
Her)».
paying off and may well aftect lo- opening week.
:

Tommy. Youngster's
six-year-old
ability brings act back for two
encores of table-top aero stunts

tractor either.
Joe Lopez at the tape

was pan'
by the premiere demands;
he'll be the busiest maitre d'
Dorothy Hild dancers with Matown while the team's at the rianne Fedele and Preston LamGopa. Martin & Lewis now have lbert ducting tunes in. background,
'their own special maestro, Dick fit nicely into "Springtime" line
Stabile, a former bandleader here, number a d closing"Fire Dance."
Who gets a sax solo opportunity Costuming is elaborate and colorwhich affords a respite for the ful. Henry Brandon's show and
teanj.
They also carry a specialist dance backing is neatly handled,
at the traps. Mike Durso and the
Chreg.
Icked

I

and

I
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF APRIL

Josh Whlta
Roger Frica
Marian Bruca
C Williams
_
Cyril Haines S
Waldorf-Att«rM
Morton Downey ^
Eddy Du«Mn Ore
Misclw Borr

Bob Grant Oro
Panchlto Ore
VIIUo Barn
Red InKia Ore
Karen Tedder
Masked Marvel
l>Iystroin 3

Om

yniasa Vailfluani
Nuni«ral» to cDnnerttan nritli Mlla below tiidlcate ap'enlnr dnr of
whetlier full or Biilft week

LrthT

In r>n>'<-ntlit'f><>H liulU'iilea clrciilt: (I) ln(l«l>eiiilent;
(It) ItKO: (S) Stiill; (W) Wanieri

New York
Caoltol

The

,

Kich.-irds

Music Hall (I) II
Paul Haakon''
Salici Puppets
Harrison & Klsher
Gloria Lane'.

1 to ail

Bowan

.

&

Lane

-

Claire

'
.

'

-

O

Ellington

Buddy Ebsen

'

Roxy (l) 2*
Vivian Blaine.
Rookies
Joan Hyldoft
Strand (W) 2»

O

Lionel 'Hampton

&

Red.

Curley.~

Mantan More land

'

Pritchard &: Lord:

7 Ashtons

2«^10

(I)

B

Bros

Earle (W) 29
Phil Spitalny Ore

The. Latino.s.

(P) 10-3

27
'.

21

(I)

I

I

I

{

1

:

Lary.

I

deliver a fair routine of comedy
hoofing topped off by a slow motion boxing
tively done

match which: is
for

nice

Karle, Pliilly

effec-

Fottr
Skatini]
Macks,
Peggy
Manii. 3 Stooges, Peter Loirre,
Jiiele's House orch; "Siren
of Atlavtis" (UA).

returns.

Herm.

Frankie

Palomar«

Sratllff)
One of the smartest of the tourApril 21.
ing HoUywoodians. Peter Lorre has
Jerri/ Coe, The Martins
(2)
a routine that clicks right from
Jack McCoy, Frank Radcliffe. The the start. The fllm menace stays
Montynes (2); Ray Watkins House right in character throughout,
Orch (8); "W/tiitperiiig Smith" holds the customer's attention, and
(Par) and "ShockprooJ" (Col).
in a darkened and silent house
^
winds up with a shivery monolog
Return of vaude to the P^lomar of Edgar Allan Poe's "The TellOrpheum (P) 3 only Martha Davis
Elouise Christiana
stage gets a good send'off with a Tale Heart" for solid returns.:
Sinffing
Desi Arnaz Bd
Barbara Frazier
well-i'ounded
bill
topped
by
top
Josephine
Pat Henning
Premice
9 Mins.
Lorre's impact is heightened by
Bruce Mapes Jr
Bop City
Vic & Adio
pantomime of Jack McCoy and the direct contrast with the Three
Dick Price
Apollo, N. Y.
Machlto
WASHINGTtXN
Tony Bavaar
Ella Fitzgerald
Now on her own as a single after standout balancing of the Mon- Stooges., who precede him. Trio
Capitol :<L) Tt
Michael Meehan
tynes. Resumption of vaude in this has been delivering the same type
Herb Jeffries
3 Suns
Bill Knapp
appearing with
Louis
Jordan,
Marilyn Maxwell
Sterling chain flaghouse makes it of low, knockabout comedy for two
Cafe James
Hotel statier
Peggy
Thomas
is a lively bundle
Mischa Auer
Pat Harrington
Eddy Howard Ore
Howard (t) 29
whose: f orte is a hot tune. the only house in area' running decades. Since it seems still good
Ha-/el McNulty *
Hotel Plaza
Chubby Jackson
Benny Martini
Hildegarde
Negro gal opens demurely with vaude.
for laughs, there's probably no reaOre
Cafe Society
McCoy handles emcee chores son for changing it. Combination
Salvatore Gloe Ore "S'posin' ,". then sails into
"I Know
Vi Burnslde 5
Golden Gate 4
Mark' Monte Ore
does a fine job in the trey of roughhouse and corn goes: over
Buck & Bubbles
How to Do It,'' dressing it up with and
Ronnie Graham
Payson
Re
Ore
«
spot with a: panto bit on two freshr
Johnny Hndgins Co Geo Shearing Ore
Nycola Matthey Oi a behop twist.
well.
Herb Lance
Diamond Horseshoe
Le Ruban Bietl
Peggy Mann, who has been voMiss Thomas' talents aren't all men attending their first dance;
Coco Steve
Eddy George Givot
Bibi Osterwald'':
confined to her voice. Encased in which is built up for maximum calist with half-dozen name bands,
WATERTQWN
Lucienne St Ashour 3 Riffs
Avon (I) 28-30
Jack Gansert
Kirkwood ft
a strapless gown, she augments her laughs and applause. Jerry Coe registers in her solo: song stint
Qlinlans
Billy Banki
Goodman
numbers with bumps and grinds opens with an accordion and danc- Garners hefty returns on "SomeSliver Rhythm
Chora) Sextet
Kitty (Ji'awford
ing
turn.
The
Martins do nicely body Loves Me." "So In Lovej"
that register to perfection with this
C Fredericks Co
H Sandler Oro
Norman Paris 3
Barney Grant
Alvarez Mora
Julius Monk
house's clientele. Songstress has a in their ballroom routines.
and a medley of old faves.
3 Edwards Bros
Juenger Ballet Line
Frank Radcliffe, a fave here,
Le Coq^ Rouge
neat flair for turning a note, but
In the opening slot are the Four
Sara Ann McCabe
CANADA
Hotel Pierre
for the better vaude and nitery scores in his song stint, compris- Macks,: three well-stacked girls and
Oscar Calvet. Ore
EAST HAMPTON Eric Thorson
ing
"Without
a
Song," "Danny male, who offer some rollerskating
Jack
Towne
Granada (I) -2S
Ore
dates,
which she rates; her vLsual
Sujata &: Asoka
Old Knick
Boy"
Schaller Bros
and
an
impresh
of
the
Ink
Stanley Melba Ore
routines
call
for
thrills that are hair-raising. Show
a; more subdued
Jerry Bergen
Barney Powell
Ralph Lane Ore
Spots on "If I Didn't Care."
approach.
has
plenty variety and: house was
Bobbie Martin
Gilb.
Babs Dudley
Leon t Eddie'*
The Montynes, in the closing virtually sellout at Saturday matiEvelyn Ward
Banda & Vickt
Eddie l>avi8
Walter Klavun
spot,
have an outstanding bal- nee (23).
MONTREAL
Goffli.
.Marion Powers
ALSTON & YOUNG
Nancy Hanks
Gaiety (n i
ancing act, put over with showTahja
Comedy-Dancing
Clara
Cedrone
Peaches:
Gray &: Hess
manly flourish. Man does a susHavana-Madrid
9 Mins.
Tommy King
.

I

'

Don Mclilvanie
Ben Aval one
CORTLANDT
.

'

'

21-10

,

'

:

:

Eaton

'

-

fill

CUMBERLAND

I

27-2t

(I)

Opening the show. Peck and Peck backgrounds okay.

.

.

Neal Stanley

The

I

I

Harold Peck
Tommy Check
Mystery H
Melster & Kreig
Glen Pigott

Tselaks
Miss Adnenne

"

I

:

Singers

Jack Tracey
David Musikant

I

",.:.

returns.
Little Jack Little hits with his
personality and delivery. His routininffs comprise songs he has been,
identified with and garncF full ap.
plause.

i

own all-femme combo com-

'

3 Peppereltes:

Strand

her:

'

Dick Contino
Richard Melavi

1 to

Shiela Dalv
Josef; Locke

(1)

Phyllis Dixey

!

j

:

'

(P)

'

!

Glenn Henry 2
Nivelles

:

\

Janet Blair
Blackburn Twins
Rudells

tc

Colin

'

CHICAGO

Victor Borge

Morey

Ic

:

'i

'

Stanley (W) 1 only
Phil Spitalny Ore

'

IS Minsi
Apollo, X. Y.
Formerly with the all-girl International Sweethearts of Rhythmj
portly Tiny Davis is now fronting

Harrison

Bob Gray

Pamela Austin

I

There's a mild, albeit .satisfac
tory session of vaude on tap this
week, with the topliner handling
snot' in solid manners and rest of
the lineup coming through for neat

SupDorting lineup is just thatIrelands, with their midgetdancers idea is. effective, though
not exactly .sock; with the femraej
ballads, his pace is good and his
in trio supplying the palm-rousing
repertory covers* brace of surefire
via
their subsequent acro-work,
standard pops.':
Frank Payne in the emcee spot is
Howell: and Bowser register solaffable enough and soots mimicry
idly on this all-colored bill with
and gab in comedy slot.
their fast mix of vocals and"'comCoco. Steve and Eddy, with their
edy,
Their gags range from the
knockabout dance-comedy, offed to
sophisticated to the corny, but the
satisfactory returns and Mary Mclads have worked out a well-timed
Clanahan. with her drum stint proroutine that tickles the payees..
vides a zingy sesh.
They impress particularly with a
Freddie Garlone's house orch
hashedrup duo on "It's Delightful."

(6)

.

.

CAMDEN

(I)

M

Acts

,

King Cole 3
Lloyd i Willis
Sonny Sparks
Jack LaRue

State

New

:

TINY DAVIS ORCH

,

':

.

Hippodrome

:

varying musical diet,
Eckstine Is a smooth performer
with a sliding baritone crooning
style that sends the bobbysox set
into a chorus of squeals. He works
easily before the mike, not overplaying- the personality stuff but
still
projecting as a. distinctive
singer.
Although. Inclined: to slow

<

BUFFALO

Oriental

(4)

Prentice Ore

posed of trumpet) two sax, pianoy
WOOD GREEN
PLAINPEILD
bass and drum. Negro group has
Empire (S) 25
Oxford (WR) 2 only Varga Models
Eric Marsh
room for improvemfent insofar as
Donald Peers
Jordan & Parvis
Russell Swan
Anthony & Rogers Stetson & Pat
its
instrument mastery is conEd Porelle
Cycling Brockways
Al Norman
cerned. FortunatWy the .basic apAston' .Shires Sc
Frank Preston
Watts & Newman
Clayton
peal of this. unit lies in. the blues
Johnson Clark
Jan Risko
Andrieva Dancers
Inger
ROCKFORD
shouting of Miss Davis.
NOTTINGHAM
Beryl Rcid
Palace (I) 29-1
Leader, who also doubles on the
Empire (M) 25
Musical Elliotts
"Hello Broadway*
truiripet, has strong pipes which
Bob Evans
Wesley Whltehouse
she uses to advantage on such numVic & Adio
bers as "I'm a Big Fat Mama with
Ruth Nicols
Meat Shakin' on the Bone." Lyrics
International Duo
Cabaret Bills
SARATOGA
on these tunes, while okay for the
SPRINGS
Apollo, would have to be toned
Congress:
(WR) 1 only
down in more staid situations. AtHEW YORK CITY
B & C Robinson
tired in a drab tan jacket and
:'.;'..
Al Stevens
white skirt when caught, Miss
Janie Stevens
Bagatelle
M Shaw Ore
The Graziano
Dorothy Ross
-Davis would help her visual appeal
Hotel Roosevelt
Bros
Day. Dawn A
Lawrence Welk Or by wearing a snappy gown. A fair
Bedell tt Matson
Dusk
Hotel New Yorker
novelty group, the orch's appeal
SOUTH BEND
Jack Prince
Nat Brandwynne
Palac* (P> 2 only
Jack Corlies
appears to be limited to the Negro
Ore :"":,'
Desi Arnaz Bd
Johnny Flannagan
Blue Angel
vaude arid cafe field.
Gilb.
Pat Henning
Mona McDonald
Murray & Owen
Vic & Adio
Joan Walden
Wally
Cox
SPRINGFIELD
Aileen Graff
PEGGY THOMAS
Ellis Larkin 3

Peggy Tomas

Chicago

Hippodrome
I
I

lliid

i

Empire (M) 25
S &:

Patricia
3 Imps

.

NORWICH:

Matson

:

SUNDERLAND

.

:

.

Mariorie Chase

.

&

PHILADELPHIA

Clark Bros

y/iQ Angels:
7 Volants
Curzon 3 :

2S

'

'
.

Bedell

O

Tracey McCleary
Jackie Mabley

.

Wondrous

The Graziano

29

Cab Calloway Co

.

Newcastle

Stevens..

BALTIMORE
(I)

Kirks

Empire (M)

Frolic Lovelies

Van

'

Wall'
Tommy Jover
Raf Pat & Julian
Bill Waddingtott

'

Maurice Barlow
4 Eskimos
Fred Brezln
Rene: Strange

Jimmy Ames

Margaret Gibson
Gloria

:

Marie ;Lawler

(tl>

Sherman Hotel

'

.

Frolics

Max

Komedv

3 Adairs

Al Stevens
Janie

Gaudsnklth Bros

C Davidson O

usual classy style. AVhile Ellington's policy of avoiding the passing musical :fads in favor of studied
arrangements and neat instrumentation has paid off,: it might
also be a fact that this orch is
getting islighty stale from :an un-

Ruth Day
Mel Cole Or(!
Pancho Ore
Silver

Acts

Olympla.

(lOi

Mary Healy
D. La Salle Ore (12)
Vine Gardens
Lind Bros (3)
.Ada Lynne

:

& Dean
:

Empire: (M) 25:

Larry Adler

(2)

;

New

her off-stage
vocalizing.
Band
Miami, April 23
opens with a standard medley, feaLittle. Jack Little, Coco, Steve
b
turing trumpeter Ray Nance and Eddy, Fravk Payne,
The
sax player Johnny Hodges. Mid^ (3), Man/ McClanahan, Irelands
Frmkie
way; crew delivers a couple of Carlove House Orch:
"John Lnnpt'
numbers that fall below their Afar?/" <WB).

O

Blackstone
Peter Lind Hayes

Paree
Lewis'

Sis

Allen

Also reviewed under

'

Although Ellington is the bill's are Tiny Davis' band, comedy,
crowd-catcher, the orch doesn't dancing team of Alston & Youni
contribute any special kick beyond and crooner Herb Lance.
Gilb.
the superlatively rendered "Creole
Love Gall," with Kay Davis doing
miaini

Palmar House
Barclay

Dorothy Shay
Abbott Dcrs

M

Chez Paree
Adorables
J Rodriquez Ore

'

I

.:Len Stweart
Sfiiela HamUton

Maiestic (WR)
27 only
& C Rol>inson

Blair

Madliattcrs Bd
Danny Grav,
Seymour I..ovlies:
SHEFFIELD

I

.

,

Kr."7.y

PERTH AMBOY

..Tune Tattlers
O'Neill & Cathy

Royal

:

I to fill

Musical Johnsons

:

I

Pockord tc Doyle
LeM Clifford &
Freda

.

AUBURN

Auburn (1) 2S-3»
Adamson Duo

75

(S)

E..

age.

B Du Bay
a
Gloria Bondy
Buddy Rust

Geneve Dorn
Barry

.

Jose Moreno

-'

.

Oneonta. (I) lt-21
J & S Taylor
Lane's Birds'
Pat Rooncy Jr
Wilfred Mae 3

3
Shii'ley La Valle
Milt Douglas Co
3 Reddingtons

'

Arthur Worsley

ONEONTA

':

McMann

Staiis:

'

Show

Amstardam
Riaito

Gold Tonv

,

Chex
Joe:

'

.

:

Formby

Keye: Luke
Lewis & Ames

Mandrake Magic

Kitty .Murray
.

Hippodrome
'George

The Carltons
:

;

:

Jfe

:

SCUNTHORPE

MANCHESTER

(P)- 27

'

Savoy (I) 2S
Syd Seymour Bd
Constance Evans
Curtis &. Lavole
Barbara Leigh
David Williams
Adelc
Speedacs

:

Skvrockets Ore

MIAMI

:

'

R & M Lamar

.

ttcbbie Kimber
Doriithv Cray Co

'

Olympla

Rosinas
Stevano

Andrea Dancers
Dunhills:
3 .Choeolatcers

.

:

Sirdanl

.

Ted Ray
'
.

'

:

'.

Eddy Bayes

Palladium (M) 2S
'Danny:. Kaye'

:

.'.

Al Morgan.
Evelyn Terry
Lenny Colyer
Frnnkie Hyle
Billy. Chandler Ore
H Edgewattr Beach
Henry Brandon Ore
Marianne: Fedele.:
Preston Lambert
D Hild Dancers (6)
George Tapps

.

Royal (M) 25
Allan Jones
Irene Hervey

LONDON

Anthony. .& Rogers
Al Norrrian
Watts & Newman
Jan Risko

:

Markoft'

Joe Isbell
J Brewer. .Ore.
Helslngi

Collins

PORTSMOUTH

-

(WR) 3 only
Jordan & Parvis

'.

,

de Ijyon
McCarthy & Farrell
lieo.

Gypsy

.,

&

Gerry Leader

3 Lennox.

LONG BRANCH
PARAMOUNT

Billy Eck^tine

Howell & Bowser
Peck & Peck
.

'

.

Mary Lou
Tony Walsh

.

Arleys

-Ore"'

'i..

2(*30

(I)

2 Hearts
Betty Hampden
Fielder & Harriett
.

'Paramount.-.(P> 27

Duke

Palace

;

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Aces

Charih Indra
Allen Bros &: June
Brechls

Piet Van
Elizabeth

Royal (I) 25
Cycling'; Astons
Bob .Kerns

LOCKPORT

Scliickling

Jolin

Bockettes
;

Hotel Bismarck.
.

Snyder Oro

Charles Tate
Hotel Stevens
"Skating Circus"
Betty Atkinson
Charles Hain
Wonder Wheelers
Bi'inckmann Sis.
Skating Blvdeari'
Charles & LucUle
Jack Raftloer
Jerry Mapcs

Lee Pines

Frogmen

Prentiss

Bill

Red Maddock
Dave DeVore

Australian Air
.

Kirby Hawka

Ed

Bob Vincent
Jackie Van

Duke

.

Harry Hall

Blackhawk
Al Trace Ore

.

Hazell

Bedell

does their leader with a throatv
Ellington Orch with Kay treatment of "C3lloway Boogie"
In closing nlclie is pantomimist
Davis; Billy Eckstine, Howell V
Bcnvser, Peck & PccJc; "XJnderconier Johnny Hudglns. A vet comic h»
Man" (Gol), reuiewerf in Variety has an amusing teeoff in a feiKneS
skating sequence. He then dons
March 23, '49.
a
straw chapeau to ape a floozv out
Duke Ellington's orch, abetted for a stroll. Best of his bits is a
by Billy Eckstine's plushy croons finale scene where he mingles with
ing, top the entertaining: and well- the audience to dig up three gaU
paced layout currently at the Para- and a lone lad for brief terp stintj
novelty these
mount. Addition of comedy and onstage. .jVs a
hoofing items round out the pack- stooges clicked strongly.

.

CHICAGO

WO))*

Re«ido

Agua-Revuette
Tarzan Jr

Elliott

Gertie Gitana
Ella Shields

Lily Morris
& Matson
Randolph Sutton
LEXINGTON
Talbot O'Farrell
Beil All (I) 21-30
Bud Carlell & nosa Billy Danvers
Struthard
Gloria French
Keaton & Armfleld Sereno & Joy
LINCOLN
3 Radio Ramblers:

Sibyl

'

H

G

.Graziano

Bros

Donald
Fred Sanborn

:

Empire (M) 2S

Al Stevens
Janie Stevens

City
21

<L)

Enric Madriuiiera

ilioir

Loewf <M>

(li)

(WB) WaUer

i'urnmount;

(!•)

House Reviews
Paramount, N. Y.

.

.

Plut* Pete
Allen & Noble

27

,
'

I

'

:

Al Norman

'

I

-

Plutocrats

'

I

'

CENEVA
(»eneva

•

•.',

Val Eddy
Kay & Aldrich
1 Chprds

^

Henry J Kelly
Beehe's Bears
(I)
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Hollidays

Watts Sc Newman
Anthony tt Rogers

:

Sis
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I

& Raya

Dolinoft

.

I
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Holyoka

i
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Valley Arena (I) I
Frank Marlowe
E Lawrence Ore
Tune Tattlers
Jacky Bright:
Watts )k Newman
dOLIET

.
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Frances White
Angle Bond Trio
Art Waner Ore

Neal Stenley
Tselaks
Miss Adrienne

Broadway
(WR) 19-30

Siegrist

Keaton

C Robinson

4 Spins

&

&-

Danny Sullivan

Isabel

Sacasas Ore

.

'

Francis Whitmer
3 Loonies
George Alex
Peggy Ann Taylor
Spangled: Beauties

Lupe:

George Williams
Dutch "Serenade i-s

Raymdnd Barry

Jack

&

:Velez

EDINBURGH

Empore

(M) 25

Raiir-iifta

Bert Yost Co
BIRMINGHAM
Mervyn Saundei-.<t
Hippodrome (M) 15 Jacqueline Djniui
Helen Morgan

:

.Ted Andrews

Agnctte-

BOSCOMBC

Hippodrome

(I)

.

25

:

Slovil

'

I

{

!

BRADFORD

t

ictorla T)>e

I

GLASGOW

Gloria

BRISTOL
.

De

.

-

'

Raymond Girerd
Helen Grerar
Vivian Et Tassi
Troi."

Mille

.GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 25
Albert Grant

Renee Becke
Fred Hugh

LEEDS

i
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'

Copacabana
Martin ft Lewis
Vagabonds

Penny

Hazel

Wong

Riviera

I

I
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(
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Sisters

.

I

I

I

.
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Guarachero«

Vizcaino. Ore.
Hotel St Regli
Julie Wilson
.

Laszio

ft

Pepito

Damone

Judd Ijvnne

Ahn

Et Chico
Roslta Klos
Oaniirnn ft

Los

i.

Vic

I

.leff

'

':

.

Walter Nye Ore
Lecuona Bovs Ore
Savannah

Manhattan Paul
Ida James
Ruth Maiion

.'

.

Although Cab Callowav is the
only marquee name to draw the
payees, this week's layout emerges
Singing
as a fairly entertaining package.
8 Mins.
Minus his usual large crew, the
Apollo, N. Y.
Cab is working here with a smaller
Herb Lance is a broad-shoul- combo which he describes
as "The
dered Negro warbler whose mel... J'vers." Comprising three
low baritone won him whistles and rhythm,
two brass and two reed,
shrieks at this Harlem vaude house. the group gets
off a torrid tune as
He's no stranger to the customer.s an opener to
pave the way for
since he has a fair rep on record- Calloway's
stock vocaling of "Minings.
me the Moocher."
Lance does two of his platter
After introing songstress Peggy
faves, "I'll Always Be in Love with Thomas
(New Acts),
You" and "Close Your Eyes." For turns to polish off Calloway re"Why Can't
a closer he dusts off "Becau.se" You Behave" for
solid returns.
with good results. His style shows Mae.stro may not
have a big agpossibilities, but more animation in gregation behind
him, but his own
his delivery would make his song: personal artistry
is as surefire as
salesmanship more effective.
jever.
Jivers" also register with
•

,

I

I

.

Ore

Gilb.

'

gives impression of lifting entire show wun
him, and gets major portion oi
oohs and ahs, he gets able bacKground assistance from the ppyj
;in the band and plenty backing

ITorme.

'

"Ooh La Fi" and "Easy Time," as

Though he

I

i

1

I

i

I

;

.

.

fast-moving, varied show- .into J
production that blends well ana
maintains steady pace. Star of J«|
vue is beyond any doubt Mei
:

Gilb.

i

Pauline Bryant
Shot^e. Davis
Rnsetta I>avi$
Lucille Dixnn
VersailTe*
Jean SabJl94

bookings.

,

Billy Daniels

Tcddv Hales
DePaur ft Toulag

Estrelita
<

/

Clay

better

HERB LANCE

Danny Thomas

Lang

Chapuseaux
VTina Ramirez
J

'

William Adler Ore
William ScottI
Penthouse
Gigi Durston
Mark: Sebastian
Kurt Maier

Carroll

China Doll
Kanazawa' Troupe
Jadine ft Jackie
Met Ling
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Curbello Ore

,

I

Fonvllie

Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
.

,

of Tombstone

•

I

*

Webster
ft

"Bad Men

,

'
>

:

(Mono).

•-

Fifth Ave
ft Shelly

Downey

Jack Cassidy
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore

Line (7)
Florence

I

Stanley;

j

I

Bob Downey

B Harlow Ore

Ilaniona
I

M.'irquecz:

Fi'i»da

(D 23

Sis

Empire (M) 25
Fuineoisc Flore
Jackie Hunter

Alhambra (M) 25
Marx

Wvn
Alun Kay &

I

Bunny Doyle
\

Gold & COfdell
Bert Copley
Dick Henderson Jr
U'.-lda Baker
Cook's Pomes

Cvkpire

Maureen O'DcU
Lionel Smith
Les Trayner it:
Betty

'CAica

.

I

Alan Kay ft Gloria
Fred Ijovelle

Archie Usher
Cyrus
:

:

No

23.

Woody Herman Orch (16), Mel
Mary Ann McCoH, Wefll

iTorme,

I

partee.

Henry Jerome Ore
Fletcher

!

I

then backing the acts,
It's a bobbysoxers' field day.f^
an exchange o£ mild rewith
Fair house at afternoon Show.: the
session,
Capitol
this
.'• .Reed.enough bebop, jazz and crpomng
Hoofer also sandwiches in a
to satisfy even the mo.st avid ot
stipt where he massages two small
Those who
town's younger set.
drums in bongo fashion. Windup
'Apollo.
Y.
come to hear remain to worshipis an Impression of Bill Robinson
Cab Cal/oi«a?y & The Cab Jivers giving ste.dy, audible display
doing a tap routine up and down (7), Tiny
moneys
Davis Orch (6), Peggy they're
their
getting
three steps. Boys' turn is inclined Thomas,
Alston Sc Young, Herb [worth. Despite this, biz is on the
to he too rambling. Tightening up 'Lance,
Johnny Hudgins: "Dyna- disappointing side.
.
plus punchier material is in order mile"
(Pa~).
Woody Herman has packaged *
before this duo is ready for
shilt to

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison

Hildegai-de:
Hallidiiy

8

Ruth Brown:
Margot Brander

Vic Oliver

June Manton

:

Carole
Bonnie Stewart
Fred Sloan
Jackie Farr
Vicki Raymond
Kenneth Allen

I

.

.

Empire (M) 25

Max

Faye

Frances.
Jerry Lester

Tanyi ft Biagi
Steilen-MarteU
Eltssa Jayne

Sylvia

Jcanette Hughes
Ernie Brooks
Elizabeth Gray

Suzette Tarn
.3 Massettys
Joy Nichols.

.

;

FINSBURY PARK

ic

Barbara

Bemand's Pigeons
Roger Ray
Reginald Dixon

Joe Stein

*

I

Wash.

Washington, April

,

!

Nardo

Hotel Blltmore
Phil Waynei Ore

Florida 3

.

ft

Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent .Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter

:

Terry's Juveniles

Hex & Bessie:
-Julie Andrews

Kay

Capllol,

I

1

I

Hotel Belmont-Plaxa
Betle Blaclii
Rich ft Gibson

Joanne Florio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Savoy Plaza,
Howard' Hartman
Irving '.Conn Ore

Lovlies

'

Pancho Ore

Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman

Du Barry

Len Martell

Wally Wood

Apollo, N. Y.
Alston .& Young are a zany
Negro: team whose comedy and
terping don't quite reap the results

Raquel ft Rolando
Kenneth Buflet
Mildred Kay Line
Trini iteyes:

-

j

25

(I)

Jimmy. Mack:

pensetul routine'in building piles
of blocks on stand while he switches balance from one hand to the
other, while partner does a baiancing routine on a board plated
it could.
As a- opener one does
some brief stepping while his mate '.across a cylinder.
Ray Watkins Orch is okay in
accomps at a piano.
Both

Carlos Ramirez

.

Line
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Bob Fitzgerald
Sliepard

Armficld

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome
'

:

I

Arnaz Bd
Henning

Sc

I

.

'

& Adio
KINGSTON

Vic

B

'^

.'

RIalfo (P) 4 only
I»Bsi
'/Pat

.

:

.

Neal Stanley
,.

.

:

CLOVERSVILIE
Glove

,

I

:

2>-30

(1)

j

I

I

I

from masetro Herman, who

grace-

fully Steps aside for tlie young
crooner.
«
Tonne displays a stage presence
weu
all his own, and one that may
be the envy of his seniors. H«
ati,
blatant youthfulne-ss, casual
of not taii
ing it too seriously, project tnero
selves intj the big house. Uoe»

and good-humored way

okay with romantic ditties like
Get a Kick Out of You,
(Continued on page 61)
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LECITIMATB

'Show Train Burns Tar

New LA.

,

It

Will

Put

on Series

Chill

Legiter

Hollywood, April

New
sional

Fear

Horizons,

I

I

i

f

Todd Won't Gamble for

26.

i

Hereafter; Will
>

I

Theatre' will seat about 100

l

I

,

j

Buy Own Lighting

i

^

I

j

I

|

|

at

Equipt. to Pare

;

Operating Costs

1

1

L,.,',,,,,.-^

equipment for their shows rather
tha" continue to pay rental fees,
ultimately to haVe a pool
1^**
of such equipment which can be

1

.

:

i

Jerome

.

;

,

^

walls deal with the. Shuberts tot
McEnroe's agent, Claire
the Winter Garden, the show get*
Leonard, on the Coast, is handling
almost all the difference (only the

.

resent-

|

the screen rights.

1

|

Theatre Guild hasn't yet reached
on what to do about its
production of "Whistle" when Jose
Ferrer goes to the Coast around
June 1 on a picture assignment. If
a suitable star could be signed as
the play might bie
is following a more or less similar replacement,
continued through the summer at
policy in renting it to the produc
tion.
Cost of renting the "Rob- the Biltmore, N. Y., with a tour of
erts" lighting .setup was previous- unpiayed .subscription cities in the
fall.
Or the show may be clo.sed
ly about $275 a week.
for the summer, with Ferrer reIdea of buying the lighting
^^/t^/J" ^^^^^^
equipment is one ot the propo.sals
worked out bv the joint committee
iJ^.^A^TlZ
^""^ lllT^^^lL
Francisco, followed
by the
of Droriiirers
and author.;
whirh
ot
pioauceis .<na
autnors wnicn
n^^^j. of gubgcription cities
has been conferring recently on

I

!

I

B'way Prohe

I

-

,

,

.

U. S. Internal Revenue department, already investigating admission taxes on Broadway shows, is
understood to have widened its in"Ear
quiry to include income returns on
"ice." Government's only interest
$7.05 from New Haven
in these ticket agency payments to
New Haven, April 26.
boxoffice men, managers and pro^
Stealing a clap from the thunder ducers is to see that they -are reroad
Haven
regular
New
the
of
ported as income for tax- purposes.

"Show Trains," are "The Silver
Whistle" and "Where's Charley?"
Both are established hits, as is

I

I

1

"

Feds Widen

,

!

,

]

I

I

1

,

i

I

generally
Although
it
isn't
known what brought about the
a train of his own. to operate as a Government's decision to widen
suburban builder-upper for h,s
^^^^ rumored
Broadway musical A 1 for Love
stemmed from a tip
f
*•
tin^ifom a Broadway producer who
.v^^i^?';^^'^"?'''^^,,*
tkedded
to origmate here, picking
jjs^„v„ed an abnormal portion of
up show fans en route, with gradwerr in the

drawing a straight salary). Operating profit last week, when the
gross topped $50,000, was about
$16,000, although the profit has
been around $8,000-$9,000 in recent weeks.'
Since Todd financed "Girls" on
a loan rather than the usual partnership basis, he'll keep virtually
all the profits When the show has
paid off- A small slice will go to

|

Sp'J

possible methods of cutting thea^^^j J^^g^b
^

,

authors and Howard Bay get a percentage, even Bobby Clark, as star,

a decision

|

chow train, now in its third stanza,
Anthony B; Farrell has chartered

."f,?'^^' """f Z^T.^'^Jll
cf^Mnfll^
.T***
Novemsuccessful opening last
the
"
ber.
If, as Todd expfects, "Girls'*
plays through the suinmer and into
the better boxoffice period next
fall, the musical should coin a fortune and enable the producer to
get completely Into clear df past

'

1

I

I

Prankish P.A. Releases

in looking over various show budgets, noted that the Mighting tental
item might be eliminated by buying the equipment outright. It was
recalled that producers formerly
iised their own li:Shtihg, but the
hands of brokers. Investigation of Practice
of renting it beCattie estab|tax return^ on theatre admissions
lished during the war, ^yhett: equipbee n in progress some time,
.

On

the Increase Again;

obligations.

Mayhe

1

"Vl ?S%or"?L%'eire%r.
Arena

took a booth at the local
exhibit of a home show last week
fl8-23) and ballyhooed the stunt by
having cast members help with the
exhibit's official opening.
Response to the train lias been

ment was

',

rell

'

indicating

light,

i

AUdnid

!

venture's indicated

make up

n.
,

ley.

Thompson were

rcr

<r

I

»

'

Hollywood, April 26.
Victor Young has been inked to
turn out the score tor
A La
Carte
new revue which _E, „st

;

,

-..'..-....;

T-j

,

i

,

I

m

'

and that
to keep

local angels put
it

up money

going so "Rivet Fire"

COiild debut.

After one week of "Rlvef

announcement was made that it
would run a second week. Valente,
musical director, took ;a walk and

assayed to present a
musicless "musical."
It
didn't
work. Everybody concerned showcd new interest, and hatchet was
buried when Paramount Pictures
evinced interest in production. Local reps of Paramount viewed it,
^^'^ 'n|;thing4" be'en"'heaVd"»
as to
^eaciion.
ext
Due to extreirie
^^^.^
couldn't
public
tell

^.^^^^^^.^^
..u..vL,o.i/..i

p.a.

for

Tom

Dwight

Deere

I

Wiman's

^^^.^ ^^^^.^^^^
Sessions New .York, on 16 counts
Pf grand larceny and two Of publishirig false statements of a corThe Iwo men collected
fioration,
about $7,000 from seven investors leton upon you,'' the p.a. added
in their play "The Happieist P.ays,
a bit of original verse about that
prospective backefs certain age you reach;
the
for which
iwcre told negotiaUOns were in
"When, all of a sudden, the
progress "to pbtain J:une AUyspn
girls get coy
Dick
Ball
and
Haymes
.LuCille
And put you off with a
or
'naughty boy.'
or Alfred Drake." The performers
.lohn ;McIntyre, ShubCrt pressdeny knowing anything about such
agent in Boston* issued the latest
negotiations.
last week about a; mythical
release
Steur; and Warren are being; held
BeahloWn producer named Lafawithout bail for trial on :May 2 yette iVIcGuffy; who has postponed
after pleading not guilty.
his long^promised tragedy, "Blood,

]

j

Fire''

prolific author of gag handrecently_ is
Weatherly,

production of "The Big Knife," at
the National, N. Y. He's been sending about one goofy "news" bulletin a week for the last month.
First was to the effect that with
the Clifford Odets drama established on Broadway there was nothing for him to do; so he was taking a vacation in Florida. As was
obvious from the announcement,
actually go.
he U.U..
didn't. -..u<».,
e„.
Weatherly's release last week
stated that "Knife" continues to
"enrage the intelligentsia" by playing to "audience after audience of
dear, darling cash customers," so
instead of "foisting a phony feuil-

ON 16 LARCENY COUNTS

j.

outs

•

JAM

j Ned
^ J.
t
William B. Steur and
San
Warren, who were arrested
pomooser Richard Francisco on the charge of collectbackers
money
from
wbuld-be
mg
rebutted wrstftement
Valence ^^bu^
^ Broadway play rtever projha', S^-^ge wa.s^bio^^^^

:

,

I

Most

'

LEGIT PROMOTERS'

»

:

j

VAN DRUTEN, DELIAGRE
TO HUDDLE ON 'CANDLE'
Johii van Druten, currently at
his ranch at Thermal, Cal., IS due
east within., the ne?tt couple of
to Confer with Alfred de
Liagre Jr., on plans for the fall
Book and
Bell
Production of
He'll probably remain
Candle."

Weeks
,

i

,

m New

;

summer.

|

New

van. Druten play will require a cast of five, with a single
setting, which de Liagre figures
The auwill cost about $50,000.
thor will probably direct,

[

I

'

'

.

i

;

Gallery-Goers to Do
2 New Plays in N.Y.

•

;

'

York several weeks and

then return to the Coast for the
j

;

i

P^^*

a?
months.
Aca week tor several.^Tnfh?^"
tually, though, eVery musical Todd
ever produced ran at least a year
on Broadwiay.

I

activities.

I

v

Just Spring unexpected
ever, it may

.

1

week.
Mrs. Lucia Cooke, producer, issued statement that heavy
financial drain of staging "River
Fire," a musical drama premiered
amidst much fanfare, sunk the

^^^j^.

'

,

~,

and book company

tarle
lOUnS
UeiS 'Carte'
* Clefs

.

.,

'

sponsible for. the music
ot the original.'

,

I

I

lanSleS
,

scarce.

According to Michael Todd, the
cost of renting lighting equipment
for his production of "As the Girls
Go" has already arhounted to more
than $17,000 since the musical
opened last November.
He also
lPlans to buy the equipment to use
in that and future shows,

.

'

ri f

i|i

I

Atlanta, .April 26.
Stage, Inc., Atlanta's resident
stock company, did a fold last

deficit.

AS BRIEFIE MUSICAL

V

.

rinanClSl

the

Hollywood, April 26
Plans for the production of a
streamlined version of "Little Jes-;
sie James," originally produced on
Broadway in 1923, are being discussed by Harry Archer and producers AlBorde and George Mcr
Gall.
The new version will have
music by Archer, book by Harlan
Thompson, lyrics by Gladys ShelArcher, and

r

Folds Amidst Heavy

'LITTLE JESSE JAMES'

'

-jJ„_i.

RcalUClll VO.

another Farrell

trip to the stocking to

:

n

1

It's

Practice of sending waggish publicity releases to the newspaper
drama editors is apparently on the
increase among legit pres.sagents.
Possibly it's a manifestation of
spring, but more likely it reflects
the seaso;nai^'luir'Tn" pro'ducUon

;

,^

Unless "Girls" proves to haV«
staying power, hownot surpass Todd's top
Central
money-maker, "Up in
Park." That musical set some sort
of modern record for quick payoff
for a musical show, gettins back,
its
$112,000 production cost li>
about eight weeks and thereafter

.

,

r»npto*Jrn^^*7 n^^^^^^^^^^
lZ^?^il^ fJS^. rri^nwh

devote, hitn-

i

|

.

freer, to

and are about due to start cashing in heavProduction cost
ily On"Girls."
being set. Amateur "rights were
about $340,000 to bring to town,
sold last week to the Dramatists including a huge loss on the tryPlay Service and a contract is out. -But it has earned back nearly
weeks on Broadabout to be signed for the Scanda- $300,660 ih Its
way and may be completely in the
navian rights.
Negotiations are
clear within six or eight more
under way. for French rights to the weeks.
"Girls" breaks even at around
comedy. Irving Lazar, who has
concluded an arrangement to rep- $32,000 and, under Todd's four-

;

,

chblogically

Silver Whistle" have been

admit them to membership and
"^T* "i'
u
Tt;^«r
Under fh^
the
chartered by Farrell
^^^^^^^.j covering
regulations, anyone buying a sp^^^^^^^
employment. It also delefied number of tickets may have a
Louis M. Simon, executiveAnother angle of,
special tram.
^^^^^^ ^ conference
All for,
Farrells promotion for
sortie lighting
equipment ior its.
„
26 in Washingto^^
Love" Is that he s advertising it as tgrtginment for the armed services. productions, and George Abbott
while technically
a "Show Train
Cheryl
Crawford,
among
authorized to urge that and
gj
it's not one of the New Haven s
others, already own some.
^.^^ ^^^.^
^^^^ ^j,^^,^
Specials, but his own Brivate under- gjgjjjjjgjjjj
Rodgers and Hamroerstein are
taking.
understood to have paid about $50.As soon as Farrell's train was
000 for the basic lighting setup for
announced, the management of
"South Pacific." They own it per"Ear" contacted the New Haven to
sonally and will rent it to the proprotest, but was informed by railduction until a portion of the purroad officials that the venture was
chase price is recovered, after
booked by Farrell and that they
which they will lend it free for
are powerless in the matter. Other
the remainder of the show's run.
Broadway productions for which
Haywardi who paid $25,0OQ for the
the New Haven previously ran
equipment for "Mister; Roberts^'"
_
l***^

New

Subsid Rights

"sed for various productions at
nominal rental.
Latest to purchase such equipment are Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein. 2d, for their and
Leland Hay ward's and Joshua Logan's i)roducitjqh of "South Paciflc.^^
Also HaS<\var^, for his production'
of "Mister Roberts."
The Playwrights' Co.
previously
bought

I

recruited- in

SeUmtle'

\

!

partly

Hov^ever, he^^ deterInvolved.
mined to retain complete authority
On all questions of production ajid
management, vvitli ho intetferehce
from any backers.
Considering the profits Todd has
made on his past hits and the
amount he stands to get from his
current "As the Girls; Go,'' at the
Winter Garden, N. Y., his deelsioia
f is
a major one. Although he subDeals for various subsidiary sequently lost all the money he
rights to Robert E; McEnrpe-s "The made on his previous shows, he's

penses,

i

:

are not settled.

I

mov« to pare operating exa number of Broadway
are
P'o^ucers
buymg li^utsU;.
lighting
In a

,

least

self to prbduetioii mattei-s, without
Emile Littler and Hugh Beau- worrying so much about the finanmont reportedly have the inside cial angles, He: is ready to go 50-50
track on the English rights to the oh the .profits rather than risk
show. However, terms for the deal losing the «ntirfe production coin

|

!

.

York.

|

•

—

i

!

and William terly membership meeting whenGilbert
wrnnldin
ever it has disregarded a resoluFvthe stems from the fact that a
tion voted by the membership.
fnprial ""Show Train" of the New
I" such a case, the membership
Haven is scheduled May 3 to bring may by a two-thirds vote overrule
fhMtreeoers to their show from
the council. But the council then
various Connecticut towns, with a
has
the power to appeaLthe quesfrom
train
connecting
special
tion to a referendum- of the full
Waterbury and other communities
Revision
of
the
Valley.
The membership.
in the Naugatuck
union's
rules in this regard follows
"Ear" management fears that such
recent criticism from some of the
a weak show as "All for Love" may members to the effect that the old
ci-eite a bad impression among
setup, under which the council
Connecticut playgoers and thereby
could ignore recommendations of
hurt -attendance for their and subthe membership, was "undemosequent theatre excursions.
cratlc "
It's pointed out that "Ear" and
The council yesterday reserved
previous shows have been selected decision on an appeal from a group
by the railroad on the basis of en- of Choreographers, including Helen
tertainment merit, whereas to- Tamiris,
A gne s DeMille and
night's "All for Love" train was
Robins, for the union to

•

,

j

,

I

in Partners

!

1

!

|'

Take

Michael Todd, who has always
kept full ownership of 'his shows
r; .r
im
Ci
and thereby retained all the
Cytlie IViay Mage
his
henceforth
"»«^
profits. Will
..«•• "-.•vv^v•
-^» ilnance
^'""'•'i
in % r
i
i
fnir LondOIl productions on the usual partner
fcar
Havingi as he says,
ship basis.
If, as expected, "Lend an Ear"!
"taken the cure," he's decided not
profits
any
to gamble fqr all the
is done in London, co-producer and
so he'll foUow the customary
actor William E.vthe may stage it. '"O^e
-'Broadway procedure ot getting his
,.
„ directed
J »u
J..of
He
the Coasti edition
production coin from backers, with
the Charles Gaynor revue before whom he'll split the profits.
it was recast and brought to BroadUnder the liniited partnership
way. The British company may be setup Todd figures he will be psy;

I

1

,

All Profits

i

i

i

!
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profesr

group headed by
Sherwood, has started

construction of a new theatre in
the Palisades section of Los Angeles.
Building should be compl«ted about Aug. 1 and will operate on a 52-week basis, with 17
productions a year opening every
^^Ird Wednesday and playing 16

I

Members May Now

new

a

,

theatre'

Garrison P.

^
Action of Anthony B. Farrell in
tonight
thartering a special train
Jwed) on the New Haven railroad Equity
production
his
to
patrons
to bring
.1
t\
ii
I
Love," at the Hellinger
ot "All for
UVerrUle the tOUnClI
burned the mantheatre, N. y.. has
Procedure by which the Actors
aeement of "Lend an Ear," at the
Officials
of
the. Equity membership may overrule
BroacHiUPst
New Haven are said to be em- the council has been adopted by
barrassed at the situation, but are the union. Measure adopted yes^^
terday (Tues.) by the council would
unable to do anything about it.
Bpwntment of 'the, "Lend ah require the latter body to give an
nroducers, William B. Katzell, explanation at the ensuing quarvar'-

^

!

The Gallery-Goers' Group, which
admission-free shows in hossettlement houses and such
spots in New York, will present
on the White House Stairs," be-^ two new plays May l; They are
cause the star. Chenille O'Leary, "This Will Spells Doom," a melo"cannot get her release from the drama, and "Sit Down and Think
Lechmere Reformatory fo^ Women It Over," a farce, both by Joseph
Among the Carleton Heal. Matinee and ever
until late October."
actors slated to appear in the show
ning performances' will be given
the Grand Street Settlement.
gives''

pitals,

Matray and Edward .whether "Jfliver Fire" was on or off
produce at El Patio ^^^.-^^ j/g^nd week, so it didn't HOME TOWN HONOES WOOLEY
Saratoga Springs, April 26.
do so well at boxoffice.
A community testimonial dinner
stag^.g pjay^ ^^,^^6 put on at
Monty WooUey will, take place
Atlanta Woman's Club Auditorium, for
the opening, day of the,' facing seavvhich seats 800.
son, Aug. 1, at the Crrand Union Sife^s".ia!uSe" *Bffido"o'^;at
Sketches for the revue now are
being mapped and will include
jhotel, Saratoga. Springs,
O'Brien and Effiemae Mulrooneyvl
210G for Met in Dallas
Hospital
bai
County
Kings
some of the Ideas the Matrays and
Dr, Leo W. Roohan is chairman all members of the Leftover Playr
Dallas, April 26.
the "social ..service circuit,"
committee and former ers. Dublin, Ireland."
Heyman will ^...r.".,
The, Mc-| joined
employ in
...
a .^y^^
revue
"
Underwriting
LimeivvMuiiK of
mei upeiii
Opera
oi the
uie Met
*i,
v,
they plan to present in Paris Ibis .sea.son hi-re has reached $210,000. Mayor Clarence H. Knapp is full- Guffy handouts occa.sionally make making 11 spots where me inowt
are given.
the legit columns in Boston.
summer.
time director for the affair.
Last year's total was $180,000.
and

Maria

Heyman

,

.

,

;

will

I

.? .?''}°^^''\ y"<u"^«>
started
to clef the first of the 16
numbers he'll do between his
*hores at Paramount.

,

.

'

^

.

i

!

.

.

:

J

>

'

•

,
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RatcM

Renovating Sea

Bamberger's ^Stand'
CliiF;

Hunt Harrison/SalesmanrKate

Hollywood, April 36,

Theron Bamberger has optioned
"Take My Stand," new play by
Elihu Winer, for fall production on
Broadway, with Bruce Bennett
A mid-July
mentioned as star.
brealdn at Bucks County Playin the cast will be his wife, Sylvia house (Pa.) i$ planned.
producer-writer
for
Winer
is
a
p^jg^^
pj^,^ ^,,^5^.
Grant-Realm Television Produc^2^^3„
Twelfth Night" tions. Script deals with a columnshakespear-'s
-•will open May 17, with Arnold ist who returns to his native -Dixie
Ross, Carl Benton. vReid and Neva to cover a hot gubernatorial elecPatterson. "Night Must Fall" opens tion.
May 24, with Lucille Watson and
Donald Buka, "As You Desire Me"
bows May 31, with Marta Abba improved. John Hughes of Chatcoming out of retirement for it,
assistant manager.
and Kurt Kasznar playing opposite. ham will; be
Town is, about 20 miles from
'"?he Heiress" will be Shown

Get Tonys at Annual Awards

Catholic Univ. Strawhat Tour
Sea

Cliff, L.

I.,

4—

April 26.

w-,.?/rl*'Hn'„f
Hunt
nered with William

last

sum1

in operation of the Sea Cliff
summer theatre, will manage the
strawhat as a solo venture this sear
son. He has taken a 10-year lease*

mer

and

(

"

tions to the property.
He opens June 28, will operate
.

,

:

be an Equity spot, with

Son k«H kIv

^.rL r^cfn^l

•

1

a guest-star policy.
Ratcliff, who
will direct some of the shows and
play occasional parts, hopes to

Albany,

J^^..",""

I

Deertrees Sold

leads..'

Prbt Valentine

who

Wiridt,

di-

Portland,

t

Me

April 26.

,

Deertrees theatre, Harrison/ Me.,

'-ected the Festival before the war,
will sei>ve in that post.

!

strawhat, was purchased last week
from Dillon estate by a New York
group fronted by A. L. Sainer, an
Switch La Jolla Name
attorney
and Samuel Wolf, a real- partners are John Archer, Jayne
Hollywood, April 26.
Strawhatter at La Jolla, down' ty man. Purchase price was not Meadows, Arthur Franz, Diana
coast resort town, will be known disclosed.
Douglas, Irene Tedrow, Marjorie
Hatter is slated to open June 27
tlvis year as The La Jolla PlayLord, Walter Burke, Jacqueline
house, Inc.
Group of David O. with resident Equity company Op?- White and Stanley Johnson.
Selznick thesps who are operating erations will be on a corporative
Opening program of one-acters
the spot are reserving the. previ- basis a-S Deertrees Theatre, Inc.,
ously-used tag, The Actor's Co., for with Robert H. Harris as manag- consists of Tennessee Williams'
the new venture being planned for ing director; Fred Spooner as gen- "Hello From Bertha" and "At
Beverly Hills. Latter encompasses eral manager and press represent- Liberty;" Dorothy- Parker's VHow
a legit and film house on Wilshire ative, ?ind Cy Roossin as produc- We Are;" Robert Middlemass' "The
tion manager.
boulevard.
Valiant;" and Noel Coward's "Red

again
5"r^!L^°?f5"^*5t"?!"*.*'l?„?.!
Francis, among others, as guest

names.

Among the physical improve'
ments in . the theatre
will be an in..
X
crease of the seating capacity to
new. dressing rooms, installa
tion of plumbing backstage larger
stage and new lighting equipment.
Staff will include Robert Costello,
designer; George Maclvar, stage
manager; John Newman; press
agent, with Tony Dowling, Louis
Migliorini and Charity Grace possibilities for the resident company.
Migliorini would .also stage some
of the productions.
Because Sea Cliff is within an'
hour of Manhattan by train or
motor,, actors, can commute for rehearsals and performances.

i

-

'

'-j650,

i

i

)

!

,

and "Kiss Me, Kate," copped
the
major awards Sunday night (24)—
for "notable contributions" to the

1948-49 Broadway legit season—
at
Theatre Co., new legit outfit the third annual Antoinette Perrv
which will concentrate on impor- Awards dinner held at the Hotpl
tant classic or contemporary plays, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Miss Hunt
kicks off at Assistance League was honored for her performance
Playhouse May 1 with a. group of in "Madwoman of Chaillot" and
Harrison for "Anne of a Thousand
five one^acters^ Program will be reDays," both current hits. "Salespeated May 7-8.
man" and "Kate" got
Heading administration of the the "dramatic play" and awards in
group are John Haggott, former categories, respectively. "musical"
Maurice
producer - partner
of
"South Pacific," the Rodger*.
Evans; John C. Wilson and the
Hammerstein-Logan-Hayward mu-.
Theatre Guild; director Benno
sical smash, received no mention
Schneider and film and stage de- since it
came in after March 1, the
signer George Jenkins. Actor-

"^^iScott in the
Rathbone^""i"??^
and Martha

1

Martita Hunt and Rex Harrison
aloiig^^ith "Death of a Salesman''

Hollywood, April 26.

.

on a. Tuesday-Sunday, schedule
through the Labor Day weekend,
but may- extend its season beyond
that. It will

With 1-Acter Program

'

making extensive renova-

is

,

Coast Group Bowing

deadline for the nominations. It
is eligible, for the voting at
next
year's "Tony" awards dinner, Incidentally, during much
of the

evening
cific"

tunes from "South Pawere played by the orches-

tra.'-

•,
,

.

Held under auspices of
American Theatre Wing,
awards committee honored 18

the
the
the-

atre people in 12 different categories, in perpetuating the memorial to Miss Perry, one of the

The Deertrees property; consists 'Peppers."
of a 16-acre parcel of land surfounders of the Wing, The Wing's
Mel: Ferrer and rounding the modern 400-seater/
board of directors made the selecwill alternate as and a six-acre parcel on, which are
t-ions.;
Gregory Peck, one of located a seven-room house and
directors.
Legit Bits
Others given awards were: authe board of directors, will appear three cottages.
thor Arthur Miller, director Elia
in a play early in the season to
permit him to leave for Rome,
Other Strawhat. :Jotting:s
Ernest Martin, co-producer of Kazen, producers Kermit Bloomwhere he'll make "Quo Vadis" for
New Gnerland Plans
"Command Decision" is available "Where's Charley?" returned from garden and Walter Fried, plus
•Metro.
actor Arthur Kennedy, for their
.
Boston, April 26.
the Coast over the weekend
for the strawhat circuit, but genAccording to current plans.
Lawrence Langner due back late "Salesman"; Cole Porter, Sam and
erar feeling among producers is this week
Catholic U. in Washington will
Elliott Nugent has Bella Spewack, and producers Saint
Marblehead Drops Top
.
send out a second silo circuit comMarblehead, Ma.ss., April 26.
that it's not too good a bet, due to returned from Hollywood and has Subber and Lemuel Avers, for
pany this summer, with headquarWith biz here off about 25% last the all-male cast and recent re- opened an office in the Hudson "Kiss Me, Kat6"; Gower Chamters in the home of Paul Anglim, summer, admission price for the
theatre, N.Y., of which, he's co- pion, for his choregraphy
on "Lend
The Show owner
Hub film p.a.,
William It.: Katzell, an Ear"; Shirley Booth,
at Hopkintbn,
N. H coming season has been lowered lease of the film
.
.
for her
Group would give a season of from $3 and $3.60 to a top of $2.40. Shop, Canton, Conn., starts its currently, in Chicago, has report- supporting role in "Goodbye
My
repertory in the community build- Another step taken to curtail any eighth season June 7, for 14 weeks, edly optioned, a musical comedy.
Fancy"; Ray Bolger (Wliere's
Maurice Evans, who winds up
* further b.o. decrease is the use of offering each ^show for two weeks
Charley?")
and
Nanette
c ?
^^^T^a/ x?^
"^Z?,"'
Fabray
SuperOlney, Md., playhouse is open- a two-year run in, "Man and
'"""^^
("Love Life"), for musical perman"
with
his
forthcoming
engageiScifeHs^let'^as^diSr^??;
ing May 27, for 16 weeks, with
or^"^'^"""^
ment at the City Center, N.Y., will formances; Jo Mielziner, for his
.North shore players start "Good Housekeeping," st a rr i n g summer on his North Salem (N.Y.) overall excellence in scenic del';r°S"^th1^Lr«»n^gi,,^:''«
theu- eighth operating season July Helen Hayes,' scheduled for one farm. He's looking for a new play signing, and Lem Ayers for overall
July 4
Mc- for next season
aid will remain for six or seven week starting Sept. 12
The' Wellesley Summer Theatre
E. Y. Harburg costuming.
Garter theatre, Princeton, opens
"
•
and' School
land Fred Saidy, who co-authored
launches its third sea weeks. Only play definitely set is
James E. Sauter was in charge
son June 30, with opening night set William McCleery's "Good House- June 6 or 13, for a 14 or 15 week the book of "Finian's Rainbow," of entertainment,' and he and
Leonard Altobell has are collaborating on a straight
.
for July 11 with a five-week sched- keeping," which Will st3r Helen season
Brock Pemberton shared the emcee
sole manager' of the play
ule.
Eldon Winkler, director of Hayes and ber daughter, Mary Mc- taken over
Bert Gruver, production chores.
Pemberton
the
theatre at Wellesley College, again Artliur. Producer John. Washburn Litchfield (Conn.) summer theatre stage manager of the touring
St Louis Municipal Opera is "Mister Roberts," is a patient in awards, which consisted mainly of
heads the staff as executive direc- has plans for doing a condensed
silver medallions, and scrolls in
tor, with Henry B. Williams, direc- version of "Stnajl Wonder" if
he opening June 9 with "New Moon," Kingsbridge VA hospital, Bronx, some cases. Arthur Knorr supers
tor of Experimental Theatre and can get the
right stari The; other followed by "Bloomer Girl," "For- N.Y. Eddie Dimond is subbing for vised the. production,
and Meyer
assitant professor of English at plays
have not been selected yet, tune Teller," "Firefly." "Chocolate him ... Charles Gaynor, author- Davis' orch handled the show and
Dartmouth, as associate.
though Washburii may do "The Soldier,'^ VBittersweet," "Irene," composer of "Lend an Ear," is dance music.
Others on the staff of this outfit,
working on a bobk musical with a
Heiress.''
Each, play will run for "Vagabond King," "Roberta," "Red
Entertainment
comprised:
between-the-wars
Vienna
locale.
Mill" and "Song of Norway." LastYvonne Adair, Anne Renee An-,
named will play two weeks, the Paul Grohl quit as company manC. Cole of Yale, Charles E. Rogers ing," and Homer Fickett is schedager of "Finian's Rainbow" to derson. Gene Austin, George
others all playing one.
Ruth Gil- vacation
of Amherst, Leo Lavandero Of uled to direct one of the. producin Europe.
Bauer, Carol Channing, Alfred
lette, currently under contract to
Tulane, Betty Coe Armstrong of U. tions.
Alex Nicol leaves a bit part Drake, William Eythe, Dorothy
20th-Fox, viall appear in three of
of Oklahoma, Dorothy Lusk, Alice
the operettas, "Chocolate Soldier," June 4 in "South Pacific" to join Freitag, Golden Gate Quartet,
Stetson Kelly, Peter Larkin,
':Mister Roberts," succeeding Ralph Lisa Kirk; Gene Nelson, Peck and
Saratoga Spa's July 4 Bow
"Firefly" and "Fortune Teller."
Philipe DeRosier, Eugene Wilson,
Mefcker. The latter is taking over Peck,
Saratoga,, N. Y., April 26.
Lanny Ross, Lfee Stacy,
Guy Palmerton, who will open for Marlon Brando
CaroU Lusk* Delbert Mann, Lewis
John Huntington will open his
in the original
W; Stoerker and James Powers. third season at the Spa Summer his Worcester, Mass., Drama Fes- company of "Streetcar Named De- Lawrence Tibbett, Betty Jane Watson, Paul Winchell.
tival
May
Is
27,
negotiating for a sire."
Powers radio and television con- Theatre on the State Reservation,
sultant for the school and theatre, July 4, and will continue it for July 4 tryout of "Pretty Penny,"
Helen Hayes will be too busy
Jerome Chodorov and Harold starring in "Good Housekeeping"
is a Yankee Network staffer.
eight weeks, until Aug. 28.
The School offers courses in
A hew musical in the strawhats this summer and
Because he believes "the going Rome musical
in Rehearsal
acting, directing, scene design, cos- for strawhats generally will be drama, ''River Fire." by Richard on Broadway in tlie fall to appear
New
"Bruno and Sidney"
tume design, production technic, much tougher this year because Valente, was tried out at the Stage, in Jerry Wald's film production of
Stages.
radio and- television.
theatregoers "do not have any ex- Atlanta ... "'John Loves Marv" "The Glass Menagerie" for Warand
"Respectful
Prostitute"
She says she's been receivtra money," Huntington says he'll will tee off a 20-week season at the ners.
try to get the biggest names.
He Hilltop theatre, Eutherville, Md.. ing bids for the screen ;assignment "Hope Is the Thing" (road)—LesCleve's 8-Weeker
may sponsor a Shakespearean pro- starting May 2. In addition to the for three years, but has "never sor Grosberg and New Stages.
Cleveland, April 26
Eight-week season of shows done duction, as was the - case last scheduled plays, which will be pro- given them a shred of hope."
George Tozzi sailed last week
Under the skies is shaping up for season.
duced by Don Swann, Jr., and diCarlson ftuits 'Roberts'
for London to sing the lead in Sit
Gain Park's municipally-operated
rected by George Schaefer, the
Chicago, April 28.
Charles
Madden ;BrIdge Siispehdis
production of
ttrawhatter. which gets going June
management is offering an experi- "Kiss in Cochran's
Richard Carlson, lead in Chi
the
Maiden Bridge, N. Y., April 26.
8 with "Firefly."
mental workshop, which will give by Sir A, V. Ring," new musical company, of "Mr. Roberts." leaves
Herbert and Viviari
The Maiden Bridge Playhouse,
Basil Langton, _
British actOri di„.
performances
in
a
nearby
barn
uncast
Ellis ... Irene
June 1, at expiration of his
Selznick
rector and producer, arriv^d heVe """iginally
known as the Nell der direction
sai led
of Lyn Swann Wagon Monday (25) to see about a West contract, to return to California.
over weekend to do some prelitti- ^'wynnv theatre and one of the
End presentation of "Streetcar,"
, Eugene Fitsch return.s as scenic
o'dest strawbatters in the Albany
Role will be taken by John Fori nary casting work on second
prtjdesigner
for
the
with
Cape
Vivien
area,
will
suspend
Playhouse
Leigh
operations
sythe.
last seen here in "All My
until
starred and
duction, George Bernard Shaw 's
Bryn Mawr (Pa.)' Laurence Olivier directing.
Sons."
"St. Joan," which he guest-directs 1950, when it is expected work of Dennis, Mass.
Week of July 3. Langton, now on enlarging theatre to 40O capacity, Summer Theatre .stafl' will include
the drama faculty of Catholic U. in providing a larger stage and in- Frederick Then as director, Robin
Washington, formerly supervised stalling better ^facilities will have Lacy as producer and designer,
Miriam Goldina as acting laboraBirmingham's British Repertory "^^^ coiTJpleted.
Barn spot has less than 100 seats, tory director and Maurine Holbert
Theatre and London's King James
[Which made operation on a profit- as acting and speech
theatre.
teacher The-^
Membership in Show-of-the-Month Club, the subscription audience
extremely difficult, ad atre has also scheduled
Operated by the city of Cleve- ^^y^L
lectures by outfit run by Sylvia
Siegler, had reached 1,577 last week, of which 60%
Wood, owner-man- Agnes DeMille, George
land Heights, which cut its 1949
,,ru^"*''
Freedley,
ive »i the five, boroughs of New York city, 20
from New Jersey
budget and playing time consider- ager. Wben reopened in 1946, with Oscar Hammerstein, II,
Walter (notably the Oranges), 10% from
ably, the 3,000-capacity amphithe- Eunice Osborne (Mrs. Wood) as Kerr and Margaret
Westchester county and Long Island,
Webster.
5 '0 from Connecticut and the remaining
atre will emphasize large-sized mu- director, it had a virtually all exscattered elsewhere. There
Barn
Playhouse. Bolton Landing, ,are regular subscribers in
sicals this year. Calendar includes GI cast, chiefly drawn from the
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
N.
Y.,
will
open
Goodman
an
theatre in Chicago.
11-week sea.son Maryland. Georgia, Missouri, North Carolina. California, Florida and
"Girl Crazy," week July 12; "New
June 21 after renovation that In- Illinois. Most of
Moon," July 19; "Blithe Spirit,
tlit;se appear to be businessmen who visit New York
cludes an elevated floor, uphol- tairfy
New Barn at Chatham, N. \.
July 26; "Look, Ma, I'm Dancing."
regularly. The organization's monthlv bulletin also has readers
stered seats and new stage facili- (Who
Chatham. N. Y., April 26.
Aug. 2; "Countess Maritza," Aug.
are not members) in Nevada, Texas, Iowa, Michigan, Kansas and
ties .Martin Schwartz, who did
The
Crandell
theatre,
will
open
Mississippi.
9; "Poor Nut," Aug. 13, under genLast week Miss Siegler received an inquirv from a New
publicity for Welleslev and Camits
first
season
of
summer
eral direction pf Dina Rees Evans.
stock
Yorker visiting Paris who had read about the
outfit in a copy of VARinf
June 28, with "O Mistress Mine" bridge summer theatres, to do p.a. there.
chores
for
Richard
Skinner's
as the attraction, owner C.' Dayton
SOMC has revised its dues scale, effective May 1. Instead of $10 for
S Plays for Ann Arbor Fete
Olney, Md., strawhat this summed
Five plays have been announced La Pointe, announced Saturday
Martin Ritt signed as director an memberships, the fee will be $15 for those getting orchestra loca(16).
La
Pointe,
who
has
operated
for the Ann Arbor Drama Festival
for Richard Aldrich's Falmouth tions ana $10 for mezzanine and balcony patrons.
starting May 8 for five weeks in the 600-seat house as a film center Playhouse, Coonamessett, Mass.
said he signed
the U. of Michigan's Lydia Men- for some years,
N. Y. dailies in their obituary
v.;
Penn-Mill theatre, Millville, Pa.,
notices on Jules J, Levenlhal listed
delssohn theatre. The festival is contracts with Dean Goodwin for employing an Equity company,
him as producer of "An American
will
Tragedy," the Patrick J. Kearney
House will .be an open May 27 with "Snafu"
resuming this year after having 'ts operation
Mar- dramatization of the Theodore Dreiser novel. Louis Cline, wlio was
been discontinued during the war. Equity one.
garet Webster's production of "The
o"t that original production was done by
*''
In preparation for the strawhat Taming
T
Scheduled are Eugene O'Neill's
of the Shrew" will be preLongacre theatre, N. Y., in 1926. However,
"Ah Wilderness," starring Ernest period, the Crandell has beeti te- sented at the Bucks County Play- r»5f^fi. /Ti^'''
produce a revival of it at the now defunct Waldorf theTruex, as the opening play. Also decorated and the stage faeilitieis house, New Hope, Pa., Aug. 1.
hr» 4
atre,
N. v^'?
Y., two years later.
Season, their third, tees off
July. 5 with nine plays to be an-

nounced

later.

James W. Neilson
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Total

'Laughter'-Horton

Broadway Grosses

OK

comparative figures based on Variety's
TJie followina are the
^xoifiee esUrmtes, Jot last weeh and the corresponding teceJc o/

Holiday Business Boosts

S9

Bmy,

$14,000, Philly

Philadelphia, April 26.

Unless the unexpected happens
luit season'.
—and very quicklywi.philly will be
Thl»
Last
entirely without legit fare after the
'Season
Season fall
of the curtain on "Present
28
26
Number of shows current
Laughter" at the Forrest Saturday
1,102
1,181
Total weeks played so far by all shows
night (30). And that won't be for a
$695,000
$607,000
Total gfoss for all current shows last week.
period of just a week or two either
$26,115,600 $25,816^500
but, with one likely exception, for
Total season's gross so far for all shows.
,
62
58
the rest of the '48-49 season.
Number of new productions so .far
The Irving Berlin-Robert E.
Sherwood musical, "Miss Liberty,"
is officially skedded. now at the
Forrest for the end of June; preem
of this musical has been mentioned
for as late as the 30th but latter
date would give show only a week
here before announced New York
$25,500,
bow July 4. Middle June (either
13th or 16th) figured likely.
4
Chicago, April 26.
(Edward
Laughter''
"Present
with
fieneral upward trend here,
Everett Horton) got generally good
share. Even "Mr
notices on its bow at the Forrest
legit getting its
Current Road Shows

But Less Than Hoped;

'Girls

'.

.

.

.

Qu Ups;

'Aliegro' 26G,

Adam?

despite

.

'Adam' 13G,

opened

crix nix,

last Monday and wound up its first
week with nearly $14,000; adverse
weather hitting some performances.

(April 25-May 7)

Alprofitably in first week, with
also in first stanza, count-

fecro'^'

.

'Fmian' $27,800

'Roberts'

—

"Allegro"

appearance

fnl on a healthy Chi
weeks. San Carlo
of at least eight
Ooera Co. at Civic Opera House,
which opened Sat. (23), and Barnes
(22),
Bros, circus, teeing off Fri.

Gt. Northern, Chi.

Word-of-mouth has been favorable
and eo<vard comedy revival should

,(25-7).-

-'Annie Get Your Gun"—Poche,
N. Orleans (25); And., Jackson
(26-27); Aud., Shieveport (28-29);
Aud., Ft. Worth (30-2); Music Hall,
Houston (3-5); Texas, S. Antonio
:

have helped relieve lull.
Meanwhile, "Mr. Roberts" con32d
tinues to garner hefty biz in
week, apparently unaffected by bad
leather, holidays or lack of con"Finian's Rainbow," in
ventions.
12th week, is climbing back into

(6-8).

'Story' $23,500, 'Shoes 36G,

build this week.
tOp;v
Philly's only

Show has

show

other

last

week was "Anna Lucasta," presented by a Yiddish company at the
Walnut for its second and final

•

:

week.

—

Gross was a pretty dismal

$6,000 in this— its first full session,

show having made bow here on
Thursday matinee (14) and having
.

given \three matinees during,
week.

i

'

The traditional holiday spurt wk) (C-1,041; $3.60). Opened Monhelped business on Broadway last day (18) and closed Saturday night
week, but less than anticipated for (23) after eight performances;
the middle-bracket and borderline about $4,000.
entries.) As usual, the rise, meant
"Mister Roberts." Alvin (62d wk)
nothing to the top hits,- which go (CD-1,357; $4.80). Went clean all
clean at all performances, but gave times; with an increase in the
a slight boost to the stronger, but standee volume; about $34,800.
not-quite-capacity .shows.
"Private Lives," Plymouth (29th
Attendance stM-ted potently for wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Nice profit ai
all productions early in the week, $15,500.
but was spotty Friday and Satur
Silver Whistle," Biltmore (22d
day
(22-23),
when out-of-town wk) (C-920; $4.80). Also jumped
visitors began leaving. The down- with the trend; bettered $17,600.
pour Friday afternoon and night
"South Pacific," Majestic (3d wk)
was figured to have speeded the (M-1,659; $6). Has settled down to
tourist departure.
absolute top takings at the scale;
An added closing last week was likely to remain the leading money''Magnolia Alley."
This week's getter at the eight^performance
single opening is "Happiest Years," rate; almost $50,600 again.
which may fold Saturday (30).
"Streetcar Named Desire,'* BarrNext week brings the return of rymore (73d wk) (C-920; $4.80).
'Medea" and the premieres of Speeded up with the general pace;
"Bruno and Sidney'' and "Mrs. $24'' 300.
Gibbons' Boys/' One other pre"The" Traitor," 48th St. (4th wk)
miere and a second return engage- (D-917; $4:80). This is becoming
ment are the only remaining en- the freak show of the season; still
tries this season.
not drawing the public, despite almost unanimously- favorable reEstimates for Last Week
Kej/s: C ( Corned}/)*, D iDrama^, views and followup plugs from cer.
tain dailies;:, improved with the ^
CD (Cotnedy-Dranio), R (Reuue), general
trend, but still disappoint(Musicol ). O (Operetta )
.

.

;

|

.

,

:

a $3.90

.

"Blackouts of 1949"t-E1 Capitan;;
L. A. (25-7).
Erlanger,
"Born Yesterday"
Buff. (25-30); Royal Alex., Toronto
•|:j:2-'7):';/.^ J: V'
\:
profitable column.
Cass, Det. (23-30);
"Brigadoon"—
Estimates for Last Week
Murat, Indpls. (2-7).
"Allegro," Great Northern (1st
-Ford's, Balto.
Canary"—
"Cat
and
week) (1,500; $4.94). Theatre Guild (25-30).
sponsorship for first three weeks;
"Finlan't Rainbow" —,• Shubert,
okay $26,000.
(25-7).
Shubert Chi.
Rainbow,"
"Finian's
Bost.
Plymouth,
"Gayden"
Fine
(12th week) (2,100; $4.94).
(25-7).
good
to
one
this
boosted
weather
Curran, Frisco
"Great Walti"

first

.

'

M

to -seating eftpacttjy

.

including
Howexjcr,

estimates are net; i.e.,
exclu.sive of tax.
"All for Love," Hellingeif (13th

'Medea' Sofid22G

—

in dailies,

"Harvey"

(Fay

^ Omaha,

Co.)

Omaha

To Set Hub Pace;

StUart, Lincoln
(2!)-27);
Music Hall, K. C. (29); Aud.,
Salinas (30); Virginia, Wheeling
13); Weller, Zanesville (6-7).
Nixon,
"Harvey" (Brown Co.)

okay $13,000.

at

"Two Blind Mice," Cort
(G-1,064; $4.80).
Has
ding; around $9,000.

.

WE' GRAB

(15th wk) (R-1,472; $6).

NG 5G

the general upturn, but the rise: LUNTSleveled oft' late in the week;
$25,500.
about $20,000.
(25-30);
Broadway, Denver
Pitt.
^_
„
BIG $29,000 IN SPLITS
Boston, April 26.
San Carlo Opera Co., Civic (2-7).
"Anne of a Thousand Days,"
the
Boys"
was
Gibbons'
"Mrs.
Opera House (3,800; $3.71). Opened
Sacramento, April 26.
DavidShubert (20th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80).
"High Button Shoes"
Rialto
last
week.
the
entry
on
only
adSat. (23) with sock $45,000 in
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
Also profited 'on the early-week
son. Mil. (25-30); Hanna, Cleve. Farce
thoroughly
thumbedgot
vances.
splurge; nice going at about $28,r continued to pile up big grosses
(2-7).
down by the crix. Show had the 200.
Geary,
last week in their tryout tour in
"I Know My Love"
First Night Club to help out but
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar- the Theatre Guild's production of
Frisco (25-7).
never: got a play at the b.o. despite
FAY-'HARVEY'
Had "I Know My Love." Couple drew
/'inside U. S. A."— Hanna, Cleve;
some marquee draw. Other two in den (23d wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).
a' -great
early-week: pace;
but a total of $29,000 in short stands at
(25-30); Aud., Cinpy (2-7).
"Medea" and "The Happiest slipped
Met., town,
CITIES
a bit' at the Friday night the
"Man and Superman"
IN
Auditorium, Pasadena; the
Years," found the former doing big
showing,
so ended up slightly back White, Fresno, and the local audiSeattle
(26); Temple, Tacoma (27);
Minnieapolis, April 26.
on second week, the second going Of the week's leader; $50,200.
Lyceum,
Capitol,
Yakima
(28);
torium.
Frank Fay in "Harvey," at $3.60 Mpls. (2-4); Aud., St. Paul (5); into the red. Only opener this
"At
War
With
the Army," Booth
Show opened Monday night 125)
week is "Gayden" at the Plymouth, (7th wk) (C-712; $4.80). Profited
top ill the 1,900-seat Lyceum, Aud., Madison (7).
nothing much ahead.
pulled a smash $24,500 for five
on the general spurt, with its best at the Geary, San Francisco.
"Medea"— Shubert, Bost. (25-30). with Estimates
for Last Week
nights and two matinees. EngageBlackstone, Chi,
gross to date; comfortably in the
"Mr. Adam"
"Medea," Shubert (2d week) (1,- black at about
meht ended with a Sunday matinee, (25-7).^'
$12,000.
As the only solid legit
evening performance having been
Erlanger, Chi. 750; $3.60)v
"Big Knife," National (0th wk) 'U.S.A.'
"Mr. Roberts"
to $33,200
item in town, this one remained (D-1,172;
foregone to permit comp9ny to '(25-7).
$4.80).
Has slipped latewith
top
a great $22,000.
well
on
reaiih Omaha for a Monday night
ly; around $12,000.
"Mrs. Gibbons' Boys" Wilbur,
Final week current.
For Final Pitt
opening. Same show last season, Bost. (25-30).
"Born Yesterday," Miller (168th
Gibbons' Boys," Wilbur wk)
"Mrs.
with Joe E. Brown, drew terrific
Music
Hall,
Mine"—
(C-940; $4.80).
Climbed to
Pittsburgh, April 26.
"O Mistress
$31,000 for six nights and two Houston (25); Aud., Lake Charles (1st week) (1,200; $3). First week okay $12,000.
"Inside U.S.A." improved .conmatinees. Critics raved over Fay's (26); Poche, N. Orleans (27-30); did well to touch estimated $5,000
"Death of a Salesman," Morosco' siderably in second and final
Second (11th wk) (D-931;
notices.
its
performance.
One
Aud., Jackson (2); Aud., Memphis considering
$4.80).
of stanza at the Nixon, getting around
In St. P&ul at 2,400-seat Audi- (3-4); Teiilple, Birmingham (5-6); week current.
the three presentations that gets
but wound up engagement
"The Happiest Years," Plymouth the same amount every week; all $33,200;
torium at same top, Fay's"Harvey" Aud., Montgomery (7).
result of indifferent
Sagged on the house will bold;, over $24,400. in the red as aHoly Week. It did
trossed a fine $6,000 in two nights,
"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—-Keith, (2d week) (1,200; $3).
take during
akings for the Twin City full Portland (25-30); Aud
Worcester last week here to over $4^800, after
"Detective Story," Hudson (5th about $58,000 for the stay and
a $5,500 first week;
week thus skyrocketed to a huge (2-4); Aud., Hartford (i5-7).
wk) (D^l,057; $4.80). Went clean at that's not enough for this show,
$30,500.
all performances, but party com^ which is -expensively set up.;
"Oklahoma^' (No. 2 Co.)—Amermissions limited the take to almost
Beatrice Lillie-Jack Haley revue
ican, St. Louis (25730); Aud., Kala$23,500, best gross so far.
mazoo (2-4); Quincy, Ft; Wayne
had the stiffest scale of the legit
No. 2 'Okla!' Neat
"Edward, My Son," Beck (30th season, $5.20 ($4 plus 20% Federal
(5-7).
Forrest,
Wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Likewise im- •and 10% city tax), and this is
Laughter"
"Present
IN
$10,000
(2r3);
Hartford
proved
going
(25-30);
Aud.,
to
Dennis
Madison
Philly
$25,700;
believed
to have been against it.
$25,000 in
Baltimore, April 26.
King and Brooke Byron succeeded Tune shows such as "Brigadoon,"
Acad., Northampton (4); Shubert,
Madison, Wis., April 26.
Two theatres were opened last Robert Morley and Leueen Mc- "Finian's Rainbow" a and "High
N. Haven (5-7).
No. 2 company of "Oklahoma!"
Hartman, Col. week to legit here and both failed Grath in leading parts this week. Button Shoes" played at $4.55.
"Show Boat"
pulled down about $25,000 in a (25-30).
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Pulton
to ring the bell. Return of "HarNixon currently has Joe E.
week's stand at the Parkway here,
"Streetcar Named Desire"— Cox, vey," with Joe E. Brown, to Ford's (23d wk) <CD-966; $4:80). Hopped Brown in "Harvey," a return for
closing Saturday night (23).
didn't find too many buyers after nimbly to almost $21,000.
Cincy (25-3); Par, Toledo (.5-7).
wide-mouthed comic; and third
Musical is making a return visit
"Happiest Years,"
the sellout trade attracted by same
time show has been here (Frank
to St. Louis this week.
play with Frank Fay for two weeks {D-990; $4.80). Play by Thomas Fay was around during the winter).:
•Crown' $39,700 in 5 L.A.
earlier this season. Comedy drew Coley and William Roerick, pre$10,000.
sented by Gertrude Macy; opened
$25,300 In Prov.
Weeks; 'Tongue' $5,400 modest
"Anna Lucasta," at the Mary- Monday night (25); generally poor Ballet Russe 42G In
Providence, April 26.
26.
April
Angeles,
Los
land, former indie legit stand more notices.
Original
company of "Okla2 Weieks at Toronto
failed
to make, its recently
utilized for burlesque,
legit
Local
"High Button Shoes," Broadway
homa!" collected a gross of $25^- Easter
comeback
post
excite the populace with (81st wk) (M-1,900; $6). Took a
expected
didn't
Toronto, April 26.
300 last week at the Metropolitan
Will try an additional handsome leap; almost $36,000.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
last week, two of the three houses $6,000!
theatre here.
Same play in Yiddish,
alight reporting takes only slightly stanza.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (44th grossed a phenomenal $42,000 in
Theatre Guild production moved above the profit level.
"Cafe given a matinee and evening per- wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Closed Satur- fortnight's engagement at
the
this week to Portland, Me.
Crown" finaled Saturday .night formance at Ford's, Sunday (24), day night (23) after 406 perform- Royal Alexandra (1,525), with
(23) with a fine $39,700 for five failed to hit pay dirt.
ances; final week's 12 performances house scaled at $3.30 top.
"The Cat and the Canary" is yanked powerful $58,700, topping
weeks and three days, take repreWith $22,000 on second stanza,
Evans-'Superman' lOG
senting an estimated $6,000 profit current at Ford's.
the list.
and certain ballets sold out, ToFor 4 in Portland, Ore. for the Dale Wasserman-Michael
engagement saw highest
"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (17th ronto
Scott production although final
wk) (M<-1,654; $6). Same as usual, gross of any ballet company ever
Portland, Ore., April 26.
everything possible at better than playing this city.
"Man and Superman," with frame was light.
'Streetcar'
$29,200
Sole newcomer was -'Icecapades
$47,100.
Maurice Evans, coined a solid $10,legiter,
1949,"
strictly
not
a
"Lend an Ear," Broadhurst (19th
OOO at the 1,500-seat Mayfair. of
In Final St. L.
wk) (R-1,160; $6). One of the en- 'Shoes'
^ouse was scaled at $3.60 and which blazed to a capacity $42,000
tries
that's
played four performances in three for its first three nights at Pah
been approximating
St. Louis, April 26.
Des Moines, April 26.:
Nothing due in for the
Pacific.
days.
With the vanishing of opposish capacity trade; hopped to $32,400.
Touring company of "High But"Life
The Lunts are next, in "I Know next two weeks.
With Mother," Empire
Week
and
from observance, of Holy
My Love."
wk)
(27th
(C-1,082; $4.80). Zoomed ton Shoes" grossed & fine $39,700
AmerEstimates for Last Week
at
the
biz
boomed
Passover,
last week in stands at the Omaha
satisfactorily
to
$17,300.
"Streetcar
where
theatre,
ican
1949,"
Capitan
El
"Blackouts of
"Light Up the Sky," Royale theatre, Omaha, and the KRNT the^
Desire" wound up its
(3.57th wk) (1,142; $2.40). As usual, Named
'Gayden' $3,500, N. Haven $17,000.
second and final week Saturday (23d wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Also got atre here.
The take was almost evenly split
"Cafe Crefwn," El Patio (6th (23). Gross for the second session a: nice hypo, possibly helped by
New Haven, April 26.
between the two four-performance
"Gayden" preem at Shubert last wk) (790; $3). Below hopes at $4,- of eight performances was an two-for ones; $15,200.
"Love Life," 46th St. (29th wk) dates. '.
weekend (21-23) was sparsely at-, 500, but still profitable. Stand's estimated $29,200, bringing total
for two-week stand to $52,000. The (M-1,139; $6). Joined the uptrend,
tended. In for four shows at $3.60 total $39,700.
top, approximate gross of $3,500
"Icecapades
of
194 9," Pan 1,700-seat house was scaled to with Nanette Fabray adding b.o.
'BRIGADOON' 35G, DETBOIT
punch; $22,200.
meant a dip into the red.
Pacific Aud (1st wkV (6,150; $3.60). $3.66,
Detroit, April 26.
"Madwoman of Challlot,"\Belas"Oklahoma" returned to the
Current week has Ballet Russe! Capacity $42,000 for first three
Capacity audiences helped
(26-27)
American last night for its fourth co (16th wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Anand Margaret Websterls nights.
Shakespeare troupe for Fri.-Sat.
"Tongue In Cheek," Las Palmas vi.sit, for a one-weeker. - It last other rising number, now appart "Brigadoon" gross $35,000 at the
120-30). Only other legit booking (5th wk) (388; $3:60) Failed to go played here for two weeks last ently a bet to pay off the briginal Cass last week.
for another
remains
play
The
inve.stment;
$22,500.
>s
"Present Laughter" (Edward above $5,400, permitting a slight November. House is scaled to $4.27
i
"Magnolia Alley," Mansfield (1st week.
Everett Horton), due May 5-7.
for "Oklahoma."
operating profit.

'Gibbons

—

—

'

i8th wk)
been skid-

$11,500.

"Alone Fifth Avenue," Imperial
Shared in

(28);

"Mr. Roberts," Erlanger (32d
week) (1,334; $4.33). Continues at
amazing near-capacity level with

ing at $9,500.

"Where's Charley?" St. .Tames
(24th wk) (M-1,509; $6). BoUnced
to capacity and now looks
About back
wk)
(R-1,543;
$4.80).
probable to span the summer; Ray
doubled the previous week's take,
Bolger and "Amy" proving «
but still operating deep in the: red
powerful draw; $37,800.

•

(25-7).

"Mr. Adam," Blackstone (1st
week) (1,358; $3.80). Despite nixes

;

Other parenthetic figures refer
and fpp price,
20% amusement tax.

!

$27,800.
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LEGITIMATB

60

noy, a gal of very questionable
morals, who rose to prominence
dliring tlie Reign of Terror of
France's Revolution, who had powunscrupulous
friends,
if
erful
an authentic interpretation, reach''
marriages and romances
whose
ins his peak In dramatic crossfire
scandalous. And

Plays on Broadway

Town

Plays Out of
Gaviien
X'
.
AprU
New Haven,

1

The

llappiesi Years

is excellent in the rather easy
nart
of a breast-beating soul-saver

Gertrude Mecy produetlon of comedy
were many and
Irving Mitchell manages to
in throe acts (four scenes) by Thomas
^jti, Miss Bainter.
give
at one time she is alleged to have Coley and William floerlck. Stars Peggy a little ViariatiDn to the
Gaiit Galthcr production, of drama in
Ottilie Kruger is in for a brief
too-simnli
Wood; features .lune Walker, Loring.
twi, acts (lour scenes) by Mlgnon and
J
J ,lj „
vcpnt- a% nnp oi
of vjdy
Oav- had considerable influence on the Smith, Louisa Horton, Kichard Bishop, lied character of the venal indusKoDeri McLaughlin. Stars Fay Bainter; OUt leuing. Stent ds one
career of Napoleon Bonaparte in .fudy Parrish, Jessie Busle.v, Douglas Wat- trialist.
Tommie Baxter project
feature.'!
Jav Koblnson, Clay Clement, den's romantic castofts. UazCl Jones
the days when, known as the Lit- son. Staged by James. Neilson; setting, tJae role of an ever-pregnant
pttiiie' Kruger, Carol Wheeler, stage^d by
completes the roster as an efficient
youno
James Bussell. At Lyceum, N. Y:, April wife
I..ex Bichards; setting, WilUs, Knighton;
,„^jj|
malros capiiai
fariltal
nf thp
and there are satisfactory bill
ine tle Corporal, he was just begin- 2St '49; $4.B0 top ($6 opening).
01
tostUnies. Emellne Roche..; Opened at maiQ WllO maKes
ning to make his personality felt. Martha Johnson.', ...
.Judy Parrish by Edith Sherman, Eddie Hvan.!
Shuhert theatre. New 'Haven, April 21, boy's ecc'cntncities.
Two
Therese's inseparable fe- Richard Johnson.
..:Douelaa Watscn Gordon Peters, Ellis
^9: $3.60 top.
Charles RokI
Qant Gaither has not stinted in male of
.... .Jessie Busley
friends were Germaine de Alida Wentworth
Peggy Wood ert . Morgan, Elmer Lelir and
^"cV sii.i4y;;V.".:".'.".".'.'.V.'~ "ay Baint": presenting this optis as a fluality Stael (known to history and litera- Clara Graves ...... ...
Bertram Graves. ....... .Richard Bishop Thomas
Brody.
Carol Wheclei: worlc from a technical standpoint.
Emily Aroher.
Ben Edwards'
Littleiield.
James Goodwin store-front setting is
Clay Clement
Dr. Ned Whitaker
and striking fem- ture as Madame de Stael) and Rose Roger
a victory of
Joan Miller..,.
.Louisa Horton
Jay Robinson A living room s^t
Gayden Sibley
known
better
de
Beauharnais
who,
finery are in exceedingly
Florence Graves'. .......... .June Walker imagination and skill over a iipii.
;Ottilte Kruger inine
V
Polly Talbot: ...
as Josephine, became Napoleon's Morton Grave*.
.Loring Smith nuts budget.
good taste. Staging has overcome first wife.
On the basis of a season of Invi_ J „
...
script deficiencies of a lighter first
psychopathic
is
a
Gayden"
preThe
author
cleverly
tational
has
Series
punching home the meatier
assignments, per.
j ^
There are few points of interest
analysis, the components of whicli substance of tlie second stanza,
sented analogies with the momenthaps the outstanding reaction i«
about "The Happiest Years." One
are some excellent, even poetic,
the need for an adequate Iheatre
ous historical events of those days
Bone.
is the fact that, in a period of inwriting; some stirring passages inand those of present-day Europe flated production costs, Gertrude for the presentations. Even if the
terspersed, by, a fine troupe; aband the two World Wars. He putS: Macy brought it in for $20,000, in- Lenox Hill Settlement weren't wav
sorbing, subject matter with ;an al- I..OV4* In Upper Sanilutiiky into the character's mouths espeoff the regular beat, it is
iti-.suited
cluding a reported loss of $5;000
most universal slant: Despite these
for the purpose. Someone
cially Napoleon's-^ some pungent
North Hollywood; April 19,
should
on the road tryout. Otherwise, the make
qualitiesi
however, tlie overall
a regular hou,se in the
Marie S. Elkins and Kay Theatre pro- and knowing commentaries on warblending falls short of the heights duction of comedy in three acts ,<four fare, government and (frequently) play is notable chiefly because it Square area available lor thisTimes
nnr.
characters
contains
irritating
more
scette.s)
Edward
b.v
Emerson
and
Cliarlcs
necessary to put across substantibanking
pose next season.
Wiiliams,
Hobe.
Stars Lyle. Talbot; features on the fact that^it is the
assembled
oxt
one
than
have
been
ally a play of this nature,
JLouise Arthur^' Cliff Clark, Paul Maxey« or monied Interests (Napoleon reA factor on the negative side, as Joan Sudlovv/' Edith Janis Broder, Mari- fers to them as the usurers) who Broadway stage in recent memory.
The
result is something few enCanty and. Chester Clute. Staged by
of tlie premiere, is the script's etta
,lohn Todd production of drama in
.lack
DanieU; set. William Wotherbee, start; revolutions and make wars.
leaning toward class appeal, there- Opened at Key theatre. North Hollywood, There is also plenty of emphasis tertainment-minded patrons would tlirec acts by Herbert Cobey
aid
willingly face.
Mann. Staged by Sidney Lumel; AbbS
by indicating limited draw. Per- Aprir 19, '49; $2.40 top,
on sex that particular period folGeorge Bently, Sr
Joan Sudlow
Saltzraan;
costumes, GronDrr*
haps a basic fault is the fact that, Mrs.
The principa] role and outstand- Michael
Aggie
special musical score, Lawrence Chaiken!
... ..Marietta
Canty lowing the Revolution having been
Willie the story possesses the in- George Bently,. ^Jr.
Lyle Talbot a very lax one in France
and ing vexation in this Thomas Coley- mu.'iic and choral group directed by Art
frcdients of a thriller, it never Lucille Fleming ......... .Lynnda Mason some frank and audacious dialog. William Roerick comedy is the Ihur Post;, additional music, Jniioph 'Ruin.
KandoU' Manning ...
slimsky; additional lyrics, Nick Kenny
.Paul Maxcy
ully utilizes those Ingredients, be- Tnnva
Orloft.
.Louise Arthur
There are two performances that nagging, interfering, nSsty-minded At Brighton, Broofclyiu. N. V., April ^'
ing content to present its most -Sergeiwife of an Innocuous midwestern
/.....
.Mickey Little really ring
"the bell; one by Al.Harry Uber
startling elements merely as back- Cab Driver.
:.
Having long P/ivid
college profes.sor.
Albert Penn
Edith Morton
Harriet
Edith Janis Broder fonso Morriconi, whose Napoleon
Ellen Andrews
rather than visual factors.; ©an
cowed her husband, she] Rabbi
Morton ......
CUlf Clark is a gem of ironic humor as well since
Ben Israel
fround
Wolfe Barzell
;pisodes such as the central char- Dr. Brown ............. .Chester Clute
wiiips up a mountainous froth of
' Frieda Allinan
of a
.Isabel Brown as authentic interpretation
«"'*>.',
' ;•" Ell7abPth Lawrence
acter's
evil
influences,
which Miss':, Jackson ... ^.
unwarranted resentment and su.s- i'";-?™
Reverend Thompson.
John
Christian notable historical personage, and
David
child)
(as
a
Sonnv
shefter
causes one person to hang himself; First Policeman
.Harmon Stevens Ruth Esherick, as Therese. From picion against lier studious ex-G I Joseph
Si O.-ikland
which bring's about a girl's at- Second Policeman. .. .....
.Al Green
It's all transparently Constable. ...
son-in-law.
J
Joe Hardv
.v.. ,. .Leonid
Picket.
Penayaev her appearance in an ultra-daring foolish and finally collapses of its Reb Nadiman. ............ Joe Bernard
tempted
suicide;
and
which A
Carpenter.
n ;..
J'at Sexton evening gown worn at the notoriIvan
:MllloH Seizor
prompts a youth to jump from a Painter
much
creating
own
weight
without
.Douglas Hughes ous Guillotine Ball, to her final
Anna
Joan Fiedricks
rooftop—'all these are only spoken Wilbur Bently. V.
^Robert. Whitman
Gu'zhik.
Ben Yaitee
scene with Napoleon in his Palace, more than audience impatience,
Bothchild,...
.Toseph Ahtoni
Such
Of, not actually presented.
Peggy Wood's emphatic playing Nick,,
when she flouts his pretensions of
......Earl Hammond
presentation, however, would reAbout nine years ago, Lyle Tal- majesty, and inflated' ego, Miss of the professor's wife seems to Mitra
Allen Rcisner
t[uire considerable revision.
bot hit Broadway with Glenda Far- Esherick clicks solidly. The others accentuate the annoying qualities
"Gayden" is the story of a rell and the late Alan Dinehart
"Exodus," though limited in apin fit into the picture nicely, and of the key role. Under the cirmother-son complex, with the over- an opus yclept "Separate Rooms,"
Jasper Deeter and the author have cumstances, the character becomes peal to Jewish audiences, is' an
shadowing element that whatever which ran and ran and ran.
Appar'^- collaborated on a neat directorial not merely a busybody, but some- arresting drama. about the persecuthe boy touches seems to become
ently, he accepted the starring role job.
thing of a shrew.: Of the others, tion of the Jews and their final
tainted. As a child, Gayden knew
in "Love in Upper Sandusky" beThe settings, designed by Jean June Walker manages to be occa- realization of a homeland in Israel.
only conflict with his wealthy cause he felt
it offered similar posLayton and Joseph Leberman, are' sionally funny as the dimwit wife Play is scheduled for productioni
lather.
Senator Andre
Sibley,
Unfortunately, this Ed- far different from those found for who practically splits at the llfe- next season on N. Y.'s 2d avenue,
whose passing left a financial ar- sibilities.
ward
uncle
on a where it should be given a strong
rangement against which the youth script Emerson-Charles. Williams most Hedgerow offerings, and they of-the-party Busley in town gen- reception.
can't make the; grade. It have a rich and sumptuous as well visit, Jessie
creates a
It
has nothing for
rebelled. Frequent application of
ha.sn't
enough of the double- as authentic ring. The costuming uine Individual from a character Broadway.
a belt strap in his early days has
bit,
Loring Smith is properly
Opening with a prolog .set in
Woters.
aggravated a congenital mental entendre lines, or basic situations is also tops.
to give it any kind, of a lengthy
breezy as the cut-up uncle, Richard present-day Jerusalem, the play
twist, which eventually leads to
Bishop is believable as the shrewr flashes back to Russia in 1914, and
Gayden's unhealthy influence over lip-smacking run, and it's too flimsy
to exist as a
tamed professor, Louisa Horton there focuses not only on the postraight comedy.
those with whom he comes in conAbout the only prospects are in
underlines the attractive role of a groms prevalent at the timcj but
tact.
^()llow-Ups
graduate student, and Judy Par- also, on the conflict between the
When Emily Archer, an attrac- the; hinterlands, where customers
might
be
more
apt
rish, Douglas Watson and James Jews resigned to persecution and
to
be
titillated
tive young girl from a small Pennthan
New
Yorkers.
Goodwin are passable in other those wanting to resist or escape
sylvania community, comes for a
Basic idea has merit, however.
parts.
from it. The play motivates around
summer stay with the Sibleys, GayJames Neilson's staging doesn't tlie characters of Rabbi Ben Israel
(FORREST, PHILADELPHIA)
den at first resents the intrusion, Script spans a week in the harried
add, dimension to a little-theatre (Wolfe Barzell), who refuses to
as he* considers it, but later finds life of a small-town manufacturer
Philadelphia, April 26.
script, but James Russell's single oppose the persecution and turns
amusement in making over the girl ^^1°'^ drying to settle a strike and
Smart and possibly fruitful is setting suggests an everyday pro- to the Bible for solace, and his
into a., new p,ersonality; In the marry the union leader's daughter
adopted son <Si Oakland), for
process. Emily falls in love with at the same time. The usual com- this idea to revive Noel Coward's fessorial living room.
Hobe,
whom the indignities of oppression
Iiim and, thinking that the feeling plications stem this time from an "Present Laughter" and send it out
are unbearable. Both are vividly
Is mutual, she breaks off her en- odd assortment of 19 characters on tour.
As seen: on its opening
Sister Oakra
portrayed. Performances are all
gagement to, a boy more on her who give the play a mob scene at(April
18)
here at the Forrest theAmerican National Theatre Sc Acad- handled competently, with Joseph
own social level. The episode mosphere while adding to the exemy
presents
Experimental
Theatre's
Inpense.
Many could be written out. atre, where it is skedded for two vitational Series production of drama in Antoni outstanding as a philobrings to a head a realization that
Characters
are
flimsily
drawn
weeks, comedy, which is now star- three acts, by Nellise Child. Directed by. sophical drunk.
has been smouldering in the mothand
Edward
Ludlum;
Ben
Edwards;
cast
has
trouble
setting
making
them
Setting by Michael Saltzman has
ring
Edward Everett Horton, has
er's mind, and there is a showdown
At Lenox Hill Settlement house, N. Y., an authentic
to
life
properly.
Talbot what it takes.
simplicity, and the
In which she is forced to acknowl- come
April 23. '49; admission free.
edge the boy's mental unsteadi- struggles' valiantly, getting little
Edith. Atuka'Reid direction by Sidney Lumet is above
It seems not unreasonable to Eva...
Nicey
.Pauline Myers average.
ness. Curtain, however, offers no aid from the direction, to make his suppose that Martin Manulis
A special score and
and Turner Thomas. .....
.Earle Hyman
choral
solution as the mother, reacting to small businessman a portrait rather C. Edwin Knill, who are producing Mrs. Forbes
group
add
to the dramatic
Anne Ives
human emotions rather than the tlian a caricature. But some of the this revival by arrangement with Ginger Crowley.
.Edith Sherman impact.
Wade King ............... John O'Harfi
lines are against him. Similar difJohn
ni
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logic of her brain^specialist brother,
refu-ses to follow his advice, hoping against hope that the situation
will work itself out.
A superlative cast handles the
projecting of this theme competently. Fay Bainter gives the distraught mother role everything
from simple maternal affection to
futile submission to a condition
beyond her control. Her dramatic
highlights punctuate the script ef-

C. Wilson, can get enougli
eastern seaboard dates to take the
show up to the hot weather. From
then on, Horlon's popularity in the
strawhats, won almost entirely by
his appearances in "Springtime for
Henry," should get the revival
"''^y
Kap.
plenty of hot-weather activity. By
that time it will be apparent
Lailics In
whether "Present Laughter" is
strong enough to stand a prolonged
Philadelphia, April 21.
Hedgerow Theatre production of com- country-wide tour.
fectively, and at all times she has
edy in foul' acts by Laurence Eyre, based
Ktorton is considerable of a slirthe part
well in hand. Jay
Robin on Robert McNair Wilson's biographv,
„
son, as the psychopathic son, is a "The Gyp.sy Queen of Paris." Directed prise in this appearance. He has
by ,Ja.spcr Deeter and the author; produc- abandoned a number of the artistellar choice.
His well-polished tion
designed, by Jean Layton and Joseph
performance blends a
surface Leberhian. At Hedgerow theatre. Rose fices and mannerisms that he employed in "Henry." has gotten away
cliarra with sinister undercurrents Valley-MOylan, April 21, '49; $2.50 top.
from some of the too-obvious evito produce a readily acceptable
dences of film technique and, withcharacter
If
Hollywood scouts
This is the 164tli play in the
haven t already heard of this lad, repertory of the Hedgerow The- out sacrificing laughs, hais achieved
a subtlety and a sureness that
they soon will through his work in atre in its 26-year history, and
the should lift his
rating several dethis play
|42d world preem. It ts not only
Playing Trilby to Gayden's Sven- one of the most ambitious of the grees. His conception of Garry
Essendine may not be as acidulous
gall IS Carol Wheeler a pretty iass group's productions,
but one that or brittle as
that of Clifton Webb
who combines an attractive per- i,as a much better chance
of Broadsonahty with thesping of the first way attention in the not-too-distant 'or Coward) but he wins more genuine laughs than the former did.
water. Her shift from a smalltown future.
girl. to a lap-of -luxury New Yorker
Laurence Eyre's play is a cos- All of which doesn't mean that he
no longer makes use of his delightis neatly accomplished. Cley Clem- tume coinedy piece,
dealing with
ful facial mugging.
ent gives the brain-specialist role the Napoleonic era, 'bristling
with
Manulis has staged the play with
keen satire and literate dialog but
delivering no message and having considerable subtlety and wit, and
no profound underlying theme. the producers have really done
The author of such Broadway of- themselves proud on the casting,
lONG BEACH^cKarmtng tmall waterferings as ''Mis' Nelly of N' Or- Marta Linden Is still playing the
leans," "Martinique," "Things That role of Joanna, the most predatory
front
house— S roonu--) bathi-^sil
Count," and "Merry Wives of of Garry's flames, and she clicks as
burner— privttt* fishing, bathing, boat'
Gotham." Eyre hasn't been repre- surely and solidly as she did in
ing— sacrifice price— Long, Beach ftsented in tlie commercial theatre New York; Katherine MeskiU is
2710-96 Dahon »,
for many years. Here he is using fine as the wife, Phyllis Kirk is
the biography called "The Gypsy easy on the eye and extremely capQueen of Paris'' by Robert McNair able as the young gal who falls for
Wilson, as his basis, and he has the. mellowing actor, and Jane SeySEVERAL ATTRACTIVE
turned out an always-workmanlike, mour is outstanding as the efficient
frequently exciting, and almost secretafj;. A standout is Dudley
SUB-LETS
steadily
colorful footlight piece Sadler
as
a temperamental,
Kiis(
St. (Turtle Ba..v Gai-tlens)
that introduces numerous histori- slightly lavender-ish young author.
and other eecUons
K<HMA,nt flOO to 8 rooin» at $,130
cal characters, bijt, does SO in a
A word is due Forrest Thayer
SAme with Garden*'
way that is never stodgy or pre- for his striking costi;mc!6 (some on
MABEL DETMOLD
tentious.
the daring side) which adorn the
VMt Kiint 49th 8t„ Xew York City
Tlie "gypsy queen" of the biog- ladies and Ctiarles Elson's .set
VA. a-IDi!7
raphy's title is Therese de Fonte- right in tlie picture.
Waters,
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Nina Foch Stars In
Chi Trostie' Company
Clilcago, April 26.
Lifting of tlie ban on "The Respectful Prostitute" has paved tlie
way for a May 16 opening of the
Jean Paul Sartre play here with
Nina Foch in the lead. Contract
was inked following long-distance
telephonic approval from Harry
Cohn, prexy of Columbia, to whom
actress is pacted.
Chicago company may head west
from here to play Los Angeles and
San Francisco late in July.
Police are: going to give the
show's opening a particular oncfc
over, and would step in if "Prostle"
is out of linci
.

j
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ited engagement.)

Sally

I

i

{Closed Sunday (24) after lim'

.

Pontius Crowley...
Eddie .Hvans
Crowley
.Tommie Baxter
Brother Ukes........
Ehner Lehr
Brother Fred Bailey...... Thomas Brody
Brother Friend
Richard Abbott
Sister Clara Oakes. ......
Natalie Core
Mr. Beavers. ....... ...
.Irving Mitchell
Welfare Bailey.
.Gordon Peters
Lein'l Crowley.
.
Ellis Charles
...
Sheriff Overshott.
Robert Morgan
Crowd: Peggie McKlnnie, Ertol Fortitt,

ficulties beset others, with Cliff
Clark and Chester Clute coming
best as the union leader and a
doctor, the characterizations being
more or less standard.
William Wetherbee's single set is

off'

.

,

. .

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

"Sister Oakes," fifth production
of the season for the J5xperimental
Theatre's Invitation Series, is a
vehement, sprawling, prolix melo-

drama about an honest preacher's
triumph over religious and racial
bigotry and feudalism in a small
southern mill town. Despite its occasionally stirring passages and a
generally accepable performance it
seems a talky play with little commercial possibility.
Authoress Nellise Child apparently knows the backward parts of
the south and, when the actors
don't let her down, her dialog has
an authentic ring. But she hasn't
welded the vital elements of her
story into cohesive dramatic form,
so the action Is fitful, and some of
the key events, such as the manner
in which the heroine wins the devotion of the revival-happy townsfolk, are assumed rather than depicted. Also, few of the characters
seem fully dimensional or entirelv
plau,sible.

Longhair Shorts
Eugrene Ormandy, Philadelphia
orchestra conductor, to be awarded a doctor of letters degree May
12 by Temple Univ. ... Iffor Bo*
ketoff,
conductor of the Fort

Wayne Philharmonic, visiting N.Y.
for a week. He will conduct four
of the N.Y. Philliarmonic chil-

Edward Ludlam's staging creates dren's concerts next sea.son
of
a mood of smouldering indolence, Daniel Saidenberg, conductor
but the pacing isn't suited to the the Saidenberg Little Symphony
action
and certain scenes lack and the Connecticut Symphowr
punch. Natalie Core gives a vigor- Orchestra, is now sharing the Balous performance as the femme let Theatre podium with Ma«
preacher. John O'Hare does what Goberman, BT's musical director,
.

he can to clarify the ill-defined
part of the hero.

at the

,

•

•

N.Y. Met.

Pauline Myers

and l<.arle Hyman are expressive as
The Packit Players, Inc., N. T..
Negroes who remain dignified de- chartered
to conduct a theatrical

uttbearable provocation. Edith
Atuka-Reid accentuates the corned
'-'""'^
Ives has
IrAi with '"u^trouble
her lines as a hymnsinging fanatic^ and Richard

^Pl,

business in Ithaca, N. Y., with a
capital Stock Of 200 shares, no par
value. Directors are Margaret A..
Itter and Jacqueline I. Hill, both

Abbott of Ithaca;

'

1'

:

;;:
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UTERATI

Wdhiesdar* April 27, 194/9

Literati

the organization's treasury. Among
most of whom
the contributors,
for the
are doing original pieces
volume, will be John Hersey,
Christopher LaFarge,' Paul GalliRex Stout, Richco Faith Baldwin,
Barnouw,
Eric
I^ckrldge,
iti
Frederick Lewis Allen, Harold
Freedman and Winston Churchill.
Several publishers are negotiating
League
infor the book, with the
sisting on having it Issued as both
textbook.
a trade item and a
been
authors
has
the
of
Each
iven a different phase of writing,
in the case of Ghuixhill, the conf
f.
tribution is to be a brief quote
from his past writings and will be
Freedon the subject of style.
Brandt
man, head of the Brandt
agency's legit department, is preparing an original piece about the
Helen
dramatization of novels.
Hull is editing and publication will
probably be early in the spring of

.
Coronet's *M.G.M.' Plugs
Coronet magazine is distributing
placards
to
newsstands
plugging Ezra Goodman's piece,
"M.G.M.i Mammoth of the, Movies,"
which appears in the May issue. In
a tieup with the film company, all
Loew's theatres. are posting the
cards in their lobbies.

25,000

;

Frank Gruber

is

of mystery yarns for

doing a 'series
EUery Queen's

mag.

Gwen

Bristow (Mrs. Bruce Man-

completed anotlier novel,
''Jubilee Trail," for autumn publi-

ning)

cation by Crowell.
Novelist Bruce Marshall in Dublin April 20 to gab on "The Catholic
Novel."
Earl of Wicklow,
publisher, also gabbed on same oc-

1950.

'Theatre World' to" Greenbers

casion.

illustrated

of the Los Angeles
tossed a birthday
party for "Jack Campbell, longtime
managing editor, with a mock of
film names barging in.
berg.
Victor Golancz, London pub^
Daniel Blum, heretofore editor
and publisher, will continue as edir lisher, house-guesting here with
Next edition/ covering the M. Lincoln (Simon & Schuster and
tor.
1948-49 season, is due next Oct. returns to Europe, May 28, on the
Queen Elizabeth accompanied by
15.
Schuster.
Mary Harrington, N. Y. Post reEye Hits Stands
Eye, new picture mag published porter and recipient of this year's
Women's Press Club
by Martin Goodman, hits national National
and Canadian distribution this award for the best newspaper
woman's
story, was married last
week. Named managing editor is
Bruce Jacobs, who will continue week to Dr. David Feldman.
Russell
Lynes,
on the editorial
to edit: Sport Life and Sport Pix
as a bi-monthly for Goodman. Ira staff of Harper's magazine, is workPeck, former N. Y. Star staffer/ ing on a book to be called "The
Tastemakers.'' Book tells how taste
Joins Eye as associate editor.
Editorial staff
summary and index of the Broadway theatre published annually Herald-Express

the 1944-45 season, will
henceforth be put out: by Greensince

-

.

.

:

)

Overall editor

is

made

in America and who makes
and covers fashion, architecture,
the arts, interior decorating and

is

Carlton Brown.

It,

E&P's Commemorative Issue

Publisher's current industrial design.
pre^onvention issue, on the American Newspaper Publishing Assn.'s
conclave in New York this Veek
(25-28): is
timed, coincidentally,
With the mag's commemoration of
SS Contimicif iTOm pace 2
Its 65th birthday.
Ward Morehouse. N.Y. Sun drama columnist, wood Merry-Go-Round," KLAGiie'nned
a
long profile-biog of TV; "Hollywood in Three DimenEditor;

&
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Palace Vaude

.

;

.

CHATTER

&

World,"

conditioning, pro-

air.

motional displays and television.
SMPE project was directed by
James Frank, Jr., who wrote the
foreword. It is priced at $5.

,

"Theatre

and

tilating

61

petition. Runs the usual gamut of
Hollywoodites, including Jimmy
Stewart, Ronald Colman, Akim
Tamiroff, a bell-ringing Donald
Duck, and winding with a Barry
Fitzgerald impresh that gives him
a fling at all the stock dialects.
Frftnk Scully
Gag background of latter routine
Roosevelt, Wash., April 23.
is corny, f.nd of questionable taste,
While Pegler is vacationing in Arizona, with nothing to worry about
biit technique Is fine.
Herman band is the well trained except to collect IG in damages from a neighbor whose barking dogs
unit one would expect, though have disturbed his nights and whose trespasses have trampled his peheavy on the brass. Those who like tunias by day, I'd like to wi'ite about.Roosevelts at work. Three of them
their music loud and hot will be are broadcasting at present, with possibly a fourth, and even a fifths
well satisfied.
Lowe.
coming up. While together tliey do not approach the late F.D.R.-s
Hooperating, all of them have substantial publics.
Foremost are Eleanor and Anna, who discuss current events across
the continent Via ABC Monday through Friday. Next is James, who
does a Sunday inight commentary as a single, which, starting in California, now includes all of the west coast. Then there's Elliott, who is
Continued fiom pag* 1 :
talking about a return, and finally Franklin, Jr., who is warming his
Martin & Lewis, for example,, will pipes preliminary to making a pitch for, the late Sol Blooni's old conr
be the inevitable "what will, we gressional post.
follow with next week?", accordI have not seen any reports to the effect that Buzz Dall is being wooed
ing to Schwartz.
into a den of transcribers and, until he is, my favorite Roosevelt is not
Additional time In New York yet in the field. Just IS and a quiet undergraduate at Loyola U., he
nabe. houses and in other keys may may be ordered under wraps till of age. Having studied him at close
follow if the Palace vaude ."comer hand I'd say he already has all the qualities that go with mature minds.
hack" clicks. Currently there are If Serutan and Calvert hadn't ruined the dignity of the phrases it
18 days in the RKO metropolitan would be easy to confuse him with a man of: distinction of, say, 35.
New York n^ibes. Spot bookings in But since he hasn't even been nominated for the Futurity, I guess I'd
Syracuse, Rochester, Boston, Cleve- better stick td the' field as posted,
Of these, the one showing the greatest growth and improvement on
land and Cincinnati for big names,
from time to time, already account land, sea and air is Eleanor. Boi-n a gi-eat soul, but reared like a blushfor 12; weeks time. This is ex- ing violet down a mos.sy dell, she spent the first half of her life as close
pected to be considerably en- to home as a spinning wheel. She was 36 before she made, her first
public appearance. Witli no nizer. to guide her It must have been «
hanced[.
Some of the bills playing the pretty terrible performance.
Would Luckies Cure This?
Palace may be booked intact to
Nobody told her that women's voices are too high to begin withi
tour the RKO nabes. The desired
"new talent" will be culled from and that radio has a tendency to throw even altos among the sopranos.
lilting higher than
radio-video showcases like the Ar- So by: the time she first hit the airwaves she was
in a tornado.
thur Godfrey and Horace Heidt a kite and traveling as fast as one cauglit
Handicapped by that high-pitched voice, what she had to say, was
shows. However, the Palace will
"never become a talent contest nevertheless so shot full of beatitudes that there was precious little'
She once moved me to campaign under the
showcase." Only a couple of these room for platitudes.
"winners'' will be integrated into slogan: "If we must have a Roosevelt dynasty, I want Eleanor!" Sh«
the bills with six standard acts begged me to desist, and as proof that I am not entirely without man-!,
from niteries, vaudfilm, etc.;
ners I acquiesced to her pleas.
Then one day while commuting between Hyde Park and her ManhatThe "Palace's vaude "comeback"
will get a big bally campaign. Al- tan contacts she dossed at the wheel of her car, had a smashup and lost
though the nearby Strand may her two front teeth. This was long before the song, but tlie accident did
drop its stage presentations for the wondei-s .for her. Her dentist finally gave her a smile, that synchronized
summer, Broadway competition, with the sweetness of her inner character.
What
Bust In the MOuth Did
the lack of sufficient b. o, pictures
The accident taught her,; additionally, to slow down. She spaced her
and the overall stir caused by
video cued RKO's move to recon- words better. And as a natural sequence the slower she talked the
vert the Palace to flesh.; - A weekly lower she talked: She now began to speak softly. Her subject-matter;
high plane.
gross of $20,000 would put the however, continued to remain on a
Between writing a daily column, a monthly feature, lecturingt and
Palace on the credit side; house
talking over the air five days a week, the mystery is, how does she do
can hit up to $30,000. »
The Palace is being given a com- it? Well, I recently caught her for one day and I suppose that could
be used as a pattern for almost any day.
plete refurbishing with new carMrs. Roosevelt was coming to L. A. to lecture at the Philharmonic,
pets and re-seating.
Capacity is
she is always a sellout. Her daughter's radio producers thought
1,713.
The side boxes mvy be where
it would be nice to have a press conference.
These things are usually
taken out and brought down to the
arranged at the hotel where the celebrity is stopping, which in this case
floor level.
Changes being made
was across the- street from where she was to lecture that evening.
in the interior are so extensive,
But Anna thought it would be nicer if it were held at her place at thfr
the. theatre may not be finished
far end of Hollywood. All this meant an additional inconvenience to
for the scheduled launching in
the celebrity and 20 miles of additional travel, is well as<the tightening
about three weeks.
of an already snug schedule. But Mrs. Roosevelt wasn't a First, Lady
RKO execs moved to, renovate for
nothing. She thought it would be lovely to meet the press in a
the Palace for vaude Immediately home for a change.
following an agreement between
The producers of the Eleanor and Anna Roosevelt show form a trinity
the company and several unions that has kept afternoon radio.' from dozing right ipto one loing endless
involved, including projectionists sleep. They are Jack Masterson, Jack Reddy and Jack Nelson. ;They
Local 306. stagehands Local 1, and came out of Gonzaga long enough after the Crosbys, not t« be conr^
musicians' Local 802. While wage fused with them, and have built "Bride and Groom," "Breakfast in'
scales and crew numbers have not Hollywood" and now "Anna and Eleanor'! into ABC's answer to daybeen disclosed. Schwartz said the' time broadcastsing.
unions were "cooperative."
Mein Day

SCULLY'S

Authorc Le«fiie'» Writln» Book^ keep," 328-page book presents data
Authors League of America will on phases of theatre design, conkKue its «wn book about writing, struction modernizatipn and mainvarious name au- tenance. In latter, bracket are such
with articles by
thori With all royalties going to subjects as acoustics, lighting, ven-

James Wright Brown, E&P's own-

KFI-TV;

sions,"

Gloria

Grant's

-

•

:

.

.

'

er-president, with other articles
"Movieland Diary," same station,
devoted to various other facets of
and "The Meakins'' and "Hollythe mag's history. E&P was out-,
growth in 1901 of The Journalist, wood Talks It Over," KTTV.
Numerous top names have exa highly critical trade mag founded
by
J.
Byrne and Leander pressed inclination' to get into tele,
with the proviso that they'll wait
Richardson in 1884.
ANPA convention opened Mon- until it pays fees comparable to
.
day (25) with a closed session on other media. These include Joan
labor relations which lasted the Davis, Cass Daley, Ginny Sims,
full day.
Tuesday's agenda Was Red Skelton, Jack Carson, Art
laid aside for publishers of dailies Linkletter and Marilyn Maxwell.
With circulations under 50,000, Studio bans on star appearances
while the execs of the major dailies have jinxed deals in several inare scheduled to hold discussions stances where money wasn't the
of
advertising
problems today object. Her Metro contract pre<Wed.).;Sec. of State Dean Arheson
Continued from page 2
wjU deliver his first major public vented Esther Williams, from takaddress in New York before the ing a bow on husband Ben Gage's
and his Pennsylvanians, though
''Rumpus Room."
convention tomorrow (Thurs.).
Among the TV deals that na^ not properly staged acoustically,.
were
smash closer with orch and
a
tional sponsorship on a kinescope
Columbia Fix Aids UP
choral groups.
United Press has made arrange- basis could put Into action are a
The click floor show, which pre*
hients to borrow Columbia Pic- Music Corp. of America package
ceded
Gambol, comprised Betthe
tures' telephone trucks which the starring; Boris Karlolf and a onety Jane Smith, cute tap.ster; Mary
Studio uses on locations.
Mobile hour variety show that NBC is
will be on 24-hour call for building around Bill Goodwin, as McCarty, comedienne; the ChamUP to cover important ncws events. emcee^ with name guests. Also in pions with their always sock nov.Deal is a result of the recent use the works is a situation comedy elty dancing, and Sid Caesar, with
ot paramount's telephone truck by layout starring Una Mei-kel.
his wham satires.
the Associated Press to cover the
Bei-t Lytcll, the Shepherd,;
Kathy Fiscus story.
handled the opening introductions.
Heading the program committee.
Storer Buys All Fla. Sun
and responsible for its big gross,
Fort IndusUies' George Storer,
were Emil Friedlander and Harry
Who obtained half interest in the
Continued from page ISC
Brandt. Lep Solomon headed the
Miami Beach Florida Sun last year,
committee on arrangements, and
this week bought out the 50% of
Tapifol,
the journal's editors were S. Jay
John Montgomery, former owner- Moon," and "This Couldn't Hap- Kaufman and Les Kramer.
Publisher. Storer, who owns six pen Agaiii." Really sends the gat
AM radio stations in
the mid-At- leries, however, with "Careless
lantic and in midwest states, plus Hands," handled as novelty, with
three video outlets, announced that customers beating, it out with their
Philly
no present" change in personnel mitts. Though this is practically
Was contemplated.
Montgomery a show-stopper,, wind up of Torme
Continued from page 1
will remain as publisher with H. on the drums teamed with Herman
*»luart
Morrison continuing as and his clarinet, brings curtain roads on gate receipts is the man-managing editor.
down to volley of shouts and ap- agement's gripe.
Shore Thing, a click in second preciation.
Although none of the Eagles'
season as Miami Beach weekly
Spotlighting Torme is slick show- officers wanted to be quoted in
slick publication, will is.sue the manship on part of Herman, who advance of the meeting, there is
year 'round. Editor is Lary Sol- holds his own with baton and clari- antipathy to video, which it was
loway, Variety's rep for the area, net alike. Gives his sidemen plenty
felt cut heavily In on the team's
with featured columnists BaiTy chance to shine, with fine effect.
take last year. The fact that both
way, Darby Bathman and Mar- Terry Gibbs and Shorty Rogers in New
York, and Pittsburgh have
garet Miles,
Summer run will repeat of their recorded behop hit.
militates
telecasts
also
banner Anglo-Spanish editor, "Lemon Drop," Bill Harris in a vetoed
gauged to the heavy Latin trade trombone solo and Gibbs on the against TV.
The iJagles team was purcha.sed
flunng that period. Publisher is vibraphone, all take bows. Mary
year by a group of 100 sportMilton Lee.
Ann McCall, band chantoosey, war- last
ing and civic-minded Philadelbles "I Got It Bad; That Ain't
Engineering Handbook
Good" and "You Know You Can phians, wiio have more or less
Comprehensive theatre engineer- Depend on IVIe" in appropriately made themselves responsible for
ing handbook has been published husky fashion.
promoting the games and getting
by the Society of Motion Picture
Sharing honors' with Torme Is rid of season tickets. In every
Engmeers. Tagged "The Motion Neal Stanley, impressioni.st, who case where opposition has been
Picture Theati-e^Planninsand Up- stands up well under, stiff cora- met, it was due to television.
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Observe how Eleanor handles even such a small matter as a shift of
scene for a; press conference. Anna's place, a modest second story
apartment, naturally had to be rearranged to take care of even a frac-;
tion of the press that junkets from one deadline to another around
Hollywood. The telegrams announced that Eleanor Roosevelt would be
there from 4 to 6.
Exactly at 4 p.m. a car drove up and delivered Mrs. Roosevelt to her
daughter's apartment.
The chauffeur was James Roosevelt. After
completing his mission the colonel wheeled around to return to his own
multifarious affairs.
For two hours Mrs. Roosevelt moved around Anna's apartment and
talked to every guest. She neither drank nor ismoked. To a guy who
never stands when he can sit down, never sits when he can lie' down,
never goes out when he can telephone and never answers one when he
can turn a radio up loud enough not to hear it ring, her gracious performance in hospitality was a source of continual admiration, envy and,
finally; of concern.
I urged her to sit down and rest a bit.
She explained that she would
get her rest between 6:30 and 7:30 at the hotel. *Th«n she would have
dinner with those of her children and grandchildren who were on the
Coast. After dinner she would lecture from 8:30 to 10:30, and fly back
cast early in the morning.
Is it ungallant to hint that this human
dynamo has long been a grandmother and will soon be a great grand.

mother?
It was suggested to her that since her schedule was so tightly packed,
why didn't she sneak off to her hotel a half-hour earlier and so be
;

sure of some rest before the lecture.
"Otx no!" she demurred.
"The invitations say from 4 to 6 and it
wouldn't be fair to those who couldn't get here before six to leave a
minute before the time indicated in the invitations."
Stop the Presses!
This, I thought, was splitting follicles the hard way, but it turned
out that at 5-50 in walked Louella Parsons, George Jessel, Cobiha
Wright, Sr., Aithur Ungar and Florabel Muir.
Exactly at 6 p.m. another car drove up and out stepped another
Roosevelt; This one was John, It was his assignment to pick up his
mother and drive her to her hotel for that hour-rest before the family
reunion for dinnen
What I loved about all this was that without the slightest mark Of
a matrlaich, Mrs. Roosevelt was able to dissemble the various social
chores among her children so that no one got too much on his or her
shoulders. Even more than this she had raised them so well they all
were free from America's woi-st weakness, this matter of not being on
time.

•..

This all-important secret of success or^ failure in show business has
been practically discarded in the social sphere.. People would rather
be found dead than on time for dinner, for instance. Most Americans
leave home at the precise minute they are expected elsewhere. The
automobile has somehow given them the idea that it has not only saved
time but has eliminated it altogether. But When you watch a Roosevelt
team you get some idea that, however they may operate individually,
their teamwork is strictly from Notre Dame.
.
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Benfcal from
despite press

Mountain" getting a run at the
Carnegie Tech drama school.

London

^

HoDywood

Charlie Baron in ahead of "Red
trade pro^^^^^^^
"Oklahoma!" entei's its third
enThe government committee prob- jyear at Drury Lane theatre April Shoes," which opens roadshow
gagement at Ritz on May 12.'
"^q^ulXn of starting raw film '3orVe;idni*ho?se"record:
Sammy Walsh has Doreen & Elday
manufacture, suggests setting up
Glasgow.
Marx
to
jgarpo
Empire.
lis
and Suzanne & Tommy. Valengrandpop
Joe Laurie, Jr.,, is a
J.equig*ite'pUnt1n^^^^
to tine on opening bill at Ankaracomes
whieh
he
June
after
13,
makes
it
Ihis
tune.
for the iirst
„ual production of 30,000,000 feet London Palladium June 2Q,for two
Larry Berill, WCAE announcer,
Joe Laurie, 4th,
of fjinj,
weeks.
had a close shave when truck
Oriental Film Corp. completed
Arthur Sachson, Goldwyn sales
Paula Grey, popular stage and banged his car and smashed it up.
manager, back this week from 10- shooting picture dealing With In"Anna Lucasta" coming to Syria
radio singer; married in London
midwest.
Lo^
catching
elephants.
and
art
south
dian
of
of
tour
day
to theatrical scribe H. C. G, Mosque for single performance
Peggy and J. P, McEvoy back cation was in Indian State of My- Stevens.
May 5 under auspices of local
from an extended European tour sore. Shots are to be linked with
Renpir.
by
B
0
r
r a h Minevitch Harmonica Frogs Club.
directed
"The
River,"
Pat,
and
Peggy
9,
daughters
with
George Neikrug, Arthur Kubey
Indian Parliament passed a law Rascals due at Palladium June 6
10
and Sidney Cohen, Pitt Symph
Leone's restaurant's 43d anni requiring issuance of two certifi- for. four weeks, with Moss Empires men, playing with Ballet Theatre
tomorrow (28> with party to be at- cates for fihns censored in India. tour to follow,
orch in N.Y,
tended by sports and theatrical Certificate A will cover films to -- Charles L. Tucker flying to New
Nina Korda, wife of Sam Han- for indefinite stay.
Certifi- York June
be seen only by adults.
12
notables
(Metro) Seadler fiying to cate U allows unrestrained exhibi- While there will line up talent for delsman, business, manager for
Si
summer opera company here, will
Paris this week to join wife (Dodo), lion.
West End show.
head the cast of new Playhouse
who's already over there with Mrs.
Willie Shore sails for America revue, "Of All Things," which
M. Lincoln Schuster.
on the SS America May -23, with opens tun at local community the.*
Joe Vogel, Loew veepce, named
Knilll*'
Howell and Bowser replacing him atre Saturday (30).
hwuiv
Amusement Industry chairman for
in "Latin Quarter" May 16.
By Helen McGill Tubs
the coming Greater New York
Smitli, after two weeks at
Fund-raising campaign.
Anne Stewart -leaves- for Paris theEthel
London Palladium, goes to the
Jane Wyman arrives in N. Y. shortly.
Paris, opening May 3 for one
Madrid
Sunday (1) prior to sailing for KngAnn Todd, actress, having a holl Lido,
after which she returns to
land May 5 to appear in Alfred day in Rome during the strike at week,
By Geeno Garr
A^f^Ij^^
omened
Hitchcock's "Stage Fright."
Lalla CasSel Swedish Ballet has
the J. Arthur Rank Studios in
"Oranges and Lemons" folds at opened at the Fontorla nitery.
Josef Gherniavsky back from London.
Johannesburg, South Africa, where
"Ice Follies," Anglo-American
The Gregory Ratoff company off the Globe, May 7, to be succeeded
he conducted for the premiere of to San Remo on the Italian Riviera by John Gielgud and Pamela ice revue that Joaquini. Gaza
"Oklahoma," at His Majesty's.
soon to start the Myrna Loy star- Brown starring in "The Lady's Not presented in Spain, has loft for
Timw and
iinH Mmvswfipk
rarine to do ,.ejr,
..ai.
<'AT« Daughter
r».i,,VTii
t'or: Burning,
Rurnins."
for:
Newsweek racing
Time
"My
Joy
Portugal;
I

Phil Dunn»ngs celebrated their

I

?Oth wedllng anniversary ycster-

Harold

.

i

Charles

Alan Young, born in Canada, received his final American citizen^
ship papers.

•

Laraine Day planed in from
Ni Y. to start work in "1 Married
a Communist.''
Dana Andrews ordered to bed by
doctor after collapsing on set of
"Sword, in Desert."
Taylor Holmes celebrated his
50th anni in show biz with role in
"Copper Canyon.''
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/Larry Adler, booked for 12
Benetti,
Italian
film
actress seen in "Furia" and "Four weeks with options in Hyman Zahl
steps in the Clouds," is' in Spain revue, has his option taken up after
first show at the Empire, Birmingmaking a series of three pix.
ham,
April 18.
Paris,
Mordecai Gorelik off to
^
-y^ „
,
Js'^k Hylton has two chances to
and London to get material for
'

,

,

i

!

book he is writing on Euro- win the- Derby this summer having
pean theater for the Rockefeller bouglit share.s in two French horses
He will be gone
about t™*" Leon VolterrS, owner of last
**

,

lage.

'

i

'

,

whc
Au.stin
(Vahiety)
lbs. .soaking wet, can ju.st
aboiit lick her new baby son, horn

Anne

j-'oundation

weighs 90

jour weeks
Ellen Neuwald

.

I

year's winners,

Jack Jackson, ex-bandleader who
formerly of the
Parents named him j ej-jud Havward' offic^ in New turned disk jockey for the BBC,
""t into a single
York lias gone to the island of i^^^
with vaudeville circuite
Stromboii, off the coast of Sicily, £9«».':.
o*(-o?"H"i^l
*>iru*S*''^''A''^
rMay 21-24 at -.the- 14lh Street A
secretary to Ingrid Bergman bidding for him
Having launched Emile Littlermler-taitil ^^^-^^^
mon', proceeds to an micr-iaun
j„-!nB j^e
tho making
malrina of the
tho Roberto
BnhBrfn
Tom Arnold's revue, "Latin Quarcenter in the Stuyvesant Town- Rossellini-Howard Hughes film.
Peter Cooper devel"15ment
Gianni del Re of the Redel Film ter," at the London Casino, Robert
Nesbitt is now vacationing in the
*x.^^^a}^^j ^f „^^^''^^fu?J,!%'^?^ Co. in Rome plans a film to be south of France.
n'iti^^^HV^a^llnn^QB^fihlnn' »"ade in Frankfort, Germany,
Nicholas Bros, have been: booked
« about present-day Europe. Distri- for a series of dates in Belgium,
^7"ii/H^^2?'Thoofvf]
be
taken
care
of
by
North Africa. Spain, Egypt and
Indie houses on the
number of ^i^Z*
Rochester Film Co. of Rochester,
Lebanon, which will take them
Coast.
N.Y. for America and by Anton E.
right
into jeintiiiui.-i.
Hollywood lawyer, Martin Gang, Dietz
September.
SHi. imu
for Germany^
east on Edgar Bergen's new CBS
a?lH^::Cavalcade^of
Mystery" making first continental
pact, meets another client, Bob
tour since the war. opening AmHope, in D. C. tomorrow (Thurs.)
sterdam
month
of May with Brusand flies M'est from the Capital the
Budapest
following
sels
the
month,
same night.
Rv i.nnU Urilna
Tom Arnold's ice show opens at
Hank Linet, Universal's eastern
p , Rohe^Sn slated to visit
StoU's tlieatre, Kingsway. end of
ad manager, lectured last week on p_f|"i CzeeClovakia
and Hunin«-zecnosiovaKia ana
July, and will star Cecilia CoUedge,
the working^ of his dept. in a film
'S""'

last

week,

'

'
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Kenneth Howard.
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to"ni^gp^^^^^^
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"honkytonk" atmosphere
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Sol Lesser Foundation estabhshed a three-year fellowship in
J'^Partment of Theatre Arts at

'

|

UCLA.

;

\

Farrow and Betty

,

Hiitlon

I

i^d a group to Long Beach to enptertain sailors aboard a Canadian
dancing roles,
Pepita Serrador, legit actress cruiser. _
,
,
^
from Argentina, has again post- „ "Joan Crawford returned from
poned her tour of the Spanish Pa'"\ Springs siesta for huddles
provinces and has opened at the about next picture. The Victim,"
at Warners.
Gran Via theatre
Actors and theatre people in' ^ Sean MacBride. Irish Minister
Foreign Affairs, presented Joan
general are getting 40% moK than
'Leslie WllH
with annual
annual award Ot
of Irishthpir nrpvimis salSrv apr>nrrtinc» i,, M-iesUe
nerrgreeS'vlnched'lusi Catholic Stage and Screen Guild.
before Easter between managers
and the theatre workers syndicate.
Elena Quesada, Spanish songMiami Beach
streiss, comic Niguel Ortega and
By Lary Solloway
Camoidas Bros., dancers, are the
Frfeddie Calo's brch into Ciro's.
stars of a new
;

1

1

1

1

'

-

^

.

president of Critics' Circle; Camp<•
bell Dixon (Telegraph), vice-prez;
IninneaPOllS
A. E. Wilson (Star), treasurer. John
^ _ „
By Lcs Rces
Parker reelected secretary for 25th
Mario Lanza soloist for Apollo
successive year.
"Twice Upon a Time" will be club concert at Lyceum April 25taken off at the St. Martins May 7.
.
. ™
,
„
Play will then tour the provinces ^ Mel Torme and Jean Carroll into
Club Carnival with Perry Martin
as "The Intriguing
Stranger" un-;
u........^"".e o..a..6,.x
jer new management and direc orchestra.
Twin City nitery pertomiers detion, with plans for a London revoted services for SI Paul Ancker
tuni. this autumn;
tubercular hospital show.
Streetcar ^amed Desuc" into
Lyceum for week of May 30.
Cleveland
It also plays three days in St Paul.

to ^c^,'!^„*"?fi^'"'U,i^"
study film production

;

„ ii will
'n
i
,
play
Pasthy
the chief
in Oscar Wilde's "Ideal Husat the Hungarian National
•..

.

-r

_
,
^"ff''^^- ,
,
...^^^^ander Syed, Met bantone, is
Budapest for a visit, then
to Rome to take part in his

,

1

Hungarian

film,

"Somewhere

in

Europe," plans to produce a picFrance. Radvanyl, together
Ferenc Hont, received the

m

thfee months of leisurely touring fi™.
In Italy, Riviera and tlie (Sontinent,
and now en route to Hollywood,
anxious to see their 8rmonth-o Id
baby.
Morton Downey who has a fow

Roney

for some spring tan.
Jackle Heller in town for a va^
and making the niteries.
Jan Murray sunning while awaiting upcoming Olympia theatre
cash,

i

|

ctate;

Alan Gale back

1

with

club;
tured

at his Celebrity

Sylvia

Froos

co-fea-

phu Foster packing them in at
Kitty Davis', with Jessie Elliot
lending an able assist.
paul Benson, flack, in town, at
the Shelbourne, also Sid Shallet,
n. y. Daily News radio columnist.
"Duke" Stewart, long time resiWayne Fish, who backed ''Desert dent manager at the Roney Plaza.
By Glenn C. PuUcn
Song tour eastward Irom Mmne- replaces Neal Lang as managing
Buster Crabhe's Swimming show apohs, says he took
a financial director, now that Lang has gone
at Al Sutphin's Arena.
to Park Sheraton hotel exec
Hanna
inked "High
Button
1
m'^t^^r.Mt.^ Opera
r,
Metropolitan
here
May nnst in isr V
Shoes" for tvvo weeks opening 12-14 for annual
"
season to offer ^
May 2.
"Otello," "Mignon.""Barbei- of
Statler Terrace Room inay drop Seville"
and "Le Boheme"

nrst television picture,
Geza Radvanyi, director of the

ture
with

from Kossuth Prize of $1,000 for

Henderson,

'

21st birthday by taking over the
money she earned as a minor,
Joan Evans, recently injured by
a gunshot on the "Roseonna McCoy" set, returned to Goldwyn lot

.

1

I

Frijnces

his wiffe;

become American citizens.
Shirley Temple celebrated her

:

continuous efforts, hindered by
legal and other complications, are
being made to rid the Times t"^™Square area of the "carnival" and

wife,

Laughton and

Charles
Elsa Lanchester, filed petitions -to

|

before flying to Argentina to fulfil
a new contract.
Ten Madrid theatres have!
opened with new plays for the
spring 'season and ' all are doing
reasonably well.
Impresario Don Francisco Morales has taken over the management of the Ballet Marlcy, at
present touring Portugal.
Paris Opera ballet company will
probably visit Madrtd and Barcelona in May with Serge Lifar as
choreographer and appearing in

lS^^^l<^1:u^\^^^

'

bu?e?«fd.KeiSblrrt^

Nancy Kishler, exec secretary at
the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass..
last sununer and former secretary
to Sir Laurence Olivier and Vivien
Leigh, Anna Sosenko and Hildegarde, and Robert Morley, to be
married- tomorrow (Tliurs.) to Arthur F. Goat
Jack Diamond, ex - Broadwav
publicist and latterly with Warner
Bros., returned with his actress-

,

H
show at the Madrid
theatre called "Zambra
"i^oii .Jf^^''ll,^^'^2,
with Richard
legit comedy
Alexander Korda is expected actor; makingHearne,
his first appearance
Nick
aoing Amer ican popuia i numbers,
'''' "'"^
on skates.
gchenck at his .estate here.
i^,if^eSe^"
A. V. Cookman (Times) elected
Charles Skouras in to\vn at
fi}-

i

?h^KrfcU' Tht'^e^M^^

Amedeo Nazari will
probably make a film in Spain
Italian actor

reservatiohs

to sail for England May 5 to ap;
pear in "Stage Fright."
Lionel Barrymore received the
award for 1949 of the National
CouncU of Rehabilitation. _
Roy Rogers and Trigger planted
hoofprints
their
in
Grauman's
Chinese theatre forecourt,
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Adriana

"Barricade"

Wyman made

Jane

;

|

up with

laid

with Warners'
shooting around himi

flu,

;

,

leg
for-

in
arteriosclerosis.

I

cover stories on Milton Berle, botli
with accent on "Mr. Television,
Both may come out simultaneously,
Marjorie Barkenlin and Michael
O'Shea hosting for Bob Garland's,
birthday party tomorrow' (Thurs.)
at the Barkentin studio in the Vil-

Middleton's right
an operation

amputated

,

.

,

52d
while

citizen.

.

.

fall

Screenwriter Martin Field doine
jury duty in L. A. superior courf
George Sanders, English -born
film actor, became an American

;

-

celebrated

Alan Hale injured in
taking his dog for walk.

,

,

Lloyd

birthday.

;
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his

-

;
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Washington
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By Florence. S.V Lowe
_
„,
Ti\i,. ,T
Ben Blue,
Patl)

at

.$7.20

policy
Iceshow
after
Dorothy top.
«
Moore andJ Ben Lewis' unit closes
Minneapolis Musicians'
Hotel Statler's
By Maximc dc Bcix
Pee-Wee Hunt orch inked by AFL, contributed .tiT.OOO to union,
park
( 33
Blvd. Montparuuniic^
Skyway; Club. to follow Frankie board's
$^6,000 fund tor 20 nights
Antliony Muto, Fox Movietone MaJVr.f., f.rmv"MTv ^
Carol Reed and wile weekending
of open air dancing sclieduled for in Paris
fnonpr liwp hark aftpr * niptiir<>.
S",
,
Lakewqod
^^""'
'l"'
which Axel
"perpetual" match
public parks this suminer.
stint' in Greece
pa^i pgimer in hospital after
repertory company director 'job
j
Wennpr-Grpn thp Swedisli tvcoon
V.!vS„
TMl^ V
Tur^^
Antal Dorati, new Mmneapphs
^eart attack.
Producing'.
J^^'L}::}l:.^bJ.°:t^l^:^} F^^^^l fo.: imU,.trial .k.biic relalions
Symphony orchestra conductor,
James Merrill Herd gandering
Michael Wilding Brttish actor
fi-tmeel Paris shows.
^'T^/jIfk^mTritrS
who arrived on the Queen Eliza
ing with orchestra since back from
Garry Marsh getting winners at
beth yesterday (Tues,
western

things running for
sides his singing; such
li'l

him

be-

•

as CVicaCola and LeGalion perfum,*? piu'tnered with Sherman Billingsley
and Steve Hannegani, is in on a
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with Alfred Hitchcock
deal before the latter
(Wed on the same ship, ueai ciui-s
for Wilding to make a picture lor s,ein
)

tour.
Orchestra is seeking $184,200 from contributors to
keep it out of red next season.

^cd Depinet. Max Young
Spyios

Skouras

Hitchcock'.s Transatlantic firm lor siilliran among indu.stry toppers
release,
lie,.p jo,. kic*:roff dinner of "OpporWhen the Tort Friends moro- ui„j,v Bpnd." drive last week.
thy Kay) lell for Frisco five yeao
ago. they made tlieir farewell' p.ubWil.son.'^.
tlie
Earl
crawling with
Vienna
The Post saloon editor had just
started, and Friend had juKt exBy Kmil W. !\laass
ited as tlie Mirror's amusemoni
Otlo Soyka. writer, back after
Now on their first retiii n many
editor
years' exile.
east, the Wilsons again squired i he
Kddy Polo sprained ankle during
Friends around Gotham, seeing tlie rehearsals but
will appear in Flotnight life through the eyes ol »- ten Kino
show.
year-< absent Broadwayites.
Walter .lacob, Buenos Aires prO'.:
'
rlucpi', in town in search for Aus,i
,

Werner

,

By

Irian legit talent.

india
"*
Eswar
'

inquiry.
First conference of Indian MoPicture Distributors As.sn.
tion

held at Nagpur.

A

film

,

slaried

in
gii

Pans

K

in-

di'oves,
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By Erie Gorrick
London office, giving Paris, the.O.p..
Metro briiiKing in revival ot after 20 years..
"Great Waltz" at Liberty, Sydnpy.
publisher of
Francesco Negrini,
^.
Williamsons will send a troupe to Buenos Aires' La Ijira, in tor a
Mel Tornie playing return date Perth to play "Victoriif and Her couple of weeks' stay.
at Copa week of May lli,
Hussar."
Red Strong, formerly of DeboUal DavLs. president of musi"Walter Mitly" (RKO) ran 1,'5 nairs, to tour Germany willi his
cian.^ union, ruined his new car in weeks at the Australia, Melbourne,
wife for two months as a nc\v act.
a crack-up
on revival.
Maurice IMysels named local rep
McCreadie Bros, have completed
for .reffersoh. Miiaic Publishing. Co; second Aussie-made pie, "Into the
Chicago
of .\'ew York.
Straight," a rjicing yarn.
Artie Dann. Vic Charles marionBilly Meyrl, British pianist; arRalph Berger. former o\\:ne)- of
elle.s
and L.ynn Fader topping rives shortly for a run over Dave Latin Quarter, bedded b.y pneiiCarousel .show.
Martin's Tivoli vaude loop,
nionia at Michael Reese liospital,
I-aurelte & Ciymas and Sonny
Costly overhead is nixing
„ musl"I Promise, Bride" Italian-made
Howard headlining new floor show cal comedy revivak at Cieinorne, had preem at Cinoina. April
alTerrace Room,
Brisbane, under the Will Mahoney with proceeds to benefit ot Boys
Martha Short doubling between management,
Town
In Italy.
j
"Inside U. S. A." at Ni.von and
Sydney nightclubs arc ni.xing
Cornelius Vanderbill. .ir.. pacted
Hollywood Show Bar.
talent importations because of high again with National Conceits, ano
Fred Spooner in town ahead of overhead costs. Last, in was Maxie wiU resume tours aftci' present
Joe E; Brown in "Harvey," com- Rosenbloom for the Celebrity GUib. film-making tour of Europe,
ing back for second time.
Dave Moore, Ealing scripter, due
Loretta Young and Dr. Maud
Dancing Evans Family home this month to work on stiidio's new Slye, pathologist in cancer refrom Las Vegas; father coming pic, "Bitter Springs," starring search, will receive
American
around after serious illness.
Tommy Trinder and Chips Bai- Brotherhood Arts and Sciences
Bert
Pollock'*
"Across
Big ferty.
CitatlouK for 1949.
Pittsburgh
By Ual Cohen

\
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,

.

.

.

,

Cliflord Odcts' "Golden Boy,"
iranslated by Luise Anna Eisler'
(who brought the play along with
her when .'ihe left the U. S.i. was
'

In Calcutta to turn out picture.s pi oduced here by Skala theatre.
Heinz directed, with
In the Bengali language for jii\cs Wolfgang
sceneiy by Ileinrich Sussmann.
only;
Enterlaiiiment lax wa,s upped In and Karl Paryla in the lead:

U

'

Jaeger

.

;

company has been

Maria

(composer.^),
Olto Scluilhot (pianisti and Oskar
Maurus Foniana (authori.
Kai'l

Australia

/i

:

Marty Schwartz back
vading Paris cinemas in
Clem Humpries, of

..

,

City of Vienna awarded honorary medal to Ralph .Ben.it/,ky and

N, V.

govei'nment sellins vip
committee to conduct film nulusiry
Indian

Aut.euil racetrack.

after Palestine trip.
English .schoolboys and

I

and Gail

.

;

,1
j

a

1

Wednesday, April 27, 1949
exclusive
programs would, not
draw against the competition of
the same program cuflo In homes.'

Safe' Picture
GontUined trQm

pftlti

I

Actually, the NBC attack on theatre tele program is double^ply
RCA, parent company to NBC, has
asked for specifications from TOA
and o*^her theatre groups on the
optimum set tor large-screen playn t4v,„ o«
So»i**?^^ u
? ^^^i^^.^
ciety OT Motion
Picture
Engineer.s

s

Bo to a new studio, you have
yourself all over again."
to prove
Wvler declared he "feels better
«„uiDoed to choose a story than
someone else. But when the other
nerson puts up the money, he is
entitled to his opinion too," proNevertheless,
conceded.
Hucer
that the overlyoe
Wvler believes,
Wyier
^.^^
^^^^ ^^^^
V"ai
view la nm;"
conservative
to
the
point where
careful
"you're
vou don't do anything or. until you
safest."
the
but
anything
don't do
unii

„
-

|

!

J

'4

Tnr,"^.^!;itf
TOA
s request. "Vp').t„H'v^\h"i
Recently, the
l^H^r organization became a spon-

|

5„^,„g n„en,ber of the SMPE.
Discussion of the problem

I

|

Good Pix Help Others

Nina Mae McKinney tp Frank

I

Hickey. KollywbQd, April 17, Bride
a Screen actress
Lor^nz to John Pletkowich,
jjewanee, 111., April 15. Bride is
daughter of Rud Lorenz, exhibitor

'

i

|

CHARLES

B.

MIDDLETON

aire and at

and operated the Lancaster the-

Charles B. Middleton, 70, veteran
actor, died in Lps Angeles, April
22w He had been in show business

is

Starting
years.
out in carnivals and cricuses at an
early age, Middleton later ap
peare4 in stock companies, vaude-

i„ tggt city.

ville:

for

atre, Boston.

LOUIS

more than 50

and

legit

""Mi..

one time had owned

L.

MARKS

Louis L. Marks, 62, former co-,

owner

Granada and Mar-

the

o£

boro theatres, Chicago, died in that
With his brother,:
His [city, April 18.

productions.

i

|

Lorraine Bendix to Richard MonBeverly Bills, April 20; Bride
the daughter of William Bendix,

I,
'

roe;
is

fjlnl Star;

'

he's

I

!

:

I

]

.

.

.

.

-

!

.

m

•.

all the way with 'The Heiress' and
was thoroughly satisfied with the

.

.

v»hy this season is. such a terrific
Wyler stressed, however,
one."
that. he had been permitted "to go

;

j

,

"

filih

t

<;>ubi,

last
appearance was in the late Meyer Marks, he built up
stage
"January Thaw" on Broadway in a chain of film houses in Chicago
which they sold in 1928.
1945.
Survived by -two sons and a
He later went to Hollywood
hn iictor.
where he appeared in films, in- daughtei'.
TOA
ijell Saunders to Eddie Myers,
by Florida exhib Mitchell Wplfson Pittsburgh, March 29. Bride is eluding "Kongo," "Bellamy Trial;'
HERMAN A. MILLER
co-chairman Walter Heade,..Jr., Tommy Carlyn's former vocalist; "David Harum," "Grapes of Wrath"
and
Herman A. Miller, 53, playwright
.„
.
_.
and "Capt. Fury.'!
"ttend the impor ant meeting, he's a band musician.
and former Ohio State Univ. pre
Survived by a daughter.
Meanwhile
SMPE is gathering
fessor of English and drama, died
Hildegarde CoUigan to Nelson
in Columbus, April 20. After 20
necessary data
Gidding, New York, April 22.
^^^''^ °"
^SU faculty he left
tp-"'" answer to RCA is expected Bride is a junior editor of Viking
Early
Alfred^Dravton"67^fiHti^h
Aureu
uidyion, oi, tuiusn actor
atioi, j„ ,Q.^n ,„ ^c.%-nta hie Hmo tn n,rUin 1938 to devote his tiine to writbecause the' Federal Communica- Press;: he's a radio writer and died
London,
April
25.
ing.
tions Commission has just indiT novelist.
Drayton, who was co-starred in the
Survived by wife.
Elizabeth Sidford to William J. current London hit, ''One Wild
cated that it will assign a spectrum
He's the Oat" at the Garrick theatre, died
suitable for theatre television no Cody, Enciho, April 22.
EDWARD O'DONNELL
In son of. Bill Cody, former western in his sleep after giving his regular
later than six months hence.
Edward O'Donnell, 62,- veteran
performance Monday (25) nights
industryites, star.
huddles, with
film
H'eatreman Irom Webster Mass
FCC has given the impression that
Carolyn Lucia White to Carl Show is continuing, with Drayton's '''"'1
C"'"
'V'^'c'; * '^*«r
the channel will be trom 4.000- Reinschild, New York, April 23, understudy replacing him.
.veais of E. M. Loew s State,
WebDrayton was also partnered with
9,000 megacycles or a portion of it. He's an exec with Columbia recdied at .the Worcester hoSRobertson Hare for 13 years in a
following a heart
SMPE has indicated, on its part ords-.''
"
number of productions,
Mary Jane Preusser to Fredattack
that the 4,000-9,000 band is most
Schang, 3d, Norwalk,
Survived
two
by
sisters
-wtijisuitable for theatre tele because erick G,
MRS, DANIEL COOK
his'home.
below 4,000 megacycles, theatre Conn., April 23. He's concert manMrs. Grace Barton Allen Cook, whom he made
equipment becomes too clumsy and ager, and son of Frederick C. S2, author and playwright, died at
Schang, Jr.; prez of Columbia
JOHN GARRIS
the home of her daughter in Flushahow, no equipment has become Artists
Management.
John Garris, 37, German-bom
ing, N. Y., April 23. Mrs. Cook,
readily available,
-who once taught at the Woman's tenor who had been touring with
School of Applied Design, N. Y., the Metropolitan Opera Cov, was
was the author of a number of one-Mr. and Mrs. Don Green, daugh- act plays produced on the Coast.
ter, Los Angeles, April 15. Father
Survived by husband, Daniel
OF
IN FQND
is a publicist for Fox-West Coast,
Continued from page 2 ss>
Cook, president emeritus of the
Mr. and Mrs. Matty Malnick, Univ. of Gincinnati; and a daugh$i,500;
John
Byram,
PariaHuston,
daughter, Hollywood, April 19. ter.
mount's eastei'n play. edi;t6r, $750; Father is a bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. Liam -Redmond,
ZAVEL ZILBERTS
writer Irwin Shaw, $l,50O;; prodildaughter, Dublin, April 2. Father,
Zavel Zilberts, 69, founder and
eer-writer Max Wilk, $1,500; Ralph
ex-Abbey ite, is an actor, and Irish musical director of Zilbert's Choral
Bellamy, the play's^ star, ,$4,500; dialog adviser for British pix.
Society, died at his home in Niew
producer-agent Leland Hayward,
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Cusack, York, April 25. Russian-born, he
who patted away
came to America in 1920 and
$4,500, and producer-director Wil- daughter, Dublin, April 9. Father,
thrM ycart ago

"The whole film business cramps
vniir style now,'' Wyler continued.
"The t^ct that people do not go to

see pictures now is due to a lot of
bum ones. One good picture helps
another. It's the same condition in
New York with plays. Good plays
help each other by stirring up enThat's
thusiasm, for the theatre.

OBITUARIES

there.

Virginia Baker to Walter J. Palance, New York, April 21^
Both
are'legit players

j

of
specifications IS expected to arise
at the next TOA-SMPE joint meeting now set for May 5.
Entine
television committee, headed

'

MARRIAGES
Jean Ashley Kimball to John L.
Hutchinson, Buffalo, N. Y., April
18.
He's a producer at WBEN-TV

I

'

Wyler, who came to Paramount
with Frank Capra, George Stevens
and Robert Riskin when Par acquired Liberty Films, shares the
right with the studio to pass on
Neither can go
story material.
ahead on a Wyler project without
the other. Capra and Stevens have
the same deal.
Producer-director has four more
films to make for Par under his
That sort of deal, he
contract.
believes, "is the rub which can
work to the great disadvantage of
the individual.'* Capra. has three
more to niake and. Stevens, four.
First Wyler pic, "The Heiress,"
took one and one^hatf years.

j

j

j

;

I

BIRTHS

-

H'wood Hot

^

MEMORY

•

HENRY

,

-

I

I

Since the
Dreiser novel
is
taking a long time, liam Wyler, $1,500.
Wyler is looking over Broadway
Kingsley has been stalling efplays with the possibility of closing,
forts by the film companies to
for the film rights. Initial sounds
mes
ings indicate mat
all make a deal for the screen rights,
that leglters
leeuers "are au
Producers Howard Lindsay and
ialkiiirirmillioL ^t to^^^^^
are over."
Wyler sees no objec- Russel Crouse agree with his feelparticipation deals-^"if ing that the play will run on
tion
in
there's no
they got something good, they're Broadway a long time so
odore

i

ex-Abbeyite,

script

entitled to share the profits.''

While

Pai-amount does not ordinarily encourage participation buys; company is not adamant on the subject,

Wyler

said.

,

Wyler does not believe there will
be any real difficulties with his
if he does not turn out the
fequired five pix in five years.
"We would have to talk that over.

studio

would depend on who failed.
However, I don't think there would
be any trouble.
The important
thing now is to make good picture?
which will make money."

.

GOLDSON

"

Wyler will definitely make "Sister Carrie," fllmization of the The-

'

,

It

'

in

served as musical director of the
Cantor's Assn. of America. He di-

British

i

brothers.

leigh

Continued from page
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i

I
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j

NBC

i

CBS

are now attempting to
their programming setups
time for the Coastorigi^""'^

sliiwc are^'J^'k'"^]
snows
the
to be done live on Itl
Coast and kinescoped, they can be
run in at any time on stations not
directly connected by relay faciliUes to the Hollywood outlets.
Both Benny and Cantor are continuing adamant in their stand
against jdoing a TV show more than
tvyice a month, on the as.sumption
TV takes so much time in prepara-

uon and also consumes material
much more rapidly than does
standard radio.

Continued from page

1

hou.ses that sought to pick ur) the
Louis- Walcott fight last June.

I

'

HERMAN

.
.

MARTINA DE LA CRUZ
Martina de

la Cruz, 74, billed as
the
"world's
smallest
woman,"
died in WaycrosS, Ga., April 24.
Miss de la Cruz, a native of Pa-,
nay, Philippine Islands, was 21
inches tall and had been appearing
with carnival when stricken.

LOUIS W. PETERS
Louis W. Peters, 63, former president of Sylvan Beach, Inc., operator of an- amu.sement resort in St.
Louis, died at his home therei April
.

18.

Survived by wife.

ANDREW

.

W. SHERIDAN

Andrew W. Sheridan, 63, former
film director, died in New
York, April 25. He had been in
films for 25 years.
Survived by wife.
a.sst.

CLEM RECK
Clem Reck, 44, salesman for Paramount, died April 24 at his home
in Shamokin, Pa.
Survived by wife and three cbildren.-

:

LLOYD LEWIS

Lloyd Lewis, 57, former drama
editor of the Daily News, Chicago,
Evening News.
land.
died of a heart attack April 21 at;
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Livingston,
Russian-born violinist played in his home in Libertyville, 111.
daughter, New York
April 26. both his nephew's bands after comSurvived by -wife and a sister.
ground there is some Father is with Universal-Internaj
ing to Cleveland in 1923, as well
,' _
°
..
^
P'^^s yet. tional's publicity dept
to"""g
as in several theatre pit orchestras
Ruth Propp Starn; 55, wifj? oC
Edward
in addition to teaching music.
"Laughter's"
case,
Ed Starn, manager of Bobbins
In
Survived
by two sons and Music, died in New York, April 26;
Everett Horton has just started
daughter.
Before her marriage she had been
touring in it, and if he draws, may
secretary to Harry Von •IKbfer,"
del Giudice
..
,
.„ ^y,^
the fall.
songsmith-publtsher, and Murrajc
want to do it agam in
JOAN BLAINE
Continned from page Ji
Joan Blaine, legit and radio Baker, professional manager at
Miss Stamm. however, reports that
.

,

;

retired in 1936.

Survived by son and five daugh-

manager

,

Miss Stamm, has been
bodv. says
^
,
„
Bqrn Yesterday,
angling for

'

|

'

'Harvey" and "Present Laughter,"
with the owners disinclined to re-

I

^

;

1

.

.

,

|

I

,

I

I

;

.

'

;

':-

|

I

1

NBC Opens Race
Continued from page

'49 Haylofts
i

He

O.
ters.

Robert Avray, 36, former .stage
productions,
for legit
died at the Veterans Hospital,
N. Y., April 19. He had server' in
the Army in the past World War.
He had been stage manager for
the Ballet Theatre, Civic Repertory, Group Theatre and the musical, "Are You with It?"
April 20, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mother,
Survived by mother and four
Anne Austin, is private secretary sisters.
to the editor of Variety.
Mr; and Mrs. Jay Kaye, daughSPITALNY
ter. New York, April 18. Mother
Herman Spitalny, 66, musician
is Joann Dolan, an actress; father and uncle of Maurice and Phil
is radio columnist of Newark (N.J.) Spitalny, died April 22 in Clever

!

Both

1

BENJAMIN STALKER
Benjamin Stalker, 88, who toured
the U. S., Canada and Mexico for
50 years as owner of a Wild West
Show, died April 17 in Columbus,

ROBERT AVRA'Y

:

.iuggle

21.

•

his AM bankroller, over
con.sideration.
As band vocalist; father is profession^^^^ ^^^^J.
NBC-TV. Benny will probably go a result, it is understood likely al manager of Southern Music Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Phillips,
under American Tobacco sponsor- that producer William 11. Katzell daughter, Santa Barbara, April 22.
will make the screen ver-sion him- Father
ship over CBS-TV.
is a makeup man.
He negotiated an indie proself.
Mr. and Mrs. James Chadwick,
Wynn's program will be based duction deal some weeks ago with
son,
Hollywood, April 17. Father
on the "Prirfect Fool" characteriEagle Lion.
is researcher for Ralph Edwards'
zation he established in legit muradio shows; mother is publicist.
sicals 'and is expected to be aired!
Mr. and Mrs. Hank Ausubel, son,
for

Pabst,

to find

found murdered in Atlanta, April

ter,

,

wood for the rest of the run. His
program wiU be sponsored by

a half-hour weekly.

"POP AND AL"

(

Ed Wynn

and

April 26, 1946

in Madison
and Mrs. Jack Denove, son, rected choral groups
Garden, Carnegie Hall, and
New York, April 21. Father is as- Square
the old Hippodrome, N. Y.distant to Ben Duffy BBD&O prez;
Surviving are his wife and five
mother is former actress. Ann FarMr.-

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Evans, daughFRANK S. WATSON
Inglewood, Cal., April 17
Frank S. Watson, 73, former
Father is a Fox- West Coast theatre 'cellist with the Philadelphia Orhurry.
manager.
chestra, died at his home in StoneMeantime, Audrey Wood, agent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Howell, son, hurst, Pa., April 19,
for Tennessee Williams' "Street- San Antonio, April 21. Father is
Watson was a member of the
car Named Desire,'' has asked the news editor for WOAI there.
Philadelphia Orchestra under Leopicture companies to make bids on
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brickhouse, pold Stokowski, and played with
their own terms for the play and daughter, Chicago, April 19. Father the Robin Hood Dell and other
to state their objection to the deals is sports announcer for WGN, Chi
symphony groups. Before coming
laid out in a letter about- four
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Shain, son, to this country he was a member
weeks ago requesting bids be in New York, April 13. Father is di- of the Queen's Hall Orchestra and
by the following Friday. No studio rector of public and ejchibltor: rela- the London Symphony,
submitted an offer at that time. tions for 20th-FoX.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Burke, daughJIM JONSON
Objections of most of the compaJim Jonson, 50, Irish comedian,
(1)
the high price ter, Pittsburgh, April 18. Parents
"'!ef,„ were
„„„^
in
<$450 000 ) set as a minimum bid. are the singing team of Pat and died in Dublin, April 10. Born
Belfast ho built a reputation part^nd 2 > the fact that this was only Sylvia.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Gilbert
Spertell,
nered with his wife, Josie Da.v,
lor a lease until 1961 rather than
.son, New York, April 18.
Father touring Ireland. He joined Jimmy
ti
outright buy. Miss Wood claims
is head of Eagle Lion's advertising O'Dea-^Harry O'Donovan team and
'""^
accounting dept; mother, formerly played many revues 'and pantodies regarding .the rights
secretary to Arthur Sachson, sales mimes with them in Dublin and in
Paramount exhibited consider- chief of Samuel Goldwyn Produc England; where he was also featured as Mr, Mulligan in the BBC
able interest last week in "At War tions.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Johnson, "Irish Half-Hour" shows.
With the Army," the James B. AlSurvived by wife.
'^rdice comedy currently at the daughter, New York, April 18.
Booth. Studio; howevesr, nixed the Mother is the former Kitty Lane,
.

j

an actor

films.

,

.

Lindsay and Crouse let her do
"Arsenip
and uia
Old Lace
Lace" at wew
NewArsenic ana
port while the comedy was stiU
playing on Broadway, and that instead of any, adverse effect, it apparently whetted tour interest in

stepped off
^^^"^ ^'^'^

,

^

,

gang- actress, died in New York, April 19.
After serving as an apprentice
"^^^
with the Chicago Theatre Guild,
financial backer—
manufacturer— she appeared in several Broadway

the

Portland cement
productions, including "Spitfire;"
merely through a chance meeting "And So to Bed" and "Winter's
on the vessel. While in New York Tale." More recently she had apthe former Rank producer will pgared in radio productions
the' -play.
confer with Amerigo Benefico,
Survived by husband,
Miss Stainm, who has operated head of Variety Film Distributors,
the Casino since 1941. bought the who is handing U. S. distribution
CHARLES ROSS
theatre a year ago for $35,000. The- of Pilgrim's "The Guinea Pig." In
Charles Ross, 72, of- Windsor, Vt.,
atre will open for its 23d season addition he brought a print of his exhibitor for many years, died sudJune 27, likely opener being a recently completed "Private An- denly in the Bo.ston film district
package, "The Medium" and "The gelo" with him and will likely set last week while parking his car.
He was a partner with the
Telephone." Don Leven is resident a realease deal on this during his
'
Lalchis circuit in the Windsor thecurrent stay.
director.
j

Robbins.

Caronia's

Ellis, wardrobe mistress,
New York, April 21. She
had been employed in Max Gordon productions for the past IS
years and at the time, of death was
wardrobe mistress for "Born Yesterday'- at the Henry Miller, N. Y.

Viola
died in

I

|

;

.'

.

;

Angle
Use of tele programs on an exelu.sive basis is .expected to hypo
'Exclusive''

exhib action forthwith. Many big
theatre ops have been holding back
on putting up heavy coin for equip
ment on the eonvit^ion that non

i

-

.

Mother,
film

75i
director,

of Leslie Fenton,
died April 19 in

Hollywood.
1

'

Mother of Dave Silverman, RKO
exchange manager in Pittsburgh,
died in that

city,

April

14.

Wtdneaday^ AprU 27. 1949

THf PAftAMO(/NrS MOST SENSATIONAL
ATTRACTION IN PAST 6 YEARS!

The Paramount
this ad in
New York
newspapers

ran
th»

«/Jflte

Holiday

0|»n 8 *J*|;,y,
Doors
Shows
6 De Luxe
On

Screen

in

My sincere thanks to BOB WEITMAN,
HARRY LEVINE and BOB SHAPIRO of
the Paramount and a deep bow to
DUKE ELLINGTON

for his

wonderful

music and cooperation.
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Recording
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Direction-
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